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_t PUBLISHERS' ADVERTISEMENT.

i_ library ; including Hermas, restored to his historic
THE kind readerhas here another in itself

_ place, and other Fathers of the second century, with the works complete of the great founder of

_" the Alexandnan school, the learned and versatile St. Clement. We now touch the period of

'_ Tertullian, who comes next into view, with the first elements of what is known as Z,atin Chrts-

_ a'anity. The vast importance of studying patristic literature, with historic progress from epoch

_. to epoch, must be evident to all thinkers.

The "Christian Literature Publishing Company" has from the first designed to carry on its

"_ work with the POST-NIcV__E FATHERS, edited on a similar plan, and with like chronological

_._ arrangement. _ The Oxford translations, in part, will furnish the base ; but, as these are a mass

of confused material of very unequal merit (some of the translations having been made by young_ men, who, though fine classical scholars, were little versed in patristic studies), they have felt,

(_ that, far more than the ANTE-NICENE SERIES, these would demand the most Thepatient editing.

publishers are now engaged in .securing the editorial corps necessary to any wise or creditable

issue of a series so voluminous, and deserving such careful annotation. It should be observed,

that the original Oxford series mixes up the earlier and later Fathers, and robs the student of the

advantages of progressive comparison, and historical transition from epoch to epoch. Works

of great authors are published piecemeal, apart from their place and sequence; and younger

students are deprived of that lucid order, in the study of antiquity, on which so much depends.
. It may be justly said, that a student never recovers from the confusing effects of reading the

J Christian Fathers without system, and out of time and place. A libraly of the Fathers is useful,

m a great degree, in proportion as it stands on the reader's shelves, volume after volume, with

" consecutive and scientific arrangement.

The following statement is added by our editor-in-chief: _

THE task of correcting the Edinburgh typography has not been mechanically performed, but

has been executed with care and critical skill by the Rev. J. A. Spencer, D.D., of New York.

Especial pains have been taken with the marginal references to Scripture, which seem to have

been transferred from the Migne Edition, with no attempt to verify them. They have been

patiently corrected for this edition. Where Dr. Spencer has kindly added original references,

often valuable, I have insisted upon demgnating them by the letter "S."
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:_ THE PASTOR OF HERMAS.



INTRODUCTORY NOTE

TO

THE PASTOR OF HERMAS.

[TRANSLATED BY THE REV. F. CROMBIE, M.A.]

['A.D. x6o.] THE fragment known as the "Muratorian Canon" is the historic ground for the
date I give to this author.' I desired to prefix The Shepherd to the writings of Iren_us, but
_he limits of the volume would not permit. The Shepherd attracted my attention, even in

early youth, as a specimen of primitive romance ; but of course it disappointed me, and excited
repugnance. As to its form, it is even now distasteful. But more and more, as I have studied
it, and cleared up the difficulties which surround it, and the questions it has started, it has become

to me a most interesting and suggestive relic of the primitive age. Dr. Bunsen 2 calls it "a good
but dull novel," and reminds us of a saying of Niebuhr (Bunsen's master), that "he pitied the
Athenian s Christians for being obliged to hear it read in their assemblies." A very natural, but
a truly superficial, thought, as I trust I shall be able to show.

At first sight, Hermas might seem to have little in common with Iren_eus ; and, on many
accounts, it would be preferable to pair him with Barnabas. But I feel sure that chronology for-

bids, and that the age of Irena_us, and of the martyrs of Lyons and Vienne, is the period which
called for this work, and which accounts for its popularity and its diffusion among the churches.

Its pacific spirit in deahng with a rising heresy, which at first was a puzzle to the Latins, 4 which
Pius was disposed to meet by this gentle antidote, with which Eleutherus, in the spirit of a pacifi-
cator, tampered to his own hurt, and by which Victor was temporarily compromised, met pre-

cisely what the case seemed to demand in the judgment of Western Christians. They could not
foresee the results of Montanism : it was not yet a defined heresy. And even the wise prudence

of Iren_eus shows anxiety not too hastily to denounce it ; "seeing," as Eusebius affirms, "there
were many other wonderful powers of divine grace yet exhibited, even at that _me, in different
churches."

Bunsen pronounces magisterially on the Muratorian fragment as an ill-translated excerpt from

Hegesippns, written about A.D. I6 5. This date may be inaccurate, but the evidence is that of a
conteml_orary on which we may rely. "Very recently," he says, "in our own a'mes, in the city

of Rome, Hennas compiled The Shepherd; his brother, Bishop Hns,s then sitting in the cathedra

x Tobe found, with copious ammtatimm, in Routh's Rellqui_, voLk pp. 389-434, Oxford, x846. See also Wc_eott, O_ t_¢ Ca_n_

_Ite New Tes_ent, Cambridge, x855.
Hi2¥_oly_ut a_l H_ Age, vol. i. p. 3TS

s Why "Atbm_, _? It was read everywhere. But possi_dy this is a specificatima based on Acts xvfi. Iz. They may have
corned it as a m,vel and a novelty.

4 Mo_¢ of this in Athenagoras; but see Kay_'s _.sti_ _rar/yr, p. x79, note 3, ed. z853.
$ Roman fabulists know all about Ph_ o_ com_, andgive us thin hlstory: "He _nm a natlve ¢_'Aquiieia, ami w_ elected _ em

the xSth of January, &D. x58.... He governed the Church nh_e years, f_e moths, and tweaty-oevcm daYL" So atfiz_ t_t ¢avourke of
Popes, Artaud de Moutor (H£rlolrede1_eVIII., p. _t. Paris, x83o).
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4 INTRODUCTORY NOTE.

of the Roman Church." "With the period thus assigned, the internal evidence agrees. It !
accounts for the anti-Montani._m of the whole allegory, and not less for the choice of this non-
controversial form of antidote. Montanism is not named ; but it is opposed by a reminder of
better "prophesyings," and by setting the pure spirit of the apostolic age over against the fren-
zied and pharisaical pretensions of the fanatics. The pacific policy at first adopted by the
Roman bishops, dictated, no doubt, this effort of Hermas to produce such a refutation as his
brother' might commend to the churches.

Let me present, in outline, the views which seem to me necessary to a good understanding of
the work ; and as I am so unfortunate as to differ with the Edinburgh editors, who are entitled, ;
primd facie, to be supposed correct, I shall venture to"apologize for my own conceptions, by a i

few notes and elucidations. 2
As Eusebius informs us, the charismata were not extinct in the churches when the Phrygian_

imitations began to puzzle the faithful. Bunsen considers its first propagator_ specimens of the
clairvoyant art, and pointedly cites the manipulations they were said to practise (like persons
playing on the harp), in proof of this. We must place ourselves in those times to comprehend '.
the difficulties of early Christians in dealing with the counterfeit. "Try the spirits," said St. John ;
and St. Paul had said more expressly, "Quench not the Spirit ; despise nat prohesyings ; prove all
things," etc. This very expression suggests that there might often be something despicable in the
form and manner of uttering what was excellent. To borrow a phrase of our days, "the human
element" was painfully predominant at times, even among those who spoke by the Spirit. The
smoke of personal infirmity discoloured genuine scintinations from hearts in which still smoul-
dered the fire of Pentecostal gifts. The reticence of Iren_eus is therefore not to be marvelled at.
He cautioned Eleutherus no doubt, but probably felt, with him, that the rumours from Phrygia
needed further examination. The prophetic gifts were said to be lodged in men and women
austere as John the Baptist, and professing a mission to rebuke the carnal and self-indulgent
degeneracy of a generation that knew not the apostles.

It would not be a very bold conjecture, that Hermas and his brother were elderly grand-
children of the original Hermas, the friend of St. Paul. The Shepherd, then, might be based
upon personal recollections, and upon the traditions of a family which the spirit of prophecy had
reproved, and who were monuments of its power. The book supplies us with evidences of the
awakened conscience with which Hermas strove to "bless his household." But, be this as it

may, this second Hermas, with his brother's approbation, undertakes to revive the memory of
those primal days portrayed in the Epistle to Diognetus, when Christians, though sorroeufu/, were
"always rejoicing." He compiles accordingly a non-metrical idyl ; reproducing, no doubt, tradi-
tional specimens of those "prophesyings," on which St. Patti remarks. Hence we infer, that such
outpourings as became the subject of apostolic censure, when they confused the order of the
Corinthian Church,s were, in their nobler examples, such "visions," "mandates" and "simili-
tudes" as these ; more or less human as to form, but, in their moral teachings, an impressive
testimony against heathen oracles, and their obscene or blasphemous suggestions.

The permissive wisdom of the Spirit granting, while restraining, such manifestations, is seen
in thus counterbalancing Sibylline and other ethnic utterances. (Acts xvi. x6--x9.) With this in
view, Hermas makes his compilation. He casts it into an innocent fiction, as Cowper wrote in
the name of Alexander Selkirk, and introduces Hermas and Clement to identify the times which
are idealized in his allegory. Very gently, but forcibly, therefore, he brings back the original

• The _ Icamcd authority among Roman C.ath_ics, a 1_aedmtia_ giws us the dates x,D. x4a-xSr, n_as:ti_.ly, as those of his
electl¢_ and decease. See S,tri, t, .Episc_rum, etc. P.B. Gains, Ratmbonm, x873.

= Relylag upon the invaluable ald of Dr. Routh, I had not thought of looking into Westcott, tJR I _ _ _t _ _ _u.
Iamgn=fly_-agtlamedbyhiadahomteandveryablea_,umem. See his work on thc C,*_,pp. 2_3-m35.

a zCor. xiv. The value of Hcrmas ln helping us to comprehend this mysterlous dmiRer appears to _ _ _ C.elsus_ptmw.lm_
_llams as S_ll_gr. Se¢ Or_a s Ag_£_t C¢l-._, book v. cap. L_



INTRODUCTORY NOTE. 5

Christians as antagonists of the Montanistic opinions ; and so exclusively does this idea predomi-
nate in the whole work, as Tertvlllan's scornful comment implies, that one wonders to find Wake,

with other very learned men, conceding that the Pauline Hermas was its actual author. Were it
so, he must have been a prophet indeed. No doubt those of the ancients who knew nothing of

the origin of the work, and accepted it as the production of the first Hermas, were greatly influ-
enced by this idea. It seemed to them a true oracle from God, like those of the Apocalypse,
though sadly inferior ; preparing the Church for one of its great trials and perils, and fulfilling, as

did the Revelation of St. John, that emplmtic promise concerning the Spirit. "He shall show you
things to come."

This view of the subject, moreover, explains historical facts which have been so unaccountable to

many critics ; such as the general credit it obtained, and that its influence was greater in the East

than among Latins. But once commended to the Asiatic churches by Pius, as a useful instruc-
tion for the people, and a safeguard against the Phrygian excesses, it would easily become current
wherever the Greek language prevailed. Very soon it would be popularly regarded as the work

of the Pauline Hermas, and as embodying genuine l_ro_hesyings of the apostolic age. A qualified
inspiration would thus be attributed to them, precisely such as the guarded language of Origen'

suggested afterwards : hence the deutero-canonical repute of the book, read, like the Apocrypha,
for instruction and edification, but not cited to establish any doctrine as of the faith. 2 It must
be remembered, that, although the Roman Church was at first a Grecian colony, and largely com-

posed of those Hellenistic Jews to whom St. Paul's arguments in his Epistle to the Romans were

personally appropriate, yet in the West, generally, it was not so: hence the greater diffusion
of The Shepherd written in Greek, through the Greek churches. There, too, the Montanists
were a raging pestilence long before the West really felt the contagion through the influence of
the brilliant Tertullian. These facts account for the history of the book, its early currency and
credit in the Church. Nor must we fail to observe, that the tedious allegorizing of Hermas,

though not acceptable to us, was by no means displeasing to Orientals. To this day, the common
people, even with us, seem to be greatly taken with story-telling and "similitudes," especially
when there is an interpreter to give them point and application.

ARer reading Iren_eus Agai_t Heresies, then, we may not inappropriately turn to this mild
protest against the most desolating and lasting delusion of primitive times. Most bitterly this
will be felt when we reach the great founder of "Latin Christianity," whose very ashes breathed

contagion into the life of such as handled his relics with affection, save only those, who, like

Cyprian, were gifted with a character as strong as his own. The genius of Tertullian inspired
his very insanity with power, and, to the discipline of the Latin churches, he communicated

something of the rigour of Montanism, with the natural re-actionary relaxation of morals in actual
life. Of this, we shall learn enough when we come to read the fascinating pages of that splendid
but infatuated author. Montanism itself, and the Encratite heresy which we are soon to consider

in the melancholy case of Tatian, were re-actions from those abominations of the heathen with
which Christians were daily forced to be conversant. These Fathers erred through a temptation

in which Satan was "transformed as an angel of light." Let us the more admire the penetrating
foresight, and the holy moderation, of Hennas. To our scornful age, indeed, glutted with reading

of every sort, and alike over-cultivated and superficial, taking little time for thought, and almost
as little for study, The Shepkerd can furnish nothing attractive. He who brings nothing to it, gets

nothing from it. But let the fastidious who desire at the same time to be competent judges, put
themselves into the times of the Antonines, and make themselves, for the moment, Christians of

that period, and they will awaken to a new world of thought. Let such go into the assemblies of
the primitive faithful, in which it was evident that "not many wise men after the flesh, not many

mighty, not many noble, were called." There they were, "as sheep appointed to be slain,"

z Westcott, p. az9' Ed. xS55, London. a l-Iieron., tom. i. p. 988, Benedlcti_¢_l.
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"dying daily," and, like their blessed Master, "the scorn of men, and outcast of the people," as ?
they gathered on the day of the Lord to "eat of that bread, and drink of that cup." After the

manner of the synagogue, there came a moment when the "president" said, "Brethren, if ye _
have any word of exhortation for the people, say on." But the tongues were ceasing, as the
apostle foretold ; and they who professed to speak by the Spirit were beginning to be doubted.
"Your fathers, where are they? and the prophets, do they live forever?" It was gratifying to
the older men, and excited the curiosity of the young, when the reader stood up, and said,
"Hear, then, the words of Hermas." Blessed were the simple folk, those "lambs among
wolves," who hungered and thirsted after righteousness, and who eagerly drank in the pure and
searching Scriptural morality of The She2bkerd, and then went forth to "shine as lights in the
world," in holy contrast with the gross darkness that surrounded them.

It has been objected, indeed, that the morals of Hermas have a legalizing tone. The same
is said of St. James, and the Sermon on the Mount. Most unjustly and crueUy is this objection
made to TAt She_l_erd. Granted its language is not formulated after Augustine, as it could not
be : its text is St. James, but, like St. James, harmonized always with St. Paul., Faith is always
honoured in its primary place; and penitence, in its every evangelical aspect, is thoroughly de-
fined. He exposes the emptiness of formal works, such as mere physical fastings, and the carnal
observance of set times and days. That in one instance he favours "works of supererogation"
is an entire mistake, made by reading into the words of Hermas a heresy of which he never
dreamed. His whole teaching conflicts with such a thought. His orthodoxy in other respects, is
sustained by such masters as Pearson and Bull.2 And then, the positive side of his teaching is a
precious testimony to the godly living exacted of believers in the second century. How suitable
to all times are the maxims he extracts from the New Law. How searching his exposure of the

perils of lax family discipline, and of wealth unsanctified. What heavenly precepts of life he lays
down for all estates of men. To the clergy, what rules he prescribes against ambition and detrac-
tion and worldly-mindedness. Surely such reproofs glorify the epoch, when they who had cast
off, so recently, the lusts and passions of heathenism, were, as the general acceptance of this book
must lead us to suppose, eager to be fed with "truth, severe in rugged fiction drest."

But the reader will now be eager to examine the following Lm*gODOCrORYNonc_ of the
translator :

THE Pastor of Hermas was one of the most popular books, if not the most popular book, in
the Christian Church during the second, third, and fourth centuries. It occupied a position
analogous in some respects to that of Bunyan's t_'lgrim's Progress in modem times ; and critics
have frequently compared the two works.

In ancient times two opinions prevailed in regard to the authorship. The most widely spread
was, that the Pastor of Hermas was the production of the Hermas mentioned in the Epistle to
the Romans. Origen s states this opinion distinctly, and it is repeated by Eusebius 4 and Jerome.S

Those who believed the apostolic Hermas to be the author, necessarily esteemed the book very
highly; and there was much discussion as to whether it was inspired or not. The early writers
are of opinion that it was really inspired. Irena._usquotes it as Scripture ;6 Clemens Alexandrinus
speaks of it as making its statements "divinely; "z and Origen, though a few of his expressions are
regazded by some as implying doubt, unquestionably gives it as his opinion that it is "divinely
inspired." s Eusebius mentions that difference of opinion prevailed in his day as to the inspira-
tion of the book, some opposing its claims, and others maintaining its divine origin, especially

* Bull (and Grebe), Harmm_ Aj_DIfca ; Works, vol. ifi.

a Peru-son, VfJedt2"_./'_mJ., i. cap. 4- Bull, Dt/'nu. ,rid. Nicn., I. cap. *. sec. 3; Works, voL v. part L p. *S.
_t. in Rom. xvL z4, h'b.x. 3z. [But see Westcott's fuller aocounz of all this, pp. :zg, aao.]

,i Hiat. Eccl. _i. 3. s D¢ Virit lllau_ibu*, c. L 6 C_tra Hart#., iv. _, 2.
S_., i. uL p. 4*6. I Ut n_,'4.
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because it formed an admirable introduction to the Christian faith. For this latter reason it was
read publicly, he tells us, in the churches.

The only voice of antiquity decidedly opposed to the claim is that of Tertullian. He desig-
nates it apocryphal,1 and rejects it with scorn, as favouring anti-Montanistic opinions. Even h/s
words, however, show that it was regarded in many churches as Scripture.

The second opinion as to the authorship is found in no writer of any name. It occurs only
in two places: a poem falsely ascribed to Tertullian, and a fragment published by Muratori,

on the Canon, the authorship of which is unknown, and the original language of which is still a
matter of dispute. 2 The fragment says, "The Pastor was written very lately in our times, in
the city of Rome, by Hermas, while Bishop Plus, his brother, sat in the chair of the Church of the
city of Rome."

A third opinion has had advocates in modern times. The Pastor of Hermas is regarded as a

fiction, and the person Hermas, who is the principal character, is, according to this opinion,
merely the mventmn of the fiction-writer.

Whatever opinion critics may have in regard to the authorship, there can be but one opinion
as to the date. The Pastor of Hennas must have been written at an early period. The fact that
it was recognised by Iremeus as Scripture shows that it must have been in circulation long before

his ume. The most probable date assigned to its composition is the reign of Hadrian, or of
Antonmus Plus.

The work is very important in many respects ; but especially as reflecting the tone and style
of books which interested and instructed the Christians of the second and third centuries.

The Pastor of Hermas was written in Greek. It was well known in the Eastern Churches : it

seems to have been but little read in the Western. Yet the work bears traces of having been
written in Italy.

For a long time the Pastor of Hermas was known to scholars only in a Latin version, occurring

in several MSS.with but slight variations. But within recent times the difficulty of settling the
text has been increased by the discovery of various _tss. A Latin translation has been edited,
widely differing from the common version. Then a Greek MS.was said to have been found in

Mount Athos, of whmh Simonides affirmed that he brought away a portion of the original and a
copy of the rest. Then a MS. of the Pastor of Hermas was found at the end of the Sinaitic

Codex of Tischendorf. And in addition to all these, there is an 2Ethiopic translation. The discuS-
sion of the value of these discoveries is one of the most difficult that can fall to the lot of critics ;

for it involves not merely an examination of peculiar forms of words and similar criteria, but an

investigation into statements made by Simomdes and Tischendorf respecting events in their own
lives. But whatever may be the conclusions at which the critic arrives, the general reader does
not gain or lose much. In all the Greek and Latin forms the Pastor of Hennas is substantially

the same. There are many minute differences ; but there are scarcely any of importance,
perhaps we should say none.

In this translation the text of Hilgenfeld, which is based on the Sinaitic Codex, has been
followed.

The letters Vat. mean the Va_'can manuscript, the one from which the common or vulgate
version was usually pnnted.

The letters Pal. mean the PalaB'ne manuscript edited by Dressel, which contains the Latin
version, differing considerably from the common version.

The letters Zips. refer to the Zei_zig manuscript, partly original and partly copied, furnished
by Simonides from Athos. The text of Anger and Dindorf (Lips., x856 ) has been used, though
reference has also been made to the text of Tischendorf in Dressel.

De _:'t_a, c. xx., also ¢. x.: De Oratio_e, c. xvl.
[This statement should be compared with Westc.ott's temperate and very full account of the Muratorian Fragm_t, pp. a3S-a45,]
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The letters Sin. refer to the Sinai_'c Codex, as given in Dressel and in Hilgenfeld's notes.
The letters/Eth, refer to the /Ethiopic version, edited, with a Latin translation, by Antonius

D'Abbadie. Leipzig, 186o.
No attempt has been made to give even a tithe of the various readings. Only the most im-

portant have been noted.
[It is but just to direct the reader's attention to an elaborate article of Dr. Donaldson, in the

(London) Theological Review, vol. xiv. p. 564 ; in which he very ingeniously supports his opin-
ions with regard to Hennas, and also touching the Muratorian Canon. In one important partic-
ular he favours my own impression ; viz., that The Shepherd is a compilation, traditional, or *
reproduced from memory. He supposes its sentiments "must have been expressed in mumer- i
able oral communications delivered in the churches throughout the world."]



THE PASTOR.

BOOK FIRST.-- VISIONS.

VISION FIRST. before the Lord." "Lady," said I, "are you to
AGAINST FILTHY AND PROUD THOUGHTS, AND THE be the subject of my accusation? ''6 "No,"
CARELESSNESSOF HERMASIN CHASTISINGHISSONS. said she ; "but hear the words which I am going

CHAP. I. to speak to you. God, who dwells in the
heavens, and made out of nothing the things that

HE who had brought me up, sold me to one exist, and multiplied and increased them on ac-
Rhode in Rome.' Many years after this I rec- count of His holy Church,7 is angry with you for
ognised her, and I began to love her as a sister, having sinned against me." I answered her,
Some time after, I saw her bathe in the river Ti- ,, Lady, have I sinned against you ? How ?s or
bet ; and I gave her my hand, and drew her out when spoke I an unseemly word to you ? Did I
of the river. The sight of her beauty made me not always think of you as a lady? Did I not
think with myself, "I should be a happy man if always respect you as a sister ? Why do you
I could but get a wife as handsome and good as falsely accuse me of this wickedness and ira-
she is." This was the only thought that passed purity?" With a smile she replied to me, "The
through me: this and nothing more. A short desire of wickedness9 arose within your heart.
time after this, as I was walking on my road to Is it not your opinion that a righteous man com-
the viUages,* and magnifying the creatures of mits sin when an evil desire arises in his heart?
God, and thinking how magnificent, and beau,i- There is sin in such a case, and the sin is great,"
ful, and powerful they are, 3 I fell asleep. And said she ; "for the thoughts of a righteous man
the Spirit carried me away, and took me through should be righteous. For by thinking right-
a pathless place, 4 through which a man could eously his character is established in the heavens, '°
not travel, for it was situated in the midst of and he has the Lord merciful to him in every
rocks ; it was rugged and impassible on account business. But such as entertain wicked thoughts
of water. Having passed over this river, I came in their minds are bringing upon themselves
to a plain. I then bent down on my knees, and death and captivity ; and especially is this the
began to pray to the Lord,5 and to confess my case with those who set their affections on this
sins. And as I prayed, the heavens were opened, world,,, and glory in their riches, and look not
and I see the woman whom I had desired saluting forward to the blessings of the life to come.
me from the sky, and saying, "Hail, Hermas l" For many will their regrets be ; for they have no
And looking up to her, I stud, "Lady, what doest hope, but have despaired of themselves and their
thou here?" And she answered me, "I have life.'* But do thou pray to God, and He will
been taken up here to accuse you of your sins

6 Are _e_u to be ,lit subject of my accu._adan ? Are you tox The commencement varies. In the Vatman: "He who had accuse me.--Vat., Lits., _Etk.
brought me up, sold a certain young woman at Rome. Many years 7 [EpIL ill 9, io ]
after thmI saw her and recognised her." So Lips.; Pal. has the e _a,w? In what place ?-- Vat., Szn.
name of the woman, Rada. The name Rhode occurs in Acts 9 I_zekednes$. The destre of formcafion,- Lt_s. [Prov. x_

xo, xxiv. 9; Matt. v. 28.]. . .xti. x3

2 ,, On my road to the villages." This seems to mean: as I was to Literally, his glory ts made straight In.t_ heavens. _ long
taking a walk into the country, or spending my time in travellmtg ] as his thoughts are righteous and hts way of life correct, ne wu trove
amid rural scenes. So the 2_;thinplc version. " Proceeding wlin j the Lord m heaven _ul to him.-- ,Vat. When he thinks right-
these thoughts In my mind."-- Va/. After I had come to the city of [ eously, he corrects himse_, and his grace will he in .heaven, .m_he
Oma."--PaL "Procoedm_ to some vfllage."--L2#$. [The Iwfll have the Lord merciful In every bumneam.-- Pal. Hts_nity
Christian religion begetUng this enthusmsm for nature, and love for t will be stint_.ht in the sloes.--_wt/t. [Prov. x. _4, m. _3.]
nature's God, is to be noted. Where in all heathendom do we find i It I'CoL ill. 2; Ps. xhx. 6.]
spirit or expressionlike thts?] 1 t_ _or many...Lyre. For the minds of stw.h .]mc2m_ empty.

a Creatures. Creature or creation. -- Li#$., Vat., ._tl. [ Now this is what the doubt_u do who have lm hope Ul die Ltd., a_4 Pat*lea: _e. Placo on the right hand.-- Va/. [Rev. xv_. I dospi.so_ neglect _ Fffe.--Vat.. Th_'r _mlsnot ha_._ the
hope of life, do not resmttheselux.urum: tot Iney oespmt m tmm_

3, xxi. to. Dante, Inferno, i. x-3. ] selves and their FLf_--Pal. [Eph. n. t=.]s Lard. God.--Sin. atone
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IO THE PASTOR OF HERMAS. [Boo,: I.

healthy sins,and the sinsof thy whole house, of the Lordshas taken pityon you and your
and ofallthesaints."_ house,and willstrengthenyou,and establishyou

inhisglory.9Only be noteasy-minded,'°butbe
CHAP. n. of good courage and comfort your house. For

After she had spoken these words, the heavens as a smith hammem out his work, and accom-
were shut. I was overwhelmed with sorrow and plishes whatever he wishes," so shall righteous

fear, and said to myself, "If this sin is assigned daily speech overcome all iniquity. '2 Cease not
to me, how can I be saved, or how shall I pro- therefore to admonish your sons ; for I know
pitiate God in regard to my sins, 2 which are of that, if they will repent with all their heart, they
the grossest character ? With what words shall wall be enrolled in the Books of Life wath the
I ask the Lord to be merciful to me ? While I saints." x3 Having ended these words, she said to
was thinking over these things, and discussing me, "Do you wish to hear me read ?" I say to i
them in my mind, I saw opposite to me a chair, her, "Lady, I do." "Listen then, and give ear
white, made of white wool,3 of great size. And to the glories of God." ,_ And then I heard from
there came up an old woman, arrayed in a splen- her, magnificently and admirably, things which
did robe, and with a book in her hand ; and she my memory could not retain. For all the words
sat down alone, and saluted me, "Hail, Her- were terrible, such as man could not endure.'S
mas l" And in sadness and team 4 1 said to her, The last words, however, I did remember ; for
"Lady, hail !" And she said to me, "Why are they were useful to us, and gentle, x6 "Lo, the
you downcast, Hermas ? for you were wont to God of powers, who by His invisible strong
be patient and temperate, and always srmling, power and great wisdom has created the world,
Why are you so gloomy, and not cheerful ?" I and by His glorious counsel has surrounded His
answered her and said, "O Lady, I have been creation with beauty, and by His strong word
reproached by a very good woman, who says that has fixed the heavens and laid the foundations
I sinned against her." And she said, "Far be of the earth upon the waters, and by His own
such a deed from a servant of God. But per- wisdom and providence ,7has created His holy xs
haps a desire after her has arisen within your Church, which He has blessed, lol He removes'_
heart. Such a wish, in the case of the servants the heavens and the mountains, 2°the hills and the
of God, produces sin. For it is a wicked and seas, and all things become plain to His elect,
horrible wash in an all-chaste and already well- that He may bestow on them the blessing which
tried spirits to desire an evil deed ; and espe- He has promised them, *' with much glory and
cially for Hermas so to do, who keeps himself joy, if only they shall keep the commandments
from all wicked desire, and is full of all simpli- of God which they have received m great faith."

city, and of great guilelessness. CHAP. w.

CHAP. m. When she had ended her reading, she rose

"But God is not angry with you on account from the chair, and four young men came and
of this, but that you may convert your house, 6 carried off the chair and went away to the east.
which have committed iniquity against the Lord, And she called me to hemelf and touched my
and against you, their parents. And although breast, and said to me, "Have you been pleased
you love your sons, yet did you not warn your with my reading?" And I say to her, "Lady,
house, but permitted them to be terribly cor-
rupted/ On this account is the Lord angrywith s Lord. God--Vat. [TheMontanistdognmrepresentmgGodasthereverseof(Neh.ix.ZT)"geatdeand easytobe entreated"LS

you,but He willheal allthe evilswhich have rebuked.]9 W':_l stre_gtken. Has preserved you in glory.- Vat.
been done in your house. For, on account of strengthenedandestablished.- Lt.#*. Has savedyourhoas¢.-
their sins and iniquities, you have been destroyed e_l.to Ea*y-mi_ded. Only wander not, but be calm. -- kat. oant.
by the affairs of this world. But now the mercy tedmP_.

tt Accam_H$_es... _dake$. And exhtbtts it to any one to
whom he wls"hes.- Vat.

x [Job xlii. 8 ] t2 So shall you also, teaching the truth dally, cut off great sin. --
2 Literally perfect. Haw . . . s:'n$. How shall I entreat the Vat.

Lordin _a_ to my very numerous sins *-- Vat How can Ipro- z3 Iknaw . . , salnts. For tbe Lord knows that they win repent
p_ttate the Lord Godin these my sins v _ Pal. How then shall I he wtth all their heart, and He will write you in the Book of Life. -- Vat.

See Phil. iv 3. Rev. xx xs. [He contrasts the mild sprat of the
saved, and beg pardon of the Lord for these my many sins _-- _tk Gospel with the seventy of tbe Law in the case of Eh.][M,c.vi. 6, 7,S.]

s A chair made of white wool, like snow. -- Mat. A chair for t* A _d _ ear to eke glories af Gad, omitted in Vat.
rer.linlng, and on it a covering of wool, whim as hall. --_t&. IS Am_ tken . . . /let. And unfolding a book, she read glori-

4Aftd..._rrew. Ileaphiginspiritvnthj_oyathersnhita- ousl_,magndicemtly, and admirably.-- /"at [I)an.x. 9.]
tkm.--Lt'lt$. [TheMontamstausterltyglancedatJ- . 6Gentle. For they were few and useful to us. -- Vat.

$ Per . . . ,#irt't. For this hatetul tl_ught ougttt not to be in a t7 By His _ _dom a_dpravide_tce. By Hts mighty power.
servant of God, nor ought a well-tried sprat to desire an evil deed. -- --//'at., Pa/. [Scripture is here distdled llke the dew. Pt_ov.hi. x9.
Fat. [The praise here bestowed on Herma_ favours the tdea that a Ps. xmv. 2, and marginal references.]
second Hermas was the author.] ta Holy omitted by IAps.x9 _emave_. He will re_tove. --VaLe Bxt f./_ff. But God ts not,.a_[r_wtth you on your own account,
but on a_ommt of y _o_rhouse, w_ch has. -- Vat. 2o See 2 Pet. ifi. S- .

7 C_-rw/lt*d. To li_tt riotot_.-- Va. l I S#au. hi. tt, I 4. sZ[lsa. Lx'v.22. SeeFabor'sHtaerqcall_iry, as to the pnm-.
•rladitious or the Pauline Hermas may be here preserved.] lure uiea of the elect, book ix. a. New York, x84o.]



VISIONII.] THE PASTOR OF HERMAS. I I

the last words please me, but the first are cruel been filled up• But make known 7 these words
and harsh." Then she said to me, "The last to all your children, and to your wife, who is to
are for the righteous : the first are for heathens ibe your sister• For she does not s restrain her
and apostates." And while she spoke to me, tongue, with which she commits iniquity ; but,
two men appeared and raised her on their shoul- on hearing these words, she will control herself,
ders, and they went to where the chair was in iand will obtain mercy. For after you have made
the east. With joyful countenance did she de- known to them these words which my Lord has
part ; and as she went, she said to me, "Behave commanded me to reveal to you,9 then shall they
like a man,' Hermas." be forgiven all the sins which in former times

they committed, and forgiveness will be granted
VISION SECOND. to all the saints who have sinned even to the

AGAIN,OF HIS NEGLECTIN CHASTISINGHIS TALKA-present day, if they repent with all their heart,
TIrE WiFE ANDHiS LUSTFULSONS,AND OF mS and drive all doubts from their minds. `° For the
CHA_-_CTER. Lord has sworn by His glory, in regard to His

CltAP. I. elect, that if any one of them sin after a certain
As I was going to the country 2 about the day which has been fixed, he shall not be saved.

same time as on the previous year, in my walk I For the repentance of the righteous has limits• i'
recalled to memory the vasion of that year• And Filled up are the days of repentance to all the
again the Spirit carried me away, and took me saints ; but to the heathen, repentance will be
to the same place where I had been the year possible even to the last day. You will tell,
before. 3 On coming to that place, I bowed my therefore, those who preside over the Church, to
knees and began to pray to the Lord, and to direct their ways in righteousness, that they may
glorify His name, because He had deemed me receive in full the promises with great glory.
worthy, and had made known to me my former Stand stedfast, therefore, ye who work righteous-
sins. On rising from prayer, I see opposite me ness, and doubt not, ,2 that your passage ,3 may
that old woman, whom I had seen the year be with the holy angels. Happy ye who endure
before, walking and reading some book. And the great tribulation that is coming on, and
she says to me, "Can you carry a report of these happy they who shall not deny their own life.'¢
things to the elect of God ?" I say to her, For the Lord hath sworn by His Son, that those
"Lady, so much I cannot retain in my memory, who denied their Lord have abandoned their life
but gave me the book and I shall transcribe it." in despair, for even now these are to deny Him
"Take it," says she, "and you will give it back in the days that are coming.,S To those who
to me." Thereupon I took it, and going away denied in earlier times, God became ,6 gracious,
into a certain part of the country, I transcribed on account of His exceeding tender mercy.
the whole of it letter by letter ;* but the sylla-
bles of it I did not catch. No sooner, however, CHAP. III.

had I finished the writing of the book, than all "But as for you, Hermas, remember not the
of a sudden it was snatched from my hands; wrongs done to you by your children, nor neg-
but who the person was that snatched it, I saw lect your sister, that they may be cleansed from
not. their former sins. For they will be instructed

CHAP. II. ]with righteous instruction, if you remember not
Fifteen days after, when I had fasted and lthe wrongs they have done you. For the re-

prayed much to the Lord, the knowledge of the 1__
writing was revealed to me. Now the writing/ , Mayeeltmrrvn. Rebukewiththe_wot,th._ Vat. [Yourtrisect

hi " inChrist,i.e.,whenconvertedlwas to t s effect : Your seed, 0 Hermas, has I * t_t herrmmn hertongue.--Vat. [Ja,. iu. s-1,,l
sinned a_ainst God, and they have blasnhemed ] , Far... you For she _ll be in*tructed, after you have re-

• 5"t:_h .... .1 _. . { , [bukedherwRhthosewot_clswhtehtheLordhascmmmutck_ltob_
agaanst the Lorct, anti in r.nelr great wlcKeaness revea]_to_u.-- vat
they have h_tr_ved their n:_nt_ l*_t_ thaw to [Against Montanitm. Matt. xti 31, xvhL _a ]

j , -.------d - ---_*- _ ..... "_'_ '._*_.J l, [ToshowtlmttheCathohcdoctfine doesnot nmke chrilt tim
passea as traators ot their parents, and by their mtmsterofsin. Gal.il. xT. ]

• 6 tz Dou6tnat. [Jas i,,5.l Andsoact.--Vat.
treachery did they not reap profit. And even ._ pa,,a_-,. [t:ake_. 22.] Yo,rjou_.--P,t.
now they have added to their sins lusts and in- u Andwax_-ve_._Mlnota_r ras ownrue.---V,t. IS_• .- -- -. * , , ..... t Ol_'s. hfe was loa;mg it: llattng oil'S OWna_ WaS'an,ling It (Matt.
lqUltOUS pollUtiOns, anti thus their lmqultaes nave x. 39; Luke xav. a6.) The great trilmlatmm ber¢ referred to, it prol_-

ably that mystery of St. Paul (2 Th¢_. iL _), which they suppoled
nigh at hand. Our author protmbly saw _ of it in Mmatamat

t Be strottg, or be made strong. -- Vat. [t Cor. x'vi x3.] and his followers.]
• C_m_t'y; lit. _ tb.t vl//a_,. From Cumz. -- Vat. While I ts T/_ase, . . ¢aminK. The m_#mg of thlt _ater_ it dx_um.

was _ " in the di_trlct of tl'mCttmar_ -- Pa_ The Vat is ¢_'idmltly corrttpt but _ to Inmm: "The Lord hal

• c,_'_,-..._at_. [E,ek. a. 9; Rev. x.¢.] l_owtaking ingthem*elve*tffethe,_by,th_. 10od_dV#Son]wlnaeayth_..
tbebook, I mt doma in maepitee and wrote the whole o$ it m order, in the days that ate to come." The aayt mat are to c_te woam
--PAL Intbeanclent_ss. therewasaothi_ to markotttwhare meanthedayof judgraentand.tl_futwemte. Seematt.,x.3_.
omwindead_l_d mmt.t_r¢otanteac_. [Thi_they2uppo,edwould,oon_,ow me _ apo,m_mmm_

s God... ,_¢,_t, onuemiia Vat. la6on. Thewords"eadlerume_"am._gamatthePaulinedate.]
•V'_t,e_,_l inVar_ _ Bt_me groxio_. W_IIbegra_wus._ P_L



I2 THE PASTOR OF HERMAS. [Book I.

membrance of wrongs worketh death., And for permission has been granted to him to do so.9
you, Hermas, have endured great personal • trib- And Grapte will admonish the widows and the
ulations on account of the transgressions of your orphans. But you will read the words in this
house, because you did not attend to them, but city, along with the presbyters who preside over !
were careless,3 and engaged in your wicked the Church.
trmlsactions. But* you are saved, because you VISION THIRD.
did not depart from the living God, and on CONCERNING THE BUILDING OF THE TRIUMPHANT
account of your simplicity and great self-control. CHURCH,ANDTHEVARIOUSCLASSESOF REPROBATE
These have saved you, if you remain stedfast. MEN.
And they will save all who act in the same man- CHAP. I.

her, and walk in guilelessness and simphcity. The vision which I saw, my brethren, was of .,
Those who possess such virtues will wax strong the following nature. Having fasted frequently,
against every form of wickedness, and will abide laud having prayed to the Lord that He would
unto eternal life. Blessed are all they who prac- show me the revelation which He promised to
rise righteousness, for they shall never be de- show me through that old woman, the same night
stroyed. Now you will tell Maximus : Lo ! s that old woman appeared to me, and said to me,
tribulation cometh on. If it seemeth good to ,, Since you are so anxious and eager to know all
thee, deny again. The Lord is near to them things, go into the part of the country where you
who return unto Him, as it is written in Eldad tarry ; and about the fifth xo hour I shall appear
and Modat, 6 who prophesied to the people in unto you, and show you all that you ought to
the wilderness." see." I asked her, saying "Lady, into what part

cI_P. IV. of the country am I to go?" And she said,
Now a revelation was given to me, my breth- "Into any part you wish." Then I chose a spot

ren, while I slept, by a young man of comely which was suitable, and retired. Before, how-
appearance, who said to me," Who do you think ever, I began to speak and to mention the place,
that old woman is from whom you received the she said to me, "I will come where you wish."
book?" And I said, "The Sibyl." "You are Accordingly, I went to the country, and counted
in a mistake," says he ; "it is not the Sibyl." the hours, and reached the place where I had
"Who is it then ?" say I. And he said, "It is promised to meet her. And I see an ivory seat
the Church." 7 And I said to him, "Why then ready placed, and on it a linen cushion, and
is she an old woman?" "Because," said he, above the linen cushion was spread a covering
"she was created first of all. On this account of fine linen. '_ Seeing these laid out, and yet
is she old. And for her sake was the world no one in the place, I began to feel awe, and as
made." After that I saw a vision in my house, it were a trembling seized hold of me, and my
and that old woman came and asked me, if I hmr stood on end, and as it were a horror came
had yet given the book to the presbyters. And upon me when I saw that I was all alone. But
I said that I had not. And then she said, "You on coming back to myself and calling to mind
have done well, for I have some words to add. the glory of God, I took courage, bent my knees,
But when I finish all the words, all the elect will and again confessed my sins to God as I had
then become acquainted with them through you. done before. J2 Whereupon the old woman ap-
You will write therefore two books, and you will iproached, accompanied by six young men whom
send the one to Clemens and the other to Grapte. s I had also seen before ; and she stood behind
And Clemens will send his to foreign countries, me, and listened to me, as I prayed and confessed

my sins to the Lord. And touching me she
x The Vat. adds: but forgetfulness of them, eternal hfe. said, "Hermas, cease praying continually for

p-XiX'ax7.x8"London,SeeJeremyTaylor,Bohn,t8¢4.]OfFerg'A'etw$$' Dtscourse xi. LILe_L your sins ; pray for righteousness, '3 that you may
s Per_ud. Worldly.-- Vat.

J 3 Yo_ . . . tattles* You neglected them as if they did not
hetong to you.-- Vat. [See cap. [it: .tu/hra, "easy-minded."] 9 [Here, as m places that follow, is to he noted a development of

,t But you will he saved for not having departed from the living, canon law, that could hardly have extsted in the days of the Pauline
Hermas He ts sup.posed to be a lector, who might read for the edt-

God. And your slmphcity and singular self-control will save you, ff ficattou of the elect, if permitted by the presbyters. Grapte, the dsa-you remain stedfast. _ Vat.
s Now you will say: Lol great tribulatmn cometh on. -- Vat. coness, is supposed to have charge of widows and orphans; whtle

Lol exceedingly great tribulation cometh on.--Lilgr. [Maxlmus Clement, only, has canonical tight to authenticate books to forei4ga
saema to have bedn a hpmr, thus warned in a sprat of orthodoxy churches, as the Eastern bishops were accustomed to authenticate
in contrast with Mc_umism, hat with lrony.] canonical Scriptures to him and others. The second Hermas falls

e [The samm is: This is the temptation of those who 15ervertthe mto such anachrvmsms innocently, but they betray the fiction of his
p_ made to the penitent. They may say, "we are threatened work. Compare the A#ost. Constttatzomr with (apocryphal) authen-
With terrible peraecution; let us save our fives by momontanly deny- tlcatinns by Clement. l
ing Chrmt: we can tar_ agaia, and the Lord ts mgh to all who thus ] to F_. Sixth. _ Vat. [Here is a p_ohable reference to canonl-
turn, as Eldad and Medad told the Israelites."] Eldad (or Eldat or cal hours, borrowed from apostolic usage (Acts /ii. t), but not xe-
Heldat or Hek]am) and Modat (Mudat or Modal) are mentioned in flected in written constttutlous in element's day.]
Ntrat. xL 16, zT. The apocxyphal book inscribed with their name ts tt [Compare Cyprlatt', Lfft amt Mart_, .by Pontltts th_

lost. _ cempares, for the passage, Ps. xxxtv. 9. deacon (sec. x6). This is doubtless a plctu_ of the b_op's _J_-
7 T_w CAwrcA. The Church of God.--/Tat. [See Grabe's note, Idram the days of Plus, but, for the _ ¢_ the Pauline Hel'mas, a

Bull's Dgf¢_. F,_/. Ar_eJt., x. cap. 2. sec. 6; Works, voL v. part x. probab__anachromsm.]
p. .

t3 [Forjustificafio_ and sanctifumtiou_] "



VISION III.] THE PASTOR OF HERMAS. i 3

have a portion of it immediately in your house." were : for they were polished and fitted exactly
On this, she took me up by the hand, and brought into the other stones, and became so united one
me to the seat, and said to the young men, "Go with another that the lines of juncture could not
and build." When the young men had gone and be perceived.s And in this way the building of
we were alone, she said to me, "Sit here." I the tower looked as if it were made out of one
say to her," Lady, permit my elders i to be seated stone. Those stones, however, which were taken
first." "Do what I bid you," said she ; "sit from the earth suffered a different fate ; for the
down." When I would have sat down on her young men rejected some of them, some they
right, she did not permit me, but with her hand fitted into the building, and some they cut, down,
beckoned to me to sit down on the left. While and cast far away from the tower. Many other
I was thinking about this, and feeling vexed that stones, however, lay around the tower, and the
she did not let me sit on the fight, she said young men did not use them in building; for
"Are you vexed, Hermas ? The place to the some of them were rough, others had cracks
right is for others who have already pleased God, in them, others had been made too short, 6 and
and have suffered for His name's sake ; and you others were white and round, but did not fit into
have yet much to accomplish before you can sit the building of the tower. Moreover, I saw
with them. But abide as you now do in your other stones thrown far away from the tower, and
simplicity, and you will sit with them, and with falling into the public road ; yet they did not re-
all who do their deeds and bear what they have main on the road, but were rolled into a pathless
borne." place. And I saw others falling into the fire and

CHAP. II. burning, others falling close to the water, and

"What have they borne ?" said I. "Listen," yet not capable of being rolled into _e water,
said she : "scourges, prisons, great tribulations, though they wished to be rolled down, and to
crosses, wild beasts, 2 for God's name's sake. On enter the water.
this account is assigned to them the division of CHAP. IlI.

santification on the right hand, and to every one On showing me these visions, she wished to
who shall suffer for God's name : to the rest is retire. I said to her, "What is the use of my
assigned the division on the left. But both for having seen all this, while I do not know what it
those who sit on the right, and those who sit on means?" She said to me, "You are a cunning
the left, there are the same gifts and promises ; fellow, wishing to know everything that relates
only those sit on the right, and have some glory, to the tower." "Even so, 0 Lady," said I,
You then are eager to sit on the fight with them, ,, that I may tell it to my brethren, that, hearing
but your shortcomings are many. But you will this, they may know the Lord in much glory."
be cleansed from your shortcomings ; and all And she said, "Many indeed shall hear, and
who are not given to doubts shall be cleansed hearing, some shall be glad, and some shall weep.
from all theLr iniquities up till this day." Saying But even these, if they hear and repent, shall
this, she wished to go away. But failing down at also rejoice. Hear, then, the parables of the
her feet, I begged her by the Lord that she would tower ; for I will reveal all to you, and give me
show me the vision which she had promised to no more trnuble in regard to revelation: for
show me. And then she again took hold of me these revelations have an end, for they have been
by the hand, and raised me, and made me sit completed. But you will not cease praying for
on the seat to the left ; and lifting up a splendid revelations, for you are shameless, s The tower
rod,* she said to me, "Do you see something lwhich you see building i_ myself, the Church,
great?" And I say, "Lady, I see nothing." who have appeared to you now and on the for-
She said to me, "Lo l do you not see opposite mer occasion. Ask, then, whatever you like in
to you a great tower, built upon the waters, of! regard to the tower, and I will reveal it to you,
splendid square stones?" For the tower was that you may rejoice with the saints." I said
built square* by those six young men who had unto her, "Lady, since you have vouchsafed
come with her. But myriads of men were carry- to reveal all to me this once, reveal it." She
ing stones to it, some dragging them from the said to me, "Whatsoever ought to be revealed,
depths, others removing them from the land, and will be revealed ; only let your heart be with
they handed them to these six young men. God,9 and doubt not whatsoever you shall see."
They were taking them and building ; and those
of the stones that were dragged out of the s[t Kings_i.7; t P_ iL¢4. The tp_tle _ hi, ._m
depths, they placed in the building just as they __,-_'_ christ to be t_ Rock,hi=_ t ,_ ma_mefout_latioD, by which also allbelievers ate made lively*Unca, FLUtethe

• " c,-#_ J
I My ¢/derz.Pcrhalm thetrataslatitm should be: th¢_ I °ri_otlwr*_t_eenagatdt/_aiwrt,_tm Vat.

[Nodoubt; forhe_alsolsarefenmcetocanon_w. SeeA_.-t, 7 TAat . , .. Kiory. And thattb_maybemademorejoyful,
Com_N¢_ (so _), book iL sec. v_ $7.] andl[hearing t_. may greatly giorlfY.theLord. --i V,_¢.. . .s [Heb.zl. #= 37.] [s Car.x,. Z-ZL The_ _,a_/,_ to g_y m

[Rev.xLLJ fio_, andthisseemsmobetbe_ffirc_e.]
4 IRcv.=xi.x6.] 9 aa_l. Lord.--Vat.



14 THE PASTOR OF HERMAS. [Book I.

I asked her, "Why was the tower built upon the been at peace among themselves, 6 and listened
waters, O Lady?" She answered, "I told you to each other. On account of this, they join
before,* and you still inquire carefully : therefore exactly into the building of the tower." "But
inquiring you shall find the truth. Hear then who are the stones that were dragged from the _
why the tower is built upon the waters. It is depths, and which were laid into the building ._
because your life has been, and will be, saved and fitted in with the rest of the stones pre-
through water. For the tower was founded on viously placed in the tower ? .... They are those 7 :
the word of the almighty and glorious Name, who suffered for the Lord's sake." "But I
and it _ kept together by the invisible power of wish to know, O Lady, who are the other stones
the Lord."* which were carried from the land." "Those,"

CHAP.IV. she said, "which go into the building without
In reply I said to her, "This is magnificent being polished, are those whom God has ap-

and marvellous. But who are the six young proved of, for they walked in the straight ways
men who are engaged in building?" And she of the Lord and practised His commandments."
said, "These are the holy angels of God, who "But who are those who are in the act of being
were first created, and to whom the Lord handed brought and placed in the building ?" "They
over His whole creation, that they might increase are those who are young in faith and are faith-
and build up and rule over the whole creation, ful. But they are admonished by the angels to
By these will the building of the tower be fin- :do good, forno iniquity has been found in them."
ished." "But who are the other persons who "Who then are those whom they rejected and
are engaged in carrying the stones ?" "These cast away ?" s "These are they who have
also are holy angels of the Lord, but the former sinned, and wish to repent. On this account
six are more excellent than these. The building they have not been thrown far from the tower,
of the tower will be finished, 3 and all will rejoice because they will yet be useful in the building,
together around the tower, and they will glorify if they repent. Those then who are to repent,
God, because the tower is finished." I asked if they do repent, will be strong in faith, if they
her, saying, "Lady, I should like to know what now repent while the tower is building. For if
became of the stones, and what was meant by the building be finished, there will not be more
the various kinds of stones ?" In reply she said iroom for any one, but he will be rejected.9 This
to me, "Not because you are 4 more deserving iprivilege, however, will belong only to him who
than all others that this revelation should be has now been placed near the tower.
made to you w for there are others before you,
and better than you, to whom these visions CHAP. vI.
should have been revealed--but that the name "As to those who were cut down and thrown
of God may be glorified, has the revelation been far away from the tower, do you wish to know
made to you, and it will be made on account of who they are ? They are the sons of iniquity,
the doubtful who ponder in their hearts whether and they believed in hypocrisy, and wickedness
these things will be or not. Tell them that all did not depart from them. For this reasor_ they
these things are true, and that none of them isare not saved, since they cannot be used in the
beyond the truth. All of them are firm and building on account of their iniquities. Where-
sure, and established on a strong foundation, fore they have been cut off and cast far away on

account of the anger of the Lord, for they have
cn__. v. roused Him to anger. But I shall explain to

"Hear now with regard to the stones which Tou the other stones which you saw lying in great
are in the building. Those square white stones numbers, and not going into the building. Those
which fitted exactly into each other, are apos-i which are rough are those who have known the
ties, bishops, teachers, and deacons, who have truth and not remained in it, nor have they been
lived in godly purity, and have acted as bishops ioined to the saints, x° On this account are they
and teachers and deacons chastely and rever- unfit foruse." "Who are those that have rents?"
ently to the elect of God. Some of them have i"These are they who are at discord in their
fallen asleep, and some still remain alive.S And hearts one with another, and are not at peace
they have always agreed with each other, and amongst themselves: they indeed keep peace

z I sald to you before, that you were cunning, dilqgently mquinng before each other, but when they separate one
ia __ to the sc,iptu,_.- vat. You_, c_mg m __ to from the other, their wicked thoughts remain in
the ._rilmu_s.--L_ In someof the _ss. of the commonLatinI
w.nioa," m-actmts"is readinsteadof "Scriptures." I
. * T*i¢Lord. God.--V_. [, _ ill ao: F.0h.v_*6. Bqth] 6 [Phil.ii.*, fii.t6: xThes..... 3.1

tl_c, e texts scem in me aumorsmmd, but pernaps, mso:x_um.x_. I 7 AretAost. They are those who havc already faUen asleep, and

6, 7i] . I who suffered. -- Vat,
T_i¢ /m:Tdi_l. Whea therdore the building of the tower is i t Cast amay. Phw.cd near the tower. -- Vat.

finished, alL --/-'at. i 9 [Heb. vi. 6-8; xl/. xT. ]

4 2_¢t btca_ _ are _;¢t/cr. Are you betterS--/."at. [See ] zo [Heb. x. aS. Barn_ (cap. iv.) reproves the .same fault, _-
mote 8, Ln_ling chapter.] ! mc_t as if dtrectllM[ his words against axtchorttes, voL t. p. z39, this
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their hearts. These, then, are the rents which ance possible for all those stones which have
are in the stones. But those which are short- been cast away and did not fit into the building
ened are those who have indeed believed, and of the tower, and will they yet have a place in
have the larger share of righteousness ; yet they this tower ?" "Repentance," mad she, "is yet
have also a conmderable share of iniquity, and possible, but in this tower they cannot find a
therefore they are shortened and not whole." isuitable place. But in another 6 and much in-
"But who are these, Lady, that are white and ferior place they will be laid, and that, too, only
round, and yet do not fit into the braiding of the ]when they have been tortured and completed
tower ?" She answered and said, "How long will Ithe days of their sins. And on this account will
you be foolish and stupid, and continue to purl they be transferred, because they have partaken
every kind of question and understand nothing ? of the righteous Word.7 And then only will they
These are those who have faith indeed, but they be removed from their punishments when the
have also the riches of this world. When, there- thought of repenting of the evil deeds which
fore, tribulauon comes, on account of their riches !they have done has come into their hearts. But
and business they deny the Lord. ''_ I answered if it does not come into their hearts, they will
and said to her, "When, then, will they be use- not be saved, on account of the hardness of
ful for the building, Lady? .... When the riches their heart."
that now seduce them have been circumscribed, CHAP. Viii.

then will they be of use to God. 2 For as a When then I ceased asking in regard to all
round stone cannot become square unless pot- these matters, she said to me, "Do you wish to
taons be cut off and cast away, so also those who see anything else ?" And as I was extremely
are rich in this world cannot be useful to the eager to see something more, my countenance
Lord unless their riches be cut down. Learn beamed with joy. She looked towards me with
this first from your own case. When you were a smile, and said, " Do you see seven women
rich, you were useless ; but now you are useful around the tower? .... I do, Lady," said I.
and fit for life. Be ye useful to God ; for you ,, This tower," said she, "is supported by them
also will be used as one of these stones. 3 according to the precept of the Lord. Listen

CHAP. VII. now to their functions. The first of them, who
is clasping her hands, is called Faith. Through

"Now the other stones which you saw cast her the elect of God are saved, s Another, who
far away from the tower, and falling upon the has her garments tucked up9 and acts with vig-
public road and rolling from it into pathless our, is called Self-restraint. She is the daughter
places, are those who have indeed believed, but of Faith. Whoever then follows her will become
through doubt have abandoned the true road. happy in his life, because he will restrain himself
Thinking, then, that they could find a better, from all evil works, believing that, if he restrain
they wander and become wretched, and enter himself from all evil desire, he will inherit eter-
upon pathless places. But those which fell into nal life." " But the others," said I, "O Lady,
the fire and were burned,_ are those who have who are they?" And she said to me, "They
departed for ever from the living God ; nor does are daughters of each other. One of them is
the thought of repentance ever come into their called Simplicity, another Guilelessness, another
hearts, on account of their devotion to their Chastity, another Intelligence, another Love.
lusts and to the crimes which they committed. When then you do all the works of their mother, t°
Do you wish to know who are the others which you will be able to live." "I should like to
fell near the waters, but could not be rolled into know," said I, "O Lady, what power each one
them ? These are they who have heard the word, of them possesses." "Hear," she said, "what

and wish to be baptized m the name of the Lord; byeachP°werthe haev? d touow each other m meTheir" p°wers'are'regul'ated'xzbut when the chasuty demanded by the truth Yt an
comes into their recollection, they draw back,S

and again walk after their own wicked desires." [ 6 [Pcrhapstheearliettreferencetotlwpeniumtialdit_iptitm_fMt_
She finished her exposition of the tower. But was developed after the Ntcen¢ Counctl, and to the t_Imratton caFlenge$ and others from the fatthfuh in publm worship.. But compare
I, shameless as I yet was, asked her," Is repent- Ireraeus(voLi.p 335,thisterms),whoreferstothtsdtsct_hlt_, *tlSO

A#ast. Constitutlons, book ii. cap. 39. I p..refer m thischapter
Wake's wndenng; and see Bingham, book xvm. cap t.J

_/se . . . God. Then will they he of use for the buildmg of the the Word (St. Johnl x) ts a great mmtake .(Heb. m._3).

Lord.-- Pat. t t Cor i,i 9-x5 But, instead of err ...... ibed, let us Wake's rendering. It seem* a retetmw,e to t_,ffuaten_ ,.__m_read cTrcumcised (with the Latm) ; vnthreferenceto thectrcumctslon from the /a,tkfu4 but admitted to hesar the cad. t_rtgtmm,
of wealth (of trees under the law, Lot. _ :t3) , Luke XL 4x. The and A_az¢. Cam_zg., as aoovt, j
Greek of Hermas is _rm, rrep_mrfi _r_v b _rAofiro_.] s [Salvation is ascribed to faith; and works of fitith follow after,

$tcme_.--17at. " . ' . . .
4 [Heb. ill x_, vi. 8.] offfaith at_ hem

s The words ,, draw _mck', ave _ted in Greek by the word [ represented as ing " 'mY"1...... _m" R_g_actt . hey _ eq Imwcrs,elsewhere translated " ..r_-pent; " t_ravo_v ls thus tmed for a change _t " "ed The have ttm om tomr
of mind, elther from evil to good, or good to evil [ connectod wlth _h oth_. --//at.
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order of their birth. For from Faith arises Self- ye who glory in your wealth, lest those who are
restraint; from Self-restraint, Simplicity; from needy should groan, and their groans should i
Simplicity, Guilelessness; from Guilelessness, ascend to the Lord,s and ye be shut out with i
Chastity ; from Chastity, Intelligence; and from all your goods beyond the gate of the tower. :'.
Intelligence, Love. The deeds, then, of these Wherefore I now say to you who preside over
are pure, and chaste, and divine. Whoever de- the Church and love the first seats, ° "Be not like _
votes himself to these, and is able to hold fast to drug-mixers. For the drug-mixers carry their
by their works, shall have his dwelling in the drugs m boxes, but ye carry your drug and poi- i.
tower with the saints of God." Then I asked son m your heart. Ye are hardened, and do
her in regard to the ages, if now there is the not wash to cleanse your hearts, and to add
conclusion. She cried out with a loud voice, unity of aim to purity of heart, that you may
"Foolish man! do you not see the tower yet have mercy from the great King. Take heed,
building ? When the tower is finished and built, therefore, children, that these dissensions of
then comes the end ; and I assure you it will be yours do not deprive you of your life. How will
soon finished. Ask me no more questions. Let you instruct the elect of the Lord, if you your-
you and all the saints be content with what I selves have not instruction? Instruct each other
have called to your remembrance, and with my therefore, and be at peace among yourselves,
renewal of your spirits. But observe that it is that 7 I also, standing joyful before your Father,
not for your own sake only that these revelations may give an account of you all to your Lord. ''s
have been made to you, but they have been
given you that you may show them to all. For' CHAP.X.
after three days m this you will take care to re- On her ceasing to speak to me, those six
member mI command you to speak all the young men who were engaged in building came
words which I am to say to you into the ears of and conveyed her to the tower, and other four
the saints, that hearing them and doing them, lifted up the seat and carried it also to the tower.
they may be cleansed from their iniquities, and The faces of these last I did not see, for they
you along with them." were turned away from me. And as she was

going, I asked her to reveal to me the meaning
CHAP.IX. of the three forms in which she appeared to me.

Give ear unto me, O Sons : I have brought In reply she said to me : "With regard to them,
you up in much simplicity, and guilelessness, and you must ask another to reveal their meaning to
chastity, on account of the mercy of the Lord, 2 you." For she had appeared to me, brethren,
who has dropped His righteousness down upon in the first vision the previous year under the
you, that ye may be made righteous and holy 3 form of an exceedingly old woman, sitting in a
from all your iniquity and depravity; but you chair. In the second vision her face was youth-
do not wish to rest from your iniquity. Now, fill, but her skin and hair betokened age, and
therefore, listen to me, and be at peace one with she stood while she spoke to me. She was also
another, and visit each other, and bear each more joyful than on the first occasion. But in
other's burdens, and do not partake of God's the third vision she was entirely youthful and
creatures alone,4 but give abundantly of them to exquisitely beautiful, except only that she had
the needy. For some through the abundance the hair of an old woman ; but her face beamed
of their food produce weakness in their flesh, with joy, and she sat on a seat. Now I was ex-
and thus corrupt their flesh ; while the flesh of ]ceeding sad in regard to these appearances, for
others who have no food is corrupted, because I longed much to know what the visions meant.
they have not sufficient nourishment. And on Then I see the old woman in a vision of the
this account their bodies waste away. This in- night saying unto me : "Every prayer should be
temperance in eating is thus injurious to you accompanied with humility : fast,9 therefore, and
who have abundance and do not distribute you will obtain from the Lord what you beg."
among those who are needy. Give heed to the I fasted therefore for one day.
judgment that is to come. Ye, therefore, who That very mght there appeared to me a young
are high in position, seek out the hungry as long man, who said, "Why do you frequently ask
as the tower is not yet finished; for after the revelations in prayer? Take heed lest by asking
tower is finished, you will wish to do good, but many things you injure your flesh: be content
will find no opportunity. Give heed, therefore,

x [Apparently for fasting, and to wait for the appearanoc of the 65 [Jas. v. x-4. lTkase tkat la_e t_e)qrst seats, omitted in -_th. [Greek, _o;¢

_ter, in cap. X.] _'pOl'/_Ot_FLti._t*_ _JCA_',:,_* _al *o;, =p*o*o_ae_#*a**. HemTSte Lard. C_d.-- 17all. [SeeHos. x. xte l seems, purposely, colourless as to technlcal chstmctlons in the clergy;
3 Or, thatye maybejur, ttfiedand sanctified, giving a more prlmiuve cast to his fiction by this feature. Matt.
4 I have translttted theVat, reading here The Greek seems to xxhi. 6, Mark xti. 39; Luke xt-43, xx 46.1

Itman," Do not partake ¢ff God's creat_ alone by w'ay of mere rel- _ [Rom. ii. 2x. x The.ss. v. t3. ]
illh." Tile p=-l, hM, 'Do not partake of God's creatures alone joy- 8 _I'Ieb. xm. x7. ]
lessly,_ a way calcttlatedto de.featcttjoFamntof them." 9 Fast Be1_v¢. -- Pal.
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with these revelations. Will you be able to see CHAP.x.m.

greater ' revelations than those which you have "Now, in the third vision, you saw her still
seen ?" I answered and said to him, '" Sir, one younger, and she was noble and joyful, and her
thing only I ask, that in regard to these three shape was beautiful. 6 For, just as when some
forms the revelation may be rendered complete." good news comes suddenly to one who is sad,
He answered me, "How long are ye senseless ?_ immediately he forgets his former sorrows, and
But your doubts make you senseless, because you looks for nothing else than the good news which
have not your hearts turned towards the Lord." ihe has heard, and for the future is made strong
But I answered and said to him, '"From you, sir, for good, and his spirit is renewed on account
we shall learn these things more accurately." of the joy which he has received ; so ye also

CHAP. Xl. have received the renewal of your spirits by see-

"Hear then," said he, "with regard to the ing these good things. As to your seeing hersitting on a seat, that means that her position is
three forms, concermng which you are inquiring, one of strength, for a seat has four feet and
Why in the first vision did she appear to you as stands firmly. For the world also is kept to-
an old woman seated on a chair ? Because your gether by means of four elements. Those,
spirit is now old and withered up, and has lost therefore, who repent completely and with the
its power in consequence of your infirmities and whole heart, will become young and firmly es-
doubts. For, like elderly men who have no hope tablished. You now have the revelation corn-
of renewing their strength, and expect nothing pletely given you.7 Make no further demands
but their last sleep, so you, weakened by worldly for revelatlons. If anything ought to be re-
occupations, have given yourselves up to sloth, vealed, it will be revealed to you."
and have not cast your cares upon the Lord.3
Your spirit therefore is broken, and you have VISION FOURTH.
grown old in your sorrows." " I should hke
then to know, sir, why she sat on a chair?" CONCERNINGTHETRIALANDTRIBULATIONTHATARE TO COME UPON MEN.

He answered, "Because every weak person slts
on a chair on account of his weakness, that his CHAP.I.
weakness may be sustained. Lo ! you have the Twenty days after the former vision I saw
form of the first vision, another vision, brethren s __ a representation of

the tribulation9 that is to come. I was going to
CHAI_.XU. a country house along the Campanian road.

"Now in the second vision you saw her Now the house lay about ten furlongs from the
standing with a youthful countenance, and more public road. The district is one rarely ,o tray-
joyful than before ; still she had the skin and ersed. And as I walked alone, I prayed the
hair of an aged woman. Hear," said he, " this Lord to complete the revelatlon_ which He had
parable also. When one becomes somewhat old, made to me through His holy Church, that He
he despairs of himself on account of his weak- might strengthen me," and give repentance to all
hess and poverty, and looks forward to nothing His servants who were going astray, that His
but the last day of his life. Then suddenly an great and glorious name might be glorified be-
inheritance is left him ; and hearing of this, he cause He vouchsafed to show me His marvels.'*
rises up, and becoming exceeding joyful, he puts And while I was glorifying Him and giving Him
on strength. And now he no longer reclines, thanks, a voice, as it were, answered me, "Doubt
but stands up ; and his spirit, already destroyed not, Hermas ;" and I began to thinkwith myself,
by his previous actions, is renewed, 4 and he no and to say, "What reason have I to doubt -- I
longer sits, but acts with vigour. So happened who have been established by the Lord, and who
it with you on hearing the revelation which God have seen such glorious sights?" I advanced a
gave you. For the Lord had compassion on little, brethren, and, lo [ I see dust rising even to
you, and renewed your spirit, and ye laid aside the heavens. I began to say to myself, "Are
your infirmities. Vigour arose within you, and cattle approaching and raising the dust?" It
ye grew strong in faith ; and the Lord, Sseeing was about a furlong's distance from me. And,
your strength, rejoiced. On this account He

6 Ska#e . . . beauHful. Her countenantm was _ererm,-- Vat.
showed you the building of the tower; and He 7 ]As DulmnsuggestsofTkeSke#kerd, generally,otmmay f_l

will show you other things, if you continue at that /hese"revelaUons" wouldbe betterwtthouttim_unhoheal
_art ]

peace with each other with all your heart. _ [This address to" brethren" sustaim the form of the primitive
........ A#roA6kesy_ng_,In the congregatton.]

t Literally, " _tronger," and therefore more injurious to the body I 9 lOne of the tnbulatmns spokem of in the A l_Jl_t_, isjn_obably
a How lo_. Ye are not senseless. -- Vat. [Matt. xvat. x7, [ intended. Trim Vtmon m full of the tmagery ot the rsoo_ ot _e_m-

Luke xadv _5 ] don.]
['xPet. v 7.1 [ to Rarely. Eadly.--Li1_$., Sin.

4 _Ig* "8#[r_t _.. renewed, He iJ _ from his former sor- ] t2ttHe mz'K_t$_rengtJ_e_e, o ttutt_.ln' " Vat. . .......• OWs._ Vag. t For . . . mar_vczs, xtus clause ts e__XvL_e_WLtti t_sut_.
5 TI_¢ Lord. God. -- Vat. [ qutmt sentence in Vat.
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lo t I see the dust rising more and more, so that tribulation on account of your faith, and because
I imagio'ned that it was something sent from God. you did not doubt in the presence of such a
But the sun now shone out a little, and, lo I I beast. Go, therefore, and tell the elect of the
see a mighty beast like a whale, and out of its Lord" His mighty deeds, and say to them that
mouth fiery locusts ' proceeded. But the size this beast is a type of the great tribulation that
of that beast was about a hundred feet, and it is coming. If then ye prepare yourselves, and
had a head like an urn. = I began to weep, and repent with all your heart, and turn to the Lord,
to call on the Lord to rescue me from it. Then it wilt be possible for you to escape it, if your
I remembered the word which I had heard, heart be pure and spotless, and ye spend the
"Doubt not, O Hermas." Clothed, therefore, rest of the days of your hfe in serving the Lord
my brethren, with faith in the Lord, 3 and re- blamelessly. Cast your cares upon the Lord,
membering the great things which He had taught and He will direct them. Trust the Lord, ye
me, I boldly faced the beast. Now that beast who doubt, for He is all-powerful, and can turn
came on with such noise and force, that it could His anger away from you, and send scourges *=
itself have destroyed a city.* I came near it, on the doubters. Woe to those who hear these
and the monstrous beast stretched itself out on words, and despise them : x3 better were it for
the ground, and showed nothing but its tongue, them not to have been born." ,4
and did not stir at all until I had passed by it.
Now the beast had four colours on its head _ CHAP. III.

black, then fiery and bloody, then golden, and I asked her about the four colours which the
Lastly white, beast had on his head. And she answered, and

CHAP.n. said to me, "Again you are inquisitive in regard

Now after I had passed by the wild beast, and to such matters." "Yea, Lady," said I, "make
had moved forward about thirty feet, lo ! a wrgin known to me what they are." "Listen," said
meets me, adorned as if she were proceeding she : "the black is the world in which we dwell :
from the bridal chamber, clothed entirely in but the fiery and bloody points out that the
white, and with white sandals, and veiled up to world must perish through blood and fire : but
her forehead, and her head was covered by a the golden part are you who have escaped from
hood. s And she had white hair. I knew from this world. For as gold is tested by fire, and
my former visions that this was the Church, and thus becomes useful, so are you tested who
I became more joyful. She saluted me, and dwell in it. Those, therefore, who continue
said, " Hail, 0 man!" And I returned her stedfast, and are put through the fire, will be
salutation, and said, " Lady, hail [" And she purified by means of it. For as gold casts away
answered, and said to me, "Has nothing crossed its dross, so also will ye cast away all sadness
your path ?" I say, "I was met by a beast of and straitness, and will be made pure so as to

fit into the building of the tower. But the whitesuch a size that it could destroy peoples, but
through the power of the Lord 6 and His great part is the age that is to come, in which the
mercy I escaped from it." "Well did you elect of God will dwell, since those elected by
escape from it," says she, "because you cast God to eternal life will be spotless and pure.
your care 7 on God, s and opened your heart to Wherefore cease not speaking these things into
the Lord, believing that you can be saved by the ears of the saints. This then is the type of
no other than by His great and glorious name.9 the great tribulation that is to come. If ye wish
On this account the Lord has sent His angel, it, it will be nothing. Remember those things
who has nile over the beasts, and whose name which were written down before." And saying
is Thegri, '° and has shut up its mouth, so that it this, she departed. But I saw not into what
cannot tear you. You have escaped from great place she retired. There was a noise, however,

and I turned round in alarm, thinking that that
=rR_.ix.s.] beastwas coming._5
= _3ntp. Rev. xi. 7, xh- St 4, :tiff. t, xvii. 8, xxh. =. [The beast

was "llke a whale" in size and proportion. It was not a sea-monster
Thi, wMe _ is Da_,:f_e. See1_f,rno._nto mr., *_d, VISION FIFTH.
for the coloum, canto xvii. z$.]

3 God. -- Lilh$., FaL CONCERNING THE COMMANDMENTS. t6
4 The Vat. adds: with a stroke.
s[a'M=whommmk-r theV*ticau_ *ad,.o_,.=- AfterI had been prayingat home, and had

_b,,w21_nsaatho_q_tt _'* =d_ili_°*tacr'_'c't_'j;r_,z,,-#.Cod.--Va. satdown on my couch,thereentereda man of
7 Cart. Loneliness and anxiety.-- Vat.
|Ged. The l.amL-- Vat. xt TlleLord. God.--Va_.
t [Aomiv. x=,] t= Sendxc_rge,. Send Fou help. But woe to tl_ _ who.

ti v=i_ly writtea,Hesna [_"7. Q_z" =3It The_.y. _o.1
,I7_v, oT corm# from (.fO_.) t'O Kai _Ttet_ ltir in Daniel'= Marl xx_ _t.

C_d_,T._. So=.h..__ _. _ _ _ _'2"_:', EV-_=_ _, _I_=,._,_ m__as._..t.-
f/tatmTd; mme have taken tt to man the watchful," as m LNm. tv. )_ts, xxi. UAUorml voisl, etc.]

to, try; mtd-*t_e ,take it to be the name of a fabulo_ litre. [See, ace.] [alm vision naturally belongs to book ii., to which it is t_ptef-_,a3u. vi. _.]
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glorious aspect, dressed like a shepherd, with a especially those of them which are useful to you.
white goat's skin, a wallet on his shoulders, and First of all, then, write down my command-
a rod in his hand, and saluted me. I returned ments and similitudes, and you will write the
his salutation. And straightway he sat down other things as I shall show you. For this pur-
beside me, and said to me, "I have been sent pose," said he, "I command you to write down
by a most venerable angel to dwell with you the the commandments and similitudes first, that
remaining clays of your life." And I thought you may read them easily, and be able to keep
that he bad come to tempt me, and I said to them.", Accordingly I wrote down the corn-
him, "Who are you ? For I know him to whom mandments and similitudes, exactly as he had
I have been entrusted." He said to me, "Do ordered me. If then, when you have heard
you not know me ?.... No," said I. "I," said these, ye keep them and walk in them, and
he, "am that shepherd to whom you have been practise them with pure minds, you will receive
entrusted." And while he yet spake, his figure from the Lord all that He has promised to you.
was changed ; and then I knew that it was he But if, after you have heard them, ye do not
to whom I had been entrusted. And straight- repent, but continue to add to your sins, then
way I became confused, and fear took hold of shall ye receive from the Lord the opposite
me, and I was overpowered with deep sorrow things. All these words did the shepherd, even
that I had answered him so wickedly and fool- the angel of repentance, command me to write.'
ishly. But he answered, and said to me, "Do
not be confounded, but receive strength from i , Ke_ t_. T_t you_y _ _sletokeept_m .,o_
the commandments which I am going to give _ _dmg the"t̀o., ti_ to,_.,e-- g_t.2 ["The Shepherdt" then, iq the "angel of rep_.tan_," here

you. For I have been sent," said he, "to show _-p_.t_ _,_g_d,_. _._.k Thiss_ve__c wo,_,_ _,as enfore/ng_prlmanly the anU-Montanist pr/n_p_ of the v_u_ of tru¢
you again all the things which you saw before, rewnt_e_.,t_ _ht ofc,oa.]



THE PASTOR.

BOOK SECOND.-- COMMANDMENTS.

COMMANDMENT FIRST. who speaks evil, if you believe the slander which
os FAITHIN COD. yOU hear ; s for believing it, you will also have

FIRST of all, believe _ that there is one God something to say against your brother. Thus,
who created and finished all things, and made then, will you be guilty of the sin of him who
all things out of nothing. He alone is able to slanders. For slander is evil¢ and an unsteady
contain the whole, but Himself cannot be con- demon. It never abides in peace, but always
rained. 2 Have faith therefore in Him, and fear remains in discord. Keep yourself from it, and
Him ; and fearing Him, exercise self-control, you will always be at peace with all. Put on a

holiness in which there is no wicked cause of
Keep these commands, and you will cast away
from you all wickedness, and put on the strength offence, but all deeds that are equable and joy-
of righteousness, and live to God, if you keep ful. Practise goodness; and from the rewards
this commandment, of your labours, which God gives you, give to all

the needy in simplicity, not hesitating as to whom
you are to give or not to give. Give to all, for

COMMANDMENT SECOND. God wishes His gifts to be shared amongst all.
ON AVOIDINGEVIL-SPEAKING,ANDON GIVING ALMS They who receive, will render an account to God_

IN SIMPLICITY. why and for what they have received. For the
He said to me, "Be simple and guileless, and afflicted who receive will not be condemned,S

you will be as the children who know not. the but they who receive on false pretences will suffer
wickedness that ruins the life of men. First, punishment. He, then, who gives is guiltless.
then, speak evil of no one, nor listen with pleas- For as he received from the Lord, so has he
ure to any one who speaks evil of another. But accomplished his service in simplicity, not hesi-
if you listen, you will partake of the sin of him tating as to whom he should give and to whom

he should not give. This service, then, if accom-
t [These first words am quoted by Irenseas, vol. i. p. 488, this [ plished in simplicity, is glorious with God. He,

_rms. Note that this book b_nns with the fundamental prlneaple of [ th_._-_C'r_.o who thuq ml,;qt_,_ in _irnnl;t-ltv u_llfaith which is eve_bere identified I-,- Hermas r_ it/ Vision ii I ........ -_, .................. v ..... 2, ""--

_p. ,) w,th _th m the Sou of C_ The Holy Sprat, ,_,o Ilive to God. 6 Keep therefore these command-everywhereex ibited in this work. Butthe_l studentwdldis-[ ..... "r k^.^ ..2".... t. ....... - ,t. ......
cover a very deep plan in the treatment of this subject" Repentance [ UtCLiL_, _ _. tt_VC _tVCU utt=ttt co yUU, Ul_,L yOU_r
and faith are the great themes, and the long-suffering of God-,against [ renentanee and the renentance of your house
the moutamsts. But he begins by_ indicating the ¢hvine character ] r- _"-'_- . .... r. . 2" -
and the law of God. He treats of _ in its relations to the law and I may De xouna in slmpuclty_ anO your neart r may
the gnsp¢l: little by little, oimnlng tim way, he reaches a point, m the K_ _,,_-_ _c1 _*_;.1_ "
Ei_th-Similltude, where h_ introduces the New Law, idemlfymg it, _ 1-"............
ind_l, with the nld, but magnifi#ng the gospel of the Son of Cod
Hermas takes for gtant_ the "Son of man;" but everywhere he
avo_ds the names of His humanity+ ami briggs out " the Sou of God " s If... brog$_er, fins. tv xx.1 And if you believe the
w_O _mpli.a6s.",in. the sptrtt d .St.J .oJms G/ztp_..I (cajx 1..) and of th danden.'r, yon will also be gmlty of sin, m that you have bdi¢ved
•.OttmetoUmrl.etmm'ws(cap. i.),nsnnelea.reametamuumueseven one who sneaks ev[l of your brother. -- Vat. Forifvouglvevour
of.helm in tpcaking of Jemm or of Chrtsh without tecognimng assent to t_e detractor, and beheve what is said of one ia hts absence,
Htseternal ,power and _,J . you also will he like to him, and acting ruinously towards your

• c,_,ta_,_.- y,t.._d _.. _- and_ _t _ d,_,ed m b_h_. _a you_reg_,ty of th__m, _, the p_ou who_.-
woma, nor ces!o__, w/tim .mma.. trlerew¢.nave Um--incompre- ders.--Pa/.
_L'e_-_'_'_le,"so _ m the litorgtc formula Improperly called the 4 For slander ts ruinous, -- Ya. _. For it is wicked to rdanderany
Ate= Cr_d. In the T_,_. iatm_t, in the Greek _tm*; one. -- Pal.
i.e.,"Ito_murabills, qtti_d_t_Yacx_t,indrcumscrlptus_ubiqnetouls, S For . . . co_,ol_ttedin Vat.
_blque pmmeas,ublque pote_ " _at i_ll@_'_l, _ too frequently _ T_i* ,erolce . . . God. And he hasaccomplishedthis servic_
mppoeedtohethe_, butthisis feebleattdmb;Suom.SeetoGodstmplyandglorlously.--Va_. [Rom.xlt.8]
W_Works, iv.p. _o. Lond_,zk3. ] 7 TheVat. adds: andableaslngmayfalionyourhouso.
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COMMANDMENT THIRD. other man's wife, or of fornication, or of similar
ON AVOIDING FALSEHOOD_ AND ON THE REPENTANCE iniquities ; for by doing this you commit a great

OF HERMASFORHIS DISSIMULATION. sin. But if you always remember your own wife,
Again he said to me, "Love the truth, and let you will never sin. For if this thought 7 enter

nothing but truth proceed from your mouth,' your heart, then you will sin; and if, in like
that the spirit which God has placed in your manner, you think other wicked thoughts, you
flesh may be found truthful before all men ; and commit sin. For this thought is great sin in a
the Lord, who dwelleth in you,* will be glori- servant of God. But if any one commit this
fled, because the Lord is truthful in every word, wicked deed, he works death for himselfi At-
and in Him is no falsehood• They therefore tend, therefore, and refrain from this thought;
who lie deny the Lord, and rob Him, not giving for where purity dwells, there iniquity ought not
back to Him the deposit which they have re- to enter the heart of a righteous man." I said
ceived. For they received from Him a spirit to him, "Sir, permit me to ask you a few ques-
free from falsehood.3 If they give htm back tions." s "Say on," said he. And I said to
this spirit untruthful, they pollute the command- him, "Sir, if any one has a wife wko trusts in
ment of the Lord, and become robbers." On the Lord, and if he detect her in adultery, does
hearing these words, I wept most violently, the man sm if he continue to live with her?"
When he saw me weeping, he said to me, "Why And he said to me, "As long as he remains ig-
do you weep ?" And I said, "Because, sir, I norant of her sin, the husband commits no ,tans-
know not if I can be saved." "Why?" said gressmn in living with her. But if the husband
he. And I said, "Because, sir, I never spake a know that his wife has gone astray, and if the
true word in my life, but have ever spoken cun- woman does not repent, but persists in her forni-
ningly to all,_ and have affirmed a lie for the cation, and yet the husband continues to live
truth to all ; and no one ever contradicted me, with her, he also is guilty of her crime, and a
but credit was gwen to my word. How then sharer m her adultery." And I said to him,
can I hve, since I have acted thus ?" And he "What then, sir, is the husband to do, if his wife
said to me, "Your feelings are indeed right and continue in her vicious practices?" And he
sound, for you ought as a servant of God to said, "The husband should put her away, and
have walked in truth, and not to have joined an remain by himself. But if he put his wife away
evil conscience with the spirit of truth, nor to and marry another, he also commits adultery." 9
have caused sadness to the holy and true Spirit." s And I said to him, "What if the woman put
And I said to him, "Never, sir, did I hsten to away should repent, and wish to return to her
these words with so much attention." And he husband : shall she not be taken back by her
said to me, "Now you hear them, and keep husband?" And he said to me, "Assuredly.
them, that even the falsehoods which you for- If the husband do not take her back, he sins,
merly told in your transactions may come to be and brings a great sin upon himself; for he ought
believed through the truthfulness of your present to take back the sinner who has repented. But
statements. For even they can become worthy not frequently. '° For there is but one repentance
of credit. If you keep these precepts, and from to the servants of God. In case, therefore, that
this time forward you speak nothing but the the divorced wife may repent, the husband ought
truth, 6 it will be possible for you to obtain life. not to marry another, when his wife has been
And whosoever shall hear this commandment, put away. In this matter man and woman are to
and depart from that great wickedness false- be treated exactly in the same way. Moreover,
hood, shall live to God." adultery is committed not only by those who

pollute their flesh, but by those who imitate the
COMMANDMENT FOURTH. heathen in their actions." Wherefore if any one'*

ON PUTTING ONE'S WIFE AWAY FOR ADULTERY.

r Ttds tlwugl_t. [Matt. v. 28. See, further, Simil. ix. cap. tt. l
CHAP. I. The thought of another man's wife or of fornicatmn.

"T t-harn_ _rr_,* " e_;d h,_ "tr_ cnmrd _,nur,'has- , Quesha_, "I charge you," satdbe,"to gttard your chasthy,
• . .... _ jv_, ....... , ,_ e_--:_ .T_ -_ and lei no thought enteryour heart of another roans marriage (_e.y

_ty, and let no thought enter your heart ot an- wife),orof forn_uou.forth_pmdece*a greattran_..r_. ,_
be always mindf_ of the Lord at all hours, and you vat, never sin.

For tf thts very wtcked thought enter your heart, you .c_m.tt a
t [Eph. iv. *5, _.o.] I sin, and they who practtse such dee_., follow the w_y of death., ay_e
2_llel.l_ig_u _. Whotmttheslyirltwlthlnyou.__//-aL [heed, the_fote, and refzainfromthisthought. _oywherecrmsttW

[The seven _ts of the _vhlt are here referred to, _ly remains in the heart of a nghteo ,t_,_.man, _ ougat tl_ere to artee
the _ of "true _mdllness" v,_th a reference to the parable of the ] any evll thought." I said to htm,* air, pernut me to say a tew woms

talcum (Matt. xxv. xS), and also to x John u. _-_7.] . [ to you_._ Say on, sa/d he• P*a.
4CuBni_gtytoaIL Have ever lived in di_mulatiou --rat 9 Matt. v 3_,xtx 9 • -- -- _-_ ..... _ a

Liv_with all.--Pa/. [Custom-housemths andbusmess to [._._ frsg_etaly . . . _ re_mnce.. "J.rtte .pemvetu{eMoa
Yms among _. ] habit of life. An a.pparent safe-gt!md•agams_ the ralmmCtms o_ "

s The Vat.adds:of God. [t John iii. tg-_t, iv. 6,andEph.[tamsm,and.a.yautumnot.tomrnfor$ive_mtoamomemarYWaeP
iv._•1 wimantavoidingtenewe__o_j -- -- .
• _fi'or...trutA. For_theycau .beco_wortl_ofcredit, _t B_/W.fa_a¢_. But'hewhomake_antmageatsa_
_._ # _ t_. t_ ___._ ; and_ rou,k._,p ._ ,_ -- [_:--_ 2 . _.. _ va r, _ _. ,_,. , ]o_ ,,.
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persistsin such deeds, and repents not, with- however, you inquire diligently into all things, I
draw from him, and cease to live with him, will point this also out to you, not as giving oc-
otherwise you are a sharer in his sin. Therefore casion for error to those who are to believe, or
has the injunction been laid on you, that you have lately believed, in the Lord. For those
should remain by yourselves, both man and who have now believed, and those who are to
woman, for in such persons repentance can take believe, have not repentance for their sins ; but
place. But I do not," said he, "give opportunity they have remission of their previous sins. For
for the doing of these deeds, but that he who to those who have been called before these days,
has sinned may sin no more. But with regard the Lord has set repentance. For the Lord,
to his previous transgressions, there is One who knowing the heart, and foreknowing all things,
is able to provide a cure ; z for it is He, indeed, knew the weakness of men and the manifold
who has power over all." wiles of the devil, that he would inflict some

evil on the servants of God, and would act
CHAP. n. wickedly towards them. 6 The Lord, therefore,

I asked him again, and said, "Since the Lord being merciful, has had mercy on the work of
has vouchsafed to dwell always with me, bear His hand, and has set repentance for them; and
with me while I utter a few words ; 2 for I under- He has entrusted to me power over this repent-
stand nothing, and my heart has been hardened ance. And therefore I say to you, that if any
by my previous mode of life. Give me under- one is tempted by the devil, and sins after that
standing, for I am exceedingly dull, and I under- great and holy calling in which the Lord has
stand absolutely nothing." And he answered called His people to everlasting life,7 he has op-
and said unto me, "I am set over repentance, portunity to repent but once. But if he should
and I give understanding to all who repent. Do sin frequently after this, and then repent, to such
you not think," he said, "that it is great wisdom a man hm repentance will be of no avail ; for
to repent ? for repentance is great wisdom.a For with difficulty will he live." s And I said, "Sir,
he who has sinned understands that he acted I feel that life has come back to me in listening
wickedly in the sight of the Lord, and remem- attentively to these commandments ; for I know
bers the actions he has done, and he repents, that I shall be saved, if in future I sin no more."
and no longer acts wickedly, but does good mu- And he said, "You will be saved, you and all
nificently, and humbles and torments his soul who keep these commandments."
because he has sinned. You see, therefore, that
repentance is great wisdom." And I said to CHAP. IV.

him, "It is for this reason, sir, that I inquire And again I asked him, saying, "Sir, since
carefully into all things, especially because I am you have been so patient in listening to me, will
a sinner ; that I may know what works I should you show me this also ?" "Speak," said he.
do, that I may live : for my sins are many and And I said, "If a wife or husband die, and the
various." And he said to me, "You shall live widower or widow marry, does he or she commit
if you keep" my commandments,4 and walk in sin ?" "There is no sin in marrying again,"
them ; and whosoever shall hear and keep these said he ; "but if they remain unmarried, they
commandments, shall live to God." gain greater honour and glory with the Lord ; but

CHAP. m. if they marry, they do not sin.9 Guard, there-
fore, your chastity and purity, and you will live

And I said to him, "I should like to continue to God. What commandments I now give you,
my questions." "Speak on," said he. And I and what I am to give, keep from henceforth,.
said, "I heard, sir, some teachers maintain that
there is no other repentance than that which yea, from the very day when you were entrustedto me, and I will dwell in your house. And
takes place, when we descended into the water s your former sins will be forgiven, if you keep.
and received remission of our former sins." He my commandments. And all shall be forgiven,
said to me, "That was sound doctrine which who keep these my commandments, and walk
you heard ; for that is really the case. For he
who has received remission of his sins ought not in this chastity."
to sin any more, but to live in purity. Since, 6 For t_e, SinceCodk_,_s the tho_hts of _l h_m
.......... and theweak_'ss of "me_, and the manifold wick_ of the devit

t TArt° . . . ¢_re. God, who has power to heal, will provide a which he practises in.plottmg against the servants of God, and in.
remed_v.--Vat, lThis whole passage seems to .._'_erto t_e.separauon mahTg_lantdesq_.flag_nstthem;--//at. , ..........
ofpemtentsundercanonlcal discipline. Tert_lian, Psdic_., capp.. In . . . t:_e.,,;,_xn_worasoccuromymraJ. D.aptt_emuow-
5, x3, and De Pex.,_ent., cap. 9. 2 Thess. ill. x4.] ln_ words he _nume. They reflect the very Montamsm het_e__so.

_tBear . . . _,ords. Give me a few words of explanatlon. -- VaL _ opposea. Wake has followed a very ore°rent te_t. "ll_e
s R_ . . . _tdm. For he who repents obtains great ] Scripture, it istrue, use v_-lryawful language of the same kind: Heb.

lab_nee. For ho feeht that he has slnned and .acted wickedly.- Z x. 26,27:xn. xo, xT: xjonnm. 9.j .....
V_t. ['_W'mdoml_dunde_;" ._rt..tual glfts he_ mstanced I sW/_ ... l/v°. wrlth dd_cultT will he _ to God.--/,"nt.

_t n_iu_te to true penlt__:nce_an(l _ me.j . _ aria r_. . ........
't[Matt. xi;x. x7..Saint-Pierre, ltdJrm, delaltrat_rf.,nkp, z5o.][ 9 [xCor. vu:39;.Rom, vn. 3. Seemynot_..ml_mm..tx. cap._.e.
s.[Immerslon coatmues to he the usage, thent even m the West, ] Here a.re touching. _lustr_oBs of the new spiritas to the .sa_ t$7,

at this epoch.] [ (_ II_Jlq-_j _ WI11_1U_ _5_ _li'S _ Ll]_ I]_J_t llfliillK_J,
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COMMANDMENT FIFTH. CHAP.n.

OF SADNESS OF HEART, AND OF PATIENCE. _* Hear now," said he, "how wicked is the
CHAP. L action of anger, and in what way it overthrows

"Be patient," said he, "and of good under- the servants of God by its action, and turns them
standing, and you will rule over every wicked from righteousness. But it does not turn away
work, and you will work all righteousness. For those who are full of faith, nor does it act on
if you be patient, the Holy Spirit that dwells m them, for the power of the Lord is with them.
you will be pure. He will not be darkened by It is the thoughtless and doubting that it turns
any evil spirit, but, dwelling in a broad region,' away. s For as soon as it sees such men stand-
he will rejoice and be glad ; and with the vessel ing stedfast, it throws itself into their hearts, and
in which he dwells he will serve God in gladness, for nothing at all the man or woman becomes
having great peace within hffnselL 2 But if any embittered on account of occurrences in their
outburst of anger take place, forthwith the Holy daily life, as for instance on account of their
Spirit, who is tender, is straitened, not having a food, or some superfluous word that has been
pure place, and He seeks to depart. For he is uttered, or on account of some friend, or some
choked by the vale spirit, and cannot attend on gift or debt, or some such senseless affair. For
the Lord as he wishes, for anger pollutes him. all these things are foolish and empty and un-
For the Lord dwells in long-suffering, but the profitable to the servants of God. But patience
devil in anger. 3 The two spirits, then, when is great, and mighty, and strong, and calm in
dwelling in the same habitation, are at discord the midst of great enlargement, joyful, rejoicing,
with each other, and are troublesome to that free from care, glorifying God at all times, hay-
man in whom they dwell.¢ For if an exceed- ing no bitterness in her, and abiding continually
mgly small piece of wormwood be taken and meek and quiet. Now this patience dwells with
put into a jar of honey, is not the honey entirely those who have complete faith. But anger is
destroyed, and does not the exceedingly small foolish, and fickle, and senseless. Now, of folly
piece of wormwood entirely take away the sweet- is begotten bitterness, and of bitterness anger,
hess of the honey, so that it no longer affords and of anger frenzy. This frenzy, the product
any gratification to its owner, but has become of so many evils, ends in great and incurable sin.
bitter, and lost its use ? But if the wormwood For when all these spirits dwell in one vessel in
be not put into the honey, then the honey re- which the Holy Spirit also dwells, the vessel
mains sweet, and is of use to its owner. You cannot contain them, but overflows. The ten-
see, then, that patience is sweeter than honey, der Spirit, then, not being accustomed to dwell
and useful to God, and the Lord dwells in it. with the wicked spirit, nor with hardness, with-
But anger is bitter and useless. Now, if anger draws from such a man, and seeks to dwell with
be mingled with patience, the patience is pol- meekness and peacefulness. Then, when he
luted,S and its prayer is not then useful to God." withdraws from the man m whom he dwelt, the
"I should like, sir," said I, "to know the power man is emptied of the righteous Spirit ; and
of anger, that I may guard myself against it." being henceforward filled with evil spirits,9 he is
And he said, "If you do not guard yourself in a state of anarchy in every action, being
against it, you and your house lose all hope of dragged hither and thither by the evil spirits,
salvation. Guard yourself, therefore, against it. and there is a complete darkness in his mind as
For I am with you, and all will depart from it to everything good. This, then, is what happens
who repent with their whole heart. 6 For I will to all the angry. Wherefore do you depart from
be with them, and I will save them all. For all that most wicked spirit anger, and put on pa-
are justified by the most holy angel.7 tience, and resist anger and bitterness, and you

will be found in company with the purity which
t It will be noticed that space is attributed to the heart or soul, is loved by the Lord. '° Take care, then, that

and that joy and goodness expand the heart, and produce width, while
sadness and wmkedness contract and straiten, yOU neglect not by any chance this command-

a But . . . kt'mst,/_. But rejoicing he will be expanded, and he•,mf,_t m the ,_t m whichhedwe_,and_ w,, servethe Lora ment : for if you obey this commandment, you
ioyruuy_ t_ =i,,t a _._t p_,_.- vat. Hewin_,_¢ the Lord will be able to keep all the other commandments
mgreatgl_,, having_b,md=ceoral _ ,_t_n hi,_lr.-- which I am to give you. Be strong, then, inPa/

3 Far... aHgrr, onfitted in Vat.; fuller in Pal.: For the Lord these commandments, and put on power, and
dwells in calmness and greatness of mat,M, but anger is the devil's
house of entertainment. [Eph. iv. a6, 27. ]

4 _Ja._. ili. xt.] s Hear...a*_:tay. *tHem" now," said he r "how great, is
$ Pa_'ence kl_olluted. The mind ts distressed. -- Vat. ; canit- wickedness of anger, and how ttIjlt, lotts, _ nl W]l_ W_ it o_-tedinPM.

throwstheservitorsof God. Fortheyw_ .a_.fullot tat_.re_..
s ,r... _eart. I, theangel[or messenger]of rlgb_.._.s, no Imm fro_ it, fort_. l:owerQfCod_ vnt.hthem-for2t_t'_..

tern with you, and all who depart from anger, and repent wtth their doubte_ and _ destitute [of fatth] that _ ..overturnL 7 . •whole heart, will five to God.-- Vat.
7 Arejuslifled. Are received into the number of the just by the [.The philoeophic difference between anger and indignation is, acre m

most holy angel (or messenger).--Pal. [i.e., As the in_. y_mnt¢, of v_.{Mtttt" xii. 45: Luke xl. 26.]
justifi_tlon; but the tmpedative here imed seems to menfily tins
_mgel vnth that of the covemmt (Mal. iiL z) ; ke-, the mentortmm to l,'ou... Lord. you willlm flmml l_t God in the c0mpuy o(
cat.e, "the Lord."] purity and chastity. -- Vat.
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let all put on poiver, as many as wish to walk in And I said to him, "How, sir, I shall perceive
them.", him, I do not know." "Hear and understand,"

COMMANDMENT SIXTH said he. "When anger comes upon you, or
• I harshness, know that he is in you ; and you willHOW TO RECOGNISE THE TWO SPIRrI'SATTENDANT ON _ .... ,

EACH MAN, AND HOW TO DISTINGUISH THE SUG- KnOW tl'US to De the case also, when you are at-
GZ_rXONSOF THEONEFROMTHOSEOF THE OTHER. tacked by a longing after many transactions,4 and

the richest delicacies, and drunken revels, and
CHAP. I. divers luxuries, and things improper, and by a

"I gave you," he said, "directions in the first hankering after women, and by overreaching,
commandment to attend to faith, and fear, and and pride, and blustering, and by whatever is
self-restraint." "Even so, sir," said I. And he like to these. When these ascend into your
said, "Now I wish to show you the powers of heart, know that the angel of iniquity is in you.
these, that you may know what power each pos- Now that you know his works, depart from him,
sesses. For their powers are double, and have and in no respect trust him, because his deeds
relation alike to the righteous and the unright- are evil, and unprofitable to the servants of God.
eous. Trust you, therefore, the righteous, but These, then, are the actions of both angels.
put no trust in the unrighteous. For the path Understand them, and trust the angel of right-
of righteousness is straight, but that of unright- eousness ; but depart from the angel of iniquity,
eousness is crooked. But walk in the straight because his instruction is bad in every deed.S
and even way, and mind not the crooked. For For though a man be most falthful, 6 and the
the crooked path has no roads, but has many thought of this angel ascend into his heart, that
pathless places and stumbling-blocks in it, and man or woman must sin. On the other hand,
it is rough and thorny. It is injurious to those be a man or woman ever so bad, yet, if the works
who walk therein. But they who walk in the of the angel of righteousness ascend into his or
straight road walk evenly without stumbling, her heart, he or she must do something good.
because it is neither rough nor thorny. You You see, therefore, that it is good to follow the
see, then, that it is better to walk in this road." angel of righteousness, but to bid farewell z to
"I wish to go by this road," said I. "You will the angel of iniquity.
go by it," said he; "and whoever turns to the "This commandment exhibits the deeds of
Lord with all his heart will walk in it." faith, that you may trust the works of the angel

of righteousness, and doing them you may liveCHAP. II.
to God. But believe the works of the angel of

"Hear now," said he, "in regard to faith, iniquity are hard. If you refuse to do them,
There are two angels * with a man--one of you will live to God."
righteousness, and the other of iniquity." And

I said to him, "How, sir, am I to know the COMMANDMENT SEVENTH.
powers of these, for both angels dwell with me ?"
"Hear," said he, and "understand them. The oN FEARINGGOD,ANDNOT FEARINGTHE DEVIL.
angel of righteousness is gentle and modest, meek "Fear," said he, "the Lord, and keep His
and peaceful. When, therefore, he ascends into commandments? For if you keep the com-
your heart, forthwith 3 he talks to you of right- mandments of God, you will be powerful in
eousness, purity, chastity, contentment, and of every action, and every one of your actions will
every righteous deed and glorious virtue. When be incomparable. For, fearing the Lord, you
all these ascend into your heart, know that the will do all things well. This is the fear which
angel of righteousness is with you. These are the you ought to have, that you may be saved. But
deeds of the angel of righteousness. Trust him, fear not the devil ; for, fearing the Lord, you
then, and his works. Look now at the works of will have dominion over the devil, for there is
the angel of iniquity. First, he is wrathful, and no power in him. But he in whom there is no
bitter, and foolish, and his works are evil, and power ought on no account to be an object of
ruin the servants of God. When, then, he as- fear ; but He in whom there is glorious power
cends into your heart, know him by his works." is truly to be feared. For every one that has

power ought to be feared ; but he who has not
t Andl_t...tAem. _tyoumaylivetoGodtandflieywho

keep .the_ commandments wall live to God. -- Vat. [The beauty of
tins crmptor must be felt by all, especially in the eulogy on #ati_ee. 4 Tr.a_.sac.t_t. I think the writer means, when a longing is felt
A _ and learned critic remarks on the emphasis and frequent re- to engage with too great devotedness to business and the pursmt of
currenceoftcnpturalexhortatlonato_#a//em'e, wluchhethlnkshave wealth. [" That ye may attend upon the Lordwithoutdlgtractaon"
been too little enl .arb,ed"upon in Chrisuan literatore.] J : Cor. vi_ 3s.]

a [See 'lob. ill. S, x7. The impure spirit, and the healing s Trust . . . deed. Trust the angel of nghmousaess, because
angel TMs apocryphal book greatly influtt_ed the Church's ideas [ Ms imtruct_n is good.-- Va#.
ofang__,andmmlhave_gg--,_edthisear.b.rr_erence to one's good [ 6 F aitAfw_L Most happy.-- Vat.
and _ angel. The medieval ideas on flits subject arc powerfully ] :' But to _idfare_vell. The Vat. ends quite differendy from this
illustmt_ in the German legends pteaerved by Sir W. Scott in TAe [point: If, then, you follow him, and trust to his works, you will llve
Wild H_ amt Ttu Firt-Ei_.r.] [ to God; and they who trust to Ms works will live to Go_-- Vat.
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dPoder is despised by all. Fear, therefore, the are," says he; "and many of them, too, from
eds of the devil, since they are wicked. For, which the servant of God must restrain himself

fearingthe Lord,you willnot do thesedeeds,--theft,lying,robbery,falsewitness,overreach.
but willrefrainfrom them. For fearsareoftwo ing,wicked lust,deceit,vainglory,boastfulness,
kinds:x forifyou do not wishtodo thatwhich and allothervicesliketothese.""Do you not
isevil,fearthe Lord, and you willnot do it;ithinkthatthesearereallywicked?....Exceed-
but,again,ifyou wishtodo thatwhichisgood,iinglywickedintheservantsof God. From all
fearthe Lord, and you willdo it. Whereforeiof thesethe servantof God must restrainhim-

the fearof the Lord isstrong,and great,and self.Restrainyourself,then,from allthese,that
glorious.Fear,then,the Lord, and you wtlllyou may livetoGod, and you willbe enrolled
livetoHim, and asmany asfearHim and keep !amongstthosewho restrainthemselvesinregard
His commandments willlivetoGod." "Why," 21to thesematters.These,then,are the things
saidI,"sir,did you sayinregardto thosethat!from whichyou must restrainyourself.
keep His commandments, thattheywilllivetoi "But listen."sayshe,"to the thingsinregard
God ?" "Because,"sayshe,"allcreationfearstowhichyou havenot to exerciseself-restraint,
the Lord,but allcreationdoes not keep His but which you oughttodo. Restrainnotyour-
commandments. They onlywho fearthe Lord _selfinregardtothatwhichisgood,but do it."
and keep His commandments have lifewith "And tellme, sir,"say I,"the natureof the
God ;sbut astothosewho keep not His com-!good deeds,thatI may walk in them and wait
mandments,thereisno lifeinthem." on them,sothatdoing them I can be saved."

"Listen,"sayshe, "to the good deeds which
you oughttodo, and in regardto which there

COMMANDMENT EIGHTH. isno self-restraintrequisite.Firstof allzthere
wz OVGaT TO sHvt_THAT wmc_ ISEVIL,ANn DO isfaith,then fearof the Lord, love,concord,

THATWHICHIS GOOD. words of righteousness, truth, patience. Than
"I told you," said he, "that the creatures of these, nothing is better in the life of men. If

God are double,* for restraint also is double ; any one attend to these, and restrain himself not
for in some cases restraint has to be exercised, from them, blessed is he in his life. Then there
in others there is no need of restraint." "Make are the following attendant on these : helping
known to me, sir," say I, "in what cases restraint !widows, looking after orphans and the needy,
has to be exercised, and in what cases it has rescuing the servants of God from necessities,
not." "Restrain yourself in regard to evil, and the being hospitable -- for in hospitality good-
do it not ; but exercise no restraint in regard to doing finds a field-- never opposing any one,
good, but do it. For if you exercise restraint in the being quiet, having fewer needs than all
the doing of good, you will commit a great sm; s men, reverencing the aged, practising righteous-
but if you exercise restraint, so as not to do that ness, watching the brotherhood, beating inso-
which is evil, you are practising great righteous- lence, being long-suffering, encouraging those
hess. Restrain yourself, therefore, from all in- who are sick in soul, not casting those who have
iquity, and do that which is good." "What, sir," fallen into sin from the faith, but turning them
say I, "are the evil deeds from which we must back and restoring them to peace of mind, ad-
restrain ourselves ?" "Hear," says he : "from monishing sinners, not oppressing debtors and
adultery and fornication, from unlawful revelling, 6 the needy, and if there are any other actions like
from wtcked luxury, from indulgence in many these.S Do these seem to you good?" says he.
kinds of food and the extravagance of riches, ,, For what, sir," say I, "is better than these ?"
and from boastfulness, and haughtiness, and in- -Walk then in them," says he, "and restrain
solence, and lies, and backbiting, and hypocrisy, not yourself from them, and you will live to
from the remembrance of wrong, and from all God.9 Keep, therefore, this commandment. If
slander. These are the deeds that are most you do good, and restrain not yourself from it,
wicked in the life of men. From all these you will live to God. All who act thus will live
deeds, therefore, the servant of God must restrain to God. And, again, if you refuse to do evil,
himself. For he who does not restrain himself and restrain yourself from it, you will live to
from these, cannot live to God. Listen, then, to God. And all will live to God who keep these
the deeds that accompany these." "Are there, commandments, and walk in them."
sir," said I, "any other evil deeds ? .... There

Could- #uanA_lkM mo_t'y I:mmorn mummy, mm •j

t [Prov. xx-vifi, t,; x Jotm iv. xS. Tiffs _ _.ms bated on s [x Pet. iv. Q...Who _d_e*.not feet ._hmnbl.edan_l.t_a_b_

t _J... tltryaw27tulwfeargtL4rL_,d,o_mttedmVat, ftofnthe_nota(Ca_rsAL, re_mAr_aft._p.p) cal_this
$ God. Lord.--Vat. utefulbooiL" Delfwarwatio_,lL 3e. t'ar_,zS13.J . .

9 From ttmm . . . all wi_ act ai_t will l_ t_ Gad, tainted
]gcclus4[Co_m,,cL vL cal_. x. p. s4, _pra. The idea token hem in Vat., which ends thus: If yott keep all tbete ce,-,,_,,d_, you. xxxiii, zs, trod Eccles. vii. t4.]

s For... *fit, ommed ia I.,itm. wiU llve to Ged,-,vt ill whe lzep tlmm ,--_,_ wm h',m to
• [C.al. v. tg, 2t: t Pec iv. 3.] God.
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COMMANDMENT NINTH. great power; but doubt is an earthly spirit,
PL_.YlgR MUST BE MADE TO GOD WITHOUT CEASING, coming from the devil, and has no power.

ANDWITHUNWAVERINGCONFIDENCE. Serve, then, that which has power, namely faith,

He says to me, "Put away doubting from you, and keep away from doubt, which has no power,
and do not hesitate to ask of the Lord, saying and you will hue to God. And all will live to
to yourself, ' How can I ask of the Lord and!God whose minds have been set on these
receive from Him, seeing I have sinned so much things."
against Him ? ' Do not thus reason with your- COMMANDMENT TENTH.
self, but with all your heart turn to the Lord, GRIEF,AND NOT GRIEVINGTHE SPIRIT OF GOD
and ask of Him without doubting, and you will WHICHIS IN US.
know the multitude of His tender mercies ; that CHAP. I.

He will never leave you, but fulfil the request of "Remove from you," says he, "grief; for she
your soul. For He is not like men, who re-
member evils done against them ; but He Him- is the sister of doubt and anger." "How, sir,"
self remembers not evils, and has compassion say I, " is she the sister of these? for anger,
on His own creature. Cleanse, therefore, your doubt, and grief seem to be quite different from
heart from all the vanities of this world, and each other." "You are senseless, O mall. Do
from the words already mentioned, and ask of you not perceive that grief is more wicked than

all the spirits, and most terrible to the servants
the Lord and you w.ill receive all, and in none of God, and more than all other spirits destroys
of your requests will you be denied which you
make to the Lord without doubting. But if you iman and crushes out the Holy Spirit, and yet,
doubt in your heart, you will receive none of on the other hand, she saves him? .... I am
your requests. For those who doubt regarding senseless' sir," say I, "and do not understand
God are double-souled, and obtain not one of these parables. For how she can crush out, and
their requests, t But those who are perfect in on the other hand save, I do not perceive."
faith ask everything, trusting in the Lord ; and "Listen," says he. "Those who have never
they obtain, because they ask nothing doubting, searched for the truth, nor investigated the na-ture of the Divinity, but have simply believed,
and not being double-souled. For every double- when they devote themselves to and become
souled man, even if he repent, will with difficulty
be saved. 2 Cleanse your heart, therefore, from mixed up with business, and wealth, and heathen
all doubt, and put on faith, because it is strong, friendships, and many other actions of this
and trust God that you will obtain from Him all world,4 do not perceive the parables of Divinity ;

for their minds are darkened by these actions,
that you ask. And if at any time, after you
have asked of the Lord, you are slower in oh- and they are corrupted and become dried up.
mining your request [than you expected], do Even as beautiful vines, when they are neglected,
not doubt because you have not soon obtained are withered up by thorns and divers plants, so
the request of your soul ; for invariably it is on men who have believed, and have afterwards
account of some temptation or some sin of fallen away into many of those actions above
which you are ignorant that you are slower in mentioned, go astray in their minds, and lose all
obtaining your request. Wherefore do not cease understanding in regard to righteousness ; for if
to make the request of your soul, and you will they hear of righteousness, their minds are oc-
obtain it. But if you grow weary and waver in cupied with their business,S and they gave no heed
your request, blame yourself, and not Him who at all. Those, on the other hand, who have the
does not give to you. Consider this doubting fear of God, and search after Godhead and
state of mind, for it is wicked and senseless, and truth, and have their hearts turned to the Lord,
turns many away entirely from the faith, even quickly perceive and understand what is said to
though they be very strong. For this doubting them, because they have the fear of the Lord in
is the daughter of the devil, and acts exceed- them. For where the Lord dwells, there is much
ingly wickedly to the servants of God. Despise, understanding. Cleave, then, to the Lord, and
then, doubting, and gain the mastery over it in you will understand and perceive all things.
everything; clothing yourself with faith, which CHAP. U.

is strong and powerful. For faith promises all "Hear, then," says he, "foolish man, how
things, perfects all things ; but doubt having no grief crushes out the Holy Spirit, and on thethorough faith in itself, fails in every work which
it undertakes. You see, then," says he, "that

4 The Vat. has here a considerable number of sentences, found
faith is from above- from the Lord _ --and has in th_ Greek,the Palatine,and the 2Ethtopm,m Commandment

Eleventh. In cot3:_equence of this tmnm'erenc*, the Eleventh .Com-
mandment in the Vaucan differs conmderably from the others m the

x [Jas. i. M is here the text d the Shepherd's comment.]., ptmltumof the sentences, lmtntherw'tc_eltissttbstantutJlythes_me.
5 A_d . . _uxtnesx Th_Imrttsomttt?dmthel-_tpzlg_,

a lVitk di_calty be m_ed. Will with diffacu]ty hue to t.ma.-- and is supplied from the Latin and ._thiopi¢ ttmmlatmms. [LukeVat.
s Lord. God. -- Vat. viii.x4.]
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other hand saves. When the doubting man at- seat, and one man sitting on a chair. And he
tempts any deed, and fails in it on account of I says to me, "Do you see the persons sitting on

his doubt, this grief enters into the man, andlthe ,_,at? .... I do, sir," said I. "These," says
grieves the Holy Spirit, and crushes him out. i he, are the faithful, and he who sits on the
T-hen, on the other hand, when anger attaches ] chair is a false prophet, ruining the minds of
itself to a man in regard to any matter, and he 1the servants of God. s It is the doubters, not the
is embittered, then grief enters into the heart of ifaithful, that he ruins. These doubters then go
the man who was irritated, and he is grieved at !to him as to a soothsayer, and inquire of him
the deed which he did, and repents that he has what will happen to them ; and he, the false
wrought a wicked deed. This grief, then, ap- prophet, not having the power of a Divine Spirit
pears to be accompanied by salvation, because m h:m, answers them according to their inqui-
the man, after having done a wicked deed, re- ries, and according to their wicked desires, and
pented.' Both actions grieve the Spirit : doubt, fills their souls with expectations, according to
because it did not accomplish its object ; and their own wishes. For being himself empty, he
anger grieves the Sp:rit, because it did what was gnves empty answers to empty inquirers ; for
wicked. Both these are grievous to the Holy every answer is made to the emptiness of man.
Spirit-- doubt and anger. Wherefore remove Some true words he does occasionally utter ; for
grief from you, and crush not the Holy Spirit the devil fills him with his own spirit, in the hope
which dwells in you, lest he entreat God *against that he may be able to overcome some of the
you, and he withdraw from you. For the Spirit righteous. As many, then, as are strong in the
of God which has been granted to us to dwell in faith of the Lord, and are clothed with truth,
this body does not endure grief nor strmtness, have no connection _vith such spirits, but keep
Wherefore put on cheerfulness, which always is away from them ; but as many as are of doubt-
agreeable and acceptable to God,3 and rejoice ful minds and frequently repent, betake them-
m it. For every cheerful man does what is _elves to soothsaying, even as the heathen, and
good, and minds what is good, and despises bring greater sin upon themselves by their idola-
grief; 4 but the sorrowful man always acts try. For hewho inquires of a false prophet in
wickedly. First, he acts wickedly because he regard to any action is an idolater, and devoid
grieves the Holy Spirit, which was given to man of the truth, and foolish. For no spirit given by
a cheerful Spirit. Secondly, Grieving the Holy God requires to be asked ; but such a spirit hav-
Spirit, s he works iniquity, neither entreating the ing the power of Divinity speaks all things of
Lord nor confessing 6 to Him. For the entreaty itself, for it proceeds from above from the power
of the sorrowful man has no power to ascend to of the Divine Spirit. But the spirit which is
the altar of God." "Why," say I, "does not asked and speaks according to the desires of
the entreaty of the grieved man ascend to the men is earthly? light, and powerless, and it is
altar?" "Because," says he, "gnef sits in his altogether silent if _t is not questioned." "How
heart. Grief, then, mingled with his entreaty, then, sir," say I, "will a man know which of
does not permit the entreaty to ascend pure to them is the prophet, and which the false proph-
the altar of God. For as vinegar and wine, et? .... Iwill tell you," says he, "about both
when mixed in the same vessel, do not give the the prophets, and then you can try the true and
same pleastlre [as wine alone gives], so grief the false prophet according to my c_rections.
mixed with the Holy Spirit does not produce Try the man who has the Divine Spirit by his
the same entreaty [as would be produced by the life. First, he who has the Divine Spirit pro-
Holy Spirit alone]. Cleanse yourself from this ceeding from above is meek, and peaceable, and
wicked grief, and you will live to God ; and all humble, and refrains from all iniquity and the
will live to God who drive away grief from them, vain desire of this world, and contents himself
and put on all cheerfulness." 7 with fewer wants than those of other men, and

when asked he makes no reply; nor does he
COMMANDMENT ELEVENTH. speak privately, nor when man wishes the spirit

THE SPIRIT AND PROPItETS TO BE TRIED BY THEIR to speak does the Holy Spirit speak, but it
WORKS; ALSO OF THE TWO KINDS OF SPIRIT. speaks only when God wishes it to speak.

He pointed out to me some men sitting on a When, then, a man having the Divine Spirit

, r_',... ,-,_,_tea, om,ttedm Vat. [_ Cot._il. _o. Corn- comes into an assembly of righteous men who
pare this Commandinent tnWake's translation and notes.]

2 Gad. The Lord. _ Va:L, ./_tk. * Is . . . Gad. He who sits in the chair is a terrestrial _5 Gad. The Lord. -- Vat. Vat And then followsthedii_ off.enmnc_s_t'med .
• Grief. Injusuce.-- Vat. 9 Tk¢ :ttir(t o)r all men t: ¢artk_, et_ This p as_g¢, down to-
5 [Eph. iv. 3o.] " it is not l_Os_'blethat the prophet of God should do this..'_ it found
6 _osto/,_Pe* one would here to mean "giving m the Vat. and other MSS.of the camtrma traadamm, with the ex-

thanks," a meaning which it has _ New T_t; but as ccptton of the Lambeth, in Commandment Twelfth. [Consult Wake

mas, itislikelythatltmmans"co_ nereaaq_. • ing what ts here r,aid, soconft_.,,,-d_,.ol ttte_ptgt mman, aaam
7 [Matt. vs. :6, t7: Is, lviiL 5; s Cot. vt. to; John xvt. 33; i Spiritof Caodmhisasll_Mm_ (x Cot. tL lx, x:l),lRma.'xii.s.]
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have faith in the Divine Spirit, and this assembly and pithless. But look, on the other hand, at
of men offers up prayer to God, then the angel the power which comes from above. Hail is of
<ff the prophetic Spirit, *who is destined for him the size of a very small grain, yet when it falls
fills the man ; and the man being filled with the on a man's head how much annoyance it gives
Holy Spirit, speaks to the multitude as the lord him ! Or, again, take the drop which falls from
wishes. Thus, then, will the Spirit of Divinity a pitcher to the ground, and yet it hollows a
become manifest. Whatever power therefore stone._ You see, then, that the smallest things
comes from the Spirit of Divinity belongs to the coming from above have great power when they
Lord. Hear, then," says he, "in regard to the fall upon the earth.4 Thus also is the Divine
spirit which is earthly, and empty, and power- Spirit, which comes from above, powerful.
less, and foolish. First, the man 2 who seems to Trust, then, that Spirit, but have nothing to do
have the Spirit exalts himself, and wishes to have with the other."
the first seat, and is bold, and impudent, and
talkative, and lives in the midst of many luxuries COMMANDMENT TWELFTH.
and many other delusions, and takes rewards ON THE TWOFOLDDESIRE. THE COMMANDMENTSOF
for his prophecy ; and if he does not receive GODCANBE KEPT,ANDBELIEVERSOUGHTNOTTO
rewards, he does not prophesy. Can, then, the FEARTHE DEVIL.
Divine Spirit take rewards and prophesy ? It is CHAP.I.

not possible that the prophet of God should do He says to me, "Put away from you all
this, but prophets of this character are possessed wicked desire, and clothe yourself with good
by an earthly spirit. Then it never approaches and chaste desire ; for clothed with this desire
an assembly of righteous men, but shuns them. you will hate wicked desire,S and will rein your-
And it associates with doubters and the vain, and self in even as you wish. For wicked desire is
prophesies to them in a comer, and deceives wild, and is with difficulty tamed. For it is ter-
them, speaking to them, according to their rible, and consumes men exceedingly by its wild-
desires, mere empty words: for they are empty hess. Especially is the servant of God terribly
to whom it gives its answers. For the empty consumed by it, if he falls into it and is devoid
vessel, when placed along with the empty, is not of understanding. Moreover, it consumes all
crushed, but they correspond to each other, such as have not on them the garment of good
When, therefore, it comes into an assembly of desire, but are entangled and mixed up with this
righteous men who have a Spirit of Divinity, world. These it delivers up to death." "What
and they offer up prayer, that man is made then, sir," say I, "are the deeds of wicked
empty, and the earthly spirit flees from him desire which deliver men over to death ? Make
through fear, and that man is made dumb, and them known to me, and I will refrain from
is entirely crushed, being unable to speak. For them." "Listen, then, to the works in which
if you pack closely a storehouse with wine or oil, evil desire slays the servants of God." 6
and put an empty jar in the midst of the vessels
of wine or oil, you will find that jar empty as CHAP. II.
when you placed it, if you should wish to clear "Foremost of all is the desire after another's
the storehouse. So also the empty prophets, wife or husband, and after extravagance, and
when they come to the spirits of the righteous, many useless dainties and drinks, and many
are foun_l [on leaving] to be such as they were other foolish luxuries ; for all luxury is foolish
when they came. This, then, is the mode of and empty in the servants of God. These, then,
life of both prophets. Try by his deeds and his are the evil desires which slay the servants of
life the man who says that he is inspired. But God. For this evil desire is the daughter of the
as for you, trust the Spirit which comes from devil. You must refrain from evil desires, that
God, and has power ; but the spirit which is by refraining ye may live to God3 But as many
earthly and empty trust not at all, for there is no as are mastered by them, and do not resist them,
power in it: it comes from the devil. Hear, will perish at last, for these desrres are fatal.
then, the parable which I am to tell you. Take Put you on, then, the desire of righteousness ;
a stone, and throw it to the sky, and see if you and arming yourself with the fear of the Lord,
can touch it. Or again, take a squirt of water
and squirt into the sky, and see if you can pene- 3 [Thtsproverbisfoundin manylanguages.Hermasmayhavebeen familiar with Ovid, or with the Gt_,ek oi the poetaster Chcerilus.
trate the sky." "How, sir," say I, "can these fromwhomOvid,withotherLatinpoets,condesccmdcdtoborrowit.]

.4Eartlg. After thts the Vattcan reads: Join yourself, therefore,
things take place ? for both of them are impos- to thatwhichhaspo_er,_d withdraw from that onewhichisempty
sible." "As these things," says he, "are im- [HermasseemstoapplytothcSpmt,in carrylngouthisfigurt._,thosewords of the Psalmist, lxxii. 6.]
possible, so also are the earthly spirits powerless s [Cone,,pi_¢¢ is he,¢_,,= to_ the,_,tm_of m.]

• . 6 _Se¢ the Greek of Athanasius, and Grahe's transposklon, i_
waxe s vea'sion of the Eiev_th and Twelfth C_-,_ments.]

z A _ of t_ pro#a_ S#'_. _. ho_ ra_sm_ (angel) . 7F_ . . . aod. This d_, th_e_,_, is wickedm_da_sWac-
d "Di__.__.-- Vlt; [i Cot. Xlv. #a,_.J t_ve, bringing d_xh on the servants of God. Whoever, therefore,

• thin is a caut_ qgalmt diven Ph/y_a Pr_t*_yi_.] ,hall a_aia _rom e,il desire, d.dl live to God.-- V_.
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resist them. For the fear of the Lord dwells in exceedingly afraid of him, for his figure wa_
good desire. But if evil desire see you armed altered so that a man could not endure hi_
with the fear of God,' and resisting it, it will flee anger. But seeing me altogether agitated and
far from you, and it wilt no longer appear to you, confused, he began to speak to me in more
for it fears your armour. Go, then, garlanded gentle tones; and he said: "0 fool, senseles.,
with the crown which you have gained for vic- and doubting, do you not perceive how great is
tory over it, to the desire of righteousness, and, the glory of God, and how strong and marvel-
delivering up to it the prize which you have re- lous, in that He created the world for the sake
ceived, serve it even as it wishes._ If you serve of manfl and subjected all creation to him, and
good desire, and be subject to it, you will gain gave him power to rule over everything under
the mastery over evil desire, and make it subject heaven? If, then, man is lord of the creatures
to you even as you wish." 3 of God, and rules over all, is he not able to be

lord also of these commandments ? For," says
CHAP.in. he, "the man who has the Lord in his heart

"I should like to know," say I, "in what way can also be lord of all, and of every one of
I ought to serve good desire." "Hear," says these commandments. But to those who have
he: "You will practise righteousness and virtue, the Lord only on their lips,7 but their hearts
truth and the fear of the Lord, faith and meek- hardened, s and who are far from the Lord, the
hess, and whatsoever excellences are like to commandments are hard and difficult. Put,
these. Practising these, you will be a well- therefore, ye who are empty and fickle in your
pleasing servant of God,' and you will live to faith, the Lord in your heart, and ye will know
Him ; and every one who shall serve good that there is nothing easier or sweeter, or more
desire, shall live to God." manageable, than these commandments. Re-

He concluded the twelve commandments, and turn, ye who walk in the commandments of the
stud to me, "You have now these command- devil, in hard, and bitter, and wild licentiousness,
ments. Walk in them, and exhort your hearers and fear not the devil ; for there is no power in
that their repentance may be pure during the ihim against you, for I will be with you, the an-
remainder of their life. Fulfil carefully this gel of repentance, who am lord over him. The
ministry which I now entrust to you, and you will devil has fear only, but his fear has no strength.9
accomplish much? For you will find favour Fear him not, then, and he will flee from you.'"
among those who are to repent, and they will CHAP. V.
give heed to your words ; for I will be with you,
and will compel them to obey you." I say to I say to him, "Sir, listen to me for a moment."
him, "Sir, these commandments are great, and "Say what you wish," says he. " Man, sir," say
good, and glorious, and fitted to gladden the I, "is eager to keep the commandments of God,
heart of the man who can perform them. But and there is no one who does not ask of the
I do not know if these commandments can be Lord that strength may be given him for these

kept by man, because they are exceeding hard." commandments, and that he may be subject to
He answered and said to me, "If you lay it them ; but the devil is hard, and holds sway over
down as certain that they can be kept, s then you them." "He cannot," says he, "hold sway over
will easily keep them, and they will not be hard. the servants of God, who with all their heart
But if you come to imagine that they cannot be place their hopes in Him. The devil can wrestle
kept by man, then you will not keep them. against these, overthrow them he cannot. If,
Now I say to you, If you do not keep them, then, ye resist him, he will be conquered, and
but neglect them, you will not be saved, nor flee in disgrace from you. As many, therefore,"
your children, nor your house, since you have says he, "as are empty, fear the devil, as possess-
already determined for yourself that these corn- ing power. When a man has filled very suitable
mandments cannot be kept by man." jars with good wine, and a few among those jars

are left empty, `° then he comes to the jars, and
cHAP. IV. does not look at the full jars, for he knows tl_

These things he said to me in tones of the they are full ; but he looks at the empty, being
deepest anger, so that I was confounded and afraid lest they have become sour. For empty

x a_ The Lord Va ' jars quickly become sour, and the goodness of
I Go ".. vai*kea'--_m_ you will obtain the victory, and will be the wine is gone. So also the devil goes to all

crowned o...... t of it, and you will arrive at.good de_i_, and you I ....
willdeliver up the vtctory which you have oh..ram..cO,to t._m, .,m2ay [ e rt_---t-t,,_utlfullv reconclks"those two current ammrtltm_ that
wilt serve Htm by. acting even as you your_lf wlsa to act.-zffa..t." ] r._ _cl_de'_ thin_ for His own glory, and that (2) I_.¢

s Chapters third, fourth, and a part ot him, are ormtt_ .... ] _|' thiu_ for man " _ U*;eful#ez* qf 2VS. Pkilea7 past L,
Pa___tine. [This chapter seem.s _ on rsev 2 v. x#.]^ _.1. _-_a_e. / _ or _ghtan's Works, vol _h. p. "_35,London, z87o.a

4 [Here is the comrmsmon to oe a propnet, anu.tu ._- .r.y.,- . I _' 7 t--° .... x_- Matt xv. 8.
sy:';_._ in the congregation. If the Montamsts reststect taese teach- I e ___f_- -,a, _ Car_ ill :a.
i_, theywere_lf-co_. Such_ the ideahereconwy_ | 9 _. _._'x_'i_ET]

s/f.., i_, omlttedinVat. • "'"
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the servants of God to trythem. As many, then, cording to His will, He will heal your former
as are full in the faith, resist him strongly, and he sins, and you will have power to hold sway over
withdraws from them, having no way by which the works of the devil. But as to the threats of
he might enter them. He goes, then, to the the devil, fear them not at all, for he is powerles_
empty, and finding a way of entrance, into them, as the sinews of a dead man. Give ear to me,
he produces in them whatever he wishes, and then. and fear Him who has all power, both to
they become his servants.' save and destroy, 4and keep His commandments,

and ye will live to God." I say to him, "Sir, I
am now made strong in all the ordinances of the

CHAP. vL Lord, because you are with me ; and I know
"But I, the angel of repentance, say to you that you will crush all the power of the devil,

Fear not the devil ; for I was sent," says he, and we shall have rule over him, and shall pre-
"to be with you who repent with all your heart, vail against all his works. And I hope, sir, to
and to make you strong in faith. Trust God, 2 be able to keep all these commandments s which
then, ye who on account of your sins have de- you have enjoined upon me, the Lord strengthen-
spaired of life, and who add to your sins and ing me." "You will keep them," says he, " if
weigh down your life ; for if ye return to the your heart be pure towards the Lord ; and all
Lord with all your heart, and practise righteous- will keep them who cleanse their hearts from
ness the rest of your days,3 and serve Him ac- the vain desires of this world, and they will live

to God."
I [_Eph. iv _7.]

Trs_t Gad. Believe ye, then, who on account of your sins 4 Matt. x. 28. Luke xil. 5
have forgot_a God.-- Vat. s Rule over . . commandmenta. But we shall conquer him

$ t'ractiss . . . days, omitted in Vat. completely, tfv, e can keep these commandments.- Vat.



THE PASTOR.

BOOK THIRD. -- SIMILITUDES.

SIMILITUDE FIRST.' sessions? s Thou shalt altogether deny thy law,
AS IN THIS WORLD WE HAVE NO ABIDING CITY, WE and walk according to the law of this city. See

OUGHTTO SEEKONETO COMX. lest it be to thy hurt to deny thy law ;* for if
HE says to me, "You know that you who are Ithou shalt demre to return to thy city, thou wilt

the servants of God dwell in a strange land • for ]not be received, because thou hast denied the

your city is far away from this one. _ If, then," Ilaw of thy city, but wilt be excluded from it.
he continues, "you know your city in which you Have a care, therefore : as one hvmg m a for-
are to dwell, why do ye here provide lands, and eign land, make no further preparations for thy-
make expensive preparations, and accunmlate self than such merely as may be sufficient ; and
dwellings and useless buildings ? He who makes be ready, when the master of this city shall come
such preparations for this city cannot return to cast thee out for disobeying his law, to leave
again to his own. Oh foolish, and unstable, and his city, and to depart to thine own, and to obey
m_serable man ! Dost thou not understand that thine own law without being exposed to annoy-
all these things belong to another, and are under ance, but in great joy. Have a care, then, ye
the power of another? for the lord of this city who serve the Lord, and have Him in your
will say,' I do not wish thee to dwell in my city ; heart, that ye work the works of God, remem-
but depart from this city, because thou obeyest ibering His commandments and promises which
not my laws.' Thou, therefore, although having He promised, and believe that He will bring
fields and houses, and many other things, when them to pass if His commandments be observed.
cast out by him, what wilt thou do with thy land, Instead of lands, therefore, buy afflicted souls,
and house, and other possessions which thou according as each one is able, and visit s widows
hast gathered to thyself ? For the lord of this and orphans, and do not overlook them ; and
country justly says to thee, ' Either obey my laws spend your wealth and all your preparations,
or depart from my dominion.' What, then, dost which ye received from the Lord, upon such
thou intend to do, having a law in thine own city, lands and houses. For to this end did the
on account of thy lands, and the rest of thy pos- Master make you rich, that you might perform

these servmes unto Him ; and it is much better
t [We have seen in Justin and Iren_us what seem to us an over- to purchase such lands, and possessions, and

strainedallegonzang,and ..... 11be encounteredIn Onge.. On houses, as you will find in your own city, whenthis whole subject, however, as it struck the Onental and pnmmve
msuncts,takethefollowingveryillustrative remarks,attributedto yOU come to reside in it. This is a noble and
Hartley of W'zn_oi&:."--

"Nature, m ,ts proper order, is the book of God, and exhibits sacred expenditure, attended neither with sorrow
spiritualthingsin materialforms. The knowledgeof corre*#on.d-nor fear, but with joy. Do not practise the ex-
trice* being so httle understood, is one mmn cause of the obscurity
of the Scnptures of the Old Testament, _s[_icl_eaere c_iefly zur_tttn
#y tke rule, of this science : and not Scripture alone, but man, also,
as an tmage of the sptritual and natural worlds .... tainsinh,mse|fthe _.Thls sentence may,,be, also _red thus,.glving _,_.vp
correslxmdences of both: of the former, in his Interior, and of the tat- Ineainn_.of "as regards, resp_--t_ - -- a ttsttatenot_ sqgnttlc._

turn: " What then do you Intend to ao, a$ you have a taw t.n y__r,

iittletermworldh_sexterior.,orboddy,part,andso ts calledthemicrocosm,or ownettyregardingyour_u_ andthe _ of ,tYO_rr_ TSuch text_ as Heb. ix. 24, t Cor. ii t3, z4, go farto explain to The Vattcan punctuates toe passage so ttmt t tuns t_ touowg:
us the chddlike faith of the Fathers. See note on Ldftot's SL ,'What then will you do, who have a lawm your ownclty_ Will
Peger_p a38t vol. iii. Ed. of William West, B.A. t87o.] you, on account of your land, or any other ofyunr _be

s [Heb xiiL T4 isthe text of this very beauttful chapter. But.the ab|e todenyyour law? The Vatican al_om_t _ve.l_._t_ mat
o__ Greek of Phil. iii. _o seems, also, to be in the author's mind. are in the Greek, down to "for if thou _mit dcuy, and d_lk d_m to
St. Paul addressed it to the church of a Roman "colony," whose return," ere

_._ w_ not Macodtmian but Raman: heuc* its lmanfiful ,4SThe Vatican has:.... l_, omkted inLips."Acqtat wuto_, aml do jmtfice to otplm_[The #p_wa.',, of Ju., i. r/.] ,,
3t
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penditure of the heathen,' for it is injurious to man refreshes 6 the poor, and assists him in his
you who are the servants of God ; but practise necessities, believing that what he does to the
an expenditure of your own, in which ye can poor man will be able to find its reward with
rejoice ; and do not corrupt_ nor touch whal God--because the poor man is rich in interces-
is another's nor covet it, for it is an evil thing to sion and confession, and his intercesmon has
covet the goods of other men ; but work thine great power with God-- then the rich man helps
own work, and thou writ be saved." the poor in all things without hesitation ; and

the poor man, being helped by the rich, inter-
SIMILITUDE SECOND. cedes for him, giving thanks to God for him who

bestows gifts upon him. And he still continues
AS THE VINE IS SUPPORTED BY THE ELM, SO IS THE to interest himself zealously for the poor man,RICH MANHELPED_Y THE P_YER OF THE POOR.

that his wants may be constantly supplied. For
As I was walking in the field, and observing he knows that the intercession of the poor man

an elm and vine, and determining in my own is acceptable and influential 7 with God. Both,
mind respecting them and their fruits, the Shep- accordingly, accomplish their work. The poor
herd appears to me, and says, "What is it that man makes intercession ; a work in which he is
you are thinking about the elm and vine ? .... I rich, which he recelved from the Lord, and with
am considering," I reply, "that they become which he recompenses the master who helps
each other exceedingly well." "These two him. And the rich man, in like manner, unhesl-
trees," he continues, "are intended as an exam- tatmgly bestows upon the poor man the riches
ple for the servants of God." "' I would like to which he received from the Lord. And this is.
know," said I, "the example which these trees, a great work, and acceptable before God, be-
you say, are intended to teach." "Do you see," cause he understands the object of his wealth,
he says, "the elm and the vine?" "I see them, and has given to the poor of the gifts of the
sir," I replied. "This vine," he continued, Lord, and rightly discharged his service to Him. s
"produces fruit, and the elm is an unfruitful Among men, however, the elm appears not to
tree ; but unless the wne be trained upon the produce fruit, and they do not know nor under-
elm, it cannot bear much fruit when extended stand that if a drought come, the elm, which
at length upon the ground ; 3 and the fruit whmh contains water, nourishes the vine ; and the
it does bear is rotten, because the plant is not vine, having an unfailing supply of water, yields
suspended upon the elm. When, therefore, the double fruit both for itself and for the elm. So
vine is cast upon the elm, it yields fruit both also poor men interceding with the Lord on
from itself and from the elm. You see, more- behalf of the rich, increase their riches ; and the
over, that the elm also produces much fruit, not rich, again, aiding the poor in their necessities,
less than the vine, but even more ; because," * satisfy their souls. Both, therefore, are partners
he continued, "the vine, when suspended upon in the righteous work. He who does these things
the elm, yields much fruit, and good ; but when shall not be deserted by God, but shall be enrolled
thrown upon the ground, what it produces is in the books of the living. Blessed are they who
small and rotten. This similitude, s therefore, is have riches, and who understand that they are
for the servants of God--for the poor man and from the Lord. [For they who are of that mind
for the rich." "How so, sir?" said I ; "ex- will be able to do some goodY]"
plain the matter to me." "Listen," he said:
"The rich man has much wealth, but is poor in SIMILITUDE THIRD.
matters relating to the Lord, because he is dis- AS IN WINTER GREEN TREES CANNOTBE DISTIN-
tracted about his riches ; and he offers very few GU]SHEDFROM WXTH_RED,SO IN THIS WORLD
confessions and intercessions to the Lord, and NEITHERCANTHE JUSTFROMTHE UNJUST.
those which he does offer are small and weak, He showed me many trees having no leaves,
and have no power above. But when the rich

6 The translation of the text ts based on the Palatine. Lips
reads: " When the rich man fills out upon the poor." H[lgeafeld
amends this: "When the rich man recovers breath upon the poor"

I The Vatican renders, *' Do not covet, therefore, the riches of Neather g_ves sense The .._thmmc has: "But if the rich man lean
the heathen." [Here follows, in the Lambeth MS., an aUuston to on the poor " and the Greek o_ Hflgenfeld nught mean: " When
Luke xix. '5, wliich Wake renders: "Trade with your own riches." the rich _' recovers Ins breath by leamng on the poor." The Van-
See, also Luke xu 33

• _ , . " "] can Is qutte different' "When therefore, the rich man helps the
.. The Vattcan, rendering _tapaXa_,¢_ey % adulterare, proceeds ! _or in those things which he needs, the poor man prays to the Lord

U It the remr_ace were to adultery. *N_ther touch another man's for the rich man, and God bestows all blessings upon the rich man,
wife, nor lust _ I_r, but dean¢ your own work, and you will he because the poor man is rich in prayer, andhm prayer has great
laved." merit with God. Then the nch man accordingly as._sts the poor

a The Vatican leads: "Unless this vine be attached to the elm, I man's ti_ungs, because he feels that he is fully heard (exaudzrT_ by
and rest. upon it, it cannot .bear much frui't. For, lymg upon the [ _ Lord. and the more willingly and unhesitalang_ly does he give
___,, It produces had fruit, because it ts not s_ded upon the [ him every he_, and takes care tb.a_ he wants for nothing. The poor
etm. . [ man gtves thanks to God for the rich man, because they do their

• 4T_ Vatican he.re makes Hermas interrupt the Shepher_ and I duty m _ to the Lord (a Domiaw)."
ug; _ow grea_er tttttttttJ_nthe vane _" .. . . [ _' [I note this use of the word "influentisI," because it was for-

__[Ba_. onJas, i; _-zx, aT_ and n: x-t_: introducing the heathen [ meriy denounced as an Amencamsm.]
worla to just ideas ca uanum brotherhood, and the mutual _]atinns | 8 [Luke xiL 4a J
of ti_ poor and the rich.] [ 9 _['he sentence m brackets is not in Lips. h is taken from PaL
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but withered, as it seemed to me; for all were a one ask and obtain anything from the Lord,
alike. And he said to me, "Do you see those if he serve Him not ? They who serve Him
trees? .... I see, sir," I replied, "that all are shall obtain their requests, but they who serve
alike, and withered." He answered me, and Him not shall receive nothing. And in the per-
said, "These trees which you see are those who formance even of a single action a man can
dwell in this world." "Why, then, sir," I said, serve the Lord ; for his mind will not be per-
"are they withered, as it were, and alike ?" i verted from the Lord, but he will serve Him,
"Because," he said, "neither are the righteous having a pure mind. If, therefore, you do these
manifest in this life, nor sinners, but they are things, you shall be able to bear fruit for the life
alike ; for this life is a wnter to the righteous, to come. And every one who will do these
and they do not manifest themselves, because things shall bear fruit."
they dwell with sinners : for as in winter trees
that have cast their leaves are alike, and it is
not seen which are dead and which are living, SIMILITUDE FIFTH.
so in thlsworld neitherdo the righteousshow OF TRUE FASTINGAND ITS REWARD: ALSO OFPURITY OF BODY.
themselves,nor sinners,butallare allkeone to
another."2 CHAP.I.

Whlle fastingand sittingon a certainm0un-SIMILITUDE FOURTH.
tain,and givingthanksto the Lord forallHis

AS IN SUMMERLIVING"FREESARE DISTINGUISHEDdealings with me, I see the Shepherd sitting
FROMWITHEREDBY FRUIT AND LIVING LEAVES,down beside me, and saying, "Why have youSO IN THE WORLD TO COME THE JUST DIFFER
FROMTHE UNJUST IN HAPPINESS• come hither [so] early in the morning ?" "Be-

He showed me again many trees, some bud- cause, sir," I answered, "I have a station." 6"What is a station?" he asked. "I am fast-
ding, and others withered. And he said to me,
"Do you see these trees? .... I see, sir," I ing, sir," I replied. "What is this fasting," he
replied, "some putting forth buds, and others continued, "which you are observing?" ,"As
withered." "Those," he said, "which are bud- I have been accustomed, sir," I reply, "so I
drag are the righteous who are to live in the fast''' "You do not know," he says, "how to
world to come ; for the coming world is the lfast unto the Lord: this useless fasting which
summer 3 of the righteous, but the winter of you observe to Him is of no value." "Why,
sinners. When, therefore, the mercy of the sir," I answered, "do you say this?" "I say
Lord shines forth, then shall they be made to you," he continued, "that the fasting which
manifest who are the servants of God, and all you think you observe is not a fasting. But I
men shall be made manifest. For as in summer will teach you what is a full and acceptable

the fruits of each individual tree appear, and it fasting to the Lord. Listen," he continued :
is ascertained of what sort they are, so also the "God does not desire such an empty fasting.7
fruits of the righteous shall be manifest, and all For fasting to GOd in this way you will do noth-
who have been fruitful in that world shall be ing for a righteous life ; but offer to GOd _tfast-
made known.4 But the heathen and sinners, ing of the following kind: Do no evil in your
like the withered trees which you saw, will be life, and serve the Lord with a pure heart : keep
found to be those who have been withered and His commandments, walking in His precepts,
unfruitful in that world, and shall be burnt as and let no evil desire arise in your heart ; and
wood, and [so] made manifest, because their believe in God. If you do these things, and fear
actions were evil during their lives. For the Him, and abstain from every evil thing, you willhve unto God ; and if you do these things, you
sinners shall be consumed because they sinned
and did not repent, and the heathen shall be will keep a great fast, and one acceptable before
bused because they knew not Him who ere- God.
ated them. Do you therefore bear fruit, that cilia,, n.
in that summer your fruit may be known. And "Hear the similitude which I am about to
refrain from much business, and you will never narrate to you relative to fasting. A certain man
sin : for they who are occupied with much busi- had a field and many slaves, and he planted a
ness commit also many sins, being distracted certain part of the field with a vineyard, s and
about their affairs, and not at all serving their selecting a faithful and beloved and much valued
Lord.s How, then," he continued, "can such slave, he called him to him, and said, 'Take

z The Vaticanrendersthlsthus: . Why do theyresemblethose 6 [Thm anachronism betra_ tl_ l_*r or__ o¢ "Tim ]gtu_t."
The gauline Herm_ would not haw used tl_ t_lmi_ _that are, as it were, wtthered v"

* [Matt.xlil.29 1 fastswere _ earlyfixedby canonforWed,'msd,_mad Fri_y_o
3 _um_er. Tfirone.--Lip:. [Rom. vfiL _¢¢4J See Canon lx_. 04"_ called "Apm_k:_fl ;" aim
4 The Vatican has, "And all the merry and joyful shall be re- book xm. cap. 91 and this vol.u.._, P'-M, note 4oJ

_omdin thatage." _'[Seacap.ih.0¢tl_ _tude.J
s IxC.or.vii. _>'3S;Rom.zii.zz.] e TheVaticanadds,"forms_c_mo_."
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this vineyard which I have planted, and stake _ still more satisfied that the slave should become
it until I come, and do nothing else to the vine- co-heir with his son."
yard j and attend to this order of mine, and you CP.AP.m.
shall receive your freedom from me.' And the
master of the slave departed to a foreign coun- I said to him, "Sir, I do not see the meaning
try. And when he was gone, the slave took and Jof these simihtudes, nor am I able to compre-
staked the vineyard ; and when he had finished hend them, unless you explain them to me."
the staking of the vines, he saw that the vine- " I will explain them all to you," he said, "and
yard was full of weeds. He then reflected, whatever I shall mention in the course of our
saying, ' I have kept this order of my master : conversations I will show you. [Keep the com-
I will dig up the rest of this vineyard, and it mandments of the Lord, and you will be ap-
will be more beautiful when dug up ; and being proved, and inscribed amongst the number of
free of weeds, it will yield more fruit, not being those who observe His commands.] And if
choked by them.' He took, therefore, and dug you do any good beyond what is commanded
up the vineyard, and rooted out all the weeds by God,3 you will gain for yourself more abun-
that were in it. And that vineyard became very dant glory, and will be more honoured by God
beautiful and fruitful, having no weeds to choke than you would otherwise be. If, therefore, in
it. And after a certain time the master of the keeping the commandments of God, you do, in
slave and of the field returned, and entered into addmon, these services, you will have joy if you
the vineyard. And seeing that the vines were observe them according to my command." I
suitably supported on stakes, and the ground, said to him, "Sir, whatsoever you enjoin upon
moreover, dug up, and all the weeds rooted me I will observe, for I know that you are with
out, and the vines Mfitful, he was greatly me." " I will be with you," he rephed, "be-
pleased with the work of his slave. And calling cause you have such a desire for doing good ; and
his beloved son who was his heir, and his I will be with all those," he added, "who have
friends who were his councillors, he told them such a desire. This fasting," he continued, "is
what orders he had given his slave, and what he very good, provided the commandments of the
had found performed. And they rejoiced along Lord be observed. Thus, then, shall you observe
with the slave at the testimony which his master the fasting which you intend to keep. 4 First of
bore to him. And he said to them, ' I promised all,s be on your guard against every evil word, and
this slave freedom if he obeyed the command every evil desire, and purify your heart from all
which I gave him ; and he has kept my corn- the vanities of this world. If you guard against
round, and done besides a good work to the these things, your fasting will be perfect. And
vineyard, and has pleased me exceedingly. In you will do also as follows. 6 Having fulfilled
return, therefore, for the work which he has what is written, in the day on which you fast
done, I wish to make him co-heir with my son, you will taste nothing but bread and water ; and
because, having good thoughts, he did not neg- hawng reckoned up the price of the dishes of
lect them, but carried them out.' With this that day which you intended to have eaten, you
resolution of the master his son and friends were will give it to a widow, or an orphan, or to some
well pleased, v]z., that the slave should be co- person in want, and thus you will exhibit humfl-
heir with the son. After a few days the master ity of mind, so that he who has received benefit
made a feast,* and sent to his slave many dishes from your humility may fill his own soul, and
from his table. And the slave receiving the pray for you to the Lord. If you observe fast-
dishes that were sent him from his master, took ing, as I have commanded you, your sacrifice
of them what was sufficient for himself, and dis- 3 [To read into th,s passage the ,dea of "supererogatory me_t"

tributed the rest among his fellow-slaves. And is an unpardonable anachromsm. (Compare Command ,v 4 ) .Ln¢
writer everywhere demes human taunt, extols ,m_r_., and lmput.es

his fellow-slaves rejoiced to receive the dishes, goodworksto grace. He h.... _ St. Panl:5ad,_ceC,C.or.*..
and began to pray for him, that he might find ,s-_s), or ourbles-_dLo_d'ssaying(Matt aax x2) The_us.eof such Scnptores propped up a false system (_ Pet. m. i6) after it
still greater favour with his master for having so had been invented by Pelagians and monasuc enthusiasts But zthas no place in the mind of Hermas, nor in the rmnd of Chnst.]treated them. His master heard all these things • [Thus he does not object to the "station," ff kept w_th evan-

that were done, and was again greatly pleased gehcalactsofdevouonandl_mtence. Isa.lvfiL5-8.]s Pseudo-Athanasms gives th_s paragraph as follows: "First of
with his conduct. And the master again calling an beo, 3_,rg,a_dto _t fromeveryevilwordandevilreport,and

purify your heart from every defilement and revenge, and _ covet-
together his friends and his son, reported to o_.. Andou _ dazo. whichyoufast,be_o.t._t _th bm_
them the slave's proceeding with regard to the _d he_, and_ater,gi_,ngthankstoGod. Andhavingcalculatedthe mount of the cost of the meal which you intended to have eaten

dishes which he had sent him. And they were anthatO_y,gi_ittoawidow_orano_ph..... to som_o_,_iso that, having clearly filled his own soul, he shall .pray to t . .

i i.e., attach the vines to sta.kes. . . ,, on your behalf. If you therefore perform your fasung as I en"_.jo_.med.
s The Vatican adds, " Having called together his friends.. [The you, your sacrifice will be a_ble.hefore the Lord,.and .msorihed

i_P_. Pargb_ of the vineyard, and of the sower, and of tae man m the heavens in the day of the reqmtal of the good tmugs that heve
into a far country, are here r_a:ted 4¢_s_'.m_ i cannot been prepared for the righteous." . .

lint re.furto a parable which giamtly resemmes, tins, aria m yet more ¢_[Note this detaded acc°unt of Prinmave fasting. (a .C'q.r" *t" 5' nx"
beautiful, occurring in Mrs. Shera/ood's St_r**_ o1, t/,* _.atec_zxm a-/, xi. 27). Amid an the. apostle's suffe.rm_ anddying daiS, he adds
(Ft_.), a book for children. It is not unworthy of Bunyan.] fa.¢li*g_ to involuntary n_ aria mmt.]
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will be acceptable to God, and this fasting will understand them. The field is this world ; and
be written down ; and the service thus performed the Lord of the field is He who created, and per-
is noble, and sacred, and acceptable to the fected, and strengthened all things; [and the
Lord. These things, therefore, shall you thus son is the Holy Spirit;5] and the slave is the
observe with your children, and all your house, Son of God ; and the vines are this people, whom
and in observing them you wall be blessed ; and He Himself planted ; and the stakes are the holy
as many as hear these words and observe them angels of the Lord, who keep His people to-
shall be blessed ; and whatsoever they ask of gether ; and the weeds that were plucked out of
the Lord they shall receive." the vineyard are the iniquities of God's servants ;

and the dishes which He sent Him from His
CHAP. Iv. table are the commandments which He gave

I prayed him much that he would explain to His people through His Son ; and the friends and
me the similitude of the field, and of the master fellow-councillors are the holy angels who were
of the vineyard, and of the slave who staked the first created ; and the Master's absence from
vineyard, and of the stakes, and of the weeds home is th_ time that remains until His appear-
that were plucked out of the vineyard, and of ing." I said to him, " Sir, all these are great,
the son, and of the friends who were fellow- and marvellous, and glorious things. Could I,
councillors, for I knew that all these things were therefore," I continued, "understand them?
a kind of parable. And he answered me, and No, nor could any other man, even if exceed-
said, "You are exceedingly persistent _with your lngly wise. Moreover," I added, "explain to
questions. You ought not," he continued, "to me what I am about to ask you." "Say what
ask any questmns at all ; for if it xs needful to you wash," he replied. "Why, sir," I asked,
explain anything, it will be made known to you." "is the _on of God in the parable in the form
I said te him, " Sar, whatsoever you show me, of a slave?"
and do not explain, I shall have seen to no put- CHAP. VI.
pose, not understanding its meaning. In like " Hear," he answered: "the Son of God is
manner, also, if you speak parables to me, and not m the form 6 of a slave, but in great power
do not unfold them, I shall have heard your and might." "How so, sir?" I said; "I do
words in vain." And he answered me again, not understand." "Because," he answered,
saying, "Every one who is the servant of God, ,, God planted the vineyard, that is to say, He
and has his Lord in his heart, asks of Him un- created the people, and gave them to His Son ;
derstandmg, and receives xt, and opens up every and the Son appointed His angels over them to
parable ; and the words of the Lord become keep them ; and He Himself purged away their
known to him which are spoken in parables? sins, having suffered many trials and undergone
But those who are weak and slothful in prayer, many labours, for no one is able to dig without
hesitate to ask anything from the Lord ; but the labour and toil. He Himself, then, having
Lord is full of compassion, and gives without purged away the sins of the people, showed
fall to all who ask Him. But you, having been them the paths of life 7 by giving them the law
strengthened by the holy Angel? and having which He recewed from His Father. [You
obtained from Him such intercession, and not see," he said, "that He is the Lord of the peo-
being slothful, why do not you ask of the Lord ple, having received all authority from His
understanding, and receive it from Him ?" Father. s] And why the Lord took His Son as
said to him, "Sir, having you with me, I am councillor, and the glorious angels, regarding
necessitated to ask questaons of you, for you the heirship of the slave, listen. The holy, pre-
show me all things, and converse wath me ; but existent Spirit, that created every creature, GOd
if I were to see or hear these things without you, made to dwell in flesh, which He chose. 9 This
I would then ask the Lord to explain them." flesh, accordingly, in which the Holy Spirit dwelt,

was nobly subject to that Spirit, walking tell-
CHAP. V.

5 This clause occurs only in the Vatw.an. It doe_ nat occur in

"I said to you a little ago," he answered, L,_, Pal,ormthe2_th,"that you were cunning and obstinate in asking [Phil.h.7 Butno longer ts Hesuch.l
[Hcb. i. 3. Ps. xvi. _z,J

explanations of the parables ; but since you are * The sentence in brackets is omitted in LipL and a_th., occum

so persistent, I shall unfold to you the meaning i. vat. a.d Pal9Thist_age *ariesme_...hofthe formsm..*,_ _ ._
of the similitudes of the field, and of all the down,_a ,__o,_pt h,m_, if .or ,. _al. Thev,_an _.Lat.)_
others that follow, that you may make them ,,Becau_theme_engerhea_theHolySl_int,..wl_wa_.tt_e, h.rst_

For understanding (zntellscC_s) placed It m a r_oayas seemea properknown to every one? Hear now," he said, "and all_at waspu_,,d0_.r,,,,) ,,_ a _..rm _?,c?t,_ =,g_. e,,_.
pure [first] of all h a body in wl_h it mi_,h.t.ayel_t, oo ma___mm_.

z Literally, "self-wried" (a¢_0_,/,). aonolnted a chosen body which _ trim.", x_ zr:dm.._.:
" [Matt. x,ti. xx; Jas. i. 5-] '_"l'he Holy Spirit who created _1, "th_, dweh ".ma body..ia wh'__
s [Luke xxii. 43 ] He wldled to dwell.' [_ C,ral_'$ _la_ al_l _ _,
4 [Partof thecommir_nagain,l inWake'_tnm_auo_.]
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giously and chastely, in no respect defiling the one without the other : keep both therefore pure,
Spirit ; and accordingly, after hying _ excellently and you will live unto God."
and purely, and after labouring and co-operating
with the Spirit, and having in everything acted SIMILITUDE SIXTH.
vigorouslyand courageouslyalongwiththe Holy OF THE TWO C_SSZS OF VOLUPTUOUSMZN, A_D or
Spirit, He assumed it as a partner with it. For THEIRDEATH,FALLINGAWAY,ANDTHE DURATION
this conduct_ of the flesh pleased Him, because ov THZm PUmSHMENT.
it Was not defiled on the earth while having the CHAP. I.

Holy Spirit. He took, therefore, as feUow-coun- Sitting in my house, and glorifying the Lord
ell,ors His Son and the glorious angels, in order for all that I had seen, and reflecting on the
that this flesh, which had been subject to the commandments, that they are excellent, and
body without a fault, might have some place of powerful, and glorious, and able to save a man's
tabernacle, and that it might not appear that soul, I said within myself, "I shall be blessed if
the reward l-of its servitude had been losta], for I walk in these commandments, and every one
the flesh that has been found without spot or de- who walks in them will be blessed." While I

filement, in which the Holy Spirit dwelt, l-will was saying these words to myself, I suddenly see
receive a reward _]. You have now the explana- him sitting beside me, and hear him thus speak :
tion 4 of this parable also." "Why are you in doubt about the command-

CHAP.VII. ments which I gave you ? They are excellent:
have no doubt about them at all, but put on

"I rejoice, sir," I said, "to hear this explana- faith in the Lord, and you will walk in them, for
tmn." "' Hear," again he replied : " Keep this I will strengthen you in them. These command-
flesh pure and stainless, that the Spirit which in- ments are beneficial to those who intend to re-

habits it may bear witness to it, and your flesh pent: for if they do not walk in them, their
may be justified. See that the thought never repentance is in vain You, therefore, who re-
arise in your mind that this flesh of yours is cor- pent cast away the wickedness of this world
ruptible, and you misuse it by any act of defile- which wears you out ; and by putting on all the
men,. If you defile your flesh, you will also virtues of a holy life, you will be able to keep
defile the Holy Spirit ; and if you defile your these commandments, and will no longer add to
flesh ]'and spirit], you will not live." s "And if the number of your sins. Walk, s therefore, in
any one, sir," I said, "has been hitherto igno- these commandments of mine, and you will live
rant, before he heard these words, how can such
a man be saved who has defiled his flesh?" unto God. All these things have been spoken

to you by me." And after he had uttered these
"Respecting former sins 6of ignorance," he said, words, he said to me, "Let us go into the fields,
"God alone is able to heal them, for to Him be- and I will show you the shepherds of the flocks."
longs all power. ['But be on your guard now, ,, Let us go, sir," I replied. And we came to a
and the all-powerful and compassionate God will certain plain, and he showed me a young man,
heal former transgressions T], if for the time to a shepherd, clothed in a suit of garments of a
come you defile not your body nor your spirit ; yellow colour : and he was herding very many
for both are common, and cannot be defiled, the sheep, and these sheep were feeding luxuriously,

x The Vatican renders this sentence: "Thin body, therefore, into as it were, and riotously, and merrily skipping
which the Holy Sptrtt was led, was subject to that Sptrlt, walking I t.'+t.^. _--A _t.'_t.^_ q_l.^ _t._k_.A k;_o_l¢ ..._o
tightly, modestly, and chastely, and &d not at all defile that Spirtt. t tit,till a.tlu tUtLttCL. XiJC _tcl-,aJc_u _Jxtu_xt wa_
S_ac%then,thatbody had.alw.a_/s obeyedthe HolySpin,,andhad I merry, because of his flock ; and the appearance
laboured rightly and chastely with it, and had not at any time given .........
way, that wearted body ._ttttttttt_edits tameasaslave; but havingstrongl]{ [ O! tne snepnera was joyous, ano ne was runnmg
approved itself along with the Holy Spirit, it was received unto C_d ' [ _hr_t,4- _mt_vtcr¢_" hJ_ _q_t-lr rAnd other shee_ I
The Palatine it similar. The 2Eth reads: "That body served well [ _ .......... _b............ . L t"
in righteoumte_ and purity, nor dtd it ever defile that _pirtt, and it [ saW riotinl_ and luxuriating in one place, but not,
became Hit partner, since that body pleased God." Il,-wevor lea_,in_ about 9a

s The passages within brackets are omitted by Lipq and 2Eth. [
* [If the reader feels that the explanation itself needs to be ex- I CHAP. H.

plained let hhn attribute at to the confused and tneccurate state of the
text. _rabe says emphaucally that" thecreatedSpiritof Christas I An_ ho eniA f_ mo ,, r_ ,,ou _e this sher_
a man and not the Holy Ghost tim third person o[ the Tnmty is I ' d ..... ,1 *
spoken of m thin chapter chiefly The apparent confuston of words [ herd. I see him, sir, I sand. ThlS, ne
and phrasesmustbe theresultof ignorant copym$[.It isa suffictent[ ....... .q ,, i_ the anffo] ,o of"h_Yurv ancl deceit •
answer to certain German critics to cite the prowdential approval of [ _u.,_w,.._,.,_ ..... _ ........ ,i ........
Athanasius, n fact of the utmost moment. Nobody doubts that Atha- . __
nasins was seamitive to any &scolorataon of the Htcene Faith. In I s The Vatican has a sentence before ,has: "rot It you sm not
the text of He nna_ therefore, as it was m his copy, there could have [ afterwards, you will greatly fall away from your former ttransgres-
been nothing heretical, or .fayounng heresy. T_at Herm_. was an ] stuns] " . " " _ the
artist, and purpeegly gave his fiction a very pnmtuve atr, ts evtde2at. [ 9 .Found only m Pseudo-Athanasms. It occurs m none ot
He fears to name the Scriptures he quoted, lest any one should doubt / translauons. , ,, . ..
theiruse, in the days of Clemen%mtbe Westerncamrches ] . . | to [Theueeof theword' angel, he_.nnnnnnnnn_Tpos.u_lycomcmevmn

s[s Cor. ill. x6, x7. Owen, O_/._¢ Sttt'ri_,Jkzx.tzm. /Lmbtgumes, | that an the Apoca]_m_.., rebuking[ an ummtmut mm mx,ur_c_.uspastor,
eap. iL] / hke the angel of Sardis (Rev. m. z-5). The"yellow ratment may

LAsts=vii._o:] . / .beinu-odu.e._.asncontrasttothe_o,:de,"thouhast.*_._,u,p,_
7 Oral,ted in _ips _th. has simply, "But be on yomr guard | m Sardts which have not defiled their garmeots, and they smm wa_

now. _ ! withme in w_ite."J
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he wears out the souls of the servants of God. and so completely devoid of compassion for
and perverts them from the truth, deceiving these sheep?" "This," he replied, "is the an-
them with wicked desires, through which they gel of punishment ; s and he belongs to the just
_ill perish ; for they forget the commandments angels, and is appointed to punish. He accord-
of the living God, and walk in deceits and empty ingly takes those who wander away from God,
luxuries ; and they are ruined by the angel, some and who have walked in the desires and deceits
being brought to death, others to corruption." _ of this world, and chastises them as they deserve
I stud to him, "Sir, I do not know the meaning with terrible and diverse punishments." "I
of these words, ' to death, and to corruption.' " would know, sir," I said, "Of what nature
"L_sten," he said. "The sheep which you saw are these diverse tortures and punishments?"
merry and leaping about, are those whmh have "Hear," he said, "the various tortures and pun-
torn themselves away from God for ever, and ishments. The tortures are such as occur during
have delivered themselves over to luxuries and life.6 For some are punished with losses, others
deceits 2 [ of this world. Among them there is with want, others with sicknesses of various
no return to life through repentance, because kinds, and others with all kinds of disorder and
they have added to their other sins, and blas- confusion ; others are insulted by unworthy per-
phemed the name of the Lord. Such men, sons, and exposed to suffering in many other
therefore, are appointed unto death. 3 And the ways: for many, becoming unstable in their
sheep which you saw not leaping, but feeding in l plans, try many things, and none of them at all
one plaxze, are they who have delivered them-succeed, and they say they are not prosperous
selves over to luxury and deceit], but have com- in their undertakings ; and it does not occur to
mitted no blasphemy against the Lord. These their minds that they have done evil deeds, but
have been perverted from the truth: among they blame the Lord. 7 When, therefore, they
them there is the hope of repentance, by which have been afflicted with all kinds of affliction,
it is possible to live. Corruption, then, has a then are they delivered unto me for good train-
hope of a kind of renewal? but death has ever- ing, and they are made strong in the faith of the
lasting ruin." Again I went forward a little way, Lord ; and s for the rest of the days of their
and he showed me a tall shepherd, somewhat life they are subject to the Lord with pure hearts,
savage in his appearance, clothed in a white and are successful in all their undertakings, ob-
goatskin, and having a wallet on his shoulders, raining from the Lord everything they ask ; and
and a very hard staff with branches, and a large then they glorify the Lord, that they were de-
whip. And he had a very sour look, so that I hvered to me, and no longer suffer any evil."
was afraid of him, so forbidding was his aspect.
This shepherd, accordingly, was receiving the CHAP.IV,
sfaeep from the young shepherd, those, vlz., that I said to him, "Sir, explain this also to me."
were rioting and luxurmting, but not leaping ; and "What is it you ask?" he said. "Whether,
he cast them into a precipitous place, full of this- sir," I continued, "they who indulge in luxury,
ties and thorns, so that it was impossible to extri- md who are deceived, are tortured for the same
cate tl_e sheep from the thorns and thistles ; but period of time that they have indulged in luxury
they were completely entangled amongst them. and deceit?" He said to me, "They are tor-
These, accordingly, thus entangled, pastured tured in the same manner." 9 [" They are tot-
amongst the thorns and thistles, and were ex-
ceedingly miserable, being beaten by him ; and s [The idea2. the mi*isttr ¥ ai,dtdi,,..! St.Ambroeeia
he drove them hither and thither, and gave them rep_nt_ with a scourge m hts hand. The Greek (i_t *'&v&TyeAtm,

no rest ; and, altogether, these sheep were in a -justr&v&ga_ev)stewardsfavoUrSandnghteoustheidea thatmen.]faithfulpastors are here symbolhtetl,
wretched plight. 6_..... _. TheWa_n andPal rein*.:th_,:'.._ .%Vio__.

ishments and tortureswhtch men suffer dady antheir h..*_. Ps_.
CHAP. HI. Athanastus has: "For when they re.voltfrom God, tl_i'nkm.gto be m

rest and in wealth, then they _ pu_.._, t_omemeeting wtth los_(
Seeing them, therefore, so beaten and so badly ,t_ [_ Tim.,. so. R,_dm d_citame_ thinspokenof, _ ,_.

used, I was grieved for them, because they were v. _lp_eudo.Athen_us has: "And th_ eatmot bearforthe_ of
SOtormented, and had no rest at all. And I said thetr days to turn and serve the Lord with a pare heart. But if they

repent and become sober again, than.they tmderstand that t_'_+_
to the Shepherd who talked with me, "Sir, who ,ot pr_ on_outu of thereat d, eda;_.,o _._
is this shepherd, who is so pitiless and severe andL°rd'werebecameDunish_iBem(;f,_...)ajtmJudge,_andt_eametotheir'm_de_.."_m.l,.

s The_Vafican inserts the following temence before .this:. And

t _a_a_bdh_iv, translated in Pal. and Vat. by clefeerie, a_, when they begin to repent of thetr tans,.tben _ works m whi_..racy
as departure frnm goodness and trnth. The Agthtoptc has' rmn. have wtckedly exercised themselve_s_rtse m their .hearts;.t_tttea

thay glve honour to God, _-ymg that ne tt a,jmtt J uq_., mm t_
a Of... decedt, omitted m I-aim. Our translaoon tt made from have deservedly suffered everything accot_ng to fl_i."r d_.. _othe Vat.

Pk_o-Athanasius ha_,"of such men the life is death." do_ Pal. The ._thiopm becomet ver_ w.m mm jportm_

mmrrection up to a certain point." [Death here must mean h are not dehvered over to Satan .fi_.. ly:,but ' delivered unto me (the.al_.:_s'y (Heb. vL 4-6, x. _5--3t, xil. x_L-XT)....But a oertam de;a{ - angel of repentance) for good namm_ J
*_o_. The Vat. and PaL have, "f_r tbemmetime" (j_r

..m-life,whtchmnotfinal, ismstancedlnRev, ttt. t, notealso_ john _¢mtem2tu$).Ill. x4, z5, v. x6, IT.]
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mented much less, sir," I replied ; *] "for those these deceits, therefore, do they suffer, who are
who are so luxurious and who forget God ought punished and tortured. And there are also acts
to be tortured seven-fold." He said to me, of luxury which save men ; for many who do
"You are foolish, and do not understand the good indulge in luxury, being carried away by
power of torment." "Why, sir," I said, "if I their own pleasure : 4 this luxury, however, is
had understood it, I would not have asked you beneficial to the servants of God, and gains life
to show me." "Hear," he said, "the power of for such a man ; but the injurious acts of luxury
both. The time of luxury and deceit is one before enumerated bring tortures and punish-
hour ; but the hour of torment is equivalent to ment upon them ; and if they continue in them
thirty days. If, accordingly, a man indulge in and do not repent, they bring death upon them-
luxury for one day, and be deceived and be selves."
tortured for one day, the day of his torture is SIMILITUDE SEVENTH.
equivalent to a whole year. For all the days of THEY_.'HO REPENTMUSTBRINGFORTHFRUITS
luxury, therefore, there are as many years of tor- WORTHYOF REPEN'IANCE.

ture to be undergone. You see, then," he con- After a few days I saw him in the same plain
tinued, "that the time of luxury and deceit is where I had also seen the shepherds ; and he
very short, 2 but that of punishment and torture said to me, "What do you wish with me ?" I
long." said to him, "Sir, that you would order the shep-

CHAP. V. herd who punishes to depart out of my house,
"Still," I said, "I do not quite understand because he afflicts me exceedingly." "It is

about the time of deceit, and luxury, and tor- necessary," he replied, "that you be afflicted ;
_tre ; explain it to me more clearly." He an- for thus," he continued, "did the glorious angel
swered, and said to me, "Your folly is persistent ; command concerning you, as he wishes you to
and you do not wish to purify your heart, and be tried." "What have I done which is so bad,
serve God. Have a care," he added, "lest the sir," I replied, "that I should be delivered over
time be fulfilled, and you be found foolish. Hear to this angel ? .... Listen," he said : "Your sins
now," he added, "as you desire, that you may are many, but not so great as to require that
understand these things. He who indulges in yau be delivered over to this angel ; but your
luxury, and is deceived for one day, and who household has committed great iniquities and
does what he wishes, is clothed with much fool- sins, and the glorious angel has been incensed
ishness, and does not understand the act which at them on account of their deeds ; and for this
he does until the morrow ; for he forgets what reason he commanded you to be afflicted for a
he did the day before. For luxury and deceit certMn time, that they also might repent, and
have no memories, on account of the folly with purify themselves from every desire of this
which they are clothed ; but when punishment world. When, therefore, they repent and are
and torture cleave to a man for one day, he is purified, then the angel of punishment will de-
punished and tortured for a year ; for punish- part." I said to him, "Sir, if they have done
ment and torture have powerful memories. While such things as to incense the glorious angel
tortured and punished, therefore, for a whole against them, yet what have I done?" He re-
year, he remembers at last 3 his luxury and deceit, plied, "They cannot be afflicted at all, unless
and knows that on their account he suffers evil. gou, the head of the house, be afflicted: for
Every man, therefore, who is luxurious and de- when you are afflicted, of necessity they also
ceived is thus tormented, because, although hav- suffer affliction ; but if you are in comfort, they
ing life, they have given themselves over to can feel no affliction." "Well, sir," I said,
death." "What kinds of luxury, sir," I asked, "they have repented with their whole heart."
"are hurtful?" "Every act of a man which he "I know, too," he answered, "that they have
performs with pleasure," he replied, "is an act repented with their whole heart : do you think,
of luxury ; for the sharp-tempered man, when however, that the sins of those who repent are
gratifying his tendency, indulges in luxury ; and remitted ? s Not altogether, but he who repents
the adulterer, and the drunkard, and the back- must torture his own soul, and be exceedingly
biter, and the liar, and the covetous man, and humble in all his conduct, and be afflicted with
the thief, and he who does things like these, many kinds of affliction ; and if he endure the
gratifies his peculiar propensity, and in so doing afflictions that come upon him, He who created
indulges in luxury. .M1these acts of luxury are all things, and endued them with power, will
hurtfial to the sew'ants of God. On account of assuredly have compassion, and will heal him ;

and this will He do when He sees the heart
t omittedin
t pmmto-ktban_us Ires" m:_thbtg" (o_) inste_l of _A_iXto_r_• 4 [ps. iv. 6, 7, cxix. tO, lxxxlv, to. Dr, Doddrid_'t epigzmn o_

trine. [_Theple_s_ of tin are "for aseason _ (Heb. _. a_), D__ V/_'m_ Vd*aamu,Fwill be brought to mind.]
s The Vat. and Pal. have #ra*'sm, " immediately." [Wake

at me6t: iml_nimnce is ttte "tretmurlng up ot wntm aSmmt me oay adopts this reading, which appears to be requited by the context 1arwntt.h"(Roar.ii. 5).]
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of every penitent pure from every ewl thing:' Iwho had distributed the branches among the
and it is profitable for you and for your house lpeople again asked them from them, and in
to suffer affliction now. But why should I say i the order in which they had received them were
much to you ? You must be afflicted, as that lthey summoned to him, and each one of them
angel of the Lord commanded who delivered returned his branch. And the angel of the Lord
you to me. And for this give thanks to the took and looked at them. From some he re-
Lord, because He has deemed you worthy of ce_ved the branches withered and moth-eaten ;
showing you beforehand this affliction, that, those who returned branches in that state the
knowing it before it comes, you may be able angel of the Lord ordered to stand apart.
to bear it with courage." _ I said to him, "Sir, Others, again, returned them withered, but not
be thou with me, and I wilt be able to bear all moth-eaten; and these he ordered to stand
affliction." "I will be with you," he said, "and apart. And others returned them half-withered,
I will ask the angel of punishment to affhct you and these stood apart ; and others returned their
more lightly ; nevertheless, you will be afflicted branches half-w_thered and having cracks in
for a little ume, and again you will be re-estab- them, and these stood apart. [And others re-
hshed in your house. Only continue humble, turned their branches green and having cracks
and serve the Lord in all purity of heart, you m them ; and these stood apart.S] And others
and your children, and your house, and walk m returned their branches, one-half withered and
my commands which I enjoin upon you, and the other green ; and these stood apart. And
your repentance will be deep and pure ; and if others brought their branches two-thirds green
you observe these things with your household, and the remaining third withered; and these
every affhction wxlldepart from you.S And at'- stood apart. And others returned them two-
fl_cuon," he added, "will depart from all who thirds withered and one-third green; and these
walk in these my commandments." stood apart. And others returned their branches

nearly all green, the smallest part only, the top,
SIMILITUDE EIGIITH. being withered, but they had cracks in them;

T_ESU_SOF"r_E ELECTANDOFT_E PENIT_-NTARE and these stood apart. And of others, very httle
oF MANYXINDS,BUTALLW_LLBE REWARDEDwas green, but the remaining parts withered ;
ACCORDING TO THE MIL_.SUILE OF THEIR REPENT- and these stood apart. And others came bring-
ANCEANDCOODWORKS. ing their branches green, as they had received

csAv. i. them from the angel. And the majority of the
He showed me a large willow tree overshad- crowd returned branches of that kind, and with

owing plains and mountains, and under the these the angel was exceedingly pleased ; and
shade of this willow had assembled all those these stood apart. [And others returned their
who were called by the name of the Lord. And branches green and having offshoots ; and these
a glorious angel of the Lord, who was very tall, stood apart, and with these the angel was ex-
was standing beside the willow, having a large ceedingly delighted. 6] And others returned
pruning-knife, and he was cutting little twigs their branches green and w_thoffshoots, and the
from the willow and distributing them among offshoots had some fruit, as it were ; 7 and those
the people that were overshadowed by the wil- men whose branches were found to be of that
low; and the twigs which he gave them were kind were exceedingly joyful. And the angel
small, about a cubit, as it were, in length. And was exultant because of them ; and the Shepherd
after they had all received the twigs, the angel also rejoiced greatly because of them.
laid down the priming-knife, and that tree was cHAP.II.
sound, as I had seen it at first. And I marvelled
within myself, saying, "How is the tree sound, And the angel of the Lord ordered crowns to
after so many branches have been cut off?" be brought; s and there were brought crowns,
And the Shepherd said to me, "Do not be sur- formed, as it were, of palms ; and he crowned
prised if the tree remains sound after so many the men who had returned the branches which
branches were lopped off; [but wait,*] and when had offshoots and some fruit, and sent them
you shall have seen everything, then it will be away into the tower. And the others also he
explained to you what it means." The angel sent into the tower, those, namely, who hadreturned branches that were green and had off-

, T_ I_. has_t _, to, words,whichat*_,VV_'a_m shoots but no fruit, having given them seals.9
theLa_ t,_hao_. [M,a.ill.3: U_._,,. W.,._._,._a,_ And all who went into the tower had the same
23, _. Is there not much teaching here for our easy living, and
hght ideas of the sinfulness of sin?]

* The VaUcan has: "But rater give thanks to the Lord, that s Omitted in Laps. and Vat.

you beforehand that affllcuon m coming upon those who are able to Isa. xliv 4; but Ezekael's wdlow suppl_ the thought here (Eaek.
bcarR." [xCor. x. x3. But the whole argument turns on Jas. L2, x*1i. $, 6).]as Henmm delights ia this pracUeal aposd¢.]

[Sam. iii. 3x__2, 33-] s 2 F_lr_ ii ,_3-
40mwa_:l by Lips. 9 [gph. i. x3, _v. 3o.]
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clothing u white as snow. x And those who re- glorious angel Michael is he who has authority
turned their branches green, as they had received over this people, and governs them ; 7 for this is
them, he set free, giving them clothing and he who gave them the law s into the hearts of
seals. Now after the angel had finished these believers : he accordingly superintends them to
things, he said to the Shepherd, "I am going whom he gave it, to see if they have kept the
away, and you will send these away within the same. And you see the branches of each one,
walls, according as each one is worthy to have for the branches are the law. You see, accord-
his dwelling. And examine their branches care- ingly, many branches that have been rendered
fulty, and so dismiss them ; but examine them useless, and you will know them all m those who
with cart. See that no one escape you," he have not kept the law; and you will see the
added ; "and if any escape you, I will try them dwelhng of each one." I said to him, "Sir, why
at the altar. ''_ Having said these words to the did he dismiss some into the tower, and leave
Shepherd, he departed. And after the angel others to you?" "All," he answered, "who
had departed, the Shepherd said to me, "Let us transgressed the law which they received from
take the branches of all these and plant them, him, he left under my power for repentance ;
and see if any of them will live." I said to but all who have satisfied the law, and kept it,
him, "Sir, how can these withered branches ihe retains under his own authority." "Who,
live ?" He answered, and said, "This tree is a then," I continued, "are they who were crowned,
willow, and of a kind that is very tenacious of i and who go to the tower? .... These are they
life. If, therefore, the branches be planted, and who have suffered on account of the law; but
receive a little moisture, many of them will live. the others, and they who returned their branches
And nowlet us try, and pour waters upon them ; green, and with offshoots, but without fruit, are
and if any of them live I shall rejoice with they who have been afflicted on account of the
them, and if they do not I at least will not be law, but who have not suffered nor denied 9
found neglectful." And the Shepherd bade me their law ; and they who returned their branches
call them as each one was placed. And they green as they had received them, are the vener-
came, rank by rank, and gave their branches to able, and the just, and they who have walked
the Shepherd. And the Shepherd received the carefully in a pure heart, and have kept the
branches, and planted them in rows ; and after commandments of the Lord. And the rest you
he had planted them he poured much water will know when I have examined those branches
upon them, so that the branches could not be which have been planted and watered."
seen for the water ; and after the branches had
drunk it in, he said to me, "Let us go, and CHAP. IV.
return after a few days, and inspect all the And after a few days we came to the place,
branches ; for He who created this tree wishes and the Shepherd sat down in the angel's place,
all those to live who received branches 4 from it. and I stood beside him. And he said to me,
And I also hope that the greater part of these "Gird yourself with pure, undressed linen made
branches whieh received moisture and drank of of sackcloth ;" and seeing me girded, and ready
the water will live." to minister to him, "Summon," he said, " the

men to whom belong the branches that were
CHAP. m. planted, according to the order in which each

I said to him, "Sir, explain to me what this one gave them in." So I went away to the
tree means, for I am perplexed about it, because, plain, and summoned them all, and they all
after so many branches have been cut off, it stood in their ranks. He said to them, "Let
continues sound, and nothing appears to have each one pull out his own branch, and bring it
been cut away from it. By this, now, I am per- to me." The first to give in were those who
plexed." "Listen," he said : "This great tree s had them withered and cut ; and zo because they
that casts its shadow over plains, and mountains, were found to be thus withered and cut, he
and all the earth, is the law of God that was commanded them to stand apart. And next
given to the whole world ; and this law is the they gave them in who had them withered, but
Son of God, 6 proclaimed to the ends of the' not cut. And some of them gave in their
earth ; and the people who are under its shadow branches green, and some withered and eaten as
are they who have heard the proclamation, and by a moth. Those that gave them in green, ac-
have believed upon Him. And the great and cordingly, he ordered to stand apart ; and those

who gave them in dry and cut, he ordered to
x [R_. _dx. S.]

IRe,. _m.3; Num.x_. 73 stand along with the first. Next they gave them
s [E_.k._Ax. @.]
4 []R.om. xL x6.] I [Dan. x. 2x, xii x; Rev. xit. 7. It is not n,ec:essa.ryto

¢*aAt_l by t]_s _w the Son of C_. was _hed to Idl the e11ds ' th_s_t as_' but the _ ma]r be traced t°tlmse _
_tbee_t.h.'--VeA. Hera_B _q_m inwoduc_ here the n.m* 8 [Tl_t is_ the New I.aw. theigJspeldltheScmc/'C, od.]• . [ , .. _[vi.mil.,.n_zi_ t__,_.-]
wldehlm made his bmm m Vmion u. L] zo Amt... ¢_, ondtmd m P".d.
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in who had them ha]f-withered and cracked;' ness He perceived, and saw that they intended
and many of them gave them in green and with- to repent hypocritically, He did not grant re-
out cracks ; and some green and with offshoots, pentance,S lest they should again profane His
and fruits upon the offshoots, such as they had name." I said to him, "Sir, show me now,
who went, after being crowned, into the tower with respect to those who gave in the branches,
And some handed them in withered and eaten, of what sort they are, and their abode, in order
and some withered and uneaten; and some as that they hearing it who believed, and received
they were, ha]f-withered and cracked. And he the seal, and broke it, and did not keep it
commanded them each one to stand apart, some whole, may, on coming to a knowledge of their
towards their own rows, and others apart from deeds, repent, and receive from you a sea],
them. and may glorify the lord because He had corn-

CHAP. V. passion upon them, and sent you to renew
Then they gave in their branches who had their spirits." "Listen," he said : "they whose

them green, but cracked : all these gave them branches were found withered and moth-eaten
in green, and stood in their own row. And the are the apostates and trattors of the Church,
Shepherd was pleased with these, because they who have blasphemed the Lord in their sins,
were all changed, and had lost their cracks.* and have, moreover, been ashamed of the name
And they also gave them in who had them half- of the Lord by which they were called. 6 These,
green and half-withered : of some, accordingly, therefore, at the end were lost unto God. And
the branches were found completely green ; of you see that not a single one of them repented,
others, half-withered ; of others, withered and although they heard the words which I spake to
eaten; of others, green, and having offshoots. I them, which I enjoined upon you. From such
All these were sent away, each to his own row. life departed.7 And they who gave them in
['Next they gave in who had them two parts green withered and undecayed, these also were near
and one-third withered. Many of them gave to them; for they were hypocrites, and intro-
them half-withered; and others withered and ducers of strange doctrines, and subverters of

rotten ; and others ha]f-withered and cracked, the servants of God, especially of those who
and a few green. These all stood in their own had sinned, not allowing them to repent, but
row.s] And they gave them in who had' them persuading them by foolish doctrines. _ These,
green, but to a very slight extent withered and l acc°rding ly, have a hope of repentance. And
cracked.4 Of these, some gave them in green, you see that many of them also have repented
and others green and with offshoots. And thesq since I spake to them, and they will still repent.
also went away to their own row. Next they But all who will not repent have lost their lives ;
gave them who had a very small part green and and as many of them as repented became good,
the other parts withered. Of these the branches and their dwelling was appointed within the first
were found for the most part green and having wails ; and some of them ascended even into
offshoots, and fruit upon the offshoots, and others the tower. You see, then," he said, "that re-
altogether green. With these branches the pentance involves life to sinners, but non-repent-
Shepherd was exceedingly pleased, because they ance death.
were found in this state. And these went away, CHAP.vn.
each to his own row. "And as many as gave in the branches half-

withered and cracked, hear also about them.
CHAP. vL They whose branches were half-withered to the

After the Shepherd had examined the branches same extent are the wavering ; for they neither
of them all, he said to me, "I told you that this live, nor are they dead. And they who have them
tree was tenacious of life. You see," he con-]ha]f-withered and cracked are both waverers

d were saved" [railing against the absent,] andtanued, "how many repented an • and slanderers,
"I see, sir,"I replied. "That you may behold," I never at peace with one another, but always at
he added, "the great mercy of the Lord, that it variance. And yet to these also," he continued,
is great and glorious, and that He has given His ,, repentance is possible. You see," he said,
Spirit to those who are worthy of repentance." ,' that some of them have repented, and there
"Why then, sir," I said, "did not all these re- is still remaining in them," he continued, "a
pent?" He answered, "To them whose heart hope of repentance. And as many of them,"
He saw would become pure, and obedient to he added, "as have repented, shall have their
Him, He gave power to repent with the whole
heart. But to them whose deceit and wicked- s [Tt_by-lo_ ct_m_..z_.rorekno_t_ _

are innocently euou]_ antXClFetecl Itete,j
[]as. il. 7.]

3 _in Lips. T_ kmsde from V_t. hlmor_ of Jmm as.or some progre_, trot _ mJrms m _mumsm
"X'lmvcrw_tts vary m tmme oi" tim mlmtte lma'tlctda_ _ to forgive lmmt*nt lal_rs,]
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dwelling in the tower. And those of them who wealth, and becoming distinguished amongst
have been slower in repenting shall dwell within the heathen, they clothed themselves with great
the walls. And as many as do not repent at all, pride, and became lofty-minded, and deserted
but abide in their deeds, shall utterly perish, the truth, and did not cleave to the righteous,
And they who gave in their branches green and but lived with the heathen, and this way of life
cracked were always faithful and good, though became more agreeable to them. 6 They did
emulous of each other about the foremost places, not, however, depart from God, but remained
and about fame : i now all these are foolish, in in the faith, although not working the works of
indulging in such a rivalry. Yet they also, being faith. Many of them accordingly repented, and
naturally good, 2 on hearing nay commandments, their dwelling was in the tower. And others
purified themselves, and soon repented. Their continuing to live until the end with the heathen,
dwelling, accordingly, was in the tower. But if and being corrupted by their vain glories, [de-
any one relapse into strife, he will be cast out parted from God, serving the works and deeds
of the tower, and will lose his life.3 Life is the of the heathen.r] These were reckoned with
possession of all who keep the commandments the heathen. But others of them hesitated, not
of the Lord ; but in the commandments there is hoping to be saved on account of the deeds
no nvalry in regard to the first places, or glory which they had done; while others were in
of any kind, but in regard to patience and per- doubt, and caused divisions among themselves.
sonal humility. Among such persons, then, is To those, therefore, who were in doubt on ac-
the life of the Lord, but amongst the quarrelsome count of their deeds, repentance is still open ;
and transgressors, death, but their repentance ought to be speedy, that

their dwelling may be m the tower. And to
CHAP. VlIL those who do not repent, but abide in their

"And they who gave in their branches half- pleasures, death is near.
green and half-withered, are those who are im
mersed in business, and do not cleave to the CHAP. X.
saints. For this reason, the one half of them is "And they who give in their branches green,
living, and the other half dead.* Many, accord- but having the tips withered and cracked, these
ingly, who heard my commands repented, and were always good, and faithful, and distinguished
those at least who repented had their dwelling before God ; but they sinned a very little through
in the tower. But some of them at last fell indulging small desires, and finding little faults
away : these, accordingly, have not repentance, with one another. But on hearing my words the
for on account of their business they blasphemed greater part of them quickly repented, and their
the Lord, and denied Him. They therefore lost dwelling was upon the tower. Yet some of them
their lives through the wickedness which they were in doubt ; and certain of them who were
committed. And many of them doubted, in doubt wrought greater dissension. Among
These still have repentance in their power, if these, therefore, is hope of repentance, because
they repent speedily ; and their abode will be in they were always good ; and with difficulty will
the tower. But if they are slower in repenting, any one of them perish. And they who gave
they will dwell within the wails ; and if they do up their branches withered, s but having a very
not repent, they too have lost their lives. And small part green, are those who believed only,
they who gave in their branches two-thirds yet continue working the works of iniquity.
withered and one-third green, are those who They never, however, departed from God, but
have denied [the Lord] in various ways. Many, gladly bore His name, and joyfully received His
however, repented, but some of them hesitated servants into their houses.9 Having accordingly
and were in doubt. These, then, have repent- heard of this repentance, they unhesitatingly
ance within their reach, if they repent quickly, repented, and practise all virtue and righteous-
and do not remain in their pleasures ; 5 but if hess ; and some of them even [suffered, being
they abide in their deeds, these, too, work to willingly put to death ,o], knowing their deeds
themselves death, which they had done. Of all these, therefore,

CHAP. IX. the dwelling shall be in the tower."

"And they who returned their branches two- CHAP. XI.

thirds withered and one-third green, are those And after he had finished the explanations of
that were faithful indeed ; but after acquiring

x ............ 6 [A rmte of the ttme of eomlxmlng TAeSAe:Aerd. T_' _a .ITS"
tia_i _ m vizir, uie _ matt. ix. a3, _tut*xxn. 24, _ of exyerienc._, of llfe amoni_ heatlien anti oi wormiy t..mls-

and _ ts lenient m _t.] ,, J . . . , I tatms, mcgn,_cnt .wtth the tames of_'lemenL l
* ['Why "nattmdly ? /.,arm, "de Ips_ tamen qtu born ftmrmat. I _ Omitted m Lip* , Sttl)p._ from Vat.

Greek, -'yillol Iit-tlt. C.,eblmnit and Hiirlmck, lai_i, x$77.] [ s ,, Wtthen:d, all but their tOl_, which alone weim li'reim. -- l,'aif.
3 UaI. i_ x6.] ] and Pal.
4 [Ja_s._ _.T I * [Matt.x. 40-42iaflt_r_ th_ _t of ttml
$ Io ....[z Tim. v _.] I Omitt_ m Lit_., which lug, reread, "art ah'akk"
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all the branches, he said to me, "Go and tell the top of the hill, and showed me a large plain,
them to every one, that they may repent, and and round about the plain twelve mountains, all
they shall live unto God.' Because the Lord, having different forms. The first was black as
having had compassion on all men, has sent me soot ; and the second bare, without grass ; and
to give repentance, although some are not worthy the third full of thorns and thistles ; and the
of it on account of their works ; but the Lord, fourth with grass half-withered, the upper parts
being long-suffering, desires those who were of the plants green, and the parts about the
called by His Son to be saved." 2 I said to him, roots withered ; and some of the grasses, when
"Sir, I hope that all who have heard them will the sun scorched them, became withered. And
repent; for I am persuaded that each one, on the fifth mountain had green grass, and was
coming to a knowledge of his own works, and rugged. And the sixth mountain was quite full
fearing the Lord, will repent." He answered of clefts, some small and others large ; and the
me, and said, "All who with their whole heart clefts were grassy, but the plants were not very
shall purify themselves from their wickedness vigorous, but rather, as it were, decayed. The
before enumerated, and shall add no more to seventh mountain, again, had cheerful pastures,
their sins, will receive healing from the Lord for and the whole mountain was blooming, and every
their former transgressions, if they do not hesi- kind of cattle and birds were feeding upon that
tare at these commandments ; and they will live mountain ; and the more the cattle and the birds
unto God. But do you walk in my command- ate, the more the grass of that mountain flour-
ments, and live." Having shown me these ished. And the eighth mountain was full of
things, and spoken all these words, he said to fountains, and every kind of the Lord's creatures
me, "And the rest I will show you after a few drank of the fountains of that mountain. But
days." the ninth mountain [had no water at all, and

was wholly a desert, and had within it deadly
SIMILITUDE NINTH. serpents, which destroy men. And the tenth

THE GREAT MYSTERIES IN THE BUILDING OF THE mountain s] had very large trees, and was com-
mLITANTANDTRIUMPaANTCHURCH. pletely shaded, and under the shadow of the

CHAP. I. trees sheep lay resting and ruminating. And the
After I had written down the commandments eleventh mountain was very thickly wooded, and

and similitudes of the Shepherd, the angel of those trees were productive, being adorned with
repentance, he came to me and said, "I wish to various sorts of fruits, so that any one seeingthem would desire to eat of their fruits. The
explain to you what the Holy Spirit 3 that spake
with you in the form of the Church showed you, twelfth mountain, again, was wholly white, and
for that Spirit is the Son of God. For, as you its aspect was cheerful, and the mountain in
were somewhat weak in the flesh, it was not ex- itself was very beautiful.
plaL,_ed to you by the angel. When, however, CHAP. II.
yOU were strengthened by the Spirit, and your
strength was increased, so that you were able to And in the middle of the plain he showed me
see the angel also, then accordingly was the a large white rock that had arisen out of the
building of the tower shown you by the Church. plain. And the rock was more lofty than the

mountains, rectangular in shape, so as to be calm-
In a noble and solemn manner did you see every-
thing as if shown you by a virgin ; but now you ble of containing the whole world : and that rock
see [them'] through the same Spirit as if shown was old, having a gate cut out of it; and the
by an angel. You must, however, lea_ every- cutting out of the gate seemed to me as if
thing from me with greater accuracy. For I recently done. And the gate glittered to such
was sent for this purpose by the glorious angel a degree under the sunbeams, that I marvelled
to dwell in your house, that you might see all at the splendour of the gate ; 6 and round about
things with power, entertaining no fear, even the gate were standing twelve virgins. The four
as it was before." And he led me away into who stood at the comers seemed to me more
Arcadia, to a round hill ; 4 and he placed me on distinguished than the others m they were all,however, distinguished--and they were stand-

ing at the four parts of the gate; two virgins
[Ac_-,i_g_o_d_,_o_ofm_-,c,_jud_,=d_i=_i_t_ between each part. And they were clotheddespmr created by Montanlst prophesylngs,_

a Uterally, "the calling that was made by His _ _ be saved.' with linen tunics, and gracefully girded, having
The Vatman renders this," He wishes to preserve the mvttatton maae
byHisSO_."TheP_d.has,.,wi_be,tosa,_ H,_Ch_, w_h be. their right shoulders exposed, as if about to bear
lotto Ha Son." In the text, ,_.-_r,, Is taket_ as = ,A_. some burden. Thus they stood ready ; for they

The Stink. -- Vat. [He is c_led "the Spirit of Christ" by St.
Peterfi.xt_;amdperlmpsthisisakeytotheuon_.<_lo.g_a^t_c.languageiwereexceedingly cheerful and eager. After I
ofHemms, iflndeed he is here spealdng of the HofySpint .person- had seen these things, I marvelled in myself,
ally, and not of the Son exclusively. See Simil. v. 6_ Isa. v.t. A _

4 To a fl-uitful htU.-- Pal. Omttted in Vat. [rtermas .dehght_

mtoral_fict_.PS_Ue, and inm_uocs Arcadia in barroom/wuh his Pas- , Omittedin Li_.6 [Asof Eden. Gtn. ih._,; Rew. x_tt.tt. "rheT,_kar.]
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because I was beholding great and glorious tsupport of the whole of the tower. And after
sights. And again I was perplexed about the jthe ten stones other twenty [five] came up out
virgins, because, although so delicate, they were I of the pit, and these were fitted into the build-
standing courageously, as if about to carry the ing of the tower, being carried by the virgins
whole heavens. And the Shepherd said to me, as before. And after these ascended thirty-
"Why are you reasoning in yourself, and per-]five. And these in like manner were fitted into
plexing your mind, and distressing yourself? for the tower. And after these other forty stones
the things which you cannot understand, do not came up; and all these were cast into the
attempt to comprehend, as if you were wise; building of the tower, [and there were four
but ask the Lord, that you may receive under- rows in the foundation of the tower, S] and they
standing and know them. You cannot see what ceased ascending from the pit. And the builders
is behind you, but you see what is before. What- also ceased for a little. And again the six men
ever, then, you cannot see, let alone, and do not commanded the multitude of the crowd to bear
torment yourself about it : but what you see, stones from the mountains for the bmlding of the
make yourself master of it, and do not waste tower. They were accordingly brought from all
your labour about other things ; and I will ex- the mountains of various colours, and being hewn
plain to you everything that I show you. Look, by the men were given to the virgins ; and the
therefore, on the things that remain." virgins carded them through the gate, and gave

them for the building of the tower. And when
CHAP, III. the stones of various colours were placed in the

I saw six men come, tall, and distinguished, building, they all became white alike, and lost
and similar in appearance, and they summoned their different colours. And certain stones were
a multitude of men. And they who came were given by the men for the building, and these did
also tall men, and handsome, and powerful ; and not become shining ; but as they were placed,
the six men commanded them to build a tower' ] such also were they found to remain : for they
above the rock. And great was the noise of were not given by the virgins, nor carried through
those men who came to build the tower, as they the gate. These stones, therefore, were not in
ran hither and thither around the gate. And the i keeping with the others in the building of the
virgins who stood around the gate told the men tower. And the six men, seeing these unsuitable
to hasten to build the tower. Now the virgins stones in the building, commanded them to be
had spread out their hands, as if about to receive i taken away, and to be carried away down to
something from the men. And the six men their own place whence they had been taken ;
commanded stones to ascend out of a certain [and being removed one by one, they were laid
pit, and to go to the building of the tower, And aside ; and] they say to the men who brought
there went up ten shining rectangular stones, not the stones, "Do not ye bring any stones at all
hewn in a quarry. And the six men called the for the building, but lay them down beside the
virgins, and bade them carry all the stones that tower, that the virgins may carry them through
were intended for the building, and to pass the gate, and may give them for the building.
through the gate, and give them to the men For unless," they said, "they be carried through
who were about to build the tower. And the the gate by the hands of the virgins, they can-
virgins put upon one another the ten first stones not change their colours : do not toil, therefore,"
which had ascended from the pit, and carried they said, "to no purpose."
them together, each stone by itself. CHAP. V.

CHAP. rv. And on that day the building was finished, but
And as they stood together around the gate, the tower was not completed ; for additional

those who seemed to be strong carried them, and building was again about to be added, and there
they stooped down under the corners of the was a cessation in the building. And the six
stone ; and the others stooped down under the men commanded the builders all to withdraw a
sides of the stones. And in this way they car- little distance, and to rest, but enjoined the
ried all the stones.* And they carried them virgins not to withdraw from the tower ; and it
through the gate as they were commanded, and seemed to me that the virgins had been left to
gave them to the men for the tower ; and they guard the tower. Now after all had withdrawn,
_took the stones and proceeded with the building, iand were resting themselves, I said to the Shep-
Now the tower was built upon the great rock, iherd, "What is the reason that the building of
and above the gate. Those ten stones were the tower was not finished?" "The tower," he
prepared as the foundation for the building of answered, "cannot be finished just yet, until the
the tower. And the rock and gate were the Lord of it come and examine the building, in

[Vi_onill. _,2.]
* _M1cm-rledtl_ g_ae.--P_, a Omita_liaI,il_.
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order that, if any of the stones be found to be not command them to be brought from the
decayed, he may change them : for the tower mountains, [but he bade them be brought from
is built according to his pleasure." " I would a certain plain which was near at hand.s] And
like to know, sir," I said, "what is the meaning the plain was dug up, and shining rectangular
of the building of this tower, and what the rock stones were found, and some also of a round
and gate, and the mountains, and the virgins shape; and all the stones which were in that
mean, and the stones that ascended from the pit, plain were brought, and carried through the gate
and were not hewn, but came as they were to by the virgins. And the rectangular stones were
the building. Why, in the first place, were ten hewn, and put in place of those that were taken
stones placed in the foundation, then twenty-five, away ; but the rounded stones were not put into
then thirty-five, then forty? and I wish also to the building, because they wer_ hard to hew,
know about the stones that went to the building, and appeared to yield slowly to the chisel ; they
and were again taken out and returned to their were deposited, however, beside the tower, as if
own place ? On all these points put my mind intended to be hewn and used in the building,
at rest, sir, and explain them to me." "If you for they were exceedingly brilliant.
are not found to be curious about trifles," he
replied, "you shall know everything. For after
a few days [we shall come hither, and you will CHAP.WL
see the other things that happen to this tower The glorious man, the lord of the whole
and will know accurately all the similitudes." tower, having accordingly finished these altera-
After a few days '] we came to the place where tions, called to him the Shepherd, and delivered
we sat down. And he said to me, "Let us go to him all the stones that were lying beside the
to the tower ; for the master of the tower _s tower, that had been rejected from the building,
coming to examine it." And we came to the and said to him, "Carefully clean all these
tower, and there was no one at all near it, save stones, and put aside such for the building of
the virgms only. And the Shepherd asked the the tower as may harmonize with the others ;
wrgins if perchance the master of the tower had and those that do not, throw far away from the
come ; and they replied that he was about to tower." [Having given these orders to the
come* to examine the building. Shepherd, he departed from the tower6], with

all those with whom he had come. Now the
cilia,, w. virgins were standing around the tower, keeping

And, behold, after a httle I see an array of it. I said again to the Shepherd, "Can these
many men coming, and in the midst of them stones return to the building of the tower, after
one man s of so remarkable a size as to overtop being rejected ?" He answered me, and said,
the tower. And the six men who had worked "Do you see these stones ? .... I see them, sir,"
upon the building were with him, and many I replied. "The greater part of these stones,"
other honourable men were around him. And he said, "I will hew, and put into the building,
the virgins who kept the tower ran forward and and they will harmonize with the others."
kissed him, and began to walk near him around "How, sir," I said, "can they, after being cut
the tower. And that man examined the build- all round about, fill up the same space?" He
ing carefully, feeling every stone separately ; answered, "Those that shall be found small will
and holding a rod in his hand, he struck every be thrown into the middle of the building, and
stone in the building three times. And when those that are larger will be placed on the out-
he struck them, some of them became black as side, and they will hold them together." Hay-
soot, and some appeared as if covered with ing spoken these words, he said to me, "Let us
scabs, and some cracked, and some mutilated, go, and after two days let us come and clean
and some neither white nor black, and some these stones, and cast them into the building ;
rough and not in keeping with the other stones, for all things around the tower must be cleaned,
and some having [very many] stains: such lest the Master come suddenly,7 and find the
were the varieues of decayed stones that were places about the tower dirty, and be displeased,
found in the building. He ordered all these to and these stones be not returned for the build-
be taken out of the tower, and to be laid down ing of the tower, and I also shall seem to be
beside it, and other stones :o be brought and neglectful towards the Master." And after two
put in their stead. [And the builders asked days we came to the tower, and he said to me,
him from what mountain he wished them to be " Let us examine all the stones, and ascertain
brought and put in their place.4] And he did those which may return to the building." I said

to him, "Sir, let us examine them I"
z Onmted in Li_.
2 And th_ replied that he would fordawith come.-- V_. s Alaommttedfi'om_ TI_.._. itlaall__
3 2Esdrash. 43. • . • 60mittedinI.J.l_. Thetcxtmallt_ecrammmmm.
40mittedia 121_, Thetextis fmmVat.; slight Tanauons ia :r [Markxlil. 36; ]t_lz. zxi..4/_Sz. ]lXaLand _h.
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cI-I_, viii. to do with these stones?" " How do I know,

And beginning, we first examined the black sir?"I replied. "Have you no intentions re-
stones. Andsuch as theyhad been taken out garding them?" "Sir," I answered, "I am
of the building, were they found to remain ; and not acquainted with this art, neither am I a
the Shepherd ordered them to be removed out stone-cutter, nor can I tell." "Do you not see,"
of the tower, and to be placed apart. Next he he said, "that they are exceedingly round ? and
examined those that had scabs ; and he took if I wish to make them rectangular, a large por-
and hewed many of these, and commanded the tion of them must be cut away ; for some of
virgins to take them up and cast them into the them must of necessity be put into the building."
building. And the virgins lifted them up, and "If therefore," I said, "they must, why do you
put them in the middle of the building of the torment yourself, and not at once choose for the
tower. And the rest he ordered to be laid down building those which you prefer, and fit them
beside the blackones; forthese, too, were found into _t?" He selected the larger ones among
to be black. He next examined those that had them, and the shining ones, and hewed them ;
cracks ; and he hewed many of these, and corn- and the virgins carried and fitted them into the
manded them to be carried by the virgins to the outside parts of the bmldmg. And the rest
building : and they were placed on the outside, which remained over were carried away, and laid
because they were found to be sounder than the down on the plain from which they were brought.
others ; but the rest, on account of the multi- They were not, however, rejected, "because,"
tude of the cracks, could not be hewn, and for he said, "there remains yet a little addition to
this reason, therefore, they were rejected from be bmlt to the tower. And the lord of this
the building of the tower. He next examined tower wishes all the stones to be fitted into the
the chipped stones, and many amongst these building, because they are exceedingly bright."
were found to be black, and some to have great And twelve women were called, very beautiful
cracks. And these also he commanded to be in form, clothed in black, and with dishevelled

laid down along with those which had been re- hair. And these women seemed to me to be
jected. But the remainder, after being cleaned fierce. But the Shepherd commanded them to
and hewn, he commanded to be placed in the lift the stones that were rejected from the build-
building. And the virgins took them up, and ing, and to carry them away to the mountains
fitted them into the middle of the building of from which they had been brought. And they
the tower, for they were somewhat weak. He were merry, and earned away all the stones, and
next examined those that were half white and put them in the place whence they had been
half black, and many of them were found to be taken. Now after all the stones were removed,
black. And he commanded these also to be and there was no longer a single one lying
taken away along with those which had been around the tower, he said, "Let us go round the
rejected. And the rest were all taken away by tower and see, lest there be any defect in it."
the virgins ; for, being white, they were fitted So I went round the tower along with him.
by the virgins themselves into the building. And the Shepherd, seeing that the tower was
And they were placed upon the outside, because beautifully bmlt, rejoiced exceedingly ; for the
they were found to be sound, so as to be able to tower was built in such a way, that, on seeing it,
support those which were placed in the middle, I coveted the building of it, for it was con-
for no part of them at all was chipped. He structed as if built of one stone, without a single
next examined those that were rough and hard ; joining. And the stone seemed as if hewn out
and a few of them were rejected because they of the rock ; having to me the appearance of a
could not be hewn, as they were found exceed- monolith.
ingly hard., But the rest of them were hewn, CHAp. x.
and carried by the virgins, and fitted into the
middle of the building of the tower ; for they And as I walked along with him, I was full of
were somewhat weak. He next examined those joy, beholding so many excellent things. And

that had stains ; and of these a very few were the Shepherd said to me, "Go and bring un-
black, and were thrown aside with the others ; slacked lime and fine-baked clay, that I may fill
but the greater part were found to be bright, up the forms of the stones that were taken and
and these were fitted by the virgins into the thrown into the building; for everything about
building, but on account of their strength were the tower must be smooth." And I did as he
placed on the outside, commanded me, and brought it to him. "As-

sist me," he said, "and the work will soon be
finished." He accordingly filled up the formsCHAP. IX.
of the stones that were returned to the building,

He next came to examine the white and and commanded the places around the tower to
rounded stones, and said to me, "What are we be swept and to be cleaned ; and the virgins
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took brooms and swept the place, and carried sang; and I, keeping silence, walked with them
all the dirt out of the tower, and brought water, around the tower, and was merry with them.
and the ground around the tower became cheer- And when it grew late I wished to go into the
ful and very beautiful. Says the Shepherd to house ; and they would not let me, but detained
me, "Everything has been cleared away ; if the me. So I remained with them during the night,
lord of the tower come to inspect it, he can and slept beside the tower. Now the virgins
have no fault to find with us." Having spoken spread their linen tunics on the ground, and
these words, he wished to depart ; but I laid made me lie down in the midst of them ; and
hold of him by the wallet, and began to adjure they did nothing at all but pray ; and I without
h_mby the Lord that be would explain what he ceasing prayed with them, and not less than
had showed me. He stud to me, "I must rest they. And the virgins rejoiced because I thus
a little, and then I shall explain to you every- prayed. And I remained there with the virgins
thing ; wait for me here until I return." I said until the next day at the second hour. Then
to him, "Sir, what can I do here alone ? .... You the Shepherd returned, and said to the virgins,
are not alone," he said, "for these virgins are "Did you offer hun any insult?" "Ask him,"
with you." "Give me in charge to them, then," they said. I said to hun, "Sir, I was delighted
I replied. The Shepherd called them to him, that I remained with them." "On what," he
and said to them, "I entrust him to you until I asked, "did you sup ?" "I supped, sir," I re-
come," and went away. And I was alone with phed, "on the words of the Lord the whole
the virgins ; and they were rather merry, but night." "Did they receive you well ?" he in-
were friendly to me, especially the four more qu_red. "Yes, sir," I answered. " Now," he
distinguished of them. said, "what do you vnsh to hear first?" "I

wish to hear in the order," I said, "in which you
CHAP.XI. showed me from the beginning. I beg of you,

The _rgins said to me, "The Shepherd does sir, that as I shall ask you, so also you wiUgive
not come here to-day." "What, then," said I, me the explanation." "As you w_sh," he re-
"am I to do ?" They replied, "Wait for h_m plied, "so also will I explain to you, and will
until he comes ; and if he comes he will con- conceal nothing at all from you."
verse with you, and if he does not come you will
remain here w_th us until he does come." I CHAP.XII.
said to them, "I will wait for him until it is late "First of all, sir," I said," explain this to me :
and if he does not arrive, I will go away into What is the meaning of the rock and the gate?"
the house, and come back early in the morn- "This rock," he answered, "and this gate are
ing." And they answered and said to me, "You the Son of God." "How, sir?" I said ; "the
were entrusted to us ; you cannot go away from rock is old, and the gate is new." "Listen,"
us." "Where, then," I said, "am I to re- he said, "and understand, O ignorant man.
main? .... You will sleep with us," they replied, The Son of God is older than all His creatures,
"as a brother, and not as a husband: for you so that He was a fellow-councillor with the
are our brother, and for the time to come we Father in His work of creation: 2 for this reason
intend to abide with you, forwe love you ex- isHe old." "And whyis the gate new, sir?"
eeedingty!" But I was ashamed to remain I said. "Because," he answered, "He became
with them. And she who seemed to be the first manifest 3 in the last days of the dispensation :
among them began to kiss me. [And the others for this reason the gate was made new, that they
seeing her kissing me, began also to kiss me], who are to be saved by it might enter into the
and to lead me round the tower, and to play kingdom of God. You saw," he said, "that
with me.' And I, too, became like a young man, those stones which came in through the gate
and began to play with them : for some of them were used for the building of the tower, and
formed a chorus, and others danced, and others that those which did not come, were again

thrown back to their own place?" "I saw,
z [This curious chapter, be it remembered, ts but a dream and a ,,

slmihtude.Inthel?urehomesofChristtans,lt is almostumntelhgible,sir," I replied. In like manner," he continued,
Amid the abominations of hexthemsm, ,t taught a les_..n.whtch after- "no one shall enter into the kingdom of God
wards required enforcement by the canons and stern dtsczphne ,of th, unless he receive His holy name. For if youwhole Church The lesson ts, that what "begins m the sprat mm
"end m the flesh." Those who shunmng the horr,ble mtpunttes o desire to enter into a city, and that city is sur-
the pagans abused spintual relataonshLps as "brothers and sisters,'
were on the verge of a preciptce " To the pure, all thmgs are pure;' rounded by a wall, and has but one gate, can
but they whopresume on thlsgreat truth to indulge in ka_...ings am you enter into that Clty save through the gatelike famlharmes are tempting a dangerous downfal! In this vtston
.Hermasrcsortedto"watching an_[praymg; .and_gm.s.,_ which it has?" "Why, how can it be other-
jo_cad because be thus saved htmself The behavtour of the mamen wise, sir?" I said. "If, then, you cannot enterwas what heathen women constant.I]? practised, and what..Chris"t/_n
women, bred in such ha_ts of life, did gerha_., wltla_t, e.vil .tl_mg.ht,

relying on their "sun-clad I?owerof chasmy ' Notmng m t_, __c_ s [Herma_ confirms the_ 04[ SL John (L 3); alao CoL Ltare ts the product of Chrtstaamty, except the se/_masto'y m_ xS, t6 Of this Athanmma al_Ct_m,J
as the only safeguard even amongst good women. But see eauca- i 3 Ix Pet. i. 2o._dation," at cad o_ thls book.]
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into the city except, through its gate, so, in like jected ? for they passed through the gate, and
manner, a man cannot otherwise enter into the were placed by the hands of the virgins in the
kingdom of God than by the name of His building of the tower." "Since you take an
beloved Son. You saw," he added, "the multi- interest in everything," he rephed, "and examine
tude who were building the tower? .... I saw minutely, hear about the stones that were
them, sir,"I said. "Those," he said, "are all rejected. These all," he said, "received the
glorious angels, and by them accordingly is the name of God, and they received also the strength
Lord surrounded. And the gate is the Son of of these virgins. Having received, then, these
God. This is the one entrance to the Lord. In spirits, they were made strong, and were with
no other way, then, shall any one enter in to the servants of God ; and theirs was one spirit,
Him except through His Son. You saw," he and one body, and one clothing. For they were
continued, "the six men, and the tall and gio- of the same mind, and wrought righteousness.
rious man in the midst of them, who walked After a certain time, however, they were per-
round the tower, and rejected the stones from suaded by the women whom you saw clothed in
the building?" " I saw him, sir," I answered, black, and having their shoulders exposed and
"The glorious man," he said, "is the Son of their hair dishevelled, and beautiful in appear-
God, and those six glorious angels are those who ance. Having seen these women, they desired
support Him on the right hand and on the left. to have them, and clothed themselves with their
None of these glorious angels," he continued, strength, and put off the strength of the virgins.
"will enter in unto God apart from Him. Who- These, accordingly, were rejected from the house
soever does not receive His x name, shall not of God, and were given over to these women.
enter into the kingdom of God." But they who were not deceived by the beauty

of these women remained in the house of God.
CHAP. xm. You have," he said, "the explanation of those

"And the tower," I asked, "what does it who were rejected."
mean?" "This tower," he replied, "is the
Church." "And these virgins, who are they ?" CHAP. XIV.
"They are holy spirits, and men cannot other- "What, then, sir," I said, "if these men,
wise be found in the kingdom of God unless being such as they are, repent and put away
these have put their clothing upon them : for if their desires after these women, and return again
you receive the name only, and do not receive to the virgins, and walk in their strength and in
from them the clothing, they are of no advan- their works, shall they not enter into the house
[age to you. For these virgins are the powers of God?" "They shall enter in," he said, "if
of the SOn of God. If you bear His name but they put away the works of these women, and
possess not His power, it will be in vain that put on again the strength of the virgins, and
you bear His name. Those stones," he con- walk in their works. For on this account was
tinued, "which you saw rejected bore His name, there a cessation in the building, in order that,
but did not put on the clothing of the virgins." if these repent, they may depart into the build-
"Of what nature is their clothing, sir?" I ing of the tower. But if they do not repent,
asked. "Their very names," he said, "are their then others will come in their place, and these
clothing. Every one who bears the name of at the end will be cast out. For all these things
the SOn of God, ought to bear the names also I gave thanks to the Lord, because He had pity
of these ; for the SOn Himself bears the names 2 on all that call upon His name ; and sent the
of these virgins. As many stones," he continued, angel of repentance to us who sinned against
"as you saw [come into the building of the Him, and renewed our spirit; and when we
tower through the hands 3] of these virgins, and were already destroyed, and had no hope of
remaining, have been clothed with their strength, hfe, He restored us to newness of life." "Now,
For this reason you see that the tower became sir," I continued, "show me why the tower was
of one stone with the rock. So also they who not built upon the ground, but upon the rock
have believed on the. Lord 4 through His Son, and upon the gate." "Are you still," he said,
and are clothed with these spirits, shall become "without sense and understanding ? .... I must,
one spirit, one body, and the colour of their sir," I said, "ask you of all things, because I
garments shall be one. And the dwelling of am wholly unable to understand them; for all
such as bear the names of the virgins is in the these things are great and glorious, and difficult
tower." "Those stones, sir, that were rejected," for man to understand." "Listen," he said :
I inquired, "on what account were they re- "the name of the Son of God is great, and can-

not be contained, and supports the whole world, s
t Hi*. God's.--Li#s. If, then, the whole creation is supported by the* [Ex. xxviii,x2,*9.]
s Omitt_li_Lips. 'l'hetmttinVat. andPid. Thc._.,th. differt_t

in form, but in nmmning the same.
,t Z4n'd. God. -- Vat. s [Heb. i. 3- Hermas drips with Scrlptm_ like a honeycomb.J
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Son of God, what think ye of those who are "What is it that you desire ?" he asked. "Why
called by Him, and bear the name of the Son Isir," I said,,, did these stones ascend out of ti_e
of God, and walk in His commandments ? do pit, and be applied to the building of the tower,
you see what kind of persons He supports ? /after having borne these spirits?" "They were
Those who bear His name with their whole obliged," he answered, "to ascend through
heart. He Himself, accordingly, became a water in order that they might be made alive ;
foundation x to them, and supports them with for, unless they laid aside the deadness of their
joy, because they are not ashamed to bear His life, they could not in any other way enter into
name." the kingdom of God. Accordingly, those also

CHAP. XV.2 who fell asleep received the seal of the Son of

"Explain to me, sir," I said, "the names of God. For," he continued, "before.a man bears
these virgins, and of those women who were the name of.the Son of God5 he ]s dead; but
clothed in black raiment .... Hear," he said when ne receives the seal he lays aside his dead-
,' - " t" - " • . . 7 ness, and obtains life The seal, then, is thethe names ot ne stronger virgins WhO stoofl

.......... 3 -- -1water. they descend into the water dead, andat tile corners, lne nrst is l_altn, tile secono., ". _,. . _ .

Continence, the third Power, the fourth Patience. ] mey anse alive. Ancl to them, accordingly, was
................. this seal preached, and they made use of it thatAnd the others start(ling in me ml(lSt oi mese . .

have the following names: S]mphcity, Innocence, they might,, enter into the kingdom of God."
Purity, Cheerfulness, Truth, Understanding Har- i X_hy, sir, I asked, "did the forty stones also

....... ' _, ascend with them out of the pit, having alreadymony, _ove. tae wno Dears mese names anti ,., ..,, .._ ,.....
that of the Son of God will be able to enter recelvea me seai.e "'Because, "he said, "these
into the kingdom of God. Hear, also," he con- apostles and teachers who preached the name
tlnued, "the names of the women who had the of the Son of God, after falling asleep in the
black garments ; and of these four are stronger power and faith of the Son of God, preached it
than the rest. The first is Unbehef, the second not only to those who were asleep, but them-
Incontinence, the third Disobedience, the fourth selves also gave them the seal of the preaching.
Deceit. And their followers are called Sorrow, Accordingly they descended with them into the
Wickedness, Wantonness, Anger, Falsehood, water, and again ascended. [But these de-
Folly, Backbiting, Hatred. The servant of God scended alive and rose up again alive ; whereas
who bears these names shall see, indeed, the they who had previously fallen asleep descended
kingdom of God, but shall not enter into it." dead, but rose up again ahve. 6] By these, then,

were they quickened and made to know the
"And the stones, sir," I said, "which were inam e of the Son of God. For this reason also
taken out of the pit and fitted into the build-
rag: what are they? .... The first," he said, did they ascend with them, and were fitted
"the ten, viz., that were placed as a foundation, along with them into the building of the tower,
are the first generation, and the twenty-five the and, untouched by the chisel, were built in along
second generation, of righteous men ; and the with them. For they slept in righteousness and
thlrty-five are the prophets of God and His in great purity, but only they had not this seal.
ministers ; and the forty axe the aposfles and You have accordingly the explanation of these
teachers of the preaching of the Son of God." 4 also."
"Why, then, sir," I asked, " did the virgins CHAP. XVlI.
carry these stones also through the gate, and "I understand, sir," I replied. "Now, sir,"
give them for the building of the tower?" I continued, "explain to me, with respect to the
"Because," he answered, "these were the first mountains, why their forms are various and
who bore these spirits, and they never departed diverse." "Listen," he said : "these mountains
from each other, neither the spirits from the are the twelve tribes, which inhabit the whole
men nor the men from the spirits, but the spirits world. 7 The Son of God, accordingly, was
remained with them until their falling asleep, preached unto them by the apostles." "But
And unless they had had these spirits with them, why are the mountains of various kinds, some
they would not have been of use for the build- having one form, and others another ? Explain
hag of this tower." that to me, sit'..... Listen," he answered:

CHAP. XVI. "these twelve tribes that inhabit the whole world
are twelve nations. And they vary in prudence

"Explain to me a little further, sir," I said. and understanding. As numerous, then, as are
the varieties of the mountains which you saw,

t [Is.x xxviii. I6. x Cor. iii. xt.]
• This portmu of the Leipzig Codex is much eaten away, and

therefore the text is derived to a considerable extent from the trans.
taUons. S Tl*e n_me off tl_e Son of Gad. The rmme of God. _ Lilh.

3 [.The tenacity with which Hermas everywhere exalts the prl- Ix Johnv. xx, x2 ].6 All the translations and Oemens Alexandrlmm (Strata., vL 6,

maryChargedtmportanCewithmete°flegallzingFaith'makesmorallty.]itmeacusabl¢ that he should be 46) have th_ j_s_age. It is omttted in Lips.
• [Eph. iL _a; Rev. zxa. x4.l _ [Rev. ca. 4.]
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are also the diversities of mind and understand- "Moreover, sir," I said, "explain to me the
ing among these nations. And I will explain to power and the actions of each one of the moun-
you the actions of each one." " First, sir," I rains, that every soul, trusting in the Lord, and
said, "explain this: why, when the mountains hearing it, may glorify His great, and marvel-
are so diverse, their stones, when placed in tous, and glorious name." "Hear," he said,
the building, became one colour, shining like "the diversity of the mountains and of the
those also that had ascended out of the pit." twelve nations.
"Because," he said, "all the nations that dwell CHAP.XlX.

under heaven were called by hearing and believ- "From the first mountain, which was black.
ing upon the name of the Son of God.' Having, they that believed are the following : apostates
therefore, received the seal, they had one under- and blasphemers against the Lord, and betrayers
standing and one mind ; and their faith became of the servants of God. To these repentance is
one, and their love one, and with the name they! not open, but death lies before them, and on
bore also the spirits of the virgins.* On this this account also are they black, for their race _s
account the building of the tower became of one a lawless one. And from the second mountain,
colour, bright as the sun. But after they had iwhich was bare, they who believed are the fol-entered into the same place, and became one_
body, certain of these defiled themselves, and l°wing:

hypocrites, and teachers of wickedness.
And these, accordingly, are like the former, not

were expelled from the race of the righteous, having any fruits of righteousness _ for as their
and became again what they were before, or mountain was destitute of fruit, so also such men
rather worse." have a name indeed, but are empty of faith, and

CHAP.XWII. there is no fruit of truth in them. They mdeed
"How, sir," I said, "did they become worse, !have repentance in their power, if they repent

after having known God?" 3 " He that does qmckly ; but if they are slow in so doing, they
not know God," he answered, "and practises !shall die along with the former." "Why, sir," I
evil, receives a certain chastisement for his said, "have these repentance, but the former
wickedness; but he that hasknown God, ought not? for their actions are nearly the same."
not any longer to do evil, but to do good. If, "On this account," he said, "have these repent-
,'tccordingly, when he ought to do good, he do ance, because they did not blaspheme their
evil, does not he appear to do greater evil than Lord, nor become betrayers of the servants of
he who does not know God ? For this reason, God ; but on account of their desire of posses-
they who have not known God and do evil are stuns they became hypocrit]cal, and each one
condemned to death ; but they who have known taught according to the desires of men that were
God, and have seen His mighty works, and still sinners. But they will suffer a certain pumsh-
continue in evil, shall be chastised doubly, and ment; and repentance is before them, because
shall die for ever,4 In this way, then, will the they were not blasphemers or traitors.
Church of God be purified. For as you saw the
stones rejected from the tower, and delivered to CHAp.XX.

the evil spirits, and cast out thence, so [they " And from the third mountain, which had
also shall be cast out, and s 7 there shall be one thorns and thistles, they who believed are the
body of the purified, as the tower also became, following. There are some of them rich. and
as it were, of one stone after its purification, others immersed in much business. The thlstles
In like manner also shall it be with the Church are the rich, and the thorns are they who are 1m-
of God, after it has been purified, and has re- mersed in much business. Those, ['accordingly,
jected the wicked, and the hypocrites, and the who are entangled in many various kinds of
blasphemers, and the waverers, and those who business, do not 7] cleave to the servants of God,commit wickedness of different kinds. After

but wander away, being choked by their business
these have been cast away, the Church of God transactions ; and the rich cleave with difficulty
shall be one body, of one mind, of one under- to the servants of God, fearing lest these should
standing, of one faith, of one love. And then ask something of them. Such persons, accord-
the Son of God will be exceeding glad, and shall ingly, shall have difficulty in entering the king-
rejoice over them, because He has received His dom of God. For as it is disagreeable to walk
people pure." 6 "All these things, sir," I said, among thistles with naked feet, so also it is hard
"are great and glorious, for such to enter the kingdom of God? But to

all these repentance, and that speedy, is open,
zN,,_,¥au s_,_c._. _ofGoa.--Li_. [Rom._. in order that what they did not do.in former

z7._.1 Re*_. _v. 4.]_ in Pal.; Z.ot'_ in "Cat. and _Eth.; CAr_t in Lips.
4 []._kexii. 4%¢8.]_ _' Omitted m Lips. The text from Vat. Substantially the same
S (_tted m Vat., R, ttk, Lips m the other two. [Matt. xfiL 5-]
e [Eph. _. "7-] 8 Matt.xtx _3,=4- [Mark x.=3.]
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times they may make up for in these days, and they who occupy the small clefts are those who
do some good, and they shall live unto God. bring charges against one another, and by rea-
But if they abide in their deeds, they shall be son of their slanders have decayed in the faith.
delivered to those women, who will put them to Many of them, however, repented ; and the rest
death, also will repent when they hear my command-

CHAP. XXI. ments, for their slanders are small, and they will

"And from the fourth mountain, which had quickly repent. But they who occupy the large
much grass, the upper parts of the plants green, clefts are persistent in their slanders, and vin-
and the parts about the roots withered, and dictlve in their anger agmnsteach other. These,
some also scorched by the sun, they who be- therefore, were thrown away from the tower, and
heved are the following: the doubtful, and they rejected from having a part in its building. Such
who have the Lord upon their lips, but have persons, accordingly, shall have difficulty in liv-
Him not in their heart. On this account their ing. If our God and Lord, who rules over all
foundations are withered, and have no strength ; things, and has power over all His creation, does
and their words alone live, while their works not remember evil against those who confess
are dead. Such persons are [neither alive nor x] their sins, but is merciful, does man, who is cor-
dead. They resemble, therefore, the waverers : ruptible and full of sins, remember evil against a
for the wavering are neither withered nor green, fellow-man, as if he were able to destroy or to
being neither living nor dead. For as their save him ? 3 I, the angel of repentance, say unto
blades, on seeing the sun, were withered, so also _,ou,As many of you as are of this way of think-
the wavering, when they hear of affliction, on rag, lay it aside, and repent, and the Lord will
account of their fear, worship idols, and are heal your former sins, if you purify yourselves

from this demon ; but if not, you will be deliv-ashamed of the name of their Lord. 2 Such,
then, are neither alive nor dead. But these also ered over to him for death.
may yet live, if they repent quickly ; and if they CHAP. XXlV.
do not repent, they are already delivered to the
women, who take away their life. "And those who beheved from the seventh

mountain, on which the grass was green and
CHAP. XXlI. i flourishing, and the whole of the mountain fer-

"And from the fifth mountain, which had tile, and every kind of cattle and the fowls of
green grass, and was rugged, they who beheved heaven were feeding on the grass on this moun-
are the following : believers, indeed, but slow to tain, and the grass on which they pastured be-
learn, and obstinate, and pleasing themselves, !came more abundant, were the following: they

were always simple, and harmless, and blessed,
wishing to know everything, and knowing noth- bringing no charges against one another, buting at all. On account of this obstinacy of theirs,
understanding departed from them, and foolish always rejoicing greatly because of the servants
senselessness entered into them. And they of God, and being clothed with the holy spirit
praise themselves as having wisdom, and desire of these virgins, and always having pity on every
to" become teachers, although destitute of sense, man, and giving aid from their own labour to
On account, therefore, of this loftiness of mind, every man, without reproach and without hesi-
many became vain, exaltang themselves: for tati°n'4 The Lord, therefore, seeing their sim-
self-will and empty confidence is a great demon. ?licity and all their meekness, multiplied them
Of these, accordingly, many were rejected, but amid the labours of their hands, and gave them
some repented and believed, and subjected grace in all their doings. And I, the angel of
themselves to those that had understanding, repentance, say to you who are such, Continue
knowing their own foolishness. And to the rest to be such as these, and your seed will never be
of this class repentance is open ; for they were blotted out ; for the Lord has made trial of you,
not wicked, but rather foolish, and without under- and inscribed you in the number of us, and the
standing. If these therefore repent, they will whole of your seed will dwell with the Son of
live unto God ; but if they do not repent, they God ; for ye have received of His Spirit.
shall have their dwelling with the women who CHAP.XXV.
wrought wickedness among them.

"And they who believed from the eighth motto-
CHAP.xyan. rain, where were the many fountains, and where

"And those from the sixth mountain, which all the creatures of God drank of the fountains,
had clefts large and small, and decayed grass were the- following : apostles, and teachers, who
in the clefts, who believed, were the following: preached to the whole world, and who taught

solemnly and purely the word of the Lord, and
t Owatted iu Lips.
2 [The image_ of our Lord's Imrabl_s _lam* al_ut'nt, s as. iv. t_. [Matt. aviiL 33.]
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did not at all fail into evil desires, but walked CHAP. XXVn.

always in righteousrmss and truth, according as "And from the tenth mountain, where were
they had received the Holy Spirit. Such persons, trees which overshadowed certain sheep, they who
therefore, shall enter in with the angels.' believed were the following : bishops 4 given to

clt_a,. XXVl. hospitality, who always gladly received into their
houses the servants of God, without dissimula-

"And they who believed from the ninth moun- .-ion. And the bishops never failed to protect,
_ain, which was deserted, and had in it creeping by their service, the widows, and those who were
things and wild beasts which destroy men, were in want, and always maintained a holy conver-
the following: they who had the stains as set- sation. All these, accordingly, shall be pro-
rants, z who discharged their duty ill, and who tected by the Lord for ever. They who do
plundered widows and orphans of their livelihood, these things are honourable before God, and
and gained possessions for themselves from the their place is already with the angels, if they
ministry, which they had received.3 If, therefore, remain to the end serving God.
they remain under the dominion of the same de-
sire, they are dead, and there is no hope of life cI-_Z,, xxvui.

for them ; but if they repent, and finish their "And from the eleventh mountain, where were
ministry in a holy manner, they shall be able to trees full of fruits, adorned with fruits of vari-
live. And they who were covered with scabs are ous kinds, they who believed were the fol-
those who have denied their Lord, and have not lowing : they who suffered for the name of the
returned to Him again ; but becoming withered Son of God, and who also suffered cheerfully
,and desert-like, and not cleaving to the servants with their whole heart, and laid down their
of God, but living in solitude, they destroy their lives." "Why, then, sir," I said, "do all these
own souls. For as a vine, when left within an trees bear fruit, and some of them fairer than
enclosure, and meeting with neglect, is destroyed, the rest ? .... Listen," he said : "all who once
and is made desolate by the weeds, and in time suffered for the name of the Lord are honour-
grows wild, and is no longer of any use to its able before God ; and of all these the sins were
master, so also are such men as have given them- remitted, because they suffered for the name
selves up, and become useless to their Lord, from of the Son of God.S And why their frnlts are of
having contracted savage habits. These men, various kinds, and some of them superior, listen.
therefore, have repentance in their power, unless All," he continued, "who were brought before
they are found to have denied from the heart ; the authorities and were examined, and did not
but if any one is found to have denied from the deny, but suffered cheerfully--these are held in
heart, I do not know if he may live. And I say igreater honour with God, and of these the fruit is
this not for these present days, in order that any Isuperior ; but all who were cowards, and in doubt,
one who has denied may obtain repentance, for and who reasoned in their hearts whether they
it is impossible for him to be saved who now in- would deny or confess, and yet suffered, of these
tends to deny his Lord ; but to those who denied th e fruit is less, because that suggestion came
Him long ago, repentance seems to he possible, into their hearts ; for that suggestion_ that a ser-
If, therefore, any one intends to repent, let him vant should deny his Lord--is evil. Have a
do so quickly, before the tower is completed ; care, therefore, ye who axe planning such things,
for if not, he will be utterly destroyed by the lest that suggestion remain in your hearts, and
women. And the chipped stones are the de-
ceitful and the slanderers ; and the wild beasts,

i. _ ., . ., . ., t B is_wps. Btshops, that is, presidents of the churches. _ Vat.
wmcn you saw on me nmm mountmn, are me rTh_ textual pccuhartty must have originated at the penod when the

_,_, _,w _ wild heasts destroy and kill a man Ignauanuseof _tsco_uswashe_.ommgnaturah_xt m Rome. It
.......... J "--" a" --tar_ I or re "o

• . was o anuy common.to t! .pax .. , ocat _ nary.j.
by their pomon, so also do the words of such men s [q_: p_._ tw.,thv,_,_ _; 2.,and_.v_._ S_,l,t._ v. 3)
a,.,*_,,,, o,,a ,_,J,, _ ,_, Th,_ a,-,.,,rai._,l,, _ been pressea into the sere ot mose wno seek to hna super-
..... .v ............ ..,,_:....... , ........ _ J' erocmory merlt" xn the Fathers. See x Cor. vit. 3 8. But why

are mutilated in their faith, on account of the not._n_ the S_,,pt&_,,hi_hH_ doubtle_, has m .mind,
• " e • et _,,_nas ,,,v..,. 4, s, x,_y ,,,, ,,,o.,-_ . ,_,? ,._ as,;.,,, todeeds which they have done in themselv s, y the=anymerit,r_t from C"'o'_Y ,__e l._b ) theo_arme.-

some renent_,d and were saved And the rest to_o_ =._ of _avat_o.;so ,t_ R_, ._. _, =, 4,S- The
"It" _ Y " -- _ .e . • ' prtmiuve Fathers accepted such truths hke innocent children, and

who axe of such a character, can be saveo _t mey b_d them. Theyhet_vedSt.P_,l as to d._of glory(, Co,:
,.,.,_,,,,_ • _,,,t ;¢ *h,.., _,. ,,_t ,_,._.* *h_,, will xv.4'), andourLordHimselfas to me awarus(matLxx. 2t'-_flp
._l..,._ j _ ....... j ..... ._ "_t'_"_' _'._J -- i of mercy to fruits of grace ; and they arc no more.rtsl_nsible for

perish wRh those women, whose strength they fo_ _on_tru_.o_that ha,_ b_..__ uj_,_t_m._ _te_o_ 3
_ a and subsequent aeresy, Umn our blcss_l Lore can 13e cnargea wtm

nave assumeo, all that has overloaded HLs precious saymgs (Ma.tt: x_.. Tu or xw.
, x8) The principle of deficient works of faith, which ts the cot re-

. . I st_onding idea on the nogadve side, appears m St. Paul (t Cor. m.
t c_. _d=_', .u,:a. # c_,_. L,_.,.,mt_ p. _,. [ThisI,_-x.s),_..has _ ,bu_t to .sust_. t_. ,,ho_ _,te= of ¢,_.t_,_

be,_t c_ .pt_r,and,t, _ of_. fotmta_. _._.,_ _,te,,. maytm_,t, an__ monstrous___,y__g_to_._,_toLy _,
we__hereadvnththatpassage_fLeightonwhichde_ightedC_ierid8e__.f_re_w.h_readsuch:dexsmto "lheAnte-_tle.eneeamers, to --

Com. oa x Pet. i. to-l:t, l . [ tsh tier c recht, often, unmtenuon_lly, (t) help. the perverl_.rs, ol
t_e,o,. [D_,_sts,evideady,or _rd_. Acts,,i ,.] [truthtqdaimthe_athers,and(_)_ tt_mthelikeaidm ci,i=,_
[E_k. x._v. _.1 ! theScriptures._eep. 34,_pra, note3.1
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ye perish unto God. And ye who suffer for His become black.3 But if he had so resolved with
name ought to glorify God, because He deemed" respect to the other mountains, it would have
you worthy to bear His name, that all your sins been necessary for him to visit that tower again,
might be healed. ['Therefore, rather deem your- and to cleanse it. Now all these persons were
selves happy], and think that ye have done a found white who believed, and who will yet be-
great thing, if any of you suffer on account of lieve, for they are of the same race. This is a
God. The Lord bestows upon you hfe, and ye happy race, because it is innocent. Hear now,
do not understand, for your sins were heavy ; further, about these round and shining stones.
but if you had not suffered for the name of the All these also are from the white mountain.
I_rd, ye would have died to God on account of Hear, moreover, why they were found round :
your sins. These things I say to you who are because their riches had obscured and dark-
hesitating about denying or confessing : acknowl- ened them a little from the truth, although they
edge that ye have the Lord, lest, denying Him, never departed from God; uordid any evilword
ye be delivered up to prison. If the heathen proceed out of their mouth, but all justice, vir-
chastise their slaves, when one of them denies tue, and truth. When the Lord, therefore, saw
his master, what, think ye, will your Lord do, the mind of these persons, that they were born
who has authority over all men? Put away good,_ and could be good, He ordered their
these counsels out of your hearts, that you may riches to be cut down, not to be taken 5away for
live continually unto God. ever, that they might be able to do some good

with what was left them ; and they will live unto
CHAP. XXiX. God, because they are of a good race. There-

"And they who believed from the twelfth fore were they rounded a little by the chisel, and
mountain, which was white, are the following : put in the building of the tower.
they are as infant children, in whose hearts no
evil originates ; nor did they know what wicked- CHA_'. XXXI.
ness is, but always remained as children. Such "But the other round stones, which had not
accordingly, without doubt, dwell in the king- yet been adapted to the building of the tower,
dora of God, because they defiled in nothing the and had not yet received the seal, were for this
commandments of God ; but they remained hke reason put back into their place, because they
children all the days of their life in the same are exceedingly round. Now this age must be
mind. All of you, then, who shall remain sted- cut down in these things, and in the vanities
fast, and be as children,' without doing evil, will of their riches, and then they will meet in the
be more honoured than all who have been previ- kingdom of God ; for they must of necessity en-
ously mentioned ; for all infants are honourable ter into the kingdom of God, because the Lord
before God, and are the first persons with Him3 has blessed this innocent race. Of this race,
Blessed, then, are ye who put away wickedness therefore, no one will perish ; for although any
from yourselves, and put on innocence. As the of them be tempted by the most wicked d_vit,
first of all will you live unto God." and commit sin, he will quickly return to his

After he had fimshed the similitudes of the Lord. I deem you happy, I, who am the mes-
mountains, I said to him, "Sir, explain to me senger of repentance, whoever of you are inno-
now about the stones that were taken out of cent as children, 6because your part is good, and
the plain, and put into the building instead of the honourable before God. Moreover, I say to
stones that were taken out of the tower ; and you all, who have received the seal of the Son
about the round stones that were put into the of God, be clothed with simplicity, and be not
building; and those that still remain round." mindful of offences, nor remain in wickedness.

Lay aside, therefore, the recollection of your of-
CHAP. XXX. fences and bitternesses, and you will be formed

"Hear," he answered, "about all these also. in one spirit. And heal and take away from you
The stones taken out of the plain and put into those wicked schisms, that if the Lord of the
the building of the tower instead of those that flocks come, He may rejoice concerning you.
were rejected, are the roots of this white moun- And He will rejoice, if He find all things sound,
tain. When, therefore, they who believed from and none of you shall perish. But if He find
the white mountain were all found guileless, the any one of these sheep strayed, woe to the shep-
Lord of the tower commanded those from the herds I And if the shepherds themselves have
roots of this mountain to be cast into the build-
ing of the tower ; for he knew that if these , HereendsCodexIAp_iensis.The re_tofthe textis fromthecommou translation corrected by the Palatine and ._tl_c.
stones were to go to the building of the tower, , [Born good. Notm thetextof Gebhardtat_ Harnack(the
they would remain bright, and not one of them c,_i_ wanting!; nor do theynoteany such text, taougatim/gthio_c favours it. See.p ¢u, ,u,_'a, note 2.]

5 _.ere agmn the Latin has the reading before noted, on the dr
t Matt. xviii. 3- ¢umcz$io_ of wealth, p. xS, note 2, ,upra.]

[Mark. ix. 36.l 6 Matt. xviii. 3, xlx. at.
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strayed, what answer will they give Him for their the stones that were put into the building, that
flocks ?, Will they perchance say that they were t might explain to you why we filled up the
harassed by their flocks ? Theywill not bebe- shapes?" And Isaid,"Iforgnt, sir." "Hear
lieved, for the thing is incredible that a shep- now, then," he said, "about this also. These
herd could suffer from his flock; rather will he are they who have now heard my commund-
be punished on account of his falsehood. And ments, and repented with their whole hearts.
I myself am a shepherd, and I am under a most And when the Lord saw that their repentance
stringent necessity of rendering an account of was good and pure, and that they were able to
you. remain in it, He ordered their former sins to be

CHAP.xxxn. blotted out. 4 For these shapes were their sins,

"Heal yourselves, therefore, while the tower is and they were levelled down, that they might
still building. The Lord dwells in men that love not appear."
peace, because He loved peace; but from the
contentious and the utterly wicked He is far dis-
tant. Restore to Him, therefore, a spirit sound SIMILITUDE TENTH.
as ye received it. For when you have given to CONCERNINGREPENTANCEANDALMS-GIVING.
a fuller a new garment, and desire to receive it CI-IAP.I.
back entire at the end, if, then, the fuller return
you a torn garment, will you take it from him, After I had fully written down this book, that
and not rather be angry, and abuse him, saying, messenger who had delivered me to the Shep-
' I gave you a garment that was entire : why have herd came into the house in whmh I was, and
you rent it, and made it useless, so that it can be sat down upon a couch, and the Shepherd stood
of no use on account of the rent which you have on his right hand. He then called me, and
made in it ?' Would you not say all this to the spoke to me as follows : "I have delivered you
fuller about the rent which you found in your and your house to the Shepherd, that you may
garment ? If, therefore, you grieve about your be protected by him." "Yes, sir," I said. "If
garment, and complain because you have not re- you wish, therefore, to be protected," he said,
ceived it entire, what do you think the Lord will from all annoyance, and from all harsh treatment,
do to you, who gave you a sound spirit, which and to have success in every good work and
you have rendered altogether useless, so that it word, and to possess all the virtues of righteous-ness, walk in these commandments which he has
can be of no service to its possessor ? for its use gaven you, and you will be able to subdue allbegan to be unprofitable, seeing it was corrupted
by you. Will not the Lord, therefore, because of wickedness. For if you keep those command-
this conduct of yours regarding His Spirit, act ments, every desire and pleasure of the world
in the same way, and deliver you over to death ? will be subject to you, and success will attend
Assuredly, I say, he will do the same to all those you in every good work. Take unto yourself his
whom He shall find retaining a recollection of experience and moderation, and say to all that
offences. _ Do not trample His mercy under he is in great honour and dignity with God,
foot, He says, but rather honour Him, because and that he is a president with great power, and
He is so patient with your sins, and is not as yei mighty in his office. To him alone throughout

the whole world is the power of repentance as-
are. Repent, for it is useful to you. signed. Does he seem to you to be powerful ?

c_i,. xxxm. But you despise his experience, and the moder-
ation which he exercises towards you."

"All these things which are written above, I,
the Shepherd, the messenger of repentance, have CHAP. IL
showed and spoken to the servants of God. 3 If
therefore ye believe, and listen to my words, and I said to him, "Ask himself, sir, whether from
walk in them, and amend your ways, you shall the time that he has entered my house I have
have it in your power to live : but if you re- done anything improper, or have offended him
main in wickedness, and in the recollection of in any respect." He answered, "I also know
offences, no sinner of that class will live unto that you neither have done nor will do anything
God. All these words which I had to say have improper, and therefore I speak these words to
been spoken unto you." you, that you may persevere. For he had a good

The Shepherd said to me, " Have you asked report of you to me, and you will say these
me eve'_'thlt'_?" And I re_lied " Yes sir" Iwords to others, that they also who have either
"Why did v'J-_o_not ask me al_out 'the shade of] repented or will still repent may entertain the

• " _ _ _'_ __ [ same feelings with you, and he may report well
, fJ,,. _ili._o; z,_. _i ,}-,r.] .. [of these to me, and I to the Lord." And I
* [J,_ v. o. Who canfail to feel the _hin_ i#rit ot me ! ___

T Matt, v._ 9.4, v|.x -_..I , ......,.l
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said, "Sir, I make known to every mart the not at all from it." And the virgins heard these
great works of God : and I hope that all those words with pleasure.
who love them, and have sinned before, on
hearing these words, may repent, and receive c_ua,. IV.
life again." "Continue, therefore, in this min- The angel s then said to me, "Conduct your-
istry, and finish it. And all who follow out his self manfully in this service, and make known
commands shall have life, and great honour with to every one the great things of God, 6 and you
the Lord. _ But those who do not keep his will have favour in this ministry. Whoever,
commandments, flee from his life, and despise therefore, shall walk in these comnmndments,
him. But he has his own honour with the Lord. shall have life, and will be happy in his life ;
All, therefore, who shall despise him, 2 and not but whosoever shall neglect them shall not have
follow his commands, deliver themselves to life, and will be unhappy in this life. Enjoin
death, and every one of them will be guilty all, who are able to act rightly, not to cease well-
of his own blood. But I enjoin you, that you doing ; for, to practise good works is useful to
obey his commands, and you will have a cure them.7 And I say that every man ought to be
for your former sins. saved from inconveniences. For beth he who

is in want, and he who suffers inconveniences in
cmu,. Iii. his daily life, is in great torture and necessity.

Whoever, therefore, rescues a soul of this kind
"Moreover, I sent you these virgins, that they from necessity, wdl gain for himself great joy.

may dwell with you.3 For I saw that they were For he who is harassed by inconveniences of
courteous to you. You will therefore have them this kind, suffers equal torture with him who is in
as assistants, that you may be the better able to chains. Moreover many, on account of calami-
keep his commands: for it is impossible that ties of this sort, when they could not endure
these commandments can be observed without them, hasten their own deaths. Whoever, then,
these virgins. I see, moreover, that they abide knows a calamity of this kind afflicting a man,
with you willingly ; but I will also instruct them and does not save him, commits a great sin, and
not to depart at all from your house : do you becomes guilty of his blood, s Do good works,
only keep your house pure, as they will delight therefore, ye who have received good from the
to dwell in a pure abode. For they are pure, Lord ; lest, while ye delay to do them, the
and chaste, and industrious, and have all influ- building of the tower be finished, and you be
ence with the Lord. Therefore, if they find rejected from the edifice : there is now no other
your house to be pure, they will remain with tower a-building. For on your account was the
you ; but if any defilement, even a little, befall work of building suspended. Unless, then, you
it, they wiU immediately withdraw from your make haste to do rightly, the tower will be corn-
house. For these virgins do not at all like any pleted, and you will be excluded."
defilement." I said to him, "I hope, sir, that After he had spoken with me he rose up from
I will please them, so that they may always be the couch, and taking the Shepherd and the vir-
willing to inhabit my house. And as he to whom gins, he departed. But he said to me that he
you entrusted me has no complaint against me, would send back the Shepherd and the virgins
so neither will they have." He said to the Shep- to my dwelling. Amen.9
herd, "I see that the servant of God wishes to
live, and to keep these commandments, and will s _gel _tk ; v_tor, p,_t.: o_t_ inw,t_

6 God, _mmnn version; Lord, A_th., Pal. ; Lord God, Vat.
place these virgins inapure habitation."4 When 7 [Herenughtfollowthetbeautifnlfragnumtoflrenmtm, onGod's
he had spoken these words he again delivered gooa_ssaccepUng the fi:eblest efforts of the soul in drawing near

me to the Shepherd, and called those virgins, toHim. VoL,. rras l_.p. S77,thisseries.ls [.[as v. z9.ao As St. James concludes with this principle, so

and said to them, "Since I see that you are al_oH_,who _,_tty .d_hght_in th_ apostle'stett_ti_ and
has thrown it into tins ail_,onc_l memphra_.] thewilling to dwell in his house, I commend him 9 _ va_ has:"I_ _d_ t_ 13ookof t_ S_L_ #,

and his house to you, asking that you withdraw di._p_ of the bl_u_._ apostle ,1_. Thanks _ _ C_. .The
I on a pillar of gold. W_th thanksglving to Father,.., txmy
[ Spirit, this book of the prophet Hermas has [_.en nm_..nea.

t Lard. God._Pal. I I_washed are the visions, and .o_amL_d_.t_ and t_militude* ol.tlm
[ prophet Hermas, who Is Paul, m the _ 29i of merc_,._3d .night

But ICe_ lti_ o_v_ ttonour . . . de$1k_¢/tim, omitted in Vat. ] and w_d day of the.month," etc.. The writer goes on [ffttitlem_J to
* [ show that Hem is Paul, appealing to .Acts my. xa.
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ELUCIDATIONS.

I.

Tim reader has now had an opportunity of judging for himself whether the internal evidence
favours any other view of the authorship of The Skepkerd, than that which I have adopted. Its
apparent design is to meet the rising pestilence of Montanism, and the perils of a secondary
stage of Christianity. This it attempts to do by an imaginary voice from the first period. Avoid-
ing controversy, Hermas presents, in the name of his earlier synonyme, a portraiture of the morals
and practical godliness which were recognised as "the way of hohness" in the apostohc days.
In so doing, he falls into anachronisms, of course, as poets and romancers must. These axe suffi-
ciently numerous to reveal the nature of Ins production, and to prove that the author was not the
Hennas of the story.

The authorship was a puzzle and a problem during the earher discussions of the learned. An
anonymous poem (falsely ascribed to Tertullian, but very ancient) did, indeed, give a clue to the
solution :_

" deinde Pius, Hermas cui germine frater,

Angelicus Pastor, quia tradlta verba locutus."

To say that there was no evidence to sustain this, is to grant that it doubles the evidence when
sufficient support for it is discovered. This was supplied by the fragment found in Milan, by the
erudite and indefatigable Muratori, about a hundred and fifty years ago. Its history, with very
valuable notes on the fragment itself, which is given entire, may be found in Routh's Reh'quice.'
Or the English reader may consult Westcott's very luminous statement of the case.* I am sorry
that Dr. Donaldson doubts and objects ; but he would not deny that experts, at least his equals,s
accept the Muratorian Canon, which carries with it the historic testimony needed in the case of
Hermas. All difficulties disappear in the light of this evidence. Hennas was brother of Plus,
ninth Bishop of Rome (after Hyginus, circ. A.v. x57), and wrote his prose idyl under the fiction
of his Pauline predecessor's name and age. This accounts (x) for the existence of the work, (2)
for its form of allegory and prophesying, (3) for its anachronisms, (4) for its great currency, and

(5) for its circulation among the Easterns, which was greater than it enjoyed in the West ; and
also (6) for their innocent mistake in ascribing it to the elder Hermas.

L The Phrygian enthusiasm, like the convulsionism of Paris4 in the last century, was a phe-
nomenon not to be trifled with ; especially when it began to threaten the West. This work was
produced to meet so great an emergency.

2. "Fire fights fire," and prophesyings are best met by prophesyings. These were rare among
the Orthodox, but Hermas undertook to restore those of the apostolic age ; and I think this is
what is meant by the tradita verka of the old poem, i.e., words "transmitted or bequeathed tradi-
tionally" from the times of Clement. Iren_us, the contemporary of this Hermas, had received the
traditions of the same age from Polycarp : hence the greater probability of my conjecture that
the brother of Pius compiled many traditional prophesyings of the first age.

3. Supposing the work to be in fact what it is represented to be in fiction, we have seen that it
abounds'with anachronisms. As now explained, we can account for them: the second Hennas
forgets himself, like other poets, and mixes up his own period with that which he endeavours to
portray.

: Tom. x. pp. 393"4_,. * OmtJte C_, p. _3.S. Ed. *855. _ Such as Lighffoot,W_cot_, C_,,n,,_Cook,and odmr,.
• Candidlytmmal byGuett_e, L'gllt_ g# Fv_m¢*,voL _ p. zS. S¢¢ _ Patron's Y_l_u'., voLL I_. a6o-'a7o.
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4 and 5. Written in Greek, its circulation in the West was necessarily limited ; but, as the
plague of Montanism was raging in the East, its Greek was a godsend, and enabled the Easterns
to introduce it everywhere as a usef_ book. Origen values it as such ; and, takin_git without
thought to be the work of the Pauline Hennas, attributes to it, as a fancy of his own,' that kind
of inspiration which pertained to early "prophesyings." This conjecture once started, "it satis-
fied curiosity," says Westcott, "and supplied the place of more certain information ; but, though
it found acceptance, it acquired no new strength." '

6. Eusebius and Jerome _ merely repeat the report as an on dit, and on this slender authority
it traveiled down. The Pauline Hennas was credited with it ; and the critics, in their researches,
find multiplied traces of the one mistake, as did the traveilerwhose circuits became a beaten
road under the hoofs of his own horse.

If the reader will now turn back to the Introductory Note of the Edinburgh editors, he
will find that the three views of which they take any serious notice are harmonized by that we
have reached. (x) The work is unquestionably, on its face, the work of the Pauline Hermas.
(2) But this is attributable to the fact that it is a fiction, or prose poem. (3) And hence it
must be credited to the later Hermas, whose name and authorship are alone supported by exter-
nal testimony, as well as internal evidence.

II.

(SimilitudeNinth,cap. xi. p. 47,note L)

Westcott is undoubtedly correct in connecting this strange passage with one of the least
defensible experiments of early ChnsUan living. Gibbon finds in this experiment nothing but an
opportunity for his scurrility.4 A true philosopher will regard it very differently; and here, once
and for all, we may speak of it somewhat at length. The young believer, a member, perhaps, of
a heathen family, daily mixed up with abominable manners, forced to meet everywhere, by day,
the lascivious /tetcer_ of the Greeks or those who are painted by Martial among the Latins, had
no refuge but in flying to the desert, or practising the most ]_eroic seif-restmint if he remained
with the relations and companions of his youth. If he went to the bath, it was to see naked
women wallowing with vile men : if he slept upon the housetop, it was to throw down his mat or
rug in a promiscuous stye of men and women.S This alike with rich and poor ; but the latter
were those among whom the Gospel found its more numerous recruits, and it was just these who
were least able to protect themselves from pollutions. Their only resource was in that self-mas-
tery, out of which sprung the Encraty of Tatian and the Montanism of Tertullian. Angelic purity
was supposed to be attainable in this life ; and the experiment was doubtless attended with some
success, among the more resolute in fastings and prayer. Inevitably, however, what was "begun
in the spirit," ended "in the flesh," in many instances. To live as brothers and sisters in the
family of Christ, was a daring experiment ; especially in such a social atmosphere, and amid the
domestic habits of the heathen. Scandals ensued. Canonical censures were made stringent by

• Comment., book x. sec. 3_, as quoted in Westcott, p. ax9,
= I subjoin Westcott's nfferences: Clem. Alex., Strip,a, L XT,see. 85; Ibfi_., x. _9, No. sg; I6:'d., il. x, eel. 3. Also I/_., ii. x=,

sec..sS; iv. 9, sec 76; vL6, aec. 46. AlsoTertull.,P_'_/a, capp. xo and _o. These I have verified in Ed. Oehler, pp. 468,4_. I
add De Oratfose, capp. xvL p. 3xz. Let me also add Athanasius, De Iaear_io_, p. 38, C_re HIn-¢sim/lrlam., p. 369; l&_., 380.
To the tsstimony o_ thisgreat Father and defender of the faith I attoch the greatest importmme; because hilapprov_shows that there wu
uothlng in the book, as he had it in its pure text, to justi_ the atteml_ 04"moderaa todi_,_w its orthodory. A*tmnuiqs ¢allalt"a mint
useful book," and quotes it again (" al_ that book is not in the Canon") with gl_tt _wpect. _d. Parls, x37s.

Modem theories of _ appear to me untenable, with _erunoe to canouieJd Scrilmme; but they inecmely nluatntte themrt o(
ia_plnaioawithwhi_theJepr_,,ryi_were pmbab_fintcredmd.Theh_mae_b-m-- is larsdyintemiaedwithdlvine_;
_ yeamayNatethe_ ¢mvemely.

3 Euseb/us,ill.3,and_., _,_,i!,x. SeeWcstcou,p.
4Milman*aGdMmm,voLi.p.55o. Thecdlc_suocesamm_oTc_lma_,amimlghtbegmady_ssn_utsiim_
s VanLcmsep,B_e-.!e.d_-,p.440.
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the Church ; and, while the vices of men and the peril of persecution multiplied the anchorites
of the desert, this mischief was crushed out, and made impossible for Christians. "The sun-clad

power of chastity," which Hermas means to depict, was no doubt gloriously exemplified among

holy men and women, in those heroic ages. The power of the Holy Ghost demonstrated, in
many instances, how true it is, that, "to the pure, all things are pure." But the Gospel proscribes

everything like presumption and "leading into temptation." The Church, in dealing with social
evils, often encouraged a recourse to monasticism, in its pure form ; but this also tended to cor-

ruption. To charge Christianity, however, with rash experiments of living which it never tolerated,
is neither just nor philosophical. We have in it an example of the struggles of individuals out
of heathenism,- by no means an institutmn of Christianity itself. It was a struggle, which, in its

spirit, demands sympathy and respect. The Gospel has taught us to nauseate what even a regen-
erated heathen conceived to be praiseworthy, until the Christian family had become a developed

product of the Church. x
The Gospel arms its enemies against itself, by elevating them infinitely above what they would

have been without its influences. Refined by its social atmosphere, but refusing its sanctifying

power, they gloat over the failures and fails of those with whom their own emancipation was

begun. Let us rather admire those whom she lifted out of an abyss of moral degradation, but
whose struggles to reach the high levels of her precepts were not always successful. Yet these

very struggles were heroic ; for all their original habits, and all their surroundings, were of the
sort "which hardens all within, and petrifies the feeling."

The American editor has devoted more than his usual amount of annotation to Hermas, and

he affectionately asks the student not to overlook the notes, in which he has condensed rather
than amplified exposition. It has been a labour of love to contribute something to a just con-

ception of The Shepherd, because the Primitive Age has often been reproached with its good
repute in the early churches. So little does one generation comprehend another! When
Christians conscientiously rejected the books of the heathen, and had as yet none of their own,

save the Sacred Scriptures, or such scanty portions of the New Testament as were the treasures
of the churches, is it wonderful that the first effort at Christian allegory was welcomed, especially

in a time of need and perilous temptation?

z See Vision lit cap. 8, for the relation of encraty to faith, in the view of Hermas" also (cap. 7 and _z.v_zm) note his uncompro-

mising reproofs of lust, and his beauUtul dehneafions of chastity. The third canon of the Nicene Synod proscnhed the synei_act_, and also
the nmeteanth of Anc,_ra, adopted at Chaicedon into the Catholic disc_pline.
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE

TO

TATIAN THE ASSYRIAN.

[TRANSLATED BY J. E. RYLAND.]

[A.D. xxo--x72. ] It was my first intention to make this author a mere appendix to his
master, Justin Martyr ; for he stands in an equivocal position, as half Father and half heretic. His

good seems to have been largely due to Justin's teaching and influence. One may trust that his
falling away, in the decline of life, is attributable to infirmity of mind and body ; his severe asceti-

cism countenancing this charitable thought. Many instances of human frailty, which the experi-
ence of ages has taught Christians to view with compassion rather than censure, are doubtless to

be ascribed to mental aberration and decay. Early Christians had not yet been taught this lesson ;
for, socially, neither Judaism nor Paganism had wholly surrendered their unloving influences

upon their minds. Moreover, their high valuation of discipline, as an essential condition of self-
preservation amid the fires of surrounding scorn and hatred, led them to practise, perhaps too

sternly, upon offenders, what they often heroically performed upon themselves,-- the amputation of
the scandalous hand, or the plucking out of the evil eye.

In Tatian, another Assyrian follows the Star of Bethlehem, from Euphrates and the Tigris.
The scanty facts of his personal history are sufficiently detailed by the translator, in his Introduc-
tory Note. We owe to himself the pleasing story of his conversion from heathenism. But I

think it important to qualify the impressions the translation may otherwise leave upon the stu-
dent's mind, by a little more sympathy with the better side of his character, and a more just state-
ment of his great services to the infant Church.

His works, which were very numerous, have perished, in consequence of his lapse from ortho-
doxy. Give him due credit for his Diatessaron, of which the very name is a valuable testimony

to the Four Gospels as recognised by the primitive churches. It is lost, with the "infinite
number" of other books which St. Jerome attributes to him. All honour to this earliest harrno-
nist for such a work ; and let us believe, with Mill and other learned authorities, that, if Eusebius

had seen the work he censures, he might have expressed himself more charitably concerning it.

We know something of Tatian, already, from the melancholy pages of Iremeus. Theodoret
finds no other fault with his Dtatessaron than its omission of the genealogies, which he, proba-

bly, could not harmonize on any theory of his own. The errors into which he fell in his old age'
were so absurd, and so contrary to the Church's doctrine and discipline, that he could not be

tolerated as one of the faithful, without giving to the heathen new grounds for the malignant
slanders with which they were ever assailing the Christians. At the same time, let us reflect,

• " Paul the aged" w_ only si.t-O, whna h¢ giv_ htm_If _ wit ( l_iu._. 9 )- S¢c the addificmal no_, Spta/_tr's Com_w_aO,,
vol. _i, _3.
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that his fall is to be attributed to extravagant ideas of that encraty which is a precept of the
Gospel, and which a pure abhorrence of pagan abominations led many of the orthodox to prac-

tise with extreme rigidity. And this is the place to say, once for all, that the figures of Elijah
upon Mt. Carmel and of John Baptist in the wilderness, approved by our Lord's teachings, but

moderated, as a lesson to others, by his own holy but less austere example, justify the early
Chqrch in making room for the two classes of Christians which must always be found in earnest
religion, and which seem to have their warrant in the fundamental constitution of human

nature. There must be men like St. Paul, living in the world, though not of it ; and there must

be men like the Baptist, of whom the world will say, "he hath a devil." Marvellously the early
Catholics were piloted between the rocks and the whirlpools, in the narrow drift of the Gospel ;
and always the Holy Spirit of counsel and lmght was their guardian, amid their terrible trials

and temptations. This must suggest, to every reflecting mind, a gratitude the most profound. To
preserve evangelical encraty, and to restrain fanatical asceticism, was the spirit of early Chris-

tiamty, as one sees in the ethics of Hermas. But the awful malaria of Montanism was even now
rising like a fog of the marshes, and was destined to leave its lasting impress upon Western Chris-

tianity ; "forbidding to marry, and commanding to abstain from meats." Our author, alas, laid the
egg which Tertullian hatched, and invented terms which that great author raised to their highest

power ; for he was rather the disciple of Tatian than of the Phrygians, though they kindled his
strange fire. After Tertullian, the whole subject of marriage became entangled with sophistries,
which have ever since adhered to the Latin churches, and introduced the most corrosive results

into the vitals of individuals and of nations. Southey suggests, that, in the Roman Communion, John
Wesley would have been accommodated with full scope for his genius, and canonized as a saint,

while his Anglican mother had no place for him.' But, on the other hand, let us reflect that
while Rome had no place for Wiclif and Hus, or Jerome of Prague, she has used and glorified

and canonized many fanatics whose errors were far more disgraceful than those of Tatian and
Tertullian. In fact, she would have utilized and beatified these very enthusiasts, had they risen

in the Middle Ages, to combine their follies with equal extravagance in persecuting the Albi-
genses, while aggrandizing the papal ascendency.

I have enlarged upon the equivocal character of Tatian with melancholy interest, because I

shall make sparing use of notes, in editing his sole surviving work, pronounced by Euseblus his

masterpiece. I read it with sympathy, admiration, and instruction. I enjoy his biting satire of
heathenism, his Pauline contempt for all philosophy save that of the Gospel, his touching refer-
ence to his own experiences, and his brilliant delineation of Christian innocence and of his o_a

emancipation from the seductions of a deceitful and transient world. In short, I feel that Tafian
deserves critical editing, in the original, at the hand and heart of some expert who can thor-

oughly appreciate his merits, and his relations to primitive Christianity.

The following is the original INTRODUCTORYNOTICE:--

WE learn from several sources that Tatian was an Assyrian, but know nothing very definite
either as to the time or place of his birth. Epiphanius (t/,_r., xlvi.) declares that he was a
native of Mesopotamia ; and we infer from other ascertained facts regarding him, that he flour-

ished about the middle of the second century. He was at first an eager student of heathen liter-

ature, and seems to have been especially devoted to researches in philosophy. But he found no
satisfaction in the bewildenng mazes of Greek speculation, while he became utterly disgusted
with what heathenism presented to him under the name of religion. In these circumstances, he

happily met with the sacred books of the Christians, and was powerfully attracted by the purity of
morals which these inculcated, and by the means of deliverance from the bondage of sin which

z S_ (vol. ;i. p. 33x.) Southey's L_._ of" W'esltj,; an invaluable work, and one which presents this eminent saint ;n a mo6t ;ntcrest-
ing light, even to worldly men. Ed. New York, Harpers, xSS3.
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they revealed. He seems to have embraced Christianity at Rome, where he became acquainted
with Justin Martyr, and enjoyed the instructions of that eminent teacher of the Gospel. After

the death of Justin, Tatian unfortunately fell under the influence of the Gnostic heresy, and
founded an ascetic sect, which, from the rigid principles it professed, was called that of the En-

crafites, that is, "Tlze self-controlled," or, "The masters of themselves." Tatian latterly established
himself at Antioch, and acqmred a considerable number of disciples, who continued after his
death to be distinguished by the practice of those austerities which he had enjoined. The sect

of the Encratites is supposed to have been established about a.I). x66, and Tatian appears to have
died some few years afterwards.

The only extant work of Tatian is his "Address to the Greeks." It is a most unsparing and

direct exposure of the enormities of heathenism. Several other works are said to have been
composed by Tatian ; and of these, a Diatessaron, or Harmon), of the Four Gospels, is specially
mentioned. His Gnostic views led him to exclude from the continuous narrative of our Lord's

hfe, given in this work, all those passages which bear upon the incarnation and true humanity of

Christ. Not withstanding this defect, we cannot but regret the loss of this earliest Gospel har-
mony ; but the very title it bore is important, as showing that the Four Gospels, and these only,
were deemed authoritative about the middle of the second century.





ADDRESSOF TATIANTO THE GREEKS.

CHAP.I._ THE GREEKSCLAIM,WITHOUTREASON,am at a loss whom to call a Greek. And, what is
THEINVENTIONOFTHEARTS. strangest of all, you hold in honour expressions

[not of native growth, and by. the intermixtureof
BE not, O Greeks, so very hostilely disposed ibarbaric words have made your language a meal-towards the Barbarians, nor look with fll wdl on

their opinions. For which of your institutions ley. On this account we have renounced your
has not been derived from the Barbarians ? The wisdom, though I was once a great proficient in
most eminent of the Telmessians invented the it ; for, as the comic poet" says,
art of dwining by dreams ; the Caftans, that of Theseare gleaners' grapesandsmall talk,
prognost:cating by the stars ; the Phrygia.ns and Twittering places o_swallows,corruptersof art.

the most ancient Isaunans, augury by the flight Yet those who eagerly pursue it shout lustily,
of birds ; the Cyprians, the art of inspecting and croak like so many ravens. You have, too,
v:ctims. To the Babylonians you owe astron- contrived the art of rhetoric to serve injustice
omy ; to the Persians, magic ; to the Egyptians, and slander, selhng the free power of your speech
geometry ; to the Phoenicians, instruction by for hire, and often representing the same thing at
alphabetic writing. Cease, then, to miscall these one time as right, at another time as not good.
imitations inventions of your own. Orpheus, The poetic art, again, you employ to describe
again, taught you poetry and song; from him, battles, and the amours of the gods, and the cot-
too, you learned the mysteries. The Tuscans ruption of the soul.
taught you the plastic art ; from the annals of the
Egyptians you learned to write history ; you CHAP.n.- THEVlCl_ ANDERRORSOFTHE Pill-
acquired the art of playing the flute from Marsyas LosoPmsRs.
and Olympus, -- thes." two rustic Phrygians con-
strutted the harmony of the shepherd's pipe. What noble thing have you produced by your
The Tyrrhenians invented the trumpet ; the Cy- pursuit of philosophy? Who of your most emi-
elopes, the smith's art ; and a woman who was nent men has been free from vain boasting?
formerly a queen of the Persians, as Hellanicus Diogenes, who made such a parade of his inde-
tells us, the method of joining together epistolary pendence with his tub. was seized with a bowel
tablets:_ her name was Atossa. Wherefore lay complaint through eating a raw polypus, and
aside this conceit, and be not ever boasting of so lost his life by gluttony. Aristippus, walking
your elegance of diction ; for, while you applaud about in a purple robe, led a profligate life, in
yourselves, your own people will of course side accordance with his professed opinions. Plato,
with you. But it becomes a man of sense to a philosopher, was sold by Dionysius for his gor-
wait for the testimony of others, and it becomes mandizing propensities. And Aristotle, who air-
men to be of one accord also in the pronunci- surdty placed a limit to Providence and made
ation of their language. But, as matters stand, happiness to consist in the things which give
to you alone it has happened not to speak alike pleasure, quite contrary to his duty as a pre-
even in common intercourse ; for the way of ceptor flattered Alexander, forgetful that he was
speaking among the Donans is not the same as but a youth ; and he, showing how well he had
that of the inhabitants of Attica, nor do the learned the lessons of his master, because his
__x_llansspeak like the Ionians. And, since such friend would not worship him shut him up and
a discrepancy exists where it ought not to be, I and carried him about like a bear or a leopard.He in fact obeyed strictly the precepts of his

x _s'_re,_w e_'¢_i_,, Le., for tranamisaioeby k.um'-¢anlon.--
Otto. s ArlsmldL, R_m=, 9=,93-
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teacher in displaying manliness and courage by inot led away by the solemn assemblies of philoso-
feasting, and transfixing with his spear his inti- [phers who are no philosophers, who dogmataze
mate and most beloved friend, and then, under [one against the other, though each one vents but
a semblance of grief, weeping and starving him- Ithe crude fancies of the moment. They have,
self, that he might not incur the hatred of his moreover, many collisions among themselves;
friends. I could laugh at those also who in the each one hates the other ; they indulge in con-
present day adhere to his tenets, -- people who flicting opinions, and their arrogance makes them
say that sublunary things are not under the care eager for the highest places. It would better
of Providence; and so, being nearer the earth become them, moreover, not to pay court to
than the moon, and below its orbit, they them- kings unbidden, nor to flatter men at the head
selves look after what is thus left uncared for ; of affairs, but to walt till the great ones come to
and as for those who have neither beauty, nor them.
wealth, nor bodily strength, nor high birth, they
have no happiness, according to Aristotle. Let CHAP. IV.--THE CHRISTIANSWORSHIPGOD
such men philosophize, for me ! ALONE.

For what reason, men of Greece, do you wish
CHAP. HI.- RIDICULE OF THE PHILOSOPHERS. to bring the civil powers, as in a pugilistic en-

counter, into collision with us? And, if I am
I cannot approve of Heraclitus, who, being not disposed to comply with the usages of some

self-taught and arrogant, said, "I have explored of them, why am I to be abhorred as a vile mls-
myself." Nor can I praise him for hiding his creant?3 Does the sovereign order the payment
poem ' in the temple of Artemis, in order that of tribute, I am ready to render it. Does my
it might be published afterwards as a mystery ; master command me to act as a bondsman and
and those who take an interest in such things say to serve, I acknowledge the serfdom. Man is to
that Euripides the tragic poet came there and be honoured as a fellow-man, * God alone Is to
read it, and, gradually learning it by heart, care- be feared,--He who is not visible to human
fully handed down to posterity this darkness 2 of eyes, nor comes within the compass of human
Heraclitus. Death, however, demonstrated the arL. Only when I am commanded to deny Him.
stupidity of this man ; for, being attacked by will I not obey, but will rather die than show
dropsy, as he had studied the art of medicine as myself false and ungrateful. Our God did not
well as philosophy, he plastered himself with cow- begin to be in time : s He alone is without be-
dung, which, as it hardened, contracted the flesh iginning, and He Himself is the beginning of all
of his whole body, so that he was pulled in things. God is a Spirit, 6 not pervading matter,
pieces, and thus died. Then, one cannot listen but the Maker of materml sprats, 7 and of the
to Zeno, who declares that at the conflagration forms that are in matter ; He is invisible, impal-
the same man will rise again to perform the same pable, being Himself the Father of both sensible
actions as before ; for instance, Anytus and Mile- and invisible things. Him we know from His
tus to accuse, Busiris to murder his guests, and creation, and apprehend His invisible power by
Hercules to repeat his labours ; and in this doc- His works, s I refuse to adore that workman-
trine of the conflagration he introduces more ship which He has made for our sakes. The sun
wicked than just persons-- one Socrates and a and moon were made for us : how, then, can I
Hercules, and a few more of the same class, but adore my own servants ? How can I speak of
not many, for the bad will be found far more stocks and stones as gods ? For the Spirit that
numerous than the good. And according to him pervades matter 7 is inferior to the more divine
the Deity will manifestly be the author of evil, sprat ; and this, even when assimilated to the
dwelling in sewers and worms, and in the per- soul, is not to be honoured equally with the per-
petrators of impiety. The eruptions of fire in fect God. Nor even ought the ineffable God to
Sicily, moreover, confute the empty boasting of be presented with gifts ; for He who is in want
Empedocles, in that, though he wm no god, he of nothing is not to be misrepresented by us as
falsely almost gave himself out for one. I laugh, though He were indigent. But I will set forth
too, at the old wife's talk of Pherecydes, and the our views more distinctly.
doctrine inherited from him by Pythagoras, and
that of Plato, an imitation of his, though some 3 [DearChtisttansofthosetlmea;so Justin and all tlm rest a_peal

think otherwise. And who would give his ap- ai*in*tt_ o_um. Their,m_.... _eno*,"CaSt OUtas evil, butfragrant with unrequited love. Matt. x _a-39. ]
proval to the cynogamy of Crates, and not rather, * [z Pet. ii. xT. This claim for man as tna_* is the insplratinn of

Christiamty. Terence breathes it flora hiswo._d._, soul in sla.VeurYmrepudiating the wild and tumid speech of those _d his _mJ tree, "Homosin. h_m_, _h,] _ me _U_n_
who resemble him, turn to the investigation of p_to" CH..._o_,'_o_.,,_t_ _.:,,_r._s_,]ooV._if,th.db,_written in the second century ofillumination.]
what truly deserves attention? Wherefore be s [Kaye's yustln, pp. 56, t58.]

6 John iv. _4.
7 [Over again Tatian asserts spirits to be ma2er_'m2,though not

t *reOl6_f***. . . tiesMy ; and I think with re_ertmm to t C.or. xv. 4¢.]
i H* wgug_ _ O_OS"tt_ for his O_'LI_. 8 Rotn. i. gto_
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CHAP. V. -- THE DOCTRINE OF THE CHRISTIANS AS taon of all things ; not, as the Stoics affirm, ac-

TO THE CREATIONOF THE WORLD. cording to the return of certain cycles, the same
God was in the beginning ; but the beginning, things being produced and destroyed for no use-

we have been taught, is the power of the Logos. ful purpose, but a resurrection once for all, 6when
For the Lord of the universe, who is Himself our periods of existence are completed, and in
the necessary ground 05wjon'a,n,) of all being, consequence solely of the constitution of things

under which men alone live, for the purpose of
inasmuch as no creature was yet in exlstence, passing judgment upon them. Nor is sentencewas alone ; but inasmuch as He was all power,
Himself the necessary ground of things visible iuP°n us passed by Minos or Rhadamanthus, be-
and invisible, with Him were all things ; with fore whose decease not a single soul, according
Him, by Logos-power (&_ ,koTL_¢ 3vvdF_oJ_), to the mythic tales, was judged ; but the Creator,
the Logos Himself also, who was in Him, sub- God Himself, becomes the arbiter. And, al-
slsts.' And by His simple will the Logos springs though you regard us as mere triflers and bab-
forth ; and the Logos, not coming forth in vain, blers, it troubles us not, since we have faith m
becomes the first-begotten work of the Father. this doctrine. For just as, not existing before I
Him (the Logos) we know to be the beginning was born, I knew not who I was, and only ex-

isted in the potentiality (b,rdcrao't_) of fleshlyof the world. But He came into being by par-
ticipation, _ not by abscission ; for what is cut off matter, but being born, after a former state of
is separated from the original substance, but that nothingness, I have obtained through nay birth
which comes by participation, making its choice a certainty of my existence ; in the same way,
of function,3 does not render him deficient from having been born, and through death existing
whom it is taken. For just as from one torch no longer, and seen no longer, I shall exist again,
many fires are hghted, but the light of the first just as before I was not, but was afterwards born.
torch is not lessened by the kindling of many Even though fire destroy all traces of my flesh,
torches, so the Logos, coming forth from the the world receives the vaporized matter ; z and
Logos-power of the Father, has not d_vested of though dispersed through rivers and seas, or

torn m pieces by wild beasts, I am laid up inthe Logos-power Him who begat Him. I my-
self, for instance, talk, and you hear; yet, cer- the storehouses of a wealthy Lord. And, al-
tainly, I who converse do not become destitute though the poor and the godless know not what
of speech (_.d7o_) by the transmission of speech, is stored up, yet God the Sovereign, when He
but by the utterance of my voice I endeavour to pleases, will restore the substance that is visible
reduce to order the unarranged matter an your to Him alone to its pristine condition.
minds. And as the Logos, 4 begotten in the be- CHAP. VII.--CON'CERNINGTHE FALLOF MAN.
ginning, begat in turn our world, having first
created for Himself the necessary matter, so also For the heavenly Logos, a spirit emanating
I, m imitation of the Logos, being begotten from the Father and a Logos from the Logos-
again, s and having become possessed of the power, in imitation of the Father who begat Him
truth, am trying to reduce to order the confused made man an image of immortality, so that, as
matter which is kindred with myself. For mat- mcorruption is with GOd, in like manner, man,
ter is not, like God, without beginning, nor, as sharing in a part of God, might have the immor-
having no beginning, is of equal power with God ; tal principle also. The Logos, s too, before the
it is begotten, and not produced by any other creati°n of men, was the Framer of angels. Andeach of these two orders of creatures was made
being, but brought into existence by the Framer free to act as it pleased, not having the nature
of all things alone, of good, which again is with God alone, but is
CHAP. Vl.- CHRISTIANS' BELIEF IN THE RESUR- I brought to perfection in men through their free-

Rr__TiO_r. dora of choice, in order that the bad man may
And on this account we believe that there will be justly punished, having become depraved

be a resurrection of bodies after the consumma- through his own fault, but the just man be de-
servedly praised for his virtuous deeds, since in

t [See Kaye's y*sti* Martyr, p. xfx, note; and observe hts the exercise af his free choice he refrained from
smcture on Bull and Waterland.]

* _,_ _.p,,_6_. Some_.shte, "by divi_,," but tbe,bey, transgressing the will of God. Such is the con-
Is prtff_abl¢. The sere, according to Otto, ts that the Logos, hay- stitution of things in reference to angels andmg received a pecuhar nature, shares in the ratlonal #azoer of the
Fatherasa lightedtorchpartakesofthehghtofthetorchfromwhtch men. And the power of the Logos, having in
it is kindled Comp. Just. Mar, .Dial ¢. T, chap lxt

3 obcovo_._ _'_v o.lm*tu _rpo*A_(w. The above seem* the sirn- itself a faculty to foresee future events, not as
pleat t_mtdta'ittg of this _t lmmmge, but several others have been

_. [_-e note 4, cap. ix, infra, p. 69 J
4 [Matter not eternal. He seems to have understood Gen. i. t, 6 [Camp cap. xvii., durra, note 5, P- 7_. _v _/_t409 o_rs6_t_¢.]

7 [A _uppo__ dtscovery of mmtern _eaee. See Re/ig__ a_,d
of the creaUon of matter; and verse a, as beginning the history of our C_em_try, by Pro_sor Cook of Harvard, pp. 79) xox. Revdstdplanet and the visible tmiverse.J
• s [Supposed to be a persot_tl referenot_ to hi.* c_nw-rslon and Edttia_ Sen'briers, x88o ]
harm As to"cenfusedmatmr(" tt should be kindred matterj $ [_'sret_r_of th_ t_ag8 ahou_b_ _ Ecg
and must be set over "'k_',_red sph'k." See p. 7t, cap. xt_., i_fr, z ] his y_i,_, p. tSa.]
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fated, but as taking place by the choice of free a homicide and the instigator of wars. From
agents, foretold from time to time the issues regard to her reputation, as it appears to me,
of things to come ; it also became a forbidder of the Athenians attributed to the earth the son
wickedness by means of prohibitions, and theborn of her connection with Hepha_stos, that
encomiast of those who remained good. And, Athen6 might not be thought to be deprived of
when men attached themselves to one who was her virility by Hephaestos, as Atalanta by Melea-
more subtle than the rest, having regard to his iger. This limping manufacturer of buckles and
being the first-born,' and declared him to be earrings, as is likely, deceived the motherless
God, though he was resisting the law of God, ichild and orphan with these girlish ornaments.
then the power of the Logos excluded the be- Poseidon frequents the seas ; Ares delights in
ginner of the folly and his adherents from all wars ; Apollo is a player on the cithara ; Diony-
fellowship with Himself. And so he who was sus is absolute sovereign of the Thebans ; Kronos
made in the likeness of God, since the more is a tyrannicide; Zeus has intercourse with his
powerful spirit as separated from him, becomes own daughter, who becomes pregant by him. I
mortal ; but that first-begotten one through his may instance, too, Eleusis, and the mystic
transgression and ignorance becomes a demon ; Dragon, and Orpheus, who says,-
and they who imitated him, that is his illusions, "Close thegates against the profane !"
are become a host of demons, and through their
freedom of choice have been given up to their Aidoneus carries off Kord, and his deeds have
own infatuation, been made into mysteries ; Demeter bewails her

daughter, and some persons are deceived by the
char. vni.- Trm DEMONSSINAMONOMANrZ_D.Athenians. In the precincts of the temple of

But men form the material (67rd0c_L,) of the son of Leto is a spot called Omphalos ; but
their apostasy. For, having shown them a plan Omphalos is the burial-place of Dionysus. You
of the position of the stars, like dice-players, now I laud, O Daphne 1--by conquering the
they introduced Fate, a flagrant injustice. For incontinence of Apollo, you disproved his power
the judge and the judged are made so by Fate ; of vatacination ; for, not foreseeing what would
the murderers and the murdered, the wealthy occur to you,S he derived no advantage from
and the needy, are the offspring of the same Fate ; his art. Let the far-shooting god tell me how
and every nativity is regarded as a theatrical Zephyrus slew Hyacinthus. Zephyrus conquered
entertainment by those beings of whom Homer him ; and in accordance with the saying of the
says,- tragic poet,

"Among the gods "A breeze is the most honourable chariot of the
Rose laughter irrepressible." 2 gods," *-

But must not those who are spectators of single conquered by a slight breeze, Apollo lost his.
combats and are partisans on one side or the beloved.
other, and he who marries and is a pmderast and
an adulterer, who laughs and is angry, who flees CHAP.IX.- THEYCXVEVaSETO suv]_P_rmOlS'S.
and is wounded, be regarded as mortals ? For, Such are the demons ; these are they who
by whatever actions they manifest to men their laid down the doctrine of Fate. Their funda-
characters, by these they prompt their hearers to mental principle was the placing of animals in
copy their example. And are not the demons the heavens. For the creeping things on the
themselves, with Zeus at their head, subjected earth, and those that swim in the waters, and
to Fate, being overpowered by the same pas- the quadrupeds on the mountains, with which
sions as men? And, besides, how are those they lived when expelled from heaven,- these
beings to be worshipped among whom there they dignified with celestial honour, in order
exists such a great contrariety of opinions ? For that they might themselves be thought to re-
Rhea, whom the inhabitants of the Phrygian main in heaven, and, by placing the constelta-
mountains call Cybele, enacted emasculation on tions there, might make to appear rational the
account of Attis, of whom she was enamoured ; irrational course of life on earth.s Thus the
but Aphrodite is delighted with conjugal era- high-spirited and he who is crushed with toil,
braces. Artemis is a poisoner ; "Apollo heals the temperate and the intemperate, the indigent
diseases. And after the decapitation of the and the wealthy, are what they are simply from
Gorgon, the beloved of Poseidon, whence sprang the controllers of their nativity. For the delinea-
the horse Pegasus and Chrysaor, Athen_ and tion of the zodiacal circle is the work of gods.
Asclepios divided between them the drops of And, when the light of one of them predomi-
blood ; and, while he saved men's lives by nates, as they express it, it deprives all the rest
means of them, she, by the same blood, became

z Ge_i.z. [Fi_r,_-ba',,'_. _7"fe;_o_lrp_rg,l_w_r,l 4 Itlsunoermmfromwhomflfisih_mquowd.
* IL, i. $99; Od., vi_. 3a6. s Caxmp.eh. "diL iKxt.
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of their honour ; and he who now is conquered, manner, has put this man also among the gods,s
at another time gains the predominance. And and been recompensed with honour and reward ?
the seven planets are well pleased with them,' Why have you robbed God ? Why do you
as if they were amusing themselves with dine. dishonour His workmanship? You sacrifice a
But we are superior to Fate, and instead of wan- sheep, and you adore the same animal. The
dermg (_-Xav_r_v) demons, we have learned to Bull is in the heavens, and you slaughter its
know one Lord who wanders not; and, as we image. The Kneeler 6 crushes a noxious ani-
do not follow the guidance of Fate, we reject mal, and the eagle that devours the man-maker
its lawgivers. Tell me, I adjure you/did Trip- Prometheus is honoured. The swan is noble,
tolemus sow wheat and prove a benefactor to the forsooth, because it was an adulterer ; and the
Athenians after their sorrow? And why was not Dioscun, living on alternate days, the ravishers
Demeter, before she lost her daughter, a bene- of the daughters of Leucippus, are also noble !
factress to men ? The Dog of Engone is shown Better still is Helen, who forsook the flaxen-
in the heavens, and the Scorpion the helper of haired Menelaus, and followed the turbaned and
Artemis, and Chlron the Centaur, and the dr-gold-adorned Paris. A just man also is Soph-
vlded Argo, and the Bear of Calhsto. Yet how, ron/ who transported this adulteress to the
before these performed the aforesaid deeds, were Elysian fields ! But even the daughter of Tyn-
the heavens unadorned ? And to whom will it darus is not gifted with immortality, and Euripi-

not appear ridiculous that the Deltotum 3 should des has wisely represented this woman as put to
be placed among the stars, according to some, death by Orestes.
on account of Sicily, or, as others say, on ac-
count of the first letter m the name of Zeus CHAP.XI._THE SIN OF MENDUE NOT TO FATE_

(A_6_) ? For why are not Sardinia and Cyprus Bur TO FREE-WILL.
honoured in heaven_ And why have not the
letters of the names of the brothers of Zeus, who How, then, shall I admit this nativity accord-
shared the kingdom with him, been fixed there ing to Fate, when T see such managers of Fate ?
too ? And how is it that Kronos, who was put I do not wish to be a king ; I am not anxious to
in chains and ejected from his kingdom, is con- be rich ; I decline nuhtary command ; I detest
stltuted a manager 4 of Fate? How, too, can fornication; I am not impelled by an insatiable
he give kingdoms who no longer reigns himself? love of gain to go to sea ; I do not contend for
Reject, then, these absurdities, and do not be- chaplets ; I am free from a mad thirst for fame ;
come transgressors by hating us unjustly. I despise death ; I am superior to every kind of

disease ; grief does not consume my soul. Am
I a slave, I endure servitude. Am I free, I do

CHAP.X. _ RIDICULEOF THE HEATHENDrVINITIES. not make a vaunt of my good birth. I see that
There are legends of the metamorphosis of the same sun is for all, and one death for all,

men. with you the gods also are metamor- whether they live in pleasure or destitution. The
phosed. Rhea bec _mes a tree ; Zeus a dragon, rich man sows, and the poor man partakes of
on account of Persephone ; the sisters of Phad- the same sowing. The wealthiest die, and beg-
thon are changed into poplars, and Leto into a gars have the same limits to their life. The rich
bird of little value, on whose account what is now lack many things, and are glorious only through
Delos was called Ortygia. A god, forsooth, be- the estimation they are held in ; s but the poor
comes a swan, or takes the form of an eagle, man and hewho has very moderate desires, seek-
and, making Ganymede his cupbearer, glories in ing as he does only the things suited to his lot,
a vile affection. How can I reverence gods who more easily obtains his purpose. How is it that
are eager for presents, and angry if they do not you are fated to be sleepless through avarice ?
recexve them ? Let them have their _'ate ! I Why are you fated to grasp at things often, and
am not willing to adore wandering stars. What often to die ? Die to the world, repudiating the
is that hair of Berenic6 ? Where were her stars madness that is in it. Live to Crod, and by ap-
before her death ? And how was the dead Anti- prehending Him lay aside your old natureP We
noiis fixed as a beautiful youth in the moon ? were not created to die, but we die by our own
Who carried him thither: unless perchance, as
men, perjuring themselves for hire, are credited s [He uses the verb Seokovdv as = Oeo_o,e_v: but Kaye directsattenUon to Ju*un's use of the.same as _ to dzscourse on dz_*ne
when they say in ridicule of the gods that kings things,andagaininealHn¢ChnstGod.I . .
have ascended into heaven, so some one, in like 6 Hercules-- a sign m the sky. Lekning on hts rtght knee, hetries to crush with hts loft foot the right side o_ the dragon's head.

7 A writer of mimes.
a Or, reading wtth Maramts x_tv... Tev., "even though," etc.

x The signs of the Zodmc (Gesner). 9.[Think" ' ,

3 The _*e_aum was a star of the shal_ of a triangle --OTTo. pter pares . .
4 I'oiJt6vo/i_o,_. So cap. xn., t_fra : "the constttution of the bod.y m his letter to Cyrme, which, if sp_us, _ .made 6_p of_ to

is unc_r one manag'emen/.," p,t_ do-r_.s,o/.Jcovo/zla,. Also cap. xxs, he found elsewhere m hi_ works. _l'o_m.its. l_. 3- tgttC_
"P-74, infra, note 5-] Paris, x859.]
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fault.' Our free-will has destroyed us; we who ing received their structure from matter and
were free have become slaves; we have been obtained the spirit which inheres in it, became
sold through sin. Nothing evil has been created intemperate and greedy ; some few, indeed,
by God ; we ourselves have manifested wicked- turning to what was purer, but others choosing
hess ; but we, who have manifested it, are able what was inferior in matter, and conforming
again to reject it. their manner of life to it. These beings, pro-

duced from matter, but very remote from right
CHAP. XU.--THE TWO ram)s oF wmrrs, conduct, you, O Greeks, worship. For, being

We recognise two varieties of spirit, one of turned by their own folly to vaingloriousness,
which is called the soul 2 (_nJ_), but the otheris and shaking off the reins [of authority], they
greater than the soul, an image and likeness of have been forward to become robbers of Deity ;
God : both existed in the first men, that in one md the Lord of all has suffered them to besport
sense they might be material (_M_d), and in themselves, till the world, coming to an end, be
another superior to matter. The case stands dissolved, and the Judge appear, and all those
thus: we can see that the whole structure of men who, while assailed by the demons, strive
the world, and the whole creation, has been pro- after the knowledge of the perfect God obtain
duced from matter, and the matter itself brought as the result of their conflicts a more perfect
into existence _ by God; so that on the one testimony in the day of judgment. There is,
hand it may be regarded as rude and unformed then, a spirit in the stars, a spirit in angels, a
before it was separated into parts, and on the spint in plants and the waters, a spirit m men,
other as arranged m beauty and order after the a spirit in animals ; but, though one and the
separation was made. Therefore in that separa- same, it has differences in itself. 6 And while we
tion the heavens were made of matter, and the say these things not from mere hearsay, nor from
stars that are in them ; and the earth and all probable conjectures and sophistical reasoning,
that is upon it has a similar constitution : so that but using words of a certain diviner speech, do
there is a common ongin of all things. But, you who are willing hasten to learn. And you
while such is the case, there yet are certain dif- who do not reject with contempt the Scythian
ferences in the things made of matter, so that Anacharsis, do not disdain to be taught by those
one is more beautiful, and another is beautiful who follow a barbaric code of laws. Give at least
but surpassed by something better. For as the as favourable a reception to our tenets as you
constitution of the body is under one manage- would to the prognostications of the Babylo-
ment, and is engaged in doing that which is the nians. Hearken to us when we speak, if only
cause of its having been made/yet though this as you would to an oracular oak. And yet the
is the case, there are certain differences of dignity things just referred to are the trickeries of fren-
in it, and the eye is one thing, and another the zied demons, while the doctrines we inculcate
ear, and another the arrangement of the hair and are far beyond the apprehension of the world.
the distribution of the intestines, and the com-
imcting together of the marrow and the bones CHAP.KIIL--THEORY OF THE soUL'S nVIMORTALITY.
and the tendons; and though one part differs The soul is not in itself immortal, O Greeks,
from another, there is yet all the harmony of but mortal.7 Yet it is possible for it not to die.
a concert of music in their arrangement ; -- m If, indeed, it knows not the truth, it dies, and is
like manner the world, according to the power dissolved with the body, but rises again at last at
of its Maker containing some things of superior the end of the world with the body, receiving
splendour, but some unlike these, received by death by punishment in immortality. But, again,
the will of the Creator a material spirit. And if it acquires the knowledge of God, it dies not,
these things severally it is possible for him to although for a time it be dissolved. In itself it
perceive who does not conceitedly reject those is darkness, and there is nothing luminous in it.
most divine explanations which in the course of And this is the meaning of the saying, "The
time have been consigned to writing, and make darkness comprehendeth not the light." s For
those who study them great lovers of God. the soul does not preserve the spirit, but is pre-
Therefore the demons, s as you call them, hay- served by it, and the light comprehends the

darkness. The Logos, in truth, is the light of
I [Comp. cap. xv, infra, and the note 6, p. 7x.]
* [s_ cap.r_., in_..] God, but the ignorant soul is darkness. On this

IAtemlly, "bm_lght forth" or "forward." The word does not RCCOUnt_ if it continues solitary, it tends down-imply that matter was created by God.
* T,w', wordsm _o_,1_ ok_-_**.WehaveS'._'. s_t_- ward towards matter, and dies with the flesh ;

a, ny the o#,ion a Worth,,s e_v.g_. _ his t_. _o_...T_ but, if it enters into union with the Divine Spirit,_case is: The body is evidenfly.a umty m *_ _cm and zts
activhy, and the ultimate end which tt _nrves m creatmu ts that vnth
which It is occupled, y_-t there are di_reaces in respe_ o_ the Parm. 6 [" Which, though one and the same, is thus varlously modified."
Otto renders: " For as the commtu_o.n of _ .body ts _ _ plan, and Kaye_ rendering in his 7_tin, P. t84.]
ia _ce to the body _ cause of us ort4pmts occupi_.. . :' [Here Bt.dm)p Ka_ has a very full note° quofiag a bemxtiful

s [Dtm_. Tim Paris edttor_ have it note.here, tudmng us to _ textuaUyfima Besusobre, with whom, however, he does not
ttmi_tithcautica; asourauthor_ms.Mytommlpmttmdcmmms _mdreIycoincide.. y_,rak, p.x_.]
robe material creatures. P. tSt, ed. x6xS.] t John i. 5-
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it is no longer helpless, but ascends to the regions the part of these demons transgression is more
whither the Spirit guides it: for the dwelling-]abundant owing to their boundless existence ?
place of the spirit m above, but the origin of 1
the soul is from beneath. Now, in the beginning CHAP. XV.-- NECESSITYOr A UNION WITH THE
the spirit was a constant companion of the soul, HOLY SPIRIT.

but the splnt forsook it because it was not will- But further, it becomes us now to seek for
ing to follow. Yet, retaining as it were a spark what we once had, but have lost, to unite the
of its power, though unable by reason of the soul with the Holy Spirit, and to strive after
separation to discern the perfect, while seeking union with God. The human soul consists of
for God it fashioned to itself in its wandenng imany parts, and is not simple ; it is composite,
many gods, following the sophxstnes of the[so as to manifest itself through the body ; for
demons. But the Spirit of God is not with all, ] neither could it ever appear by itself without
but, taking up its abode with those who live the body, nor does the flesh rise again without
justly, and intimately combining with the soul, [ the soul. Man is not, as the croaking philoso-
by prophecies it announced hidden things to phers say, merely a rational animal, capable of
other souls. And the souls that are obedient to understanding and knowledge ; for, according to
wisdom have attracted to themselves the cognate them, even irratmnal creatures appear possessed
spirit ; ' but the d_sobedient, rejecting the minis- of understanding and knowledge. But man alone
ter of the suffering God," have shown themselves is the Image and likeness of God ; and I mean
to be fighters against God, rather than His wor- by man, not one who performs actions similar to
shippers, those of animals, but one who has advanced far

beyond mere humanity--to GOd Himself. This
CHAP. XIV. -- THE DEMONS SHALL BE PUNISHED question we have discussed more minutely in the

MORE SEVERELYTHAN MEN. treatise concerning animals. But the principal
And such are you also, O Greeks, -- profuse ipoint to be spoken of now is, what is intended

in words, but with minds strangely warped ; and by the image and likeness of God. That which
you acknowledge the dominion of many rather cannot be compared is no other than abstract
than the rule of one, accustoming yourselves to being ; but that which is compared is no other
follow demons as if they were mighty. For, as than that which is like. The perfect God is
the inhuman robber is wont to overpower those without flesh ; but man is flesh. The bond of
like himself by daring ; so the demons, going to the flesh is the soul ; 4 that which encloses the
great lengths in wickedness, have utterly deceived soul is the flesh. Such is the nature of man's
the souls among you which are left to themselves constitution ; and, if it be like a temple, God is
by ignorance and false appearances. These pleased to dwell in it by the spirit, Hts represen-
beings do not indeed die easily, for they do not tative ; but, if it be not such a habitation, man
partake of flesh ; but while living they practise excels the wild beasts in articulate language only,
the ways of death, and dm themselves as often --in other respects his manner of life is like
as they teach their _ollowers to sin. Therefore, theirs, as one who is not a likeness of God. But
what is now their chief distraction, that they do none of the demons possess flesh ; their strut-
not die like men, they will retain when about to ture is spiritual, like that of fire or air. And only
suffer punishment : they will not partake of ever- by those whom the Spirit of God dwells in and
lasting life, so as to receive this instead of death fortifies are the bodies of the demons easily seen,
in a blessed immortality. And as we, to whom not at all by others, m I mean those who possess
it now easily happens to die, afterwards receive only soul ; s for the inferior has not the ability to
the immortal with enjoyment, or the painful with apprehend the superior. On this account the
immortality, so the demons, who abuse the pres- nature of the demons has no place for repent-
ent life to purposes of wrong-doing, dying con- ance ; for they are the reflection of matter and
tinually even while they live, will have hereafter of wickedness. But matter desired to exercise
the same immortality, like that which they had lordship over the soul; and according to their
during the time they lived, but m its nature like free-will these gave laws of death to men ; but
that of men, who voluntarily performed what the men, after the loss of immortality, have con-
demons prescribed to them during their hfetime, quered death by submitting to death in faith ; 6
And do not fewer kinds of sin break out among and by repentance a call has been given to them,
men owing to the brevity of their lives,3 while on according to the word which says, "Since they

were made a little lower than the angels." 7 And,
t [See cap. v., note, ,supra, p. &l.]
2 [7"o_ _-mrov06.ros @eo£'. A very not_vorthy tesumony to the

mystery of the Crc_s, and an early sl_elmen of the Cammuntcatta * [_ecr_b_ 6; "t_.a'_fr, cb_ t_.] .
idfomatum: the &v-r_e(rt_ or _v'r_p.erdo-reurt_ of the Greek thcolo- s .U_._n.p. t Cor. Is. z4, zS. [The b_..X_ot, ofwhom.we are to hear
gtmm. Pearson, On the Creed, p. 3z4. london, x824. ] so much m Termlhan. Comp..c_i m_t., .*_a, p. 7°-] ,

3 [The shortenmg of human hfe is a gracious limttation of trans- 6 [But Kay¢ would translate, ' by dyiBg _a lf/te _/d thrOUgh
grcms_n and of the peril of probatJ_on. "Let not our years be multi- faith 'rl
lflied to haerease our gmlt."] 7 I_ vilt. 5
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for every one who has been conquered, it is pos- Abdera is Abderiloquent ? But, as he who gave
sible again to conquer, if he rejects the condition the name to the city, a friend of Hercules as it
which brings death. And what that is, may be is said, was devoured by the horses of Diomedes,
easily seen by men who long for immortality, so he who boasted of the Magian Ostanes + will

be delivered up in the day of consummation s as
CHAP. XVL-- W_,_ ])]SPLAYOF POWER SY THE fuel for the eternal fire. And you, if you do not

DEMOSS. cease from your laughter, will gain the same pun-
But the demons + who rule over men are not ishment as the jugglers. Wherefore, O Greeks,

the souls of men ; for how should these be capa- hearken to me, addressing you as from an emi-
ble of action after death? unless man, who while hence, nor in mockery transfer your own want
living was void of understanding and power, of reason to the herald of the truth. A diseased
should be believed when dead to be endowed affection (TrdOo_) is not destroyed by a counter-
with more of active power. But neither could affection (&,n_-dOEm), nor is a maniac cured by
this be the case, as we have shown elsewhere.* hanging little amulets of leather upon him.
And it is difficult to conceive that the immortal There are visitations of demons ; and he who is
soul, which is impeded by the members of the sick, and he who says he is in love, and he who
body, should become more intelligent when it hates, and he who wishes to be revenged, accept
has migrated from it. For the demons, inspired them .as helpers. And this is the method of
with frenzy against men by reason of their own their operation : just as the forms of alphabetic
wickedness, pervert their minds, which already letters and the lines composed of them cannot
incline downwards, by various deceptive scenic of themselves indicate what is meant, but men
representations, that they may be disabled from have invented for themselves signs of their
rising to the path that leads to heaven. But thoughts, knowing by their peculiar combination
from us the things which are in the world are what the order of the letters was intended to ex-
not hidden, and the divine is easily apprehended press ; so, in like manner, the various kinds of
by us if the power that makes souls immortal roots and the mutual relation of the sinews and
visits us. The demons are seen also by the men bones can effect nothing of themselves, but are
possessed of soul, when, as sometimes, they ex- the elemental matter with which the depravity
hibit themselves to men, either that they may be of the demons works, who have determined for
thought to be something, or as evil-disposed what purpose each of them is available. And,
friends may do harm to them as to enemies, or when they see that men consent to be served by
afford occasions of doing them honour to those means of such things, they take them and make
who resemble them. For, if it were possible, them their slaves But how can it be honour-[ . . •
they would without doubt pull down heaven it-able to mmzster to adulteries? How can it be
self with the rest of creation. But now this they noble to stimulate men in hating one another ?
can by no means effect, for they have not the Or how is it becoming to ascribe to matter the
power ; but they make war by means of the !relief of the insane, and not to God ? For by
lower matter against the matter that is like them- their art they turn men aside from the pious
selves. Should any one wish to conquer them, acknowledgment of God, leading them *.oplace
let him repudiate matter. Being armed with confidence in herbs and roots. 6 But God, if
the breastplate 3 of the celestial Spirit, he will be He had prepared these things to effect just what
able to preserve all that is encompassed by it. men wish, would be a Producer of evil things;
There are, indeed, diseases and disturbances of whereas He Himself produced everything winch
the matter that is in us ; but, when such things has good qualities, but the profligacy of the de-
happen, the demons ascribe the causes of them mons has made use of the productions of nature
to themselves, and approach a man whenever for evil purposes, and the appearance of evil
disease lays hold of him. Sometimes they which these wear is from them, and not from
themselves disturb the habit of the body by a the perfect God. For how comes it to pass that
tempest of folly ; but, being smitten by the word when alive I was in no wise evil, but that now I
of God, they depart in terror, and the sick man am dead and can do nothing, my remains, which
is healed, are incapable of motion or even sense, should

effect something cognizable by the senses ? And
CHAP. XVII. -- THEY FALSELY PROMISE HEALTH TO how shall he who has died by the most miserable

THEIR VOTARII_.
death be able to assist in avenging any one ? If

Concerning the sympathies and antipathies this were vossible, much more might he defend

of Democritus what can we say but this, that, l _
according to the common saying, the man of o,_,,,_ _,'ia,_._L-_u=_,H_.f_,,',_=. u,,_,

-- I_ ii.p. 6. Le_n, z69S.]
_t[F_ a k,u-,t_dm:l val.md___ ¢oml_im.a_ mmrb,l_m,.i,micDe. I s [.C_p.. trap. w ,.note 6, _., _. ,tr/.] . . .

_w+mp, m __K_'e'sYm_PIJ*M*er_3,r,PP.sox-._to,j I 6 [,/Irlr_ .dm_*eyr_. m neaeaore, see oumrvtl .___,_-_._
• _ in hi*..--__ "On ._m.L..,, Ikeming_tv,Jluaa_ otthisplace,in l_rtan, ,,/It.Md,0_/_.,
• Cutup.Eph._ *3,*4,'7. Ip. _ Ed. l_ewYork,z847.]
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himself from his own enemy ; being able to as- out being paid for it I Crescens, who made his
sistothers,much moremighthe constitutehim- nestinthegreatcity,surpassedallmen inun-
self his own avenger, natural love (_o"Ka), and was strongly

addicted to the love of money. Yet this man,
CHAP.xvm. --THZ¢Dzczrcz, n_sr_:xnOF who professed to despise death, was so afraid of

REAXa_SG. death, that he endeavoured to inflict on Justin,
But medicine and everything included in it is and indeed on me, the punishment of death, as

an invention of the same kind. If any one is being an evil, because by proclaiming the truth
healed by matter, through trusting to it, much he convicted the philosophers of being gluttons
more will he be healed by having recourse to the and cheats. But whom of the philosophers,
power of God. As noxious preparations are save you only, was he accustomed to inveigh
material compounds, so are curatives of the same against? If you say, in agreement with our
nature. If, however, we reject the baser matter, tenets, that death is not to be dreaded, do not
some persons often endeavour to heal by a court death from an insane love of fame among
union of one of these bad things with some other, men, like Anaxagoras, but become despisers of
and will make use of the bad to attain the good. death by reason of the knowledge of God. The
But, just as he who dines with a robber, though construction of the world is exceUent, but the
he may not be a robber himself, partakes of the life men live in it is bad ; and we may see those
punishment on account of his intimacy with him, greeted with applanse as in a solemn assembly
so he who is not bad but associates with the bad, who know not God. For what is divination?
having dealings with them for some supposed and why are ye deceived by it? It is a minister
good, will be punished by God the Judge for to thee of worldly lusts. You wish to make war,
partnership in the same object. Why is he who and you take Apollo as a counsellor of slaughter.
trusts in the system of matter, not willingto trust You want to carry off a maiden by force, and
in God? For what reason do you not approach you select a divinity to be your accomplice.
the more powerful Lord, but rather seek to cure You are ill by your own fault ; and, as Agamem-
yourself, like the dog with grass, or the stag with non _ wished for ten councillors, so you wish to
a viper, or the hog with river-crabs, or the lion have gods with you. Some woman by drinking
with apes? Why do you deify the objects of water gets into a frenzy, and loses her senses by
nature? And why, when you cure yourneigh- the fumes of frankincense, and you say that she
bour, are you called a benefactor ? Yield to the has the gift of prophecy. Apollo was a prog-
power of the Logos I The demons don ot cure, nosticator and a teacher of soothsayers : in the
but by their art make men their captives. And matter of Daphne he deceived himself. An oak,
the most admirable Justin"has rightlydenounced forsooth, is oracular, and birds utter presages!
them as robbers. For, as it is the practice of And so you are inferiorto animals and plants !
some to capture persons and then to restore It would surelybe a fine thing for you to become
them to their friends for a ransom, so those who a divining rod, or to assume the wings of a bird 1
are esteemed gods, invading the bodies of cer- He who makes you fond of money also foretells
tain persons, and producing a sense of their your getting rich; he who excites to seditions
presence by dreams, command them to come and wars also predicts victory in war. If you
forth into pubhc, and in the sight of all, when are superiorto the passions, you will despise all
they have taken their fill of the things of this worldly things. Do not abhor us who have
world, fly away from the sick, and, destroying made this attainment, but, repudiating the
the disease which they had produced, restore demons,4 follow the one God. "All thingsJ
men to their formerstate were made by Him, and without Him not one

thing was made." If there is poison in natural
CHAP. X/X.- DEPRAVITY LIES AT THE BOTTOM OF productions,thishas supervenedthroughour

DEMON-WORSmP. sinfulness. I am able to show the perfect truth
But do you, who have not the perception of of these things ; only do you hearken, and he

these things, be instructed by us who know who believes will understand.
them : though you do profess to despise death,
and to be sufficient of yourselves for everything. CHAP.xx. -- THAmeSAREEVERVU_ TOGOD.
But this is a discipline in which your philoso- Even if you be healed by drugs (I grant you
phers are so greatly deficient, that some of them that point by courtesy), yet it behoves you to
receive from the king of the Romans 6oo aurei give testimony of the cure to God. For the
yearly, for no useful service they perform, but world still draws us down, and through weakness
that they may not even wear a long beard with- I incline towards matter. For the wings of the

• (_A_d..mU_. Comp.ca_ix.,_,._'4,mm4,_¢_]. _C_.H,m.,/L,_.3t*. .

s Johui. 3.
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soul were the perfect spirit, but, having cast this with our narrations. Athend, as they say, took
off through sin, it flutters like a nestling and falls the form of Deiphobus for the sake of Hector,3
to the ground. Having left the heavenly corn- and the unshorn Phoebus for the sake of Adme-
panionship, it hankers after communion with in- tus fed the trailing-footed oxen, and the spouse
ferior things. The demons were driven forth to of Zeus came as an old woman to Semele. But,
another abode ; the first created human beings while you treat seriously such things, how can
were'expelled from their place: the one, indeed, you deride us? Your Asclepios died, and he
were cast down from heaven ; but the other were : who ravished fifty virgins in one night at Thespim
driven from earth, yet not out of this earth, but lost his life by delivering himself to the devour-
from a more excellent order of things than exists ing flame. Prometheus, fastened to Caucasus,
here now. And now it behoves us, yearning! suffered punishment for his good deeds to men.
after that pristine state, to put aside everything According to you, Zeus is envious, and hides
that proves a hindrance. The heavens are not the dream 4 from men, wishing their destruction.
infinite, O man, but finite and bounded ; and Wherefore, looking at your own memorials, vouch-
beyond them are the superior worlds which have safe us your approval, though it were only as
not a change of seasons, by which various dis- dealing in legends similar to your own. We,
eases are produced, but, partaking of every however, do not deal in folly, but your legends
happy temperature, have perpetual day, and light axe only idle tales. If you speak of the origin
unapproachable by men below. _ Those who of the gods, you also declare them to be mortal.
have composed elaborate descriptions of the For what reason is Hera now never pregnant?
earth have given an account of its various regions Has she grown old ? or is there no one to give
so far as this was possible to man ; but, being un- iyou information ? Believe me now, O Greeks,
able to speak of that which is beyond, because and do not resolve your myths and gods into
of the impossibility of personal observation, they allegory. If you attempt to do this, the divine
have assigned as the cause the existence of nature as held by you is overthrown by your own
tides ; and that one sea is filled with weed, and selves ; for, if the demons with you are such as
another with mud ; and that some localities are they are said to be, they are worthless as to
burnt up with heat, and others cold and frozen, character ; or, if regarded as symbols of the
We, however, have learned things which were[powers of nature, they are not what they are
unknown to us, through the teaching of the called. But I cannot be persuaded to pay reli-
prophets, who, being fully persuaded that the gious homage to the natural elements, nor can I
heavenly spirit 2 along with the soul will acquire a undertake to persuade my neighbour. And Met-
clothing of mortality, foretold things which other rodorus of Lampsacus, in his treatise concerning
minds were unacquainted with. But it is pos- Homer, has argued very foolishly, turning every-
sible for every one who is naked to obtain this thing into allegory. For he says that neither
apparel, and to return to its ancient kindred. Hera, nor Athen6, nor Zeus are what those per-

sons suppose who consecrate to them sacred
CHAP.XXl. m DOCTRINESOF THE CHRISTIANSAND enclosures and groves, but parts of nature and

GREEKSRESPECTINGGOD COMPARED. certain arrangements of the elements. Hector
also, and Achilles, and Agamemnon, and all the

We do not act as fools, O Greeks, nor utter Greeks in general, and the Barbarians with Helen
idle tales, when we announce that God was born and Paris, being of the same nature, you will of
in the form of a man. I call on you who re- course say are introduced merely for the sake of
proach us to compare your mythical accounts th e machinery 5 of the poem, not one of these

personages having really existed. But these
[The Aa*o_rorthl,_ _o_ outwithtoo= _ In things we have put forth only for argument's

Kt_e_ note (p t9 8, ys_rtt_ 21it.), thus: *'Above the vimble heavens
e,xi_thobett*rages,_,¢oi,p_to_,,havingnoehang©ofseasons sake ; for it is not allowable even to compare
from which various _ take thelrorlgin, but, blest vn'th a uniform our notion of God with those who are wallowing
='bleg°°dneSStomen°ftemlmramtt'whodwell heretheybe,low."enJ°Yperpetual day, and light inacces- in matter and mud.

Here Ta_m setmm to me to have h_l in mind a noble ptumage.f_y.m?

_ptit_ _d_c_ xquisi_ sp_imens of Greek poetry, which CHAP. XXII.- RIDICULE OF THE SOLEMNITIES OF
"Irov &t _,_v_co,_v aI_l THE GREEKS.

_ _x_,. ,_,_,r,_, And of what sort are your teachings ? Who
_,, ._ _ ,,_i,r_,- must not treat with contempt your solemn fes-
._._4 _' rivals, which, being held in honour of wickedIro_ttot* V_.

x.,_ ,,,_ _=,ffi,. x.,_. o_. _. demons, cover men with infamy ? I have often
Truly the _ re_ect tome llght from tim window ia the ttrk

tff their father Noah. How swat what follows: J._t_ v_vm.wr_
_t,_. Comp. Rev. vii. 7, x_ 4, x_.] _ II., _ _7.

[Ktye thus traders this pm_,ge: *' tht splrit t_ogetMrwith tht _lL, iLiait.

soul _'ll t_:e_,,,_tmmorUdity,the he_'y covtrmgoi"mmtaity.", .Y_tt_, p.z74-]y_,, p. x88.]
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seen a man,--and have been amazed to see, spectacle to be judges, partly of the wickedness

and the amazement has ended in contempt, to I of the adjudicator, and partly of that of the men
think how he is one thing internally, but out- I who engage in the combat. And he who misses
wardly counterfeits what he is not m giving him- the murderous exhibition is grieved, because he
self excessive airs of daintiness and indulgang in was not doomed to be a spectator of wicked and
all sorts of effeminacy; sometimes darting his impious and abominable deeds. You slaughter
eyes about ; sometimes throwing his hands hither animals for the purpose of eating their flesh, and
and thither, and raving with his face smeared gou purchase men to supply a cannibal banquet
with mud ; sometimes personating Aphrodite, for the soul, nourishing it by the most impl-
sometimes Apollo ; a solitary accuser of all the ous bloodshedding. The robber commits tour-
gods, an epitome of superstition, a vituperator der for the sake of plunder, but the rich man
of heroic deeds, an actor of murders, a chroni- purchases gladiators for the sake of their being
cler of adultery, a storehouse of madness, a killed?
teacher of cymedi, an instigator of capital sen-
tences ; --and yet such a man is praised by all. CHAP.XXIV.--OF THEOTHERPUBLICAMUSEMENTS.
But I have rejected all his falsehoods, his ira- What advantage should I gain from him who
piety, his practices, m in short, the man alto- is brought on the stage by Euripides raving mad,
gether. But you are led captive by such men, and acting the matricide of Alcmmon ; who does
while you revile those who do not take a part in not even retain his natural behaviour, but with his
your pursuits. I have no mind to stand agape mouth wide open goes about sword in hand, and,
at a number of singers, nor do I desire to be screaming aloud, is burned to death, habited in a
affected in sympathy with a man when he is robe unfit for man? Away, too, with the mythi-
winking and gesticulating in an unnatural man- cal tales of Acusilaus, and Menander, aversifier of
ner. What wonderful or extraordinary thing is the same class ! And why should I admire the
performed among you? They utter ribaldry in mythic piper? Why should I busy myself about
affected tones, and go through indecent move- the Theban Antigenides,_ like Aristoxenus ? We
ments; your daughters and your sons behold leave you to these worthless things ; and do you
them giving lessons in adultery on the stage, either believe our doctrines, or, like us, give up
Admirable places, forsooth, axe your lecture- yours.
rooms, where every base action perpetrated by
night is proclaimed aloud, and the hearers are CHAP. xxv.mBoAs'rn_GS ASD QUARRELS OF TIlE
regaled with the utterance of infamous discourses ! PHmOSOPHERS.
Admirable, too, are your mendacious poets, who What great and wonderful things have your
by their fictions beguile their hearers from the philosophers effected? They leave uncovered
truth ! one of their shoulders ; they let their hair grow

long ; they cultivate their beards ; their nails are
CHAP.XXZlL--OF THE PUGmmTS_rD GLADIATORS.like the claws of wild beasts. Though they say

I have seen men weighed down by bodily ex- that they want nothing, yet, like Proteus/they
ercise, and carrying about the burden of their need a currier for their wallet, and a weaver for
flesh, before whom rewards and chaplets are set their mantle, and a wood-cutter for their staff,
while the adjudicators cheer them on, not to and the rich,S and a cook also for their gluttony.
deeds of virtue, but to rivalry in violence and O man competing with the dog, 6 you know not
discord; and he who excels in giving blows is God, and so have turned to the imitation of an
crowned. These are the lesser evils ; as for the irrational animal. You cry out in public with an

greater, who would not shrink from telling them ? assumption of authority, and take upon you to
Some, giving themselves up to idleness for the avenge your own self; and if you receive noth-
sake of profligacy, sell themselves to be killed ; ing, you indulge in abuse, and philosophy is with
and the indigent barters himself away, while the you the art of getting money. You follow the
rich man buys others to kill him. And for these doctrines of Plato, and a disciple of Epicurus
the witnesses take their seats, and the boxers lifts up his voice to oppose you. Again, you
meet in single combat, for no reason whatever, wish to be a disciple of Aristotle, and a follower
nor does any one come down into the arena to of Democritus rails at you. Pythagoras says that
succour. Do such exhibitions as these redound he was Euphorbus, and he is the heir of the
to your credit? He who is chief among you
collects a legion of blood-stained murderers. *[Here_.a_tB_.._._co."_n_e i_f_mo.__:

• . • . des o_the . wbtclas_an¢_ a _
engaging to maintain them, and these ruffian. [g_ot_m_a_.r_a_,r__ s_At_,g,_'_'7,
are sent forth by him, and you assemble at the _p_ _r.]u_ _ • a_t_, _ ._i_-_._, _**m-

_ I_e and mumcal_trmnents . t

has returned ul_on us in mo_ of tim _ _ _ ._rc[ 6 '_'_ "_
_,e Charism .',] , ._ C_aic.
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doctrine of Pherecydes; but Aristotle impugns cut off from the wisdom that is according to
the immortality of the soul. You who receive truth, and assign the names of the several parts
from your predecessors doctrines which clash to particular men ; and you know not God, but
with one another, you the inharmomous, are in your fierce contentions destroy one another.
fighting against the harmonious. One of you as- And on this account you are all nothing worth.
serts that God is body, but I assert that He is While you arrogate to yourselves the sole right
without body; that the world is indestructible, of discussion, you discourse like the blind man
but I say that it is to be destroyed ; that a con- with the deaf. Why do you handle the builder's
flagration will take place at various times, but I tools without knowing how to build ? Why do
say that it will come to pass once for all ; that you busy yourselves with words, while you keep
Minos and Rhadamanthus are judges, but I say aloof from deeds, puffed up with praise, but cast
that God Himself is Judge ; that the soul alone down by misfortunes ? Your modes of acting
is endowed with immortality, but I say that the are contrary to reason, for you make a pompous
fesh also is endowed with it.' What injury do appearance in public, but hide your teaching in
we inflict upon you, O Greeks ? Why do you corners. Finding you to be such men as these,
hate those who follow the word of God, as if they we have abandoned you, and no longer concern
were the vilest of mankind ? It is not we who eat ourselves wnh your tenets, but follow the word
human flesh2--they among you who assert such of God. Why, O man, do you set the letters of
a thing have been suborned as false witnesses ; the alphabet at war with one another ? Why do
it is among you that Pelops is made a supper for you, as in a boxing match, make their sounds
the gods, although beloved by Poseidon, and clash together with your mincing Attic way of
Kronos devours his children, and Zeus swallows speaking, whereas you ought to speak more ac-
Metls. cording to nature? For if you adopt the Attic

dialect though not an Athenian, pray why do you
CHAP. XXVI.- RIDICULEOF THE STUDIESOF THE not speak like the Donans ? How is it that oneGREEKS.

appears to you more rugged, the other more
Cease to make a parade of sayings which you pleasant for intercourse ?

have derived from others, and to deck yourselves
like the daw in borrowed plumes. If each state CHAP. XXVU.- THE CHRISTIANSARE HATED UN-
were to take away its contribution to your speech, JUSTLY.
your fallacies would lose their power. While And if you adhere to t],ezr teaching, why do
requiring what God as, you are ignorant of what you fight against me for choosing such views of
is in yourselves ; and, while staring all agape at doctrine as I approve ? Is it not unreasonable
the sky, you stumble into pitfalls. The reading that, while the robber is not to be punished for
of your books is like walking through a labyrinth, the name he bears,3 but only when the truth
and their readers resemble the cask of the about him has been clearly ascertained, yet we
Danai'ds. Why do you divide time, saying that are to be assailed with abuse on a judgment
one part is past, and another present, and an- formed without examination ? Daagoras was an
other future ? For how can the future be passing Athenian, but you punished him for divulging
when the present exists? As those who are sail- the Athenian mysteries ; yet you who read his
ing imagine in their Ignorance, as the ship is Phrygmn discourses hate us. You possess the
borne along, that the hills are in motion, so you commentaries of Leo, and are displeased with
do not know that it is you who are passing along, our refutations of them ; and having in your
but that time (6 al6v) remains present as long hands the opimons of Apion concerning the
as the Creator wills it to exist. Why am I called Egyptian gods, you denounce us as most lmpi-
to account for uttering my opinions, and why are ous. The tomb of Olympian Zeus is shown
you in such haste to put them all down ? Were among you, 4 though some one says that the Cre-
not you born in the same manner as ourselves, tans are liars.S Your assembly of many gods is
and placed under the same government of the nothing. Though their despiser Eplcurns acts as
world ? Why say that wisdom is with you alone, a torch-bearer, 6 I do not any the more conceal
who have not another sun, nor other risings of from the rulers that view of God which I hold
the stars, nor a more distmgmshed origin, nor m relation to His government of the umverse.
a death preferable to that of other men ? The Why do you advise me to be false to my princi-
grammarians have been the beginning of this ples ? Why do you who say that you despise
idle talk ; and you who parcel out wisdom are death exhort us to use art m order to escape it ?

I have not the heart of a deer ; but your zeal
t [ The vigor of this passage, and the impact of its truths upon

heathen ulols, are noble specimens of our author's power.l 3 [Athenagoras, Embassy, cap. ft., infra.]
a [ They ate and drank bread and wine hallowed to he the _otv_- * In Crete.

via of the flesh and blood of Christ (x Cor. x. _6) ; but they knew s Comp. Tit i. x2. CallimacMLs /s probably the author referred
nothing oftho modern doctrine of the Latin churches, which is pre- to, though others express the same opimon respecting the Cretans
ctsely what Tatum denies.] 6 Accommodating himself to the popular opmums, through fear.
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fordialectics resembles the loquacity of Thersites. soul being taught of God, I discern that the
How can I believe one who tells me that the sun former class of writings lead to condemn&tion,
ts a red-hot mass and the moon an earth? Such but that these put an end to the slavery that is
assertionsare mere logomachies, and not a sober in the world, and rescue us from a multiplicity
expositionof truth.How can itbe otherwiseofrulersand tenthousandtyrants,whilethey
thanfoolishto creditthebooksof Herodotusgiveus,notindeedwhatwe bad notbeforere-
relatingtothehistoryofHercules,whichtellof ceived,butwhatwe had receivedbutwerepre-
anupperearthfromwhichthelioncame down ventedby errorfromretaining.
thatwas killedby Hercules?And whatavails
the Attic style, the sorites of philosophers, the CHAP.XXX.--HOWttE RESOLVEDTORESISTZ_dZ
plausibihties of syllogisms, the measurements of DEVIL.
the earth, the positions of the stars, and the Therefore, being initiated and instructed in
course of the sun? To be occupied in such these things, I wish to put away my former errors
inquiries is the work of one who imposes opin- as the follies of childhood. For we know that
ions on himself as if they were laws. the nature of wickedness is like that of the small-

est seeds ; since it has waxed strong from a small
CHAP.xxvm. -- COm_Em_ATm_OF THE CRF-XKbeginning, but will again be destroyed if we obey

L_GISLATtO_. the words of God and do not scatter ourselves.
On this account I reject your legislation also ; For He has become master of all we have by

for there ought to be one common polity for all ; means of a certain "hidden treasure," _ which
but now there are as many different codes as there while we are digging for we are indeed covered_
are states, so that things held disgraceful in some with dust, but we secure it as our fixed posses-
are honourable in others. The Greeks consider sion. He who receives the whole of this treasure
intercourse with a mother as unlawful, but this has obtained comnmnd of the most precious
practice is esteemed most becoming by the Per- wealth. Let these things, then, be said to our
sian Magi ; p_ederasty is condemned by the Bar- friends. But to you Greeks what can I say, ex-
barians, but by the Romans, who endeavour to cept to request you not to rail at those who are
collect herds of boys like grazing horses, it is better than yourselves, nor if they are called Bar-
honoured with certain privileges, barians to make that an occasion of banter?"

For, if you are willing, you will be able to findCHAP. XXIX.- ACCOU'NT OF TATIAN'S CONVERSION.
outthecauseofmen'snotbeingabletounder-

, Wherefore, having seen these things, and more- stand one another's language ; for to those who
over also having been admitted to the mysteries, wish to examine our principles I willgive a simple
and having everywhere examined the religious and copious account of them.
rites performed by the effeminate and the pathic,
and having found among the Romans their La- CHAP"XXXt.--Tt-m PHILOSOPHYOr THE C_mS-
tmrian Jupxterdelighting in human gore and the T_._s MORE_ THANTHATOFTHEGR_XS.
blood of slaughtered men, and Artemis not far But now it seems proper for me to demon-
from the great city' sanctioning acts of the same strate that our philosophy is older than the sys-
kind, and one demon here and another there in- terns of the Greeks. Moses and Homer shaR
stigafing to the perpetration of evil, m retiring be our limits, each of them being of great an-
by myself, I sought how I might be able to dis- tiquity ; the one being the oldest of poets and
cover the truth. And, while I was giving my historians, and the other the founder of all bar-
most earnest attention to the matter, I happened barianwisdom. Let us, then, institute a compar-
to meet with certain barbaric writings, too old ison between them ; and we shall find that our
to be compared with the opinions of the Greeks, doctrines are older, not only than those of the
and too divine to be compared with their errors ; Greeks, but than the invention of letters.s And
and I was led to put faith in these by the unpre- I will not bring forward witnesses from among
tending cast of the language, the inartificialchar- ourselves, but rather have recourse to Greeks.
acter of the writers, the foreknowledge displayed To do the former would be foolish, because it
of future events, the excellent quality of the pre- would not be allowed by you ; but the other will
cepts, and the declaration of the government of surprise you, when, by contending against you
the universe as centred in one Being.* And, my with your own weapons, I adduce arguments of

whichyou had no suspicion. Now thepoetry
I At Adci_ near Rome.

. • [A mmo_b_uibuteto_ _ght_ivi_po_-ra theHoly of Homer, his parentage, and the time in which
sc,lp_. "_,i_ t_ok_"(&,,_,,_ _ _ tiN) he flourished have been investigated bythe most
they,re,: b_t,,_u_ _. w.tt, _,. pmphr_ a l'*.._,. 96 ancient writers,_ by Theagenes of Rhegium,(andromp._p. xl,ilL,i_frffi),--

"t,t auezheathen_toem_e w_f_book, who lived in the time of Cambyses, Steshnbrottm
t_matC,od if_ <_mpamd withthi_,how _- that_
look!"
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of Thasos and Antimachus of Colophon, Herod- [ may be, let our cause remain confirmed by the
ores of Halicarnassus, and Dionysius the Olyn-[judgment pronounced by God. Laugh, if you
thian ; after them, by Ephorus of Cumin, and please ; but you will have to weep hereafter. Is
Philochorus the Athenian, Megaclides and Cha- it not absurd that Nestor, 2 who was slow at cut-
mmleon the Peripatetics ; afterwards by the gram- ring his horses' reins owing to his weak and slug-
marians, Zenodotus, Aristophancs, Callimachus, gish old age, is, according to you, to be admired
Crates, Eratosthenes, Aristarchus, and Apollo- for attempting to rival the young men in fighting,
dorns. Of these, Crates says that he flourished while you deride those among us who struggle
before the return of the Heraclid_e, and within against old age and occupy themselves with the
8o years after the Trojan war ; Eratosthenes says things pertaining to God ? Who would not laugh
that it was after the tooth year from the taking when you tell us that the Amazons, and Semi-
of Ilium ; Aristarchus, that it was about the time ramis, and certain other warlike women existed,
of the Ionian migration, which was I4o years while you cast reproaches on our maidens?
after that event ; but, according to Philochorus, Achtlles was a youth, yet is believed to have
after the Ionian migration, in the archonship of been very magnanimous ; and Neoptolemns was
Archippus at Athens, x8o years after the Trojan younger, but strong; Philoctetes was weak, but
war ; Apollodorus says it was ioo years after the the dwm_ty had need of him against Troy. What
Ionian migration, which would be 24o years after sort of man was Thersites ? yet he held a corn-
the Trojan war. Some say that he lived 9° years mand in the army. and, if he had not through
before the Olympiads, which would be 317 years doltishness had such an unbridled tongue, he
after the taking of Troy. Others carry it down would not have been reproached for being peak-
to a later date, and say that Homer was a con-headed and bald. As for those who wish to
temporary ofArchilochus; but Archilochus flour- learn our philosophy, we do not test them by
ished about the 23d Olympiad, in the time of their looks, nor do we judge of those who come
Gyges the Lydian, 5oo years after Troy. Thus, to us by their outward appearance ; for we argue
concerning the age of the aforesaid poet, I mean that there may be strength of mind in all, though
Homer, and the discrepancies of those who have they may be weak in body. But your proceed-
spoken of him, we have said enough in a sum- hags are full of envy and abundant stupidity.
mary manner for those who are able to investi-
gate with accuracy. For it is possible to show CHAP.xxxm. -- VINDICATIONOF CHRISTIANWOMEN.
that the opinions held about the facts themselves Therefore I have been desirous to prove from
also are false. For, where the assigned dates do the things which are esteemed honourable among
not agree together, it is impossible that the his- gou, that our institutions are marked by sober-
tory should be true. For what is the cause of mindedness, but that yours are in close affinity
error in writing, but the narrating of things that with madness.a You who say that we talk non-
are not true ? sense among women and boys, among maidens

and old women, and scoff at us for not being
CHAP.XXXlI._THE DOCTRINEOF THE CHmSTIANS, with you, hear what silhness prevails among the

IS OPPOSEDTO DISSENSIONS, AND _'l'l-t'v.;DFOR Greeks. For their works of art are devoted to
ALL. worthless objects, while they are held in higher
But with us there is no desire of vainglory, estimation by you than even your gods; and

nor do we indulge in a variety of opinions. For you behave yourselves unbecomingly in what
having renounced the popular and earthly, and relates to woman. For Lysippus cast a statue
obeying the commands of God, and following of Praxilla, whose poems contain nothing useful,
the law of the Father of immortality, we reject and Menestratus one of Learchis, and Selanion
everything which rests upon human opinion, one of Sappho the courtezan, and Naucydes
Not only do the rich among us pursue our phi- one of Erinna the Lesbian, and Boiscus one of
losophy, but the poor enjoy instruction gratui- Myrtis, and Cephisodotus one of Myro of Byzan-
tously ; z for the things which come from God tium, and Gomphus one of Praxigoris, and Am-
surpass the requital of worldly gifts. Thus we phistratus one of Clito. And what shall I say
admit all who desire to hear, even old women about Anyta, Telesilla, and Mystis ? Of the first
and striplings ; and, in short, persons of every Euthycrates and Cephisodotus made a statue,
age are treated by us with respect, but ever)" and of the second Niceratus, and of the third
kind of licentiousness is kept at a distance. And Aristodotus ; Euthycrates made one of Mnesi-
in speaking we do not utter falsehood. It woutd archis the Ephesian, Selamon one of Corinna,
be an excellent thing if your continuance in un- and Euthycrates one of Thalarchis the Argive.
belief should receive a check ; but, however that My object in referring to these women is, that

you may not regard as something strange what
t [Compa_ecap.xl.p._. Aud_,thusearly, theChristlanft_-

s_boois.¢ such as Julixfi closed and _ imilmed, confcssi_ their 2 II., ix.
powcr.l 3 [_ note ,, next Fqq_-]
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you find among us, and that, comparing the the tyrant Bhalaris,who devoured sucklings, and
statues which are before your eyes, you may not accordingly is exhibited by the workmanshipof
treat the women with scorn who among us pur- Polystratus the Ambraciot, even to this day, as a
sue philosophy. This Sappho is a lewd, love- very wonderfulman! The Agrigentines dreaded
sick female, and sings her ownwantonness ; ' but to look on that countenance of his, because of
all our women are chaste, and the maidens at his cannibalism ; but people of culture now
their &staffs sing of divine things • more nobly make it their boast that they behold him in his
than that damsel of yours. Wherefore be statue! Is it not shameful that fratricide, is
ashamed, you who are professed disciples of honoured by you who look on the statues of
women yet scoff at those of the sex who hold Polynices and Eteocles, and that you have not
our doctrine, as well as at the solemn assemblies rather buried them with their maker Pythagoras?
they frequent._ What a noble infant did Glau- Destroy these memorials of iniquity ! Why
cippd present to you, who brought forth a prodi- should I contemplate with admiration the figure
gy, as is shown by her statue cast by Niceratus, of the woman who bore thirty children, merely
the son of Euctemon the Athenian! But, if for the sake of the artist Periclymenus? One
Glaucippd brought forth an elephant, was that a ought to turn away with disgust from one who
reason why she should enjoy public honours ? bore off the fruits of great incontinence, and
Praxiteles and Herodotus made for you Phrynd whom the Romans compared to a sow, which
the courtezan, and Euthycrates cast a brazen also on a like account, they say, was deemed
statue of Panteuchis, who was pregnant by a worthy of a mystic worship. Ares committed
whoremonger;and Dinomenes, because Besantis adultery with Aphroditd, and Andron made an
queen of the P_eonians gave birth to a black image of their offspring Harmonia. Sophron,
infant, took pains to preserve her memory by his who committed to writmg trifles and absurdities,

: art. I condemn Pythagoras too, who made a was more celebrated for his skill in casting
figureof Europa on the bull ; and you also, who metals, of which specimens exist even now. And
honour the accuser of Zeus on account of his not only have his tales kept the fabulist/Esop

i artistic skill. And I ridicule the skill of Myron, in everlasting remembrance, but also the plastic
who made a heifer and upon it a Victory be- art of Aristodemus has increased his celebrity.
cause by carrying off the daughter of Agenor it How is it then that you, who have so many
had borne away the prize for adultery and lewd- poetesses whose productionsare mere trash, and
hess. The Olynthian Herodotus made statues innumerable courtezans, and worthless men, are
of Gtycera the courtezan and Argeia the harper, not ashamed to slander the reputation of our
Bryaxis made a statue of Pasipha_ ; and, by hay- women ? What care I to know that Euanthd
ing a memorial of her lewdness, it seems to have gave birth to an infant in the Peripatus, or to
been almost your desire that the women of the gape with wonder at the art of Callstxatus, or to
present time should be like her.3 A certain fix my gaze on the Ne_era of Cailiades? For
Melunipp_ was a wtse woman, and for that rea- she was a courtezan. Lais was a prostitute, and
son Lysistratus made her statue. But, forsooth, Turnus made her a monument of prostitution.
you will not believe that among us there are wise Why are you not ashamed of the fornication of
women ! Hep_tion, even though Philo has represented

him very artistically? And for what reason do
CHAP.XXXrV._RmICtrLE OF THESTATUES yOUhonour the hermaphrodite Ganymede by

ERECTEDBYTHE GREEKS. Leocha.res,as if you possessed something admit-
Worthy of very great honour, certainly, was able ? Praxiteles even made a statue of a woman
[st.c_so_to__ oftheheathen._,',_r_....._,withthestainofimpurityuponit.Itbehoved

ea_, xav_'ti_.oo_. I,r Psa/..... xvil.tom.v.p.$33. EM. you,repudiatingeverythingof this kind,toseekMigne
[_.chastheMas._.;e_ottheVi_g_,theT_ty-thi_dP_t_,whatistrulyworthyofattention,andnottoturn

•or the Ch_ H_. )cot Zvott,dt, which they l_trned in the IWith disgust from our mode of life while receiv-_aristian schools (cap. x,vixli,p. 78). Cold ts the heart of any mother's I
Son that does not warm over such a chapter as this on the enfran- ' ing with approval the shame_productions of
chmemeat of womanhood by Christ. Obs_veour author's scorn for
the heathen "affmhy with unreason"(thinchapter, .r_ra)_and _ andElephantis.
then enjoy this glimpse of the contrast afforded by the Gospel m tts I
influence uponwomen Intensely should we delight in the pictures i CHAP. XXXV. -- TATIAN SPEAKS AS AN EYE-WII'NES$.
of early Clxfistian society, of which the Fathers glve us these _ugges-

_v_o.ai_, tej,_tm_thep_oa_and_._tansongstheyh_d] The things which I have thus set before youaround them,--"uuanic _," as St. Chrysmmm names
thm.--they beggedthe_toe, and_o_hed_i_ ,o_ withI have not learned at second hand. I have
"P_l_s and hymns and spiritual sangs," As St. Jcmome relates,
"Youcouldnotgointothe_ b_tyoumiCathe_iheplougham'svisited many lands ; I have followedrhetoric, like
hnd.jah_th_mo_._._bymm,andtheveedmsee,ch_t of_e yourselves ; I have fallen in Withmany arts and
Psalna of _d." SeeCAve's Pr/_ttv_ CArfrtfa_y_ p. _3_._. ,[St._',spim,,_,_i_J_nh_,_ho_e= _- inventions; and finally, when sojourning in the
_m_-_of_A_im; and.ho=_,_,_d_.__ _ of city of the Romans, I inspected the multiplicity_ whese wives amt children could not eacape from the_

_ The_ _-_,= and_ _ o_ of statues broughtthitherby you : for I do not at-
_t,_r,onus_n_t off_th._iast_ t_u_i_] tempt, as is the custom with many, to strengthen
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my own views by the opinions of others, but I Phoenicians is as follows. There were among
wish to give you a distinct account of what I them three men, Theodotus, Hypsicmtes, and
myself have seen and felt. So, bidding farewell Mochus ; Chaitus translated their books into
to the arrogance of Romans and the idle talk of Greek, and also composed with exactness the
Athenians, and all their ill-connected opinions, lives of the philosophers. Now, in the histories
I embraced our barbaric philosophy. I began of the aforesaid writers it is shown that the ab-
to show how this was more ancient than your duction of Europa happened under one of the
institutions,' but left my task unfinished, in order kings, and an account is given of the coming of
to discuss a matter which demanded more im- Menelaus into Phoenicia, and of the matters re-
mediate attention ; but now it is time I should lating to Chiramus,3 who gave his daughter m
attempt to speak concerning its doctrines. Be marriage to Solomon the king of the Jews, and
not offended with our teaching, nor undertake an supplied wood of all kind of trees for the build-
elaborate reply filled with trifling and ribaldry, ing of the temple. Menander of Pergamus corn-
saying, "Tatian, aspiring to be above theGreeks, posed a history concerning the same things.
above the infinite number of philosophic in- But the age of Chiramus is somewhere about the
quirers, has struck out a new path, and embraced Trojan war ; but Solomon, the contemporary of
the doctrines of Barbarians." For what griev- Chiramns, lived much later than the age of
ance is it, that men manifestly ignorant should Moses.
be reasoned with by a man of like nature with
themselves ? Or how can it be irrational, accord- CHAP. xxxvm.- TI-IE _.uwmx_s PLACEMOSESm
ing to your own sophist, _ to grow old always THE REIGN OF I_ACm_S.
learning something? Of the Egyptians also there are accurate

chronicles. Ptolemy, not the king, but a priest
CHAP. XXXVI.--TESTIMGI_ OF THE CI-IALI)EAt_Sof Mendes, is the interpreter of their affairs.

TO THE ANTIQUITYOF MOSES. This writer, narrating the acts of the kings, says
But let Homer be not later than the Trojan that the departure of the Jews from Egypt to

war ; let it be granted that he was contemporary the places whlther they went occurred in the tlme
with it, or even that he was in the army of Aga- of king Amosis, under the leadership of Moses.
memnon, and, if any so please, that he lived be- He thus speaks : "Amosis lived in the time of
fore the invention of letters. The Moses before king Inachus." After him, Apion the gramma-
mentioned will be shown to have been many years rmn, a man most highly esteemed, m the fourth
older than the taking of Troy, and far more book of his _Egyptiaca (there are five books of
ancient than the building of Troy, or than Tros his), besides many other things, says that Amo-
and Dardanus. To demonstrate this I will call sis destroyed Avaris in the time of the Argive
in as witnesses the Chaldeans, the Phoenicians, Inachus, as the Mendesian Ptolemy wrote m his
and the Egyptians. And what more need I say ? annals. But the time from Inachus to the tak-
For it behoves one who professes to persuade mg of Troy occupies twenty generations. The
his hearers to make his narrative of events very steps of the demonstration are the following :
concise. Berosus, a Babylonian, a priest of their
god Belus, born in the time of Alexander, com- CHAP.XXXIX.- CATALOGUEOF THEARGIVEKINGS.
posed for Antiochus, the third after him, the The kings of the Argives were these: Inachus,
history of the Chaldeans in three books ; and, Phoronens, Apis, Criasis, Triopas, Argeius, Phor-
narrating the acts of the kings, he mentions one bas, Crotopas, Sthenelans, Danaus, Lynceus,
of them, Nabuchodonosor by name, who made Proetus, Abas, Acrisius, Perseus, Sthenelaus,
war against the Phoenicians and the Jews,-- Eurystheus, Atreus, Thyestes, and Agamemnon,
events which we know were announced by our in the eighteenth year of whose reign Troy was
prophets, and which happened much later than taken. And every intelligent person will most
the age of Moses, seventy years before the Per- carefully observe that, according to the tradition
sian empire. But Berosus is a very trustworthy of the Greeks, they possessed no historical corn-
man, and of this Juba is a witness, who, writing position ; for Cadmus, who taught them letters,
concerning the Assyrians, says that he learned came into Boeotia many generations later. But
the history from Berosus: there are two books after Inachus, under Phoroneus, a check was
of his concerning the Assyrians. with difficulty given to their savage and nomadic
CHAP. XXXVn._TEST_ONV OF THE PI_Cm_CI_S. life, and they entered upon a new order of things.

Wherefore, if Moses is shown to be contempo-
After the Chaldeans, the testimony of the raw/with Inachus, he is four hundred years older

than the Trojan war. But this is demonstratedI (_l_p. X.XXL [W'ith what c_]m superlorlty he pro_ss_, hjm_,¢

a_l_P'6a_! Ifionourtheeye-wlt_uwhotellsnotomywlmt.aefrom the succession of the Attic, [and of the
._m • .]

_ d flfil chapter must be IK_m_J ._ _ Hiram in our _,_l_j_d _,_-_!_9 __
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Macedonian, the Ptolemaic, and the Antiochian]' CHAP. XU.

kings. Hence, if the most illustrious deeds But the matter of principal importance is to
among the Greeks were recorded and made endeavour with all accuracy to make it clear that
known after Inachus, it is manifest that this must Moses is not only older than Homer, but than
have been after Moses. In the time of Phoro- all the writers that were before him--older than
neus, who was after Inachus, Ogygus is mentioned Linus, Phllammon, Thamyris, Amphion, Musm-
among the Athenians, in whose time was the first us, Orpheus, Demodocus, Phemius, Sibylla, Epi-
deluge ; and m the time of Phorbas was Actmus, menides of Crete, who came to Sparta, Aristmus
from whom Attica was called Actma ; and in the of Proconnesus, who wrote the Arimaspia, Asbo-
time of Triopas were Prometheus, and Epime- lus the Centaur, Isatls, Dr)nnon, Euclus the Cyp-
theus, and Atlas, and Cecrops of double nature, finn, Horus the Samian, and Pronapis the
and Io ; m the time of Crotopas was the burning Athenian. Now. Linus was the teacher of Her-

of Pha_thon and the flood of Deucalion ; in the cules, but Hercules preceded the Trojan war by
ume of Sthenelus was the reign of Amphlctyon one generation ; and this is manifest from his
and the coming of Danaus into Peloponnesus, son Tlepolemus, who served in the army against
and the founding of Dardania by Dardanus, and Troy. And Orpheus lived at the same time as
the return of Europa from Phenicia to Crete ; Hercules ; moreover, it is said that all the works
in the time of Lynceus was the abduction of attributed to him were composed by Onomacri-
Kor_, and the founding of the temple in Eleusis, tus the Athenian, who lived during the reign of
and the husbandry of Triptolemus, and the corn- the Plmstratids, about the fiftieth Olympiad. Mu-
mg of Cadmus to Thebes, and the reign of sinus was a disciple of Orpheus. Amphion, since
Minos, in the ume of Proetus was the war of he preceded the siege of Troy by two genera-
Eumolpus against the Athenians ; in the time tions, forbids our collecting further particulars
of Acrisms was the coming over of Pelops from about him for those who are desirous of lnforma-
Phrygia, and the coming of Ion to Athens, and tlon. Demodocus and Phemius lived at the
the second Cecrops, and the deeds of Perseus very time of the Trojan war, for the one resided
and Dionysus, and Mus_eus, the disciple of Or- with the suitors, and the other with the Phma-
pheus ; and in the reign of Agamemnon Troy clans. Thamyns and Philammon were not much
was taken, earlier than these. Thus, concerning their sev-
CHAP. XL.- MOSES MORE ANCIENT AND CREDI- eral performances in each kind, and their times

BLE THAN THE HEATHEN HEROES. and the record of them, we have written very

Therefore, from what has been said it is evi- fully, and, as I think, with all exactness. But,
dent that Moses was older than the ancient that we may complete what is still wanting, I
heroes, wars, and demons. And we ought rather will give my explanation respecting the men who
to believe him, who stands before them in point are esteemed wise. Minos, who has been thought

to excel in every kind of wisdom, and mentalof age, than the Greeks, who, without being
aware of it/ drew his doctrines [as] from a i acuteness' and legislative capacity, lived in the
fountain. For many of the sophists among them, time of Lynceus, who reigned after Danaus in
stimulated by curiosity, endeavoured to adulter- the eleventh generation after Inachus. Lycur-
ate whatever they learned from Moses, 3 and from gus, who was born long after the taking of Troy,
those who have philosophized like him, first that gave laws to the Lacedemonians. Draco is

found to have lived about the thirty-ninth Olym-
they might be considered as having something piad, Solon about the forty-sixth, and Pythagoras
of their own, and secondly, that covering up by about the sixty-second. We have shown that
a certain rhetorical artifice whatever things they
did not understand, they might misrepresent the the Olympiads commenced 4o 7 years after the
truth as if it were a fable. But what the learned taking of Troy. These facts being demonstrated,
among the Greeks have said concerning our we shall briefly remark concerning the age of theseven wise men. The oldest of these, Thales,
polity and the history of our laws, and how many
and what kind of men have written of these lived about the fiftieth Olympiad ; and I have
things, will be shown in the treatise against those already spoken bnefly of those who came after
who have discoursed of divine things.* him.

I The words within brackets, though they occur in the _ss. and CHAP. XLII. _ CONCLUDING STATEMENT AS TO THE
in Euseblus, are suppo,_t by some scholars to be a very old mterpo- AUTHOR.
lation.

a Thisexpresstonadmitsof severalmeanings:"WlthoutproperlyThese things, O Greeks, I Tatian, a disciple
tud_.U_'ma_d_g"_ M^R^_us.t_m"--W°_";"not witha p_oper_n_ of grau- of the barbarian philosophy,S have composed for

[Tbe_ _ in_i_g _d_¢, of t_ o_ of tbeG,_k you. I was born in the land of the Assyrians,sages to that "" httht shmmgm a dark place," t e., amid an tdolatroul

=°rld[_Let it be noted as the moral of .... ther'_ re_i,w,that t_.i_ having been first instructed in your doctrines,
t)o lel_'._egradation of which man us not capabht when lu: rejects the -
mm Cmd. Rom. L _8 I 5 lComp, cap. xx_. p 77, supra.]
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and afterwards in those which I now undertake he were superior to the rest, he formed his own
to proclaim. Henceforward, knowing who God peculiar type of doctrine. Imagining certain
is and what is His work, I present myself to you invisible 2Eons like those of Valentinus, and
prepared foran examination' concerning my doc- denouncing marriage as defilement and fomica-
trines, while I adhere immoveably to that mode tion in the same way as Marcion and Satumi-
of life which is accordlng to God.* nus, and denying the salvation of Adam as an

opinion of his own.-- Iav_mus : Adv./-/,*r., i. 28.

FRAGMENTS.3 v.

L Tatian attempting from time to time to make

II_ his treatise, Concerning Perfection accord- use of Paul's language, that in Adam all die, but
ing to the Saviour, he writes, "Consent indeed ignoring that "where sin abounded, grace has

much more abounded."--IREN2SUS : Adv. I-Itrts.,fits for prayer, but fellowship in corruption
weakens supplication. At any rate, by the per- iii. 37.
mission he certainly, though delicately, forbids ; vI.
for while he permits them to return to the same Against Tatian, who says that the words, "Let
on account of Satan and incontinence, he ex- there be light," are to be taken as a prayer. If
hibits a man who will attempt to serve two He who uttered it knew a superior God, how is
masters--God by the ' consent' (t Cor. vii. 5), it that He says, "I am God, and there is none
but by want of consent, incontinence, fornica- beside me "?
tion, and the devil."-- CLma. ALEX. : SCrota., iii. He said that there are punishments for blas-
e. x2. phemies, foolish talking, and licentious words,

II. which are punished and chastised by the Logos.
A certain person inveighs against generation, And he said that women were punished on

calling it corruptible and destructive ; and some account of their hair and ornaments by a
one does violence [to Scripture], applying to power placed over those things, which also gave
pro-creation the Saviour's words, " Lay not up strength to Samson by his hair, and punishes
treasure on earth, where moth and rust corrupt ;" those who by the ornament of their hair are
and he is not ashamed to add to these the words urged on to fornication.- CLEM. ALEX. : Frog.
of the prophet: "You all shall grow old as a
garment, and the moth shall devour you." vii.

And, in like manner, they adduce the saying But Tatian, not understanding that the ex-
concerning the resurrection of the dead, "The pression "Let there be" is not always precative
sons of that world neither marry nor are given but sometimes imperative, most impiously im-
in marriage."--CLF_t. ALEX. : iii. C. X2, § 86. agined concerning God, who said "Let there be

light," that He prayed rather than commanded
III light to be, as if, as he impiously thought, God

Tatian, who maintaining the imaginary flesh was in darkness.-- OmGEN : .De Orat.
of Christ, pronounces all sexual connection im-
pure, who was also the very violent heresiarch viii.
of the Encratites, employs an argument of this Tatian separates the old man and the new,
sort : "If any one sows to the flesh, of the flesh but not, as we say, understanding the old man
he shall reap corruption ;" but he sows to the it° be the law, and the new man to be the Gos-
flesh who is joined to a woman ; therefore he ipel. We agree with him in saying the same
who takes a wife and sows in the flesh, of the thing, but not in the sense he wishes, abrogating
flesh he shall reap corruption.--HmRON. : Com. the law as if it belonged to another God.
in Ep. ad Gal. CLEM. ALEX. : Strata., iii. x2.

IV.
IX.

Seceding from the Church, and being elated
and puffed up by a conceit of his teacher# as if Tatian condemns and rejects not only mar-

riage, but also meats which God has created for
t [_ the T_u..ful Rousseau:"Quelatrompette du juge- Use. --HtF_ON. : Adv./ovin.,i. 3"_ quand ¢lle _mrlra, je viendml ¢e lfivr¢ ,_ la _a_, me

presenterdev_t _ souvendm Ju_." Co**fe**io_, _vre t p. _.]
s ["Adimt_ dm_eta6ly." Alas! "let him that thinkcth he X.

_", etc. But I cannot lmrt with Tatian nor think of Tertul-
without rte._hng Dttvid's thrtmode: " The_ the tthidd of the

=i#tyi,_e_,.,,Jy .... I,=aim=._,a_t_,myb_ot_: "But ye gave the Nazarites wine to drink,
•. , _ _timtt_a_., ,m =, .... How.,, the*aghtr and commanded the prophets, saying, Prophesy
,_,_t.,,_,m,,_,=ao__,_=w_ ,=._a_,a.._tohe not." On this,perhaps,Tadan the chiefofthe
"tmmt,_ _*hini_ _t,." CoOhe,,_df.., topoo,f,,a m=.] Encratites endeavours to build his heresy, as-SFromthelostwbrkio_Tatim_ Ed. Otto. •

• _,.. Jmti__myr. serting that wine is not to be drunk, since it was
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commanded in the law that the Nazarites were others, who agree with him on this point.-
not to drink wine, and now those who give the HIERON. : Prmf.in Com. ad ]'it.
Nazarites wine are accused by the prophet.--
HIERON.: Com. in Amos. XII.

[Archelaus (A.V. _80), Bishop of Carrha in
xl. Mesopotamia, classes his countryman Tatian

Tatian, the patriarch of the Encrafites, who with "Marcion, Sabellius, and others who have
himself rejected some of Paul's Epistles, be- made up for themselves a peculiar science," i.e.,
lieved this especially, that is [addressed] to Ti- a theology of their own.aRou_ : Reliczdm,
tus, ought to be declared to be the apostle's, tom. v. p. x37. But see Edinburgh Series of
thinking little of the assertion of Marcion and this work, vol. xx. p. 267. ]
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE

TO

THEOPHILUS OF ANTIOCH.

[TRANSLATED BY THE REV. MARCUS DODS, A.M.]

[A.D. I X5--I68--I8L ] Eusebius praises the pastoral fidelity of the primitive pastors, in their
unwearied labours to protect their flocks from the heresies with which Satan contrived to endan-

ger the souls of believers. By exhortations and admonitions, and then again by oral discussions
and refutations, contending with the heretics themselves, they were prompt to ward off the

devouring beasts from the fold of Christ. Such is the praise due to Theophilus, in his opinion ;
and he cites especially his lost work against Marclon as "of no mean character." ' He was one of
the earliest commentators upon the Gospels, if not the first; and he seems to have been the
earliest Christian historaan of the Church of the Old Testament. His only remaimng work, here

presented, seems to have originated in an "oral discussion," such as Eusebius instances. But
nobody seems to accord him due praise as the founder of the science of Biblical Chronology

among Christians, save that his great successor in modern ames, Abp. Usher, has not forgotten
to pay him this tribute in the Prolegomena of his Annals. (Ed. Paris, t673. )

Theophllus occupies an interesting position, after Ignatius, in the succession of faithful men

who represented Barnabas and other prophets and teachers of Antioch, 2 in that ancient seat, from
which comes our name as Chnstxans. I cannot forbear another reference to those recent authors

who have so brilliantly illustrated and depicted the Antioch of the early Christians ; 3 because, if
we wish to understand Autolycus, we must feel the state of society which at once fascinated him,

and disgusted Theophilus. The Fathers are dry to those only who lack imagination to reproduce
their age, or who fail to study them geographically and chronologically. Besides this, one should

bring to the study of their works, that sympathy springing from a burning love to Chnst, which
borrows its motto, m slightly altered words, from the noble saying of the African poet: "I am
a Christian, and nothing which concerns Christianity do I consider foreign to myself."

Theophilus comes down to us only as an apologist intimately alhed in spirit to Justin and
Iremeus ; and he should have been placed with Tatian between these two, in our series, had not
the inexorable laws of our compilation brought them into this volume. I need add no more to
what follows from the translator, save only the expression of a hope that others will enjoy this

author as I do, rating him very highly, even at the side of Athenagoras. He is severe, yet gentle
too, in dealing with h_s antagonist ; and he cannot be charged with a more sublime contempt for
heathenism than St. Paul betrays m all his writings, abjuring even Plato and Socrates, and accen-

* Book iv cap. u4. Thus he w_th others met the"grievous wolves" foretold by St. Paul"nighl; and day with tears"three yca_

continually (Acts xx. 29-3x).
2 Acts xm. x. s Renan, St Paul, cap. z., Ferrar, Life of St. Paul, cap. x_i.
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88 INTRODUCTORY NOTE.

tuating his maxim, "The world by wisdom knew not Cod." For him it was Christ to five ; and
I love Theophilus for this very fault, if it be such. He was of Antioch ; and was content to be,
simply and altogether, nothing but a Christian.
The followingistheoriginalINTRODUCTORYNonce :--

IxrrLEisknownofthepersonalhistoryofTheophilusofAntioch.We gatherfromthefol-
lowingtreatisethathewasbornapagan(i.14),and owed hisconversiontoChristianityto the
careful study of the Holy Scriptures. Eusebius (Hist. Eccl., iv. 20) declares that he was the
sixth bishop of Antioch in Syria from the apostles, the names of his supposed predecessors being
Eros, Cornelius, Hero, Ignatius, and Euodius. We also learn from the same writer, that The-
ophilus succeeded to the bishopric of Antioch in the eighth year of the reign of Marcus Aurelius,
that is, in A.I). 168. He is related to have died either in A.D. z81, or in A.D.I88 ; some assign-
ing him an episcopate of thirteen, and others of twenty-one, years.

Theophilus is said by Eusebius, Jerome, and others, to have written sev_al works against the
heresies which prevailed in his day. He himself refers in the following treatise (ii. 3o) to another
of his compositions. Commentaries on the Gospels, arranged in the form of a harmony, and on
the Book of Proverbs, are also ascribed to him by Jerome ; but the sole remaining specimen of
his writings consists of the'three books that follow, addressed to his friend Autolycus. The occa-
sion which called these forth is somewhat doubtful. It has been thought that they were written
in refutation of a work which Autolycus had published against Christianity ; but the more proba-
ble opinion is, that they were drawn forth by disparaging remarks made in conversation. The
language of the writer (ii. z) leads to this conclusion.

In handling his subject, Theophilus goes over much the same ground as Justin Martyr and the
rest of the early apologists. He is somewhat fond of fanciful interpretations of Scripture ; but he
evidently had a profound acquaintance with the inspired writings, and he powerfully exhibits their
immense superiority in every respect over the heathen poetry and philosophy. The whole treatise
was well fitted to lead on an intelligent pagan to the cordial acceptance of Christianity.

[I venture to assign to Theophflus a conjectural date of birth, circi/¢r A. D. 1157 ]

t [Our chronological arrangement must yield in minute accuracy to other considerations: and we may borrow an excuse from our
author, who notes the dltilculty of microsc_lc ,IxOL_e_t in his own chronological labours (book tit. cap 29). It was Impossible to crowd
Tatian and Theophilus into vol i. of this series, without dividing Izenmns, and putting part of Ins works in voL ft. But, in the cue of con-
mmporaries, tlus d_location is trifling, and creates no confnsLon, l



THEOPHILUS TO AUTOLYCUS.

BOOK I.

CHAP.I. _ AUTOLYCUSAN IDOLATERAND SCORNERor deep, or sweet sounds ; so the same holds

OF CHRISTIANS. good regarding the eyes of the soul and the ears
.......... ._ ^_ ^1....... 1^ ^c¢^.._ t of the heart, that it is by them we are able tok _tL*UJ_LNJ. LUI|_UIC _LLILI _LII Clt::_.llt _tyI_:: ctllUl_.l I ..... t

• " "_ " vai _1 de'i hts in I behold God For God is seen by those who arepleasure anti sucn praise as ng ory i g ' 1.......... enabled to see Him when they have the eyes ofto wretcnea men WhO nave oeen corrupcetz m .......
mma" ; me-"lover of truth does not gn've heed to tltheir soul opened .. 1orall have eyes ; but m some.
ornamented speeches, but examines the real i they are overspread, 4. and do not see the hght
matter of the speech, what it is, and what kind of. tl_e sun. Yet it aoe.s not.follow, oecause me
it is mince then m friend ou have assailed FDlmfl ¢1onot see, that tl_e light ot tiae sun aoes• _ ' ' Y 'Y " " v" --w rd boastin of our ods of In°t shine; but let the bhnd blame themsel esme wire empty o s, g y g
w--d _ - hammered and cast carved and I and their own eyes So also thou, O man, hastuv anct stone, , " •
graven, which neither see nor hear, for they are the eyes of thy souloverspread by thy sins a_d
_dols, and the works of men's hands ; and since, r evu oeeas. As a ourmsnea mirror, so ougnt
besides, you call me a Ctmstian, as if this were man to have his soul pure. When there is rust

: a damning name to bear, I, for my part, avow on the mirror, it is not possible that a man's face
that I am a Christian/and bear this name be- be seen in the mirror ; so also when there is
loved of God, hoping to be serviceable = to God. sin in a man, such a man cannot behold GOd.

: For it is not the case, as you suppose, that the Do you, therefore, show me yourself, whether
name of God is hard to bear ; but possibly you you are not an adulterer, or a fornicator, or a
entertain this opinion of God, because you are thief, or a robber, or a purloiner ; whether you
yourself yet unserviceable to Him. do not corrupt boys ; whether you axe not in-

solent, or a slanderer, or passionate, or envious,
CHAP. II. -- THAT THE EYES OF THE SOUL, MUST BE or proud, or supercilious ; whether you are not a

PURGEDERE GODCANBE SEEN. brawler, or covetous, or disobedient to parents ;

But if you say, "Show me thy God," I would and whether you do not sell your children ; for
reply, "Show me yourself, s and I will show you to those who do these things God is not mani-
my God." Show, then, that the eyes of your fest, unless they have first cleansed themselves
soul axe capable of seeing, and the ears of your from all impurity. All these things, then, involve
heart able to hear; for as those who look with you in darkness, as when a filmy defluxion on
the eyes of the body perceive earthly objects and the eyes prevents one from beholding the light
what concerns this life, and discriminate at the of the sun : thus also do iniquities, O man, in-
same time between things that differ, whether volve you in darkness, so that you cannot see
light or darkness, white or black, deformed or God.
beautiful, well-proportioned and symmetrical CHAr. m.--NXTtme OV COD.
or disproportioned and awkward, or monstrous You will say, then, to me, "Do you, who see
or mutilated ; and as in like manner also, by the God, explain to me the appearance of God."
sense of hearing, we discriminate either sharp, Hear, O man. The appearance of God is in-

effable and indescribable, and cannot be seen by
, [Actsxi _ N_ thisas r_o=u A_t_, slo_g i_ eyes of flesh. For in glory He is incomprehen-nameof ChristianJ

a lg;Xe_vo,,.punnmgontlmnanmC/irktlZag[C.map cap_ sible, in greatness unfathomable, in height in-
i=f_. soJ_,p._C_,_.i,th_. B,th_so_a_ conceivable, in power incomparable, in wisdomownmmm,' btlov_lof God,"mthetext _":_._"_ Ot_k_, ovomt
route, R._r.A.

s _, "your man; " tim _le itm,_ u tim m_bl_t part 4 The technical wogd for a dlscmN o_ the eye, lil_ catmmc_
of mmaj ;_mg probably intended.
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unrivalled, in goodness inimitable, in kindness seen by human eyes, but is beheld and per-
unutterable. For if I say He is Light, I name [ ceived through His providence and works. For,
but His own work ; if I call Him Word, I name [in like manner, as any person, when he sees a
but His sovereignty ; if I call Him Mind, I ship on the sea rigged and in sail, and making
speak but of His wisdom ; if I say He is Spirit, for the harbour, will no doubt infer that there IS
I speak of His breath ; if I call Him Wisdom, I a pilot in her who is steering her ; so we must
speak of His offspring ; if I call Him Strength, perceive that God is the governor [pilot] of the
I speak of His sway ; if I call Him Power, I whole universe, though He be not visible to the
am mentioning His activity; if Providence, I eyes of the flesh, since He is incomprehensible.
but mention His goodness ; if I call Him King- For if a man cannot look upon the sun, though
dora, I but mention His glory ; if I call Him it be a very small heavenly body, on account of
Lord, I mention His being judge ; if I call Him its exceeding heat and power, how shall not a
Judge, I speak of Him as being just ; if I call mortal man be much more unable to face the
Him Father, I speak of all things as being from glory of God, which is unutterable ? For as the
Him ;' if I call Him Fire, I but mention His pomegranate, with the rind containing it, has
anger. You will say, then, to me, "Is God an- within it many cells and compartments which are
gry?" Yes; He is angry with those who act separated by tissues, and has also many seeds
wickedly, but He is good, and kind, and merci- dwelling in it, so the whole creation is contained
ful, to those who love and fear Him ; for He is by the spirit 4 of God, and the containing spirit
a chastener' of the godly, and father of the is along with the creation contained by the hand
righteous; but he is a judge and punisher of of God. As, therefore, the seed of the pomegran-
the impious, ate, dwelling inside, cannot see what is outside

CHAP.IV._ ATTRIBUTESOF GOD. the rind, itself being within ; so neither can man,
who along with the whole creation is enclosed

And He is without beginning, because He is by the hand of God, behold God. Then again,
unbegotten ; and He is unchangeable, because an earthly king is beheved to exist, even though
He is immortal. And he is called God [®,_] he be not seen by all, for he is recognised by
on account of His having placed [TC0EU<&CU]all his laws and ordinances, and authorities, and
things on security afforded by Himself; and on forces, and statues ; and are you unwilling that
account of[0&w], for 0&,v means running, and God should be recognised by His works and
moving, and being active, and nourishing, and
foreseeing, and governing, and making all tbangs mighty deeds ?
alive. But he is Lord, because He rules over CHAP. VI.--GOD IS KNOWNBY HIS WORKS.
the universe ; Father, because he is before all
things ; Fashioner and Maker, because He is Consider, O man, His works, m the timely
creator and maker of the universe ; the Highest, rotation of the seasons, and the changes of
because of His being above all ; and Almighty, temperature ; the regular march of the stars ;
because He Himself rules and embraces all. the well-ordered course of days and nights, and
For the heights of heaven, and the depths of months, and years ; the various beauty of seeds,
the abysses, and the ends of the earth, are in and plants, and fruits ; and the divers species s
His hand, and there is no place of His rest. of quadrupeds, and birds, and reptiles, and
For the heavens are His work, the earth is His fishes, both of the rivers and of the sea ; or
creation, the sea is His handiwork ; man is His consider the instinct implanted in these animals
formation and Hzs image ; sun, moon, and stars to beget and rear offspring, not for their own
are His elements, made for signs, and seasons, profit, but for the use of man ; and the provi-
and days, and years, that they may serve and be dence with which God provides nourishment for
slaves to man ; and all things GOd has made out all flesh, or the subjection in which He has
of things that were not 3 into things that are, in ordained that all things subserve mankind.
order that through His works His greatness may Consider, too, the flowing of sweet fountains
be known and understood, and never-failing rivers, and the seasonable

supply of dews, and showers, and rains; the
CHAP. Vo _ THE IN'VISIBLE GOD PERCEIVED THROUGH manifold movement of the heavenly bodies, the

HISWORKS. morning star rising and heralding the approach

For as the soul in man is not seen, being of the perfect luminary ; and the constellation
invisible to men, but is perceived through the of Pleiades, and Orion, and Arcturus, and the
motion of the body, so God cannot indeed be orbit of the other stars that circle through the

heavens, all of which the manifold wisdom of
z The _ here follows the Hambu_ editor, others read,

"If Father, I say everything "
mMarsaus observes that Theophilus means to mdlcate the differ- 4 The re.fence here is not to the Holy Spirit, but to that vital

emce hetween God's chastisement of the righteous and Hzs pumsh- power which is supposed to be diffused throughout the universe.
ment of the wicked. _mp. book u. 4- .

s [lCatye'sy_in, p. x73.] 5 laterally, "propagatmn."
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God has called by names of their own. He God worthily. For God will raise thy flesh
is God alone who made light out of darkness, immortal with thy soul ; and then, having be-
and brought forth light from His treasures, come immortal, thou shalt see the Immortal, if
and formed the chambers of the south wind,, and now you believe on Him ; and then you shall
the treasure-houses of the deep, and the bounds know that you have spoken unjustly against
of the seas, and the treasuries of snows and Him.
hail-storms, collecting the waters m the store-
houses of the deep, and the darkness in His CHAP. VIII. _ FArrH REQUIRED IN ALL MATTERS.

treasures, and bringing forth the sweet, and But you do not believe that the dead are
desirable, and pleasant light out of His treas- raised, lVhen the resurrection shall take place,
ures ; "who causeth the vapours to ascend from then you will believe, whether you will or no ;
the ends of the earth: He maketh lightnings and your faith shall be reckoned for unbelief,
for the rain ; "2 who sends forth His thunder to unless you believe now. And why do you not
terrify, and foretells by the lightning the peal of I believe? Do you not know that faith m the
the thunder, that no soul may faint with the leading principle in all matters ? For what hus-
sudden shock ; and who so moderates the vio- bandman can reap, unless he first trust his seed
lence of the lightning as it flashes out of heaven, to the earth ? Or who can cross the sea, unless
that it does not consume the earth ; for, if the he first entrust himself to the boat and the pilot ?
lightning were allowed all its power, it would And what sick person can be healed, unless first
burn up the earth ; and were the thunder allowed he trust himself to the care of the physician ?
all its power, it would overthrow all the works And what art or knowledge can any one learn,
that are therein, unless he first apply and entrust himself to the

teacher? If, then, the husbandman trusts the
CHAP. VII.--WE SHALL SEE GOD WHEN WE PUT earth, and the sailor the boat, and the sick

ON IMMORTALIT¥. the phymcian, will you not place confidence in
This is my God, the Lord of all, who alone God, even when you hold so many pledges at

stretched out the heaven, and established the His hand? For first He created you out of
breadth of the earth under it ; who stirs the nothing, and brought you into existence (for if
deep recesses of the sea, and makes its waves your father was not, nor your mother, much more
roar ; who rules its power, and stills the tumult were you yourself at one time not in being), and
of its waves ; who founded the earth upon the formed you out of a small and moist substance,
waters, and gave a spirit to nourish it ; whose even out of the least drop, which at one time
breath giveth light to the whole, who, if He with- had itself no being ; and God introduced you
draw His breath, the whole will utterly fail. By into this life. Moreover, you believe that the
Him you speak, O man ; Hm breath you breathe, images made by men are gods, and do great
yet Him you know not. And this is your condi- things ; and can you not believe that the God
tion, because of the blindness of your soul, and who made you is able also to make you after-
the hardness of your heart. But, if you will, wards? 4
you may be healed. Entrust yourself to the i
Physlcmn, and He will couch the eyes of your CHAP.IX.m IMMORALITIES OF THE GODS.
soul and of your heart. Who is the Physician ? And, indeed, the names of those whom you
God, who heals and makes alive through His say you worship, are the names of dead men.
word and wisdom. God by His own word and And these, too, who and what kind of men were
wisdom made all things; for "by His word they? Is not Saturn found to be a cannibal,
were the heavens made, and all the host of them destroying and devouring his own children ? And
by the breath of His mouth." 3 Most excellent if you name his son Jupiter, hear also his deeds
is His wisdom. By His wisdom God founded and conduct m first, how he was suckled by a
the earth ; and by knowledge He prepared the goat on Mount Ida, and having slain it, accord-
heavens ; and by understanding were the foun- ing to the myths, and flayed it, he made him-
tains of the great deep broken tip, and the clouds self a coat of the hide. And his other deeds,
poured out their dews. If thou perceivest these his incest, and adultery, and lust,--will be bet-
things, O man, living chastely, and holily, and ter recounted by Homer and the rest of the
righteously, thou canst see God. But before all poets. Why should I further speak of his sons ?
let faith and the fear of God have rule in thy How Hercules burnt himself; and about the
heart, and then shalt thou understand these drunk and raging Bacchus;and of Apollo fear-
things. When thou shalt have put off the mot- ing and fleeing from Achilles, and falling in love
tal, and put on incorrnption, then shalt thou see with Daphne, and being unaware of the fate of

Hyacinthus; and of Venus wounded, and of
x _obix 9
_t j_$. CXXXV. 7.
a ]p_ _ 6. 4 t.e, m the resurreOion.
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Mars, the pest of mortals ; and of the ichor flow- God, I worship, knowing that the king is made
ing from the so-called gods. And these, indeed, by Him. You will say, then, to me, "Why do
are the milder kinds of legends ; since the god you not worship the king ?" Because he is not
who is called Osiris is found to have been torn made to be worshipped, but to be reverenced
limb from limb, whose mysteries are celebrated with lawful honour, for he is not a god, but a
annually, as if he had perished, and were being man appointed by God, not to be worshipped,
found, and sought for limb by limb. For neither hut to judge justly. For in a kind of way his
is it known whether he perished, nor is it shown government is committed to him by God : as He
whether he is found. And why should I speak will not have those called kings whom He has
of Atys mutilated, or of Adonis wandering in the appointed under Himself; for "king" is his
wood, and wounded by a boar while hunting ; or title, and it is not lawful for another to use it ; so
of ._Esculapius struck by a thunderbolt ; or of neither is it lawful for any to be worshipped but
the fugitive Serapis chased from Sinope to Alex- God only. Wherefore, O man, you are wholly
andria ; or of the Scythian Diana, herself, too, in error. Accordingly, honour the king, be sub-
a fugitive, and a homicide, and a huntress, and ject to him, and pray for him with loyal mind ;
a passionate lover of Endymion ? Now, it is not for if you do this, you do the will of God. For
we who publish these things, but your own writers the law that is of God, says, "My son, fear thou
and poets, the Lord and the king, and be not disobedient

to them ; for suddenly they shall take vengeance
CHAP. X._ABSURDITIES OF IDOLATRY. on their enemies."3

Why should I further recount the multitude
of animals worshipped by the Egyptians, both CHAP. XII.--MEANING OF THE NAMECHRISTIAN.
reptiles, and cattle, and wild beasts, and birds And about your laughing at me and calling
and river-fishes ; and even wash-pots' and dis- me "Christian," you know not what you are say-
graceful noises?* But if you cite the Greeks ing. First, because that which is anointed 4 is
and the other nations, they worship stones and sweet and serviceable, and far from contemptible.
wood, and other kinds of material substances,-- For what ship can be serviceable and seaworthy,
the images, as we have just been saying, of dead unless it be first caulked [anointed] ? Or what
men. For Phidias is found in Pisa making for castle or house is beautiful and serviceable when
the Eleiaus the Olympian Jupiter, and at Athens it has not been anointed? And what man,
the Minerva of the Acropolis. And I will inquire when he enters into this life or into the gymna-
of you, my friend, how many Jupiters exist. For sium, is not anointed with oil? And what work
there is, firstly, Jupiter surnamed Olympian, then has either ornament or beauty unless it be
Jupiter Latiaris, and Jupiter Cassius, and Jupiter anointed and burmshed ? Then the air and all
Tonaus, and Jupiter Propator, and Jupiter Pan- that is under heaven is in a certain sort anointed
nychius, and Jupiter Poliuchus, and Jupiter Capi- by light and spirit ; and are you unwilling to be
tolinus ; and that Jupiter, the son of Saturn, who anointed with the oil of God ? Wherefore we
is king of the Cretans, has a tomb in Crete, but are called Christians on this account, because
the rest, possibly, were not thought worthy of we are anointed with the oil of God.s
tombs. And if you speak of the mother of those
who axe calledgods,farbe itfrom me toutterCHAP.XIII.- THE RESURRECTIONPROVED BY"EX-
withmy lipsher deeds,or thedeeds ofthoseby A_PLES.
whom she isworshipped(foritisunlawfulfor Then, as to your denying thatthe dead are
us so much as to name suchthings),and what raised--foryou say,6"Show mc even one who
vasttaxesand revenuesshe and her sonsfurnishhasbeen raisedfrom the dead,thatseeingI may
to the king. For thesearenot gods,but idols,believe,"--first,what greatthingis itif you
as we have alreadysaid,the works of men's believewhen you have seen the thing done?
hands and uncleandemons. And suchmay allThen, again,you believethat Hercules,who
those become who make them and put their burned himself, lives ; and that A_sculapius, who
trust in them !

3 Prov. xxiv. 2_, 22. The Greek of Thcophilus has "honour"
instead of "fear."

CHAP. XI._THE KING TO BE HONOURED_ GOD TO 4 " The argumentation of this chapter depends on the literal
BE WORSHIPPED. meaning which Theopl-alus attaches to CJtr_'s_, the Anointed One;

and he plays on thts meaning, and also on the simdartty of pronno-

Wherefore I will rather honour the king [than cintlonhet,_-.__,.e,, _aui,' and_,_, ' _mted.' "- YoN-
your gods], not, indeed, worshipping him, but * _ot mat*r__l p_o_bl_,fo*_ _not m_ao_d m _ch S_a_
praying for him. But God, the living and true t_ ._ Aa__,. _7,*_*6,rob..i. 2, but_ anointing(xJohn ti.2o) of the Holy Ghost. As a symbol, oil was used at an early period,

however; and the I..atins are not slow to press thin in favour ofniaterial
t [Foot-hnttm. A reference to Amasis, and his story in Herodotus, oil in the c_r_sm, or confirmation l

il. x7a. See R4rudl'_ro_*'s Version a,u/Afore* vol. ti. p. 22t, td. e [This is the famous challang[e which affords G_bon (cap. xv.)Appl__s. _s._. see_o At_.o_. ;_/,_, _,_. _p. _x,,i.]

_] fable of Echo and her shnmcful go_ip may serve for an a most pleasing opportunlW for h*s cavils. But our author was not
asserting that the dead was/_ted in his day, but only that they should
be at the last day. l
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was struck with lightning, was raised ; and do into consideration, I believe. At the same time,
you disbelieve the things that are told you by I met with the sacred Scriptures' of the holy
God ? But, suppose I should show you a dead prophets, who also by the Spirit of God foretold
man raised and alive, even this you would dis- the things that have already happened, just as
believe. God indeed exhibits to you many they came to pass, and the things now occurring
proofs that you may believe Him. For consider, as they are now happening, and things future in
if you please, the dying of seasons, and days, the order in which they shall be accomplished.
and mghts, how these also die and rise again. Admitting, therefore, the proof which events hap-
And what ? Is there not a resurrection going on pemng as predicted afford, I do not disbelieve,
of seeds and fruits, and this, too, for the use of but I believe, obedient to God, whom, if you
men ? A seed of wheat, for example, or of the please, do you also submit to, believing Him,
other grains, when it is cast into the earth, first lest if now you continue unbelieving, you be con-
dies and rots away, then is raised, and becomes vinced hereafter, when you are tormented with
a stalk of corn. And the nature of trees and eternal punishments ; which punishments, when
fruit-trees, -- is it not that according to the ap- they had been foretold by the prophets, the later-
pointment of God they produce their fruits in born poets and philosophers stole from the holy
their seasons out of what has been unseen and Scriptures, to make their doctrines worthy of
invisible ? Moreover, sometimes also a sparrow credit. Yet these also have spoken beforehand
or some of the other birds, when in drinking it of the punishments that are to light upon the pro-
has swallowed a seed of apple or fig, or some- fane and unbelieving, in order that none be left
thing else, has come to some rocky hillock or without a witness, or be able to say, "We have
tomb, and has left the seed in its droppings, and not heard, neither have we known." But do you
the seed, which was once swallowed, and has also, if you please, give reverential attention to
passed though so great a heat, now striking root, the prophetic Scriptures, 2 and they will make
a tree has grown up. And all these things does your way plainer for escaping the eternal punish-
the wisdom of God effect, in drder to manifest ments, and obtaining the eternal prizes of God.
even by these things, that God is able to effect For He who gave the mouth for speech, and
the general resurrection of all men. And if you formed the ear to hear, and made the eye to see,
would witness a more wonderful sight, which may will examine all things, and will judge righteous
prove a resurrection not only of earthly but of judgment, rendering merited awards to each.
heavenly bodies, consider the resurrection of the To those who by patient continuance in well-
moon, which occurs monthly ; how it wanes, doing 3 seek immortality, He will give life ever-
dies, and rises again. Hear further, O man, of] lasting, joy, peace, rest, and abundance of good
the work of resurrection going on in yourself, things, which neither hath eye seen, nor ear
even though you are unaware of it. For perhaps heard, nor hath it entered into the heart of man
you have sometimes falleP sick, and lost flesh, to conceive? But to the unbelieving and de-
and strength, and beauty ; but when you received spisers, who obey not the truth, but are obedient
again from God mercy and healing, you picked to unrighteousness, when they shall have been
up again in flesh and appearance, and recovered filled with adulteries and fornications, and filthi-
also your strength. And as you do not know ness, and covetousness, and unlawful idolatries,
where your flesh went away and disappeared there shall be anger and wrath, tribulation and
to, so neither do you know whence it grew, or anguish,S and at the last everlasting fire shall
whence it came again. But you will say, "From possess such men. Since you said, "Show me
meats and drinks changed into blood." Quite thy God," this is my God, and I counsel you to
so ; but this, too, is the work of God, who thus fear Him and to trust Him.

operates, and not of any other. , [ Ps c_. tw. _, th_ m_ toth, i_a Scfi_.,m,,ra
their convertmg power; I m_ht almost say thear _tm tm_rgy_
referring to John vL 63 ]

CHAP. XIV. -- THEOPHILUS AN EXAMPLE OF CON- . ¢ [Rev. xix to. I cannot reconcde what Scripttt_ tmy_of ittelf
with tfm modern refinements as to the human and divine elet_nt 1

VERSION. while fully admitting that there are such elemenm, intermixed atto
mterpenetrated mutually, be_nd _ll power of dtstecu_ by tttt. I

Therefolw, do not be sceptical, but believe ; p_th. _h_m,. do_ty of t_ ._,_j
for I myself also used to disbelieve that this would _ Rom._ 7.

4 x Cot i_.9.
take place, but now, having taken these things s Ro_. _.o,9-



THEOPHILUS TO AUTOLYCUS.

BOOK II.

cHaP. L -- oCC_ION o_" wRrrmo THIS BOOK. !them, not reflecting nor understanding that, when
WHEN we had formerly some conversation, my born, they are exactly such beings as ye read of

very good friend Antolycus, and when you in- before.
quired who was my God, and for a little paid CHAP. m. mWHAT HAS BECOMEOF THE GODS?
attention to my discourse, I made some expla-
nations to you concerning my religion ; and then And of the gods of former times, if indeed
having bid one another adieu, we went with they were begotten, the generationwas sufficiently
much mutual friendliness each to his own house, prolific. But now, where is their generation ex-
although at first you had borne somewhat hard hibited ? For if of old they begot and were
upon me. For you know and remember that begotten, it is plain that even to the present
you supposed our doctrine was foolishness. As time there should be gods begotten and born;
you then afterwards urged me to do, I am desir- or at least if it be not so, such a race will be
ous, though not educated to the art of speaking, reckoned impotent. For either they have waxed
of more accurately demonstrating, by means of old, and on that account no longer beget, or
this tractate, the vain labour and empty worship they have died out and no longer exist. For if
in which you are held ; and I wish also, from a the gods were begotten, they ought to be born
few of your own histories which you read, and even until now, as men, too, are born ; yea,
perhaps do not yet quite understand, to make much more numerous should the gods be than
the truth plain to you. men, as the Sibyl says : m

"For if the gods beget, and each remains
CHAP. n. -- THE GODSARE DESPISEDWHEN THEY Immortal, then the race of gods must be
AREMADE; BUTBECOMEVALUABLEWHENBOUGHT. More numerous than mortals, and the throng

And in truth it does seem to me absurd that So great that mortals find no room to stand."
statuaries and carvers, or painters, or moulders, For if the children begotten of men who are
should both design and paint, and carve, and mortal and short-lived make an appearance even
mould, and prepare gods, who, when they are until now, and men have not ceased to be born,
produced by the artificers, are reckoned of no so that cities and villages are full, and even the
value ; but as soon as they are purchased' by country places also are inhabited, how ought not
some and placed in some so-called temple, or in the gods, who, according to your poets, do not
some house, not only do those who bought them die, much rather to beget and be begotten, since
sacrifice to them, but also those who made and you say that the gods were produced by genera-
sold them come with much devotion, and appa- tion ? And why was the mount which is called
ratus of sacrifice, and libations, to worship them ; Olympus formerly inhabited by the gods, but
and they reckon them gods, not seeing that they now lies deserted ? Or why did Jupiter, in days
are just such as when they were made by them- of yore, dwell on Ida, and was known to dwell
selves, whether stone, or brass, or wood, or col- there, according to Homer and other poets, but
our, or some other material. And this is your now is beyond ken? And why was he found
case, too, when you read the histories and gene- only in one part of the earth, and not every-
alogies of the so-called gods. For when you where ? For either he neglected the other parts,
read of their births, you think of them as men, or was not able to be present everywhere and
but afterwards you call them gods, and worship provide for all. For if he were, e.g., in an east-

ern place, he was not in the western ; and if, on
, The_ts"_mm andp_xt m" _ om,tt_lin _ll- the other hand, he were present in the westerntlons, but occur inthe best ross,
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parts, he was not in the eastern. But this is the has made. But God has this property in excess
attribute of God, the Highest mad Almighty, and of what man can do, in that He makes a work,
the living God, not only to be everywhere present, endowed with reason, life, sensation. As, there-
but also to see all things and to hear all, and by fore, in all these respects God is more powerful
no means to be confined in a place ; for if He than man, so also in this ; that out of things that
were, then the place containing Him would be are not He creates and has created things that
greater than He ; for that which contains is are, and whatever He pleases, as He pleases.
greater than that which is contained. For God
is not contained, but is Himself the place of all. CHAr. v.--ovImOl_S Or HOMER AND SmlOD
But why has Jupiter left Ida? Was it because COI_CERI_INOTHE GODS.
he died, or did that mountain no longer please So that the opinion of your philosophers and
him ? And where has he gone ? To heaven 7 :authors is discordant ; for while the former have
No. But you will perhaps say, To Crete ? Yes, propounded the foregoing opinions, the poet
for there, too, his tomb is shown to this day. Homer is found explaining the origin not only
Again, you will say, To Pisa, where he reflects of the world, but also of the gods, on quite
glory on the hands of Phidias to this day. Let another hypothesis. For he says somewhere ¢
us, then, proceed to the writings of the philoso- ,,Father of Gods, Oceanus, and she
phers and poets. Who bare the gods, their mother Tethys, too,

From whom all rivers spring, and every sea."

CHAP. IV.- ABSURD OPINIONS OF THE PHILOSO- In saying which, however, he does not present
PHERS CONCERNINGGOD. GOd to us. For who does not know that the

Some of the philosophers of the Porch say ocean is water? But if water, then not GOd.
that there is no God at all ; or, if there is, they God indeed, if He is the creator of all things,
say that He cares for none but Himself; and as He certainly is, is the creator both of the water
these views the folly of Epicurus and Chryslppus and of the seas. And Hesiod himself also de-
has set forth at large. And others say that all clared the origin, not only of the gods, but also
things are produced without external agency, and of the world itself. And though he said that the
that the world is uncreated, and that nature is world was created, he showed no inclination to
eternal ;' and have dared to give out that there tell us by whom it was created. Besides, he said
is no providence of God at all, but maintain that that Saturn, and his sons Jupiter, Neptune, and
God is only each man's conscience. And others Pluto, were gods, though we find that they are
again maintain that the spirit which pervades all later born than the world. And he also relates
things is God. But Plato and those of his school how Saturn was assailed in war by his own son
acknowledge indeed that God is uncreated, and Jupiter ; for he says : s
the Father and Maker of all things ; but then "His father Saturn he by might o'ercame,
they maintain that matter as well as God is un- And 'mong th' immortals ruled with justice wise,
created, and aver that it is coeval with God. But And honours fit distributed to each.
if God is uncreated and matter uncreated, God Then he introduces in his poem the daughters
is no longer, according to the Platomsts, the of Jupiter, whom he names Muses, and as whose
Creator of all things, nor, so far as their opinions suppliant he appears, desinng to ascertain from
hold, is the monarchy * of God established. And them how all things were made ; for he says :6__
further, as GOd, because He is uncreated, is also ,, Daughters of Jove, all hail I Grant me your aid
unalterable ; so if matter, too, were uncreated, it That I in numl>erssweet and well-arrayed,

Of the immortal gods may sing the birth;
also would be unalterable, and equal to GOd ; Who of the starry heav'ns were born, and earth;
for that which is created is mutable and altera- Who, springing from the murky night at first,
ble, but that which is uncreated is immutable Were by the briny ocean reared and nursed.
and unalterable. And what great thing as it if Tell, too, who form unto the earth firstgave,

And rivers, and the boundless sea whose wave
GOd made the world out of existent materials ? s Unweariedsinks, then rears its crest on high;
For even a human artist, when he gets material And how was spreadyon glittering canopy
from some one, makes of it what he pleases. Of ghstening stars that stud the wide-spreadheaven.
But the power of God is manifested in this, that Whence sprang the gods by whom all good is given ?Tell from their hands what varied gifts there came,
out of things that are not He makes whatever He Riches to some, to others wealth, or fame;
pleases ; just as the bestowal of life and motion How they have dwelt from the remotest time
_s the prerogative of no other than God alone. In many-hooked Olympus'sunny clime.

These things, ye Muses, say, who ever dwell
For even man makes indeed an image, but reason Among Olympian shades_ since ye can tell :
and breath, or feeling, he cannot give to what he From the _eginning there thy feet have strayed;

Then tell us which of all things first was made.

W"t This is according to the Benedictine reading: the .reading ofolf, "nature is left to itself," is also worthy of ¢on._derat_n. * II., _-rv._a.
a That is, the existence of God as sole ftr_ principle. 5 Hemod, Tktof., 74-

laterally, "subject-matter." _, TAtoK., to4.
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But how could the Muses, who are younger than beneath the sea, and embracing Melanippe and
the world, know these things? Or how could begetting a cannibal son,--or the many tales
they relate to Hesiod [what was happening], your writers have woven into their tragedies con-
when their father was not yet born ? cerning the sons of Jupiter, and whose pedigree

they register because they were born men, and
CHAP. Vl. -- HESIODON THE ORIGIN OF THE WORLD. not gods ? And the comic poet Aristophanes,

And in a certain way he indeed admits matter in the play called "The Birds," having taken
ns self-existent] and the creation of the world upon him to handle the subject of the Creation,
without a creator], saying : _-- said that in the beginning the world was pro-

"First of all things was chaos made, and next duced from an egg, saying : 3__
Broad-bosom'd earth's foundations firm were fixed, "A windy egg was laid by black-wlnged mght
Where safely the immortals dwell for aye, At first."
Who in the snowy-peak'd Olympus stay.
Afterwardsgloomy Tartarus had birth But Satyrus, also giving a history of the Alexan-
In the recesses of broad-pathwayed earth, drine families, beginning from Philopator, who
And Love, ev'n among _ods most beauteous still, was also named Ptolemy, gives out that Bacchus

Who comes all-conquering, bending mind and will, was his progenitor ; wherefore also Ptolemy was
Delivering from care. and giving then
Wise counsel in the breasts of gods and men. the founder of this 4 family. Satyrus then speaks
From chaos Erebus and night were born, thus : That Dejantra was born of Bacchus and
From night and Erebussprungair and morn. Althea, the daughter of Thestius ; and from her
Earth m her likeness made the starry heaven, and Hercules the son of Jupiter there sprang,That unto all things shelter might be given,
And that the blessed god_ might there repose, as I suppose, Hyllus ; and from him Cleode-
The lofty mountains by her power arose, mus, and from him Aristomachus, and from

For the wood-nymphs she made the pleasant caves, him Temenus, and from him Celsus, and from
Begot the sterile sea with all his waves,
Loveless ; but when by heaven her love was sought, him Maron, and from him Thestrus, and from him
Then the deep-eddying ocean forth she brought." Acous, and from him Aristomidas, and from

him Caranus, and from him Coenus, and from him
And saying this, he has not yet explained by Tyrimmas, and from him Perdiccas, and from
whom all this was made. For if chaos existed him Philip, and from him _/Eropus, and from hma
in the beginning, and matter of some sort, being Alcetas, and from him Amyntas, and from him
uncreated, was previously existing, who was it Bocrus, and from h_m Meleager, and from
that effected the change on its condition, and him Arsinoe, and from her and Lagus Ptolemy
gave it a different order and shape ? Did mat- Soter, and from him and Arsino_ Ptolemy Euer-
ter itself alter its own form and arrange itself getes, and from him and Beremce, daughter of
into a world (for Jupiter was born, not only long Maga, king of Cyrene, Ptolemy Phllopator. Thus,
after matter, but long after the world and many then, stands the relationship of the Alexandnne
men ; and so, too, was his father Saturn), or was kings to Bacchus. And therefore m the Dmnysian
there some ruling power which made it ; I mean, tribe there are distinct families : the Althean from
of course, God, who also fashioned it into a Althea, who was the wife of Dionysus and daugh-
world? Besides, he is found in every way to ter of Thestius; the family of Dejanira also,
talk nonsense, and to contradict himself. For from her who was the daughter of Dionysus andwhen he mentions earth, and sky, and sea, he Althea, and wife of Hercules ; -- whence, too,
gives us to understand that from these the gods the families have their names : the family of
were produced; and from these again [the Ariadne, from Ariadne, daughter of Minos and
gods] he declares that certain very dreadful wife of Dionysus, a dutiful daughter, who had
men were sprung, _ the race of the Titans and intercourse with Dionysus in another form ; the
the Cyclopes, and a crowd of giants, and of the Thestian, from Thestius, the father of Althea ;
Egyptian gods,-- or, rather, vain men, as Apol- the Thoantian, from Thoas, son of Dionysus ; the
lonides, surnamed Horapius, mentions in the Staphylian, from Staphylus, son of Dmnysus;
book entitled Semenogthi, and in his other his- the Eua._nian,from Eunous, son of Dionysus ; the
tories concerning the worship of the Egyptians Maronian, from Maron, son of Ariadne andand their kings, and the vain labours in which Dionysus ; -- for all these are sons of Dionysus.
they engaged._ And, indeed, many other names were thus origi-

ova,. v_.--FAmP__trS HgATH_ OmC_tLOGmS. nated, and exist to this day; as the Heraclida_
from Hercules, and the Apollonid_e from Apollo,

Why need I recount the Greek fables, _ of and the Poseidonii from Poseidon, and from
Pluto, king of darkness, of Neptune descending Zeus the Dii and Diogen,_.

z r_le_, zz6.z33,s ] _ Aristoph.,Av., 694. A wind-eggbeingone producedwhhout
a The Benedactineeditor proposesto readthesewordsafter _ imp_-gnafion_andcomingto t_thing

firatchtuseof ¢. 7. We _llow the readingof Wolf and Fell, who 4 The Dionysian family taking its name from Dionysus or
_,uand thepy/-amldstobe referredto. Bacchus.
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cHAP. VIH.--OPIN'IONS CONCERNINGPROVIDENCE.cles, who in another place denied Providence,
And why should I recount further the vast says:--

array of such names and genealogies ? So that "No mortal can evade the stroke of God."
all the authors and poets, and those called phi- Besides, they both introduced a multitude of
losophers, are wholly deceived ; and so, too, are gods, and yet spoke of a Unity ; and against
they who give heed to them. For they plenti- those who affirmed a Providence they maintained
fully composed fables and foolish stories about in opposition that there was no Providence.
their gods, and did not exhibit them as gods, Wherefore Euripides says : --
but as men, and men, too, of whom some were "We labour much and spend our strength in vain,
drunken, and others fornicators and murderers. For empty hope, not foresight, is our guide."
But also concerning the origin of the world, they And without meaning to do so, they acknowl-
uttered contradictory and absurd opinions. First, edge that they know not the truth ; but being in.
some of them, as we before explained, main- spired by demons and puffed up by them, they
tained that the world is uncreated. And those spoke at their instance whatever they said. For
that said it was uncreated and self-producing indeed the poets, m Homer, to wit, and Hesiod,
contrad:cted those who propounded that it was being, as they say, inspired by the Muses,
created. For by conjecture and human con- spoke from a deceptive fancy,S and not with a
ceptlon they spoke, and not knowing the truth, pure but an erring spirit. And this, indeed,
And others, again, said that there was a provi- clearly appears from the fact, that even to this
dence, and destroyed the positions of the former day the possessed are sometimes exorcised in
writers. Aratus, indeed, says : xw the name of the living and true God ; and these
,, From Jove begin my song ; nor ever be spirits of error themselves confess that they are

The name unuttered : all are full of thee ; demons who also formerly inspired these writers.
The ways and haunts of men; the heavens and sea: But sometimes some of them wakened up inOn thee our being hangs ; in thee we move ;
All are thv offspring and the seed of Jove. soul, and, that they might be for a witness both
Benevolerit, he warns mankind to good, to themselves and to all men, spoke things in
Urges to toil and prompts the hope of food. harmony with the prophets regarding the mon-
He tells where cattle best may graze, and where archy of God, and the judgment and such like.The soil, deep-furrowed, yellow grain will bear.
What time the husbandman should plant or sow,
' Tis his to tell, ' us h_s alone to know." CHAP.IX. _ THE PROPHETSINSPIREDBY THE

HOLY GHOST.
Who, then, shall we beheve: Aratus as here
quoted, or Sophocles, when he says : 2m But men of God carrying in them a holy

spirit 6 and becoming prophets, being inspired"And foresight of the future there is none ;
' Tls best to live at random, as one can "? and made wise by God, became God-taught, and

And Homer, again, does not agree with this, for holy, and righteous. Wherefore they were alsodeemed worthy of receiving this reward, that
he says 3 that virtue they should become instruments of God, and

"Waxes or wanes in men as Jove decrees." contain the wisdom that is from Him, through
And Simonides says : m which wisdom they uttered both what regarded

"No man nor state has virtue save from God ; the creation of the world and all other things.
Counsel resides m God ; and wretched man For they predicted also pestilences, and famines,
Has m himself nought but his wretchedness." and wars. And there was not one or two, but

So, too, Euripides:-- many, at various times and seasons among the
" Apart from God, there's nothing owned by men." Hebrews ; and also among the Greeks there was

the Sibyl ; and they all have spoken things con-
And Menander:_ sistent and harmomous with each other, both

"Save God alone, there's none for us provides." what happened before them and what happened
And Euripides again :_ in their own time, and what things are now being

"For when God wills to save, all things He'll bend fulfilled in our own day : wherefore we are per-
To serve as instruments to work His end." suaded also concerning the future things that they

And Thestius :_ will fall out, as also the first have been accom-

"If God design to save you, safe you are, plished.
Though sailing in mid-ocean on a mat.''4 CHAP.X.--THE WORLDCREATEDBY GODTHROUGH

And saying numberless things of a like kind, THE WORD.

they contradicted themselves. At least Sopho- And first, they taught us with one consent that

I ThefollowinglinesarepartlyfromthetmaslafionofHughes.
2 (_d_;_sRex, line.978 SIAtendly,"ia _ audenor." ....
a IL, xx._4_. _Wolfprefers_.,_g_a_r64_o_¢.carriedor borne_ _ me
4 ThisverseisbyPlutarchhesitatinglyattn'butedtoPindar._ Spire.[ Kaye's_::elti_/if.,p zSo,c_paringthisview_f thehutpl-

expression,"Thoughyouswimin awickerbasket,"wasproverbial,rationo/_prophets,withthoseo_Justin_ Athenagm'aL]
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God made all things out of nothing ; for nothing: made and fashioned the world, was in some
was coeval with God : but He being His own manner created, being produced by God. 0
place, and wanting nothing, and existing before
the ages, willed to make man by whom He CHAP.XI.--THE SIX DAYS'WORKDESCRIBED.
might be known ; for him, therefore, He pre- Now, the beginning of the creation is light;
pared the world. For he that is created is also since light manifests the things that are created.
needy ; but he that is uncreated stands in need Wherefore it is said : "And God said, Let light
of nothing. God, then, having His own Word be,7 and light was ; and God saw the light, that
internal _ within His own bowels, begat Him, it was good," manifestly made good for man.
emitting _ Him along with His own wisdom be- "And God divided the light from the darkness,
fore all things. He had this Word as a helper and God called the light Day, and the darkness
in the things that were created by Him, and by He called Night. And the evening and the
Him He made all things. He is called "gov- morning were the first day. And God said, Let
erning principle" [_pX4/], because He rules, and there be a firmament in the midst of the waters,
is Lord of all things fashioned by Him. He, and let it divide the waters from the waters : and
then, being Spirit of God, and governing prin- it was so. And God made the firmament, and
ciple, and wisdom, and power of the highest, divided the waters which were under the firma-
came down upon the prophets, and through them ment from the waters which were above the fir-
spake of the creation of the world and of all mament. And God called the firmament
other things. For the prophets were not when Heaven : and God saw that it was good. And
the world came into existence, but the wisdom ithe evening and the morning were the second
of God which was in Him, and His holy Word I day. And God said, Let the water under the
which was always present with Him. Wherefore heaven be gathered into one place, and let the
He speaks thus by the prophet Solomon : "When dry land appear : and it was so. And the waters
He prepared the heavens I was there, and iwere gathered together into their places, and the
when He appointed the foundations of the earth 'dr/ land appeared. And God called the dr),
I was by Him as one brought up with Him."3 land Earth, and the gathering together of the
And Moses, who lived many years before Solo- waters He called Seas : and God saw that it was
mon, or, rather, the Word of God by him as by good. And God said, Let the earth bring forth
an instrument, says, "In the beginning God cre- grass, the herb yielding seed after his kind and
ated the heavens and the earth." First he named in his likeness, and the fruit-tree ymlding fruit
the "beginning," 4 and "creation," s then he after his kind, whose seed is in itself, in his like-
thus introduced God ; for not hghtly and on ness: and it was so. And the earth brought
slight occasion is it right to name God. For the forth grass, the herb yielding seed after his lond,
divine wisdom foreknew that some would trifle and the frnit-tree yielding frmt, whose seed was
and name a multitude of gods that do not exist, m itself, after his kind, on the earth : and God
In order, therefore, that the living God might be saw that it was good. And the evening and the
known by His works, and that [it might be known morning were the third day. And God sald,
that] by His Word God created the heavens and Let there be hghts in the firmament of the
the earth, and all that is therein, he said, "In heaven, to give light on earth, to diwde the day
the beginning God created the heavens and the from the night ; and let them be for signs, and
earth." Then having spoken of their creation, for seasons, and for days, and for years ; and let
he explains to us: "And the earth was without them be for lights in the firmament of the
form, and void, and darkness was upon the face heaven, to give light upon the earth : and it was
of the deep ; and the Spirit of God moved upon so. And God made two great lights ; the
the water." This, sacred Scripture te_tches at greater light to rule the day, and the lesser light
the outset, to show that matter, from which God to rule the night : He made the stars also. And

God set them in the firmament of the heaven to
x iv$,_i#e¢ov. [Here the Logos is spoken of in the entire spirit of give light upon the earth, and to rule over the

the Nicene Council. Ps. xlv. i ts a favourite text against Anus,
a_d (a,/_,. y,d .... h. _ a) Cyp_ pr_s _tag_,_t theJ_s, day and over the night, and to divide the light
which shows that they accepted the/-/_re._ and the L.,YX. in a rays- from the darkness : and God saw that it was
ficalsense.]

Laterally, belching orvomitmg. [The reference is to Ps. xlv. good. And the evening and the morning were
where the LXX. read i$_#_,$a¢o/_ Jt_a _0, ._6yov J.VaObv,and the fourth day. And God said, Let the watersthe Latin er_aavit car _m _um Velum; i.e., "My heart hath
hzt.th_ fortha gio,,o_ W,mi" Th* _at-cho_*.h_g_ of tho bring forth the creeping things that have life, and
franslator (emitted) is degraded by lus note.]

a Prov. vlh. a7. Tbeophilus reads vath the Septuagint, "I was fowl flying over the earth in the firmament of
with Hun.puttlng things into order." instead of "Iwas by Him as
one brought up wtth H]m." [Here the Logos is the ero_bfaas with 6 Theophflus, therefore, understands that when in the first verse
tim Fathers generally; e,g, C_prlm_, ,Adds. y_os, book iL a. But it is said that God created the earth, it is meant that He cnmted the
see cap. xv. p. xox iaf,-&]

4 That _, the _rst principle, whom he has just shown to be the matter of which the earth ts formed.The words, "and hght was; and God saw the light, that it was
Word. good," are omitted in the two best Mss. and in some editioas; but

s In the Greek verdon of C,en. i. x, the word"created" stands they seem to be nec_,._zry, ami tohav¢ fallen out by the m/stake of
before "God." tmnscribeas.
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heaven : and it was so. And God created great some suggestions, both concerning the creation
whales, and every living creature that creepeth, of the world and the nature of man, they have
which the waters brought forth after their kind, emitted no slightest spark of truth. And the
and every winged fowl after his kind : and God utterances of the philosophers, and writers, and
saw that it was good. And God blessed them, poets have an appearance of trustworthiness, on
saying, Increase and multiply, and fill the waters account of the beauty of their diction ; but their
of the sea, and let fowl multiply in the earth, discourse is proved to be foolish and idle, be-
And the evening and the morning were the fifth cause the multitude of their nonsensical frivoli-
day. And God said, Let the earth bring forth ties is very great ; and not a stray morsel of
the living creature after his kind, cattle, and truth is found m them. For even if any truth
creeping thing, and beast of the earth after his seems to have been uttered by them, it has a
kind : and it was so. And God made the beasts mixture of error. And as a deleterious drug,
of the earth after their kind, and the cattle after when mixed with honey or wine, or some other
their kind, and all the creeping things of the thing, makes the whole [mixture] hurtful and
earth. And God said, Let us make man in our profitless ; so also eloquence is in their case
image, after our hkeness ; and let them have found to be labour in vain ; yea, rather an in-
dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the jurious thing to those who credit it. Moreover,
fowl of the heaven, and over the cattle, and over [-they spoke] concerning the seventh day, which
all the earth, and over every creeping thing that all men acknowledge ; but the most know not that
creepeth upon the earth. And God created what among the Hebrews is called the "Sab-
man: in the image of God created He him; bath," is translated into Greek the "Seventh"
male and female created He them. And God (_fl3o/,d_), a name which is adopted by every
blessed them, saying, Be fruitful, and multiply, nation, although they know not the reason of
and replenish the earth, and subdue it, and have the appellation. And as for what the poet
domimon over the fish of the sea, and over the Hesiod says of Erebus being produced from
fowl of the heaven, and over all cattle, and over: chaos, as well as the earth and love which lords
all the earth, and over all the creeping things it over his[Hesiod's] gods and men, his dictum
that creep upon the earth. And God said, Be- is shown to be idle and frigtd, and quite foreign
hold I have given you every herb bearing seed, to the truth. For it is not meet that God be
which is upon the face of all the earth, and conquered by pleasure ; since even men of
every tree m the which is the fruit of a tree temperance abstain from all base pleasure and
yielding seed ; to you it shall be for meat, and wtcked lust.
to all the beasts of the earth, and to all the fowls
of heaven, and to every creeping thing that CHAP. xm.--REMARKS ONTHE CREATIONOF THE
creepeth upon the earth, which has in it the WORLD.
breath of life ; every green herb for meat : and Moreover, his ['Hesiod's] human, and mean,
it was so. And God saw everything that He had and very weak conception, so far as regards
made, and, behold, it was very good. And the God, is discovered in his beginning to relate the
evening and the morning were the sixth day. creation of all things from the earthly things
And the heaven and the earth were finished, and here below. For man, being below, begins to
all the host of them. And on the sixth day God build from the earth, and cannot in order make
finished His works which He made, and rested the roof, unless he has first laid the foundation.
on the seventh day from all His works which He But the power of God is shown in this, that, first
made. And God blessed the seventh day, and of all, He creates out of nothing, according to
sanctified it ; because in it He rested from all His will, the things that are made. "For the
His works which God began to create." things which are impossible with men are possi-

ble with God."_ Wherefore, also, the prophet
ca_u,, xu.--TrtV GLORYOF THE SIX DAYS'WORn. mentioned that the creation of the heavens first

Of this six days' work no man can give a of all took place, as a kind of roof, saying : "At
worthy explanation and description of all its the first GOd created the heavens " -- that is,
parts, not though he had ten thousand tongues that by means of the "'first" principle the
and ten thousand mouths ; nay, though he were heavens were made, as we have already shown.
to live ten thousand years, sojourning in this And by "earth "he means the ground and foun-
life, not even so could he utter anything worthy dation, as by "the deep" he means the multi-
of these things, on account of the exceeding :ode of waters ; and "darkness" he speaks of,
greatness and riches of the wisdom of God on account of the heaven which God made coy-
which there is in the six days' work above nar- ering the waters and the earth like a lid. And
rated. Many writers indeed have imitated [the by the Spirit which is borne above the waters,
narration], and essayed to give an explanation
of these things ; yet, though they thence derived , r.,k__vi_._7.
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he means that which God gave for animating the sea, if it had not had the influx and supply of the
creation, as he gave life to man,' mixing what rivers and fountains to nourish it, would long since
is fine with what is fine. For the Spirit is fine, have been parched by reason of its saltness ; so
and the water is fine, that the Spirit may nourish also the world, if it had not had the law of God
the water, and the water penetrating everywhere and the prophets flowing and welling up sweet-
along with the Spirit, may nourish creation. For hess, and compassion, and righteousness, and
the Spirit being one, and holding the place of the doctrine of the holy commandments of God,
light? was between the water and the heaven, in would long ere now have come to ruin, by reason
order that the darkness might not in any way of the wickedness and sin which abound in it.
communicate with the heaven, which was nearer And as in the sea there are islands, some of them
God, before God said, "Let there be light." habitable, and well-watered, and fruitful, with
The heaven, therefore, being like a dome-shaped havens and harbours in which the storm-tossed
covering, comprehended matter which was like may find refuge,--so God has given to the world
a clod. And so another prophet, Isaiah by which is driven and tempest-tossed by sins, as-
name, spoke in these words: "It is God who semblies 6 we mean holy churches V--in which
made the heavens as a vault, and stretched them survive the doctrines of the truth, as in the island-
as a tent to dwell in." s The command, then, of harbours of good anchorage ; and into these run
God, that is, His Word, shining as a lamp in an those who desire to be saved, being lovers of the
enclosed chamber, lit up all that was under truth, and wishing to escape the wrath and judg-
heaven, when He had made light apart from the ment of God. And as, again, there are other
world.* And the light God called Day, and the islands, rocky and without water, and barren,
darkness Night. Since man would not have and infested by wild beasts, and uninhabitable,
been able to call the light Day, or the darkness and serving only to injure navigators and the
Night, nor, indeed, to have given names to the storm-tossed, on which ships are wrecked, and
other things, had not he received the nomencla- those driven among them perish,--so there are
ture from God, who made the things themselves, doctrines of error--I mean heresies Z--which
In the very beginning, therefore, of the history destroy those who approach them. For they are
and genems of the world, the holy Scripture not guided by the word of truth ; but as pirates,
spoke not concerning this firmament [-which we when they have filled their vessels, s drive them
see], but concerning another heaven, which is on the fore-mentioned places, that they may spoil
to us invisible, after which this heaven which them : so also it happens in the case of those who
we see has been called "firmament," and to err from the truth, that they are all totally rumed
which half the water was taken up that _t might by their error.
serve for rains, and showers, and dews to man-
kind. And half the water was left on earth for CHAP. XV.--OF THE FOURTHDAY'.

rivers, and fountains, and seas. The water, then, On the fourth day the luminaries were made ;
covering all the earth, and specially its hollow because God, who possesses foreknowledge, knew
places, God, through His Word, next caused the the follies of the vain philosophers, that they were
waters to be collected into one collection, and going to say, that the things which grow on the
the dry land to become visible, which formerly earth are produced from the heavenly bodies, so
had been invisible. The earth thus becoming as to exclude God. In order, therefore, that the
visible, was yet without form. God therefore truth might be obvious, the plants and seeds
formed and adorned its with all kinds of herbs, were produced prior to the heavenly bodies, for
and seeds and plants, what is posterior cannot produce that which is

prior. And these contain the pattern and type
CHAP.XIV.mTHE WORLD COMPAREDTO THE SEA. of a great mystery. For the sun Is a type of

Consider, further, their variety, and diverse God, and the moon of man. And as the sun far
beauty, and multitude, and how through them surpasses the moon in power and glory, so far
resurrection is exhibited, for a pattern of the res- does God surpass man. And as the sun remains
urrection of all men which is to be. For who ever full, never becoming less, so does God al-

that considers it will not marvel that a fig-tree is ways abide perfect, being full of all power, and
produced from a fig-seed, or that very huge trees understanding, and wisdom, and immortality, and
grow from the other very little seeds ? And we all good. But the moon wanes monthly, and in
say that the world resembles the sea. For as the a manner dies, being a type of man ; then it is

born again, and is crescent, for a pattern of the
future resurrection. In like manner also the

Z [See book L cap. v., s_$_qP_,note 2; also, tl-_ important remark
of Ka_._ 7w,rtfn Martyr, p. x79.]

2 This fonows the Benedictine reading. Other editors, as Hum- 6 Literally, _es.

p_, _ read l_-,'b_l _rm,, "resemblinghght." _' [ The port_ attd 17mppyhavens beautifully contrasted with rocksha. xl. 22. and shoals and barren ori"hlms_itable isle_ ]
* l¢onowmg Woles rendering, s That is, as the Benedictine edition suggests, when they have
S Or, suitably arranged and appointed R. filled them wtth tmsuspectang passengers.
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three days which were before the luminaries,, CHAp. XVII._OF THE;SIXTHDAY.

are types of the Trinity, • of God, and His Word, And on the sixth day, God having made the
and His wisdom3 And the fourth is the type of quadrupeds, and wild beasts, and the land rep-
man, who needs light, that so there may be God, tiles, pronounced no blessing upon them, re-
the Word, wisdom, man. Wherefore also on the serving His blessing for man, whom He _-as
fourth day the lights were made. The dlsposi- about to create on the sixth day. The quadru-
tion of the stars, too, contains a type of the at- peds, too, and wild beasts, were made for a type
rangement and order of the righteous and pious, of some men, who neither know nor worship
and of those who keep the law and command- God, but mind earthly things, and repent not.
ments of God. For the brilliant and bright stars For those who turn from their iniquities and liveare an imitation of the prophets, and therefore

righteously, in spint fly upwards like birds, and
they remain fixed, not declining, nor passing from mind the things that are above, and are well-
place to place. And those which hold the pleasing to the will of God. But those who do
second place in brightness, are types of the not know nor worship God, are like birds which
people of the righteous. And those, again, have wings, but cannot fly nor soar to the high
which change their position, and flee from place things of God. Thus, too, though such persons
to place, which also are called planets,4 they too are called men, yet being pressed down with
are a type of the men who have wandered from sins, they mind grovelling and earthly things.
God, abandoning His law and commandments. And the animals are named wild beasts [_qplo,_,

CHAP. XVL--OF THE FIFTHDAY. from their being hunted [0,/p_c_rS_], not as if
they had been made evil or venomous from the

On the fifth day the living creatures which first mfo r nothing was made evil by God, s but
proceed from the waters were produced, through all things good, yea, very good, -- but the sin in
which also is revealed the manifold wisdom of which man was concerned brought evil upon
God in these things ; for who could count their them. For when man transgressed, they also
multitude and very various kinds ? Moreover, transgressed with him. For as, if the master of
the things proceeding from the waters were the house himself acts rightly, the domestics also
blessed by GOd, that this also might be a sign ofl of necessity conduct themselves well ; but if the
men's being destined to receive repentance and master sins, the servants also sin with him ; so
remission of sins, through the water and laver of in like manner it came to pass, that in the case
regeneration,--as many as come to the truth, of man's sin, he being master, all that was sub-
and are born again, and receive blessing from ject to him sinned with him. When, therefore,
God. But the monsters of the deep and the man again shall have made his way back to his
birds of prey are a similitude of covetous men natural condition, and no longer does evil, those
and transgressors. For as the fish and the fowls also shall be restored to their original gentleness.
are of one nature,--some indeed abide in their
natural state, and do no harm to those weaker CHAP. xvnl. _ THE CREATIONOF MAN'.

than themselves, but keep the law of God, and But as to what relates to the creation of man,
eat of the seeds of the earth ; others of them, his own creation cannot be explained by man,
again, transgress the law of God, and eat flesh, though it is a succinct account of it which holy
and injure those weaker than themselves : thus, Scripture gives. For when God said, "Let Us
too, the righteous, keeping the law of God, bite make man in Our image, after Our likeness,"
and injure none, but live holily and righteously. He first intimates the dignity of man. For God
But robbers, and murderers, and godless persons having made all things by His Word, and having
are like monsters of the deep, and wild beasts, reckoned them all mere bye-works, reckons the
and birds of prey ; for they virtually devour those creation of man to be the only work worthy of
weaker than themselves. The race, then, of fishes His own hands. Moreover, God is found, as if
and of creeping things, though partaking of God's needing help, to say, "Let Us make man in Our
blessing, received no very distinguishing prop- image, after Our likeness." But to no one else
erty. than to His own Word and wisdom did He say,

"Let Us make." And when He had made and

F_l.omgWoles_,dl, g.. ....... blessed him, that he might increase and replenish
]lave p_too¢. [£laeearilcStttseoltlttswora" lnntty." It _ to ........ _ _. _ . .
fne "been used by thiswrherln his lost works, also; and, as a learncxl the earth, He put air things unaer ms ¢lomlnlon,
• no_tggesta, the tme he makes of it is familiar. Hedoesnotmgit J^_A _,k:, .... :_o. _a _o _,,,,_;_*_A from the

ing novel : " types of the Trini_ty," he says, illustrating an [ . I_' •
_3 r_ w°_.,_x'nL_._="g _ ._..°n*'] .... Ifirst that he should find nutriment from the fruits

t_.nemmentauthonty says_ "it is certain, that, accoramg tol _ , ., , -- a a _____ and
the notions of Theophilu.% God, His Word, and His wisdom constl- [ OI the earta, aria from seeos, aim u_rus,
tuu_ a T " " • and it should seem a Trinlty of peysons" He notes " " "_at t_'_ _h_ a_--to the H-_. "'alt" " he [acorns, having at the same time appointed that_. o_ ,. gnea oly _l_nt, aougn !

mr_elf eisewbere gives this ude to the Son (book ii. cap. x.,su/ra ),
at m more u_ with the Father" Comet Kay's .9'_t_ Ma_- I _ [Note the _lid truth.ttmt t-_t ts not..t_ .a3tt_.. m _ mm
/J_r.p.t$7. Ed. z853. l p roba_sugg_otl_ tltat_tlt_n_ _J'ml_illttJt_wtattm_n$@

4 I.e., wandering stars. _ _.vm. _.j
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the animals be of habits similar tom an's, that that is it which compasseth the whole land of
they also might eat of all the seeds of the earth. Havilah, where there is gold ; and the gold of

that land is good, and there is bdellium and the
CHAP. X1X.--MA.N IS PLACED IN PARADISE.

onyx stone. And the name of the second river
God having thus completed the heavens, and is Gihon : the same is it that compasseth the

the earth, and the sea, and all that are in them, whole land of Ethiopia. And the third river is
on the sixth day, rested on the seventh day from Tigris : this is it which gocth toward Syria. And
all His works which He made. Then holy the fourth river is Euphrates. And the LORD
Scripture gives a summary in these words : God took the man whom He had made, and put
"This is the book of the generation of the him in the garden, to tilt and to keep it. And
heavens and the earth, when they were created, God commanded Adam, saying, Of every tree
in the day that the LORDmade the heavens and that is m the garden thou mayest freely eat ; but
the earth, and every green thing of the field, of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, ye
before it was made, and every herb of the field shall not eat of it ; for in the day ye eat of it ye
before it grew. For God had not caused it to shall surely die. And the LORD God said, It is
rain upon the earth, and there was not a man to not good that the man should be alone ; let Us
till the ground. ''x By this He signifies to us, make him an helpmeet for him. And out of
that the whole earth was at that time watered by the ground God formed all the beasts of the field,
a divine fountain, and had no need that man and all the fowls of heaven, and brought them to
should till it ; but the earth produced all things Adam.. And whatsoever Adam called every liv-
spontaneously by the command of God, that ing creature, that was the name thereof. And
man might not be wearied by tilling it. But Adam gave names to all cattle, and to the fowls
that the creation of man might be made plain, so of the air, and to all the beasts of the field.
that there should not seem to be an insoluble But for Adam there was not found an helpmeet
problem existing among men, since God had for him. And God caused an ecstasy to fall
said, "Let Us make man ;" and since His crea- upon Adam, and he slept ; and He took one of
tion was not yet plainly related, Scripture teaches his ribs, and closed up the flesh instead thereof.
us, saying : "And a fountain went up out of the And the rib, which the LORDGOd had taken from
earth, and watered the face of the whole earth ; man, made He a woman, and brought her unto
and GOd made man of the dust of the earth, Adam. And Adam said, This is now hone of my
and breathed into his face the breath of life, and bones, and flesh of my flesh ; she shall be called
man became a living soul. ''_ Whence also by Woman, because she was taken out of man.
most persons the soul is called immortal.3 And Therefore shall a man leave his father and his
after the formation of man, God chose out for mother, and shall cleave unto h_s wife, and they
him a rcgmn among the places of the East, ex- two shall be one flesh. And they were both
ccllent for light, brilliant with a very bright naked, Adam and his wife, and were not ashamed.
atmosphere, [abundant] in the finest plants;
and m this He placed man. CHAP. XXI.- OF THE FALL OF MAN.

"Now the serpent was more subtle than any
CHAP. XX0-- THE SCRIPTURALACCOUNTOF beast of the field which the LORD GOd had made.

PARADISE. And the serpent said to the woman, Why hath
Scripture thus relates the words of the sacred God said, Ye shall not eat of every tree of the

history : "And God planted Paradise, eastward, garden ? And the woman said unto the serpent,
in Eden ; and there He put the man whom He We eat of every tree of'the garden, but of the
had formed. And out of the ground made God fruit of the tree which is in the midst of the gar-
to grow every tree that is pleasant to the sight, den GOd hath said, Ye shall not eat of it, neither
and good for food ; the tree of life also in the shall ye touch it, lest ye die. And the serpent
midst of Paradise, and the tree of the knowledge said unto the woman, Ye shall not surely die.
of good and evil. And a river flows out of Eden, For God doth know that in the day ye eat there-
to water the garden ; thence it is parted into of, then your eyes shall be opened, and ye shall
four heads. The name of the first is Pison: be as gods, knowing good and evil. And the

woman saw that the tree was good for food, and
**c_ !! 4,s._............... that it was nleasant to the eyes, and a tree to be
.uen. n..7. [tneaem_wmustnot_overmo_e_: . meDream . -- r . _ _ . _

of litaes, " s_tructsl_ut vitawum ; on which see Bartholimm, m De- ! desired to make one wlse ; ana having taken o[
fi_sch, System of'Bi& Psyc_ol., p. r*7. Aim Luther's Trickoto_, I .t ,.., .t e I- .J._l ..... a ..... 1__ "'-*'0f6id p. 46o. WithanotherworkOfsimll_ characterI amonly;/ me rrmt mereoi, sne tnu cat, anu gave argo trot
slightly ac:q..uainted,but,recallwith.g_atsatisfactmn_a " partialexam:] her husband with her : and they did eat. And
u*monot ,t whenit m_t ,_. , _ to _, r,-_.ta,,., _ . --., _ a *he
-'V'ttho'eof_ratt, bytheRev._.B. Hea_l,M.A. 3ded. FAi,_,gh,/tne eyes oI tnem oom were openea, aria t y
:t87t T. 8iT Clark W h wed fi3'rS_t " _,ti_ -¢, _ ) ,,_ the noteof the Pan [ knew that they ere naked ; and t ey se g
. . ct_n_re . t P- P" ' " " " - Stin. _.'_.t_ m .,_,@, (v-.*s,), wheret_j..t_gi, ._.d*.m_ct,o,__[leaves together, and made themselves apron.
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lng in the garden in the cool of the day, and itself teaches us that Adam said that he had heard
Adam and his wife hid themselves from the pres- the voice. But what etse is this voice but the
ence of the Ixmo God amongst the trees of the Word of God, who is also His Son ? Not as the
garden. And the Logo God called unto Adam, poets and writers of myths talk of the sons of
and said unto him, Where art thou ? And he gods begotten from intercourse [ with women ],
said unto Him, I heard Thy voice in the garden, but as truth expounds, the Word, that always
and I was afraid, because I was naked,and I hid exists, residing within the heart of God. For
myself. And He said unto him, Who told thee before anything came into being He had Him
that thou wast naked, unless thou hast eaten of as a counsellor, being His own mind and thought.
the tree whereof I commanded thee that thou But when God wished to make all that He de-
shouldest not eat ? And Adam said, The woman termined on, He begot this Word, uttered,S the
whom Thou gavest to be with me, she gave me first-born of all creation, not Himself being emp-
of the tree, and I did eat. And God said to the tied of the Word[ Reason ], but having begotten
woman, What is this that thou hast done ? And Reason, and always conversing with His Reason.
the woman said, The serpent beguiled me, and I And hence the holy writings teach us, and all the
did eat. And the LoRD God said unto the set- spirit-bearing [ inspired ] men, one of whom_
pent, Because thou hast done this, thou art ac- John, says, "In the beginning was the Word, and
cursed above all the beasts of the earth ; on thy the Word was with God," 6 showing that at first
breast and belly shalt thou go, and dust shalt GOd was alone, and the Word in Him. Then he
thou eat all the days of thy life : and I will put says, "The Word was God ; all things came into
enmity between thee and the woman, and be- existence through Him ; and apart from Him
tween thy seed and her seed ; it shall bruise thy not one thing came into existence." The Word,
head, and thou shalt bruise his heel. * And to then, being God, and being naturally7 produced
the woman He said, I will greatly multiply thy from God, whenever the Father of the universe
sorrow and thy travail : m sorrow shalt thou bring wills, He sends Him to any place ; and He,
forth children; and thy desire shall be to thy coming, is both heard and seen, being sent by
husband, and he shall rule over thee. And unto Him, and is found in a place.
Adam He said, Because thou hast hearkened
unto the voice of thy wife, and hast eaten of the CHAP. xxm. -- THE TRIYI'HOF THE ACCOUNTIN
tree of which I commanded thee, saying, Thou G_ESIS.
shalt not eat of it ; cursed is the ground in 2 thy Man, therefore, God made on the sixth day,
works : in sorrow shait thou eat of it all the days and made known this creation after the seventh
of thy life ; thorns and thistles shall it bring forth day, when also He made Paradise, that he might
to thee ; and thou shalt eat the herb of the field, be in a better and distinctly superior place.
In the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat thy bread, And that this is true, the fact itself proves. For
till thou return unto the earth ; for out of it wast how can one miss seeing that the pains which
thou taken: for dust thou art, and unto dust women suffer in childbed, and the oblivion of
shalt thou return."3 Such is the account given their labours which they afterwards enjoy, are
by holy Scripture of the history of man and of sent in order that the word of God may be fal-
Paradise. filled, and that the race of men may increase

and multiply? s And do we not see also the
CHAP. XXIL _ WHY GOD IS SAID TO HAVE WALKED. judgment of the serpent, m how hatefully he

You will say, then, to me: "You said that crawls on his belly and eats the dust, m that
God ought not to be contained in a place, and iwe may have this, too, for a proof of the things
how do you now say that He walked in Para-which were said aforetime ?
disc ?" Hear what I say. The God and Father,
indeed, of all cannot be contained, and is not CHAP. XXlV.--THE BEALrrv 0r PARADISE.
found in a place, for there is no place of His God, then, caused to spring out of the earth
rest ; but His Word, through whom He made all every tree that is beautiful in appearance, or
things, being His power and His wisdom, assum- good for food. For at first there were only
ing the person 4 of the Father and Lord of all, those things which were produced on the third
went to the garden in the person of God, and day, m plants, and seeds, and herbs ; but the
conversed with Adam. For the divine writing things which were in Paradise were made of a

t TlmoDhilus reads "It shall watch th_ head, and thou shalt [ $ Ei_G_o_Ko%thetermuscdoftlmLogo_asmamf_t_.; thcWo{d
watch-h_swl_|. " ' -" as utmred by the Father, m dilttinction from the Word tram=mint m

2 Or, "by thy. works." IHim. [ _us is the first auth?r who dlstan_ _ tl_
. a Gen. h 8-11i zo_ .[See JustlnM_ ., Did., cap. Ivi. p. a23, vol. L I Z,a_ _fdk*i_¢ot (caP-x.. , _u.gra._ and tl_e__.a'#*lr_; m¢wcma, .

th_s series.] z_/.trmzlp and the Word tmmtt_l. Ka_ s _=a/_, p. tTx.|
• 4The.annotatorshexewarnus.agai.n_t. suPim_n.gthat".pers°n"[ 6L°imt't; ........... tion notlwcnmti_
as used as Rwas afterwards employed m discussing th.e.doctrmeofthe[ l.ntuts, mnng_,u_u_ .,|_ -s .... _-2--t.with
Trinity, and show that the word is _ in its ori_aal m_.mg, i s The Be.nedictme *¢ut_. r_marks. .women. y.._ _..o
and_h m_nmo_to an _to_ t=_,_ up a maska_ personatinga t_ and1_a as thepurist award _ m: ta_ _ tae
character. I gain, that t_ propagatam ot um ra_ may Dotpc _
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superior loveliness and beauty, since in it the being yet an infant in age, was on this account
plants were said to have been planted by God. as yet unable to receive knowledge worthily.
As to the rest of the plants, indeed, the world For now, also, when a child is born it is not at
contained plants like them ; but the two trees,-- once able to eat bread, but is nourished first
the tree of life and the tree of knowledge,-- the with milk, and then, with the increment of years,
rest of the earth possessed not, but only Para: it advances to solid food. Thus, too, would it
dise. And that Paradise is earth, and is planted have been with Adam ; for not as one who
on the earth, the Scripture states, saying :x "And grudged him, as some suppose, did God corn-
the I,o_ God planted Paradise in Eden east- mand him not to eat of knowledge. But He
wards, and placed man there ; and out of the wished also to make proof of him, whether he
ground made the LORDGod to grow every tree was submissive to His commandment. And at
that is pleasant to the sight and good for food." the same time He wished man, infant as he was,_
By the expressions, therefore, "out of the to remain for some time longer simple and sin-
ground," and "eastwards," the holy writing cere. For this is holy, not only with God, but
clearly teaches us that Paradise is under this also with men, that in simplicity and guileless-
heaven, under which the east and the earth are. ness subjection be yielded to parents. But if it
And the Hebrew word Eden signifies "dehght." is right that children be subject to parents, how
And it was signified that a river flowed out of much more to the God and Father of all things?
Eden to water Paradise, and after that divides i Besides, _t is unseemly that children in infancy
into four heads ; of which the two called Pison be wise beyond their years ; for as in stature one
and Gihon water the eastern parts, especially increases in an orderly progress, so also in wis-
Gihon, which encompasses the whole land of dom. But as when a law has commanded absti-
Ethiopia, and which, they say, reappears in nence from anything, and some one has not
Egypt under the name of Nile. And the other obeyed, it is obviously not the law which causes
two rivers are manifestly recognisable by us- punishment, but the disobedience and transgres-
those called Tigris and Euphrates--for these sion;--for a father sometimes enjoins on h_s
border on our own regions. And God having own child abstinence from certain things, and
placed man in Paradise, as has been said, to till when he does not obey the paternal order, he is
and keep it, commanded him to eat of all the !flogged and punished on account of the disobe-
trees, J manifestly of the tree of life also ; but dience ; and in this case the actions themselves
only of the tree of knowledge He commanded ]are not the [cause of] stripes, but the disobe-
him not to taste. And God transferred him dience procures punishment for him who dis-
from the earth, out of which he had been obeys;--so also for the first man, disobedience
produced, into Paradise, giving him means of procured his expulsmn from Paradise. Not,
advancement, in order that, maturing and be- therefore, as if there were any evil in the tree
coming perfect, and being even declared a god, of knowledge ; but from his disobedience did
he might thus ascend into heaven in possession man draw, as from a fountain, labour, pain,
of immortality. For man had been made a grief, ant] at last fall a prey to death.
middle nature, neither wholly mortal, nor alto-
gether immortal, but capable of either; so also c'_P. XXVL_C,OD'S C,OODNESStN EX.e_LtNG
the place, Paradise, was made in respect of _ FROMPARADISE.
beauty intermediate between earth and heaven. And God showed great kindness to man m
And by the expression, "till it," • no other kind this, that He did not suffer him to remain in sin
of labour is implied than the observance of for ever ; but, as it were, by a kind of banish-
God's command, lest, disobeying, he should ment, cast him out of Paradise, in order that,
destroy himself, as indeed he did destroy him- having by pumshment expiated, within an ap-
self, by sin. pointed time, the sin, and having been disciphned,

he should afterwards be restored. Wherefore
CHAP.XXV._ GODWASy_ST]FIEDIN FO_nmVtsc also, when man had been formed in this world,

TOEATOF THETREEOF KNOWLEr_E. it is mystically written in Genesis, as if he had
The tree of knowledge itself was good, and been twice placed in Paradise ; so that the one

its fruitwas good. For it was not the tree, as was fulfilled when he was placed there, and the
some think, but the disobedience, which had second will be fulfilled after the resurrection and
death in it. For there was nothing else in the judgment. For just as a vessel, when on being
fruit than only knowledge ; but knowledge is fashioned it has some flaw, is remoulded or re-
good when one uses it discreetly.3 But Adam, made, that it may become new and entire ; so

also it happens to man by death. For somehow
x Gen. iL8. ,,

II_j ._ _tg htm:L 4 [No need d a Ions argument _.-,ee, to show, u _me edillms have[ Pulchm, d qu_ ea eecte,utatu_" i_the _lcfi_ _" the _ ,I-, our _ _1_ Adam an J'Jg'ant,o_/mth _ w
1_u/s_ Anoblemocto_oracc_ll_le.J _me. not__'_. I"lewaslmta_wda_okL]
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or other he is broken up, that he may rise in the not only that thus the mystery of God's sole
resurrectionwhole ; I mean spotless, and right- government might be exhibited, but also that
eous, and immortal. And as to God's calling, their mutual affection might be greater. There-
and saying, Where art thou, Adam ? God did fore said Adam to Eve, "This is now bone of
this, not as if ignorant of this ; but, being long- my bones, and flesh of my flesh." And besides,
suffering,He gave him an opportunity of repent- he prophesied,saying," Forthiscause shalla man
ance and confession, leave his father and his mother, and shall cleave

unto hiswife; and they two shallbe one flesh;"s
CHAP.XXVXL--THEfeATUReor M__'_. which also xtself has its fulfilment in ourselves.

But some one will say to us, Was man made For who that marries lawfully does not despise
by naturemortal? Certainly not. Was he, then, mother and father,and his whole familyconnec-
immortal? Neither do we affirm this. But one tion, and all his household, cleaving to and
will say, Was he, then, nothing? Not even this becoming one with his own wife, fondly prefer-
hits the mark. He was by nature neither mot- ring her ? So that often, for the sake of their
tal nor immortal. For if He had made him wives, some submit even to death. This Eve,
immortal from the beginning, He would have on account of her having been in the beginning
made him God. Again, if He had made hxm deceived by the serpent, and become the author
mortal, God would seem to be the cause of his of sin, the wicked demon, who also is called
death. Neither, then, immortal nor yet mortal Satan, who then spoke to her through the ser-

: did He make him, but, as we have said above, pent, and who works even to this day in those
capable of both ; so that if he should incline to men that are possessed by him, invokes as Eve.4

: the things of immortality, keeping the corn-And he is called "demon" and "dragon," on
mandment of God, he should receive as reward account of his [ a:rOSeSpO_&a_] revolting from

_ from Him immortality, and should become God ; God. For at first he was an angel. And con-
but if, on the other hand, he should turn to the cerning his history there is a great deal to be

_: things of death, disobeying God, he should him- said ; wherefore I at present omit the relation
self be the cause of death to himself. For God 'of it, for I have also given an account of him in
made man free, and with power over himself.' another place.
That, then, which man brought upon himself
through carelessness and disobedience, this God crop. xxtx.- CAIN'SCRIME.
nowvouchsafes to him as a gift through His own When, then, Adam knew Eve his wife, she
philanthropy and pity, when men obey HimY conceived and bare a son, whose name was
For as man, disobeying, drew death upon him- Cain ; and she said, "I have gotten a man from
self; so, obeying the will of God, he who desires God." And yet again she bare a second son,
is able to procure for himself life everlasting, whose name was Abel, "who began to be a
For God has given us a law and holy command- keeper of sheep, but Cain tilled the ground." s
ments; and every one who keeps these can be Their history receives a very full narration, yea,
saved, and, obtaining the resurrection, can in- even a detailed explanation: 6 wherefore the
herit incorruption, book itself, which is entitled "The Genesis of

the World," can more accurately inform those
CHAP. XXVIIL -- WHY EVE WAS FORMED OF who are anxious to learn their story. When,

ADAM'SroB. then, Satan saw Adam and his wife not only still
And Adam having been east out of Paradise, living, but also begetting children--being carded

in this condition knew Eve his wife, whom God away with spite because he had not succeeded
had formed into a wife for him out of his rib. in putting them to death,--when he saw that
And this He did, not as if He were unable to Abel was weU-pleasing to God, he wrought upon
make his wife separately, but God foreknew that the heart of his brother ,called Cain, and caused
man would call upon a number of gods. And him to kill his brother Abel. And thus did
having this prescience, and knowing that through death get a beginning in this world, to find its
the serpent error would introduce a number of way into every race of man, even to this day.
gods which had no existence,-- for there being i But God, being pitiful, and wishing to afford to
but one GOd, even then error was striving to Cain, as to Adam, an opportunity of repent-
disseminate a multitude of gods, saying, "Ye ante and confession, said, "Where is Abel thy
shall be as gods ;"--lest, then, it should be sup-brother?" But Cain answered God ¢ontuma-
posed that one God made the man and another
the woman, therefore He made them both ; and _ s c_. a ,, [K_ _ _ o_, ..t_.e. high_ dmarri_ See his._tm_.in.01.,1_-'x_._.j . . -- .
God made the woman together with the man, , v._g to t_ _ _.in._,,hi_ _,,:_y_

dumtod,ffi_l,_ldc.hthe F_ wd_ed to _._ m
z [Auob_sen.race:_._por _ x-:_ _w,_ bi u_jl_d Eve,_e_¢_ aUmL

_, _s.,,,,.] . s Gcn. iv. z, s.
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ciously, saying, "I know not ; am I my brother's be empty and vain, forthese inventors lived many
keeper ?" God, being thus made angry with years after the flood. And what relates to Noah,
him, said, "What hast thou done? The voice who is called by some Deucalion, has been ex-
of thy brother's blood crieth to" me from'the plained by us in the book before mentioned, and
earth, which opened her mouth to receive thy which, if you wish it, you are at liberty to read.
brother's blood from thy hand. Groaning and
trembling shalt thou be on the earth." From CHAP.XX_.--TH_ HISTORYAFTERTHE FLOOD.
that time the earth, through fear, no longer After the flood was there again a beginning of
receives human blood,, no, nor the blood of cities and kings, in the foUowing manner :--The
any animal ; by which it appears that it is not first city was Babylon, and Erech, and Accad,
the cause [of death ], but man, who trans- and Calneh, in the land of Shmar. And their
gressed, king was caLledNebroth [Nimrod']. From these

came Asshur, from whom also the Assyrians
c_P. xxx.--_'s FAMIL¢AND THEIRn_VEU-receive their name. And Nimrod built the

TIONS. cities Nineveh and Rehoboth, and Calah, and
Cain also himself had a son, whose name was Resen, between Nineveh and Calah ; and Nine-

Enoch ; and he built a city, which he called by veh became a very great city. And another son
the name of his son, Enoch. From that time i of Shem, the son of Noah, by name Mizraim,
was there made a beginning of the building of begat Ludim, and those called Anamim, and
cities, and this before the flood ; not as Homer Lehabim, and Naphtuhim, and Pathrnsim,
falsely says : *-- and Casluhim, out of whom came Philistin. Of

"Not yethad mena city built." the three sons of Noah, however, and of their
death and genealogy, we have given a compen-

And to Enoch was born a son, by name Gaidad ; dious register in the above-mentioned book.
who begat a son called Heel ; and Heel begat But now we WIll mention the remaining facts
Mathusala ; and Mathusala, Lamech. And La- both concerning cities and kings, and the things
mech took unto him two wives, whose names that happened when there was one speech and
were Adah and Zillah. At that time there was ione language. Before the dividing of the 1an-
made a beginning of polygamy, and also of guages these fore-mentioned cities existed. But
music. For Lamech had three sons : Jabal, when men were about to be dispersed, they took
Jubal, Tubal. And Jabal became a keeper of counsel of thelr own judgment, and not at the
cattle, and dwelt in tents ; but Jubal is he who instigation of God, to build a city, a tower whose
made known the psaltery and the harp ; and top might reach into heaven, that they might
Tubal became a smith, a forger in brass and iron. make a glorious name to themselves. Since,
So far the seed of Cain is registered ; and for therefore, they had dared, contrary to the will
the rest, the seed of his line has sunk into obliv- of God, to attempt a grand work, God destroyed
ion, on account of his fratricide of his brother.
And, in place of Abel, God granted to Eve to their city, and overthrew their tower. Fromthat time He confounded the languages of men,
conceive and bear a son, who was called Seth ; giving to each a different dialect. And similarly
from whom the remainder of the human race did the Sibylspeak, when she declared that wrath
proceeds until now. And to those who desire would come on the world. She says :-
to be informed regarding all generations, it is
easy to give explanations by means of the holy "When are fulfilledthe threatsof the great God,With which He threatened men, when formerly
Scriptures. For, as we have already mentioned In the Assyrian ]and they built a tower,
this subject, the order of the genealogy of man, And all were of one speech, and wished to rise

has been partly handled by us in another dis- Eventill they chmbed unto the starry heaven,
course, in the first book of The tttstory.3 And Then the lmmortalrinseda mighty windAnd laid upon them strong necessity ;
all these things the Holy Spirit teaches us, who Forwhen the windthrewdownthe mighty tower,
speaks through Hoses and the rest of the proph- Then roseamongmankindfiercestrifeandhate.
ets, so that the writings which belong to us godly Onespeech was changedto manydlalects,
people are more ancient, yea, and are shown to Andearth was filledwithdiverstribesand kings."
be more truthful, than all writers and poets. And so on. These things, then, happened in
But also, concerning music, some have fabled the land of the Chalda_ans. And in the land of
that Apollo was the inventor, and others say that Canaan there was a city, by name Haran. And
Orpheus discovered the art of music from the in these days, Pharaoh, who by the Egyptians
sweet voices of the birds. Their story isshown to was also called Nechaoth, was first king of Egypt,

and thus the kings foUowed in succession.4 And
,,s_ Fea_," B_od_ _t _ c_,hm, _.,k_. _.otin the land of Shinar, among those called Chal-

y _a_r me e.snh." [ Ou th¢ field of Antietam, a_er tae reline, !
| observed the btood./_hrd upon the soft, not absorbed by it.] [

2 I/.., n:. ax6. But Homcr r_ers only _o Troy. 4 But the Be,headline editor tmderstands the l'a_'ds to mean, that
[Of the fotmder of _ chronoloiD, thin must b¢ _.] the sm:c_ding kings w©_ in lilm mann_ caUed Pharaoh.
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d,_eans, the first king was Arioch, arid next after at first there were few men in the land of Arabia
him Ellasar, and after him Chedorlaomer, king and Chaldaea, yet, after their l_m_mges were
of Elam, and after him Tidal, king of the nations divided, they gradually began to multiply and
called Assyrians. And there were five other spread over all the earth; and some of them
c_ties in the territory of Ham, the son of Noah ; tended towards the east to dwell there, and
the first called Sodom, then Gomorrah, Admah, others to the parts of the great continent, and
Zeboiim, and Balah, which was also called Zoar. others northwards, so as to extend as far as
And the names of their kings are these : Bera, Britain, in the Arctic regions. And others went
king of Sodom ; Birsha, king of Gomorrah ; to the land of Canaan, which is called Judaea,
Shinab, king of Admah ; Shemeber, king of and Phoenicia, and the region of Ethiopia, and
Zeboiim ; Bela, king of Zoar, which is also called Egypt, and Libya, and the country called torrid,
Kephalac.' These served Chedorlaomer, the and the parts stretching towards the west ; and
king of the Assyrians, for twelve years, and in the rest went to places by the sea, and Pare-
the thirteenth year they revolted from Chedor- phylia, and Asia, and Greece, and Macedonia,
laomer ; and thus it came to pass at that time and, besides, to Italy, and the whole country
that the four Assyrian kings waged war upon the called Gaul, and Spare, and Germany ; so that
five kings. This was the first commencement of now the whole world is thus filled with inhabit-
making war on the earth ; and they destroyed ants. Since then the occupation of the world by
the giants Karnaim, and the strong nations that men was at first in three divisions,- in the east,
were with them in their city, and the Hontes of and south, and west : afterwards, the remaining
the mountains called Seir, as far as the plain of parts of the earth were inhabited, when men
Paran, which is by the wilderness. And at that became very numerous. And the writers, not
time there was a righteous king called Melchise- knowing these things, are forward to maintain
dek, in the city of Salem, which now ls Jerusalem. that the world is shaped like a sphere, and to
This was the first priest of all priests 2 of the compare it to a cube. But how can they say
Most High God ; and from hxm the above-named what is true regarding these things, when they
city Hierosolyma was called Jerusalem.3 And do not know about the creation of the world and
from his time priests were found in all the earth, its population ? Men gradually increasing in
And after him reigned Abimelech in Gerar ; and number and multiplying on the earth, as we have
after him another Abimelech. Then reigned already said, the islands also of the sea and the
Ephron, surnamed the Hittite. Such are the rest of the countries were inhabited.
names of the kings that were in former times.
And the rest of the kings of the Assyrians, during CHAP.XXXIII.-- PROFANEHISTORYGIVESNO AC-
an interval of many years, have been passed over COUNTOF TH_SV. MATrV.aS.
m silence unrecorded, all writers narrating the Who, then, of those called sages, and poets,
events of our recent days. There were these and historians, could tell us truly of these things,
kings of Assyria : Tlglath-Pileser, and after him themselves being much later born, and introdu-
Shalmaneser, then Sennacherib ; and Adramme- cing a multitude of gods, who were born so many
lech the Ethiopian, who also reigned over Egypt, years after the cities, and are more modern than
was his triarch ; -- though these things, in com- kings, and nations, and wars ? For they should
parison with our books, are quite recent, have made mention of all events, even those

which happened before the flood; both of the
CHAP. XKXII.- HOW THE HUMAN RACE WAS DIS- creation of the world and the formation of man,

PEI_SED. and the whole succession of events. The Egyp-

Hence, therefore, may the lovers of learning tian or Chald_ean prophets, and the other writers,
and of antiquity understand the history, and see should have been able accurately to tell, if at
that those things are recent which are told by least they spoke by a divine and pure spirit, and
us apart from the holy prophets.* For though spoke truth in all that was uttered by them ; and

they should have announced not only things past
z Theophdus spells some of the names &fferently from what they or present, but also those that were to come

_re given in our text. For Tidal he has Thargal, for Beta. Ballas, upon the world. And therefore it is proved
o Btrsha, Barsas, for Shinab, Senaar; for Shemeber, Hymoor. . _ ,, _t___ L--..-- l.--^-- :...... nnd that we

Kephalac is taken to he a corruption for Balak, whmh m the prevtous tnat all omer* rmvc vueu ,,, _,,,,., ---- ----

senten_i_mul_ns_e_b_ton_yhe_u'st°t_tth°Ugw_e_ss_t:_f_e_i_ Christians alone have possessed the truth, in_.-[ ry .°
is a" sunitltude," and that the one Great Htgh Ptaest of our profe_ { much as we are taught by the Holy Sptnt, who
sion appeared to Abraham in that character, as to Joshua in another, I __^t.^ .'- #k_ h,.h, ,_rt_nhets and foretold allIKC ALt _L_, J_J] laA_l _ ,
the " Captain of otlr salvation" (Heb vn. z-3; Josh. v. I3-15). [ [Ju

We need a carefully digested work on the apparlUons of the Word ] things.
before His incarnation, or the theophanies of the Old Teaame,U. J [

3 [Certainly a smlong etymon, "Salem of the priest." But we .......... HOLI-
can only accept it as a heautiful play upon words.]. _CHAP. _._THE Mgt)PtX_Jt_ _j_tr4_

4 Proving the anUqmty, of Scripture, by showing that no recent i NESS OF LIFE.
oGL'xtrr_q_s, ire melettlotled trt It. Wolf, however, gives ano.tjmr reao- I .......

mg'w_,_h-Y°"tdhertad'tT_d"' """_ "m_)•'wP_ "_- L_gs _l And- for the rest, would that m a family spratrecent wmcn we utter on me aot,qonty o_me Italy propocl& •
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you would investigate divine things,w I mean tablished the heavens, and founded the earth
the things that are spoken by the prophets--in and all that is thereto, and giveth breath unto
order that, by comparing what is said by us with the people upon it, and spirit to them that walk
the utterances of the others, you may be able to i therein. This is the LORD your God." 6 And
discover the truth. We 2 have shown from their again, through him He says : "I have made the
own histories, which they have compiled, that earth, and man upon it. I by my hand have
the names of those who are called gods, are jestablished the heavens." 7 And in another
found to be the names of men who lived among chapter, "Thin is your God, who created the
them, as we have shown above. And to this day ends of the earth ; He hungereth not, neither is
their images are daily fashioned, idols, "the weary, and there is no searching of His under-
works of men's hands." And these the mass standing. ''s So, too, Jeremiah says: "Who
of foolish men serve, whilst they reject the maker hath made the earth by His power, and estab-
and fashioner of all things and the nourisher of lished the world by His wisdom, and by His
all breath of life, giving credit to vain doctrines discretion hath stretched out the heavens, and a
through the deceitfulness of the senseless tradi- mass of water in the heavens, and He caused
tion received from their fathers. But God at the clouds to ascend from the ends of the earth ;
least, the Father and Creator of the universe, He made lightnings with rain, and brought forth
did not abandon mankind, but gave a. law, and winds out of His treasures." 9 One can see how
sent holy prophets to declare and teach the race consistently and harmoniously all the prophets
of men, that each one of us might awake and spoke, having given utterance through one and
understand that there is one God. And they the same spirit concerning the unity of God,
also taught us to refrain from unlawful idolatry, and the creation of the world, and the formation
and adultery, and murder, fornication, theft, of man. Moreover, they were in sore travail,
avarice, false swearing, wrath, and every incon- bewailing the godless race of men, and they
tinenee and uncleanness ; and that whatever a reproached those, who seemed to be wise, for
man would not wish to be done to himself, he their error and hardness of heart. Jeremiah, in-
should not do to another ; and thus he who acts deed, stud : "Every man is brutishly gone astray
Tighteously shall escape the eternal punishments, from the knowledge of Him ; every founder is
and be thought worthy of the eternal life from confounded by his graven images ; in vain the
God. silversmith makes his molten images ; there is

no breath in them : in the day of their visitation
CHAP. XXXV._PRECF..PTS FROM THE PROPHETICthey shall perish." '° The same, too, says David :

BOOKS. "They are corrupt, they have done abominable
The divine law, then, not only forbids the works; there is none that doeth good, no, not

worshipping of idols, but also of the heavenly one ; they have all gone aside, they have together
bodies, the sun, the moon, or the other stars; become profitless. ''I' So also Habakkuk :"What
yea, not heaven, nor earth, nor the sea, nor foun- profiteth the graven image that he has graven it
rains, nor rivers, must be worshipped, but we a lying image ? Woe to him that saith to the
must serve in holiness of heart and sincerity of stone, Awake ; and to the wood, Arise." '* Like-
purpose only the living and true God, who also wise spoke the other prophets of the truth. And
is Maker of the universe. Wherefore saith the why should I recount the multitude of prophets,
holy law : "Thou shalt not commit adultery ; who are numerous, and said ten thousand things
thou shalt not steal ; thou shalt not bear false consistently and harmoniously? For those who
witness ; thou shalt not desire thy neighbour's desire it, can, by reading what they uttered, ac-
wife." So also the prophets. Solomon indeed curately understand the truth, and no longer be
teaches us that we must not sin with so much as carried away by opinion and profitless labour.
a turn of the eye, 3 saying, "Let thine eyes look These, then, whom we have already mentioned,
right on, and let thy eyelids look straight before were prophets among the Hebrews, m illiterate,
thee." 4 And Moses, who himself also was a and shepherds, and uneducated.
prophet, says, concerning the sole government
of God : "Your God is He who establishes the CHAP. XXXVI.-- PROPHECIESOF THE SIBYL.
heaven, and forms the earth, whose hands have And the Sibyl, who was a prophetess among
brought forth all the host of heaven ; and He the Greeks and the other nations, in the begin-
has not set these things before you that you ning of her prophecy, reproaches the race of
should go after them." s And Isaiah himself men, saying:-
also says: "Thus saJth the LORD God who es- 6 IsL xln. 5.

Ira. xlv. t2.
t [_uq_. book i. cap. xiv., ra*_, p. 93.] s Isa. xl. _8.
s l_llcli_lhor_"ll_." 9 er.z. z2, x .
s LitmtdiT, "a nod.-- to _et_r.li. iT, *].
4 _lttl_. _. ttJ. St 1_. XtV. Z, 3"
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"How are ye still so quickly lifted up, Or that they need your vessels _ is it not
And how so thoughtless of the end of life, Frenzy's most pro_tless and foolish thought ?
Ye mortal men of flesh, who axe but nou_,ht _ Instead of dwelling in the golden heavens,
Do )re not tremble, nor fear God most higl(}" Ye see your gods become the prey of worms,
Your Overseer, the Knower, Seer of all, And hosts of creatures noisome and unclean.
Who ever keeps those whom His hand first made, 0 fools I_e worship serpents, dogs, and cats,
Puts His sweet Spirit into all His works, Birds, anti the creeping things of earth and sea,
And gives Him for a guide to mortal men. Images made with hands, statues of stone,
There is one only uncreated God, And heaps of rubbish by the wayside placed.
Who reigns alone, all-powerful, very great, All these, and many more vain things, ye serve,
From whom is nothing hid. He sees all things, Worshipping things disgraceful even to name:
Himself unseen by an), mortal eye. These are the gods who lead vain men astray,
Can mortal man see the immortal God, From whose mouth streams of deadly poison flow.
Or fleshly eyes, whtch shun the noontide beams, But unto Him in whom alone is life,
Look upon Him who dwells beyond the heavens ? Life, and undying, everlasting light;
Worship Him, then, the self-exmtent God, Who pours into man's cup ol lii_ a joy
The unbegotten Ruler of the world, _weeter than sweetest honey to his taste, m
Who only was from everlasting ttme, Unto Him bow the head, to Him alone,
And shall to everlasting still abide.

And walk in ways of everlasting peace.
Of evil counsels ye shall reap the fruit, Forsaking Him, )'e all have turned aside,
Because ye have not honoured the true God, And, in your raving folly, drained the cup
Nor offered to Him sacred hecatombs. Of justice quite unmixed, pure, mastering, strong;
To those who dwell in Hades ye make gifts, And ye will not again be sober men,
And unto demons offer sacrifice. Ye will not come unto a sober mind,
In madness and in pride ye have your walk ; And know your God and King, who looks on all :
And leaving the right way, ye wander wide, Therefore, upon you burning fire shall come,
And lose yourselves in pitfalls and m thorns. And ever ye shall daily burn in flames,
Why do ye wander thus, O foohsh men ? Ashamed for ever of your useless gods.

But those who worship the eternal God,Cease your vain wanderings m the black, dark night ;
Why follow darkness and perpetual gloom They shall inherit everlasting life,
When, see, there shines for you the blessed light ? Inhabiting the blooming realms of bliss,
Lo, He is clear-- in Him there is no spot. And feasting on sweet food from starry heaven."
Turn, then, from darkness, and behold the day ;
Be wise, and treasure wisdom in your breasts. That these things are true, and useful, and just,
There is one God who sends the winds and rains, and profitable to all men, is obvious. Even the
The earthquakes, and the lightnings, and the plagues, poets have spoken of the punishments of the
The famines, and the snow-storms, and the ice, wicked.And all the woes that visit our sad race.
Nor these alone, but all things else He gives,
Ruling ommpotent in heaven and earth, CHAP. XXXVII. _ TIIE TESTIMONIES OF THE POET$.

And self-existent from eternity." And that evil-doers must necessarily be pun-
And regarding those [gods] that axe said to ished in proportion to their deeds, has already

have been born, she said : -- been, as it were, oracularly uttered by some of
"If all things that are born must also die, the poets, as a witness both against themselves

God cannot be produced by mortal man. and against the wicked, declaring that they shall
But there is only One, the All-Supreme, be punished. /Eschylus said :
Who made the heavens, with all their starry host, "He who has done must also suffer."
The sun and moon ; likewise the fruitful earth,
With all the waves of ocean, and the hills, And Pindar himself said :-

The fountains, and the ever flowing streams ; "It is fit that suffering follow doing."He also made the countless multitude

Of ocean creatures, and He keeps alive SO, tOO,Euripides :
All creeping things, both of the earth and sea; "The deed rejoiced you msuffering endure ;And all the tuneful choir of birds He made,
Which cleave the air with wings, and with shrill pipe The taken enemy must needs be pain'd."
Trill forth at morn their tender, clear-voiced song. And again :
Within the deep glades of the hills He placed
A savage race of beasts ; and unto men "The foe's pain is the hero's raced."

He made all cattle subject, making man And, similarly, Archilochus : --
The God-formed image, ruler over all,
And putting in subjection to his sway "One thing I know, I hold it ever true,
Things many and incomprehensible. The evildoer evil shall endure."
For who of mortals can know all these things ? And that God sees all, and that nothing escapes
He only knows who made them at the first,
lie the Creator, incorruptible, His notice, but that, being long-suffering, He

refrainsuntil the time when He is to judge--
Who dwells in upper air eternall_ ;
Who proffers to the good most rich rewards, concerning this, too, Dionysius said:
And a ainst evil and unrl hteous men

g g "The eye of Justice seeing all,Rouses revenge, and wrath, and bloody wars,
And pestilence, and many a tearful grief. Yet seemeth not to see."
O man exalted vainly _ say why thus And that God's judgment is to be, and that evils
Hast thou so utterly destroyed thyself ? will suddenly overtake the wicked, -- this, too,Have ye no shame worshipping beasts for gods ?
And to believe the gods shouldsteal your beasts, ./Eschylus declared, saying:
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•' Swift-footed is the approach of fate, phers, have clearly taught both concerning right-
And none can justice violate, eousness, and judgment, and punishment ; andBut feels its stern hand soon or late.

also concerning providence, that God cares for
"'Tis with you,though unheard, unseen ; us, not only for the living among us, but also for

You draw night's curtain in between, those that are dead : though, indeed, they said
But even sleep affords no screen, this unwillingly, for they were convinced by the

"'Tis with you if you sleep or wake ; truth. And among the prophets indeed, Solo-
And if abroad your way you take,
Its still, stern watch you cannot break, mon said of the dead, "There shall be healing

to thy flesh, and care taken of thy bones." 3 And
"'Twill follow yon, or cross your path ; the same says David, "The bones which Thou

And even night no virtue hath hast broken shall rejoice." 4 And in agreementTo hide you from th' Avenger's wrath.
with these sayings was that of Timocles :--

"To show the ill the darkness flees ;
Then, if sin offers joy or ease, *'The dead are pitied by the loving God."
Oh stop, and think that some one sees I" And the writers who spoke of a multiplicity of

And may we not cite Simonides also ?-- gods came at length to the doctrine of the unity
of God, and those who asserted chance spoke

"To men no evil comes unheralded; also of providence ; and the advocates of im-
But God with sudden hand transforms all things." punity confessed there would be a judgment, and

Euripides again : -- those who denied that there is a sensation after

"The wicked and proud man's prosperity death acknowledged that there is. Homer, ac-
Is based on sand : his race abideth not; cordingly, though he had said,
And time proclaims the wickedness of men."

"Like fleeting vision passed the soul away," s
Once more Euripides :

says in another place :m
Not without judgment is the Deity,
But sees when oaths are struck unrighteously, "To Hades went the disembodied soul ;"6
And when from men unwilling they are wrung." And again :

And Sophocles : -- "That I may quickly pass through Hades' gates,
"If ills you do, ills also you must bear." Me bury.''7

That God will make inquiry both concerning And as regards the others whom you have
false swearing and concerning every other wick- read, I think you know with sufficient accuracy
edness, they themselves have well-nigh predicted, how they have expressed themselves. But all

these things will every one understand who seeksAnd concerning the conflagration of the world,
they have, willingly or unwillingly, spoken in the wisdom of God, and is well pleasing to Him
conformity with the prophets, though they were through faith and righteousness and the doing
much more recent, and stole these things from of good works. For one of the prophets whom
the law and the prophets. The poets corrobo- we already mentioned, Hosea by name, said,

"Who is wise, and he shall understand these
rate the testimony of the prophets, things ? prudent, and he shall know them ? for

the ways of the Lord are right, and the just shallCHAP.XXXVIIL_ THE TEACHINGSOF THE GREEK
walk in them: but the transgressors shall fall

POETS AND PHILOSOPHERSCONFIRMATORYOF therein." s He, then, who is desirous of learn-
THOSEOF THE HEBREWPROPHETS. ing, should learn much. 9 Endeavour therefore
But what matters it whether they were before to meet [with me] more frequently, that, by

or after them? Certainly they did at all events hearing the living voice, you may accurately
utter things confirmatory of the prophets. Con- ascertain the truth.
cerning the burning up of the world, Malachi
the prophet foretold: "The day of the Lord _ P_ov.ai.s.
cometh as a burning oven, and shall consume all * Ps._. s.
the wicked." ' And Isaiah : "For the wrath of s6zz..°d"_,.xi....s56.

7 XXllt. 7Z.

God is as a violent hail-storm, and as a rushing , Hog x,v. 9-
mountain torrent." • The Sibyl, then, and the 9 Wehaveadoptedthereadingof Wolfin the text The read-ingof theMss.is,*'HewhodesL_'estolearnshoulddesireto learn"
other prophets, yea, and the poets and philoso- Perhapsthe mostsatisfactory_th_ is thatof Hemnann,whoreads_k_p._OeDinsteadof _b_Ao_taOe_r:"He whodess_:stolearn

shouldalsodesireto discusssubjects,and bold conversauc_so_,
z Mal.iv.x. them." In thiscase,Theophilusmoatprobablyborrowshis remarz
s _ xxx.3o. fromAristotle,Ms_3,sic. i c. _.



THEOPHILUS TO AUTOLYCUS.

BOOK III.

CFLA_P.I.- AUTOLYCUSNOT YET CONVINCED. Or the shrines' and the pillars of Hercules to

THEOPHILUS to Autolycus, greeting: Seeing Pythagoras, or the Cynic philosophy to Dioge-
that writers are fond of composing a multitude nes ? What good did it do Epicurus to main-
of books for vainglory, -- some concerning gods, tain that there is no providence ; or Empedocles
and wars, and chronology, and some, too, con- to teach atheism, or Socrates to swear by the
cerning useless legends, and other such labour dog, and the goose, and the plane-tree, and
m vain, in which you also have been used to 2Esculapius struck by lightning, and the demons
employ yourself until now, and do not grudge whom he invoked ? And why did he willingly
to endure that toll ; but though you conversed die ? What reward, or of what kind, did he
with me, are still of opinion that the word of expect to receive after death? What did Plato's
truth is an idle tale, and suppose that our writ- system of culture profit him ? Or what benefit
lngs are recent and modern ; u on this account did the rest of the 'philosophers derive from
I also will not grudge the labour of compendi- their doctrines, not to enumerate the whole of
ously setting forth to you, God helping me, the them, since they are numerous? But these
antiqmty of our books, reminding you of it in things we say, for the purpose of exhibiting their
few words, that you may not grudge the labour useless and godless opinions.
of reading it, but may recognise the folly of the CHAP.in.- THEIR CONTRKDICTIONS.

other authors. For all these, having fallen in love with vain
CHAP.n. u PROFANEAUTHORSHAO NO MEANSOF and empty reputation, neither themselves knew

KnOWinG THE TRUTH. the truth, nor guided others to the truth: for

For it was fit that they who wrote should the things which they said themselves convict
themselves have been eye-vntnesses of those them of speaking inconsistently; and most of
things concerning which they made assertions, them demolished their own doctrines. For not
or should accurately have ascertained them from only did they refute one another, but some, too',
those who had seen them ; for they who write even stultified their own teachings ; so that their
of things unascertamed beat the air. For what reputation has issued in shame and folly, for they
did it profit Homer to have composed the are condemned by men of understanding. For
Trojan war, and to have deceived many ; or either theymade assertions concerning the gods,
Hesiod, the register of the theogony of those !and afterwards taught that there was no god ; or
whom he calls ,_ods ; or CU_heus the three hun if they spoke even of the creation of the world,
..... _,_ . _-r ' .... _Ithev finally said that all things were producederect ano slxt-v-nve ffoos, wnom in uie ena oil _ _. . . .. -- .., , : . _ ..... -. • ts,_ontaneousiv Yea. anti even sveamn_ ot urov-
nls llte ne reject.s, mamtammg mnis precepts c . _" - • . .... * ,'_ - --

that there is one God? What profit did the [idence, they _ught a_Bn_w_a_?e _._t_ev _rn_
s h ' " fer on rulea oy provaaence, cy bu mro_ranhv of the world s circle con .......
•(ratus or'those who held the same doctrine as lwhen they essayed to write even ot nonourame

' conduct teach the perpetration of lascivious-
he, except glory among men? And not even , ........ . ....

that did they reap as they deserved. And what ness, _a. to_ca_e_aan_at_ututt_al_nawi_ka
truth did they utter? Or what good did their t they n_t l_t_c_a the roclaim that their -ods• " " e eaness, y p Stragedies do to Euripides and Sophocles, or th [ ................... t.,..... of
other trageo--"ians _. ur'r their comedies to Menan- l|tOOK me maa m commltrung_tututt_mm_ _.m
der and Aristophanes, and the other comedians ?] , *m..a..-. _,., v.._..__ =l=itt_ _ ttw_ ot
Or their histories to Herodotus and Thucydides ? / t_ _ _l-/I_'._r._--0t-_:_ _-

Ill
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adultery, and in monstrous banquets. For who the historian Herodotus narrate that Cambyses,3
does not sing Saturn devouring his own children, when he had slaughtered the children of Harpa-
and Jove his son gulping down Metis, and pre- gus, cooked them also, and set them as a meal
paring for the gods a horrible feast, at which before their father? And, stilt further, he nat-
also they say that Vulcan, a lame blacksmith, rates that among the Indians the parents are
did the waiting ; and how Jove not only married eaten by their own children. Oh ! the godless
Juno, his own sister, but also with foul mouth teaching of those who recorded, yea, rather,
did abominable wickedness? And the rest of inculcated such things! Oh! their wickedness
his deeds, as many as the poets sing, it is likely and godlessness ! Oh I the conception of those
you are acquainted with. Why need I further who thus accurately philosophized, and profess
recount the deeds of Neptune and Apollo, or philosophy! For they who taught these doc-
Bacchus and Hercules, of the bosom-loving trines have filled the world with iniquity.
Minerva, and the shameless Venus, since in an-
other place' we have given a more accurate CHAP. VI.--OTHER OPINIONSOF THE PHLLOS-
account of these ? OPHERS.

And regarding lawless conduct, those who
C.HAP. rv.--HOW AUTOLVCUSHAD BE_ MISLED have blindly wandered into the choir of phllos-
BY FALSEACCUSATIONSAGAINSTTHE CHRISTIANS. ophy have, almost to a man, spoken with one

Nor indeed was there any necessity for my voice. Certainly Plato, to mention him first who
refuting these, except that I see you still in seems to have been the most respectable phllos-
dubiety about the word of the truth. For opher among them, expressly, as it were, legislates
though yourself prudent, you endure fools gladly, in his first book, 4 enmled The .Re_ubhc, that
Otherwise you would not have been moved by the wives of all be common, using the precedent
senseless men to yield yourself to empty words, of the son s of Jupiter and the lawgiver of the
and to give credit to the prevalent rumor where- Cretans, in order that under this pretext there
with godless lips falsely accuse us, who are wor- might be an abundant offspring from the best
shippers of God, and are called Christians, persons, and that those who were worn with toil
alleging that the wives of us all are held in com- might be comforted by such intercourse. 6 And
mon and made promiscuous use of; and that Eplcurus himself, too, as well as teaching athe-
we even commit incest w_th our own sisters, and, ism, teaches along with _t incest with mothers
what is most impmus and barbarous of all, that and sisters, and this in transgression of the laws
we eat human flesh. _ But further, they say that which forb_d it ; for Solon distinctly legislated
our doctrine has but recently come to light, and regarding this, m order that from a married
that we have nothing to allege in proof of what parent children might lawfully spnng, that they
we receive as truth, nor of our teaching, but might not be born of adultery, so that no one
that our doctrine is foolishness. I wonder, then, should honour as his father him who was not
chiefly that you, who in other matters are studi- his father, or dishonour him who was really his
ous, and a scrutinizer of all things, give but a father, through _gnorance that he was so. And
careless hearing to us. For, if it were possible these things the other laws of the Romans and
for you, you would not grudge to spend the night Greeks also prohibit. Why, then, do Epicurus
in the libraries and the Stoics teach incest and sodomy, with

which doctrines they have filled libraries, so
CHAP. V._PHILOSOPHERS INCULCATECANNI- that from boyhood 7 this lawless intercourse is

BALISM. learned ? And why should I further spend time

Since, then, you have read much, what is your i on them, since even of those they call gods they
opinion of the precepts of Zeno, and Diogenes, relate similar things ?
and Cleanthes, which their books contain, incul- CHAP. vu.- VARYINGDOCTRn_ COSCER_ING THE
caring the eaUng of human flesh: that fathers GODS.

be cooked and eaten by their own children; For after they had said that these are gods,
and that if any one refuse or reject a part of] they again made them of no account. For
this infamous food, he himself be devoured who
will not eat? An utterance even more godless 3 It was not Cambyses, butAstyages, whodldthts; see Herod I.

than these is found,-- that, namely, of Diogenes, z_9_Notm _e ftrst,butthefifthbookof the.Re.g*M;w,p.460.
who teaches children to bring their own parents] _M,_.
in sacrifice, and devour them. And does not 6 As this sentence cannot be intelligibly rendered wtthout tts origi-nal in Plato, we subjoin the latter: "As for those youths who excel

either m war or other pursuits, they ought both to have other rewards
and prtzes given them: and specially this, of being allowed the freest

x Vtz., in the first book to Autolycus. intercourse w, th women, that, at the same time, under this pretext
2 _The body of Christ is haman flesh. If, then, it had been the the greatest number of children may spnng from such parents. '

primitive doctrine, that the bread and wine cease to extst in the Eu- _ [This statement reflects light upon some tmsroges tff Hermas,
charist, and are changed into natural flesh and blood, our author could and shows with what dehcaey he has reproved -the g¥oss vices with
not have remnted tlna charge as "most barbarous and impious."] which Christians could not escape familiamy.]
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some said that they were composed of atoms ; Only the just reward which is their meed,
and others, again, that they eventuate in atoms ; Andfitfing punishment for each bad deed."

and they say that the gods have no more And one can see how inconsistent with each
power than men. Plato, too, though he says other are the things which others, and indeed
these are gods, would have them composed of almost the majority, have said about God and
matter. And Pythagoras, after he had made providence. For some have absolutely cancelled
such a tot and moll about the gods, and travelled God and providence ; and others, again, have
up and down [ for information ], at last deter- affirmed God, and have avowed that all thing_
mines that all things are produced naturally and are governed by providence. The intelligent
spontaneously, and that the gods care nothing hearer and reader must therefore give minute
for men. And how many atheistic opimons attention to their expressions; as also Simylus
Clitomachus the academician introduced, [ I said : " It is the custom of the poets to name by
need not recount.] And did not Critias and a common designation the surpassingly wicked
Protagoras of Abdera say, "For whether the and the excellent ; we therefore must discrimi-
gods exist, I am not able to affirm concerning nate." As also Philemon says : "A senseless
them, nor to explain of what nature they are ; man who rots and merely hears is a troublesor0e
for there are many things would prevent me "? feature ; for he does not blame himself, so foolish
And to speak of the opinions of the most athe- is he." We must then give attention, and con-
istlcal, Euhemerus, is superfluous. For having sider what is said, critically inquiring into what
made many dar/ng assertions conceming the has been uttered by the philosophers and the
gods, he at last would absolutely deny their poets.
existence, and have all things to be governed
by self-regulated action.' And Plato, who spoke CHAP. VIII.- WICKEDNESSATTRIBUTEDTO THE
so much of the unity of God and of the soul of GODSBY HEATHENWRITERS.
man, asserting that the soul is immortal, is not
he himself afterwards found, inconsistently with For, denying that there are gods, they again
himself, to maintain that some souls pass into acknowledge their existence, and they said they
other men, and that others take their departure committed grossly wicked deeds. And, first, of
into irrational animals ? How can his doctrine Jove the poets euphoniously sing the wicked
fail to seem dreadful and monstrous m to those actions. And Chrysippus, who talked a deal of
at least who have any judgment- that he who nonsense, is he not found publishing that Juno
was once a marl shall afterwards be a wolf, or a had the foulest mtercourse with Jupiter ? For
dog, or an ass, or some other irrational brute ? why should I recount the impurities of the so-
Pythagoras, too, is found venting mmilar nonsense, called mother of the gods, or of Jupiter Latiaris
besides his demolishing providence. Which of thirsting for human blood, or the castrated Attis ;
them, then, shall we believe ? Philemon, the or of Jupiter, surnamed Tragedian, and how he

defiled himself, as they say, and now is wor-
comm poet, who says,-- shipped among the Romans as a god ? I am
"Good hope have they who praise and serve the gods ;" silent about the temples of Antinous, and of the
or those whom we have mentioned -- Euheme- others whom you call gods. For when related
rus, and Epicurus, and Pythagoras, and the to sensible persons, they excite laughter. They
others who deny that the gods are to be wor- who elaborated such a philosophy re.garding
shipped, and who abolish providence ? Con- either the non-existence of God, or promiscuous
cerning God and providence, Ariston said : -- intercourse and beastly concubinage, are them-

selves condemned by their own teachings.
"Be of good courage : God will still preserve

And greatly help all those who so deserve. Moreover, we find from the writings they corn-
If no promotion waits on faithful men, iposed that the eating of human flesh was re-
Say what advantage goodness offers then. ceived among them ; and they record that those
'Tts granted--yet I often see the just whom they honour as gods were the first to doFaring but ill, from ev'ry honour thrust ;
Yghflethey whose own advancement is their aim, these things.
Oft in this present life have all they claim.
But we must look beyond, and wait the end, CHAP. IX. _ CHRISTIANDOCTRINEOF GOD AND
That consummation to which all things tend. HIS LAW.
'Tin not, as vain and wicked men have said,
By an unbridled destiny we're led : Now we also confess that God exists, but that
It is not blinded chance that rules the world, He is one, the creator, and maker, and fashionerNor uncontrolled are all things onward hurled.
The wicked bhnds himself with this belief; of this universe ; and we know that all things are
:But be ye sure, of all rewards, the chief arranged by His providence, but by Him alone.
Is still reserved for those who holy live ; And we have learned a holy law ; but we have
And Prowdence to wicked men will give as lawgiver Him who is really God, who teaches

_,o_,_,_,_. us to act righteously, and to be pious, and to do
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good. And concerning piety _ He says, "Thou CHAP.XL _ OF REPENTANCE.

shalt have no other gods before me. Thou shalt And when the people transgressed the law
not make unto thee any graven image, or any which had been given to them by God, God
likeness of anything that is in heaven above, or being good and pitiful, unwilling to destroy
that is in the earth beneath, or that is in the them, in addition to His giving them the law,
water under the earth : thou shalt not bow down afterwards sent forth also prophets to them from
thyself to them, nor serve them : for I am the among their brethren, to teach and remind them
LORD thy God."* And of doing good He said : of the contents of the law, and to turn them to
"Honour thy father and thy mother ; that it repentance, that they might sin no more. But
may be well with thee, and that thy days may be if they persisted in their wicked deeds, He fore-
long in the land which I the LORD God give warned them that they should be delivered into
thee." Again, concerning nghteousness. "Thou subjection to all the kingdoms of the earth ; and
shalt not commit adultery. Thou shalt not kill. that this has already happened them is manifest.
Thou shalt not steal. Thou shalt not bear false Concerning repentance, then, Isaiah the prophet,
witness against thy neighbour. Thou shalt not generally indeed to all, but expressly to the peo-
covet thy neighbour's wife, thou shalt not covet ple, says: "Seek ye the LORD whlle He may
thy neighbour's house, nor his land, nor his man- be found, call ye upon Him while He is near :
servant, nor his maid-servant, nor his ox, nor his let the wicked forsake his ways, and the unnght-
beast of burden, nor any of his cattle, nor any- eous man his thoughts : and let him return unto
thing that is thy neighbour's. Thou shalt not the LORD his God, and he will find mercy, for
wrest the judgment of the poor in his cause.3 He will abundantly pardon." s And another
From every unjust matter keep thee far. The prophet, Ezeklel, says : " If the wicked will turn
innocent and nghteous thou shalt not slay ; thou from all his sins that he hath commltted, and
shalt not justify the wicked ; and thou shalt not keep all My statutes, and do that which is right
take a gift, for gifts bhnd the eyes of them that in My sight, he shall surely live, he shall not die.
see and pervert righteous words." Of this dlvine All his transgressions that he hath committed,
law, then, Moses, who also was God's servant, they shall not be mentioned unto hlm ; but in
was made the minister both to all the world, and his righteousness that he hath done he shall
chiefly to the Hebrews, who were also called live: for I desire not the death of the sinner,
Jdews, whom an Egyptian king had in anclent saith the Lord, but that he turn from his wicked

ays enslaved, and who were the righteous seed way, and live." 6 Again Isaiah : "Ye who take
of godly and holy men-- Abraham, and Isaac, deep and wicked counsel, turn ye, that ye may
and Jacob. God, being mindful of them, and be saved." 7 And another prophet, Jeremiah.
doing marvellous and strange miracles by the ,, Turn to the LORD your God, as a grape-gath-
hand of Moses, delivered them, and led them erer to his basket, and ye shall find mercy." s
out of Egypt, leading them through what is Many therefore, yea rather, countless are the
called the desert ; whom He also settled again sayings m the Holy Scriptures regarding repent-
in the land of Canaan, which afterwards was ance, God being always desirous that the race
called Judaea, and gave them a law, and taught of men turn from all thelr sins.
them these things. Of this great and wonderful
law, which tends to all righteousness, the ten CHAP.xn. _OF RIGHTEOUSNESS.
heads are such as we have already rehearsed. Moreover, concerning the righteousness which

the law enjoined, confirmatory utterances areCHAP, X. _OF HUMANITY TO STRANGEI_S.
found both with the prophets and in the Gospels,

Since therefore they were strangers in the [because they all spoke inspired by one,, Spirit of
land of Egypt, being by birth Hebrews from ! God. Isaiah accordingly spoke thus : Put away
the land of Chaldma, -- for at that tim'e, there the evil of your doings from your souls ; learn to
being a famine, they were obliged to migrate do well, seek judgment, relieve the oppressed,
to Egypt for the sake of buying food there, judge the fatherless, plead for thewidow."9 And
where also for a time they sojourned ; and these again the same prophet said : "Loose every band
things befell them in accordance with a predm- of wickedness, dissolve every oppressive contract,
tion of God, m having sojourned, then, in Egypt let the oppressed go free, and tear up every tin-
for 43o years, when Moses was about to lead righteous bond. Deal out thybreadto the hungry,
them out into the desert, God taught them by and bring the houseless poor to thy home. When
the law, saying, "Ye shall not afflict a stranger ; thou seest the naked, cover him, and hide not
for ye know the heart of a stranger : for ydihr- thyself from thine own flesh. Then shall thy light
selves were strangers in the land of Egypt," 4

s Isa. Iv 6
x Or, _ht worddp, o Ezek xvm. 2x.
* Ex. xx._. 7 Isa xxx_.6
'gx._6. ' t._ vi .
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break forth as the morning, and thine health shall that hate you, and that cast you out, Ye are our
spring forth speedily, and thy righteousness shall brethren, that the name of the LORD may be
go before thee. ''x In like manner also Jeremiah glorified, and be apparent in their joy." 'Q And
says : "Stand in the ways, and see, and ask whmh the Gospel says : "Love your enemies, and pray
is the good way of the LORD your God, and walk for them that despitefully use you. For if ye love
m it and ye shall find rest for your souls. Judge them who love you, what reward have ye ? This
just judgment, for in this is the will of the LORD do also the robbers and the publicans." '_ And
your God." 2 So also says Hosea : "Keep judg- those that do good it teaches not to boast, lest
ment, and draw near to your God, who established they become men-pleasers. For it says : "Let
the heavens and created the earth." a And an- not your left hand know what your right hand
other, Joel, spoke in agreement with these: doeth." _* Moreover, concerning subjection to
,, Gather the people, sanctify the congregation, authorities and powers, and prayer for them, the
assemble the elders, gather the children that are divine word gives us instructions, in order that
in arms; let the bridegroom go forth of his "we may lead a quiet and peaceable life." _3And
chamber, and the bride out of her closet, and it teaches us to renderall things toall, x¢"honour
pray to the LORD thy God urgently that he may to whom honour, fear to whom fear, tribute to
have mercy upon you, and blot out your sins." 4 whom tribute, to owe no man anything, but to
In like manner also another, Zachariah : "Thus love all."
salth the LORD Almighty, Execute true judgment,
and show mercy and compassion every man to CHAP. XV.m THE INNOCENCEOF THE CHRISTIANS
his brother ; and oppress not the widow, nor the DEFENDED.
fatherless, nor the stranger ; and let none of you Consider, therefore, whether those who teach
imagine evil against his brother in your heart, such things can possibly live indifferently, and be
saith the.LoRD Almighty." s commingled in unlawful intercourse, or, most im-

pious of all, eat human flesh, especially when we
CHAP. XIII._ OF CHASTITY. are forbidden so much as to witness shows of

And concerning chastity, the holy word teaches gladiators, lest we become partakers and abettors
us not only not to sin in act, but not even in of murders. But neither may we see the other
thought, not even in the heart to think of any spectacles, xs lest our eyes and ears be defiled,
evil, nor look on another man's wife with our participating in the utterances there sung. For
eyes to lust after her. Solomon, accordingly, who if one should speak of cannibalism, in these
was a king and a prophet, said : "Let thine eyes spectacles the children of Thyestes and Tereus
look right on, and let thine eyelids look straight are eaten ; and as for adultery, both in the ease
before thee : make straight paths for your feet." 6 of men and of gods, whom they celebrate in ele-
And the voice of the Gospel teaches still more gant language for honours and prizes, this is made
urgently concerning chastity, saying : "Whoso- the subject of their dramas. But far be it from
ever looketh on a woman who is not his own wife, Christians to conceive any such deeds ; for with
to lust after her, hath committed adultery with them temperance dwells, self-restrMnt is prac-
her already in his heart." 7 "And he that mar- tised, monogamy is observed, chastity is guarded,
rieth," says [the Gospel], "her that is divorced iniquity exterminated, sin extirpated, righteous-
from her husband, committeth adultery ; andwho- hess exercised, law administered, worship per-
soever putteth away his wife, saving for the cause formed, God acknowledged : truth governs, grace
of fornication, causeth her to commit adultery." s guards, peace screens them ; the holy word
Because Solomon says : "Can a man take fire in guides, wisdom teaches, life directs, God reigns.
his bosom, and his clothes not be burned ? Or Therefore, though we have much to say regarding
can one walk upon hot coals, and his feet not be our manner of life, and the ordinances of God,
burned ? So he that goeth in to a married woman the maker of all creation, we yet consider that
shall not be innocent." 9 we have for the present reminded you of enough

to induce you to study these things, especially
CHAP.XIV._ OF LOVINGOUR ENEMIES. since you can now read [ our writings ] for your-

And that we should be kindly disposed, not self, that as you have been fond of acquiring
only towards those of our own stock, as some information, you may still be studious in this di-
suppose, Isaiah the prophet said : "Say to those rection also.

x Ira. lviii. 6. Ito lsa. Ixvl. 5"Matt. v. 44,46-= Jer. vi z6.
3 Hos xil. 6. t= Matt. vs. 3-

t3 z Tim. iL a.4 Joel ii. t6.
t4 Rom. x6i. 7, 8. . .

S6ZeCh.Prov.iv.vli'25.9'to. I$ At the theatre. IN.B: --let.the ¢t_ Ch_of_ altt lmt_ d tiffs warning: fteqtmmang, aa tmey oo, laay_ _,tam
' Matt .... 8. equaIly deeming, imping in purport _ten, even when not gross ms Matt. v. 3¢.
9 ProP. vi. =7..29" lamgtmge.J
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Ca_. XW.--VNC_T_a_ cosJ_mxmm or TRZ the very accomplishment of predicted and al-
PHROSOPHERS. ready consummated events should demonstrate

to those who are fond of information, yea rather,
But I wish now to give you a more accurate who are lovers of truth, that those things aredemonstration, God helping me, of the historical

periods, that you may see that our doctrine is really true which they declared concerning the
not modern nor fabulous, but more ancient and epochs and eras before the deluge : s to wit, how
true than all poets and authors who have written the years have run on since the world was created
in uncertainty. For some, maintaining that the until now, so as to manifest the ridiculous men-
world was uncreated, went into infinity ; ' and dacity of your authors, and show that their state-
others, asserting that it was created, said that ments are not true.
already x53 , o75 years bad passed. This is stated
by Apollonius the Egyptian. And Plato, who is CHAP. xvIn.- ERRORS OF THE GREEKSABOUT
esteemed to have been the wisest of the Greeks, THE DELUGE.
into what nonsense did he run ? For in his book For Plato, as we said above, when he had de-
entitled Th¢ Rtibublic, 2 we find him expressly monstrated that a deluge had happened, said
saying : "For if things had in all time remained that it extended not over the whole earth, but
in their present arrangement, when ever could only over the plains, and that those who fled to
any new thing be discovered ? For ten thousand the highest hills saved themselves. But others
times ten thousand years elapsed without record, say that there existed Deucalion and Pyrrha, and
and one thousand or twice as many years have that they were preserved in a chest ; and that
gone by since some things were discovered by Deucalion, after he came out of the chest, flung
Dmdaius, and some by Orpheus, and some by stones behind him, and that men were produced
Palamedes." And when he says that these from the stones ; from which circumstance they
things happened, he imphes that ten thousand say that men in the mass are named "people." 6
times ten thousand years elapsed from the flood Others, again, say that Clymenus exmted in a
to D_edalus. And after he has said a great deal second flood. From what has already been said,
about the cities of the world, and the settle- it is evident that they who wrote such things and
ments, and the nations, he owns that he has said philosophized to so little purpose are miserable,
these things conjecturally. For he says, "If and very profane and senseless persons. But
then, my friend, some god should promise us, Moses, our prophet and the servant of God, in
that if we attempted to make a survey of legisla- giving an account of the genesis of the world,
tion, the things now said," s etc., which shows related in what manner the flood came upon the
that he was speaking by guess ; and if by guess, earth, telling us, besides, how the details of the
then what he says is not true. flood came about, and relating no fable of Pyrrha

nor of Deucalion or Clymenus ; nor, forsooth,
CHAP. XVn. -- ACCURATEnCrOR_tATION OF THE that only the plains were submerged, and that

CHRISTIANS. those only who escaped to the mountains were
It behoved, therefore, that he should the rather saved.

become a scholar of God in this matter of legisla-
tion, as he himself confessed that in no otherway CHAP.XIX.-- ACCURATEACCOUNTOF THE DELUGE.
could he gain accurate information than by God's And neither does he make out that there was
teaching him through the law. And did not a second flood: on the contrary, he said that
the poets Homer and Hesiod and Orpheus pro- never again would there be a flood of water on
fess that they themselves had been instructed the world ; as neither indeed has there been, nor
by Divine Providence ? Moreover, it is said that ever shall be. And he says that eight human be-
among your writers there were prophets and ings were preserved in the ark, in that which had
prognosticators, and that those wrote accurately been prepared by God's direction, not by Deuca-
who were informed by them. How much more, lion, but by Noah ; which Hebrew word means in
then, shall we know the truth who are instructed English 7 ,, rest," as we have elsewhere shown
by the holy prophets, who were possessed by 4 that Noah, when he announced to the men then
the Holy Spirit of God ! On this account all alive that there was a flood coming, prophesied
the prophets spoke harmoniously and in agree- it o them, saying, Come thither, God calls you to
ment with one another, and foretold the things !repentance. On this account he was fitly called
that would come to pass in all the world. For Deucalion.S And this Noah had three sons (as

t i.e., tracing back its history through an infinite duration, we mentioned in the second book), whose names
a The f_lovFmg quotation is not from the geftu61zc, but from the

third book of the La¢_$, p. 676.
3 Plato gotm on to a,*4ytthat if he .had.this pledge of dlvlne assist"- $[Seesu#ra, bookt, cap. z4, P. 93, the autho_s accotmt of his

mice, he would go further ra his specula.tion; _ therefore _phi- own converston, l
ltm argues that what he said without this asmatanoe he felt to o¢ un- 6 ha_, from h_u_s,stone,
safe. 7 Literally, m Greek, &vti=,zvtrt_.

4 Literally, "contained." e Deucalion, from &¢*;_'e,come, and _a.X_, I calL
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were Shem, and Ham, and Japhet ; and these cHAP. XXI.--OF MAN'A'THO'SINA_CY.

had three wives, one wife each ; each man and And Manetho, who among the Egyptians gave
hts wife. This man some have surnamed Eu- out a great deal of nonsense, and even impiously
nuchus. All the eight persons, therefore, who charged Moses and the Hebrews who accom-

were found in the ark were preserved. And panied him with being banished from Egypt on
Moses showed that the flood lasted forty days account of leprosy, could give no accurate

• and forty nights, torrents pouring from heaven, chronological statement. For when he said they
and from the fountains of the deep breaking up, were shepherds, and enemies of the Egyptians,
so that the water overtopped every high hill x5 he uttered truth indeed, because he was forced
cubits. And thus the race of all the men that to do so. For our forefathers 'who sojourned in
then were was destroyed, and those only who Egypt were truly shepherds, but not lepers. For
were protected in the ark were saved ; and these, when they came into the land called Jerusalem,
we have already said, were eight. And of the ark, where also they afterwards abode, it is well known
the remains are to this day to be seen in the Am- how their priests, in pursuance of the appoint-
blan mountains. This, then, is in sum the history merit of God, continued in the temple, and there
of the deluge, healed every disease, so that they cured lepers

and every unsoundness. The temple was built
CHAP. XX.- ANTIQUITYOF MOSES. by Solomon the king of Judma. And from

And Moses, becoming the leader of the Jews, Manetho's own statement his chronological error
as we have already stated, was expelled from the is manifest. (As it is also in respect of the king
land of Egypt by the king, Pharaoh, whose name who expelled them, Pharaoh by name. For he
was Amasis, and who, they say, reigned after the no longer ruled them. For having pursued the

Hebrews, he and his army were engulphed in the
expulsion of the people 25 years and 4 months, Red Sea. And he is in error still further, in
as Manetho assumes. And after him Erelgned] saying that the shepherds made war against the
Chebron, 13 years. And after him Amenophis, Egyptians.) For they went out of Egypt, and
2o years 7 months. And after him his sister thenceforth dwelt in the country now calledAmessa, 21 years i month. And after her
Mephres, I2 years 9 months. And after h]m _Judma'3132yearsbef°reDanauscamet°Arg°s"

iAnd that most people consider him older than
Methramuthosis, 2o years and io months. And any other of the Greeks is manifest. So that
after him Tythmoses, 9 years 8 months. And Manetho has unwillingly declared to us, by his
after him Damphenophis, 3° years io months, own writings, two particulars of the truth : first,
And after him Orus, 35 years S months. And avowing that they were shepherds; secondly,
after him his daughter, io years 3 months. After saying that they went out of the land of Egypt.
her Mercheres, x2 years 3 months. And after So that even from these writings Moses and his
him his son Armais, 3° years i month. After
him Messes, son of Miammus, 6 years 2 months, followers are proved to be 900 or even iooo
After him Rameses, i year 4 months. After him years prior to the Trojan war.3
Amenophis, 19 years 6 months. After him his CHAP.XXII._ANTIQUITY OF THE TEMPLE.

sons Thoessus and Rameses, io years, who, it is Then concerning the building of the temple
stud, had a large cavalry force and naval equip- in Judma, which Solomon the king built 566 years
ment. The Hebrews, indeed, after their own after the exodus of the Jews from Egypt, there
separate history, having at that time migrated is among the Tyrians a record how the temple
into the land of Egypt, and been enslaved by the
king Tethmosis, as already said, built for him was built ; and in their archives writings have
strong cities, Peitho, and Rameses, and On, which Ibeen preserved, in which the temple is proved
is Heliopolis ; so that the Hebrews, who also are I to have existed 1434 years 8 months before the
our ancestors, and from whom we have those Tyrians founded Carthage (and this record was
sacred books which are older than all authors, made by Hiram s (that is the name of the king

of the Tyrians), the son of Abimalus, on ac-
as already said, are proved to be more ancxent count of the hereditary friendship which existed
than the cities which were at that time renowned between Hiram and Solomon, and at the same
among the Egyptians. And the country was time on account of the surpassing wisdom pos-
called Egypt from the king Sethos. For the sessed by Solomon. For they continually en-
word Sethos, they say, is pronounced "Egypt. ''x gaged with each other in discussing difficult
And Sethos had a brother, by name Armais. He problems. And proof of this exists in their cor-
is called Danaus, the same who passed from respondence, which to this day is preserved
Egypt to Argos, whom the other authors mention
as being of very ancient date. • Them-,ea_ti_ ditors_,_ thatthlss_,t_ t_ _

5 The correct dam would Im about 4oo _rs.

t Or, readingb _t4#Y.,_&_,"Sefltos is alsocalled _" 5 Literally, Hterommt.
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among the Tyriaus, and the writings that passed that we may give a more accurate exhibition of
between them) ; as Menander the Ephesian, eras and dates, we will, God helping us, now give
while narrating the history of the Tyrian king- an account not only of the dates after the deluge,
dora, records, speaking thus : "For when Abim- but also of those before it, so as to reckon the
alus the king of the Tyrians died, his son Hiram whole number of all the years, as far as possible ;
succeeded to the kingdom. He lived 53 years, tracing up to the very beginning of the creation
And Bazorus succeeded him, who lived 43, and of the world, which Moses the servant of God
reigned x7 years. And after him followed Me- recorded through the Holy Spirit. For having
thuastartus, who lived 54 years, and reigned 12. first spoken of what concerned the creation and
And after him succeeded his brother Atharymus, genesis of the world, and of the first man, and
who lived 58 years, and reigned 9. He was all that happened after in the order of events, he
slain by his brother of the name of Helles, who signified also the years that elapsed before the
lived 5° years, and reigned 8 months. He was deluge. And I pray for favour from the only
killed by Juthobalus, priest of Astarte, who lived God, that I may accurately speak the whole truth
4o years, and reigned i 2. He was succeeded by according to His will, that you and every one
his son Bazorus, who lived 45 years, and reigned who reads this work may be guided by His truth
7. And to him his son Metten succeeded, who and favour. I will then begin first with the re-
lived 32 years, and reigned 29. Pygmalion, son corded genealogies, and I begin my narration
of Pygmalius succeeded him, who lived 56 years, with the first man.3
and reigned 7.' And in the 7th year of his
reign, his sister, fleeing to Libya, built the city CHAP.XXIV.- CHRONOLOGYFROMADAM.
which to this day is called Carthage." The Adam lived till he begat a son,4 23o years.
whole period, therefore, from the reign of Hiram And his son Seth, 205. And his son Enos, I9o.
to the founding of Carthage, amounts to 155 And his son Cainan, 17o. And his son Maha-
years and 8 months. And in the 12th year of leel, 165. And his son Jared, 162. And his son
the reign of Hiram the temple in Jerusalem was Enoch, i65. And his son Methuselah, 167. And
built. So that the entire time from the building his son Lamech, x88. And Lamech's son was
of the temple to the founding of Carthage was Noah, of whom we have spoken above, who begat
143 years and 8 months. Shem when 5o0 years old. During Noah's life, in

his 6ooth year, the flood came. The total number
CHAP.xxm. -- PROPnm'sMORE_cIE_,cr THAN of years, therefore, till the flood, was 2242. And

GREEKWRITERS. immediately after the flood, Shem, who was ioo
So then let what has been said suffice for the years old, begat Arphaxad. And Arphaxad, when

testimony of the Phoenicians and Egyptians, and _35 years old, begat Salah. And Salah begat a
for the account of our chronology given by the son when 13o. And his son Eber, when _34-
writers Manetho the Egyptian, and Menander And from him the Hebrews name their race.
the Ephesian, and also Josephus, wh¢_wrote the And his son Phaleg begat a sonwhen i3o. And
Jewish war, which they waged with the Romans. his son Reu, when i32. And his son Serug,
For from these very old records it is proved that when x3o. And his son Nahor, when 75. And
the writings of the rest are more recent than the his son Terah, when 70. And his son Abraham,
writings given to us through Moses, yes, and than our patriarch, begat Isaac when he was ioo years
the subsequent prophets. For the last of the old. Until Abraham, therefore, there are 3278
prophets, who was called Zechariah, was contem- years. The fore-mentioned Isaac lived until he
porary with the reign of Darius. But even the begat a son, 6o years, and begat Jacob. Jacob,
lawgivers themselves are all found to have legis- till the migration into Egypt, of which we have
lated subsequently to that period. For if one spoken above, lived x3oyears. And the sojourn-
were to mention Solon the Athenian, he lived in ing of the Hebrews in Egypt lasted 43° years ;
the days of the kings Cyrus and Darius, in the time and after their departure from the land of Egypt
of the prophet Zechariah first mentioned, who they spent 4o years in the wilderness, as it is
was by many years the last of the prophets._ Or called. All these years, therefore, amount to
if you mention the lawgivers Lycurgus, or Draco, 3,938- And at that time, Moses having died,
or Minos, Josephus tells us in his writings that Jesus the sun of Nun succeeded to his rule, and
the sacred books take precedence of them in an- governed them 27 years. And after Jesus, when
tiquity, since even before the reign of Jupiter the people had transgressed the commandments
over the Cretans, and before the Trojan war, the of God, they served the king of Mesopotamia,
writings of the divine law which has been given by name Chusarathon, 8 years. Then, on the
to us through Moses were in existence. And

a [Usher, inhmAx_ta/_,honoursour author as the fil_ofChiis-

t la this _gi_tex h seems that the number of years during which tmn chronology, p. 3- Pans, x673.] d
each penton lived does not include the years of his retgn. ,t t.e, tdl he begat Seth [A fragment of the Cl_mt'can

I ]But the ineaning here is obscure m the or_naL Malachi was Julius Afncanus, A.D. 232, is given in Routh's Re/dfut'_, tom. a p
much later than Zechariah. 238, with very rich annotations, pp. 357-509.]
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repentance of the people, they had judges: mentioned king of Babylon had demolished.
Gothonoel, 4o years ; Eglon, 18 years ; Aoth, 8 Moreover, Cyrus, in compliance with the instme-
years. Then having stoned, they were subdued tions of God, gave orders to his own body-
by strangers for 2o years. Then Deborah judged guards, Sabessar and Mithridates, that the vessels
them 4° years. Then they served the Midlanites which had been taken out of the temple of Jud_t

years. Then Gideon judged them 4o years; by Nebuchadnezzar should be restored, and
bimelech, 3 years ; Thola, 22 years ; Jair, 22 placed again in the temple. In the second year,

years. Then the Philistines and Ammonites therefore, of Darius are fulfilled the 7o years
ruled them i8 years. After that Jephthah judged which were foretold by Jeremiah.
them 6 years ; Esbon, 7 years ; Ailon, io years ;
Abdon, 8 years. Then strangers ruled them 4o cHAP" XXVX.--coWrRASr BgrwE_ H_.S_w AND
years. Then Samson judged them 2o years. GREEK WRITING8.

Then there was peace among them for 4o years. Hence one can see how our sacred writings
Then Samera judged them one year; Eli, 2o are shown to be more ancient and true than
years ; Samuel, 12 years, those of the Greeks and Egyptians, or any other

historians. For Herodotus and Thucydides, as
CHAP.XXV.- FROMSAULTO T_E CAPTIVITY. also Xenophon, and most other historians, be-
And after the judges they had kings, the first gan their relations from about the reign of Cyrus

named Saul, who reigned 2o years ; then David, and Darius, not being able to speak with accu-
our forefather, who reigned 4o years. Accord- racy of prior and ancient times. For what
ingly, there are to the reign of David [from great matters did they disclose if they spoke of
Isaac] 496 years. And after these kings Solo- Darius and Cyrus, barbarian kings, or of the
mon reigned, who also, by the will of God, was Greeks Zopyrus and Hippias, or of the wars of
the first to build the temple in Jerusalem ; he the Athenians and Lacedmmonians, or the deeds
reigned 4o years. And after him Rehoboam, 17 of Xerxes or of Pausanias, who ran the risk of
years ; and after him Abias, 7 years ; and after starving to death in the temple of Minerva, or
him Asa, 41 years ; and after him Jehoshaphat, the history of Themistocles and the Petoponne-
25 years; and after him Joram, 8 years; and sian war, or of Alcibmdes and Thrasybulus?
after him Ahaziah, 1 year ; and after him Athaliah, For my purpose is not to furnish mere matter of
6 years ; and after her Josiah, 4o years ; and much talk, but to throw light upon the number
after him Amaziah, 39 years ; and after him Iof years from the foundation of the world, and
Uzziah, 52 years; and after him Jotham, i6 to condemn the empty labour and trifling of
years; and after him Ahaz, 17 years; and after these authors, because there have neither been
him Hezekiah, 29 years ; and after him Manas- twenty thousand times ten thousand years from
geh, 55 years; and after him Amon, 2 years; _the flood to the present time, as Plato said,
and after him Josmh, 31 years; and after him affirming that there had been so many years;
Jehoahaz, 3 months; and after him Jehoiakim, nor yet 15 times io,375 years, as we have
i I years. Then another Jehoiakim, 3 months already mentioned Apollonius the Egyptian
io days ; and after him Zedekiah, i i years. And gave out ; nor is the world uncreated, nor is
after these kings, the people, continuing in thexr there a spontaneous production of all things, as
sins, and not repenting, the king of Babylon, Pythagoras and the rest dreamed ; but, being
named Nebuchadnezzar, came up into Judaea, indeed created, it is also governed by the provi-
according to the prophecy of Jeremiah. He dence of God, who made all things; and the
transferred the people of the Jews to Babylon, whole course of time and the years are made
and destroyed the temple which Solomon had plain to those who wish to obey the truth.'
built. And in the Babylonian banishment the Lest, then, I seem to have made things plain up
people passed 7° years. Until the sojourning in to the time of Cyrus, and to neglect the subse-
the land of Babylon, there are therefore, in all, quent periods, as if through inability to exhibit
4954 years 6 months and io days. And accord- them, I will endeavour, by God's help, to give
mg as God had, by the prophet Jeremiah, fore- an account, according to my ability, of the
told that the people should be led captive to course of the subsequent times.
Babylon, in like manner He signified beforehand
that they should also return into their own land CHAP.XXVn.m go_._ CHRONOU36"YTO THE
after 7° years. These 7° years then being ac- DraTH Or M. Atntr_us.
complished, Cyrus becomes king of the Persians, When Cyrus, then, had reigned twenty-nine
who,. according to the prophecy of Jeremiah, years, and had been slain by Tomyris in the
issued a decree in the second year of his reign, country of the Massagetae, this being in the find
enjoining by his edict that all Jews who were in Olympiad, then the Romans began to increase

his kingdom shotdd return to their own country, , _,_,,,o,,sthi,,,,_,,,_ing,,_=lt, tmsmaT..naqumUS,d
and rebuild their temple to God, which the fore- ,f_, incap..,_,., ;,._,,, _ ,. p. ,*,4
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in power, God strengthening them, Rome having Joshua the son of Nun, to the death of the
been founded by Romulus, the reputed child of patriarch David, 498 years. And from the death
Mars and Ilia, in the 7th Olympiad, on the 2ISt [.of David and the reign of Solomon to the so-
day of April, the year being then reckoned as [journmg of the people in the land of Babylon,
consisting of ten months. Cyrus, then, having 5 x8 years 6 months xo days. And from the gov-
died, as we have already said, in the 62d Olym- eminent of Cyrus to the death of the Emperor
piad, this date falls 220 A.U.C., in which year Aurelius Verus, 744 years. All the years from
also Tarquinius, surnamed Superbus, reigned the creation of the world amount to a total of
over the Romans, who was the first who banished 5698 years, and the odd months and days.'
,Romans and corrupted the youth, and made
eunuchs of the citizens, and, moreover, first CHAP. XXXX.--_,rr_Qtyrr_ or CHRiSTmsrrY.
defiled virgins, and then gave them in mar- These periods, then, and all the above-men-
tinge. On this account he was fitly called tioned facts, being viewed collectively, one can
Superbus in the Roman language, and that is see the antiqmty of the prophetical writings and
translated "the Proud." For he first decreed the divinity of our doctrine, that the doctrine is
that those who saluted him should have their not recent, nor our tenets mythical and false,
salute acknowledged by some one else. He as some think, but very ancient and true. For
reigned twenty-five years. After him yearly Thallus mentioned Belus, king of the Assyrians,
consuls were introduced, tribunes also and ediles and Saturn, son of Titan, alleging that Belus with
for 453 years, whose names we consider it long the Titans made war against Jupiter and the

and superfluous to recount. For ff any one so-caUed gods in his alliance ; and on this occa-
is anxious to learn them, he will ascertain sion he says that Gyges, being defeated, fled to
them from the tables which Chryserus the no- Tartessus. At that time Gyges ruled over that
menclator compiled : he was a freedman of country, which then was called Acte, but now is
Aurelius Vents, who composed a very lucid named Attica. And whence the other countries
record of all things, both names and dates, from and cities derived their names, we think it un-
the founding of Rome to the death of his own necessary to recount, especially to you who are
patron, the Emperor Verus. The annual magis- acquainted with history. That Moses, and not
trates ruled the Romans, as we say, for 453 he only, but also most of the prophets who
years. Afterwards those who are called era- followed him, is proved to be older than all
perors began in this order: first, Caius Julius, writers, and than Saturn and Belus and the
who reigned 3 years 4 months 6 days; then Trojan war, is manifest. For according to the
Augustus, 56 years 4 months i day; Tiber, us, history of Thallus, Belus is found to be 322
22 years ; then another Caius, 3 years 8 months years prior to the Trojan war. But we have
7 days ; Claudius, 23 years 8 months 24 days ; shown above that Moses lived somewhere about
Nero, x3 years 6 months 28 days; Galba, 2 9ooor ioooyears before the sack of Troy. And
years 7 months 6 days ; Otho, 3 months 5 days ; as Saturn and Belus flourished at the same time,
Vitellius, 6 months 22 days ; Vespasian, 9 years most people do not know which is Saturn and
t I months 22 days ; Titus, 2 years 22 days ; which is Belus. Some worship Saturn, and call
Domitian, x5 years 5 months 6 days ; Nerva, i him Bel or Bal, especially the inhabitants of the
year 4 months xo days ; Trajan, 19 years 6 eastern countries, for they do not know who
months x6 days; Adrian, 2o years io months either Saturn or Belus is. And among the
28 days ; Antoninus, 22 years 7 months 6 days ; Romans he is called Saturn, for neither do they
Vents, t 9 years to days. The time therefore know which of the two is more ancient--Saturn
of the C_esars to the death of the Emperor or Bel. So far as regards the commencement
Verus is 237 years 5 days. From the death of of the Olympiads, they say that the observance
Cyrus, therefore, and the reign of Tarquinius dates from Iphitus, but according to others from
Superbus, to the death of the Emperor Vents, Linus, who is also called Ilius. The order which
the whole time amounts to 744 years, the whole number of years and Olympiads holds,

we have shown above. I think I have now, ac-
cN_u,, xxvin. -- L_DI_ CHRONOLOGICALFXoOCHS.cording to my ability, accurately discoursed both

And from the foundation of the world the of the godlessness of your practices,* and of the
whole time is thus traced, so far as its main whole number of the epochs of history. For if
epochs are concerned. From the creation of even a chronological error has been committed
the world to the deluge were 2242 years. And by us, of, e.g., 50 or too, or even 2oo years, yet
from the deluge to the time when Abraham our , ............

_ •_ __ _ __ _ _ [ |As verus _t A.V. x_9, me cornputatm_ o_ ou.r autl_r mJv._.

toretamer begat a son, io3o years. _na lrom t_.,_o_.,:c._,9..H.,_,,_?_ L_,,m,.w_y,.,_.
•r .... A_K_ _ *_ +k_ *-;_** ...h,_*., +K_lgreatn_ectJorlneopnuus,_ymeQeg.n_.°_acc _ur_Y. nea.m_u[ _'.
.t_o.oA., *rx,._aa_t_ _ m..'_*, _ r._x. ,_*_,.. --.*_._a _*_ I umn_ (the LXX.) the same authority as hlz base. Slillht vanatmm

people dwelt with Moses in the desert, 66o years, m _r,_.p_ a_. i_ hi. daymight',-,* _d, o, wouldt_k, ,o
And from the death of Moses and the rule of _. _,t_,_Jsi,_.,.bot_a_**a,_itra_,al,i,_ _
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not of thousands and tens of thousands, as Plato themselves only recently became partakersof
and Apollonius and other mendacious authors the knowledge of letters ; and they them.selves
have hitherto written. And perhaps our knowl- own it, alleging that letters were invented, some
edge of the whole number of the years is not say among the Chaldmans, and others with the
quite accurate, because the odd months and Egyptians, and others again say that they are
days are not set down in the sacred books.' But derived from the Phoenicians. And secondly,
so far as regards the periods we speak of, we are because they sinned, and still sin, in not making
corroborated by Berosos, 2 the Chald,_m philoso- mention of God, but of vain and useless matters.
pher, who made the Greeks acquainted with the For thus they most heartily celebrate Homer
Chaldzean literature, and uttered some things and Hesiod, and the rest of the poets, but the
concerning the deluge, and many other points glory of the incorruptible and only God they not
of history, in agreement with Moses ; and with only omit to mention, but blaspheme ; yes, and
the prophets Jeremiah and Daniel also, he spoke they persecuted, and do daily persecute, those
in a measure of agreement. For he mentioned who worship Him. And not only so, but they
what happened to the Jews under the king of the even bestow prizes and honours on those who in
Babylonians, whom he calls Abobassor, and who harmonious language insult God ; but of those
is called by the Hebrews Nebuchadnezzar. And who are zealous in the pursuit of virtue and
he also spoke of the temple of Jerusalem, how practise a holy life, some they stoned, some they
it was desolated by the king of the Chald_eans, put to death, and up to the present time they
and that the foundations of the temple having subject them to savage tortures. Wherefore such
been laid the second year of the reign of Cyrus, men have necessarily lost the wisdom of God,
the temple was completed in the second year and have not found the truth.
of the reign of Darius. If you please, then, study these things care-

fully, that you may have a compendium s and
CHAP.XXX.m Wm' THE GREEKSDID NOT MEN- pledge of the truth.

'lION OUR HISTORIES.

But the Greeks make no mention of the his- 3otto_,_._.v m,mdot,_.,.o, the=_t_one MS, The _n_ them L%"_hat you _ Mve a co_

tories which give the truth : first, because they phageofthetruth,"-- _ _k_r, and pte_eof thetruthbeing
book written by TheophiluJ for Autmycu*. t _ms has been supl_o_to .m_m., "that you may have a token and L31edge(or earnest)

: [Usher quotes this concession as to the .:'x_Sfldt or minute (L't_ v)' ,, the earneat of the _int," at in * Co¢. t. _, ami Eph.
dehcacy hecouldnot attain. Ut*xpra, p. xxg, notel._ truths" be., in Chrblaan baptism. Our author uaei St. Paul's word

2 Bertams tlourisl_ in the reign of Alexander the Gnnkt.
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE

TO THK

WRITINGS OF ATHENAGORAS.

[TRANSLATED BY THE REV. B. P. PRATTEN.]

[A.D. x77.] In placing Athenagoras here, somewhat out of the order usually accepted, I
commit no appreciable violence against chronology, and I gaina greatadvantage for the reader.

To some extent we must recognise, in collocation, the principles of affinity and historic growth.
Closing up the bright succession of the earlier Apologists, this favourite author affords also a fitting
introduction to the great founder of the Alexandrian School, who comes next into view. His

work opens the way for Clement's elaboration of Justin's claim, that the whole of philosophy is
embraced in Christianity. It is charming to find the primal fountains of Christian thought uniting

here, to flow on for ever in the widening and deepening channel of Catholic orthodoxy, as it gathers
into itself all human culture, and enriches the world with products of regenerated mind, harvested
from its overflow into the fields of philosophy and poetry and art and science. More of this when

we come to Clement, that man of genius who introduced Christianity to itself, as reflected in the
burnished mirror of his intellect. Shackles are falling from the persecuted and imprisoned faculties

of the faithful, and soon the Faith is to speak out, no more in tones of apology, but as mistress of
the human mind, and its pilot to new worlds of discovery and broad domains of conquest. All
hail the freedom with which, henceforth, Christians are to assume the overthrow of heathenism as

a foregone conclusion. The distasteful exposure of heresies was the inevitable task after the first
victory. It was the chase and following-up of the adversary in his limping and cowardly retreat,
"the scattering of the rear of darkness." With Athenagoras, we touch upon tokens of things to
come ; we see philosophy yoked to the chariot of Messiah ; we begin to realize that sibylline sur-

render of outworn Paganism, and its forecast of an era of light : m

"Magnus ab integro s_eclorumnascitur ordo,
............... quo ferrea primum
Desinet, ac toto surget gens aurea mundo."

In Athenagoras, whose very name is a retrospect, we discover a remote result of St. Paul's

speech on Mars Hill. The apostle had cast his bread upon the waters of llissus and Cephisus to
find it after many days. "When they heard of the resurrection of the dead, some mocked ;"

but here comes a philosopher, from the Athenian aKara, a convert to St. Paul's argument in his
Epistle to the Corinthians, confessing" the unk_uown God," demolishing the marble mob of deities
that so "stirred the apostle's spirit within him," and teaching alike the Platonist and the Stoic to

sit at the feet of Jesus. "Dionysius the Areopagite, and the woman named Datum'is," are no

longer to be despised as the scanty first-fruits of Attica. They too have found a voice in this
splendid trophy of the Gospel ; and, "being dead, they yet speak" through him.

tz5
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To the meagre facts of his biography, which appear below, there is nothing to be added ;' and I
shall restrain my disposition to be a commentator, within the limits of scanty annotations. In the
notes to Tatian and Theophilus, I have made the student acquainted with that useful addition to

his treatise on Justin M'arO,r , in which the able and judicious Bishop Kaye harmonizes those

authors with Justin. The same harmony enfolds the works of Athenagoras,* and thus affords a

synopsis of Christian teaching under the Antonines ; in which precision of theological language is
yet unattained, but identity of faith is clearly exhibited. While the Germans are furnishing the
scholar with critical editions of the ancients, invaluable for their patient accumulations of fact and

illustration, they are so daring in theory and conjecture when they come to exposition, that one
enjoys the earnest and wholesome tone of sober comment that distinguishes the English theologian.

It has the great merit of being inspired by profound sympathy with primitive writers, and unadul-
terated faith in the Scriptures. Too often a German critm treats one of these venerable witnesses,

who yet live and yet speak, as if they were dead subjects on the dissecting-table. They cut and
and carve with anatomical display, and use the microscope with scientific skill ; but, oh T how fre-

quently they surrender the saints of God as mere corpses, into the hands of those who count them
victims of a blind faith in a dead Christ.

It will not be necessary, after my quotations from Kaye in the foregoing sheets, to do more

than indicate similar illustrations of Athenagoras to be found in his pages. The dry version often
requires lubrications of devoutly fragrant exegesis ; and providentially they are at hand in that
elaborate but modest work, of which even this generation should not be allowed to lose sight.

The annotations of Conrad Gesner and Henry Stephans would have greatly enriched this edi-
tion, had I been permitted to enlarge the work by adding a version of them. They are often
curious, and are.supplemented by the interesting letter of Stephans to Peter Nannius," the emi-

nent pillar of Louvain," on the earliest copies of Athenagoras, from which modern editions have
proceeded. The Paris edition of Justin Martyr (1615) contains these notes, as well as the Greek

of Tatian, Theophilus, and Athenagoras, with a Latin rendering. As Bishop Kaye constantly

refers to this edition. I have considered myself fortunate in possessing it ; using it largely in
comparing his learned comments with the Edinburgh Version.

A few words as to the noble treatise of our author, on the Resurrection. As a firm and loving
voice to this keynote of Christian faith, it rings like an anthem through all the variations of his
thought and argument. Comparing his own blessed hope with the delusions of a world lying in

wickedness, and looking stedfastly to the life of the world to come, what a sublime contrast we
find in this figure of Christ's witness to the sensual life of the heathen, and even to the groping

wisdom of the Attic sages. I think this treatise a sort of growth from the mind of one who had
studied in the Academe, pitying yet loving poor Socrates and his disciples. Yet more, it is the

outcome of meditation on that sad history in the Acts, which expounds St. Paul's bitter reminis-
cences, when he says that his gospel was, "to the Greeks, foolishness." They never "' heard him

again on this matter." He left them under the confused impressions they had expressed in the
agora, when they said, "he seemeth to be a setter-forth of new gods." St. Luke allows himself a

smile only half suppressed when he adds, "because he preached unto them Jesus and Anas/asis,"
which in their ears was only a barbarian echo to their own Phoebus and Artemis; and what did

Athenians want of any more wares of that sort, especially under the introduction of a poor Jew

fromparts unknown ? Did the apostle's prophetic soul foresee Athenagoras, as he "departed from
among them"? However that may be, his blessed Master "knew what he would do." He

could let none of Paul's words fall to the ground, without taking care that some seeds should bring
forth fruit a thousand-fold. Here come the sheaves at Last. Athenagoras proves, also, what our
Saviour meant, when he said to the Galiaeans, "Ye are the light of the world."

t But Iatdner tells the whole story much better. Credibility, vol it. p x93.
• The doi_tic value of a patrlsttc quotation _ on the support it finds in oth_ Fathers, under the _premacy 04"Scripture: hence

the u_lity of Kay's collouttion_
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The following is the original INTRODUCTORYNOTICm:-

ITisone ofthe most singularfactsinearlyecclesiasticalhistory,thatthename ofAthenagoras

m scarcelyevermentioned. Only two referencestohim and hiswritingshave been discovered.

One of these occurs in the work of Methodius, On the Resurrect'on of the Body, as preserved by
Epiphanius (tIcer., lxiv.) and Photius (BlbIiogh., ccxxxiv.). The other notice of him is found in

the writings' of Philip of Side, in Pamphylia, who flourished in the early part of the fifth century.
It is very remarkable that Eusebius should have been altogether silent regarding him; and that
x_adtings, so elegant and powerful as are those which still exist under his name, should have been
allowed in early times to sink into almost entire oblivion.

We know with certainty regarding Athenagoras, that he was an Athenian philosopher who had

embraced Christianity, and that his Apology, or, as he styles it, "Embassy" (_l_flda), was pre-
sented to the Emperors Aurelius and Commodus about A.D. 177. He m supposed to have written
a considerable number of works, but the only other production of his extant is his treatise on the

Resurrection. It is probable that this work was composed somewhat later than the Apology (see
chap. xxxvi.), though its exact date cannot be determined. Philip of Side also states that he
preceded Pantmnus as head of the catechetical school at Alexandria ; but this is probably incor-

rect, and is contradmted by Eusebius. A more interesting and perhaps well-founded statement
is made by the same writer respecting Athenagoras, to the effect that he was won over to Chris-

nanity while reading the Scriptures in order to controvert them. 2 Both his A_ology and his trea-
tise on the Resurrection display a practised pen and a richly cultured mind. He is by far the
most elegant, and certainly at the same rime one of the ablest, of the early Christian Apologists.

t The fragment in winch the notice occurs was extracted from the works of Philip by some unknown writer. It is pubhshed as an

appendix to DodweU's Z)fssertattones zn Irenaeum.

2 [Here a picture suggests itself. We go back to the tames of Hadrian. A persecution is raging against the "Nazarenes." A boy-

ish, but well-cultured Athenian saunters into the market-place to hear some new thing. They ale tailang of those enemies of the human

race, the Christians Curiosity leads him to their assembhes He finds them keeping the feast of the resurrection. Quadratus is preaching.

He mocks, but is persuaded to open one of St. Paul's Epmdes "What will this babbler say * " He reads the fifteenth chapter of First Cor-

lntinans, and resents it with all the objections still preserved in his pages. One can see him inqumng more about this Paul, and reading the

seventeenth chapter of the Acts What an ammated desctaptlon of his own Athens, and m what a new light it reflects the familiar scenes t
He must refute tins Paul. But, when he undertakes it, he falls m love with the intrepid assailant of the gods of Greece. Scales fall from his

own eyes. How he sees It all at last, we find in the two works here presented, corresponding as they dop first and last, with the two parts of

the apostle's speech to the men of Athens.]





A PLEAs FOR THE CHRISTIANS.

BY ATHENAGORAS THE ATHENIAN: PHILOSOPHER AND CHRISTIAN.

To the Emperors Marcus Aurehus Anoninus session of equal rights; and the cities, according
and Lucius Aurelius Commodus, conquerors of to their rank, share in equal honour ; and the
Armenia and Sarmatia, and more than all, philos- whole empire, under your intelligent sway, enjoys
ophers, profound peace. But for us who are called

Chnstians* you have not in like manner cared ;
CHAP. I.--INJUSTICE SHOWNTOWAP.DSTHE but although we commit no wrong--nay, as willCHRISTIANS.

appear in tho sequel of this discourse, are of all
In your empire, greatest of sovereigns, differ- men most piously and righteously disposed to-

ent nations have different customs and laws ; and wards the Deity and towards your government
no one is hindered by law or fear of punishment you allow us to be harassed, plundered, and per-
from following his ancestral usages, however secuted, the multitude making war upon us for
ridiculous these may be. A citizen of Ilium calls our name alone. We venture, therefore, to lay
Hector a god, and pays divine honours to Helen, a statement of our case before you--and you will
taking her for Adrasteia. The lacedaemonian learn from this discourse that we suffer unjustly,
venerates Agamemnon as Zeus, and Phylonoi_ and contrary to all law and reason--and we be-
the daughter of Tyndarus; and the man of Tene- i seech you to bestow some consideration upon
dos worships Tennes. 2 The Athenian sacrifices lus also, that we may cease at length to be
to Erechtheus as Poseidon. The Athenians also t slaughtered at the instigation of false accusers.
perform religious rites and celebrate mysteries in [For'the fine imposed by our persecutors does
honour of Agraulus and Pandrosus, women who not aim merely at our property, nor their insults
were deemed guilty of impiety for opening the at our reputation, nor the damage they do us at
box. In short, among every nation and people, any other of our greater interests. These we
men offer whatever sacrifices and celebrate what- hold in contempt, though to the generality they
ever mysteries they please. The Egyptians appear matters of great importance ; for we have
reckon among their gods even cats, and croco- learned, not only not to return blow for blow, nor
diles, and serpents, and asps, and dogs. And to to go to law with those who plunder and rob us,
all these both you and the laws give permission but to those who smite us on one side of the face
so to act, deeming, on the one hand, that to be- to offer the other side also, and to those who take
lieve in no god at all is impious and wicked, and away our coat to give likewise our cloak. But,
on the other, that it is necessary for each man when we have surrendered our property, they
to worship the gods he prefers, in order that, plot against our very bodies and souls, s pouring
through fear of the deity, men may be kept from
wrong-doing. But why--for do not, like the , [Ka_e,xs3.] . . .
m " • s [For thtx_e centuries the faithful were nume wi_ *or jesusultatude, be led astra b hearsa wh is a , -• Y Y Y -- Y and the resurtectaon even _mtod_h; with" spoilit_g of their good*,
mere name odious to you ?3 Names are not de- ,or only, but dying dmly. and "counted as sheep for the slaughter."
__ . ...... :' ..... What can refute such testimony.* "l.'_ _uemd through t_t_ffermg,
_ervmg ot natrea : ]t Is the unjust act that calls Thereaderwdlbe pleased.vnth, thiscitationfrom.anat{th?r,..the

for penalty and punishment. And accordingly, _w_,he_,._tm_,_a,adtoken at_tt_ dec_

With admlrataon of your mildness and gentleness, ." :I'G-_ ,s._oy H_despot.,adva,ta_..eontlo_d_noths_',_
_t*] _r_ll_ _11 _'l _m=_]_4- A" _',,_ mrtlst.,nurcnana_rtlsumtslorktmname, ttelo_s ff_

J_Ut .[J_,-41A_rt,_IUl t_lltt 1*3_..II,_,y_g_*IIL. oasim,_luon thevlmtenothmit, but their enemtes whentheymt_emmtandi_evail

towards every man, individuals live in the Ix_s- %_t, ,,, _3_ ff_ g,_a_t _ 'H_%yn_ _. thet_
-- -- o_ rtm peopte grow . ,yea, faetrt_eri,j uumoe_, ltm,ws, anci Utat_. _

times, mo_ by t.bei'r g_test std_rmg_, This was evident m the hntt

text there are nen_ many vartetms ot nmmng: we nave foBowed ute, :n_::_w_ _ a_d l_a_t_c_, it tr_ey rma not imen so _ to, tt rso_J_e_ by Gemnet. Iilghton C_rmm. _a St. Prier, Works, vul. Iv. p. 478. Watt _-
W_ hem fullow_e _.xt of Ottu: others :e_d _;_,. nurab_ _ Lotion, _, z_o.]

s_9
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upon us wholesale charges of crimes of which we before trial is deemed by the judge either good
are gnilfless even in thought, but which belong or bad on account of his science or art, but if
to these idle praters themselves, and to the whole found guilty of wickedness he is punished, with-
tribe of those who are like them. out thereby a_xing any stigma on philosophy

(for he is a bad man for not cultivating philoso-
CHAP. II. -- CLAIM TO BE TREATED AS OTHERS phy in a lawful manner, but science is blameless),

ARE WHEN ACCUSED. while if he refutes the false charges he is acquitted.
If, indeed, any one can convict us of a crime, Let this equal justice, then, be done to us. Let

be it small or great, we do not ask to be excused the life of the accused persons be investigated,
from punishment, but are prepared to undergo but let the name stand free from all imputation.
the sharpest and most merciless inflictions. But I must at the outset of my defence entreat you,
if the accusation relates merely to our name-- illustrious emperors, to listen to me impartially:
and it is undeniable, that up to the present time not to be carried away by the common irrational
the stories told about us rest on nothing better talk and prejudge the case, but to apply your de-
than the common undiscriminating popular talk, sire of knowledge and love of truth to the exam-
nor has any Christian, been convicted of crime -- marion of our doctrine also. Thus, while you on
it will devolve on you, illustrious and benevolent your part will not err through ignorance, we also,
and most learned sovereigns, to remove by law by disproving the charges arising out of the un-
this despiteful treatment, so that, as throughout discerning rumour of the multitude, shall cease
the world both individuals and cities partake of to be assailed.
your beneficence, we also may feel grateful to
you, exulting that we are no longer the victims CHAP. III. -- CHARGESBROUGHTAGAINSTTHE
of false accusation. For it does not comport CHRISTIANS.
with your justice, that others when charged with Three things are alleged against us : atheism,
crimes should not be punished till they are con- Thyestean feasts, 3 (Edipodean intercourse. But
victed, but that in our case the name we bear if these charges are true, spare no class: proceed
should have more force than the evidence ad- at once against our crimes ; destroy us root and
duced on the trial, when the judges, instead of branch, with our wives and children, if any Chris-
inquiring whether the person arraigned have com- txan 4 is found to hve like the brutes. And yet
mltted any crime, vent their insults on the name, even the brutes do not touch the flesh of their
as if that were itself a crime? But no name in own kind ; and they pair by a law of nature, and
and by itself is reckoned either good or bad ; only at the regular season, not from simple wan-
names appear bad or good according as the ac- tonness ; they also recognise those from whom
tions underlying them are bad or good. You, they receive benefits. If any one, therefore, is
however, have yourselves a clear knowledge of more savage than the brutes, what punishment
this, since you are well instructed in philosophy that he can endure shall be deemed adequate to
and all learning. For this reason, too, those who such offences ? But, if these thin s are onl idle
are brought before you for triM, though they may tales and empty slanders, originating in th y fact
be arraigned on the gravest charges, have no ] that virtue is opposed by its very nature to vice,
fear, because they know that you will inquire re- I and that contraries war against one another by a
spectmg their previous life, and not be influenced I divine law (and you are yourselves witnesses that
by names if they mean nothing, nor by the I no such iniquities are committed by us, for you
charges contained in the indictments if they forbid informations to be laid against us), it re-
should be false : they accept with equal satisfac- mains for you to make inquiry concerning our
tion, as regards its fairness, the sentence whether life, our opinions, our loyalty and obedience to
of condemnation or acquittal. What, therefore, you and your house and government, and thus
is conceded as the common right of all, we claim at length to grant to us the same rights (we ask
for ourselves, that we shall not be hated and pun- nothing more) as to those who persecute us.
ished because we are called Christians (for what For we shall then conquer them, unhesitatingly
has the name 2 to do with our being bad men?), surrendering, as we now do, our very lives for
but be tried on any charges which may be brought the truth's sake.
against us, and either be released on our disprov-
ing them, or punished if convicted _of crime-- CHAP. IV.w THE CHRISTIANSARE NOT ATHEISTS,
not for the name (for no Christian is a bad man BUT ACKNOWLEDGEONE ONLYCOD.

unless he falsely profess our doctrines), but for As regards, first of all, the allegation that we
the wrong which has been done. It is thus that :are atheists-- for I will meet the charges one
we see the philosophers judged. None of them

3 [See cap. xxxl. Our Lord was "perfect man," yet our author
rt_ents the tdea of cattng the flesh of one's own land as worse than

s [...Kaye, I$4.l brutal As to the Eucharist the inference isplam.]
* tlauan, cap. xxvfi., **##ra, p. 76 ] 4 Thus Otto: others read, " dany one of men."
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by one, that we may not be ridiculed for having usually assigned, underlying them (" Zeus," for
no answer to give to those who make them -- instance : "who Zeus is I know not, but by re-
with reason did the Athenians adjudge Dlagoras port "), nor that any names were given to reali-
guilty of athexsm, in that he not only divulged ties whmh actually do exist (for of what use are
the Orphic doctrine, and pubhshed the nays- names to those who have no real existences
teries of Eleusis and of the Cabiri, and chopped undert)ang them ?) ; but Him he did see by
up the wooden statue of Hercules to boil his means of His works, considering with an eye
turmps, but openly declared that there was no to things unseen the things which are manifest
God at all. But to us, who distinguish God in air, m ether, on earth. Him therefore, from
from matter,' and teach that matter is one thing whom proceed all created things, and by whose
and God another, and that they are separated by Spirit they are governed, he concluded to be
a wide interval (for that the Deity is uncreated God ; and Sophocles agrees with him, when he
and eternal, to be beheld by the understanding says :-

and reason alone, while matter is created and ,, There is one God, in truth there is but one,
perishable), is it not absurd to apply the name Who made the heavens, and the broad earth be-
of atheism ? If our sentiments were hke those neath.''s

of Dxagoras, while we have such incentives to [Euripides is speaking'] of the nature of God,
piety--in the established order, the universal which fills His works with beauty, and teaching
harmony, the magnitude, the colour, the form, both where God must be, and that He must be
the arrangement of the world--with reason One.
might our reputation for impiety, as well as the
cause of our being thus harassed, be charged
on ourselves. But, since our doctrine acknowl- CHAP. VI.- OPINIONSOF THE PHILOSOPHERSAS
edges one God, the Maker of this universe, who TO THE ONE GOD.
iS Himself uncreated (for that which is does Philolaus, too, when he says that all things
not come to be, but that which is not) but has are included in God as in a stronghold, teaches
made all things by the Logos which is from that He is one, and that He is superior to mat-
Him, we are treated unreasonably m both re- ter. Lysis and Opsimus 6 thus define God : the
speets, in that we are both defamed and perse- one says that He is an ineffable number, the
cured, other that He is the excess of the greatest num-

ber beyond that whmh comes nearest to it. So
CHAP. V. -- TESTIMONY OF THE POETS TO THE that since ten is the greatest number accordingUNITY OF GOD. 2

to the Pythagoreans, being the Tetractys,7 and
Poets and philosophers have not been voted containing all the arithmetic and harmonic prin-

atheists for inquiring concerning God. Euripi- ciples, and the Nine stands next to it, God is a
des, speaking of those who, according to popu- unit-- that is, one. For the greatest number
lar preconception, are ignorantly called gods, exceeds the next least by one. Then there are
says doubtingly : m Plato and Aristotle --not that I am about to go

"If Zeus indeed does reign in heaven above, through all that the philosophers have said about
He ought not on the righteous ills to send." 3 God, as if I wished to exhibit a complete sum-

mary of their opinions ; for I know that, as you
But speaking of Him who is apprehended by excel all men in intelligence and in the power
the understanding as matter of certain knowl- of your rule, in the same proportion do you
edge, he gives his opinion decidedly, and with surpass them all in an accurate acquaintance
intelligence, thus :-- with all learning, cultivating as you do each sev-

"Seest thou on high him who, with humid arms, eral branch with more success than even those
Clasps both the boundless ether and the earth ? who have devoted themselves exclusively to any

Him reckon Zeus, and hlm regard as God."* one. But, inasmuch as it is impossible to de-

For, as to these so-called gods, he neither monstrate without the citation of names that we
saw any real existences, to which a name is are not alone in confining the notion of God to

un!% I have ventured on an enumeration of
t [Kaye,17-7-] op_mons. Plato, then, says, "To find out the
2 [De Mmstre.who talks nothing but sopbastry when he tides his Maker and Father of this universe is ditficult;

hobby, and who shocked the pope himself by his fanaucal effort to
aemo_t_tethepapal _y,tem,,_,neverth_l_,_y _og_u_ aria and, when found, it is impossible to declare
mteres_ when he condescends to talk snnply as a Chnstmn. See Him to all," s conceiving of one uncreated andhis cxtauans showing the heathen consctousness of one Supreme
Being. Sotrde$ de St. ?iterabourg, vol. L pp. a:*5, 28o; vol. it.

3 Fr_a an unknown play. s Not found in his extant works.
4 Fro_ an unknown play; the original is ambiguous; eomp. cic., 6 Common text has 6_e*: we follow the text of Otto. [Oesner

.De Nat Deor'um, il. c 25, where the words are translated --*' Sec.st notes thts corrupuon, and conjectures that it should be the throe of
thou tl_ boundless ether on high winch mbraces the earth in its some philosopher.]
moht arms ? Reckon this Zeus." Athanagoras cannot so have un- 7 0no, two, three, and four togctl_r forming
de*stood Euriptdea. s Tzm_s, p. a8, C.
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eternal God. And if he recognises others as from God,s each one by his own soul, to trv
well, such as the sun, moon, and stars, yet he whether he could find out and apprehend tag
recognises them as created : "gods, offspring truth ; but they have not been found competent
of gods, of whom I am the Maker, and the fully to apprehend it, because they thought fit
Father of works which are indissoluble apart to learn, not from God concerning God, but
from my will ; but whatever is compounded can each one from himself; hence they came each
be dissolved." ' If, therefore, Plato is not an to his own conclusion respecting God, and mat-
atheist for conceiving of one uncreated God, ter, and forms, and the world. But we have for
the Framer of the universe, neither are we atae- witnesses of the things we apprehend and believe,
ists who acknowledge and firmly hold that He prophets, men who have pronounced concerning
is God who has framed all things by the Logos, God and the things of God, guided by the Spint
and holds them in being by His Spirit. Aris- of God. And you too wilt admit, excelling all
totle, again, and his followers, recognising the others as you do in intelligence and in piety
existence of one whom they regard as a sort of towards the true God (T_ 3vro_ Oe_ov), that it
compound living creature (_v), speak of God would be irrational for us to cease to believe in
as consisting of soul and body, thinking His the Spirit from God, who moved the mouths of
body to be the etherial space and the planetary the prophets like musical instruments, and to gwe
stars and the sphere of the fixed stars, moving heed to mere human opinions.
in circles ; but His soul, the reason which pre-
sides over the motion of the body, itself not CHAP. VIII.--ABSURDITIES OF POLYTHEISM.
subject to motion, but becoming the cause of
motion to the other. The Stoics also, although As regards, then, the doctrine that there was
by the appellations they employ to suit the from the beginning one God, the Maker of this
changes of matter, which they say is permeated universe, consider It in this wise, that you may
by the Spirit of God, they multiply the Deity be acquainted with the argumentative grounds
in name, yet in reality they consider God to be also of our faith. If there were from the be-
one. 2 For, if God is an artistic fire advancing ginning two or more gods, they were either in
methodically to the production of the several one and the same place, or each of them sepa-
things in the world, embracing in Himself all rately in his own. In one and the same place
the seminal principles by which each thing is they could not be. For, if they are gods, they
produced in accordance with fate, and if His are not alike ; but because they are uncreated
Spirit pervades the whole world, then God is they are unlike : for created things are like their
one according to them, being named Zeus in patterns ; but the uncreated are unlike, being
respect of the fervid part (v_ _dov) of matter, neither produced from any one, nor forn_ed
and Hera in respect of the air (6 &jp), and after the pattern of any one. Hand and eye
called by other names in respect of that particu- and foot are parts of one body, making up
lax part of matter which He pervades, together one man : is God in this sense one ?4

And indeed Socrates was compounded and
divided into parts, just because he was created

CHAP.VlI.nSUPERIORrrY OF THE CI-IRISTIAt¢DOC- and perishable ; but God is uncreated, and, im-TRINE RESPECTING GOD.
passible, and indivisible--does not, therefore,

Since, therefore, the unity of the Deity is con- consist of parts. But if, on the contrary, each
fessed by almost all, even against their will, when of them exists separately, since He that made
they come to treat of the first principles of the the world is above the things created, and about
universe, and we in our turn likewise assert that the things He has made and set in order, where
He who arranged this universe is God, --why is can the other or the rest be ? For if the world,
it that they can say and write with impunity being made spherical, is confined within the
what they please concerning the Deity, but that: circles of heaven, and the Creator of the world

against us a law lies in force, though we are able is above the things created, managing that _ byto demonstrate what we apprehend and justly His providential care of these, what place is
believe, namely that there is one God, with proofs there for the second god, or for the other gods?
and reason accordant with truth ? For poets and For he is not in the world, because it belongs
philosophers, as to other subjects so also to this, ito the other ; nor about the world, for God the
have applied themselves in the way of conjecture, Maker of the world is above it. But if he is
moved, by reason of their affinity with the afflatus neither in the world nor about the world (for

X Ti_.r, p. 4t, A. value atm_buted by the Fathers to the Siby]l_e and Orphic sayings.s [We must not wonder at the scanty pmlse accorded by the 3 [See cap. xxx., z'K_. Important, as showing the _ of
Apotok4sts to the truths embedded everywhere m Plato and other Comp Kate, p. tT/. ]
htathdn writers. They felt intensely, that " the world, bywmdom, Sl.e,DoseveraIgodsmakeupceeGod?--Orro. Ottmrsremt
knew not God ; and thatitwas thetrown nusston to lead men to the _firmativt4y,"God is_na_."
_mllwoume _" true phi_mphy. ] s Le., the world.
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all that surrounds it is occupied by this one ,), on fitting grounds defend us from the abuse cast
where is he ? Is he above the world and [the upon us.

first] God? In another world, or about an- CHAP.X. mTrm CHRISTIANSWORSHn_THE rATHraX,
other ? But if he is in another or about another, son, AND HOLYGHos'r.
then he is not about us, for he does not govern
the world ; nor is his power great, for he exists That we are not atheists, therefore, seeing that
in a circumscribed space. But if he is neither we acknowledge one God, uncreated, eternal,
in another world (for all things are filled by the invisible, impassible, incomprehensible, illimita-
other), nor about another (for all things are oc- ble, who is apprehended by the understanding
cupied by the other), he clearly does not exist only and the reason, who is encompassed by
at all, for there is no place in which he can be. light, and beauty, and spirit, and power ineffable,
Or what does he do, seeing there is another to by whom the universe has been created through
whom the world belongs, and he is above the His Logos, and set in order, and is kept in being
Maker of the world, and yet is neither in the --I have sufficiently demonstrated. [I say
world nor about the world? Is there, then, "His Logos" ], for we acknowledge also a Son
some other place where he can stand? But of God. Nor let any one think it ridiculous
God, and what belongs to God, are above him. that God should have a Son. For though the
And what, too, shall be the place, seeing that poets, in their fictions, represent the gods as no
the other fills the regions which are above the better than men, our mode of thinking is not the
world ? Perhaps he exerts a providential care ? same as theirs, concerning either God the Father

or the Son. But the SOn of GOd is the Logos
[By no means.] And yet, unless he does so
he has done nething. If, then, he neither does of the Father, in idea and m operation ; for
anything nor exercises providential care, and if after the pattern of Him and by Him 7 were all
there is not another place in which he is, then this things made, the Father and the Son being one.
Being of whom we speak is the one God from the And, the SOn being m the Father and the Father
beginning, and the sole Maker of the world, in the Son, in oneness and power of spirit, the

understanding and reason (vo_ t¢_ 2tdTo_) of
CHAP. IN.. _ THE _MOmES OF THE PROPHETS. the Father is the SOn of God. But if, in your

surpassing intelligence, s it occurs to you to in-
If we satisfied ourselves with advancing such qmre what is meant by the Son, I will state briefly

considerations as these, our doctrines might by that He is the first product of the Father, not
some be looked upon as human. But, since the as having been brought into existence (for from
voices of the prophets confirm our argumentsm the beginning, God, who is the eternal mind
for I think that you also, with your great zeal [vo_], had the Logos in Himself, being from
for knowledge, and your great attainments in eternity instinct with Logos [hoTtsd_ ]) ; but in-
learning, cannot be ignorant of the writings asmuch as He came forth to be the idea and
either of Moses or of Isaiah and Jeremiah, and energizing power of all material things, which
the other prophets, who, lifted in ecstasy above lay like a nature without attributes, and an in-
the natural operations of their minds by the active earth, the grosser particles being mixed
impulses of the Divine Spirit, uttered the things up with the lighter. The prophetic Spirit also
with which theywere inspired, the Spirit making agrees with our statements. "The Lord," it
use of them as a flute-player 2 breathes into a sa_, "made me, the beginning of His ways to
flute ;--what, then, do these men say? "The Hi's-works."9 The Holy Spirit Himself also,
LORD is our God ; no other can be compared which operates in the prophets, we assert to be
with Him." 3 And again : "I am God, the first an effluence of God, flowing from Him, and re-
and the last, and besides Me there is no God." 4 turning back again like a beam of the sun.
In like manner : "Before Me there was no other Who, then, would not be astonished to hear men
God, and after Me there shall be none ; I am who speak of God the Father, and of God the
God, and there is none besides Me. ''s And as Son, and of the Holy Spirit, t° and who declare
to His greatness : "Heaven is My throne, and both their power in union and their distinction
the earth is the footstool of My feet : what house in order, called atheists ? Nor is our teaching
will ye build for Me, or what is the place of My: in what relates to the divine nature confined to
rest ?" 6 But I leave it to you, when you meet these points ; but we recognise also a multitude
with the books themselves, to examine carefully of angels and ministers," whom God the Maker
the prophecies contained in them, that you may and Framer of the world distributed and ap-

:r . Or, by Him and dsrot_h Htm" [Kaye, pp. x55, _7.q.]
x i. e.,theCnnaor, or first Cod. ' LK_,.p: z_.]
z [Kayer x79. An tmportant comment; comp. cap. ,hi., _*_a.] 9 emv. mu. _.
3 lsa xU.4" F_ xx._,3 (_ m_). to [Comt_rcTheoplal_ _'a, p. x__andl_qe's no,z, p. g_:]
4 Isa. xliv. 6. st [Heb. t. s4, the express o_ctrme o_ _ lga_ v _l_la_, mz __z__,_-_
s Isa. xlfit. XO,XL _-.s so men, nat _ o/'any sort ot won_P. _.dxnosmm ue/_,c
* Ira. Ixvi. x. you," etc. Col. iL 4, xS.]
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pointed to their several posts by His Logos, to ourselves from evil? Most certainly not. But,
occupy themselves about the elements, and the ]because we are persuaded that we shall give an
heavens, and the world, and the things in it, and ]account of everything in the present life to God,

the goodly ordering of them all. ]who made us and the world, we adopt a tem-
perate and benovotent and generally despised

cH.cP, yd.- THE MORALTEACHINCOF THE CHRIS- method of life, believing that we shall suffer no
TIANSREPELS THE CHARGEBROUGHTAGAINSTsuch great evil here, even should our lives be
THEM. taken from us, compared with what we shall
If I go minutely into the particulars of our there receive for our meek and benevolent and

doctrine, let it not surprise you. It is that you moderate life from the great Judge. Plato in-
may not be carried away by the popular and deed has said that Minos and Rhadamanthus
irrational opinion, but may have the truth clearly will judge and punish the wicked ; but we say
before you. For presenting the opinions them- that, even if a man be Minos or Rhadaman-
selves to which we adhere, as being not human, thus himself, or their father, even he will not
but uttered and taught by God, we shall be able escape the judgment of God. Are, then, those
to persuade you not to think of us as atheists, who consider life to be comprised in this, "Let
What, then, are those teachings in which we are us eat and drink, for to-morrow we die," and
brought up ? "I say unto you, Love your ene- who regard death as a deep sleep and forgetful-
mies ; bless them that curse you ; pray for them ness ( "sleep and death, twin-brothers" 4 ), to
that persecute you ; that ye may be the sons of be accounted pious ; while men who reckon the
your Father who is in heaven, who causes His present life of very small worth indeed, and who
sun to rise on the evil and the good, and sends are conducted to the future life by this one thing
rain on the just and the unjust.", Allow me here alone, that they know God and His Logos, what
to lift up my voice boldly in loud and audible out- is the oneness of the Son with the Father, what
cry, pleading as I do before philosophic princes, the communion of the Father with the Son,
For who of those that reduce syllogisms, and what is the Spirit, what is the unity of these
clear up ambiguities, and explain etymologies, 2 three, the Spirit, the Son, the Father, and their
or of those who teach homonyms and synonyms, distinction in unity ; and who know that the
and predicaments and axioms, and what is the life for which we look is far better than can
subject and what the predicate, and who prom- be described in words, provided we amve at
ise their disciples by these and such like instruc- it pure from all wrong-doing ; who, moreover,
tions to make them happy : who of them have carry our benevolence to such an extent, that
so purged their souls as, instead of hating their we not only love our friends ( "for if ye love
enemies, to love them ; and, instead of speaking them," He says, "that love you, and lend to them
ill of those who have reviled them (to abstain that lend to you, what reward will ye have?"s),
from which is of itself an evidence of no mean m shall we, I say, when such is our character,
forbearance), to bless them ; and to pray for and when we live such a life as this, that we may
those who plot against their lives? On the escape condemnation at last, not be accounted
contrary, they never cease with evil intent to pious? These, however, are only small matters
search out skilfully the secrets of their art,a and taken from great, and a few things from many,
are ever bent on working some ill, making the that we may not further trespass on your pa-
art of words and not the exhibition of deeds tience ; for those who test honey and whey,
their business and profession. But among us judge by a small quanlaty whether the whole is
you will find uneducated persons, and artisans, good.
and old women, who, if they are unable in words
to prove the benefit of our doctrine, yet by their CHAP.xm.--WHY THE CHR_ DO NOT OFFER
deeds exhibit the benefit arising from their SACRIFICES.

persuasion of its truth: they do not rehearse But, as most of those who charge us with
speeches, but exhibit good works; when struck, atheism, and that because they have not even
they do not strike again ; when robbed, they do the dreamiest conception of what God is, and
not go to law ; they give to those that ask of are doltish and utterly unacquainted with natural
them, and love their neighbours as themselves, and divine things, and such as measure piety

ca-t_, xa. w corcs_mmT AmoRorrv o_" THE by the rule of sacrifices, charges us with not
CHARGEOF ATHEISM. acknowledging the same gods as the cities, be

pleased to attend to the following considerations,
Should we, then, unless we believed that a O emperors, on both points. And first, as to

God presides over the human race, thus purge our not sacrificing : the Framer and Father of
t Iad_vL _./,_8; Matt. v. 44, 4S.

• s The =_i_ is hent doubtful; but th¢ proiml_ nffcrenon is to 4Hom.,ll.,zwt. 67s.
t_ practices off tim Sophism. s Luke vi. 32, 34; Matt. v. 46.
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this universe does not need blood, nor the odour charge against us of not agreeing with them ?
of burnt-offerings, nor the fragrance of flowers IThen look at the practices prevailing among the
and incense,' forasmuch as He is Himself per- Egyptians : axe they not perfectly ridiculous?
fect fragrance, needing nothing either within or ] For in the temples at their solemn festivals they
without ; but the noblest sacrifice 2 to Him is for beat their breasts a_ for the dead, and sacrifice
us to know who stretched out and vaulted the to the same beings as gods ; and no wonder,
heavens, and fixed the earth in its place like a when they look upon the brutes as gods, and
centre, who gathered the water into seas and shave themselves when they die, and bury them
divided the light from the darkness, who adorned in temples, and make public lamentation. If,
the sky with stars and made the earth to bring then, we axe guilty of impiety because we do not
forth seed of every kind, who made animals and practise a piety corresponding with theirs, then
fashioned man. When, holding God to be this all cities and all nations are guilty of impiety,
Framer of all things, who preserves them in for they do not all acknowledge the same gods.
being and superintends them all by knowledge
and administrative skill, we "lift up holy hands" CHAP. XV. -- TH_ cHmsa_s DtSTmGUtSHGOD
tO Him, what need has He further of a heca- FROMMATTER.
tomb ?

But grant that they acknowledge the same.
"For they, when mortals have transgress'd or fail'd What then ? Because the multitude, who can-To do aright, by sacrifice and pray'r,

Libations and burnt-offerings_may be soothed.''s not distinguish between matter and God, or see
how great is the interval which lies between

And what have I to do with holocausts, which them, pray to idols made of matter, are we there-
God does not stand in need of?-- though indeed fore, who do dlstanguish and separate the uncre-
_t does behove us to offer a bloodless sacrifice ated and the created, that which is and that
and "the service*of our reason." 4 which is not, that which is apprehended by the

understanding and that which is perceived by
CHAP. XIV.-- INCONSISTENCYOF THOSE WHO AC- the senses, and who give the fitting name to each

CUSE THE CHRISTIANS. of them,--are we to come and worship images?
If, indeed, matter and God are the same, two

Then, as to the other complaint, that we do names for one thing, then certainly, in not
not pray to and believe in the same gods as the regarding stocks and stones, gold and silver, as
cities, it is an exceedingly silly one. Why, the gods, we are guilty of impiety. But if they are
very men who charge us with atheism for not at the greatest possible remove from one another
admitting the same gods as they acknowledge, __ as far asunder as the artist and the materials
are not agreed among themselves concerning the of his art--why are we called to account? For
gods. The Athenians have set up as gods Celeus as is the potter and the clay (matter being the
and Metanira : the Lacedmmonians Menelaus ; clay, and the artist the potter), so is GOd, the
and they offer sacrifices and hold festivals to Framer of the world, and matter, which is sub-
him, while the men of Ilium cannot endure the servient to Him for the purposes of His arts
very sound of his name, and pay their adoration But as the clay cannot become vessels of itself
to Hector. The Ceans worship Aristaeus, con- without art, so neither did matter, which is
sidering him to be the same as Zeus and Apollo ; capable of taking all forms, receive, apart from
the Thasians Theagenes, a man who committed GOd the Framer, distinction _,ld shape and
murder at the Olympic games; the Samians order. And as we do not hold the pottery of
Lysander, notwithstanding all the slaughters and more worth than him who made it, nor the yes-
all the crimes perpetrated by him; Alcman and sels of glass and gold than him who wrought
Hesiod Medea, and the Cilicians Niobe ; the them ; but if there is anything about them ele-
Sicilians Philip the son of Butacides ; the Area- gant in art we praise the artificer, and it is he
thusians Onesilus ; the Carthaginians Hamilcar. who reaps the glory of the vessels : even so with
Time would fail me to enumerate the whole, matter and God-- the glory and honour of the
When, therefore, they differ among themselves orderly arrangement of the world ]'_elongs of
concerning their gods, why do they bring the right not to matter, but to God, the Framer

of matter. So that, if we were to regard the

, [I-m_._ as _ andi_,_ my _, theF_th_ _ various forms of matter as gods, we should seem
themm thiswaycontinually.]
x 2 [T_s tnilii_t condensationof the at,_di_itt (Son_._ _t to be without any sense of the true God, because• _,-,_ Ck,Td_t_)afforasKayeoccasionto o_rw timourauthorwe should be putting the things which are dissol-
msilentas tothe_. p. xgS.]

H_, zz.,ix. 40o_q.,LordI_eoy'_t_t,a_, whichversionuble and perishable on a level with that which is
thetrn_!_r hasfor_ mostImrtused.

4 Comp. Rom.xiLx. [Mal. t. xx. "A r_,*Mi,,¢,_" (L_. ft. eternal.
_ rig unbloodysacrificeof .t_ Jews.. Thiswas to be the

_ oblation:hencetheofferingiffChrist'snaturalblood,as
theI-afinsnowteach,was_,_u to l"l_philus.] s [Kay,,p. xr_]
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CHAP.XVL- THE_S DO NOTWOSSHmcan I call those objects gods of which I know
_ the makers to be men ? Attend, I beg, to a few

Beautiful without doubt is the world, excel- words on this subject.
ling,' as well in its magnitude as in the arrange-
ment of its parts, both those in the oblique CHAP.xvn.- THE NAMESOF THE GODS
circle and those about the north, and also in its THEm _L'_C,ES AREBLurOF RETESTDATE.
spherical form.• Yet it is not this, but its Arti- An apologist must adduce more precise argn-
ricer, that we must worship. For when any of ments than I have yet given, both concering the
your subjects come to you, they do not neglect names of the gods, to show that theyare of recent
to pay their homage to you, their rulers and origin, and concerning their images, to show that
lords, from whom they will obtain whatever they they are, so to say, but of yesterday. You your-
need, and address themselves to the magnifi- selves, however, are thoroughly acquainted with
cence of your palace ; but, if they chance to these matters, since you are versed in all depart-
come upon the royal residence, they bestow a ments of knowledge, and are beyond all other
passing glance of admiration on its beautiful men familiar with the ancients. I assert, then,
structure: but it is to you yourselves that they that it was Orpheus, and Homer, and Hesiod
show honour, as being "all in all." You sorer- who s gave both genealogies and names to those
eigns, indeed, rear and adorn your palaces for whom they call gods. Such, too, is the testimony
yourselves; but the world was not created be- of Herodotus.6 "My opinion," he says, "is
cause God needed it ; for God is Himself every- that Hesiod and Homer preceded me by four
thing to Himself, w light unapproachable, a hundred years, and no more ; and it was they
perfect world, spirit, power, reason. If, there- who framed a theogony for the Greeks, and gave
fore, the world is an instrument in tune, and the gods their names, and assigned them their
moving in well-measured time, I adore the Being several honours and functions, and described
who gave its harmony, and strikes its notes, and their forms." Representations of the gods,
sings the accordant strain, and not the instrument, again, were not in use at all, so long as statuary,
For at the musical contests the adjudicators do and painting, and sculpture were unknown ; nor
not pass by the lute-players and crown the lutes, did they become common until Saurias the Sa-
Whether, then, as Plato says, the world be a mian, and Crato the Sicyonian, and Cleanthes
product of divine art, I admire its beauty, and the Corinthian, and the Corinthian damsel 7 ap-
adore the Artificer ; or whether it be His essence peared, when drawing in outline was invented by
and body, as the Peripatetics affirm, we do not Sanrias, who sketched a horse in the sun, and
negiect to adore God, who is the cause of the painting by Crato, who painted in oil on a whi-
motion of the body, and descend "to the poor tened tablet the outlines of a man and woman ;
and weak elements," adoring in the impassible 3 and the art of making figures in relief (_op_-
air (as they term it), passible matter; or, if any XaSL_) was invented by the damselJ who, being
one apprehends the several parts of the world to in love with a person, traced his shadow on a
be powers of God, we do not approach and do wall as he lay asleep, and her father, being de-
homage to the powers, but their Maker and Lord. lighted with the exactness of the resemblance
I do not ask of matter what it has not to give, (he was a potter), carved out the sketch and
nor passing God by do I pay homage to the ele- filled it up with clay : this figure is still preserved
ments, which can do nothing more than what they at Corinth. After these, Daedalus and Theodo-
were bidden ; for, although they are beautiful to rus the Milesian further invented sculpture and
look upon, by reason of the art of their Framer, statuary. You perceive, then, that the time
yet they still have the nature of matter. And to since representations of form and the making of
this view Plato also bears testimony; "for," says images began is so short, that we can name the
he, "that which is called heaven and earth has artist of each particular god. The image of
received many blessings from the Father, but yet Artemis at Ephesus, for example, and that of
partakes of body ; hence it cannot possibly be Athen_ (or rather of Athel_, for so is she named
free from change." 4 If, therefore, while Iad- by those who speak more in the style of the
mire the heavens and the elements in respect of mysteries ; for thus was the ancient image made
their art, I do not worship them as gods, know- of the olive-tree called), and the sitting figure
ing that the law of dissolution is upon them, how of the same goddess, were made by Endcvus,

a pupil of Dcvdalus ; the Pythian god was the
, The,Otto;oth_ _"_i_.- i work of Theodorus and Telecles ; and the DelianB [The Ptdeamic tmlverse is coa_ei_I of as a sort of hollow !

ball, or Imbide, within which are the spheres moving about the ean.h. I
Miltm adopts from Homer the idea of such a globe, or bubble, hang.
ing by a chain from heaven (Par'adt_ LOft, il. IO, 51). _ C_O_lt_ $ We _ _ the _Xt of Otto; Othl_rs pin¢_ the obtuse in the

isthe_&ac. The S_,_t_s arcrde_ed to also.See fdlov_g
Pa_diu l_t, ell. 65-z6_.] c, iL 5

Scxuccc_erthistothelfiaman_a/rlt. :' Or,_Cor_. ltisckxd_ul_'nottlfisdmuldb¢ mgard_l
4 p_o, p g69, D , as a ]pmlllx_rILIII_.
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ang_dand Artemis are due to the art of Tectmus "Old Oceanm,
Angelio ; Hera in Samos and in Argos came The sire of gods, and Tethys; ,,r

from the hands of Smilis, and the other statues' and Orpheus (who, moreover, was the first to
were by Phidias ; Aphrodit6 the courtezan in invent their names, and recounted their births,
Cmdus is the production of Praxiteles ; Asclep- and narrated the exploits of each, and is believed
ius in Epidaurus is the work of Phidias. In a by them to treat with greater truth than others
word, of not one of these statues can it be said of divine things, whom Homer himself follows in

that it was not made by man. If, then, these most matters, especially in reference to the gods)
are gods, why did they not exist from the begin- __ he, too, has fixed their first origin to be from
ning? Why, in sooth, are they younger than water:--
those who made them ? Why, in sooth, in order
to their coming into existence, did they need the "Oceanus, the originof all."
aid of men and art? They are nothing but
earth, and stones, and matter, and curious art? For, according to him, water was the beginning

of all things, and from water mud was formed,
and from both was produced an animal, a dragon

cI_. XvuL--THE OODSTHEMSELVESHAVE BFa_Nwith the head of a hen growing to it, and be-
CREATED, AS THE POETS CONFESS• tween the two heads there was the face of a

But, since it is affirmed by some that, although god, named Heracles and Kronos. This Hera-
these are only images, yet there exist gods in cles generated an egg of enormous size, which,
honour of whom they are made ; and that the on becoming full, was, by the powerful friction
supplications and sacrifices presented to the of its generator, burst into two, the part at the
images are to be referred to the gods, and are top receiving the form of heaven (o,_pav6,), and
in fact made to the gods ;3 and that there is not the lower part that of earth (y_). The goddess
any other way of coming to them, for G6, moreover, came forth with a body ; and

Ouranos, by his union with G_, begat females,
"'Tis hard for man Clothe, Lachesis, and Atropos; and males, the

To meet in presence visible a God ;"* hundred-handed Cottys, Gyges, Briareus, and

and whereas, in proof that such is the fact, they the Cyclopes Brontes, and Steropes, and Argos,
adduce the eneregies possessed by certain im- whom also he bound and hurled down to Tar-

tarus, having learnt that he was to be ejected
ages, let us examine into the power attached to from his government by his children ; where-their names. And I would beseech you, greatest
of emperors, before I enter on this discussion, upon G6, being enraged, brought forth theTitans. 8
to be indulgent to me while I bring forward true

considerations ; for it is not my design to show "The godlike Gala bore to Ouranos
the fallacy of idols, but, by disproving the cal- Sons who are by the name of Titans known,
umnies vented against us, to offer a re_son for Because they"vengeance9 took on Ouranos,
the course of life we follow. May you, by con- Majestic, ghtt'ring with his starry crown," to
sidering yourselves, be able to discover the
heavenly kingdom also! For as all things are c_. xtx. _THE EmLOSOI'_EP.SAGREEwrrlt Tm_
subservient to you, father and son, S who have Pom's RESPECTINGTHE GODS.

received the kingdom from above (for "the Such was the beginning of the existence both
king's s°ul is in the hand of G°d,"° saiththep ro- of their gods and of the universe. Now what
phetic Spirit), so to the one God and the I_ogos are we to make of this? For each of those
proceeding from Him, the Son, apprehended by things to which divinity is ascribed is conceived
us as inseparable from Him, all things are in like of as having existed from the first. For, if they
manner subjected. This then especially I beg ihave come into being, having previously had no
you carefully to consider• The gods, as they existence, as those say who treat of the gods,
affirm, were not from the beginning, but every they do not exist• For, a thing is either uncre-
one of them has come into existence just like ated and eternal, or created and perishable.
ourselves• And in this opinion they all agree. Nor do I think one thing and the philosophers
Homer speaks of another. "What is that which always is, and

has no origin ; or what is that which has been
, a_ ,_di.g ish.,. _. originated, yet never is? .... Discoursing of the

[a'_ _,. _ imagesor _t_*, tremor, i. the _U_t intelligible and the sensible, Plato teaches that
Chri._tian p_ of prajrer ]
. 3 [Th_ was a heattl_enju_ of image-worship, and entirely
zovelgn to t|_e Christian mind Leighton, l_ork*, vol v. p. 3z3.]

" Horn.. II., xx. t3L 7 Hem., II., my. _ot, 3o_.
.. $ [See Kay©'s _mry important note, rdutlng Gibbon's cavil, and s Hmn., 11., xiv. z46.
mm_'ng fire_r_*c of B'.,_ B_.t,in h_ q_. on the 9 ,,_,,0_,.

• . . tt Plat., T_., p. 27, D.
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that which always is, the intelligible, is unorigi- also to his sons, and fought with the Titans for
nated, but that that which is not, the sensible, the government ; and how he persecuted his
is originated, beginning to be and ceasing to mother Rhea when she refused to wed him,
exist. In like manner, the Stoics also say that and, she becoming a she-dragon, and he himself
all things will be burnt up and will again exist, being changed into a dragon, bound her with
the world receiving another beginning. But if, what is called the Herculean knot, and accom-
although there is, according to them, a twofold plished his purpose, of which fact the rod of
cause, one active and governing, namely provi- Hermes is a symbol; and again, how he vio-
dence, the other passive and changeable, namely lated his daughter Phersephon6, in this case
matter, it is nevertheless impossible for the also assuming the form of a dragon, and became
world, even though under the care of Provi- the father of Dionysus. In face of narrations
dence, to remain in the same state, because it like these, I must say at least this much, What
is created- how can the constitution of these that is becoming or useful is there in such
gods remain, who are not self-existent,' but have a history, that we must believe Kronos, Zeus,
been originated? And in what are the gods Kor_, and the rest, to be gods? Is it the de-
superior to matter, since they derive their con- scnptions of their bodies ? Why, what man of
stitution from water? But not even water, ac- judgment and reflection wiIl believe that a viper
cording to them, is the beginning of all things, was begotten by a god (thus Orpheus :-
From simple and homogeneous elements what
could be constituted ? Moreover, matter re- "But from the sacred womb Phanes begat
quires an artificer, and the artificer requires Another offspring, horrible and fierce,In sight a frightful viper, on whose head
matter. For how could figures be made with- Were hairs: _ts face was comely; but the rest,
out matter or an artificer ? Neither, again, is it From the neck downwards, bore the aspect dire
reasonable that matter should be older than of a dread dragon"4);
God; for the efficient cause must of necessity
exist before the things that are made. or who will admit that Phanes himself, being a

first-born god (for he it was that was produced
from the egg), has the body or shape of a dragon,

cI-Im,, xx. -- ABSURDREPR_ENTATIONS OF THE or was swallowed by Zeus, that Zeus might be too
C,ODS. large to be contained ? For if they differ in no

If the absurdity of their theology were con- respect from the lowest brutes (since it is evi-
fined to saying that the gods were created, and dent that the Deity must differ from the things
owed their constitution to water, since I have of earth and those that are derived from matter),
demonstrated that nothing is made which is not they are not gods. How, then, I ask, can we
also liable to dissolution, I might proceed to the approach them as suppliants, when their origin
remaining charges. But, on the one hand, they resembles that of cattle, and they themselves have
have described their bodily forms : speaking of the form of brutes, and are ugly to behold ?
Hercules, for instance, as a god in the shape
of a dragon coiled up ; of others as hundred-
handed ; of the daughter of Zeus, whom he CHAP.XXL--rMPLrRE LOVESASCRIBEDTO THE
begat of his mother Rhea ; or of Demeter, as cons.
having two eyes in the natural order, and two m But should it be said that they only had fleshly
her forehead, and the face of an animal on the forms, and possess blood and seed, and the affec-
back part of her neck, and as having also horns, tions of anger and sexual desire, even then we
so that Rhea, frightened at her monster of a must regard such assertions as nonsensical and
child, fled from her, and did not give her the ridiculous ; for there is neither anger, nor desire
breast (_?_._), whence mystically she is called and appetite, nor procreative seed, in gods. Let
Ath_lA, but commonly Phersephon6 and Kor6, them, then, have fleshly forms, but let them be
though she is not the same as Ath_n_, 2 who is superior to wrath and anger, that Ath_n_ may
called Kor_ from the pupil of the eye ;--and, not be seen

on the other hand, they have described their ,, Burmng" with" rage and inly wroth with Jove; "s
admirable 3 achievements, as they deem them : i
how Kronos, for instance, mutilated his father, nor Hera appear thus:--

and hurled him down from his chariot, and how "luno's breast
he murdered his children, and swallowed the Could not contain her rage."e
males of them ; and how _eus bound his father,
and cast him down to Tartarus, as did Ouranos And let them be superior to grief:--

t Literal!y, "by m_tulm." 4 Fm_gs.
a i.e Minerva, s Horn, II., iv, *3-

Or, have accurately described." 6 Ibm., tv. a4-
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- wofulsight mine e es behold-A . - y . a man suance of a divine purpose," he is therefore the
I love m flight around the walls! My heart slave of desire.
For Hector grieves." '

"For never yet d_dsuch a flood of love,
For I call even men rude and stupid who give For goddess or for mortal, fill my soul ;
way to anger and grief. But when the "father Not for hton's beauteous wife, who bore
of men and gods" mourns for his son, N Plrithous, sage in council as the gods ;

Nor the neat-footed maiden Danke,
"Woe, woe I that fate decrees my best belov'd Acrisius' daughter, her who Persdus bore,

Sarpedon, by Patroclus' hand to fall ; "_ Th' observ'd of all ; nor noble Phcenix' child ;
...... nor for Semele ;

and is not able while he mourns to rescue him Nor for Alcmena fair ; . . .
from his peril :m No, nor for Ceres, golden-tressbd queen ;

Nor for Latona bright ; nor for thyself." za
"The son of Jove, yet Jove preserv'd him not ;"a

He ts created, he is perishable, with no trace of
who would not blame the folly of those who, with a god m him. Nay, they are even the hired
tales like these, are lovers of the gods, or rather, servants of men : --
live without any god? Let them have fleshly
forms, but let not Aphrodit6 be wounded by "Admetus' halls, in which I have enduredTo praise the menial table, though a god." t5
Diomedes in her body :-

And they tend cattle :m
"The haughty son of Tydeus, Diomed,

Hath wounded me ;", "And coming to this land, I cattle fed,
For him that was my host, and kept this house.''u

or by Ar6s in her soul : --
Admetus, therefore, was superior to the god. O

"Me, awkward me, she scorns ; and yields her charms prophet and wise one, and who canst foresee for
To that fair lecher, the strong god of arms.''6 others the things that shall be, thou didst not

"The weapon pierced the flesh.''6 divine the slaughter of thy beloved, but didst

He who was terrible in battle, the ally of Zeus even kill him with thine own hand, dear as he
against the Titans, is shown to be weaker than was:--
Diomedes : -- "And I beheved Apollo's mouth divine

Was full of truth, as well as prophet's art.
"He raged, as Mars, when brandishing his spear." 7

(iEschylus is reproaching Apollo for being a.
Hush! Homer, a god never rages. But you false prophet :)-

describe the god to me as blood-stained, and "The very one who sings while at the feast,
the bane of mortals : -- The one who said these things, alas I m he
"Mars, Mars, the bane of mortals, stained with blood ; "8 Who slew my son." z5

and you tell of his adultery and his bonds : -- CHAP. XXIL"---PRvrEm)ED SVMaOUCALEXPL_'_A-
"Then, nothing loth, th' enamour'd fmr he led, TIONS.

And sunk transported on the conscious bed.
Down rushed the toils."9 But perhaps these things are poetic vagary,

and there is some natural explanation of them,
Do they not pour forth impious stuff of this sort such as this by Empedocles :--

m abundance concerning the gods ? Ouranos is "Let Jove be fire, and Juno source of life,
mutilated ; Kronos is bound, and thrust down to wit[l Pluto and N_stm, who bathes with tears
Tartarus ; the Titans revolt ; Styx dies in battle : The human founts."
yea, they even represent them as mortal ; they
are in love with one another ; they are in love If, then, Zeus is fire, and Hera the earth, and

A'idoneus the air, and N6stis water, and thesewith human beings :_
are elements N fire, water, air--none of them

";Eneas, amid Ida's jutting peaks, is a god, neither Zeus, nor Hera, nor Aldoneus ;Immortal Venus to Anchises bore." ,o
for from matter separated into parts by God is

Are they not in love ? Do they not suffer? Nay, their constitution and origin :
verily, they are gods, and desire cannot touch "Fire, water, earth, and the air'sgentle height,
them I Even though a god assume flesh in pur- And harmonywith these."

Here are things which without harmony can-
, z6ia, _ii ,_ _. not abide ; which would be brought to ruin by

Zbid.,_,,. 433_q. strife : how then can any one say that they area I/n_/.,xw.5_rz.
4 l&_. v.376-
s H_., Od.,viii.308sq.,Pope'strar_t.
6Horn.,ll., v.858. ix [obtovmtlw¢.Kaye,p. x74. And_ Parised., 16t$.]
7Horn.,,rl.,xv.6o5. u Horn.,//.,xiv.3x5sqq.
uHorn.,R., v. _t,455- t_.F_mrip.,A_¢rl.,z m:l.
2 Ho_., qy., _. ,_-_, Po_'_ t=,,_. ,, z_., s ,q. . ...... =.-- mam.,ll.,iL _ ts Fro*nanunknownpuwt_-'r-,scaY*
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gods? Friendship, according to Empedocles, various writers have thought concerning nature,
has an aptitude to govern, things that are corn- or what they say concerning Ath_n_, whom they
pounded are governed, and that which is apt to affirm to be the wisdom (_pJv-qcr_) pervading
govern has the dominion ; so that if we make the all things ; and concerning Isis, whom they call
power of the governed and the governing one the birth of all time (_bJo-L_a_vo_), from whom
and the same. we shall be, unawares to ourselves, all have sprung, and by whom all exist ; or con-
putting perishable and fluctuating and change- cerning Osiris, on whose murder by Typhon his
able matter on an equality with the uncreated, brother Isis with her son Orns sought after his
and eternal, and ever self-accordant God. Zeus!limbs, and finding them honoured them with a
is, according to the Stoics, the fervid part of ha- sepulchre, which sepulchre is to this day called
ture ; Hera is the air (d_p) w the very name, if l the tomb of Osiris ? For whilst they wander up
it be joined to itself, signifying this ; _ Poseidon and down about the forms of matter, they miss
is what is drunk (water, _-&rt_). But these to find the God who can only be beheld by the
things are by different persons explained of nat- reason, while they deify the elements and their
ural objects in different ways. Some call Zeus several parts, applying different names to them
twofold masculine-feminine air ; others the season at different times : calling the sowing of the corn,
which brings about mild weather, on which ac- for instance, Osiris (hence they say, that in the
count it was that he alone escaped from Kronos. mysteries, on the finding of the members of his
But to the Stoics it may be said, If you acknowl- body, or the fruits, Isis is thus addressed : We
edge one God, the supreme and uncreated and have found, we wish thee joy), the fruit of the
eternal One, and as many compound bodies as vine Dionysus, the vine itself Semel6, the heat of
there are changes of matter, and say that the the sun the thunderbolt. And yet, in fact, they
Spirit of God, which pervades matter, obtains who refer the fables to actual gods, do anything
according to its variations a diversity of names, rather than add to their divine character ; for
the forms of matter will become the body of God ; they do not perceive, that by the very defence
but when the elements are destroyed in the con- they make for the gods, they confirm the things
flagration, the names will necessarily perish along which are alleged concerning them. What have
with the forms, the Spirit of God alone remain- Europa, and the bull, and the swan, and Leda,
ing. Who, then, can believe that those bodies, to do with the earth and air, that the abominable
of which the variation according to matter is intercourse of Zeus with them should be taken
allied to corruption, are gods ? But to those for the intercourse of the earth and air? But
who say that Kronos is time, and Rhea the earth, missing to discover the greatness of God, and
and that she becomes pregnant by Kronos, and not being able to rise on high with their reason
brings forth, whence she is regarded as the moth- (for they have no affinity for the heavenly place),
er of all ; and that he begets and devours his they pine away among the forms of matter, and
offspring ; and that the mutilation is the inter- rooted to the earth, deify the changes of the
course of the male with the female, which cuts elements : just as if any one should put the ship
off the seed and casts it into the womb, and gen- he sailed in in the place of the steersman. But
crates a human being, who has in himself the as the ship, although equipped with everything,
sexual desire, which is Aphrodit_ ; and that the is of no use if it have not a steersman, so
madness of Kronos is the turn of season, which neither are the elements, though arranged in
destroys animate and inanimate things ; and that perfect order, of any service apart from the provi-
the bonds and Tartarus are time, which is changed dence of God. For the ship will not sail of
by seasons and disappears ;--to such persons itself; and the elements without their Framer
we say, If Kronos is time, he changes ; if a sea- will not move.
son, he turns about ; if darkness, or frost, or the
moist part of nature, none of these is abiding ; CHAP.xxm.-- OPm-IONSor THALF_AND PINTO.
but the Deity is immortal, and immoveable, and You may say, however, since you excel all
unalterable: so that neither is Kronos nor his men in understanding, How comes it to pass,
image God. As regards Zeus again : If he is air, then, that some of the idols manifest power, if
burn of Kronos, of which the male part is called those to whom we erect the statues are not
Zeus and the female Hera (whence both sister gods ? For it is not likely that images destitute
and wife), he is subject to change ; if a season of life and motion can of themselves do any-
he turns about : but the Deity neither changes thing without a mover. That in various places,
nor shifts about. But why should I trespass on cities, and nations, certain effects are brought
your patience by saying more, when you know about in the name of idols, we are far from
so well what has been said by each of those who denying. None the more, however, if some
have resolved these things into nature, or what have received benefit, and others, on the con-

trary, suffered harm, shall we deem those to be
l'_,w _p(_o)-. gods who have produced the effects in either
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case. But I have made careful inquiry, both it impossible to believe that gods beget and are
why it is that you think the idols to have this brought forth, since everything that begins to be
power, and who they axe that, usurping their is followed by an end, and (for this is much
names, produce the effects. It is necessary for more difficult) to change the views of the mul-
me, however, in attempting to show who they tltude, who receive the fables without examina-
are that produce the effects ascribed to the tion, on this account it was that he declared it
idols, and that they are not gods, to have re- to be beyond his powers to know and to speak
course to some witnesses from among the phi- concerning the origin of the other demons, since
losophers. First Thales, as those who have he was unable either to admit or teach that gods
accurately examined his opinions report, divides were begotten. And as regards that saying of
[superior beings] into GOd, demons, and heroes, his, "The great sovereign in heaven, Zeus, driv-
God he recognises as the Intelligence (vo_) of ing a winged car, advances first, ordering and
the world ; by demons he understands beings managing all things, and there follow him a host
possessed of soul (¢uXLKao ; and by heroes the of gods and demons," _ this does not refer to
separated souls of men, the good being the good the Zeus who is said to have sprung from Kro-
souls, and the bad the worthless. Plato again, nos ; for here the name is given to the Maker
while withholding his assent on other points, of the universe. This is shown by Plato him-
also divides [superior beings] into the uncreated self: not being able to designate Him by another
God and those produced by the uncreated One rifle that should be suitable, he availed himself
for the adornment of heaven, the planets, and of the popular name, not as peculiar to God,
the fixed stars, and into demons ; concerning but for distinctness, because it is not possible
which demons, while he does not think fit to to discourse of God to all men as fully as one
speak himself, he thinks that those ought to be might; and he adds at the same time the epi-
listened to who have spoken about them. "To thet "Great," so as to distinguish the heavenly
speak concerning the other demons, and to from the earthly, the uncreated from the created,
know their origin, is beyond our powers; but who is younger than heaven and earth, and
we ought to believe those who have before younger than the Cretans, who stole him away,
spoken, the descendants of gods, as they say-- that he might not be killed by his father.
and surely they must be well acquainted with
their own ancestors : it is impossible, therefore, CHAP.XXIV.--CONCERNINGTHE ANGRLSAND
to disbelieve the sons of gods, even though they 6tAgrS.

speak without probable or convincing proofs ; What need is there, in speaking to you who
but as they profess to tell of their own family have searched into every department of knowl-
affairs, we are bound, in pursuance of custom, edge, to mention the poets, or to examine
to believe them. In this way, then, let us hold opinions of another kind ? Let it suffice to say
and speak as they do concerning the origin of thus much. If the poets and philosophers did
the gods themselves. Of G_ and Ouranos were not acknowledge that there is one God, and
born Oceanus and Tethys; and of these Phor- concerning these gods were not of opinion,
cus, Kronos, and Rhea, and the rest ; and of some that they are demons, others that they are
Kronos and Rhea, Zeus, Hera, and all the others, matter, and others that they once were men,
who, we know, are all called their brothgrs ; be- there might be some show of reason for our
sides other descendants again of these."' Did, being harassed as we are, since we employ
then, he who had contemplated the eternal Intel- language which makes a distinction between
ligence and God who is apprehended by reason, God and matter, and the natures of the two.
and declared His attributes- His real existence, For, as we acknowledge a God, and a Son his
the simplicity of His nature, the good that flows Logos, and a Holy Spirit, united in essence, m
forth from Him that is truth, and discoursed of the Father, the Son, the Spirit, because the San
primal power, and how "all things are about the is the Intelligence, Reason, Wisdom of the
King of all, and all things exist for His sake, and Father, and the Spirit an effluence, as light from
He is the cause of all ;" and about two and three, fire ; so also do we apprehend the existence of
that He is "the second moving about the sec- other powers, which exercise dominion about
onds, and the third about the thirds ; .... did matter, and by means of it, and one in particular,
this man think, that to learn the truth concerning which is hostile to God : not that an)_hmg is
those who are said to have been produced from really opposed to God, like strife to friendship,
sensible things, namely earth and heaven, was a according to Empedocles, and night to day,
task transcending his powers ? It is not to be according to the appearing and disappearing of
believed for a moment. But because he thought the stars (for even if anything _tad placed itself
.... in opposition to God, it would have ceased to

z Tim.,p 4o, D.E.
2 Pseudo-Plat., E,l_t., il. p. $z_,D.E. The _,'_ng is very oh-

scum. 3 PlaL, pluedr., p. _t6, E.
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exist, its structure being destroyed by the power no longer able to rise to heavenly things, and the
and might of God), but that to the good that is souls of the giants, which are the demons who
in God, which belongs of necessity to Him, and wander about the world, perform actions similar.
co-exists with Him, as colour with body, without the one (that is, the demons) to the natures they
which it has no existence (not as being part of have received, the other (that _s, the angels) to
it, but as an attendant property co-existing with the appetites they have indulged. But the prince
it, united and blended, just as it is natural for of matter, as may be seen merely from what
fire to be yellow and the ether dark blue),-- transpires, exercises a control and management
to the good that is in God, I say, the spirit contrary to the good that is in God : --

which is about matter, *who was created by God, ,, Ofttimes this anxious thought has crossed my mind,
just as the other angels were created by Him, Whether 'tis chance or deity that rules
and entrusted with the control of matter and The small affairs of men; and, spite of hope

the forms of matter, is opposed. For this is the As well as justice, drives to exile some
office of the angels, -- to exercise providence for Stripped of all means of life, while others still
God over the things created and ordered by Continue to enjoy prosperity. ''s
Him ; so that God may have the universal and Prosperity and adversity, contrary to hope and
general providence of the whole, while the par- iustice, made it impossible for Euripides to sa)
ncular parts are provided for by the angels to whom belongs the administration of earthly
appointed over them. 2 Just as with men, who affairs, which is of such a kind that one lmght
have freedom of choice as to both virtue and say of it :-
vice (for you would not either honour the good ,, How then, while seeing these things, can we say
or punish the bad, unless vice and virtue were in There is a race of gods, or yield to laws ? ''_

their own power ; and some are diligent in the
matters entrusted to them by you, and others The same thing led Aristotle to say that the
faithless), so is it among the angels. Some, free things below the heaven are not under the care
agents, you will observe, such as they were of Providence, although the eternal providence
created by GOd, continued in those things for of God concerns itself equally with us below,-
which God had made and over which He had "The earth, let willingness move her or not,
ordained them ; but some outraged both the Must herbs produce, and thus sustain my flocks," 7_

constitution of their nature and the government and addresses itself to the deserving individually,
entrusted to them : namely, this ruler of matter according to truth and not according to opinion :
and its various forms, and others of those who and all other things, according to the general
were placed about this first firmament (you know constitution of nature, are provided for by the
that we say nothing without witnesses, but state law of reason• But because the demoniac move-
the things which have been declared by the ments and operations proceeding from the ad-
prophets) ; these fell into impure love of virgins,
and were subjugated by the flesh, and he be- verse spirit produce these disorderly sallies, andmoreover move men, some in one way and some
came negligent and wicked in the management in another, as individuals and as nations, sepa-
of the things entrusted to him. Of these lovers rately and in common, in accordance with the
of virgins,, therefore, were begotten those who tendency of matter on the one hand, and of the
are called giants.3 And if something has been affinity for divine things on the other, from with-
said by the poets, too, about the giants, be not in and from without, wsomewho are ofnomean
surprised at this : worldly wisdom and divine reputation have therefore thought that th_s uni-
differ as much from each other as truth and verse is constituted without any definite order,
plausibility : the one is of heaven and the other and is driven hither and thither by an irranonal
of earth; and indeed, according to the prince chance. But they do not understand, that of
of matter,- those things whmh belong to the constitution

"We know we oft speak lies that look like truths." 4 of the whole world there is nothing out of order
or neglected, but that each one of them has been

czt_. xxv. _ Wtm POm'S AND PmLOSOPHERSHAV_. produced by reason, and that, therefore, they do
D_TLV.DA z)Ivn_. PROVZDEZ_CE. not transgress the order prescribed to them ; and

These angels, then, who have fallen from that man himself, too, so far as He that made
heaven, and haunt the air and the earth, and are him is concerned, is well ordered, both by his

original nature, which has one common charac-
z [Comp. cap• x,x.T;.L,infra.]
• [z_,,_, And *_.*•,**,_,'*,p.x33. Di_l_o,_, ter for all, and by the constitution of his body,

do._ not e,_l,c_ the _ani_n, d angelsbYdi,_,* *_ao_u,_nt. which does not transgress the law imposed upon
g_rrea_os, cap. xviu., infra.]

• [The _ editors caufioa us _ yielding to this imer-
pretal_tonof Ge_• vL x-4. It was the Rabbinical intert_etatlon. See
Joiephus, book t Cap. 3.] . s Eurip : from an unknown play.

_.] TAeog., _7. [Traces of the 2Ve#&ilim are found m all 6 Ibid.• 7 Eurip., CycL, 33= sq.
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it, and by the terminataon of his life, which re- the matter is brass. And what can brass do of
mains equal and common to all alike ;, but that, itself, which may be made again into a different
according to the character pecuhar to himself form, as Amasis treated the footpan,s as told by
and the operation of the ruling prince and of the Herodotus ? And NeryUinus, and Proteus, and
demons his followers, he is impelled and moved Alexander, what good are they to the sick ? For
in this direction or m that, notwithstanding that what the image is said now to effect, it effeeted
all possess in common the same original constitu- when Neryllinus was alive and sick.
tion of rain d.2

CHAP. xXVn.--ARTXrlCm Or THE _m(o_rs.
cHAP. XXVI.--THE DEMONS ALLURE MEN TO THE

WORSHIPOF IMAGES. What then? In the firstplace,the irrational
and fantasticmovements of thesoulaboutopin-

They who draw men to idols,then,are the ionsproducea diversityofImages(_i'_¢aka)from
aforesaiddemons,who are eagerforthe blood timetotime:some theyderivefrom matter,and
ofthe sacrifices,and lickthem ;but the gods some theyfashionand bringforthforthemselves;
thatpleasethemultitude,and whose names are and thishappenstoa soulespeciallywhen itpar-
givento the images,were men, as may be takesofthematerialsp]rit6andbecomesmingled
learned from their history. And that it is the with it, looking not at heavenly things and their
demons who act under their names, is proved by Maker, but downwards to earthly things, wholly
the nature of their operations. For some cas- at the earth, a_sbeing now mere flesh and blood,
trate, as Rhea ; others wound and slaughter, as and no longer pure spirit.7 These irrational and
Artemis ; the Taunc goddess puts all strangers fantastic movements of the soul, then, give birth
to death. I pass over those who lacerate with to empty visions in the mind, by which it becomes
knives and scourges of bones, and shall not at- madly set on idols. When, too, a tender and
tempt to describe all the kinds of demons ; for susceptible soul, which has no knowledge or ex-
it is not the part of a god to incite to things perience of sounder doctnnes, and is unaceus-
against nature, tomed to contemplate truth, and to consider

"But when the demon plots against a man, thoughtfully the Father and Maker of all things,
He first inflicts some hurt upon his mind." 3 gets _mpressed with false opinions respecting

But God, being perfectly good, is eternally doing itself, then the demons who hover about matter,
good. That, moreover, those who exert the greedy of sacrificial odours and the blood of
power are not the same as those to whom the stat- victims, and ever ready to lead men into error,
ues are erected, very strong evidence is afforded avail themselves of these delusive movements of
by Troas and Parium. The one has statues of the souls of the multitude ; and, taking posses-
Neryllinus, a man of our own times ; and Parium sion of their thoughts, cause to flow into the
of Alexander and Proteus : both the sepulchre mind empty visions as if coming from the idols
and the statue of Alexander are still in the forum, and the statues ; and when, too, a soul of itself,
The other statues of Neryllinus, then, are a pub- as being immortal, s moves comformably to rea-
lic ornameut, if indeed a city can be adorned by son, e_ther predicting the future or healing the
such objects as these ; but one of them is sup- present, the demons claim the glory for them-
posed to utter oracles and to heal the sick, and selves.
on this account the people of the Troad offer ICHAJ,.XXWmm THE HEATHENGODSWERESIMPLY
sacrifices to this statue, and overlay it with gold, MEN.

and hang chaplets upon it. But of the statues But it is perhaps necessary, in accordance with
of Alexander and Proteus (the latter, you are what has already been adduced, to say a little
aware, threw himself into the fire near Olympia), about their names. Herodotus, then, and Alex-
that of Proteus is likewise said to utter oracles ; ander the son of Philip, in his letter to his mother

and to that of Alexander _ (and each of them is said to have conversed with
"Wretched Pans, though in form so fair, the priests at Heliopolis, and Memphis, and

Thou slave of woman" 4_ Thebes), affu'm that they learnt from them that
sacrifices are offered and festivals are held at the the gods had been men. Herodotus speaks

thus: "Of such a nature were, they said, the
public cost, as to a god who can hear. Is it,
then, Neryllinus, and Proteus, and Alexander who beings represented by these images, they were
exert these energies in connection with the stat- very far indeed from being gods. However, in
ues, or is it the nature of the matter itself? But the times anterior to them it was otherwise ; then

' [See note to Theophilut, cap. x, tJgpra: p. _a_! ,- ,
' [Kave, p. xgo.] 6 tKaye, p. xg* : and comp. cap. xxtv.,.f.up_ __g. ca*.] ,J ._,
= Or, a powers ot reasoning" (Xoyter_&t). . 7 [Comp. On tke R*rurr_, cap. xm., *_,ra, p. 439 _" -=.
3 From an unknown tragedian. [A pas_ge which I cannotbut F__nbtt¢gh. AlsoK_,ye, P. z99"]

apply to the lapse of Tatlan.] s [Kaye, p. 19o,J4 Horn., H, iii. 39-
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Egypt had gods for its rulers, who dwelt upon selves at the close of the sacrifice in honour of
the earth with men, one being always supreme a god whose name a religious scruple forbids
above the rest. The last of these was Horus the me to mention." 6 If they are gods, they are
son of Osiris, called by the Greeks Apollo. He also immortal ; but if people are beaten for them,
deposed Typhon, and ruled over Egypt as xts and their sufferings are mysteries, they are men,
last god-king. Osiris is named Dionysus (Bac- as Herodotus hin_elf says : "Here, too, in this
chus) by the Greeks.", "Almost all the names same precinct of Minerva at Sais, is the burial-
of the gods came into Greece from Egypt." 2 place of one whom I think it not right to men-
Apollo was the son of Dionysus and Isis, as He- t.ion in such a connection. It stands behind the
rodotus likewise affirms: "According to the temple against the bacl¢ wall, which it entirely
Egyptians, Apollo and Diana are the children of covers. There are also some large stone obelisks
Bacchus and Isis ; while Latona is their nurse in the enclosure, and there is a lake near them,
and their preserver." 3 These beings of heavenly adorned with an edging of stone. In form it is
origin they had for their first kings : partly from circular, and in size, as it seemed to me, about
ignorance of the true worship of the Deity, partly equal to the lake at Delos called the Hoop. On
from gratitude for their government, they es- this lake it is that the Egyptians represent by
teemed them as gods together with their wives, mght his sufferings whose name I refrain from
"The male kine, if clean, and the male calves, mentioning, and this representation they call their
are used for sacrifice by the Egyptians univer- mysteries." 7 And not only is the sepulchre of
sally ; but the females, they are not allowed to Osirm shown, but also his embalming : "When a
sacrifice, since they are sacred to Isis. The body is brought to them, they show the bearer
statue of this goddess has the form of a woman, various models of corpses made in wood, and
but with horns like a cow, resembling those of painted so as to resemble nature. The most
the Greek representations of Io." 4 And who perfect is said to be after the manner of him
can be more deserving of credit in making these whom I do not think it religious to name in con-
statements, than those who in family succession, nection with such a matter." s
son from father, received not only the priest-
hood, but also the history ? For it is not likely CHAP. XXlX.- ]'ROOF OF THE SAME FROta THE
that the priests, who make it thelr business to PoEts.

commend the idols to men's reverence, would But among the Greeks, also, those who are
assert falsely that they were men. If Herodotus
alone had said that the Egyptians spoke in their eminent in poetry and history say the same
histories of the gods as of men, when he says, thing. Thus of Heracles :
"What they told me concerning their religion it !'' That lawless wretch, that man of brutal strength,
is not my intention to repeat, except only the Deaf to Heaven's voice, the social rite transgressed."9
names of their deities, things of very trifling ira- iSuch being his nature, deservedly did he go mad,
portance," s it would behove us not to credit and deservedly did he light the funeral pile and
even Herodotus as being a fabulist. But as burn himself to death. Of Asklepius, Hesiod
Alexander and Hermes surnamed Trismegistus, says:--

who shares with them in the attribute of eternity, ,, The mighty father both of gods and men
and innumerable others, not to name them mdi- Was filled with wrath, and from Olympus' top
vidually, [declare the same], no room is left even With flaming thunderbolt cast down and slew
for doubt that they, being kings, were esteemed Latona's well-lov'd son--such was his ire." xo

gods. That they were men, the most learned of And Pindar :

the Egyptians also testify, who, while saying that ,, But even wisdom is ensnared by gain.
ether, earth, sun, moon, are gods, regard the rest The brilliant bribe of gold seen in the hand
as mortal men, and the temples as their sepul- Ev'n him x* perverted : therefore Kronos' son
chres. Apollodorus, too, asserts the same thing With both hands qmckly stopp'd his vital breath,

in his treatise concerning the gods. But Herodo- And by a bolt of fire ensured his doom." _2

tus calls even their sufferings mysteries. "The Either, therefore, they were gods and did not
ceremonies at the feast of Isis in the city of Bu- hanker after gold-

siris have been already spoken of. It is there !, O gold, the fairest prize to mortal men,
that the whole multitude, both of men and Which neither mother equals in delight,
women, many thousands in number, beat them- Nor children dear "t,__

t ii. z44. Mr. Rawllnson's translation m u.--_l in the extracts 6 ii 6_. [Thename of O6iris.]

* h. 5o.

s it. t56. 19 Horn., Od., xxi z8 sq.
4 h et. Hesiod, F.ra_
s it. _. Thetext is here uncertain, anddiflh_ftomthatofHerodo xx ie.,2_sculapttts.

otus. [Herodotus, inttiated m _p_ mysteries t was doubdess xe joytA., lit. 96 sq.
_worn to mamtain certain secrets ot trte prtests of Ostrm.] z_ Ascribed by Seneca to the B,//erap/_a-a of Eurlp.
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for the Deity is in want of nought, and is superior ignorant ; and if you see the cave, you call to
to carnal desire, nor did they die ; or, having mind the childbirth of Rhea ; but when you see
been born men, they were wicked by reason the coffin, you throw a shadow over his death, not
of ignorance, and overcome by love of money, considering that the unbegotten God alone is eter-
What more need I say, or refer to Castor, or nal. For either the tales told by the multitude
Pollux, or Amphiaraus, who, having been born, and the poets about the gods are unworthy of
so to speak, only the other day, men of men, are credit, and the reverence shown them is super-
looked upon as gods, when they imagine even fluous (for those do not exist, the tales concern-
Ino after her madness and its consequent suffer- mg whom are untrue) ; or if the births, the
lngs to have become a goddess? amours, the murders, the thefts, the castrations,

the thunderbolts, are true, they no longer exist,,, Sea-rovers will her name Leucothea." _
having ceased to be since they were born, having

And her son :-- previously had no being. And on what prinei-

,,August Palzemon, sailors will invoke." ple must we believe some things and disbelieve
others, when the poets have written their stones

CHAP.xxx.- Rr_SO_rS wrrv DrviNrrv HAS BEEN in order to gain greater veneration for them_
ASCRIBEDTO MEN. For surely those through whom they have got to

be considered gods, and who have striven to rep-
For if detestable and god-hated men had the resent their deeds as worthy of reverence, cannot

reputation of being gods, and the daughter of Der- have invented their sufferings. That, therefore,
ceto, Semiramis, a lascivious and blood-stained we are not atheists, acknowledging as we do God
woman, was esteemed a Syrian goddess ; and if, the Maker of this universe and His Logos, has
on account of Derceto, the Syrians worship doves been proved according to my ability, if not ac-
and Semiramls (for, a thing impossible, a woman cording to the importance of the subject.
was changed into a dove : the story is in Ctesias), '
what wonder if some should be called gods by CHAP. XXXI._ CONFUTATIONOF THE OTHER
their people on the ground of their rule and sov- CHARGESBROUGHTAGAINSTTHE CHRISTIANS,
ereignty (the Sibyl, of whom Plato also makes
mention, says:-- But they have further also made up stories

against us of impious feasts s and forbidden in-
"It was the generation then the tenth, tercourse between the sexes, both that they may

Of men endow'd with speech, since forth the flood appear to themselves to have rational grounds
IIad burst upon the men of former times,
And Kronos, Japetus, and Titan reigned, of hatred, and because they think either by fear
Whom men, of Ouranos and Gaia to lead us away from our way of life, or to ren-
Proclaimed the noblest sons, and named them so,* der the rulers harsh and inexorable by the mag-
Because of men endowed with gLftof speech nitude of the charges they bring. But they lose
They were the first ") ;a their labour with those who know that from "of

and others for their strength, as Heracles and old it has been the custom, and not in our time
Perseus ; and others for their art, as Asclepius? only, for vice to make war on virtue. Thus
Those, therefore, to whom either the subjects gave Pythagoras, with three hundred others, was
honour or the rulers themselves [assumed it], burnt to death ; Heraclitus and Democritus were
obtained the name, some from fear, others from banished, the one from the city of the Ephe-
revenge. Thus Antinous, through the benevo- sians, the other from Abdera, because he was
lence of your ancestors towards their subjects, charged with being mad; and the Athenians
came to be regarded as a god. But those who condemned Socrates to death. But as they
came after adopted the worship without examina- were none the worse in respect of virtue be-
tion. cause of the opinion of the multitude, so neither

does the undiscriminating calumny of some per-
"The Cretans always lie ; for they, O king,

Have built a tomb to thee who art not dead." * sons cast any shade upon us as regards recti-
tude of life, for with God we stand in good

Though you believe, O Callimachus, inthe nativity repute. Nevertheless, I will meet these charges
of Zeus, you do not believe in his sepulchre also, although I am well assured that by what
and whilst you think to obscure the truth, you in has been already said I have cleared myself to
fact proclaim him dead, even to those who are you. For as you excel all men in intelligence,

you know that those whose life is directed
towards God as its rule, so that each one among

z From the r_ a lost play of Eurip.
a i.e., after _ and Ouranos, E4rt_ and Heaven.
aOracc.,$ibyll, ui. xoS-xx3. _Kaye, p. 2ao, aadcom_re cap. s[Th3msfianfeasts"(P, z3°*-su-_'a);.aclmrgewhkh..t_he.C_,_

viL, mt/_a. The _tmn of Balaam, and likewise thatof the fianVathers_o_uallxre]0el. Ofeou.t_tbelae_oIme_s
a_h nmst, in mY opinion, illustrate that o_ the S_by_ ]. . Supper lent dolour totfiis c_mrge; but l|cotfld not have b__ reP_ . ,had_eybe_ie_d_ _enaltH,dy_d .i_.d a_._
• ,t Callim., H..Zm..%z_., S sq. [Tit. L z_. But _t. ram's q_ Jesus," present in this s_w.rameat. See cap. m., notc.ja from F.,tdmenides.]
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us may be blameless and irreproachable before selves.3 On this account, too, according to age,
Him, will not entertain even the thought of the we recognise some as sons and daughters, others
shghtest sin. For if we beheved that we should we regard as brothers and sisters,4 and to the
live only the present life, then we might be sus- more advanced in life we give the honour due to
pected of sinning, through being enslaved to fathers and mothers. On behalf of those, then,
flesh and blood, or overmastered by gam or car- to whom we apply the names of brothers and
hal desire ; but since we know that God is wit- sisters, and other designations of relationship, we
hess to what we think and what we say both by exercme the greatest care that their bodies
night and by day, and that He, being Himself should remain undefiled and uncorrupted ; for
light, sees all things in our heart, we are per- the Logos s again says to us, "If any one kiss a
suaded that when we are removed from the second time because it has given him pleasure,
present life we shall live another life, better than [he sins] ;" adding, "Therefore the kiss, or
the present one, and heavenly, not earthly (since rather the salutation, should be given with the
we shall abide near God, and with God, free greatest care, since, if there be mixed with it
from all change or suffering in the soul, not as the least defilement of thought, it excludes us
flesh, even though we shall have flesh,' but as from eternal life." 6
heavenly spirit), or, falling with the rest, a worse
one and in fire; for God has not made us as cH_¢I,, xxxm.- c_uLsTrrv oF THE CHRISTIANS
sheep or beasts of burden, a mere by-work, and WITH RESPECTTO MARRIAGE.

that we should perish and be annihilated. On Therefore, having the hope of eternal life, we
these grounds it is not likely that we should wish despise the things of this life, even to the pleas-
to do evil, or deliver ourselves over to the great ures of the soul, each of us reckoning her his
Judge to be punished, wife whom he has marned according to the laws

CHAP. XXXILm ELEVATEDMOP.ALITVor THE laid down by us, and that only for the purpose
CHRISTIANS. of having children. For as the husbandman

throwing the seed into the ground awaits the
It is, however, nothing wonderful that they harvest, not sowing more upon it, so to us the

should get up tales about us such as they tell of procreation of children is the measure of our
their own gods, of the incidents of whose lives indulgence in appetite. Nay, you would find
they make mysteries. But it behoved them, if many among us, both men and women, growing
they meant to condemn shameless and promis- old unmarried, in hope of living in closer com-
cuous intercourse, to hate either Zeus, who begat munion with God.7 But if the remaining in
children of his mother Rhea and his daughter virgimty and in the state of an eunuch brings
Kor6, and took his oven sister to wife, or Or- nearer to God, while the indulgence of carnal
pheus, the inventor of these tales, which made thought and desire leads away from Him, in
Zeus more unholy and detestable than Thyestes those cases in which we shun the thoughts, much
himself; for the latter defiled his daughter in more do we reject the deeds. For we bestow
pursuance of an oracle, and when he wanted to our attention, not on the study of words, but on
obtain the kingdom and avenge himself. But the exhibition and teaching of actions,- that a
we are so far from practising promiscuous inter- person should either remain as he was born,
course, that it is not lawful among us to indulge or be content with one marriage ; for a second
even a lustful look. "For," saith He, "he that marriage is only a specious adultery, s "For
looketh on a woman to lust after her, hath corn- whosoever puts away his wife," says He, "and
m,tted adultery already in his heart." * Those,
then, who are forbidden to look at anything
more than that for which God formed the eyes, _ Otto translates: "which has made us and our neighbours attainthe highest degree of rectttude." The text Is obscure, but the above
which were intended to be a light to us, and to _em_theprobablemeaning:compMatt.... 39,etc,
whom a wanton look is adultery, the eyes being , [Hermas p. 47, note, and P.57, tMs volume, Elucidation, li]t 4__

S [The Logos never said, 'R excludes us from ete.rnal hfe:
made for other purposes, and who are to be that ts sure: and the passage, though ambtguous, is not so interpreted

in the Latin of Gesner. Jones remarks that Athenagores never m-
called to account for their very thoughts, how t_,_ucesa nmng orour Lo,d = thinway. CompareClem.Alexan-
can any one doubt that such persons practise ann, (?,z.dagogue, b. m cap v. p 297, Edinburgh Sertes), wherehe quotes Matt v uS, with varmUon Lardner (cap. xvm sec. _o)
self-control ? For our account lies not with hu- gives a probable explanation. Jones on T/it Canon (vol., p. 436) _s

man laws, which a bad man can evade (at the noteworthy.Kaye(p. _zt) doesnotsolvethe puzzle]6 Probably from some apocryphal writing. [Come from what
outset I proved to you, sovereign lords, that our source it may, it suggests a cauuon of the utmost Importance to Amert-

cans In the newer parts of the country the practme here corrected,
doctrine is from the teaching of God), but we has cropp_ o_tamong"brothersand sisters"of thvers religious
have a law which makes the measure of rectitude names,andconsequent_candalshave amen. To all Chnsta,a_s

comes the apostohc appeal," Let tt not be once named among you.' ]
to consist in dealing with our neighbour as our- , [This our Lord commends (Matt. xix. x2) as a vokmtary act

of private _f-devotion.]

8 [There is perhaps a touch of the rtsing Phrygian mflucnct_It [sCur. xv. 44. Averyclaarrepr¢sentatlonoftheapostle'_doc- this passage; yet tl_ language of St Paul (t TL,n. v. 9) favo
this vmw, no doubt, in p nmiuve opithon. See S_'s Com_. on

t#_..._Matt.SeeKaye'x99'v._S. and compare On gk_ Resurrec_tou, cap gili.] x Tim. in. a. _d. Scnbne.rs, New York.]
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marries another, commits adultery ;" ' not per- Ias to say that he had. And yet we have slaves,
mitting a man to send her away whose virginity some more and some fewer, by whom we could
he has brought to an end, nor to marry again, not help being seen ; but even of these, not one
For he who deprives himself of his first wife, has been found to invent even such things against
even though she be dead, is a cloaked adulterer, 2 us. For when they know that we cannot eodm, e
resisting the hand of God, because in the begin- even to see a man put to death, though justly,
nmg God made one man and one woman, and who of them can accuse us of murder or canni-
dissolving the strictest union of flesh with flesh, bahsm ? Who does not reckon among the things
formed for the intercourse of the race. of greatest interest the contests of gladiators and

wild beasts, especially those which are given 'by
CHAP.XXXIV._TI-IE VAST DIFFERENCEIN MORALSyOU? But we, deeming that to see a man put
BETWEENTHE CHRISTIANSAND THEIR ACCUSERS. tO death is much the same as killing him, have

But though such is our character (Oh ! why abjured such spectacles: How, then, when we
do not even look on, lest we should contract

should I speak of things unfit to be uttered ?),
the things said of us axe an example of the prov- guilt and pollution, can we put people to death?
erb, "The haxlot reproves the chaste." For And when we say that those women who use
those who have set up a market for fornication, drugs to bring on abortion commit murder, and

will have to give an account to God s for the
and established infamous resorts for the young abortion, on what principle should we commit
for every kind of vile pleasure, _ who do not murder? For it does not belong to the sameabstam even from males, males with males com-
mitting shocking abominations, outraging all the person to regard the very foetus in the womb as
noblest and comeliest bodies in all sorts of ways, a created being, and therefore an object of God's
so dishonouring the fair workmanship of GOd care, and when it has passed into life, to kill it ;
(for beauty on earth is not self-made, but sent and not to expose an infant, because those who
hither by the hand and will of God), _ these expose them are chargeable with child-murder,
men, I say, revile us for the very things which and on the other hand, when it has been reared to
they are conscious of themselves, and ascribe to destroy it. But we are in all thmgs always alike
their own gods, boasting of them as noble deeds, and the same, submitting ourselves to reason, and
and worthy of the gods. These adulterers and not rnling over it.
p_ederasts defame the eunuchs and the once-
married (while they themselves live like fishes ;3 caxP. XXXVI._B_mr_G OF T_g Doc'rRrUg Ot_
for these gulp down whatever falls in their way, THE REStrRRECaaONOr_ T_E PRACTICESOF rag
and the stronger chases the weaker : and, in fact, CrtRISTIArCS.
this is to feed upon human flesh, to do violence Who, then, that believes in a resurrection,
in contravention of the very laws which you and would make himself into a tomb for bodies that
your ancestors, with due care for all that is fair will rise again ? For it is not the part of the
and right, have enacted), so that not even the same persons to believe that our bodies will rise
governors of the provinces sent by you suffice for again, and to eat them as if they would not ; and
the heanng of the complaints against those, to to think that the earth will give back the bodies
whom it even is not lawful, when they axe struck, held by it, but that those which a man has en-
not to offer themselves for more blows, nor when tombed in himself -,viii not be demanded back.
defamed not to bless : for it _s not enough to be On the contrary, it is reasonable to suppose, that
just (and justice is to return hke for like), but it those who think they shall have no account to
_srecumbent on us to be good and patient of give of the present life, ill or well spent, and that
evil.

CHAP. XXXV. _ THE CHRISTIANS CONDEMN AND ,t [See Tat,an, cap xxiii, s_#ra, p. 75. But here thelanguage or
DETEST ALL CRUELTY. Gibbon is worth_ to be quoted, though the icy-hearted infidel radii to

[ understand that just _uch philosophers as he enjoyed the_ spectacles.

What man of sound mind, therefore, willaffirm, t_tillChristtanttytaughtevensucht°profes_arelln_labhorrenceofwluttGospelahelL_hed,with. no help from them He _ys. "the first
while such is our character, that we are murder- chmtm emperormaycintrathe ncm_rol menrBte_.mtyn_nc_..-

demned the art and amusement of snmtomg numan n.moa, mtt Intl.
ers ? For we cannot eat human flesh till we have benevolentlawexpressedthewtsheJof the e,_¢_' w,tr-_ttrelorm_.._
killed some one. The former charge, therefore, I a_ inveterate abuse whtch de_aded a clvmze¢l( J natlo_ otta_ tke.

being false, if any one should ask them in regard a,o,,,_,,a,_,¢t,_ ,,_ _ou_:y _u_n_. ,, tr_gre_t_,es ?,,,
to the second, whether they have seen what they emplrehowhis"death.HetellSwhtletlmstrugghng.St°ryol metotmrmc_l_ratcthel emmaentts,eombt_.ntc.vam°utahel_h_lente_tY_
assert, not one of them wt_ald be so barefaced foreverthe inhumansport_armsacpuc_sottrm.ampntttmatresnm

hatmened under Hononus _lllllll_l s (J1_,*0;¢, HI _lo I .
_ [t_ A_._os _ t_,. a_ askVhet_, • _ _ ._-

I Matt. xix. 9 . enism Is not threatening our ctvthzatlon, m thIs respect _lay lye?*
lBut Calllstus. heretical Bishop of Rome (A v. axS.), authntized tore to refer to Moral Refarmz (ed. t869, Ltppmcot_, Philadellmla?,

_rt thisd mart, ages m the clergy. Hippolytus, vol. va. p. 343, vmtatlonahtde bOOkofofthi_mV]awOWn,ofrebukingchrmtrsnthi_morals,lmqutty,_an:lo(natu_it_lf,traclngthe'eadttattoan
_te-Niceue _at]tera, Edinburgh Series ] unhappy BIshop of Rome, rebuke.., by kttp[m_/to_ _ _ w.

MeL,S[Anp.445allusi°n]to the fable of the Sarg_$; and see Burtou's Ana2. P. MS_Edinburgh Serlee of A _-2vt2"etw t, atawr#.]
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there is no resurrection, but calculate on the[which they were constructed at first, be con-
soul perishing with the body, and being as it [ structed again. _ But let us defer the discourse
were quenched in it, will refrain from no deed of[ concerning the resurrection. _
daring ; but as for those who are persuaded that [
nothing will escape the scrutiny of God, but that c_Ap ._m _w_r_-rv _ R_ _Ar_TV ,m,-__
even the body which has ministered to the irra- -'-_ ...................................
tional impulses of the soul, and to its desires, And now do you, who are entirely in every-
will be punished along with it, it is not likely that thing, by nature and by education, uptight, and
they will commit even the smallest sin. But if moderate, and benevolent, and worthy of your
to any one it appears sheer nonsense that the rule, now that I have disposed of the several
body which has mouldered away, and been dis- accusations, and proved that we are pious, and
solved, and reduced to nothing, should be recon- gentle, and temperate in spirit, bend your royal
structed, we certainly cannot with any reason be head in approval. For who are more deserving
accused of wickedness with reference to those to obtain the things they ask, than those who,
that believe not, but only of folly ; for with the like us, pray for your government, that you may,
opinions by which we deceive ourselves we in- as is most equitable, recelve the kingdom, son
jure no one else. But that it is not our belief from father, and that your empire may receive
alone that bodies will rise again, but that many increase and addition, all men becoming subject
philosophers also hold the same view, it is out of to your sway ? And this is also for our advan-
place to show just now, lest we should be thought tage, that we may lead a peaceable and quiet life,
to introduce topics irrelevant to the matter in and may ourselves readily perform all that is
hand, either by speaking of the inteUigible and commanded us. s
the sensible, and the nature of these respectively,
or by contending that the incorporeal is older than , [Co_pcap,_i._.._,p. ,46. Th__i_._ ofth_a_,,m_le.t
the corporeal, and that the intelligible precedes itself to the notions of the Fathers necessarily, but neither Holy

Scripture nor theology brads us to any theory of the _a.zu, in this
the sensible, although we become acquainted _t my_t._y:h.._. PlatoandPythagorasare only useful, as show-
with the latter earliest, since the corporeal is ._g that even they saw nothing tmt_osmble m the resurrectton of thedead. As to " the same elements, "identity does not conmst m the
formed from the incorporeal, by the combination _m. pa_t.d_sofm_t._ butin thecontinmtyof matertal,bywhich

every seed reproduces "its own body." x Cor xv. 38
with it of the intelligible, and that the sensible * [It is a hit inference that TAe D .......... as wntten after the
is formed from the intelligible ; for nothing E,_.y "z..t," s.y_g_y.," maybe foundnearlyall the argu-mentswhich human reason has been able to advance m support of
hinders, according to Pythagoras and Plato, theresurrection."p.20o]
that when the dissolution of bodies takes place, I _ It Ttm i,. t, 2. Kaye, p. x54. They refused worship, however,

to im_.rial images, and for this they suffered " Bend your royal
they should, from the very same dements of bead'.is an amusing reference to the nodof the Thtmderer.J



THE TREATISE OF ATHENAGORAS

THE ATHENIAN, PHILOSOPHER AND CHRISTIAN, ON THE RESURRECTION

OF THE DEAD.

CHAP. I.-- DEFENCE OF THE TRUTH SHOULD PRE- of the case in each instance requires, and to

CEDE DISCUSSIONSREGARDINGIT.' regulate their discussion by this; to accommo-

BY the side of every opinion and doctrine date the order of their treatment of these sub-
which agrees with the truth of things, there jects to what is suitable to the occasion, and not
springs up some falsehood ; and it does so, not for the sake of appearing always to preserve
because it takes its rise naturally from some fun- the same method, to disregard fitness and the
damenta] principle, or from some cause peculiar pla_e which properly belongs to each topic.
to the matter in hand, but because it is invented For, so far as proof and the natural order are
on purpose by men who set a value on the spu- concerned, dissertations concerning the truth
nous seed, for its tendency to corrupt the truth, always take precedence of those in defence of
This is apparent, in the first place, from those !it ; but, for the purpose of greater utility, the
who in former times addicted themselves to such order must be reversed, and arguments in
inquiries, and their want of agreement with their defence of it precede those concerning it. For
predecessors and contemporaries, and then, not the farmer could not properly cast the seed into
least, from the very confusion which marks the the ground, unless he first extirpated the wild
discussions that are now going on. For such wood, and whatever would be hurtful to the
men have left no truth free from their calum- good seed; nor the physician introduce any
nious attacks--not the being of God, not His wholesome medicines into the body that needed
knowledge, not His operations, not those books his care, if he did not previously remove the
which follow by a regular and strict sequence disease within, or stay that which was approach-
from these, and delineate for us the doctrines of ing. Neither surely can he who wishes to teach
piety. On the contrary, some of them utterly, the truth persuade any one by speaking about it,
and once for all, give up in despair the truth so long as there is a false opinion lurking in tiae
concerning these things, and some distort it to mind of his hearers, and barring the entrance
suit their own views, and some of set purpose of his arguments. And, therefore, from regard
doubt even of things which are palpably evi- to greater utility, I myself sometimes place argu-
dent. Hence I think that those who bestow ments in defence of the truth before those con-
attention on such subjects should adopt two cerning the truth ; and on the present occasion
lines of argument, one in defence of the truth it appears to me, looking at the requirements
another concerning the truth : that in defence of the case, not without advantage to follow the
of the truth, for disbelievers and doubters ; that same method in treating of the remtrrection.
concerning the truth, for such as are candid and For in regard to this subject also we find some
receive the truth with readiness. Accordingly utterly disbelieving, and some others doubting,

it behoves those who wish to investigate these _nd even among those who have accepted theprinciples some who are as much at a loss
matters, to keep in view that which the necessity what to believe as those who doubt ; the most

• t [Tbisargummtw_adap_dtotheti_s, sm tothoseto_ho= unaccountable thing of all being, that they are
it was addressed, with great rhetorical art and concealment o! art. in this state of mind without having any ground
Its faults _ from the d_fective scieDce of the _ and frmu the
._b,ts a thot_htandor pubticiustntctiont_. m fssbm, tie whatsoever in the matters themselves for their

_ .,d¢,_ Z_=_r to_U_,_, he, to_, _ _,,t, t_= disbelief, or finding it possible to assign anyoft thear l_lmst k, ve.is or speech and or nm_mm.]
tO
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reasonable cause why they disbelieve or experi- sible that wha* has again combined according to
ence any perplexity, its nature with the universe should be separable

from it again. For He from whom, antece-
CHAP. n.--A RESURRECTIONIS NOT IMI_SSIBLE. dently to the peculiar formation of each, was

Let us, then, consider the subject in the way not concealed e_ther the nature of the elements
I have indicated. If all disbelief does not arise of which the bodies of men were to consist, or
from levity and inconsideration, but if it springs the parts of these from which He was about to
up in some minds on strong grounds and accom- take what seemed to Him suitable for the forma-
panied by the certainty which belongs to truth, tion of the human body, will manifestly, after
[well and good]; for it then maintains the ap- the dissolution of the whole, not be ignorant
pearance of being just, when the thing itself to whither each of the particles has passed which
which their disbelief relates appears to them He took for the construction of each. For,
unworthy of belief; but to disbelieve things viewed relatively to the order of things now
which are not deserving of disbelief, is the act obtaining among us, and the judgment we form
of men who do not employ a sound judgment concerning other matters, it is a greater thing
about the truth. It behoves, therefore, those to know beforehand that which has not yet come
who disbelieve or doubt concerning the resurrec- to pass; but, viewed relatively to the majesty
tion, to form their opinion on the subject, not and wisdom of God, both are according to ha-
from any vmw they have hastily adopted, and] ture, and it is equally easy to know beforehand
from what is acceptable to profligate men, but things that have not yet come into existence,
either to assign the origin of men to no cause and to know things which have been dissolved.
(a notion which is very easily refuted), or, as-
cribing the cause of all things to God, to keep CHAP. IIL--HE WhO COULD CREATE,CAN ALSO
steadily in view the principle involved in this RAISEUP THE DEAD.
article of belief, and from this to demonstrate Moreover also, that His power is sufficient for
that the resurrection is utterly unworthy of credit, the raising of dead bodies, is shown by the crea-
This they will succeed in, if they are able to tion of these same bodies. For if, when they
show that _t is either impossible for God, or did not exist, He made at their first formation
contrary to His will, to unite and gather together the bodies of men, and their original elements,
again bodies that are dead, or even entirely dis- He will, when they are dissolved, in whatever
solved into their elements, so as to constitute manner that may take place, raise them again
the same persons. If they cannot do this, let with equal ease : for this, too, is equally possible
them cease from this godless disbelief, and from to Him. And it is no damage to the argument,
this blasphemy against sacred things: for, that if some suppose the first beginnings to be from
they do not speak the truth when they say that matter, or the bodms of men at least to be de-
it is impossible, or not in accordance with the rived from the elements as the first materials, or
divine will, will clearly appear from what I am from seed. For that power which could give
about to say. A thing is in strictness of lan- shape to what is regarded by them as shapeless
guage considered impossible to a person, when matter, and adorn it, when destitute of form and
it is of such a kind that he either does not know order, with many and diverse forms, and gather
what is to be done, or has not sufficient power into one the several portions of the elements,
for the proper doing of the thing known. For and divide the seed which was one and simple
he who is ignorant of anything that requires to into many, and organize that which was unorga-
be done, is utterly unable either to attempt or nized, and give life to that which had no life,
to do what he is ignorant of; and he, too, who that same power can reunite what is dissolved,
knows ever so well what has to be done, and by and raise up what is prostrate, and restore the
what means, and how, but either has no power dead to life again, and put the corruptible into
at all to do the thing known, or not power suf- a state of incorruption. And to the same Being
ficient, will not even make the attempt, if he be it will belong, and to the same power and skill,
wise and consider his powers; and if he did to separate that which has been broken up and
attempt it without due consideration, he would distributed among a multitude of animals of all
not accomplish his purpose. But it is not possi- rinds which are wont to have recourse to such
ble for God to be ignorant, either of the nature bodies, and glut their appetite upon them,-- to
of the bodies that are to be raised, as regards separate this, I say, and unite it again with the
both the members entire and the particles of proper members and parts of members, whether
which they consist, or whither each of the dis- it has passed into some one of those animals, or
solved particles passes, and what part of the into many, or thence into others, or, after being
elements has received that which is dissolved dissolved along with these, has been carried back
and has passed into that with which it has affin- again to the original elements, resolved into
ity, although to men it may appear quite impos- these according to a natural law -- a matter this
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which seems to have exceedingly confounded who has adapted to the nature and kind of each
some, even of those admired for wisdom, who, animal the nourishment suitable and corre-
I cannot tell why, think those doubts worthy of spondent to it, and has neither ordained that
serious attention which are brought forward by everything in nature shall enter into union and
the many. combination with every kind of body, nor is at

any loss to separate what has been so united,
CHAP.IV.--OBJECTION"FROMTHE FACTTHATbut grants to the nature of each several created

SOMEHUMANBODIESHAVEBECOMEPARTOF being or thing to do or to sufferwhat is naturally
orrmRs, suited to it, and sometimes also hinders and al-
These persons, to wit, say that many bodies of lows or forbids whatever He wishes, and for the

those who have come to an unhappy death in purpose He wishes; and, moreover, that they
shipwrecks and rivers have become food for have not considered the power and nature of
fishes, and many of those who perish in war, or each of the creatures that nourish or are nour-
whofrom some other sad cause or state of things ished. Otherwise they would have known that
are deprived of burial, lie exposed to become the not everything which is taken for food under the
food of any animals which may chance to light pressure of outward necessity turns out to be
upon them. Since, then, bodies are thus con- suitable nourishment for the animal, but that
sumed, and the members and parts composing some things no sooner come into contact with
them are broken up and distributed among a the plicatures of the stomach than they are wont
great multitude of animals, and by means of to be corrupted, and are vomited or voided, or
nutritionbecome incorporated with the bodies of disposed of in some other way, so that not even
those that are nourished by them,--in the first for a httle time do they undergo the first and
place, they say, their separation from these is natural digestion, much less become incorporated
impossible; and besides this, in the second place, with that which is to be nourished; as also, that
they adduce another circumstance more difficult not even everything which has been digested in
still. When animals of the kind statable for the stomach and received the first change actu-
human food, which have fed on the bodies of ally arrives at the parts to be nourished, since
men, pass through their stomach, and become some of it loses its nutritive power even in the
incorporated with the bodies of those who have stomach, and some during the second change,
partaken of them, it is an absolute necessity, they and the digestion that takes place in the liver is
say, that the parts of the bodies of men which separated and passes into something else which
have served as nourishment to the animals which is destitute of the power to nourish; nay, that
have partaken of them should pass into other the change which takes place in the liver does
bodies of men, since the animals which mean- not all issue in nourishmentto men, but the mat-
while have been nourished by them convey the ter changed is separated as refuse accordingto its
nutriment derived from those by whom they were natural purpose ; and that the nourishmentwhich
nourished into those men of whom they become is left in the members and parts themselves
the nutriment. Then to this they tragically add that have to be nourished sometimes changes to
the devouring of offspring perpetrated by people something else, according as that predominates
in famine and madness, and the children eaten which is present in greater or less, abundance,
by their own parents through the contrivance of and is apt to corrupt or to turn into itself that
enemies, and the celebrated Median feast, and which comes near it.
the tragic banquet of Thyestes ; and they add, CHAP.vI.- m'ERVTmSG_T IS USELESSOR
moreover, other such like unheard-of occurrences HURTFULISREJECTED,

whichhave taken place among Greeks and bar- Since, therefore, great difference of nature
barians: and from these things they establish, as obtains in all animals, and the very nourishment
they suppose, the impossibility of the resurrec- which is accordant with nature is varied to suit
tion, on the ground that the same parts cannot
riseagainwith one set of bodies, and with another each kind of animal, and the body which is
as well ; for that either the bodies of the former nourished; and as in the nourishment of everymimal there is a threefold cleansing and separa-
possessors cannot be reconstituted, the parts tion, it follows that whatever is Mien from the
which composed them having passed into others, nourishment of the animal must be whony
or that, these having been restored to the former, destroyed and carried off to its natural place, or
the bodies of the last possessors will come short, change into something else, since it cannot coa-
CHAP.V.-- m_RENCE TOTHEPROCmSmOF DI- lesce with it ; that the power of the nourishing

CrSTtONANDmrrRrrtoN, body must be suitable to the nature ot the
But it .... c" " the tanimal to be nourished, and accordant with itsappears to me mat sun persons, m I ......... i" L_ t_assedfirs - . powers ; aria ma_ rms, when r n_ p.t place, are ignorant of the power and skill ofl

Him that fashioned and regulates this universe, ] , Theco_mo__ i," t.ce_,.. _
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through the strainers appointed for the purpose, ishment coming from these things (let it be so
and been thoroughly purified by the natural called, as more accordant with the common way
means of purification, must become a most gen- of speaking), although against nature, is yet sep.
uine addition to the substance, m the only thing, arated and changed into some one of the moist
in fact, which any one calling things by their or dry, or warm or cold, matters which the body
fight names would call nourishment at all ; be- Icontains, our opponents would gain nothing by
cause it rejects everything that is foreign and hurt- the concession : for the bodies that rise again
ful to the constitution of the animal nourished, are reconstituted from the partswhich properly
and that mass of superfluous food introduced belong to them, whereas no one of the things
merely for filling the stomach and gratifying mentioned is such a part, nor has it the form or
the appetite. This nourishment, no one can place of a part ; nay, it does not remain always
doubt, becomes incorporated with the body with the parts of the body which are nourished,
that is nourished, interwoven and blended with or rise again with the parts that rise, since no
all the members and parts of members ; but longer does blood, or phlegm, or bile, or breath,
that which is different and contrary to nature is contribute anything to the life. Neither, again,
speedily corrupted if brought into contact with will the bodies nourished then require the things
a stronger power, but easily destroys that which they once required, seeing that, along with the
is overcome by it, and is converted into hurtful iwant and corruption of the bodies nourished, the
humours and poisonous qualities, because pro-need also of those things by which they were
ducing nothing akin or friendly to the body nourished is taken away. To this must be added,
which is to be nourished. And it is a very clear that if we were to suppose the change arising
proof of this, that in many of the animals nour- from such nourishment to reach as far as flesh,
ished, pain, or disease, or death follows from in that case too there would be no necessity that
these things, if, owing to a too keen appetite, the flesh recently changed by food of that kind,
they take in mingled with their food something if it became united to the body of some other
poisonous and contrary to nature; which, of man, should again as a part contribute to the
course, would tend to the utter destruction of formation of that body, since neither the flesh
the body to be nourished, since that which is which takes it up always retains what it takes,
nourished is nourished by substances akin to it nor does the flesh so incorporated abide and re-
and which accord with its nature, but is de- main with that to which it was added, but is sub-
stroyed by those of a contrary kind. If, there- ject to a great variety of changes, m at one time
fore, according to the different nature of animals, being dispersed by toil or care, at another time
different kinds of food have been provided suit-i being wasted by grief or trouble or disease, and
able to their nature, and none of that which the[by the distempers arising from being heated or
animal may have taken, not even an accidental ]chilled, the humours which are changed with the
part of it, admits of being blended with the i flesh and fat not receiving the nourishment so
body which is nourished, but only that part] as to remain what they are. But while such are
which has been purified by an entire digestion, the changes to which the flesh is subject, we
and undergone a complete change for union should find that flesh, nourished by food unsuited
with a particular body, and adapted to the parts to it, suffers them in a much greater degree ; now
which are to receive nourishment, _it is very swelling out and growing fat by what it has re-
plain that none of the things contrary to nature ceived, and then again rejecting it in some way
can be united with those bodies for which it is or other, and decreasing m bulk, from one or
not a suitable and correspondent nourishment, more of the causes already mentioned ; and that
but either passes off by the bowels before it that alone remains in the parts which is adapted
produces some other humour, crude and cor- to bind together, orcover, or warm the flesh that
rupted ; or, if it continue for a longer time, has been chosen by nature, and adheres to those
produces suffering or disease hard to cure, parts by which it sustains the life which is accord-
destroying at the same time the natural nour- ing to nature, and fulfils the labours of that life.
ishment, or even the flesh itself which needs So that whether the investigation in which we
nourishment. But even though it be expelled have just been engaged be fairly judged of, or
at length, overcome by certain medicines, or by the objections urged against our position be con-
better food, or by the natural forces, it is not ceded, in neither case can it be shown that what
got rid of without doing much harm, since it is said by our opponents is true, nor can the
bears no peaceful aspect towards what is natural, bodies of men ever combine with those of the
because it cannot coalesce with nature, i same nature, whether at any time, through igno-

rance and being cheated of their perception by
CHAP.VII._THE RESURRECTION-BODY DIFFERF..NTisome one else, men have partaken of such a

FROMTHEPRESENT. body, or of their own accord, impelled by wantNay, suppose we were to grant that the nour-i or madness, they have defiled themselves with
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the body of one of like form ; for we are very CHA_.Ix. _ AmURDnV OF AR6Un_ _OM MASS
well aware that some brutes have human forms, _ IMeOTE_CV.

or have a nature compounded of men and As there are many things of more importance
brutes, such as the more daring of the poets axe to the inquiry before us, I beg to be excused
accustomed to represent, from replying for the present to those who take

CHAP. VIII.- HUMAN FLESH NOT THE PROPER OR refuge in the works of men, and even the con-
NATURAL FOOD OF MEN. structorsof them,who areunabletomake anew

suchof theirworksas are broken inpieces,or
But what need istheretospeakofbodiesnot worn out by time,or otherwisedestroyed,and

allottedtobe the food of any animal,and des- thenfrom theanalogyof pottersand carpenters
tinedonlyfora burialintheearthin honourof attemptto show thatGod neithercan will,nor
nature,sinccthe Maker of the world has not ifHe willedwouldbc able,toraiseagaina body
allotedany animalwhatsoeveras food tothose thatisdead,or has been dissolved,m not con-
ofthesame kind,althoughsome othersofa dif-sideringthatby such reasoningtheyofferthe
fcrcntkind serveforfood accordingto nature? grossestinsultto God, putting,as they do,on
If,indeed,theyarc ableto show thatthe fleshthe same levelthe capabilitiesof thingswhich
ofmen was allotcdto men forfood,therewillarealtogetherdifferent,orratherthe naturesof
bc nothingtohinderitsbeingaccordingtona- thosewho use them,and comparing theworks
turethattheyshouldeat one another,justlikeof art with thoseof nature.To bestow any
anythingelsethat is allowedby nature,and seriousattentionon such argumentswould be
nothingtoprohibitthosewho dare tosaysuch not undeservingofcensure,foritisreallyfoolish
thingsfrom regalingthemselveswith the bodies toreplytosuperficialand triflingobjcctlons.It
of theirdearestfriendsas delicacles,as being issurelyfarmore probable,yea,most absolutely
cspciallysuitedto them,and to entertaintheirtrue,tosaythatwhat isimpossiblewithmen is
hvmg friendswith the same fare. But ifitbc possiblewithGod. And ifby thisstatementof
unlawfuleven tospeakof this,and ifformen to itselfasprobable,and bythewholeinvestigation
partakeofthefleshofmen isa thingmost hate-inwhichwe havejustbeenengagedreasonshows
fuland abominable,and more detestablethan ittobe possible,itisquiteclearthatitisnot
anyotherunlawfuland unnaturalfood or act; impossible.No, nor isitsuch a thingas God
and ifwhat isagainstnature can neverpass couldnotwill.
intonourishmentforthe hmbs and partsre-
quiringit,and what does notpassintonourish-CHAP.X.- rrCANNOT BE SHOWS THAT GOD DOES
ment can never become united with that which it l_OT WILLA RESURRECTION.
ISnot adapted to nourish, -- then can the bodies For that which is not accordant with His will
of men never combine with bodies like them- is so either as being unjust or as unworthy of
selves, to which this nourishment would be Him. And again, the injustice regards either
against nature, even though it were to pass many him who is to rise again, or some other than he.
times through their stomach, owing to some most But it is evident that no one of the beings exte-
bitter mischance j but, removed from the influ- rior to him, and that are reckoned among the
euce of the nourishing power, and scattered to things that have existence, is injured. Spiritual
those parts of the universe again from which natures (vo-qra__b_r_) cannot be injured by the
they obtained their first origin, they are united resurrection of men, for the resurrection of men
with these for as long a period of time as may be is no hindrance to their existing, nor is any loss
the lot of each ; and, separated thence again by or violence inflicted on them by it ; nor, again,
the skill and power of Him who has fixed the would the nature of irrational or inanimate beings
nature of every animal, and furnished it with its sustain wrong, for they will have no existence
peculiar powers, they are united suitably, each after the resurrection, and no wrong can be done
to each, whether they have been burnt up by to that which is not. But even if anyone should
fire, or rotted by water, or consumed by wild suppose them to exist for ever, they would not
beasts, or by any other animals, or separated suffer wrong by the renewal of human bodies:
from the entire body and dissolved before the for if now, in being subservient to the nature of
other parts ; and, being again united with one men and their necessities while they require
another, they occupy the same place for the ex- them, and subjected to the yoke and every kind
act construction and formation of the same body, of drudgery, they suffer no wrong, much more,
and for the resurrection and life of that which when men have become immortal and free from

was dead, or even entirely dissolved. To expa- want, and no longer need their service, and when
tiate further, however, on these topics, is not they are themselves h"berated from bondage, will
suitable ; for all men arc agreed in their decis- they suffer no wrong. For if they had the gift of
ion respecting them,-- those at least who arc speech, they would not bring against the Creato¢
not half brutes, the charge of making them, contrary to justice,
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inferior to men because they did not share in and those which are allied to them. To the one
the same resurrection. For to creatures whose kind of argument it naturally pertains to hold
nature is not alike the Just Being does not as- the foremost place, to the other to attend upon
sign a like end. And, besides, with creatures the first, and clear the way, and to remove what-
that have no notion of justice there can be no ever is obstructive or hostile. The discourse
complaint of injustace. Nor can it be said either concerning the truth, as being necessary to all
that there is any injustice done as regards the men for certainty and safety, holds the first
man to be raised, for he consists of soul and place, whether in nature, or order, or usefulness.
body, and he suffers no wrong as to either soul in nature, as furnishing the knowledge of the
or body. No person in his senses will affirm subject ; in order, as being in those things and
that his soul suffers wrong, because, in speaking along with those things which it informs us of;
so, he would at the same time be unawares re- in usefulness, as being a guarantee of certainty
flecting on the present life also ; for if now and safety to those who become acquainted with
while dwelling in a body subject to corruption it. The discourse in defence of the truth is
and suffering, it has had no wrong done to it inferior in nature and force, for the refutation of
much less will it suffer wrong when living in falsehood is less important than the establish-
conjunction with a body which is free from cor- ment of truth ; and second in order, for it em-
ruption and suffering. The body, again, suffers ploys its strength against those who hold false
no wrong; for if no wrong is done to it now opinions, and false opinions are an aftergrowth
while united a corruptible thing with an incor- from another sowing and from degeneration.
ruptible, manifestly will xt not be wronged when But, notwithstanding all this, it is often placed
united an incorruptible with an incorruptible, first, and sometimes is found more useful, be-
No; nor can any one say that it is a work cause it removes and clears away beforehand the
unworthy of God to raise up and bring together disbelief which disquiets some minds, and the
again a body which has been dissolved: for if doubt or false opinion of such as have but
the worse was not unworthy of Him, namely, recently come over. And yet each of them is
to make the body which is subject to corruption referrible to the same end, for the refutation
and suffering, much more is the better not un- of falsehood and the establishment of truth both
worthy, to make one not liable to corruption or have piety for their object : not, indeed, that
suffering, they are absolutely one and the same, but the

one is necessary, as I have said, to all who be-
CHAP.Xl._ RECAPITUIA,TION. lieve, and to those who are concerned about

If, then, by means of that which is by nature the truth and their own salvation ; but the other
first and that which follows from _t, each of the proves to be more useful on some occasions,
points investigated has been proved, it is very and to some persons, and in dealing with some.
evident that the resurrection of dtssolved bodies Thus much by way of recapitulation, to recall
is a work which the Creator can perform, and what has been already said. We must now pass
can will, and such as is worthy of Him : for by on to what we proposed, and show the truth of
these considerations the falsehood of the con- the doctrine concerning the resurrection, both
trary opinion has been shown, and the absurdity from the cause itself, according to which, and
of the positron taken by disbelievers. For why on account of whmh, the first man and his
should I speak of their correspondence each posterity were created, although they were not
with each, and of their connection with one brought into existence in the same manner, and
another? If indeed we ought to use the word from the common nature of all men as men;
connection, as though they were separated by and further,from the judgment of their Maker
some difference of nature ; and not rather say, upon them according to the time each has
that what God can do He can also will, and that lived, and according to the rules by which each
what GOd can will it is perfectly possible for has regulated his behaviour,-- a judgment which
Him to do, and that it is accordant with the no one can doubt will be just.
dignity of Him who wills it. That to discourse
concerning the truth is one thing, and to dis- CHAP.XH._ AR_'trMENTFORTHE RESURRECTION
course in defence of it is another, has been FROMTHE PURPOSECONTEMPLATEDIN MAN'S
sufficiently explained in the remarks already CRF._TmN.
made, as also in what respects they differ from The argument from the cause will appear, if
each other, and when and in dealing with whom we consider whether man was made at random
they are severally useful; but perhaps there is and in vain, or for some purpose; and if for
no reason why, with a view to the general cer- some purpose, whether simply that he might live
tainty, and because of the connection of what and continue in the natural condition in which
has been said with what remains, we should not he was created, or for the use of another ; and
make a fresh beginning from these same points !if with a view to use, whether for that of the
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Creator Himself, or of some one of the beings pursuance of the goodness and wisdom which
who belong to Him, and are by Him deemed are conspicuous throughout the creation, yet,
worthy of greater care. Now, if we consider according to the view which more nearly touches
this in the most general way, we find that a the beings created, He made him for the sake
person of sound mind, and wh.o is moved by a of the hfe of those created, which is not kindled
rational judgment to do anything, does nothing for a little while and then extinguished. For to
m vain which he does intentionally, but either for creeping things, I suppose, and birds, and fishes,
his own use, or for the use of some other person or, to speak more generally, all irrational crea-
for whom he cares, or for the sake of the work it- tures, God has assigned such a life as that ; but
self, being moved by some natural inclination and to those who bear upon them the image of the
affection towards its production. For instance Creator Himself, and are endowed with under-
(to make use of an illustration, that our mean- standing, and blessed with a rational judgment,
ing may be clear), a man makes a house for his the Creator has assigned perpetual duration, in
own use, but for cattle and camels and other order that, recognising their own Maker, and
animals of which he has need he makes the His power and skill, and obeying law and jus-
shelter suitable for each of them ; not for his tice, they may pass their whole existence free
own use, if we regard the appearance only, from suffering, in the possession of those quail-
though for that, if we look at the end he has in ties with which they have bravely borne their
wew, but as regards the immedmte object, from preceding life, although they lived in corruptible
concern for those for whom he cares. He has and earthly bodies. For whatever has been
children, too, not for his own use, nor for the created for the sake of something else, when
sake of anything else belonging to him, but that that has ceased to be for the sake of which it
those who spring from him may exist and con- was created, will itself also fitly cease to be, and
tinue as long as possible, thus by the succession wilt not continue to exist in vain, since, among
of children and grandchildren comforting him- the works of God, that which is useless can
self respecting the close of his own life, and have no place ; but that which was created for
hoping in this way to immortalize the mortal, the very purpose of existing and living a hfe
Such _s the procedure of men. But God can naturally stated to it, since the cause itself is
neither have made man m vain, for He is wise, bound up wlth its nature, and is recognised only
and no work of wisdom is in vain ; nor for His in connection with existence itself, can never
own use, for He is in want of nothing. But to a admit of any cause which shall utterly annihilate
Being absolutely m need of nothing, no one of its existence. But since this cause is seen to
H_s works can contribute anythmg to His own lie in perpetual existence, the being so created
use. Neither, again, did He make man for the must be preserved for ever, doing and experi-
sake of any of the other works which He has encing what is suitable to its nature, each of the
made. For nothing that is endowed with rea- two parts of which it consists contributing what
son and judgment has been created, or is ere- belongs to it, so that the soul may exist and
ated, for the use of another, whether greater or remain without change in the nature in which it
less than itself, but for the sake of the life and was made, and discharge its appropriate rune-
continuance of the being itself so created. For tions (such as presiding over the impulses of
reason cannot discover any use which might be the body, and judging of and measuring that
deemed a cause for the creation of men, since which occurs from time to time by the proper
Immortals are free from want, and in need of no standards and measures), and the body be
help from men in order to their existence ; and moved according to its nature towards its appro-
irrational beings are by nature in a state of sub- pilate objects, and undergo the changes allotted
jection, and perform those services for men for to it, and, among the rest (relating to age, or
which each of them was intended, but are not appearance, or size), the resurrection. For the
intended in their turn to make use of men : for resurrection is a species of change, and the last
it neither was nor is fight to lower that which of all, and a change for the better of what still
rules and takes the lead to the use of the infe- remains in existence at that time.
riot, or to subject the rational to the irrational,
which is not suited to rule. Therefore, if man CHAP.XIIL- CONTINUATION"OF THE ARGUMENT.
has been created nexther without cause and in * Confident of these things, no less than of
vain (for none of God's works is in vain, so far those which have already come to pass, and re-
at least as the purpose of their Maker is con- fleeting on our own nature, we are content with
cerned), nor for the use of the Maker Himself, a life associated with neediness and corruption,
or of any of the works which have proceeded ] as suited to our present state of existence, and
from Him, it is quite clear that although, ac-I_

- • • The calm _ubllmiW of th_ b e_cdsallmat _ _me
cordmg to the first and more general v_ew ofl__ma[nAthenlanbdore Xnthe_ha_conlectut_:
the subject, God made man for Himself, and in I h'%emi_how _ _t _b.a_ _*ourfa_o_ _,=-I
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we stedfastly hope for a continuance of being reminiscence, so as to stir up the natural notion ;
in immortality; and this we do not take without or to things which naturally follow from the first
foundation from the inventions of men, feeding and to their natural sequence. And in these
ourselves on false hopes, but our belief rests on things we must observe order, showing what
a most infallible guarantee _tbe purpose of Him strictly follows from the first truths, or from those
who fashioned us, according to which He made which are placed first, so as neither to be un-
man of an immortal soulz and a body, and fur- mindful of the truth, or of our certainty respect-
nished him with understanding and an innate law ing it, nor to confound the things arranged by
for the preservation and safeguard of the things nature and distinguished from each other, or
given by Him as suitable to an intelligent exist- break up the natural order. Hence I think it
ence and a rational life : for we know well that behoves those who desire to handle the subject
He would not have fashioned such a being, and with fairness, and who wish to form an intelligent
furnished him with everything belonging to per- judgment whether there is a resurrection or not,
petuity, had He not intended that what was so first to consider attentively the force of the ar-
created should continue in perpetuity. If, there- guments contributing to the proof of this, and
fore, the Maker of this universe made man with what place each of them holds--which is first,
a wew to his partaking of an intelligent life, and which second, which third, and which last. And
that, having become a spectator of His grandeur, in the arrangement of these they should place
and of the wisdom which ]s manifest in all things, first the cause of the creation of men,-- namely,
he might continue always in the contemplation the purpose of the Creator in making man ; and
of these ; then, according to the purpose of his then connect with this, as is suitable, the nature
Author, and the nature which he has received, of the men so created ; not as being second in
the cause of his creation is a pledge of his con- order, but because we are unable to pass our
tinuance for ever, and this continuance is a pledge judgment on both at the same time, although
of the resurrectmn, without which man could they have the closest natural connection with
not continue. So that, from what has been said, each other, and are of equal force in reference
it is quite clear that the resurrection is plainly to the subject before us. But while from these
proved by the cause of man's creation, and the proofs as the primary ones, and as being derived
purpose of Him who made him. Such being from the work of creation, the resurrection is
the nature of the cause for which man has been clearly demonstrated, none the less can we gain
brought into this world, the next thing will be to conviction respecting at from the arguments
consider that which immediately follows, natu- ' taken from providence,- I mean from the re-
rally or in the order proposed ; and in our inves- ward or punishment due to each man in accord-
tigation the cause of their creation is followed by ante with just judgment, and from the end of
the nature of the men so created, and the nature human existence. For many, in discussing the
of those created by the just judgment of their subject of the resurrection, have rested the whole
Maker upon them, and all these by the end of cause on the third argument alone, deeming that
their existence. Having investigated therefore the cause of the resurrection is the judgment.
the point placed first in order, we must now go But the fallacy of this is very clearly shown, from
on to consider the nature of men. the fact that, although all human beings who die

rise again, yet not all who rise again axe to be
CHAP. x]v. _ THE RmURREC'r[o_ DOra NOT REST judged: for if only a just judgment were the
SOLELY ON THE FACT OF A FUTURE JUDGMENT. cause oftheresurrection,itwould of coursefol-
The proof2 of theseveraldoctrinesof which low thatthosewho had done neitherevilnor

the truthconsists,or of any matterswhatsoevergood--namely, very young childrens_ would
proposed forexamination,ifitistoproduce an not riseagain;but seeingthatallare to rise
unwaveringconfidenceinwhat issaid,must be-again,thosewho have diedin infancyaswellas
gin,not from anythingwithout,nor from what others,they too justifyour conclusionthatthe
certainpersonsthinkor have thought,3but from resurrectiontakesplacenot forthe sake of the
the common and naturalnotion+of the matter,judgment as the primaryreason,but in conse-
or from theconnectionof secondarytruthswith quencc of the purposeof God in formingmen,
primary ones. For the question" relates either to and the nature of the beings so formed.
primary beliefs, and then all that is necessary is CHAP. XV. _ARGUMENT FOR THE RESURRECTION

t [Kaye, p. x99. Com_reEn_a._'_,cap. xxviL,s_jh,'a,p, x43.l FROM THE NATURE OF MAN'.
* ['rh[s chapter of itmtf _bhahes the fact that Christians have But while the cause discoverable in the crea-

a right tOdemand the evidence for what they are reqmred to beheve
It refutes the idea that what any single bishop or smut has said or tion of men is of itself sufficient to prove that
_ought is doctrine, for that I_on only; but It leaves the fact that
_cm-_ent testhlnony Is ev_lence, on certain condith_as, m all its the resurrection follows by natural sequence on

S _lqOtstrong enm_h for the for_ of the orlgi;lal: orS" iK r_v s [Abeam_d and c.oi[_nt/u-gument forhis propo_tlon, and apre"_
f_rl _xm;_-r_, -__/_.,,_v.] clous tesUmony to the /nnoc_ce of babes fallino._ in I,JlnS_-

4 [F_ the _mural _ sense of the thing ] Set Kaye, zgo.]
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the dissolution of bodies, yet it is perhaps right which has received it, and in which it adheres,
not to shrink from adducing either of the pro- continues. But that which has received both
posed ..a-_gumen.ts,but, agreeably to what has understanding and reason is man, not the soul
been sa_cl,to point out to those who are not able by itself. Man, therefore, who consists of the
of themselves to discern them, the arguments two parts, must continue for ever. But it is im-
from each of the truths evolved from the pn- possible for him to continue unless he rise again.
mary; and first and foremost, the nature of the For if no resurrection were to take place, the
men created, which conducts us to the same nature of men as men would not continue. And
notion, and has the same force as evidence of if the nature of men does not continue, in vain
the resurrection. For if the whole nature of has the soul been fitted to the need of the body
men in general is composed of an immortal soul and to its experiences ; in vain has the body
and a body which was fitted to it in the creation, been fettered so that it cannot obtain what it
and if neither to the nature of the soul by itself, longs for, obedient to the reins of the soul, and
nor to the nature of the body separately, has guided by it as with a bridle ; in vain is the un-
God assigned such a creation or such a life and derstandmg, in vain is wisdom, and the observ-
enure course of existence as this, but to men ance of rectitude, or even the practice of every
compounded of the two, in order that they may, wrtue, and the enactment and enforcement of
when they have passed through their present laws,--to say all in a word, whatever is noble
existence, arrive at one common end, with the in men or for men's sake, or rather the very
same elements of which they are composed at creation and nature of men. But if vanity is
theirbirth and during life, it unavoidably follows, utterly excluded from all the works of God, and
since one livang-being is formed from the two, from all the gifts bestowed by Him, the conclu-
experiencing whatever the soul experiences and sion is unavoidable, that, along with the inter-
whatever the body experiences, doing and per- minable duration of the soul, there will be a
formingwhatever requires the judgment of the perpetual continuance of the body according to
sensesor of the reason, that the whole series of its proper nature.
these things must be referred to some one end,
in order that they all, and by means of all,-- CHAP. XvL--ANALOCYor Dr_.tTHAS"D SLEEP,
namely, man's creation, man's nature, man's life, ANDCONSEQUENTXRCtrM_CrFOg WrtEREStrg-
man's doings and sufferings, his course of exist- _c'rIOS.
ence, and the end suitable to his nature, -- may And let no one think it strange that we call by
concur in one harmony and the same common the name of life a continuance of being which
experience. But if there is some one harmony is interrupted by death and corruption ; but let
and community of experience belonging to the him consider rather that this word has not one
whole being, whether of the things which spring meaning only, nor is there only one measure of
from the soul or ofthosewhich are accomplished continuance, because the nature also of the
by means of the body, the end for all these must things that continue is not one. For if each of
also be one. And the end will be in strictness the things that continue has its continuance ac-
one, if the being whose end that end is remains cording to its peculiar nature, neither in the case
the same in its constitution ; and the being will of those who are wholly incorruptible and ira-
be exactly the same, if all those things of which mortal shall we find the continuance like ours,
thebeing consists as parts are the same. And because the natures of superior beings do not
theywill be the same in respect of their peculiar take the level of such as are inferior; nor in men
union, if the parts dissolved are again united for is it proper to look for a continuance invariable
the constitution of the being. And the constitu- and unchangeable; inasmuch as the formerare
tion of the same men of necessity proves that a from the first created immortal, and continue to
resurrectionwill follow of the dead and dissolved exist without end by the simple will of their
bodies ; for without this, neither could the same Maker, and men, in respect of the soul, have
parts be united according to nature with one from their firstorigin an unchangeable eontinu-
another, nor could the nature of the same men ance, but in respect of the body obtain im_mor-
be reconstituted. And if both understanding tality by meansof change. This is what is meant
andreason have been given to men for the dis- by the doctrine of the resurrection ; and, look-
cerement of things which are perceived by the ing to this, we both await the dissolution of the
understanding, and not of existences only, but body, as the sequel to a life of want and cot-
also of the goodness and wisdom and rectitude ruption, and after this we hope for a continuance
of their Giver, it neceksarily follows that, since with immortality, 1not putting either our death
tho_ethings continue for the sake of which the
rational judgment is given, the judgment given t [Jobxi=.,S. On,,mh ,_ S_J_, A.d/',_dt_m,4.to, tom iv. 569, ed. _ And,_ma the tmtt lt_, line _a_/ma

forthese things should also continue. But it is .............. , i_• "Eu isfitur qualm debate enm¢nostra gains," ¢t¢. Opp., _ P.
Impossible for this to continue, unless the nature _oo,_£._, .6_ l
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on a level with the death of the irrational animals, others but faintly, the natural sequence and the
or the continuance of man with the continuance changes that come upon the nature of men, yet
of immortals, lest we should unawares in this way all who are not blinded in their judgment of
put human nature and life on a level with thmgs these matters by vice or sloth, know that there
with which it is not proper to compare them. must be first the depositing of the seed, and that
It ought not, therefore, to excite dissatisfaction, when this is completely organized in respect of
if some inequality appears to exist in regard to every member and part and the progeny comes
the duration of men ; nor, because the separation forth to the light, there comes the growth be-
of the soul from the members of the body and longing to the first period of life, and the ma-
the dissolution of its parts interrupts the conti- turity which attends growth, and after the
nuity of life, must we therefore despair of the maturity the slackening of the physical powers
resurrection. For although the relaxation of till old age, and then, when the body is worn
the senses and of the physical powers, which !out, its dissolution. As, therefore, in this matter,
naturally takes place in sleep, seems to interrupt though neither the seed has inscribed upon it
the sensational hfe when men sleep at equal in- the life or form of men, nor the life the dissolu-
tervals of time, and, as it were, come back to hfe tion into the pnmary elements, the succession
again, yet we do not refuse to call it life ; and of natural occurrences makes things credible
for this reason, I suppose, some call sleep the which have no credibility from the phenomena
brother of death,' not as deriving their origin themselves, much more does reason, tracing out
from the same ancestors and fathers, but because the truth from the natural sequence, afford
those who are dead and those who sleep are ground for believing in the resurrection, since it
subject to similar states, as regards at least the is safer and stronger than experience for estab-
stillness and the absence of all sense of the pres- hshing the truth.
ent or the past, or rather of existence itself and
their own life. If, therefore, we do not refuse to CHAP.XVm.--JUDGMEYr MUST nAVE REFEREZ_CE
call by the name of life the life of men full of[ BOTH TO SOULAND _ODV: THEREWILL TnERE-
such inequality from birth to dissolution, and in-I FORE hE A RF-SURRECTIOS.
terrupted by all those things which we have before The arguments I just now proposed for ex-
mentioned, neither ought we to despair of the life ammation, as establishing the truth of the res-
succeeding to dissolution, such as involves the nrrection, are all of the same kind, since they
resurrection, although for a time it is interrupted all start from the same point ; for their starting-
by the separation of the soul from the body. point is the origin of the first men by creation.

But while some of them derive their strength
CHAP. XVII.--THE SERIES OF CHANGES WE CAN from the starting-point itself from which they

Now TRACE IN MA_¢RENDERSA RESURRECTIONtake their rise, others, consequent upon the
PROBABLE. nature and the life of men, acquire their cred-

For this nature of men, which has inequality ibility from the superintendence of God over us ;
allotted to it from the first, and according to the for the cause according to which, and on ac-
purpose of its Maker, has an unequal life and count of which, men have come into being,
continuance, interrupted sometimes by sleep, at being closely connected with the nature of men,
another time by death, and by the changes inci- derives its force from creation ; but the argu-
dent to each period of life, whilst those which ment from rectitude, which represents God as
follow the first are not clearly seen beforehand, judging men according as they have lived well
Would any one have believed, unless taught by or ill, derives its force from the end of their
experience, that in the soft seed alike in all its existence : they come into being on the former
parts there was deposited such a variety and ground, but their state depends more on God's
number of great powers, or of masses, which superintendence. And now that the matters
in this way arise and become consolidated --I which come first have been demonstrated by me
mean of bones, and nerves, and cartilages, of to the best of my ability, it will be well to prove
muscles too, and flesh, and intestines, and the our proposition by those also which come after
other parts of the body ? For neither in the yet _ I mean by the reward or punishment due to
moist seed is anything of this kind to be seen, each man in accordance with righteous judg-
nor even in infants do any of those things make ment, and by the final cause of human existence ;
their appearance which pertain to adults, or in and of these I put foremost that which takes the
the adult period what belongs to those who are lead by nature, and inquire first into the argu-
past their prime, or in these what belongs to ment relating to the judgment : premising onl.y
such as have grown old. But although some one thing, from concern for the principle which
of the things I have said exhibit not at all, and appertains to the matters before us, and for

order--namely, that it is incumbent on those
* [Homer, Iliad, b. xiv. "3', and Virgil, .,_t .... 78.] who admit God to be the Maker of this universe,
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to ascribe to His wisdom and rectitude the pres- to every one, -- namely, that, in the language
ervataon and care of all that has been created, of the apostle, "this corruptible (and dissoluble)
_f they wish to keep to their own principles ; must put on incorruptmn, ''2 in order that those
and with such views to hold that nothing either who were dead, having been made alive by the
in earth or in heaven is without guardianship or resurrection, and the parts that were separated
providence, but that, on the contrary, to every- and entirely dissolved having been again united,
thing, invisible and visible alike, small and great, each one may, in accordance with justice, re-
the attention of the Creator reaches; for all ceive what he has done by the body, whether
created things require the attentmn of the Crea- it be good or bad.
tor,' and each one in partacular, according to
_ts nature and the end for which it was made: CHAP. X_X.--MAN WOULD BE MORE UNFAVOUR-
though I think it would be a useless expenditure ABLY SITUATEDTHAN THE BEA.S'rSIF THERE
of trouble to go through the list now, or distin- WERE NO RESURRECTION.

guish between the several cases, or mentlon m In replying, then, to those who acknowledge
detail what is suitable to each nature. Man, at a dlvine superintendence, and admit the same
all events, of whom it is now our business to principles as we do, yet somehow depart froni
speak, as being in want, requires food ; as being their own admissions, one may use such argu-
mortal, posterity ; as being rational, a process ments as those which have been adduced, and
of judgment. But if each of these things be- many more than these, should he be disposed
longs to man by nature, and he reqmres food to amplify what has been said only concisely
for his life, and requires posterity for the con- and in a cursory manner. But in dealing with
tmuance of the race, and reqmres a judgment those who differ from us concerning primary
an order that food and posterity may be accord- truths, it will perhaps be well to lay down
mg to law, it of course follows, since food and another principle antecedent to these, joining
posterity refer to both together, that the judg- with them in doubting of the things to which
ment must be referred to them too (by both their opinions relate, and examining the matter
together I mean man, consisting of soul and along w_th them in th_s manner M whether the
body), and that such man becomes accountable hfe of men, and their entire course of existence,
for all hls actions, and receives for them either is overlooked, and a sort of dense darkness is
reward or punishment. Now, if the righteous poured down upon the earth, hiding in ignorance
judgment awards to both together its retribution and silence both the men themselves and their
for the deeds wrought ; and ff it is not proper actions ; or whether it is much safer to be of
that either the soul alone should receive the opinion that the Maker presides over the things
wages of the deeds wrought in union wath the which He Himself has made, inspecting all
body (for this of at.self has no inclination to things whatsoever which exist, or come into
the faults which are committed in connecuon existence, Judge of both deeds and purposes.
with the pleasure or food and culture of the For if no judgment whatever were to be passed
body), or that the body alone should (for th_s on the actions of men, men would have no
of itself is incapable of distinguishing law and advantage over the irrational creatures, but
justice), but man, composed of these, is sub- rather would fare worse than these do, inas-
jetted to trial for each of the deeds wrought by much as they keep in subjection their pad-
him ; and if reason does not find this happening sions, and concern themselves about piety, and
either in this life (for the award according to r_ghteousness, and the other virtues ; and a life
merit finds no place in the present existence, after the manner of brutes would be the best,
since many atheists and persons who practise virtue would be absurd, the threat of jud.g-
every inlquxty and wickedness live on to the last, !ment a matter for broad laughter, indulgence m
unwsited by calamity, whilst, on the contrary, every kind of pleasure the highest good, and the
those who have manifestly lived an exemplary common resolve of all these and their one law
hfe in respect of every virtue, live in pain, in would be that maxim, so dear to the intemperate
result, m calumny and outrage, and suffering of and lewd, "Let us eat and drink, for to-morrow
all kinds) or after death (for both together no we die." For the termination of such a life is
longer exist, the soul being separated from the not even pleasure, as some suppose, but utter
body, and the body itself being resolved again insensibility. But if the Maker of men take_
into the materials out of which it was composed, any concern about His own works, and the dis-
and no longer retaining anything of its fornaer tmcUon is anywhere to be found between those
structure or form, much less the remembrance iwho have lived well and ill, it must be either in
ot its actions) : the result of all this is very plain! the present life, while men are still lifin.g .who
---------- have conducted themselves virtuouslyor _naous-

_gz]_Ioble tes_mony to a minute and particular Providence. Kayc,P _ * z Cot. zv. 54-
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ly, or after death, when men are in a state of all in a word, this view will in no case consist with
separation and dissolution. But according to equity.
neither of these suppositions can we find a just
judgment taking place ; for neither do the good CHAP.XXL-- CONTINUATIONOF THE ARCUMEN-r.
in the present life obtain the rewards of virtue For if good deeds are rewarded, the body will
nor yet do the bad receive the wages of vice. clearly be wronged, inasmuch as it has shared
I pass over the fict, that so long as the natur_ with the soul in the toils connected with well-
we at present possess is preserved, the mora doing, but does not share in the reward of the
nature is not able to bear a punishment com- good deeds, and because, though the soul ts
mensurate with the more numerous or more often excused for certain faults on the ground
serious faults. For the robber, or ruler, or of the body's neediness and want, the body
tyrant, who has unjustly put to death myriads itself is deprived of all sh_re in the good deeds
on myriads, could not by one death make resti- done, the toils on behalf of which it helped to
tution for these deeds ; and the man who holds bear during life. Nor, again, if faults are judged,
no true opinion concerning God, but lives in all is the soul dealt fairly with, supposing it alone
outrage and blasphemy, despises divine things, to pay the penalty for the faults it committed
breaks the laws, commits outrage against boys through being solicited by the body and drawn
and women alike, razes oties unjustly, burns away by it to its own appetites and motions, at
houses with their inhabitants, and devastates a one time being seized upon and carried off, at
country, and at the same time destroys inhabit- another attracted in some very violent manner,
ants of cities and peoples, and even an entire and sometimes concurring with it by way of
nation mhow in a mortal body could he endure kindness and attentmn to its preservation. How
a penalty adequate to these crimes, since death can it possibly be other than unjust for the soul
prevents the deserved pumshment, and the mor- to be judged by itself in respect of things
tal nature does not suffice for any single one of towards which in its own nature it feels no appe-
his deeds ? It is proved, therefore, that neither tite. no motion, no impulse, such as hcent_ous-
in the present life is there a judgment accord- hess, violence, covetousness, injustice, and the
ing to men's deserts, nor after death, unjust acts arising out of these ? For if the

majority of such evils come from men's not hay-
CHAP. XX. _MAN MUST BE POSSESSED BOTH OF ing the mastery of the passions which sohc_t

A BODY AND SOUL HEREAFTER, THAT THE JUIXYr- them, and they are solicited by the neediness
MENT PASSEDUPON HIM MAY"BE JUST. and want of the body, and the care and atten-
For either death is the entire extinction of life, tion required by it (for these are the motives for

the soul being dissolved and corrupted along every acquisition of property, and especially for
with the body, or the SOul remains by itself, m- the using of it, and moreover for marriage and
capable of dissolution, of dispersion, of corrup- all the actions of life, in which things, and in
tion, whilst the body is corrupted and dissolved, connection with which, is seen what is faulty and
retaining no longer any remembrance of past what is not so), how can it be just for the soul
actions, nor sense of what it experienced in con- alone to be judged in respect of those things
nection with the soul. If the life of men is to which the body is the first to be sensible of, and
be utterly extinguished, it is manifest there will in which it draws the soul away to sympathy and
be no care for men who are not living, no judg- [participation in actions with a view to things
meAt respecting those who have lived in virtue which it wants ; and that the appetites and
or in vice ; but there will rush in again upon us pleasures, and moreover the fears and sorrows,
whatever belongs to a lawless life, and the swarm in which whatever exceeds the proper bounds is
of absurdities which follow from it, and that which amenable to judgment, should be set in motion
is the summit of this lawlessness-- atheism. But by the body, and yet that the sins arising from
if the body were to be corrupted, and each of the these, and the punishments for the sins corn-
dissolved particles to pass to its kindred element, mitted, should fall upon the soul alone, which
yet the soul to remain by itself as immortal, neither needs anything of this sort, nor desires
neither on this supposition would any judgment[nor fears or suffers of itself any such thing as
on the soul take place, since there would be an man is wont to suffer? But even if we hold that
absence of equity: for it is unlawful to suspect these affections do not pertain to the body
that any judgment can proceed out of God and alone, but to man, in saying which we should
from God which is wanting in equity. Yet eqmty speak correctly, because the life of man is one,
is wanting to the judgment, if the being is not though composed of the two, yet surely we shall
preserved in existence who practised righteous- not assert that these things belong to the soul,
hess or lawlessness : for that which practised each if we only look simply at its peculiar nature.
of the things in life on which the judgment is For if it is absolutely without need of food, it
passed was man, not SOul by itself. To sum up can never desire those things which it does not
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in the least require for its subsistence ; nor can CHAP. xxln. _ CY)lh_I'INUATIONOF THE ARGUMENrr.
,t feel any impulse towards any of those things
which it Is not at all fitted to use ; nor, agaan, But the most irrational thing of all is this : to
can it be grieved at the want of money or other impose properly sanctioned laws on men, andthen to assign to their souls alone the recom-
property, since these are not suited to it. And
if, too, it is superior to corruption, it fears nothing pense of their lawful or unlawful deeds. For if
whatever as destructive of itself: it has no dread he who receives the laws would also justly receive
of famine, or disease, or mutilation, or blemmh, the recompense of the transgression of the laws,
or fire, or sword, since it cannot suffer from any and if it was man that received the laws, and not
of these any hurt or pain, because neither bodies the soul by itself, man must also bear the recom-pense for the sins committed, and not the soul
nor bodily powers touch it at all. But if it is by itself, since God has not enjoined on souls
absurd to attach the passions to the soul as be- to abstain from things which have no relation to
longang specially to it, it is in the highest degree
unjust and unworthy of the judgment of God to them, such as adultery, murder, theft, rapine,
lay upon the soul alone the sins which spring dishonour to parents, and every desire in general
from them, and the consequent punishments, that tends to the injury and loss of our neigh-bouts. For neither the command, "Honour

CHAP.X34II.--CONTINUATION OF THE ARGUMF_kqT.thy father and thy mother," is adapted to souls
alone, since such names are not applicable to

In addition to what has been said, is it not them, for souls do not produce souls, so as to
absurd that, while we cannot even have the no-
tion of virtue and vice as existing separately in appropriate the appellation of father or mother,but men produce men ; nor could the command,
the soul (for we recognise the virtues as man's ,, Thou shalt not commit adultery," ever be
virtues, even as in like manner vice, their oppo- properly addressed to souls, or even thought of
site, as not belonging to the soul in separatmn in such a connection, since the difference of male
from the body, and existing by itself), yet that
the reward or pumshment for these should be and female does not exist in them, nor any apti-tude for sexual intercourse, nor appetite for it ;
assigned to the soul alone ? How can any one and where there is no appetite, there can be no
have even the notion of courage or fortitude as
existing in the soul alone, when it has no fear of intercourse ; and where there is no intercourseat all, there can be no legitimate intercourse,
death, or wounds, or maiming, or loss, or mal-
treatment, or of the pain connected with these namely marriage ; and where there is no lawfulintercourse, neither can there be unlawful desire
or the suffering resulting from them ? And what of, or intercourse with, another man's wife, namely
shall we say of self-control and temperance, adultery. Nor, again, is the prohibition of theft,
when there is no desire drawing it to food or or of the desire of having more, applicable to
sexual intercourse, or other pleasures and enjoy-
ments, nor any other thing soliciting it from souls, for they do not need those things, throughthe need of which, by reason of natural indi-
within or exciting it from without ? And what gence or want, men are accustomed to steal or to
of practical wisdom, when things are not pro- rob, such as gold, or silver, or an animal, or some-
posed to it which may or may not be done, nor
things to be chosen or avoided, or rather when thing else adapted for food, or shelter, or use ;for to an immortal nature everything which is
there is in it no motion at all or natural impulse desired by the needy as useful is useless. But
towards the doing of anything? And how in
any sense can equity be an attribute of souls, let the fuller discussion of these matters be left
e_ther in reference to one another or to anything to those who wish to investigate each point moreexactly, or to contend more earnestly with oppo-
else, whether of the same or of a different kind, nents. But, since what has just been said, and
when they are not able from any source, or by that which concurs with this to guarantee the
any means, or in any way, to bestow that which resurrection, suffices for us, it would not be sea-
is equal according to merit or according to anal- sonable to dwell any longer upon them ; for we
ogy, with the exception of the honour rendered have not made it our aim to omit nothing that
to God, and, moreover, have no impulse or too- might be said, but to point out in a summary
tLon towards the use of their own things, or manner to those who have assembled what ought
abstinence from those of others, since the use to be thought concerning the resurrection, and
of those things which are according to nature to adapt to the capacity of those present the
or the abstinence from them, is considered in larguments bearing on this question.
reference to those who are so constituted as to
lise them, whereas the soul neither wants any- CHAr. XXr¢.-- ARGUMENTFORTHE RF-,BURItd_t'TION

thing, nor is so constituted as to use any things rgo_t THE CHIEFEND OF MAN.
or any single thing, and therefore what is called
the independent action of the parts cannot be The points proposed for consideration having
found in the soul so constituted? been to some extent investigated, it remains to
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examine the argument from the end or final which man consists, but of the being who _s
cause, which indeed has already emerged m composed of both ; for such is every man who
what has been said, and only requires just so has a share in this present existence, and there
much attention and further discussion as may must be some appropriate end proposed for this
enable us to avoid the appearance of leaving life. But if it is the end of both parts together,
unmentioned any of the matters briefly referred and this can be discovered neither while they
to by us, and thus indirectly damaging the sub- are still living in the present state of existence
ject or the division of topics made at the outset, through the numerous causes already mentmned.
For the sake of those present, therefore, and of nor yet when the soul is in a state of separation.
others who may pay attention to this subject, it because the man cannot be said to exist when
may be well just to signify that each of those the body is dissolved, and indeed entirely scat-
things which are constituted by nature, and of tered abroad, even though the soul continue b}
those which are made by art, must have an end itself-- it is absolutely necessary that the end of
peculiar to itself, as indeed is taught us by a man's being sholfld appear in some reconstitu-
the common sense of all men, and testified by the tion of the two together, and of the same living
things that pass before our eyes. For do we not being. And as this follows of necessity, there
see that husbandmen have one end, and physi- must by all means be a resurrectmn of the bodie_
cians another ; and again, the things which spring which are dead, or even entirely dissolved, and
out of the earth another, and the animals nour- the same men must be formed anew, since the
ished upon it, and produced according to a cer- law of nature ordains the end not absolutely, nor
tain natural series, another? If this is evident, !as the end of any men whatsoever, but of the
and natural and artificial powers, and the actions same men who passed through the previous hfe ;
arising from these, must by all means be accom- but it is impossible for the same men to be re-
panied by an end in accordance with nature, it constituted unless the same bodies are restored
is absolutely necessary that the end of men, since to the same souls. But that the same soul
it is that of a pecuhar nature, should be sepa- should obtain the same body is impossible in
rated from community with the rest ; for it is not any other way, and possible only by the resur-
lawful to suppose the same end for beings desti- ! rection ; for if this takes place, an end befitting
tute of rational judgment, and of those whose_ the nature of men follows also. And we shall
actions are regulated by the innate law and rea-make no m_stake in saying, that the final cause
son, and who live an intelligent life and observe of an intelligent life and rational judgment, as to
justice. Freedom from pain, therefore, cannot be occupied uninterruptedly with those objects
be the proper end for the latter, for this they to which the natural reason is chiefly and pn-
would have in common with beings utterly devoid really adapted, and to delight unceasingly in
of sensibility : nor can it consist in the enjoy- the contemplation of Him who is, and of H_s
meet of things which nourish or delight the decrees, notwithstanding that the majority of
body, or in an abundance of pleasures ; else a men, because they are affected too passionately
life like that of the brutes must hold the first and too violently by things below, pass through
place, while that regulated by virtue is without a hfe without attaining this object. For the large
final cause. For such an end as this, I suppose, number of those who fail of the end that be-
belongs to beasts and cattle, not to men pos- longs to them does not make void the common
sessed of an immortal soul and rational judg- lot, since the examination relates to individuals,
ment. and the reward or punishment of hves ill or

well spent is proportioned to the merit of each.
CHAP. XXV. -- ARGUMENT CONTINUED AND CON-

CLUDED. [This concluding chapter xs of Itself a masterj_lece, and comforts
my own soul unspeakably as proving that this hfe Is very prec ous,

Nor again is it the happiness of soul sepa- if onlydirectedtotheend'forwh*chwe are created. BlestbeAthenagoras for completing what St. Paul began on the Areopagus, and

rated from body : for we are not inquiring about for giving us "beauW for ashes "out of the gard .... f P[hto. No_¢we _ind what power there was in the apostle's word, when he preached
the life or final cause of either of the parts of to theAthentam,"Jesusandtheresurree.tion.']
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE

TO

CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA.

[A.D. x53--I93--_I7.'] The second century of illumination is drawing to a close, as the great
name of this Father comes into view, and introduces us to a new stage of the Church's progress.
From Britain to the Ganges it had already made its mark. In all its Oriental identity, we have
found it vigorous in Gaul and penetrating to other regions of the West. From its primitive base
on the Orontes, it has extended itself to the deltas of the Nile ; and the Alexandria of Apollos
and of St. Mark has become the earliest seat of Christian learning. There, already, have the
catechetacal schools gathered the finest intellectual trophies of the Cross ; and under the aliment of
rts library springs up something hke a Christian university. Pantmnus, "the Sicilian bee" from
the flowery fields of Enna, comes to frame it by his industry, and store it with the sweets of his
eloquence and wisdom. Clement, who had followed Tatian to the East, tracks Pant,enus to
Egypt, and comes with his Attic scholarship to be his pupil in the school of Christ. After Justin
and Iremeus, he is to be reckoned the founder of Christian literature ; and it is noteworthy how
subhmely he begins to treat Paganism as a creed outworn, to be dismissed with contempt, rather
than seriously wrestled with any longer.

His merciless exposure of the entire system of "lords many and gods many," seems to us,
indeed, unnecessarily offensive. Why not spare us such details ? But let us reflect, that, if such
are our Christian instincts of delicacy, we owe it to this great reformer in no small proportion.
For not content to show the Pagans that the very atmosphere was polluted by their mythologies,
so that Christians, turn which way they would, must encounter pestilence, he becomes the ethi-
cal philosopher of Christians ; and while he proceeds to dictate, even in minute details, the trans-
formations to which the faithful must subject themselves in order "to escape the pollutions of
the world," he sketches in outline the reformations which the Gospel imposes on society, and

which nothing but the Gospel has ever enabled mankind to realize. "For with a celerity unsur-
passable, and a benevolence to winch we have ready access," says Clement, "the Divine Power
hath filled the universe with the seed of salvation." Socrates and Plato had talked sublimely

four hundred years before ; but Lust and Murder were yet the gods of Greece, and men and
women were like what they worshipped. Clement had been their disciple ; but now, as the dis-
ciple of Christ, he was to exert a power over men and manners, of which they never dreamed.

Alexandria becomes the brain of Christendom : its heart was yet beating at Antioch, but the

West was still receptive only, its hands and arms stretched forth towardsthe sunrise for further
enlightenment. From the East it had obtained the Scriptures and their authentication, and from

the same source was deriving the canons, the liturgies, and the creed of Christendom. The
universal language of Chris fia_n_is Greek. To a pagan emperor who had outgrown the ideas of

zts
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Nero's time, it was no longer Judaism ; but it was not less an Oriental superstition, essentially
Greek in its features and its dress. "All the churches of the West, ''_ says the historian of Latin

Christianity, "were Greek religious colonies. Their language was Greek, their orgamzatlon
Greek, their writers Greek, their Scriptures and their ritual were Greek. Through Greek, the
communications of the churches of the West were constantly kept up with the East .... Thus

the Church at Rome was but one of a confederation of Greek religious republics founded by
Christianity." Now this confederation was the Holy Catholic Church.

Every Christian must recognise the career of Alexander, and the history of his empire, as an
immediate precursor of the Gospel. The patronage of letters by the Ptolemies at Alexan-

dria, the translation of the Hebrew Scriptures into the dialect of the Hellenes, the creation of

a new terminology in the language of the Greeks, by which ideas of faith and of truth might find

access to the mind of a heathen world,--these were preliminaries to the preaching of the Gospel
to mankind, and to the composition of the New Testament of our Lord and Saviour. He Him-

sell: had prophetically visited Egypt, and the idols were now to be removed before his presence.

There a powerful Christian school was to make itself felt for ever in the definitions of orthodoxy;
and in a new sense was that prophecy to be understood, "Out of Egypt have I called my Son."

The genius of Apollos was revived in his native city. A succession of doctors was there to

arise, like him, "eloquent men, and mighty in the Scriptures." Clement tells us of his masters
in Christ, and how, coming to Panu'enus, his soul was filled with a deathless element of dwine

knowledge? He speaks of the apostolic tradition as received through his teachers hardly at

second-hand. He met in that school, no doubt, some, at least, who recalled Ignatius and Poly-
carp ; some, perhaps, who as children had heard St. John when he could only exhort his congre-

gations to "love one another." He could afterwards speak of himself as in the next succession
after the apostles.

He became the successor of Pantmnus in the catechetical school, and had Origen for his
pupil, with other eminent men. He was also ordained a presbyter. He seems to have compiled

his Stromata in the reigns of Commodus and Severus. If, at this time, he was about forty years
of age, as seems likely, we must conceive of his birth at Athens, while Antoninus Pros was
emperor, while Polycarp was yet living, and while Justin and Irenmus were in their prime.

Alexander, bishop of Jerusalem, speaks of Clement, in turn, as his master : "for we acknowl-
edge as fathers those blessed saints who are gone before us, and to whora we shallgo after a little

,_'me; the truly blest Pant_enus, I mean, and the holy Clemens, my teacher, who was to me so
greatly useful and helpful." St. Cyril of Alexandria calls him "a man admirably learned and

skilful, and one that searched to the depths all the learning of the Greeks, with an exactness
rarely attained before." So Theodoret says, "He surpassed all others, and was a holy man."

St. Jerome pronounces him the most learned of all the ancients ; while Eusebius testifies to
his theological attainments, and applauds him as an "incomparable master of Christian philoso-

phy." But the rest shall be narrated by our translator, Mr. Wilson.
The following is the original INTRODUCTORYNOTICE : --

Trrtrs F_wus CLEMENS,the illustrious head of the Catechetical School at Alexandria at the

close of the second century, was originally a pagan philosopher. The date of his birth is unknown.

It is also uncertain whether Alexandria or Athens was his birthplace.3
On embracing Christianity, he eagerly sought the instructions of its most eminent teachers ; for

this purpose travelling extensively over Greece, Italy, Egypt, Palestine, and other regions of the
East.

Only one of these teachers (who, from a reference in the Stramata, all appear to have been

x Milman, vol. i. pp. 28, $9, condensed. He fads, however, to observe the immense tmportan_ of the facts he chronlcleL
t I have fett that Pant_nus and his school _ a few smx-dsm my elueadatmmt.
$ Epiph., Hmr., _z_;i 6.
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alivewhen he wrote ') can be with certainty identified, viz., Pant_nus, of whom he speaks in terml
of profound reverence, and whom he describes as the greatest of them all. Returning to Alexan-
dria,he succeeded his master Pantmnus in the catechetical school, probablyon the latterdeparting
on his missionarytour to the East, somewhere about A.D. x897 He was also made a presbyter of
the Church, either then or somewhat later.3 He continued to teach with great distinction till
A.D.202, when the persecution under Severus compelled him to retire from Alexandria. In the

beginning of the reign of Caracallawe find him at Jerusalem, even then a great resort of Christian,
and especially clerical, pilgrims. We also hear of him travellingto Antioch, furnishedwith a letter
of recommendation by Alexander, bishop of Jerusalem.4 The close of his career is covered with
obscurity. He is supposed to have died about A.I).z2o.

Among his pupils were his distinguished successor in the Alexandrian school, Origen, Alexan-
der bishop of Jerusalem, and, according to Baronius,Combefisius, and Bull, also Hippolytus.

The above is positively the sum of what we knowof Clement's history.
His three great works. The Exherta_'on to the Htathen (_7o_ _ ,rooroor.t,d_ tr_ "BAAr_¢),

Tke Instructor, or Pwdagogus (_rau_-/ery_), The Miscellanies, or 8lromatct (Y_'pc_#a¢_,), are

among the most valuable remains of Christian antiquity, and the largest that belong to that early
period.

The Ex/iartation, the object of which is to win pagans to the Christian faith, contains a com-
plete and withering exposure of the abominable licentiousness, the gross imposture and sordidness
of paganism. With clearness and cogency of argument, great earnestness and eloquence, Clement
sets forth in contrast the truth as taught in the inspired Scriptures,the true God, and especially
the personal Christ, the living Word of God, the Saviour of men. It is an elaborate and masterly
work, rich in felicitous classical allusion and quotation, breathing throughout the spirit of philoso-
phy and of the Gospel, and abounding in passages of powerand beauty.

The P_dagogus, or Instructor, is addressed to those who have been rescued from the darkness
and pollutions of heathenism, and is an exhibition of Christian morals and manners,- a guide
for the formation and development of Christian character, and for living a Christian life. It con-
fists of three books. It is the grand aim of the whole work to set before the converts Christ as
the only Instructor, and to expound and enforce His precepts. In the first book Clement exhib-
its the person, the function, the means, methods, and ends of the Instructor, who is the Word
and Son of God ; and lovingly dwells on His benignity and philanthropy, HISwisdom, faith_lness,
and righteousness.

The second and third books lay down rules for the regulation of the Christian,in all the rela.
tions, circumstances, and actions of life, entering most minutely into the details of dress, eating,
drinking,bathing, sleeping, etc. The delineation of a life in all respects agreeable to the Word,
a truly Christian life, attempted here, may, now that the Gospel has transformedsocial and private
life to the extent it has, appear unnecessary, or a proof of the influence of ascetic tendencies.
Buta code of Christian morals and manners (a sort of "whole duty of man" and manual of
good breeding combined) was eminently needed by those whose habits and characters had been
moulded under the debasing and polluting influences of heathenism ; and who were bound, and
were aiming, to shape their lives according to the principles of the Gospel, in the midst of
the all but incredible licentiousness and luxury by which society around was incurably tainted.
The disclosures which Clement, with solemn sternness, and often with caustic wit, n_kes of the

t Sty., llb. Lr. v.
* Eeaebi_,Ilia.J_ccl., vl. 6.
t I_[ielO_., L_. de Vs's"_/_, ¢. 38; l_t., B_/., tit.

4 lThe reader is already acquainted (Hem, p. z=, note 9) with _ve ¢=nwmt_ by which bi_ps might cmmme_ to their

N=,booksfit toberead,whichthey=eat,authemlcated,note_dybyhandandseal,butbya clericalmeum_r whinedutyit wu (ia the
hatq=_ of ]_q0_tm),, tegoeethehlshop.semha_u, widahislette_o4rmemai_tofmeip _m_; forin throeday=,bymatchof the
lamecmio_,a t_=opdlduot=o=w.hm _d a lette,toa fet_i_ dm_, b=tbytheh=_ _ _ _ _ c_. Whe==Cl_i_ _n- thin
A_,',eckr._-,r." aJa_n_,bookiii, cap. iL3-]
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prevalent voluptuousness and vice, form a very valuable contribution to our knowledge of that
perk_

The full title of the S/roman, according to Eusebius and Photins, was T_covO),av&¢KA_po.ro_
¢_, K_cb_ JA_ _b_kocrock_7va_.rt_&v _ropvqpai¢o_,o-rp_pa_.,_ *--" Titus Flavius Clement's
miscellaneous collections of speculative (gnostic) notes bearing upon the true philosophy." The
aim of the work, in accordance with this title, is, in opposition to Gnosticism, to furnishthe mate-
rials for the construction of a true gnosis, a Christian philosophy, on the basis of faith, and to lead
on to this higher knowledge those who, by the discipline of the P_lagogus, had been trained for
it. The work consisted originally of eight books. The eighth book is lost ; that which appears
under this name has plainly no connection with the rest of the S/roman. Various accounts have

been given of the meaning of the distinctive word in the title (Ycrp,opaT,_v); but all agree in
regarding it as indicating the miscellaneous character of its contents. And they are very miscel.
laneous. They consist of the speculations of Greek philosophers, of heretics, and of those who
cultivated the true Christian gnosis, and of quotations from sacred Scripture. The latter he
affirmsto be the source from which the higher Christian knowledge is to be drawn; as it was that
from which the germs of truth in Plato and the Hellenic philosophy were derived. He describes
philosophy as a divinely ordered preparation of the Greeks for faith in Christ, as the law was for
the Hebrews ; and shows the necessity and value of literature and philosophic culture for the
attainment of true Christian knowledge, in opposition to the numerous body among Christians
who regarded learning as useless and dangerous. He proclaims himself an eclectic, believing in
the existence of fragments of truth in all systems, which may be separated from error; but declar-
ing that the truth can be found in unity and completeness only in Christ, as it was from Him that
all its scattered germs originally proceeded. The ,Stroma_ are written carelessly, and even con-
fusedly ; but the work is one of prodigious learning, and supplies materials of the greatest value
for understanding the various conflicting systems which Christianity had to combat.

It was regarded so much as the author's great work, that, on the testimony of Theodoret, Cas-
siodorus, and others, we learn that Clement received the appellation of Y_-f_pm-e_ (the Stroma-
fist). In all probability, the first part of it was given to the world about A.D.194. The latest
date to which he brings down his chronology in the first book is the death of Commodus, which
happened in A.D.I9a ; from which Eusebius* concludes that he wrote this work during the reign
of Severns, who ascended the imperial throne in A.D.z93 , and reigned till x.n. 2IL It is likely
that the whole was composed ere Clement quitted Alexandria in A.D.2Oa. The publication of
the P_.dagogus preceded by a short time that of the Steoma_a ; and the Co,_Drtatiowas written a
short time before the 2"m_s, as is clear from statements made by Clement himself.

So multifarious is the erudition, so multitudinous are the quotations and the references to
authors in _1 departments, and of all countries, the most of whose works have perished, that the
works in question could only have been composed near an extensive library--hardly anywhere
but in the vicinity of the famous library of Alexandria. They are a storehouse of curious ancient
lore,--a museum of the fossil remains of the beauties and monstrosities of the world of pagan
antiquity, during all the epochs and phases of its history. The three compositions are really parts
of one whole. The central connecting idea is that of the Logos _ the Word-- the Son of God;
whom in the tint work he exhibits drawing men from the superstitions and corruptions of heathen-
ism to faith ; in the second, as training them by precepts and discipline ; and in the last, as con-
ductin__gthem to that higher knowledge of the things of God, to which those only who devote
themselves assiduously to spiritual, moral,and intellectual culture can attain. Ever before his eye
is the grand form of the living personal Christ, -- the Word, who "was with God, and who was
God, but who became m_% and dwelt among us."

s H_. _. vLL
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Of course there is throughout plenty of false science, and frivolous and fanciful speculation.
Who is the rich man that shallbe saved8 (Tg_6 crw_ttz_vo_*r)to_wto_;) is the title of a practical

treatise, in which Clement shows, in opposition to those who interpreted our Lord's words to the

young ruler as requiring the renunciation of worldly goods, that the disposition of the soul is the
great essential. Of other numerous works of Clement, of which only a few stray fragments have
been preserved, the chief are the eight books of The HypoO,poses, which consisted of expositions
of all the books of Scripture. Of these we have a few undoubted fragments. The Adumkrations,
or Commentaries on some of the Catholic Epistles, and The SekcKons from the tX/opheflcScriptures,
are compositions of the same character, as far as we can judge, as The Hypotyposes, and are
supposed by some to have formed part of that work.

Other lost works of Clement are :-

The Treatise of Clement, the Stromatist, on the Prophet Amos.
On Providence.
Treatise on Easter.

On Evil-speaking.
Discussion on Fasting.
Exhortation to Patience ; or, To the newly baptized.
Ecclesiastical Canon ; or, Against the Judaizers.
Different Terms.

The following are the names of treatises which Clement refers to as written or about to be
written by him, but of which otherwise we have no trace or mention : -- On First t%'nctpks;
On Prophecy; On the Allegorical Interpretation of Members and Affections when ascribed go
God; On Angels ; On tire Devil; On the Origin of the Universe; On the Unity and Excellence
of the Church ; On the O2ffcesof Bishops, Presbyters, Deacons, and Wtdows; On the Soul; On
the Resurrection ; On Marriage; On Continence; Against Heresies.

Preserved among Clement's works is a fragment called gpttomes of the Writings of Theodotus,
and of the Eastern Doctrine, most likely abridged extracts made by Clement for his own use,
and giving considerable insight into Gnosticism.

Clement's quotations from Scripture are made from the Septuagint version, often inaccurately
from memory, sometimes from a different text from what we possess, often with verbal adaptations ;
and not rarely different texts are blended together.*

The works of Clement present considerable difficulties to the translator; and one of the chief
is the state of the text, which greatly needs to be expurgated and amended. For this there are
abundant materials, in the copious annotations and disquisitions, by various hands, collected
together in Migne's edition ; where, however, corruptions the most obvious have been allowed to
remain in the text.

The publishers are indebted to Dr, W. L. AL_FX_ for the poetical translations of the
Hymns of Clement.

[I am glad that our learned translator makes noghing of the _tement ¢d"]Fhotitm, thtt one of the works of Clement (now lost) con*

rained n_ny things ul_Orthy O[ his O_Xy am] piety; bttt xt maybe well to _y _, that l_t[us _" _ that heretics

corruptedsomeof hiswritings, and that hisgenuineworks testifyagainstthesevery corruptions. Dul_n thiuks that if Clement ever wrote
such things they must have crept into his works from _m of his _rli_ watings, whi_ he w_ a mc_ Platoei_, a_ mint _ inquirer
intoChrmtianity, But his great X_*lmtelnthe _ Cbmchafter hiJ decease, is sttffu:ient to place hi= characmr far above _dl Stml_cimm
o_ hit havh_ ever _,erved from the "fakh of the _ _ ]





EXHORTATION TO THE HEATHEN.

CHAr. L--mmORTATZON TO Atm2COONTHE IM- incredulous eyes? And so Clan, and Hell-
PIOUS MYSTERIES OF IDOLATRY FOR THE ADO- con, alld the mountains of the Odrysi, and the
_aXON OF THE DrvIN_ WORD Am> COD THE initiatory rites of the Thracians, mysteries of
FATHER. deceit, are hallowed and celebrated in hymns.

AMPHIONof Thebes and Arion of Methymna For me, I am pained at such calamities as form
were both minstrels, and both were renowned in the subjects of tragedy, though but myths ; but
story. They are celebrated in song to this day by you the records of miseries are turned into
in the chorus of the Greeks ; the one for having dramatic compositions.
allured the fishes, and the other for having But the dramas and the raving poets, now
surrounded Thebes with walls by the power of quite intoxicated, let us crown with ivy ; and
music. Another, a Thracian, a cunning master distracted outright as they are, in Bacchic fash-
of his art (he also is the subject of a Hellenic ion, with the satyrs, and the frenzied rabble, and
legend), tamed the wild beasts by the mere the rest of the demon crew, let us confine to
might of song ; and transplanted trees-- oaks-- Cith,eron and Helicon, nosy antiquated.
by music. I might tell you also the story of But let us bring from above out of heaven,
another, a brother to these D the subject of a Truth, with Wisdom in all its brightness, and the
myth, and a minstrel D Eunomos the Locrian sacred prophetic choir, down to the holy mount
and the Pythic grasshopper. A solemn Hellenic of God ; and let Truth, darting her light to the
assembly had met at Pytho, to celebrate the most distknt points, cast her rays all around on
death of the Pythic serpent, when Eunomos sang those that are involved in darkness, and deliver
the reptile's epitaph. Whether his ode was a men from delusion, stretching out her very
hymn in praise of the serpent, or a dirge, I am strong' right hand, which is wisdom, for their
not able to say. But there was a contest, and salvation. And raising their eyes, and looking
Eunomos was playing the lyre in the summer above, let them abandon Helicon and Cit2nm_n,
time : it was when the grasshoppers, warmed by and take up their abode in Sion. "For out of
the sun, were chirping beneath the leaves along Sion shall go forth the law, and the word of the
the hills ; but they were singing not to that dead LORD from Jerusalem," * -- the celestial Word,the true athlete crowned in the theatre of the
dragon, but to God All-wise,- a lay unfettered
by rule, better than the numbers of Eunomos. whole universe. What my Eunomos sings is not
The Ix>crian breaks a string. The grasshopper the measure of Terpander, nor that of Capito,
sprang on the neck of the instrument, and sang nor the Phrygian, nor Lydian, nor Dorian, but
on it as on a branch ; and the minstrel, adapting the immortal measure of the new harmony which
his strain to the grasshopper's song, made up for bears God's name-- the new, the Levitical song.s
the want of the missing string. The grasshopper ,, Soother of pain, calmer of wrath, producing forget/ul-• t_4
then was attracted by the song of Eunomos, as ne_ of all ills.

the fable represents, according to which also a Sweet and true is the charm of persuasion
brazen statue of Eunomos with his lyre, and which blends with this strain.
the Locrian's ally in the contest, was erected at i _ "'er fi that Thracian _-'--• . io me, m e ore, tapncm_,
Pytho. But of Its own accord it flew to the lyre, I that Theban. and that Methvmmmm m men,
and of its own accord sang, and was regarded_ -"-' "-- ......
by the Greeks as a musical performer. /

H • _ _ _,. _ , _ _. | JtlMl_itlst.lrcpl_cltl_nLn_, z-ottmr_la_t_slamlow, let me asK, nave you oenevoa vain moles, / or_,_ _ Sophod_,Electr.4gS,m the,¢m¢_.a_p_m.,aS_
_d _'111ei_d _lnlm_l]cl1¢__ ch!_lll'lqn_h17mlld¢• "/_,_g. cluetothe=_i=g _,,. The .t#o_t _._ t_- -t'.-,t."....................... ; "-_'_ J I wolds to mean that the land is hdd over tlmm.

while Truth's shining face alone, as would seem, I • l_ il. _.
a .... s Ps.xcvt.t,xcviii,z.ppearsto you disgumed,and m lookedon v,ath[ •o,t_t_¢,,iv.m.
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and yet unworthy of the name,--seem to have this song. It also composed the universe into
been deceivers, who, under the pretence of melodious order, and tuned the discord of the
poetry corrupting human life, possessed by a elements to harmonious arrangement, so that
spirit of artful sorcery for purposes of destruc- the whole world might become harmony. It let
tion, celebrating crimes in their orgies, and loose the fluid ocean, and yet has prevented
making human woes the materials of religious it from encroaching on the land. The earth,
worship, were the first to entice men to idols ; agMn, which had been in a state of commotion,
nay, to build up the stupidity of the nations it has established, and fixed the sea as its bound-
with blocks of wood and stone,--that is, star-ary. The violence of fire it has softened by
ues and images, -- subjecting to the yoke of the atmosphere, as the Dorian is blended with
extremest bondage the truly noble freedom of the Lydian strain; and the harsh cold of the
those who lived as free citizens under heaven, air it has moderated by the embrace of fire,
by their songs and incantations. But not such harmoniously arranging these the extreme tones
is my song, which has come to loose, and that of the universe. And this deathless strain,-
speedily, the bitter bondage of tyrannizing de- the support of the whole and the harmony of
mons ; and leading us back to the mild and all,--reaching from the centre to the circum-
loving yoke of piety, recalls to heaven those ference, and from the extremities to the central
that had been cast prostrate to the earth. It part, has harmonized this universal frame of
alone has tamed men, the most intractable of things, not according to the Thracian music,
animals ; the frivolous among them answering which is like that invented by Jubal, but accord-
to the fowls of the air, deceivers to reptiles, the ing to the paternal counsel of God, which fired
irascible to lions, the voluptuous to swine, the the zeal of David. And He who is of David,
rapacious to wolves. The silly are stocks and and yet before him, the Word of God, despising
stones, and still more senseless than stones is the lyre and harp, which are but lifeless instru-
a man who is steeped in ignorance. As our merits, and having tuned by the Holy Spirit the
witness, let us adduce the voice of prophecy universe, and especially man,--who, composed
accordant with truth, and bewailing those who of body and soul, is a universe in miniature,-
are crushed in ignorance and folly: "For God makes melody to God on this instrument of
is able of these stones to raise up children to many tones ; and to this intrument--I mean
Abraham ; ", and He, commiserating their great man--he sings accordant : "For thou art my
ignorance and hardness of heart who are petri- harp, and pipe, and temple."_--a harp for
fled against the truth, has raised up a seed of harmony--a pipe by reason of the Spirit--a
piety, sensitive to virtue, of those stones- temple by reason of the word ; so that the first
of the nations, that is, who trusted in stones, may sound, the second breathe, the third con-
Again, therefore, some venomous and false hyp- tain the Lord. And David the king, the harper
ocrites, who plotted against righteousness, He whom we mentioned a little above, who ex-
once called "a brood of vipers."' But if one horted to the truth and dissuaded from idols,
of those serpents even is willing to repent, and was so far from celebrating demons in song, that
follows the Word, he becomes a man of God. in reality they were driven away by his music.

Others he figuratively calls wolves, clothed in Thus, when Saul was plagued with a demon,
sheep-skins, meaning thereby monsters of ra- he cured him by merely playing. A beautiful
tmeity in human form. And so all such most breathing instrument of music the Lord made
savage beasts, and all such blocks of stone, the man, after His own image. And He Himself
celestial song has transformed into tractable also, surely, who is the supramundane Wisdom,
men. "For even we ourselves were sometime the celestial Word, is the all-harmonious, melo-
foolish, disobedient, deceived, serving divers dious, holy instrument of God. What, then,
lusts and pleasures, living in malice and envy, does this instrument--the Word of God, the
hateful, hating one another." Thus speaks the Lord, the New Song--desire? To open the
apostolic Scripture : "But after that the kind- eyes of the blind, and unstop the ears of the deaf,
ness and love of God our Saviour to man ap- and to lead the lame or the erring to right-
peared, not by works of righteousness which we eousness, to exhibit God to the foolish, to put
have done, but according to His mercy, He a stop to corruption, to conquer death, to rec-
_aved us." 3 Behold the might of the new song ! oncile disobedient children to their father. The
It has made men out of stones, men out of instrument of God loves mankind. The Lord
beasts. Those, moreover, that were as dead, pities, instructs, exhorts, admonishes, saves,
not being partakers of the true life, have come shields, and of His bounty promisesus the king-
to life again, simply by becoming listeners to dom of heaven as a reward for learning; and

the only advantage He reaps is, that we are
t MJ_t. EL 9; l.nlm_ IL
s l_ls_, ill. ?; Ltdm iii. 1.
s T_. _ 35. 4 Pmbaidya q_ f.toma hlmm.
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saved. For wickedness feeds on men's destrnc- time pity us for our error ; but He pitied us from
tion ; but truth, like the bee, harming nothing, the first, from the beginning. But now, at His
dehghts only in the salvation of men. appearance, lost as we already were, He accom-

You have, then, God's promise ; you have His phshed our salvation. For that wicked reptile
love : become partaker of His grace. And do monster, by his enchantments, enslaves and
not suppose the song of salvation to be new, as plagues men even till now ; inflicting, as seems
a vessel or a house is new. For "before the to me, such barbarous vengeance on them as
morning star it was ;" ' and "in the beginning those who are said to bind the captives to corpses
was the Word, and the Word was with God, and till they rot together. This wicked tyrant and
the Word was God. ''2 Error seems old, but serpent, accordingly, binding fast with the mis-
truth seems a new thing, erable chain of superstition whomsoever he can

Whether, then, the Phrygians axe shown to draw to his side from their birth, to stones, and
be the most ancient people by the goats of the stocks, and images, and such like idols, may with
fable ; or, on the other hand, the Arcadians by truth be said to have taken and buried living
the poets, who describe them as older than the men with those dead idols, till both suffer cot-
moon; or, finally, the Egyptians by those who ruption together.
dream that this land first gave birth to gods and Therefore (for the seducer is one and the
men : yet none of these at least existed before same) he that at the beginning brought Eve
the world. But before the foundation of the down to death, now brings thither the rest of
world were we, who, because destined to be in mankind. Our ally and helper, too, is one and
Him, pre-existed in the eye of God before, -- we the same--the Lord, who from the beginning
the rational creatures of the Word of God, on gave revelations by prophecy, but now plainly
whose account we date from the beginning ; for calls to salvation. In obedience to the apostolic
"in the beginning was the Word." Well, inns- injunction, therefore, let us flee from "the prince
much as the Word was from the first, He was of the power of the air, the spirit that now work-
and is the divine source of all things ; but inns- eth in the children of disobedience," s and let us
much as He has now assumed the name Christ, run to the Lord the Saviour, who now exhorts to
consecrated of old, and worthy of power, he has salvation, as He has ever done, as He did by
been called by me the New Song. This Word, signs and wonders in Egypt and the desert, both
then, the Christ, the cause of both our being at by the bush and the cloud, which, through the
first (for He was in God) and of our well-being, favour of divine love, attended the Hebrews like
this very Word has now appeared as man, He a handmaid. By the fear which these inspired
alone being both, both God and man-- the Au- He addressed the hard-hearted ; while by Moses,
thor of all blessings to us ; by whom we, being learned in all wisdom, and Isaiah, lover of
taught to live well, are sent on our way to life truth, and the whole prophetic choir, in a way
eternal. For, according to that inspired apostle appealing more to reason, He turns to the Word
of the Lord, "the grace of God which bringeth those who have ears to hear. Sometimes He
salvation hath appeared to all men, teaching us, upbraids, and sometinaes He threatens. Some
that, denying ungodliness and worldly lusts, we men He mourns over, others He addresses with
should live soberly, righteously, and godly, m the voice of song, just as a good physician treats
this present world ; looking for the blessed hope, some of his patients with cataplasms, some with
and appearing of the glory of the great God and rubbing, some with fomentations ; in one case
our Saviour Jesus Christ." 3 cuts open with the lancet, in another cauterizes,

This is the New Song,¢ the manifestation of in another amputates, in order if possible to cure
the Word that was in the beginning, and before the patient's diseased part or member. The
the beginning. The Saviour, who existed before, Saviour has many tones of voice, and many
has m recent days appeared. He, who is in Him methods for the salvation of men ; by threaten-
that truly is, has appeared ; for the Word, who mg He admonishes, by upbraiding He converts,
"was with God," and by whom all things were by bewailing He pities, by the voice of song He
created, has appeared as our Teacher. The cheers. He spake by the burning bu._h, for the
Word, who in the beginning bestowed on us life men of that day needed signs andwonders.
as Creator when He formed us, taught us to live He awed men by the fire when He made
well when He appeared as our Teacher ; that as flame to burst from the pillar of cloud-- a token
God He might afterwards conduct us to the life at once of grace and fear : if you obey, there is
which never ends. He did not now for the first the light ; if you di_bey, there is the fire ; but,

v ince humanity is nobler than the pillar or
l,s._. _. s_t has," _o,e t_ =omi_ star." the bush, after them the prophets uttered their

• j_, z. voice,-- the Lord Himself speaking in Isaiah,3 Tit. ii It-z3.
. t.[Im, xlli zo. Note that lu al| tl_ _ w]lltm this cxl_ffl_

_ Is used, dmre _ a _te oi"_ New Covenant and M the mam-
ftmatlmoftheWord] s Et_.ii. 2.
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in Elias, m speaking Himself by the mouth of made childless because of unbelief: the barren
the prophets. But if thou dost not believe the woman receives the husband, and the desert the
prophets, but supposest both the men and the husbandman ; then both become mothers through
fire a myth, the Lord Himself shall speak to thee the word, the one of fruits, the other of believers.
"who, being in the form of God, thought it not But to the unbelieving the barren and the desert
robbery to be equal with God, but humbled are suU reserved. For this reason John, the her-
Himself,"' -- He, the merciful God, exerting ald of the Word, besought men to make them-
Himself to save man. And now the Word Him- selves ready against the coming of the Christ of
self clearly speaks to thee, shaming thy unbelief; God.5 And it was this which was signified by
yea, I say, the Word of God became man, that the dumbness of Zacharias, which waited for fruit
thou mayest learn from man how man may be- in the person of the harbinger of Christ, that the
come God. Is it not then monstrous, my friends, Word, the light of truth, by becoming the Gos-
that while God is ceaselessly exhorting us to pel, might break the mystic silence of the pro-
virtue, we should spurn His kindness and reject phetic enigmas. But if thou desirest truly to see
salvation ? God, take to thyself means of purification worthy

Does not John also invite to salvation, and is he of Him, not leaves of laurel fillets interwoven
not entirely a voice of exhortation ? Let us then with wool and purple ; but wreathing thy brows
ask him, "Who of men art thou, and whence ?" with righteousness, and encircling them with the
He will not say Elias. He will deny that he is leaves of temperance, set thyself earnestly to find
Christ, but will profess himself to be "a voice Christ. "For I am," He says, "the door, ''6
crying in the wilderness." Who, then, is John? 2 which we who desire to understand God must
In a word, we may say, "The beseeching voice discover, that He may throw heaven's gates wide
of the Word crying in the wilderness." What open to us. For the gates of the Word being
criest thou, O voice ? Tell us also. " Make intellectual, are opened by the key of faith. No
straight the paths of the LORD." 3 John is the one knows God but the Son, and he to whom
forerunner, and that voice the precursor of the the Son shall reveal Him.r And I know well
Word ; an inviting voice, preparing for salva- that He who has opened the door hitherto shut,
tion,-- a voice urging men on to the inheritance will afterwards reveal what is within ; and will
of the heavens, and through which the barren show what we could not have known before, had
and the desolate is childless no more. This we not entered in by Christ, through whom alone
fecundity the angel's voice foretold ; and this God is beheld.
voice was also the precursor of the Lord preach-
ing glad tidings to the barren woman, as John CHAP.n. _ THE ABSURDITYAND IMPIETYOF THE
dtd to the wilderness. By reason of this voice HEATHEN MYSTERIESAND FABLESABOUTTHE
of the Word, therefore, the barren woman bears BIRTH AND DEATH OF THEIR GODS.
children, and the desert becomes fruitful. The Explore not then too curiously the shrines of
two voices which heralded the Lord's--that of impiety, or the mouths of caverns full of mon-
the angel and that of John-- intimate, as I think, strosity, or the Thesprotian caldron, or the Cirr-
the salvation in store for us to be, that on the h_ean tripod, or the Dodonian copper. The
appearance of this Word we should reap, as Gerandryon, s once regarded sacred in the midst
the fruit of this productiveness, eternal life. The of desert sands, and the oracle there gone to de-
Scripture makes this all clear, by referring both cay with the oak itself, consigned to the region
the voices to the same thing : " Let her hear who of antiquated fables. The fountain of Castalia
has not brought forth, and let her who has not is silent, and the other fountain of Colophon ;
had the pangs of childbirth utter her voice : for and, in like manner, all the rest of the springs
more are the children of the desolate, than of of divination are dead, and stripped of their vain-
her who hath an husband."* glory, although at a late date, are shown with

The angel announced to us the glad tidings their fabulous legends to have run dry. Recount
of a husband. John entreated us to recognise to us also the useless 9 oracles of that other kind
the husbandman, to seek the husband. For this of divination, or rather madness, the Clarian, the
husband of the barren woman, and this husband- Pythian, the Didym_ean, that of Amphiarans, of
man of the desert -- who filled with divine power Apollo, of Amphilochus ; and if you will, couple '°
the barren woman and the desert m is one and
the same. For because many were the children s T_mybc uam_a,"aC, od t_C___"

John x. 9-
of the mother of noble race, yet the Hebrew _Matt.i. ,_.

s What thin is, ls not known: but at is likely that the v,,ord isa
woman, once blessed with many children, was _,ru_t_a,,_,_,, t_ _o,k.

9._"_.x_. . ......."rne text has _v,epoo,the imperative ol av_0ow, which m classi-
cal Greek means " to hallow;" but the verb hem murat be derivedt Phil. ii. 6,7,

I John i. s3* from the adjective ..:'v/e,po_,and be taken in the sense "d_prs_, of
s Isa. xl. 3" their boliness,""no 1_,_- count lx_." Ea_thius _ ,t.,,d_:

Ira. hv. s. "unholy mmrpreacxs."
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with them the expounders of prodigies, the au- festivals of Ceres from Egypt into Greece, cele-
gurs, and the interpreters of dreams. And bring brating her grief in song.
and place beside the Pythian those that divine These I would instance as the prime authors
by flour, and those that divine by barley, and the of evil, the parents of impious fables and of
ventriloquists still held fn honour by many. Let deadly superstition, who sowed in human life
the secret shrines of the Egyptians and the that seed of evil and ruin--the mysteries.
necromancies of the Etruscans be consigned to And now, for it is time, I will prove their
darkness. Insane devices truly are they all of orgies to be full of imposture and quackery.
unbelieving men. Goats, too, have been con- And if you have been initiated, you will laugh
federates in this art of soothsaying, trained to all the more at these fables of yours which have
dwinatlon ; and crows taught by men to gwe been held in honour. I publish without reserve
oracular responses to men. what has been involved in secrecy, not ashamed

And what if I go over the mysteries ? I will to tell what you are not ashamed to worship.
not dwulge them in mockery, as they say Alcl- There is then the foam-born and Cyprus-born,
biades did, but I will expose right well by the the darhng of Cinyras,--I mean Aphrodite_
word of truth the sorcery hidden in them ; and lover of the wrilia, because sprung from them,
those so-called gods of yours, whose are the mys- even from those of Uranus, that were cut off,
tic rites, I shall display, as it were, on the stage those lustful members, that, after being cut off,
of life, to the spectators of truth. The bac- offered violence to the waves. Of members so
chanals hold their orgies in honour of the fren- lewd a worthy fruit--Aphrodite --is born. In
z,ed Dionysus, celebrating their sacred frenzy the rites which celebrate this enjoyment of the
by the eating of raw flesh, and go through the sea, as a symbol of her birth a lump of salt and
distribution of the parts of butchered victims, the phallus are handed to those who are initiated
crowned with snakes, shrieking out the name of into the art of uncleanness. And those initi-
that Eva by whom error came mto the world, ated bring a piece of money to her, as a cour-
The symbol of the Bacchic orgies is a conse- tesan's paramours do to her.
crated serpent. Moreover, according to the Then there are the mysteries of Demeter, and
strict interpretation of the Hebrew term, the Zeus's wanton embraces of his mother, and the
name Hevia, aspirated, signifies a female ser- wrath of Demeter ; I know not what for the future
pent. I shall call her, mother or wife, on which ac-

Demeter and Proserpine have become the count it is that she is called Brimo, as is said ;
heroines of a mystic drama ; and their wander- also the entreaties of Zeus, and the drink of
rags, and seizure, and grief, Eleusis celebrates by gall, the plucking out of the hearts of sacrifices,
torchlight processions. I think that the deriva- and deeds that we dare not name. Such rites
tion of orgies and mysteries ought to be traced, the Phrygmns perform in honour of Attis and
the former to the wrath (_PT_) of Demeter Cybele and the Corybantes. And the story goes,
against Zeus, the latter to the nefarious wicked- that Zeus, having torn away the orchltes of a
ness (_&ro_) relating to Dionysus ; but if from ram, brought them out and ca.st them at the
Myus of Attica, who Pollodorus says was killed breasts of Demeter, paying thus a fraudulent
m hunting--no matter, I don't grudge your penalty for his violent embrace, pretending to
mysteries the glory of funeral honours. You have cut out his own. The symbols of initiation
may understand mysteria in another way, as into these rites, when set before you in a vacant
mytheria (hunting fables), the letters of the two hour, I know will excite your laughter, although
words being interchanged ; for certainly fables on account of the exposure by no means in-
of th_s sort hunt after the most barbarous of the clined to laugh. "I have eaten out of the drum,
Thracians, the most senseless of the Phrygians, I have drunk out of the cymbal, I have carried
and the superstitious among the Greeks. the Cernos, _ I have slipped into the bedroom."

Perish, then, the man who was the author of Are not these tokens a disgrace ? Are not the
this imposture among men, be he Dardanus, who mysteries absurdity ?
taught the mysteries of the mother of the gods, What if I add the rest ? Demeter becomes
or Eetion, who instituted the orgies and mys- a mother, Core 2 is reared up to womanhood.
teries of the Samothracians, or that Phrygian And, in course of time, he who begot her,
Midas who, having learned the cunning impos- thissame Zeus has intercoursewith his own daugh-
ture from Odrysus, communicated it to his sub- ter Pherephatta, _ after Ceres, the mother,
jects. For I will never be persuaded by that forgetting his former abominable wickedness.
Cyprian Islander Cinyras, who dared to bring Zeus is both the father and the seducer of Core,
forth from night to the light of day the lewd
orgies of Aphrodite in his eagerness to deify a za_ em_ _ take.to be* _ e*_anl,z _m, _-.
strumpet of his own country. Others say that carriedinsacrificialproc_.amnLThe scholmstm_tsi_t_ h-',mafan.[lha_emarkedthtsasaquoUalc_ Seebelow: ]Delasildlmrllu.]
Melampus the son of Amythaon imported the * l_ri_¢
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and shamefully courts her in the shape of a Zeus--bore the dismembered corpse to Par-
dragon ; his identity, however, was discovered, nassus, and there deposited it.
The token of the Sabazian mysteries to the If you wish to inspect the orgies of the Cory-
initiated is "the deity gliding over the breast,"-- bantes, then know that, having killed their third
the deity being this serpent crawling over the brother, they covered the head of the dead
breasts of the initiated. Proof surely this of the body with a purple cloth, crowned it, and carry-
unbridled lust of Zeus. Pherephatta has a child, ing it on the point of a spear, buried it under
though, to be sure, m the form of a bull, as an the roots of Olympus. These mysteries are, m
idolatrous poet says,-- short, murders and funerals. And the priests of

"The bull these rites, who are called kings of the sacred
The dragon's father, and the father of the bull the rites by those whose business it is to name them,

dragon, give additional strangeness to the tragic occur-
On a hill the herdsman's hidden ox-goad,"m fence, by forbidding parsley with the roots from

alluding, as I believe, under the name of the being placed on the table, for they think that
herdsman's ox-goad, to the reed wielded by parsley grew from the Corybantic blood that
bacchanals. Do you wish me to go into the flowed forth ; just as the women, in celebrating
story of Persephatta's gathering of flowers, her the Thesmophona, abstain from eating the seeds
basket, and her seizure by Pluto (Atdoneus), of the pomegranate which have fallen on the
and the rent in the earth, and the swine of ground, from the idea that pomegranates sprang
Eubouleus that were swallowed up with the two from the drops of the blood of Dionysus. Those
goddesses ; for which reason, in the Thesmo- Corybantes also they call Cabiric ; and the cere-
phoria, speaking the Megaric tongue, the)' thrust i mony itself they announce as the Cabiric mystery.
out swine ? This mythological story the women_ For those two identical fratricides, having ab-
celebrate variously in different cities m the Istracted the box in which the phallus of Bacchus
festivals called Thesmophona and Setrophoria; _was deposited, took it to Etruria--dealers m
dramatizing in many forms the rape of Phere- ]honourable wares truly. They hved there as
phatta or Persephatta (Proserpine). _exfles, employing themselves in communicating

The mysteries of Dionysu_ are wholly inhu- [the precious teaching of their superstition, and
man; for while still a child, and the Curetes presenting phalhc symbols and the box for the
danced around [-his cradle] clashing their weap- Tyrrhemans to worship. And some will have it,
ons, and the Titans having come upon them by not improbably, that for this reason Dlonysu_
stealth, and having beguiled him with chddlsh was called Atus, because he was mutilated. And
toys, these very Titans tore him limb from hmb what is surprising at the Tyrrhenmns, who were
when but a child, as the bard of this mystery, barbarians, being thus mmated mto these foul
the Thracian Orpheus, says:-- indignities, when among the Athenians, and m

the whole of Greece-- I blush to say it-- the
" Cone, and spinning-top, and limb-moving rattles,

And fair golden apples from the clear-toned Hesperi- shameful legend about Demeter holds its ground ?
des." For Demeter, wandering in quest of her daughter

Core, broke down with faugue near Eleusis, a
And the useless symbols of this mystic rite it place in Attica, and sat down on a well over-
will not be useless to exhibit for condemnation, whelmed with grief. Th_s is even now prohibited
These are dice, ball, hoop, apples, top,' looking- to those who are initiated, lest they should appear
glass, tuft of wool. to mimic the weeping goddess. The indtgenous

Athene (Minerva), to resume our account, inhabitants then occupied Eleusis: their names
having abstracted the heart of Dionysus, was were Banbo, and Dusaules, and Triptolemus;
called Pallas, from the vibrating of the heart; and besides, Eumolpus and Eubouleus. Trip-
and the Titans who had torn him limb from tolemus was a herdsman, Eumolpus a shepherd,
limb, setting a caldron on a tripod, and throw- and Euboldeus a swineherd ; from whom came
ing into it the members of Dionysus, first boiled the race of the Eumolpida_ and that of the Her-
them down, and then fixing them on spits, "held aids m a race of Hierophants -- who flourished
them over the fire." But Zeus having appeared, at Athens.
since he was a god, having speedily perceived Well, then (for I shall not refrain from the
the savour of the pieces of flesh that were being recital), Baubo having received Demeter hospi-
cooked, -- that savour which your gods agree to tably, reaches to her a refreshing draught ; and
have assigned to them as their perquisite,-- on her refusing it, not having any inclination to
assails the Titans with his thunderbok, and con-drink (for she was very sad), and Banbo having
signs the members of Dionysus to his son Apollo become annoyed, thinking herself slighted, un-
to be interred. And he m for he did not disobey covered her shame, and exhibited her nudity to

the goddess. Demeter is delighted at the sight,zThe_ udcesthe_p._o_tome_u_aOiece_"woodauac_d
_, a cord,_ _,,_s _ou__oas to_.,_ a wSi_tt_ m_._. and takes, though with difficulty, the draught
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pleased, I repeat, at the spectacle. These are The fire dissembles not ; it exposes and pun-
the secret mysteries of the Athenians; these ishes what it is bidden.
Orpheus records. I shall produce the very Such are the mysteries of the Atheists3 And
words of Orpheus, that you may have the great with reason I call those Atheists who know not
authority on the mysteries himself, as evidence the true God, and pay shameless worship to a
for this piece of turpitude : -- boy torn in pieces by the Titans, and a woman
,,Having thus spoken, she drew aside her garments, in dastress, and to parts of the body that in

And showed all that shape of the body which it is truth cannot be mentioned for shame, held fast
improper to name, as they are in the double impiety, first in that

And with her own hand Baubo stripped herself under they know not God, not acknowledging as Godthe breasts.

Blandly then the goddess laughed and laughed in her Hun who truly is ; the other and second is the
mind, error of regarding those who exist not, as exist-

And received the glancing cup m which was the mg and calhng those gods that have no real ex-
draught." istence, or rather no existence at all, who have

And the following is the token of the Eleu- nothing but a name. Wherefore the apostle re-
smian mysteries. ] have fasted, 1" have drunk proves us, saying, "And ye were strangers to the
the cup; I have recezved from the box; hawng covenants of promise, having no hope, and with-
done, I put i/ into /he basket, and ou/ of the out God m the world." 4
basket tnto the ches£ x Free sights truly, and All honour to that king of the Scythians, who-
becoming a goddess ; mysteries worthy of the ever Anacharsis was, who shot with an arrow one
mght, and flame, and the magnanimous or rather of his subjects who imitated among the Scythiaus
silly people of the Erechthtd0e, and the other the mystery of the Mother of the gods, as prac-
Greeks besxdes, "whom a fate they hope not for tised by the inhabitants of Cyzicus, beating a drum
awaits after death." And in truth against these and sounding a cymbal strung from his neck like
Heraclitus the Ephesian prophesies, as " the a priest of Cybele, condemning him as having
mght-walkers, the magi, the bacchanals, the Len- become effeminate among the Greeks, and a
_ean revellers, the inmated." These he threatens teacher of the disease of effeminacy to the rest
with what will follow death, and predicts for of the Cythians.
them fire. For what are regarded among men Wherefore (for I must by no means conceal
as mysteries, they celebrate sacrilegiously. Law, it) I cannot help wondering how Euhemerus of
then, and opinion, are nugatory. And the mys- Agrigentum, and Nicanor of Cyprus, and Diago-
teries of the dragon are an imposture, which ras, and Hippo of Melos, and besides these, that
celebrates religiously mysteries that are no mys- Cyreman of the name of Theodorus, and num-
teries at all, and observes with a spurious piety bers of others, who hoed a sober life, and had a
profane rites. What are these mystic chests ?-- clearer insight than the rest of the world into
for I must expose their sacred things, and d_vulge the prevaihng error respecting those gods, were
things not fit for speech. Are they not sesame called Atheists ; for if they did not arrive at the
cakes, and pyramidal cakes, and globular and knowledge of the truth, they certainly suspected
flat cakes, embossed all over, and lumps of salt, the error of the common opinion ; which suspi-
and a serpent the symbol of Dionysus Bassareus? cion is no insignificant seed, and becomes the
And besides these, are they not pomegranates, germ of true wisdom. One of these charges
and branches, and rods, and ivy leaves? and the Egyptians thus: "If you believe them to be
besides, round cakes and poppy seeds ? And gods, do not mourn or bewail them ; and if you
further, there are the unmentionable symbols of mourn and bewail them, do not any more regard
Themis, marjoram, a lamp, a sword, a woman's them as gods." And another; taking an image
comb, which is a euphemism and mystic expres- of Hercules made of wood (for he happened
sion for the muliebria, most hkely to be cooking something at home),

O unblushing shamelessness ! Once on a time said, "Come now, Hercules ; now is the time to
mght was silent, a veil for the pleasure of tern- undergo for us this thirteenth labour, as you did
perate men ; but now for the initiated, the holy [the twelve for Eurystheus, and make this ready

night is the tell-tale of the rites of licentious- ]for Dmgoras.". and so cast it into_ the fire as a
hess ; and the glare of torches reveals vicious log of wood. For the extremes of ignorance are
indulgences. Quench the flame, 0 Hlerophant ; atheism and superstition, from whxch we must
reverence, 0 Torch-bearer, the torches. That 1endeavour to keep. And do you not see Moses,
light exposes Iacchus; let thy mysteries be the hierophant of the truth, enjoining that no
honoured, and command the orgies to be hidden [eunuch, or emasculated man, or son of a harlot,

in night and darkness._ [ should enter the congregation ? By the two first
z [See supra, p z75, where I have affixed quotation-marks, and ] ............ t._ Mu..a cn.._d_ at_

two places ] I andaccuscatl3em oz shame -1
This _ntence is read vario_y in various edltion.s. I 4 Eph. u. z_.
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he alludes to the impious custom by which men all)m that which takes its rise from the divine
were deprived both of divine energy and of their beneficence towards men. For, not understand-
virility ; and by the third, to him who, in place mg that it is God that does us good, they have
of the only real God, assumes many gods falsely invented saviours in the persons of the Dloscun,
so called,--as the son of a harlot, in ignorance and Hercules the averter of evil, and Asclepius
of his true father, may claim many putative the healer. These are the slippery and hurtful
fathers, deviations from the truth which draw man down

There was an innate original communion be- from heaven, and cast him into the abyss. I
tween men and heaven, obscured through igno- wish to show thoroughly what like these gods of
rance, but which now at length has leapt forth iyours are, that now at length you may abandonI

instantaneously from the darkness, and shines your delusion, and speed your flight back to hea-
resplendent ; as has been expressed by one ' m yen. "For we also were once children of wrath,
the following lines : -- even as others ; but God, being rich in mercy,
"See'st thou this lofty, this boundless ether, for the great love wherewith He loved us, when

Holding the earth in the embrace of its humid arms." we were now dead in trespasses, quickened us
together with Christ. ''2 For the Word is hying,

And in these:-- and having been buried w_th Christ, is exalted
"O Thou, who makest the earth Thycharlot, and m the with God. But those who are still unbelieving

earth hast Thy seat, are called children of wrath, reared for wrath
Whoever Thou be, baffling our effort_ to behold Thee." We who have been rescued from error, and re-

And whatever else the sons of the poets sing. stored to the truth, are no longer the nurslings
But sentiments erroneous, and deviating from of wrath. Thus, therefore, we who were once

what is right, and certainly pernicious, have the children of lawlessness, have through the
turned man, a creature of heavenly origin, away philanthropy of the Word now become the sons
from the heavenly life, and stretched hlm on the of God.
earth, by inducing him to cleave to earthly ob- But to you a poet of your own, Empedocles
jects. For some, beguiled by the contemplation of Agr_gentum, comes and says : --

of the heavens, and trusting to their sight alone, ,, Wherefore, distracted with grievous evils,
while they looked on the motions of the stars, You will never ease your soul of its miserable woes."
straightway were seized with admirat:on, and
deified them, calling the stars gods from their The most of what is told of your gods is fa-
motion (0c6_ from O,_v) ; and worshipped the bled and invented ; and those things which are
sun,_as, for example, the Indians ; and the supposed to have taken place, are recorded of
moon, as the Phrygians. Others, plucking the be- vile men who lived licentious lives :--
nignant frmts of earth-born plants, called grain "You walk in pride and madness,
Demeter, as the Athenians, and the vine Dionysus, And leaving the right and straight path, you havegone away
as the Thebans. Others, considering the penal- Through thorns and briars. Why do ye wander_
ties of wickedness, deified them, worshipping Cease, foolish men, from mortals ;
various forms of retribution and calamity. Hence Leave the darkness of night, and lay hold on the
the Erinnyes, and the Eumemdes, and the placu- light."
lar deities, and the judges and avengers of crime, These counsels the Sibyl, who is at once pro-
are the creations of the tragic poets, phetac and poetic, enjoins on us ; and truth enjoins

And some even of the philosophers, after the them on us too, stripping the crowd of deities of
poets, make idols of forms of the affections in those terrifying and threatening masks of theirs,
your breasts,--such as fear, and love, and joy, disproving the rash opinions formed of them by
and hope ; as, to be sure, Epimenides of old, showing the similarity of names. For there are
who raised at Athens the altars of Insult and Im- those who reckon three Jupiters : him of .'Ether
pudence. Other objects deified by men take in Arcadia, and the other two sons of Kronos;
their rise from events, and are fashioned in bodily and of these, one in Crete, and the others again
shape, such as a Dike, a Clotho, and Lachesis, in Arcadia. And there are those that reckon
and Atropos, and Heimarmene, and Auxo, and five Athenes : the Athenian, the daughter of He-
ThaUo, which are Attic goddesses. There is a ph_estus ; the second, the Egyptian, the daughter
sixth mode of introducing error and of manufac- of Nilus ; the third the inventor of war, the daugh-
turing gods, according to which they number the ter of Kronos ; the fourth, the daughter of Zeus,
twelve gods, whose birth is the theme of which whom the Messenians have named Coryphasia,
Hesiod sings in his Theogony, and of whom from her mother ; above all, the daughter of
Homer speaks in all that he says of the gods. Pallas and Titanis, the daughter of Oeeanus,
The last mode remains (for there are seven in who, having wickedly killed her father, adorned

x Euripides. • Eph. ft. 3'-5
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herself with her father's skin, as if it had been But SaturnianJove, having shot his bolt through both,
the fleece of a sheep. Further, Aristotle calls Quickly took the breath from their breasts,

And his flaming thunderbolt sealed their doom."
the first Apollo, the son of Hephmstus and
Athene ( consequently Athene is no more a vir- And Euripides :-
gin ) ; the second, that in Crete, the son of Cory- " For Zeus was guilt), of the murder of my son
bas ; the third, the son Zeus ; the fourth, the Asclepius, by casting the lightning flame at his breast."
Arcadian, the son of Silenus ( this one is called He therefore lies struck with lightning in the
by the Arcadians Nomius ) ; and in addition to regions of Cynosuris. Philochorus also says, that
these, he specifies the Libyan Apollo, the son Poseidon was worshipped as a physician in Te-
of Ammon ; and to these Didymus the gramma- nos ; and that Kronos settled in Sicily, and there
nan adds a sixth, the son of Magnes. And now was buried. Patroclus the Thurian, and Sopho-
how many Apollos are there? They are number- cles the younger, in three tragedies, have told
less, mortal men, all helpers of their fellow-men, the story of the Dloscuri ; and these Dioscuri
who similarly with those already mentioned have were only two mortals, if Homer is worthy of
been so called. And what were I to mention of credit:--

the many Asclepiuses, or all the Mercuries that ". ..... but they beneath the teemhag ealth,
are reckoned up, or the Vulcans of fable ? Shall In Laeedmmon lay, their native land.''(
I not appear extravagant, deluging your ears And, in addmon, he who wrote the Cyprian
with these numerous names? poems says Castor was mortal, and death was

At any rate, the natwe countries of your gods, decreed to him by fate ; but Pollux was tremor-
and their arts and lives, and besides especmlly tal, being the progeny of Mars. This he has
their sepulchres, demonstrate them to have been poetically fabled. But Homer is more worthy
men. Mars, accordingly, who by the poets is of credit, who spoke as above of both the Dios-
held in the highest possible honour : -- curl ; and, besides, proved Herucles to be a mere
" Mars, Mars, bane of men, blood-stained stormer of phantom:--

wails," I "The man Hercules, expert in mighty deeds."

this deity, always changing sides, and implaca- Hercules, therefore, was known by Homer him-
ble, as Eplcharmus says, was a Spartan; Sopho- self as only a mortal man. And Hieronymus
cles knew him for a Thracian ; others say he was the philosopher describes the make of his body,
an Arcadian. This god, Homer says, was bound as tall,S bristling-haired, rotSust ; and Dicmar-
thirteen months:-- thus says that he was square-built, muscular,

"Mars had his suffering ; by Al6eus' sons, dark, hook-nosed, with greyish eyes and long
Otus and Ephialtes, strongly bound, hair. This Hercules, accordingly, after living
He thirteen months in brazenfetters lay." _ fifty-two years, came to his end, and was burned

Good luck attend the Caftans, who sacrifice dogs in a funeral pyre in (:Eta.
to him! And may the Scythians never leave As for the Muses, whom Alcander calls the
off sacrificing asses, as Apollodorus and CaUima- daughters of Zeus and Mnemosyne, and the rest
chus relate :-- of the poets and authors deify and worship,_

"Phoebus t:tsespropitious to the Hyperboreans, those Muses, in honour of whom whole states
Then they offer sacrificesof asses to him." have already erected museums, being handmaids,

were hired by Megaclo, the daughter of Macar.
And the same in another place :_ This Macar reigned over the Lesbians, and was

" Fat sacrificesof asses' flesh delight Phoebus." always quarrelling with his wife ; and Megaclo
Hephmstus, whom Jupiter cast from Olympus, was vexed for her mother's sake. What would

from its divine threshold, having fallen on Lem- she not do on her account ? Accordingly she
nos, practised the art of working in brass, hires those handmaids, being so many in hum-
maimed in his feet : _ ber, and calls them Mys_, according to the dia-
"His tottering knees were bowed beneath his weight."s lect of the _/Eolians. These she taught to sing

You have also a doctor, and not only a brass- deeds of the olden time, and play melodiously on
the lyre. And they, by assiduously playing the

worker among the gods. And the doctor was
greedy of gold; Asclepius was his name. I lyre, and singing sweetly to it, soothed Macar,
shall produce as a w_tness your own poet, the and put a stop to his ill-temper. Wherefore
Bceotian Pindar: _ Megaclo, as a token of gratitude to them, on

her mother's account erected brazen pillars, and
" Him even the gold glittering in his hands, ordered them to be held in honour in all the

Amountingto a splendid fee, persuaded
To rescue a man, already death's capture, from his temples. Such, then, are the Muses. This ac-

grasp ; count is in Myrsilus of Lesbos.

t Iliad, v. 3x. ( Iliad, fit. a43- LordI:Mrl_'stra_nslationis tta_inextractsfrom
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And now, then, hear the loves of your gods, But it is only the male deities, perhaps, that
and the incredible tales of their licentiousness, are impetuous in sexual indulgence.
and their wounds, and their bonds, and their "The female deities stayed each in the house,
laughings, and their fights, their servitudes too, for shame," * says Homer ; the goddesses blush-
and their banquets; and furthermore, their era- ing, for modesty's sake, to look on Aphrodite
braces, and tears, and sufferings, and lewd when she had been guilty of adultery. But these
delights. Call me Poseidon, and the troop of are more passionately licentious, bound in the
damsels deflowered by him, Amphitrite Amy- chains of adultery ; Eos having disgraced herself
mone, Alope, Melanippe, Alcyone, Hippothoe, with Tithonus, Selene with Endymion, Nereis
Chione, and myriads of others; with whom, with 2Eacus, Thetis with Peleus, Demeter with
though so many, the passions of your Poseidon Jason, Persephatta with Adonis. And Aphrodite
were not satiated, having disgraced herself with Ares, crossed over

Call me Apollo ; this is Phoebus, both a holy to Cinyra and married Anchises, and laid snares
prophet and a good adviser. But Sterope will for Pha_thon, and loved Adonis. She contended
not say that, nor 2Ethousa, nor Arsinoe, nor with the ox-eyed Juno ; and the goddesses un-
Zeuxippe, nor Prothoe, nor Marpissa, nor Hyp- robed for the sake of the apple, and presented
sipyle. For Daphne alone escaped the prophet themselves naked before the shepherd, that he
and seduction, might decide which was the fairest.

And, above all, let the father of gods and men, But come, let us briefly go the round of the
according to you, himself come, who was so games, and do away with those solemn assem-
given to sexual pleasure, as to lust after all, and blages at tombs, the Isthmmn, Nemean, and
indulge his lust on all, like the goats of the Pythian, and finally the Olympian. At Pytho
Thmuit_e. And thy poems, O Homer, fill me the Pythian dragon is worshipped, and the festi-
with admiration! val-assemblage of the serpent is called by the

" He said, and nodded with his shadowy brows ; name Pythia. At the Isthmus the sea spit out
Waved on the immortal head the ambrosial locks, a piece of miserable refuse ; and the Isthmian
And all Olympus trembled at his nod." x games bewail Melicerta.

Thou makest Zeus venerable, O Homer ; and At Nemea another-- a little boy, Archemorus
the nod which thou dost ascribe to him is most m was buried ; and the funeral games of the
reverend. But show him only a woman's girdle, child are called Nemea. Pisa is the grave of
and Zeus is exposed, and his locks are dishon- the Phrygian charioteer, O Hellenes of all tribes ;
outed. To what a pitch of licentiousness did i and the Olympian games, which are nothing else
that Zeus of yours proceed, who spent so many than the funeral sacrifices of Pelops, the Zeus of
nights in voluptuousness with Alcmene ? For Phidias claims for himself. The mysteries were
not even these nine nights were long to this in- then, as is probable, games held in honour of
satiable monster. But, on the contrary, a whole the dead ; so also were the oracles, and both be-
lifetime were short enough for his lust ; that he came public. But the mysteries at Sagra3 and
might beget for us the evil-averting god. in Alimus of Attica were confined to Athens.

Hercules, the son of Zeus--a true son of But those contests and phalloi consecrated to
Zeus m was the offspring of that long night, who Dionysus were a world's shame, pervading life
with hard toil accomplished the twelve labours with their deadly influence. For Dionysus,
in a long time, but in one night deflowered the eagerly desiring to descend to Hades, did not
fifty daughters of Thestius, and thus was at once know the way ; a man, by name Prosymnus, of-
the debaucher and the bridegroom of so many fers to tell him, not without reward. The reward
virgins. It is not, then, without reason that the was a disgraceful one, though not so in the opin-
poets call him a cruel wretch and a nefarious ion of Dionysus : it was an Aphrochsian favour
scoundrel. It were tedious to recount his adul- that was asked of Dionysus as a reward. The
teries of all sorts, and debauching of boys. For god was not reluctant to grant the request made
your gods did not even abstain from boys, one to him, and promises to fulfil it should he return,
having loved Hylas, another Hyacinthus, another and confirms his promise with an oath. Having
Pelops, another Chrysippus, and another Gany- learned the way, he departed and again returned :
mede. Let such gods as these be worshipped he did not find Prosymnus, for he had died. In
by your wives, and let them pray that their hus- order to acquit himself of his promise to Ins
bands be such as these-- so temperate ; that, lover, he rushes to his tomb, and burns with un-
emulating them in the same practices, they may natural lust. Cutting a fig-branch that came to
be like the gods. Such gods let your boys be his hand, he shaped the phallus, and so per-
trained to worship, that they may grow up to formed hls promise to the dead man. As a
be men with the accursed likeness of fornication mystic memorial of this incident, jokalloi are
on them received from the gods.

20d.ys_, viii. 324
• Iliad, i. 5d. _ Meursius proposed to read, "at Agra."
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raised aloft in honour of Dionysus through the must be furnished. Accordingly mention is
various cities. "For did they not make a pro- made of tables, and potations, and laughter, and
cession in honour of Dionysus, and sing most intercourse ; for men would not devote them-
shameless songs in honour of the pudenda, all selves to love, or beget children, or sleep, if they
would go wrong," says Heraclitus. This is that were immortal, and had no wants, and never
Pluto and Dionysus in whose honour they give grew old. Jupiter himself, when the guest of
themselves up to frenzy, and play the bacchanal, Lycaon the Arcadian, partook of a human table

not so much, in my opinion, for the sake of among the Ethiopians -- a table rather inhuman
intoxication, as for the sake of the shameless and forbidden. For he satiated himself with
ceremonial practised. With reason, therefore, human flesh unwittingly; for the god did not
such as have become slaves of their passions are know that Lycaon the Arcadian, his entertainer,

your gods ! had slain his son (his name was Nyctimus), and
Furthermore, like the Helots among the Lace- served him up cooked before Zeus.

demomans, Apollo came under the yoke of slave- This is Jupiter the good, the prophetic, the

to Admetus in Pherm, Hercules to Omphale patron of hospitality, the protector of suppliants,Sardis. Poseidon was a drudge to Laomedon ; the benign, the author of omens, the avenger of
and so was Apollo, who, like a good-for-nothing wrongs ; rather the unjust, the. violater of right
servant, was unable to obtain hts freedom from and of law, the impious, the inhuman, the violent,
his former master ; and at that time the walls of the seducer, the adulterer, the amatory. But
Troy were built by them for the Phrygian. And perhaps when he was such he was a man ; but
Homer is not ashamed to speak of Athene as now these fables seem to have grown old on our
appearing to Ulysses with a golden lamp in her hands. Zeus is no longer a serpent, a swan, nor
hand. And we read of Aphrodite, like a wanton an eagle, nor a hcenUous man ; the god no longer
serving-wench, taking and setting a seat for flies, nor loves boys, nor kisses, nor offers rio-
Helen opposite the adulterer, in order to entice lence, although there are still many beautiful
him. women, more comely than Leda, more blooming

Panyasis, too, tells us of gods in plenty be- than Semele, and boys of better looks and man-
s_des those who acted as servants, writing thus :m ners than the Phrygian herdsman. Where is
"Demeter underwent servitude, and so did the famous now that eagle ? where now that swan ? where

lame god; now is Zeus himself? He has grown old with
Poseidon underwent it, and Apollo too, of the silver his feathers ; for as yet he does not repent of his

bow, amatory exploits, nor is he taught continence.With a mortal man for a year. And fierce Mars
Underwent it at the coml_ulsion of hts father." The fable is exposed before you : Leda is dead,

the swan is dead. Seek your Jupiter. Ran-
And so on. sack not heaven, but earth. The Cretan, in

Agreeably to this, it remains for me to bring whose country he was buried, will show him to
before you those amatory and sensuous deities rou,-- I mean Callimachus, m his hymns :
of yours, as in every respect having human feel-

,' For thy tomb, O king,
ings. The Cretans fashioned I"

"For theirs was a mortal body," F'or Zeus is dead, be not distressed, as Leda
This Homdr most distinctly shows, by intro- is dead, and the swan, and the eagle, and the

ducing Aphrodite uttering loud and shrill cries libertine, and the serpent. And now even the
on account of her wound ; and describing the superstitious seem, although reluctantly, yet truly,
most warlike Ares himself as wounded in the to have come to understand their error respect-
stomach by Diomede. Polemo, too, says that ing the Gods.
Athene was wounded by Ornytus ; nay, Homer "For not from an ancient oak, nor from a rock,
says that Pluto even was struck with an arrow by But from men, is thy descent.''_
Hercules; and Panyasis relates that the beams
of Sol were struck by the arrows of Hercules ; ' But shortly after this, they will be found to bebut oaks and stones. One Agamemnon is said
and the same Panyasis relates, that by the same by Staphylns to be worshipped as a Jupiter
Hercules Hera the goddess of marriage was
wounded in sandy Pylos. Sosibius, too, relates in Sparta; and Phanocles, in his book of the
that Hercules was wounded in the hand by the Brave and Fair, relates that Agamemnon king
sons of Hippocoon. And if there are wounds of the Hellenes erected the temple of Argennian
there is blood. For the ichor of the poets is Aphrodite, in honour of Argennus his friend. An

Artemis, _amed the Strangled, is worshipped by
more repulsive than blood ; for the putrefaction the Arca_lians, as Caltimachus says in his Bank
of blood is called ichor. Wherefore cures and af Causes; and at Methymna another Artemis
means_of sustenance of which they stand in need had divine honours paid her, viz., Artemis Con-

i Tlset_eamsof Solor tat Sun ts anemend,anonof Potter's.
Theross.read"ll_elgl_attA uKeaa." 20dytt., _dtx.t63.
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dylitis. There is also the temple of another Memphites Apis, the Mendesians a goat. And
Artemis--Artemis Podagra (or, the gout) --in you, who are altogether better than the Egyp-
Laconica, as Sosibius says. Polemo tells of an tians (I shrink from saying worse), who never
image of a yawning Apollo ; and again of another cease laughing every day of your lives at the
image, reverenced in Ells, of the guzzling Apollo. Egyptians, what are some of you, too, with re-
Then the Eleam sacrifice to Zeus, the averter of l gard to brute beasts ? For of your number the
flies; and the Romans sacrifice to Hercules, the Thessalians pay divine homage to storks, in ac-
averter of flies ; and to Fever, and to Terror, cordance with ancient custom ; and the Thebans
whom also they reckon among the attendants of to weasels, for their assistance at the birth of
Hercules. (I pass over the Argives, who wor- Hercules. And again, are not the Thessalians
shipped Aphrodite, opener of graves.) The reported to worship ants, since they have learned
Argives and Spartans reverence Artemis Chelytis, that Zeus in the likeness of an ant had inter-
or the cougher, from Xd.fn"rev, which in their course with Eurymedusa, the daughter of Cletor,
speech signifies to cough, and begot Myrmidon ? Polemo, too, relates

Do you imagine from what source these de- that the people who inhabit the Troad worship
tails have been quoted ? Only such as are fur- the mice of the country, which they call Smm-
nished by yourselves are here adduced ; and you thoi, because they gnawed the strings of their
do not seem to recognise your own writers, enemies' bows ; and from those mice Apollo has
whom I call as witnesses against your unbelief, received his epithet of Sminthian. Heraclides,
Poor wretches that ye are, who have filled with in his work, Regarding the Building af Temples
unholy jesting the whole compass of your life-- in Acarnania, says that, at the place where the
a life in reality devoid of life ! promontory of Actium is, and the temple of

Is not Zeus the Baldhead worshipped in Argos Apollo of Actium, they offer to the flies the sac-
and another Zeus, the avenger, in Cyprus ? Do rifice of an ox.
not the Argives sacrifice to Aphrodite Pefibaso Nor shall I forget the Samians : the Samians,
(the protectress)/and the Athenians to Aphro- as Euphorion says, reverence the sheep. Nor
dite Heta_ra (the courtesan), and the Syracusaus shall I forget the Syrians, who inhabit Phoenicia,
to Aphrodite Kallipygos, whom Nicander has of whom some revere doves, and others fishes,
somewhere called Kalligluto_ (with beautiful with as excessive veneration as the Eleans do
rump). I pass over in silence just now Dionysus Zeus. Well, then, since those you worship are
Choiropsales. 2 The Sicyonians reverence this not gods, it seems to me requisite to ascertain ff
deity, whom they have constituted the god of those are really demons who are ranked, as you
the muliebria--the patron of filthiness--and say, in this second order [-next the gods]. For
religiously honour as the author of licentious- if the hckerish and impure are demons, mdlge-
ness. Such, then, are their gods ; such are they nous demons who have obtaaned sacred honours
also who make mockery of the gods, or rather may be discovered in crowds throughout your
mock and insult themselves. How much better cities : Menedemus among the Cythnians ;
are the Egyptians, who in their towns and vii- among the Tenians, Calhstagoras ; among the
lages pay divine honours to the irrational crea- Delians, Anius ; among the Lacomans, Astraba-
tures, than the Greeks, who worship such gods cus ; at Phalerus, a hero affixed to the prow of
as these? ships is worshipped ; and the Pythian priestess

For if they are beasts, they are not adulterous enjoined the Platmans to sacrifice to Androcrates
or libidinous, and seek pleasure in nothing that and Democrates, and Cyclams and Leuco while
is contrary to nature. And of what sort these the Median war was at its height. Other demons
deities are, what need is there further to say, as in plenty may be brought to light by any one
they have been already sufficiently exposed ? who can look about him a little.
Furthermore, the Egyptians whom I have now ,, For thrice ten thousand are there in the all-nourxshing

mentioned are divided in their objects of wor- earth
ship. The Syenites worship the braize-fish ; and Of demons immortal, the guardians of articulate-
the malotes -- this is another fish-- is wor- speaking men." 5

shipped by those who inhabit Elephantine: the Who these guardians are, do not grudge, 0
Oxyrinchites likewise worship a fish which takes Boeotian, to tell. Is it not clear that they are
its name from their country. Again, the Herac- those we have mentioned, and those of more re-
litopolites worship the ichneumon, the inhab- now-n, the great demons, Apollo, Artemis, Leto,
itants of Sais and of Thebes a sheep, the Demeter, Core, Pluto, Hercules, and Zeus him-
Leucopolites a wolf, the Cynopolites a dog, the self?

But it is from running away that they guard
us, O Ascraean, or perhaps it is from sinning, asz SO Liddell and Scott. Commentators are generally agreed that

the epithet is an obscene one, though what its precise meaning _s they forsooth they have never tried their hand at sm
= An obscene epitlmt, derived from XotOo¢, a sow, and OA,I8_,to

imms" 3 Hesiod, WorAr and .Da.y$_I. i. 25o.
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themselves! In that case verily the proverb Ides informs us in his third book, On Concord,
mayfifty be uttered :n offer a man as a burnt-sacrifice to the Taurian
"The father who took no admonition admonishes his Artemis.

son." Erechtheus of Attica and Marius the Roman *

If these are our guardians, it is not because sacrificed their danghters,--the formerto Phere-
they have any ardour of kindly feeling towards phatta, as Demaratus mentions in his first book
us, but intent on your ruin, after the manner of on Tragic Subjects ,. the latter to the evil-avert-
flatterers, they prey on your substance, enticed ing deitaes, as Dorotheus relates in his first,book
by the smoke. These demons themselves indeed of Italian Affairs. Philanthropic, assuredly,

the demons appear, from these examples ; and
confess their own gluttony, saying : -- how shall those who revere the demons not be

For with drmk-offerings due, and fat of lambs, correspondingly pious ? The former are called
My altar sti]l hath at their hands been fed;

• ,,, by the fairname of saviours ; and the latter askSuch honour hath to us been ever paid.
for safety from those who plot against their

What other speech would they utter, if indeed safety, imagining that they sacrifice with good
the gods of the Egyptians, such as cats and omens to them, and forget that they themselves
weasels, should receive the faculty of speech, are slaying men. For a murderdoes not become
than that Homeric and poetic one which pro- a sacrifice by being committed in a particular
claims their liking for savoury odours and cook- spot. You are not to call it a sacred sacrifice,
ery? Such are your demons and gods, and if one slays a man either at the altar or on
demigods, if there are any so called, as there the highway to Artemis or Zeus, any more than
are demi-asses (mules) ; for you have no want if he slew him for anger or covetousness,
of terms to make up compound names of im- iother demons very like the former ; but a sacri-
piety, rice of this kind is murder and human butchery.
CHAP. HI. _ THE CRUELTY OF THE SACRIFICES TO Then why is it, O men, wisest of all creature'=,

THECOOS. that you avoid wild beasts, and get out of the
way of the savage animals, if you fall in with a

Well, now, let us say in addition, what inhu- bear or lion?
man demons, and hostile to the human race, " ..... As whensometravellerspies,
yourgods were, not only delighting in the in- Coiledin hispath uponthe mountainside,
sanity of men, but gloating over human slaugh- A deadly snake,back herecoilsin haste,
ter,n now in the armed contests for superiority Itis lim_s all trembling, and hischeekall pale." t

m the stadia, and now in the numberless con- But though you perceive and understand de-
tests for renown in the wars providing for them- mons to be deadly and wicked, plotters, haters
selves the means of pleasure, that they might of the human race, and destroyers, why do you
be able abundantly to satiate themselves with not turn out of their way, or turn them out of
the murder of human beings, yours ? What truth can the wicked tell, or what

And now, like plagues invading cities and good can they do any one?
nations, they demanded cruel oblations. Thus, I can then readily demonstrate that man is
Aristomenes the Messenian slew three hundred better than these gods of yours, who are but
human beings in honour of Ithometan Zeus, demons ; and can show, for instance, that Cyrus
thinking that hecatombs of such a number and and Solon were superior to oracular Apollo.
quality would give good omens ; among whom Your Phoebuswas a lover of gifts, but not a lover
was Theopompos, king of the Lacedemonians, of men. He betrayed his friend Cro_us, and
a noble victim, forgetting the reward he had got (so careful was

The Taurians, the people who inhabit the he of his fame), led him across the Halys to the
Tauric Chersonese, sacrifice to the Tauric Arte- stake. The demons love men in such a way as
mis forthwith whatever strangers they lay hands to bring them to the fire [unquenchable].
on on their coasts who have been cast adrift on But 0 man, who lovest the human race better,
the sea. These sacrifices Euripides represents and art truer than Apollo, pity him that is bound
in tragedies on the stage. Monimus relates, in on the pyre. Do thou, O Solon, declare truth;
his treatise on marvels, that at Pella, in Thessaly, and thou, O Cyrus, command the fire to be ex-
a man of Achaia was slain in sacrifice to Peleus tinguished. Be wise, then, at last, O Croesus,
and Chiron. That the Lycfii, who are a Cretan taught by suffering. He whom you worship is
race, slew men in sacrifice to Zeus, Anticlides an ingrate; he accepts your reward, and after
shows in his ttomeu, ard Journeys ; and that the taking the gold plays false. "Look again to the
Lesbians offered the like sacrifice to Dionysus, end," 0 Solon. It is not the demon, but the
is said by Dosidas. The Phocaeans also (for
I will not pass over such as they are), Pytho-man that tells you this. It is not ambiguous

! a Phmm_h, xx.
t Iliad, iv. 48. s Iliad, £m 33.
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oracles that Solon utters. You shall easily take to be the tomb of Telmissens the seer. Further,
him up. Nothing but true, O Barbarian, shall Ptolemy the son of" Agesarchus, in his first book
you find by proof this oracle to be, when you about Philopator, says that Cinyras and the de-
are placed on the pyre. Whence I cannot help scendants of Cinyras were interred in the temple
wondering, by what plausible reasons those who of Aphrodite in Paphos. But all time would not
first went astray were impelled to preach super- be sufficient for me, were I to go over the tombs
stition to men, when they exhorted them to which are held sacred by you. And if no shame
worship wicked demons, whether it was Pho- for these audacious impieties steals over you, it
roneus or Merops, or whoever else that raised comes to this, that you are completely dead,
temples and altars to them ; and besides, as is putting, as really you do, your trust in the dead.

fabled, were the first to offer sacrifices to them. ,,Poor wretches, what misery"lS" this you suffer ? - ,,2
But, unquestionably, in succeeding ages men Your heads are enveloped in the darkness of mght.

invented for themselves gods to worship. It is CHAP. IV.- THE ABSURDrrY AND SHAMEFULNESS OF
beyond doubt that this Eros, who is said to be THE IMAO_ BY WHICH THE GODS ARE WOR-
among the oldest of the gods, was worshipped StoPPED.
by no one till Charmus took a httle boy and
raised an altar to him in Academia,--a thing If, in addition, I take and set before you for

inspection these very images, you will, as youmore seemly z than the lust he had gratified ;
and the lewdness of vice men called by the go over them, find how truly silly is the custom
name of Eros, deifying thus unbridled lust. The in which you have been reared, of worshipping
Athenians, again, knew not who Pan was till the senseless works of men's hands.
Philippides told them. Anciently, then, the Scythians worshipped

Superstition, then, as was to be expected, their sabres, the Arabs stones, the Persians
having taken its rise thus, became the fountain rivers. And some, belonging to other races
of insensate wickedness ; and not being subse- still more ancient, set up blocks of wood in
quently checked, but having gone on augmenting conspicuous situations, and erected pillars of
and rushing along in full flood, it became the stone, which were called Xoana, from the carv-
originator of many demons, and was displayed ing of the material of which they were made.
in sacrificing hecatombs, appoinung solemn as- The image of Artemis in Icarus was doubtless
semblies, setting up images, and building temples, unwrought wood, and that of the Citha_ronian
which were in reality tombs: for I will not pass Here was a felled tree-trunk; and that of the
these over in silence, but make a thorough ex- Samian Here, as Aethlius says, was at first a
posure of them, though called by the august plank, and was afterwards during the govern-
name of temples ; that is, the tombs which got merit of Proclus carved into human shape.
the name of temples. But do ye now at length And when the Xoana began to be made in the
quite give up your superstition, feeling ashamed hkeness of men, they got the name of Brete,--
to regard sepulchres with religious veneration. In a term derived from Brotos (man). In Rome,
the temple of Athene in Larissa, on the Acropolis, the historian Varro says that m ancient times
is the grave of Acrisius ; and at Athens, on the the Xoaron of Mars m the idol by which he was
Acropolis, is that of Cecrops, as Antiochus says worshipped--was a spear, artists not having yet
in the ninth book of his Histories. What of applied themselves to this specious pernicious
Erichthonius ? was he not buried in the temple art ; but when art flourished, error increased.
of Polias ? And Immarus, the son of Eumolpus That of stones and stocks m and, to speak
and Daira, were they not buried in the precincts briefly, of dead matter-- you have made images

of human form, by which you have produced aof the Elusinium, which is under the Acropolis ;
and the daughters of Celeus, were they not in- counterfeit of piety, and slandered the truth, is
terred in Eleusis ? Why should I enumerate to now as clear as can be ; but such .proof as the
you the wives of the Hyperboreans ? They were point may demand must not be declined.
called Hyperoche and Laodice ; they were buried That the statue of Zeus at Olympia, and that
in the Artemisium in Delos, which is in the of Pollas at Athens, were executed of gold and
temple of the Delian Apollo. Leandrius says iiv°ry by Phidias, is known by everybody ; and
that Clearchus was buried in Miletus, in the that the image of Here in Samos was formed by
Didym_eum. Following the Myndian Zeno, it the chisel of Euclides, Olympichus relates in his
were unsuitable in this connection to pass over _mia_a. Do not, then, entertain any doubt,
the sepulchre of Leucophryne, who was buried that of the gods called at Athens venerable,
in the temple of Artemis in Magnesia; or the Soopas made two of the stone called Lychnis,
altar of Apollo in Telmessus, which is reported and Calos the one which they are reported to

have had placed between them, as Polemon
: Ifumtead_(_cv_P, thisistheonlysensethatcauhe puton shows in the fourth of his books addressed to

the words. But ff we mad _m_,_.ov, we way translam "a memo-
of gra_fied l_t." s Ody_., zx. 3Sz.
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Tin, us. Nor need you doubt respecting the Sandon, while wishing to make out the Serapis to
images of Zeus and Apollo at Patara, in Lycia, be ancient, has somehow slipped into the mistake
which Phidias executed, as well as the lions that of proving it to be an image fashioned by human
recline with them ; and if, as some say, they hands. He says that Sesostris the Egyptian king,
were the work of Bryxis, I do not dispute,-- having subjugated the most of the Hellenic races,
you have in him another maker of images, on hisretumtoEgyptbroughtanumberofcrafts-
Whichever of these you like, write down. Fur- men with him. Accordingly he ordered a statue
thermore, the statues nine cubits in height of of Osiris, his ancestor, to be executed in sump-
Poseidon and Amphitrite, worshipped in Tenos, tuous style ; and the work was done by the artist
are the work of Telesius the Athenian, as we Bryaxis, not the Athenian, but another of the
are told by Philochorus. Demetrius, in the same name, who employed in its execution a
second book of his Argolics, writes of the image mixture of various materials. For he had filings
of Here in Tiryns, both that the material was of gold, and silver, and lead, and in addition,
pear-tree and the artist was Argus. tin ; and of Egyptian stones not one was wanting,

Many, perhaps, may be surprised to learn that and there were fragments of sapphire, and hema-
the Palladium which is called the D_opetes-- tire, and emerald, and topaz. Having ground
that is, fallen from heaven-- which Diomede and down and mixed together all these ingredients,
Ulysses are related to have carried off from Troy he gave to the composition a blue colour, whence
and deposited at Demophoon, was made of the the darkish hue of the image ; and having mixed
bones of Pelops, as the Olympian Jove of other the whole with the colouring matter that was left
bones -- those of the Indian wild beast. Iad- over from the funeral of Osiris and Apis, moulded
duce as my authority Dionysius, who relates this the Serapis, the name of which points to its con-
m the fifth part of his Cycle. And Apellas, in the nection with sepulture and its construction from
Delphtcs, says that there were two Palladia, and funeral materials, compounded as it is of Osiris
that both were fashioned by men. But that no and Apis, which together make Osirapis.
one may suppose that I have passed over them Another new deity was added to the number
through ignorance, I shall add that the image of with great religious pomp in Egypt, and was near
D_onysus Morychus at Athens was made of the being so in Greece by the king of the Romans,
stones called Phellata, and was the work of Simon who deified Antinous, whom he loved as Zeus
the son of Eupalamus, as Polemo says in a letter, loved Ganymede, and whose beauty was of a very
There were also two other sculptors of Crete, as rare order : for lust is not easily restrained, desti-
I think : they were called Scyles and Dipoenus ; tute as it is of fear ; and men now observe the
and these executed the statues of the Dioscuri in sacred nights of Antinous, the shameful character
Argos, and the image of Hercules in Tiryns, and of which the lover who spent them with him knew
the effigy of the Munychian Artemis in Sicyon. well. Why reckon him among the gods, who is
Why should I linger over these, when I can point honoured on account of uncleanness ? And why
out to you the great deity himself, and show you do you command him to be lamented as a son?
who he was,--whom indeed, conspicuously above And why should you enia œhis beauty?
all, we hear to have been considered worthy of Beauty blighted by vice is loathsome. Do not
veneration ? Him they have dared to speak of play the tyrant, O man, over beauty, nor offer foul
as made without hands--I mean the Egyptian result to youth in its bloom. Keep beauty pure,
Serapis. For some relate that he was sent as a that it may be truly fair. Be king over beauty,
present by the people of Sinope to Ptolemy Phila- not its tyrant. Remain free, and then I shall
delphus, king of the Egyptians, who won their acknowledge thy beauty, because thou hast kept
favour by sending them corn from Egypt when its image pure : then will I worship that true
they were perishing with famine ; and that this beauty which is the archetype of all who are beau-
idol was an image of Pluto ; and Ptolemy, having tiful. Now the grave of the debauched boy is the
received the statue, placed it on the promontory temple and town of Antinous. For just as tern-
which is now called Racotis ; where the temple ples are held in reverence, so also are sepulchres,
of Serapis was held in honour, and the sacred and pyramids, and mausoleums, and labyrinths,
enclosure borders on the spot ; and that Blisti- which are temples of the dead, as the others are
this the courtesan having died in Canopus, Ptole- sepulchres of the gods. As teacher on this point,
my had her conveyed there, and buried beneath I shall produce to you the Sibyl prophetess :N
the fore-mentioned shrine. "Not the oracularlie of Phoebus,

Others say that the Sempis was a Pontic idol, Whom silly men called God, and falsely termed
and was transported with solemn pomp to Alex- Prophet;
andria. Isidore alone says that it was brought But the oracles of the great God, who was not made
from the Seleucians, near Antioch, who also had by men'shands, ,,Like dumb idols of sculptured stone. :
been visited with a dearth of corn, and had been
fed by Ptolemy. But Athenodorus the son of _v_.. s_'_l_',u:_ 2s_-
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She also predicts the ruin of the temple, fore- the makers of images, who change it by their
telling that that of the Ephesian Artemis would art from its proper nature, and induce men to
be engulphed by earthquakes and rents in the worship it; and the makers of gods worship not
ground, as follows : -- gods and demons, but in my view earth and art,
"Prostrate on the ground Ephesus shall wail, weeping which go to make up images. For, in sooth,

by the shore, the image is only dead matter shaped by the
And seeking a temple that has no longer an inhabit- craftsman's hand. But we have no sensible

ant." image of sensible matter, but an image that is
She says also that the temple of Isis and Serapis perceived by the mind alone, -- God, who alone
would be demohshed and burned :-- is truly God.'
"Isis, thrice-wretched goddess, thou shalt linger by the And agzun, when involved in calamities, the

streams of the Nile ; superstitious worshippers of stones, though they
Solitary, frenzied, silent, on the sands of Acheron.'" have learned by the event that senseless matter

Then she proceeds:-- is not to be worshipped, yet, yielding to the
"And thou, Serapis, covered with a heap ot white pressure of misfortune, become the victims of

stones, their supersution ; and though despising the
Shalt lie a huge ruin in thrice-wretched Egypt." images, yet not wishing to appear wholly to

But if you attend not to the prophetess, hear at neglect them, are found fault with by those gods
least your own philosopher, the Ephesian Hera- by whose names the _mages are called.
clitus, upbraiding images with their senselessness : For Dionysms the tyrant, the younger, having
"And to these images they pray, wxth the same stripped off the golden mantle from the statue
result as if one were to talk to the walls of his of Jupiter in Sicily, ordered him to be clothed
house." For are they not to be wondered at in a woollen one, remarking facetiously that the
who worship stones, and place them before the latter was better than the golden one, being
doors, as if capable of activity ? They worship lighter in summer and warmer in winter. And
Hermes as a god, and place Aguieus as a door- Antiochus of Cyzicus, being in difficulties for
keeper. For if people upbraid them with being money, ordered the golden statue of Zeus, fifteen
devoid of sensation, why worship them as gods ? cubats in height, to be melted ; and one hke it,
And if they are thought to be endowed with of less valuable material, plated with gold, to be
sensation, why place them before the door? The erected in place of it. And the swallows and
Romans, who ascribed their greatest successes most birds fly to these statues, and void their
to Fortune, and regarded her as a very great excrement on them, paying no respect either to
deity, took her statue to the privy, and erected Olympian Zeus, or Epidaurian Asclepius, or even
it there, assigning to the goddess as a fitting to Athene Pohas, or the Egyptian Serapis; but
temple --the necessary. But senseless wood not even from them have you learned the sense-
and stone, and rich gold, care not a whlt for lessness of images.' But it has happened that
either savoury odour, or blood, or smoke, by miscreants or enemies have assailed and set fire
which, being at once honoured and fumigated, to temples, and plundered them of their votive
they are blackened; no more do they for honour gifts, and melted even the images themselves,
or insult. And these images are more worthless from base greed of gain. And if a Cambyses
than any animal. I am at a loss to conceive or a Darius, or any other madman, has made
how objects devoid of sense were deified, and such attempts, and if one has killed the Egyp-
feel compelled to pity as miserable wretches tian Apis, I laugh at him killing their god, while
those that wander in the mazes of this folly : for pained at the outrage being perpetrated for the
if some living creatures have not all the senses, sake of gam. I will therefore willingly forget
as worms and caterpillars, and such as even from such villany, looking on acts like these more as
the first appear imperfect, as moles and the deeds of covetousness, than as a proof of the
shrew-mouse, which Nicander says is blind and impotence of idols. But fire and earthquakes
uncouth ; yet are they superior to those utterly are shrewd enough not to feel shy or frightened
senseless idols and images. For they have some at either demons or idols, any more than at peb-
one sense, -- say, for example, hearing, or touch- bles heaped by the waves on the shore.
ing, or something analogous to smell or taste; I know fire to be capable of exposing and
while images do not possess even one sense, curing superstition. If thou art wilhng to aban-
There are many creatures that have neither sight, don this folly, the element of fire shall light thy
nor hearing, nor speech, such as the genus of way. This same fire burned the temple in Argos,
oysters, which yet hve and grow, and are affected with Chrysis the priestess; and that of Artemis
by the changes of the moon. But images, being in Ephesus the second time after the Amazons.
motionless, inert, and senseless, axe bound, nailed,
glued, mare melted, filed, sawed, polished, '[TheTmtCreedmakcsthe_amtsandtkeiri_gesobjectsof

worship. It Is evident that Clement never imagined the _.x_ence
carved. The senseless earth is dishonoured by of ani_g_ _o,g Cha_d_ Seep ,aS, ,,_',.]
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And the Capitol in Rome was often wrapped in to whom they decreed divine worship in Cynos-

flames ; nor did the fire spare the temple of[ argus, although h_ collar_bone was broken, and
Serapis, intlaecityottlae_texanarlans. AtAmenstne naa a lame leg, aria nan one ot nm eyes
it demolished the temple of the Eleutherian Iknocked out. And again that of Demetrius, who
Dionysus ; and as to the temple of Apollo at Iwas raised to the rank of the gods ; and where
Delphi, first a storm assailed it, and then the he alighted from his horse on his entrance into
discerning fire utterly destroyed it. This is told Athens is the temple of Demetrius the Alighter;
as the preface of what the fire promises. And and altars were raised to him everywhere, and
the makers of images, do they not shame those of nuptials with Athene assigned to him by the
you who are wise into despising matter? The Athenians. But he disdained the goddess, as
Athenian Phidias inscribed on the finger of the he could not marry the statue ; and taking the
Olympian Jove, Pantarkes z is beautiful. It was courtesan Lamia, he ascended the Acropolis, and
not Zeus that was beautiful in his eyes, but the lay with her on the couch of Athene, showing to
man he loved. And Praxiteles, as Posidippus the old virgin the postures of the young cour-
relates in his book about Cmdus, when he fash- tesan.
_oned the statue of Aphrodite of Cnidus, made There is no cause for indignation, then, at
it like the form of Cratine, of whom he was Hlppo, who immortalized his own death. For
enamoured, that the miserable people might this Hippo ordered the following elegy to be
have the paramour of Praxiteles to worship, inscribed on his tomb :m

And when Phryne the courtesan, the Thespian, "This zsthe sepulchre of Hippo, whom Destiny ,,
was in her bloom, all the painters made their Made, through death, equal to the immortal gods.

pictures of Aphrodite copies of the beauty of Well done, Hippo ! thou showest to us the de-
PhI-yaae; as, again, the sculptors at Athens made lusion of men. If they did not believe thee
their Mercuries hke Alciblades. It remains for speaking, now that thou art dead, let them be-
you to judge whether you ought to worship cour- come thy disciples. This is the oracle of Hippo ;
tesans. Moved, as I believe, by such facts, and let us consider it. The objects of your worship
despising such fables, the ancient kings unblush- were once men, and in process of time died ;
mgly proclaimed themselves gods, as this in- and fable and time have raised them to honour.
volved no danger from men, and thus taught that For somehow, what is present is wont to be
on account of their glory they were made immor- despised through familiarity ; but what is past,
tal. Ceux, the son of Eolus, was styled Zeus by being separated through the obscurity of time
his wife Alcyone ; Alcyone, again, being by her from the temporary censure that attached to it,
husband styled Hera. Ptolemy the Fourth was is invested with honour by fiction, so that the
called Dionysus ; and Mlthridates of Pontus was present is viewed with distrust, the past with
also called Dionysus ; and Alexander wished to admiration. Exactly in this way is it, then, that
be considered the son of Ammon, and to have the dead men of antiquity, being reverenced
his statue made horned by the sculptors -- eager through the long prevalence of delusion respect-
to disgrace the beauty of the human form by ing them, are regarded as gods by posterity.
the addition of a horn. And not kings only, As grounds of your belief in these, there are your
but private persons dignified themselves with mysteries, your solemn assemblies, bonds and
the names of deities, as Menecrates the physician, wounds, and weeping deities.
who took the name of Zeus. What need is
there for me to instance Alexarchus ? He, hav- "Woe, woe _that fate decrees my best-belov'd,
mg been by profession a grammarian, assumed Sarpedon, by Patroclus' hand to fall.''2The will of Zeus was overruled ; and Zeus be-
the character of the' sun-god, as Anstus of Solo- I
mm relates. And why mention Nicagorus ? He Iing worsted, laments for Sarpedon. With reason,
was a native of Zela rin Pontus], and lived in itherefore, have you yourselves called them shades
the days of Alexander. Nicagorus was styled!and demons, since Homer, paying Athene and

the other divinities sinister honour, has styledHermes, and used the dress of Hermes, as he
himself testifies. And whilst whole nations, and them demons : --
cities with all their inhabitants, sinking into - She her heavenward course pursued
self-flattery, treat the myths about the gods with To join the immortals in the abode of Jove." J
contempt, at the same time men themselves, How, then, can shades and demons be still
assuming the air of equality with the gods, and reckoned gods, being in reality unclean and im-
being puffed up with vainglory, vote themselves pure spirits, acknowledged by all to be of an
extravagant honours. There is the case of the earthly and watery nature, sinking downwards by
Macedonian Philip of Pella, the son of Amyntor, their own weight, and flitting about graves and

tombs, about which they appear dimly, being but
xPantarkesmsaid to havebeenthe nameofa boy lovedby

Plndms;but as thewordsigmfies"'all-assmtmg.""all-powerful,"Lt z Ihad, xvi.433.
Imghtalsobemadeto applytoZeus. 3 lhad, i. 2at;_te,&&a_em*,**_tA)tot_.
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shadovor phantasms? Such things are your This is related by Philostephanus. A different
gods-- shades and shadows ; and to these add Aphrodite in Cnidus was of stone, and beautiful.
those maimed, wrinkled, squinting divmiues the Another person became enamoured of it, and
IAta_, daughters of Thersites rather than of Zeus. shamefully embraced the stone. Posidippus
So that Bion -- wittily, as I think--says, How relates this. The former of these authors, in
in reason could men pray Zeus for a beautiful his book on Cyprus, and the latter in his book
progeny, --a thing he could not obtain for him- on Cnidus. So powerful is art to delude, by
self? seducing amorous men into the pit. Art is

The incorruptible being, as far as in you lies, powerful, but it cannot deceive reason, nor
you sink in the earth; and that pure and holy those who live agreeably to reason. The doves
essence you have buried in the grave, robbing on the picture were represented so to the life by
the divine of its true nature, the painter's art, that the pigeons flew to them,

Why, I pray you, have you assigned the pre- and horses have neighed to well-executed plc-
rogatives of God to what are no gods ? Why, let tures of mares. They say that a girl became
me ask, have you forsaken heaven to pay divine enamoured of an image, and a comely youth
honour to earth ? What else is gold, or silver, of the statue at Cnidus. But it was the eyes
or steel, or iron, or brass, or ivory, or precious of the spectators that were deceived by art ; for
stones? Are they not earth, and of the earth? no one in h_s senses ever would have embraced

Are not all these things which you look on the a goddess, or entombed himself with a lifeless
progeny of one mother--the earth? paramour, or become enamoured of a demon

Why, then, foolish and silly men (for I will and a stone. But it is with a different kind of
repeat it), have you, defaming the super-celestml spell that art deludes you, if it leads you not to
region, dragged religion to the ground, by lash- the indulgence of amorous affections : it leads
iomng to yourselves gods of earth, and by going .you to pay rehgious honour and worship to
after those created objects, instead of the un- images and pictures.
created Deity, have sunk into deepest darkness ? The picture is like. Well and good ! Let

The Parian stone is beautiful, but it is not yet ]art receive its meed of praise, but let it not
Poseidon. The ivory is beautiful, but it is not deceive man by passing itself off for truth. The
yet the Olympian Zeus. Matter always needs horse stands quiet ; the clove flutters not, its
art to fashion it, but the deity needs nothing, wing is motionless. But the cow of D_edalus,
Art has come forward to do its work, and the made of wood, allured the savage bull ; and art
matter is clothed with its shape ; and while the having deceived him, compelled hml to meet a
preciousness of the material makes it capable of woman full of licentious passion. Such frenzy
being turned to profitable account, it is only on have mischief-working arts created in the minds
account of its form that it comes to be deemed of the insensate. On the other hand, apes are
worthy of veneration. Thy image, if considered admired by those who feed and care for them,
as to its origan, is gold, it is wood, it is stone, it because nothing in the shape of images and
Is earth, which has received shape from the girls' ornaments of wax or clay deceives them.
artist's hand. But I have been in the habit of You then wdl show yourselves inferior to apes by
walking on the earth, not of worshipping it. ]cleaving to stone, and wood, and gold, and
For I hold it wrong to entrust my spirit's hopes ivory images, and to pictures. Your makers
to things destitute ot" the breath of life. We of such mischievous toys- the sculptors and
must therefore approach as close as possible to makers of images, the painters and workers in
the images. How peculiarly inherent deceit is ] metal, and the poets-- have introduced a mot-
m them, is manifest from their very look. For ley crowd of divinities : in the fields, Satyrs and
the forms of the images are plainly stamped Pans; in the woods, Nymphs, and Oreads, and
with the characteristic nature of demons. If Hamadryads; and besides, in the waters, the
one go round and inspect the pictures and im- rivers, and fountains, the Naiads ; and in the sea
ages, he will at a glance recognise your gods from the Nereids. And now the Magi boast that
their shameful forms : Dionysus from his robe ;[ the demons are the mimsters of their impiety,
Hephmstus from his art ; Demeter from her reckoning them among the number of their do-
calamity ; Ino from her head-dress; Poseidon i mestics, and by their charms compelling them
from his trident ; Zeus from the swan ; the pyre _to be their slaves. Besides, the nuptials of the
indicates Heracles; and if one sees a statue of deities, their begetting and bringmg forth of
a naked woman without an inscription, he under- children that are recounted, their adulteries cele-
stands it to be the golden Aphrodite. Thus that brated in song, their carousals represented in
Cyprian Pygmalion became enamoured of an comedy, and bursts of laughter over their cups,
image of ivory : the image was Aphrodite, and which your authors introduce, urge me to cry out,
it was nude. The Cyprian is made a conquest though I would fain be silent. Oh the godless-
of by the mere shape, and embraces the image, ness! You have turned heaven into a stage ;
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the Divine has become a drama ; and what is at home, as if, forsooth, they were the images of
sacred you have acted in comedies under the your gods, depicting on them equally the postures
masks of demons, travestying true religion by of Philmnis and the labours of Heracles. Not
your demon-worship ['superstition]. only the use of these, but the sight of them, and
,,But he, striking the lyre, began to sing beautifully." x the very hearing of them, we denounce as de-

Sing to us, Homer, that beautiful song serving the doom of oblivion. Your ears are
idebauched, your eyes commit fornication, your

,'About the amours of Ares and Venus with the beauti- looks commit adultery before you embrace. Oful crown :
How firstthey slept together in the palace of Hephaes- ye that have done violence to man, and have

tus devoted to shame what is divine in this handi-
Secretly; and he gave many gifts, and dishonoured the work of God, you disbelieve everything that you

bed and chamber of king Hephmstus." may indulge your passions, and that ye may be-
Stop, O Homer, the song ! It is not beautiful ; lieve m idols, because you have a craving after
it teaches adultery, and we are prohibited from their licentiousness, but disbelieve God, because
polluting our ears with hearing about adultery: you cannot bear a life of self-restraint. You
for we are they who bear about with us, in this have hated what was better, and valued what
hying and moving image of our human nature, was worse, having been spectators indeed of vir-
the likeness of God,--a likeness which dwells tue, but actors of vice. Happy, therefore, so to
with us, takes counsel with us, associates with say, alone are all those with one accord, m
us, is a guest with us, feels with us, feels for us. "Who shall refuse to look on any temples
We have become a consecrated offering to God And altars, worthless seats of dumb stones,
for Christ's sake : we are the chosen generation, And idols of stone, and images made by hands,Stained with the life's-blood, and with sacrifices
the royal priesthood, the holy nation, the peculiar Of quadrupeds, and bipeds, and fowls, and butcheries
people, who once were not a people, but are now of wild beasts." 3

the people of God ; who, according to John, are For we are expressly prohibited from exercising
not of those who are beneath, but have learned
all from Him who came from above ; who have a deceptive art: "For thou shalt not make,"says the prophet, "the likeness of anything
come to understand the dispensation of God ; which is in heaven above or in the earth be-
who have learned to walk in newness of life. neath." 4

But these are not the sentiments of the many ; For can we possibly any longer suppose the
but, casting off shame and fear, they depict in Demeter, and the Core, and the mystic Iacchus
their houses the unnatural passions of the de- of Praxiteles, to be gods, and not rather regard
mons. Accordingly, wedded to impurity, they the art of Leucippus, or the hands of Apelles,
adorn their bed-chambers with painted tablets 2 which clothed the material with the form of the
hung up in them, regarding licentiousness as divine glory, as having a better title to the hon-
religion ; and lying in bed, in the midst of their our ? But while you bestow the greatest pains
embraces, they look on that Aphrodite locked that the image may be fashioned with the most
in the embrace of her paramour. And in the exquisite beauty possible, you exercise no care
hoops of their rings they cut a representation to guard against your becoming like images for
of the amorous bird that fluttered round Leda, stupidity. Accordingly, with the utmost clear-

having a strong predilection for representa- hess and brevity, the prophetic word condemns
tions of effeminacy,-- and use a seal stamped this practice : "For all the gods of the nations
with an impression of the licentiousness of Zeus. are the images of demons ; but God made the
Such are examples of your voluptuousness, such heavens, and what is in heaven." s Some, how-
are the theologies of vice, such are the instruc- ever, who have fallen into error, I know not how,
taons of your gods, who commit fornication along worship God's work instead of God Himself,
with you ; for what one wishes, that he thinks, the sun and the moon, and the rest of the starry
according to the Athenian orator. And of what choir,-- absurdly imagining these, which are but
kind, on the other hand, are your other images ? instruments for measuring time, to be gods ; "for
Diminutive Pans, and naked girls, and drunken by His word they were established, and all their
Satyrs, and phallic tokens, painted naked in pic- host by the breath of His mouth." 6
tures disgraceful for filthiness. And more than Human art, moreover, produces houses, and
this : you are not ashamed in the eyes of all to ships, and cities, and pictures. But how shall I
look at representations of all forms of licentious- tell what God makes ? Behold the whole uni.
ness which are portrayed in public places, but verse ; it is His work: and the heaven, and
set them up and guard them with scrupulous
care, consecrating these pillars of shamelessness 3 st'l_/l, j .u_-tinMartyr,CMun.'t.ad Gra_ca*,p.St. Seep.sl_,voLi ofthisscrms.

* Ex.xx._ [Ck-mcnteven regardsthe art d l_.ters and
t Od2t_.,viii._. sculptorsasunlawfulforChristians.]

.__ [.Isnotthisa rebuketomanyof thefiguresandpictureswhich J Ps xcvi S.
vutgan__xles of wealthmAmerica?l _Ps.xxxm.6.
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the sun, and angels, and men, are the works of nature, as Eudoxus tells us in the second book
His fingers.' How great is the power of God ! of his Travels. The Sauromatae, too, a tribe of
His bare volition was the creation of the urn- the Scythians, worship a sabre, as Ikesius says
verse. For God alone made it, because He in his work on M:sttnes.
alone is trtfly God. By the bare exercise of This was also the case with Herachtus and his
volition He creates ; His mere willing was fol- followers, who worshipped fire as the first cause ;
lowed by the springing into being of what He for this fire others named Heph_estus. The Per-
willed. Consequently the choir of philosophers sian Magi, too, and many of the inhabitants of
are in error, who indeed most nobly confess Asia, worshipped fire ; and besides them, the
that man was made for the contemplation of Macedonians, as Diogenes relates m the first
the heavens, but who worship the objects that book of his Persica. Why specify the Sauroma-
appear in the heavens and are apprehended by t_e, who are said by Nymphodorus, in his Bar-
sight. For if the keavenly bodies are not the bartc Customs, to pay sacred honours to fire ?
works of men, they were certainly created for or the Persians, or the Medes, or the Magi?
man. Let none of you worship the sun, but set These, Dino tells us, sacrifice beneath the open
his desires on the Maker of the sun ; nor deify sky, regarding fire and water as the only images
the universe, but seek after the Creator of the of the gods.
universe. The only refuge, then, which remains Nor have I failed to reveal their ignorance ;
for him who would reach the portals of salvation for, however much they think to keep clear of
is divine wisdom. From this, as from a sacred error in one form, they slide into it m another.
asylum, the man who presses after salvation, can They have not supposed stocks and stones to
be dragged by no demon, be images of the gods, like the Greeks ; nor

ibises and ichneumons, like the Egyptians; but
CHAP. V.--THE OPINIONS OF THE PHILOROPHEILSfire and water, as philosophers. Berosus, m the

RF-SPECTINGGOD. third book of his Chaldaics, shows that it was
Let us then run over, if you choose, the after many successive periods of years that men

opinions of the philosophers, to which they gwe worshipped images of human shape, this practice
boastful utterance, respecting the gods ; that we being introduced by Artaxerxes, the son of Da-
may discover philosophy itself, through its con- rius, and father of Ochus, who first set up the
ceit making an idol of matter ; although we are image of Aphrodite Anaitis at Babylon and Susa ;
able to show, as we proceed, that even while and Ecbatana set the example of worshipping it
deifying certain demons, it has a dream of the to the Persians ; the Bactrians, to Damascus and
truth. The elements were designated as the Sardis.
first principles of all things by some of them: Let the philosophers, then, own as their
by Thales of Miletus, who celebrated water, and teachers the Persians, or the Sauromat_e, or the
Anaximenes, also of Miletus, who celebrated air Magi, from whom they have learned the impious
as the first principle of all things, and was doctrine of regarding as divine certain first
foll6wed afterwards by Diogenes of Apollonia. pnnciples, being ignorant of the great First
Parmenides of Eha introduced fire and earth as Cause, the Maker of all things, and Creator of
gods ; one of which, namely fire, Hippasus of those very first principles, the unbeginning God,
Metapontum and Heraclitus of Ephesus sup- but reverencing "these weak and beggarly ele-
posed a divinity. Empedocles of Agrigentum ments,"" as the apostle says, which were made
fell in with a multitude, and, in additmn to for the service of man. And of the rest of the
those four elements, enumerates disagreement philosophers who, passing over the elements.
and agreement. Atheists surely these are to be have eagerly sought after something higher and
reckoned, who through an unwise wisdom wor- nobler, some have discanted on the Infinite, of
shipped matter, who did not indeed pay religious whom were Anaximander of Miletus, Anaxagoras
honour to stocks and stones, but deified earth, of Clazomena_, and the Athenian Archelaus, both
the mother of these,- who did not make an of whom set Mind (vo_) above Infinity; while
image of Poseidon, but revered water itself, the Milesian Leucippus and the Chian Metrodo-
For what else, according to the original signifi- rus apparently inculcated two first pnnciples--
cation, is Poseidon, but a moist substance ? the fulness and vacuity. Democritus of Abdera,

name being derived from posts (drink) ; as, while accepting these two, added to them images
beyond doubt, the warlike Ares is so called, (_3oAa) ; while Alcm_eon of Crotona supposed
from arsis (rising up) and anaeresis (destroy- the stars to be gods, and endowed with life (I
ing). For this reason mainly, I think, many fix will not keep silence as to their effrontery).
a sword into the ground, and sacrifice to it as to Xenocrates of Chalcedon indicates that the
Ares. The Scythians have a practice of this planets are seven gods, and that the universe,

Ps. viii. :3. a Gal iv 9.
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composed of all these, is an eighth. Nor will I He can by no means be expressed. Well done,
pass over those of the Porch, who say that the Plato I Thou hast touched on the truth. But
Divinity pervades all matter, even the vilest, and do not flag. Undertake with me the inquiry
thus clumsily disgrace philosophy. Nor do I respecting the Good. For into all men what-
think will it be taken ill, having reached this ever, especially those who are occupied with
point, to advert to the Peripatetics. The father intellectual pursuits, a certain divine effluence
of this sect, not knowing the Father of all things, has been instilled ; wherefore, though reluc-
thinks that He who is called the H_ghest is tantly, they confess that God is one, mdestruc.
the soul of the universe ; that is, he supposes the tible, unbegotten, and that somewhere above in
soul of the world to be God, and so is pierced the tracts of heaven, in His own peculiar appro-
by his own sword. For by first limiting the pilate eminence, whence He surveys all things,
sphere of Providence to the orbit of the moon, He has an existence true and eternal.
and then by supposing the universe to be God, "Tell me what I am to conceive God to be,
he confutes himself, inasmuch as he teaches that Who sees all things, and is Himself unseen,"

that which is without God is God. And that Euripides says. Accordingly, Menander seems
Eresian Theophrastus, the pupil of Aristotle, con- to me to have fallen into error when he said :
jectures at one time heaven, and at another
spirit, to be God. Epicurus alone I shall gladly "O sun ! for thou. first of gods. ought to be worshipped,
forget, who carries impiety to its full length, and By whom it is that we are able to see the other gods."
thinks that God takes no charge of the world. For the sun never could show me the true God ;
What, moreover, of Heraclides of Pontus ? He but that healthful Word, that is the Sun of the
is dragged everywhere to the images-- the c_&oA.asoul, by whom alone, when He arises in the
-- of Democritus. depths of the soul, the eye of the soul itself is

irradmted. Whence accordingly, Democritus,
CHAP.VL_ BY DIVINEINSPIRATIONPHILOSOPHERSnot without reason, says, "that a few of the men

SOMETIMESHIT ON THE TRUTH. of intellect, raising their hands upwards to what
A great crowd of this description rushes on we Greeks now call the air (a_p), called the

my mind, introducing, as it were, a terrifying whole expanse Zeus, or God: He, too, knows
apparition of strange demons, speaking of fabu- all things, gives and takes away, and He is King
lous and monstrous shapes, in old wives' talk. of all."
Far from enjoining men to listen to such tales Of the same sentiments is Plato, who some-
are we, who avoid the practice of soothing our where alludes to God thus : "Around the King
crying children, as the saying is, by telling them of all are all things, and He is the cause of all
fabulous stories, being afraid of fostering in their good things." Who, then, is the King of all ?

minds the impiety professed by those who, God, who is the measure of the truth of all exist-
though wise in their own conceit, have no more ence. As, then, the things that are to be
knowledge of the truth than infants. For why measured are contained in the measure, so also
(m the name of truth I) do you make those who the knowledge of God measures and compre-
believe you subject to ruin and corruption, dire hends truth. And the truly holy Moses says :
and irretrievable ? Why, I beseech you, fill up "There shall not be in thy bag a balance and a
life with idolatrous images, by feigning the balance, great or small, but a true and just bal-
winds, or the air, or fire, or earth, or stones, or ance shall be to thee, ''2 deeming the balance
stocks, or steel, or this universe, to be gods ; and measure and number of the whole to be
and, prating loftily of the heavenly bodies in this God. For the unjust and unrighteous idols are
much vaunted science of astrology, not astron- hid at home m the bag, and, so to speak, in the
omy, to those men who have truly wandered, talk polluted soul. But the only just measure is the
of the wandering stars as gods ? It is the Lord only true God, always just, continuing the self-
of the spirits, the Lord of the fire, the Maker of same ; who measures all things, and weighs them
the universe, Him who lighted up the sun, by righteousness as in a balance, grasping
that I long for. I seek after GOd, not the and sustaining universal nature in equilibrium.
works of God. Whom shall "I take as a helper "GOd, therefore, as the old saying has it, occu-
in my inquiry? We do not, if you have no ob- pying the beginning, the middle, and the end
jection, wholly disown Plato. How, then, is of all that is in being, keeps the straight course,
God to be searched out, O Plato ? "For both while He makes the circuit of nature ; and jus-
to find the Father and Maker of this universe is rice always follows Him, avenging those who
a work of difficulty ; and having found Him, to violate the divine law."
declare Him fully, is impossible." _ Whence, O Plato, is that hint of the truth

Why so ? by Himself, I beseech you I For which thou givest ? Whence this rich copious-

i Timber. s Deut.try. z3,is.
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heSSof diction, which proclaims piety with orac- Self-governing,useful,fair, fitting,
ular utterance ? The tribes of the barbarians, Grave, independent, always beneficial;
he says, are wiser than these ; I know thy teach- That feelsnofear or grief; profitable, painless,Helpful, pleasant, safe, friendly ;
era, even if thou wouldst conceal them. You Held in esteem,agreeing with itself, honourable;
have learned geometry from the Egyptians, as- Humble, careful, meek, zealous,
tronomy from the Babylonians ; the charms of Perennial, blameless, ever-during:

Mean is every one who looks to opinion
healing you have got from the Thraclans ; the With the viewof obtaining some advantage fromit."
Assyrians also have taught you many things ; but Here, as I think, he clearly teaches of what ha-
for the laws that are consistent with truth, and ture God is ; and that the common opinion and
your sentiments respecting God, you are indebted religious customs enslave those that follow them,
to the Hebrews,' but seek not after God.
"Who do not worship through vain deceits We must not either keep the Pythagoreans in

The works of men, of gold, and brass, and silver, and the hack-ground, who say : "God is one ; andivory,
And images of dead men, of wood and stone, He is not, as some suppose, outside of this frame
Which other men, led by their foolish inclinations, of things, but within it _ but, m all the entireness

worship; of His being, is in the whole circle of existence,But raise to heaven pure arms :
When they rise from bed. purifying themselves wtth surveying all nature, and blending in harmonious

water, union the whole,--the author of all His own
And worship alone the Eternal, who reigns for ever forces and works, the giver of light in heaven,

more." and Father of all,- the mind and vital power
And let it not be this one man alone -- Plato ; of the whole world, -- the mover of all things."

but, O philosophy, hasten to produce many others For the knowledge of God, these utterances,
also, who declare the only true God to be God, written by those we have mentioned through the
through His inspiration, if in any measure they mspirauon of God, and selected by us, may suf-
have grasped the truth. For Anfisthenes did rice even for the man that has but small power
not think out this doctrine of the Cynics ; but to examine into truth.
it is in virtue of his being a disciple of Socrates
that he says, "that God is not hke to any ; CHAP.VII._THE POETSALSOBEARTESTIMONY
wherefore no one can know Him from an im- TO T_V TRUTH.

age." And Xenophon the Athenian would have Let poetry also approach to us (for philoso-
in his own person committed freely to writing phy alone will not suffice) : poetry which is
somewhat of the truth, and given the same test_- wholly occupied with falsehood-- which scarcely
mony as Socrates, had he not been afraid of the will make confession of the truth, but will rather
cup of poison, which Socrates had to drink. But own to God its deviations into fable. Let who-
he hints nothing less ; he says : "How great ever of those poets chooses advance first. Ara-
and powerful He is who moves all things, and is tus considers that the power of God pervades
Himself at rest, is manifest ; but what He is in all things :
form is not revealed. The snn himself, intended "That all maybe secure,
to be the source of light to all around, does not i Him ever they propitiate firstand last,
deem it fitting to allow himself to be looked at ; Hail, Father t great marvel,greatgain to man."
but if any one audaciously gazes on him, he is Thus also the Ascr_an Hesiod dimly speaks of
deprived of sight." Whence. then, does the son God :
of Gryllus learn his wisdom ? Is it not mani-i

"For lie is the King of all, and monarch
festly from the prophetess of the Hebrews,* who Of the immortals ; and there is none that may vie
prophesies in the following style?_ w_thHim in power."

"What flesh can see with the eve the celestial, Also on the stage they reveal the truth :
The true,the _mmortal God,'who inhabitsthe vault

of heaven? "Look on the etherand heaven,and regardthatas
Nay,men bornmortalcannotevenstand God,"
Beforetheraysof thesun." saysEuripides.And Sophocles,thesonofSoph-
ClcanthesPisadcus,3the Stoicphilosopher,flus,says:_

who exhibitsnota poetictheogony,buta true,,One,intruth,oneisGod,
theology,hasnotconcealedwhatsentimentshe Who madebothheavenandthefar-stretchingearth,
entertainedrespectingGod :_ And ocean'sbluewave,and themightywinds;

But many of us mortals,deceivcdinheart,
"If you ask me whatisthenatureofthegood,listen:
That whichisregular,just,holy,pious. Have setup for ourselves,as a consolationin ourafflictions,
x ['l"hlsgreat truth comes forcthlyfrom an Atuc scholar Let Images of the gods of stone, or wood, or brass,

me referto a veryfine passagem another Christianscholar,William Or gold, or ivory ;

_.C_( Tash,b°°kiL):"All truthis fr°anthes_mpit_rnals°urc'e,'° And, appointing to those sacrifices and vain festalThe Si_l. assemblages,
s O_A_-_, native of Asso. Are accustomed thus to practise religion."
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In this venturous manner has he on the stage "If a man drags the Deity
brought truth before the spectators. But the Whither he wilt bv the sound of cymbMs,He that does this is greater than the Deity ;
Thracian Orpheus, the son of (Eagrus, hiero- But these are the instruments of audacity and means
phant and poet at once, after his exposition of of living
the orgies, and his theology of idols, introduce, Invented by men."
a palinode of truth with true solemnity, though And not only Menander, but Homer also, and
tardily singing the strain:-- Euripxdes, and other poets in great numbers,
,' I shall utter to whom it is lawful ; but let the doors expose your gods, and are wont to rate them,

be closed, and that soundly too. For instance, they call
Nevertheless, against all the profane. But do thou Aphrodite dog-fly, and Heph_estus a cripple.

hear, Helen says to Aphrodite :mO Musa_us, offspring of the light-bringing moon,
For I will declare what is true. And let not these " Thy godship abdicate!

thmgs Renounce Olympus f"1

Which once appeared in your breast rob you of dear And of Dionysus, Homer writes without re-life ;
But looking to the divine word, apply yourself to it, serve : --

Keeping right tke star of intellect and fteltng; and " He, mid their frantic orgies, in the groveswalk well
In the straight path, and to the immortal King of the Of lovely Nyssa, put to shameful rout

universe alone The youthful Bacchus' nurses ; they in fear,
Direct your gaze." Dropped each her thyrsus, scattered by the handOf fierce Lycurgus,with an ox-goad armed.''_

Then proceeding, he clearly adds :-- Worthy truly of the Socratic school is Eurip-
" He is one, self-proceeding; and from Him alone all ides, who fixes his eye on truth, and despises

things proceed, the spectators of his phys. On one occasmn,
And in them He Himself exerts his activity : no mot- Apollo,tal
Beholds Him, but He beholds all." "Who inhabits the sanctuary that is in the middle of

the earth,
Thus far Orpheus at last understood that he had Dispensing most certain oracles to mortals,"

been in error : -- is thus exposed : --
"But linger no longer, O man, endued with varied wis- "It was in obedience to him that I killed her who

dora ; broughtme forth ;
But turnand retrace your steps, and propitiate God." Him do you regard as stained with guilt--put him

to death ;
For if, at the most, the Greeks, having received It was he that sinned, not I, umnstructed as I was
certain scintillations of the divine word, have In right and justice.''_

given forth some utterances of truth, they bear He introduces Heracles, at one time mad, at
indeed witness that the force of truth is not another drunk and gluttonous. How should he
hidden, and at the same time expose their own
weakness in not having arrived at the end. For :not so represent the god who, when entertainedas a guest, ate green figs to flesh, uttering dis-
I think it has now become evident to all, that cordant howls, that even his barbarian host
those who do or speak aught without the word remarked it? In his drama of Ion, too, he
of truth are like people compelled to walk with- barefacedly brings the gods on the stage :-
out feet. Let the strictures on your gods, which
the poets, impelled by the force of truth, intro- "How, then, is it right for you, who have given lawsto mortals,
duce in their comedies, shame you into salvation. To be yourselves guilty of wrong ?
Menander, for instance, the comic poet, in his And if--what will never take place, yet I wilt state
drama of the Clzanoteer, says : -- the supposition

You will _ive satisfactionto men for your adulteries,
":No God pleases me that goes about You, Poseidon, and you, Zeus, the rulerof heaven,-

With an old woman, and enters houses You will, in order to make recompense for your mi_
Carrying a trencher." deeds,

Have to empty your temples."'
For such are the begging priests of Cybele.
Hence Anusthenes replies appropriately to their CHXP.vm.--THE TRim _ m TO
request for alms : -- SOUGHTIN THE PROPHETS.

"I do not maintain the mother of the gods, It is now time, as we have despatched in
For the gods maintain her." order the other points, to go to the prophetic

Scriptures; for the oracles present us with the
Again, the same writer of comedy, expressing
his dissatisfaction with the common usages, tries appliances necessary for the attainment of piety,
!o expose the impious arrogance of the prevail- , n., ui.4o6.
mg error in the drama of the _Priestess, sagely * :z,_, ,3,.
declaring : -- _ :0_,°'_'_'*'4o.s0o
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and so establish the truth. The divine Scrip- the moon, which they have loved and served,
tares and institutions of wisdom form the short and their city shall be burned down." s He says,
road to salvation. Devoid of embellishment, of too, that the elements and the world shall be
outward beauty of diction, of wordiness and destroyed. "The earth," he says, "shall grow
seductiveness, they raise up humanity strangled old, and the heaven shall pass away; but the
by wickedness, teaching men to despise the word of the Lord endureth for ever." What,
casualties of hfe ; and with one and the same then, when again God wishes to show Himself
voice remedying many evils, they at once dis- by Moses : "Behold ye, behold ye, that I AM,
suade us from pernicious deceit, and clearly ex- and there is no other God beside Me. I will
hort us to the attainment of the salvation kill, and I will make to live ; I will strike, and I
set before us. Let the Sibyl' prophetess, then, will heal ; and there is none who shall deliver
be the first to sing to us the song of salva- out of My hands."9 But do you wish to hear
tion:w another seer? You have the whole prophetic

choir, the associates of Moses. What the Holy
"So He isall sureand unerring: Spirit says by Hosea, I will not shrink from

Come, follow no longer darkness and gloom ;
See, the sun's sweet-glancing light shines gloriously, quoting : "Lo, I am He that appointeth the
Know, and lay up wisdom in your hearts : thunder, and createth spirit ; and His hands have
There is one-God, who sends rains, and winds, and established the host of heaven." '° And once

earthquakes,
Thunderbolts, famines, plagues, anddismalsorrows, more by Isaiah. And this utterance I _11 re-
And snows and ice. But why detail particulars ? peat : "I am," he says, "I am the LORD ; I who
He reigns over heaven, He rules earth, speak righteousness, announce truth. Gather

He truly is ; "-- yourselves together, and come. Take counsel

where, in remarkable accordance with inspire- together, ye that are saved from the nations
tion 2 she compares delusion to darkness, and They have not known, they who set up the block
the knowledge of God to the sun and light, and of wood, their carved work, and pray to gods
subjecting both to comparison, shows the choice who will not save them."" Then proceeding :
we ought to make. For falsehood is not dissi- "I am God, and there is not beside Me a justGod, and a Saviour: there is none except Me.pared by the bare presentation of the truth, but
by the practical improvement of the truth it is] Turn to Me, and ye will be saved, ye that arefrom the end of the earth. I am God, and thereejected and put to flight.

Jeremiah the prophet, gifted with consummate is no other ; by Myself I swear." '* But against
wisdom? or rather the Holy Spirit in Jeremmh, the worshippers of idols he is exasperated, say-
exhibits God. "Am I a God at hand," he rag, "To whom will ye liken the LORD, or to
says, "and not a God afar off? Shall a man do what likeness will ye compare Him ? Has not
ought in secret, and I not see him? Do I not the artificer made the image, or the goldsmith
fill heaven and earth ? Saith the LORD."4 melted the gold and plated it with gold ?" 's --

And agmn by Isaiah, "Who shall measure and so on. Be not therefore idolaters, but even
heaven with a span, and the whole earth with his now beware of the threatenings ; "for the graven
hand ? "s Behold God's greatness, and be filled images and the works of men's hands shall wail,
wih a e -- u worshi Him of whom or rather they that trust in them," ,4 for matter ist maz ment. Let s p , ._ , . _ , ,,m,
the prophet says, "Before Thy face the hills aevom oi sensa,tmn. ucnt.cet_are ne say_, _._endeeholl _,t_l# ...... l#_#k k_¢^._ #h^ ,:_ t,, 6[Lord Will snake tile ltles tla t are m aDl[ ,

1ms, says he, is me t..oct wnose throne Is ... ..... . " "" d............. . .. _. , why repeat to you me mysteries OlWlSGOm, anneaven, an(/mls motstool me eartn; ana 1I me . . .. ._. . _. . .t_
open heaven, quaking will seize thee." z Will sayings irom me wntm_ o, me ,son o_L_ot_

" " " ...... _ "'ol .itleDrews, me master ox vasaome lne Loyou near, _oo, wnal; this propne_ says Ot 10 S _' ........ . • .

"And they shall be made a spectacle of in the face Icreateame tiae ,beginning o_ nxs ways, m,oroertO ills works.'" , ineLoRD_vetnw_sglof the sun, and their carcases shall be meat for ], . . " .......
the fowls of heaven and the wild beasts of the la°m' aaa {.r°m,.H.)s taceproceea .x_.o_ecxge. __a
earth ; and they shall putrefy before the sun and i h_unaerstanam •",c_d, _,,,_;,_ _,,A'"mowtom wltt mou nem,,,h,.,,_ ..... d

I _' .... _t_ ; ............... r.nOU De aroil_
_[from sleep?" ,s ,, but if thou show thyself no

[Note her remarkable accord with inspiration, clearlydlstln-[

gulsh]ng between such and the oracles of God. But see, supra, |
p. x3_ and p. x45.] [ _er. viii. a, xxx. _o, iv. 6.

[Hwnng shown what truth there is to be found in hea.then ] 9 /.)cut xxxn. 39.

showing them how to dtmb upward m. thts way, ana cleveny mau- I *t tsa. my. xg, _.

crag them to make the best use of _ own prophets and poets, by I _: lsa. xlv. ax-'_3-_ng them to the _urccs of their noblest ideas.] [ 3 Isa. xl. xS, tg.
[How sublimely he now intmduc_ the oracles _ truth.] [ x4 Is& x. xo, xx.

4 Jet, xxiii. _3- [ _ I_a. x. z_.
s IsL xl. z_. [ se Pmv. vdi. _.
6 I_. lxiv. _, =. s7 Pmv. ii. 6.
_ Ir_. lxvi. x. I _* Prov. vi. 9.
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sluggard, as a fountain thy harvest shall come, ''_ rebuked of Him." _ O surpassing love for man !
the "Word of the Father, the benign light, the tNot as a teacher speaking to his pupils, not as a
Lord that bringeth hght, faith to all, and salva- ]master to his domestics, nor as God to men, but

tion." * For" the LORDwho created the earth by ]as a father, does the Lord gently admonish his
His power, as Jeremiah says, has raised up the jchildren. Thus Moses confesses that he was
world by His wisdom ;" 3 for wisdom, which is filled with quaking and terror .... while he listened
His word, raises us up to the truth, who have to God speaking concerning the Word. And
fallen prostrate before Idols, and is itself the first art not thou afraid as thou hearest the voice of
resurrection from our fall. Whence Moses, the the Divine Word? Art not thou distressed?
man of God, dissuading from all idolatry, beauti- Do you not fear, and hasten to learn of H_m,
fully exclaims," Hear, O Israel, the LORD thy God that is, to salvation, -- dreading wrath, loving
is one LORD ; and thou shalt worship the ].,ORB grace, eagerly striving after the hope set before
thy God, and Him only shalt thou serve."4 us, that you may shun the judgment threatened?
"Now therefore be wise, O men," according to Come, come, O my young people ! For if you
that blessed psalmist David ; " lay hold on in- become not again as little children, and be born
struction, test the Lord be angry, and ye perish again, as salth the Scripture, you shall not re-
from the way of righteousness, when His wrath ceive the truly existent Father, nor shall you
has quickly kindled. Blessed are all they who ever enter into the kingdom of" heaven. For in
put their trust in Him." s But already the Lord, what way is a stranger permitted to enter? Welt,
m His surpassing pity, has inspired the song of as I take it, then, when he is enrolled and made
salvation, sounding like a battle march, "Sons a cmzen, and receives one to stand to him in the
of men, how long will ye be slow of heart ? relation of father, then will he be occupied with
Why do you love vanity, and seek after a lie ?" 6 the Father's concerns, then shall he be deemed
What, then, is the vanity, and what the lie ? worthy to be made His heir, then will he share
The holy apostle of the Lord, reprehending the the kingdom of the Father with His own dear
Greeks, will show thee : "Because that, when Son. For this is the first-born Church, composed
they knew God, they glorified Him not as God, of many good children ; these are "the first-born
neither were thankful ; but became vain in their enrolled in heaven, who hold high festival with
imaginations, and changed the glory of God into so many myriads of angels." We, too, are first-
the likeness of corruptible man, and worshipped born sons, who are reared by God, who are the
and served the creature more than the Creator." 7 genuine friends of the First-born, who first of
And verily this is the God who "in the begin- all other men attained to the knowledge of God,
rang made the heaven and the earth." s But who first were wrenched away from our sins,
you do not know God, and worship the heaven, first severed from the devil. And now the more
and how shall you escape the guilt of impiety? benevolent God is, the more impious men are ;
Hear again the prophet speaking: "The sun for He desires us from slaves to become sons,
shall suffer echpse, and the heaven be darkened ; while they scorn to become sons. O the prodi-
but the Almighty shall shine for ever : while the gious folly of being ashamed of the Lord ! He
powers of the heavens shall be shaken, and the offers freedom, you flee into bondage ; He be-
heavens stretched out and drawn together shall stows salvation, you sink down into destruction ;
be rolled as a parchment-skin (for these are the He confers everlasting life, you wait for punish-
prophetic expressions), and the earth shall flee ment, and prefer the fire which the Lord "has
away from before the face of the Lord." 9 prepared for the devil and his angels." t_ Where-

fore the blessed apostle says : "I testify in the
CHAP. IX.- "THAT THOSE GRIEVOUSLY SIN WHO Lord, that ye walk no longer as the Gentiles
DESmSEOR _ECLECT GOD'S GRACIOUSCALLING." walk, in the vanity of their mind ; having their

I could adduce ten thousand Scriptures of understanding darkened, being alienated from
which not "one tittle shall pass away .... without the life of God through the ignorance that is in
being fulfilled ; for the mouth of the Lord the them, because of the hardness of their heart :
Holy Spirit hath spoken these things. "Do not who, being past feeling, have given themselves
any longer," he says, "my son, despise the over to lasciviousness, to work all tmcleannem
chastening of the LORD, nor faint when thou art and concupiscence." ,4 After the accusation of

such a witness, and his invocation of God, what
P_. _ t_. else remains for the unbelieving than judgment

2Prov.vi _3. and condemnation ? And the Lord, with cease-er, x. x2.

• {_._ _i.4, t3..... less assiduity, exhorts, terrifies, urges, rouses,
s Ps. iL to, x2.
6 ]Pt. 1¥. 2.

Rom.L _x, 23, _5-
8 C,_m. i.x. It Prov iii. tx.
9 Thin ts made up of several tmssages, ms Isa. xiil. to, Ezek. xxxn. t2 Heb. xit. 2z.

7, Joel li. to, 3t, iii. iS. ts Matt. xxv. ¢t, 46.
;o Matt. v. x8 x( Eph. iv. x7-xg+
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admonishes ; He awakes from the sleep of dark- purchase it? Were one to estimate the value
hess, and raises up those who have wandered in of the whole of Pactolus, the fabulous river of
error. "Awake," He says, "thou that sleepest, gold, he would not have reckoned up a price
and arise from the dead, and Christ shall gave equivalent to salvation.
thee light,"' -- Christ, the Sun of the Resurrec- Do not, however, faint. You may, if you
tion, He "who was born before the morning choose, purchase salvation, though of inestimable
star,"2 and with His beams bestows life. Let value, with your own resources, love and hvmg
no one then despise the Word, lest he unwit- faith, which will be reckoned a suitable pnce.
tingly despise himself. For the Scripture some- This recompense God cheerfully accepts ; "for
where says, "To-day, if ye will hear His voice, we trust in the living God, who is the Saviour of
harden not your hearts, as in the provocation, in all men, especially of those who believe." 7
the day of temptation in the wilderness, when But the rest, round whom the world's growths
your fathers proved Me by trial." 3 And what have fastened, as the rocks on the sea-shore
was the trial ? If you wish to learn, the Holy are covered over with sea-weed, make light of
Spirit will show you : "And saw my works," He i immortality, like the old man of Ithaca, eagerly
says, "forty years. Wherefore I was grieved longing to see, not the truth, not the fatherland
with that generation, and said, They do always in heaven, not the true light, but smoke. But
err in heart, and have not known My ways. So I godliness, that makes man as far as can be like
sware in my wrath, they shall not enter into My God, designates God as our suitable teacher, who
rest."* Look to the threatening I Look to the alone can worthily assimilate man to God. This
exhortation l Look to the punishment! Why, teaching the apostle knows as truly divine.
then, should we any longer change grace into "Thou, O Timothy," he says, "from a child hast
wrath, and not receive the word with open ears, known the holy letters, which are able to make
and entertain God as a guest in pure spirits? thee wise unto salvation, through faith that is in
For great is the grace of His promise, "if to-day Christ Jesus." s For truly holy are those letters
we hear His voice." s And that to-day is length- that sanctify and deify ; and the writings or vol-
ened out day by day, while it is called to-day, umes that consist of those holy letters and
And to the end the to-day and the instruction syllables, the same apostle consequently calls
continue ; and then the true to-day, the never- ] "respired of God, being profitable for doctrine,
ending day of God, extends over eternity. Let l for reproof, for correction, for instruction in
us then ever obey the voice of the divine word. righteousness, that the man of God may be per-
For the to-day signifies eternity. And day is fect, thoroughly furnished to every good work." 9
the symbol of light; and the light of men is the No one will be so impressed by the exhortations
Word, by whom we behold God. Rightly, then, of any of the saints, as he is by the words of the
to those that have believed and obey, grace will Lord Himself, the lover of man. For this, and
superabound ; while with those that have been nothing but this, is His only work--the salva-
unbelieving, and err in heart, and have not tion of man. Therefore He Himself, urging
known the Lord's ways, which John commanded them on to salvation, cries, "The kingdom of
to make straight and to prepare, God is incensed, heaven is at hand." ,o Those men that draw near
and those He threatens, through fear, He converts. Thus also the apos-

And, indeed, the old Hebrew wanderers in the tle of the Lord, beseeching the Macedonians,
desert received typically the end of the threaten- becomes the interpreter of the divine voice, when
ins ; for they are said not to have entered into he says, "The Lord is at hand ; take care that
the rest, because of unbelief, till, having followed [ ye be not apprehended empty."" But are ye so
the successor of Moses, they learned by experi-! devoid of fear, or rather of faith, as not to be-
ence, though late, that they could not be saved lieve the Lord Hinxself, or Paul, who in Christ's
otherwise than by believing on Jesus. But the stead thus entreats : "Taste and see that Christ
Lord, in His love to man, invites all men to the ! is God ?" '_ Faith will lead you in ; experience
knowledge of the truth, and for this end sends will teach you; Scripture will train you, for it
the Paraclete. What, then, is this knowledge? says, "Come hither, O children ; listen to me,
Godliness ; and "godliness," according to Paul, and I will teach you the fear of the LORD."
"is profitable for all things, having the promise Then, as to those who already believe, it briefly
of the life that now is, and of that which is to adds, "What man is he that desireth life, that
come." 6 If eternal salvation were to be sold, loveth to see good days ?" ,3 It is we, we shall
for how much, O men, would you propose to

7 x Tim. iv. xo.
B a Tun. id. xs.

t Eph v. x4. 9 a Tim nl. t6, x7. [Here note the testimony of Clement to the
a Pa. CX.3. universal diffustou axedstudy of the Scrtptures.]
S ]a_. xCv. S, 9. to Matt. Iv. x?.
4 ps. xev. 9_xx" tx Phil rv. $.

x Tim. iv. 8. xtm_v,xx.
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say--we who are the devotees of good, we who the chariot of your life, and, impelled by your
eagerly desire good things. Hear, then, ye who Ifolly, dash towards the precipices of destruction,
are far off, hear ye who are near : the word has ]and regard the holy word of God as an accursed
not been hidden from any; light is common, it thing. The reward of your choice, therefore,
shines "on all men." No one is a Cimmerian as described by Sophocles, follows: --
m respect to the word. Let us haste to salva- "The mind a blank, useless ears, vain thoughts."

tion, to regeneration ; let us who are many haste [And you know not that, of all truths, this is the
that we may be brought together into one love, itruest, that the good and godly shall obtain
according to the umon of the essential unity ; the good reward, inasmuch as they held good-
and let us, by being made good, conformably ness in high esteem ; while, on the other hand,followafterunion, seeking after the good Monad.

The union of many in one, issuing in the pro-the wicked shall receive meet punishment. Forthe author of evil, torment has been prepared ;
ductlon of divine harmony out of a medley of and so the prophet Zecharias threatens him :
sounds and division, becomes one symphony ,, He that hath chosen Jerusalem rebuke thee ; lo,
following one choir-leader and teacher, I the is not this a brand plucked from the fire ?-2 What
Word, reaching and resting in the same truth, an infatuated demre, then, for voluntary death is
and crying Abba, Father. This, the true utter-this, rooted in men's minds ! Why do they flee
ance of H_s children, God accepts with gracious to this fatal brand, with which they shall be
welcome--the first-fruits He receives from burned, when it is within their power to live
them. nobly according to God, and not according to

custom ? For God bestows life freely; but evil
CHAP. X.- ANSWER TO THE OBJECTION OF THE custom, after our departure from this world,

HEATHEN, THAT IT WAS NOT RIGHT TO ABAN- brings on the sinner unavailing remorse with
DONTHECUSTOMSOFTHEIRI_ATHERS. pumshment. By sad experience, even a child
But you say it is not creditable to subvert the knows how superstition destroys and piety saves.

customs handed down to us from our fathers. Let any of you look at those who ministerbefore
And why, then, do we not still use our first hour- the idols, their hmr matted, their persons dis-
ishment, milk, to which our nurses accustomed graced with filthy and tattered clothes ; who
us from the time of our birth ? Why do we in- never come near a bath, and let their nails grow
crease or diminish our patrimony, and not keep to an extraordinary length, like wild beasts ;
it exactly the same as we got it ? Why do we many of them castrated, who show the idol's
not still vomit on our parents' breasts, or still do temples to be in reality graves or prisons. These
the things for which, when infants, and nursed appear to me to bewail the gods, not to worship
by our mothers, we were laughed at, but have them, and their sufferings to be worthyof pity
corrected ourselves, even if we did not fall in rather than piety. And seeing these things, do
with good instructors ? Then, if excesses in the you still continue bhnd, and will you not look
indulgence of the passions, though pernicious up to the Ruler of all, the Lord of the universe ?
and dangerous, yet are accompanied with pleas- And will you not escape from those dungeons,
ure, why do we not in the conduct of life aban- and flee to the mercy that comes down from
don that usage which is evil, and provocative of heaven ? For God, of His great love to man,
passion, and godless, even should our fathers comes to the help of man, as the mother-bird
feel hurt, and betake ourselves to the truth, and flies to one of her young that has fallen out
seek Him who is truly our Father, rejecting cus- of the nest ; and if a serpent open its mouth
tom as a deleterious drug? For of all that I to swallow the little bird, "the mother flutters
have undertaken to do, the task I now attempt round, uttering cries of grief over her dear pro-
is the noblest, viz., to demonstrate to you how geny ; "3 and God the Father seeks His crea-
inimical this insane and most wretched custom ture,and heals his transgression, and pursues the
is to godliness. For a boon so great, the great- serpent, and recovers the young one, and incites
est ever given by God to the human race, would it to fly up to the nest.
never have been hated and rejected, had not Thus dogs that have strayed, track out their
you been carriedaway by custom, and then shut :master by the scent ; and horses that have thrown
your ears against us ; and just as unmanageable their riders, come to their master's call if he but
horses throw off the reins, and take the bit be- whistle. "The ox," it is said, "knoweth his
tween their teeth, you rush away from the argu- owner, and the ass his master's crib ; but Israel
ments addressed to you, in your eager desire to hath not known Me." * What, then, of the
shake yourselves clear of us, who seek to guide Lord ? He remembers not our ill desert ; He

still pities, He still urges us to repentance.
Ch I [.Here seems to be a running allusion to the privileges of the "

nsUan Church in its unity, and to the "Ptmlnm and hymns and e Zech. in. 2.
sPmtual songs, _ which were so charming a feature of Christian 3 Iliad, iL 3t5.
worsbap. Bunsen, tti_lytu.r, etc., vol. It. p. t57 ] 4 Ira. t. 3-
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And I would ask you, if it does not appear to The land I give thee, and the sea, my child,
you monstrous, that you men who are God's and heaven too ; and all the living creatures in
handiwork, who have received your souls from them I freely bestow upon thee. Only, O child,
Him, and belong wholly to God, should be sub- thirst for thy Father ; God shall be revealed to
ject to another master, and, what is more, serve thee without price ; the truth is not made met-
the tyrant instead of the rightful King-- the evil chandise of. He gives thee all creatures that fly
one instead of the good? For, in the name of and swim, and those on the land. These the
truth, what man in his senses turns his back on Father has created for thy thankful enjoyment.
good, and attaches himself to evil? What, then, What the bastard, who is a son of perdition,
is he who flees from God to consort with de- foredoomed to be the slave of mammon, has to
mons ? Who, that may become a son of God, buy for money, He assigns to thee as thine own,
prefers to be in bondage ? Or who is he that even to His own son who loves the Father ; for
pursues his way to Erebus, when it is in his whose sake He still works, and to whom alone
power to be a citizen of heaven, and to cultivate He promises, saying, "The land shall not be sold
Paradise, and walk about in heaven and partake m perpetuity," for it is not destined to corrup-
of the tree of hfe and immortahty, and, cleavmg tlon. "For the whole land is mine ;" and it _s
his way through the sky in the track of the lumi- thine too, if thou receive God. Wherefore the
nous cloud, behold, like Elias, the rain of salva- Scripture, as might have been expected, pro-
tioh? Some there are, who, like worms wallowing claims good news to those who have beheved.
in marshes and mud in the streams of pleasure, "The saints of the Lord shall inherit the glory
feed on foolish and useless delights- swinish i of God and His power." What glory, tell me,
men. For swine, it is saxd, like mud better O blessed One, which "eye hath not seen, nor
than pure water ; and, according to Democritus i ear heard, nor hath it entered into the heart of
"doat upon dirt." man ;" 4 and "they shall be glad m the kingdom

Let us not then be enslaved or become swm of their Lord for ever and ever ! Amen." You
ish ; but, as true children of the hght, let ushave, O men, the divine promise of grace; you
raise our eyes and look on the light, lest the Lord have heard, on the other hand, the threatening
discover us to be spurious, as the sun does the of punishment : by these the Lord saves, teach-
eagles. I_t us therefore repent, and pass from lng men by fear and grace. Why do we delay ?
ignorance to knowledge, from foolishness to wis- Why do we not shun the pumshment? Why
dom, from licentiousness to self-restramt, from do we not recexve the free gift? Why, in fine. do
unrighteousness to righteousness, from godless- we not choose the better part, God instead of
ness to God. It is an enterprise of noble daring the evil one, and prefer wisdom to idolatry, and
to take our way to God ; and the enjoyment take hfe m exchange for death? "Behold," He
of many other good things is within the reach of says, " I have set before your face death and
the lovers of righteousness, who pursue eternal life." s The Lord tries you, that "you may
life, specially those things to which God Himself choose hfe." He counsels you as a father to
alludes, speaking by Isaiah : "There is an inherit- obey God. "For if ye hear Me," He says, "and
ance for those who serve the LORD."' Noble be willing, ye shall eat the good things of the
and desirable is this inheritance : not gold, not land : "6 this is the grace attached to obedience.
silver, not raiment, which the moth assails, and "But if ye obey Me not, and are unwilhng, the
things of earth which are assailed by the robber, sword and fire shall devour you : "7 this is the
whose eye is dazzled by worldly wealth; but it penalty of disobedience. For the mouth of
is that treasure of salvation to which we must the Lord--the law of truth, the word of the Lord
hasten, by becoming lovers of the Word. Thence -- hath spoken these things. Are you willing
praise-worthy works descend to us, and fly with that I should be your good counsellor ? Well, do
us on the wing of truth. This is the inheritance you hear. I, if possible, will explain. You
with which the eternal covenant of God itavests ought, O men, when reflecting on the Good,
us, conveying the everlasting gift of grace; and to have brought forward a witness inborn and
thus our loving Father--the true Father-- competent, viz., faith, which of itself, and from
ceases not to exhort, admonish, train, love us. its own resources, chooses at once what is best,
For He ceases not to save, and advises the best instead of occupying yourselves in painfully m-
course : "Become righteous," says the Lord? quiring whether what is best ought to be followed.
Ye that thirst, come to the water ; and )re that For, allow me to tell you, you ought to doubt
have no money, come, and buy and drink with- whether you should get drunk, but you get drunk
out money.3 He invites to the laver, to salvation, before reflecting on the matter ; and whether
to illumination, all but crying out and saying,

• x Cor. il. 9 .
s Isa. liv. x7 s Deut. m. x5.
z Isa. liv. x7, where Sept. reads, "yc shall be fightcous." _ Isa. i. x9.
:s ha. Iv. x, 7 Isa. i. ao, xuhi. xz.
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you ought to do an injury, but you do injury with themselves of the earth, are workers of the earth.
the utmost readiness. The only thing you make "For then," says a certain prophecy, "the af-
the subject of question is, whether God should fairs here turn out unfortunately, when men put
be worshipped, and whether this wise God and their trust in images." Let the meaner artists,
Christ should be followed : and this you think !too-- for I will not stop callingM come. None
requires deliberation and doubt, and know not of these ever made a breathing image, or out of
what is worthy of God. Have faith in us, as you earth moulded soft flesh. Who liquefied the
have in drunkenness, that you may be wise ; have marrow ? or who sohdified the bones ? Who
faith in us, as you have in injury, that you may stretched the nerves? who distended the veins?
hve. But if, acknowledging the conspicuous Who poured the blood into them? Or who
trustworthiness of the virtues, you wish to trust spread -the skin ? Who ever could have made
them, come and I will set before you in abun- eyes capable of seeing? Who breathed spirit
dance, materials of persuasion respecting the into the hfeless form? Who bestowed right-
Word. But do you--for your ancestral customs, eousness ? Who promised immortality? The
by which your minds are preoccupied, divert you Maker of the universe alone ; the Great Artist
from the truth, m do you now hear what is the and Father has formed us, such a living image
real state of the case as follows, as man is. But your Olympian Jove, the image

And let not any shame of this name pre- of an image, greatly out of harmony with truth,
occupy you, which does great harm to men, and is the senseless work of Attic hands. For the
seduces them from salvation. Let us then image of God is His Word, the genuine Son of
openly strip for the contest, and nobly strive in Mind. the Divine Word, the archetypal light
the arena of truth, the holy Word being the of hght ; and the image of the Word is the true
judge, and the Lord of the universe prescribing man, the mind which is in man, who is therefore
the contest. For 'tis no insignificant prize, the stud to have been made "in the image and like-
guerdon of immortality which is set before us. ness of God," 2 assimilated to the Divine Word
Pay no more regard, then, if you are rated by in the affections of the soul, and therefore ra-
some of the low rabble who lead the dance of tional ; but effigies sculptured in human form,
impiety, and are driven on to the same pit the earthly image of that part of man which is
by their folly and insanity, makers of idols and visible and earth-born, are but a perishable im-
worshippers of stones. For these have dared to press of humanity, manifestly wide of the truth.
deify men,-- Alexander of Macedon, for ex- That life, then, which is occupied with so much
ample, whom they canonized as the thirteenth earnestness about matter, seems to me to be
god, whose pretensions Babylon confuted, which nothing else than full of insanity. And custom,
showed him dead. I admire, therefore, the which has made you taste bondage and unrea-
divine sophist. Theocrltus was his name. After sonable care, is fostered by vain opinion ; and
Alexander's death, Theocritus, holding up the ignorance, which has proved to the human race
vain opinions entertained by men respecting the the cause of unlawful rites and delusive shows,
gods, to ridicule before his fellow-citizens, said : and also of deadly plagues and hateful images,
"Men, keep up your hearts as long as you see has, by devising many shapes of demons, stamped
the gods dying sooner than men." And, truly, on all that follow it the mark of long-continued
he who worships gods that are visible, and the death. Receive, then, the water of the word ;
promiscuous rabble of creatures begotten and wash, ye polluted ones; purify yourselves from
born, and attaches himself to them, is a far custom, by sprinkling yourselves with the drops
more wretched object than the very demons, of truth. 3 The pure must ascend to heaven.
For God is by no manner of means unrighteous, Thou art a man, if we look to that which is
as the demons are, but in the very highest de- most common to thee and others-- seek Him

_ righteous ; and nothing more resembles who created thee ; thou art a son, if we look tothan one of us when he becomes righteous that whmh is thy peculiar prerogative- ac-
in the highest possible degree : -- knowledge thy Father. But do you still con-

tinue in your sins, engrossed with pleasures?
"Go into the way, the whole tribe of you handicrafts- To whom shall the Lord say, "Yours is the

II1en) l ')
Who worship Jove's fierce-eyed daughter, the working kingdom of heaven ? Yours, whose choice is

goddess, ,, set on God, if you will ; yours, if you will only
With fans duly placed, fools that ye are -- believe, and comply with the brief terms of the

fashioners of stones, and worshin_ers of them tannouncement; which the Ninevites having
rr " obe ed, instead of the destruction they looked

Let your Phidias, and Polycletus, and your . Y ................. *-e--
_axiteles and Apelles too, come, and all that tot, omamea a signal aeuverance, mow, m n,
are engaged in mechanical arts, who, being
-------.--- *C,c_i. _6. . .

3 [Immersionwastat'elytheformof prmmuvebaptism,_ then
t Minerva. words,d"nota referencetothatracmmm_t,mustrecall_ IlL_S]
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may I ascend to heaven, is it said ? The Lord tns? Is it not evident to all that they are stones,
is the way; a strait way, but leading from as is the veritable Hermes himself? As the
heaven, strait in truth, but leading back to Halo is not a god, and as the Iris is not a god, but
heaven, strait, despised on earth ; broad, adored are states of the atmosphere and of the clouds ;
in heaven, and as, likewise, a day is not a god, nor a year,

Then, he that is uninstructed in the word, has nor time, which is made up of these, so neither
ignorance as the excuse of his error; but as for _s sun nor moon, by which each of those men-
him into whose ears instraction has been poured, tioned above is determined. Who, then, in his
and who deliberately maintains his incredulity in right senses, can imagme Correction, and Punish.
his soul, the wiser he appears to be, the more merit, and Justice, and Retribution to be gods?
harm will his understanding do him ; for he has For neither the Furies, nor the Fates, nor Destiny
his own sense as his accuser for not having axe gods, since neither Government, nor Glory,
chosen the best part. For man has been other- nor Wealth are gods, which last [as Plutus]
wise constituted by nature, so as to have fellow- painters represent as blind. But if you de@
ship with God. As, then, we do not compel the Modesty, and Love, and Venus, let these be fol-
horse to plough, or the bull to hunt, but set each lowed by Infamy, and Passion, and Beauty, and
animal to that for which it is by nature fitted ; Intercourse. Therefore Sleep and Death cannot
so, placing our finger on what is man's peculiar reasonably any more be regarded as twin deities,
and distinguishing characteristic above othercrea- being merely changes which take place naturally
tures, we invite him--born, as he is, for the in living creatures; no more will you with pro-
contemplation of heaven, and being, as he is, a priety call Fortune, or Destiny, or the Fates god-
truly heavenly plant-- to the knowledge of God, desses. And if Strife and Battle be not gods, no
counselling him to furnish himself with what is more are Ares and Enyo. Still further, if the
his sufficient provision for eternity, namely piety, lightnings, and thunderbolts, and rains are not
Practise husbandry, we say, if you are a husband- gods, how can fire and water be gods ? how can
man; but while you till your fields, know God. shooting stars and comets, which are produced
Sail the sea, you who are devoted to navigation, by atmospheric changes ? He who calls Fortune
yet call the whilst on the heavenly Pilot. x Has a god, let him also so call Action. If, then,
knowledge taken hold of you while engaged in none of these, nor of the images formed by
military service ? Listen to the commander, who human hands, and destitute of feeling, is held to
orders what is right. As those, then, who have be a God, while a prowdence exercised about
been overpowered with sleep and drunkenness, do us is evidently the result of a dMne power,4 it
ye awake ; and using your eyes a little, consider remains only to acknowledge this, that He alone
what mean those stones which you worship, and who is truly God, only truly is and subsists. But
the expenditure you frivolously lavish on matter, those who are insensible to this are like men
Your means and substance you squander on who have drunk mandrake or some other drug.
iguora1_-e, even as you throw away your lives to May God grant that you may at length awake
death, having found no other end of your vain from this slumber, and know God; and that
hope than this. Not only unable to pity your- neither Gold, nor Stone, nor Tree, nor Action,
selves, you are incapable even of yielding to the nor Suffering, nor Disease, nor Fear, may appear
persuasions of those who commiserate you ; en- in your eyes as a god. For there are, in sooth.
slaved as you are to evil custom, and, clinging to "on the fruitful earth thrice ten thousand" de-
it voluntarily till your last breath, you are hurried moils, not immortal, nor indeed mortal ; for they
to destruction : "because light is come into the are not endowed with sensation, so as to render
world, and men have loved the darkness rather them capable of death, but only things of wood
than the light,"* while they could sweep away and stone, that hold despotic sway over men m-
those hindrances to salvation, pride, and wealth, suiting and violating life through the force of
and fear, repeating this poetic utterance :-- custom. "The earth is the LORD'S,"it is said,
"Whither do I bear these abundant riches ? and whither "and the fnlness thereof." s Then why darest

Do I myself wander?" 3 thou, while luxuriating in the bounties of the

If you wish, then, to cast aside these vain phan- Lord, to ignore the Sovereign Ruler? ,, Leave
tasies, and bid adieu to evil custom, say to vain my earth," the Lord will say to thee. ,' Touchnot the water which I bestow. Partake not of
opinion :-- the fruits of the earth produced by my bus-"Lying dreams, farewell ; you were then nothing."

For what, think you, 0 men, is the Hermes of • A._._oni, _o_ _i,a t_ t_ ._aon _o_ad
thus: "While a certainpre_ous conception ot divine power tsne_:Typho, and that of Andocides, and that of Amye- th_lm_ withinus." nut*doptingthat in thetextm*
ar_:ument is: there is unquestionably a providence implying.th?_"

the_'tt_ta, sayaolptayer, l_O_vii, vol. li.P. 43_t. Ed-a_.j heathen gods. The only other ahernative is, ihatltlsexerctsea
I John iiL I_ the _ self-existent God.
s fly**., xiiL _. 5 Ps. zxiv. z; z Ceqr._ a6, aS.
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bandry." Give to God recompense for your nothing, needs himself but little, having treas-
sustenance ; acknowledge thy Master. Thou art. ured up his bliss in nothing but himself and God,
God's creature. What belongs to Him, how lwhere is neither moth,3 robber, nor pirate, but
can it with justice be alienated? For that which, the eternal Giver of good. With justice, then,
is alienated, being deprived of the properties' have you been compared to those serpents who
that belonged to it, is also deprived of truth, shut their ears against the charmers. For "their
For, after the fashion of Niobe, or, to express mind," says the Scripture, "is like the serpent,
myself more mystically, like the Hebrew woman like the deaf adder, which stoppeth her ear, and
called by the ancients Lot's wife, are ye not will not hear the voice of the charmers." 4 But
turned into a state of insensibility? This woman, allow yourselves to feel the influence of the
we have heard, was turned into stone for her charming strains of sanctity, and receive that
love of Sodom. And those who are godless, mild word of ours, and reject the deadly poison,
addicted to impiety, hard-hearted and foolish, that it may be granted to you to divest yourselves
are Sodomites. Believe that these utterances as much as possible of destruction, as they s have
are addressed to you from God. For think not been divested of old age. Hear me, and do
that stones, and stocks, and birds, and serpents not stop your ears ; do not block up the avenues
are sacred things, and men are not ; but, on the of hearing, but lay to heart what is said. Excel:
contrary, regard men as truly sacred,' and take lent is the medicine of immortality I Stop at
beasts and stones for what they are. For there length your grovelling reptile motions.4 "For
are miserable wretches of human kind, who con- the enemies of the Lord," says Scripture, "shall
sider that God utters His voice by the raven and lick the dust." 6 Raise your eyes from earth to
the jackdaw, but says nothing by man; and the skies, look up to heaven, admire the sight,
honour the raven as a messenger of God. But cease watching with outstretched head the heel
the man of Cod, who croaks not, nor chatters, of the righteous, and hindering the way of truth.
but speaks rationally and instructs lovingly, alas, Be wise and harmless. Perchance the Lord will
they persecute ; and while he is inviting them endow you with the wing of simplicity (for He
to cultivate righteousness, they try inhumanly to has resolved to give wings to those that are
slay him, neither welcoming the grace which earth-born), that you may leave your holes and
comes from above, nor fearing the penalty. For dwell in heaven. Only let us with our whole
they believe not God, nor understand His power, heart repent, that we may be able with our whole
whose love to man is ineffable ; and His hatred heart to contain God. "Trust in Him, all ye
of evil is inconceivable. His anger augments assembled people ; pour out all your hearts be-
punishment against sin ; His love bestows bless- fore Him." z He says to those that have newly
rags on repentance. It is the height of wretch- abandoned wickedness, "He pities them, and
edness to be deprived of the help which comes fills them with righteousness." Believe Him who
from God. Hence this blindness of eyes and is man and God ; believe, O man. Believe, O
dulness of hearing are more grievous than other man, the living God, who suffered and is adored.
inflictions of the evil one ; for the one deprives Believe, ye slaves, s Him who died ; believe, all
them of heavenly vision, the other robs them of ye of human kind, Him who alone is GOd of all
divine instruction. But ye, thus maimed as re- men. Believe, and receive salvation as your re-
spects the truth, blind in mind, deaf in under- ward. Seek God, and your soul shall live. He
standing, are not grieved, are not pained, have who seeks God is busying himself about his own
had no desire to see heaven and the Maker of salvation. Hast thou found God ?m then thou

heaven, nor, by fixing your choice on salvation, hast life. Let us then seek, in order that we
have sought to hear the Creator of the universe, may live. The reward of seeking is life with
and to learn of Him ; for no hindrance stands God. "Let all who seek Thee be glad and re-
in tbe way of him who is bent on the knowledge joice in Thee ; and let them say continually,
of God. Neither childlessness, nor poverty, nor God be magnified." 9 A noble hymn of God is
obscurity, nor want, can hinder him who eagerly an immortal man, established in righteousness,
strives after the knowledge of God; nor does in whom the oracles of truth are engraved. For
any one who has conquered 2 by brass or iron where but in a soul that is wise can you write
the true wisdom for himself choose to exchange truth? where love ? where reverence ? where
it, for it is vastly preferred to everyt/fing else. meekness? Those who have bad these divine
Christ is able to save in every place. For he

that is fired with ardour and admiration for right- 3 M.*_._.,_: ,_t,_a_h.m_ clthat,ta_ot_rd,_ __h, s
eousness, being the lover of One who needs byh_o_e_ro_ _ . . _g.__ " JS ' "]._ey" lw.ems to refer to Sal_:ttty Im_ tlae wotxl.

t It Pet. ii. iT. Th_ ala¢eal ia behalf M th_ mncti_ M man as _ Ps. L6tiL 9.
mira, shows the _klngt of the aposto_ lm_ept, j . . 7 PS. Ix_ 8.

. a TI_ _ "con_ by ]_'ass or m_" is _ow_a from s [s._ _ect d the C_ c_ tl_ s_ and _ d dm
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characters impressed on them, ought, I think, to tickles ; but custom pushes into the abyss, while
regard wisdom as a fair port whence to embark, truth conducts to heaven. Harsh it is at first,
to whatever lot in life they turn ; and likewise to but a good nurse of youth ; and it is at once the
deem it the calm haven of salvation : wisdom, decorous place where the household maids and
by which those who have betaken themselves to matrons dwell together, and the sage council-
the Father, have proved good fathers to their chamber. Nor is it difficult to approach, or
children ; and good parents to their sons, those : impossible to attain, but is very near us in our
who have known the Son ; and good husbands very homes ; as Moses, endowed with all wis-
to their wives, those who remember the Bride- dom, says, while referring to it, it has its abode
groom; and good masters to their servants,' in three departments of our constitution--in the
those who have been redeemed from utter slavery, hands, the mouth, and the heart : a meet emblem
Oh, happier far the beasts than men involved in this of truth, which is embraced by these three
error ! who live in ignorance as you, but do not things in all--will, action, speech. And be not
counterfeit the truth. There are no tribes of afraid lest the multitude of pleasing objects which
flatterers among them. Fishes have no super- rise before you withdraw you from wisdom. You
stition: the birds worship not a single 1maRe; yourself will spontaneously surmount the frivo-
only they look with admiration on heaven, since, lousness of custom, as boys when they have be-
deprived as they are of reason, they are unable come men throw aside their toys. For with a
to know God. So are you not ashamed for liv- celerity unsurpassable, and a benevolence to
ing through so many periods of life in impiety, which we have ready access, the divine power,
making yourselves more irrational than irrational casting its radiance on the earth, hath filled the
creatures ? You were boys, then striplings, then universe with the seed of salvation. For it was
youths, then men, but never as yet were you not without divine care that so great a work was
good. If you have respect for old age, be wise, accomplished in so brief a space by the Lord,
now that you have reached life's sunset; and who, though despised as to appearance, was m
albeit at the close of life, acquire the knowledge reality adored, the expiator of sin, the Saviour,
of God, that the end of life may to you prove the clement, the Diwne Word, He that is truly
the beginning of salvation. You have become most manifest Deity, He that is made equal to
old in superstition ; as young, enter on the prac- the Lord of the universe ; because He was His
tice of piety. God regards you as innocent Son, and the Word was m God, not disbelieved
children. Let, then, the Athenian follow the in by all when He was first preached, nor alto-
laws of Solon, and the Argive those of Phoro- gether unknown when, assuming the character of
neus, and the Spartan those of Lycurgus : but if man, and fashioning Himself in flesh, He enacted
thou enrol thyself as one of God's people, heaven the drama of human salvation : for He was a
is thy country, God thy lawgiver. And what are true champion and a fellow-champion with the
the laws ? "Thou shalt not kill ; thou shalt not creature. And being communicated most speed-
commit adultery ; thou shalt not seduce boys ; ily to men, having dawned from His Father's
thou shalt not steal ; thou shalt not bear false counsel quicker than the sun, with the most per-
witness ; thou shalt love the Lord thy God. ''_ fect ease He made God shine on us. Whence
And the complements of these are those laws He was and what He was, He showed by what
of reason and words of sanctity which are in- He taught and exhibited, manifesting Himself
scribed on men's hearts : "Thou shalt love thy as the Herald of the Covenant, the Reconciler,
neighbour as thyself; to himwho strikes thee on our Saviour, the Word, the Fount of life, the
the cheek, present also the other ; "s ,, thou Giver of peace, diffused over the whole face of
shalt not lust, for by lust alone thou hast com- the earth ; by whom, so to speak, the universe
mitred adultery." 4 How much better, therefore, has already become an ocean of blessings.S
is it for men from the beginning not to wish to
desirethingsforbidden,thanto obtaintheirde- CHAP.Xl.- HOW GREAT ARE THE BENEFITSCON-
sires! But ye are not able to endure the aus- l_RRZD ON MAN THROUGH THE ADVENT OF
terity of salvation; but as we delight in sweet CHRIST.
things, and prize them higher for the agreeable- Contemplate a little, if agreeable to you, the
ness of the pleasure they yield, while, on the divine beneficence. The first man, when in
other hand, those bitter things which are dis- Paradise, sported free, because he was the child
tasteful to the palate are curative and healing, of God _ but when he succumbed to pleasure
and the harshness of medicines strengthens peo- (for the serpent allegorically signifies pleasure
ple of weak stomach, thus custom pleases and crawling on its belly, earthly wickedness nour-

[_ above, p._ox,andbdow, thecommlnd"thou_ltlov_thy s [ Good _mll to _,t_ made empha_. S_ already _,
md_aSour.'l line-schoolsasmblished,and homescreated.As soonas persecuti0n

x3-1_" Dent vl S ceased, _ find the Chrmt_n hospttaL Forster _ the first
Lu]ce _. _ .... foundation of this kind to Ephnum Syras. A friend refers me m bus
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_or fuel to the flames), was as a child se- For how can it be other than desirable, since it
duced by lusts, and grew old in disobedience ; Ihas filled with hght the mind which had been
and by disobeying his Father, dishonoured God. [buried m darkness, and given keenness to the
Such was the influence of pleasure. Man, that t" hght-bringing eyes" of the soul ? For just as,
had been free by reason of simplicity, was found thad the sun not been in existence, night would
fettered to sins. The Lord then wished to re- have brooded over the universe notwithstanding
lease him from his bonds, and clothing Himself the other luminaries of heaven ; so, had we not
with flesh- O divine mystery !--vanquished known the Word, and been illuminated by Him,
the serpent, and enslaved the tyrant death ; and, we should have been nowase different from fowls
most marvellous of all, man that had been de- that are being fed, fattened in darkness, and
celved by pleasure, and bound fast by corruption, nourished for death. Let us then admit the
had his hands unloosed, and was set free. O light, that we may admit God ; let us admit the
mystic wonder ! The Lord was laid low, and light, and become disciples to the Lord. This,
man rose up ; and he that fell from Paradise too, He has been promised to the Father: "I
recewes as the reward of obedience something will declare Thy name to my brethren ; m the
greater [than Paradise] -- namely, heaven itself, midst of the Church will I praise Thee. ''6
Wherefore, since the Word Himself has come Praise and declare to me Thy Father God ;
to us from heaven, we need not, I reckon, go Thy utterances save ; Thy hymn teaches 7 that
any more in search of human learning to Athens hitherto I have wandered in error, seeking God.
and the rest of Greece, and to Ionia. For if we But since Thou leadest me to the hght, 0 Lord,
have as our teacher Him that filled the umverse and I find God through Thee, and receive the
with His holy energies in creation, salvation, Father from Thee, I become"Thy fellow-heir, ''s
beneficence, legislation, prophecy, teaching, we since ThOu "weft not ashamed of me as Thy
have the Teacher from whom all instruction brother."9 Let us put away, then, let us put
comes ; and the whole world, with Athens and away oblivion of the truth, viz., ignorance ; and
Greece, has already become the domain of the iremoving the darkness which obstructs, as dim-
Word., For you, who believed the poetical fable !ness of sight, let us contemplate the only true
which designated Minos the Cretan as the bosom God, first raising our voice in this hymn of
fnend of Zeus, will not refuse to believe that we praise : ,o Hall, O light ! For in us, buried in
who have become the disciples of God have darkness, shut up in the shadow of death, light
received the only true wisdom ; and that which has shone forth from heaven, purer than the sun,
the chiefs of philosophy only guessed at, the sweeter than life here below. That light is
disciples of Christ have both apprehended and eternal life ; and whatever partakes of it lives.
proclaimed. And the one whole Christ is not But night fears the light, and hiding itself in
divided: "There is neither barbarian, nor Jew, terror, gives place to the day of the Lord.
nor Greek, neither male nor female, but a new Sleepless light is now over all, and the west has
man, ''2 transformed by God's Holy Spirit. Fur- given credence to the east. For this was the
ther, the other counsels and precepts are unim- end of the new creation. For "the Sun of
portant, and respect particular things,--as, for Righteousness," who drives His chariot over all,
example, if one may marry, take part in public pervades equally all humanity, like "His Father,
affairs, beget children; but the only command who makes His sun to rise on all men," and
that _s universal, and over the whole course of distils on them the dew of the truth. He hath
existence, at all times and in all circumstances, changed sunset into sunrise, and through the
tends to the highest end, viz., life, is piety,3 -- cross brought death to life ; and having wrenched
all that is necessary, in order that we may live man from destruction, He hath raised him to
for ever, being that we live in accordance with the skies, transplanting mortality into immor-
_t. Philosophy, however, as the ancients say, is tality, and translating earth to heaven nHe,
"a long-lived exhortation, wooing the eternal the husbandman of God,
love of wisdom ;" while the commandment of ,, Pointing out the favourable signs and rousing the na-
the Lord is far-shining, "enlightening the eyes." tions
Receive Christ, receive sight, receive thy light, To good works, putting them in mind of the true sus-

tenance ;" xt
"In order that you may know well both God and man "4

having bestowed on us the truly great, divine,
"Sweet is the Word that gives us light, and inalienable inheritance of the Father, deify-

precious above gold and gems ; it is to be ing man by heavenly teaching, putting His laws
desired above honey and the honey-comb. ''s

6 Ps. xx_._2.
7 [Eph. v. t4, is probably from a _rmn of the Church, which is

• x [The Cathohc instinct zs here; and an all-embracing benevolence here referred to as His, as tt ts adopted Into Scripture.]ts its characteristic, not worldly empire ]
2 Gal. hi. _, vi. iS. . a Rom. vhi. x7.
a [He seems to be thinking of • Tim. yr. 6, and l Tim. tv 8.] 9 Heh. il xx.
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into our minds, and writing them on our hearts, shall not Christ, breathing a strata of peace to
What laws does He inscribe ? "That all shall the ends of the earth, gather together His own
know God, from small to great ;" and, "I will soldiers, the soldiers of peace ? Well, by His
be merciful to them," says God, "and will not blood, and by the word, lie has gathered the
remember their sins." _ Let us receive the laws bloodless host of peace, and assigned to them
of life, let us comply with God's expostulations ; the kingdom of heaven. The trumpet of Christ
let us become acquainted with Him, that He is His Gospel. He hath blown it, and we have
may be gracious. And though God needs heard. "Let us array ourselves in the armour
nothing let us render to Him the grateful recom- of peace, putting on the breastplate of righteous-
pense of a thankful heart and of piety, as a kind ness, and taking the shield of faith, and binding
of house-rent for our dwelling here below, our brows with the helmet of salvation ; and the

sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God,"3
"Gold for brass, let us sharpen. So the apostle m the spirit ofA hundred oxen's worth for that of nine ; "2

peace commands. These are our invulnerable

that is, for your little faith He gives you the earth weapons : armed with these, let us face the evil
of so great extent to till, water to drink and also one ; "the fiery darts of the evil one" let us
to sail on, air to breathe, fire to do your work, quench with the sword-points dipped in water, that
a world to dwell in ; and He has permitted you have been baptized by theWord, returning grate-
to conduct a colony from here to heaven : with ful thanks for the benefits we have received, and
these important works of His hand, and benefits honouring GOd through the Divine Word. "For
in such numbers, He has rewarded your little while thou art yet speaking," it is said, "He will
faith. Then, those who have put faith in necro- say, Behold, I am beside thee." 4 O this holy
mancers, receive from them amulets and charms, and blessed power, by which God has iellowship
to ward off evil forsooth ; and will you not allow with men ! Better far, then, is it to become at
the heavenly Word, the Saviour, to be bound on once the imitator and the servant of the best of
to you as an amulet, and, by trusting in God's all beings ; for only by holy service will any one
own charm, be delivered from passions which are be able to imitate God, and to serve and worship
the diseases of the mind, and rescued from sin ? Him only by imitating Him. The heavenly and

for sin is eternal death. Surely utterly dull truly divine love comes to men thus, when in the
and blind, and, hke moles, doing nothing but soul itself the spark of true goodness, kindled
eat, you spend your lives in darkness, surrounded in the soul by the Divine Word, is able to burst
with corruption. But it is truth which cries, forth into flame ; and, what is of the highest _m-
"The light shall shine forth from the darkness." portance, salvauon runs parallel with sincere
Let the light then shine in the hidden part of willingness--choice and life being, so to speak,
man, that is, the heart ; and let the beams of yoked together. Wherefore th_s exhortation of
knowledge arise to reveal and irradiate the hid- the truth alone, like the most faithful of our
den inner man, the disciple of the Light, the friends, abides with us till our last breath, and is
familiar friend and fellow-heir of Christ ; espe- to the whole and perfect spirit of the soul the
,orally now that we have come to know the most kind attendant on our ascent to heaven. What,
precious and venerable name of the good Father, I then, is the exhortation I give you ? I urge you
who to a pious and good child gives gentle coun- i to be saved. This Christ desires. In one word,
sels, and commands what is salutary for His child. He freely bestows life on you. And who is He?
He who obeys Him has the advantage in all Briefly learn. The Word of truth, the Word of
things, follows God, obeys the Father, knows incorruption, that regenerates man by bringing
Him through wandering, loves God, loves his him back to the truth--the goad that urges to
:neighbour, fulfils the commandment, seeks the salvation--He who expels destruction and pur-
prize, claims the promise. But it has been God's sues death-- He who builds up the temple of
fixed and constant purpose to save the flock of God in men, that lie may cause God to take up
men: for this end the good God sent the good His abode in men. Cleanse the temple; and
Shepherd. And the Word, having unfolded the pleasures and amusements abandon to the winds
truth, showed to men the height of salvation and the fire, as a fading flower; but wisely cup
that either repenting they might be saved, or tivate the fruits of self-command, and present
refusing to obey, they might be judged. This thyself to God as an offering of first-fruits, that
is the proclamation of righteousness : to those there may be not the work alone, but also the
that obey, glad tidings ; to those that disobey, !grace of GOd ; and both are requisite, that the
judgment. The loud trumpet, when sounded, friend of Christ may be rendered worthy of
collects the soldiers, and proclaims war. And the kingdom, and be counted worthy of the

ikingdom.

t Heb._ii. xo-x2;Jet.xxxi.33_3s, 3 Eph. vi.x4-i7,
I II., yr.s36. [TheexchangeofGlauc_ ] • Isa.lviik9.
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cHAP. XII.- EXHORTATIONTO ABANDONTHEIR of Semele, who was struck by the thunderbolt,
oLD ERRORS AND LISTEN TO THE INSTRUCTIONS practising in their initiatory rites unholy divis-
OF CHRIST. ion of flesh, but the daughters of God, the fair

Let us then avoid custom as we would a lambs, who celebrate the holy rites of the Word,
dangerous headland, or the threatening Charyb- raising a sober choral dance. The righteous are
dls, or the mythic slrens. It chokes man, turns the chorus ; the music is a hymn of the King of
hlm away from truth, leads him away from life : the universe. The mmdens strike the lyre, the
custom is a snare, a gulf, a pit, a mischievous angels praise, the prophets speak ; the sound of
winnowing fan. music issues forth, they run and pursue the jubi-

lant band ; those that are called make haste,
"U rge the ship beyond that smoke and billow." z eagerly desiring to receive the Father.

Let us shun, fellow-mariners, let us shun this Come thou also, O aged man, leaving Thebes,
b111ow; it vomits forth fire : it is a wicked island, and casting away from thee both divination and
heaped with bones and corpses, and m it sings a Bacchic frenzy, allow thyself to be led to the
falr courtesan, Pleasure, delighting wlth music truth. I give thee the staff ['of the cross'[ on
for the common ear. which to lean. Haste, Tiresias ; beheve, and
.' Hie thee hither, far-famed Ulysses, great glory of the thou wilt see. Christ, by whom the eyes of the

Achaeans; blind recover sight, will shed on thee a light
Moorthe ship, that thou mayest heara divinervoice. ''2 brighter than the sun ; night will flee from thee,

She praises thee, O mariner, and calls the eillus- fire will fear, death will be gone ; thou, old man,
trious ; and the courtesan tries to win to herself who saw not Thebes, shalt see the heavens. O
the glory of the Greeks. Leave her to prey truly sacred mysteries ! 0 stainless light l My
on the dead ; a heavenly spirit comes to thy help : way is lighted with torches, and I survey the
pass by Pleasure, she beguiles, heavens and God ; I become holy whilst I am

initiated. The Lord is the hierophant, and seals"Let not a woman with flowing train cheat you of your
senses, while illuminating him who is initiated, and pre-

With her flattering prattle seeking your hurt." sents to the Father him who believes, to be kept
Sad past the song ; it works death. Exert your safe for ever. Such are the reveries of my rays-
will only, and you have overcome ruin ; bound reTies. If it is thy wish, be thou also initiated ;
to the wood of the cross, thou shalt be freed and thou shalt join the choir along with angels
from destruction : the word of God will be thy around the unbegotten and indestructible and
pilot, and the Holy Spirit will bring thee to an- the only true God, the Word of God, raising the
chor m the haven of heaven. Then shalt thou hymn with us.S This Jesus, who is eternal, the
see my God, and be initiated into the sacred one great High Priest of the one God and of
mysteries, and come to the fruitmn of those His Father, prays for and exhorts men.
things which are laid up in heaven reserved for "Hear, ye myriad tribes, rather whoever among
me, which "ear hath not heard, nor have they men are endowed with reason, both barbariam
entered Into the heart of any." 3 and Greeks. I call on the whole race of men,

"And in sooth methmks I see two suns, whose Creator I am, by the will of the Father.
And a double Thebes, ''4 Come to Me, that you may be put in your due

said one frenzy-stricken in the worship of idols, rank under the one God and the one Word of
intoxicated with mere ignorance. I would pity God ; and do not only have the advantage of the
him in his frantic intoxication, and thus frantic I irrational creatures in the possession of reason ;
would invite him to the sobriety of salvation ; for for to you of all mortals I grant the enjoyment
the Lord welcomes a sinner's repentance, and ofimmort ality. For I want, I want to impart to
not his death, you this grace, bestowing on you the perfect boon

Come, O madman, not leaning on the thymus, of immortality ; and I confer on you both theWord and the knowledge of God, My complete
not crowned with ivy ; throw away the mitre, self. This am I, this God wills, this is symphony,
throw away the fawn-skin ; come to thy senses.
I will show thee the Word, and the mysteries of this the harmony of the Father, this is the Son,
the Word, expounding them after thine own this is Christ, this the Word of God, the arm
fashion. This is the mountain beloved of God of the Lord, the power of the universe, the will of
not the subject of tragedies like Citha_ron, but the Father; of which things there were images
consecrated to dramas of the truth,--a mount of old, but not all adequate. I desire to restore
of sobriety, shaded w_th forests of purity ; and you according to the original model, that ye may
there revel on it not the Mmnades, the sisters become also like Me. I anoint you with the

ungent of faith, by which you throw off corrup-

x Od_$_., xli. 2z9.
* o,t_,,,.._,_.xs4. s [Hc,__,__ _._,- ,,a t_ _,*, _ y, the
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tion, and show you the naked form of righteous- things become man's, because all things are
ness by which you ascend to God. Come to God's, and the common property of both the
Me, all ye that labour and are heavy laden, and friends, God and man.
I will give you rest. Take My yoke upon you, It is time, then, for us to say that the pious
and learn of Me ; for I am meek and lowly in Christian alone is rich and wise, and of noble
heart : and ye shall find rest to your souls. For birth, and thus call and believe him to be God's
My yoke is easy, and My burden light."' image, and also His likeness,3 having become

Let us haste, let us run, my fellow-men--us, righteous and holy and wise by Jesus Christ,
who are God-loving and God-like images of the and so far already like God. Accordingly this
Word. Let us haste, let us run, let us take His grace is indicated by the prophet, when he says,
yoke, let us receive, to conduct us to immortality, "I said that ye are gods, and all sons of the
the good charioteer of men. Let us love Christ. Highest•" 4 For us, yea us, He has adopted,
He led the colt with its parent; and having and wishes to be called the Father of us alone,
yoked the team of humanity to God, directs His not of the unbeheving. Such is then our posl-
chariot to immortality, hastening clearly to fulfil, tion who are the attendants of Christ.

by driving now into heaven, what He shadowed "As are men's wishes, so are their words ;
forth before by riding into Jerusalem. A spec- As are their words, so are their deeds ;
tacle most beautiful to the Father is the eternal And as their works, such is their life."
Son crowned with victory.* Let us aspire, then,
after what is good ; let us become God-loving Good ]s the whole hfe of those who have known
men, and obtain the greatest of all things which Christ.
are incapable of being harmed- God and life. Enough, methinks, of words, though, impelled
Our helper is the Word ; let us put confidence by love to man, I might have gone on to pour
in Him'; and never let us be visited with such a out what I had from God, that I might exhort
craving for sliver and gold, and glory, as for the! to what is the greatest of blessings m salvation.5
Word of truth Himself. For it will not, it will For discourses concerning the life which has no
not be pleasing to God Himself if we value least i end, are not readily brought to the end of they
those things which are worth most, and hold in! discl°sures" To you still remains this conclu-
the highest estimation the manifest enormities sion, to choose which will profit you most--
and the utter impiety of folly, and ignorance, and judgment or grace. For I do not think there is
thoughtlessness, and idolatry. For not improp- even room for doubt which of these is the bet-
erly the sons of the philosophers consider that ter ; nor is it allowable to compare life With
the foolish are guilty of profanity and impiety destruction.
in whatever they do ; and describing ignorance s Clement here draws a dmtmction, frequently made by earl),
itself as a species of madness, allege that the Christenw,_t_rs,betweenthe imageand likenessof God Man
multlt_ldp oro nc, thlncr htlt madmen There is i never loses the image of God. but as the hkeness conststs m moral
-- . _ -- -- _TT a •'" [ resemblance, he may lose st, and he recovers it only when he he

therelore no room to aoubt, tlae worfl Will say, righteous, holy, andwts¢.
• . • . 4 Ps lxxxn 6

whether _t 1S better to be sane or insane, but _ [Let me quote from an excellent author '* We ought to gn,e,
holding on to truth with our teeth, we must with theFatherscreditfor knowingwhatargumentswere best calculatea

_ , t• ,. ,. _ _ _ . _. • _ to affect the minds of those whom theywere addressing, hwas un-
all our mignr IOllOW LJrOO, aug in me exercise oi necessary for them to estabhsh,by a long train of reasoning, the pro£
w;_,_nm r_r,_ _]i ch;no_ tn h,_ a_ the_, are His • t ,d,,'zio,thata revelattonmayhemadefromheaventoman,ortoprove
"*_',_" .'_6"_', _ "_." _ "'e_ "". _'._' _ _ -" _ ' _ [ the credtbthty of mtracles.... The majority, both of the learned
aria beslaes, navlng learne(1 that we are the most and unlearned, were fixed in the hehef that the Deity exerotsed an
_v_l|_¢- _¢ "g-l;o v'w_ee_ee;t_ne l_,t- _e ,,-t_t'et;'V r_r _ smmedtate control over the human race, and consequently felt no pre-_,_l._al_al_ VL _XaO o , _- 1 n o[l.,vo _oo,_,,o ,_. _o _,..,..._ _ - | disposition to relect chat which vurported to he a commtm catio
selves to God, loving the Lord God, and regard- HIS_,ll.... A.ccustomedas t_mywere,however,to regardth......

;"-this as our business all our life long. And/_i_s_t,_'_toP°_fby_ht_°Phd_n_att*_o_f_u_u_f':_;•_5 , g, . 9¢
if what belono_ to friends be reckoned common conduct, the cMef difficulty of the advocate of Chnsuantty was to

°_ . I prevent them from treating tt ¢oft/t t_e same left,y, and to mduce
property, and man be the friend of God _ for I themto v_wit inits truelightas a revelationdeclanngtruthsofthe

• • highest practical im rtance."
through the medlatmn of the Word has he been Th,s remark of _shov Kave is a hint of vast traportance in oar

made the friend of God _ then accordingly all t_d_of theea,lyApolo_. lore t_kenfromthatantho_s_._,_of tAe liV'r_'_t_Esof Clemen_ _ Alezanarta tLonao , 35_,
..... which I would refer the student, as the best introduction to the_e

i Matt. xi. aS, ag, 3o. ] works that I know of. It is full of valuable comment and exposmon
l" Who is this that ¢omcth from Edom." seems to be in mind. _ I make onl_ slanting .reference toit, however, m these _pages, as

Isa. lxtiL t.] t otherwme I shored narmy gnow what to oratt, or to mcauoc.j
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THE INSTRUCTOR.

BOOK I.

CHAP. I. THE OFFICE OF THE INSTRUCTOR. the attainment of right dispositions and eharac-

As there are these three things in the case of ter, and then persuades us to the energetic
man, habits, actions, and passions ; habits are practme of our duties, enjoining on us pure
the department appropriated by ]tar[glory dis- commandments, and exhibiting to such as come
course the guide to piety, which, like the ship's after representations of those who formerly wan-
keel, is laid beneath for the building up of faith ;dered m error. Both are of the highest utility,
m which, rejoicing exceedingly, and abjuring --that which assumes the form of counselling
our old opinions, through salvation we renew to obedience, and that which is presented in the
our youth, singing with the hymning prophecy, form of example ; which latter is of two kinds,
"How good is God to Israel, to such as are corresponding to the former duality,- the one
upright in heart I" ' All actions, again, are the having for its purpose that we should choose and
province of precejOa've discourse; while persua-imitate the good, and the other that we should
stve discourse applies itself to heal the passions, reject and turn away from the opposite.
It is, however, one and the self-same word which Hence accordingly ensues the healing of our
rescues man from the custom of this world m passions, in consequence of the assuagements of
which he has been reared, and trains him up th°se examples; the P_edagogne strengthening
m the one salvation of faith in God. our souls, and by His benign commands, as by

When, then, the heavenly guide, the Word, gentle medmines, guiding the sick to the perfect
was inviting 2 men to salvation, the appellation knowledge of the truth.
of hortatory was properly applied to Him : his There is a wide difference between health and
same word was called rousing (the whole from knowledge ; for the latter is produced by learn-
a part). For the whole of piety is hortatory, ing, the former by healing. One, who is ill, will
engendering in the kindred faculty of reason a not therefore learn any branch of instruction till
yearning after true life now and to come. But he _squite well. For neither to learners nor to
now, being at once curative and preceptive, fop the sick is each injunction invariably expressed

lowing in His own steps, He makes what had_ s_mflarly ; but to the former in such a way as tobeen prescribed the subject of persuasion, pro - lead to knowledge, and to the latter to health.
ising the cure of the passions within us. Let us As, then, for those of us who are diseased in
then designate this Word appropriately by the body a physician is required, so also those who
one name Tutor (or _P_edagogue, or ]nstructar). are diseased in soul require a p_edagogue to cure

The Instructor being practical, not theoretical, our maladies ; and then a teacher, to train and
His aim is thus to improve the soul, not to teach, guide the soul to all requisite knowledge when
and to train it up to a virtuous, not to an intel- it is made able to admit the revelation of the
lectual life. Although this same word is didactic, Word. Eagerly desiring, then, to perfect us by
but not in the present instance. For the word a gradation conducive to salvation, suited for
which, in matters of doctrine, explains and re- efficacious discipline, a beautiful arrangement is
veals, is that whose province it is to teach. But observed by the all-benignant Word, who first
our Educator 3 being practical, first exhorts to exhorts, then trains, and finally teaches.
--_-_D_ _". , CHAP. IL _ OUR INffrRUC1Y)R'S TR._&THENr£ OF OU'Rrs. lxxii_ Z.

] ks_ ez_,,-t.tio, to tk. ltcattt.., cap .... p. _3, s*c_ra.] I SINS.
1_ pa:dagogt_,. [Thm word seems to be used 1_/ Clement, " r is

fl_ucnt all...... t _t, to it_ original Idea. of one who leads [ NOW, 0 you, my children, our Ins tru.ct_.
_, _._ m _a_r; _bi_ is_= m¢ _=, I =_voo=,= c_a. [like His Father God, whose son He m, sinless,

2o9
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blameless, and with a soul devoid of passion; be saved ; for disobedience, that we may be
God in the form of man, stainless, the minister corrected.
of His Father's will, the Word who is God, who Our Instructor, the Word, therefore cures the
is in the Father, who is at the Father's right unnatural passions of the soul by means of ex-
hand, and with the form of God is God. He hortations. For with the highest propriety the
is to us a spotless image ; to Him we are to try help of bodily diseases is called the healing art
with all our might to assimilate our souls. He --an art acquired by human skill. But the
is wholly free from human passions ; wherefore paternal Word is the only Pmonian physician of
also He alone is judge, because He alone is human infirmities, and the holy charmer of the
sinless. As far, however, as we can, let us try _sick soul. "Save," it is said, "Thy servant, 0
to sin as little as possible. For nothing is so my God, who trusteth in Thee. Pity me, 0
urgent in the first place as deliverance from Lord; for I will cry to Thee all the day."3
passions and disorders, and then the checking For a while the "physician's art," according to
of our liability to fall into sins that have become Democritus, "heals the diseases of the body;
habitual. It is best, therefore, not to sm at all wisdom frees the soul from passion." But the
in any way, which we assert to be the preroga- good Instructor, the Wisdom, the Word of the
tire of God alone ; next to keep clear of volun- Father, who made man, cares for the whole
tary transgressions, which is characteristic of nature of His creature ; the all-sufficient Phys,-
the wise man ; thirdly, not to fall into many cian of humanity, the Saviour, heals both body
involuntary offences, which is peculiar to those and soul. "Rise up," He said to the paralytic ;
who have been excellently trained. Not to "take the bed on which thou liest, and go away
continue long in sins, let that be ranked last. home;" * and straightway the infirm man re-
But this also is salutary to those who are called celved strength. And to the dead He said,
back to repentance, to renew the contest. "Lazarus, go forth ; "s and the dead man is-

And the Instructor, as I think, very beautifully sued from his coffin such as he was ere he died,
says, through Moses : "If any one die suddenly having undergone resurrection. Further, He
by him, straightway the head of his consecration heals the soul itself by precepts and gifts--by
shall be polluted, and shall be shaved,"' deslg- precepts indeed, in course of time, but being
natmg involuntary sin as sudden death. And liberal in His gifts, He says to us sinners, "Thy
He says that it pollutes by defiling the soul: sins be forgiven thee. ''6
wherefore He prescribes the cure with all speed, We, however, as soon as He conceived the
advising the head to be instantly shaven ; that thought, became His children, having had as-
is, counselling the locks of ignorance which signed us the best and most secure rank by His
shade the reason to be shorn clean off, that orderly arrangement, which first circles about the
reason (whose seat is in the brain), being left world, the heavens, and the sun's circuits, and
bare of the dense stuff of vice, may speed its occupies itself with the motions of the rest of the
way to repentance. Then after a few remarks stars for man's behoof, and then busies itself with
He adds, "The days before are not reckoned man himself, on whom all its care is concen-
irrational," 2 by which manifestly sins are meant trated ; and regarding him as its greatest work,
which are contrary to reason. The involuntary regulated his soul by wisdom and temperance,
act He calls "sudden," the sin He calls "irra- and tempered the body with beauty and propor-
tional." Wherefore the Word, the Instructor, t_on. And whatever in human actions is right
has taken the charge of us, in order to the pre- and regular, is the result of the inspirataon of its
vention of sin, which _s contrary to reason, rectitude and order.

Hence consider the expression of Scripture,
"Therefore these things saith the Lord;" the CHAP.HI. _ THE PHILANTHROPYOF THE
sin that had been committed before is held INSTRUCTOR.

up to reprobation by the suceeeding expression The Lord ministers all good and all help,.both
"therefore," according to which the righteous as man and as God : as GOd, forgiving our sins ;
judgment follows. This is shown conspicuously and as man, training us not to sin. Man is
by the prophets, when they said, "Hadst thou therefore justly dear to God, since he is His
not sinned, He would not have uttered these workmanship. The other works of creation He
threatenings." " Therefore thus saith the made by the word of command alone, but man
Lord ;" "Because thou hast not heard these He framed by Himself, by His own hand, and
words, therefore these things the Lord ;" and, breathed into him what was peculiar to Himself.
" Therefore, behold, the Lord saith." For What, then, was fashioned by Him, and after He
prophecy is given by reason both of obedience likeness, either was created by GOd Himself as
and disobedience : for obedmnce, that we may s Ps. ix...... 3.

4 Mark it. tx.

t Num. vi. 9. s _ohn xi 43
a Num. VL t_ ¢* Matt. ix. 2.
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being desirable on its own account, or was formed tude, and so fulfil what Scripture says as to our
as being desirable on account of something else. being made in His image and likeness. For,
If,then, man is an object desirable for itself, then wandering in life as in deep darkness, we need
He who is good loved what is good, and the love- a guide that cannot stumble or stray ; and our
charm is within even in man, and is that very guide is the best, not blind, as the Scripture
thing which is called the inspiration [or breath] says, "leading the blind into pits." 4 But the
of God ; but if man was a desirable object on Word is keen-sighted, and scans the recesses of
account of something else, God had no other the heart. As, then, that is not light which
reason for creating him, than that unless he came enlightens not, nor motion that moves not, nor
into being, it was not possible for God to be a loving which loves not, so neither is that good
good Creator, or for man to arrive at the knowl- which profits not, nor guides to salvation. Let
edge of God. For God would not have ac- us then aim at the fulfilment of the command-
complished that on account of which man was ments by the works of the Lord; for the Word
created otherwise than by the creation of man Himself also, having openly become flesh,S
and what hidden power in willing God possessed, exhibited the same virtue, both practical and
He carried fully out by the forth-putting of His contemplative. Wherefore let us regard the
might externally in the act of creating, receiving Word as law, and His commands and counsels
from man what He "made man ;' and whom as the short and straight paths to immortality;
He had He saw, and what He wished that came for His precepts are full of persuasion, not of
to pass ; and there is nothing which God cannot fear.
do. Man, then, whom God made, is desirable
for himself, and that which is desirable on his CHAP. IV.-- MEN AND WOME_ALIKE UNDERTHE
account is alhed to him to whom it is desirable XNSTRUCTOR'SCHARGE.
on his account ; and this, too, is acceptable and Let us, then, embracing more and more this
liked, good obedience, give ourselves to the Lord, cling-

But what is loveable, and is not also loved by ing to what is surest, the cable of faith in Him,
Him ? And man has been proved to be love- and understanding that the virtue of man and
able ; consequently man is loved by God. For woman is the same. For if the God of both is
how shall he not be loved for whose sake the one, the master of both is also one ; one church,

only-begotten Son is sent from the Father's one temperance, one modesty; their food is
bosom, the Word of faith, the faith which is common, marriage an equal yoke ; respiration,
superabundant; the Lord Himselfdistinctlycon- sight, hearing, knowledge, hope, obedience, love
fessing and saying, "For the Father Himself all alike. And those whose life is common, have
loveth you, because ye have loved Me ; "2 and common graces and a common salvation ; corn-
again, "And hast loved them as Thou hast loved mon to them are love and training. "For in this
Me? "3 What, then, the Master desires and world," he says, "they marry, and are given in
declares, and how He is disposed in deed and marriage, ''6 in which alone the female is dis,in-
word, how He commands what is to be done, iguished from the male; "but in that world it is
and forbids the opposite, has already been iso no more." There the rewards of this social
shown, and holy life, which is based on conjugal union,

Plainly, then, the other kind of discourse, the are laid up, not for male and female, but for man,
didactic, is powerful and spiritual, observing the sexual desire which divides humanity being
precision, occupied in the contemplation of removed. Common therefore, too, to men and
mysteries. But let it stand over for the present, women, is the name of man. For this mason I
Now, it is incumbent on us to return His love, think the Attics called, not boys only, but girl,,

' " "t word of common gender ;
who lovingly guides us to that life which is best ; woxMpLov,using 1 as a
and to live in accordance with the injunctions of if Menander the comic poet, in R/ta,##.o#wna,
His will, not only fulfilling what is commanded, appears to any one a sufficient authority, who
or guarding against what is forbidden, but turn- thus speaks :
ing away from some examples, and imitating "Mv little daughter ; for by nature
others as much as we can, and thus to perform Tile child (*rd-d64uov)is most toving."
the works of the Master according to His simili-

"Aov_,. too, the word for lambs, is a common

t Bisho_/gavetSome.4..... for,he mr,ti,_ _nd 0_:_,_ i 1_ame" of simplicity for the male and female
of ClementafA'[e__andrra, p.48) translates," receiving from _ that [ animal. . ....
which made man(that on.account of which man was ma_)." _u.t_tt t N)'cto., the Lord Himself will feed *as as rtLS nocK
_"mS ]_tOXtlikc_r that t_lement reters to tern t0L_J man m .me UlVillt [ i • u t. n .__ _ l_ ____ __&k_
mind whom he mdenufies elsewhere with the Logos, the avOOo.noa ] fnrPver Amen. _ut wlmout a snel.mm, a,:,u,_.-
d_raO_, of whom man was the image. The ...regder w.dl notice that _ .......

Clem_t speaks of man as extstmg in the divm¢ mind. beforeh_ I -
creation, and creation m represented by God's seeznK what 11¢ I s, _ro. _ x-

Prt_a lusly within Him merely as a hidden power, t S "ig_';'iT_k."
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can sheep nor any other animal live, nor children of heaven to children sitting in the market-places
without a tutor, nor domestics without a master, and saying, "We have piped unto you, and ye

have not danced ; we have mourned, and ye have
cg._. V.mALL WHO WALK ACCORDmOTO TRtrrH not lamented ; ,,5 and whatever else He added

ARE CHILDREN"OF C,OD. agreeably thereto. And it is not alone the Gospel
That, then, Pmdagogy is the training of chil- that holds these sentiments. Prophecy also

dren (_r_'_ov ciT(o,/_), is clear from the word itself, agrees with it. David accordingly says, "Praise,
It remains for us to consider the children whom 0 ckildren, the LORD ; praise tke name of t_e
Scripture points to ; then to give the pmdagogue LORD." 9 It says also by Esaias, "Here am I,
charge of them. We are the children. In many and tke chtldren that Gad kith given me." _o Are
ways Scripture celebrates us, and describes us you amazed, then, to hear that men who belong
in manifold figures of speech, giving variety to to the nations axe sons in the Lord's sight ? You
the simplicity of the faith by diverse names, do not in that case appear to give ear to the Attic
Accordingly, in the Gospel, "the Lord, standing dialect, from which you may learn that beautiful,
on the shore, says to the disciples"--they hap- comely, and freeborn young maidens axe still
pened to be fishing--" and called aloud, Chil- called _'a*_'Ka_, and servant-garls _'a_8_K_[p_a;
dren, have ye any meat? .... addressing those and that those last also are, on account of the
that were already in the position of disciples as bloom of youth, called by the flattering name of
children. "And they brought to Him," it is said, young maidens.
"children, that He might put His hands on them And when He says, "Let my lambs stand on
and bless them ; and when His disciples hindered my right, .... He alludes to the simple children,
them, Jesus said, Suffer the children, and forbid as if they were sheep and lambs in nature, not
them not to come to Me, for of such is the king- men ; and the lambs He counts worthy of pref-
dom of heaven."* What the expression means, erence, from the superior regard He has to that
the Lord Himself shall declare, saying," Except tenderness and simplicity of disposition in men
ye be converted, and become as little chidren, which constitutes innocence. Again, when He
ye shall not enter into the kingdom of heaven ; "3 says, "as suckling calves," He again alludes
not in that place speaking figuratively of regen- figuratively to us ; and "as an innocent and gen-
eration, but setting before us, for our imitation tle dove,"'2 the reference is again to us. Again,
the simplicity that is in children. 4 by Moses, He commands "two young pigeons

The prophetic spirit also distinguishes us as or a pair of turtles to be offered for sin ;" ,3 thus
children. "Plucking," it is said, "branches of saying, that the harmlessness and innocence and
olives or palms, the children went forth to meet :placable nature of these tender young birds are
the LOrd, and cried, saying, Hosanna to the Son acceptable to God, and explaining that like is
of David ! Blessed is He that cometh in the name an expiation for like. Further, the timorousness

of the Lord ; "5 light, and glory, and praise, with of the turtle-doves typifies fear in reference to
supplication to the Lord : for this is the meaning sin.
of the expression Hosanna when rendered in And that He calls us chickens the Scripture
Greek. And the Scripture appears to me, in al- testifies : "As a hen gathereth her chickens
lusion to the prophecy just mentioned, reproach- under her wings." ,4 Thus axe we the Lord's
fully to upbraid the thoughtless : "Have ye never chickens ; the Word thus marvellously and mysti-
read, Out of the mouths of babes and sucklings cally describing the simplicity of childhood. For
Thou hast perfected praise ?" 6 In this way the sometimes He calls us children, sometimes chick-
Lord in the Gospels spurs on His disciples, urging ens, sometimes infants, and at other times sons,
them to attend to Him, hastening as He was to and "a new people," and "a recent people."
the Father ; rendering His hearers more eager by "And my servants shall be called by a new
the intimation that after a little He was to depart, name" ,s (a new name, He says, fresh and eter-
and showing them that it was requisite that they nal, pure and simple, and childlike and true),
should take more unsparing advantage of the which shall be blessed on the earth. And again,
truth than ever before, as the Word was to ascend He figuratively calls us colts unyoked to vice,
to heaven. Again, therefore, He calls them chil- not broken in by wickedness ; but simple, and
dren ; for He says, "Children, a little while I am bounding joyously to the Father alone ; not such
with you." 7 And, again, He likens the kingdom horses "as neigh after their neighbours' wives,

8 Matt. xL x6, t 7. [In tim Peshlto-Syraic verslon, where are
t _ohn xxt. 4, $. probably found the very words our Saviour thus quotes from childrea
s matt xlx. x4. m Nazareth7 thts saying_ seen mhe metncal_ve. ]

9 Ps. cxiit, x.3 Matt. xvlii. 3.
4 .[ .'_ne dignity _n"txtd to Christian childhood in this c_tpter is to Isa. vi_ xS.

mmeming noteworthy. The Croslmi glorifying chikiren, tmucufies Ix Matt. xxv 33-
marriage, and creates the home.] t* Matt. x, z6.

s Matt. xxi. 9- _ Lev. iv. _9, xli. 8; Luke ft. a4.• Matt. xxi. x6; ]:_ viii. _. Matt. roan. 37-
_'John xiii. 33- x$ Ira. Ivy. iS, x6.
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that are under the yoke, and are female-mad ; "' wits are whetted for wickedness. Rightly, then,
but free and new-born, jubilant by means of are those called children who know Him who is
froth, ready to run to the truth, swift to speed to God alone as their Father, who are simple, and
salvation, that tread and stamp under foot the infants, and guileless, who are lovers of the horns
things of the world, of the unicorns.S

,, Rejoice greatly, O daughter of Sion; tell To those, therefore, that have made progress
aloud, O daughter of Jerusalem : behold, thy in the word, He has proclaimed this utterance,
King cometh, just, meek, and bringing salvation ; bidding them dzsmiss anxious care of the things
meek truly is He, and riding on a beast of bur- of this world, and exhorting them to adhere
den, and a young colt." 2 It was not enough to to the Father alone, in imitation of children.
have said colt alone, but He added to it also Wherefore also in what follows He says: "Take

yaung, to show the youth of humanity in Christ, no anxious thought for the morrow ; sufficient
and the eternity of sm_plicity, which shall know unto the day is the evil thereof." 6 Thus He
no old age. And we who are httle ones being enjoins them to lay aside the cares of this life,
such colts, are reared up by our divine colt- and depend on the Father alone. And he who
tamer. But if the new man in Scripture is repre- fulfils this commandment is in reality a child and
sented by the ass, thin ass is also a colt. "And a son to God and to the world,-- to the one as
he bound," it is said, " the colt to the vine," deceived, to the other as beloved. And if we
having bound this simple and childlike people have one Master in heaven, as the Scripture says,
to the word, whom He figuratively represents as then by common consent those on the earth will
avine. For the vine produces wine, as the Word be rightly called disclples. For so is the truth,
produces blood, and both drink for health to that perfection is with the Lord, who is always
men -- wine for the body, blood for the spirit, teaching, and infancy and childishness with us,

And that He also calls us lambs, the Spirit by who are always learning. Thus prophecy hath
the mouth of Isaiah is an unimpeachable wit- honoured perfection, by applying to it the appel-
hess : "He will feed His flock like a shepherd, lation man. For instance, by David, He says
He will gather the lambs with His arm,"3 --using of the devil : "The LORD abhors the man of
the figurative appellation of lambs, which are blood ;" 7 he calls him man, as perfect in wicked-
stdl more tender than sheep, to express mmph- ness. And the Lord is called man, because He
c_ty. And we also in truth, honouring the fairest is perfect in righteousness. Directly in point is
and most perfect objects in life with an appella- the instance of the apostle, who says, writing the
tlon derived from the word child, have named Connthians : "For I have espoused you to one
training 7rathe&, and discipline *ratM'fol,;a. Dis- man, that I may present you as a chaste virgin
clphne (_'aL&xTor/[a) we declare to be right guid- to Christ," _whether as children or saints, but to
ing from childhood to virtue. Accordingly, our the Lord alone. And writing to the Ephesians,
Lord revealed more distinctly to us what is sig- he has unfolded in the clearest manner the point
nified by the appellation of children. On the in question, speaking to the following effect:
question arising among the apostles, "which of "Till we all attain to the unity of the faith, and
them should be the greater," Jesus placed a of the knowledge of God, to a perfect man, to
little child in the midst, saying, "Whosoever the measure of the stature of the fulness of
shall humble himself as this little child, the same Christ : that we be no longer children, tossed to
shall be the greater in the kingdom of heaven." 4 and fro by every wind of doctrine, by the craft
He does not then use the appellation of children of men, by their cunning in stratagems of deceit ;
on account of their very limited amount of un- but, speaking the truth in love, may grow up to
derstanding from their age, as some have thought. Him in all things," 9_ saying these things in
Nor, if He says, "Except ye become as these order to the edification of the body of Christ,
children, ye shall not enter into the kingdom of who is the head and man, the only one perfect
God," are His words to be understood as mean- in righteousness ; and we who are children
mg "without learning." We, then, who are guarding against the blasts of heresies, which
infants, no longer roll on the ground, nor creep blow to our inflation ; and not putting our trust
on the earth like serpents as before, crawling in fathers who teach us otherwise, are then made
with the whole body about senseless lusts ; but, perfect when we are the church, having received
stretching upwards in soul, loosed from the world Christ the head. Then it is right to notice, with
and our sins, touching the earth on tiptoe so as respect to the appellation of infant (v_ru_), that

to appear to be in the world, we pursue holy i _Theodoretexplain$thlstomeanthat,a_ timanimalreferttdto
wisdom, although this seems folly to those whose _haso_yonehorn,sothosebroughtupin thepracticeof piety.w_-

shtp only one God. [It ml[gh.tt_ean [overs of those promt_,em_w_
arc introduced by these wm0Osm the mai"vmlotmtwenty_ rmum.l

t Jer. v 8. 6 Matt. yr. 34-Ps. v. 6.
] z_h.i_.9: c_. _u_.... _co_ _i.,.Isa x l. zz.
4 Matt. xviiL 4- 9 Eph. iv. z3-z5
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_ vrfinov is not predicated of the silly : for the assimilated to the incorruptible : so that to us
silly man is called t,_W_Lo_: and vr_rto_is vo_r*o_ appertains the designation of the age of child.
(since he that is tender-hearted is called _rLo_), hood, a hfelong spring-time, because the truth
as being one that has newly become gentle and that is in us, and our habits saturated with the
meek m conduct. This the blessed Paul most truth, cannot be touched by old age ; but Was-
clearly pointed out when he said, "When we dora is ever blooming, ever remains consistent
might have been burdensome as the apostles and the same, and never changes. "Their chll-
of Christ, we were gentle (¢mux) among you, as dren," it is said, "shall be borne upon their
a nurse cherisheth her children. ''I The child shoulders, and fondled on their knees; as one
(v_ru_) is therefore gentle (¢7_no_),and therefore whom his mother comforteth, so also shall I
more tender, delicate, and simple, guileless, and comfort you." s The mother draws the children
destitute of hypocrisy, straightforward and up- to herself; and we seek our mother the Church
right in mind, which is the basis of simplicity Whatever is feeble and tender, as needing help
and truth. For He says, "Upon whom shall I on account of its feebleness, is kindly looked on,
look, but upon him who is gentle and quiet? "_ and is sweet and pleasant, anger changing lnt0
For such is the virgin speech, tender, and free help in the case of such : for thus horses' colts,
of fraud ; whence also a virgin is wont to be and the httle calves of cows, and the hon's
called "a tender bride," and a child "tender- whelp, and the stag's fawn, and the child of
hearted." And we are tender who are pliant to man, are looked upon with pleasure by their
the power of persuasion, and are easily drawn fathers and mothers. Thus also the Father of
to goodness, and are mild, and free of the stain the universe chenshes affection towards those
of malice and perverseness, for the ancient race who have fled to Hun ; and having begotten
was perverse and hard-hearted ; but the band of them again by His Spirit to the adoption of
infants, the new people which we are, is delicate children, knows them as gentle, and loves those
as a child. On account of the hearts of the alone, and rods and fights for them ; and there-
innocent, the apostle, in the Epistle to the fore He bestows on them the name of child.
Romans, owns that he rejoices, and furnishes a The word Isaac I also connect with child, isaac
kind of definffion of children, so to speak, when means laughter. He was seen sporting with his
he says, "I would have you wise toward good, wife and helpmeet Rebecca by the prying king?
but simple towards evil." 3 For the name of The king, whose name was Abimelech, appears
child, wj,rLo_, is not understood by us privatively, to me to represent a supramundane wisdom
though the sons of the grammarians make the v_/ contemplating the mystery of sport. They m-
a prlvatlve particle. For if they call us who terpret Rebecca to mean endurance. O wise
follow after childhood foohsh, see how they utter sport, laughter also assisted by endurance, and
blasphemy against the Lord, in regarding those the king as spectator ! The spirit of those that
as foolish who have betaken themselves to God. are children m Christ, whose lives are ordered
But if, which is rather the true sense, they in endurance, rejoice. And this is the divine
themselves understand the designation children sport. "Such a sport, of his own, Jove sports,"
of simple ones, we glory in the name. For says Heraclitus. For what other employment _s
the new minds, which have newly become seemly for a wise and perfect man, than to sport
wise, which have sprung into being according to and be glad in the endurance of what is good-
the new covenant, are infantile in the old folly, and, in the administration of what is good, hold,
Of late, then, God was known by the coming mg festival with God ? That which is signified
of Christ : "For no man knoweth God but the by the prophet may be interpreted differently,
Son, and he to whom the Son shall reveal namely, of our rejoicing for salvation, as Isaac.
Him." 4 He also, delivered from death, laughed, sporting

in contradistinction, therefore, to the older and rejoicing _th his spouse, who was the type
people, the new people are called young, hay- of the Helper of our salvation, the Church, to
ing learned the new blessings; and we have whom the stable name of endurance is given;
the exuberance of life's morning prime in this for this cause surely, because she alone remains
youth which knows no old age, in which we to all generations, rejoicing ever, subsisting as
are always growing to maturity in intelhgence, she does by the endurance of us believers, who
are always young, always mild, always new : for are the members of Christ. And the witness
those must necessarily be new, who have be- of those that have endured to the end, and the
come partakers of the new Word. And that rejoicing on their account, is the mystic sport,
which participates in eternity is wont to be and the salvation accompanied with decorous

solace which brings us aid.

t _ 1"hess, ii 6, 7- '_
a I6,a.Ixva. 2.
* Rom. xvt. x9. s Isa Ixvi x2, x3.
4 Matt. XL a7: Luke x aa. 6 Gem xxvi. 8.
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The King, then, who is Christ, beholds from CHAP.Vt.w a_E n_._E CHna>REnDOra NOT ml_t,r
above our laughter, and looking through the n_saRucnol_ m _L_tamcr_mY Pamcn, um.
window, as the Scripture says, views the thanks- We have ample means of encountering those
giving, and the blessing, and the rejoicing, and lwho are given to carping. For we are not
the gladness, and furthermore the endurance lterme d children and infants with reference to
which works together with them and their era- I the childish and contemptible character of our
brace: views His Church, showing only His face, education, as those who are inflated on ac-
which was wanting to the Church, whmh is made count of knowledge have calumniously alleged.
perfect by her royal Head. And where, then, Straightway, on our regeneration, we attained
was the door by which the Lord showed Him- that perfection after which we aspired. For we
self? The flesh by which He was manifested, were illuminated, which is to know God. He is
He is Isaac (for the narrative may be interpreted not then imperfect who knows what is perfect.
otherwise), who is a type of the Lord, a child And do not reprehend me when I profess to
as a son ; for he was the son of Abraham, as know God ; for so it was deemed right to speak
Christ the Son of God, and a sacrifice as the to the Word, and He is free.¢ For at the too-
Lord, but he was not immolated as the Lord. ment of the Lord's baptism there sounded a
Isaac only bore the wood of the sacrifice, as the voice from heaven, as a testimony to the Be-
Lord the wood of the cross. And he laughed loved, "Thou art My beloved Son, to-day have
mystically, prophesying that the Lord should fill I begotten Thee." Let us then ask the wise,
us with joy, who have been redeemed from cot-Is Christ, begotten to-day, already perfect, or
rupuon by the blood of the Lord. Isaac did --what were most monstrous--imperfect? If
everything but suffer, as was right, yielding the the latter, there is some addition He requires yet
precedence in suffering to the Word. Further- to make. But for Him to make any addition to
more, there is an intimation of the divinity of the His knowledge is absurd, since He is God. For
Lord in His not being slain. For Jesus rose again none can be superior to the Word, or the teacher
after His burial, having suffered no harm, like of the only Teacher. Will they not then own,
Isaac released from sacrifice. And in defence though reluctant, that the perfect Word born of
of the point to be established, I shall adduce the perfect Father was begotten in perfection,
another consideration of the greatest weight, according to oeconomic fore-ordination? And
The Spirit calls the Lord Himself a child, thus if He was perfect, why was He, the perfect one,
prophesying by Esaias: " Lo, to us a child has baptized? It was necessary, they say, to fulfil
been born, to us a son has been given, on the profession that pertained to humanity.
whose own shoulder the government shall be; Most excellent. Well, I assert, simultaneously
and His name has been called the Angel of great with His baptism by John, He becomes perfect?
Counsel." Who, then, is this infant child? He Manifestly. He did not then learn anything
according to whose image we are made little more from him? Certainly not. But He is
children. By the same prophet is declared His perfected by the washing--of baptism m alone,
greamess: "Wonderfut, Counsellor, MightyGod, and is sanctified by the descent of the Spirit?
Everlasting Father, _h-ince of Peace ; that He Such is the case. The same also takes place in
might fulfil His discipline: and of His peace our case, whose exemplar Christ became. Be-
there shall be no end. ''x O the great God ! O iing baptized, we are illuminated ; illuminated,
the perfect child! The Son in the Father, and we become sons; being made sons, we are
the Father in the Son. And how shall not the made perfect ; being made perfect, we are made
discipline of this child be perfect, which extends immortal. "I," says He, "have said that ye
to all, leading as a schoolmaster us as children, are gods, and all sons of the Highest." s This
who are His httle ones ? He has stretched forth work is variously called grace, 6 and illumination,
to us those hands of His that are conspicuously and perfection, and washing : washing, by which
worthy of trust. To this child additional testi- we cleanse away our sins ; grace, by which the
mony is borne by John, "the greatest prophet penalties accruing to transgressions are remit-
among those born of women : "* "Behold the ted ; and illumination, by which that holy light
Lamb of God l "3 For since Scripture calls of salvation is beheld, that is, by which we see
the infant children lambs, it has also called God clearly. Now we call that perfect which
Him w God the Word-- who became man for wants nothing. For what is yet wanting to him
our sakes, and who wished in all points to be who knows God ? For it were truly monstrous
made like to us --" the Lamb of God "-- Him that that which is not complete should be called
namely, that is the Son of God, the child of the a gift (or act) of God's grace. Being perfect,
Father. He consequently bestows perfei:t gifts. As at

t Isa ix. 6 4 In allusion al_mnmfly to John viii. 35, 36.
a Luke vii. 28. s Ps. Lxxxii. 6,
a John i. *9, # _ x_a"wa"
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His command all things were made, so on His !lieve ; and it is not the reception of some other
bare wishing to bestow grace, ensues the per-thing, but the obtaining of the promise pre-
fecting of His grace. For the future of time is viously made. For we do not say that both
anticipated by the power of His volition, take place together at the same time -- both the

Further release from evils is the beginning of arrival at the end, and the anticipation of that
salvation. We then alone, who first have touched arrival. For eternity and time are not the same,
the confines of life, are already perfect ; and we neither is the attempt and the final result ; but
already live who are separated from death, both have reference to the same thing, and one
Salvation, accordingly, is the following of Christ : and the same person is concerned in both.
"For that which is in Him is life.", "Verily, Faith, so to speak, is the attempt generated in
verily, I say unto you, He that heareth My time ; the final result is the attainment of the
words, and believeth on Him that sent Me, hath promise, secured for eternity. Now the Lord
eternal life, and cometh not into condemnation, Himself has most clearly revealed the equality
but hath passed from death to life." _ Thus of salvation, when He said : "For this is the will
believing alone, and regeneration, is perfection of my Father, that every one that seeth the Son,
in life ; for God is never weak. For as His and believeth on Him, should have everlasting
will is work, and this S is named the world ; so life; and I will raise him up in the last day."?
also His counsel is the salvation of men, and As far as possible in this world, which is what he
this has been called the church. He knows, means by the last day, and which is preserved
therefore, whom He has called, and whom He till the time that it shall end, we believe that we
has saved ; and at one and the same time He are made perfect. Wherefore He says, "He
called and saved them. "For ye are," says that believeth on the Son hath everlasting life." s
the apostle, "taught of God." * It is not then If, then, those who have believed have life, what
allowable to think of what is taught by Him as remains beyond the possession of eternal life?
imperfect ; and what is learned from Him is the Nothing is wanting to faith, as it is perfect and
eternal salvation of the eternal Saviour, to whom complete in itself. If aught is wanting to it, it
be thanks for ever and ever. Amen. And he is not wholly perfect. But faith is not lame m
who is only regenerated--as the name neces- any respect ; nor after our departure from this
sarily indicates- and is enlightened, is deliv- world does it make us who have believed, and
ered forthwith from darkness, and on the instant received without distinction the earnest of future
receives the light, good, wait ; but having in anticipation grasped

As, then, those who have shaken off sleep by faith that which is future, after the resurrection
forthwith become all awake within ; or rather, as we receive it as present, in order that that may
those who try to remove a film that is over the be fulfilled which was spoken, "Be it according
eyes, do not supply to them from without the to thy faith."9 And where faith is, there is the
light which they do not possess, but removing promise ; and the consummation of the promise
the obstacle from the eyes, leave the pupil free ; is rest. .So that in illumination what we recewe
thus also we who are baptized, having wiped off is knowledge, and the end of knowledge is rest--
the sins which obscure the light of the Divine the last thing conceived as "the object of aspira-
Spirit, have the eye of the spirit free, unimpeded, tion. _is, then, inexperience comes to an end
and full of light, by which alone we contemplate by experience, and perplexity by finding a clear
the Divine, the Holy Spirit flowing down to us outlet, so by illumination must darkness dis-
from above. This is the eternal adjustment of appear. The darkness is ignorance, through
the vision, which is able to see the eternal light, which we fall into sins, purblind as to the truth.
since like loves like ; and that which is holy, Knowledge, then, is the illumination we receive,
loves that from which holiness proceeds, which which makes ignorance disappear, and endows
has appropriately been termed light. "Once ye us with clear vision. Further, the abandonment
were darkness, now are ye light in the Lord." s of what is bad is the adopting toof what is better.
Hence I am of opinion man was called by the Forwhat ignorance has bound ill, is by knowledge
ancients t/)6;.6 But he has not yet received, say loosed well ; those bonds are with all speed slack-
they, the perfect gift. I also assent to this ; but ened by human faith and divine grace, our trans-
he is in the light, and the darkness comprehend- :gressions being taken away by one Poeonian"
eth him not. There is nothing intermediate medicine, the baptism of the Word. We are
between light and darkness. But the end is washed from all our sins, and are no longer en-

reserved till the resurrection of those who be- tangled in evil. This is the one grace of

t Johni.¢. 7 John vi. 4o.
s John v. a_u . s _]ohn iii. 36.

_,iz., the result of His will. 9 Matt. tx.a 9.
4 x Tl.mss. tv. 9.
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ruination, that our characters are not the same name babes to us, who are readier to embrace
as before our washing. And since knowledge salvation than the wise in the world, who, think-

springs up with illumination, shedding its beams ing themselves wise, are inflated with pride.
around the mind, the moment we hear, we who And He exclaims in exultation and exceeding
were untaught become disciples. Does this, I joy, as if lisping with the chddren, "Even so,
ask, take place on the advent of this instruction ? Father ; for so it seemed good in Thy sight." s
You cannot tell the time. For instruction leads Wherefore those things which have been con-
to faith, and faith w_th baptism is trained by the cealed from the wise and prudent of this present
Holy Spirit. For that faith is the one universal world have been revealed to babes. Truly, then,
salvation of humanity, and that there is the same are we the children of God, who have put aside
equality before the righteous and loving God, and the old man, and stripped off the garment of
the same fellowship between Him and all, the wickedness, an¢_ put on the immortality of Christ ;
apostle most clearly showed, speaking to the fol- that we may become a new, holy people by re-
lowing effect : "Before faith came, we were kept generation, and may keep the man undefiled.
under the law, shut up unto the faith which should And a babe, as God's little one, 6 is cleansed from
afterwards be revealed, so that the law became fornication and wickedness. With the greatest
our schoolmaster to bring us to Christ, that we clearness the blessed Paul has solved for us this
m_ght be justified by faith ; but after that faith question in his First Epistle to the Corinthians,
_scome, we are no longer under a schoolmaster."' writing thus : " Brethren, be not children in un-
Do you not hear that we are no longer under derstandmg ; howbeit in malice be children, but
that law which was accompanied with fear, but in understanding be men." 7 And the expres-
under the Word, the master of free choice ? sion, "When I was a child, I thought as a child,
Then he subjoined the utterance, clear of all I spoke as a child," s points out his mode of life
partiality : "For ye are all the children of God according to the law, according to which, think-
through faith in Christ Jesus. For as many as ing childish things, he persecuted, and speaking
were baptized into Christ have put on Christ. childish things he blasphemed the Word, not as
There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither having yet attained to the simplicity of childhood,
bond nor free, there is neither male nor female : but as being in its folly ; for the word v@_ov has
for ye are all one in Christ Jesus." _ There are two meanings.9 "When I became a man," again
not, then, in the same Word some "illuminated Paul says, "I put away childish things." _° It is
(gnostics) ; and some animal (or natural) men ;" not incomplete size of stature, nor a definite
but all who have abandoned the desires of the measure of time, nor additional secret teachings
flesh are equal and spiritual before the Lord. in things that are manly and more perfect, that
And again he writes in another place : " For by the apostle, who himself professes to be a preach-
one spirit are we all baptized into one body, er of childishness, alludes to when he sends it,
whether Jews or Greeks, whether bond or free as it were, into banishment ; but he applies the
and we have all drunk of one cup." 3 Nor were _ame "children" to those who are under the
it absurd to employ the expressions of those who law, who are terrified by fear as children are by
call the reminiscence of better things the filtra- bugbears ; and " men" to us who are obedient
tion of the spirit, understanding by filtration the to the Word and masters of ourselves, who have
separation of what is baser, that results from the believed, and are saved by voluntary choice, and
reminiscence of what is better. There follows are rationally, not irrationally, frightened by ter-

of necessity, in him who has come to the recol- rot. Of this the apostle himself shall testify,
lectmn of what is better, repentance for what is calling as he does the Jews heirs according to
worse. Accordingly, they confess that the spirit the first covenant, and us heirs according to
m repentance retraces its steps. In the same promise : "Now Isay, as lot_ as the heir is a
way, therefore, we also, repenting of our sins, theM, he differeth nothing from a servant, though
renouncing our iniquities, purified by baptism, he be lord of a/l; but is under tutors andgcoern-
speed back to the eternal light, children to the ors, _'ll the _'me apl_ointed by the father. So
Father. Jesus therefore, rejoicing in the spirit, also we, when we were children, were in bondaKe
said: ,, I thank Thee, O Father, God of heaven underthe rudiments of the world: butwhen the
and earth, that Thou hast hid these things from fulness of the _'me was come, God sent forth His
the wise and prudent, and hast revealed them to !Son, made of a woman, made under the law, to
babes ;" 4 the Master and Teacher applying the

s Luke x. 2t.

t G_I. hL _z 5. [He_ the scl_oolma_ter should be the d_i/d- s [_nt here considers all believers as babes, in t_ _ he

g_ide ; for the law leads us to the Master, .sa_s Clement, and we are explains; but the tenderness towards chi.kiren of the _dh_to_ I_.nmtng
no longer under the ¢hscivhnary guide, but ' under the Word, the through this chapter are not the le_ strikmg.]

_' t Cot. xm _o.

themaSterlaw°fmerely°Urfreeledusch°iCetohis'_ school,lTh_ schoolmaster then is the Word, and s x Cot. xiit. tI [A text much misused by the heretical
whom Clement confutes.l
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redeem them that were under the law, that we [ Rightly, therefore, the Lord again promises milk
might receive the ada2#Kon of sons "' by Him. [to the righteous, that the Word may be clearly
See how He has admitted those to be children [ shown to be both, "the Alpha and Omega,
who are under fear and sins ; but has conferred beginning and end ; "s. the Word .being figura.
mamhood on those who are under faith, by calling tively represented as rmlk. Something like this
them sons, in contradistinction from the children Homer oracularly declares against his will, when
that are under the law : "For thou art no more he calls righteous men milk-fed (yo_xK_o_yo_) 6
a servant," he says, "but a son; and if a son, iSo also may we take the Scripture: "And-i,
then an heir through God."* What, then, is brethren, could not speak unto you as unto
lacking to the son after inheritance ? Wherefore spiritual, but as unto carnal, even as unto babes
the expression, "When I was a child," may be in Christ ;" 7 so that the carnal may be under-
elegantly expounded thus : that is, when I was stood as those recently instructed, and still bab_s
a Jew (for he was a Hebrew by extraction) I in Christ. For he called those who had already
thought as a child, when I followed the law ; but believed on the Holy Spirit spiritual, anti
after becoming a man, I no longer entertain the those newly instructed and not yet purified
sentiments of a child, that is, of the law, but of carnal ; whom with justice he. calls still carnal,
a man, that is, of Christ, whom alone the Scrip- as minding equally with the heathen the things
ture calls man, as we have said before. " I put of the flesh : "For whereas there is among you
away childish things." But the childhood which envy and strife, are ye not carnal, and walk as
is in Christ is maturity, as compared with the men?" s ,, Wherefore also I have given you
law. Having reached this point, we must defend milk to drink," he says; meaning, I have m-
our childhood. And we have still to explain what stilled into you the knowledge which, from
is said by the apostle: "I have fed you with instruction, nourishes up to life eternal. But
milk (as children in Christ), not with meat; for the expression, "I have given you to drink"
ye were not able, neither yet are ye now able."3 (&r&rura), is the symbol of perfect appropna-
For it does not appear to me that the expression tion. For those who are full-grown are said to
is to be taken in a Jewish sense ; for I shall op- drink, babes to suck. "For my blood," says
pose to it also that Scripture, "I will bring you the Lord, "is true drink." 9 In saying, therefore,
into that good land which flows with milk and "I have given you milk to drink," has he not
honey." * A very great difficulty arises in refer- indicated the knowledge of the truth, the perfect
ence to the comparison of these Scriptures, when gladness in the Word, who is the milk? And
we consider. For if the infancy which is charac- what follows next, "not meat, for ye were not
terized by the milk is the beginning of faith in able," may indicate the clear revelation in the
Christ, then it is disparaged as childish and im- future world, like food, face to face. "For now
perfect. How is the rest that comes after the we see as through a glass," the same apostle
meat, the rest of the man who is perfect and says, "but then face to face." _° Wherefore also
endowed with knowledge, again distinguished he has added, "neither yet are ye now able, for
by infant milk ? Does not this, as explaining aye are still carnal," minding the things of the
parable, mean something like this, and is not the flesh, -- desiring, loving, feeling jealousy, wrath,
expression to be read somewhat to the following envy. "For we are no more in the flesh," l, as
effect : "I havefedyou with milk in CAn'st;" some suppose. For with it [they say], having
and after a sfight stop, let us add, "as children," the face which is like an angel's, we shall see the
that by separating the words in reading we may promise face to face. How then, if that is truly
make out some such sense as this : I have in- the promise after our departure hence, say they
structed you in Christ with simple, true, and that they know "what eye hath not known, nor
natural nourishment,--namely, that which is hath entered into the mind of man," who have
spiritual: for such is the nourishing substance not perceived by the Spirit, but received from
of milk swelling out from breasts of love. SO instruction "what ear hath not heard, .... or that
that the whole matter may be conceived thus: ear alone which "was rapt up into the thvd
As nurses nourish new-born children on milk, so heaven ?" ,3 But it even then was commanded
do I also by the Word, the milk of Christ, instill- to preserve it unspoken.
ing into you spiritual nutriment. But if human wisdom, as it remains to under-

Thus, then, the milk which is perfect is per- stand, is the glorying in knowledge, hear the law
fect nourishment, and brings to that consumma-
tion which cannot cease. Wherefore also the 5 R_,. 18
same milk and honey were promised in the rest. 6 [iz,_, _ia.6. S.l? I Cor. Ili t.
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of Scripture: "Let not the wise man glory in and sent through the navel of the mother, or
tus wisdom, and let not the mighty man glory in whether it be the menses themselves shut out
his might ; but let him that glorieth glory m the from their proper passage, and by a natural
Lord." ' But we are God-taught, and glory m diffusion, bidden by the all-nourishing and ereat-
the name of Christ. How then are we not to ing God, proceed to the already swelling breasts,
regard the apostle as attaching this sense to the and by the heat of the spirits transmuted,
milk of the babes? And if we who preside over [whether it be the one or the other] that is
the Churches are shepherds after the image of formed into food desirable for the babe, that
the good Shepherd, and you the sheep, are we which is changed is the blood. For of all the
not to regard the Lord as preserving consistency members, the breasts have the most sympathy
_nthe use of figurative speech, when He speaks with the womb. When there is parturition, the
alsoof the milk of the flock ? And to this mean- vessel by which blood was conveyed to the foetus
mg we may secondly accommodate the expres- is cut off: there is an obstruction of the flow,
si0n, "I have given you milk to drink, and not and the blood receives an impulse towards
g_venyou food, for ye are not yet able," regard- the breasts ; and on a considerable rush taking
mg the meat not as something different from the place, they are distended, and change the blood
milk, but the same in substance. For the very to milk in a manner analogous to the change of
same Word is fluid and mild as milk, or solid blood into pus in ulceration. Or if, on the other
and compact as meat. And entertaining this hand, the blood from the veins in the vicinity of
view, we may regard the proclamation of the the breasts, which have been opened in preg-
Gospel, which is universally diffused, as milk ; nancy, is poured into the natural hollows of
and as meat, faith, which from instruction is the breasts ; and the spint discharged from the
compacted into a foundation, which, being more neighbouring arteries being mixed with it, the
substantial than hearing, is likened to meat, and substance of the blood, still remaining pure, it
assimilates to the soul itself nourishment of this becomes white by being agitated hke a wave ;
kind. Elsewhere the Lord, in the Gospel ac- and by an interruption such as this is changed
cording to John, brought this out by symbols, by frothing it, like what takes place with the
when He said : "Eat ye my flesh, and drink my sea, which at the assaults of the winds, the poets
blood; ''* describing distinctly by metaphor the say, "spits forth bnny foam." Yet still the
drinkable propemes of faith and the promise, essence is supphed by the blood.
by means of which the Church, like a human In this way also the rivers, borne on with rush-
being consisting of many members, is refreshed ing motion, and fretted by contact with the
and grows, is welded together and compacted of surrounding air, murmur forth foam. The moist-
both,-- of faith, which is the body, and of hope, ure in our mouth, too, is whitened by the breath.
which is the soul ; as also the Lord of flesh and What an absurdity 3is it, then, not to acknowledge
blood. For in reality the blood of faith is hope, that the blood is converted into that very bright
in which faith is held as by a vital principle, and white substance by the breath I The change
And when hope expires, it is as if blood flowed it suffers is in quality, not in essence. You will
forth ; and the vitality of faith is destroyed. If, certainly find nothing else more nourishing, or
then, some would oppose, saying that by milk sweeter, or whiter than milk. In every respect,
is meant the first lessons _ as it were, the first accordingly, it is like spiritual nourishment, which
food -- and that by meat is meant those spiritual is sweet through grace, nourishing as life, bright
cogmtions to which they attain by raising them- as the day of Christ.
selves to knowledge, let them understand that, The blood of the Word has been also exhibited
in saying that meat is solid food, and the flesh as milk. Milk being thus provided in parturi-
and blood of Jesus, they are brought by their tion, _ssupplied to the infant ; and the breasts,
ownvainglorious wisdom to the true simplicity, which till then looked straight towards the hus-
For the blood is found to be an original product band, now bend down towards the child, being
m man, and some have consequently ventured taught to furnish the substance elaborated by ha-
to call it the substance of the soul. And this :ure in a wayeasily received for salutary nourish-
blood, transmuted by a natural process of assimi- _ent. For the breasts are not hke fountains full of
lation in the pregnancy of the mother, through milk, flowingm ready prepared ; but, by effecting

a change in the nutriment, form the milk in them-the sympathy of parental affection, effloresces
and grows old, in order that there may be no selves, and discharge it. And the nutriment
fear for the child. Blood, too, is the moister suitable and wholesome for the new-formed and
part of flesh, being a kind of liquid flesh ; and new-born babe is eL_tboratedby God, the nourisher
milk is the sweeter and finer part of blood. For and the Father of all that are generated and
whether it be the blood supplied to the foetus, regenerated, _ as manna, the celestial food of
.... /astoxl of the rmdlng

x x Cor. I. 3x. a Cor. x. xT. _ The _ ,;lrog_p_'_ is _atedin the |ext.
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angels, flowed down from heaven on the ancient axe truly blessed who suck this breast. Where.
Hebrews. Even now, in fact, nurses call the first- fore also Peter says : "Laying therefore aside all
poured drink of milk by the same name as that malice, and all guile, and hypocrisy, and envy,
food -- manna. Further, pregnant women, on and evil speaking, as new-born babes, desire the
becoming mothers, discharge milk. But the milk of the word, that ye may grow by it to salva-
Lord Christ, the fruit of the Virgin, did not pro- tion ; if ye have tasted that the Lord is Christ."
nounce the breasts of women blessed, nor selected And were one to concede to them that the
them to give nourishment ; but when the kind meat was something different from the milk, then
and loving Father had rained down the Word, how shall they avoid being transfixed on their
Himself became spiritual nourishment to the own spit, through want of consideration of
good. O mystic marvel ! The universal Father nature ? 3 For in winter, when the air is con-
is one, and one the universal Word ; and the densed, and prevents the escape of the heat
Holy Spirit is one and the same everywhere, and enclosed within, the food, transmuted and dl-
one is the only virgin mother. I love to call her gested and changed into blood, passes into the
the Church. This mother, when alone, had not veins, and these, in the absence of exhalation,
milk, because alone she was not a woman. But axe greatly distended, and exhibit strong pul-
she is once virgin and mother-- pure as a virgin, sations ; consequently also nurses are then fullest
loving as a mother. And calling her children to of milk. And we have shown a little above, that
her, she nurses them with holy milk, viz., with on pregnancy blood passes into milk by a change
the Word for childhood. Therefore she had not which does not affect its substance, just as in old
milk ; for the milk was this child fair and comely, people yellow hair changes to grey. But again
the body of Christ, which nourishes by the Word in summer, the body, havmg its pores more open,
the youngbrood, whichthe Lord Himself brought affords greater facihty for diaphoretic action in
forth in throes of the flesh, which the Lord the case of the food, and the milk is least abun-
Himself swathed in His precious blood. O dant, since neither is the blood full, nor is the
amazing birth [ O holy swaddling bands 1 The whole nutriment retained. If, then, the diges-
Word is all to the child, both father and mother tion of the food results in the production of
and tutor and nurse. "Eat ye my flesh," He blood, and the blood becomes milk, then blood
says, "and drink my blood." ' Such is the suit- is a preparatmn for milk, as blood is for a human
able food which the Lord ministers, and He being, and the grape for the vine. With milk,
offers His flesh and pours forth His blood, and then, the Lord's nutriment, we are nursed directly
nothing is wanting for the children's growth, we are born ; and as soon as we are regenerated,
O amazing mystery ! We axe enjoined to cast we are honoured by receiving the good news of
off the old and carnal corruption, as also the old the hope of rest, even the Jerusalem above, m
nutriment, receiving in exchange another new which it is written that milk and honey fall in
regimen, that of Christ, receiving Him if we can showers, receiving through what is material the
to hide Him within ; and that, enshrining the pledge of the sacred food. "For meats are done
Saviour in our souls, we may correct the affec- away with," 4 as the apostle himself says ; but
tions of our flesh, this nourishment on milk leads to the heavens,

But you are not inclined to understand it thus rearing up citizens of heaven, and members of
but perchance more generally. Hear it also in the angelic choirs. And since the Word is the
the following way. The flesh figuratively repre- gushing fountain of life, and has been called a
sents to us the Holy Spxrit ; for the flesh was river of olive oil, Paul, using appropriate figu-
created by Him. The blood points out to us rative language, and calling Him milk, adds:" I
the Word, for as rich blood the Word has been have given you to drink ;" _ for we drink in the
infused into life ; and the union of both is the word, the nutriment of the truth. In truth, also
Lord, the food of the babes-- the Lord who is liquid food is called drink ; and the same thing
Spirit and Word. The food -- that is, the Lord may somehow be both meat and drink, according
Jesus-- that is, the Word of God, the Spirit to the different aspects in which it is considered,
made flesh, the heavenly flesh sanctified. The just as cheese is the solidification of milk or milk
nutriment is the milk of the Father, by which solidified ; for I am not concerned here to make
alone we infants are nourished. The Word Him- a nice selection of an expression, only to say
self, then, the beloved One, and our nourisher, that one substance supplies both artxcles of food.
hath shed His own blood for us, to save human- Besides, for children at the breast, milk alone
ity ; and by Him, we, believing on God, flee to suffices ; it serves both for meat and drink. "I,"
the Word, "the care-soothing breast" of the
Father. And He alone, as is befitting, supplies * : Pet i,. _-3. Clementherere_ Xo,o_, C_rist, forXP_"

•r_, g_Fpciou.% in Text. Rec.
us children with the milk of love, and those only _ [Clementherearguesfromwhatwas_N:ientificinhis day,mtro"

ducmg a curious, but to us not very pertinent, episode.]
4 z Cor. vi. x3.
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says the Lord, "have meat to eat that ye know Word : for the righteous man of old is the type
not of. My meat is to do the will of Him that of the new righteous one ; and the blood of old
sent Me."' You see another kind of food which, that interceded, intercedes in the place of the
similarly with milk, represents figuratively the will new blood. And the blood that is the Word
of God. Besides, also, the completion of His cries to God, since it intimated that the Word
own passion He called catachrestically "a cup," * was to suffer.
when He alone had to drink and drain it. Thus Further, this flesh, and the blood in it, are by
to Christ the fulfilling of His Father's will was a mutual sympathy moistened and increased by
food ; and to us infants, who drink the milk of the milk. And the process of formation of the
the word of the heavens, Christ Himself is food. seed m conception ensues when it has mingled
Hence seeking is called sucking ; for to those with the pure residue of the menses, which re-
babes that seek the Word, the Father's breasts mains. For the force that is in the seed coagulat-
of love supply milk. ling the substances of the blood, as the rennet

Further, the Word declares Himself to be the curdles milk, effects the essential part of the form-
bread of heaven. "For Moses," He says, "gave ative process. For a suitable blending conduces
you not that bread from heaven, but My Father to fruitfulness ; but extremes are adverse, and
glveth you the true bread from heaven. For the tend to sterihty. For when the earth itself i_
bread of God is He that cometh down from flooded by excessive rain, the seed is swept away,
heaven, and giveth life to the world. And the while in consequence of scarcity it is dried up ;
bread which I will give is My flesh, which I will but when the sap is viscous, it retains the seed,
give for the life of the world."3 Here is to be and makes it germinate. Some also hold the
noted the mystery of the bread, inasmuch as He hypothesis, that the seed of an animal is in sub-
speaks of it as flesh, and as flesh, consequently, stance the foam of the blood, which being by
that has risen through fire, as the wheat springs the natural heat of the male agitated and shaken
up from decay and germination; and, m truth, out is turned into foam, and deposited m the
it has risen through fire for the joy of the Church, seminal veins. For Diogenes Apollionates will
as bread baked. But this will be shown by and have it, that hence is derived the word a_kro-
by more clearly in the chapter on the resur- dzsia. °
rectlon. But since He said, "And the bread From all this it is therefore evident, that the
which I will give is My flesh," and since flesh is essential principle of the human body is blood.
moistened with blood, and blood is figuratively The contents of the stomach, too, at first are
termed wine, we are bidden to know that, as milky, a coagulation of fluid ; then the same
bread, crumbled into a mixture of wine and coagulated substance is changed into blood; but
water, seizes on the wine and leaves the watery when it is formed into a compact consistency
portion, so also the flesh of Christ, the bread of in the womb, by the natural and warm spirit by
heaven, absorbs the blood; that is, those among which the embryo is fashioned, it becomes a
men who are heavenly, nourishing them up to living creature. Further also, the child after
immortality, and leaving only to destruction the birth is nourished by the same blood. For the
lusts of the flesh, flow of milk is the product of the blood ; and

Thus in many ways the Word is figuratively the source of nourishment is the milk ; by which
described, as meat, and flesh, and food, and a woman is shown to have brought forth a child,
bread, and blood, and milk. The Lord is all and to be truly a mother, by which also she re-
these, to give enjoyment to us who have believed ceives a potent charm of affection. Wherefore
on Him. Let no one then think it strange, when the Holy Spirit in the apostle, using the voice
we say that the Lord's blood is figuratively repre- of the Lord, says mystically, "I have given you
sented as milk. For is it not figuratively repre- milk to drink." 7 For if we have been regener-
sented as wine ? "Who washes," it is said, "His ated unto Christ, He who has regenerated us
garment in wine, His robe in the blood of the nourishes us with HIS own milk, the Word ; for it
grape." 4 In His own Spirit He says He will is proper that what has procreated should forth-
deck the body of the Word ; as certainly by His with supply nourishment to that which has been
own Spirit He will nourish those who hunger for procreated. And as the regeneration was con-
the Word. formably spiritual, so also was the nutriment of

And that the blood is the Word, is testified by man spiritual. In all respects, therefore, and in
the blood of Abel,S the righteous interceding all things, we are brought into union with Christ,
with God. For the blood would never have ut- into relationship through HIS blood, by which
tered a voice, had it not been regarded as the we are redeemed ; and into sympathy,'in con-
-------- sequence of the nourishment which flows from

t John iv. _-3¢.
_ Matt. xx. :r_, etc.

4 J_-°_-U_en.xhx.'n32,tt.33, St. e [ i e., Not from thc &_, t_"the sea, bttt °f the bl°ocLl
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the Word ; and into immortality, through His as serous matter the lusts of the flesh, commits
man to eternity, along with those who are divine,

guidance : -- immortahzing him.
"Among men the bringing up of children Further, many also use the fat.of milk, called

Often produces stronger impulses to love than the butter, for the lamp, plainly indicating by th_s
procreating of them." enigma the abundant unction of the Word, since

The same blood and milk of the Lord is there- He alone it is who nourishes the infants, makes
fore the symbol of the Lord's passion and teach- them grow, and enlightens them. Wherefore
ing. Wherefore each of us babes is permitted also the Scripture says respecting the Lord, ,, He
to make our boast in the Lord, while we pro- fed them with the produce of the fields, they
claim:-- sucked honey from the rock, and oil from the

solid rock, butter of kine, and milk of sheep,
"Yet of a noble sire and noble blood I boast me with fat of lambs ;-4 and what follows He gave

sprung." : them. But he that prophesies the birth of the
And that milk is produced from blood by a child says: "Butter and honey shall He eat."s
change, is already clear ; yet we may learn it And it occurs to me to wonder how some dare
from the flocks and herds. For these ammals, call themselves perfect and gnostics, with ideas
in the time of the year which we call spring, of themselves above the apostle, inflated and
when the air has more humidity, and the grass boastful, when Paul even owned respecting him-
and meadows are juicy and moist, are first filled self, " Not that I have already attained, or am
with blood, as is shown by the distension of the already perfect ; but I follow after, if that I may
veins of the swollen vessels ; and from the blood apprehend that for which I am apprehended of
the milk flows more copiously. But in summer, Christ. Brethren, I count not myself to have
again, the blood being burnt and dried up by the apprehended : but this one thing I do, forgetting
heat, prevents the change, and so they have less the things which are behind, and stretching forth
milk. to those that are before, I press toward the mark,

Further, milk has a most natural affinity for for the prize of the high calhng in Christ Jesus." _
water, as assuredly the spiritual washing has for And yet he reckons himself perfect, because he
the spiritual nutriment. Those, therefore, that has been emancipated from his former hfe, and
swallow a little cold water, in addmon to the strives after the better life, not as perfect m
above-mentioned milk, straightway feel benefit; knowledge, but as aspinng after perfection.
for the milk is prevented from souring by its Wherefore also he adds, "As many of us as are
combination with water, not m consequence of perfect, are thus minded," 7 manifestly descnb-
any antipathy between them, but in consequence mg perfection as the renunciation of sin, and
of the water taking kindly to the milk while it is regeneration into the faith of the only perfect
undergoing digestion. One, and forgetting our former sins.

And such as is the union of the Word with

baptism, is the agreement of milk with water; CHAP. vn.--WHO TEE INSTRUCTORIS, AND RE-
for it receives it alone of all hquids, and admits SPECTINGHIS INSTRUCTION.
of mixture with water, for the purpose of cleans- Since, then, we have shown that all of us are
ing, as baptism for the remission of sins. And by Scripture called children ; and not only so,
it is mixed naturally with honey also, and this but that we who have followed Christ are figura-
for cleansing along with sweet nutriment. For tively called babes ; and that the Father of all
the Word blended with love at once cures our alone is perfect, for the Son is in Him, and
passmns and cleanses our sins ; and the saying, the Father is in the Son ; it is time for us m due

course to say who our Instructor is.
"Sweeter thaa_honey flowed the stream of speech," * He Is called Jesus. Sometimes He calls Him-

seems to me to have been spoken of the Word, self a shepherd, and says, "I am the good Shep-
who is honey. And prophecy oft extols Him herd." s According to a metaphor drawn from
"above honey and the honeycomb." s shepherds, who lead the sheep, is hereby under-

Furthermore, milk is mixed with sweet wine ;stood the Instructor, who leads the chfidren_
and the mixture is beneficial, as when suffering the Shepherd who tends the babes. For the
is mixed in the cup in order to immortality, babes are simple, being figuratively described as
For the milk is curdled by the wine, and sepa- sheep. "And they shall all," it is said, "be one
rated, and whatever adulteration is in it is drained flock, and one shepherd." 9 The Word, then,
off. 2_nd in the same way, the spiritual com-
mtmion of faith with suffering man, drawing off , _t. **x_.*s, ,4.5 Isa vii. z5

e 6PIuLfii. :a--z¢.
t n., try.zz3. 7Phil.iti x$.
2 II., i z¢8 a Johnx _t.
a Ps.xix.xo. 9Johnx. z6.
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who leads the children to salvation, is appropri- learn the use of the bow, and on reaching
ately called the l_truclor t (Paedagogue). maturity have sexual intercourse with sisters,

With the greatest clearness, accordingly, the and mothers, and women, wives and courtesans
Word has spoken respecting Himself by Hosea : innumerable, practised in intercourse like the
"I am your Instructor." 2 Now piety is instruc- wild boars.
tion, being the learning of the servme of God, But our Instructor is the holy God Jesus, the
and training in the knowledge of the truth, and Word, who is the guide of all humanity. The
right guidance which leads to heaven. And loving God Himself is our Instructor. Some-
the word "instruction" 3 is employed variously, where in song the Holy Spirit says with regard
For there is the instruction of him who is led to Him, "He provided sufficiently for the people
and learns, and that of him who leads and m the wilderness. He led him about in the
teaches ; and there is, thirdly, the guidance thirst of summer heat in a dry land, and instructed
]tself; and fourthly, what is taught, as the corn- him, and kept him as the apple of His eye, as
mandments enjoined• an eagle protects her nest, and shows her fond

Now the instruction which is of God is the solicitude for her young, spreads abroad her
right direction of truth to the contemplation of wings, takes them, and bears them on her back.
God, and the exhibition of holy deeds in ever- The Lord alone led them, and there was no
lasting perseverance, strange god with them•" 4 Clearly, I trow, has

As therefore the general directs the phalanx, the Scripture exhibited the Instructor in the ac-
consulting the safety of his soldiers, and the count it gives of His guidance.
pilot steers the vessel, desiring to save the pas- Again, when He speaks in His own person,
sengers ; so also the Instructor guides the chil- He confesses Himself to be the Instructor : "I
dren to a saving course of conduct, through am the Lord thy God, who brought thee out of
solicitude for us ; and, in general, whatever we the land of Egypt•" s Who, then, has the power
ask m accordance with reason from God to be of leading in and out? Is it not the Instructor?
done for us, will happen to those who believe in This was He who appeared to Abraham, and
the Instructor. And just as the helmsman does said to him, "I am thy God, be accepted before
not always yield to the winds, but sometimes, Me ; "6 and in a way most befitting an instructor,
turning the prow towards them, opposes the forms him into a faithful child, saying, "And be
whole force of the hurricanes ; so the Instructor blameless ; and I will make My covenant be-
never yields to the blasts that blow in this world, tween Me and thee, and thy seed." There is
nor commits the child to them like a vessel to the communication of the Instructor's friendship.
make shipwreck on a wild and licentious course And He most manifestly appears as Jacob's in-
of life; but, wafted on by the favouring breeze structor. He says accordingly to him, "Lo, I
of the Spirit of truth, stoutly holds on to the am with thee, to keep thee in all the way in
child's helm, n his ears, I mean, nuntil He bring which thou shalt go ; and I will bring thee back
him safe to anchor in the haven of heaven, into this land : for I will not leave thee till I do

What is called by men an ancestral custom what I have told thee." 7 He is said, too, to
passes away in a moment, but the divine guid- have wrestled with Him. "And Jacob was left
ance is a possession which abides for ever. alone, and there wrestled with him a man (the

They say that Phoenix was the instructor of Instructor) till the morning." s This was the
Achilles, and Adrastus of the children of Croe- man who led, and brought, and wrestled with,
sus; and Leonides of Alexander, and Nansith- and anointed the athlete Jacob against evil.9
ous of Philip. But Phoenix was women-mad, Now that the Word was at once Jacob's trainer
Adrastus was a fugitive. Leonides did not curtail and the Instructor vf humanity [appears from
the pride of Alexander, nor Nausithous reform this'] _" He asked," it is said, "His name, and• • " " dthe drunken Pellman. No more was the Thra- satd to him, Tell me what Is Thy name. An

clan Zopyrus able to check the fornication of he said, "Why is it that thou askest My name ?"
Alcibiades ; but Zopyrus was a bought slave, For He reserved the new name for the new
and Sicinnus, the tutor of the children of The- people--the babe ; and was as yet unnamed,
mistocles, was a lazy domestic. They say also the Lord God not having yet become man. Yet
that he invented the Sicinnian dance. Those Jacob called the name of the place, "Face of
have not escaped our attention who are called God." "For I have seen," he says, "God face
royal instructors among the Persians ; whom, in to face ; and my life is preserved." ,o The face
number four, the kings of the Persians select of God is the Word by whom God is manifested
with the greatest care from all the Persians 4 tx-u_xxxtl._o-x2.
and set over their sons. But the children only , E_.,_. ,.

6 @='-nxvli. t, 2.
7 Gen. xxvlil, xS.
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and made known. Then also was he named formed thee in the belly I knew thee, and before
Israel, because he saw God the Lord. It was I brought thee out of the womb I sanctified
God, the Word, the Instructor, who said to him thee." s Such allusions prophecy can make to
again afterwards, "Fear not to go down into us, destined in the eye of God to faith before
Egypt. ''z See how the Instructor follows the the foundation of the world; but now babes,
righteous man, and how He anoints the athlete, through the recent fulfilment of the w]ll of God,
teaching him to trip up his antagonist, according to which we are born now to calhng

It is He also who teaches Moses to act as and salvation. Wherefore also He adds, "I have
instructor. For the Lord says, "If any one sin set thee for a prophet to "the nations," 9 saying
before Me, him will I blot out of My book ; but that he must prophesy, so that the appellation
now, go and lead this people into the place which of "youth" should not become a reproach to
I told thee." * Here He is the teacher of the those who are called babes.
art of instruction. For it was really the Lord Now the law is ancient grace given through
that was the instructor of the ancient people by Moses by the Word. Wherefore also the Scrip-
Moses ; but He is the instructor of the new turesays, "The law was gnven through Moses, ''_o
people by Himself, face to face. "For behold," not by Moses, but by the Word, and through
He says to Moses, "My angel shall go before Moses His servant. Wherefore it was only tern-
thee," representing the evangehcal and corn- porary ; but eternal grace and truth were by Jesus
manding power of the Word, but guarding the Christ. Mark the expressions of Scnpture : of
Lord's prerogative. "In the day on whmh I the law only is it said "was given ; " but truth
will visit them," _ He says, "I will bring their being the grace of the Father, is the eternal work
sins on them; that is, on the day on whmh I of the Word; and it is not said to be gzz,en,
will sit as judge I will render the recompense of but to be by Jesus, wzthout whom nothtng was._
their sins." For the same who is Instructor is Presently, therefore, Moses prophetically, giving
judge, and judges those who disobey Him ; and place to the perfect Instructor the Word, predmts
the loving Word will not pass over their trans- both the name and the office of Instructor, and
gression in silence. He reproves, that they may committing to the people the commands of
repent. For "the Lord wflleth the repentance obedience, sets before them the Instructor. "A
of the sinner rather than his death." 4 And let prophet," says he, "like Me shall God rinse up
us as babes, hearing of the sins of others, keep to you of your brethren," pointing out Jesus the
from similar transgressions, through dread of the Son of God, by an allusion to Jesus the son of
threatening, that we may not have to undergo Nun ; for the name of Jesus predmted m the law
like sufferings. What, then, was the sin which was a shadow of Christ. He adds, therefore,
they committed ? "For in their wrath they slew consulting the advantage of the people, "Him
men, and in their impetuosity they hamstrung shall ye hear ; .... and, "The man who will not
bulls. Cursed be their anger." s Who, then, hear that Prophet," ,s him He threatens. Such a
would train us more lovingly than He ? For- name, then, he predicts as that of the Instructor,
merly the older people had an old covenant, and who is the author of salvation. Wherefore proph-
the law disciplined the people with fear, and the ecy invests Him with a rod, a rod of discipline,
Word was an angel ; but to the fresh and new of rule, of authority ; that those whom the per-
people has also been given a new covenant, and suasive word heals not, the threatening may heal :
the Word has appeared, and fear is turned to and whom the threatening heals not, the rod
love, and that mystic angel is born--Jesus. For may heal ; and whom the rod heals not, the fire
this same Instructor said then, "Thou shalt fear may devour. "There shall come forth," it is
the Lord God ; "6 but to us He has addressed said, "a rod out of the root of Jesse." '*
the exhortation, "Thou shalt love the Lord thy See the care, and wisdom, and power of the
God." 7 Wherefore also this is enjoined on us : Instructor : "He shall not judge according to
"Cease from your own works, from your old opinion, nor according to report ; but He shall
sins ;" "Learn to do well ;" "Depart from evil, dispense judgment to the humble, and reprove
and do good ;" "Thou hast loved righteousness, the sinners of the earth." And by David : "The
and hated iniquity." This is my new covenant Lord instructing, hath instructed me, and not
written in the old letter. The newness of the given me over to death." ,s For to be chastised
word must not, then, be made ground of re- of the Lord, and mstructed, is deliverance from
proach. But the Lord hath also said in Jere-death. And by the same prophet He says:
miah: "Say not that I am a youth: before I
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,' Thou shalt rule them with a rod of iron."' else than do good. Consequently God does all
Thus also the apostle, m the Epistle to the Corin- good. And He does no good to man without
thlans, being moved, says, "What will ye ? Shall caring for him, and He does not care far him
I come unto you w_th a rod, or in love, in the _thout taking care of him. For that which
spirit of meekness? ''2 Also, "The Lord shah does good purposely, is better than what does
send the rod of strength out of Sion," 3 He says not good purposely. But nothing is better than
by another prophet. And this same rod of in- God. And to do good purposely, is nothing
stmcuon, "Thy rod and staff have comforted else than to take care of man. God therefore
me," 4 said some one else. Such is the power cares for man, and takes care of him. And He
of the Instructor -- sacred, soothing, saving, ishows this practically, in instructing him by the

Word, who is the true coadjutor of God's love
C1-LttP.VIII.- AGAINSTTHOSE WHO THINK THATit o man. But the good is not said to be good,

WHAT IS JUST IS NOT C-OOD, ]on account of its being possessed of vartue ; as
At this stage some rise up, saying that the also righteousness is not said to be good on

Lord, by reason of the rod, and threatening, account of its possessing virtue--for it is itself
and fear, is not good ; misapprehending, as ap- virtue--but on account of its being in itself
pears, the Scripture which says, "And he that and by itself good.
feareth the Lord will turn to h_s heart ; "s and In another way the useful is called good, not
most of all, oblivious of His love, in that for on account of its pleasing, but of its doing
us He became man. For more suitably to Him, good. All which, therefore, is righteousness,
the prophet prays in these words : "Remember being a good thing, both as virtue and as desir-
us, for we are dust ;" 6 that is, Sympathize with able for its own sake, and not as giving pleasure ;
us ; for Thou knowest from personal experience for it does not judge in order to win favour, but
of suffering the weakness of the flesh. In this dispenses to each according to his merits. And
respect, therefore, the Lord the Instructor as the beneficial follows the useful. Righteousness,
most good and unimpeachable, sympathizing as therefore, has characteristics corresponding to
He does from the exceeding greatness of His all the aspects in which goodness is examined,
love with the nature of each man. "For there both possessing equal properties equally. And
is nothing which the Lord hates." z For assur- things which are characterized by equal proper-
edly He does not hate anythmg, and yet wish ties are equal and similar to each other. Right-
that which He hates to exist. Nor does He wish eousness is therefore a good thing.
anything not to exist, and yet become the cause "How then," say they, "if the Lord loves
of existence to that which He wishes not to man, and is good, is He angry and punishes ?"
exist. Nor does He wish anything not to exist We must therefore treat of this point with all
which yet exists. If, then, the Word hates any- possible brevity ; for this mode of treatment Is
thing, He does not wish it to exist. But nothing advantageous to the right training of the chil-
exists, the cause of whose existence is not sup- dren, occupying the place of a necessary help.
pl,ed by God. Nothing, then, is hated by GOd, For many of the passions are cured by punish-
nor yetbytheWord. For both are one--thatis, ment, and by the inculcation of the sterner
God. For He has said, "In the beginning the precepts, as also by instruction in certain princi-
Word was in God, and the Word was God." s If ples. For reproof is, as it were, the surgery of
then He hates none of the things which He has the passions of the soul ; and the passions are,
made, it follows that He loves them. Much as it were, an abscess of the truth,9 which must
more than the rest, and with reason, will He love be cut open by an incision of the lancet of re-
man, the noblest of all objects created by Him, i proof.
and a God-loving being. Therefore God is lov- Reproach is like the application of medicines,
ing; consequently the Word is loving, dissolving the callosities of the passions, and

But he who loves anything wishes to do it purging the impurities of the lewdness of the
good. And that which does good must be every life ; and in addition, reducing the excrescences
way better than that which does not good. But of pride, restoring the patient to the healthy and
nothing is better than the Good. The Good, true state of humanity.
then, does good. And God is admitted to be Admonition is, as it were, the regimen of the
good. God therefore does good. And the diseased soul, prescribing what it must take, and
Good, in virtue of its being good, does nothing forbidding what it must not. And all these tend
---------- to salvation and eternal health.

P_ ,_._. Furthermore, the general of an army, by in-
Cot |v

p.... *_" flicting fines and corporeal punishments with
"Ps.xxati¢ chains and the extremest disgrace on offenders__:l_ _i' 6.
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and sometimes even by punishing individuals! beautifully : "For all who suffer punishment are
with death, aims at good, doing so for the admo- in reality treated well, for they are benefited;
nition of the officers under him. .since the spirit of those who are justly punished

'is improved." And if those who are correctedThus also He who is our great General, the_
Word, the Commander-in-chxef of the universe, !receive good at the hands of justice, and, ac-
by admonishing those who throw off the re-[cording to Plato, what is just Is acknowledged
straints of His law, that He may effect their re- to be good, fear itself does good, and has b_en
lease from the slavery, error, and captivity of the found to be for men's good. "For the soul that
adversary, brings them peacefully to the sacred feareth the Lord shall live, for their hope is m
concord of citizenship. Him who saveth them." 4 And this same Word

As, therefore in addition to persuasive dis- who inflicts punishment is judge; regarding
course, there is the hortatory and the consolatory whom Esaias also says, "The Lord has assigned
form ; so also, in addltxon to the laudatory, there Him t.o our sins," s plainly as a corrector and
is the inculpatory and. reproachful. And this reformer of sins. Wherefore He alone is able to
latter constitutes the art of censure. Now cen- forgive our iniquities, who has been appointed
sure is a mark of good-will, not of ill-will. For by the Father, Instructor of us all ; He alone it
both he who is a friend and he who is not, re- is who is able to distinguish between disobedience
proach ; but the enemy does so in scorn, the and obedience. And while He threatens, He
friend in kindness. It is not, then, from hatred manifestly is unwilling to inflict evil to execute
that the Lord chides men ; for He Himself suf- His threatenings ; but by inspiring men w_th
fered for us, whom He might have destroyed fear, He cuts off the approach to sin, and shows
for our faults. For the Instructor also, in virtue His love to man, still delaying, and declaring
of His being good, with consummate art glides what they shall suffer if they continue stoners,
into censure by rebuke ; rousing the sluggish- and is not as a serpent, which the moment it
ness of the mind by His sharp words as by a fastens on its prey devours it.
scourge. Again in turn He endeavours to exhort God, then, IS good. And the Lord speaks
the same persons. For those who are not in- many a time and oft before He proceeds to act.
duced by praise are spurred on by censure ; and "For my arrows," He says, "will make an end
those whom censure calls not forth to salvation, of them ; they shall be consumed with hunger,
being as dead, are by denunciation roused to and be eaten by birds ; and there shall be in-
the truth. "For the stripes and correction of curable tetanic incurvature. I will send the teeth
wisdom are in all time." "For teaching _. fool of wild beasts upon them, with the rage of ser-
is gluing a potsherd ; and sharpening to sense a pents creeping on the earth. Without, the sword
hopeless blockhead is bringing earth to sensa- shall make them childless; and out of their
tion." ' Wherefore He adds plainly, "rousing chambers shall be fear." 6 For the Divine Being
the sleeper from deep sleep," which of all things is not angry in the way that some think ; but often
else is likest death, restrains, and always exhorts humanity, and shows

Further, the Lord shows very clearly of Him- what ought to be done. And this is a good de-
self, when, describing figuratively Hxs manifold vice, to terrify lest we sin. "For the fear of the
and in many ways serviceable culture, -- He says, Lord drives away sins, and he that is without fear
"I am the true vine, and my Father is the hus- cannot be justified," 7 says the Scripture. And
bandman." Then He adds, "Every branch in God does not inflict punishment from wrath, but
me that beareth not fruit He taketh away ; and for the ends of justice ; since it is not expedient
every branch that beareth fruit He pruneth, that that justice should be neglected on our account.
it may bring forth more fruit." 2 For the vine Each one of us, who sins, with his own free-will
that is not pruned grows to wood. So also man. chooses punishment, and the blame ties with him
The Word-- the knife _ clears away the wanton who chooses. _ God is without blame. "But ff
shoots ; compelling the impulses of the soul to our unrighteousness commend the righteousness
fructify, not to indulge in lust. Now, reproof of God, what shall we say? Is God unrighteous,
addressed to sinners has their salvation for its who taketh vengeance ? God forbid."9 He says,
aim, the word being harmoniously adjusted to itherefore, threatening," I will sharpen my sword,
each one's conduct ; now with tightened, now and my hand shall lay hold on judgment ; and
with relaxed cords. Accordingly it was very I will render justice to mine enemies, and requite
plainly said by Moses, "Be of good courage: those who hate me. I will make mine arrows
God has drawn near to try you, that His fear drunk with blood, and my sword shall devour
may be among you, that ye sin not." _ And ---_
Plato, who had learned from this source, says • v__a_,mi,. _4,,s

s Isa. llii. 6.
• Deut. xxxii. _3--a5.
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flesh from the blood of the wounded." _ It is. has its place. And that He who alone is God is

clear, then, that those who are not at enmity with ialso alone and truly righteous, our Lord in the
the truth, and do not hate the Word, will not hate Gospel itself shall testify, saying "Father, I will

V " ' Itheir own sal atlon, but will escape the punish- Ithat they also whom Thou hast given Me be with
ment of enmity. "The crown of wisdom." then, _Me where I am ; that they may behold My glory,
as the book of Wisdom says, "is the fear of the _which Thou hast given Me : For Thou lovedst
Lord." _ Very clearly, therefore, by the prophet Me before the foundation of the world. O right-
Amos has the Lord unfolded His method of deal- eous Father, the world hath not known Thee :
rag, saying, "I have overthrown you, as God over- :but I have known Thee, and these have known
threw Sodom and Gomorrah ; and ye shall be as that Thou hast sent Me. And I have declared
a brand plucked from the fire : and yet ye have to them Thy name, and will declare it." 9 This
not returned unto me, saith the LORD." 3 iS He " that visits the iniquities of the fathers

See how God, through His love of goodness, upon the children, to them that hate Him, and
seeks repentance ; and by means of the plan He shows mercy to those that love Him." ,o For He
pursues of threatening silently, shows His own who placed some "on the right hand, and others
love for man. "I will avert," He says, "My face on the left," ,x conceived as Father, being good,"
from them, and show what shall happen to is called that which alone He is--"good;" '*
them." 4 For where the face of the Lord looks, but as He is the Son in the Father, being his
there is peace and rejoicing ; but where it is Word, from their mutual relation, the name of
averted, there is the introduction of evil. The power being measured by equality of love, He is
Lord, accordingly, does not wish to look on evil called righteous. "He will judge," He says, "a
things; for He is good. But on His looking man accordmg to his works," '3wa good balance,
away, evil arises spontaneously through human even God having made known to us the face of
unbelief. "Behold, therefore," says Paul, "the righteousness in the person of Jesus, by whom
goodness and severity of God : on them that fell, also, as by even scales, we know God. Of this
seventy ; but upon thee, goodness, if thou con- also the book of Wisdom plainly says, "For
tmue in His goodness,"5 that is, in faith in Christ. mercy and wrath are with Him, for He alone is

Now hatred of evil attends the good man, in Lord of both," Lord of propitiations, and pour-
virtue of His being in nature good. Wherefore mg forth wrath according to the abundance of
I will grant that He punishes the disobedient His mercy. "So also is His reproof." ,4 For
(for punishment is for the good and advantage of the aim of mercy and of reproof is the salvation
him who is punished, for it is the correction of a of those who are reproved.
refractory subject) ; but I will not grant that He Now, that the God and Father of our Lord
wlshesto take vengeance. Revenge is retribution Jesus is good, the Word Himself will again
for evil, imposed for the advantage of him who avouch : "For He is kind to the unthankful and
takes the revenge. He will not desire us to take the evil ; " and further, when He says," Be mer-
revenge, who teaches us "to pray for those that ciful, as your Father is merciful." ,5 Still further
despitefully use us." 6 But that God is good, all also He plainly says, "None is good, but My
wfihngly admit ; and that the same God is just, Father, who is in heaven." ,6 In addition to
I require not many more words to prove, after these, again He says, "My Father makes His
adducing the evangelical utterance of the Lord ; sun to shine on all." ,7 Here it is to be noted
He speaks of Him as one, "That they all may be that He proclaims His Father to be good, and
one ; as Thou, Father, art in Me, and I in Thee, to be the Creator. And that the Creator is just,
that they also may be one in Us : that the world is not disputed. And again he says, "My Father
also may believe that Thou hast sent Me. And sends rain on the just, and on the unjust." In
the glory which Thou hast given Me I have given respect of His sending rain, He is the Creator
.them ; that they may be one, as We are one : I of the waters, and of the clouds. And in respect
in them, and Thou in Me, that they may be made of His doing so on all, He holds an even balance
perfect in one." 7 God is one, and beyond the justly and rightly. And as being good, He does
one and above the Monad itself. Wherefore also so on just and unjust alike.
the particle "Thou," having a demonstrative Very clearly, then, we conclude Him to be one
emphasis, points out God, who alone truly is, and the same God, thus. For the Holy Spirit
"who was, and is, and is to come," in which three has sung, "I will look to the heavens, the works
divisions of time the one name (h _v), "who is," s

9 John x'vxl 24-26.
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of Thy hands; ''x and, "He who created the CHAP.IX.--aX-IAT rr IS THE PREROGATIVEOF THE
heavens dwells in the heavens ;" and, "Heaven SAMEPOWERTO BE BENEFICENTAND TO PUN-
is Thy throne. ''2 And the Lord says in His ISH JUSTLY. AlSO THE _tA_NE_ OF a_E m.
prayer, "Our Father, who art in heaven." 3 And saxucrlON OF THE LOC,OS.

the heavens belong to Him, who created the] With all His power, therefore, the Instructor
world. It is indisputable, then, that the Lord is of humamty, the Divine Word, using all the
the Son of the Creator. And if the Creator resources of wisdom, devotes Himself to the
above all is confessed to be just, and the Lord l saving of the children, admonishing, upbraiding,
to be the Son of the Creator ; then the Lord is iblaming, chiding, reproving, threatening, heahng,
the Son of Him who is just. Wherefore also promising, favouring; and as it were, by many
Paul says, "But now the righteousness of God reins, curbing the irrational impulses of humamty.
without the law is manifested ; "4 and again, To speak briefly, therefore, the Lord acts towards
that you may better conceive of God, "even ius as we do towards our children. "Hast thou
the righteousness of God by the faith of Jesus] children? correct them," is the exhortataon of
Christ upon all that believe ; for there is no the book of Wisdom, "and bend them from their
dlfference."s And, witnessing further to the youth. Hast thou daughters? attend to their
truth, he adds after a little, "through the for- body, and let not thy face brighten toward_
bearance of God, in order to show that He is i them," S--although we love our children ex-
just, and that Jesus is the justifier of him who [ceedingly ' both sons and daughters, above aught
is of faith." And that he knows that what is else whatever. For those who speak with a man
just is good, appears by his saying, "So that the merely to please him, have little love for him.
law is holy, and the commandment holy, and seeing they do not pain him ; while those that
just, and good," 6 using both names to denote speak for his good, though they inflict pare for
the same power. But" no one is good," except the time, do him good for ever after. It is not
His Father. It is this same Father of His, then, immedmte pleasure, but future enjoyment, that
who being one is manifested by many powers, the Lord has in view.
And this was the import of the utterance, "No Let us now proceed to consider the mode of
man knew the Father," 7who was Himself every- ] His loving discipline, with the aid of the pr0-
thing before the coming of the Son. So that it iphetic testimony.
is veritably clear that the God of all is only one Admonition, then, is the censure of loving
good, just Creator, and the Son m the Father, care, and produces understanding. Such is the
to whom be glory for ever and ever, Amen. But Instructor in H_s admonitiom, as when He says
it is not inconsistent with the saving Word, to in the Gospel, "How often would I have gath-
administer rebuke dictated by sohcitude. For ered thy children, as a bird gathers her young
this is the medicine of the divine love to man ones under her wings, and ye would not!"9
by which the blush of modesty breaks forth, and And again, the Scripture admonishes, saying,
shame at sin supervenes. For if one must cen- ,, And they commmed adultery with stock and
sure, it is necessary also to rebuke ; when it is stone, and burnt incense to Baal." '° For it _sa
the time to wound the apathetic soul not mor- very great proof of His love, that, though know-
tally, but salutarily, securing exemption from ing well the shamelessness of the people that
everlasting death by a little pain. had kicked and bounded away, He notwlth-

Great is the wisdom displayed in His instruc- standing exhorts them to repentance, and savs
t/on, and manifold the modes of His dealing in by Ezekiel, "Son of man, thou dwellest in _e
order to salvation. For the Instructor testifies midst of scorpions ; nevertheless, speak to them,
to the good, and summons forth to better things if peradventure they will hear."" Further, to
those that are called ; dissuades those that are Moses He says, "Go and tell Pharaoh to send
hastening to do wrong from the attempt, and My people forth ; but I know that he will not
exhorts them to turn to a better life. For the send them forth." '* For He shows both things
one is not without testimony, when the other both His divinity in His foreknowledge of what
has been testified to ; and the grace which pro- would take place, and His love in affording an
ceeds from the testimony is very great. Besides, opportunity for repentance to the self-deterrm-
the fe_ling of anger (if it is proper to call His nation of the soul. He admonishes also by

admonition anger) is full of love to man, God Esalas, in His care for the people, when He
condescending to emotion on man's account ; for says, "This people honour Me with their lips,
whose sake also the Word of God became man. but their heart is far from Me." What follows

, p,..ai. ,.. IS reproving censure : "In vain do they worship
P_ ii. 4 xt. $, mii. x9.
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Me, teaching for doctrines the commandments For He says by Esaias, "Ye have forsaken the
of men."' Here His loving care, having shown LORD,and have provoked the Holy One of
their sin, shows salvation side by side. Israel to anger•" io And He says also by Jere-

Upbraiding is censure on _ceount of what is miah : " Heaven was astonished at this, and the
base, conciliating to what is noble. This as earth shuddered exceedingly. For My people
shown by Jeremiah: "They were female-mad have committed two evils ; they have forsaken
horses; each one neighed after his neighbour's Me, the fountain of living waters, and have hewn
wife. Shall I not visit for these things? saath out to themselves broken cisterns, which will
the LORD: shall not my soul be avenged on not be able to hold water." u And again, by the
such a nation as this ? "2 He everywhere inter- same : "Jerusalem hath sinned a sin ; therefore
weaves fear, because "the fear of the LORDis It became commotion. All that glorified her
the beginning of sense." 3 And again, by Hosea, dishonoured her, when they saw her baseness.""
He says, "Shall I not visit them ? for they them- And He uses the batter and biting ,3 language of
selveswere mingled with harlots, and sacrificed reproof in His consolations by Solomon, tacitly
wath the initiated ; and the people that under- alluding to the love for children that eharac:
stood embraced a harlot." 4 He shows their terizes His instruction: "My son, despise not
offence to be clearer, by declaring that they thou the chastening of the LORD; nor faint
understood, and thus sinned wilfully. Under- when thou art rebuked of Him : for whom the
standing is the eye of the soul ; wherefore also LORD loveth He chasteneth, and scourgeth
Israel means, "he that sees God "-- that is, every son whom He receweth ; ",4, For a man
he that understands God. who is a sinner escapes reproof." ,s Conse-

Complaint ascensure of those who are regarded quently, therefore, the Scripture says, "Let the
as despising or neglecting. He employs this righteous reprove and correct me ; but let not
form when He says by Esaias : "Hear, O the oil of the sinner anoint my head." ,6
heaven; and give ear, 0 earth : for the LORD Bringing one to his senses (q_p&o_rt,)is een-
hath spoken, I have begotten and brought up sure, which makes a man think. Neither from
children, but they have disregarded Me. The this form of instruction does he abstain, but
ox knoweth his owner, and the ass his master's says by Jeremiah, " How long shall I cry, and
cnb: but Israel hath not known Me."s For you not hear? So your ears are uncireum-
how shall we not regard it fearful, ff he that cised.''I7 O blessed forbearance! And again, by
knows God, shall not recognise the Lord ; but the same: "All the heathen are uncircumcised,
while the ox and the ass, stupid and foolish but this people is uncircumcised in heart :" ,8
animals,will know him who feeds them, Israel is "for the people are disobedient ; children,"
found to be mdre irrational than these? And says He, "in whom is not faith." ,9
having, by Jeremiah, complained against the Visitation is severe rebuke. He uses this
people on many grounds, He adds : "And they species in the Gospel : "0 Jerusalem, Jerusalem,
haveforsaken Me, saith the LORD."6 that killest the prophets, and stonest them that

Invective 7 is a reproachful upbraiding, or are sent unto thee !" The reduplication of the
chiding censure. This mode of treatment the name gives strength to the rebuke. For he that
Instructor employs in Isaiah, when He says, knows God, how does he persecute God's ser-
"Woe to you, children revolters. Thus Salth rants ? Wherefore He says, "Your house is left
theLORD,Ye have taken counsel, but not by Me ; desolate ; for I sayunto you, Henceforth ye shall

• " _,8
and made compacts, but not by My Sprat. not see Me, till ye shall say, Blessed is He that
He uses the very bitter mordant of fear in each cometh in the name of the Lord." _o For if you
case repressing9 the people, and at the same do not receive His love, ye shall know His power.
time turning them to salvation ; as also wool Denunciation is vehement speech. And He
that is undergoing the process of dyeing is wont employs denunciation as medicine, by Isaiah,
to be previously treated with mordants, in order saying, "Ah, sinful nation, lawless sons, people
to prepare it for taking on a fast colour, ifull of sins, wicked seed ! "_' And in the Gospel

Reproof is the bringing forward of sin, laying by John He says, "Serpents, brood of vipers.""
it before one. This form of instruction He
employs as in the highest degree necessary, by *oI_ai.
reason of the feebleness of the faith of many. *,_{_._L*_:_3.
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Accusation is censure of wrong-doers. This always in good health, but well to recover from dis-
mode of instruction He employs by David, when ease. So He commands by Solomon : "Strike
He says : "The people whom I knew not served thou thy son with the rod, that thou mayest
me, and at the hearing of the ear obeyed me. deliver his soul from death."" And again : "Ab-
Sons of strangers lied to me, and halted from stain not from chastising thy son, but correct
their ways."' And by Jeremiah : "And I gave him with the rod ; for he will not die." ,5
her a writing of divorcement, and covenant- For reproof and rebuke, as also the onginat
breaking Judah feared not." * And again : "And term imphes, are the stripes of the soul, chas-
the house of Israel disregarded Me ; and the tizing sins, preventing death, and leading to self-
house of Judah lied to the IADRD."3 !control those carried away to licentiousness.

Bewailing one's fate is latent censure, and by Thus also Plato, knowing reproof to be the
artful aid ministers salvation as under a veil. He igreatest power for reformation, and the most
made use of this by Jeremiah : "How did the sovereign purification, in accordance with what
city sit solitary that was full of people I She has been said, observes, "that he who is in the
that ruled over territories became as a widow ; highest degree impure is uninstructed and base,
she came under tribute ; weeping, she wept in by reason of his being unreproved in those
the night." 4 respects m which he who is destined to be truly

Objurgation is objurgatory censure. Of this happy ought to be purest and best."
help the Divine Instructor made use by Jere- For if rulers are not a terror to a good work,
miah, saying, "Thou hadst a whore's forehead ; how shall God, who is by nature good, be a
thou wast shameless towards all ; and didst not terror to him who sins not? "If thou doest evil,
call me to the house, who am thy father, and be afraid," _3 says the apostle. Wherefore the
lord of thy virginity." s "And a fair and grace- apostle himself also in every case uses stringent
ful harlot skilled in enchanted potions." 6 With language to the Churches, after the Lord's
consummate art, after applying to the virgin the example ; and conscious of his own boldness,
opprobrious name of whoredom, He thereupon and of the weakness of his hearers, he says to
calls her back to an honourable hfe by filling her the Galatians : "Am I your enemy, because I
with shame, tell you the truth?" ,4 Thus also people in health

Indignation is a rightful upbraiding; or up- do not require a physician, do not reqmre him
braiding on account of ways exalted above what as long as they are strong ; but those who are ill
is right. In this way He instructed by Moses, need his skill. Thus also we who in our lives
when He said, " Faulty children, a generation _re ill of shameful lusts and reprehensible ex-
crooked and perverse, do ye thus requite the cesses, and other inflammatory effects of the
LORD ? This people is foolish, and not wise. passmns, need the Saviour. And He admimsters
Is not this thy father who acquired thee ?" z He not only mild, but also stringent medicines. The
says also by Isaiah, "Thy princes are disobedi- bitter roots of fear then arrest the eating sores
ent, companions of thieves, loving gifts, following of our sins. Wherefore also fear is salutary, if
after rewards, not judging the orphans." s bitter. Sick, we truly stand in need of the

In fine, the system He pursues to inspire fear Saviour ; having wandered, of one to guide us ;
is the source of salvation. And it is the pre- bhnd, of one to lead us to the light ; thirsty, "of
rogative of goodness to save : "The mercy of the fountain of life, of which whosoever partakes,
the Lord is on all flesh, while He reproves, shall no longer thirst ;" ,s dead, we need life,
corrects, and teaches as a shepherd His flock, sheep, we need a shepherd ; we who are children
He pities those who receive His instruction, and need a tutor, while universal humanity stands m
those who eagerly seek union with Him." 9 And need of Jesus ; so that we may not continue
with such guidance He guarded the six hundred intractable and sinners to the end, and thus fall
thousand footmen that were brought together in into condemnation, but may be separated from
the hardness of heart in which they were found ; the chaff, and stored up in the paternal garner.
scourging, pitying, striking, healing, in com- " For the fan is in the Lord's hand, by which
passion and discipline: " For according to the the chaff due to the fire is separated from the
greatness of His mercy, so is His rebuke." '° For wheat." ,6 You may learn, if you will, the crown-
it is indeed noble not to sin ; but it is good also mgwisdom of the all-holy Shepherd and Instruct-
for the sinner to repent ; just as it is best to be or, of the omnipotent and paternal Word, when

He figuratively represents Himself as the Shep-
t p_._,i,. 43-4s herd of the sheep. And He is the Tutor of theJer. _h s.
] or. v, II_ If_,

8. _[_m. [. 12 2. 11 PI'OV* XXlli 14s J_. an. h 4
6 Nahum ui 4. 12 Ptov. xxm. x3.
:' Deut. xxxm 5, 6. tJ Rom. xhl 3, 4
s Ira. t. _3. t4 Gal. iv x6.
9 Ecdus. xvifi, x3, x4. ss John sv. x3, x4.
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chitd_nh: He s_tyŝ _erefo__ byEzek!.el, direct-I _ Such are the causes of provocation for which
mg rtt_s_l'ut_'_i_scr_i, c_uc_ ".anu.settm.g .oetore I the juctge comes to inflict punishment on those
tlaem a saa tary en npuon ui._ls wa.sesOUCltUCle: ] that would not choose a life of hess.
,,And that which is lame I will bind up, and that [ Wherefore also afterwards He assailed theg_dm_ore
which xs sick I will heal, and that which has I roughly ; in order, if possible, to drag them back
wandered I will turn. back ; arid I will feed _em Jfrom their impetuous rush towards death• He
on my holy mountain. _ucn are the promxses j therefore tells by David the most manifest cause
of the good Shepherd of the threatemn ,• J " g: They believed not in His

Feed us, the children, as sheep. Yea, Master, [wonderful works. When He slew them, they
fill us with righteousness, Thine own pasture ; ]sought after Him, and turned and inquired early
yea, O Instructor, feed us on Thy holy mountain j after God ; and remembered that God was their
the Church, which towers ,aloft, which is. above [ Helper, and God the Most High their Redeem-
me ClOUOS,wmcn tOUCheS neaven "And I will er"" Thus _^ '.... " .......• J _e maew mat mev turnect tor e
be," He says, "their Shepherd,"* and will be{while the,, despised t_: .... % , ., tar,v xat_ love : mr, tot the most
near them, as the garment to their skin. He i part, that goodness which is always mild is de-
wishes to save my flesh by enveloping it in the spised ; but He who admonishes by the loving
robe of immortality, and He hath anointed my I fear of righteousness is reverenced.
body. "They shall call Me," He says, "and I I There is a twofold species of fear the one of
will say, Here am I.;', Thoudidst.hear sooner Jwhich is. accompanied with reverence, such as
man I expecrefl, Master. ana _t they pass Icitizens show towards good rulers, and we towards
over, they shall not slip," * saith the Lord. For God, as also right-minded children towards their
we who are passing over to immortality shall not fathers. "For an unbroken horse turns out un-
fall into corruption, for He shall sustain us. For manageable, and a son who is let take his own
so He has said, and so He has willed. Such is way turns out reckless." _ The other species of
our Instructor, righteously good. "I came not," fear is accompanied with hatred, which slaves
He says, "to be ministered unto, but to minis- feel towards hard masters, and the Hebrews felt,
ter." s Wherefore He is introduced in the Gospel who made God a master, not a father. And as
"wearied," 6 because toiling for us, and promis- far as piety is concerned, that which is volun-
ing "to give His life a ransom for many." 7 For tary and spontaneous differs much, nay entirely,
him alone who does so He owns to be the good from what is forced. "For He," it is said, "is
shepherd. Generous, therefore, is He who gives merciful ; He will heal their sins, and not de-
for us the greatest of all gifts, His own life ; and stroy them, and fully turn away His anger,
beneficent exceedingly, and loving to men, in and not kindle all His wrath." ,_ See how the

that, when He might have been Lord, He wished justice of the Instructor, which deals in rebukes,
to be a brother man ; and so good was He that is shown ; and the goodness of God, which deals
He died for us. in compassions. Wherefore David _ that is, the

Further, His righteousness cried, "If ye come Spirit by him _ embracing them both, sings of
straight to me, I also will come straight to you ; God Himself, "Justice and judgment are the
hut if ye walk crooked, I also will walk crooked, 3reparation of His throne : mercy and truth shall
saith the Lord of hosts ; "s meaning by the go before Thy face." ,4 He declares that it be-
crooked ways the chastisements of sinners. For longs to the same power both to judge and to
the straight and natural way which is indicated do good. For there is power over both together,
by the Iota of the name of Jesus is His goodness, and judgment separates that which is just from
which is firm and sure towards those who have its opposite. And He who is truly God is just
believed at hearing : "When I called, ye obeyed and good ; who is Himself all, and all is He ;
not, saith the Lord ; but set at nought my court- for He is God, the only God.
sels, and heeded not my reproofs." 9 Thus the For as the mirror is not evil to an ugly man
Lord's reproof is most beneficial. David also because it shows him what like he is; and as
says of them, "A perverse and provoking race ; the physician is not evil to the sick man because
a race which set not their heart aright, and whose he tells him of his fever, _for the physician is
spirit was not faithful with God : they kept not the not the cause of the fever, but only points out
covenant of God, and would not walk in His law." _° the fever ; _ so neither is He, that reproves, ill-

disposed towards him who is diseased in souL
_ek xx,,,.iv._4' _s,,6.
IF_k._,-_*._¢-_6. For He does not put the transgressions on him,

Id,i 9. but only shows the sins which are there ; in order4 I_, xlin 2.
5 MatL xx. 28" Mark x to turn him away from similar practice-,. So

'_ohn" . - " • 45.7 "_attlye,t'"

t* )_i_, xxx 8.

s.,.xxvm. 8. to, ttPs. hcxxix,t4.
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God is good on His own account, and just also f walketh not in the counsels of the ungodly, and
on ours, and He is just because He is good. !standeth not in the way of sinners, and sltteth
And His justice is shown to us by His own Word i not in the chair of pestilences ; but his wlU is in

from there from above, whence the Father was. ! the law of the LORD." s And there are three
For before He became Creator He was God ; !departments of counsel : That which takes ex-
ile was good. And therefore He wished to be ' amples from past times ; as what the Hebrews
Creator and Father. And the nature of all that suffered when they worshipped the golden calf,
love was the source of righteousness -- the cause, and what they suffered when they committed
too, of His lighting up His sun, and sending fornication, and the like. The second, whose
down His own Son. And He first announced meaning is understood from the present times,
the good righteousness that is from heaven, when as being apprehended by perception ; as it was
He said, "No man knoweth the Son, but the said to those who asked the Lord, "If He was
Father ; nor the Father, but the Son. ''t This the Christ, or shall we walt for another? Go
mutual and reciprocal knowledge is the symbol and tell John, the blind receive their sight, the
of primeval justice. Then justice came down deaf hear, the lepers are cleansed, the dead are
to men both in the letter and in the body, in the raised up ; and blessed is he who shall not be
Word and in the law, constraining humanity to offended in Me."* Such was that which David
saving repentance ; for it was good. But do you said when he prophesied, "As we have heard, so
not obey God ? Then blame yourself, who drag have we seen." s And the third department of
to yourself the judge, counsel consists of what is future, by which we

are bidden guard against what is to happen ; as
CHAP. X. _THAT THE SAME GOD, BY THE SAME also that was said, "They that fall into sins

WORD, RESTRAINSFROM SIN BY THREATENING, shall be cast into outer darkness, where there
AND SAVESHUMANITY"BY EXHORTING. shall be wailing and gnashing of teeth," 6 and the
If, then, we have shown that the plan of deal- hke. So that from these thmgs it is clear that

ing stringently with humanity is good and salu- the Lord, going the round of all the methods of
tary, and necessarily adopted by the Word, and curative treatment, calls humanity to salvation.
conducive to repentance and the prevention of By encouragement He assuages sins, reducing
sins ; we shall have now to look in order at the lust, and at the same time inspiring hope for
mildness of the Word. For He has been demon- salvation. For He says by Ezekiel, "If ye re-
strated to be just. He sets before us His own turn with your whole heart, and say, Father, I
inclinations which invite to salvation ; by which, will hear you, as a holy people." 7 And again
in accordance with the Father's will, He wishes He says, "Come all to Me, who labour, and are
to make known to us the good and the useful, heavy laden, and I will give you rest; ''s and
Consider these. The good (r& xakrv) belongs that which is added the Lord speaks in His own
to the panegyrical form of speech, the useful to person. And very clearly He calls to goodness
the persuasive. For the hortatory and the de- by Solomon, when He says, "Blessed is the man
hortatory are a form of the persuasive, and the who hath found wisdom, and the mortal who
laudatory and inculpatory of the panegyrical, hath found understanding." 9 "For the good is

For the persuasive style of sentence in one found by him who seeks it, and is wont to be
form becomes hortatory, and in another dehorta- seen by him who has found it.'*'° By Jeremiah.
tory. So also the panegyrical in one form be- too, He sets forth prudence, when he says.
comes inculpatory, and in another laudatory. "Blessed are we, Israel ; for what is pleasing to
And in these exercises the Instructor, the Just God is known by us;" X'--and it is known by
One, who has proposed our advantage as His the Word, by whom we are blessed and wise.
aim, is chiefly occupied. But the inculpatory For wisdom and knowledge are mentioned by
and dehortatory forms of speech have been the same prophet, when he says, "Hear, 0
already shown us ; and we must now handle the Israel, the commandments of life, and give ear
persuasive and the laudatory, and, as on a beam, to know understanding." ,2 By Moses, too,. by
balance the equal scales of justice. The exhor- reason of the love He has to man, He pmmtses
ration to what is useful, the Instructor employs a gift to those who hasten to salvation. For He
by Solomon, to the following effect : "I exhort says, "And I will bring you into the good land,
you, O men ; and I utter my voice to the sons
of men. Hear me ; for I will speak of excellent 3Ps i. _, 2.

Matt. xl. 3-6; Luke vii. t9, _, *3.
things; ''2 and so on. And He counsels what _Ps.xtviil 8.
is salutary : for counsel has for its end, choosing _Matt.... i. _3 x_-,.3oF_'ck. XVlii., XXXIU.

or refusing a certain course ; as He does by , la,. _i._s
David, when He says, "Blessed is the man who tgoProv ili. i3In Prov. ii. 4, 5, hi. iS, Jcr. il. a4, we have the sense of thoe

t Luke x. =z. ve sxmeSBaruch iv. 4.
Pray. vxiL 4, 6. sz lku'uch hi. 9.
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which the Lord sware to your fathers."' And worthy of praise. But I do not employ such
further, "And I will bring you into the holy language. I say, then, that praise or blame, or
mountain, mad make you glad, ''2 He says by whatever resembles praise or blame, are medi-
I_lah. And still another form of instruction is cines most essential of all to men. Some are ill
benediction. "And blessed is he," He saith by to cure, and, like iron, are wrought into shape
David, "who has not sinned ; and he shall be as with fire, and hammer, and anvil, that is, with
the tree planted near the channels of the waters, threatening, and reproof, and chastisement ;
which will yield its fruit in its season, and his while others, cleaving to faith itself, as self-
leaf shall not wither" 3 (by this He made an taught, and as acting of their own free-will, grow
allusion to the resurrection) ; "and whatsoever by praise :
he shall do shall prosper with him." Such He
wishes us to be, that we may be blessed. Again, "For virtue that is praisedGrows like a tree."
showing the opposite scale of the balance of jus-
tice, He says, "But not so the ungodly-- not And comprehending this, as it seems to me, the
so ; but as the dust which the wind sweeps away Samian Pythagoras gives the injunction :_
from the face of the earth." 4 By showing the "When you have done base things, rebukeyourself;
pumshment of sinners, and their easy dispersion, But when you have done good things, be glad."
and carrying off by the wind, the Instructor dis-
suades from crime by means of punishment; Chiding is also called admonishing; and the
and by holding up the merited penalty, shows etymology of admonishing (vovOdrrprt_) is (vo_
the benignity of His beneficence in the most &Oq_ar_,/z&) putting of understanding into
skdful way, in order that we may possess and one ; so that rebuking is bringing one to one's
enjoy its blessings. He invites us to knowledge senses.
also, when He says by Jeremiah, "Hadst thou But there are myriads of injunctions to be
walked in the way of God, thou wouldst have found, whose aim is the attainment of what is
dwelt for ever in peace ;" s for, exhibiting there good, and the avoidance of what is evil. "For
the reward of knowledge, He calls the wise to there is no peace to the wicked, saith the

Loko." 9 Wherefore by Solomon He commandsthe love of it. Ani:l, granting pardon to him i
who has erred, He says, "Turn, turn, as a grape- Ithe children to beware : "My son, let not sin-
gatherer to his basket." 6 Do you see the ners deceive thee, and go not after their ways ;
goodness of justice, m that it counsels torep_nt- and go not, ff they entice thee, saying, Come
ance? And still further, by Jeremiah, He enlight-with us, share with us in innocent blood, and
ens in the truth those who have erred. "Thus let us hide unjustly the righteous man in the
saith the LORD, Stand in the ways, and look, and earth ; let us put him out of sight, all alive as he
ask for the eternal paths of the Lord, what is is into Hades." zo This is accordingly likewise a
the good path, and walk in it, and ye shall find prediction concerning the Lord's passion. And
purification for your souls." 7 And in order to by Ezekiel, the life supplies commandments:
promote our salvation, He leads us to repent- "The soul that sinneth shall die; but he that
ance. Wherefore He says, "If thou repent, the doeth righteousness shall be righteous. He eat-
LORDwill purify thy heart, and the heart of thy eth not upon the mountains, and hath not "set
seed." s We might have adduced, as support- his eyes on the devices of the house of Israel,
ers on this question, the philosophers who say and will not defile his neighbour's wife, and will
that only the perfect man is worthy of praise, not approach to a woman in her separation, and.
and the bad man of blame. But since some will not oppress a man, and will restore the
slander beatitude, as neither itself taking any debtor's oledge, and will not take plunder: he
trouble, nor giving any to any one else, thus will give his bread to the hungry, and clothe the
not understanding its love to man ; on their naked. His money he will not give on usury,
account, and on account of those who do not and will not take interest ; and he will turn away
associate justice with goodness, the following his hand from wrong, and will execute righteous
remarks are added. For it were a legitimate judgment between a man and his neighbour.
reference to say, that rebuke and censure are He has walked in my statutes, and kept my judg-
suitable to men, since they say that all men are naents to do them. This is a righteous man.
bad ; but God alone is wise, from whom cometh He shall surely live, saith the Lord."" These
wisdom, and alone perfect, and therefore alone words contain a description of the conduct ofChristians, a notable exhortation to the blessed

x Dent xxxi. 2o. life, which is the reward of a life of goodness
• _, l.i. 7. everlasting life.
3 Ps. i. t-3.
4PL_ 4
s Baruch iii. x3.
6 ]er. v_ 9- 9 Ilta. lvit. _x, xlvlit. 2'z.Prov. i. xo--z2.
7_. ,i. ,6. ',0E_.k._,ia. _-9.$ _'ut. m. 6.
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cu_. xt. m mar THE WORDr_STRUC'rZDm' Tag giveth His life for the sheep; "6 and He has so
taw _D THE PROPHgIS. given it. Now, benevolence is nothing but

wishing to do good to one's neighbour for h_s
The mode of His love and His instruction we sake.

have shown as we could. Wherefore He Him-

self, declaring Himself very beautifully, likened
Himself to a grain of mustard-seed ;' and CHAP.XXI._THE INSTRUCTORCHARACTERIZEDBY
pointed out the spirituality of the word that is THE SEVERIT¢ AND BF.mGtcrr¢ OF PATERNAL
sown, and the productiveness of its nature, and AFFECTION.
the magnificence and conspicuousness of the Having now accomplished those things, it
power of the word ; and besides, intimated that were a fitting sequel that our instructor Jesus
the pungency and the purifying virtue of punish- should draw for us the model of the tree life, and
ment are profitable on account of its sharpness, train humanity in Christ.
By the little grain, as it is figuratively called, He Nor is the cast and character of the life He
bestows salvation on all humanity abundantly, enjoins very formidable; nor is it made alto-
Honey, being very sweet, generates bile, as gether easy by reason of His benignity. He
goodness begets contempt, which is the cause enjoins His commands, and at the same time
of sinning. But mustard lessens bile, that is, gives them such a character that they may be
anger, and stops inflammation, that is, pride, accomplished.
From which Word springs the true health of The view I take is, that He Himself formed
the soul, and its eternal happy temperament man of the dust, and regenerated him by water ;
(E_Ktm_a). and made him grow by his Spirit; and trained

Accordingly, of old He instructed by Moses, him by His word to adoption and salvation, dl-
and then by the prophets. Moses, too, was a recting him by sacred precepts ; in order that,
prophet. For the law is the training of refrac- transforming earth-born man into a holy and
tory children. "Having feasted to the full," heavenly being by His advent, He might fulfil
accordingly, it is said, "they rose up to play ; "2 to the utmost that divine utterance, "Let Us
senseless repletion with victuals being called make man in Our own image and likeness."7
Xrpraxr/za (fodder), not _pGtza (food). And And, in truth, Christ became the perfect reahza-
when, having senselessly filled themselves, they :ion of what God spake ; and the rest of hu-
senselessly played ; on that account the law was manity is conceived as being created merely in
given them, and terror ensued for the preven- His image.
tion of transgressions and for the promotion of But let us, O children of the good Father--
right actions, securing attention, and so winning nurslings of the good Instructor m fulfil the
to obedience to the true Instructor, being one Father's will, listen to the Word, and take on
and the same Word, and reducing to conformity the impress of the truly saving life of our Say-
with the urgent demands of the law. For Paul 1our ; and meditating on the heavenly mode of
says that it was given to be a "schoolmaster to life according to which we have been deified, let
bring us to Christ." 3 So that from this it is us anoint ourselves with the perennial immortal
clear, that one alone, true, good, just, in the bloom of gladness--that ointment of sweet fra-

image and likeness of the Father, His Son Jesus, igrance _ having a clear example of immortality
the Word of God, is our Instructor ; to whom iin the walk and conversation of the Lord ; and
God hath entrusted us, as an affectionate father following the footsteps of God, to whom alone it
commits his children to a worthy tutor, expressly belongs to consider, and whose care it is to see
charging us, "This is my beloved Son : hear to, the way and manner in which the life of men
Him." 4 The divine Instructor is trustworthy, may be made more healthy. Besides, He makes
adorned as He is with three of the fairest orna- preparation for a self-sufficing mode of life, for
ments _ knowledge, benevolence, and authority simplicity, and for girding up our loins, and for
of utterance ; _ with knowledge, for He is the free and unimpeded readiness of our journey;
paternal wisdom : "All Wisdom is from the in order to the attainment of an eternity of be-
Lord, and with Him for evermore ; "-- with atitude, teaching each one of us to be his own
authority of utterance, for He is God and Crea- storehouse. For He says, ""Fake no anxious
tor: "For all things were made by Him, and thought for to-morrow," 8 meaning that the man
without Him was not anything made ; "s _ who has devoted himself to Christ ought to be
and with benevolence, for He alone gave Him- sufficient to himself, and servant to himself, and
self a sacrifice for us : "For the good Shepherd moreover lead a life which provides for each day

by _tself. For _t is not in war, but in peace, that
I Matt. xiii. 3t_ Luke x/ii. x9.
9Ex xxxti. 6; t Cor. x. 7.
s Gal. iii _4- ¢'John x. XL
4 Matt. xvii. S. 7 Gen. t. 26.
s John L 3. s Matt. vi. 34.
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we are trained. War needs great preparation, cHaP. XlII._VIRTUE RATIONAL,_I_ IP,I_'L'tOX,tkL.

and luxury craves profusion ; but peace and Everything that is contrary to right reason is
love, simple and quiet sisters, require no arms sin. Accordingly, therefore, the philosophers
nor excessive preparation. The Word is their think fit to define the most generic passions thus :sustenance.

Our superintendence in instruction and disci- lust, as desire disobedient to reason ; fear, as
weakness disobedient to reason ; pleasure, as an

phne is the office of the Word, from whom we elation of the spirit disobedient to reason. If,
learn frugality and humility, and all that pertains then, disobedience in reference to reason is the
to love of truth, love of man, and love of excel- generating cause of sin, how shall we escape the
lence. And so, in a word, being assimilated to conclusion, that obedience to reason-- the Word
God by a participation in moral excellence, we _ which we call faith, will of necessity be the
must not retrograde into carelessness and sloth, efficacious cause of duty ? For virtue itself is tt
But labour, and faint not. Thou shalt be what
thou dost not hope, and canst not conjecture, state of the soul rendered harmonious by reason

in respect to the whole hfe. Nay, to crown all.
And as there is one mode of training for phlloso- philosophy itself is pronounced to be the culti-
phers, another for orators, and another for ath- ration of right reason; so that, necessarily,
fetes; so is there a generous disposition, suitable whatever is done through error of reason is
to the choice that as set upon moral lovehness, transgression, and is rightly called (_tulgrqtm)
resulting from the training of Christ. And in sin. Since, then, the first man sinned and dis-
the case of those who have been trained accord-

obeyed God, it is said, "And man became like
mg to this influence, their gait in walking, their to the beasts : "2 being rightly regarded as ir-
sitting at table, their food, their sleep, their go- rational, he is likened to the beasts. Whence
mg to bed, their regimen, and the rest of their Wisdom says : "The horse for coveting ; the
mode of life, acquire a superior dignity.' For libidinous and the adulturer is become like to an
such a training as is pursued by the Word is not irrational beast." _ Wherefore also it is added :
overstrained, but is of the right tension. Thus, ,, He neighs, whoever may be sitting on him."
therefore, the Word has been called also the Say- The man, it is meant, no longer speaks ; for he
lout, seeing He has found out for men those who transgresses against reason is no longer ra-
rational medicines which produce vigour of the tional, but an irrational animal, given up to lusts
senses and salvation ; and devotes Himself to by which he is ridden (as a horse by his rider).
watching for the favourable moment, reproving But that which is done tight, in obedience to
evil, exposing the causes of evil affections, and reason, the followers of the Stoics call 7rooo_xov
striking at the roots of Irrational lusts, pointing and KaO_Kov,that is, incumbent and fitting. What
out what we ought to abstain from, and supply- is fitting is incumbent. And obedience is founded
mg all the antidotes of salvation to those who on commands. And these being, as they are,
are diseased. For the greatest and most regal the same as counsels m having truth for their
work of God is the salvation of humanity. The aim, train up to the ultimate goal of aspiration,
sick are vexed at a physician, who gives no ad- which is conceived of as the end (_&o_). And
_ace bearing on their restoration to health. But the end of piety is eternal rest in God. And
how shall we not acknowledge the highest grati- the beginning of eternity is our end. The tight
rude to the divine Instructor, who is not silent, operation of piety perfects duty by works ;
who omits not those threatenings that point to- whence, according to just reasoning, duties con-
wards destruction, but discloses them, and cuts sist in actions, not in sayings. And Christian
off the impulses that tend to them ; and who in- conduct is the operation of the rational soul in
docttinates in those counsels which result in the accordance with a correct judgment and aspira-
true way of living ? We must confess, therefore, :ion after the truth, which attains its destined
the deepest obligations to Him. For what else end through the body, the soul's consort and
do we say is incumbent on the rational creature ally.4 Virtue is a will in conformity to God and

I mean man -- than the contemplation of the Christ in life, tightly adjusted to life everlasting.
Divine ? I say, too, that it is requisite to con- For the life of Christians, in which we are now
template human nature, and to live as the truth trained, is a system of reasonable actions--that
directs, and to admire the Instructor and His is, of those things taught by the Word--an un-
injunctions, as suitable and harmonious to each failing energy which we have called faith. The
other. According to which image also we ought, system is the commandments of the Lord, which,
conforming ourselves to the Instructor, and mak- being divine statues and spiritual coumels, have
mg the word and our deeds agree, to live a real been written for ourselves, being adapted for
life. ourselves and our neighbours. Moreover, they

x [The secondary, civilizing, and socializing power of the Gospel, 2 Ps. xlix. xz, :to.

t_ have already produced all thts ctm...nge from Imathcn _r_, 3 Ecclus xxxth 6.
r Cle.me_t's own observation ] 4 [Nom thin d_fmititm in Christian ethica.]
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turn back on us, as the ball rebounds on him !manner, of duties, some are ordained with refer-
that throws it by the repercussion. Whence ence to life, others for the blessed life. The
also duties are essential for divine discipline, as commandments issued with respect to natural
being enjoined by-God, and furnished for our life are published to the multitude; but those
salvation. And since, of those things which are that are suited for living well, and from which
necessary, some relate only to life here, and eternal life springs, we have to consider, as in a
others, which relate to the blessed life yonder, sketch, as we read them out of the Scriptures.
wing us for flight hence ; so, in an analogous
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BOOK II.

CHAP. I. m ON V__TINO. We must therefore reject different varieties,
KEEVmC, then, to our aim, and selecting the which engender various mischiefs, such as a

Scriptures which bear on the usefulness of train- depraved habit of body and disorders of the
ing for life, we must now compendiously describe stomach, the taste being vitiated by an unhappy
what the man who is called a Christian ought art m that of cookery, and the useless art of
to be during the whole of his life. We must making pastry. For people dare to call by the
accordingly begin with ourselves, and how we name of food their dabbling in luxuries, which
ought to regulate ourselves. We have therefore, glides into mischievous pleasures. Antiphanes,
preserving a due regard to the symmetry of this the Delian physician, said that this variety of
work, to say how each of us ought to conduct viands was the one cause of disease ; there
himself in respect to his body, or rather how to being people who dislike the truth, and through
regulate the body itself. For whenever any one, various absurd notions abjure moderation of
who has been brought away by the Word from diet, and put themselves to a world of trouble
external things, and from attention to the body to procure dainties from beyond seas.
itself to the mind, acquires a clear view of what For my part, I am sorry for this disease, while
happens according to nature m man, he will they are not ashamed to sing the praises of their
know that he is not to be earnestly occupied delicacies, giving themselves great trouble to get
about external things, but about what is proper lampreys in the Straits of Sicily, the eels of the
and peculiar to man-- to purge the eye of the Mmander, and the kids found in Melos, and
soul, and to sanctify also his flesh. For he that the mullets in Sciathus, and the mussels of Pelo-
is clean rid of those things which constitute him rus, the oysters of Abydos, not omitting the
still dust, what else has he more serviceable than sprats found in Lipara, and the Mantinican tur-
h_mself for walking in the way which leads to nip _ and furthermore, the beetroot that grows
the comprehension of God. among the Ascr-zeans : they seek out the cockles

Some men, in truth, live that they may eat, as of Methymna, the turbots of Attica, and the
the lrrational creatures, "whose life is their belly, thrushes of Daphnis, and the reddish-brown
and nothing else." But the Instructor enjoins dried figs, on account of which the ill.starred
us to eat that we may live. For neither is food Persian marched into Greece with five hundred
our business, nor is pleasure our aim ; but both thousand men. Besides these, they purchase
are on account of our life here, which the Word birds from Phasis, the Egyptian snipes, and the
is training up to immortality. Wherefore also Median peafowl. Altering these by means of
there is discrimination to be employed in refer- condiments, the gluttons gape for the sauces.
ence to food. And it is to be simple, truly "Whatever earth and the depths of the sea, and
plain, suiting precisely simple and artless chil- the unmeasured space of the air produce," they
dren- as ministering to life, not to luxury. [cater for their gluttony. In their greed and
And the life to which it conduces consists of:solicitude, the gluttons seem absolutely to sweep

two things n health and strength ; to which the world with a drag-net to gratify their lux.u-
plainness of fare is most suitable, being condu- Irious tastes. These gluttons, surrounded with
cive both to digestion and lightness of body, I the sound of hissing frying-pans, and wearing
from which come growth, and health, and right their whole life away at the pestle and mo.r_x,
strength, not stren_h that is wrong or danger- cling to matter like fire. More than that, they
ous and wretched, as is that of athletes produced[ emasculate pla_..food, namely bread,, by s_m-
by compulsory feeding. ]ing off the nourishing part ot me gram, so ma_
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the necessary part of food becomes matter of and not only more robust, but wiser, as phlloso-
reproach to luxury. There is no limit to epicu- phers are wiser than rich men. For they have
rism among men. For it has driven them to not buried the mind beneath food, nor deceived
sweetmeats, and honey-cakes, and sugar-plums ; it with pleasures. But love (agape) is in truth
inventing a multitude of desserts, hunting after celestial food, the banquet of reason. " It bear-
all manner of dishes. A man like this seems to eth all things, endureth all things, hopeth all
me to be all jaw, and nothing else. "Desire things. Love never faileth." 9 "Blessed is he
not," says the Scripture, "rich men's dainties ;"' who shall eat bread in the kingdom of God." ,o
for they belong to a false and base life. They But the hardest of all cases is for charity, which
partake of luxurious dishes, which a little after faileth not, to be cast from heaven above to the
go to the dunghill. But we who seek the hear- ground into the midst of sauces. And do you
enly bread must rule the belly, which is beneath imagine that I am thinking of a supper that is
heaven, and much more the things which are to be done away with? "For if," at is said, "I
agreeable to it, which "God shall destroy, ''2 bestow all my goods, and have not love, I am
says the apostle, justly execrating gluttonous nothing." _x On this love aione depend the law
desires. For "meats are for the belly," 3 for on and the Word ; and if" thou shalt love the Lord
them depends this truly carnal and destructive thy God and thy neighbour," this is the celes-
life ; whence 4 some, speaking with unbridled tial festival in the heavens. But the earthly is
tongue, dare to apply the name agape,S to piti- called a supper, as has been shown from Scnp-
ful suppers, redolent of savour and sauces. Dis- ture. For the supper is made for love, but the
honouring the good and saving work of the supper is not love (agape) ; only a proof of
Word, the consecrated agape, with pots and mutual and reciprocal kindly feeling. "Letnot,
pouring of sauce ; and by drink and delicacies then, your good be evil spoken of; for the king-
and smoke desecrating that name, they are de- dora of God is not meat and drink," says the
ceived in their idea, having expected that the apostle, in order that the meal spoken of may
promise of God might be bought with suppers, not be conceived as ephemeral, "but righteous-
Gatherings for the sake of mirth, and such en- ness, and peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost." '_
tertainments as are called by ourselves, we name He who eats of this meal, the best of all, shall
rightly suppers, dinners, and banquets, after the possess the kingdom of God, fixing his regards
example of the Lord. But such entertainments here on the holy assembly of love, the heavenly
the Lord has not calledagapce. He says accord- Church. Love, then, is something pure and
ingly somewhere, "When thou art called to a worthy of God, and its work is commumcanon.
wedding, recline not on the highest couch ; but "And the care of discipline is love," as Wisdom
when thou art called, fall into the lowest place ; ,,6 says ; "and love is the keeping of the law." ,3
and elsewhere, "When thou makest a dinner or And these joys have an inspiration of love from
a supper ;" and again, "But when thou makest the public nutriment, which accustoms to ever-
an entertainment, call the poor," 7 for whose lasting dainties. Love (agape), then, is not a
sake chiefly a supper ought to be made. And supper. But let the entertainment depend on
further, "A certain man made a great supper, love. For _t _s said, "Let the children whom
and called many." s But I perceive whence the Thou hast loved, O Lord, learn that it is not the
specious appellation of suppers flowed : "from products of fruits that nourish man ; but it is
the gullets and furious love for suppers"-- Thy word which preserves those who believe on
according to the comic poet. For, in truth, "to Thee." _4 "' For the righteous shall not live by
many, many things are on account of the sup- bread." ,s But let our diet be light and digesti-
per." For they have not yet learned that God ble, and suitable for keeping awake, unmrxed
has provided for His creature (man I mean) with diverse varieties. Nor is this a point which
food and drink, for sustenance, not for pleasure ; is beyond the sphere of discipline. For love _s
since the body derives no advantage from ex- a good nurse for communicauon ; having as its
travagance in viands. For, quite the contrary, rich provision sufficiency, which, presiding over
those who use the most frugal fare are the diet measured in due quantity, and treating the
strongest and the healthiest, and the noblest ; as body in a healthful way, distributes something
domestics are healthier and stronger than their from its resources to those near us. But the
masters, and husbandmen than the proprietors; diet which exceeds sufficiency injures a man,

deteriorates his spirit, and renders his body
, r,_. xxal.s prone to disease. Besides, those dainty tastes,XCot. Vl. X3.

XCot. yr. x3.
4 o0e_, an emendation for 5v. 9 x Cot. xlii. 7, 8.
5 Love, or love-feast, a name applied by the ancients to public so Luke xtv. xs.

entertamment_ [But surely he ts here rebuking, with St. Jude (v. tx x Cot xliL 3.

:_)_ abuses of the Christian a4_a_ by heretics and others.] m Rom. my. x6, z7.Luke xiv. 8, to. xs Wiul vt. XT,xS.
7 Luke xiv. x2, x3. s4 WtuL xvs. _6.
t Luke xiv. x6. xs Deut. vth 3, Matt. iv. 4-
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which trouble themselves about rich dishes, eat not are we the worse." 7 But it is inconsist-
chnve to practices of ill-repute, daintiness, glut- ent with reason, for those that have been made
tony, greed, voracity, insatiability. Appropriate worthy to share divine and spiritual food, to
designations of such people as so indulge are partake of the tables of demons. "Have we
flies, weasels, flatterers, glachators, and the mon- not power to eat and to dnnk," says the apostle,
strous tribes of parasites--the one class surren- "and to lead about wives "? But by keeping
dering reason, the other friendship, and the pleasures under command we prevent lusts.
other life, for the gratification of the belly ; See, then, that this power of yours never "be-
crawling on their bellies, beasts in human shape come a stumbling-block to the weak."
after the image of their father, the voracious For it were not seemly that we, after the lash-
beast. People first called the abandoned d._grov_, ion of the rich man's son in the Gospel, _ should,
and so appear to me to indicate their end, un- as prodigals, abuse the Father's gifts ; but we
derstandmg them as those who are (&rd,o-rov_) should use them, without undue attachment to
unsaved, excluding the m For those that are them, as having command over ourselves. For
absorbed in pots, and exquisitely prepared nice- we are enjoined to reign and rule over meats, not
ties of condiments, are they not plainly abject, to be slaves to them. It is an admirable thing,
earth-born, leading an ephemeral kind of hfe, therefore, to raise our eyes aloft to what is true, to
as if they were not to hve [hereafter] ? Those depend on that divine food above, and to satiate
the Holy Sprat, by Isaiah, denounces as wretched, ourselves with the exhaustless contemplation of
depriving them tacitly of the nmne of love that which truly exists, and so taste of the only
(agape), since their feasting was not m accord- sure and pure delight. For such is the agape,
ante with the word. "But they made mirth, which, the food that comes from Christ shows
killing calves, and sacrificing sheep, saying, Let that we ought to partake of. But totally irra-
us eat and drink, for to-morrow we die." And tional, futile, and not human is it for those that
that He reckons such luxury to be sin, is shown are of the earth, fattening themselves hke cattle,
by what He adds, "And your sin shall not be to feed themselves up for death ; looking down-
forgiven you till you d_e,''_ -- not conveying the wards on the earth, and bending ever over tables ;
idea that death, which deprives of sensation, is leading a life of gluttony ; burying all the good
the forgiveness of sin, but meaning that death of existence here m a life that by and by will
of salvation which is the recompense of sin. end ; courting voracity alone, in respect to which
"Take no pleasure in abominable delicacies," cooks are held in higher esteem than husband-
says Wisdom. * At this point, too, we have to men. For we do not abolish social intercourse,
advert to what axe called things sacrificed to but look with suspicion on the snares of custom,
xdols, in order to show how we are enjoined and regard them as a calamity. Wherefore
to abstain from them. Polluted and abomina- daintiness is to be shunned, and we are to par-
ble those things seem to me, to the blood of take of few and necessary things. "And if one
whmh, fly of the unbelievers call us to a feast, and we de-

!termme to go" (for it is a good thing not to
" Souls from Erebus of inammate corpses. ''3 mix with the dissolute), the apostle bids us "eat

"For I would not that ye should have fellowship what is set before us, asking no questions for
with demons," 4 says the apostle ; since the food conscience sake." 9 Similarly he has enjoined
of those who are saved and those who perish is to purchase "what is sold in the shambles,"
separate. We must therefore abstain from these without curious questlomng. '°
viands not for fear (because there is no .power I We are not, then, to abstain wholly from vari-
m them) ; but on account of our conscience, Ious kinds of food, but only are not to be taken
which is holy, and out of detestation ot tlae cte- /un about them. We are to partake of what is
mons to which they are dedmated, are we .to set before us, as becomes a Christian, out of re-
loathe them ; and further, on account of the in- spect to him who has invited us, by a harmless
stability of those who regard many things in a and moderate participation in the social meet-
way that makes them prone to fall, "whose con- ing ; regarding the sumptuousness of what is
science, being weak, is defiled : for meat com- put on the table as a matter of indifference, de-
mendeth us not to God." s "For it is not that spising the dainties, as after a litre destined to
which entereth in that defileth a man, but that perish. "Let him who eateth, not despise him
which goeth out of his mouth." 6 The natural who eatheth not ; and let him who eateth not,
use of food is then indxfferent. "For neither if not judge him who eateth." _' And a little way
we eat are we the better," it is said, "nor if we on he explains the reason of the command, when

z Im xxh. xs3:x4.
2 Ecclus xvm 32. _ x Cot'. rid. 8.Luke xv. xx.
3 Od_,,f,_, xl 37.
4 x t.,or, x, _o. 9 x Cot- x. 27-
s x Cot. rill. 7,8. xo x Cor. x :l5.
6 Matt. xv. ix Xl ][7_. TAr. 3.
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he says, " He that eateth, eateth to the Lord, people, liker swine or dogs for gluttony than
and gweth God thanks ; and he that eateth not, men, m such a hurry to feed themselves full, that
to the Lord he eateth not, and glveth God both jaws are stuffed out at once, the veins about
thanks."' So that the right food is thanks- the face raised, and besides, the perspiration
giving. And he who gives thanks does not running all over, as they are ughtened with their
occupy his time in pleasures. And if we would insatiable greed, and panting with their excess ;
persuade any of our feUow-guests to virtue, we the food pushed with unsocml eagerness into
are all the more on this account to abstain from their stomach, as if they were stowing away their
those dainty dishes ; and so exhibit ourselves as vmtuals for provision for a journey, not for dlges-
a bright pattern of virtue, such as we ourselves tion. Excess, which in all things is an evil, is
have m Christ. "For if any of such meats make very highly reprehensible m the matter of food.
a brother to stumble, I shall not eat it as long as Gluttony, called ;OoqSaT[a, is nothing but excess
the world lasts," says he, "that I may not make in the use of relishes (_q/ov) ; and AattzaO'y[ais
my brother stumble." 2 I gain the man by a insanity with respect to the gullet ; and "/currptkt.
little self-restraint. "Have we not power to eat apT& is excess with respect to food-- insanity
and to drink ?"s And "we know"--he says the m reference to the belly, as the name implies ;
truth--" that an idol is nothing m the world ; for ftdO-/o_ is a madman. The apostle, checking
but we have only one true God, of whom are all those that transgress in their conduct at enter-
things, and one Lord Jesus. But," he says, tamments, s says : "For every one taketh before-
"through thy knowledge thy weak brother per- hand m eating his own supper; and one is
ishes, for whom Christ died ; and they that wound hungry, and another drunken. Have ye not
the conscience of the weak brethren sm against houses to eat and to drink m ? Or despise ye
Christ." 4 Thus the apostle, in his sohcltude for the church of God, and shame those who have
us, discriminates in the case of entertainments, not? "9 And among those who have, they, who
saying, that "if any one called a brother be eat shamelessly and are insatiable, shame them-
found a fornicator, or an adulterer, or an idola- selves. And both act badly ; the one by paining
ter, with such an one not to eat ;" 5 neither m those who have not, the other by exposing their
discourse or food are we to join, looking with own greed m the presence of those who have.
suspicion on the pollution thence proceeding, as Necessarily, therefore, against those who have
on the tables of the demons. "It is good, then, cast off shame and unsparingly abuse meals.
neither to eat flesh nor to drink wine," 6 as both the insatiable to whom nothing is sufficient, the
he and the Pythagoreans acknowledge. For apostle, in continuatmn, again breaks forth m a
this is rather characteristic of a beast ; and the vome of d_spleasure : "So that, my brethren, when
fumes arising from them being dense, darken the ye come together to eat, wait for one another.
soul. If one partakes of them, he does not sin. And if any one is hungry, let him eat at home,
Only let him partake temperately, not depend- that ye come not together to condemnation." _°
ent on them, nor gaping after fine fare. For a From all slawsh- habits _ and excess we must
voice will whisper to him, saying, "Destroy not abstain, and touch what is set before us in a
the work of God for the sake of food." 7 For it decorous way ; keeping the hand and couch and
is the mark of a silly mind to be amazed and chin free of stmns ; preserving the grace of the
stupified at what is presented at vulgar banquets, countenance undisturbed, and committing no
after the rich fare which is in the Word ; and indecorum in the act of swallowing; but stretch-
much silher to make one's eyes the slaves of the mg out the hand at intervals in an orderly man-
delicacies, so that one's greed is, so to speak, ner. We must guard against speaking anything
carried round by the servants. And how foolish while eating : for the vome becomes disagree-
for people to rinse themselves on the couches, able and inarticulate when xt is confined by full
all but pitching their faces into the dishes, jaws ; and the tongue, pressed by the food and
stretching out from the couch as from a nest, _mpeded in its natural energy, gives forth a
according to the common saying, "that they! compressed utterance. Nor is it suitable to eat
may catch the wandering steam by breathing it and to drink simultaneously. For it is the very
in !" And how senseless, to besmear their hands extreme of intemperance to confound the times
with the condiments, and to be constantly reach- whose uses are discordant. And "whether ye
ing to the sauce, cramming themselves immoder- eat or drink, do all to the glory of God," _*
ately and shamelessly, not like people tasting, aiming after true frugality, which the Lord also
but ravenously seizing ! For you may see such seems to me to have hinted at when He blessed

x Rom. my. 6. s [Clement seems to think thL_ abuse was connected wlth'-_
a x Cor. vfii. x3 aga2bce,not--one mtght trust--wxth the Lord's supper.]
s x Cot, Lx. x_. s x Cot xi 2x, z2.
'* x C,or. vixl. o, xxp x_. io _ Cor xx 33 34-
S x C.or.v x_. xx Literally, '"_lave-manners," the conduct to be expected from
6 Rom. xiv. ax. slaves

Rom. x_v. 2o. xz x Cot. x. 3x.
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the loaves and the cooked fishes with whmh He ! persuade us to eat when we are not hungry,
feasted the disciples, introducing a beautiful ex- Ibewitching the appetite. For is there not
ample of simple food. That fish then whmh, at within a temperate simplicity a wholesome ra-
the command of the Lord, Peter caught, points: nety of eatables ? Bulbs: olives, certain herbs,
to digestible and God-given and moderate food., milk, cheese, fruits, all kinds of cooked food
And by those who rise from the water to the iwithout sauces ; and if flesh is wanted, let roast
bait of righteousness, He admonishes us to take rather than boiled be set down. Have you any-
away luxury and avarice, as the coin from the thing to eat here ? said the Lord 6 to the disci-
fish ; in order that He might displace vainglory ; ples after the resurrection ; and they, as taught
and by giving the stater to the tax-gatherers, and by Him to practise frugality, "gave Him a piece
"rendering to C_esar the things which are of broiled fish ;" and having eaten before them,
Cmsar's," might preserve "to God the things says Luke, He spoke to them what He spoke.
which are God's."' The" stater is capable of And in addition to these, it is not to be over-
other explanations not unknown to us, but the looked that those who feed according to the
present is not a suitable occasion for their treat- Word are not debarred from dainties in the
ment. Let the mention we make for our pres- shape of honey-combs. For of articles of food,
ent purpose suffice, as it is not unsmtable to the those are the most suitable which are fit for
flowers of the Word ; and we have often done immediate use without fire, since they are readi-
thl_, drawing to the urgent point of the question est ; and second to these are those which are
the most beneficial fountain, in order to water simplest, as we said before. But those who
those who have been planted by the Word. bend around inflammatory tables, nourishing
"For if it is lawful for me to partake of all their own diseases, are ruled by a most lickensh
things, yet all things are not expedient." 2 For demon, whom I shall not blush to call the Belly-
those that do all that is lawful, quickly fall into demon, and the worst and most abandoned
doing what is unlawful. And just as righteous- of demons. He is therefore exactly like the one
hess is not attained by avarice, nor temperance who is called the Ventnloqmst-demon. It is
by excess ; so neither is the regimen of a Chris- far better to be happy 7 than to have a demon
tlan formed by indulgence ; for the table of truth dwelhng with us. And happiness is found in
is far from lascivious dainties. For though it the practice of virtue. Accordingly, the apostle
was chiefly for men's sake that all things were Matthew partook of seeds, and nuts)and vege-
made, yet it is not good to use all things, nor at tables, without flesh. And John, who earned
all times. For the occasion, and the time, and temperance to the extreme, "ate locusts and
the mode, and the intention, materially turn the wild honey." Peter abstained from swine ; "but
balance with reference to what is useful, in the a trance fell on him," as is written in the Acts

view of one who is rightly instructed ; and this of the Apostles, "and he saw heaven opened,
is suitable, and has influence in putting a stop and a vessel let down on the earth by the four
to a hfe of gluttony, whmh wealth is prone to corners, and all the four-footed beasts and creep-
choose, not that wealth which sees clearly, but ing things of the earth and the fowls of heaven
that abundance which makes a man blind with in it ; and there came a voice to him, Rise, and
reference to gluttony. No one is poor as regards slay, and eat. And Peter said, Not so, Lord,
necessaries, and a man is never overlooked, for I have never eaten what is common or un-
For there is one God who feeds the fowls and clean. And the voice came again to him the
the fishes, and, in a word, the irrational crea- second time, What God hath cleansed, call not
tures ; and not one thing whatever is wanting to thou common." 0 The use of them is accord-
them, though "they take no thought for their ingly indifferent to us. "For not what entereth
]_ J'3ood. And we are better than they, being i into the mouth defileth the man," _°but the vain
their lords, and more closely allied to God, as opinion respecting uncleanness. For God, when
being wiser ; and we were made, not that we He created man, said, "All things shall be to
might eat and drink, but that we might devote you for meat."" "And herbs, with love, are
ourselves to the knowledge of God. "For the better than a calf with fraud." '* This well re-
just man who eats is satisfied m his soul, but minds us of what was said above, that herbs are
the belly of the wicked shall want," 4 filled with not love, but that our meals are to be taken
the appetites of insatiable gluttony. Now lavish with love ; ,3 and in these the medium state is
expense is adapted not for enjoyment alone, but
also for social communication. Wherefore we s A bulbous root, much prized m Greece, which grew wild.

must guard against those articles of food which _ L.k_ _.... 4_-4¢.7 A play here on the words _v_i_wr aria _ov.
s _xp_Ova, hard-shelled frmts.
9 Acts x. xo-.xS.

Matt xv. xx
t Matt xxii. 2x. tt_Gen. ix. 2, 3
= x Cot. x. 23. t2 Prov. xv ZT.
3 Matt. vt. _5, etc. t_ In allusion to the ag_pw, or love-feast&
4 Prov. xatL 5.
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good. In all things, indeed, this is the case, ;mind in his belly, very like the fish called ass?t . .

and not least in the preparation made for feast- which, Aristotle says, alone of all creatures has
ing, since the extremes are dangerous, and mid- its heart in its stomach. This fish Epicharmus
die courses good. And to be in no want of the comic poet calls "monster-pannch."
necessaries is the medium. For the desires Such are the men who believe in their belly,
which are in accordance with nature are bounded "whose God is their belly, whose glory is in their
by sufficiency. The Jews had frugality enjoined shame, who mind earthly things." To them the
on them by the law in the most systematic man- apostle predicted no good when he said, "whose
ner. For the Instructor, by Moses, deprived end is destructlon."3
them of the use of innumerable things, adding
reasons--the spiritual ones hidden; the carnal CHAP. II._ON DRINKING.
ones apparent, to which indeed they have "Use a little wine," says the apostle to Timo-
trusted ; in the case of some animals, because thy, who drank water, "for thy stomach's sake ;" 4
they did not part the hoof, and others because most properly applying its aid as a strengthening
they did not ruminate their food, and others be- tonic suitable to a sickly body enfeebled with
cause alone of aquatic animals they were devoid watery humours ; and specifying "a little," lest
of scales ; so that altogether but a few were left the remedy should, on account of its quantity,
appropriate for their food. And of those that unobserved, create the necessity of other treat-
he permitted them to touch, he prohibited such ment.
as had died, or were offered to idols, or had The natural, temperate, and necessary bever-
been strangled ; for to touch these was unlaw- age, therefore, for the thirsty is water.S This
ful. For since it is impossible for those who was the simple drink of sobriety, which, flowing
use dainties to abstain from partaking of them, from the smitten rock, was supplied by the Lord
he appointed the opposite mode of life, till he to the ancient Hebrews. 6 It was most reqmslte
should break down the propensity to indulgence that in their wanderings they should be temper-
arising from habit. Pleasure has often produced ate.z
in men harm and pain ; and full feeding begets Afterwards the sacred vine produced the pro-
in the soul uneasiness, and forgetfulness, and phetic cluster. This was a sign to them, when
foolishness. And they say that the bodies of trained from wandering to their rest; represent-
children, when shooting up to their height, are lng the great cluster the Word, bruised for us.
made to grow right by deficiency in nourish- For the blood of the grape- that is, the Word
ment. For then the spirit, which pervades the --desired to be mixed with water, as His blood
body in order to its growth, is not checked by is mingled with salvation.
abundance of food obstructing the freedom of And the blood of the Lord is twofold. For
its course. Whence that trnth-seeking philoso- there is the blood of His flesh, by which we are
pher Plato, fanning the spark of the Hebrew redeemed from corruption; and the spiritual,
philosophy when condemning a hfe of luxury, that by which we are anointed. And to drink
says : "On my coming hither, the life which is the blood of Jesus, is to become partaker of
here called happy, full of Italian and Syracusan the Lord's immortality; the Spirit being the
tables, pleased me not by any means, [consist- energetic principle of the Word, as blood is of
ing as it did] m being filled twice a day, and flesh, s
never sleeping by night alone, and whatever Accordingly, as wine is blended with water, 9
other accessories attend the mode of life. For so is the Spirit with man. And the one, the
not one man under heaven, if brought up from mixture of wine and water, nourishes to faith;
his youth in such practices, will ever turn out a while the other, the Spirit, conducts to immor-
wise man, with however admirable a natural tality.
genius he may be endowed." For Plato was And the mixture of both n of the water and
not unacquainted with David, who "placed the of the Word n is called Eucharist, renowned
sacred ark in his city in the midst of the taber- and glorious grace ; and they who by faith par-
nacle;" and bidding all his subjects reloice take of it are sanctified both in body and soul.
"before the Lord, divided to the whole host of For the divine mixture, man, the Father's will
Israel, man and woman, to each a loaf of bread,
and baked bread, and a cake from the frying- 2_vo,,._rha_ t_a,e o, co_3 Phil. sh. t9.

pan.", * x Tim. v. 23. ,
s [This remarkable chapter seems to begin with the authors

This was the sufficient sustenance of the recolk-cti_sof Pindar(_#,_r_-ov_v b_,p), but to lay downvery
Israelites. But that of the Gentiles was over- justlythescripture ,da_ a temp*ra_cea_ _tmm,mce.]Ex xvil.; Num. xx.

abundant. No one who uses it will ever study r [Clementreckonsonlytwoclassesas livm_ faithfullyw_thre-
spect to drink, the abatinent and the totally absttnent l .

to become temperate, burying as he does his . lTMsseemsClement.sexposmouofSt.John(vt. 6:_),oudacmar
statement as to the Eucharist, which he pronounces spiritual food ].,

9 [A plain reference to the use of the maxe.d cup m the Lo_l s

t a Kings vi. 17-19, Septuagtntt • Sam. _n. xT-x 9. A.V. supper.]
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has mystically compounded by the Spirit and the towards evening, about supper-time, wine may
Word. For, in truth, the spirit is joined to the be used, when we are no longer engaged in more
soul, which is inspired by it ; and the flesh, by serious readings. Then also the air becomes
reason of which the Word became flesh, to the colder than it is during the day ; so that the
Word. failing natural warmth requires to be nourished

I therefore admire those who have adopted by the introduction of heat. But even then it
an austere life, and who are fond of water, the must only be a little wine that is to be used ; for
medicine of temperance, and flee as far as possi- we must not go on to intemperate potations.
ble from wine, shunning it as they would the Those who are already advanced in life may par-
danger of fire.' It is proper, therefore, that take more cheerfully of the draught, to warm by
boys and gifts should keep as much as possible the harmless medicine of the vine the chill of
away from this medicine. For it is not right age, which the decay of time has produced. For
to pour into the burning season of life the hot- old men's passions are not, for the most part,
test of all liquids -- wine -- adding, as it were, stirred to such agitation as to drive them to the
fire to fire? For hence wild impulses and burn- shipwreck of drunkenness. For being moored
ing lusts and fiery habits are kindled; and young by reason and time, as by anchors, they stand
men inflamed from within become prone to the with greater ease the storm of passions which
indulgence of vicious propensities ; so that signs rushes down from intemperance. They also may
of injury appear in their body, the members of be permitted to indulge in pleasantry at feasts.
lust coming to maturity sooner than they ought. But to them also let the limit of their potations
The breasts and organs of generation, inflamed be the point up to which they keep their reason
vath wine, expand and swell in a shameful way, unwavering, their memory active, and their body
already exhibiting beforehand the image of for- unmoved and unshaken by wine. People in such
mcatlon ; and the body compels the wound of a state are called by those who are skilful in
the soul to inflame, and shameless pulsations these matters, acrothorakes._ It is well, there-
follow abundance, inciting the man of correct fore, to leave off betimes, for fear of tripping.
behaviour to transgression ; and hence the vo- One Artorius, in his book On Long Life (for
luptuousness of youth overpasses the bounds of so I remember), thinks that drink should be
modesty. And we must, as far as possible, try taken only till the food be moistened, that we
to quench the impulses of youth by removing may attain to a longer life. It is fitting, then,
the Bacchic fuel of the threatened danger ; and that some apply wine by way of physic, for the
by pouring the antidote to the inflammation, so sake of health alone, and others for purposes of
keep down the burning soul, and keep in the relaxation and enjoyment. For first wine makes
swelling members, and allay the agitation of lust the man who has drunk it more benignant than
when it is already in commotion. And in the before, more agreeable to his boon companions,
case of grown-up people, let those with whom kinder to his domestics, and more pleasant to
it agrees sometimes partake of dinner, tasting his friends. But when intoxicated, he becomes
bread only, and let them abstain wholly from violent instead. For wine being warm, and hay-
drink ; in order that their superfluous moisture ing sweet juices when duly mixed, dissolves the
may be absorbed and drunk up by the eating of foul excrementitious matters by its warmth, and
dry food. For constant spitting and wiping off mixes the acrid and base humours with the agree-
perspiration, and hastening to evacuations, is the able scents.
sign of excess, from the immoderate use of It has therefore been well said, "A joy of the
liquids supplied in excessive quantity to the soul and heart was wine created from the be#n-
body. And if thirst come on, let the appetite ning, when drunk in moderate sufficiency."4
be satisfied with a little water. For it is not And it is best to mix the wine with as much water
proper that water should be supplied in too as possible, and not to have recourse to it as to
great profusion ; in order that the food may not water, and so get enervated to drunkenness, and
be drowned, but ground down in order to diges- not pour it in as water from love of wine. For
tion ; and this takes place when the victuals are both are works of God ; and so the mixture of
collected into a mass, and only a small portion both, of water and of wine, conduces together to
is evacuated, health, because life consists of what is necessary

And, besides, it suits divine studies not to be and of what is useful. With water, then, which
heavy with wine. "For unmixed wine is far is the necessary of life, and to be used in abun-
from compelling a man to be wise, much less dance, there is also to be mixed the useful.
t '_emperate, according to the comic poet. But By an immoderate quantity of wine the tongue

' Ill the lemperate do well, he thinks, the abstinent do better; we have .the authority of Aristotle _ F_-otlan. f_t believing _att] _hut nobody _ temperate who does not often and habttuall¥ abstam.]

2 [A very tmportant princtple, for, xf wine be "the .milk .of was at_|ied to those who were $lightly drank. _ ref_t_lcl_'_ere _ _ _rpohuoL
age," the use of it in youth deprtves age of any benefit ftmn Its cooer ,t Ecx.lus. xJod. r/.
use_,
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is impeded ; the lips are relaxed ; the eyes roll well, my friends, it is well to make our acquaint.
wildly, the sight, as it were, swimming through ance with this picture at the greatest possible dis-
the quantity of moisture ; and compelled to tance from it, and to frame ourselves to what is
deceive, they think that everything is revolving ibetter, dreading lest we also become a like spec-

round them, and cannot count distant objects / tacle and laughing-stock to others.as single. "And, in truth, methinks I see two It has been appropriately stud, "As the fur-
suns,"' said the Theban old man in his cups. nace proverb the steel blade in the process
For the sxght, being disturbed by the heat of of dipping, so wine proveth the heart of the
the wine, frequently fancies the substance of one haughty." s A debauch is the immoderate use
object to be manifold. And there is no differ- of wine, intoxication the disorder that results from
ence between moving the eye or the object seen. such use ; crapulousness (rtmt_'dA_t) is the dis-
For both have the same effect o_athe sight, which, comfort and nausea that follow a debauch, so
on account of the fluctuation, cannot accurately called from the head shaking (xdfm _rdAhetv).
obtain a perception of the object. And the feet Such a life as this (if life it must be called,
are carried from beneath the man as by a flood, which is spent in idleness, in agitation about
and hiccuping and vomiting and maudlin non- voluptuous indulgences, and in the hallucinations
sense follow ; "for every intoxicated man," ac- ofdebanchery) the divine Wisdom looks onwxth
cording to the tragedy, 2- contempt, and commands her children, "Be not

"Is conquered by anger, and empty of sense, a wine-bibber, nor spend your money in the
And likes to pour forth much silly speech ; purchase of flesh ; for every drunkard and forrll-
And is wont to hear unwillingly, cator shall come to beggary, and every sluggard
What evil words he with his will hath said" shall be clothed in tatters and rags." 6 For

And before tragedy, Wisdom cried, "Much wine every one that is not awake to wisdom, but is
drunk abounds in irritation and all manner of steeped in wine, is a sluggard. "And the drunk-
mistakes." s Wherefore most people say that ard," he says, "shall be clothed in rags, and be
you ought to relax over your cups, and postpone ashamed of hm drunkenness in the presence of
serious business till morning. I however think onlookers." 7 For the wounds of the sinner are
that then especially ought reason to be intro-ithe rents of the garment of the flesh, the holes
duced to mix in the feast, to 'act the part of made by lusts, through which the shame of the
director (pmdagogue) to wine-drinking, lest soul within is seen--namely sin, by reason of
conviviality imperceptibly degenerate to drunk- which it will not be easy to save the garment,
enness. For as no sensible man ever thinks it that has been torn away all round, that has rotted
requisite to shut his eyes before going to sleep, away in many lusts, and has been rent asunder
so neither can any one rightly wish reason to be from salvation.
absent from the festive board, or can well study So he adds these most monitory words. "Who
to lull it asleep till business is begun. But the has woes, who has clamour, who has contentions,
Word can never quit those who belong to Him, who has disgusting babblings, who has unavail-
not even if we are asleep ; for He ought to be ing remorse ?" _ You see, in all his raggedness,
invited even to our sleep. 4 For perfect wisdom, the lover of wine, who despises the Word Him-
which is knowledge of things divine and human, self, and has abandoned and given himself to
which comprehends all that relates to the over- drunkenness. You see what threatening Scrip-
sight of the flock of men, becomes, in reference ture has pronounced against him. And to its
to life, art ; and so, while we live, is constantly threatening it adds again : "Whose are red eyes?
with us, always accomplishing its own proper Those, is it not, who tarry tong at their wine, and
work, the product of which is a good life. hunt out the places where drinking goes on ?"

But the miserable wretches who expel temper- Here he shows the lover of drink to be already
ance from conviviality, think excess in drinking dead to the Word, by the mention of the blood-
to be the happiest life ; and their life is nothing shot eyes, -- a mark which appears on corpses,
but revel, debauchery, baths, excess, urinals, idle- announcing to him death in the Lord. For for-
ness, drink. You may see some of them, half- getfulness of the things which tend to true life
drunk, staggering, with crowns round their necks turns the scale towards destruction. With reason
like wine jars, vomiting drink on one another in therefore, the Instructor, in His solicitude for our
the name of good fellowship ; and others, full of salvation, forbids us, "Drink not wine to drank-
the effects of their debauch, dirty, pale in the enness." Wherefore? you will ask. Because,
face, livid, and still above yesterday's bout pour- says He, "thy mouth will then speak perverse
hag another bout to last till next morning. It is things, and thou liest down as in the heart of the

z P_@,eus in Euripides, aacc_., 9x8.
2 Atm'buted to Sophocles. s Ecclus. xxxa. =,6.
s F.,_hm. xxxi. 29. 6 Prov. xxtti. 2o.
4 [A beautiful maxim, and proving the ha_t of early Chr_ "t_ to :' Prov. xxtii, at.

aN o)mpletmyprayent. Thlsthe drunkard is in no state toao.J s Prov. xxtix. _9, 3o.
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sea, and as the steersman of a ship in the midst sumptuous liquor. Importations of wines from
of huge billows." Hence, too, poetry comes to beyond seas are for an appetite enfeebled by
our help, and says :-- excess, where the soul even before drunkenness
,' Let wine which has strength equal to fire come to men. is insane in its desires. For there are the fra-

Then will it agitate them, as the north or south wind grant Thasian wine, and the pleasant-breathing
agitates the Libyan waves." Lesbian, and a sweet Cretan wine, and sweet

And further:-- Syracusan wine, and Mendusian, an Egyptian
wine, and the insular Naxian, the "highly per-,, Wine wandering in speech shows all secrets.

Soul-deceiving wine is the ruin of those who drink it." fumed and flavoured," 3 another wine of the land
of Italy. These are many names. For the tern-

And so on.
You see the danger of shipwreck. The heart perate drinker, one wine suffices, the product of

is drowned in much drink. The excess of drunk- the culttvation of the one God. For why should
not the wine of their own country satisfy men's

enness is compared to the danger of the sea, in desires, unless they were to import water also,
which when the body has once been sunken like like the foolish Persian kings ? The Choaspes,
a ship, it descends to the depths of turpitude, a river of India so called, was that from which
overwhelmed in the mighty billows of wine ; and the best water for drinking-- the Choaspian
the helmsman, the human mind, is tossed about was got. As wine, when taken, makes people
on the surge of drunkenness, which swells aloft ; lovers of it, so does water too. The Holy Spirit,
and buried in the trough of the sea, is blinded

uttering His voice by Amos, pronounces the rich
by the darkness of the tempest, having drifted to be wretched on account of their luxury : 4
away from the haven of truth, till, dashing on the ,, Those that drink strained wine, and recline on
rocks beneath the sea, it perishes, driven by an ivory couch," he says ; and what else similar
itself into voluptuous indulgences, he adds by way of reproach.

With reason, therefore, the apostle enjoins, Especial regard is to be paid to decency s (as
"Be not drunk with wine, in which there is much the myth represents Athene, whoever she was,
excess;" by the term excess (hr_r&) intimating out of regard to it, giving up the pleasure of the
the inconsistence of drunkenness with salvation flute because of the unseemliness of the sight) :
(T_ &rcoo'rov). For if He made water wine at so thatwe are to drink without contortions of the

the marriage, He did not give permission to get face, not gree&ly grasping the cup, nor before
drunk. He gave life to the watery element of drinking making the eyes roll with unseemly
the meaning of the law, filling with His blood the motion ; nor from intemperance are we to drain
doer of it who is of Adam, that is, the whole the cup at a draught ; nor besprinkle the chin,
world ; supplying piety with drink from the vine nor splash the garments while gulping down all
of truth, the mixture of the old law and of the the liquor at once, -- our face all but filling the
new word, in order to the fulfilment of the pre- bowl, and drowned in it. For the gurgling oc-
destined time. The Scripture, accordingly, has casioned by the drink rushing with violence, and
named wine the symbol of the sacred blood ; ' by its being drawn in with a great deal of breath,
but reproving the base tippling with the dregs of as if it were being poured into an earthenware
wine, it says : "Intemperate is wine, and insolent vessel, while the throat makes a noise through
is drunkenness."* It is agreeable, therefore, to the rapichty of ingurgitation, is a shameful and
right reason, to drink on account of the cold of unseemly spectacle of intemperance. In addi-
winter, till the numbness is dispelled from those Uon to this, eagerness in drinking is a practice
who are subject to feel it ; and on other occa- injurious to the the partaker. Do not ha_e to
sions as a medicine for the intestines. For, as mischief, my friend. Your drink is not being
we are to use food to satisfy hunger, so also are taken from you. It is given you, and waits you.
we to use drink to satisfy thirst, taking the most Be not eager to burst, by draining it down with
careful precautions against a slip : "for the intro- gaping throat. Your thirst is satiated, even if
duct]on of wine is perilous." And thus shall our you drink slower, observing decorum, by taking
soul be pure, and dry, and luminous ; and the the beverage in small portions, in an orderly way.
soul itself is wisest and best when dry. And For that which intemperance greedily seizes,
thus, too, is it fit for contemplation, and is not not taken away by taking time.
humid with the exhalations, that rise from wine, "Be not mighty," he says, "at wine ; for wine
forming a mass like a cloud. We must not there- has overcome many. ''6 The Scythians, the Celts,
!ore trouble ourselves to procure Chian wine if it the Iberians, and the Thracians, all of them war-
_s absent, or Ariousian when it is not at hand.

For thirst is a sensation of want, and craves a _,0o_,_. so_. _wora_,_-ri,_a_t_
means statable for supplying the want, and not a, to_: - T_ Anthosmmn."

4 Amosvi 4,6.

------------ s [Here Clement satirizes heathen mariners, and quotes ,4tJ..4r_v,
x _A passage not to be ovedooked. Greek, ttve'ruVov_rutt_k_v.l to shame C'hnstians who mutate them.]
2 rrov. X.X.X. 6 _1.s. XX_. 2 5.
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like races, are greatly addicted to intoxication, in the way, and cutting up by the roots the dan-
and think that it is an honourable, happy pursuit serous appetites that are in them. Let the rush
to engage in. But we, the people of peace, feast- of air, then, which regurgitates so as to produce
ins for lawful enjoyment, not to wantonness, hiccup, be emitted silently.
drink sober cups of friendship, that our friend- But by no manner of means are women to be
ships may be shown in a way truly appropriate allowed to uncover and exhibit any part of their
to the name. person, lest both fall,- the men by being ex-

In what manner do you think the Lord drank cited to look, they by drawing on themselves
when He became man for our sakes ? As shame- the eyes of the men.
lessly as we ? Was it not with decorum and But always must we conduct ourselves as in
propriety? Was it not dehbemtely? For rest the Lord's presence, lest He say to us, as the
assured, He Himself also partook of wine; for apostle in indignation said to the Corinthians,
He, too, was man. And He blessed the wine, say- "When ye come together, this is not to eat the
ins, "Take, drink : this is my blood "--the blood Lord's supper." 5
of the vine2 He figuratwely calls the Word To me, the star called by the mathematicians
"shed for many, for the remission of sins "-- Acephalus (headless), which is numbered before
the holy stream of gladness. And that he who the wandering star, his head resting on his
drinks ought to observe moderauon, He clearly breast, seems to be a type of the gluttonous, the
showed by what He taught at feasts. For He voluptuous, and those that are prone to drunken-
did not teach affected by wine. And that it was ness. For in such 6 the faculty of reasoning is
wine which was the thing blessed, He showed not situated in the head, but among the intesti-
again, when He said to H_s dmciples, "I will not nal appetites, enslaved to lust and anger. For
drink of the fruit of this vine, till I drink it with just as Elpenor broke his neck through intoxtca-
you in the kingdom of my Father. ''2 But that it tlon, 7 so the brain, dizzied by drunkenness, falls
was wine which was drunk by the Lord, He tells down from above, w_th a great fall to the liver
us again, when He spake concerning Himself, and the heart, that is, to voluptuousness and
reproaching the Jews for their hardness of heart : anger : as the sons of the poets say Heph_estus
"For the Son of man," He says, " came, and was hurled by Zeus from heaven to earth?
they say, Behold a glutton and a wine-bibber, "The trouble of sleeplessness, and bile, and
a friend of publicans." 3 Let this be held fast by cholie, are with an insatiable man," it is said.9
us against those that are called Encratites. Wherefore also Noah's intoxication was re-

But women, making a profession, forsooth, of corded m writing, that, with the clear and writ-
aiming at the graceful, that their lips may not be ten description of his transgression before us, we
rent apart by stretchmg them on broad drinking might guard w_th all our might against drunken-
cups, and so widening the mouth, drinking in an ness. For which cause they who covered the
unseemly way out of atabastra quite too narrow shame io of his drunkenness are blessed by the
in the mouth, throw back their heads and bare Lord. The Scripture accordingly, giving a most
their necks indecently, as I think ; and distend- comprehensive compend, has expressed all in
ins the throat in swallowing, gulp down the one word : "To an instructed man sufficiency is
liquor as if to make bare all they can to their wine, and he will rest in his bed." i,
boon companions; and drawing hiccups like
men, or rather like slaves, revel in luxurious riot. cHAP. nI. -- ON COSTLYVESSELS.
For nothing disgraceful is proper for man, who
is endowed with reason ; much less for woman, And so the use of cups made of silver and
to whom it brings modesty even to reflect of what gold, and of tohers inlaid with precious stones,
nature she is. is out of place, being only a deception of the

"An intoxicated woman is great wrath," it is vision. For if you pour any warm liquid into
said, as if' a drunken woman were the wrath of them, the vessels becoming hot, to touch them
God. Why? "Because she will not conceal is painful. On the other hand, ff you pour m
her shame." 4 For a woman is quickly drawn what is cold, the material changes its quality,
down to licentiousness, if she only set her choice injuring the mixture, and the rich potion is hurt-
on pleasures. And we have not prohibited ful. Away, then, with Thericleian cups and
drinking from alabastra ; but we forbid studying
to drink from them alone, as arrogant ; counsel- s z Cor xi. ao [Clement has already hinted his opinion, thatthis referred to a shameful custom of the Cotanthtans to let an agal_.
ling women to use with indifference what comes vre_ie the Eucharmt, an abuse growmgout of our Lord's eating of

the Passover hefor¢ he mstatuted the Euchanst.]
6 ¢ou¢o¢_, an cmendauon for your?.

t [The blood of the vine is Christ'shlood. Accorchng to Clement, 70dyss., xt. 65.
_, _t lxanams in the Eucharist unchanged.] s /'/fad, i. 59s.

a Mark xvL aS; Matt. xxvL 29. [This also is a noteworthy use of s Ecclus. xxxl. _o.
tim text.] so Shem and Japheth

$ Matt. xi. t9. is Scc l_.cclus xxxt. x9, where, however, we have a diP_ertmtread-
4 Er.clmh zxvi. 8. ing.
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Antigonides, and Canthari, and goblets, and Le- end of their substance, who fashioned silver and
past_/and the endless shapes of drinking yes- gold, and were fullof care? There is no finding
sels, and wine-coolers, and wine-pourers also. of their works. They have vanished, and gone
For,on the whole, gold and silver,both publicly down to Hades." 4 Such is the reward of dis-
and privately, are an invidious possession when play. For though such of us as cultivate the
they exceed what is necessary, seldom to be ac- soil need a mattock and plough, none of us will
quired, difficult to keep, and not adapted for make a pickaxe of silver or a sickle of gold, but
use. The elaborate vanity, too, of vessels in we employ the material which is serviceable for
glass chased, more apt to break on account of agriculture,not what is cosily. What prevents
the art, teaching us to fear while we drink, is to those who are capableof consideringwhat is sim-
be banished from our well-ordered constitution, ilax from entertaining the same sentiments with
Andsilvercouches, and pans and vinegar-saucers, respect to household utensils, of which let use, not
and trenchers and bowls ; and besides these, expense, be the measure? For tell me, does
vessels of silver and gold, some for serving food, the table-knife not cut unlest it be studded with
and others for other uses which I am ashamed sdver, and have its handle made of ivory? Or
to name, of easily cleft cedar and thyine wood, must we forge Indian steel in order to divide
and ebony, and tripods fashioned of ivory, and meat, aswhen we call for a weapon for the fight?
couches with silver feet and inlaid with ivory, What ff the basin be of earthenware? will it not
and folding-doors of beds studded with gold and receive the dirt of the hands? or the footpan the
variegatedwith tortoise-shell, and bed-clothes of dirt of the foot? Will the tablethat is fashioned
purple and other colours difficult to produce, with ivory feet be indignant at bearing a three-
proofs of tasteless luxury, cunning devices of halfpenny loaf? Will the lamp not dispense
envyand effeminacy,-- are all to be relinquished, light because it is the workof the potter, not of
as having nothing whatever worth our pains, the goldsmith? I affirmthat truckle-bedsafford
"For the time is short," as says the apostle, no worse repose than the ivory couch ; and the
This then remains that we do not make a ridicu- goatskin coverlet being amply sufficient to spread
lous figure, as some are seen in the public spec- on the bed, there is no need of purple or scarlet
tacles outwardly anointed strikingly for imposing coverings. Yet to condemn, notwithstanding,
effect, but wretched within. Explaining this frugality, through the stupidity of luxury, the
more clearly, he adds," It remains that they that author of mischief, what a prodigious error,what
havewives be as though they had none, and they senseless conceit ! See. The Lord ate from a
that buy as though they possessed not. ''_ And common bowl, and made the disciples recline
if he speaks thus of marriage, in reference to on the grass on the ground, and washed their
which God says, "Multiply," how do you not feet, girded with a linen towel--He, the lowly-
think that senseless display is by the Lord's minded God, and Lord of the universe. He did
authority to be banished? Wherefore also the not bring down a silver foot-bath from heaven.
Lord says, "Sell what thou hast, and give to He asked to drink of the Samaritanwoman,who
the poor ; and come, follow me." s drew the water from the well in an earthenware

Follow God, stripped of arrogance, stripped vessel, not seeking regal gold, but teaching us
of fadingdisplay, possessed of that which is thine how to quench thirsteasily. For He made use,
whichis good, what alone cannot be taken away not extravagance His aim. And He ate and

faith towards god, confession towards Him drank at feasts, not digging metals from the earth,
whosuffered, beneficence towards men, which is nor using vessels of gold and silver, that is, ves-
the most precious of possessions. For my part, sels exhaling the odour of rust--such fumes as
I approve of Plato, who plainly lays it down as a the rust of smoking s metal gives off.
law, that a man is not to labour for wealth of For in fine, in food, and clothes, and vessels,
gold or silver, nor to possess a useless vessel and everything else belonging to the house, I
which is not for some necessary purpose, and say comprehensively, that one must follow the
moderate ; so that the same thing may serve for institutions of the Christian 6 man, as is service-
many purposes, and the possession of a variety able and suitable to one's person, age, pursuits,

ththingsof" may be done away with. Excellently,. time of life. For it becomes those that areerefore,the Divine Scripture, addressing boast- servantsof one God, that their possessions and
¢vsand lovers of their own selves, says, "Where furnitureshould exhibit the tokem of one beau-
are the rulers of the nations, and the lords of the tiful 7 life ; and that each individually should be
wild beasts of the earth, who sport among the seen in faith, which shows no difference, practis-
birds of heaven, who treasured up silver and tug all other things which are conformable to
gold, in whom men trusted, and there was no

4 l_mcb ill+s6-'sg.

[see im.,.m.,.,_,. L _ _,_ g.mmmm_.]
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this uniform mode of life, and harmonious with clapping of hands, and such disorderly frivolities,
this one scheme, they become quite immodest and intractable,

What we acquire without difficulty, and use beat on cymbals and drums, and make a noise
with ease, we praise, keep easily, and communi- on instruments of delusion ; for plainly such a
cate freely. The things which are useful are banquet, as seems to me, is a theatre of drunken.
preferable, and consequently cheap things are hess. For the apostle decrees that, "putting
better than dear. In fine, wealth, when not off the works of darkness, we should put on the
properly governed, is a stronghold of evil, about armour of light, walking honestly as in the day,
which many casting their eyes, they will never not spending our time in rioting and drunken.
reach the kingdom of heaven, sick for the things ness, in chambering and wantonness." 4 Let the
of the world, and living proudly through luxury, pipe be resigned to the shepherds, and the flute
But those who are in earnest about salvation to the superstitiouswho are engrossed in idolatry.
must settle this beforehand in their mind, "that For, in truth, such instrumentsare to be banished
all that we possess is given to us for use, and use from the temperate banquet, being more suitable
for sufficiency, which one may attain to by a few to beasts than men, and the more irrationalpot-
things." For silly are they who, from greed, tion of mankind. For we have heard of stags
take delight in what they have hoarded up. being charmed by the pipe, and seduced by
"He that gathereth wages," it is said, "gathereth music into the toils, when hunted by the hunts-
into a bagwith holes."* Such is he who gathers men. And when mares are being covered, a tune
corn and shuts it up ; and he who giveth to no is played on the flute-- a nuptialsong, as it were.
one, becomes poorer. And every improper sight and sound, to speak in

It is a farce, and a thing to make one laugh a word, and every shameful sensation of licen-
outright, for men to bring in silver urinals and tiousness -- which, in truth, is privation of sensa-
crystal vases de nt_it, as they usher in their tion-- must by all means be excluded ; and we
counsellors, and for silly rich women to get gold must be on our guard against whatever pleasure
receptacles for excrements made ; so that being titillates eye and ear, and effeminates. For the
rich, they cannot even ease themselves except various spells of the broken strains and plaintive
in superb way. I would that in their whole life numbers of the Caftan muse corrupt men's
they deemed gold fit for dung. morals, drawing to perturbation of mind, by the

But now love of money is found to be the licentious and mischievous art of music.S
stronghold of evil, which the apostle says "is The Spirit, distinguishing from such revelry
the root of all evils, which, while some coveted, the divine service, sings, "Praise Him with the
they have erred from the faith, and pierced sound of trumpet ;" for with sound of trumpet
themselves through with many sorrows." = He shall raise the dead. "Praise Him on the

But the best riches is poverty of desires ; and psaltery ;" for the tongue is the psaltery of the
the true magnanimity is not to be proud of Lord. "And praise Him on the lyre." 6 By
wealth, but to despise it. Boasting about one's the lyre is meant the mouth struckby the Spirit, as
plate is utterly base. For it is plainly wrong to it were by a plectrum. " Praise with the timbrel
care much about what any one who likes may and the dance," refers to the Church meditating
buy from the market. But wisdom is not bought on the resurrection of the dead in the resounding
with coin of earth, nor is it sold in the market- skin. "Praise Him on the chords and organ."
place, but in heaven. And it is sold for true Our body He calls an organ, and its nerves are
coin, the immortal Word, the regal gold. the strings, by which it has received harmonious

itension, and when struck by the Spirit, it gives
CKAP. IV.-- HOW TO com)vcr OURS_WS ATIforth human voices. "Praise Him on the clash-

rF_vrs, ing cymbals." He calls the tongue the cymbal
Let revelry keep away from our rational enter- of the mouth, which resounds with the pulsation

tainments, and foolish vigils, too, that revel in of the lips. Therefore He cried to humanity,
intemperance. For revelryis an inebriating pipe, "Let every breath praise the LORD,"because He
the chain 3 of an amatory bridge, that is, of sor- caxes for every breathing thing which He hath
row. And let love, and intoxication, and senseless made. For man is truly a pacific instrument ;
passions, be removed from our choir. Burlesque iwhile other instruments, if you investigate, you
singing is the boon companion of drunkenness, will find to be warlike, inflaming to lusts, or kin-
A night spent over drink invites drunkenness, dling up amours, or rousing wrath.
rouses lust, and is audacious in deeds of shame. ! In their wars, therefore, the Etruscans use the
For if people occupy their time with pipes, and trumpet, the Arcadians the pipe, the Sicilians the
pudteries, and choirs, and dances, and Egyptian

4 Rom.ilix.x=,z_. • " -- s
5 [He_ _t,_= thelewd.===¢of.S=a_.tc_,_

' H_. i. 6. (Tafiim,cap.xx_,.p.79,:=pra),andanotaerartot_ otwa,• • "Yam.vi. xo, hewill=om,_eak.]
s 'l'hereadi_ _,A_rtsb he_ _lepted. ThepeJmgeb eix,cure, e Ps.d. 3, S.
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pectides, the Cretans the lyre, the Lacedaemo-banquets over the brimming cups, a song was
nians the flute, the Thracians the horn, the Egyp- sung called a skolion, after the manner of the
tians the drum, and the Arabians the cymbal. Hebrew psalms, all together raising the pman with
The one instrument of peace, the Word alone by the voice, and sometimes also taking turns in
whichwe honour God, is what we employ. We the song while they drank healths round ; while
no longer employ the ancient psaltery, and trum- those that were more musical than the rest sang
pet, and timbrel, and flute, which those expert in to the lyre. But let amatory songs be banished
war and contemners of the fear of God were far away, and let our songs be hymns to God.
wont to make use of also in the choruses at their[ "Let them praise," it is said, "His name in the
festiveassemblies ; that by such strains they might !dance, and let them play to Him on the timbrel
raise their dejected minds. But let our genial and psaltery." s And what is the choir which
feehng in drinking be twofold, in accordance with plays ? The Spiritwill show thee : "Let His praise
the law. For "if thou shalt love the Lord thy be in the congregation (church) of the saints ;
God," and then "thy neighbour," let its first let them be joyful in their King." 9 And again
manifestation be towards God in thanksgiving he adds, "The LORDwill take pleasure in His
and psalmody, and the second toward our neigh- people." '° For temperate harmonies z, are to
hour in decorous fellowship. For says the apos- be admitted ; but we are to banish as far as possi-
tie, "Let the Word of the Lord dwell in you ble from our robust mind those liquid harmonies,
richly." ' And this Word suits and conforms which, through pernicious arts in the modulations
Himself to seasons, to persons, to places, of tones, train to effeminacy and scurrility. But

In the present instance He is a guest wtth us. grave and modest strains say farewell to the tur-
For the apostle adds again, "Teaching and ad- bulence of drunkenness. '2 Chromatic harmonies
monishing one another in all w_sdom, in psalms, are therefore to be abandoned to immodest rev-
and hymns, and spiritual songs, singing with els, and to florid and meretricious music.
grace in your heart to God." And again, "What-
soever ye do in word or deed, do all m the name CHAP.V.--ON LAUGHTER.
of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks to God and His I People who are imitators of ludicrous sensa-
Father." This is our thankful revelry. And tions, or rather of such as deserve derision, are
even if you wish to stag and play to the harp or to be driven from our polity.,3
lyre, there is no blame? Thou shalt imitate the! For since all forms of speech flow from mind
nghteous Hebrew king in his thanksgiving to and manners, ludicrous expressions could not
God. "Rejoice in the Lord, ye righteous ; praise be uttered, did they not proceed from ludicrous
is comely to the upright," 3 says the prophecy. ]practices. For the saying, "It is not a good
"Confess to the Lord on the harp ; play to Him Itree which produces corrupt fruit, nor a corrupt
on the psaltery of ten strings. Stag to Him a tree which produces good fruit," ,4 is to be up-
new song." And does not the ten-strmged psal- plied in th_s case. For speech is the fruit of
tery indicate the Word Jesus, who is manifested the mind. If, then, wags are to be ejected from
by the element of the decad ? And as it is be- our society, we ourselves must by no manner of
fitting, before partaking of food, that we should means be allowed to stir up laughter. For it
bless the Creator of all ; so also m drinking it is were absurd to be found imitators of things of
statable to praise Him on partaking of H_s crea- which we are prohibited to be listeners ; and
tures.4 For the psalm is a melodious and sober still more absurd for a man to set about making
blessing. The apostle calls the psalm "a spirit- himself a laughing-stock, that is, the but of insult
ual song." 5 and derision. For if we could not endure to

Finally, before partaking of sleep, it is a sacred make a ridiculous figure, such as we see some d$
duty to give thanks to God, having enjoyed His in processions, how could we with any propriety
grace and love, and so go straight to sleep.6 bear to have the inner man made a ridiculous
"And confess to Him in songs of the lips," he figure of, and that to one's face? Wherefore
says, , because in His command all His good we ought never of our own accord to assume a
pleasure is done, and there is no deficiency in ludicrous character. And how, then, can we
H_s salvation." 7 devote ourselves to being and appearing ridicu-

Further, among the ancient Greeks, in their
s Ps cxl_ 3

x Col iii. t6. 9 Ps cxlix t, =.

• 2 [Heresn_umenmlmumcisanowed, tboughheturnsevery'thlng to Ps clx[x. 4. _ ....... he---"---mtoatype "1 1 z1 [Observe the contrast _-.tween me mooast natm_tu lm_twU,
Ps xx'xitl _-a I and the optratic stratus he censures. Yet modern Chruttlmmdeh_

4 {Even the laeathen had such forms The (3hristiau grace before 1an these florid and me.retrlcious conlpo_tt_ons, _ they have mtrt_
and after meat ts here recogmsed as tt matter of course, x Tun. ,nto the solemn, ties ca worsmp, tn r_u_l_e, arnmauc coml_l.lrs o_zv 3 &I a sensual school have taJten poseasszon ot the t,.atm ceremoma .j

5'_0_h. v. tg: Col iiz x6. t_ IOn gluttony and drmking, out author borrows muc-h fmmPlgto.
b [l_tdes the hymn on ltKIsti_tgttte lam.,_s, he notes complttor_ Ka_t3e,P- 74-].

prayer at bedtime ] 3 Or, sea.cry- , . .
7 _Vi I t4 Matt vu z_ i_ulte vt 43ir_ Sirnch (Eeclua.) xxxix xS, x6. - • ; " '
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Ious in our conversation, thereby travestying scandal. And even to appear stem serves to
speech, which is the most precious of all human keep those about us at their distance. For gray-
endowments ? It is therefore disgraceful to set ity can ward off the approaches of licentiousness
one's self to do this ; since the conversation of by a mere look. All senseless people, to speak
wags of this description is not fit for our ears, in a word, w_me
inasmuch as by the very expressions used it "Commands both to laugh luxuriously and to dance,"
familiarizes us with shameful actions, x changing effeminate manners to softness. We

Pleasantry is allowable, not waggery. Be- must consider, too, how consequently freedom
sides, even laughter must be kept in check ; for of speech leads impropriety on to filthy speak-
when given vent to in the right manner it indi- ing.
cates orderliness, but when it issues differently ,, And he uttered a word which had been better un-
it showsa want of restraint, said." s

For, in a word, whatever things axe natural to Especially, therefore, in liquor crafty men's
men we must not eradicate from them, but characters are wont to be seen through, stripped
rather impose on them limits and suitable times, as they are of their mask through the caitiff
For man is not to laugh on all occasions be- licence of intoxication, through which reason,
cause he .is a laughing animal, any more than weighed down in the soul itself by drunkenness,
the horse neighs on all occasions because he is is lulled to sleep, and unruly passions are roused,
a neighing animal. But as rational beings, we which overmaster the feebleness of the mind.
are to regulate ourselves suitably, harmoniously
relaxing the austerity and over-tension of our CHAr.VI.- ON FILTHYSPEAKING.
serious pursuits, not inharmoniously breaking From filthy speaking we ourselves must en-
them up altogether, tirely abstain, and stop the mouths of those who

For the seemly relaxation of the countenance practise it by stern looks and averting the face,
in a harmonious manner--as of a musical in- and by what we call making a mock of one:
strument mis called a smile. So also is laughter often also by a harsher mode of speech. "For
on the face of well-regulated men termed. But what proceedeth out of the mouth," He says,
the discordant relaxation of countenance in the ,, defileth a man," • -- shows him to be unclean,
case of women is called a giggle, and is meretri- and heathenish, and untrained, and licentious,
cious laughter ; in the case of men, a guffaw, and not select, and proper, and honourable, and
and is savage and insulting laughter. "A fool temperate.S
raises his voice in laughter," 2 says the Scripture ; And as a similar role holds with regard to
but a clever man smiles almost imperceptibly, hearing and seeing in the case of what is oh-
The clever man in this case he calls wise, inas- scene, the divine Instructor, following the same
much as he is differently affected from the fool. course with both, arrays those children who are
But, on the other hand, one needs not be engaged in the struggle in words of modesty, as
gloomy, only grave. For I certainly prefer a ear-guards, so that the pulsation of fornication
man to smile who has a stern countenance than may not penetrate to the bruising of the soul ;
the reverse ; for so his laughter will be less apt and He directs the eyes to the sight of what ts
to become the object of ridicule, honourable, saying that it is better to make a

Smiling even requires to be made the subject slip with the feet than with the eyes. This filthy
of discipline. If it is at what is disgraceful, we speaking the apostle beats off, saying, "Let no
ought to blush rather than smile, lest we seem corrupt communication proceed out of your
to take pleasure in it by sympathy ; if at what is mouth, but what is good." 6 And again, "As
_alnful, it is fitting to look sad rather than to becometh saints, let not filthiness be named
seem pleased. For to do the former is a sign among you, nor foolish talking, nor jesung,
of rational human thought ; the other infers sus- which things axe not seemly, but rather giving
picion of cruelty, of thanks." 7 And tf "he that calls his brother

We axe not to laugh perpetually, for that is a fool be in danger of the judgment," what
going beyond bounds; nor in the presence of shall we pronounce regarding him who speaks
elderly persons, or others worthy of respect, what is foolish? Is it not written respecting
unless they indulge in pleasantry for our amuse- such : "Whosoever shall speak an idle word,
ment. Nor are we to laugh before all and sun- shall give an account to the Lord in the day of
dry, nor in every place, nor to every one, nor judgment ?" s And again, "By thy speech thou
about everything. For to children and women
especially laughter is the cause of slipping into 3 oay,,., _ 463-4_.4 Matt. xv. zS.

s [May the young Chnstlan who t_nuis this _ learn to ab-
hor all freedom _" speech af this kind. Th_ m a very pteCmus

x IOta' author is a ternqale satirist; but it is instructive to tee dm_r_ .
_t_ thus prescribing the minor morals, and banishing pagan sspn. av. :@.
brutal__wtth holyscorn.] 7 Eph.v. 3, 4.
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shalt be justified," He says, " and by thy speech adultery and p_ederasty and the like. Frivolous
thou shalt be condemned." x What, then, are prating, too, is to be put to silence. 6 "For," it
the salutary ear-guards, and what the regulations is said, "in much speakang thou shalt not escape
for slippery eyes ? Conversations with the right- sin." 7 "Sins of the tongue, therefore, shall be
eous, preoccupying and forearming the ears punished." "There is he who is silent, and is
against those that would lead away from the found wise ; and there is that is hated for much
truth, speech. ''s But still more, the prater makes

"Evil communications corrupt good manners," himself the object of disgust. "For he that
says Poetry. More nobly the apostle says, "Be multiplieth speech abominates his own soul." 9

haters of the evil ; cleave to the good." 2 For chap. vn.m DXVa_CrXONSVOR THOSE WHO ravehe who associates with the saints shall be saneti-
TOGETHER.

fled. From shameful things addressed to the
ears, and words and sights, we must entirely Let us keep away from us jibing, the origina-
abstain. 3 And much more must we keep pure tor of insult, from which strifes and contentions
from shameful deeds: on the one hand, from and enmities burst forth. Insult, we have said,
exhibiting and exposing parts of the body which is the servant of drunkenness. A man is judged,
we ought not ; and on the other, from beholding not from his deeds alone, but from his words.
what is forbidden. For the modest son could" In a banquet," it is saxd, "reprove not thy
not bear to look on the shameful exposure of neighbour, nor say to him a word of reproach." '_
the righteous man ; and modest), covered what For if we are enjoined especially to associate
intoxication exposed -- the spectacle of the with saints, it is a sin to jibe at a saint : "For
transgression of ignorance.4 No less ought we from the mouth of the foolish," says the Scrip-
to keep pure from calunmious reports, to which ture, "is a staff of insult," "_ meaning by staff
the ears of those who have believed in Christ the prop of insult, on which insult leans and
ought to be inaccessible, rests. Whence I admire the apostle, who, in

It is on this account, as appears to me, that reference to this, exhorts us not to utter "scur-
the Instructor does not permit us to give utter- rilous nor unsuitable words." '= For if the assem-
ance to aught unseemly, fortifying us at an early blies at festivals take place on account of
stage against licenuousness. For He is admirable affection, and the end of a banquet is friendli-

ness towards those who meet, and meat andalways at cutting out the roots of sins, such as,
"Thou shalt not commit adultery," by "Thou drink accompany affection, how should not
shalt not lust." s For adultery is the fruit of conversation be conducted in a rational manner,
lust, which is the evil root. And so likewise also and puzzling people with questions be avoided
m this instance the Instructor censures licence from affection ? For if we meet together for the
in names, and thus cuts off the licentious inter- purpose of increasing our good-will to each
course of excess. For licence in names produces other, why should we stir up enmity by jibing ?
the desire of being indecorous in conduct ; and It is better to be silent than to contradict, and
the observance of modesty in names is a training thereby add sin to ignorance. "Blessed," in
in resistance to lasciviousness. We have shown truth, "is the man who has not made a slip
m a more exhaustive treatise, that neither in the wtth his mouth, and has not been pierced by the
names nor in the members to which appellations pain of sin ; " x3or has repented of what he has
not in common use are applied, is there the sa_d amiss, or has spoken so as to wound no one.
designation of what is really obscene. On the whole, let young men and young women

For neither are knee and leg, and such other altogether keep away from such festivals, that
members, nor are the names applied to them, they may not make a slip in respect to what is
and the activity put forth by them, obscene, unsuitable. For things to which their ears are
And even the pudenda are to be regarded as unaccustomed, and unseemly sights, inflame the
objects suggestive of modesty, not shame. It mind, while faith within them is still wavering ;
_s their unlawful activity that is shameful, and and the instability of their age conspires to make
deserving ignominy, and reproach, and punish- them easily carried away by lust. Sometimes
ment. For the only thing that is in reality also they are the cause of others stumbling, by
shameful is wickedness, and what is done through 6 [Anexaraplema.jnotheoutof placc,as teachinghowwemay
it. In accordance with these remarks, conver- put such things to sdence. " Since the ladles have withdrawn," said.

one " t wdl tell a httle anecdote." "' But," m_ a dtgmfied per-
sation about deeds of wickedness is appropriately _on,,'I= me _kyou to _o_ntm_as representing the ladies;for I

termed filthy [shameful] speaking, as talk about amthehusbandofoneofthem,andshouldbcsorrytohearwhatwoulddn_rade me m her estimation."]
Prov. x. x9.

iMatt. xh. 37. s Eccltts.xx.5.
= Rom. xii. 9 . 9 Ecclus. xx 8

,o,,d_ p_of_pays,_ L_._._'"
4 Gen. Ix. 23. Eph v. 4
s IKx. x,x. x4, x7. 1 x3 Ecclus. xiv. x.
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displaying the dangerous charms of their time of no other burden than these necessary things, to
life. For Wisdom appears to enjoin well : "Sit abstain from things offered to idols, and from
not at all with a married woman, and recline blood, and from things strangled, and from
not on the elbow with her ; "' that is, do not fornication, from which, if you keep yourselves,
sup nor eat with her frequently. Wherefore he ye shall do well." 6 But we must guard against
adds, "And do not join company with her in drunkenness as against hemlock ; for both drag
wine, lest thy heart incline to her, and by thy down to death. We mus_ also check excessive
blood slide to ruin. ''2 For the licence of intox- langhter and immoderate tears. For often people
ication is dangerous, and prone to deflower, under the influence of wine, after laughing ira-
And he names "a married woman," because the moderately, then are, I know not how, by some
danger is greater to him who attempts to break impulse of intoxication moved to tears ; for both
the connubial bond. effimmacy and violence are discordant with the

But if any necessity arises, commanding the word. And elderly people, looking on the young
presence of married women, let them be well as children, may, though but very rarely, be
clothed-- without by raiment, within by modesty, playful with them, joking with them to tram
But as for such as are unmarried, it is the them in good behaviour. For example, before
extremest scandal for them to be present at a a bashful and silent youth, one m,ght by way of
banquet of men, especially men under the in- pleasantry speak thus: "This son of mine (I
fluence of wine. And let the men, fixing their mean one who is silent) is perpetually talking."
eyes on the couch, and leaning without moving For a joke such as this enhances the youth's
.on their elbows, be present wlth their ears alone ; modesty, by showing the good qualities that
and if they sit, let them not have their feet belong to him playfully, by censure of the bad
crossed, nor place one thigh on another, nor quatities, which do not. For this device is in-
apply the hand to the chin. For it is vulgar structive, confirming as it does what is present
not to bear one's self without support, and con- by what is not present. Such, certainly, is the
sequently a fault in a young man. And perpet- intention of him who says that a water-drinker
ually moving and changing one's position is a and a sober man gets intoxicated and drunk.
sign of frivolousness. It is the part of a tern- But if there are those who like to jest at people,
perate man also, in eating and drinking, to take we must be silent, and dispense with superfluous
a small portion, and deliberately, not eagerly, words hke full cups. For such sport is danger-
both at the beginning and during the courses, ous. "The mouth of the impetuous approaches
and to leave off betimes, and so show his in- to contrition." 7 "Thou shalt not receive a
difference. "Eat," it is said, "like a man what foohsh report, nor shalt thou agree with an
is set before you. Be the first to stop for the unjust person to be an unjust witness," s neither
sake of regimen ; and, if seated in the midst of in calumnies nor m injurious speeches, much
several people, do not stretch out your hand less evil practices. I also should think it right
before them."3 You must never rush forward to impose a limit on the speech of rightly
under the influence of gluttony ; nor must you, regulated persons, who are impelled to speak to
though desirous, reach out your hand till some one who maintains a conversation with them.
time, inasmuch as by greed one shows an uncon- "For silence is the excellence of women, and
trolled appetite. Nor are you, in the midst of the safe prize of the young ; but good speech
the repast, to exhibit yourselves hugging your is characteristic of experienced, mature age.
food like wild beasts ; nor helping yourselves to Speak, old man, at a banquet, for it is becoming
too much sauce, for man is not by nature a to you. But speak without embarrassment, and
sance-consumer, but a bread-eater. A temperate with accuracy of knowledge. Youth, Wisdom
man, too, must rise before the general company, also commands thee. Speak, if you must, w,th
and retire quietly from the banquet. "For at hesitation, on being twice asked ; sum up your
the time for rising," it is said, "be not the last ; discourse in a few words." 9 But let both
haste home." _ The twelve, having called to- speakers regulate their discourse according to
gether the multitude of the disciples, said, "It just proportion. For loudness of utterance is
is not meet for us to leave the word of God and most insane ; while an inaudible utterance
serve tables." s If they avoided this, much is characteristic of a senseless man, for people will
more did they shun gluttony. And the apostles not hear : the one is the mark of pusillanimity,
themselves, writing to the brethren at Antioch the other of arrogance. Let contentiousness in
and in Syria and Cilicia, said : "It seemed good words, for the sake of a useless triumph, be
to the Holy Ghost, and to us, to lay upon you banished ; for our aim is to be free from pertur-

, Ecclus. ,x. 9- it e., ,,_linmg at the mble.]
e Ecclus. tx. 9. s Acts xv. 93, 98, _'9-
s Ecdus. xxxi ,6-z8. 7 Prce¢. x x4.
4 Ecclus. xxxii. ,t,. e Prov. xxtv. aS: Eat. xxiti. :t.
5 Acts vi. _t. 9 E,cclus x.um. 3, 4, 8.
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bafion. Such is the meaning of the phrase/ selves and detestable to their neighbours.
,, peace to thee." Answer not a word before IScratching the ears and the irritation of sneezing
you hear. An enervated voice is the sign of are swinish itchings, and attend unbridled fomi-
effeminacy. But modulation in the voice is'cation. Both shameful sights and shameful
characteristic of a wise man, who keeps his conversation about them are to be shunned.
utterance from loudness, from drawling, from Let the look be steady, and the turning and
rapidity, from prolixity. For we ought not to movement of the neck, and the motions of the
speak long or much, nor ought we to speak hands in conversation, be decorous. In a word,
frivolously. Nor must we converse rapidly and the Christian is characterized by composure,
rashly. For the voice itself, so to speak, ought tranquilhty, calmness, and peace.S
to receive its just dues ; and those who are
vociferous and clamorous ought to be silenced. CHAP.VIm--ON THE USE OF o_a_t_._rrs
For this reason, the wise Ulysses chastised CROWNS.
Thersites with stripes : -- The use of crowns and ointments is not neces-

- Only Thersites, with unmeasured words, sary for us ; for it impels to pleasures and indui-
of which he had good store, to rate the chiefs, gences, especially, on the approach of mght. I
Not over-seemly, but wherewith he thought know that the woman brought to the sacred

r .2
To move the crowd to laughter, b awled aloud, supper "an alabaster box of ointment," 6 and

"For dreadful in his destruction is a loqua- anointed the feet of the Lord, and refreshed
cious man." 3 And it is with triflers as with Him ; and I know that the ancient kings of the
old shoes: all the rest is worn away by evil ; Hebrews were crowned with gold and precious
the tongue only is left for destruction. Wherefore stones. But the woman not hawng yet received
Wisdom gives these most useful exhortations : the Word (for she was still a sinner), honoured
"Do not talk trifles in the multitude of the the Lord vath what she thought the most pre-
elders." Further, eradicating frivolousness, be- cious thing an her possession--the ointment ;
ginning with God, it lays down the law for our and with the ornament of her person, with her
regulation somewhat thus: "Do not repeat your hair, she wiped off the superfluous ointment,
words in your prayer." 4 Chirruping and whis- while she expended on the Lord tears of repent-
thng, and sounds made through the fingers, by ance: "wherefore her sins are forgiven." 7
which domestics are called, being irrational signs, This may be a symbol of the Lord's teaching,
are to be given up by rational men. Frequent and of His suffering. For the feet anointed with
spitting, too, and violent clearing of the throat, fragrant ointment mean divine instruction travel-
and wiping one's nose at an entertainment, are ling with renown to the ends of the earth.
to be shunned. For respect is assuredly to be "For their sound hath gone forth to the ends of
had to the guests, lest they turn in disgust from the earth." _ And if I seem not to insist too
such filthiness, which argues want of restraint, much, the feet of the Lord which were anointed
For we are not to copy oxen and asses, whose are the apostles, having, according to prophecy,
manger and dunghill are together. For many received the fragrant unction of the Holy Ghost.
wipe their noses and spit even whilst supping. Those, therefore, who travelled over the world

If any one is attacked with sneezing, just as in and preached the Gospel, are figt/ratively called
the case of hiccup, he must not startle those the feet of the Lord, of whom also the Holy
near him with the explosion, and so gave proof Spirit foretells in the psalm, °' Let us adore at
of hm bad breeding ; but the hiccup is to be the place where His feet stood," 9 that is, where
quietly transmitted with the expiration of the the apostles, His feet, arrived ; since, preached
breath, the mouth being composed becomingly, by them, He came to the ends of the earth.
and not gaping and yawmng like the tragic masks. And tears are repentance ; and the loosened
So the disturbance of hiccup may be avoided hair proclaimed deliverance from the love of
by making the respirations gently; for thus the finery, and the affliction in patience which, on
threatening symptoms of the ball of wind will account of the Lord, attends preaching, the
be. dissipated in the most seemly way, by mana- old vainglory being done away with by reason
gang its egress so as also to conceal anything which of the new faith. '°
the air forcibly expelled may bring up with it. Besides, it shows the Lord's passion, if you
To wish to add to the noises, instead of diminish- understand it mystically thus : the oil (_) is
ing them, is the sign of arrogance and disorder- the Lord Himself, from whom comes the mercy
hness. Those, too, who scrape their teeth, (_o_) which reaches us. But the ointment,

bleeding the wounds, are disagreeable to them- s i,,Againstsuchthereisaotaw." g_v.allitmtrrts,etc.]
6 Matt. XXVL 7, etC.

I [A Irrmaiuveformof Christiansalutation,borrowedImmthe 7Luke'ca.47
&'reatExamlaleJolmxx. xg.] *ps. xix.43Rmn.x.x8.

2 /llad, sk_x3. 9Ps. cxxxtL
a Eeclus. nt xS. so [We need not refuse _ etl_re_ence as poetry, nor accept it
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which is adulterated oil, is the traitor Judas, by nor is a dog which has been anointed, in his ex-
whom the Lord was anointed on the feet, being cellence as a dog ; no more is a man," he added,
released from His sojourn in the world. For and so finished. But the dog and horse take
the dead are anointed. And the tears are we no account of the ointment, whilst in the case
repentant sinners, who have believed in Him, of those whose perceptions are more rational,
and to whom He has forgiven our sins. And the applying girlish scents to their persons, its use
dishevelled hair is mourning Jerusalem, the de- is more censurable. Of these ointments there
serted, for whom the prophetic lamentations were are endless varieties, such as the Brenthian, the
uttered. The Lord Himself shall teach us that Metallian, and the royal ; the Plangonian and the
Judas the deceitful is meant : "He that dippeth Psagdian of Egypt. Simonides is not ashamed
with Me in the dish, the same shall betray Me."' i in Iambic lines to say, --
You see the treacherous guest, and this same

"I was anointed with ointments and perfumes,
Judas betrayed the Master with a kiss. For he And withnard."
was a hypocrite, giving a treacherous kiss, in!
imitation of another hypocrite of old. And He For a merchant was present. They use, too, the
reproves that people respecting whom it was unguent made from lilies, and that from the cy-
said, "This people honour Me w_th their lips ; press. Nard is in high estimation with them,
but their heart is far from Me.''2 It is not im- and the ointment prepared from roses and the
probable, therefore, that by the oil He means others which women use besides, both moist and
that disciple to whom was shown mercy, and by dry, scents for rubbing and for fumigating; for
the minted and poisoned oll the traitor, day by day their thoughts are directed to the

This was, then, what the anointed feet prophe- gratification of insatiable desire, to the exhaust-
sled-- the treason of Judas, when the Lord went less variety of fragrance. Wherefore also they
to His passion. And the Saviour Himself wash-are redolent of an excessive luxuriousness. And
ing the feet of the disciples? and despatching they fumigate and sprinkle their clothes, their
them to do good deeds, pointed out their pit-i bed-clothes, and their houses. Luxury all but
grimage for the benefit of the nations, makxngIcompels vessels for the meanest uses to smell of
them beforehand fair and pure by His power, perfume.
Then the ointment breathed on them _ts fra- There are some who, annoyed at the attenuon
grance, and the work of sweet savour reaching bestowed on th_s, appear to me to be rightly so
to all was proclaimed ; for the passion of the averse to perfumes on account of their rendenng
Lord has filled us with sweet fragrance, and the manhood effeminate, as to banish their com-
Hebrews with guilt. This the apostle most [pounders and vendors from well-regulated states,
clearly showed, when he said, "thanks be to and banish, too, the dyers of flower-coloured
God, who always makes us to triumph in Christ, wools. For it is not right that ensnaring gar-
and maketh manifest the savour of His knowl- ments and unguents should be admitted into the
edge by us in every place. For we are to God a city of truth ; but it is highly requisite for the
sweet savour of the Lord, in them that are saved, i men who belong to us to give forth the odour
and them that are lost ; to one a savour of death i not of ointments, but of nobleness and goodness.
unto death, to the other a savour of life unto And let woman breathe the odour of the true
life." 4 And the kings of the Jews using gold royal ointment, that of Christ, not of unguents
and precious stones and a variegated crown, the and scented powders ; and let her always be
anointed ones wearing Christ symbolically on the anointed with the ambrosial chrism of modesty,
head, were unconsciously adorned with the head and find delight in the holy unguent, the Spint.
of the Lord. The precious stone, or pearl, or This ointment of pleasant fragrance Christ pre-
emerald, points out the Word Himself. The gold, pares for His disciples, compounding the omt-
again, is the incorruptible Word, who admits not ment of celestial aromatic ingredients.
the poison of corruption. The Magi, accord- Wherefore also the Lord Himself is anointed
ingly, brought to Him on His birth, gold, the with an ointment, as is mentioned by David.
symbol of royalty. And this crown, after the "Wherefore God, thy God, hath anointed thee
image of the Lord, fades not as a flower, with the oil of gladness above thy fellows ; myrrh,

I know, too, the words of Aristippus the Cy- and stacte, and cassia from thygarments."5 But
renian. Aristippus was a luxurious man. He let us not unconsciously abominate unguents,
asked an answer to a sophistical proposition in the like vultures or like beetles (for these, they say,

. _following terms. A horse anointed with oint- when smeared with ointment, die) ; and let a
merit is not injured in his excellence as a horse, few unguents be selected by women, such as will

not be overpowering to a husband. For excess-

, M,tt _vi. ,3- ive anointings with unguents savour of a funeral
i I_. xxix. x3.
s John xifi S.
4 zCot.h.z4-z6, s Ps.xlv.7,8.
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and notofconnubiallife.Yet oilitselfisinimi-passions.Rubbing one'sselfwithointmentis
caltobeesand insects;and some men itbcnc- entirelydifferentfrom anointingone'sselfwith
fits,and some it summons to the fight;and ointment.The formeriseffeminate,whileanoint-
thosewho were formerlyfriends,when anointeding with ointmentisin some casesbeneficial.

wathit,itturnsouttodeadlycombat. Aristippusthe philosopher,accordingly,when
Ointmentbcmg smooth oil,do you not thinkanointedwithointment,said"thatthewretched

thatitis calculatedto rendernoble manners Cincedideservedto perishmiserablyforbring-
cfl'cminate? Certainly.And aswe haveaban- ing the utilityof ointmentintobad repute."
doned luxuryin taste,so certainlydo wc re- "Honour the physicianforhisusefulness,"says
nouncevoluptuousnessin sightsand odours; the Scripture,"for"the Most High made him ;
lestthroughthe senses,as throughunwatched and the artof healingisof theLord." Then
doors,we unconsciouslygiveaccessintothesoul hc adds,"And thecompounder ofunguentswill
tothatexcesswhich we have drivenaway. If,make the mixture,''_sinceunguentshavebeen
then,wc saythatthe Lord thegreatHigh Priestgivenmanifestlyforuse,not forvoluptuousness.
offerstoGod theincenseof sweetfragrance,let For we areby no means tocareforthe exciting
us not imaginethatthisisa sacrificeand sweet propertiesof unguents,but to choosewhat is.
fragranceof incense;' but letusunderstanditusefulinthem, sinceGod hath permittedthe
tomean,thattheLord laystheacceptableoffer-productionof oilfor the mitigationof men's
mg oflove,the spiritualfragrance,on thealtar.!pains.
To resume: offitselfsufficestolubricatethe And sillywomen, who dye theirgrey hair

skin,and relaxthe nerves,and remove any!and anointtheirlocks,grow speedilygreyerby
heavysmellfrom thebody,ifwc requireoilfor the perfumes theyuse,which are of a drying
thispurpose. But attentiontosweetscentsisa nature.Whereforealsothosethatanointthem-
ba_twhich drawsusinto sensuallust. For the selvesbecome drier,and thedrynessmakes them
hcentiousman isled on everyhand, both by greyer. For ifgrcynessisan cxsiccationof the
hlsfood,hisbed,hisconversation,by hiseyes,hair,or defectofheat,the drynessdrinkingup
hlsears,hisjaws,and by hisnostrilstoo. As themoisturewhich isthe naturalnutrimentof
oxen arc pulledby ringsand ropes,so is the the hair,and making itgrey,how can wc any
voluptuaryby fumigationsand unguents,and the longc_retaina likingforunguents,throughwhich
swcctscentsof crowns. But sincewe assignno ladies,in tryingto escape grey hair,become
placeto pleasurewhich islinkedtono use ser-grey? And as dogs with finesenseof smell
viceabletolife,come letusalsodistinguishhere trackthe wildbeastsby the scent,so alsothe
too,selectingwhat is useful. For there arc temperatescentthe licentiousby the super-
sweetscentswh:ch neithermake thehead heavy fluousperfumeofunguents.
norprovokelove,and are not redolentof era- Such a use ofcrowns,also,hasdegeneratedto
bracesand licentiouscompanionship,but,along scenesof revelryand intoxication.Do not en-
wah moderation,are salutary,nourishingthe circlemy head witha crown,forin the spring-
brainwhen labouringunder mdlsposition,and time itisdelightfultowhileaway the time on
strengtheningthestomach. One mustnot there-the dewy meads,whilesoftand many-coloured
forerefrigeratehimselfwith flowerswhen hc flowersarcinbloom,and,likethebees,enjoya
wishesto supplehisnerves. For theiruse isnaturaland purefragrance.3But toadornone's
notwhollyto be laidaside,but ointmentisto selfwlth"a crownwoven from thefreshmead,"
be employed as a medicine and help in order and wear itat home, were unfitfora man of
to bringup the strengthwhen enfeebled,and temperance. For itisnot suitableto fillthe
againstcatarrhs,and colds,and ennui,as the wanton hairwithrose-leaves,orviolets,orlilies,
comic poet says : m or other such flowers, stripping the sward of its

"The nostrils are anointed ; it being flowers. For a crown encircling the head cools
A most essential thing for health to fill the brain with the hair, both on account of its moisture and its

good odours." coolness. Accordingly, physicians, determining
The rubbing of the feet also with the fatness of by physiology that the brain is cold, approve of
warming or cooling unguents is practised on anointing the breast and the points of the nos-
account of its beneficial effects ; so consequently, tills, so that the warm exhalation passing gently
in the case of those who are thus saturated, an through, may salutarily warm the chill. A man
attraction and flow take place from the head to ought not therefore to cool himself with flowers.
the inferior members. But pleasure to which Besides, those who crown themselves destroy the
no utility attaches, induces the suspicion of mere- pleasure there is in flowers : for they enjoy neither
tricious habits, and i_ a drug provocative of the the sight of them, since they wear the crown

• s [Coasldes'mg the use of w ha Hel_ew worshlp, and th, e ! * F_xlus. xxxvlii, s, a, 8.
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above their eyes ; nor their fragrance, since they crown is the symbol of the recklessness of rev-
put the flowers away above the organs of respira- elry, but because it has been dedicated to 1dols.
tion. For the fragrance ascending and exhaling Sophocles accordingly called the narcissus "the
naturally, the organ of respiration is left destitute ancient coronet of the great gods," speaking of
of enjoyment, the fragrance being carried away. the earth-born divinities; and Sappho crowns
As beauty, so also the flower delights when looked the Muses with the rose :
at; and it is meet to glorify the Creator by "For thou dost not share in roses from Pieria."
the enjoyment of the sight of beautiful objects.'
The use of them is injurious, and passes swiftly They say, too, that Here delights in the hlv,
away, avenged by remorse. Very soon their and Artemis in the myrtle. For if the flowe_
evanescence is proved ; for both fade, both the were made especially for man, and senseless
flower and beauty. Further, whoever touches people have taken them not for their own proper
them is cooled by the former, inflamed by the and grateful use, but have abused .them to the
latter. In one word, the enjoyment of them ex- thankless service of demons, we must keep fromthem for conscience sake. The crown is the
cept by sight is a crime, and not luxury. It
becomes us who truly follow the Scripture to en- symbol of untroubled tranquiUity. For this rea-
joy ourselves temperately, as in Paradise. We son they crown the dead, and idols, too, on the
must regard the woman's crown to be her hus- same account, by this fact giving testimony to
band, and the husband's crown to be marriage ; their being dead. For revellers do not without
and the flowers of marriage the children of both, crowns celebrate their orgies; and when once
which the divine husbandman plucks from mead- they are encircled with flowers, at last they are
ows of flesh. "Children's children are the crown inflamed excessively. We must have no corn-

of old men." 2 And the glory of children is their reunion with demons. Nor must we crown the
fathers, it is said ; and our glory is the Father of living linage of God after the manner of dead
all ; and the crown of the whole church is Christ. idols. For the fair crown of amaranth is laid
As roots and plants, so also have flowers their up for those who have hved well. Th_s flower
individual properties, some beneficial, some in- the earth is not able to bear ; heaven alone

is competent to produce it. 4 Further, it were
jurious, some also dangerous. The ivy is cool-
mg; nux emits a stupefying effluvium, _ the irrational in us, who have heard that the Lord
etymology shows. The narcissus is a flower with was crowned with thorns, s to crown ourselves
a heavy odour ; the name evinces this, and it in- with flowers, insulting thus the sacred pasmon
duces a torpor (v_,OKW) m the nerves. And the of the Lord. For the Lord's crown propheti-
effluvia of roses and violets being mildly cool, cally pointed to us, who once were barren, but
relieve and prevent headaches. But we who are are placed around Him through the Church of
not only not permitted to drink with others to which He is the Head. But it is also a type of
intoxication, but not even to indulge in much faith, of life in respect of the substance of the
wine,3 do not need the crocus or the flower of wood, of joy in respect of the appellation of
the cypress to lead us to an easy sleep. Many crown, of danger in respect of the thorn, for
of them also, by their odours, warm the brain, there is no approaching to the Word without
which is naturally cold, volatilizing the effusions blood. But this platted crown fades, and the
of the head. The rose is hence said to have plait of perversity is untied, and the flower
received its name (_8ov) because it emits a withers. For the glory of those who have notbelieved on the Lord fades. And they crowned
copious stream (_c_a) of odour (_)" Jesus raised aloft, testifying to their own igno-Wherefore also it quickly fades.

But the use of crowns did not exist at all rance. For being hard of heart, they under-
among the ancient Greeks ; for neither the suit- stood not that this very thing, whmh they called
ors nor the luxurious Ph_eacians used them. But the disgrace of the Lord, was a prophecy wisely
at the games there was at first the gift to the uttered: "The Lord was not known by the
athletes ; second, the rising up to applaud ; third, people "6 which erred, which was not ctreum-
the strewing with leaves ; lastly, the crown, cised in understanding, whose darkness was not
Greece after the Median war having given her-enlightened, which knew not God, denied the
self up to luxury. Lord, forfeited the place of the true Israel, per-

Those, then, who are trained by the Word are secuted God, hoped to reduce the Word to
restrained from the use of crowns ; and do not disgrace ; and Him whom they crucified as a
think that this Word, which has its seat in the malefactor they crowned as a king. Wherefore
brain, ought to be bound about, not because the the Man on whom they believed not, they shall

4 [- Immortal ___.th, a Sower_._

_Chr_umlty dehgh_ m natural beauty, and always associates In Paradise fast bY the tree clare
Itl enjoyment wlth prmse to its Author. Ecclus, xl_. x x.] Began to bloom._

_. xvn. 6, Pard_a_/.._t, i.u. 352.]
3 [TI_ .,_,_ a mm'lted char_tmistic of Chrlstltm mira.mareat war s Matt. xxvh. _
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know to be the loving God the Lord, the Just. equally beneficial with the Susinian. The Myr-
Whom they provoked to show Himself to be siman, made of myrtle and myrtle berries, is a
the Lord, to Him when lifted up they bore styptic, stopping effusions from the body; and
witness, by encircling Him, who is exalted above that from roses is refrigerating. For, in a word,
every name, with the diadem of righteousness these also were created for our use. "Hear
by the ever-blooming thorn. This diadem, be- me," it is said, "and grow as a rose planted by
in_ hostile to those who plot against Him, co- the streams of waters, and give forth a sweet
erces them ; and friendly to those who form the fragrance like frankincense, and bless the Lord
Church, defends them. This crown is the flower for His works." 4 We should have much to say
of those who have believed on the glorified One, respecting them, were we to speak of flowers
but covers with blood and chastises those who and odours as made for necessary purposes, and
have not believed. It is a symbol, too, of the not for the excesses of luxury. And if a con-
Lord's successful work, He having borne on His cession must be made, it is enough for people to
head, the princely part of His body, all our enjoy the fragrance of flowers ; but let them
iniquities by which we were pierced. For He not crown themselves with them. For the
by His own passion rescued us from offences, Father takes great care of man, and gives to
and sins, and such like thorns ; and having de- him alone His own art. The Scripture there-
stroyed the devil, deservedly said in triumph, fore says, "Water, and fire, and iron, and milk,
"O Death, where is thy sting ?" x And we eat and fine flour of wheat, and honey, the blood of
grapes from thorns, and figs from thistles; while the grape, and oil, and clothing, -- all these
those to whom He stretched forth His hands -- things are for the good of the godly." s
the disobedient and unfilaltful people- He

CHAP. IX. -- ON SLEEP.
lacerates into wounds. I can also show you
another mystic meaning in it. = For when the How, in due course, we are to go to sleep, in
Almighty Lord of the universe began to legislate remembrance of the precepts of temperance,
by the Word, and wished His power to be mani- we must now say. For after the repast, having
fested to Moses, a godlike vision of light that given thanks to God for our participation in our
had assumed a shape was shown him in the enjoyments, and for the [happyJ passing of the
burning bush (the bush is a thorny plant) ; but day, ° our talk must be turned to sleep. Mag-
when the Word ended the giving of the law and nificence of bed-ciothes, gold-embroidered car-
His stay with men, the Lord was again mysti- pets, and smooth carpets worked with gold, and
cally crowned with thorn. On His departure long fine robes of purple, and costly fleecy
from this world to the place whence He came, cloaks, and manufactured rugs of purple, and
He repeated the beginning of His old descent, mantles of thick pile, and couches softer than
in order that the Word beheld at first in the sleep, are to be banished.
bush, and afterwards taken up crowned by the For, besides the reproach of voluptuousness,
thorn, might show the whole to be the work of sleeping on downy feathers is injurious, when our
one power, He Himself being one, the Son bodies fall down as into a yawning hollow, on
of the Father, who is truly one, the beginning account of the softness of the bedding.
and the end of time. For they are not convenient for sleepers turn-

But I have made a digression from the pmda- ing in them, on account of the bed rising into a
gogm style of speech, and introduced the di- hill on either side of the body. Nor are they
dactm.3 I return accordingly to my subject, suitable for the digestion of the food, but rather

To resume, then : we have showed that in the for burning it up, and so destroying the nutri-
department of medicine, for healing, and some- ment. But stretching one's self on even couches,
times also for moderate recreation, the delight affording a kind of natural gymnasium for sleep,
denved from flowers, and the benefit derived contributes to the digestion of the food. And
from unguents and perfumes, are not to be over- those that can roll on other beds, having this, as
looked. And if some say, What pleasure, then, it were, for a natural gymnasium for sleep, digest
is there in flowers to those that do not use them ? food more easily, and render themselves fitter for
let them know, then, that unguents are prepared emergencies. Moreover, silver-footed couches
from them, and are most useful. The Susinian argue great ostentation ; and the ivory on beds,
ointment is made from various kinds of lilies ; the body having left the soul,7 is not permissible
and it is warming, aperient, drawing, moistening, for holy men, being a lazy contrivance for rest.
abstergent, subtle, anubilious, emollient. The
Narcissinian is made from the narcissus, and is

* F..ea:las.xxzzx, x3,x4*
s Ecclulmix. =6, r/.
6 [F_aly prayer=, aplmr(md'y.J
7 [,.._mp. z.Sfl,znfra. Sl_"p, he _mppo_ fr_a tl_ loul m rt_|ly,
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We must not occupy our thoughts about these hear me, and the man who shall keep my ways,
things, for the use of them is not forbidden to watching at my doors, daily observing the posts
those who possess them ; but solicitude about of my entrances." 6 "Let us not then sleep, as
them is prohibited, for happiness is not to be do others, but let us watch," says the Scripture,
found in them. On the other hand, it savours "and be sober. For they that sleep, sleep m
of cynic vanity for a man to act as Diomede, -- the night ; and they that be drunken, axe drunken

in the night," that is, in the darkness of ignorance."And he stretchedhimself undera wild bull's hide," x
"But let us who axe of the day be sober. For

unless circumstances compel, ye are all children of the light, and children of
Ulysses rectified the unevenness of the nuptial the day; we are not of the night, nor of the

couch with a stone. Such frugality and self-help darkness." 7 But whoever of us is most sohcl-
was practised not by private individuals alone, tous for living the true life, and for entertaimng
but by the chiefs of the ancient Greeks. But noble sentiments, will keep awake for as long
why speak of these ? Jacob slept on the ground, time as possible, reserving to himself only what
and a stone served him for a pillow ; and then in this respect is conducive to his own health;
was he counted worthy to behold the vision -- and that is not very usual.
that was above man. And in conformity with But devotion to activity begets an everlasting
reason, the bed which we use must be simple vigil after toils. Let not food weigh us down,
and frugal, and so constructed that, by avoiding but lighten us _ that we may be injured as little
the extremes [of too much indulgence and too as possible by sleep, as those that swim with
much endurance], it may be comfortable : if it weights hanging to them are weighed down.
is warm, to protect us ; if cold, to warm us. But But, on the other hand, let temperance raise us
let not the couch be elaborate, and let it have as from the abyss beneath to the enterprises of
smooth feet ; for elaborate turnings form occa- wakefulness. For the oppression of sleep is like
sionally paths for creeping things which twine death, which forces us into insensibdity, cutting
themselves about the incisions of the work, and off the light by the closing of the eyelids. Let
do not slip off. not us, then, who are sons of the true light,

Especially is a moderate softness in the bed close the door against this light ; but turning in
suitable for manhood ; for sleep ought not to be on ourselves, illumining the eyes of the hidden
for the total enervation of the body, but for its man, and gazing on the truth itself, and receiving
relaxation. Wherefore I say that it ought not its streams, let us clearly and intelligibly reveal
to be allowed to come on us for the sake of in- such dreams as are true.
dulgence, but in order to rest from action. We But the hiccuping of those who are loaded
must therefore sleep so as to be easily awaked, with wine, and the snortings of those who are
For it is said, "Let your loins be girt about, and stuffed with food, and the snoring rolled in the
your lamps burning ; and ye yourselves like to bed-clothes, and the rumblings of pained stom-
men that watch for their lord, that when he re- achs, cover over the clear-seeing eye of the soul,
turns from the marriage, and comes and knocks, by filling the mind with ten thousand phantasies.
they may straightway open to him. Blessed are And the cause is too much food, which drags
those servants whom the Lord, when He cometh, the rational part of man down to a condition of
shall find watching." • For there is no use of a stupidity. For much sleep brings advantage
sleeping man, as there is not of a dead man. neither to our bodies nor our souls ; nor is it
Wherefore we ought often to rise by night and suitable at all to those processes which have
bless God.3 For blessed are they who watch for truth for their object, although agreeable to
Him, and so make themselves like the angels, nature.
whom we call "watchers." But a man asleep is Now, just Lot (for I pass over at present the
worth nothing, any more than if he were not account of the economy of regeneration s) would
alive, not have been drawn into that unhallowed inter-

But he who has the light watches, "and dark- course, had he not been intoxicated by his
hess seizes not on him," 4 nor sleep, since dark- daughters, and overpowered by sleep. If, there-
hess does not. He that is illuminated is therefore fore, we cut off the causes of great tendency to
awake towards God ; and such an one lives, sleep, we shall sleep the more soberly. For
"For what was made in Him was life." s those who have the sleepless Word dwelling in
"Blessed is the man," says W"mdom, "who shall

6 IM_v.rill._.
t I_',_, x. a_5. [Notethe Scripturalnaodcmtic__ith whichhe _ z_ v.34.
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them, ought not to sleep the livelong night ; but qu_elibet, non tamen eidem agricolm. Neque
they ought to rise by mght, especially when the vero seminandum est supra petram, neque semen
days are coming to an end, and one devote him- est contumlia afficiendum, quod quidem dux est
self to literature, another begin his art, the women et princeps generationis, estque substantia, qum
handle the distaff, and all of us should, so to simul b.abet msitas natur_ rationes. Qum sunt
speak, fight against sleep, accustoming ourselves autem secundum natumm rationes, absque ta-
ro this gently and gradually, so that through] tione pr'oeternaturalibus mandando meatibus, ig-
wakefulness we may partake of life for a longer nommia afficere, valde est impium. Vldete
period, ltaque quomodo sapientissimus Moyses infrugif-

We, then, who assign the best part of the night eram aliquando sationem symbohce repulerit :
to wakefulness, must by no manner of means"Non comedes, mquiens, leporem, nec hyde-
sleep by day ; and fits of uselessness, and nap- nam." 6 Non vult homines esse quahtatis eorum
ping and stretching one's self, and yawning, are partmlpes, neque e_s mqualem gustare libidinem :
manifestations of frivolous uneasiness of soul. hmc emm ammaha ad explendum co,turn vene-
And in addition to all, we must know this, that reum femntur insano quodam furore. Ac lepo-
the need of sleep is not in the soul. For ]t as rem quidem dicunt quotannis multiplicare anum,
ceaselessly active. But the body is relieved by pro numero annorum, quos vixit, hahentem foram-
being resagned to rest, the soul whdst not acting ma: et ea ratmne dum leporis esum prohibet,
through the body, but exercising mtelhgence signifieat se dehortari puerorum amorem. Hy_-
within itself.' Thus also, such dreams as are nam autem vacissim singuhs annis masculit.um
true, in the view of him who reflects rightly, are sexum mutare in femimnum : stgnifieare autem
the thoughts of a sober soul, undistracted for the non esse flli ad adultena prommpendum, qm ab
time by the affections of the body, and counsel- hyaena abstmet:
hng with itself in the best manner. For the Well, I also agree that the consummately wise
soul to cease from actiwty w_thin itself, were de- Moses confessedly indicates by the prohibition
stmction to it. Wherefore always contemplating before us, that we must not resemble these ani-
God, and by perpetual converse wath Him mocu- reals ; but I do not assent to the explanation of
lating the body with wakefulness, it raises man what has been symbolically spoken. For nature
to equahty with angelic grace, and from the never can be forced to change. What once has
practme of wakefulness it grasps the eternity of been impressed on it, may not be transformed
hfe: into the opposite by passion. For passion is not

nature, and passion is wont to deface the form,
CHAP.X.3 --QUA/;NAbl DE PROCREATIONELIBERO- not to cast it into a new shape. Though many

RUMTRACTANDASINT.¢ birds are said to change with the seasons, both
Tempus autem opportunum conjunctionis solis in colour and voice, as the blackbird (K&nrv<ko_),

iis relinquitur conslderandum, qui juncti sunt which becomes yellow from black, and a chat-
matnmonio; qui autem matrimonio juncti sunt, terer from a staging-bird. Similarly also the
its scopus est et institutum, hberorum susceptio : nightingale changes by turns both its colour and
finis autem, ut bonl sint hberi : quemadmodum note. But they do not alter their nature itself,
agricolm seminis qmdem dejectionis causa est, so as in the transformation to become female
quod nutrimenti habendi curam gerat ; agricul- from male. But the new crop of feathers, like
turin antem finis est, fructuum perceptio. Multo new clothes, produces a kind of colouring of the
autem melior est agricola, qua terrain colit ani- feathers, and a little after it evaporates m the ng-
matam : ille enim ed tempus alimentum expe- our of winter, as a flower when its colour fades.
tens, hic veto ut universum permaneat, curam And in like manner the voice itself, injured by
gerens, agricoke officio fungitur : et iUe quidem the cold, is enfeebled. For, in consequence of
propter se, lnc vero propter Deum plantat ac the outer skin being thickened by the surround-
seminat. Dixit enim : "Multiplicemmi ;" s ubi mg air, the arteries about the neck being com-
hoc subaudiendum est : "Et ea ratione fit homo pressed and filled, press hard on the breath ;
Dei imago, quatenus homo co-operatur ad gen- which being very much confined, emits a stifled
erataonem hominis." Non est qumlibet terra sound. When, again, the breath is assimilated
apta ad suscipienda semina : quod si etiam sit to the surrounding air and relaxed in spring, it is

freed from its confined condition, and is carriedt

, [s_.ot_, 7.,,_,'-, v- .sT. H_ thc._._t_ mt. ,_,g- through the dilated, though till then obstructed
rased as wholly mdetmmtent of bodily organs, and sleep is expounded

theimg_ of _th f_mg _ mindl . arteries, it warbles no longer a dying melody,
. • [a'_ r_ycho_ryof ct_t i__m,o,_, b_t h_ _ _- but now gives forth a shrill note ; and the voice

3 Forobvimas reasons, we have given the greater part of this chap-
termtheLatmvet, sion. [Much of this chapter reqmresthtssacrt- 6 DeuLxiv . . . .
flee m a proper t,erect, m/_; lint the learned trtmslatm_ have posstb_ 7 [ He iaX_-__m the law. that lamrrtage war nmttt'ated for the otte
been too cautious, erring. _ht)wcver, on the right tide of the quatt0m.J result of replemshing the earth; and he thinks certa.m tsnclean ant-

4 LFor the substance of this chapter, _e Kaye, p. 84-] mats of the Memuc system to be types of the _umality which is aot
Gem. L aT, aS. 1¢_ fodaddea to tim roamed than to othznt.]
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flows wide, and spring now becomes the song of effundendum fecerit. Jeremias autem, hoc est,
the voice of birds, per lpsum loquens Spiritus, quando dicit : ,, S,Dee-

Nequaquam ergo credendum est, hyamam un- lunca hy_en_e facta est domus mea, ''* id quod
quam mutate naturam: idem enim ammal non ex mortms constabat corporibus detestans ah-
habet simul ambo pudenda maris et remind, sicut mentum, sapienti allegona reprehendit culturn
nonnulli existimarunt, qm prodigiose hermaphro- simulacrorum : vere enim oportet ab idohs esse
ditos finxerunt, et inter marem et feminam, hanc puram domum Dei viventis. Rursus Moyses le-
masculo-feminam naturam innovarunt. Valde pore quoque vesci prohibet. Omm enim tem-
autem falluntur, ut qui non animadverterint, quam pore colt lepus, et satit, assidente femina, earn a
sit filiorum amahs omnium mater et genetrlx Na- tergo aggrediens : est enim ex iis, qua_ retro m-
tufa : quoniam enim hoc animal, hyaena inquam, siliuut. Conclpit autem singuhs menslbus, et
est salacissimum, sub canda ante excrement1 superfetat ; init autem, et parit ; postquam au-
meatum, adnatum est ei quoddam carneum tu- tern pepent, statim a quovis imtur lepore (neque
berculum, feminino pudendo figura persimile, enim uno contenta est matrimonio) et rursus
Nullum antem meatum habet h_ec figura carnis, concipit, adhuc lactans : habet emm matncem,
qui in utilem aliquam desinat pattern, vel in cui sunt duo sinus, et non unus solus matricts
matrieem inquam, vel in rectum intesfinum : tan- vacuus sinus, est ei sufliciens sedes ad receptacu-
mm habet magnam concavitatem, qu_e manem turn coitus (quidquid enim est vacuum, destderat
excipiat libidinem, quando aversi fuennt meatus, repleri) ; verum accidit, ut cure uterum gemnt,
qui in concipiendo fetu oecupati sunt. Hoc ip- altera pars matricis desiderio teneatur et hbldine
sum antem et masculo et femime hyam_ adnatum funat ; quocirca fiunt eis superfetationes. A
est, quod sit insigniter pathica: masculus enim vehementlbus ergo appetitionibus, mutuisque
vicissim et agit, et patitur : unde etiam rarisslme congressiombus, et cure pra_gnantibus femmls
inveniri potest hyaena femina : non enim frequen- conjunctiombus, altemisque initibus, puerorurn-
ter conclpit hoc animal, cure m eis largiter re- que stupris, adulteriis et libidme abstinere, huju_
dundet ca, qua_ pra_ter naturam est, satio. Hac nos _nigmatis adhortata est prohibitio. Idcirco
etiam ratione mihi wdetur Plato in Ph¢dro, aperte, et non per _enigmata Moyses proh_bmt,
amorem puerorum repellens, eum appellate bes- "Non formcaberis ; non mo_chabens ; puens
tiara, quod frenum mordentes, qui se voluptatibus stuprum non inferes," 3 inqmens. Logi itaque
dedunt, hbidinosi, quadrupedum coeunt more, pra_scriptum totis viribus observandum, neque
et filios seminare conantur. Impios "autem quidquam contra leges ullo modo faclendum est,
tradidit Deus," nt ait Apostolus, x "in perturba- neque mandata sunt. infirmanda. Mal_ enim
fiones ignominia_: nam et femin_ eorum mum- cupidltati nomen est _flpL_, "petulantia;" et
verunt naturalem usum in eum, qui est pra_ter equum eupiditafis, '" petulantem" vocavit Plato,
naturam : similiter autem et mascuh eorum, re- cure leg_ssit, "Facfi estis mihi equi furentes in
licto usu naturali, exarsemnt in desiderio sui in- feminas." 4 Libidines autem supplicium notum
ter se invicem, masculi in masculos turpitudinem nobis facient illi, qui Sodomam accesserunt, an-
operantes, et mercedem, quam oportmt, erroris geli. Ii cos, qui probro illos afficere voluemnt,
sui in se recipientes." At veto ne hbidinosissi- una cure ipsa civitate combusserunt, ewdentl
mis quidem animantibus coneessit natura in ex- hoc indicio ignem, qui est frucms libidims, de-
crementi meatum semen immittere : urina enim scribentes. Quoe enim veteribus acciderunt, si-
in vesicam excemitur, humefactum alimentum cut ante diximus, ad nos admonendos scfipta
in ventrum, lacryma veto in oculum, sangms in sunt, ne eisdem teneamur wtiis, et caveamus, nem
venas, sordes in aures, mucus in nares defertur : poenas similes incidamus. Oportet autem filios
fini autem recti intesfini, sedes coha_ret, per quam existimare, pueros ; uxores autem ahenas intuen
excrementa exponuntur. Sola ergo varia in tanquam proprias filias: voluptates quippe con-
hyamis natura, superfluo eoitui superfluam hanc tinere, ventrique et iis qu_e sunt infra ventrem,
pattern excogitavit, et ideo est etiam aliquanfis- dominari, est maximi imperil S1 enim ne digi-
per concavum, ut prurientibus partibus inserviat, turn quidem temere movere permittit sapiena
exinde autem exc_catur concavitas :non fuit emm ratio, ut confitentur Stoici, quomodo non multo
res fabricata ad generafionem. Hinc nobis magis iis, qui sapientiam persequuntur, m earn,
manifesmm atque adeo in confesso est, vitandos qua coitur, particulam dominatus est obfinendus?
e_e cure masculis concubitus, et infrugiferas sa- Atque hac quidem de cansavidetur esse nomina-
tiones, et Venerem pr_posteram, et qu,_ natura turn pudendum, quod hac corporis parte magls,
eoalescere non possunt, androgynorum conjunc- quam qualibet alia, cure pudore utendum sit ;
tiones, ipsam naturam sequentibus, qu_ id per natura enim sieur ahmenfis, ita etiam legifimis
partium prohibet consfitutionem, ut qua_ mascu-
lure non ad semen suscipiendum, sed ad ld *Jer. xii.9- [ _ m_ _ of _ day_ _ _..g__upon, by Clement, for he cannot forbear to make lust detestable t_y,t

natural parable of the foul hyaena.]
Ex. xx. _4-
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nuptiis, quantum convenit, utile est, et decet, libidinem excludens. Ejus autem appetitiones,
nobis uti permisit : permisit autem appetere qu_e prius m amicis versabantur eomplexibus, in-
liberorum procreationem. Quicumque autem, tro converse, in procreatione sobolis occupat_,
quod modum excedit, persequuntur, labuntur in operantur una cum Opifice. Nefas est ergo
eo quod est secundum naturam, per congressus, operantem jam naturam adhue molestia affieere,
qui sunt pra_ter leges, seipsos l_edentes. Ante superflue ad petulantem prorumpendo libidmem.
omnia enim recte habet, ut nunquam cure ado- Petulantia autem, qu_e multa quidem habet
lescentibus perinde ac cum feminis, Venens uta- nomma, et multas species, cure ad bane vene-
tour consuemdine. Et ideo "non esse in petris ream intemperantiam deflexerit, Xa_t_'a, id est
et lapidibus semmandum" d_clt, qui a Moyse "lascivia," dieitur ; quo nomine significatur libid-
factus est philosophus, "quoniam nunquam actis inosa, publica, et ineesta in coitum propensio :
radicibus genitalem sit semen naturam susceptu- qu3e cum aucta fuerit, magna simul morborum
rum." Logos itaque per Moysen appertlss_me convemt multitudo, obsoniorum desiderium,
pr_ecepit : "Et cum masculo non dormies feral- vinolentia et amor in muheres ; luxus quoque, et
nino eoncubitu : est emm abominatio." ' Ac- simul universarum voluptatum studium ; m qu_e
ced_t his, quod "ab omni quoque arvo feminino omnia tyrannidem obtinet cupid_tas. His autem
esse abstinendum " pra_terquam a proprio, ex cognat_ innumerabiles augentur affectiones, ex
divinis Seripturis colligens pr_eclarus Plato con- qulbus mores intemperantes ad summum prove-
suluit lege lllinc accepta : "Et uxori proximi tui huntur. Dicit autem Scnptura : " Parantur in-
non dabis coneubltum semmis, ut polluans apud temperantibus flagella, et supplicia humeris
_psam.2 Irnm autem sunt et adulterina concu- inslplentlum : "3 vires intemperantim, ejusque
binarum semina. Ne semina, ubi non vis tibi constantem tolerantiam, vocans " humeros insi-
nasci quod seminatum est. Neque ullam omni- pientium." Quocirca, "Amove a servis tuis
no tange muherem, pr_eterquam tuam _ps_usuxo- spes inanes, et indecoras," inquit, "cupiditates
rein," ex qua sola tibi licet carms voluptates averte a me. Ventrls appetitio et coitus ne me
perclpere ad suscipiendam legitimam succes- apprehendant."4 Longe ergo sunt arcenda
sionem. H_ec emm Logo sola sunt legltlma, multifaria insidiatorum maleficia ; non ad solam
Eis quidem certe, qui dtvim muneris in produ- emm Cratet_s Peram, sed etiam ad nostram civi-
cendo opificio sunt participes, semen non est tatem non navigat stultus parasitus, nec scortator
abj_clendum, neque injuria afficiendum, neque lib_dmosus, qui posterion delectatur parte: non
tanquam si cormbus semen mandes seminandum dolosa meretrix, nec ulla ejusmodi alia voluptatis
est. Hic ipse ergo Moyses cum ipsis quoque bellua. Multa ergo nobis per totam vitam semi-
prohibet uxoribus eongredi, si forte eas detineant netur, qum bona sit et honesta, occupatio. In
purgationes menstru_e. Non emm purgamento summa ergo, vel jungi matrimonio, vel omnino a
corporis genitale semen, et quod mox homo fu- matrimonio purum esse oportet ; in qumstione
turum est, polluere est _equum, nec sordido emm id versatur, et hoe a nobis declaratum est
materiae profluvio, et, qum expurgantur, inquina- in libro De conttnentia. Quod si hoe ipsum, an
mentls inundate ac obruere; semen autem gen- ducenda sit uxor. veniat m considerationem:
erationis degenerat, ineptumque reddltur, si quomodo libere permittetur, quemadmodum nu-
matricis sulcis privetur. Neque veto ullum un- trimento, lta etiam coitu semper uti, tanquam
quam induxit veterum Hebr_eorum coeuntem re necessana? Ex eo ergo videri possunt nervi
cure sua uxore pr_egnante. Sola enim voluptas, tanquam stamina distrahi, et in vehementi con-
si quis ea etiam utatur in conjugio, est pr_eter gressus intensione disrumpi. Jam veto offtmdit
leges, et injusta, et a ratione aliena. Rursus etiam cahginem sensibus, etvires enervat. Patet
autem Moyses abducit wros a pr_egnantibus, hoe et m animantibus rationis expertibus, et in
quousque pepererint. Revera enim matrix sub iis, qua_ in exercitatione versantur, eorporibus ;
vesica quidem colloeata, super intestinum autem, quorum hi quidem, qui abstinent, in certamin-
quod rectum appellatur, posita, extendlt collum 1bus superant adversarios ; ilia veto a coitu ab-
inter humeros in vesica ; et os colli, in quod re- ducta clrcumaguntur, et tantum non trahuntur,
nit semen, impletum occluditur, illa autem rursus omnibus viribus et omni impetu tandem quast
inanis redditur, cum partu purgata fuerit : fructu enervata.,, ." Parvam .epitepsmm" dicebat "cot-
autem deposito, deinde semen suseipit. Neque turn sophtsta Abdentesmorbum immedieabilem
vero nobis turpe est ad auditorum utilitatem ex_stimans. Annon enim consequuntur resolu-
nominate partes, in quibus fit fetus coneeptio, tiones, qum exinanitionis ejusque, quod abscedit,
qu_equidem Deum fabricari non puduit. M magmtudini ascribuntur ? "homo enim ex hom-
trix itaque sitiens filiorum procreationem, seman ine nascitur et evellitur." Vide damni magni-
suseipit, probrosumque et vituperandum negat tudinem: totus homo per exinanitionem coitus
coitum, post saiionem ore clauso omnino jam abstrahitur. Dieit enim: "Hoe ntmc os ex

t Lev. xviii, za. 3 Prov. xix. a9. 6a Lev. x:vm. 2o. 4 F_.,lu.s. xxtii. 4, $_ ,
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ossibus meis, et caro ex came mea."* Homo multo magis turn uxori honestas est ostendenda,
ergo tantum exinanitur semine, quantus videtur inhonestas vitando conjunctiones : et quod caste
corpore ; est enim generationis initium id, quod cure proximis verseris, fide dignum e domo ad-
recedit : quin etiam conturbat ebuUitio materim sit testimonium. Non enim potest aliquid bo-
er compagem corporis labefaetat et commovet, nestum ab ea existimari, apud quam honestas in
Lepide ergo ille, qui interroganti," Quomodo ad- acribus illis non probatur certo quasi testimonio
huc se haberet ad res venereas," respondit: voluptatlbus. Benevolentia autemqum princeps
"Bona verba, qumso: ego veto lubentissime femur ad congressionem, exiguo tempore floret,
isthinc, tanquam ab agresti et insano domino, et cure corpore consenescit ; nonnunquam autem
profug4." Verum concedatur quidem et admit- etiam prmsenescit, flaccescente jam libldine,
tatur matrimonium : vult enim Dominus huma- quando matrimonialem temperantiam meretricim
num genus replen ; sed non dlclt, Estote vitiaverint libidines. Amantmm enim corda sunt
libidinosi: nec vos, tanquam ad co_tum natos, volucria, amorisque irritamenta exstmguuntur
voluit esse deditos voluptati. Pudore autem nos s_epe poenitentia ; amorque smpe vertltur in
afliciat Pvedagogus, clamans per Ezechielem: odmm, quando reprehensionem senserit satmtas.
"Cifcumcidamini formcationem restrain." All- Impudicorum veto verborum, et turpium figaxra-
quod tempus ad seminandum opportunum ha-rum, meretriciorumque osculorum, et hujusmodl
bent quoque rationis expertia animantia. Aliter lasciviamm nomina ne sunt quidem memoranda,
autem coire, quam ad liberorum procreationem, [ beatum sequentibus Apostolum, qui aperte dicit.
est facere injuriam naturm ; 2 qua quidem oportet "Fornicatio autem et omnis immundma, vel
magistra, quas prudenter introducit temporis plura habendi cuplditas, ne nominetur quidem in
commoditates, diligenter observare, senectutem, i vobis, sicut decet sanctos." 4 Recte ergo vlde-
inquam, et puerilem mtatem. His enim nondum tur dixisse quispiam : "Nulli quidem profuit
concessit, illos autem non vuh amplius uxores coitus, recte autem cure eo agitur, quem non
ducere. Sed non vult hommes semper dare lmserit." Nam et qui legitimus, est periculosus,
operam matrimonio. Matrimonium autem est nisi quatenus in hberomm procreatione versatur.
filiorum procreationis appetitio, non inordlnata De eo autem, qui est printer leges, dicit Scnp-
seminis excretio, qum estet printer leges et a tura : "Muller meretrix apro similis reputabitur.
ratione aliena. Secundum naturam autem nobls Qum autem viro subjecta est, tuttis est morris fis,
vita universa processerit,3 si et ab initlo cupidita- qul ea utuntur." Capro, vel apro, meretracis
tes contineamus, et hominum genus, quod ex comparavit affectionem. "Mortem" autem dixlt
divina prowdentia nascitur, lmprobis et malitiosis "qumsltam," adultenum, quod committitur in
non toUamus artibus: eve enim, ut fornicatio- meretrice, qum custoditur. "Domum" autem,
nem celent, exitialia medicamenta adhibentes, et "urbem," in qua suam exercent intemperan-
qum prorsus in perniciem ducunt, slmul cum tram. Quin etiam qum est apud vos poetlca,
fetu omnem humanitatem perdunt. Cveterum, quodammodo ea exprobrans, scriblt :--
quibus uxores ducere concessum est, iis Pmda- Tecum et adulterium est, tecum coltusque nefandus,
gogo opus fuerit, ut non interdiu mysfica naturm Fcedus, femineusque, urbs pes_lma, plane lmpura.
celebrentur orgia, nec ut aliquis ex ecclesia, ver- Econtra autem pudicos admiratur : --
bi gratia, aut ex foro mane rediens, galh more Quos desidenum tenuit nec turpe cubilis
coeat, quando oratioms, et lectionis, et eorum Alterms, nec tetra invisaque stupra tulerunt
qum interdiu facere convenit, operum tempus Ulla unquam mayibus.
est. Vespere autem oportet post convivium s For many think such things to be pleasures
quiescere, et post grafiarum actionem, quve fit only which are against nature, such as these sins
Deo pro bonis quve percepimus. Non semper i of theirs. And those who are better than they,
autem concedit tempus natura, utperagatur con- know them to be sins, but are overcome by
gressus mammonii; est enim eo desiderabihor pleasures, and darkness is the veil of their
conjunctio, quo diuturnior. Neque vero noctu, vicious practices. For he violates his marriage
tanquam in tenebris, immodeste sese ac imtem- adulterously who uses it in a meretricious way,
peranter gerere oportet, sed verecundia, ut qum and hears not the voice of the Instructor, cry-
sit lux rafionis, in animo est includenda. Nihil iing, "The man who ascends his bed, who says
enim a Penelope telam texente differemus, si!in his soul, Who seeth me? darkness is around
interdiu quidem texamus dogmata temperantive ; Ime, and the walls are my covering, and no one
noctu autem ea resolvamus, cum in cubile veneri- sees my sins. Why do I fear lest the Highest
mus. Si enim honestatem exercere oportet, will remember? ''6 Most wretched is such a

x C.,en. il. _. 4 E h.v. 3. .
"_ [Tan_'u possm_t series et steri|es matrlmomuto sanctum contra- s [_e has argued powerfully on the delicacy and re_nement which

here, et de ze co._ugah allter docet LactanUus de naturlt smgulari should be observed m Chnsdan marrtage, to which Lactanuus in the
mulierum argute dlsaer¢ns: q.v. in hbro cjus de zero cultu, vL cap. next age wtll be found attributing the g/ory of ¢kastlty, as really as

_. _o, _L ]_ig_, ,_*i ,] to a pure ceh'bao_r. He rtow continues the _rguIut_t m a form which
[ Natur_ duce_ sub |ege Logitomnm fidehbus lieent non omnla our translators do not scruple to F_..og_h.]
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man, dreading men's eyes alone, and thinking tally (Owr_). "Nor," as Paul says, "is it
that he will escape the observation of God. meet to make the members of Christ the mere-
,,For he knoweth not," says the Scripture, "that bets of an harlot ; nor must the temple of Cod
brighter ten thousand times than the sun are the be made the temple of base affections." 6 Re-
eyes of the Most High, which look on all the member the four and twenty thousand that were
ways of men, and cast their glance into hidden rejected for fornication3 But the experiences
parts." Thus again the Instructor threatens of those who have committed fornication, as I
them, speaking by Isaiah: "Woe be to those have already said, are types which correct our
who take counsel in secret, and say, Who seeth lusts. Moreover, the Pmdagogue warns us most
us ?"' For one may escape the light of sense, distinctly : "Go not after thy lusts, and abstain
but that of the mind it is impossible to escape, from thine appetites; s for wine and women will
For how, says Heraclitus, can one escape the remove the wise ; and he that cleaves to ha.r-
notice of that which never sets ? Let us by no lots will become more daring. Corruption and
means, then, veil our selves with the darkness ; the worm shall inherit him, and he shall be
for the light dwells in us. "For the darkness," held up as public example to greater shame." 9
it is said, "comprehendeth it not. ''2 And the And again--for he wearies not of doing good--
very night itself is illuminated by temperate "He who averts his eyes from pleasure crowns
reason. The thoughts of good men Scripture his life."
has named "sleepless lamps ;" s although for Non est ergo justum vinci a rebus venereis,
one to attempt even to practise concealment, nec libidinibus stolide inhiare, nec a ratione
with reference to what he does, is confessedly alienis appetitionibus moveri, nec desiderate
to sin. And every one who sins, directly wrongs pollui. Ei autem soli, qui uxorem duxit, ut qui
not so much his neighbour if he commits adul- tamc sit agricola, serere permissum est ; quando
tery, as himself, because he has committed adul- tempus sementem admittit. Adversus aliam
tery, besides making himself worse and less autem intemperantiam, optimum quidem est
thought of. For he who sins, in the degree in medicamentum, ratio. '° Fert etiam auxilium
which he sins, becomes worse and is of less penuria satietatis, per quam acceusm libidines
estimation than before ; and he who has been prosiliunt ad vohiptates.
overcome by base pleasures, has now licen-
tiousness wholly attached to him. Wherefore CHAP. XL ,x--olq CLOTHES.
he who commits fornication is wholly dead to
God, and is abandoned by the Word as a dead Wherefore neither are we to provide for our-
body by the spirit. For what is holy, as is right, selves costly clothing any more than variety of
abhors to be polluted. But it is always lawful food. The Lord Himself, therefore, dividing
for the pure to touch the pure. Do not, I pray, His precepts into what relates to the body, the
put off modesty at the same time that you put soul, and thirdly, external things, counsels us to
off your clothes ; because it is never right for provide external things on account of the body ;
the just man to divest himself of continence, and manages the body by the soul (_uA_), anddisciplines the soul, saying, "Take no thought for
For, lo, this mortal shall put on immortality ;
when the insatiableness of desire, which rushes your life(_koX_), what ye shall eat ; nor yet for
into licentiousness, being trained to self-restraint, your body, what ye shall put on ; for the life is
and made free from the love of corruption, shall more than meat, and the body more than rai-
consign the man to everlasting chastity. "For ment." ,2 And He adds a plain example of in-
in this world they marry and and are given in struction : "Consider the ravens : for they neither
marriage." 4 But having done with the works sow nor reap, which have neither storehouse nor
of the flesh, and having been clothed with im- barn ; and God feedeth them." t3 "Are ye notbetter than the fowls ?" " Thus far as to food.
mortality, the flesh itself being pure, we pursue
after that which is according to the measure of Similarly He enjoins with respect to clothing,

which belongs to the third division, that of things
the angels.

Thus in the 23_i/ebus, Plato, who had been external, saying, "Consider the lilies, how they
the disciple of the barbarian s philosophy, rays- spin not, nor weave. But I say unto you, that
tically called those Atheists who destroy and
pollute, as far as in them lies, the Deity dwell- 6 1cot. ,i. t_, r thou_'[xCor. x. 8;Num. xxv. t-9. Ck.nm_Myst'amnty-fou . -

ing in them _ that is, the Logos--by as.soda- at=t, with the .o.mx-_,-,_at, but St. _ =_ .t_at_.tam_; On Wl_ch, ad la_:um, so_ Sjieaker# t.omwtengariy.j
tion with their vices. Those, therefore, who . _u_ x,lil.3o.

9 gcdus,xix.a,_,S. . .
are consecrated to God must never live mor- *o[RiOt _ a _.t,m _._ _m _..,=_-_,_
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not even Solomon was arrayed as one of these." * we spring up again, as will be si_own at greater
And Solomon the king plumed himself exceed- length in the book On tlw Resurrtclion. But hay
ingiy on his riches, figuratively designates the vulgar rabble, attached

What, I ask, more graceful, more gay-coloured, to ephemeral pleasure, flourishing for a little,
than flowers ? What, I say, more delightful than loving ornament, loving praise, and being every-
lilies or roses ? "And if God so clothe the grass, thing but truth-loving, good for nothing but to be
which is to-day in the field, and to morrow is burned with fire. "There was a certain man,"
cast into the oven, how much more will He said the Lord, narrating, "very rich, who was
clothe you, O )re of little faith! ''2 Here the clothed in purple and scarlet, enjoying himself
particle what (v0 banishes variety in food. For splendidly every day." This was the hay. "And
this is shown from the Scripture, "Take no a certain poor man named Lazarus was laid at
thought what things ye shall eat, or what things the rich man's gate, full of sores, desiring to be
ye shall drink." For to take thought of these filled with the crumbs which fell from the rich
things argues greed and luxury. Now eating, man's table." This is the grass. Well, the rich
considered merely by itself, is the sign of neces- man was punished in Hades, being made par-
sity ; repletion, as we have said, of want. What- taker of the fire ; while the other flourished agam
ever is beyond that, is the sign of superfluity, in the Father's bosom. I admire that ancient
And what is superfluous, Scripture declares to be city of the Lacedmmonians which permttted
of the devil. The subjoined expression makes harlots alone to wear flowered clothes, and oma-
the meaning plain. For having said, "Seek not ments of gold, interdicting respectable women
what ye shall eat, or what ye shall drink," He from love of ornament, and allowing courtesans
added, "Neither be ye of doubtful (or lofty) 3 alone to deck themselves. On the other hand,
mind." Nowpride and luxurymake men waver- the archons of the Athenians, who affected a
ers (or raise them aloft) from the truth ; and the polished mode of life, forgetting their manhood,
voluptuousness, which indulges in superfluities, ]wore tunics reaching to the feet, and had on the
leads away from the truth. Wherefore He says I crobulus-- a kind of knot of the hair-- adorned
very beautifully, "And all these things do the with a fastening of gold grasshoppers, to show
nations of the world seek after." + The nations their origin from the soil, forsooth, in the osten-
are the dissolute and the foolish. And what are ration of licentiousness. Now rivalry of these
these things which He specifies? Luxury, volup- archons extended also to the other Ionians,
tuousness, rich cooking, dainty feeding, glut- whom Homer, to show their effeminancy, calls
tony. These are the "What?" And of bare "Long-robed." Those, therefore, who are de-
sustenance, dry and moist, as being necessaries, voted to the linage of the beautiful, that is, love
He says, "Your Father knoweth that ye need of finery, not the beautiful itself, and who un-
these." And if, in a word, we are naturally given der a fair name again practise idolatry, are to
to seeking, let us not destroy the faculty of seek- be banished far from the truth, as those who by
ing by directing it to luxury, but let us excite it opinion, s not knowledge, dream of the mature
to the discovery of truth. For He says, "Seek of the beautiful ; and so life here is to them only
ye the kingdom of God, and the materials of a deep sleep of ign_orance; from which it be-
susteBance shall be added to you." comes us to rouse ourselves and haste to that

If, then, He takes away anxious care for which is truly beautiful and comely, and desire
clothes and food, and superfltuties in general, as to grasp this alone, leaving the ornaments of
unnecessary ; what are we to imagine ought to earth to the world, and bidding them farewell
be said of love of ornament, and dyeing of wool, before we fall quite asleep. I say, then, that
and variety of colours, and fastidiousness about man requires clothes for nothing else than the
gems, and exquisite working of gold, and still covering of the body, for defence against excess
more, of artificial hair and wreathed curls ; and of cold and intensity of heat, lest the mclemency
furthermore, of staining the eyes, and plucking of the air injure us. And if this is the object of
out hairs, and painting with rouge and white lead, clothing, see that one kind be not asmgned to
and dyeing of the hair, and the wicked arts that men and another to women. For it is common
are employed in such deceptions ? May we not to both to be covered, as it is to eat and drink.
very well suspect, that what was quoted a little The necessity, then, being common, we judge
above respecting the grass, has been said of those that the provision ought to be similar. For as it _s
unomamentM lovers of ornaments? For'the field common to both to require things to cover them,
is the world, and we who are bedewed by the so also their coverings ought to be similar;
grace of God are the grass ; and though cut down, although such a covering ought to be assumed

t Luke xii. _v/. s ClementusesherePlatonlclanguage,_.i_ meaning oI_on
J Luke x/i+_8. established on no scientific basis, whichmay be true or may be fair,c,
3 p.liPt_o_, and +_o-r_11 knowledge lure and certain, b_,_e_ based on the
4 Mtem vi. 3s. _uto_s _
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as is reqttisite for covering the eyes of women, a pageant. Therefore the dye of Sardis, and
For if the female sex, on account of their weak- another of olive, and another green, a rose-col-
ness, desire more, we ought to blame the habit oured, and scarlet, and ten thousand other dyes,
of that evil training, by which often men reared have been invented with much trouble for mis-
up in bad habits become more effeminate than chievous voluptuousness. Such clothing is for
women. But this must not be yielded to. And looking at, not for covering. Garments, too,
if some accommodation is to be made, they may variegated with gold, and those that are purple,
be permitted to use softer clothes, provided they and that piece of luxury which has its name from
put out of the way fabrics foolishly thin, and of beasts (figured on it), and that saffron-coloured
curious texture in weaving; bidding farewell to ointment-dipped robe, and those costly and
embroidery of gold and Indian silks and elaborate naany-coloured garments of flaring membranes,
Bombyces (silks), which is at first a worm, then we are to bid farewell to, with the art itself.
from it is produced a hairy caterpillar ; after " For what prudent thing can these women have
which the creature suffers a new transformation done," says the comedy, "who sit covered
into a third form which they call lava, from which with flowers, wearing a saffron-coloured dress, 6
a long filament is produced, as the spider's thread painted ?"
from the spider. For these superfluous and The Instructor expressly admonishes, "Boast
diaphanous materials are the proof of a weak not of the clothing of your garment, and be not
mind, covering as they do the shame of the body elated on account of any glory, as it is unlaw-
with a slender veil. For luxurious clothing, ful."r
which cannot conceal the shape of the body, is Accordingly, deriding those who are clothed
no more a covering.. For such clothing, falling in luxurious garments, He says in the Gospel :
close to the body, takes its form more easily, and "Ix>, they who live in gorgeous apparel and
adhering as it were to the flesh, receives its shape, luxury are in earthly palaces." _ He says in
and marks out the woman's figure, so that the perishable palaces, where are love of display,
whole make of the body is visible to spectators, love of popularity, and flattery and deceit. But
though not seeing the body itself. _ those that wait at the court of heaven around the

Dyeing of clothes is also to be rejected. King of all, are sanctified in the immortal vesture
For it is remote both from necessity and truth, of the Spirit, that is, the flesh, and so put on
in addition to the fact that reproach in manners incorruptibility.
spring from it. 2 For the use of colours is no l As therefore she who is unmarried devotes
beneficial, for they are of no service against cold Iherself to God alone, and her care is not divided,
nor has it anything for covering more than othe_ but the chaste married woman divides her life
clothing, except the opprobrium alone. And between God and her husbanit, while she who is
the agreeableness of the colour afflicts greedy otherwise disposed is devoted entirely to mar-
eyes, inflaming them to senseless blindness, riage, that is, to passion: in the same way I
But for those who are white and unstained think the chaste wife, when she devotes herself
within, it is most suitable to use white and simple to her husband, sincerely serves God ; but when
garments. Clearly and plainly, therefore, Daniel she becomes fond of finery, she falls away from
the prophet says, "Thrones were set, and upon God and from chaste wedlock, exchanging her
them sat one like the Ancient of days, and His husband for the world, after the fashion of that
vesture was white as snow." 3 The Apocalypse Argive courtesan, I mean Eriphyle,

says also that the Lord Himself appeared wear- "Who received gold prized above her dear husband."
ing such a robe. It says also, "I saw the souls

of those that had witnessed, beneath the altff, Wherefore I admire the Ceiart sophist, 9 who de-
and there was given to each a white robe.' 4 lineated like and suitable images of Virtue and
And if it were necessary to seek for any other Vice, representing the former of these, viz., Vir-
colour, the natural colour of truth should suffice.5 rue, standing simply, white-robed and pure,
But garments which are like flowers are to be adorned with modesty alone (for such ought to
abandoned to Bacchic fooleries, and to those of be the true wife, dowered with modesty). But
the rites of initiation, along with purple and sil-the other, viz., Vice, on the contrary, he intro-
ver plate, as the comic poet says :-- duces dressed in superfluous attire, brightened

up with colour not her own ; and her gait and
"Useful £or tragedians, not for life." mien are depicted as studiously framed to give

And our life ought to be anything rather than pleasure, forming a skdtch of wanton women.
But he who follows the Word will not addict

z [Martial, E_ig'tams,_Ja_slm.]
s [TI_ .r_roaeh and opprobrium of .fopper_.] 6 [The colour (_l_bably, for _ss. dilTer) _ as _ clnml

Dan. vil 9. of the fal_ sh_herdlnHerm_. S_note xo,l_ooklli.,e_htfiL e. aq_.
* Re,*. vi. 9 ...... _ _, this _lume.]5 [Tht_ refers to the natural tint of unbleached limm. or to wool _ecaus. _. 4.

,dressed linen" Book fii. 4, P. 4o, sx,_ra.]
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himself to any base pleasure ; wherefore also what For as well-nurtured bodies, when stripped,
is useful in the article of dress is to be preferred, show their vigour more manifestly, so also beauty
And if the Word, speaking of the Lord by David, of character shows its magnanimity, when not
sings, "The daughters of kings made Thee glad involved in ostentatious fooleries. But to drag
by honour ; the queen stood at Thy right hand, one's clothes, letting them down to the soles of his
clad in cloth of gold, girt with golden fringes," feet, is a piece of consummate foppery, imped-
it is not luxurious raiment that he indicates ; but ing activity in walking, the garment sweeping the
he shows the immortal adornment, woven of surface dirt of the ground like a broom ; since
faith, of those that have found mercy, that is, the even those emasculated creatures the dancers,
Church ; in which the guileless Jesus shines con- !who transfer their dumb shameless profligacy to
spicuous as gold, and the elect are the golden the stage, do not despise the dress which flows
tassels. And if such must be woven * for the away to such indignity; whose curious vest-
women, let us weave apparel pleasant and soft ments, and appendages of fringes, and elaborate
to the touch, not flowered, like pictures, to de- motions of figures, show the trailing of sordid
light the eye. For the picture fades in course effeminacy?
of time, and the washing and steeping in the If one should adduce the garment of the Lord
medicated juices of the dye wear away the wool, reaching down to the foot, that many-flowered
and render the fabrics of the garments weak; coat 9 shows the flowers of wisdom, the varied
and this is not favourable to economy. It is the and unfading Scriptures, the oracles of the Lord,
height of foolish ostentation to be in a flutter resplendent with the rays of truth. In such an-
about peploi, and xystides, and ephaptides, 2 and other robe the Spirit arrayed the Lord through
"cloaks," and tunics, and "what covers shame," David, when he sang thus : "Thou wert clothed
says Homer. For, in truth, I am ashamed when with confession and comeliness, putting on light
I see so much wealth lavished on the covenng as a garment. '''°
of the nakedness. For primeval man in Paradise As, then, in the fashioning of our clothes, we
provided a covering for his shame of branches must keep clear of all strangeness, so in the use
and leaves ; and now, since sheep have been of them we must beware of extravagance. For
created for us, let us not be as silly as sheep, but neither is it seemly for the clothes to be above
trained by the Word, let us condemn sumptu- the knee, as they say was the case with the Lace-
ousness of clothing, saying, "Ye are sheep's d_emonlan virgins; '_ nor is it becoming for any
wool." Though Miletus boast, and Italy be part of a woman to be exposed. Though you
praised, and the wool, about which many rave, may with great propriety use the language ad-
be protected beneath skins: yet are we not to dressed to him who said, "Your arm is beauu-
set our hearts on it. ful ; yes, but it is not for the public gaze. Your

The blessed John, despising the locks of sheep thighs are beautiful ; but, was the reply, for my
as savouring of luxury, chose "camel's hair," husband alone. And your face is comely. Yes;
and was clad in it, making himself an example but only for him who has married me." But I
of frugality and simplicity of life. For he also do not wash chaste women to afford cause for
"ate locusts and wild honey," 4 sweet and spirit- such praises to those who, by praises, hunt after
ual fare ; preparing, as he was, the lowly and grounds of censure; and not only because it is
chaste ways of the Lord. For how possibly prohibited to expose the ankle, but because it
could he have worn a purple robe, who turned has also been enjoined that the head should be
away from the pomp of cities, and retired to the veiled and the face covered ; for it is a wicked
solitude of the desert, to live in calmness with thing for beauty to be a snare to men. Nor is
God, far from all frivolous pursuits u from all it seemly for a woman to wish to make herself
false show of good _ from all meanness ? Elias conspicuous, by using a purple veil. Would it
used a sheepskin mantle, and fastened the sheep- were possible to abolish purple in dress, so as
skin with a girdle made of hair: And Esaias, not to turn the eyes of spectators on the face of
another prophet, was naked and barefooted, 6 those that wear it! But the women, in the
and often was clad in sackcloth, the garb of manufacture of all the rest of their dress, have
humility. And if you call Jeremiah, he had only made everything of purple, thus inflaming the
"a linen girdle." _ lusts. And, in truth, those women who are crazy

t Or I_ a conjcatund ¢maendatlonof the text,"If in this wemust s [The bearlng of thin chapter one_clesiasficzl vestments must be
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about these stupid and luxurious purples, "put- when on a journey, and then a greased shoe
pie (dark) death has seized,"' according to the must be used. When on a journey, they require

eric saying. On account of this purple, then, nailed shoes. Further, they ought for the most
Tyre and Sidon, and the vicinity of the Lacedm- part to wear shoes ; for it is not suitable for the
monian Sea, are very much desired; and their foot to be shown naked: besides, woman is a
dyers and purple-fishers, and the purple fishes tender thing, easily hurt. But for a man bare
themselves, because their blood produces purple, feet are quite in keeping, except when he is on
are held in high esteem. But crafty women and military service. "For being shod is near neigh-
effeminate men, who blend these deceptive dyes bour to being bound." s
with dainty fabrics, carry their insane desires be- To go with bare feet is most suitable for exer-
yond all bounds, and export their fine linens no cise, and best adapted for health and ease, unless
longer from Egypt, but some other kinds from where necessity prevents. But if we are not on
the land of the Hebrews and the Cilicians. I a journey, and cannot endure bare feet, we may
saynothing of the linens made of Amorgos 2 and use slippers or white shoes ; dusty-foots _ the
Byssus. Luxury has outstnpped nomenclature, iAtncs called them, on account of their bringing

The covering ought, in my judgment, to show the feet near the dust, as I think. As a witness
that which is covered to be better than itself, as for simplicity in shoes let John suffice, who
the image is superior to the temple, the soul to avowed that "he was not worthy to unloose the
the body, and the body to the clothes.3 But latchet of the Lord's shoes." 7 For he who ex-
now, quite the contrary, the body of these ladies, hibited to the Hebrews the type of the true phi-
if sold, would never fetch a thousand Attic losophy wore no elaborate shoes. What else
drachms. Buying, as they do, a single dress at this may imply, will be shown elsewhere.
the price of ten thousand talents, they prove
themselves to be of less use and less value than cHAr. xlIi. _ AGAINSTEXCE._SIVEFO_NF_.S_FOR
cloth. Why in the world do you seek after what .IEWr.kS_D COLDOm_tr_zcrS.
_s rare and costly, in preference to what is at It is childisl_ to admire excessively dark or
hand and cheap ? It is because you know not green stones, and things cast out by the sea on
what is really beautiful, what is really good, and foreign shores, particles of the earth,s For to
seek with eagerness shows instead of realities, rush after stones that are pellucid and of pecui-
from fools who, like people out of their wits, Jar colours, and stained glass, is only character-
imagine black to be white, istic of silly people, who are attracted by things

that have a striking show. Thus children, on
CHAr.xn.- ON SrIOZS. seeing the fire, rush to it, attracted by its bright-

Women fond of display act in the same man- hess ; not understanding through senselessness
net with regard to shoes, showing also in this the danger of touching it. Such is the case
matter great luxuriousness. Base, in truth, are with the stones which silly women wear fastened
those sandals on which golden ornaments are to chains and set in necklaces, amethysts, cera-
fastened ; but they are thought worth having unites, jaspers, topaz, and the Milesian
nails driven into the soles in winding rows. "Emerald, most precious ware."

Many, too, carve on them 4 amorous embraces, And the highly prized pearl has invaded the
as if they would by their walk communicate to woman's apartments to an extravagant extent.
the earth harmonious movement, and impress This is produced in a kind of oyster like mus-
on it the wantonness of their spirit. Farewell, sels, and is about the bigness of a fish's eye of
therefore, must be bidden to gold-plated and large size. And the wretched creatures are not
jewelled mischievous devices of sandals, and At- ashamed at having bestowed the greatest pains
tic and Sicyonian half-boots, and Persian and about this little oyster, when they might adorn
Tyrrhenian buskins ; and setting before us the themselves with the sacred jewel, the Word of
right aim, as is the habit with our truth, we are God, whom the Scripture has somewhere called
bound to select what is in accordance with na- a pearl, the pure and pellucid Jesus, the eye
ture. that watches in the flesh, m the transparent

For the use of shoes is partly for covering, Word, by whom the flesh, regenerated by water,
partly for defence in case of stumbling against becomes precious. For that oyster that is inobjects, and for saving the sole of the foot from
the roughness of hilly paths. 5 _,_t_8,_, ,_ t,t_0,_. ,'wt_t4,_bootsis _ ,,_Otl_tr

Women are to be allowed a white shoe, except to_4_ bo_,.-
6 _OvtwO_t¢.

7 Marki 7: Lukeiii. x6. [It was _ for _ to _ve
a more terrlble counterblast _mmt costly c tsa_sssurs, m ¢,ommentm£

s I/tad, v. 83. ul_ s Matt. xvs. x3, ¢t _q. Opera, tom. vu. p..¢a*, ed. Mtge. l .
2 Flax grown m the island of Amorlpm. . lamber is referred to, attd the extravagant vM.u_ ttttnbuted to

3 Matt. vi. m -I to gave it superstitious lml_wl_moe. Clement _ htp/e _ thmtt,t [ltwtw $_ designs which early Chrk.tima artemhm_ tt. _ my_.mrrmm endomsm of betm aadmlmr ms_ts m ttmb_,
supplant, by the de_rtct_ tat lamlml , XP. A_., etc.J to be rem._mts of a px_.-_adamsto cttrth,]
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the water covers the flesh all round, and out of many, than to live sumptuously ! How much
it is produced the pearl, wiser to spend money on human beings,3 than

We have heard, too, that the Jerusalem above on jewels and gold ! How much more useful to
is walled with sacred stones ; and we allow that acquire decorous friends, than lifeless ornaments T
the twelve gates of the celestial city, by being Whom have lands ever ben6fited so much as
made like precious stones, indicate the transcend- confemng favours has ? It remains for us, there-
ent grace of the apostolic voice. For the col- fore, to do away with this allegation : Who, then.
ours are laid on in precious stones, and these will have the more sumptuous things, if all select
colours are precious ; while the other parts re- the simpler? Men, I would say, if they make
main of earthy material. With these symboli- use of them impartially and indifferently. But
cally, as is meet, the city of the saints, which is if it be impossible for all to exercise self-re-
spiritually built, is walled. By that brilliancy of straint, yet, with a view to the use of what ts
stones, therefore, is meant the inimitable bnl- necessary, we must seek after what can be most
liancy of the spirit, the immortality and sanctity readily procured, bidding a long farewell to these
of being. But these women, who comprehend superflmties.
not the symbolism of Scripture, gape all they In fine, they must accordingly utterly cast off
can for jewels, adducing the astounding apology, ornaments as girls' gewgaws, rejecting adornment
"Why may I not use what God hath exhibited?" itself entirely. For they ought to be adorned
and, "I have it by me, why may I not enjoy it?" within, and show the inner woman beautiful.
and, "For whom were these things made, then, For in the soul alone are beauty and deformity
if not for us?" Such are the utterances of shown. Wherefore also only the virtuous man
those who are totally ignorant of the will of God. is really beautiful and good. And it is laid down
For first necessaries, such as water and air, He as a dogma, that only the beautiful is good.
supplies free to all; and what is not necessary And excellence alone appears through the beautl-
He has hid in the earth and water. Wherefore ful body, and blossoms out in the flesh, exhibiting
ants dig, and griffins guard gold, and the sea the amiable comeliness of self-control, when-
hides the pearl-stone. But ye busy yourselves ever the character like a beam of light gleams
about what you need not. Behold, the whole in the form. For the beauty of each plant and
heaven is lighted up, and ye seek not God ; but animal consists in its individual excellence. And
gold which is hidden, and jewels, are dug up by the excellence of man is righteousness, and tem-
those among us who are condemned to death, perance, and manhness, and godliness. The

But you also oppose Scripture, seeing it ex- beautiful man is, then, he who is just, temperate,
pressly cries, "Seek first the kingdom of heaven, and in a word, good, not he who is rich. But
and all these things shall be added unto you."' now even the soldiers wish to be decked with
But if all things have been conferred on you, gold, not having read that poetical saying:--
and all things allowed you, and "if all things "With childish folly to the war he came,
are lawful, yet all things are not expedient, ''2 Laden with store of gold."*
says the apostle. God brought our race into But the love of ornament, which is far from
communion by first imparting what was His own, caring for virtue, but claims the body for itself,
when He gave His own Word, common to all, when the love of the beautiful has changed to
and made all things for all. All things therefore empty show, is to be utterly expelled. For ap-
are common, and not for the rich to appropriate plying things unsuitable to the body, as if they
an undue share. That expression, therefore, "I were suitable, begets a practice of lying and a
possess, and possess in abundance : why then habit of falsehood ; and shows not what is deco-
should I not enjoy ?" is suitable neither to the rous, simple, and truly childlike, but what is
man, nor to society. But more worthy of love ]pompous, luxurious, and effeminate. But these
is that : "I have : why should I not give to those women obscure true beauty, shading it with
who need?" For such an one--one who fulfils gold. And they know not how great is their
the command, "Thou shalt love shy neighbour transgression, in fastening around themselves ten
as thyself " -- is perfect. For this is the true thousand rich chains; as they say that among
luxury--the treasured wealth. But that which the barbarians malefactors are bound with gold.
is squandered on foolish lusts is to be reckoned The women seem to me to emulate these rich

waste, not expenditure. For God has given to prisoners. For is not the golden necklace a
us, I know well, the liberty of use, but only so collar, and do not the necldets which they call
far as necessary ; and He has determined that catheters s occupy the place of chains ? and in-
the use should be common. And it is monstrous
for one to live in luxury, while many are in want. 3[Chrvsostomenlargeson this Chrlstaanthoughtmost¢lo-

quently_ in several of Ins homihes; e.g, on the FlrstEpisfle to the
How much more glorious is it to do good to co,the. Hom.xxi.tom.x.p. x78. O/Sp.,ed.Migne.]

4 Iluld, h. 872.
t Matt. vi. 33- s [The necklacecalled ,_._,,a _r _ ,_.=: to be referred to.
s s Cor. x. _3. ]_aeek.xvl. xx, and ha. in. x9, Stpt.]
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deed among the Attics they are called by this take of thee thy soul ; whose then shall those
very name. The ungraceful things round the things which thou hast prepared be ? "3
feet of women, Philemon in the Syne_hebus Apelles, the painter, seeing one of his pupils
called ankle-fetters : -- painting a figure loaded with gold colour to rep-

resent Helen, said to him, "Boy, being incapa-
"Conspicuous garments, and a kind of a golden fetter."

ble of painting her beautiful, you have made her
What else, then, is this coveted adorning of your- rich."
selves, O ladles, but the exhibiting of yourselves Such Helens are the ladies of the present day,
fettered ? For if the material does away with not truly beautiful, but richly got up. To these
the reproach, the endurance Cof your fetters] is the Spirit prophesies by Zephaniah : "And their
a thing indifferent. To me, then, those who silver and their gold shall not be able to deliver
voluntarily put themselves into bonds seem to them in the day of the LORD'S anger." 4
glory in rich calamities. But for those women who have been trained

Perchance also it is such chains that the poetic under Christ, it is suitable to adorn themselves
fable says were thrown around Aphrodite when not with gold, but with the Word, through whom
commitUng adultery, referring to ornaments as alone the gold comes to light.s
nothing but the badge of adultery. For Homer Happy, then, would have been the ancient
called those, too, golden chains. But now wo- Hebrews, had they cast away their women's oma-
men are not ashamed to wear the most manifest ments, or only melted them ; but having cast:
badges of the evil one. For as the serpent de- their gold into the form of an ox, and paid it
ceived Eve, so also has ornament of gold mad- idolatrous worship, they consequently reap no
dened other women to vicious practices, using as advantage either from their art or their attempt.
a bar the form of the serpent, and by fashioning But they taught our women most expressively to
lampreys and serpents for decoration. Accord-keep clear of ornaments. The lust which com-
lngly the comic poet Nicostratus says, "Chains, mits formcation with gold becomes an idol, and
collars, rings, bracelets, serpents, anklets, ear- is tested by fire ; for which alone luxury is re-
rings. ''_ served, as being an idol, not a reality. 6 Hence

In terms of strongest censure, therefore, Aris- the Word, upbraiding the Hebrews by the proph-
tophanes in the Yhesmapheriaz, ausw exhibits the et, says, "They made to Baal things of silver and
whole array of female ornament in a catalogue : -- gold," that is, ornaments. And most distinctly

"Snoods, fillets, natron, and steel; threatening, He says, "I will punish her for the
Pumlce-stone, band, back-band, days of Baalim, in which they offered sacrifice
Back-veil, paint, necklaces, for her, and she put on her ear-tings and her
Paints for the eyes, soft garment, hair-net, necklaces." 7 And He subjoined the cause of the
Girdle, shawl, fine purple border, adornment, when He said, "And she went after
Long robe. tunic, Barathrum, round tunic." her lovers, but forgot Me, saith the LORD.s

But I have not yet mentioned the principal of Resigning, therefore, these baubles to the
them. Then what ? wicked master of cunning himself, let us not take

"Ear-pendants, jewelry, ear-rings ; part in this meretricious adornment, nor commit
Mallow-coloured cluster-shaped anklets ; idolatry through a specious pretext. Most admir-
Buckles, clasps, necklets, ably, therefore, the blessed Peter 9 says, "In like
Fetters, seals, chains, rings, powders, manner also, that women adorn themselves not
Bosses, bands, olisbl, Sardian stones, with braids, or gold, or costly array, but (whichFans, helicters"

becometh women professing godliness) with
I am weary and vexed at enumerating the good works." For it is with reason that he bids

multitude of ornaments ; 2 and I am compelled decking of themselves to be kept far from them.
to wonder how those who bear such a burden For, granting that they are beautiful, nature suf-
are not worried to death. O foolish trouble ! rices. Let not art contend against nature ; that
O stlly craze for display ! They squander mere- is, let not falsehood strive with truth. And if they
triciously wealth on what is d_sgraceful; and in are by nature ugly, they are convicted, by the
their love for ostentation d_sfigure God's gifts, things they apply to themselves, of what they do
emulating the art of the evil one. The rich man not possess [i.e., of the want of beauty]. It is
hoarding up in his hams, and saying to himself,
"Thou hast much goods laid up for many years ; _Luke,ai. zg,_o.

4 Zeph. t x8 ' " in-eat, drink, be merry," the Lord in the Gospel s Logos is identtfied with reason; and tt is by reason..,or the

plainly called "fool .... For this night they shall ge_uityofran, thatgokiis_m,_red _.d broughtto li_t. [But" here he seems to have m wew the comparmotm between gore and wm-
dom, tn Job xxvin ]

t "E,_xog_v by conjecture, as more suitable to the connection S e_&_ov, an appearance I an image.
than "EAT_e_ooovor 'Eae_opov, Hellebore of the Ms., though Helle- 7 Hos. h 8.
bcwem,w be intended as a comic ending. * Hos. iL x3.

9 Bymmtake for Paul. Clement quotes here, m often, flora
2._The Greek sattrist _ to haveborrowedIsmah'scamlogue, ory(x Tim. ft. 9, xo).cap. ifi. x8-23. ]
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suitable, therefore, for women who serve Christ to ing it. And on your feet 3 let active readiness
adopt simplicity. For in reality simplicity pro- to weU-doing appear, and a journeying to right-
vides for sanctity, by reducing redundancies to eousness. Modesty and chastity are collars and
equality, and by furnishing from whatever is at necklaces ; such are the ctmins which God forges.
hand the enjoyment sought from superfluities. ! "Happy is the man who hath found wisdom, and
For simplicity, as the name shows, is not con-the mortal who knows understanding," says the
spicuous, is not inflated or puffed up in aught, Spirit by Solomon : "for it is better to buy her
but is altogether even, and gentle, and equal, and than treasures of gold and silver; and she is more
free of excess, and so is sufficient. And suf- vahable than precious stones." 4 For she is the
ficiency is a condition which reaches its proper true decoration.
end without excess or defect. The mother of And let not their ears be pierced, contrary to
these is Justice, and their nurse "Indepen- nature, in order to attach to them ear-rings and
dence ;" and this is a condition which is satisfied ear-drops. For it is not right to force nature
with what is necessary, and by itself furnishes against her wishes. Nor could there be any
what contributes to the blessed life. _etter ornament for the ears than true instruction,

Let there, then, be in the fruits of thy hands, which finds its way naturally into the passages of
sacred order, liberal communication, and acts of hearing. And eyes anointed by the Word, and
economy. "For he that giveth to the poor, ears pierced for perception, make a man a hearer
lendeth to God.' .... And the hands of the and contemplator of divine and sacred things,
manly shall be enriched."* Manly He calls the Word truly exhibiting the true beauty "which
those who despise wealth, and are free in bestow- eye hath not seen nor ear heard before." s

_Eph..w. z5 ]
t Prov. xlx. ZT. 4 troy. m. z3~xS.
a Prov x. 4 s • Cor, u 9-
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BOOK III.

CHAP.I.- ON THE TRUE BEAUTY. all things, and wishes to cheat, so as to conceal

IT is then, as appears, the greatest of all les- the man. But that man with whom the Word
sons to know one's self. For if one knows him- dwells does not alter himself, does not get him-
self, he will know God ; and knowing God, he self up : he has the form which is of the Word ;
will be made hke God, not by wearing gold or he ]s made hke to God ; he is beautiful ; he does
long robes, but by well-doing, and by requiring not ornament himself: his is beauty, the true
as few things as possible. ' beauty, for it is God; and that man becomes

Now, God alone is in need of nothing, and God, since God so wills. Heraclitus, then,
rejoices most when He sees us bright with the rightly said, "Men are gods, and gods are men."
ornament of intelligence ; and then, too, rejoices For the Word Himself is the manifest mystery :
in him who is arrayed in chastity, the sacred God in man, and man GOd. And the Mediator
stole of the body. Since then the soul consists executes the Father's will ; for the Mediator is
of three divisions ; 2 the intellect, which is called the Word, who is common to both -- the Son of
the reasoning faculty, is the inner man, whmh is God, the Saviour of men ; His Servant, our
the ruler of this man that is seen. And that Teacher. And the flesh being a slave, as Paul

one, m another respect, God guides. But the tesnfies, how can one with any reason adorn the
Irascible part, being brutal, dwells near to insan- handmaid like a pimp ? For that which is of
_ty. And appetite, which is the third department, flesh has the form of a servant. Paul says,
is many-shaped above Proteus, the varying sea- speaking of the Lord, "Because He emptied
god, who changed himself now into one shape, Himself, taking the form of a servant," 4 calling
now into another ; and it allures to adulteries, to the outward man servant, previous to the Lord
licentiousness, to seductions, becoming a servant and wearing flesh. But the

compassionate God Himself set the flesh free,
"At first he was a lion with ample beard." 3 and releasing it from destruction, and from bitter
While he yet retained the ornament, the hair of and deadly bondage, endowed it with incorrupfi-
the chin showed him to be a man. bility, arraying the flesh in this, the holy embel-

lishment of eternity--immortality.
"But after that a serpent, a pard, or a big sow." There is, too, another beauty of men -- love.
Love of ornament has degenerated to wanton- "And love," according to the apostle, "suffers
hess. A man no longer appears like a strong long, and is kind ; envieth not ; vaunteth not
wild beast, itself, is not puffed up." s For the decking of

one's self out--carrying, as it does, the look
"But he became moist water, and a tree of lofty of superfluity and uselessness--is vaunting one's

branches." self. Wherefore he adds, "doth not behave it-
Passions break out, pleasures overflow; beauty self unseemly:" for a figure which is not one's
fades, and falls quicker than the leaf on the own, and is against nature, is unseemly ; but
ground, when the amorous storms of lust blow on what is artificial is not one's own, as is clearly
it before the coming of autumn, and is withered explained : "seeketh not," it is said, "what is
by destruction. For lust becomes and fabricates not her own." For truth calls that its own which

belongs to it ; but the love of finery seeks what

_ [on _s b_ok,g.,y_'s_,_.,_.t, cxt_.dfromp 9_top._ or is not its own, being apart from God, and the
2 S.]*[*_o_ thispsrcholog_,_di_on. Compa__,_._,tl¢,N,co- Word, from love.

mac__l*eal, gtkzcs, book vi cap a, i,_¢0¢o-_, _,_, 6p_ sense,
mtellect, appedtion. Alse, bookt, cap. xx, or x3 in sodme editions.] '6 Phil ii.[.

30d_vss, iv. 456"-4_8. s x Cog. xlii. 4.
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,And that the Lord Himself was uncomely in l consisting of them, the veil, with the view of
aspect, the Spirit testifies by ESalas : "And we tfindmg within the true beauty, he wilt be dis-
saw Him, and He had no form nor comeliness ;t gusted, I know well. For he will not find the
but His form was mean, inferior to men." ' Yet 1linage of God dwelling within, as is meet ; but
who was more admirable than the Lord? But instead of it a fornicator and adulteress has
it was not the beauty of the flesh visible to the occupied the shrine of the soul. And the true
eye, but the true beauty of both soul and body, beast will thus be detected--an ape smeared
which He exhibited, which in the former is with white paint. And that deceitful serpent,
beneficence ; in the latter-- that is, the flesh w devounng the understanding part of man through
immortality, vanity, has the soul as its hole, filhng all with

deadly poisons ; and injecting his own venom of
CHAP. n. w AO_ST EMBELLISHmCTHE BODY. deception, this pander of a dragon has changed
It is not, then, the aspect of the outward man, women into harlots. For love of display is not

but the soul that is to be decorated with the for a lady, but a courtesan. Such women care
ornament of goodness ; we may say also the little for keeping at home with their husbands;
flesh with the adornment of temperance. But but loosing their husbands' purse-strings, they
those women who beautify the outside, are una- spend its supplies on their lusts, that they may
wares all waste in the inner depths, as is the have many witnesses of their seemingly fair ap-
case with the ornaments of the Egyptians ; pearance ; and, devoting the whole day to their
among whom temples with their porticos and toilet, they spend their time with their bought
vestibules are carefully constructed, and groves slaves. Accordingly they season the flesh hke a
and sacred fields adjoining ; the halls are sur- pernicious sauce ; and the day they bestow on
rounded with many pillars ; and the walls gleam the toilet shut up in their rooms, so as not to be
with foreign stones, and there is no want of caught decking themselves. But in the evening
artistic painting ; and the temples gleam with this spurious beauty creeps out to candle-hght as
gold, and silver, and amber, and glitter with out of a hole ; for drunkenness and the dimness
partl-coloured gems from India and Ethiopia ; of the light aid what they have put on. The
and the shrines are veiled with gold-embroidered woman who dyes her hair yellow, Menander the
hangangs. I comic poet expels from the house : --

But if you enter the penetralia of the enclos- ] "Now get out of this house, for no chaste
ure, and, in haste to behold something better, ] Woman ought to make her hair yellow,"

seek the image that is the inhabitant of the ]nor, I would add, stain her cheeks, nor paint her
temple, and if any priest of those that offer i eyes. Unawares the poor wretches destroy their
sacrifice there, looking grave, and singang a own beauty, by the introduction of what is spu-
pman in the Egyptian tongue, remove a htfle of rious. At the dawn of day, mangling, racking,
the veil to show the god, he will give you a and plastering themselves over with certain corn-
hearty laugh at the object of worship. For the positions, they chill the skin, furrow the flesh
deity that is sought, to whom you have rushed, with poisons, and with curiously prepared washes,
will not be found within, but a cat, or a crocodile, thus blighting their own beauty. Wherefore they
or a serpent of the country, or some such beast are seen to be yellow from the use of cosmetics,
unworthy of the temple, but quite worthy of a and susceptible to disease, their flesh, which has
den, a hole, or the dirt. The god of the Egyp- been shaded with poisons, being now in a melt-
tians appears a beast rolling on a purple couch, ing state. So they dishonour the Creator of

So those women who wear gold, occupying men, as if the beauty given by Him were nothing
themselves in curling at their locks, and engaged worth. As you might expect, they become lazy
in anointing their cheeks, painting their eyes, in housekeeping, sitting like painted things to be
and dyeing their hair, and practising the other looked at, not as if made for domestic economy.
pernicious arts of luxury, decking the covering Wherefore in the comic poet the sensible woman
of flesh,--in truth, imitate the Egyptians, in says, "What can we women do wise or brilliant,
order to attract their infatuated lovers, who sit with hair dyed yellow, outraging the

But if one withdraw the veil of the temple, w character of gentlewomen ; causing the over-
I mean the head-dress, the dye, the clothes, the throw of houses, the ruin of nuptials, and accu-
gold, the paint, the cosmetics, -- that is, the web sations on the part of children ?" * In the same

way, Antiphanes the comic poet, in Malthaca,
x In. liii. 2, 3- [ But _ also Ps. xlv 2, which was often c_tecl ridicules the meretriciousness of women in words

by the anciems to prove the reverse. Both may be _,conciled: he
wa_ a fair and comely child hke hts father Davtd; but, as "the man that apply to them all, and are framed against
of sorrows," he became old m looks, and hts countenance was marred, the rubbing of themselves with cosmetics, say-
For Davtd's beauW, see x Sam. xvt. _a.. For our ..Lords at twelve
years of age, when the vn'gm was seektng her chiidhCantmles, v. ing : --
7-I6. For]_is a_ce at three and thirty, when u_..Aews onty
ventured to credit him with less than fifty years, Joan vm. 57..
aleo lrenleus, A&*zzmaHereai¢$, cap. xxm _te xa, p 39x, thissenes.] a Arlstophanes, Lys_strata.
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I

"She comes, . ..... [sins, on account of the shame of reproof. Just
She goes OaCK,sue approacnes, sue goes DacK Ias the _lastere -_ L._a ___ ._ • _ Jv u ._mu anu me anomtecl e e ex-She has come, she m here, she washes herself, she ad- I-. ........ Y

vances, molt from melr very look the susplcmn of a per-
She is soaped, she is combed, she goes out, is rubbed, [ son in illness, so also cosmetics and dyes indicate
She washes herself, looks in the glass, robes herself, [ that the soul is deeply diseased.
Anoints herself, decks herself, besmears herself,; The divine Tn ru " "
And if aught is wrong, chokes lwith vexation].' ! .. .l st ctor enjoins us not to ap-

....... - - iproacn to anomer s river, meaning oy me ngura-
•lnnce,, x say, not once,. ,a° mey aeserve to per-. i tlve expression "another'¢_ ---_-,'_"_,, ,, _._,,._,o,,,,h_-,-
tsh, who use crocodiles excrement, and anoint wife -" the wanton t.........• . , nat nows to an, anct out ot
themselves with the froth of putrid humours, and licentiousness gives herself up to meretricious
stain their eyebrows with soot, and rub their enjoyment with all. "Abstain from water that
cheeks with white lead. is another's," He says, "and drink not of an-

These, then, who are disgusting even to the other's well," admonishing us to shun the stream
heathen poets for their fashions, how shall they of "voluptuousness," that we may live long, and
not be rejected by the truth ? ' Accordingly an- that years of life may be added to us ; s both by
other comic poet, Alexis, reproves them. For I not hunting after pleasure that belongs to an-
shall adduce his words, which with extravagance other, and by diverting our inclinations.
of statement shame the obstinacy of their impu- Love of dainties and love of wine, though
dence. For he was not very far beyond the great vices, are not of such magnitude as fond-
mark. And I cannot for shame come to the hess for finery? "A full table and repeated
assistance of women held up to such ridicule in cups" are enough to satisfy greed. But to those
comedy, who are fond of gold, and purple, and jewels,

Then she ruins her husband, neither the gold that _s above the earth and
"For first, in comparison with gain and the spoiling of below it is sufficient, nor the Tyrian Sea, nor

neighbours, the freight that comes from India and Ethiopia,
All else is in their eyes superfluous." nor yet Pactolus flowing with gold ; not even

•' Is one of them little _ She stitches cork into her shoe- were a man to become a Midas would he be
sole. satisfied, but would be still poor, craving otherIs one tall ? She wears a thin sole,

And goes out keeping her head down on her shoulder : wealth. Such people are ready to die with their
This takes away from her height. Has one no flanks ? gold•
She has something sewed on to her, so that the And if Plutus 5 is blind, are not those women

spectators
May exclaim on her fine shape behind. Has she a that are crazy about him, and have a fellow-

prominent stomach? feeling with him, blind too? Having, then,
;Bymaking additions, to render it strmght, such as the no limit to their lust, they push on to shame-

nurses we see in the comic poets, lessness. For the theatre, and pageants, and
She draws back, as it were, by these poles, the protu-

berance of the stomach in front, many spectators, and strolling in the temples,
Has one yellow eyebrows ? She stains them with and loitering in the streets, that they may be seen

soot• conspicuously by all, are necessary to them. For
Do they happen to be black ? She smears them with those that glory m their looks, not in heart, 6dressceruse.

to please others. For as the brand shows theIs one very white-skinned ? She rouges•
Has one any part of the body beautiful ? She shows slave, so do gaudy colours the adulteress. "For

it bare. though thou clothe thyself in scarlet, and deck
Has she beautiful teeth ? She must needs laugh, thyself with ornaments of gold, and anoint thine
That those present may see what a pretty mouth she eyes with stibium, in vain is thy beauty," 7 sayshas;
But if not in the humour for laughing, she passes the the Word by Jeremiah. Is it not monstrous,

day within, that while horses, birds, and the rest of the ani-
With a slender sprig of myrtle between her lips, trials, spring and bound from the grass and
Like what cooks have always at hand when they have meadows, rejoicing in ornament that is their own,goats' heads to sell,
So that she must keep them apart the whilst, whether in mane, and natural colour, and varied plumage ;

she will or not." woman, as if inferior to the brute creation, should

I set these quotations from the comic poets 2 think herself so unlovely as to need foreign, and
before you, since the Word most strenuously bought, and painted beauty ?
wishes to save us. And by and by I will fortify Head-dresses and varieties of head-dresses,
them with the divine Scriptures. For he who and elaborate braidings, and infinite modes of
does not escape notice is wont to abstain from dressing the hair, and costly specimens of mir-

t [Johnxvit. t7 "Thy wordis truth,"tshereanmind;and, 3 prov.ix.xx.
4[This Is worthnoting Worsethanloveof wine,becausehe

Soonafter,hespeaksof the_ScrtpturesandtheWord(LOKas)m the regards a loveforfineryamtendingtolossof chastity.]sau_,eway.]
a [He rebukesheathenwozneooutof theirownpoets;whilehe s Wealth.

w_nsChrlstumwomenalsotoresistthe contagionof the*rer.amplo,_ b xThews.iLXT.
fortifiedby theScriptth-es.] 7Jer iv. 30.
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rors, in which they arrange their costume, -- "He that judged the goddesses,
As the myth of the Argives has it, having come from

hunting after those that, like silly children, are Phrygia
crazy about their figures, -- are characteristic of To Lacedmmon, arrayed in flowery vestments,
women who have lost all sense of shame. If Ghttering with gold and barbaric luxury,
any one were to call these courtesans, he would Loving, departed, carrying away her he loved,
make no mistake, for they turn their faces into Helen, to the folds of Ida, having found thatMenelaus was away from home."*
masks. But us the Word enjoins "to look not
on the things that are seen, but the things that O adulterous beauty ! Barbarian finery and
are not seen ; for the things that are seen are effeminate luxury overthrew Greece ; Lacedae-

monian chastity was corrupted by clothes, and
temporal, but the things that are not seen are luxury, and graceful beauty ; barbaric displayeternal."

But what passes beyond the bounds of ab- proved Jove's daughter a courtesan.
surdlty, is that they have invented mirrors for They had no instructors to restrain their

lusts, nor one to say, "Do not commit adul-
this artificial shape of theirs, as if it were some ; ,,
excellent work or masterpiece. The deception tery nor, "Lust not ;" or, "Travel not by
rather reqmres a veil thrown over it. For as the lust into adultery ;" or further, " Influence not
Greek fable has it, it was not a fortunate thing thy passions by desire of adornment."
for the beautiful Narcissus to have been the be- What an end was it that ensued to them, and

what woes they endured, who would not restrain
holder of his own image. And if Moses com- their self-will ! Two continents were convulsed
manded men to make not an image to represent
God by art, how can these women be right, who by unrestrained pleasures, and all was throwninto confusion by a barbarian boy. The whole
by their own reflection produce an imitation of Hellas puts to sea; the ocean is burdenedof their own likeness, in order to the falsifying of
their faces ? Likewise also, when Samuel the with the weight of continents ; a protracted war
prophet was sent to anoint one of the sons of breaks out, and fierce battles are waged, and the
Jesse for king, and on seeing the eldest of his plains are crowded with dead: the barbarian
sons to be fair and tall, produced the anointing assails the fleet with outrage ; wickedness pre-
oil, being delighted with him, the Lord said to vails, and the eye of that poetic Jove looks on
him, "Look not to his appearance, nor the the Thracians :-
height of his stature : for I have rejected him. "The barbarian plains drink noble blood,And the streams of the rivers are choked with dead
For man looketh on the eyes, but the LORD into bodies."

the heart. ''* Breasts are beaten in lamentations, and grief
And he anointed not him that was comely in desolates the land; and all the feet, and the

person, but him that was comely in soul. If, summits of many-fountained Ida, and the cities
then, the Lord counts the natural beauty of the of the Trojans, and the ships of the Achaeans,
body inferior to that of the soul, what thinks He
of spurious beauty, rejecting utterly as He does shake.Where, O Homer, shall we flee and stand?
all falsehood? "For we walk by faith, not by
sight." a Very clearly the Lord accordingly Show us a spot of ground that is not shaken !
teaches by Abraham, that he who follows God "Touch not the reins, inexperienced boy,Nor mount the seat, not having learned to drive." _
must despise country, and relations, and posses-
sions, and all wealth, by making him a stranger. Heaven delights in two charioteers, by whom
And therefore also He called him His friend, alone the chariot of fire is guided. For the
who had despised the substance which he had mind is carried away by pleasure; and the un-
possessed at home. For he was of good par- sullied principle of reason, when not instructed
entage, and very opulent ; and so with three by the Word, slides down into licentiousness,
hundred and eighteen servants of his own he and gets a fall as the due reward of its trans-
subdued the four kings who had taken Lot cap- gression. An example of this are the angels,
tire. who renounced the beauty of God for a beauty

Esther alone we find justly adorned. The which fades, and so fell from heaven to earth, r
spouse adorned herself mystically for her royal The Shechemites, too, were punished by an
husband ; but her beauty turns out the redemp- overthrow for dishonouring the holy virgin. The
tion price of a people that were about to be grave was their punishment, and the monument
massacred. And that decoration makes women of their ignominy leads to salvation.

courtesans, and men effeminate and adulterers, , i,_:_ia ,_ A,t, 7,-r7- • ,_a
the tragic poet is a witness ; thus dlscours- s ['Thelaw was the _agogtm of theJews (Cal.ill._!._; ,therefore, as to Gcnules, they were a law unto themselves (Rom. n
ing : -- ,,, xs) , with some truth in their phtlasoplw to guKle them.]

6 P_ael_a_ of ]Zunl:_d_.
7 Gen. vL x 2. [It ss surprising wtth what tenacity this interpre-

t _ Cot. iv. x8 ration chngs to the ancient mind of the Church. The 2V_#_iltm and
a t Sam. xvt. 7. Gibkvrt'm need a special investigation. The Oriental tales Of the
$ a Cor, v. 7. ge,mt are probably ¢otmected with then" fabu]o_ htstory.j
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CHAP. hi.- AOAINSTMEN WHO EMBELLISH more truly venerable is he, having God alone
THEMSELVES. as his senior, since He is the eternal aged One,

To such an extent, then, has luxury advanced, He who is older than all things. Prophecy
that not only are the female sex deranged about has called him the "Ancient of days ; and the
this frivolous pursuit, but men also are infected hair of His head was as pure wool," says the
with the disease., For not being free of the prophet.4 "And none other," says the Lord,
love of finery, they are not in health j but in- "can make the hair white or black." s How,
dining to voluptuousness, they become effem- then, do these godless ones work in rivalry with
mate, cutting their hair in an ungentlemanlike God, or rather violently oppose Him, when they
and meretricious way, clothed in fine and trans- transmute the hair made white by Him ? "The
parent garments, chewing mastich, 2 smelling of cr°wn of old men is great experience," 6 says
perfume.S What can one say on seeing them ? Scripture ; and the hoary hair of their coun-
Lxke one who judges people by their foreheads, tenance is the blossom of large experience.
he will divine them to be adulterers and effem- But these dishonour the reverence of age, the
mate, addicted to both kinds of venery, haters head covered with grey hairs. It is not, it is not
of hair, destitute of hair, detesting the bloom possible for him to show the head true who has
of manliness, and adorning their locks like a fraudulent head. "But ye have not so learned
women. "Living for unholy acts of audacity, Christ ; if so be that ye have heard Him, and
these fickle wretches do reckless and nefarious have been taught by Him, as the truth is in
deeds," says the Sibyl. For their service the lJ esus: that ye put off, concerning the former
towns are full of those who take out hair by conversation, the old man (not the hoary man,
pitch-plasters, shave, and pluck out hairs from but him that is) corrupt according to deceitful
these womanish creatures. And shops are erect- lusts ; and be renewed (not by dyeings and
ed and opened everywhere ; and adepts at this ornaments), but in the spirit of your mind ;
meretricious fornication make a deal of money! and put on the new man, which after God is
openly by those who plaster themselves, and created in righteousness and true holiness." 7
gwe their hair to be pulled out in all ways by But for one who is a man to comb himself and
those who make it their trade, feeling no shame shave himself with a razor, for the sake of fine
before the onlookers or those who approach, nor: effect, to arrange his hair at the looking-glass, to
before themselves, being men. Such are those shave his cheeks, pluck hairs out of them, and
addicted to base passions, whose whole body is smooth them, how womanly! And, in truth,
made smooth by the violent tuggings of pitch- unless you saw them naked, you would suppose
plasters. It is utterly impossible to get beyond them to be women. For although not allowed
such effrontery. If nothing is left undone by to wear gold, yet out of effeminate desire they
them, neither shall anything be left unspoken by enwreath their latches and fringes with leaves
me. Diogenes, when he was being sold, chiding of gold ; or, getting certain spherical figures of
like a teacher one of these degenerate creatures, the same metal made, they fasten them to their
said very manfully, "Come, youngster, buy for ankles, and hang 'them from their necks. This
yourself a man," chastising his meretricious- is a device of enervated men, who are dragged
ness by an ambiguous speech. But for those! t° the women's apartments, amphibious and
who are men to shave and smooth themselves, lecherous beasts. For this is a meretricious
how ignoble! As for dyeing of hair, and and impious form of snare. For God wished
anointing of grey locks, and dyeing them yellow, women to be smooth, and rejoice in their locks
these are practices of abandoned effeminates; alone growing spontaneously, as a horse in his
and their feminine combing of themselves is a mane ; but has adorned man, like the lions, with
thing to be let alone. For they think, that like a beard, and endowed him, as an attribute of
serpents they divest themselves of the old age manhood, with shaggy breasts, m a sign this
of their head by painting and renovating them- of strength and rule. So also cocks, which
selves. But though they do doctor the hair fight in defence of the hens, he has decked with
cleverly, they will not escape wrinkles, nor will combs, as it were helmets ; and so high a value
they elude death by tricking time. For it is not does God set on these locks, that He orders
dreadful, it is not dreadful to appear old, when them to make their appearance on men simul-
you are not able to shut your eyes to the fact taneously with discretion, and delighted with a
that you are so. venerable look, has honoured gravity of coun-

The more, then, a man hastes to the end, the tenance with grey hairs. But wisdom, and
discriminating judgments that are hoary with

W t [Heathen manners are here depicted as a warning to Christians."e cannot _'o'oo_ ChrLstians, as yet, to amy extent, corrupted m
theirmanne_h_fashLonandfnvohty; for to be a Christian excluded 4Dan. viL9 [Atrulydoqumatpassag¢.]

s Matt. v. 36.one from temptations of this kind.]
2 [Quint, de rt Nicotiar*ag] 6 Ecdus. xxv 6.
z [gmclllhg of Nicoune?] _ Eph. iv, ao,-_
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wisdom, attain maturity with time, and by the For he who in the light of day denies his man-
vigour of long experience give strength to old hood, will prove himself manifestly a woman by
age, producing grey hairs, the admirable flower night. "There shall not be," said the Word by
of venerable wisdom, conciliating confidence. Moses, "a harlot of the daughters of Israel;
This, then, the mark of the man, the beard, by there shall not be a fornicator of the sons of
which he is seen to be a man, is older than Eve, Israel." 6
and is the token of the superior nature. In this But the pitch does good, it is said. Nay, it
God deemed it right that he should excel, and defames, say I. No one who entertains right
dispersed hair over man's whole body. What- sentiments would wish to appear a fornicator,
ever smoothness and softness was in him He were he not the victim of that vice, and study to
abstracted from his side when He formed the defame the beauty of his form. No one would,
woman Eve, physically receptive, his partner in I say, voluntarily choose to do this. "For if
parentage, his help in household management, God foreknew those who are called, according
while he (for he had parted with all smoothness) to His purpose, to be conformed to the image of
remained a man, and shows himself man. And His Son," for whose sake, according to the bless-
to him has been assigned action, as to her suffer- ed apostle, He has appointed "Him to be the
ing ; for what is shaggy is drier and warmer first-born among many brethren," 7 are they not
than what is smooth. Wherefore males have godless who treat with indignity the body which
both more hair and more heat than females, is of like form with the Lord ?
animals that are entire than the emasculated, The man, who would be beautiful, must adorn
perfect than imperfect. It is therefore impious that which is the most beautiful thing in man,
to desecrate the symbol of manhood, hairiness, x his mind, which every day he ought to exhibit
But the embellishment of smoothing (for I am m greater comeliness ; and should pluck out not
warned by the Word), if it is to attract men, is hairs, but lusts. I pity the boys possessed by
the act of an effeminate person,- if to attract the slave-dealers, that are decked for dishonour.
women, is the act of an adulterer ; and both But they are not treated with ignominy by them-
must be driven as far as possible from our soci- selves, but by command the wretches are adorned
ety. "But the very hairs of your head are all for base gain. But how disgusting are those who
numbered," says the I_rd; 2 those on the chin, [willingly practise the things to which, if corn-
too, are numbered, and those on the whole body. [ pelled, they would, if they were men, die rather
There must be therefore no plucking out, con-]than do ?
trary to God's appointment, which has counted s [ But life has reached this pitch of licentious-
them in according to His will. "Know ye not [ ness through the wantonness of wickedness, and
yourselves," says the apostle, "that Christ Jesus ] lasciviousness is diffused over the cities, having

_Y_oUu_r.°4WBnuW_t_'whnswdWcoi_Vto_p_l_urcil_tg s_{e_mr!!_a_"nclgB;y!d:° t;h t_t _ e_e; _;d° ! _le_c_t
hair (I shrink from even mentioning the shame- the part of women.
lessness connected with this process), and in the Luxury has deranged all things ; it has dis-
act of bending back and bending down, the graced man. A luxurious niceness seeks every-
violence done to nature's modesty by stepping thing, attempts everything, forces everything,
out and bending backwards in shameful post- coerces nature. Men play the part of women,
ures, yet the doers not ashamed of themselves, and women that of men, contrary to nature ;
but conducting themselves without shame in the women are at once wives and husbands : no
midst of the youth, and in the gymnasium, where passage is closed against libidinousness ; and
the prowess of man is tried ; the following of this their promiscuous lechery is a public institution,
unnatural practice, is it not the extreme of licen- and luxury is domesticated. O miserable spec-
tiousness ? For those who engage in such prac- tacle ] horrible conduct ! Such are the trophies
rices in public will scarcely behave with modesty of your social licentiousness which are exhibited ;
to any at home. Their want of shame in public the evidence of these deeds are the prostitutes.
attests their unbridled licentiousness in private.S Alas for such wickedness ! Besides, the wretches

know not how many tragedies the uncertainty of
x iOn the other hand. this was Esau's symbol ; and the Sensual

"_rm" _i_. xiiL,) _.. m_ so,t,," ratheo_,i_, so ai_othe intercourse produces. For fathers, unmindful of
orisli_ of "devils" i, I_v. ,_ii. _,and • Chron.xi _s. S_ the children of theirs that have been exposed, often
le.au_edsMatt. _3o.n°teof Mr. West, in his editao_tof Lesghton, vol. v. p. :6x. l without their knowledge, have intercourse with

s. iv,_,_,a_,i_,_ seemsto t_ here used in _ middle,not_ a son that has debauched himself, and daughterslmssr_ t_xs_, .t_ _o*0ta.'t_._vo_ m tomet_mts.
,, Cor.m.s. that are prostitutes ; and licence in lust shows
"_lSuch were the manne_ with which timGospel was forced every-

where to contend, That they were against nature ts sufficiently clear them to be the men that have begotten them.
fi'om tim ttmains of decency m some heathen. Herodotus (book t.
cap. 81 tens ns that the Lydi-anscounted it dasgrac¢ftd even for a maa o Deut. xxth. xT.
to_ soeu anked ] _ Rom. viii. 28, a9.
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These things your wise laws allow : people may afraid of them when they see them bristling
sm legally; and the execrable indulgence in their hair.
pleasure they call a thing indifferent. They who "The fleecy sheep axe loaded with their wool."s
commit adultery against nature think themselves
free from adultery. Avenging justice follows And their wool the loving Father has made
their audacious deeds, and, dragging on them- abundant for thy use, O man, having taught thee
selves inevitable calamity, they purchase death to sheer their fleeces. Of the nations, the Celts
for a small sum of money. The miserable deal- and Scythians wear their hair long, but do not
ers in these wares sad, bringing a cargo of form- deck themselves. The bushy hair of the barba-
caUon, like wine or oil ; and others, far more rian has something fearful in it ; and its auburn
wretched, traffic in pleasures as they do in bread (_vOdv) colour threatens war, the hue beingsomewhat akin to blood. Both these barbarian
and sauce, not heeding the words of Moses,

Do not prosutute thy daughter, to cause her to races hate luxury. As clear witnesses will be
be a whore, lest the land fall to whoredom, and produced by the German, the Rhine ; 6 and by
the land become full of wickedness." ' the Scythian, the waggon. Sometimes the Scy-

Such was predicted of old, and the result is thian despises even the waggon : its size seems
notorious : the whole earth has now become full sumptuousness to the barbarian ; and leaving its
of fornication and wickedness. I admire the i luxurious ease, the Scythian man leads a frugal
ancient legislators of the Romans : these detested life. For a house sufficient, and less encumbered
effeminacy of conduct ; and the giving of the than the waggon, he takes his horse, and mount-
body to feminine purposes, contrary to the law ing it, is borne where he wishes. And when
of nature, they judged worthy of the extremest faint with hunger, he asks his horse for suste-
penalty, according to the righteousness of the nance ; and he offers his veins, and supplies hismaster with all he possesses--his blood. Tolaw.

For it is not lawful to pluck out the beard/ the nomad the horse is at once conveyance
man's natural and noble ornament, and sustenance ; and the warlike youth of the

Arabians (these are other nomads) are mounted
"A youth with his first beard : for with this, youth is on camels. They sit on breeding camels i and

most graceful." these feed and run at the same time, carrying

By and by he is anointed, delighting in the their masters the whilst, and bear the house with
beard "on which descended" the prophetic them. And if drink fail the barbarians, they
"ointment" * with which Aaron was honoured, milk them ; and after that their food is spent,

And it becomes him who is rightly trained, they do not spare even their blood, as is reported
on whom peace has pitched its tent, to preserve of furious wolves. And these, gentler than the
peace also with his hair. barbarians, when injured, bear no remembrance

What, then, will not women with strong pro- of the wrong, but sweep bravely over the desert,
pensities to lust practise, when they look on men carrying and nourishing their masters at the
perpetrating such enormities ? Rather we ought rome time.
not to call such as these men, but lewd wretches Perish, then, the savage beasts whose food is
(flazd.ko0, and effeminate (y_wS_¢), whose voices )lood ! For it is unlawful for men, whose body
are feeble, and whose clothes are womanish both is nothing but flesh elaborated of blood, to touch
m feel and dye. And such creatures are mani- blood. For human blood has become a partaker
festly shown to be what they are from their of the Word : 7 it is a participant of grace by the
external appearance, their clothes, shoes, form, Spirit; and if any one injure him, he will not
walk, cut of their hair, look. "For-from his escape unnoticed. Man may, though naked in
look shall a man be known," says the Scripture, body, address the Lord. But I approve the
"and from meeting a man the man is known : simplicity of the barbarians : loving an unencum-
the dress of a man, the step of his foot, the bered life, the barbarians have abandoned luxury.
laugh of his teeth, tell tales of him." 4 Such the Lord calls us to be _ naked of finery,

For these, for the most part, plucking out the naked of vanity, wrenched from our sins, bearing
rest of their hair, only dress that on the head, all only the wood of life, aiming only at salvation.
but binding their locks with fillets like women.
Lions glory in their shaggy hair, but are armed o-ua,, lv.--wrrH WHOM WE ARE TO ,_SOClA_.
by their hair in the fight ; and boars even are But really I have unwittingly deviated in spirit
made imposing by their mane ; the hunters are from the order, to which I must now revert, and

must find fault with having large numbers of do-
mestics. For, avoiding working with their own_I._v.xix.29

= [Whenthe lossof theheardwasa tokenof fopperyandoften
of Somethingworse,shavingwouldhefnvohty;butherehe treatsof
_Xm-l_fion] s Hesiod,Worksand l)ays, L_32.

3Ps.c.xxxiii.2. o Ofwhchtheydrink.
4 Ecclusxtx.a9,30. z [Hetookuponhimournature,fleshandblood.Heb.ii.x4-z6.]
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hands and serving themselves, men have recourse crowd of the licentious in it, where no wise man
to servants, purchasing a great crowd of fine is present.
cooks, mad of people to lay out the table, and of And these women are carried about over the
others to divide the meat skilfully into pieces, temples, sacrificing and practising divination day
And the staff of servants is separated into many by day, spending their time with fortune-tellers,
divisions ; some labour for their gluttony, carvers and begging priests, and disreputable old women ;
and _.asoners, and the compounders and makers and they keep up old wives' whisperings over
of sweetmeats, and honey-cakes, and custards ; their cups, learning charms and incantations from
others are occupied with their too numerous soothsayers, to the ruin of the nuptial bonds.
clothes ; others guard the gold, like griffins; And some men they keep; by others they are
others keep the silver, and wipe the cups, and kept ; and others are promised them by the
make ready what is needed to furnish the festive diviners. They know not that they are cheating
table ; others rub down the horses ; and a crowd themselves, and giving up themselves as a vessel
of cup-bearers exert themselves in their service, of pleasure to those that wish to indulge in wan-
and herds of beautiful boys, like cattle, from tonness; and exchanging their purity for the
whom they milk away their beauty. And male foulest outrage, they think what is the most
and female assistants at the toilet are employed shameful ruin a great stroke of business. And
about the ladies--some for the mirrors, some there are many ministers to this meretricious
for the head-dresses, others for the combs, licentiousness, insinuating themselves, one from
Many are eunuchs ; and these panders serve one quarter, another from another. For the
without suspicion those that wish to be free to licentious rush readily into uncleanness, like swine
enjoy their pleasures, because of the belief that rushing to that part of the hold of the ship which
they are unable to indulge in lust. But a true is depressed. Whence the Scripture most strenu-
eunuch is not one who is unable, but one who is ously exhorts, "Introduce not every one into thy
unwilling, to indulge in pleasure. The Word, house, for the snares of the crafty are many." 4
testifying by the prophet Samuel to the Jews, And in another place, "Let just men be thy
who had transgressed when the people asked for guests, and in the fear of the Lord let thy boast
a king, promised not a loving lord, but threat- remain." s Away with fornication. "For know
ened to give them a self-willed and voluptuous this well," says the apostle, "that no fornicator,
tyrant, "who shall," He says, "take your dangh- or unclean person, or covetous man, who is an
ters to be perfumers, and cooks, and bakers," ' idolater, hath any inheritance in the kingdom of
ruling by the law of war, not desiring a peaceful Christ and of God." 6
administration. And there are many Celts, who But these women delight in intercourse with
bear aloft on their shoulders women's htters, the effeminate. And crowds of abominable

But workers in wool, and spinners, and weavers, creatures (_,vm'_s) flow in, of unbridled tongue,
and female work and housekeeping, are nowhere, filthy in body, filthy in language ; men enough

But those who impose on the women, spend for lewd offices, ministers of adultery, giggling
the day with them, telling them silly amatory and whispering, and shamelessly making through
stories, and wearing out-body and soul with their their noses sounds of lewdness and fornication
false acts and words. "Thou shalt not be with i to provoke lust, endeavouring to please by lewd
many," it is said, "for evil, nor give thyself to a words and attitudes, inciting to laughter, the pre-
multitude ; "* for wisdom shows itself among few, !cursor of fornication. And sometimes, when
but disorder in a multitude. But it is not for inflamed by any provocation, either these fomi-
grounds of propriety, on account of not wishing to cators, or those that follow the rabble of abomi-
be seen, that they purchase bearers, for it were nable creatures to destruction, make a sound in
commendable if out of such feelings they put their nose like a frog, as if they had got anger
themselves under a covering ; but it is out of lux- dwelling in their nostrils. But those who are
uriousness that they are carried on their domes- more refined than these keep Indian birds and
tics' shoulders, and desire to make a show. Median pea-fowls, and recline with peak-headed 7

So, opening the curtain, and looking keenly creatures ; playing with satyrs, delighting in mon-
round on all that direct their eyes towards them, stets. They laugh when they hear Thersites ;
they show their manners ; and often bending and these women, purchasing Thersiteses highly
forth from within, disgrace this superficial pro- valued, pride themselves not in their husbands,
priety by their dangerous restlessness. " Look but in those wretches which are a burden on the
not round," it is said, "in the streets of the city, earth, and overlook the chaste widow, who is of
and wander not in its lonely places." s For that far higher value than a Melitman pup, and look
is, in truth, a lonely place, though there be a

• F_t_.dus.xL
s F_,cdtm ix. _:

t t Sara. _iii, x3. 6Eph v. 5
a Ex. x,xih. _. 7 ¢z/_6¢, In allusm_a to Thetmtes, to which Homer applies this ept-
a Eccha_ _x. 7. thet.
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askance at a just old man, who is lovelier in my ashamed to strip before spectators, as if expos-
estimation than a monster purchased for money, ing their persons for sale, But Hesiod advises
And though maintaining parrots and curlews, "Not to wash the skin in the women's bath." s

they do not receive the orphan child ;x but they The baths are opened promiscuously to men and
expose children that are born at home, and take women ; and there they strip for licentious in-
up the young of birds, and prefer irrational to dulgence (for from looking, men get to loving),
rational creatures; although they ought to un- as if their modesty had been washed away in
dertake the maintenance of old people with a the bath. 6 Those who have not become utterly
character for sobriety, who are fairer in my mind destitute of modesty shut out strangers ; but
than apes, and capable of uttering something bathe with their own servants, and strip naked
better than nightingales j and to set before them before their slaves, and are rubbed by them ;
that saying, "He that pitieth the poor lendeth giving to the crouching menial liberty to lust, by
to the LORD; "2 and this, " Inasmuch as ye have permitting fearless handling. For those who are
done it unto the least of these My brethren, ye introduced before their naked mistresses while

have done it to Me." s But these, on the other in the bath, study to strip themselves in order to
hand, prefer ignorance to wisdom, turning their audacity in lust, casting off fear in consequence
wealth into stone, that is, into pearls and Indian io f the wicked custom. The ancient athletes,7
emeralds. And they squander and throw away ashamed to exhibit a man naked, preserved their
their wealth on fading dyes, and bought slaves ; modesty by going through the contest in drawers ;
like crammed fowls scraping the dung of life. but these women, divesting themselves of their
,' Poverty," it is said, "humbles a man." 4 By modesty along with their tunic, wish to appear
poverty is meant that niggardliness by which the beautiful, but contrary to their wish are simply
rich are poor, having nothing to give away. proved to be wicked, s For through the body

CHAP.V. _ BEHAVIOURIN THE BATHS. itself the wantonness of lust shines clearly ; as in
the case of dropsical people, the water covered

And of what sort are their baths ? Houses by the skin. Disease in both is known from the
skilfully constructed, compact, portable, trans- look. Men, therefore, affording to women a
parent, covered with fine linen. And gold-plated noble example of truth, ought to be ashamed at
chairs, and silver ones, too, and ten thousand their stripping before them, and guard against
vessels of gold and silver, some for drinking, these dangerous sights ; "for he who has looked
some for eating, some for bathing, are carried curiously," it is said, "hath sinned already." 9
about with them. Besides these, there are even At home, therefore, they ought to regard with
braziers of coals ; for they have arrived at such modesty parents and domestics ; in the ways,
a pitch of self-indulgence, that they sup and get those they meet ; in the baths, women ; in solio
drunk while bathing. And articles of silver with rude, themselves j and everywhere the Word,
which they make a show, they ostentatiously set who is everywhere, "and without Him was not
out in the baths, and thus display perchance their anything." ,o For so only shall one rerna'm with-
wealth out of excessive pride, but chiefly the out falling, if he regard GOd as ever present
capricious ignorance, through which they brand with him.
effeminate men, who have been vanquished by
women ; proving at least that they themselves CHAP.VI._THE CHRISTIANALONERICH.
cannot meet and cannot sweat without a multi- Riches are then to be partaken of rationally,
tude of vessels, although poor women who have bestowed lovingly, not sordidly, or pompously ;
no display equally enjoy their baths. The dirt nor is the love of the beautiful to be turned
of wealth, then, has an abundant covering of into self-love and ostentation ; lest perchance
censure. With this, as with a bait, they hook some one say to us, "His horse, or land, or
the miserable creatures that gape at the glitter domestic, or gold, is worth fifteen talents ; but
of gold. For dazzling thus those fond of dis- the man himself is dear at three coppers."

play, they artfully try to win the admiration of s H,_oa. U'or_,a,dday,, a. 37t.
their lovers, who after a litre insult them naked. 6 [Such_ ,,o=_ hero,, the _ _m*. Sot no_ to
They will scarce strip before their own husbands Hennas,cap._i_n_ _,p. ¢7,_ ,,dam, andFaud*ulon(p.3_)of thesame]
affecting a plausible pretence of modesty; but , [The mU,,i_. _,_ =._ d_t tun ._._,

nearer to the r,tate ot nature, wtucn m a better gume tams ptt_aa c_vt-

any others who wish, may see them at home shut lizatmn.Butseethetutere.tmgnoteof ltd. lin._..(He_evei _
up naked in their baths. For there they are not p. ,_s,_d.N_ V.o,k),whoq_ota Th_dm_ 0. e) _ proverecent invasion of immodest, exposm, cvcn attm*tg mtlfleum. L_.r

author has thht tame qumatum tu mind, for he zhaoa u'amL_tes tt
hel_e. . . .

t [The w'a_g ce pet dogs,pups, andother animal, ezpeme ._ . _At_.." gi_ ..r_ tu the ggm_ qtute aalpmL" S_ #rh w_wFdch might help an orphan child, as a sin not yet upmoum.
Here Clemont's plea for widows, orphans, and aged men, ptejmres the only the linen cAt.n, _ m the .c_l_m_¢ m n_u., am u w_ e_-

arguments should prevail with ChdJtiaus ia America.] vi. 2o) was _tn/z_y ot tbe same mm _ _• ma.,.]Prov. xix. x7.
a Matt. xxv. 4o. 9 Matt. v. 28.
4 Prov. x. 4. so JohaL 3.
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Take away, then, directly the ornaments from not possession, which renders a man happy ;
women, and domestics from masters, and you and the fruit of the Spirit is generosity. It
will find masters in no respect different from is in the soul, then, that riches are. Let it,
bought slaves in step, or look, or voice, so like then, be granted that good things are the prop-
are they to their slaves. But they differ in that erty only of good men ; and Christians are
they are feebler than their slaves, and have a good. Now, a fool or a libertine can neither
more sickly upbringing, have any perception of what is good, nor obtain

This best of maxims, then, ought to be per- possession of it. Accordingly, good things are
petually repeated, "That the good man, being possessed by Christians alone. And nothing is
temperate and just," treasures up his wealth in richer than these good things ; therefore these
heaven. He who has sold his worldly goods, and alone are rich. For righteousness is true fiches ;
given them to the poor, finds the imperishable and the Word _s more valuable than all treasure,
treasure, "where is neither moth nor robber." not accruing from cattle and fields, but given
Blessed truly is he, "though he be insignificant, by God--riches which cannot be taken away.
and feeble, and obscure ;" and he is truly rich The soul alone is its treasure. It is the best
with the greatest of all riches. "Though a possession to its possessor, rendering man truly
man, then, be richer than Cinyras and Midas, blessed. For he whose it is to desire nothing
and is wicked," and haughty as he who was lux- that is not in our power, and to obtain by ask-
uriously clothed in purple and fine linen, and ing from God what he piously desires, does he
despised Lazarus, "he is miserable, and lives in not possess much, nay all, having God as his
trouble," and shall not live. Wealth seems to everlasting treasure? "To him that asks," it is
me to be like a serpent, which will twist round said, "shall be given, and to him that knocketh
the hand and bite ; unless one knows how to lay it shall be opened." s If God denies nothing,
hold of it without danger by the point of the tail. all things belong to the godly.
And riches, wriggling either in an experienced
or inexperienced grasp, are dexterous at adhering CHAP.VII.-- FRUGALITYA GOODPROVISIONFOR
and biting ; unless one, despising them, use them war CHRISTIAN'.
skilfully, so as tO crush the creature by the charm Delicacies spent on pleasures become a dan-
of the Word, and himself escape unscathed, gerous shipwreck to men ; for this voluptuous

But, as is reasonable, he alone, who possesses and ignoble life of the many is alien to true love
what is worth most, turns out truly rich, though for the beautiful and to refined pleasures. For
not recognised as such. And it is not jewels, man is by nature an erect and majestic being,
or gold, or clothing, or beauty of person, that aspiring after the good as becomes the creature
are of high value, but virtue ; which is the Word of the One. But the hfe which crawls on its
given by the Instructor to be put in practice, belly is destitute of dignity, is scandalous, hate-
This is the Word, who abjures luxury, but calls ful, ridiculous. And to the divine nature volup-
self-help as a servant, and praises frugality, the tuousness is a thing most alien ; for this is for a
progeny of temperance. "Receive," he says, man to be like sparrows in feeding, and svnne
"instruction, and not silver, and knowledge and goats in lechery. For to regard pleasure as
rather than tested gold ; for Wisdom is better a good thing, is the sign of utter ignorance of
than precious stones, nor is anything that is val- what is excellent. Love of wealth displaces a
uable equal in worth to her."' And again: man from the right mode of life, and induces
"Acquire me rather than gold, and precious him to cease from feeling shame at what is
stones, and silver ; for my produce is better than shameful ; if only, like a beast, he has power to
choice silver." _ eat all sorts of things, and to drink in like man-

But if we must distinguish, let it be granted ner, and to satiate in every way his lewd desires.
that he is rich who has many possessions, loaded And so very rarely does he inherit the kingdom
with gold like a dirty purse; but the righteous of God. For what end, then, are such dainty
alone is graceful, because grace is order, observ- dishes prepared, but to fill one belly? The
ing a due and decorous measure in managing filthiness of gluttony is proved by the sewers
and distributing. "For there are those who into which our bellies discharge the refuse of our
sow and reap more," 3 of whom it is written, food. For what end do they collect so many
"He hath dispersed, he hath given to the poor ; cupbearers, when they might satisfy themselves
his righteousness endureth for ever." 4 So that with one cup ? For what the chests of clothes ?
it is not he who has and keeps, but he who and the gold ornaments for what ? Those things
gives away, that is rich ; and it is giving away, are prepared for clothes-stealers, and scoundrels,

and for greedy eyes. "But let alms and faith
_v. _i_. ,o, ,_. not fail thee," 6 says the Scripture.

mProv viii.x9.
$ Prov. xl. 24 5 Matt. vii 7_8.
4 ps. cxii. 9. 6 Prov. in. S.
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Look, for instance, to Elias the Thesbite, in the heavens. The good man, then, can never be
whom we have a beautiful example of frugality, in difficulties so long as he keeps intact his con-
when he sat clown beneath the thorn, and the fession towards God. For it appertains to him
angel brought him food. "It was a cake of to ask and to receive whatever he requires from
barley and a jar of water." ' Such the Lord sent the Father of all ; and to enjoy what is his own,
as best for him. We, then, on our journey to if he keep the Son. And this also appertains to
the truth, must be unencumbered. "Carry not," him, to feel no want.
said the Lord, "purse, nor scrip, nor shoes ; "* This Word, who trains us, confers on us the
that is, possess not wealth, which is only treas- true riches. Nor is the growing rich an object
ured up in a purse ; fill not your own stores, as of envy to those who possess through Him the
if laying up produce in a bag, but communicate privilege of wanting nothing. He that has this
to those who have need. Do not trouble your- wealth shall inherit the kingdom of God.

selves about horses and servants, who, as bearing iCHAP. VIII.-- SIMILITUDESAND EXAMPLESA MOSTburdens when the rich are travelling, are alle-
gorically called shoes. IMPORTANT PART OF RIGHT INSTRUCTION.

We must, then, cast away the multitude of And if any one of you shall entirely avoid lux-
vessels, silver and gold drinking cups, and the ury, he will, by a frugal upbringing, train himself
crowd of domestics, receiving as we have done to the endurance of involuntary labours, by era-
from the Instructor the fair and grave attendants, ploying constantly voluntary afflictions as training
Self-help and Simplicity. And we must walk exercises for persecutions ; so that when he comes
suitably to the Word ; and if there be a wife and to compulsory labours, and fears, and griefs, he
children, the house is not a burden, having learned will not be unpractised in endurance.
to change its place along with the sound-minded Wherefore we have no country on earth, that
traveller. The wife who loves her husband must we may despise earthly possessions. And flu-
be furnished for travel similarly to her husband, gality 7 is in the highest degree rich, being equal
A fair provision for the journey to heaven is theirs to unfailing expenditure, bestowed on what is
who bear frugality with chaste gravity. And as requisite, and to the degree requisite. For r&_
the foot is the measure of the shoe, so also is the has the meaning of expenses.
body of what each individual possesses. But How a husband is to live with his wife, and
that which is superfluous, what they call orna- respecting self-help, and housekeeping, and the
ments and the furniture of the rich, is a burden employment of domestics ; and further, with re-
not an ornament to the body. He who climbs spect to the time of marriage, and what is suita-
to the heavens by force, must carry with him the ble for wives, we have treated in the discourse
fair staff of beneficence, and attain to the true concerning marriage. What pertains to disci-
rest by communicating to those who are in dis- pline alone is reserved now for description, as we
tress. For the Scripture avouches, "that the delineate the life of Christians. The most in-
true riches of the soul are a man's ransom," 3 deed has been already said, and Mid down in the
that is, if he is rich, he will be saved by dis- form of disciplinary rules. What still remains
tributing it. For as gushing wells, when pumped we shall subjoin ; for examples are of no small
out, rise again to their former measure, 4 so giving moment in determining to salvation, s
away, being the benignant spring of love, by See, says the tragedy,
communicating of its drink to the thirsty, again "The consort of Ulysses was not killed
increases and is replenished, just as the milk is By Telemachus; _or she did not take a husband in
wont to flow into the breasts that are sucked or addition to a husband,
milked. For he who has the almighty God, the But inthe h°use the marriage'bed remainsunp°lluted'" 9
Word, is in want of nothing, and never is in Reproaching foul adultery, he showed the fair
straits for what he needs. For the Word is a image of chastity in affection to her husband.
possession that wants nothing, and is the cause The Lacedmmonians compelling the Helots,
of all abundance. If one say that he has often their servants (Helots is the name of their ser-
seen the righteous man in need of food, this is vants), to get drunk, exhibited their drunken
rare, and happens only where there is not an- pranks before themselves, who were temperate,
other righteous man.s Notwithstanding let him for cure and correction.
read what follows : "For the righteous man shall Observing, accordingly, their unseemly behav-
not live by bread alone, but by the word of the tour, in order that they themselves might not fall
Lord," 6 who is the true bread, the bread of into like censurable conduct, they trained them-

t x Kings xix. 4, 6. 7 The word used by Clement here _r fruga.llty__ _ffJ_Jm, and
z Luke x. 4- he suppose, tim word to mean ongmally ,..spending_ .Al_oper
s Prov. xiii. 8. ,,rayofsptm4ing rummy.is asgood-asunfailing riches, macest _wt,_
4 ,P- "/.] has e-n°2_h t°r all that ts tpec-eua'_'" " .... Hermas

=S-] mKl the .W_.ndof the curet.hey olnul ._*'_r.j
• D_ut. vitL 3: Matt. rv. 4. 9 Euril_lea, Ort_e;, 5B8-59o
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selves, turning the reproach of the drunkards to tiousness in silence ; but dissuading us from the
the advantage of keeping themselves free from imitation of them, and training us up to His own
fault, temperance, and falling on some sinners, lest

For some men being instructed are saved ; lust being unavenged, should break loose from
and others, self-taught, either aspire after or seek all the restraints of fear, ordered Sodom to be
virtue, burned, pouting forth a little of the sagacious

fire on licentiousness ; lest lust, through want of
"lie truly is the beat of all who himself perceives all punishment, should throw wide the gates tothings." t

Such is Abraham, who sought God. those that were rushing into voluptuousness.
Accordingly, the just punishment of the Sodom-

"And good, again, is he who obeys him who advises ites became to men an image of the salvationwelL" s
which is well calculated for men. For those

Such are those disciples who obeyed the Word. who have not committed like sins with those who
Wherefore the former was called "friend," the are punished, will never receive a like punish-
latter "apostles;" the one diligently seeking, ment. By guarding against sinning, we guard
and the other preaching one and the same God. against suffering. "For I would have you know,"
And both are peoples, and both these have says Jude, "that God, having once saved His
hearers, the one who is profited through seeking, people from the land of Egypt, afterwards de-
the other who is saved through finding, stroyed them that believed not ; and the angels
"But whoever neither himself perceives, nor, hearing which kept not their first estate, but left their

another, own habitation, He ha_ reserved to the judg-
Lays to heart Q he is a worthless man." 3 ment of the great day, in everlasting chains under
The other people is the Gentile--useless; darkness of the savage angels." 4 And a little

this is the people that followeth not Christ. after he sets forth, in a most instructive manner,
Nevertheless the Instructor, lover of man, help- representations of those that are judged : "Woe
ing in many ways, partly exhorts, partly upbraids, unto them, for they have gone in the way of
Others having sinned, He shows us their base- Cain, and run greedily after the error of ]3alaam,
hess, and exhibits the punishment consequent and perished in the gainsaying of Core." For
upon it, alluring while admonishing, planning to those, who cannot attain the privilege of adoption,
dissuade us in love from evil, by the exhibition fear keeps from growing insolent. For punish-
of those who have suffered from it before. By ments and threats are for this end, that fearing
which examples He very manifestly checked the penalty we may abstain from sinning. I
those who had been evil-disposed, and hindered might relate to you punishments for ostentation,
those who were daring like deeds ; and others and punishments for vainglory, not only for licen-
He brought to a foundation of patience ; others tiousness ; and adduce the censures pronounced
He stopped from wickedness ; and others He on those whose hearts are bad through wealth, s
cured by the contemplation of what is like, in which censures the Word through fear restrains
bringing them over to what is better, from evil acts. But sparing prolixity in my trea-

For who, when following one in the way, and rise, I shall bring forward the following precepts
then on the former falling into a pit, would not of the Instructor, that you may guard against
guard against incurring equal danger, by taking His threatenings.
care not to follow him in his slip ? What athlete,
again, who has learned the way to glory, and CHAP.IX.- WHY WE ARE TO USE THE BATH.
has seen the combatant who had preceded him There are, then, four reasons for the bath (for
receiving the prize, does not exert himself for from that point I digressed in my oration), for
the crown, imitating the elder one ? which we frequent it : for cleanliness, or heat,

Such images of divine wisdom are many ; but or health, or lastly, for pleasure. Bathing for
I shall mention one instance, and expound it in pleasure is to be omitted. For unblushing
a few words. The fate of the Sodomites was pleasure must be cut out by the roots ; and the
judgment to those who had done wrong, instruc- bath is to be taken by women for cleanliness
tion to those who hear. The Sodomites having, and health, by men for health alone. 6 To bathe
through much luxury, fallen into uncleanness, for the sake of heat is a superfluity, since one
practising adultery shamelessly_ and burning may restore what is frozen by the cold in other
with insane love for boys ; the All-seeing Word, ways. Constant use of the bath, too, impairs
whose notice those who commit impieties cannot strength and relaxes the physical energies, and
escape, cast His eye on them. Nor did the often induces debility and fainting. For in a
sleepless guard of humanity observe their licen- '....4 udeS,6.

I Hetlod,//¢o_1t*amtDa3'l,L 19x. Ithet_tt,_uorOm.,_. . __
J I_r. I 6 [Themor_ of Ck-m_tu to de_.ncyin Imlfit_ae_. t° _
* IMd. Imffo*c_lamongmodem_, at seaside_ _"reson..I
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way the body drinks, like trees, not only by the cilia,, x.- THE EXERCISESSUITE.DTO A
mouth, but also over the whole body in bathing, LIFE.

by what they call the pores. In proof of thin, The gymnasium is sufficient for boys, even if
often people, when thirsty, by going afterwards a bath is within reach. And even for men to
into the water, have assuaged their thirst. Un- prefer gymnastic exercises by far to the baths, is
less, then, the bath is for some use, we ought perchance not bad, since they are in some re-
not to indulge in it. The ancients called them spects conducive to the health of young men, and
places for fulhng ' men, since they wrinkle men's produce exertion -- emulation to aim at not only
bodies sooner than they ought, and by cooking a healthy habit of body, but courageousness of
them, as it were, compel them to become pre- soul. When thin is done without dragging a man
maturely old. The flesh, like iron, being soft- away from better employments, it is pleasant,
ened by the heat, hence we require cold, as it and not unprofitable. Nor are women to be de-
were, to temper and give an edge. Nor must prived of bodily exercise. But they are not to
we bathe always ; but if one is a little exhausted, be encouraged to engage in wrestling or running,
or, on the other hand, filled to repletion, the but are to exercise themselves in spinning, and
bath is to be forbidden, regard being had to weaving, and superintending the cooking if
the age of the body and the season of the year. necessary. And they are, with their own hand,
For the bath is not beneficial to all, or always, to fetch from the store what we require. And it
as those who are skilled in these things own. is no disgrace for them to apply themselves to the
But due proportion, which on all occasions we mill. Nor is it a reproach to a wife--house-
call as our helper in hfe, suffices for us. For we keeper and helpmeet--to occupy herself in
must not so use the bath as to reqmre an assist- cooking, so that it may be palatable to her hus-
ant, nor are we to bathe constantly and often in band. And if she shake up the couch, reach
the day as we frequent the market-place. But drink to her husband when thirsty, set food on
to have the water poured over us by several the table as neatly as possible, and so give her-
people is an outrage on our neighbours, through self exercise tending to sound health, the In-
fondness for luxuriousness, and is done by those structor will approve of a woman like this, who
who will not understand that the bath is com- ,, stretches forth her arms to useful tasks, rests
mon to all the bathers equally, her hands on the d_staff, opens her hand to the

But most of all is it necessary to wash the soul poor, and extends her wrist to the beggar." 6
in the cleansing Word (sometimes the body too, She who emulates Sarah is not ashamed of that

on account of the dirt which gathers and grows highest of ministries, helping wayfarers. For
to _t, sometimes also to relieve fatigue). "Woe Abraham said to her, "Haste, and knead three
unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites!" measures of meal, and make cakes." 7 "And
saith the Lord, "for ye are like to whited sepul- Rachel, the daughter of Laban, came," it is

, _ "8
chres. Without, the sepulchre appears beautiful, said, "w_th her father s sheep. Nor was this
but within it is full of dead men's bones and all enough ; but to teach humdlty it is added, "for
uncleanness." 2 And again He says to the same she fed her father's sheep." 9 And innumerable
people, "Woe unto you ! for ye cleanse the out- such examples of frugality and self-help, and
side of the cup and platter, but w_thin are full also of exercises, are furnmhed by the Scriptures.
of uncleanness. Cleanse first the reside of the In the case of men, let some strip and engage
cup, that the outside may be clean also." 3 The m wrestling ; let some play at the small ball,
best bath, then, is what rubs off the pollution of especially the game they call Pheninda, '° in the
the soul, and is spiritual. Of which prophecy sun. To others who walk into the country, or

speaks expressly : "The Lord will wash away the go down mto the town, the walk is sufficient
filth of the sons and daughters of Israel, and will exercise. And were they to handle the hoe,
purge the blood from the midst of them" "-- the this stroke of economy in agricultural labour
blood of crime and the murders of the prophets, would not be ungentleman like.
And the mode of cleansing, the Word subjoined, I had almost forgot to say that the well-known
saying, "by the spirit of judgment and the spirit Pittacus, king of Miletus, practised the laborious
of burning." The bathing which is carnal, that exercise of turning the mill." It is respectable
is to say, of the body, is accomplished by water for a man to draw water for himself, and to cut
alone, as often in the country where there is not billets of wood which he is to use himself.

a bath.s Jacob fed the sheep of Laban that were left in
6 Prov xxm. x9, _o, Septuagint.t a_0_=owoA, eZa.

2 Matt. xxfil. 27. _' Gen. xvm. 6.
3 Matt. xxiii. _5, 26. s Gan. xxix. 9.9 Ibid.4 l_a iv. 4.
s [That i_, water applied by cloths or _ Clement d_es *o _t,t*,_a or _Em,i,_.

not oppose bathmg, except in excess_ and wnn me processes useo m tx The text hast _l_Oev. The true reading, doubtk_, is _l_r_O_.
heathen baths. St. |ohn was fond of the bath. and see the story oz That Pittacus exercised himself thmt, is stated by lskiore of Peht-
his encounter wnh _rinthus, m Eusebius, book tv. cap. mv.] slum, Du_enes, Laertttts, Plutarch.
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his charge, having as a royal badge "a rod of charioteer, the Instructor ; who, pulling back the
storax, ''_ which aimed by its wood to change reins from far, leads and drives to salvation
and improve nature. And reading aloud is the human horse--that is, the irrational part of
often an exercise to many. But let not such the soul--which is wildly bent on pleasures,
athletic contests, as we have allowed, be under- and vicious appetites, and precious stones, and
taken for the sake of vainglory, but for the gold, and variety of dress, and other luxuries.
exuding of manly sweat. Nor are we to straggle Above all, we are to keep in mind what was
with cunning and showiness, but in a stand-up spoken sacredly: "Having your conversation
wrestling bout, by disentangling of neck, hands, honest among the Gentiles ; that, whereas they
and sides. For such a struggle with graceful speak against you as evil-doers, they may, by the
strength is more becoming and manly, being good works which they behold, glorify God." 4
undertaken for the sake of serviceable and prof-
itable health. But let those others, who profess Clothes.
the practice of illiberal postures in gymnastics, The Instructor permits us, then, to use simple
be dismissed. We must always aim at modera- clothing, and of a white colour, as we said
tion. For as it is best that labour should pre- before. So that, accommodating ourselves not
cede food, so to labour above measure is both to variegated art, but to nature as it is produced,
very bad, very exhausting, and apt to make us and pushing away whatever is deceptive and
ill. Neither, then, should we be idle altogether, belies the truth, we may embrace the uniformity
nor completely fatigued. For similarly to what and simplicity of the truth.S
we have laid down with respect to food, are Sophocles, reproaching a youth, says:-
we to do everywhere and with everything. Our "Decked in women's clothes."

mode of life is not to accustom us to volup- For, as in the case of the soldier, the sailor, and
tuousness and licentiousness, nor to the opposite the ruler, so also the proper dress of the tem-
extreme, but to the medium between these, that perate man is what is plain, becoming, and clean.
which is harmonious and temperate, and free of Whence also in the law, the law enacted by
either evil, luxury and parsimony. And now, as Moses about leprousy rejects what has many
we have also previously remarked, attending to colours and spots, like the various scales of the
one's own wants is an exercise free of pride,- snake. He therefore wishes man, no longer
as, for example, putting on one's own shoes, decking himself gaudily in a variety of colours,
washing one's own feet, and also rubbing one's but white all over from the crown of the head

self when anointed with oil. To render one to the sole of the foot, to be clean ; so that, by
who has rubbed you the same service in return, a transition from the body, we may lay aside
is an exercise of reciprocal justice ; and to sleep the varied and versatile passions of the man,
beside a sick friend, help the infirm, and supply and love the unvaried, and unambiguous, and
him who is in want, are proper exercises. "And simple colour of truth. And he who also in this
Abraham," it is said, "served up for three, din- emulates Moses--Plato best of all- approves
ner under a tree, and waited on them as they of that texture on which not more than a chaste
ate."_ The same with fishing, 3 as m the case woman, s work has been employed. And white
of Peter, if we have leisure from necessary in- i colours well become gravity. And elsewhere he
structions in the Word. But that is the better says, "Nor apply dyes or weaving, except for
enjoyment which the Lord assigned to the dis- warlike decorations. ''6

¢iple, when He taught him to "catch men" as To men of peace and of light, therefore, white
fishes in the water, is appropriate.r As, then, mgns, which are very
CHAP. XI,- A COMPENDIOUS VIEW OF THE CHRIS- closely allied to causes, by their presence indl-

TIANLIFE. cate, or rather demonstrate, the existence of the
result ; as smoke is the sign of fire, and a good

Wherefore the wearing of gold and the use of complexion and a regular pulse of health ; so
softer clothing is not to be entirely prohibited, also clothing of this description shows the char-
But irrational impulses must be curbed, lest, acter of our habits. Temperance is pure and
carrying us away through excessive relaxation, simple; since purity is a habit which ensures
they impel us to voluptuousness. For luxury, pure conduct unmixed with what is base. Slm-
that has dashed on to surfeit, is prone to kick plicity is a habit which does away with super-
up its heels and toss its mane, and shake off the fluities.

t 4
Gen xxx. 37. Not 'poplar," as in A.V. [See Abp Leigh- s t Pet. it. t2.

ton _m s, Laban's lambs," Comm. ox SL Peter, part i. p. 360, and s _Surely the costly and gorgeous ecclesiasttcal raiment of the
qmtlonable note of an admirable editor, same page ] Middle Ages is condemned by element's primtttve maxims ]

Jt Gen. xvlil. 8. 6 Plato's words are. "The web is not to be more than a woman's

3 [The old cartons allowed to cle.rgymen the recreation of fishing, work for a month. Whtte colour is peculiarly beconung for the gods
]_ut not the chase, or fowling. Of this, the godly Izaak Walton fads m other things, but especially in cloth. Dyes are not to be appllcd,
mot to remind us. Camplt_e A_gler, p, 38, learned note. and pref- except for warhke decorations "-- PLATO..De LegzSua, xti. 99 _.
ace by the late Dr. Bethune. New York, z847.] _' [Another law against colours in clerical attire.]
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Substantial clothing also, and chiefly what is have not been fortunate 6 in falling in with
unfulled, protects the heat which is in the body ; chaste husbands, and adorn themselves in order
not that the clothing has heat in itself, but that to please their husbands. But let desire for the
it turns back the heat issuing from the body, and admiration of their husbands alone be proposed
refuses it a passage. And whatever heat falls as their aim. I would not have them to devote
upon it, it absorbs and retains, and being warmed themselves to personal display, but to attract their
by it, warms in tum the body. And for this husbands by chaste love for them--a powerful
reason it is chiefly to be worn m winter, and legitimate charm. But since they wish their

It also (temperance) is contented. And con- wives to be unhappy in mind, let the latter, if they
tentment is a habit which dispenses with super- would be chaste, make it their mm to allay by
fluities, and, that there may be no failure, is degrees the irrational impulses and passions of
receptive of what suffices for the healthful and their husbands. And they are to be gently drawn
blessed life according to the Word.' to simplicity, by gradually accustoming them to

Let the women wear a plain and becoming sobriety. For decency is not produced by the
dress, but softer than what is suitable for a man, imposition of what is burdensome, but by the
yet not quite immodest or entirely gone m luxury, abstraction of excess. For women's articles.of
And let the garments be suited to age, person, luxury are to be prohibited, as things of swift
figure, nature, pursuits. For the divine apostle wing producing unstable follies and empty d_-
most beautifully counsels us "to put on Jesus lights ; by which, elated and furnished with wings,
Christ, and make no provision for the lusts of the they often fly away from the marriage bonds.
flesh." * Wherefore also women ought to dress neatly, and

3_ar-rings. bind themselves around with the band of chaste

The Word prohibits us from doing violence to modesty, lest through giddiness they slip away
nature s by boring the lobes of the ears. For why from the truth. It is right, then, for men to re-
not the nose too ?--so that, what was spoken, pose confidence in their wives, and commit the
may be fulfilled: "As an ear-nng in a swine's charge of the household to them, as they are
nose, so is beauty to a woman without discre- given to be their helpers in this.

And if it is necessary for us, while engaged
tion." 4 For, in a word, xf one thinks himself in public business, or discharging other avoca-
made beautiful by gold, he is inferior to gold ; tions in the country, and often away from ourand he that is inferior to gold is not lord of it.
But to confess one's self less ornamental than the wives, to seal anything for the sake of safety,He

Lydian ore, how monstrous ! As, then, the gold (the Word) allows us a signet for this purpose
is polluted by the dirtiness of the sow, which only. Other finger-rings are to be cast off, since,
stirs up the mire with her snout, so those women according to the Scripture, "instruction is a
that are luxurious to excess in their wantonness, golden ornament for a wise man." 7
elated by wealth, dishonour by the stains of ama- But women who wear gold seem to me to be
tory indulgences what is the true beauty, afraid, lest, if one strip them of their jewellery,

they should be taken for servants, without their

Finger-rings. ornaments. But the nobility of truth, discovered
in the native beauty which has its seat in the soul,

The Word, then, permits them a finger-ring of judges the slave not by buying and selling, but
gold.S Nor is this for ornament, but for sealing by a servile disposition. And it is incumbent on
things whmh are worth keeping safe in the house, us not to seem, but to be free, trained by God,
m the exercise of their charge of housekeeping, adopted by God.

For if all were well trained, there would be Wherefore we must adopt a mode of standing
no need of seals, if servants and masters were and motion, and a step, and dress, and in a word,
equally honest. But since want of training pro- a mode of life, in all respects as worthy as possible
duces an inclination to dishonesty, we require of freemen. But men are not to wear the ring
seals, on the joint ; for this is feminine ; but to place

But there are circumstances in which this strict- it on the little finger at its root. For so the hand
ness may relaxed. For allowance must some- will be freest for work, in whatever we need it ;
times be made in favour of those women who and the signet will not very easily fall off, being

guarded by the large knot of the joint.
And let our seals be either a dove, or a fish,

t Kar& A6yov. The reading m the text is xa'tJAoTov.
2 P,o_.=ill._,. or a ship scudding before the wind, or a musical
3 [Natural instinct ts St Paul's argument (x C.or xi. x4, z5) ; and lyre, which Polycrates used, or a ship's anchor,

that it rules for modesty in man as well as woman, m finely illustrated
_tr an instrucuve story in Herodotus (book t. 8-x_). The wife of which Seleucus got engraved as a device ; and
t2-ygescould be guilty of a heathenish revenge, but nature taught her if there be one fishing, he will remember theto abhor ezlmsure. _' A woman who puts off her raiment, puts off her

modesty," stud Candaules to her foolish husband.] 6 Etrrvxo6_et**, for which the text has it_ro_.
_' Prov. xi. _.[Po_a'bly used thus early as a distinctum of matrons.] 7 _ _ 2x.
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apostle, and the children drawn out of the both cold and heat ; and it averts the mischiefs
water. For we are not to delineate the faces arising from these, which the hair absorbs into
of idols,, we who are prohibited to cleave to itself like a sponge, and so inflicts on the brain
them ; nor a sword, nor a bow, following as we constant mischief from the moisture.
do, peace;nor drinking-cups, being temperate. It is enough for women to protect s their

Many of the . licentious, have their lovers 2 locks, and bind up their hair simply along the
engraved,3 or thezr mistresses, as if they wished neck with a plain hair-pin, nounshing chaste
to make it impossible ever to forget their amatory locks with simple care to true beauty. For
indulgences, by being perpetually put in mind meretricious plaiting of the hair, and putting
of their licentiousness, it up in tresses, contribute to make them look

ugly, cutting the hair and plucking off it those
The Hair. treacherous braidings; on account of whlch

About the hair, the following seems right, they do not touch their head, being afraid of
Let the head of men be shaven, unless it has disordering their hair. Sleep, too, comes on,
curl_ hair. But let the chin have the hair. But not without fear lest they pull down without
let not twisted locks hang far down from the knowing the shape of the braid.
head, gliding into womanish ringlets. For an But additions of other people's hair are en-
ample beard suffices for men. And if one, too, tirely to be rejected, and it is a most sacnlegious
shave a part of his beard, it must not be made thing for spurious hair to shade the head, cover-
entirely bare, for this is a disgraceful sight. The ing the skull wlth dead locks. For on whom
shaving of the chin to the skin is reprehensible, does the presbyter lay his hand ? 9 Whom does
approaching to plucking out the hair and smooth- he bless? Not the woman decked out, but
ing. For instance, thus the Psalmist, delighted another's hair, and through them another head.
with the hair of the beard, says, "As the oint- And if "the man is head of the woman, and
ment that descends on the beard, the beard of God of the man," '° how is it not impious that
Aaron. ''4 they should fall into double sins? For they

Having celebrated the beauty of the beard by deceive the men by the excessive quantity of
a repetitmn, he made the face to shine with the their hair ; and shame the Lord as far as in
ointment of the Lord. them hes, by adorning themselves meretn-

Since cropping is to be adopted not for the ciously, in order to dissemble the truth. And
sake of elegance, but on account of the neces- they defame the head, which is truly beautiful.
sity of the case ; the hair of the head, that it Consequently neither is the hair to be dyed,
may not grow so long as to come down and nor grey hair to have its colour changed. For
interfere with the eyes, and that of the mous- neither are we allowed to diversify our dress.
tache similarly, which is dirtied in eating, is to And above all, old age, which conciliates trust,
be cut round, not by the razor, for that were not is not to be concealed. But God's mark of
well-bred, but by a pair of cropping scissors, honour is to be shown m the light of day, to win
But the hair on the chin is not to be disturbed, th_ reverence of the young. For sometimes,
as it gives no trouble, and lends to the face when they have been behawng shamefully, the
dignity and paternal terror: appearance of hoary hairs, arriving like an in-

Moreover, the shape instructs many not to structor, has changed them to sobriety, and para-
sin, because it renders detection easy. To ilysed juvenile lust with the splendour of the
those who do [not-] 6 wish to sin openly, a habit sight.
that will escape observation and is not conspicu- _Painting /he Face.
ous is most agreeable, which, when assumed, i Nor are the women to smear their faces with

will allow them to transgress without detection ; the ensnaring devices of wily cunning. But let
so that, being undistinguishable from others, us show to them the decoration of sobriety.
they may fearlessly go their length in sinning: For, in the first place, the best beauty is that
A cropped head not only shows a man to be iwhich is spiritual, as we have often pointed out.
grave, but renders the cranium less liable to I For when the soul is adorned by the Holy Spirit,
injury, by accustoming it to the presence of and inspired with the radiant charms which pro-

s [How this was followed, is proved by the early Chnsuan devices ceed from Him, -- righteousness, wisdom, fortl-
of the ¢ataeonfl_, contrasted vnth the engraved gems from Pompefi, tude, temperance, love of the good, modesty,
in the M_._eo Boz'bo_i¢o at Naples.l

a Masculine.
s yeyAv_.._,_, written on the margin of Codex clxv. for s 6vAdcv_e,u, SylburgandBod. Reg.,agreehetterthan_at_a_r_e_v

Ve_.u_o_.duovs (naked) of the text. [Royal I.abrary, Naples ] wxth the context.
* Ps. cxxaii_. _. 9 [The ckrz_m (confirmation) was thus administex_:d then, not
S lHere Cleznent's rules are arbitrary, and based on their existing with x/mterlal oil, and was called asoi_ixg, with reference to x _ohn,

ideas of propriety. If zt he not improper to shave the head, much i_. _7. Consult Bunaen, however, who atmbutes great anuquxty to
less to shave the face, which he allows in part.] hts canrms (collected m vol. ill ttz2bpolytu¢), p. _a, Ck=rck a#d

6 ', Not" does not occur in the lass. I House Beoh._
7 For &/boto,e,, th¢ conjectural emendation _e_mtd,re¢ has been to x Cor. xi 3. Nov. reads '"Christ," as in St. Paul, instead of

adopted. "God."
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than which no more blooming colour was ever ing the hair, and of wearing of gold, or of putting
seen,-- then let coporeal beauty be cultivated on of apparel ; but let it be the hidden man of
too, symmetry of hmbs and members, with a fair the heart, in that which is not corruptible, even
complexion. The adornment of health is here the ornament of a meek and quiet spirit, which
m place, through which the transition of the am- is in the sight of God of great price. ''_
ficial image to the truth, in accordance with the For the labour of their own hands, above all,
form which has been given by God, is effected, adds genuine beauty to women, exercising their
But temperance in drinks, and moderation in bodies and adorning themselves by their own
articles of food, are effectual in producing beauty exertions ; not bringing unornamental ornament
according to nature ; for not only does the body wrought by others, which is vulgar and meretri-
maintain its health from these, but they also clous, but that of every good woman, supplied
make beauty to appear. For from what is fiery and woven by her own hands whenever she most
anses a gleam and sparkle ; and from moisture, requires. For it is never suitable for women
brightness and grace ; and from dryness, strength whose lives are framed according to God, to ap-
and firmness ; and from what is a6rial, free- pear arrayed in things bought from the market,
breathing and equipoise ; from which this well- but in their own home-made work. For a most
proportioned and beautiful image of the Word is beautiful thing is a thrifty wife, who clothes both
adorned. Beauty is the free flower of health; herself and her husband with fair array of her
for the latter is produced within the body ; while own working ; 3 in which all are glad -- the chil-
the former, blossoming out from the body, dren on account of their mother, the husband on
exhibits manifest beauty of complexion. Ac- account of his wife, she on their account, and all
cordmgly, these most decorous and healthful l in God.
practices, by exercising the body, produce true / In brief, "A store of excellence is a woman
and lasting beauty, the heat attracting to itself [ of worth, who eateth not the bread of idleness ;
all the moisture and cold spirit. Heat, when and the laws of mercy are on her tongue ; who
agitated by moving causes, is a thing wilich at- openeth her mouth wisely and rightly ; whose
tracts to itself; and when it does attract, it gently children rise up and call her blessed," as the
exhales through the flesh itself, when warmed, sacred Word says by Solomon: "Her husband
the abundance of food, with some moisture, but also, and he praiseth her. For a pious woman
with excess of heat. Wherefore also the first is blessed ; and let her praise the fear of the
food is carried off. But when the body is not LORD." 4
moved, the food consumed does not adhere, but And again, "A virtuous woman is a crown to
falls away, as the loaf from a cold oven, either her husband." s They must, as far as possible,
entire, or leaving only the lower part. Accord- correct their gestures, looks, steps, and speech.
ingly, thefmces are in excess in the case of those For they must not do as some, who, imitating
who do not throw off the excrementitious matters the acting of comedy, and practising the rain-
by the rubbings necessitated by exercise. And cing motions of dancers, conduct themselves in
other superfluous matters abound m their case society as if on the stage, with voluptuous move-
too, and also perspiration, as the food is not as- ments, and gliding steps, and affected voices,
slmllated by the body, but is flowing out to waste, casting languishing glances round, tricked out
Thence also lusts are excited, the redundance with the bait of pleasure. "For honey drops
flowing to the l_denda by commensurate too- from the lips of a woman who is an harlot ; who,
tions. Wherefore this redundance ought to be speaking to please, lubricates thy throat. But
liquefied and dispersed for digestion, by which at last thou wilt find it bitterer than bile, and
beauty acquires its ruddy hue. But it is mon- sharper than a two-edged sword. For the feet
strous for those who are made in "the image and of folly lead those who practise it to hell after
likeness of God," to dishonour the archetype by death." 6
assuming a foreign ornament, preferring the mis- ] The noble Samson was overcome by the har-
chievous contrivance of man to the divine crea- _lot, and by another woman was shorn of his man-
tion. hood. But Joseph was not thus beguiled by

The Instructor orders them to go forth "in [another woman. The Egyptian harlot was con-
becoming apparel, and adorn tllemselves with quered. And chastity,7 assuming to itself bonds,
shamefacedness and sobriety," ' "subject to their appears superior to dissolute licence. Most ex-
own husbands ; that, if any obey not the word, cellent is what has been said : --
they may without the word be won by the con-
versation of the wives ; while they behold," he • zP_t i,, ,-(.In r_erence to Prov. xx_. 22.

says, ,, your chaste conversation. Whose adorn- * _,. xx,,. ,_,,7, _8,3o.q,_d from_wn,, **aw_ v_i-
of resdm$.

ing, let it not be that outward adorning of plait- _ Pro,..,. ,.
6 Prov. v. 3-5, Septuagint.
7We have n_d from the _*w _ m._ for

z z Ti_ ii. 9" ¢,,_poo_.
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" In fine, I know not how pains. And others, as if they had certain e_o-
To whisper, nor effeminately,
To walk about with my neck awry, rescences, in order to appear comely in the
As I see others--lechers there eyes of spectators, stain their faces by adorning
In numbers in the city, with hair plucked out." z them with gay-coloured unguents. Such a one

But feminine motions, dissoluteness, and luxury, is called by Solomon "a foolish and bold
are to be entirely prohibited. For voluptuous- woman," who "knows not shame. She sits at
hess of motion in walking, "and a mincing gait," the door of her house, conspicuously in a seat,
as Anacreon says, are altogether meretricious, calling to all that pass by the way, who go right

"As seems to me," says the comedy, "it is on their ways ; " by her style and whole life
time 2 to abandon meretricious steps and luxury." manifestly saying, "Who among you is very
And the steps of harlotry lean not to the truth ; silly ? let him turn to me." And those devoid
for they approach not the paths of life. Her of wisdom she exhorts, saying, "Touch sweetly
tracks are dangerous, and not easily known._ secret bread, and sweet stolen water ;" mean-
The eyes especially are to be sparingly used, ing by this, clandestine love (from this point
since it i.4better to slip with the feet than with the Boeotian Pindar, coming to our help, says,
the eyes. 4 Accordingly, the Lord very summa- "The clandestine pursuit of love is something
lily cures this malady: "If thine eye offend sweet"). But the miserable man "knoweth
thee, cut it out," s He says, dragging lust up from not that the sons of earth perish beside her, and
the foundation. But languishing looks, and that she tends to the level of hell." But says
ogling, which is to wink with the eyes, is nothing the Instructor : "Hie away, and tarry not in the
else than to commit adultery with the eyes, lust place ; nor fix thine eye on her : for thus shalt
skirmishing through them. For of the whole thou pass over a strange water, and cross to

Acheron." zo Wherefore thus saith the Lord bybody, the eyes are first destroyed. "The eye
contemplating beautiful objects (Kahd), gladdens Isaiah, "Because the daughters of Sion walk
the heart ;" that is, the eye which has learned with lofty neck, and with winkings of the eyes,
rightly (_aA_) to see, gladdens. "Winking and sweeping their garments as they walk, and
with the eye, with guile, heaps woes on men." 6 playing with their feet ; the Lord shall humble
Such they introduce the effeminate Sardanapalus, the daughters of Sion, and will uncover their
king of the Assyrians, sitting on a couch with form ..... their deformed form. I deem _t
his legs up, fumbling at his purple robe, and wrong that servant girls, who follow women of
casting up the whites of his eyes. Women that high rank, should either speak or act unbecom-
follow such practices, by their looks offer them- ingly to them. But I think it right that they
selves for prostitution. "For the light of the should be corrected by their mistresses. W_th
body is the eye," says the Scripture, by w.hich very sharp censure, accordingly, the comic poet
the interior illuminated by the shining light up- Philemon says: "You may follow at the back
pears. Fornication in a woman is in the raising of a pretty servant girl, seen behind a gentle-
of the eyes. r woman ; and any one from the Platmicum may

"Mortify therefore your members which are follow close, and ogle her." For the wanton-
upon the earth ; fornication, uncleanness, inor- hess of the servant recoils on the mistress;
dip.ate affection, and concupiscence, and covet- allowing those who attempt to take lesser liber-
ousness, which is idolatry : for which things' ties not to be afraid to advance to greater ; since
sake cometh the wrath of God upon the chil- the mistress, by allowing Improprieties, shows
dren of disobedience," s cries the apostle, that she does not disapprove of them. And not

But we enkindle the passions, and are not to be angry at those who act wantonly, is a clear
ashamed, proof of a disposition inclining to the like.

Some of these women eating mastich,9 going "For like mistress like wench," x2as they say in
about, show their teeth to those that come near. the proverb.
And others, as if they had not fingers, give Walking.
themselves airs, scratching their heads with pins ; Also we must abandon a furious mode of
and these made either of tortoise or ivory, or walking, and choose a grave and leisurely, but
some other dead creature they procure at much not a lingering step.

Nor is one to swagger in the ways, nor throw: From sonm comic lmet.
, Some_,d,_, i_*x,¢1,,. [NewCollegeas.] h the trans- back his head to look at those he meets, if they

mio, t_ ¢o_etu_ _0- a1.A,_,,,_ i_a_opt_, look at him, as if he were stmRing on the stage,
s An adaptation of Prov. v. ,_ 6.
a An imitation of Zeno s saying, "It m better to slip with the feet and pointed at with the finger. Nor, when

than the tongue."
s Quoti_ fr_a memory,I= has .ul_tlt_t _,,#,., _or _,x, pushing up hill, are they to be shoved up by

(M_au.v.29)-.
6 Prov.x.xo. _oProv. ix. xy-zS.

ss _ _Xqe_ov _X_ (Isa. ill zt, XT), Sept. d

9 [A l_nilmr practice, vcrygrossandunbecomlng, prevails among more _than the ongmal0 wEich Helen applies to he
the lc_enr claim d girls b:ought toge..t_r in our eom'_c_ sc.hools.] (H-_, vL 344, 356).
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their domestics, as we see those that are more apart from the truth. For it is not possible
,uxunous, who appear strong, but are enfeebled otherwise to obtain enjoyment without injury ;
by effeminacy of soul.

A true gentleman must have no mark of and each man's preference of a mode of life isa counterpart of his disposition.
effeminacy visible on his face, or any other part But, as appears, only intercourse with good
of his body. Let no blot on his manliness, men benefits; on the other hand, the all-wise
then, be ever found either in his movements or Instructor, by the mouth of Moses, recognising
habits. Nor is a man in health to use his ser- companionship with bad men as swinish, for-
rants as horses to bear him. For as it is en- bade the ancient people to partake of swine ; to
joined on them, "to be subject to their masters point out that those who call on God ought not
with all fear, not only to the good and gentle, to mingle with unclean men, who, like swine,
but also to the froward,"' as Peter says ; so delight in corporeal pleasures, in impure food,
fairness, and forbearance, and kindness, are and in itching with filthy pruriency after the
what well becomes the masters. For he says: mischievous dehghts of lewdness.
"Finally, be ye all of one mind, having corn- Further, He says: "Thou art not to eat &
passion one of another ; love as brethren, be kite or swift-winged ravenous bird, or an eagle," a
pitiful, be humble," and so forth, "that ye may meaning : Thou shalt not come near men who .
inherit a blessing," 2 excellent and desirable, gain their living by rapine. And other things

7_e Model Maiden. also are exhibited figuratively.
With whom, then, are we to associate ? With

Zeno the Cittiman thought fit to represent the the righteous, He says again, speaking figura-
image of a young maid, and executed the statue tively ; for everything "which parts the hoof
thus : "Let her face be clean, her eyebrows not and chews the cud is clean." For the parting
let down, nor her eyelids open nor turned back. of the hoof indicates the equilibrium of right-
Let her neck not be stretched back, nor the eousness, and ruminating points to the proper
members of her body be loose. But let the food of righteousness, the word, which enters
parts that hang from the body look as if they from without, like food, by instruction, but is
were well strung ; let there be the keenness of recalled from the mind, as from the stomach, to
a well-regulated mind 3 for discourse, and reten- rational recollection. And the spiritual man,
tion of what has been rightly spoken ; and let having the word in his mouth, ruminates the
her attitudes and movements give no ground spiritual food ; and righteousness parts the hoof
of hope to the licentious ; but let there be the rightly, because it sanctifies us in this life, and
bloom of modesty, and an expression of firm- sends us on our way to the world to come.
hess. But far from her be the wearisome

trouble that comes from the shops of perfumers, Public S_ectades.
and goldsmiths, and dealers in wool, and that The Instructor will not then bring us to public
which comes from the other shops where women, spectacles ; nor inappropriately might one call
meretriciously dressed, pass whole days as if the racecourse and the theatre "the seat of
sitting in the stews." plagues ; "9 for there is evil counsel as against

the Just One, '° and therefore the assembly against
Amusements and Associates. Him is execrated. These assemblies, indeed,

And let not men, therefore, spend their time are full of confusion ,t and iniquity ; and these
in barbers' shops and taverns, babbling non- pretexts for assembling are the cause of disorder
sense ; and let them give up hunting for the --men and women assembling promiscuously
women who sit near/ and ceaselessly talking for the sight of one another. In this respect
slander against many to raise a laugh, the assembly has already shown itself bad : for

The game of dice s is to be prohibited, and when the eye is lascivious, '2 the desires grow
the pursuit of gain, especially by dicing, 6 which warm ; and the eyes that are accustomed to
many keenly follow. Such things the prodi- look impudently at one's neighbours during the
gality of luxury invents for the idle. For the leisure granted to them, inflame the amatory
cause is idleness, and a love7 for frivolities desires. Let spectacles, therefore, and plays

that are full of scurrility and of abundant gossip,
t tPet il. xS.
* x Pet. iii 8 Cle_ment has substituted ttttrtt_n, for be forbidden. .3 For what base action is it that is

Cuxr¢oove_ (courteous).
a. This passage has been varXm_aslyamended and _ The[ s Lev. xi. t3, x4; Deut. xtv, xa.

_ of the text lms been adlmred m, but _oO6vov has been coupled f 9 Ps.| x, Septuaglnt.
with what follows. [ to Acts tm t4. . .....
• 4 Syllmrg suggests ,r_, (passing by) instead of _r_o,_o- tt dvaa_,a* adopted instead of the reading _t_,_,_, which at
_,_t_. [ plainly wrong. .

J _'!8_., a die marked on all. the mix tildes. [This prohibitton] x2 AtXveuot;o._ on the authority of the Pal. Ms. Nov. Reg. Bod.
wool6jinelmle cards m modern etlak_. ] [ x3 [Jetemy Colliers Skort Vtewoftke Immoralstya_dPre-
fo _"a "g*v icrr_xV_" Tlm _arr_9_X°t were dm_" "m_rk-ed °n ] faneness of the Engfisk" Sta_ (L°nd_m' "698) ar_ t_ _ur sidtmonly. Clemens seems to use _ terms here indifferently. [ that followed _ to llmmatm_ and 0xtght to Im mpubli_td wtth

7 Lowth'a conjecture of i_ instead of _ has been adopted. I bmuancnotes.j
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not exhibited in the theatres ? And what shame- Going to Church.

less saying is it that is not brought forward by the Woman and man are to go to churcha de-
buffoons ? And those who enjoy the evil that is cenfly attired, with natural step, embracing sv
in them, stamp the clear images of it at home. lence, possessing unfeigned love, pure in body,
And, on the other hand, those that are proof pure in heart, fit to pray to God. Let the wo-
against these things, and unimpressible, will never man observe this, further. Let her be entirely
make a stumble in regard to luxurious pleasures, covered, unless she happen to be at home. For

For if people shall say that they betake them- that style of dress is grave, and protects from
selves to the spectacles as a pastime for recrea- being gazed at. And she will never fall, who
tion, I should say that the cities which make a puts before her eyes modesty, and her shawl.
serious business of pastime are not wise ; for cruel nor will she invite another to fall into sin by un-
contests for glory which have been so fatal are covering her face. For this is the wish of the
not sport. No more is senseless expenditure of Word, since it is becoming for her to pray
money, nor are the riots that are occasioned by veiled.*

them sport. And ease of mind is not to be put- They say that the wife of A_neas, through ex-
chased by zealous pursuit of frivolities, for no cess of propriety, did not, even in her terror at
one who has his senses will ever prefer what is the capture of Troy, uncover herself; but, though
pleasant to what is good. fleeing from the conflagration, remained veiled.

Reh'Kian in Ordinary Life. Out of" Church.

But it is said we do not all philosophize. Do Such ought those who are consecrated to
we not all, then, follow after life ? What sayest Christ appear, and frame themselves in their
thou ? How hast thou believed? How, pray, whole llfe, as they fashion themselves in the
dost thou love God and thy neighbour, if thou church s for the sake of gravity ; and to be, not to
dost not philosophize ? And how dost thou love seem such w so meek, so pious, so loving. But
thyself, if thou dost not love life ? It is said, I now I know not how people change their fastuons
have not learned letters ; but if thou hast not and manners with the place. As they say that
learned to read, thou canst not excuse thyself in polypi, assimilated to the rocks to which they ad-
the case of hearing, for it is not taught. And here, are in colour such as they ; so, laying aside
faith is the possession not of the wise according the inspiration of the assembly, after their depart-
to the world, but of those according to God ; ure from it, they become like others with whom
and it is taught without letters ; and its hand- they associate. Nay, in laying aside the artificial
book, at once rude and divine, is called love w mask of solemmty, they are proved to be what
a spiritual book. It ts in your power to listen they secretly were. After having paid reverence
to divine wisdom, ay, and to frame your life in to the discourse about God, they leave within [the
accordance with it. Nay, you are not prohibited church] what they have heard. And outside
from conducting affairs in the world decorously they foolishly amuse themselves with impious
according to GOd. Let not him who sells or playing ' and amatory quavering, occupied with
buys aught name two prices for what he buys or flute-playing, and dancing, and intoxication, and
sells ; but stating the net price, and studying to all kinds of trash. They who sing thus, and sing
speak the truth, if he get not his price, he gets in response, are those who before hymned im-
the truth, and is rich in the possession of recti- mortality,-- found at last wicked and wickedly
rude. But, above all, let an oath on account of singing this most pernicious palinode, "Let us
what is sold be far from you ; and let swearing, eat and drink, for to-morrow we die." But not
too, on account of other things be banished, to-morrow in truth, but already, are these dead

And in this way those who frequent the mar- to God ; burying their dead, 6 that is, sinking
ket-place and the shop philosophize. "For thou themselves down to death. The apostle very
shalt not take the name of the LoRD thy God in firmly assails them : "Be not deceived ; neither
vain: for the LORD will not hold him guiltless adttlterers, nor effeminate, nor abusers of them-
that taketh His name in vain." ' selves with mankind, nor thieves, nor covetous,

But those who act contrary to these things -- nor drunkards, nor railers," and whatever else he
the avaricious, the liars, the hypocrites, those adds to these, "shall inherit the kingdom of
who make merchandise of the truth-- the Lord God." 7
cast out of His Father's court,' not willing that
the holyhouse of God shouldbe thehouse of _trms_y_ott_*d"chu_ch"fortt_vt_or_a
unrighteoustrafficeitherinwordsor inmaterialwomav,tstobenoted.SeeZa_d_tmii.]4 xCor. xl. 5. [Thts hell_ to the due ren_rlnl_ _¢ ;._m_,_*, lwt
things. _ _,¢_,inxCot.xl.x_]

s It Cot. xi. _rJ. But I cannot say that the word &=_7,_/a is used
for the phaee of Chr/stian worship, even in this text, whel_ it seems to

s Fix. xx. 7. be in mltlthem with the dwetlillg-hmme.l
s la ailuJma to the cleansing of the temple (Joha ii. t3-z7, Matt. • Matt. viii. _.

xxl. xl, x3; Luke xtx. 45, 46). _ x Ce¢. vL 9, xo
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Lave and the Kiss of ChariO'. gence, to be beyond the range of censure, shut-
And if we are called to the kingdom of God, ting out all ground of suspicion, in order to the

let us walk worthy of the kingdom, loving God consummation of chastity; so that we may not
and our neighbour. But love is not proved by a only be faithful, but appear worthy of trust. For
kiss, but by kindly feeling. But there are those, this is also consequently to be guarded against,
that do nothing but make the churches resound as the apostle says, "that no man should blame
with a kiss,, not having love itself within. For Ius ; prov]dmg things honourable, not only in the
this very thing, the shameless use of a kiss, which sight of the Lord, but also in the sight of men.' z
ought to be mystic, occasions foul suspicions " But turn away thine eyes from a graceful
and evil reports. The apostle calls the kiss woman, and contemplate not another's beauty,"
holy.2 says the Scripture3 And if you require the

When the kingdom is worthily tested, we dis- reason, it will further tell you," For by the beauty
pense the affection of the soul by a chaste and 6f woman many have gone astray, and at it af-
closed mouth, by which chiefly gentle manners fection blazes up like fire ; "9 the affection which
are expressed, arises from the fire which we call love, leading to

But there is another unholy kiss, full of poison, the fire which will never cease in consequonoe
counterfeiting sanctity. Do you not know that of sin.
spiders, merely by touching the mouth, afflict CHAP. xn.- CONTINUATION:WITH TEXTS FROM
men with pain? And often kisses inject the SCRIPTURE.
poison of hcentiousness. It is then very mani-
fest to us, that a kiss is not love. For the love I would counsel the married never to kiss
meant is the love of God. "And this is the love their wives in the presence of their domestics.

of God," says John, "that we keep His corn- For Aristotle does not allow people to laugh to
mandments ; "3 not that we stroke each other on their slaves. And by no means must a wife be
the mouth. "And His commandments are not seen saluted in their presence. It is moreover
grievous." But salutations of beloved ones in better that, begmnmg at home with marriage,
the ways, full as they are of foolish boldness, are we should exhibit propriety in it. For it is the
characteristic of those who wish to be conspicu- greatest bond of chastity, breathing forth pure
ous to those without, and have not the least pleasure. Very admirably the tragedy says :-
particle of grace. For if It is proper mystically "Well! well' ladles, how is It, then, that among men,

"in the closet" to pray to God, it will follow Not gold, not empire, or luxury of wealth,Conferred to such an extent signal delights,
that we are also to greet mystically our neighbour, As the right and virtuous disposition
whom we are commanded to love second s]m- Of a man of worth and a dutiful wife ?"

llarly to God, within doors, " redeeming the Such injunctions of righteousness uttered by
time." "For we are the salt of the earth." * those who are conversant wath worldly wisdom are
"Whosoever shall bless his friend early in the not to be refused. Knowing, then, the duty of
morning with a loud voice, shall be regarded not each, "pass the time of your sojourning here in
to differ from cursing." s fear : forasmuch as ye know that ye were not re-

The Gavernmen/of the Eyes. deemed with corruptible things, such as silver or
gold, from your yam conversation received by tra-

But, above all, it seems right that we turn dition from your fathers ; but with the precious
away from the sight of women. For it is sin blood of Christ, as of a lamb without blemish and
not only to touch, but to look ; and he who without spot." ,o "For," says Peter, "the time
is nghtly trained must especially avoid them. past of our life may suffice us to have wrought
"Let thine eyes look straight, and thine eyelids the will of the Gentiles, when we walked in las-
wink right." 6 For while it is possible for one cwiousness, lusts, excess of wine, revelhngs, ban-
who looks to remaan stedfast ; yet care must be quetings, and abominable idolatries.",, We have
taken against falling. For it is possible for one as a limit the cross of the Lord, by which we are
who looks to shp ; but it is impossible for one, fenced and hedged about from our former sins.
who looks not, to lust. For it _snot enough for Therefore, being regenerated, let us fix ourselves
the chaste to be pure ; but they must give all dili- to it in truth, and return to sobriety, and sanctify

t [The sexes sat apart m tim pnmtuve churches, and the k3ss of ourselves ; "for the eyes of the LORDare on the
peace was gtven by women only to women (Bunsen, H,#_ol, mp. righteous, and His ears are open to their prayer ;xS). Does the author, here, ,reply that unholy ktssmg had crept m 9
AmongtheGe_,s evenmour_y_, ,othmgi_morecommo,than but the face of the LORD is against them that do
to see men, not at al_ related, salute one another m flatsway. It was evil." '2 "And who is he that will harm us, if wetherefore all one w_th shakmg hands, m the apostolu: ordinance For
some very fine reflecuorm on the bauer de _aLx, se¢ 1_ Maistse,
Sozr_es, ll. p. I99, ed. Parts, 185o ] 7 2 Cor. vfii 2o, 2x.

2 Rom. xvi. x6. s Ecclas ix. 8.
I.John v. 3- 9 Ecclus. ix. 8.

4 lvlatt, v. xj_. to I Pet. I. t7-t 9.
5 Prov. _ x4. lti x Pet. ]v. 3-
6 Prov. iv. a5. zz Ps. xxxiv, xS, z6.
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be followers of that which is good ? .... "us" dom ! "9 And by one God are many treasures
for "you." But the best training is good order, dispensed ; some dmclosed by the law, others
which is perfect decorum, and stable and orderly by the prophets ; some to the divine mouth, and
power, which in action maintains consistence in others to the heptad of the spirit singing accord-
what it does. If these things have been adduced ant. And the Lord being one, is the same
by me with too great asperity, in order to effect Instructor by all these. Here is then a compre-
the salvation which follows from your correction ; hensive precept, and an exhortation of life, all-
they have been spoken also, says the Instructor, embracing : "As ye would that men should do
by me : "Since he who reproves with boldness unto you, do ye likewise to them." ,o We may
is a peacemaker." 2 And xf ye hear me, ye shall comprehend the commandments in two, as the
be saved. And if ye attend not to what is spoken, Lord says, "Thou shalt love the Lord thy God
it is not my concern. And yet it is my concern with all thy heart, with all thy soul, and with all
thus: "For he desires the repentance rather thy strength; and thy neighbour as thyself."
than the death of a sinner." 3 " If ye shall hear Then from these He infers, "on this hang the
me, ye shall eat the good of the land," the In- law and the prophets." ,x Further, to him that
structor again says, calling by the appellation asked, "What good thing shall I do, that I
"the good of the land," beauty, wealth, health, may inherit eternal life ?" He answered, "Thou
strength, sustenance. For those things which knowest the commandments?" And on him
are really good, are what "neither ear hath heard, replying Yea, He said, "This do, and thou shalt
not hath ever entered into the heart" 4 respect- be saved." Especially conspicuous is the love
ing Him who is really King, and the realities of the Instructor set forth in various salutary
truly good which await us. For He is the giver commandments, in order that the discovery may
and the guard of good things. And with respect be readier, from the abundance and arrangement
to their participation, He applies the same names of the Scriptures. We have the Decalogue `*
of things in this world, the Word thus training in given by Moses, which, indicating by an element-
God the feebleness of men from sensible things ary principle, simple and of one kind, defines
to understanding, the designation of sins in a way conducive to

What has to be observed at home, and how salvation: "Thou shalt not commit adultery.
our life is to be regulated, the Instructor has Thou shalt not worship idols. Thou shait not
abundantly declared. And the things which He corrupt boys. Thou shait not steal. Thou shalt
is wont to say to children by the way, Swhile He not bear false witness. Honour thy father and
conducts them to the Master, these He suggests, thy mother." ,3 And so forth. These things are
and adduces the Scriptures themselves in a corn- to be observed, and whatever else is commanded
pendious form, setting forth bare injunctions, ac- in reading the Bible. And He enjoins on us by
commodating them to the period of guidance, Isaiah : "Wash you, and make you clean. Put
and assigning the interpretation of them to the away iniquities from your souls before mine eyes.
Master. 6 For the intention of His law is to dis- Learn to do well. Seek judgment. Deliver the
sipate fear, emancipating free-will in order to wronged. Judge for the orphan, and justify the
faith. "Hear," He says, "O child," who art widow. And come, and let us reason together,
rightly instructed, the principal points of salva- saith the Lord." _4 And we shall find many ex-
tion. For I will disclose my ways, and lay be- amples also in other places, -- as, for instance,
fore thee good commandments ; by which thou respecting prayer : "Good works are an accept-
wilt reach salvation. And I lead thee by the able prayer to the Lord," says the Scripture. 's
way of salvation. Depart from the paths of And the manner of prayer is described. "If
deceit, thou seest," it is said, "the naked, cover him ;

"For the LORDknoweth the way of the right- and thou shalt not overlook those who belong to
eous, and the way of the ungodly shall perish." 7 thy seed. Then shall thy light spring forth
" Follow, therefore, O son, the good way which early, and thy healing shall spring up quickly;
I shall describe, lending to me attentive ears." and thy righteousness shall go before thee, and
"And I will give to thee the treasures of dark- the glory of God shall encompass thee." What,
hess, hidden and unseen "s by the nations, but then, is the fruit of such prayer ? "Then shalt
seen by us. And the treasures of wisdom are thou call, and God will hear thee ; whilst thou
unfailing, in admiration of which the apostle art yet speaking, He will say, I am here." x6
says, "0 the depth of the riches and the ms- In regard to fasting it is said, "Wherefore do

I z Pet. ili. x3 9 Rom. xi. 33.
2 Prov. x_ _o, Sept. to Luke vi ._x.
3 Ezt:k. xvm. 23. xt Matt. xxn. 37, 39, 4°.

4; x Cot. il. 9. :* _See Irenmus, vol. i. p. 48_, this series. Stromata, vl. 36o.]

ss [Here thel_dagog_e is the child-guide, leading to the Teacher I 13 r.a. xx.; Deut. v.
_mlpo6rrrr_nt foot-note, Kaye, p. tos. ] t, Isa. i. x6, XT, _8.7 • • t$ Vt/hel_e, llO one knows.

8 Isa. xiv. 3. 16 Isa. lviit. 7, 8, 9-
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ye fast to me ? saith the Lord. Is it such a fast you bear malice in his heart against his neigh-
'_ _9that I have chosen, even a day for a man to bour, or love a false oath.

humble his soul? Thou shalt not bend thy The liars and the proud, too, He threatens;
neck hke a circle, and spread sackcloth and the former thus : "Woe to them that call bitter
ashes under thee. Not thus shall ye call it an sweet, and sweet bitter ;" and the latter : "Woe
acceptable fast." unto them that are wise in their own eyes, and

What means a fast, then? "Lo, this is the prudent m their own sight.' ..... For he that
fast which I have chosen, saith the Lord. Loose humbleth himself shall be exalted, and he that
every band of wickedness. Dissolve the knots exalteth himself shall be humbled." ,z

of oppressive contracts. Let the oppressed go And "the merciful" He blesses, "for they
free, and tear every unjust bond. Break thy shall obtain mercy."
bread to the hungry ; and lead the houseless Wisdom pronounces anger a wretched thing,
poor into thy house. If thou see the naked, because "it will destroy the wise." ,_ And now
cover him." i About sacrifices too : "To what He bids us "love our enemies, bless them that
purpose is the multitude of your sacrifices to curse us, and pray for them that despitefully use
me ? saith the Lord. I am full of burnt-offerings us." And He says : "If any one strike thee on
and of rams ; and the fat of lambs, and the the one cheek, turn to him the other also ; and
blood of bulls and kids I do not wish ; nor that if any one take away thy coat, hinder him not
ye should come to appear before me. Who from taking thy cloak also." ,s
hath reqmred this at your hands ? You shall no Of faith He says : "Whatsoever ye shall ask
more tread my court. If ye bring fine flour, the in prayer, believing, ye shall receive." ,4 "To
vain oblation is an abomination to me. Your the unbeheving nothing is trustworthy," accord-
new moons and your sabbaths I cannot away ing to Pindar.
with." 2 How, then, shall I sacrifice to the Lord ? Domestics, too, are to be treated like ourselves ;
"The sacrifice of the Lordis," He says, "a for they are human bemgs, aswe are. ForGod
broken heart." 3 How, then, shall I crown is the same to free and bond, if you consider.
myself, or anoint with ointment, or offer incense Such of our brethren as transgress, we must not
to the Lord ? "An odour of a sweet fragrance," punish, but rebuke. " For he that spareth the
it is said? " is the heart that glorifies Him who rod hateth his son." ,5
made it." These are the crotons and sacrifices, Further, He banishes utterly love of glory,
aromatic odours, and flowers of God. saying, "Woe to you, Pharisees ! for ye love the

Further, m respect to forbearance. "If thy chief seat in the synagogues, and greetings in
brother," it is said, "sin against thee, re]3uke the markets." x6 But He welcomes the repent-
hma ; and if he repent, forgive him. If he sin ance of the sinner-- loving repentance-- which
against thee seven times in a day, and turn to follows sins. For this Word of whom we speak
thee the seventh time, and say, I repent, for- alone is sinless. For to sin is natural and com-
give him." 5 Also to the soldiers, by John, He mon to all. But to return [to God] after sinning
commands, "to be content with thexr wages is characteristic not of any man, but only of a
only ;" and to the publicans, "to exact no more man of worth.
than is appointed." To the judges He says, Respecting liberality He said : "Come to me,
"Thou shalt not show partiality in judgment, ye blessed, inherit the kingdom prepared for you
For gifts blind the eyes of those who see, and from the foundation of the world : for I was an
corrupt just words. Rescue the wronged." hungry, and ye gave Me meat; I was thirsty,

And to householders : "A possession which and ye gave Me drink ; I was a stranger, and ye
is acquired with iniquity becomes less." 6 took Me in ; naked, and ye clothed Me ; sick,

Also of "love." "Love," He says, "covers and ye visited Me ; in prison, and ye came unto
a multitude of sins." 7 Me." And when have we done any of these

And of civil government : "Render to C_esar things to the Lord?
the things which are C_esar's ; and unto God The Instructor Himself will say again, loving
the things which are God's." s to refer to Himself the kindness of the brethren,

Of swearing and the remembrance of injuries : ]"Inasmuch as ye have done it to these least, ye
"Did I command your fathers, when they went have done it to Me. And these shall go away
out of Egypt, to offer burnt-offerings and sacri- mto everlasting life." ,7
rices ? But I commanded them, Let none of

9 In Jet. vt_. _a, 23, and Zech. viii. we find the substance o(
what Clement tqv_s hen:.

IIsa. lvili 6, 7- _o Isa v no, 2x.
a tsa. :. xx-x4, zz Luke xiv. l_, xvitt, x4.
a Ps. Ix. xT. x_ Pray. xw Sept
4 ]got m _cnpture. []remeus, iv zT, voL i. 444, this series.] xa Matt. v. 40; Luke vx. _
5 Luke xvn. 3, 4. x4 Matt. xxl 22.
6 _'Ov. xnt. IL t$ Prov. xut 24.
? x Pet iv. S. 16 Luke m 43-
S Matt. xxti. ar; Mark xu. x7, Luke xx. 25. t7 Matt. xxv. 34-36, 40, 46. L
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Such are the laws of the Word, the consola- weak, be patient toward all men. See that none
tory words not on tables of stone which were render evil for evil to any man. Quench not
written by the finger of the Lord, but inscribed the Spirit. Despise not prophesyings. Prove
on men's hearts, on which alone they can remain all things: hold fast that which is good. Ab-
imperishable. Wherefore the tablets of those stain from every form of evil." s
who had hearts of stone are broken, that the faith "Continue m prayer, watching thereunto with
of the children may be impressed on softened thanksgiving. Walk in wisdom towards them
hearts, that are without, redeeming the time. Let your

However, both the laws served the Word for speech be always with grace, seasoned with salt,
the instruction of humanity, both that given by that ye may know how ye ought to answer every
Moses and that by the apostles. What, therefore, man." 6
is the nature of the training by the apostles, ap- " Nourish yourselves up in the words of faith.
pears to me to require to be treated of. Under Exercise yourselves unto godliness : for bodily
this head, I, or rather the Instructor by me, xwill exercise profiteth httle ; but godliness is profit-
recount ; and I shall again set before you the able for all things, having the promise of the hfe
precepts themselves, as it were in the germ. which now is, and that which is to come." z

"Putting away lying, speak every man truth "Let those who have faithful masters not
with his neighbour: for we are members one of despise them, because they are brethren ; but
another. Let not the sun go down upon your rather do them service, because they are faith-
wrath ; neither give place to the devil. Let him ful." s
that stole steal no more : but rather let him la- "He that giveth, let him do it with simplicity ;
bour, working with his hands the thing which is he that ruleth, with diligence ; he that showeth
good, that he may have to give to him that need- mercy, with cheerfulness. Let love be without
eth. Let all bitterness, and wrath, and anger, dissimulation. Abhor that which is evil ; cleave
and clamour, and evil-speaking, be put away to that which is good. Be kindly affectioned
from you, with all malice : and be ye kind one one to another with brotherly love, in honour
to another, tender-hearted, forgiving one another, preferring one another. Not slothful in bus_-
as God in Christ hath forgiven you. Be there- ness; fervent in spirit, serving the Lord. Rejol-
fore wise,2 followers of God, as dear children; cing in hope; patient in tribulation; continuing
and walk in love, as Christ also hath loved us. instant m prayer. Given to hospitahty ; com-
Let wives be subject to their own husbands, as municating to the necessities of the saints."
to the Lord. And let husbands love their wives, Such are a few injunctmns out of many, for
as Christ also hath loved the Church." Let the sake of example, which the Instructor, run-
those who are yoked together love one another ning over the divine Scriptures, sets before His
"as their own bodies." "Children, be obedient children ; by which, so to speak, vice is cut up
to your parents. Parents, provoke not your by the roots, and iniquity _scircumscribed.
6hildren to wrath ; but bring them up in the nur- Innumerable commands such as these are
ture and admonition of the Lord. Servants, be written in the holy Bible appertaining to chosen
obedient to those that are your masters accord- persons, some to presbyters, some to bishops,
ing to the flesh, with fear and trembling, in the some to deacons, others to w_dows,'° of whom
singleness of your hearts, as unto Christ ; with we shall have another opportunity of speaking.
good-will from the soul doing service. And, Many things spoken in enigmas, many in para-
ye masters, treat your servants well, forbearing bles, may benefit such as fall in with them.
threatening: knowing that both their and your But it is not my province, says the Instructor,
Lord is in heaven; and there is no respect of to teach these any longer. But we need a
persons with Him."3 Teacher of the exposition of those sacred

"If we live m the Spirit, let us walk in the words, to whom we must direct our steps.
Spirit. Let us not be desirous of vainglory, And now, in truth, it is time for me to cease
provoking one another, envying one another, from my instrucUon, and for you to listen to the
Bear ye one another's burdens, and so fulfil the Teacher.ZX And He, receiving you who have
law of Christ. Be not deceived ; God is not been trained up in excellent discipline, will
mocked. Let us not be weary in well-doing: teach you the oracles. To noble purpose has
for in due time we shall reap, if we faint not." 4

"Be at peace among yourselves. Now we _ _Th.... 3-zs,x_2.Col Iv. 2, 5, 9.
admonish you, brethren, warn them who are 7 x Timiv.6-8.8xTun vi. 2
unruly, comfort the feeble-minded, support the 9 g_,_._. s-z3

xo [_Consult Bunsen's Ha_d/,ook, book iv. _ 7S"_..Thus &d
x _i _0avro_. The reading here adopted is found in Bod. and primiuve Christianity labour to uproot the social estate ot neamea-

Rig. ts_i]That is, he who undertakes the instrucUon of those that are
_ 6#6vtpax, not found in Eph. v. LF-Oh._. :S'_, v. z, 2, a2, 25, yr. x, 4"9- full-grown.as Clemens does in the Stromata. [Where see Ins esof-
4 GaL v. 25, 26, VLa, 7, 9- i oqc docmue, l
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the Church sung, and the Bridegroom also, the crooked and perverse generation, to shine as
only Teacher, the good Counsel, of the good lights in the world."
Father, the true Wisdom, the Sanctuary of All that remains therefore now, in such a cele-
knowledge. "And He is the propitiation for bration of the Word as this, is that we address
our sins," as John says ; Jesus, who heals both to the Word our prayer.
our body and soul -- which are the proper man.
"And not for our sins only, but also for the PRAYER TO THE P2EDAGOGUS.
whole world. And by this we know that we Be gracious, O Instructor, to us Thy children,
know Him, if we keep His commandments. Father, Charioteer of Israel, Son and Father,
He that saith, I know Him, and keepeth not both in One, O Lord. Grant to us who obey
His commandments, is a liar ; and the truth is Thy precepts, that we may perfect the likeness
not in Him. But whoso keepeth His word, in of the image, and with all our power know Him
him verily is the love of God perfected. Here- who is the good God and not a harsh judge.
by know we that we are in Him. He that saith And do Thou Thyself cause that all of us who
he abideth in Him, ought himself to walk even have our conversation in Thy peace, who have
as He also walked. ''_ O nurslings of His been translated into Thy commonwealth, having
blessed training ! let us complete the fair face of sailed tranquilly over the billows of sin, may be
the church ; and let us run as children to our wafted in calm by Thy Holy Spirit, by the inef-
good mother. And if we become listeners to fable wisdom, by night and day to the perfect
the Word, let us glorify the blessed dispensation day ; and giving thanks may praise, and praising
by which man is trained and sanctified as a thank the Alone Father and Son, Son and Father,
child of God, and has his conversation in the Son, Instructor and Teacher, with the Holy
heaven, being trained from earth, and there Spirit, all in One, in whom is all, for whom all
receives the Father, whom he learns to know on is One, for whom is eternity, whose members
earth. The Word both does and teaches all we all are, whose glory the mons 4 are; for the
things, and trains in all things. All-good, All-lovely, All-wise, All-just One. To

A horse is guided by a bit, and a bull is guided whom be glory both now and for ever. Amen.
by a yoke, and a wild beast is caught in a noose.
But man is transformed by the Word, by whom And since the Instructor, by translating us in-
wild beasts are tamed, and fishes caught, and to His Church, has united us to Himself, the
birds drawn down. He it is, in truth, who fash- teaching and all-surveying Word, it were right
ions the bit for the horse, the yoke for the bull, that, having got to this point, we should offer
the noose for the wild beast, the rod for the fish, to the Lord the reward of due thanksgiving w
the snare for the bird• He both manages the )raise suitable to His fair instruction.
state and tills the ground ; commands, and A HYMN TO CHRIST THE SAVIOUR.
helps, and creates theuniverse, coMrosznBY sT. cuzuzmr.s
"There were figured earth, and sky, and sea, I.

The ever-circling sun, and full-orbed moon, Bridle of colts untamed,
And all the signs that crown the vault of heaven." a Over our willb presiding ;

Wingof unwandering birds,
O divine works I O divine commands ! "Let Our flight securely guiding.

this water undulate within itself; let this fire re- Rudder of youth unbending,
strain its wrath ; let this air wander into ether ; Firm against adverse shock;
and this earth be consolidated, and acquire Shepherd, with wisdom tending

Lambs of the royal flock :
motion! When I want to form man, I want Thy simple children bring
matter, and have matter in the elements. I dwell In one, that they may sing
with what I have formed. If you know me, the In solemn lays

Their hymns of praise
fire will be your slave." With guileless lips to Christ their King.

Such is the Word, such is the Instructor, the
Creator of the world and of man : and of Him- 3_ u ,s.

4 ° *I " " "A,_,_, celestial sprats and aaleh..'--_, m a no_e oa
self, now the world's Instructor, by whose com- B,n',z,,f,_,oft_,_v_,,, o-_,d. _I ,_h. mm d,C_,%,_.
mand we and the universe subsist, and await _ _db¢_ f_ed M _ _. _.. Z_ _._rcfcmace is not prccam. C_.6mmluagOtal_'S _tmotatto_ m vala,/.
judgment. "For it is not he who brings a w**_ o_d tov, thmKh _ _*,h__, ,t _t Cv_.v.
stealthy vocal word to men," as Bacchylidis part i.p. _¢6),l foundi_ _mpmti_ ob_a_ity_r,_,'s ,m_.It nmy be mttdered: "The_ won_ I _dnk shotdd be th_ co_u'_u --
says, "who shall be the Word of Wisdom ; " but ,_s,,*_ ,,_t ,_,,,_-wl,,_ Oo,y_.o_ _o_y O_,-u,or
. angels. Cmtcernmg wluch slgmfication o( *'_v a_d_r_ note what l

the blameless, the pure, and faultless sons of _dm,_di_,,=,=,t=io_o_I,*.,m_,p. 3,.ea.t_,,a_._. J
s [Elucidatio_ lll.[ Tim translator has done what be c_ta to

God," according to Paul, "in the midst of a ra_thi,_htenaty. H_.h_tmob._god_._r,.tozta _
what to stm the way o_"e.xpanaaon, tor mnctwtse st woulU nave ozen

' tJolm li, 2-6. ncatum.._ne original is m many parts a more stm_ ot epmm_

,_, xvid. 48_-48S; spoken of Vulcan making the _h;,-h4o_ wh_h no tc.-__,s,'y could rendzr m rhymed ven_ wtthout t_ae addio• tmt_.
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H. men who are saved, catching the chaste fishes
King of saints, almighty Word with sweet life from the hateful wave of a sea of
of the Father highest Lord ;
Wisdom's head and chief; vices,-- Guide [us], Shepherd of rational sheep ;
Assuagement of all [grief; guide unharmed children, O holy King,s 0 foot-
Lord of all time anaspace, steps of Christ, 0 heavenly way, perennial Word,

sus, Saviour of our race ; immeasurable Age, Eternal Light, Fount ofepherd, who dost us keep;
Husbandman, who tillest, mercy, performer of virtue ; noble [is the] life

Bit to restrain us, Rudder of those who hymn God, O Christ Jesus, hear-

To guide us as Thou willest ; enly milk of the sweet breasts of the graces of
Of the all-hoty flock celestial wing; the Bride, pressed out of Thy wisdom. Babes
Fisher of men, whom Thou to life dost bring; !nourished with tender mouths, filled with theFrom evil sea of sin,

And from the billowy strife, dewy spirit of the rational pap, let us sing to-
Gathering pure fishes in, gether simple prazses, true hymns to Christ

Caught with sweet bait of life : [our'] King, holy fee for the teaching of life ;Lead us, Shepherd of the sheep,
Reason-gifted, holy One ; let us sing in simplicity the powerful Child. 0

King of youths, whom Thou dost keep, choir of peace, the Christ-begotten, O chaste
So that they pollution shun : people, let us sing together 4 the God of peace.sSteps of Christ, celestial Way ;
Word eternal, Age unending;

Life that never can decay; TO THE PAEDAGOGUS.

Fount of mercy, virtue-sending; Teacher, to Thee a chaplet I present,Life august of those who raise
Unto God their hymn of praise, Woven of words culled from the spotless mead,

Jesus Christi Where Thou dost feed Thy flocks; like to the bee,
That skilful worker, whtch from many a flower
Gathers its treasures, that she may convey

IIL A luscious offering to the master's hand.
l_ounshed by the milk of heaven, Though but the least, I am Thy servant still,
To our tender palates given ; {Seemly is praise to Thee for Thy behests).
Milk of wisdom from the breast O King, great Giver of good gifts to men,
Of that bride of grace exprest ; Lord of the good, Father, of all the Maker,
By a dewy spirit filled Who heaven and heaven's adornment, by Thy word
From fair Reason's breast distilled ; Divine fitly disposed, alone didst make ;
Let us sucklings join to raise Who broughtest forth the sunshine and the day ;
With pure hps our hymns of praise Who didst appoint their courses to the stars,
As our grateful offering, And how the earth and sea their place should keep;
Clean and pure, to Christ our King. And when the seasons, in their circling course,
Let us, with hearts undefiled, Winter and summer, spring and autumn, each 0
Celebrate the mighty Child. Should come, according to well-ordered plan;
We, Christ-born, the choir of peace ; Out of a confused heap who didst create

We, the people of His love, This ordered sphere, and from the shapeless mass
Let us sing, nor ever cease, Of matter didst the uuiverse adorn; m

To the God of peace above. Grant to me life, and be that life well spent,
Thy grace enjoying ; let me act and speak

We subjoin the following literal translation of In all things as Thy Holy Scriptures teach ; 7Thee and Thy co-eternal Word, All-wise,
the foregoing hymn : From Thee proceeding, ever may I praise ;

Give me nor poverty nor wealth, but what is meet,
Bridle of untamed colts, Wing of unwandering Father, in life, and then life's happy close, s

birds, sure Helm of babes,' Shepherd of royal
lambs, assemble Thy simple children to praise 3 Byalteriogthepanc_t_on,_e _t_n,a.t¢th_,: "G_ia.,O
holily, to hymn guilelessly with innocent mouths, _Y K,ng, Thy ch,td*,n_fdy a_g _ foo_tep_of Ch._t.'"4 The wordused here is _*iXe_tev,ongmalt_s_gnlfymg,'*Let us
Christ the guide of children. 0 King of saints, c._b_al_ o_ • _ged m_t._men_" Whethe_n _ _o _.d here o_not,may he matterof dispute.
all-subduing Word of the most high Father, s ['t'_ holy_ of_r_._th is the,uthor of the _t Chmt_
Ruler of wisdom, Support of sorrows, that re- hy_, r_ _t_¢_t. It m a sequel to the _ of her falhyrDavid,and usterprets them. To Clement.of.Alexandriabelongstile
joicest in the ages,' Jesus, Saviour of the human _._ of _d_g,_. _ho,, of _._d C9,,_._ .p_.., ,,hem hethus
race, Shepherd, Husbandman, Helm, Bridle, migrttseem to revoketo carryon me stramthroughall nme.j¢'[The hymn anff_xedto Thomson'sSea.lo_smight seem to have
Heavenly Wing of the all-holy flock, Fisher of bee_ _ugg_t.d by th_ _._t,=_mp_ of p_* tothe M*k*_. B_t;

to/_el th,s hymn, w* must .rspct.u .ppn_tssupenonW, m * mor_
pomtofview, to all the Amc muse nauever proauoetiDelore.]

x Or,-ships: _ _,',_ o/'_*,, has been suggestedas 7 [The Scripturesare the ruleoffaith.] " tsbettersenseand bettermetre, * [Kaye'scarefulcriticismof M. Barheyrac'scaptiouscomplain
2 Or,"rejoicingin _m'aity." against C.b.mant,are speciallymstrucnve, p. xo9]
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ELUCIDATIONS.

I.

(P_edagogue,book ii.cap. 3, P 247-)

Tins fine paragraph is in many ways interesting. The tourist who has visited the catacombs,
is familiar, among tokens of the first rude art of Christians, with relics of various articles, realizing
this idea of Clement's, that even our furniture should be distinctively Christian. In Pompeii, one
finds lamps and other vessels marked by heathenish devices, some of them gross and revolting.
On the contrary, these Christian utensils bear the sacred monograms XP, A_, or the figure of the
fish, conveying to the user, by the letters of the Greek word for a fish (IX@Y_), the initials of the
words "Jesus Christ, Son of God, The Saviour." Often we have the anchor, the palm-branch, or
the cross itself. But I never looked at one of those Christian lamps without imagining its owner,
staging, as it was lighted, the eventide hymn (of which see Elucidation Ill.), and reciting probably,
therewith, the text, "Let your loins be girded, and your lamps burning," etc. For a valuable
elucidation of subjects illustrated by Christian art, see Testimony of the Catacombs, by the late
Wharton B. Marriott (London, Hatchards, x87o).

II.

(Bookiii. Goingto Church. p. 29o, supra.)

Frequent references become necessary, at this point, to the ecclesiastical usages of the early
Christians. These have been largely treated of by the great Anglican divines, whose works are
recognised as part of the standard literature of Christendom ; but the nature of this publication
seems to impose on me the duty of choosing from external sources, rather than from authors who
have been more or less associated with the controversies of our great "Anglo-Saxon" family.
Happily the writings of the late Dr. Bunsen supply us with all that is requisite of this sort. In
that very curious and characteristic medley, tli2O2Oolytusand His Age, he has gathered into a con-
venient form nearly every point which requires antiquarian elucidation, under the title of 2_e
Church and Home Book af the Ancient Christians. Its contents he professes to have rescued
"from the rubbish in which they were enveloped for centuries, and disencumbered of the fraud and
misunderstanding by which they are defaced." Now, while by no means satisfied with this work
myself, it affords an interesting specimen of the conclusions to which an earnest and scholarly
mind has been brought, in the course of original and industrious research. It is the more inter-
esting, as illustrating a conviction, which he expresses elsewhere, that, in shaping "the Church of
the future," all Christians must revert to these records of primitive antiquity, as of practical in-
terest for our own times. The proverbial faults of its author are indeed conspicuous in this work,
which, though the product of a mere inquirer, is presented to us with entire self-reliance, as if he
were competent to pronounce upon all questions with something like pontifical infallibility. It is
also greatly mixed up with his personal theories, which are always interesting, but rarely satisfactory
to his readers. In spite of all this, he has brought together, in a condensed form, what is un-
doubtedly the result of patient investigation. It is the rather useful, because it is the work of a
genuine disciple of Niebuhr, who doubts and questions at every step, and who always suspects a
fraud. He is committed, by his religious persuasions, to no system whatever, with respect to such
matters, and he professes to have produced a manual of Christian antiquity, entirely scientific ;
that is to say, wholly impartial, indifferent as to consequences, and following only the lead of truth
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and evidence. In my references to Bunsen, therefore, let it be understood, that, without accepting
him as my own master, I yet wish to respect his opinion and to commend his performance to the
candid investigation of others.

III.

The one ancient hymn, not strictly liturgical, which probably was not new even to Clement, and
to which we have already made reference once or twice, is the following, which we give from
Bunsen. He calls it "The Evening Hymn of the Greek Christians," but it was not confined to
the Greeks any more than was the Greek of the Gospels and the Creeds. Its proper name is
"The Eventide Hymn," or"The Hymn for the Lighting of the Lamps," and was doubtless uttered
in the family at "candlelight," as we say a grace before meat. It is thus rendered :w

HYMN.

Serene light of the Holy Glory
Of the Father Everlasting,

Jesus Christ :
Having come to the setting of the sun,
And seeing the evening light,

We praise the Father and the Son,
And the Holy Spirit of God.

It behooveth to praise Thee,
At all times with holy songs,

Son of God, who hast given llfe ;
Therefore the world glorifieth Thee.

The modern Italians, at sunset, recite the _4z,e ._r,_ma,which has been imposed upon them by
mediaeval Rome. Nothing but the coincidence of the hour reminds us of the ancient hymn
which it has superseded; and a healthy mind, one would think, would note the contrast. This
pure "hymn to Christ as God," and to the Godhead in unity, gives place to an act of worship
addressed to the creature, more than to the Creator. One might indeed call this Ave Maria the
eventide hymn of modern Italy ; but the scatter-brain processes of Dr. Bunsen come out in the
strange reversal of thought, by which he would throw back the utterly incongruous tatle of its
Italian substitute upon a primitive hymn to the Trinity, m,, the Ave-Mafia hymn, as me might
¢allit from the present Italian custom," etc. The strange confusion of ideas which constantly
characterizes this author, whenever some association, however remote, strikes his fancy, is well
illustrated by this instance. Let it serve as a caution in following his lead. See Hippolytus (vol.
iii. pp. 68, i38, etc.) and also Routh (Re/tfui_, vol. iii. pp. 5x5-SZO). Concerning the morning
hymn, Gloria in 2_xce/sis, which Dr. Bunsen gives from the Alexandrian us., and to which refer-
ence is made in his ,4nalecta .4nte-2Vicwna (ill. 86), see Warren's Cd/ic Z.iCurgy (p. x97, and
index references. 2/d. Oxford, x88x).



THE STROMATA, OR MISCELLANIES.

BOOK I.

CHAP. I. _ PREFACE _ THE AUTHOR'SOBJECT_ his instructor. "Son," says he, "forget not my
THE UTILITY OF WRITTEN COMPOSITIONS. z laws."3

[Wants the beginning] .......... that And if knowledge belong not to all (set an
you may read them under your hand, and may ass to the lyre, as the proverb goes), yet written
be able to preserve them. Whether written compositions are for the many. "Swine, for in-
compositions are not to be left behind at all ; or stance, delight in dirt more than in clean water."
]f they are, by whom ? And if the former, what "Wherefore," says the Lord, "I speak to them
need there is for written compositions ? and if in parables: because seeing, they see not ; and
the latter, is the composition of them to be as- hearing, they hear not, and do not understand ; "4
signed to earnest men, or the opposite ? It were not as if the Lord caused the ignorance : for it
certainly ridiculous for one to disapprove of the were impious to think so. But He prophetically
writing of earnest men, and approve of those, exposed this ignorance, that existed in them, and
who are not such, engaging in the work of corn- intimated that they would not understand the
positaon. Theopompus and Timmus, who com- things spoken. And now the Saviour shows
posed fables and slanders, and Epicurus the Himself, out of His abundance, dispensing goods
leader of atheism, and Hipponax and Archilo- to His servants according to the ability of the
chus, are to be allowed to write in their own recipient, that they may augment them by exer-
shameful manner. But he who proclaims the cising activity, and then returning to reckon with
truth is to be prevented from leaving behind him them ; when, approving of those that had in-
what is to benefit posterity. It is a good thing, creased His money, those faithful in little, and
I reckon, to leave to posterity good children, commanding them to have the charge over many
This is the case with children of our bodies, things, He bade them enter into the joy of the
But words are the progeny of the soul. Hence Lord. But to him who had hid the money, en-
we call those who have instructed us, fathers, trusted to him to be given out at interest, and
Wisdom is a communicative and philanthropic had given it back as he had received it, without
thing. Accordingly, Solomon says, "My son, increase, He said, "Thou wicked and slothful
if thou receive the saying of my commandment, servant, thou oughtest to have given my money
and hide it with thee, thine ear shall hear wis- to the bankers, and at my coming I should have
dom."" He points out that the word that is received mine own." Wherefore the useless
sown is hidden in the soul of the learner, as in servant "shall be cast into outer darkness." 5
the earth, and this is spiritual planting. Where- "Thou, therefore, be strong," says Paul, "in the
fore also he adds, "And thou shalt apply thine grace that is in Christ Jesus. And the things
heart to understanding, and apply it for the which thou hast heard of me among many wit-
admonition of thy son." For soul, methinks, nesses, the same commit thou to faithful men,
joined with soul, and spirit with spirit, in the who shall be able to teach others also." 6 And
sowing of the word, will make thatwhich is sown again: "Study to show thyself approved unto
grow and germinate. And every one who is in- God, a workman that needeth not to be ashamed,
strncted, is in respect of subjection the son of rightly dividing the word of truth."

If, then, both proclaim the Word--the one
s lit xs impossible to illustrate the Stromat_ by needed notes, on

the plan of this pubhcauom It would double the size of the work, and _ Prov. iii. z
requive time and such scholarship as belongs to experts..Imports..t 4 Matt. xiii. 73,
mattcrsarebneflydiscttssedattheendofeachbook. F.Jucidatio_I. l s Matt. x_i. 3a; Lukexix 2a; Matt. xxv.$o.

2 Prov. ti. z, 2. 6 _ Ttm. ti. x, z.
_9
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by writing, the other by speech- are not both only reward he reaps is the salvation of those
then to be approved, making, as they do, fmttl who hear, and if he speaks not in order to van
active by love ? It is by one's own fault that he favour : if so, he who speaks by writings escapes
does not choose what is best ; God is free of the reproach of mercenary motives. "For
blame. As to the point in hand, it is the busi- neither at any time used we flattering words, as
hess of some to lay out the word at interest, and ye know," says the apostle, "nor a cloak of
of others to test it, and either choose it or not. covetousness. God is wltness. Nor of men
And the judgment is determined within them- sought we glory, neither of you, nor yet of others,
selves. But there is that species of knowledge when we might have been burdensome as the
which is characteristic of the herald, and that apostles of Christ. But we were gentle among

' "6which is, as it were, characteristic of a messen- you, even as a nurse cberisheth her children.
ger, and it is servmeable in whatever way it In the same way, therefore, those who take
operates, both by the hand and tongue. "For part in the dlvine words, ought to guard against
he that soweth to the Spirit, shall of the Spirit betaking themselves to this, as they would to the
reap life everlasting. And let us not be weary bmldmg of cities, to examine them out of curt-
in well-doing." ' On him who by Divine Provl- osity _ that they do not come to the task for the
dence meets in with it, it confers the very highest sake of receiving worldly things, havmg ascer-
advantages, -- the beginning of faith, readiness tained that they who are consecrated to Chnst
for adopting a right mode of life, the impulse are given to communicate the necessaries of hfe
towards the truth, a movement of inquiry, a But let such be dismissed as hypocrites. But if
trace of knowledge _ in a word, it gives the any one wishes not to seem, but to be righteous,
means of salvation. And those who have been to him it belongs to know the things which are
rightly reared in the words of truth, and received best. If, then, "the harvest is plenteous, but
provision for eternal life, wing their way to the labourers few," it is incumbent on us "to
heaven. Most admirably, therefore, the apostle pray" that there may be as great abundance of
says, "In everything approwng ourselves as the labourers as possibleY
servants of God ; as poor, and yet making many But the husbandry is twofold,-- the one un-
rich ; as having nothing, yet possessing all things, written, and the other written. And in whatever
Our mouth is opened to you.' .... I charge way the Lord's labourer sow the good wheat, and
thee," he says, writing to Timothy, "before God, grow and reap the ears, he shall appear a truly
and Christ Jesus, and the elect angels, that thou divine husbandman. "Labour," says the Lord,
observe these things, without preferring one be- "not for the meat which perisheth, but for that
fore another, doing nothing by partiahty." 3 which endureth to everlasting hfe." s And nutri-

Both must therefore test themselves : the one, ment is received both by bread and by words.
if he is qualified to speak and leave behind him And truly "blessed are the peace-makers," 9
written records ; the other, ff he is in a right who instructing those who are at war in their
state to hear and read : as also some in the dis- life and errors here, lead them back to the peace
pensation of the Eucharist, according to 4custom, which is in the Word, and nourish for the hfe
enjoin that each one of the people individually lwhich is according to God, by the distribuuon
should take his part. One's own conscience is of the bread, those "that hunger after righteous-
best for choosing accurately or shunning. And ness." For each soul has its own proper nutri-
its firm foundation is a right life, with suitable ment; some growing by knowledge and science,
instruction. But the imitation of those who have and others feeding on the Hellemc philosophy,
already been proved, and who have led correct the whole of which, hke nuts, is not eatable.
lives, is most excellent for the understanding and "And he that planteth and he that watereth,"
practice of the commandments. "So that who- "being ministers" of Him "that gives the in-
soever shall eat the bread and drink the cup of crease, are one" in the ministry. "But eve_
the Lord unworthily, shall be guilty of the body one shall receive his own reward, according to
and blood of the Lord. But let a man examine his own work. For we are God's husbandmen,
himself, and so let him eat of the bread and God's husbandry. Ye are God's building," _oac-
drink of the cup." 3 It therefore follows, that cording to the apostle. Wherefore the hearers
every one of those who undertake to promote are not permitted to apply the test of compan-
the good of their neighbours, ought to consider son. Nor is the word, given for investigauon,
whether he has betaken himself to teaching to be committed to those who have been reared
rashly and out of rivalry to any ; if his commu- in the arts of all kinds of words, and in the
nication of the word is out of vainglory ; if the power of inflated attempts at proof; whose

z Gai. vi 8,9. 6 z Thess. fi. S, 6,7.
_ Cor. vl. 4, xo, xx 7 Matt_ ix. 37, 38; Luke x. 2.

3 x Tim. v. 2x. s John w. ±7-
4 [To be noted as apparenZ_y allowed, yet exceptionally so.] 9 Matt v. 9-
$ z Cot. xL _7, =8. zo z Cor. hi, S, 9-
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minds are. already pre-occupied, and have not And in whomsoever the eye of the soul has been
been previously emptied. But whoever chooses ]bhnded by ill-nurture and teaching, let him ad-
to banquet on faith, is stedfast for the reception !vance to the true light, to the truth, which shows
of the divine words, having acquired already by writing the things that are unwritten. "Ye
faith as a power of judging, according to reason, that thirst, go to the waters," s says Esaias. And
Hence ensues to him persuasion m abundance. "drink water from thine own vessels," 6 Solomon
And this was the meaning of that saying of exhorts. Accordingly in "The Laws," the philos-
prophecy, "If ye believe not, neither shall ye opher who learned from the Hebrews, Plato,
understand." ' "As, then, we have opportunity, commands husbandmen not to irrigate or take
let us do good to all, especially to the household water from others, until they have first dug down
of faith." 2 And let each of these, according to in their own ground to what is called the virgin
the blessed David, sing, giving thanks. "Thou soil, and found it dry. For it is right to supply
shalt sprinkle me with hyssop, and I shall be want, but it is not well to support laziness. For
cleansed. Thou shalt wash me, and I shall be Pythagoras said that, "although it be agreeable
whiter than the snow. Thou shalt make me to to reason to take a share of a burden, it is not a
hear gladness and joy, and the bones which have duty to take it away."
been humbled shall rejoice. Turn Thy face Now the Scripture kindles the living spark of
from my sins. Blot out mine iniquities. Create the soul, and directs the eye suitably for con-
in me a clean heart, O God, and renew a right templation ; perchance inserting something, as
spirit in my inward parts. Cast me not away the husbandman when he ingrafts, but, accord-
from Thy face, and take not Thy Holy Spirit mg to the opinion of the divine apostle, exciting
from me. Restore to me the joy of Thy salva- what is in the soul. "For there are certainly
tion, and establish me with Thyprincely spirit." 3 among us many weak and sickly, and many

He who addresses those who are present be- sleep. But if we judge ourselves, we shall not
fore him, both tests them by time, and judges be judged." 7 Now this work of mine in writing
by his judgment, and from the others distin- is not artfully constructed for display ; but my
guishes him who can hear ; watching the words, memoranda are stored up against old age, as a
the manners, the habits, the life, the motions, the remedy against forgetfulness, truly an image
athtudes, the look, the voice ; the road, the rock, and outline of those vigorous and animated dis-
the beaten path, the fruitful land, the wooded courses which I was privileged to hear, and of
region, the fertile and fair and cultivated spot, blessed and truly remarkable men.
that is able to multiply the seed. But he that Of these the one, in Greece, an Ionic ; 8 the
speaks through books, consecrates himself be- other in Magna Gr',ecia : the first of these from
fore God, crying in writing thus : Not for gmn, Ccele-Syria, the second from Egypt, and others
not for vainglory, not to be vanquished by par- in the East. The one was born in the land of
tlahty, nor enslaved by fear nor elated by pleas- Assyria, and the other a Hebrew in Palestine.
ure ; but only to reap the salvation of those who When I came upon the last 9 (he was the first
read, which he does, not at present participate in power), having tracked him out concealed in
in, but awaiting in expectation the recompense Egypt, I found rest. He, the true, the Sicilian
which will certainly be rendered by Him, who bee, gathering the spoil of the flowers of the
has promised to bestow on the labourers the re- prophetic and apostolic meadow, engendered in
ward that is meet. But he who is enrolled in the souls of his hearers a deathless element of
the number of men 4 ought not to desire recom- knowledge.
pense. For he that vaunts his good services, Well, they preserving the tradition of the
receives glory as his reward. And he who does blessed doctrine derived directly from the holy
any duty for the sake of recompense, is he not apostles, Peter, James, John, and Paul, the sons
held fast in the custom of the world, either as receiving it from the father (but few were like
one who has done well, hastening to receive a the fathers), came by God's will to us also ta>
reward, or as an evil-doer avoiding retribution? deposit those ancestral and apostolic seeds.
We must, as far as we can, imitate the Lord. And welt I know that they will exult ; I do not
And he will do so, who complies with the vnll mean delighted with this tribute, but solely on
of God, receiving freely, giving freely, and re- account of the preservation of the truth, accord-
ceiving as a worthy reward the citizenship itself, ing as they delivered it. For such a sketch as
"The hire of an harlot shall not come into the this, will, I think, be agreeable to a soul desirous
sanctuary," it is said : accordingly it was forbid- of preserving from escape the blessed tradition? °
den to bring to the altar the price of a dog. s In iv. z.
_ 6 Prow. v. I5. _, . .

z Cor. xl. 3z, 3*- You" _ the reading o¢ New Tet___,,_ t.
z Isa vii. 9. s The first probably Tartan, the second Theodotus. .
2 Gal. vi Jo. 9 Most likely Pantznus, master of the catechetical _ in.
3 Ps Ii 7-i2. Alexandria, and the teacher of Clement. [Ehuz/datiea II.]
4 l.e, perfect men. I0 [See _'.l._ia.l.i_ IIL, d_ra.]
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"' In a man who loves wisdom the father will be sus. For "' speak," it is said, "to a wise man,
glad." * Wells, when pumped out, yield purer and he will grow wiser ; and to him that hath,
water ; and that of which no one partakes, turns and there shall be added to him." And we pro-
to putrefaction. Use keeps steel brighter, but fess not to explain secret things sufficiently-- far
disuse produces rust in it. For, in a word, exer- from it-- but only to recall them to memory,
cise produces a healthy condxtion both in souls whether we have forgot aught, or whether for the
and bodies. "No one lighteth a candle, and purpose of not forgetting. Many things, I well
putteth it under a bushel, but upon a candle- know, have escaped us, through length of time,
stick, that it may give light to those who are that have dropped away un_tten. Whence, to
regarded worthy of the feast." 2 For what is the aid the weakness of my memory, and provide for
use of wisdom, if it makes not him who can myself a salutary help to my recollection in a
hear it wise ? For still the Saviour saves, "and systematic arrangement of chapters, I necessanly
always works, as He sees the Father." 3 For by make use of this form. There are then some
teaching, one learns more ; and in speaking, one things of which we have no recollection ; for the
is often a hearer along with his audience. For power that was in the blessed men was great.8
the teacher of him who speaks and of him who There are also some things which remained un-
hears is one-- who waters both the mind and noted long, which have now escaped ; and others
the word. Thus the Lord did not hinder from which are effaced, having faded away in the
doing good while keeping the Sabbath ; 4 but mind itself, since such a task is not easy to those
allowed us to communicate of those divine mys- not experienced ; these I revive in my commen-
teries, and of that holy light, to those who are taxies. Some things I purposely omit, in the
able to receive them. He did not certainly dis- exercise of a wise selection, afraid to write what
close to the many what did not belong to the I guarded against speaking: not grudging--for
many; but to the few to whom He knew that that were wrong--but feanng for my readers,
they belonged, who were capable of receiving lest they should stumble by taking them m a
and being moulded according to them. But wrong sense ; and, as the proverb says, we should
secret things are entrusted to speech, not to Ibe found "reaching a sword to a child." For it
writing, as is the case with God. s is impossible that what has been written should

And if one say that it is written, "There is not escape, although remaining unpubhshed by
nothing secret which shall not be revealed, nor me. But being always revolved, using the one
hidden which shall not be disclosed," 6 let him only voice, that of writing, they answer nothxng
also hear from us, that to him who hears secretly, to him that makes inquiries beyond what _swrit-
even what is secret shall be manifested. This is ten ; for they require of necessity the aid of
what was predicted by this oracle. And to him some one, either of h_m who wrote, or of some
who is able secretly to observe what is delivered one else who has walked in his footsteps. Some
to him, that which is veiled shall be disclosed as things my treatise will hint ; on some it will
truth ; and what is h_dden to the many, shall linger ; some it will merely mention. It will try
appear manifest to the few. For why do not all to speak imperceptibly, to exhibit secretly, and
know the truth ? why is not righteousness loved, to demonstrate silently. The dogmas taught by
if righteousness belongs to all? But the mys- remarkable sects will be adduced ; and to these
teries are delivered mystically, that what is spoken will be opposed all that ought to be premised in
may be in the mouth of the speaker ; rather not accordance with the profoundest contemplation
in his voice, but in his understanding. "God of the knowledge, which, as we proceed to the
gave to the Church, some apostles, and some renowned and venerable canon of tradition, from
prophets, and some evangelists, and some pastors the creation of the world,9 will advance to our
and teachers, for the perfecting of the mints, for view ; setting before us what according to natural
the work of the ministry, for the edifying of the contemplation necessarily has to be treated of
body of Christ." 7 beforehand, and clearing off what stands in the

The writing of these memoranda of mine, I way of this arrangement. So that we may have
well know, is weak when compared with that our ears ready for the reception of the traditior
spirit, full of grace, which I was privileged to of true knowledge ; the soil being previously
hear. s But it will be an image to recall the cleared of the thorns and of every weed by the
archetype to him who was struck with the thyr- husbandman, in order to the planting of the vine.

For there is a contest, and the prelude to the
,1,_. x_k s. contest ; and there are some mysteries before
• Matt. v. '5; Mark iv. *x. other mysteries.3 John v *7, *9-
4 ['I'hs rd'©_nce to the Jcadsh Sabbath to he noted in connection Our book will not shrink from making use of

_th what Clement says el_he-re,]
s [s_ F._aou Iv., ,'_j',_.] what is best in philosophy and other preparatory

Luke viiL zT, xiL 2.
]F_h. iv. x'_, x2.

s [An affectionate refnmnc¢ ¢o Paamus and his other masters.] 9 [See Elucidation V., znfra.]
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instruction. "For not only for the Hebrews may receive the spiritual seed cast into it, and
and those that are under the law," according to may be capable of easily nourishing it. The
the apostle, "is it right to become a Jew, but Stromata will contain the truth mixed up in the
also a Greek for the sake of the Greeks, that we dogmas of philosophy, or rather covered over

• _I ,7 imay gain a_. Also in the Epistle to the Colos- and hidden, as the edible part of the nut in
slans he writes, "Admonishing every man, and the shell. For, in my opinion, it is fitting that the
teaching every man in all wisdom, that we may seeds of truth be kept for the husbandmen of
present every man perfect in Christ. ''2 The faith, and no others. I am not oblivious of
nicety of speculation, too, suits the sketch pre- what is babbled by some, who in their ignorance
sented in my commentaries. In this respect the are frightened at every noise, and say that we
resources of learning are hke a relish mixed with ought to occupy ourselves with what is most
the food of an athlete, who is not indulging m necessary, and which contains the faith ; and
luxury, but entertains a noble desire for distlnc- that we should pass over what is beyond and
tion. superfluous, which wears out and detains us to

By music we harmoniously relax the excessive no purpose, in things which conduce nothing to
tension of gravity. And as those who wish to the great end. Others think that philosophy
address the people, do so often by the herald, was introduced into life by an evil influence, for
that what is said may be better heard ; so also the ruin of men, by an evil inventor. But I
in this case. For we have the word, that was shall show, throughout the whole of these Stro-
spoken to many, before the common tradition, mata, that evil has an evil nature, and can never
Wherefore we must set forth the opinions and turn out the producer of aught that is good;
utterances which cried individually to them, by indicating that philosophy is in a sense a work

which those who hear shall more readily turn. of Divine Providence.3
And, in truth, to speak briefly: Among manY.cHAp. II.-- OBJECTIONTO THE NUMBEROF EX--small pearls there is the one ; and in a great

take of fish there is the beauty-fish ; and by time TRACTSFROMPHILOSOPHICALWRITINGSIN THESE
and toil truth will gleam forth, if a good helper BOOKSANTICIPATEDANDANSWERED.
is at hand. For most benefits are supplied, from In reference to these commentaries, which
God, through men. All of us who make use of contain as the exigencies of the case demand,
our eyes see what is presented before them. the Hellenic opinions, I say thus much to those
But some look at objects for one reason, others who are fond of finding fault. First, even if
for another. For instance, the cook and the philosophy were useless, if the demonstration of
shepherd do not survey the sheep similarly : for its uselessness does good, it is yet useful. Then
the one examines it if it be fat ; the other watches those cannot condemn the Greeks, who have
to see if it be of good breed. Let a man milk only a mere hearsay knowledge of their opinions,
the sheep's milk if he need sustenance : let him and have not entered into a minute investigation
shear the wool if he need clothing. And in this in each department, in order to acquaintance
way let me produce the fruit of the Greek erudi- with them. For the refutation, which is based
tlon.3 on experience, is entirely trustworthy. For the

For I do not imagine that any composition knowledge of what is condemned is found the
can be so fortunate as that no one will speak most complete demonstration. Many things,
against it. But that is to be regarded as in then, though not contributing to the final result,
accordance with reason, which nobody speaks equip the artist. And otherwise erudition corn-
against, with reason. And that course of action mends him, who sets forth the most essential
and choice is to be approved, not which is doctrines so as to produce persuasion in his
faultless, but which no one rationally finds hearers, engendenng admiration in those who
fault with. For it does not follow, that if a man are taught, and leads them to the truth. And
accomplishes anything not purposely, he does it such persuasion is convincing, by which those
through force of circumstances. But he will do that love learning admit the truth ; so that
it, managing it by wisdom divinely given, and in philosophy does not ruin life by being the
accommodauon to circumstances. For it is not originator of false practices and base deeds,
he who has virtue that needs the way to virtue, although some have calumniated it, though it be
any more than he, that is strong, needs recovery, the clear image of truth, a divine gift to the
For, like farmers who irrigate the land before- Greeks; 4 nor does it drag us away from the
hand, so we also water with the liquid stream of faith, as ff we were bewitched by some delusive
Greek learning what in it is earthy ; so that it art, but rather, so to speak, by the use of an

ampler circuit, obtains a common exercise demon-
, t Cot.i.. *o_2x. strative of the faith. Further, the juxtaposition2 Col. t. 28.

[Every reference of our author to his use of Greek learning
(e_ct_C) philosophy, is important in qtte_dol_ about his ortho- 4 [Noteworthy with ]a_ ca_/eat about camparisa.n. He deals

doxT.] with Greek philosophers as surgeons do vath comparauve A_my.]
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of doctrines, by comparison, saves the truth "Look to the tongue, and to the words of the glozing
from which follows knowledge, man,

But you look on no work that has been done ;
Philosophy came into existence, not on its But each one of you walks in the steps of a tox,

own account, but for the advantages reaped by And in all of you is an empty mind."

us from knowledge, we receiving a firm persua- This, I think, is signified by the utterance of the
sion of true perception, through the knowledge Saviour, "The foxes have holes, but the Son of
of things comprehended by the mind. For I man hath not where to lay His head." 3 For
do not mention that the Stramata, forming a on the believer alone, who is separated entirely
body of varied erudmon, wish artfully to con- from the rest, who by the Scripture are called
ceal the seeds of knowledge. As, then, he who wild beasts, rests the head of the universe, the
is fond of hunting captures the game after seek- kind and gentle Word, "who taketh the wise in
ing, tracking, scenting, hunting it down with thei r own craftiness. For the LORD knoweth
dogs ; so truth, when sought and got with toil, ] the thoughts of the wise, that they are vain ;"
appears a delicious _ thing. Why, then, you will the Scripture calling those the wise (o-o_o_,) who
ask, did you think it fit that such an arrange- are skilled in words and arts, sophists (*o_o-rd_).
ment should be adopted in your memoranda? Whence the Greeks also applied the denomina-
Because there is great danger in divulging the five appellation of wise and sophists (cro_o_
secret of the true philosophy to those, whose _ro_r_'od) to those who were versed in anything.
delight it is unsparingly to speak against every- Cratinus accordingly, having in the ArcMlocMi
thing, not justly; and who shout forth all kinds enumerated the poets, said :m
of names and words indecorously, deceiving
themselves and beguiling those who adhere to "Such a hive of sophists have ye examined."
them. "For the Hebrews seek signs," as the And similarly Iophou, the comic poet, in 2Vlute-
apostle says, "and the Greeks seek after win- _laylng Satyrs, says:--
dom." 2 "For there entered

A band of sophists, all equipped."CHAP.III.m AGAINSTTHE SOPHISTS.
Of these and the like, who devote their atten-

There is a great crowd of this description : tion to empty words, the divine Scripture most
some of them, enslaved to pleasures and willing excellently says, "I will destroy the wisdom of
to disbelieve, laugh at the truth which is worthy the wise, and bring to nothing the understand-
of all reverence, making sport of its barbarous- ing of the prudent." s
hess. Some others, exalting themselves, en-
deavour to discover calumnious objections to CHAP. IV.--HUMAU ARTS AS WELL AS DIVINE
our words, furnishing captious questions, hunters KNOWLEDGEPROCEEDFROMGOD.

out of paltry sayings, practisers of miserable Homer calls an artificer wase ; and of Mar-
artifices, wranglers, dealers in knotty points, as gites, if that is his work, he thus writes :
that Abderite says : -- " Him, then, the Gods made neither a delver nor a
"For mortals' tongues are ghb, and on them are many ploughman,

speeches; Nor m any other respect wise; but he missed every
And a wide range for words of all sorts in this place art."

and that."
Hesiod further said the musician Linus was

And-- "skilled in all manner of wisdom ; " and does
, Of whatever sort the word you have spoken, of the not hesitate to call a mariner wise, seeing he

same sortyou must hear." writes : --

Inflated with this art of theirs, the wretched "Having no wisdom m navigation."

Sophists, babbling away in their own jargon;And Daniel the prophet says, "The mystery
toiling their whole life about the division of which the king asks, it is not in the power of the
names and the nature of the composition and wise, the Magi, the diviners, the Gaza_nes, to
conjunction ofsentences, show themselves greater ltell the king; but it is God in heaven who
chatterers than turtle-doves ; scratching and tick- revealeth it." 6

ling, not in a manly way, in my opinion, the ears Here he terms the Babylonians wise. And
of those who wish to be tickled, that Scripture calls every secular science or art

"A river of silly words _not a dropping ;" by the one name wisdom (there are other arts
just as in old shoes, when all the rest is worn and sciences invented over and above by human
and is falling to pieces, and the tongue alone reason), and that artistic and skilful invention is
remains. The Athenian Solon most excellently from God, will be clear if we adduce the follow-
enlarges, and writes : _ _Mattrill. _o, Lukeix. 58.

*Jobv.z3; xCot iti t9, 2o; P$.xciv.xL
$ Isa.xxlx x4; x (:or I. t9.*A&_atingtheemen,_n _,Av_*,insteadof _tkvKth_r_.

JzCm'.L_. 6 IMn.u.aT,sS.
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ing statement: "And the Lord spake to Moses, understanding, and treasures up help for the
See, I have called Bezaleel, the son of Uri, the righteous." For to those who have been justi-
son of Or, of the tribe of Judah; and I have fled 7by philosophy, the knowledge which leads
filled him with the divine spirit of wisdom, and to piety is laid up as a help.
understanding, and knowledge, to devise and to
execute in all manner of work, to work gold, and CHAP. v. -- PHILOSOPHYTHE HANDMAIDOF
silver, and brass, and blue, and purple, and scar- THEOLOGY.
let, and in working stone work, and in the art Accordingly, before the advent of the Lord,
of working wood," and even to "all works." ' philosophy was necessary to the Greeks for right-
And then He adds the general reason, "And to eousness, s And now it becomes conducive to
every understanding heart I have given under- piety ; being a kind of preparatory training to
standing ; "2 that is, to every one capable of those who attain to faith through demonstration.
acquiring it by pains and exercise. And again, " For thy foot," it is said, " will not stumble, ifthou
it is written expressly in the name of the Lord : refer what is good, whether belonging to the
"And speak thou to all that are wise in mind, Greeks or tous, to Providence."9 For God is the
whom I have filled with the spirit of percep- cause of all good things ; but of some primarily,
tion." 3 as of the Old and the New Testament ; and of

Those who are wise in mind have a certain others by consequence, as philosophy. Per-
attribute of nature peculiar to themselves ; and chance, too, philosophy was given to the Greeks
they who have shown themselves capable, receive directly and primarily, till the Lord should call
from the Supreme Wisdom a spirit of perception the Greeks. For this was a schoolmaster to bring
in double measure. For those who practise the "the Hellenic mind," as the law, the Hebrews,
common arts, are in what pertains to the senses "to Christ." ,o Philosophy, therefore, was a
highly gifted : in hearing, he who is commonly preparation, paving the way for him who is per-
called a musician ; in touch, he who moulds clay; fected in Christ. s
in voice the singer, in smell the perfumer, m sight " Now," says Solomon, "defend wisdom, and
the engraver of devices on seals. Those also it will exalt thee, and it will shield thee with
that are occupied in instruction, train the sensibll- a cro_m of pleasure." '' For when thou hast
ity according to which the poets are susceptible strengthened wisdom with a cope by philosophy.,
to the influence of measure ; the sophists appre- and with right expenditure, thou wilt preserve it
hend expression; the dialecticians, syllogisms; unassailable by sophists. The way of truth is
and the philosophers are capable of the contem- therefore one. But into it, as into a perennial
plation of which themselves are the objects. For river, streams flow from all sides. It has been
sensibility finds and invents ; since it persuasively therefore said by inspiration : "Hear, my son,
exhorts to application. And practice will increase and receive my words ; that thine may be the
the application which has knowledge for its end. many ways of life. For I teach thee the ways of
With reason, therefore, the apostle has called the wisdom ; that the fountains fail thee not," ,2 which
wisdom of God" manifold," and which has mani- gush forth from the earth itself. Not only did
fested its power "in many departments and in He enumerate several w_ys of salvation for any
many modes -4 __ by art, by knowledge, by faith, [one righteous man, but He added many other
by prophecy-- for our benefit. "For all wisdom ]ways of many righteous, speaking thus : "The
is from the Lord, and is with I-Iim for ever," as paths of the righteous shine like the light." _3
says the wisdom of Jesus.S The commandments and the modes of prepara-

For if thou call on wisdom and knowledge with tory training are to be regarded as the ways and
a loud voice, and seek it as treasures of silver, appliances of life.
and eagerly track it out, thou shalt understand "Jerusalem, Jerusalem, how often would I
godliness and find divine knowledge." 6 The have gathered thy children, as a hen her chick-
prophet says this in contradiction to the knowl- ens !" ,4 And Jerusalem is, when interpreted,
edge according to philosophy, which teaches us "a vision of peace." He therefore shows pro-
to investigate in a magnanimous and noble man- phetically, that those who peacefully contemplate
net, for our progress in piety. He opposes, sacred things are in manifold ways trained to
therefore, to it the knowledge which is occupied their calling. What then ? He "would," and
with piety, when referring to knowledge, when he could not. How often, and where ? Twice ; by
speaks as follows : "For God gives wisdom out
of His own mouth, and knowledge along with , [A lmssag_ much reflected upon, in questions of Clement'J Catho-

lic orthtxloxy. See Elucidation VI., :nfra.]
s _In connection w,_thnote 3, P. 3o3, su#,"a, lee FAucidation Vll.j

I _ 3rXXl._"5, 9 l-'rov, ttL2 3.
2 EX. xxxi. 6. XoGal iii _4 -
3 Ex. xxviii. 3. It Prov. iv. 8, 9.
4 Eph. tii xo; Heb. x.t. 1 _ Prov. iv. to, rt, 22.

t* MattProv. ii. 3-5-
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the prophets, and by the advent. The expres-brought forth to Abraham aught allied to virtue.
sion, then, "How often," shows wisdom to be And she, as was proper, thought that he, being
manifold ; and in every mode of quantity and now in the time of progress, should have rater-
quality, it by all means saves some, both in time course with secular culture first (by Egyptian
and in eternity. "For the Spirit of the Lord the world is designated figuratively) ; and after-
fills the earth. ''* And if any should violently wards should approach to her according to
say that the reference is to the Hellenic cul- divine providence, and beget Isaac."s
ture, when it is said, "Give not heed to an evil And Philo interprets Hagar to mean "sojourn-
woman; for honey drops from the hps of a har- ing. ''6 For it is said in connection with this,
lot," let him hear what follows : "who lubricates i" Be not much with a strange woman."7 Sarah
thy throat for the time." But philosophy does Jhe interprets to mean "my princedom." He,
not flatter. Who, then, does He allude to as then, who has received previous training is at
having committed fornication ? He adds ex- hberty to approach to wisdom, which is supreme,
pressly, "For the feet of folly lead those who ifrom which grows up the race of Israel. These
use her, after death, to Hades. But her steps l things show that that wisdom can be acqmred
are not supported." Therefore remove thy way through instruction, to which Abraham attained,
far from silly pleasure. "Stand not at the doors] passing from the contemplation of heavenly
of her house, that thou yield not thy life to!things to the faith and righteousness which are
others." And He testifies, "Then shalt thou according to God. And Isaac is shown to mean
repent in old age, when the flesh of thy body is "self-taught ;" wheref,re also he is discovered
consumed." For this is the end of foolish pleas- to be a type of Christ. He was the husband of
ure. Such, indeed, is the case. And when He one wife Rebecca, which they translate "Pa-
says, "Be not much with a strange woman, ''2 tience." And Jacob is said to have consorted
He admonishes us to use indeed, but not to with several, his name being interpreted " Exer-
linger and spend time with, secular culture, clser." And exercises are engaged m by means
For what was bestowed on each generation of many and various dogmas. Whence, also, he
advantageously, and at seasonable times, is a who is really "endowed with the power of see-
preliminary training for the word of the Lord. ing" is called Israel, _ hawng much experience,
"For already some men, ensnared by the charms and being fit for exercise.
of handmaidens, have despised their consort Something else may also have been shown by
philosophy, and have grown old, some of them the three patriarchs, namely, that the sure seal
in music, some in geometry, others in grammar, of knowledge is composed of nature, of educa-
the most in rhetoric." 3 "But as the encyclical tion, and exercise.
branches of study contribute to philosophy, You may have also another image of what has
which is their mistress ; so also philosophy it- been said, m Thamar sitting by the way, and
self co-operates for the acquisition of wisdom, presenting the appearance of a harlot, on whom
For philosophy is the study of wisdom, and wis-i the studious Judas (whose name is interpreted
dom is the knowledge of things divine and human ; "powerful "), who left nothing unexamined and
and their causes." Wisdom is therefore queen uninvest_gated, looked ; and turned aside to her,
of philosophy, as philosophy is of preparatory preserving his profession towards God. Where-
culture. For if philosophy "professes control of fore also, when Sarah was jealous at Hagar being
the tongue, and the belly, and the parts below preferred to her, Abraham, as choosing only
the belly, it is to be chosen on its own account, what was profitable in secular philosophy, said,
But it appears more worthy of respect and pre- "Behold, thy maid is in thine hands : deal with
eminence, if cultivated for the honour and knowl- her as it pleases thee ; "9 manifestly meaning,
edge of God." 4 And Scripture will afford a "I embrace secular culture as youthful, and a
testimony to what has been said in what follows, handmaid ; but thy knowledge I honour and
Sarah was at one time barren, being Abraham's reverence as true wife." And Sarah afflicted
wife. Sarah having no child, assigned her maid, her ; which is equivalent to corrected and ad-
by name Hagar, the Egyptmn, to Abraham, in monished her. It has therefore been well said,
order to get children. Wisdom, therefore, who "My son, despise not thou the correction of
dwells with the man of faith (and Abraham was God ; nor faint when thou art rebuked of Him.
reckoned faithful and righteous), was still barren For whom the LoRD loveth He chasteneth, and
and without child in that generation, not having

5 See Philo, Me_in_ to _eek _r_trxcti_, Bolm's tran_uon,
vol h t6o.

t [A favourite expression of the Fathers, expressing hope for the 6 Bohn's trans., vol. 11. x6t.
heathen. See Elucidation VIII, :'xfra _ z Prov v 2o PMlo, On meetlxg to see_ Km, wlcdKe, near

te ]_)v v. re, 3, S_ 8, 9_ ix, 20. beginning .
3 PhiloJ_, Ox se¢/tz'nKI*tstructt;on _435. See Bohn's trans, u Philo, m the book above cited, interprets "" Israel," "seeing

latlon, h'. z73. God." From thzs book all the instances and etymologies occurring
4 Quoted from Philo with some alterattons. See Bohu's transla- here are taken.

tion, voL iL p. x73- 9 Gea. xvi. 6.
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scourgeth every son whom He receiveth.", the swift animal. But that some are naturally
And the foresaid Scriptures, when examined in predisposed to virtue above others, certain pur-
other places, will be seen to exhibit other mvs- suits of those, who are so naturally predisposed
teries. We merely therefore assert here, tlaat above others, show. But that perfection in vir-
philosophy is characterized by iI_vestigation into tue is not the exclusive property of those, whose
troth and the nature of things (this is the truth natures are better, is proved, since also those
of which the Lord Himself said, "I am the who by nature are ill-disposed towards virtue, in
truth"0 ; and that, again, the preparatory obtaining suitable training, for the most part
training for rest in Christ exercises the mind, attain to excellence; and, on the other hand,
rouses the intelligence, and begets an inquiring those whose natural dispositions are apt, become
shrewdness, by means of the true philosophy, evil through neglect.
which the initiated possess, having found it, or Again, God has created us naturally social
rather received it, from the truth itself, and just ; whence justice must not be said to

take its rise from implantation alone. But the
CHAP. VI.- THE BENEFIT OF CULTURE. good imparted by creation is to be conceived

The readiness acquired by previous training of as excited by the commandment; the so_zl
conduces much to the perception of such things being trained to be willing to select what is
as are reqmsite ; but those things which can be noblest.
perceived only by mind are the special exercise But as we say that a man can be a believer
for the mind. And their nature is triple accord- without learnmg, S so also we assert that it is
mg as we consider their quantity, their magni- impossible for a man without learning to com-
tude, and what can be predicated of them. For prehend the things which are declared in the
the discourse which consists of demonstrations, faith. But to adopt what is well said, and not
implants in the spirit of him who follows it, to adopt the reverse, is caused not simply by
clear faith; so that he cannot conceive of that faith, but by faith combined with knowledge.
which is demonstrated being different ; and so JBut if ignorance is want of training and of in-
it does not allow us to succumb to those who struction, then teaching produces knowledge of
assail us by fraud. In such studies, therefore, divine and human things. But just as it is pos-
the soul is purged from sensible things, and sible to live tightly in penury of this worM's
is excited, so as to be able to see truth dis- good things, so also in abundance. And we
tincfly. For nutriment, and the training which avow, that at once with more ease and more
is maintained gentle, make noble natures ; and speed will one attain to virtue through previous
noble natures, when they have received such training. But it is not such as to be unattain-
training, become still better than before both in able without it ; but it is attainable only when
other respects, but especially in productiveness, they have learned, and have had their senses
as is the case with the other creatures. Where- exercised, s "For hatred," says Solomon, "raises
fore it is said, "Go to the ant, thou sluggard, and strife, but instruction guardeth the ways of
become wiser than it, which provideth much and life ;" 7 in such a way that we are not deceived nor
varied food in the harvest against the inclem- deluded by those who are practised in base arts
ency of winter." s Or go to the bee, and learn for the injury of those who hear. "But instruc-
how laborious she is; for she, feeding on the tion wanders reproachless," s it is said. We
whole meadow, produces one honey-comb. And must be conversant with the art of reasoning,
if "thou prayest in the closet," as the Lord for the purpose of confuting the deceitful opin-
taught, "to worship in spirit," 4 thy manage-ions of the sophists. Well and felicitously,
ment will no longer be solely occupied about therefore, does Anaxarchus write in his book
the house, but also about the soul, what must be respecting "kingly rule : " "Erudition benefits

bestowed on it, and how, and how much ; and igreatly, and hurts greatly him who possesses it ;
what must be laid aside and treasured up in it ;I it helps him who is worthy, and injures him who
and when it ought to be produced, and to whom. I utters readily every word, and before the whole
For it is not by nature, but by learning, that I people. It is necessary to know the measure of

people become noble and good, as people also I time. For this is the end of wisdom. And
oecome physicians and pilots. We all in corn-those who sing at the doors, even if they sing
mon, for example, see the vine and the horse, skilfully, are not reckoned wise, but have the
But the husbandman will know if the vine be reputation of folly." And Hesiod:m
good or bad at fruit-bearing ; and the horseman ,,Of the Muses, who make a man loquacious, divine,
will easily distinguish between the spiritless and vocal."

5 [IUustmtlv* of the esoteric tzrind#e of Clc_at. See F,lud-
t lc_a_r,lb. it, t2: Heb. xil. 5,6. datiemIX., infra.l
_ John xtv. 6. 6 1--I_ v. x4.
3]_.vi. 6,8. [The_isnotillsta_cedln_riptut¢.] 7 ]prov. x. z2, tT.

_att. vi. 6; John iv. a3. s Prov. x. zg.
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For him who is fluent in words he calls loqua- they do good works now, if they have not faith.
cious ; and him who is clever, vocal ; and "di- Wherefore also the Scriptures 4 were translated
vine," him who is skilled, a philosopher, and into the language of the Greeks, in order that
acquainted with the truth, they might never be able to allege the excuse

of ignorance, inasmuch as they are able to hear
CHAP.VII._THE ECLECTICPHILOSOPHYPAVESTHE also what we have in our hands, if they only

WAY FOR DIVINEVIRTUE. wish. One speaks in one way of the truth, in
The Greek preparatory culture, therefore, with another way the truth interprets _tself. The

philosophy itself, is shown to have come down guessing at truth is one thing, and truth itself is
from God to men, not with a definite direction, another. Resemblance is one thing, the thing
but in the way in which showers fall down on itself is another. And the one results from
the good land, and on the dunghill, and on the learning and practice, the other from power and
houses. And similarly both the grass and faith. For the teaching of piety is a gift, but
the wheat sprout ; and the figs and any other faith is grace. "For by doing the will of God
reckless trees grow on sepulchres. And things we know the will of God." s "Open, then," says
that grow, appear as a type of truths. For they the Scripture, "the gates of righteousness ; and
enjoy the same influence of the rain. But they I will enter in, and confess to the LORD." 6 But
have not the same grace as those which spring the paths to righteousness (since God saves m
up in rich soil, inasmuch as they are withered or many ways, for He is good) are many and van-
plucked up. And here we are aided by the ous, and lead to the Lord's way and gate. And
parable of the sower, which the Lord interpreted, if you ask the royal and true entrance, you will
For the husbandman of the soil which is among hear, "This is the gate of the LoRD, the righteous
men is one ; He who from the beginning, from shall enter in by it." 7 While there are many
the foundation of the world, sowed nutritious gates open, that in righteousness is in Christ, by
seeds ; He who in each age rained down the which all the blessed enter, and direct their steps
Lord, the Word. But the times and places in the sanctity of knowledge. Now Clemens, m
which received [such gifts], created the differ- his Epistle to the Corinthians, while expounding
ences which exist. Further, the husbandman the differences of those who are approved ac-
sows not only wheat (of which there are many cording to the Church, says expressly, "One may
varieties), but also other seeds--barley, and be a believer; one may be powerful in uttering
beans, and peas, and vetches, and vegetable and knowledge ; one may be wise in discriminating
flower seeds. And to the same husbandry be- between words ; one may be terrible in deeds." _
longs both planting and the operations necessary
in the nurseries, and gardens, and orchards, and CHAP.Viii.- THE SOPHISTICALARTS USELESS.
the planting and rearing of all sorts of trees. But the art of sophistry, which the Greek_

In like manner, not only the care of sheep, cultivated, is a fantastic power, which makes false
but the care of herds, and breeding of horses, opinions like true by means of words. For it
and dogs, and bee-craft, all arts, and to speak produces rhetoric in order to persuasion, and
comprehensively, the care of flocks and the disputation for wrangling. These arts, therefore,
rearing of animals, differ from each other more if not conjoined with philosophy, will be inju-
or less, but are all useful for life. And philoso- rious to every one. For Plato openly called
phym I do not mean the Stoic, or the Platonic, sophistry "an evil art." And Aristotle, follow-
or the Epicurean, or the Aristotelian, but what- Lug him, demonstrates it to be a dishonest art,
ever has been well said by each of those sects, which abstracts in a specious manner the whole
which teach righteousness along with a science business of wisdom, and professes a wisdom
pervaded by piety, m this eclectic whole I call which it has not studied. To speak briefly, as
philosophy, x But such conclusions of human the beginning of rhetoric is the probable, and an
reasonings, as men have cut away and falsified, attempted proof9 the process, and the end per-
I would never call divine, suasion, so the beginning of disputation is what

And now we must look also at this, that if ever is matter of opinion, and the process a contest,
those who know not how to do well, live well ; * and the end victory. For in the same manner,
for they have lighted on well-doing. Some, too, also, the beginning of sophistry is the apparent,
have aimed well at the word of truth through and the process twofold ; one of rhetoric, con-
understanding. "But Abraham was not justified tinuous and exhaustive ; and the other of logic,
by works, but by faith." 3 It is therefore of no and is interrogatory. And its end is admiration.
advantage to them after the end of life, even if

,6 [Stillm_flcct, Orig£nes Soiree, vol.i p. 55. Important reference.j

t [Mostimt_umt as defmlagelement's_tem, tad hisuse_ _ J.ohnv.: x:,.rs. e..xvnl, t 9.
this word, "phi]osophy."J _' Ps. cxvni _o.

_ ___,_e___twtmtlagtoco_pl_mthe_t_e..Rom. iv. : _S_vol.,.p. xS, Fh'st_ofC_%clmp. xtvliL S.1
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The dialectic in vogue in the schools, on the But this is not what is most correct, but nature and
other hand, is the exercise of a philosopher in what is right;

He who practises eloquence is indeed wise,
matters of opinion, for the sake of the faculty But I consider deeds always better than words."
of disputation. But truth is not in these at all.
With reason, therefore, the noble apostle, depre- We must not, then, aspire to please the multi-
elating these superfluous arts occupied about tude. For we do not practise what will please
words, says, "If any man do not give heed to them, but what we know is remote from their
wholesome words, but is puffed up by a kind of disposition. " Let us not be desirous of vain-
teaching, knowing nothing, but doting (vocr&v) glory," says the apostle, "provoking one another,

" about questions and strifes of words, whereof envying one another." s
cometh contention, envy, railings, evil surmlsings, Thus the truth-loving Plato says, as if divinely
perverse disputings of men of corrupt minds, inspired, "Since I am such as to obey nothing
destitute of the truth." i but the word, which, after reflection, appears to

You see how he is moved against them, call- me the best." 9
ing their art of logic -- on which, those to whom Accordingly he charges those who credit opin-
this garrulous mischievous art is dear, whether ions without intelligence and knowledge, with
Greeks or barbarians, plume themselves -- a dis- abandoning right and sound reason unwarmnt-
ease (vo_o_). Very beautifully, therefore, the ably, and believing him who is a partner in false-
tragic poet Euripides says in the Ph_eniss_, _ hood. For to cheat one's self of the truth is

bad ; but to speak the truth, and to hold as our" But a wrongful speech
Is diseased in itself, and needs skilful medicines. ''2 opinions positive realities, is good.

Men are deprived of what is good unwillingly.
For the saving Word 3 is called" wholesome," Nevertheless they are deprived either by being

He being the truth; and what is wholesome deceived or beguiled, or by being compelled and
(healthful) remains ever deathless. But separa- not believing. He who believes not, has already
tion from what is healthful and divine is impiety, made himself a willing captive ; and he who
and a deadly malady. These are rapacious changes his persuasion is cozened, while he for-
wolves hid in sheep-skins, men-stealers, and gloz- gets that time imperceptibly takes away some
ing soul-seducers, secretly, but proved to be things, and reason others. And after an opinion
robbers ; striving by fraud and force to catch us has been entertained, pain and anguish, and on
who are unsophisticated and have less power of the other hand contentiousness and anger, corn-
speech, pel. Above all, men are beguiled who are either
"Often a man, impeded through want of words, carries bewitched by pleasure or terrified by fear. And

less weight all these are voluntary changes, but by none of
In expressingwhat is right, than the man of eloquence.
Butnow in fluent mouths the weightiest truths these will knowledge ever be attained.
They disguise, so that they do not seem what they

ought to seem," CHAP. IX.- HUMANKNOWLEDGENECESSARYFOR

says the tragedy. Such are these wranglers, THE UNDERSTANDINGOF THE SCRIPTURES.
whether they follow the sects, or practise miser- Some, who think themselves naturally gifted,
able dialectic arts. These are they that" stretch do not wish to touch either philosophy or logic ;
the warp and weave nothing," says the Scrip- nay more, they do not wish to learn natural
ture;4 prosecuting a bootless task, which the science. They demand bare faith alone, as if
apostle has called "cunning craftiness of men, they wished, without bestowing any care on the
whereby they lie in wait to deceive." s "For vine, straightway to gather clusters from the first.
there are," he says, "many unruly and vain talk- Now the Lord is figuratively described as the
ers and deceivers." 6 Wherefore it was not said vine, from which, with pains and the art of him-
to all, "Ye are the salt of the earth." 7 For bandry, according to the word, the fruit is to be
there are some even of the hearers of the word gathered.
who are like the fishes of the sea, which, reared We must lop, dig, bind, and perform the other
from their birth in brine, yet need salt to dress operations. The pruning-knife, I should think,
them for food. Accordingly I wholly approve and the pick-axe, and the other agricultural ira-
of the tragedy, when it says:-- plements, are necessary for the culture of the

vine, so that it may produce eatable fruit. And"0 son, false words can be well spoken,
And truth may be vanquishedby beautyof words, as in husbandry, so also in medicine : he has

learned to purpose, who has practised the various
x t Tim.vi. 3-5. [Hetreatstheso_ withPlatoaicscorn,but lessons, so as to be able to cultivate and to heal.moist l_'se_L_d _ d sopht_try.]

P/_'m'ss,_,,_ ,472 .
' [He..h_._o_ of m_,o, by_ o._L_m_, tho_ he_- So also here, I can him truly learned who brings

g,_ _a_ ,a._.o. as_ _ phao_.l everything to bear on the truth ; so that, from
4Where.notrxlykaow,.
S_h iv.x4.
6 "l_tt.L to. |G.td.v.26.

Matt, v, x3. 9 Plato, Cr'O.o, vL p. 46.
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geometry, and music, and grammar, and phi- Word? Even the beasts work, driven by com-
losophy itself, culling what is useful, he gum-ds peUing fear. And do not those who are called
the faith against assault. Now, as was said, the orthodox apply themselves to good works, know-
athlete is despised who is not furnished for the ing not what they do ?
contest. For instance, too, we praise the ex-
perienced helmsman who "has seen the cities CX-l_. X.--TO ACt WELLOF GRgATZRCONS_-
of many men," and the physician who has had QtrgscE THANTOS_ WXLL.
large experience ; thus also some describe the Wherefore the Saviour, taking the bread, first
empiric._ And he who brings everything to bear spake and blessed. Then breaking the bread/
on a right life, procuring examples from the He presented it, that we might eat it, according
Greeksand barbarians, this man is an experienced to reason, and that knowing the Scriptures s we
searcher after truth, and in reality a man of much might walk obediently. And as those whose
counsel, like the touch-stone (that is, the Lyd- speech is evil are no better than those whose
ian), which is believed to possess the power of practice is evil (for calumny is the servant of the
distinguishing the spurious from the genuine sword, and evil-speaking inflicts pain;and from
gold. And our much-knowing gnostic can dis- these proceed disasters m life, such being the
tingnish sophistry from philosophy, the art of effects of evil speech) ; so also those who are
decoration from gymnastics, cookery from physic, given to good speech are near neighbours to
and rhetoric from dialectics, and the other sects those who accomplish good deeds• Accordingly
which are according to the barbarian philosophy, discourse refreshes the soul and entices it to
from the truth itself. And how necessary is it nobleness ; and happy is he who has the use of
for him who desires to be partaker of the power both his hands. Neither, therefore, is he who
of God, to treat of intellectual subjects by phi- can act well to be vilified by him who is able to
losophising I And how serviceable is it to dis- speak well ; nor is he who is able to speak well
tinguish expressions which are ambiguous, and to be disparaged by him who is capable of act-
which in the Testaments are used synonymously Iing well. But let each do that for which he is
For the Lord, at the time of His temptation, naturally fitted. What the one exhibits as actu-
skilfully matched the devil by an ambiguous ex- ally done, the other speaks, preparing, as it were,
pression. And I do not yet, in this connection, the way for weU-doing, and leading the hearers
see how in the world the inventor of philosophy to the practice of good. For there is a saving
and dialectics, as some suppose, is seduced word, as there is a saving work. Righteousness,
through being deceived by the form of speech accordingly,6 is not constituted without discourse.
which consists in ambiguity. And if the prophets And as the receiving of good is abolished if we
and apostles knew not the arts by which the ex- abolish the doing of good ; so obedience and
ercises of philosophy are exhibited, yet the mind faith are abolished when neither the command,
of the prophetic and instructive spirit, uttered nor one to expound the command, is taken along
secretly, because all have not an intelligent ear, with us.7 But now we are benefited mutually
demands skilful modes of teaching in order to and reciprocally by words and deeds ; but we
clear exposition. For the prophets and disciples must repudiate entirely the art of wrangling and
of the Spirit knew infallibly their mind. For sophistry, since these sentences of the sophists
they knew it by faith, in a way which others not only bewitch and beguile the many, but
could not easily, as the Spirit has said. But it sometimes by violence win a Cadmean victory,s
is not possible for those who have not learned to For true above all is that Psalm, "The just shall
receive it thus. "Write," it is said, "the corn- live to the end, for he shaU not see corruption,
mandments doubly, in counsel and knowledge, when he beholds the wise dying." 9 And whom
that thou mayest answer the words of truth to does he call wise ? Hear from the Wisdom of
them who send unto thee."* What, then, is the Jesus : "Wisdom is not the knowledge of eviL" ,o
knowledge of answering? or what that of asking ? Such he calls what the arts of speaking and of
It is dialectics. What then? Is not speaking]discussing have invented. "Thou shalt there-
our business, and does not action proceed from1fore seek wisdom among the wicked, and shalt

• " |P I1[ ....the Word? For if we act not for the Word, we ]not find it. And if you mqmre again of what
shall act against reason. But a rational work is Isort this is, you are told, "The mouth of the
accomplished through God. "And nothing," it [ righteous man will distil wisdom."" And simi-
is said, "was made without Him "-- the Word t__. r._a 3 t [ gatk_c_'d:'._'t¢ e_,.." ;l_t.alfo_l. do_notmd.fy
Ol q,..-'Ou. | muma, nor_withthe_oftheseeaes.j

And did not the Lord make all thin_ bv the I _ L__ .._o_,_ m_ _ _-,,b,thy.]" I _ tmatt, xn. 37.J

l_ ¢m thing ..emadaL . . I 9 1_. xlvut.,zo, xx, ;:_qpr..
*_,o*.xa_,ax. Tle,_iepmagiatandHebcwbo_dilrm'kaml :mEcr.h.s..mx;_.

tim..m_l_g_.line. I x_1_.. xav.
* Jeia/**3. 1 x* Prov.x. 3x.
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lady with truth, the art of sophistry is called est word is a spur to the flght." Accov, lln_y, the
wisdom, blessed apostle very appropriately and urgently

But it is my purpose, as I reckon, and not exhorts us "not to strive about words to no profo
without reason, to live according to the Word, it, but to the subverting of the hearers, but to
and to understand what is revealed ; * but never[ shun profane and vain babblings, for they in-
affecting eloquence, to be content merely with icrease unto more ungodliness, and their word
indicating my meaning. And by what term that Iwill eat as doth a canker." 9
which I wish to present is shown, I care not.
For I well know that to be saved, and to aid CH_. XL -- WHATIS THE PmLOSOVm'WINCH
those who desire to be saved, is the best thing, _ BIDS US smm?
and not to compose paltry sentences like gew- This, then, "the wisdom of the world is fool-
gaws. "And if," says the Pythagorean in the : ishness with God," and of those who axe "the
_lidcus of Plato, "you guard against solicitude wise the Lord knoweth their thoughts that they
about terms, you will be richer in wisdom against are vain." '° Let no man therefore glory on ac-
old age. ''• And in the _r_e_te_ you will find count of pre-endnence in human thought. For
again, "And carelessness about names, and ex- it is written well in Jeremiah, "Let not the wise
pressious, and the want of nice scrutiny, is not man glory in his wisdom, and let not the mighty
vulgar and illiberal for the most part, but rather man glory in his might, and let not the rich man
the reverse of this, and is sometimes necessary." s glory in his riches : but let him that glorieth glory
This the Scripture 4 has expressed with the great- in this, that he understandeth and knoweth that
est possible brevity, when it said, "Be not occu- I am the LOI_D,that executeth mercy and judg-
pied much about words." For expression is like ment and righteousness upon the earth : for in
the dress on the body. The matter is the flesh these things is my delight, saith the LORD.""
and sinews. We must not therefore care more "That we should trust not in ourselves, but in
for the dress than the safety of the body. For God who raiseth the dead," says the apostle,
not only a simple mode of life, but also a style "who delivered us from so great a death, that
of speech devoid of superfluity and nicety, must our faith should not stand in the wisdom of men,
be cultivated by him who has adopted the true but in the power of God." "For the spiritual
life, if we axe to abandon luxury as treacherous man judgeth all things, but he himself is judged
and profligate, as the ancient Laced_moniaus ad- of no man." ,, I hear also those words of his,
jured ointment and purple, deeming and calling "And these things I say, lest any man should
them rightly treacherous garments and treacher- beguile you with enticing words, or one should
ous unguents; since neither is that mode of enter in to spoil you." _3 And again, "Beware
preparing food right where there is more of sea- lest any man spoil you through philosophy and
soning than of nutriment ; nor is that style of vain deceit, after the tradition of men, after the
speech elegant which can please rather than rudiments of the world, and not after Christ ;" '(
benefit the hearers. Pythagoras exhorts us to branding not all philosophy, but the Epicurean,
consider the Muses more pleasant than the Sirens, which Paul mentions in the Acts of the Apostles, _s
teaching us to cultivate wisdom apart from pleas- which abolishes providence and deifies pleasure,
me, and exposing the other mode of attracting and whatever other philosophy honours the ele-
the soul as deceptive. For sailing past the Si- ments, but places not over them the efficient
tens one man has sufficient strength, and for cause, nor apprehends the CreatorJ 6
answering the Sphinx another one, or, if you The Stoics also, whom he mentions too, say
please, not even one.S We ought never, then, not well that the Deity, being a body, pervades
out of desire for vainglory, to make broad the the vilest matter. He calls the jugglery of logic
phylacteries. It suffices the gnostic 6 ffonlyone "the tradition of men." Wherefore also he
hearer is found for hirn.7 You may hear there- adds, "Avoid juvenile _7 questions. For such
fore Pindar the Bceotian, s who writes, "Divulge contentions are puerile." "But virtue is no lover
not before all the ancient speech. The way of of boys," says the philosopher Plato. And our
silence is sometimes the surest. And the mighfi- struggle, according to Gorgias Leontinus, requires

two virtues m boldness and wisdom, _ boldnem
8_ [R_N_i_ is co,m_-_,,ad__- _ toI___t ,_ to undergo danger, and wisdom to understand
• 1'_', P_, p._, _ the enigma. For the Word, like the Olympians Plato'sT_,_t_, p. _84C.
4 IsT'm._ _.] . .,

The_ du_¢ _ imbwJed_ _ _Tun.ii.z4,z6,ZT.[" Irhndleacerindtboushfew." z Co¢.ill tg,go.
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proclamation, calls him who is willing, and crowns those who by reason of use have their senses
him who is able to continue unmoved as far as exercised to discern both good and evil."" "For
the truth is concerned. And, in truth, the Word every one that useth milk is unskilful in the word
does not wish him who has believed to be idle. of righteousness ; for he is a babe,"'ffi and not yet
For He says, "Seek, and ye shall find." ' But acquainted with the word, according to which
seeking ends in finding, driving out the empty he has believed and works, and not able to give
trifling, and approving of the contemplation a reason in himself. "Prove all things," the
which confirms our faith. "And this I say, lest apostle says, "and hold fast that which is good," ,s
any man beguile you with enticing words," 2 says speaking to spiritual men, who judge what is said
the apostle, evidently as having learned to dis- according to truth, whether it seems or truly
tinguish what was said by him, and as being holds by the truth. "He who is not corrected
taught to meet objections. "As ye have there- by discipline errs, and stripes and reproofs give
fore received Christ Jesus the Lord, so walk in the discipline of wisdom," the reproofs mani-
Him, rooted and built up in Him, and stablished festly that are with love. "For the right heart
in the faith." 3 Now persuasion is [the meam seeketh knowledge." ,4 " For he that seeketh
of] being established in the faith. "Beware lest the Lord shall find knowledge with righteous-
any man spoil you of faith in Christ by philoso- ness; and they who have sought it rightly have
phy and vain deceit," which does away with found peace." ,s "And I will know," it is said,
providence, "after the tradition of men ;" for "not the speech of those which are puffed up,
the philosophy which is in accordance with di- but the power." In rebuke of those who are
vine tradition establishes and confirms prod- wise in appearance, and think themselves wise,
dence, which, being done away with, the economy but are not in reality wise, he writes : "For the
of the Saviour appears a myth, while we are in- kingdom of God is not in word." ,6 It is not in
fluenced "after the elements of the world, and that which is not true, but which is only probable
not after Christ." 4 For the teaching which is according to opinion; but he said "in power,"
agreeable to Christ deifies the Creator, and traces for the truth alone is powerful. And again : "If
providence in particular events,s and knows the any man thinketh that he knoweth anything, he
nature of the elements to be capable of change knoweth nothing yet as he ought to know." For
and production, and teaches that we ought to truth is never mere opinion. But the "suppo-
aim at rising up to the power which assimilates sition of knowledge inflates," and fills with pride ;
to God, and to prefer the dispensation 6 as hold- "but charity edifieth," which deals not in sup-
lag the first rank and superior to all training, position, but in truth. Whence it is said, "If

The elements axe worshipped,-- the air by any man loves, he is known." ,7
Diogenes, the water by Thales, the fire by Hip-
pasus ; and by those who suppose atoms to be CHAP. Xn.--THE MYSTERIESOF THE FAITHNOT
the first principles of things, arrogating the name TO BE DNUU_VD TO ALL.
of philosophers, being wretched creatures de- But since this tradition is not published alone
voted to pleasure.7 "Wherefore I pray," says for him who perceives the magnificence of the
the apostle, "that your love may abound yet word ; it is requisite, therefore, to hide in a mys-
more and more, in knowledge and in all judg- tery the wisdom spoken, which the Son of God
ment, that ye may approve things that are ex- taught. Now, therefore, Isaiah the prophet has
cellent." s "Since, when we were children," his tongue purified by fire, so that he may be
says the same apostle, "we were kept in bond- able to tell the vision. And we must purify not
age under the rudiments of the world. And the the tongue alone, but also the ears, if we attempt
child, though heir, differeth nothing from a ser- to be partakers of the truth.
rant, till the time appointed of the father." 9 Such were the impediments in the way of my
Philosophers, then, are children, unless they have writing. And even now I fear, as it is said, "to
been made men by Christ. "For if the son of cast the pearls before swine, lest they tread them
the bond woman shall not be heir with the son under foot, and turn and rend us." ,a For it is
of the free," ,o at least he is the seed of Abra- difficult to exhibit the really pure and trans-
ham, though not of promise, receiving what parent words respecting the true light, to swinish
belongs to him by free gill "But strong meat and untrained hearers. For scarcely could any-
belongeth to thoae that are of full age, even thing which they could hear be more ludicrous

t _ _. _. than these to the multitude ; nor any subjects
* CoL iL 4.
$ CoL il. 6, 7. ,t Hob. v. t4.
4 Col. i£ $. ta Heb. v. t3.

t* z Cot. iv. r4_w.
9 _Nll. iv. te Sp_ 17 t C(_. _r_. le Ill 5.

m Gen. x_ to; C,xL iv. 9o. 1. bhm. _. 6,
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on the other hand more admirable or more triangle, and the square, and whatever figures
inspiring to those of noble nature. "But the differ from one another. Also, in the whole uni-
natural man receiveth not the things of the Spirit verse, all the parts, though differing one from
of God ; for they axe foolishness to him."' But another, preserve their relation to the whole.
the wise do not utter with their mouth what they So, then, the barbarian and Hellenic philosophy
reason in council. "But what ye hear in the ear," has tom off a fragment of eternal truth not from
says the Lord, "proclaim upon the houses ; "_ the mythology of Dionysus, but from the theolo-
bidding them receive the secret traditions a of gy of the ever-living Word. And He who brings
the true knowledge, and expound them aloft again together the separate fragments, and makes
and conspicuously ; and as we have heard in the them one, will without peril, be assured, contem-
ear, so to deliver them to whom it is requisite ; plate the perfect Word, the truth. Therefore it
but not enjoining us to communicate to all with- is written in Ecclesiastes : "And I added wisdom
out distinction, what is said to them in parables, above all who were before me in Jerusalem ; and
But there is only a delineation in the memo- my heart saw many things ; and besides, I knew
randa, which have the truth sowed sparse 4 and wisdom and knowledge, parables and understand-
broadcast, that it may escape the notice of those ing. And this also is the choice of the spirit,
who pick up seeds like jackdaws; but when because in abundance of wisdom is abundance
they find a good husbandman, each one of them of knowledge. ''s He who is conversant with all
will germinate and produce com. kinds of wisdom, will be pre-eminently a gnostic.9

Now it is written. "Abundance of the knowledge
CHAP.XIII.--ALL SECTSOF PHILOSOPHYCONTAINof wisdom will give life to him who is of it." ,o

A GERMOF TRUTH. And again, what is said is confirmed more clearly
Since, therefore, truth is one (for falsehood by this saying, "All things are in the sight of

has ten thousand by-paths) ; just as the Bacchan- those who understand "--all things, both Hel-
tes tore asunder the limbs of Pentheus, so the lenic and barbarian ; but the one or the other is
sects both of barbarian and Hellenic philosophy not all. "They are right to those who wish to
have done with truth, and each vaunts as the receive understanding. Choose instruction, and
whole truth the portion which has fallen to its not silver, and knowledge above tested gold,"
lot. But all, in my opmion,S are illuminated by and prefer also sense to pure gold ; "for wisdom
the dawn of Light. 6 Let all, therefore, both is better than precious stones, and no precious
Greeks and barbarians, who have aspired after thing is worth it." zx
the truth,- both those who possess not a little,
and those who have any portion, -- produce cI-IAP. XIV.--SUCCESSlON OF PHILOSOPHERSIN
whatever they have of the word of truth. GREECE.

Eternity, for instance, presents in an instant The Greeks say, that after Orpheus and Linus,
the future and the present, also the past of time. and the most ancient of the poets that appeared
But truth, much more powerful than limitless among them, the seven, called wise, were the
duration, can collect its proper germs, though first that were admired for their wisdom. Of
they have fallen on foreign soil. For we shall whom four were of Asia--Thales of Miletus,
find that very many of the dogmas that are held by and Bias of Prierm, Pittacus of Mitylene, and
such sects as have not become utterly senseless, Cleobuhis of Lindos ; and two of Europe, Solon
and axe not cut out from the order of nature (by the Athenian, and Chilon the Lacechemonian ;
cutting off Christ, as the women of the fable dis- and the seventh, some say, was Periander of
membered the man),7 though appearing unlike Corinth ; others, Anacharsis the Scythian ; others,
one another, correspond in their origin and with Epimenides the Cretan, whom Paul knew as a
the truth as a whole. For they coincide in one, Greek prophet, whom he mentions in the Epistle
either as a part, or a species, or a genus. For to Titus, where he speaks thus : "One of them-
instance, though the highest note is different selves, a prophet of their own, said, T/_e Cretens
from the lowest note, yet both compose one har- are always liars, cod beasts, slaw bellies. And
molly. And in numbers an even number differs this witness is true." '_ You see how even to the
from an odd number ; but both suit in arithmetic ; prophets of the Greeks he attributes something
as also is the case with figure, the circle, and the :of the truth, and is not ashamed, x3when discours-

I s Eccles. i. x6, iT, iS.
t x Cot. ii. z4. [ 9 [Hrsgrud_.n_oftheterm"gm3stic" to tmwotthyl_emnders, li-
t_ tl_Matt. x. a 7. J lu_'trate_ the sptrlt m which we must reftme to _ the modern
$ [See E]ucidatlon X., infra.] (Trent) t.heolo_y of the I._.tm$ as itt any m C=_c.]
,4 [A word (sparse) hitherto branded as. an. "Amerlcamsm.., ,,"] I to Eccles vtt.. t 3, accoram s to :_ept.
s [Here he eapretmes merely as an opinion, his gnostic _ ] It Prov. writ. 9, Zo, XI.

as t9 ph_y, and the salvabthty of the heathen I t_ Tm L t_,t 3. . ...........
o Namely Jesus: John viii. zz. ] t_ [Though Latin l, arrar m .mtmm the uaee_. _nglalmt_p ot _t.
t We Imve adopted the translation of Potter, who sulr_,s_ a refer- [ Paul, as ts now the f_hton, I think Cletm_. c_di_ hsm mm Greek

to the fate of Penthe_. Perhaps the translation should he' "ex- [ .learmng. The apeefle's emmtple m .to have _ the philotoph-
cluf._, Ch_.m,m_the apartmentsdestinedforwo_en excludethe[ie_ m_,m,_._d Clem_t,_ wenasvat_u_ of _ and
man;' i.e.., all males. ] mytltoiogtc_ quotatum. J
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ing for the edification of some and the shaming of Pherecydes, first called himself a philosopher.
of others, to make use of Greek poems. Ac- Accordingly, after the fore-mentioned three men,
cordingly to the Corinthians (for this is not the there were three schools of philosophy, named
only instance), while discoursing on the resurrec- after the places where they lived : the Italic from
tion of the dead, he makes use of a tragic Iam- Pythagoras, the Ionic from Thales, the Eleatic
bic line, when he said, "What advantageth it from Xenophanes. Pythagoras was a Samian,
me if the dead are not raised ? Let us eat and the son of Mnesarchus, as Hippobotus says : ac-
drink, for to-morrow we die. Be not deceived ; cording to Aristoxenus, in his life of Pythagoras
evil communications corrupt good manners." ' md Aristarchus and Theopompus, he was a Tus-
Others have enumerated Acnsilaus the Argive can ; and according to Neanthes, a Syrian or a
among the seven wise men ; and others, Phere- Tyrian. So that Pythagoras was, according to
cycles of Syros. And Plato substitutes Myso the the most, of barbarian extraction. Thales, too,
Chenian for Pefiander, whom he deemed unwor- as Leander and Herodotus relate, was a Ph_ni-
thy of wisdom, on account of his having reigned cian ; as some suppose, a Milesian. He alone
as a tyrant. That the wise men among the seems to have met the prophets of the Egyp-
Greeks flourished after the age of Moses, will, a trans. But no one is described as his teacher,
little after, be shown. But the style of philoso- nor is any one mentioned a.s the teacher of Phe-
phy among them, as Hebraic and enigmatical, is recydes of Syros, who had Pythagoras as his
now to be considered. They adopted brevity, pupil. But the Italic philosophy, that of Py-
as suited for exhortation, and most useful. Even thagoras, grew old in Metapontum in Italy.
Plato says, that of old this mode was purposely Anaximander of Miletus, the son of Praxaades,
in vogue among all the Greeks, especially the succeeded Thales; and was himself succeeded
Lacedmmonians and Cretans, who enjoyed the by Anaximenes of Mdetus, the son of Eurus-
best laws. tratus ; after whom came Anaxagoras of Clazo-

The expression, "Know thyself," some sup- menm, the son of Hegesibulus.S He transferred
15osed to be Chilon's. But Chammleon, in his his school from Ionia to Athens. He was suc-
book About the Gods, ascribes it to Thales ; Aris- ceeded by Archelaus, whose pupil Socrates was.
totle to the Pythian. It may be an injunction "From these turned aside, the stone-mason ;
to the pursuit of knowledge. For it is not pos- Talker about laws ; the enchanter of the Greeks,"

sible to know the parts without the essence of says Timon in his Salincal Poems, on account
the whole ; and one must study the genesis of the of his quitting physics for ethics. Antisthenes,
universe, that thereby we may be able to learn after being a pupil of Socrates, introduced the
the nature of man. Again, to Chilon the Lace- Cynic philosophy ; and Plato withdrew to the
dmmonian they attribute, "Let nothing be too Academy. Aristotle, after studying philosophy
much." * Strato, in his book Of Inventions, as- under Plato, withdrew to the Lyceum, and
cribes the apophthegm to Stratodemus of Tegea. founded the Peripatetic sect. He was suc-
Didymus assigns it to Solon ; as also to Cleobu- ceeded by Theophrastus, who was succeeded
lus the saying, "A middle course is best." And by Strato, and he by Lycon, then Critolaus, and
the expression, "Come under a pledge, and then Diodorus. Speusippus was the successor
mischief is at hand," Cleomenes says, in his of Plato; his successor was Xenocrates; and
book Concerning Hesiod, was uttered before by the successor of the latter, Polemo. And the
Homer in the lines :-- disciples of Polemo were Crates and Crantor, in
•' Wretched pledges, for the wretched, to be pledged." s whom the old Academy founded by Plato ceased.

Arcesilaus was the associate of Crantor; from
The Aristotelians judge it to be Chilon's ; but whom, down to Hegesilaus, the Middle Academy
Didymus says the advice was that of Thales. flourished. Then Carneades succeeded Hegesl-
Then, next in order, the saying, "All men are laus, and others came in succession. The disci-
bad," or, "The most of men are bad" (for the pie of Crates was Zeno of Citium, the founder
same apophthegm is expressed in two ways), of the Stoic sect. He was succeeded by Clean-
Sotades the Byzantian says that it was Bias's. thes ; and the latter by Chrysippus, and others
And the aphorism, "Practice conquers every- after him. Xenophanes of Colophon was the
thing," ¢ they will have it to be Periander's ; and founder of the Eleatic school, who, Tim_us
likewise the advice, "Know the opportunity," to says, lived in the time of Hiero, lord of Sicily,
have been a saying of Pittacus. Solon made and Epicharmus the poet ; and Apollodorus says
laws for the Athenians, Pittacus for the Mityle- that he was born in the fortieth Olympiad, and
nians. And at a late date, Pythagoras, the pupil reached to the times of Darius and Cyrus.

Parmenides, accordingly, was the disciple of
: t Cot._. _, _. Xenophanes, and Zeno of him ; then came Leu-
• "N_luidnimis.' _:,c_._t,.
J OdTu., viii.35z.
4 Mek,e_:_v.,,a_d,mpe_. s Or Eubulus.
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cippus, and then Democritus. Disciples of philosopher can receive aid from all sides, he
Democritus were Protagoras of Abdera, and said: "Great indeed is Greece, O Cebes, in
Metrodorus of Chios, whose pupil was Diogenes which everywhere there are good men, and many
of Smyrna ; and his again Anaxarchus, and his : are the races of the barbarians." 3 Thus Plato
Pyrrho, and his Nausiphanes. Some say that thinks that some of the barbarians, too, are phi-
Epicurus was a scholar of his. losophers. But Epicurus, on the other hand, sup-

Such, in an epitome, is the succession of the poses that only Greeks can philosophise. And
philosophers among the Greeks. The periods ira the Symt_ostum , Plato, lauding the barbarians
of the originators of their philosophy are now l as practising philosophy with conspicuous excel-
to be specified successwely, in order that, by lence/truly says : "And in many other instances
comparison, we may show that the Hebrew both among Greeks and barbarians, whose tern-
philosophy was older by many generations., pies reared for such sons are already numerous."

It has been said of Xenophanes that he was And it is clear that the barbarians signally
the founder of the Eleatic philosophy. And honoured their lawgivers and teachers, designat-
Eudemus, in the Astrological Htstaries, says that mg them gods. For, according to Plato, "they
Thales foretold the eclipse of the sun, which thmk that good souls, on quitting the super-
took place at the time that the Medians and the celestial region, submit to come to this Tartarus,
Lydians fought, in the reign of Cyaxares the and assuming a body, share in all the ills which
father of Astyages over the Medes, and of are involved in b_rth, from their solicitude for
Alyattus the son of Croesus over the Lydians. the race of men;" and these make laws and
Herodotus in his first book agrees with him. publish philosophy, "than which no greater
The date is about the fiftieth Olympiad. Pythag- boon ever came from the gods to the race of
oras is ascertained to have lived in the days men, or will come."s
of Polycrates the tyrant, about the s_xty-second And as appears to me, it was m consequence
Olympiad. Mnesiphilus is described as a fol- of percewmg the great benefit which is conferred
lower of Solon, and was a contemporary of through wise men, that the men themselves were
Themistocles. Solon therefore flourished about honoured and philosophy cultwated publicly by
the forty-sixth Olymptad. For Heraclitus, the all the Bralamms, and the Odrysi, and the Getae.
son of Bauso, persuaded Melancomas the tyrant And such were strictly deified by the race of the
to abdicate his sovereignty. He despised the Egyptians, by the Chaldeans and the Arabians,
/nwtatlon of king Darius to visit the Persians. called the Happy, and those that inhabited

Palestine, by not the least portion of the Persian
CHAP. XV. _THE GREEK PHILOSOPHY IN GREAT

race, and by innumerable other races besides
PART DERIVED FROM THE BARBARIANS. these. And it is well known that Plato is found

These are the times of the oldest wise men perpetually celebrating the barbarians, remem-
and philosophers among the Greeks. And that benng that both himself and Pythagoras learned
the most of them were barbarians by extraction, the most and the noblest of their dogmas among
and were trained among barbarians, what need the barbarians. Wherefore he also called the
is there to say? Pythagoras is shown to have races of the barbarians, "races of barbarian
been ezther a Tuscan or a Tyrian. And Antis- philosophers," recogmsmg, in the Phaedrus, the
thenes was a Phrygian. And Orpheus was an Egyptian king, and shows him to us wiser than
Odrysian or a Thracian. The most, too, show Theut, whom he knew to be Hermes. But in
Homer to have been an Egyptian. Thales was the Chanmdes, it is manifest that he knew cer-
a Phoenician by birth, and was said to have con- tain Thracians who were said to make the soul
sorted with the prophets of the Egyptians ; as immortal. And Pythagoras is reported to have
also Pythagoras did with the same persons, by been a dmciple of Sonches the Egyptian arch-
whom he was circumcised, that he might enter prophet'; and Plato, ofSechnuphis of Heliopolis ;
the adytum and learn from the Egyptxans the and Eudoxus, of Cnidms of Konuphis, who was
mystic philosophy. He held converse with the also an Egyptian. And in his book, On the
chief of the Chaldeans and the Magi ; and he Soul, 6 Plato again manifestly recognises proph-
gave a hint of the church, now so called, in ecy, when he introduces a prophet announcing
the common hall z which he maintained.

And Plato does not deny that he procured all 3 Greece is ample O C.ebes m which evet'ywh¢l_ there are good
that is most excellent in Dhilosonhv from the men; and many are 'the races'of the barbarians, over all of whom
bark__ • a 1 _ .._ _, _ _ _ . . you must search, seekm_ such a physician, sparing nettrter moneytartans ; anu ne aamlts ma_ ne came into nor tmms,_Ph_do, p 78A.
Ewcnt Wh_n,-,_ wrltlno, in the /:_a,ara thnt the 4 Thin sense n obtained by the omisskm of _t_ from the text,

oJr .......... , ........ _ .................... which may havecreptm m consequence of oeeurrlngin the previous
text, to make it agree wxth what Plato says, whtcfi as, "And both

[ among Greeks and barbarians, there are many who have shown
x lCl ._t, $Attte scholarship never seduces him from this fidehty many and dlustnous deeds, generating vtrttte of every kind, to whom.

to _ Scrtptore_. The argument from superior anttqtuty was one [ many temples onaccount of such to4asarc raised. --S.tNtjt.,p._cgF_
which the Greeks were mineto feel when demonstrated.] s Plato, TzmatNs, p. 47 A.

2 otuxato_o,,. 6 A mastake of Clement for T,_e Rc2b_l_c.
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the word of Lachesis, uttering predictions to the knowledge of futurity by their entrails. He
souls whose destiny is becoming fixed. And in thinks also, that the face seen in the moon is her
the 2_ma_us he introduces Solon, the very wise, soul. So much for the Sibyl.
learning from the barbarian. The substance of Numa the king of the Romans was a Pytha-
the declaration is to the following effect: "O gorean, and aided by the precepts of Moses,
Solon, Solon, you Greeks are always children, prohibited from making an image of God in
And no Greek is an old man. For you have no human form, and of the shape of a living crea-
learning that is hoary with age." _ ture. Accordingly, during the first hundred and

Democritus appropriated the Babylonian ethic seventy years, though building temples, they
discourses, for he is said to have combined with made no cast or graven image. For Numa se-
his own compositions a translation of the column cretly showed them that the Best of Beings
of Acicarus.2 And you may find the distinction could not be apprehended except by the mind
notified by him when he writes, "Thus says alone. Thus phdosophy, a thing of the highest
Democritus." About himself, too, where, plum- utility, flourished in antiquity among the bar-
ing himself on his erudition, he says, " I have barians, shedding its light over the nations. And
roamed over the most ground of any man of my afterwards it came to Greece. First in its ranks
time, investigating the most remote parts. I have were the prophets of the Egyptians ; and the
seen the most skies and lands, and I have heard Chaldeans among the Assyrians ; and the Druids
of learned men in very great numbers. And among the Ganls; and the Saman_eans among
in composition no one has surpassed me ; m the Bactrians ; and the philosophers of the Celts ;
demonstration, not even those among the Egyp- and the Magi of the Persians, who foretold the
tians who are called Arpenodapt_e, with all of Saviour's birth, and came into the land of Jud_ea
whom I lived in exile up to eighty years." For guided by a star. The Indmn gymnosophists
he went to Babylon, and Persis, and Egypt, to are also in the number, and the other barbarian
learn from the Magi and the priests, philosophers. And of these there are two classes,

Zoroaster the Magus, Pythagoras showed to some of them called Sarman_e,7and others Brah-
be a Persian. Of the secret books of this man, mins. And those of the Sarman_ewho are called
those who follow the heresy of Prod_cus boast Hylobii s neither inhabit cities, nor have roofs
to be in possession. Alexander, in his book On over them, but are clothed in the bark of trees,
the Pythagorean Syrabols, relates that Pythagoras feed on nuts, and drink water in their hands.
was a pupil of Nazaratus the Assyrian 3 (some Like those called' Encratites in the present day,
think that he is Ezekiel ; but he is not, as will they knownot marriage nor begetting of children.
afterwards be shown), and will have it that, in Some, too, of the Indians obey the precepts
addition to these, Pythagoras was a hearer of the of Buddha ; _ whom, on account of his extraor-
Galat_e and the Brahmins. Clearchus the Peri- dinary sanctity, they have raased to divine hon-
patetic says that he knew a Jew who associated ours.
with Aristotle.4 Heraclitus says that, not human- Anacharsis was a Scythian, and is recorded to
ly, but rather by God's aid, the Sibyl spoke.S have excelled many philosophers among the
They say, accordingly, that at Delphi a stone Greeks. And the Hyperboreans, Hellanicus
was shown beside the oracle, on which, it is said, relates, dwelt beyond the Riph_ean mountains,
sat the first Sibyl, who came from Helicon, and and inculcated justice, not eating flesh, but
had been reared by the Muses. But some say using nuts. Those who are sixty years old they
that she came from Mflea, being the daughter of take without the gates, and do away with.
Lamia of Sidon.6 And Serapion, in his epic There are also among the Germans those called
verses, says that the Sibyl, even when dead, sacred women, who, by inspecting the whirl-
ceased not from divination. And he writes that, pools of rivers and the eddies, and observing the
what proceeded from her into the air after her noises of streams, presage and predict future
death, was what gave oracular utterances in voices events. '° These did not allow the men to fight
and omens ; and on her body being changed against C_esar till the new moon sho_e.
into earth, and the grass as natural growing out Of all these, by far the oldest is the Jewish
of it, whatever beasts happening to be in that race ; and that their philosophy committed to
place fed on it exhibited to men an accurate writing has the precedence of philosophy among

the Greeks, the Pythagorean Philo" shows at
x r,',tu_, p.,, B. large ; and, besides him, Aristobulus the Pen-

About which the learned have tortured themselves _,_atly. The patetic, and several others, not to waste time, inrefenence i_ doubtless her to some pdlar inscribed wlth what was
.degreed a writing of tmportance. But as to Acsc_rus nothing is known.

Othcrwisc_ara_.us. or Zabratus, or Zaras. who, Huet says, was :' Or S_a"_,na,q:
Zoeoata_. a Altered for "A_,_.dBtoLin accordance with the note of Montacu-

p_St_nno_/,establ_one important fact in the history tlus, who cites Strabo as an authonty for the existence of a sect o(

Indian s_es called Hylobti, b_,o, --SdvlcoL_e.ur, acco_ to tl_ reaaingm yausamas,ant me stamment om :o Caesar,C__V_ _ar, book i. chap._o.
Plutarch. '" who was the daughter cd"Poseulma." x* _ also calls Philo a l_,thagoream
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going over them by name. Very clearly the trumpet, and the Phrygians the flute. For
author Megasthenes, the contemporary of Seleu- Olympus and Marsyas were Phrygians. And
cus Nicanor, writes as follows in the third of his Cadmus, the inventor of letters among the
books, On fndtan Affairs : " All that was said Greeks, as Euphorus says, was a Phoenician
about nature by the ancients is said also by those whence also Herodotus writes that they were
who philosophise beyond Greece : some things called Phoenician letters. And they say that the
by the Brahmins among the Indians, and others Phoenicians and the Syrians first invented letters ;
by those called Jews in Syria." Some more and that Apis, an aboriginal inhabitant of Egypt,
fabulously say that certain of those called the invented the healing art before Io came into
Idman Dactyli were the first wise men ; to whom Egypt. But afterwards they say that Asclepius
are attributed the invention of what are called improved the art. Atlas the Libyan was the
the "Ephesian letters," and of numbers in mu- first who built a ship and navigated the sea.
sic. For which reason dactyls in music re- Kelmis and Damnaneus, Idman Dactyli, first
ceived their name. And the Idman Dactyli discovered iron m Cyprus. Another Idman dis-
were Phrygians and barbarians. Herodotus covered the tempering of brass ; according to
relates that Hercules, having grown a sage and Hesiod, a Scythian. The Thracians first in-
a student of physics, received from the barba- vented what is called a scimitar (_o_),-- it is a
rian Atlas, the Phrygian, the columns of the curved sword, m and were the first to use shields
universe ; the fable meaning that he received on horseback. Similarly also the Illyrians in-
by instruction the knowledge of the heavenly vented the shield (_-/_.wq). Besides, they say
bodies. And Hermippus of Berytus calls Charon that the Tuscans invented the art of moulding
the Centaur wise ; about whom, he that wrote clay ; and that Itanus (he was a Samnite) first
The Battle of the T_tans says, "that he first led fashioned the oblong shield (Ovp&_). Cadmus
the race of mortals to righteousness, by teaching the Phoenician invented stonecutting, and dis-
them the solemnity of the oath, and propitiatory covered the gold mines on the Pang_an moun-
sacrifices and the figures of Olympus." By him tain. Further, another nation, the Cappadociaus,
Achilles, who fought at Troy, was taught. And first invented the instrument called the nabla, 2
H1ppo, the daughter of the Centaur, who dwelt and the Assyrians in the same way the dichord.
with zEolus, taught him her father's science, The Carthaginians were the first that constructed
the knowledge of physics. Euripides also testi- a trireme ; and it was built by Bosporus, an abo-
ties of Hippo as follows : -- riginal.* Medea, the daughter of 2EStas, a Col-

"Who first, by oracles, presaged, chian, first invented the dyeing of hair. Besides,
And by the rising stars, events divine." the Noropes (they are a Pmonian race, and are

By this _/Eolus, Ulysses was received as a guest now called the Norici) worked copper, and were
the first that purified iron. Amycus the kingafter the taking of Troy. Mark the epochs by

comparison with the age of Moses, and with the of the Bebryci was the first inventor of boxing-
high antiquity of the philosophy promulgated by gloves.4 In music, Olympus the Mysian prac-
him. tised the Lydian harmony; and the people

called Troglodytes invented the sambuca, S a
CHAP. XVl. --THAT THE INVENTORS OF OTHER ARTS musical instrument. It is said that the crooked

WEREMOSTLYBARBAmA_IS. pipe was invented by Satyrus the Phrygian;

And barbarians were inventors not only of likewise also diatonic harmony by Hyagnis, a
philosophy, but almost of every art. The Egyp- Phrygian too; and notes by Olympus, a Phry-
tians were the first to introduce astrology among gian ; as also the Phrygmn harmony, and the

men. Similarly also the Chaldeans. The Egyp- i half-Phrygnan and the half-Lydian, by Marsyas,
tians first showed how to burn lamps, and divided who belonged to the same region as those men-
the year into twelve months, prohibited inter-tioned above. And the Doric was invented by
course with women in the temples, and enacted Thamyris the Thracian. We have heard that
that no one should enter the temples' from a the Persians were the first who fashioned the
woman without bathing. Again, they were the chariot, and bed, and footstool ; and the Sido-
inventors of geometry. There are some who nians the first to construct a trireme. The
say that the Carians invented prognostication Sicilians, close to Italy, were the first inventors
by the stars. The Phrygians were the first who of the phorminx, which is not much inferior to
attended to the flight of birds. And the Tus- the lyre. And they invented castanets. In the
cans, neighbours of Italy, were adepts at the art
of the Haruspex. The Isaurians and the Am- *_a_ _ _u_, L,t. ,,_6Zi_,_;_,l_ _ Htb,_b_3
bians invented augury, as the Telmesians divina- (p_atery,a. V.). _,.b_. byJo_._ _. ,._m or_ a t_tltrlltgS _m Ps. xxxu! it 1$ salta ten), atto playea w/tit _ gets.
tion by dreams. The Etrnscans invented the j,r_. saysttwas triangular m shape ......

3 av_ro_ov, Eusebms. The text has am'ee'X/&m,, tm-zano.
• Literally, fist-stra_, the ¢_,tm ofth_ boxes,

t [Elueadation XI. iqra; _ p. 428, infra, l $ o'a/*_mc_, a triangular lyre with foursn/ngs.
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i
time of Semiramis queen of the Assyrians,, they ivented scholastic discourses and rhetorical fig.
relate that linen garments were invented. And ures, and was the first who pled causes for a fee,
Hellanicus says that Atossa queen of the Per- and wrote a forensic speech for delivery,3 as
sians was the first who composed a letter. Diodorus says. And Apollodorus of Cuma first
These things are reported by Scamo of Mitylene, assumed the name of critic, and was called a
Theophrastus of Ephesus, Cydippus of Mantinea, grammarian. Some say it was Eratosthenes of
also Anfiphanes, Aristodemus, and Aristotle ; Cyrene who was first so called, since he published
and besides these, Philostephanus, and also two books which he entitled Gramraatica. The
8trato the Peripatetic, in his books Concerning first who was called a grammarian, as we now use
Inventions. I have added a few details from the term, was Praxiphanes, the son of Disny-
them, in order to confirm the inventive and sophenes of Mitylene. Zeleucus the Locrian
practically useful genius of the barbarians, by was reported to have been the first to have
whom the Greeks profited in their studies. And framed laws (in writing) Others say that it
if any one objects to the barbarous language, was Menos the son of Zeus, in the time of Lyn-
Anacharsis says, "All the Greeks speak Scythian ceus. He comes after Danaus, in the eleventh
to me." It was he who was held in admiration generation from Inachus and Moses ; as we shall
by the Greeks, who said, "My covering is a show a litre further on. And Lycurgus, who
cloak ; my supper, milk and cheese." You see hved many years after the taking of Troy, legis-
that the barbarian philosophy professes deeds, lated for the Lacedmmonians a hundred and fifty
not words. The apostle thus speaks : "So like- years before the Olympiads. We have spoken
wise ye, except ye utter by the tongue a word before of the age of Solon. Draco (he was a
easy to be understood, how shall ye know what legislator too) is discovered to have lived about
is spoken? for ye shall speak into the air. the three hundred and ninth Olympiad. Anfilo-
There are, it may be, so many kind of voices chus, again, who wrote of the learned men from
in the world, and none of them is without sig- the age of Pythagoras to the death of Epicurus,
nificatlon. Therefore if I know not the mean- which took place in the tenth day of the month
ing of the voice, I shall be unto him that Gamelion, makes up altogether three hundred
speaketh a barbarian, and he that speaketh shall and twelve years. Moreover, some say that
be a barbarian unto me." And, "Let him that Phanothea, the wife of Icarius, invented the
speaketh in an unknown tongue pray that he heroic hexameter ; others Themls, one of the

may interpret." _ Titanides. Dldymus, however, in his work OnNay more, it was late before the teaching and the P:thagorean Philasophy, relates that Theano
writing of discourses reached Greece. Alcmmon, of Crotona was the first woman who cultivated
the son of Perithus, of Crotona, first composed :philosophy and composed poems The Hellemc
a treatise on nature. And it ]s related that An- philosophy then, according to some, apprehended
axagoras of Clazomeme, the son of Hegesibulus, : the truth accidentally, dunly, partially ; as others
first published a book in writing. The first to will have it, was set a-going by the devil. Sev-
adapt music to poetical compositions was Ter- eral suppose that certain powers, descending
pander of Antissa ; and he set the laws of the from heaven, inspired the whole of philosophy.
Lacedaemonians to music. Lasus of Hermione But if the Hellenic philosophy comprehends not
invented the dithyramb ; Stesichorus of Himera, the whole extent of the truth, and besides is
the hymn; Alcman the Spartan, the choral destitute of strength to perform the command-
song ; Anacreon of Teos, love songs ; Pindar ments of the Lord, yet it prepares the way for
the Theban, the dance accompanied with song. the truly royal teaching _ training in some way
Timotheus of Miletus was the first to execute or other, and moulding the character, and fitting
those musical compositions called v6/_, on the him who believes m Providence for the reception
lyre, with dancing. Moreover, the iambus was of the truth:
invented by Archilochus of Paros, and the cho-
liambus by Hipponax of Ephesus. Tragedy CHAP. XVII.--ON THE SAYING OF THE SAVIOUR,

owed its origin to Thespis the Athenian, and " ALL THAT CAME BEFORE ME WERE THIEVES
comedy to Susarion of Icaria. Their dates are AND ROBBERS."S
handed down by the grammarians. But it were But, say they, it is written, "All who were
tedious to specify them accurately: presently, before the Lord's advent are thieves and rob-
however, Dionysus, on whose account the Dio- bers." All, then, who are in the Word (for it
nysian spectacles are celebrated, will be shown is these that were previous to the incarnation of
to be later than Moses. They say that Antiphon the Word) are understood generally. But the
of Rhamamsium, the son of Sophilus, first in-

z ,, King of the Eg.ylO4_ms"in the Mr,._ of _t. The cot- delivered.
rection is made from Etisebms, who extracts the imssage. 4 [Elucidation XII., d_a.]

x Cot. xiv. 9, xa, tz, z3. s John x. 8.
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prophets, being sent and inspired by the Lord, But if strict accuracy must be employed in
were not thieves, but servants. The Scripture dealing with them, let them know, that that
accordingly says, "'Wisdom sent her servants, which does not prevent what we assert to have
inviting with loud proclamation to a goblet of taken place in the theft, is not a cause at all ;
wine." ' but that what prevents is involved in the accusa-

But philosophy, it is said, was not sent by the tion of being a cause. For he that protects with
Lord, but came stolen, or given by a thiefi It a shield is the cause of him whom he protects
was then some power or angel that had learned not being wounded ; preventing him, as he does,
something of the truth, but abode not in it, that from being wounded. For the demon of Socra-

inspired and taught these things, not without the tes was a cause, not by not preventing, but by
Lord s knowledge, who knew before the consti- :exhorting, even if (strictly speaking) he did not
tution of each essence the issues of futurity, but exhort. And neither praises nor censures, neither
vnthout His prohibition, rewards nor pumshments, are right, when the

For the theft which reached men then, had soul has not the power of inclination and dis-
some advantage; not that he who perpetrated inclination, but evil is involuntary. Whence he
the theft had utility in his eye, but Providence !who prevents is a cause ; while he who prevents
directed the issue of the audacious deed to not judges justly the soul's choice. So in no re-
utility. I know that many are perpetually as- spect is God the author of evil. But since free
sailing us with the allegation, that not to prevent choice and inclination originate sins, and a tuls-
a thing happening, is to be the cause of it hap- taken judgment sometimes prevails, from which,
pening. For they say, that the man who does since it is ignorance and stupidity, we do not
not take precaution against a theft, or does not take pains to recede, punishments are rightly
prevent it, is the cause of it : as he is the cause inflicted. For to take fever is involuntary ; but
of the conflagration who has not quenched it at when one takes fever through his own fault, from
the beginning ; and the master of the vessel who excess, we blame him. Inasmuch, then, as evil
does not reef the sail, is the cause of the ship- is involuntary,-- for no one prefers evil as evil ;
wreck. Certainly those who are the causes of but induced by the pleasure that is in it, and
such events are punished by the law. For to imagining it good, considers it desirable ; m
him who had power to prevent, attaches the such being the case, to free ourselves from igno-
blame of what happens. We say to them, that rance, and from evil and voluptuous choice, and
causation is seen in doing, working, acting ; but above all, to withhold our assent from those de-
the not preventing is in this respect inoperative, i lusive phantasies, depends on ourselves. The
Further, causation attaches to activity; as in the devil is called "thief and robber;" having mixed
case of the shipbuilder in relation to the origin false prophets with the prophets, as tares with
of the vessel, and the builder in relation to the the wheat. "All, then, that came before the
construction of the house. But that which does Lord, were thieves and robbers ;" not absolutely
not prevent is separated from what takes place, all men, but all the false prophets, and all who
Wherefore the effect will be accomplished ; be- ! were not properly sent by Him. For the false
cause that which could have prevented neither prophets possessed the prophetic name dis-
acts nor prevents. For what activity does that honestly, being prophets, but prophets of the
which prevents not exert ? Now their assertion i liar. For the Lord says, "Ye are of your father
is reduced to absurdity, if they shall say that the the devil ; and the lusts of your father ye will
cause of the wound is not the dart, but the shield, do. He was a murderer from the beginning, and
which did not prevent the dart from passing abode not in the truth, because there is no truth
through ; and if they blame not the thief, but in him. When he speaketh a lie, he speaketh of
the man who did not prevent the theft. Let his own ; for he is a liar, and the father of it."*
them then say, that it was not Hector that But among the lies, the false prophets also
burned the ships of the Greeks, but Achilles ; told some true things. And in reality they proph-
because, having the power to prevent Hector, esied "in an ecstasy," ass the servants of the
he did not prevent him ; but out of anger (and apostate. And the Shepherd, the angel of repent-
it depended on himself to be angry or not) did ance, says to Hermas, of the false prophet :
not keep back the fire, and was a concurring "For he speaks some truths. For the devil
cause. Now the devil, being possessed of free- fills hin/with his own spirit, if perchance he may
will, was able both to repent and to steal ; and be able to cast down any one from what is right."
it was he who was the author of the theft, not All things, therefore, are dispensed from heaven
the Lord, who did not prevent him. But neither for good, "that by the Church may be made
was the gift hurtful, so as to require that pre- known the manifold wisdom of God, according
venfion should intervene.

2 John viii. 44.
3 [The devil _n quote Scripture. Herren, p. _,, this ,relume

x Prov. ix. 3- See, on this impmUmt chapter, E!-__-_m XIIL, fq_ra.]
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to the eternal foreknowledge,' which He pur- wisdom of the wise : I will bring to nothing the
posed in Christ. ''_ Nothing withstands God: understanding of the prudent." The apostle
nothing opposes Him : seeing He is Lord and accordingly adds, "Where is the wise ? Where
omnipotent. Further, the counsels and acrid- is the scribe? Where is the disputer of this
ties of those who have rebelled, being partial, world ?" setting in contradistinction to the
proceed from a bad disposition, as bodily dis- scribes, the disputers s of this world, the phi-
eases from a bad constitution, but are guided by losophers of the Gentiles. "Hath not God
universal Providence to a salutary issue, even made foolish the wisdom of the world ? "9 which
though the cause be productive of disease. It is equivalent to, showed it to be foolish, and not
is accordingly the greatest achievement of divine true, as they thought. And if you ask the cause
Providence, not to allow the evil, which has of their seeming wisdom, he will say, "because
sprung from voluntary apostasy, to remmn use- of the blindness of their heart ;" since "in the
less, and for no good, and not to become in all wisdom of God," that is, as proclaimed by the
respects injurious. For it is the work of the divine prophets, "the world knew not," in the wisdom
wisdom, and excellence, and power, not alone to [ "which spake by the prophets," "Him," xothat
do good (for this is, so to speak, the nature of is, God,--" it pleased God by the foolishness
God, as it is of fire to warm and of light to illu- of preaching " -- what seemed to the Greeks
mine), but especially to ensure that what happens foolishness--" to save them that believe. For
through the evils hatched by any, may come to the Jews require signs," in order to faith ; "and
a good and useful issue, and to use to advantage the Greeks seek after wisdom," plainly those
those things which appear to be evils, as also the reasonings styled "irresistible," and those others,
testimony which accrues from temptation, namely, syllogisms. "But we preach Jesus

There is then in philosophy, though stolen as Christ crucified ; to the Jews a stumbhng-block,"
the fire by Prometheus. a slender spark, capable because, though knowing prophecy, they did
of being fanned into flame, a trace of wisdom not believe the event : "to the Greeks, foohsh-
and an impulse from God. Well, be it so that ness ;" for those who in their own estimation
"the thieves and robbers" are the philosophers are wise, consider it fabulous that the Son of
among the Greeks, who from the Hebrew proph- God should speak by man and that God should
ets before the coming of the Lord received have a Son, and especially that that Son should
fragments of the truth, not with full knowledge, have suffered. Whence their preconceived idea
and claimed these as their own teachings, dis- inclines them to disbelieve. For the advent of
guising some points, treating others sophistically the Saviour did not make people foolish, and
by their ingenuity, and discovering other things, hard of heart, and unbelieving, but made them
for perchance they had "the spirit of percep- understanding, amenable to persuasion, and be-
tion." 3 Aristotle, too, assented to Scripture, lieving. But those that would not believe, by
and declared sophistry to have stolen wisdom, separating themselves from the voluntary adher-
as we intimated before. And the apostle says, ence of those who obeyed, were proved to be
"Which things we speak, not in the words which without understanding, unbelievers and fools.
man's wisdom teacheth, but which the Holy "But to them who are called, both Jews and
Ghost teacheth." ¢ For of the prophets it is Greeks, Christ is the power of God, and the
said, "We have all received of His fulness," s wisdom of God." Should we not understand
that is, of Christ's. So that the prophets are not (as is better) the words rendered, "Hath not
thieves. "And my doctrine is not Mine," saith God made foolish the wisdom of the world?"
the Lord, "but the Father's which sent me." negatively: "God hath not made foolish the
And of those who steal He says : "But he that wisdom of the world ? "-- so that the causse of
speaketh of himself, seeketh his own glory. ''6 their hardness of heart may not appear to have
Such are the Greeks, "lovers of their own selves, proceeded from God, "making foohsh the wis-
and boasters."7 Scripture, when it speaks of dora of the world." For on all accounts, being
these as wise, does not brand those who are really wise, they incur greater blame in not believing
wise, but those who are wise in appearance, the proclamation. For the preference and

choice of truth is voluntary. But that declara-
CHAP. XVIII.- HE ILLUSTRATES THE _LE'S tion, "I will destroy the wisdom of the wise,"

SAY-raG,"1 Wlt,L DESTROYa_ WrSDOMOF TI-IV declares Him to have sent forth light, by bring-
wrs_.." ing forth in opposition the despised and con-
And of such it is said, "I will destroy the temned barbarian philosophy; as the tamp,

when shone upon by the sun, is said to bet (aean_trtmtt*r#_o_r_for=06et_r_.
* E#. ill.to, t_. extinguished, on account of its not then exert-
3 Ea. xxviii. 3,
* x Cot. il. t 3.
S JohnL if. s O_t,_inqulrers._
e Jo_ vll. t6, x& 9 x t.or. i. x9, _o.
7 a Tim. iii. 2. zo x Cot. i. az--_t; where the t,-_t;ng is O_v, nat &/m;_o
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ing the same power. All having been therefore to all life, and breath, and all things ;. and hath
called, those who are willing to obey have been made of one blood all nations of men to dwell
named _ "called." For there is no unright- on all the face of the earth, and hath determined
eousness with God. Those of either race who the times before appointed, and the bounds of
have believed, are "a peculiar people." 2 And their habitation ; that mey should seek God, if
in the Acts of the Apostles you will find this, haply they might feel after Him, and find Him ;
word for word, "Those then who received his though He be not far from every one of us : for
word were baptized ; "3 but those who would in Him we live, and move, and have our being;
not obey kept themselves aloof. To these as certain also of your own poets have said, For
prophecy says, "If ye be willing and hear me, we also are His offspring." _ Whence it is evi-
ye shall eat the good things of the land;" 4]dent that the apostle, by availing himself of
proving that choice or refusal depends on our- poetical examples from the _enomena of Aratus,
selves. The apostle designates the doctrine approves of what had been well spoken by the
which is according to the Lord, "the wisdom Greeks ; and intimates that, by the unknown
of God," in order to show that the true philoso- God, God the Creator was in a roundabout way
phy has been communicated by the Son. Fur- worshipped by the Greeks; but that it was ne-
ther, he, who has a show of wisdom, has certain cessary by positive knowledge to apprehend and
exhortations enjoined on him by the apostle: learn Him by the Son. "Wherefore, then, I
"That ye put on the new man, which after God send thee to the Gentiles," it is said, "to open
is renewed in righteousness and true holiness, their eyes, and to turn them from darkness to
Wherefore, putting away lying, speak every man light, and from the power of Satan unto God ;
truth. Neither give place to the devil. Let that they may receive forgiveness of sins, and
him that stole, steal no more; but rather let inheritance among them that are sanctified by
him labour, working that which is good" (and faith which is in Me." 7 Such, then, are the eyes
to work is to labour in seeking the truth ; for it of the blind which are opened. The knowl-
is accompanied with rational well-doing), "that edge of the Father by the Son is the comprehen-
ye may have to give to him that has need," s sion of the "Greek circumlocution;" _ and to
both of worldly wealth and of divine wisdom, turn from the power of Satan is to change from
For he wishes both that the word be taught, sin, through which bondage was produced. We
and that the money be put into the bank, accu- do not, indeed, receive absolutely all philosophy,
rately tested, to accumulate interest. Whence but that of which Socrates9 speaks in Plato.
he adds, "Let no corrupt communication pro- "For there are (as they say) in the mysteries
ceed out of your mouth," -- that is "corrupt many bearersofthethyrsus, but few bacchanals ; "
communication " which proceeds out of con- meaning, "that many are called, but few chosen."
celt,--" but that which is good for the use of He accordingly plainly adds: "These, in my
edifying, that it may minister grace to the hear- opinion, are none else than those who have phi-
ers." And the word of the good God must losophized right ; to belong to whose number, I
needs be good. And how is it possible that he myself have left nothing undone in life, as far as
who saves shall not be good ? I could, but have endeavoured in every way.

Whether we have endeavoured rightly and
CHAP.XIX.- THATTHr PmLOSOPHERSHAVE AT- achieved aught, we shall know when we have

TAINEDTO SOMEPORTIONOF TRUTH. gone there, if God will, a little afterwards."
Since, then, the Greeks are testified to have Does he not then seem to declare from the

hid down some true opinions, we may from this!Hebrew Scnptures the righteous man's hope,
point take a glance at the testimonies. Paul, in through faith, after death ? And in Demodoeus so
the Acts of the Apostles, is recorded to have said (if that is really the work of Plato) : "And do
to the Areopagites, "I perceive that ye are more not imagine that I call it philosophizing to spend
than ordinarily religious. For as I passed by, life pottering about the arts, or learning many
and beheld your devotions, I found an altar with 6Actsx_ _-_s.
the inscription, To The Unknown GOd. Whom _ Acts_x_,._7,,s.Vtz, '° The Uaknown God." [He.after to be rwte_ l
therefore ye ignorantly worship, Him declare I 9 [Notangina!w*thSocrates,butacommo-a_w.c:--
unto you. God, that made the world and all Mullttl_yrs,geri.pagciBa:cl*t.
things therein, seeing that He is Lord of heaven The _"_ C_k he.... _, ts _,_. by_m._, ._.b_Aa,_e,(p 65o), with numerous equivalents, among wn,cn taxe tats: ,,vo_
and earth, dwelleth not in temples made with o.,,,.s,cucop, ¢,,, mttramg'erunt_icownem.He.rtmmdsus thatPlato borrows tt in the Phwdo, and be quotes th_ parallel saying.of
hands ; neither is worshipped with men's hands, Herodes Atticus, ' 1 see a beard and the cloak, but as yet do not ore.

as though He needed anything, seeing He giveth _o,,_th_ph,_,_" l ..... t " thetO There is flo gttch ut_e_ Ill the _Mq_r_'t_l'. _u Ul
Amalwrea, Basle Ediuon, p 237, Plato says: " But R is not r,o,m_.

s [_e _ expounds the £ccksia.] fi_md: nor is ,t phtlor,opblzing to occupy om_elf m the art¢,_Itor...M_..
stt. tt. i¢. a hfc of busthag, meddling acttvtty, nor _ learn, nmntt tht_s: tmt tt

3 Acts. ft. 4x. i_ something elr_. Since 1, at lea_, would _1¢o_ _ It _0_. gand that thole who dccot¢ tlean_ves to th_ arm ought m De'* In. i tg.
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things, but something different ; since I, at least, says : "He who soweth righteousness, worketh
would consider this a disgrace." For he knew, I faith." 7 "And there are those who, sewing their
reckon, "that the knowledge of many things own, make increase. ''s Andagain: "Takecare
does not educate the mind,", according to of the verdure on the plain, and thou shalt cut
Heraclitus. And in the fifth book of the Re- grass and gather ripe hay, that thou mayest have
_Oublic,_ he says, "' Shall we then call all these sheep for clothing." 9 You see how care must
and the others which study such things, and be taken for external clothing and for keeping.
those who apply themselves to the meaner arts "And thou shalt intelligently know the souls of
philosophers ?' ' By no means,' I _d, ' but hke thy flock.' ..... For when the Gentiles, whmh
philosophers.' ' And whom,' said he, ' do you have not the law, do by nature the things con-
call true ?' ' Those,' said I, ' who delight in the rained in the law, these, having not the law, are
contemplation of truth. For philosophy is not a law unto themselves ; uncircumcision observing
in geometry, with its postulates and hypotheses ; the precepts of the law," _' according to tile apos-
nor in music, which is conjectural ; nor in as- tie, both before the law and before the advent.
tronomy, crammed full of physical, fluid, and As if making comparison of those addicted to
probable causes. But the knowledge of the good philosophy with those called heretics, '2 the Word
and truth itself are requisite, --what is good be- most clearly says : "Better is a friend that is
ing one thing, and the ways to the good another.' "3 near, than a brother that dwelleth afar off." x3
So that he does not allow that the curriculum of "And he who relies on falsehoods, feeds on the
training suffices for the good, but co-operates in winds, and pursues winged birds." '* I do not
rousing and training the soul to intellectual ob- think that philosophy directly declares the Word,
jects. Whether, then, they say that the Greeks although in many instances philosophy attempts
gave forth some utterances of the true philosophy and persuasively teaches us probable arguments ;
by accident, it is the accident of a divine admm- but it assails the sects. Accordingly it is added.
istration (for no one will, for the sake of the "For he hath forsaken the ways of his own vine-
present argument with us, deify chance); or by yard, and wandered in the tracks of his own
good fortune, good fortune is not unforeseen, husbandry." Such are the sects which deserted
Or were one, on the other hand, to say that the i the primitive Church. '* Now he who has fallen
Greeks possessed a natural conception of these into heresy passes through an arid wilderness,
things, we know the one Creator of nature ; just [abandoning the only true God, destitute of God,
as we also call righteousness natural ; or that seeking waterless water, reaching au uninhabited
they had a common intellect, let us reflect who and thirsty land, collecting sterility with his
is its father, and what righteousness is m the hands. And those destitute of prudence, that
mental economy. For were one to name "pre- is, those involved in heresies, "I enjoin," re-
diction," 4 and assign as its cause "combined marks Wisdom, saying, "Touch sweetly stolen
utterance," s he specifies forms of prophecy, bread and the sweet water of theft ; "'5 th_ Scrip-
Further, others will have it that some truths were ture manifestly applying the terms bread and
uttered by the philosophers, in appearance, water to nothing else but to those heresies, which

The divine apostle writes accordingly respect- employ bread and water in the oblation, not
ing us : "For now we see as through a glass ; "6 according to the canon of the Church. For there
knowing ourselves in it by reflection, and simu]- are those who celebrate the Eucharist with mere
taneously contemplating, as we can, the efficient water. "But begone, stay not in her place :"
cause, from that, which, in us, is divine. For it plate is the synagogue, not the Church. He calls
is said, "Having seen thy brother, thou hast seen it by the equivocal name, place. Then He sub-
thy God : " methinks that now the Saviour God joins : "For so shalt thou pass through the water
is declared to us. But after the laying aside of of another ; " reckoning heretical baptism not
the flesh, "face to face," -- then definitely and proper and true water. "And thou shalt pass
comprehensively, when the heart becomes pure. over another's river," that rushes along and
And by reflection and direct vision, those among sweeps down to the sea ; into which he is cast
the Greeks who have philosophized accurately, who, having diverged from the stability which is
see God. For such, through our weakness, are according to truth, rushes back into the heathen-
our true views, as images are seen in the water, ish and tumultous waves of life.
and as we see things through pellucid and trans-
parent bodies. Excellently therefore Solomon _ l_,v. xl....

s Prov. xi. a4.
9 Ih'ov. xxvii _5. s6.

t Actmidmgto the emendatlons of Menagms: "&v _t _ weAt_tul xo pmv. xxvn..3.

• t_ __P_J2*'ot_ _cr_cet." tt Rom. ti. tO, z5. r
I [_L, TaX, XX. p. 475"] Zz [ Hts ideas of the _ of the Gnostlc_t_Moltt_axiStS,mid o_e
s _ the _datiom, t_._ Itr*_i**_ ;,_*_,4 _ &" _ heretical sectswho chvided the pnmulw umt_, tt impo_t_t m mus-

_., and te,lm&_ fro"'r,17ea_o_,omitting &o'wep. tratlng Iremees. Note hla words, f_Leffr'_mtlM, etc.]
,t w_o-v_, u Prov. xxv_i to.
s e't,2,tr.4,6_t_:, v* Prov. ix. x,'*.
6 z Cor. xm. t,. ts Prov. ix. ZT.
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cHAP. XX. -- IN WHAT RESPECT PHILOSOPHY CON- preparatory training for the enlightened man (_-_
TR/BUTES TO THE COMPREHENSION OF DIVINE */vtoo-'rt, Ko_,); not assigning as the cause that
WRtrrn. which is but the joint-cause ; nor as the uphold-
As many men drawing down the ship, cannot ing. cause, what is merely co-operatwe; nor

be called many causes, but one cause consisting gwmg to philosophy the place of a sine qud
of many ; -- for each individual by himself is not nan. Since almost all of us, without training in
the cause of the ship being drawn, but along with arts and sciences, and the Hellenic philosophy,
the rest ;- so also philosophy, being the search and some even without learning at all, through
for truth, contributes to the comprehension of the influence of a phdosophy divine and barbar-
truth ; not as being the cause of comprehension ous, and by power, have through faith received
but a cause along with other things, and co- the word concerning God, trained by self-oper-
operator ; perhaps also a joint cause. And as ating wisdom. But that whmh acts in con_unc-
the several virtues are causes of the happiness of tion with something else, being of itself incapable
one individual ; and as both the sun, and the of operating by itself, we describe as co-operat-
fire, and the bath, and clothing are of one get- ing and concausing, and say that it becomes a
ting warm : so while truth is one, many things cause only in virtue of its being a joint-cause,
contribute to its investigation. But its discovery and receives the name of cause only in respect
is by the Son. If then we consider, virtue is, of its concurring with something else, but that it
m power, one. But it _s the case, that when cannot by itself produce the right effect.
exhibited in some things, it is called prudence, Although at one time philosophy justified the
m others temperance, and in others manliness Greeks, 2 not conducting them to that entire
or righteousness. By the same analogy, while righteousness to which it is ascertained to co-
truth is one, in geometry there is the truth of operate, as the first and second flight of steps
geometry ; in music, that of music ; and in the help you in your ascent to the upper room, and
right philosophy, there will be Hellenic truth, the grammarian helps the philosopher. Not as
But that is the only authentic truth, unassailable if by its abstraction, the perfect Word would be
in which we are instructed by the Son of God. rendered incomplete, or truth perish ; since also
In the same way we say, that the drachma being sight, and hearing, and the voice contribute to
one and the same, when given to the shipmaster, truth, but it is the mmd which is the appropriate
is called the fare ; to the tax-gatherer, tax ; to the faculty for knowing _t. But of those thmgs which
landlord, rent ; to the teacher, fees ; to the seller, co-operate, some contribute a greater amount of
an earnest. And each, whether it be virtue or power ; some, a less. Perspicuity accordmgly
truth, called by the same name, is the cause of rods in the commumcation of truth, and logic in
_ts own peculiar effect alone; and from the preventing us from falling under the heresies by
blending of them arises a happy life. For we which we are assailed. But the teaching, which
are not made happy by names alone, when we _s according to the Saviour, is complete in itself
say that a good life is happiness, and that the and without defect, being " the power and wis-
man who _s adorned in hm soul with virtue is dora of God;" 3 and the Hellenic phdosophy
happy. But if philosophy contributes remotely does not, by its approach, make the truth more
to the discovery of truth, by reaching, by dwerse powerful ; but rendering powerless the assault of
essays, after the knowledge which touches close sophistry against it, and frustrating the treach.
on the truth, the knowledge possessed by us, it erous plots laid against the truth, is said to be
a_ds him who rams at grasping _t, in accordance the proper "fence and wall of the vineyard."
with the Word, to apprehend knowledge. But And the truth which is according to faith is as
the Hellenic truth is distinct from that held by necessary for life as bread; while the prepara-
us (although _t has got the same name), both tory discipline is like sauce and sweetmeats.
in respect of extent of knowledge, certainly of "At the end of the dinner, the dessert is pleas-
demonstration, divine power, and the like. For ant," according to the Theban Pindar. And the
we are taught of God, being instructed in the Scripture has expressly said, "The innocent will
truly "sacred letters "' by the Son of God. become wiser by understanding, and the wise
Whence those, to whom we refer, influence souls will receive knowledge." 4 "And he that speak-
not in the way we do, but by different teaching, eth of himself," saith the Lord, "seeketh his
And if, for the sake of those who are fond of own glory ; but He that seeketh His glory that
fault-finding, we must draw a distinction, by sent Him is true, and there is no unrighteousness
saying that philosophy is a concurrent and co- in Him." s On the other hand, therefore, he
operating cause of true apprehension, being the who appropriates what belongs to the barbarians,

search for truth, then we shall avow it to be a Lt_,p.,_6 Amo_tvaluableexpomttonofflmselm.smtg_ctt
justifteation. See Elucidat_ XlV., infra.t

_f3 _tfft ",t'_/tttv,t (a Tim. iil. iS), trtms]ated in A. V "sacred s t Cox-.L 24.
riling'Its; ttlio in eontmdlstinct_n to the so-called sacred letters * Prov. xxt. it.the _, Chaldeans, etc. s John vii. x8.
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and vaunts it is his own, does wrong, increasing to the Trojan war twenty generations or more
his own glory, and falsifying the truth. It is are reckoned ; let us say, four hundred years and
such an one that is by Scripture called a "thmf." more. And if Cteslas says that the Assyrian
It is therefore said, "Son, be not a liar ; for power is many years older than the Greek, the
falsehood leads to theft." Nevertheless the exodus of Moses from Egypt will appear to have
thief possesses really, what he has possessed taken place in the forty-second year of the As-
himself of dishonestly? whether it be gold, or syrian empire, 2 in the thirty-second year of the
silver, or speech, or dogma. The ideas, then, reign of Belochus, in the time of Amosis the
which they have stolen, and which are partially Egyptian, and of Inachus the Argive. .And in
true, they know by conjecture and necessary Greece, in the time of Phoroneus, who suc-
logical deduction : on becoming disciples, there- ceeded Inachus, the flood of Ogyges occurred ;
fore, they will know them with intelligent appre- and monarchy subsisted in Sicyon first in the
hension, person of /Egialeus, then of Europs, then of

Telches ; in Crete, in the person of Cres. For
CHAP. XXI. _THE JEWISH INSI'[rurrIONS AND LAWS Acusilaus says that Phoroneus was the first man.

OF FAR HIGHER ANTIQUITYTHAN THE PHI- Whence, too, the author of Phoronis said that
LOSOPHYOF THE GREEKS. he was "the father of mortal men." Thence
On the plagiarizing of the dogmas of the Plato in the Timwus, followingAcusilaus, writes:

philosophers from the Hebrews, we shall treat "And wishing to draw them out into a discus-
a little afterwards. But first, as due order de- sion respecting antiquities, he 3 stud that he ven-
mands, we must now speak of the epoch of tured to speak of the most remote antiquities of
Moses, by whmh the philosophy of the Hebrews this city* respecting Phoroneus, called the first
will be demonstrated beyond all contradiction man, and Niobe, and what happened after the
to be the most ancient of all wisdom. This has deluge." And in the time of Phorbus lived
been discussed with accuracy by Tatian in his Actmus, from whom is derived Actaia, Attica;
book To t/be Greeks, and by Cassian in the first and in the time of Triopas lived Prometheus, and
book of his Exegel_cs. Nevertheless our com- Atlas, and Epimetheus, and Cecrops of double
mentary demands that we too should run over race, and Ino. And in the time of Crotopus
what has been said on the point. Apion, then, occurred the burning of Phaethon, and the dei-
the grammarian, surnamed Pleistonices, in the uge s of Deucalion ; and in the time of Sthenelus,
fourth book of The Egy/_an ]Jistories, although the reign of Amphictyon, and the arrival of
of so hostile a disposition towards the Hebrews, Danaus in the Peloponnesus ; and under Dar-
being by race an Egyptian, as to compose a danus happened the building of Darda_ia, whom,
work against the Jews, when referring to Amosis says Homer,

king of the Egyptians, and his exploits, adduces, "First cloud-compelling Zeus begat," --
as a witness, Ptolemy of Mendes. And his re-
marks are to the following effect : Amosis, who and the transmigration from Crete into Phoenicia.
lived in the time of the Argive Inachus, over- And in the time of Lynceus took place the ab-
threw Athyria, as Ptolemy of Mendes relates in duction of Proserpine, and the dedication of the
his ChronoloKy. Now this Ptolemy was a priest ; sacred enclosure in Eleusis, and the husbandry
and setting forth the deeds of the Egyptian kings of Triptolemus, and the arrival of Cadmus irr
in three entire books, he says, that the exodus Thebes, and the reign of Minos. And in the
of the Jews from Egypt, under the conduct of time of Proetus the war of Eumolpus with the
Moses, took place while Amosis was king of Athenians took place ; and in the time of Acri-
Egypt. Whence it is seen that Moses flourished sius, the removal of Pelops from Phrygia, the ar-
in the time of Inachus. And of the Hellenic rival of Ion at Athens ; and the second Cecrops
states, the most ancient is the Argolic, I mean appeared, and the exploits of Perseus and Diony-
that which took its rise from Inachus, as Diony- sus took place, and Orpheus and Musmus lived.
sins of Halicarnassus teaches in his Times. And And in the eighteenth year of the reign of Aga-

younger by forty generations than it was Attica, memnon, Troy was taken, in the first year of the
founded by Cecrops, who was an aboriginal of reign of Demophon the son of Theseus at Athens,
double race, as Tauan expressly says ; and Ar- on the twelfth day of the month Thargelion, as
cadia, founded by Pelasgus, younger too by nine Dionysius the Argive says ; but.tEgias and Dercy-
generations ; and he, too, is said to have been lus, in the third book, say that it was on the
an aboriginal. And more recent than this last eighth day of the last division of the month Pa-
by fifty-two generations, was Pthiotis, founded nemus ; Hellanicus says that it was on the twelfth
by Deucalion. And from the time of Inachus

* The deficiencies of the text in this place have been
from Eusebms's Ckrontde$.

t _This ingenious statement explains the author's constant asset- 3 i e., Solon, m his conversation with the _gyptis_ priests.
tot ttmt truth, and to some exteut saving truth, was to be found m 4 _*t, "ctty," is net m Plato.
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of the month Thargelion ; and some of the au- worship. And Nymphodorus of Amphipolis, in
thors of the Attica say that it was on the eighth the third book of the ]nsgt_tians of Asia, says
of the last division of the month in the last year that the bull Apis, dead and laid in a coffin
of Menestheus, at full moon. (o-opSQ, was deposited in the temple of the god

"It was midnight," (&_ovo_) there worshipped, and thence was

says the author of the Ltttle Iliad, called Soroapis, and afterwards Serapis by the
custom of the natives. And Apis is third after

"And the moon shone clear." Inachus. Further, Latona hved in the time of
Others say, it took place on the same day of Tityus. "For he dragged Latona, the radiant
Scirophorion. But Theseus, the rival of Her- consort of Zeus." Now Tityus was contempo-
cules, is older by a generation than the Trojan rary with Tantalus. Rightly, therefore, the
war. Accordingly Tlepolemus, a son of Her- Boeotian Pindar writes, "And m time was Apollo
cules, is mentioned by Homer, as having served born ;" and no wonder when he Js found along
at Troy. with Hercules, serving Admetus "for a long

Moses, then, is shown to have preceded the year." Zethus and Amphion, the inventors of
deification of Dionysus six hundred and four music, lived about the age of Cadmus. And
years, if he was de_fied in the thirty-second year should one assert that Phemonoe was the first
of the reign of Perseus, as Apollodorus says who sang oracles in verse to Acrisius, let him
in his Chronology. From Bacchus to Hercules know that twenty-seven years after Phemonoe,
and the chiefs that sailed with Jason in the ship hved Orpheus, and Mus_eus, and Linus the
Argo, are comprised sixty-three years. /Escu- teacher of Hercules. And Homer and Hesiod
lapius and the Dioscun sailed with them, as are much more recent than the Trojan war;
Apollonius Rhothus testifies in his Argonau_'cs. and after them the legislators among the Greeks
And from the reign of Hercules, m Argos, to are l"ar more recent, Lycurgus and Solon, and
the deification of Hercules and of _/Esculapms, the seven wise men, and Pherecydes of Syros,
are comprised thirty-eight years, according to and Pythagoras the great, who lived later, about
Apollodorus the chronologist ; from this to the the Olympiads, as we have shown. We have
deification of Castor and Pollux, fifty-three also demonstrated Moses to be more ancient,
years. And at this time Troy was taken. And not only than those called poets and wise men
ff we may believe the poet Hesiod, let us hear among the Greeks, but than the most of their
him : -- deities. Nor he alone, but the Sibyl also is more

ancient than Orpheus. For it is said, that
"Then to .]'ove, Main, Atlas' daughter, bore renowned respecting her appellation and her oracular utter-Hermes,

Herald of the _mmortals, having ascended the sacred ances there are several accounts ; that being a
couch. Phrygian, she was called Artemis; and that on

And Semele, the daughter of Cadmus, too, bore an her arrival at Delphi, she sang uillustrious son,
Dionysus, the joy-inspiring, when she mingled with "O Delphians, ministers of far-darting Apollo,

him m love."_ I come to declare the mind of ._Egir,-bearingZeus,

Cadmus, the father of Semele, came to Thebes Enraged as I am at my own brother Apollo."
in the time of Lynceus, and was the inventor of There is another also, an Erythra_an, called Her-
_he Greek letters. Triopas was a contemporary ophile. These are mentioned by Heraclides of
_of Isis, in the seventh generation from Inachus. Pontus in his work O# Oracles. I pass over
And Isis, who is the same as Io, is so called, it the Egyptian Sibyl, and the Italian, who inhabited
is said, from her going (lfi, a0 roaming over the the Carmentale in Rome, whose son was Evan-
whole earth. Her, Istrus, in his work on the der, who built the temple of Pan in Rome, called
migration of the Egyptmns, calls the daughter the Lupercal.
of Prometheus. Prometheus lived in the time of It is worth our while, having reached this
Triopas, in the seventh generation after Moses. point, to examine the dates of the other prophets
So that Moses appears to have flourished even among the Hebrews who succeeded Moses.
before the birth of men, according to the chro- After the close of Moses's life, Joshua succeeded
nology of the Greeks. Leon, who treated of the to the leadership of the people, and he, after
Egyptian divimties, says that Isis by the Greeks warnng for sixty-five years, rested in the good
was called Ceres, who lived in the time of Lyn- land other five-and-twenty. As the book of
ceus, in the eleventh generation after Moses. Joshua relates, the above mentioned man was
And Apis the king of Argos built Memphis, as the successor of Moses twenty-seven years.
Aristippus says in the first book of the Arcadica. Then the Hebrews having sinned, were delivered
And Aristeas the Argive says that he was named to Chusachar 2 king of Mesopotamia for eight
Serapis, and that it is he that the Egyptians years, as the book of Judges mentions. But

[.7"_eo_..,938.] s Chusb_-_; Judg.iii.s.
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having afterwards besought the Lord, they re- who was the first that bore regal sway over Israel
ceive for leader Gothoniel,' the younger brother after the judges ; the whole duration of whom,
of Caleb, of the tribe of Judah, who, having slain down to Saul, was four hundred and sixty-three
the king of Mesopotamia, ruled over the people ]years and seven months.
forty years in succession. And having again[ Then in the first book of Kings there are
sinned, they were delivered into the hands of twenty years of Saul, during which he reigned
/Eglom, king of the Moabites for eighteen years, after he was renovated. And after the death
But on their repentance, Aod,3 a man who had of Saul, David the son of Jesse, of the tribe of
equal use of both hands, of the tribe of Ephraim, Judah, reigned next in Hebron, forty years, as is
was their leader for eighty years. It was he that contained in the second book of Kings. And
despatched 2Eglom. On the death of Aod, and Abiathar the son of Abimelech, of the kindred
on their sinning again, they were delivered into of Eli, was high priest. In his time Gad and
the hand of Jabim 4 king of Canaan twenty years. Nathan prophesied. From Joshua the son of
After him Deborah the wife of Lapidoth, of the Nun, then, till David received the kingdom,
tribe of Ephraim, prophesied ; and Ozias the son there intervene, according to some, four hundred
of Rhiesu was high priest. At her instance and fifty years. But, as the chronology set forth
Barak the son of Bener,5 of the tribe of Naphtali, shows, five hundred and twenty-three years and
commanding the army, having joined hattie with seven months are comprehended tilt the death
Sisera, Jabim's commander-in-chief, conquered of David.
him. And after that Deborah ruled, judging the And after this Solomon the son of David
people forty years. On her death, the people reigned forty years. Under him Nathan con-
having again sinned, were delivered into the hands tinued to prophesy, who also exhorted him
of the Midianites seven years. After these events, respecting the building of the temple. Achias
Gideon, of the tribe of Manasseh, the son of of Shilo also prophesied. And both the kings,
Joas, having fought with his three hundred men, Dawd and Solomon, were prophets. And Sadoc
and killed a hundred and twentythousand, ruled the high priest was the first who ministered m
forty years ; after whom the son of Ahimelech, the temple whmh Solomon built, being the eighth
three years. He was succeeded by Boleas, the from Aaron, the first high priest. From Moses,
son of Bedan, the son of Charran, 6 of the tribe of then, to the age of Solomon, as some say, are
Ephraim, who ruled twenty-three years. After five hundred and ninety-five years, and as others,
whom, the people hawng smned again, were de- five hundred and seventy-six.
livered to the Ammonites eighteen years ; and on i And if you count, along with the four hundred
their repentance were commanded by Jephtha the [ and fifty years from Joshua to David, the forty
Gileadite, of the tribe of Manasseh ; and he ruled years of the rule of Moses, and the other eighty
six years. After whom, Abatthan zof Bethlehem, years of Moses's life previous to the exodus of
of the tribe of Juda, ruled seven years. Then the Hebrews from Egypt, you will make up the
Ebron s the Zebulomte, eight years. Then Eglom sum in all of six hundred and ten years. But
of Ephraim, eight years. Some add to the our chronology will run more correctly, if to the
seven years of Abatthan the eight of Ebrom.9 five hundred and twenty-three years and seven
And after him, the people having again trans- months till the death of David, you add the
gressed, came under the power of the foreiglaers, hundred and twenty years of Moses and the forty
the Philistines, for forty years. But on their re- years of Solomon. For you will make up in all,
turning [to God], they were led by Samson, of down to the death of Solomon, six hundred and
the tribe of Dan, who conquered the foreigners eighty-three years and seven months.
in battle. He ruled twenty years. And after Hiram gave his daughter to Solomon about
him, there being no governor, Eli the priest the time of the arrival of Menelaus in Phoenicia,
judged the people for forty years. He was suc- after the capture of Troy, as is said by Menan-
ceeded by Samuel the prophet; contemporane- der of Pergamus, and Lmtus in TAe Pk_nida.
ously with whom Saul reigned, who held sway And after Solomon, Roboam his son reigned for
for twenty-seven years. He anointed David. seventeen years ; and Abimelech the son of
Samuel died two years before Saul, while Abime- Sadoc was high priest. In his reign, the king-
lech was high priest. He anointed Saul as king, dora being divided, Jeroboam, of the tribe of

Ephraim, the servant of Solomon, reigned in
, ot_iea. Samaria ; and Achias the Shilomte continued to

EgLon.
3 Eb,0_ prophesy; also Sammas the son of Amame, and
• j,blu, he who came from Judah to Jeroboam, '° ands Abmomn, Judg, iv. 6.
6 Sic. O*_ maybetherlghtreadlnginsteadof Bs_Xt_. But prophesied against the altar. After him his son

Ju_.x x, mtys Tola, the son of Puah, the son of Dodo.lb_m, A. V., Judg. xii. 8, 'A_at_r_v, Septxagiuf Accord- I
to Judg, xtt. it, E|on the Zebuhmitt succeeded Ibm. to See t Kings xiti, x, a. The text has l_rt"Po_o_, whkh, tf re-

e NOt ttmmioeed in Scripture. tailmd, must he translated," in the reign of Rolmm_" But J_
9 S_. was probably the original readlng.
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Abijam, twenty-three years; and likewise his of Troy. And Archimachus, in the third book
son Asaman.' The last, in his old age, was dis- I of his Euramn History, is of this opinion. So
eased in his feet ; and in his reign prophesied [ that both he and Hesiod were later than Elis_tts,
Jehu the son of Ananias. ] the prophet. And if you choose to follow the

After him Jehosaphat his son reigned twenty- grammarian Crates, and say that Homer was born
five years. 2 In his reign prophesied Elias the about the time of the expedition of the Hera-
Thesbite, and Michmas the son of Jebla, and clidm, eighty years after the taking of Troy, he
Abdias the son of Ananias. And in the time of will be found to be later again than Solomon, in
Michmas there was also the false prophet Zede- whose days occurred the arrival of Menelatm in
kias, the son of Chonaan. These were followed Phenicia, as was said above. Eratosthenes says
by the reign of Joram the son of Jehosaphat, that Homer's age was two hundred years after
for eight years ; during whose time prophesied the capture of Troy. Further, Theopompus, in
Elias ; and after Elias, Elismus the son of Saphat. the forty-third book of the Philippics, relates
In his reign the people in Samaria ate doves' that Homer was born five hundred years after
dung and their own children. The period of the war at Troy. And Euphorion, in his book
Jehosaphat extends from the close of the third about the .41euades, maintains that he was born
book of Kings to the fourth. And in the reign in the time of Gyges, who began to reign in the
of Joram, Ehas was translated, and Elismus the eighteenth Olympiad, who, also he says, was the
son of Saphat commenced prophesying, and first that was called tyrant (_pa_o_). SO-
prophesied for six years, being forty years old. sibius Lacon, again, in his Record of Dates,

Then Ochozias reigned a year. In his time brings Homer down to the eighth year of the
Ehsmus continued to prophesy, and along with reign of Charillus the son of Polydectus. Cha-
him Adadonmus. 3 After him the mother of rillus reigned for sixty-four years, after whom the
Ozias,4 Gotholia,S reigned eight 6 years, having son of Nicander reigned thirty-nine years. In
slain the children of her brother.7 For she was his thirty-fourth year it is said that the first
of the family of Ahab. But the sister of Ozlas, Olympiad was instatuted ; so that Homer was
Josabma, stole Joas the son of Ozias, and in- ninety years before the introduction of the Olym-
vested him afterwards with the kingdom. And pic games.
in the time of this Gothoha, Elismus was still After Joas, Amasias his son reigned as his suc-
prophesying. And after her reigned, as I said cessorthirty-nine years. He in like manner was
before, Joash, rescued by Josabma the wife of succeeded by his son Ozias, who reigned for
Jod_e the high priest, and lived m all forty years, fifty-two years, and died a leper. And in his

There are comprised, then, from Solomon to time prophesied Amos, and Isaiah his son, _ and
the death of Elismus the prophet, as some say, Hosea the son of Beeri, and Jonas the son of
one hundred and five years ; according to others, Amathi, who was of Geth-chober, who preached
one hundred and two ; and, as the chronology to the Ninevites, and passed through the whale's
before us shows, from the reign of Solomon an belly.
hundred and eighty-one. Then Jonathan the son of Ozias reigned for

Now from the Trojan war to the birth of sixteen years. In his time Esaias still prophesied,
Homer, according to Philochorus, a hundred and and Hosea, and Michmas the Morasthite, and
eighty years elapsed; and he was posterior to Joel the son of Bethuel.
the Ionic migration. But Aristarchus, in the Next in succession was his son Ahaz, who
Archilochian Memoirs, says that he lived during reigned for sixteen years. In his time, in the
the Ionic migration, which took place a hundred fifteenth year, Israel was carried away to Baby-
and twenty years after the stage of Troy. But lon. And Salmanasar the king of the Assyrians
Apollodorus alleges it was an hundred and carried away the people of Samaria into the
twenty years after the Ionic migration, while country of the Medes and to Babylon.
Agesilaus son of Doryssmus was king of the Lace- Again Ahaz was succeeded by Osee,9 who
dmmonians: so that he brings Lycurgus the reigned for eight years. Then followed Heze-
legislator, while still a young man, near him. klah, for twenty-nine years. For his sanctity,
Euthymenes, in the Chronicles, says that he when he had approached his end, God, by Isaiah,
flourished contemporaneously with Hesiod, m allowed him to live for other fifteen years, giving
the time of Acastus, and was born in Chios, as a sign the going back of the sun. Up to his
about the four hundredth year after the capture times Esaias, Hosea, and Micah continued proph-

esying.
, As.. And these are said to have lived after the age
2 So Lowth corrects the text, whmh has five
3 Supposed to be "son of Oded" or '" Adad," i.e., Arari_.

s Athalm. fatberoflsamh. Tlmmmaesarewr_...maatltlmmat_m_w,_
t She was s]_nln the seventh year M lint Imil[_ the same il_ (_'k.

Not M her brother, /mat cff her stm /tho,i=h, all of whom she 9 By a sn-an.ge mistake Hoaca I_ M Ismd is _¢kou_! amcm_
r,lew _ Joar,h the klnF# af J-.'l,h
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of Lycurgus, the legislator of the Lacedmmonians. And in the twelfth year of the reign of Zede-
For Dieuchidas, in the fourth book of the Me- kiah, forty years before the supremacy of the
garics, places the era of Lycurgus about the two Persians, Nebuchodonosor made war against the
hundred and ninetieth year after the capture of Phcenicians and the Jews, as Berosus asserts in
Troy. his Ckaldc_an ttistortes. And Joabas/_ writing

After Hezekiah, his son Manasses reigned for about the Assyrians, acknowledges that he had
fifty-five years. Then his son Amos for two received the h:story from Berosus, and testifies
years. After him reigned his son Josias, distin- to his accuracy. Nebuchodonosor, therefore,
guished for his observance of the law, for thirty- having put out the eyes of Zedekiah, took him
one years. He "laid the carcases of men upon away to Babylon, and _ansported the whole
the careases of the idols," as is written in th, people (the captivity lasted seventy years), with
book of Leviticus.' In his reign, in the eigh- the exception of a few who fled to Egypt.
teenth year, the passover was celebrated, not Jeremiah and Ambacum were still prophesy-
having been kept from the days of Samuel in ing in the time of Zedekiah. In the fifth year
the intervening period?. Then Chelkias the of his reign E_eklet prophesied at Babylon;
priest, the father of the prophet Jeremiah, hav- after him Nahum, then Daniel. After him,
ing fallen in with the book of the law, that had again, Haggai and Zechariah prophesied in the
been laid up in the temple, read it and died.s time of Darius the First for two years ; and then
And in his days Olda4 prohesied, and Sopho- the angel among the twelve.'4 After Haggai
nias,s and Jeremiah. And in the days of Jere- and Zechariah, Nehemiah, the chief cup-bearer
miah was Ananias the son of Azor,6 the false of Artaxerxes, the son of Acheli the Israelite,
prophet. He 7 having disobeyed Jeremiah the built the city of Jerusalem and restored the
prophet, was slain by Pharaoh Necho king of temple. During the captivity lived Esther and
Egypt at the river Euphrates, having encoun- Mordecai, whose book is stdl extant, as also
tered the latter, who was marching on the As- that of the Maccabees. During this captmty
syrians. Mishael, Ananias, and Azarias, refusing to wor-

Josiah was succeeded by Jechoniah, called ship the image, and being thrown into a furnace
also Joachas, s his son, who reigned three months of fire, were saved by the appearance of an
and ten days. Necho king of Egypt bound him angel. At that time, on account of the serpent,'5
and led him to Egypt, after making his brother Daniel was thrown into the den of lians ; but
Joachim king in his stead, who continued his being preserved through the providence of God
tributary for eleven years. After him his name- by Ambacub, he is restored on the seventh day.
sake 9 Joakim reigned for three months. Then At this period, too, occurred the sign of Jona ;
Zedekiah reigned for eleven years; and up and Tobias, through the assistance of the angel
to his time Jeremiah continued to prophesy. Raphael, married Sarah, the demon having killed
Along with him Ezekiel ,o the son of Buzi, and her seven first suitors ; and after the marriage
Urias '' the son of Samaras, and Ambacum _2 of Tobias, his father Tobit recovered his sight.
prophesied. Here end the Hebrew kings. At that time Zorobabel, having by his wisdom

There are then from the birth of Moses till overcome his opponents, and obtained leave
this captivity nine hundred and seventy-two from Darius for the rebuilding of Jerusalem, re-
years; but according to strict chronological ac- turned with Esdras to his native land; and by
curacy, one thousand and eighty-five, six months, him the redemption of the people and the re-
ten days. From the reign of David to the cap- visal and restoration of the inspired oracles were
tivity by the Chaldeans, four hundred and fifty- effected ; and the passover of deliverance cele-
two years and six months ; but as the accuracy brated, and marriage with aliens dissolved.
we have observed in reference to dates makes Cyrus had, by proclamation, previously en-
out, four hundred and eighty-two and six months joined the restoration of the Hebrews. And
ten days. his promise being accomplished in the time of

Darms, the feast of the dedication was held, as
z Le.._i. _.. alSOthe feast of tabernacles.
2 2 Kings xxui. 2a.
s _Kin__, s. There were in all, taking in the duration of
* Hu_. the captivity down to the restoration of thes Zepbanlah.
dSb "_.,,o-,ov,the reading of the sex-t,is probably corrupt, people, from the birth of Moses, one thousandJ_.
s b.aCI..dX_¢,instesdofwIdchthetextbas._,,h_ca¢"one hundred and fifty-five years, six months,
9 The .nu_aes,however,we_ notthesame Then_ of a* and ten days and from the reign of David, ac-

latter was Jehmachm. The former m Hebrew m wntwa D_'_ ',
thelamrr_'I,'I'. Bycop_mtheywe**ofteo_o_o_d_,asher* cording to some, four hundred and fifty-two

_mnt.

m i._wth _ 'I_-,_q_t_, which is wandng in the text. x4 _alachi my a .,.1or• tl Hewas.a con_ofJeremmh, but was killed bafo_ the I_ uba. ", messcog_. [Agam, p. 3_x,i_fr_z]
tune of Zedekiah by Joa':hin_ Jet. xxvi. ao. _S On account of _g the _rpemt, as Is related in the a_h al

u Habakkuk. book, " Bel and the Dragoh, or Serpent."
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more correctly, five hundred and seventy-two syrians, in the second year of the reign of

years, six months, and ten days. Vaphres over the Egyptians, in the archonship
From the captivity at Babylon, which took of Philip at Athens, in the first year of the forty-

place in the time of Jeremiah the prophet, was eighth Olympiad. The captivity lasted for sev-
fulfilled what was spoken by Daniel the prophet enty years, and ended in the second year of
as follows : "Seventy weeks are determined Darms Hystaspes, who had become king of the
upon thy people, and upon thy holy city, to Persians, Assyrians, and Egyptians ; in whose
finish the transgression, and to seal sins, and to reign, as I said above, Haggm and Zechariah and
wipe out and make reconciliation for iniquity, the angel of the twelve prophesied. And the
and to bring in everlasting righteousness, and to high priest was Joshua the son of Josedec. And
seal the vision and the prophet, and to anoint in the second year of the reign of Darius, who,
the Holy of Holies. Know therefore, and un- Herodotus says, destroyed the power of the Magi,
derstand, that from the going forth of the word Zorobabel the son of Salathiel was despatched
commanding an answer to be given, and Jerusa- to raise and adorn the temple at Jerusalem.
lem to be built, to Christ the Prince, are seven The times of the Persians are accordingly
weeks and sixty-two weeks ; and the street shall summed up thus: Cyrus reigned thirty years ;
be again built, and the wall ; and the times shall Cambyses, nineteen ; Darius, forty-six ; Xerxes,
be expended. And after the sixty-two weeks twenty-six ; Artaxerxes, forty-one ; Darius, eight ;
the anointing shall be overthrown, and judgment Artaxerxes, forty-two ; Ochus or Arses, three.
shall not be in him ; and he shall destroy the The sum total of the years of the Persian mon-
city and the sanctuary along with the coming archy is two hundred and thirty-five years.
Pnnce. And they shall be destroyed in a flood, Alexander of Macedon, having despatched
and to the end of the war shall be cut off by this Darius, during this period, began to reign.
desolations. And he shall confirm the covenant Similarly, therefore, the times of the Macedonian
w_th many for one week ; and in the middle of kings are thus computed : Alexander, eighteen
the week the sacrifice and oblation shall be years; Ptolemy the son of Lagus, forty years;
taken away ; and in the holy place shall be the Ptolemy Philadelphus, twenty-seven years ; then
abomination of desolations, and until the con- Euergetes, five-and-twenty years ; then Philopa-
summation of time shall the consummation be tor, seventeen years ; then Epiphanes, four-and-
assigned for desolation. And in the midst of twenty years ; he was succeeded by Philometer,
the week shall he make the incense of sacrifice who reigned five-and-thirty years ; after him
cease, and of the wing of destruction, even till Physcon, twenty-nine years ; then Lathurus,
the consummation, like the destruction of the thirty-six years ; then he that was surnamed
oblation." ' That the temple accordingly was Dionysus, twenty-nine years ; and last Cleopatra
built in seven weeks, is evident ; for it is written reigned twenty-two years. And after her was
in Esdras. And thus Christ became King of the reign of the Cappadocians for eighteen days.
the Jews, reigning in Jerusalem in the fulfilment Accordingly the period embraced by the
of the seven weeks. And in the sixty and two _[acedonian kings is, in all, three hundred and
weeks the whole of Judaea was quiet, and with- twelve years and eighteen days.
out wars. And Christ our Lord, "the Holy of Therefore those who prophesied in the time
Holies," having come and fulfilled the vision of Darius Hystaspes, about the second year of
and the prophecy, was anointed in His flesh by his reign,-- Haggai, and Zechariah, and the
the Holy Spirit of His Father. In those "sixty angel of the twelve, who prophesied about the
and two weeks," as the prophet said, alxd "in first year of the forty-eighth Olympiad,--are
the one week," was He Lord. The half of the demonstrated to be older than Pythagoras, who
week Nero held sway, and in the holy city Jeru- is said to have lived in the sixty-second Olympiad,
salem placed the abomination ; and" in the half ind than Thales, the oldest of the wise men of
of the week he was taken away, and Otho, and the Greeks, who lived about the fiftieth Olym-
Galha, and Vitellius. And Vespasian rose to piad. Those wise men that are classed with
the supreme power, and destroyed Jerusalem, Thales were then contemporaneous, as Andron
and desolated the holy place. And that such says in the Tri_has. For Heraclitus being poste-
are the facts of the case, is clear to him that is riot to Pythagoras, mentions him in his book.
able to understand, as the prophet said. Whence indisputably the first Olympiad, which

On the completion, then, of the eleventh was demonstrated to be four hundred and seven
year, in the beginning of the following, in the years later than the Trojan war, is found to be
reign of Joachim, occurred the carrying away prior to the age of the above-mentioned proph-
captive to Babylon by Nabuchodonosor the king, ets, together with those called the seven wise
in the seventh year of his reign over the As-men. Accordingly it is easy to perceiveSolomon, who lived in the tim of Mene

'I_.ix.24-.. [s_ee_Co==_-_.E_,,_,,_.l (who was during the Trojan war), was earlier by
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many years than the wise men among the Greeks. We were induced to mention these things,
And how many years Moses preceded him we because the poets of the epic cycle are placed
showed, in what we said above. And Alexander, amongst those of most remote antiquity. A1-
surnamed Polyhistor, in his work on the Jews, ready, too, among the Greeks, many diviners
has transcribed some letters of Solomon to are said to have made their appearance, as the
Vaphres king of Egypt, and to the king of the Bacides, one a Beeotian, the other an Arcadian,
Phoenicians at Tyre, and theirs to Solomon ; in who uttered many predictions to many. By
which it is shown that Yaphres sent eighty thou- the counsel of Amphiletus the Athenlan, s who
sand Egyptian men to him for the building of showed the time for the onset, Pisistratus, too,
the temple, and the other as many, along with a strengthened his government. For we may pass
Tyrian artificer, the son of a Jewmh mother, of over in silence Cometes of Crete, Cinyras of
the tribe of Dan,* as is there written, of the name Cyprus, Admetus the Thessalian, Aristmas the
of Hyperon3 Further, Onomacritus the Athe- Cyrenian, Amphiaraus the Athenian, Timoxeus _
nian, who is said to have been the author of the the Corcyrman, Demmnetus the Phocian, Epl-
poems ascribed to Orpheus, is ascertained to genes the Thespian, Niclas the Carystian, Aristo
have lived in the reign of the Plsistratidm, about the Thessalian, Dionysius the Carthaginian,
the fiftieth Olympiad. And Orpheus, who sailed Cleophon the Corinthmn, Hippo the daughter
with Hercules, was the pupil of Musmus. Am- of Chiro, and Boeo, and Manto, and the host
phion precedes the Trojan war by two generations, of Sibyls, the Samian, the Colophoman, the Cu-
And Demodocus and Phemius were posterior to mman, the Erythrman, the Pythian,7 the Tarax-
the capture of Troy ; for they were famed for play- andtian, the Macetmn, the Thessahan, and the
ing on the lyre, the former among the Phmacians, Thesprotian. And Calchas again, and Mopsus,
and the latter among the suitors. And the Ora- who lived during the Trojan war. Mopsus, how-
des ascribed to Musmus are said to be the pro- ever, was older, having sailed along with the Ar-
ducfion of Onomacritus, and the Cra/eres of gonauts. And it is said that Battus the Cyrenlan
Orpheus the production of Zopyrus of Heraclea, composed what is called the 29ivinattan of Mop-
and The Descent to Hades that of Prodicus of sus. Dorotheus in the first Pandec/relates that

Samos. Ion of Chios relates in the Triagmi,3 Mopsus was the disciple of Alcyon and Corone.
that Pythagoras ascribed certain works [of his And Pythagoras the Great always applied his
own] to Orpheus. Epigenes, in his book respect- mind to prognostication, and Abatis the Hyper-
ing The Poe/ry attributed to Orpheus, says that borean, and Anstmas the Proconneslan, and Epi-
The Descent to _ades and the Sacred I)tscaurse menides the Cretan, who came to Sparta, and
were the production of Cecrops the Pythagorean ; Zoroaster the Mede, and Empedocles of Agrl-
and the Pe_lus and the Physics of Brontinus. gentum, and Phormion the Lacedmmoman;
Some also make Terpander out ancient. Hel- Polyaratus, too, of Thasus, and Empedotlmus
lanicus, accordingly, relates that he lived in the of Syracuse ; and in addition to these, Socrates
time of Midas : but Phanias, who places Lesches the Athenian in particular. "For," he says in
the Lesbian before Terpander, makes Terpander the Theages, "I am attended by a supernatural
younger than Archilochus, and relates that intimation, which has been assigned me from
Lesches contended with Arctinus, and gained a child by divine appointment. This is a voice
the victory. Xanthus the Lydian says that he which, when it comes, prevents what I am about
lived about the eighteenth Olympiad ; as also to do, but exhorts never." s And Execestus, the
Dionysius says that Thasus was built about the tyrant of the Phocmns, wore two enchanted
fifteenth Olympiad: so that it is clear that Ar- rings, and by the sound which they uttered one
chilochus s was already known after the twentieth against the other determined the proper times
Olympiad. He accordingly relates the destruc- for actions. But he died, nevertheless, treach-
tion of Magnetes as having recently taken place, erously murdered, although warned beforehand
Simonides is assigned to the time of Archilochus. by the sound, as Aristotle says in the Polity of
Callinus is not much older ; for Archilochus re- the Phocians.
fers to Magnetes as destroyed, while the latter Of those, too, who at one time lived as men
refers to it as flourishing. Eumelus of Corinth among the Egyptians, but were constituted gods
being older, is said to have met Archias, who by human opinion, were Hermes the Theban,
founded Syracuse. and Asclepius of Memphis ; Tireseus and Manto,

again, at Thebes, as Euripides says. Helenus,
*The_t ha, t_,ia, tOO, and Laocorn, and (Enone, and Crenus in
_' Hiram or Humm was his name (x Kings vu. x3, ,to). Clement

meres to have mistaken the words/_zr_.0 _ o_urrlng in the epistle
zeferred to for a proper name. S Calledsobecausehe sojourned at Athens. His birthplace w_

Such t according to _mtion, was the title of this work. In Acamama.
t_ text it Is called a'_T_t. Smdas calls it l_r_. 6 Another reading is Tt_h_o_: Sylburgms con_ectm_ T_-o_.

a The pammge meres incomplete. The bearing of"the date of the 7 The text has _n,r,._, whtch Sylburgius conjectu_ has been
of Thahm on the determination of the age of Archilochus, chang_l from nvo_.

maybe, li,dttit wa$1miltbyTeh:tidushi$ $0_. g Plato's Tltcagrs, xLp. _a&
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Ilium. For Crenus, one of the Heraclidm, is Zacahaxias, John's father, is said in the Gospels
said to have been a noted prophet. Another to have prophesied before his son. Let us then
was Jamus in Ells, from whom came the Jamidm ; draw up the chronology of the Greeks from
and Polyidus at Argos and Megaxa, who is Moses.
mentioned by the tragedy. Why enumerate Te- From the birth of Moses to the exodus of the

lemus, who, being a prophet of the Cyclops, pre- Jews from Egypt, eighty years ; and the period
dlcted to Polyphemus the events of Ulysses' down to his death, other forty years. The
wandering ; or Onomacritus at Athens ; or Am- exodus took place in the time of Inachus, be-
phiaraus, who campaigned with the seven at fore the wandering of Sothis, 4 Moses having

hebes, and is reported to be a generation older gone forth from Egypt three hundred and forty-
than the capture of Troy ; or Theoclymenus in five years before. From the rule of Moses, and
Cephaionia, or Telmisus m Carla, or Galeus in from Inachus to the flood of Deucalion, I mean
Sicily ? the second inundation, and to the conflagration

There axe others, too, besides these : Idmon, of Phaethon, which events happened in the time
who was with the Argonauts, Phemonoe of Del- of Crotopus, forty generations are enumerated
phi, Mopsus the son of Apollo and Manto in (three generataons being reckoned for a cen-
Pamphyha, and Amphilochus the son of Am- tury). From the flood to the conflagration of
phlaraus in Cilicia, Alcmmon among the Acaxna- Ida, and the discovery of iron, and the Idman
nians, Anias in Delos, Aristander of Telmessus, Dactyls, axe seventy-three years, according to
who was along with Alexander. Philochoms Thrasyllus ; and from the conflagration of Ida to
also relates in the first book of the work, On the rape of Ganymede, sixty-five years. From
Dwina_an, that Orpheus was a seer. And this to the expedition of Perseus, when Glaucus
Theopompus, and Ephorus, and Timmus, write established the Isthmian games in honour of
of a seer called Orthagoras; as the Samian Mehcerta, fifteen years; and from the expedi-
Pythocles in the fourth book of The Italics tion of Perseus to the building of Troy, thirty-
writes of Caius Julius Nepos. four years. From this to the voyage of the

But some of these "thieves and robbers," as Argo, sixty-four years. From this to Theseus
the Scripture says, predicted for the most part and the Minotaur, thirty-two years ; then to the
from observation and probabilities, as physicians seven at Thebes, ten years. And to the Olym-
and soothsayers judge from natural signs ; and pic contest, which Hercules instituted in honour
others were excited by demons, or were dis- of Pelops, three years; and to the expedition
turbed by waters, and fumigations, and air of of the Amazons against Athens, and the rape of
a peculiar kind. But among the Hebrews the Helen by Theseus, nine years. From this
prophets were moved by the power and inspi- to the deification of Hercules, eleven years ;
ration of God. Before the law, Adam spoke then to the rape of Helen by Alexander, four
prophetically in respect to the woman, and the years. From the taking of Troy to the descent
naming of the creatures ; Noah preached repent- of Agneas and the founding of Lavinium, tea
ance ;, Abraham, Isaac, md Jacob gave many [ years ; and to the government of Ascanius,
clear utterances respecting future and present[eight years ; and to the descent of the Hera-
things. Contemporaneous with the law, Moses [ chd_e, sixty-one years ; and to the Olympiad of
and Aaron; and after these prophesied Jesus]Iphitus, three hundred and thirty-eight years.

the son of Nave, Samuel, Gad, Nathan, Achias, Eratosthenes thus sets down the dates : "From
Sammas, Jehu, Elias, Michm_, Abdiu, Elismus, the capture of Troy to the descent ..f the
Abbadonai, Amos, Esaias, Osee, Jonas, Joel, I Heraclidm, eighty years. From this to the
Jeremias, Sophonias the son of Buzi, Ezekiel, founding of Ionia, sixty years ; and the period
Urias, Ambacum, Naum, Daniel, Misael, who following to the protectorate of Lycurgus, It
wrote the syllogisms, Aggai, Zachanas, and the hundred and fifty-nine years; and to the first
angel among the twelve. These axe, in all, five- year of the first Olympiad, a hundred and eight
and-thirty prophets; And of women (for these years. From which Olympiad to the invasion
too prophesied), Sara, and Rebecca, and Maxi- of Xerxes, two hundred and ninety-seven years ;
am. and Debbora, and Olda, i.e., Huldah. from which to the beginning of the Peloponne-

Then within the same period John proph- sian war, forty-eight years ; and to its close, and
esied till the baptism of salvation ; * and after the defeat of the Athenians, twenty-seven years ;
the birth of Christ, Anna and Simeon.a For and to the battle at Leuctra, thirty-four years ;

after which to the death of Philip, thirty-five

1 [Notto b, tlgh_y_ over. This ,,hole _,-_ph _ of years. And after this to the decease of Alexan-k_. Noah is the etghth preacker (a Pet. it. 5) or-righ_eousness.]
I [The baptism ot_Jesus as distinguished from the bapttsm or der, twelve years."

_.ntaa_. John _ _b.ariy_,mt*d, h_e, _sor theokl Ohm,- Again, from the first Olympiad, some say, to the
tataott Joim iv. x ] . .

.3 lit me.xtramdinary that he fails to mention tim blessed _rgm
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building of Rome, are comprehended twenty- Then, from the seventy years' captivity, and
four years ; and after this to the expulsion of the the restoration of the people into their own
kings,' when consuls were created, about two land to the captivity in the time of Vespasian,
hundred and forty-three years. And from the are comprised four hundred and ten years.
taking of Babylon to the death of Alexander, a Finally, from Vespasian to the death of Corn-
hundred and eighty-six years. From this to the modus, there are ascertained to be one hundred
victory of Augustus, when Antony killed himself and twenty-one years, six months, and twenty-
at Alexandria, two hundred and ninety-four years, four days.
when Augustus was made consul for the fourth Demetrius, in his book, On the Kings inJudea,
time. And from this time to the games which says that the tribes of Juda, Benjamin, and Levi
Domitian instituted at Rome, are a hundred were not taken captive by Sennacherim ; but that
and fourteen years ; and from the first games to there were from this captivity to the last, which
the death of Commodus, a hundred and eleven Nabuchodonosor made out of Jerusalem, a hun-
years, dred and twenty-eight years and six months;

There are some that from Cecrops to Alex- and from the time that the ten tribes were
ander of Macedon reckon a thousand eight carried captive from Samaria till Ptolemy the
hundred and twenty-eight years; and from Fourth, were five hundred and seventy-three
Demophon, a thousand two hundred and fifty ; years, nine months ; and from the t_me that the
and from the taking of Troy to the expedition captivity from Jerusalem took place, three hun-
of the Heraclidae, a hundred and twenty or a dred and thirty-eight years and three months.
hundred and eighty years. From this to the Philo himself set down the kings differently
archonship of Evaenetus at Athens, m whose from Demetrius.
time Alexander is said to have marched into Besides, Eupolemus, m a similar work, says
Asia, according to Phanias, are seven hundred that all the years from Adam to the fifth year
and fifty years ; according to Ephorus, seven of Ptolemy Demetrius, who reigned twelve years
hundred and thirty-five ; according to Txmaeus in Egypt, when added, amount to five thousand
and Clitarchus, eight hundred and twenty; ac- a hundred and forty-nine ; and from the time
cording to Eratosthenes, seven hundred and that Moses brought out the Jews from Egypt to
seventy-four. As also Duris, from the taking the above-mentioned date, there are, in all, two
of Troy to the march of Alexander into Asia thousand five hundred and eighty years. And
a thousand years ; and from that to the archon- from this time tdl the consulship in Rome of
sh_p of Hegesias, in whose time Alexander died, Caius Domitian and Casian, a hundred and
eleven years. From this date to the reign of twenty years are computed.
Germanicus Claudius Caesar, three hundred and Euphorus and many other historians say that
sixty-five years. From which time the years there are seventy-five nations and tongues, in
summed up to the death of Commodus are consequence of hearing the statement made by
manifest. Moses : "All the souls that sprang from Jacob,

After the Grecian period, and in accordance which went down into Egypt, were seventy-
with the dates, as computed by the barbarians, five.''2 According to the true reckoning, there
vet3, large intervals are to be assigned, appear to be seventy-two generic dialects, as our

From Adam to the deluge are comprised two Scriptures hand down. The rest of the vulgar
thousand one hundred and forty-eight years, tongues are formed by the blending of two, or
four days. From Shem to Abraham, a thousand three, or more dialects. A dialect is a mode of
two hundred and fifty years. From Isaac to i speech which exhibits a character peculiar to a
the division of the land, six hundred and sixteen locality, or a mode of speech which exhibits a
years. Then from the judges to Samuel, four character peculiar or common to a race. The
hundred and sixty-three years, seven months. Greeks say, that among them are five dialects
And after the judges there were five hundred and the Attic, Iomc, Doric, 3Eolic, and the fifth the
seventy-two years, six months, ten days of kings. Common ; and that the languages of the bar-

After which periods, there were two hundred barians, which are innumerable, are not called
and thirty-five years of the Persian monarchy, dialects, but tongues.
Then of the Macedonian, till the death of An- Plato attributes a dialect also to the gods,
tony, three hundred and twelve years and eigh- forming this conjecture mainly from dreams and
teen days. After which time, the empire of the oracles, and especially from demoniacs, who do
Romans, till the death of Commodus, lasted for not speak their own language or dialect, but that
two hundred and twenty-two years, of the demons who have taken possession of

them. He thinks also that the irrational crea-
I For BaOu_t,o¢, _a¢'¢_._;, has been substituted. In an old

chronologist,u qnotedhyClementelsewhere,thelatteroccurs:and tures have dialects, which those that belong to
• he date of the expulsion of the kings harmonizes with the number
of years here glvea, which that of the destrucuon of Babylon does
not. I Gen. xlvi. 27, Sept.
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the same genus understand.' Accordingly, when seven months, ten days ; Adrian, twenty years,
an elephant falls into the mud and bellows out, ten months, twenty-eight days. Antoninus,
any other one that is at hand. on seeing what twenty-two years, three months, and seven days ;
has happened, shortly turns, and brings with him Marcus Aurehus Antoninus, nineteen years,
a herd of elephants, and saves the one that has eleven days ; Commodus, twelve years, nine
fallen in. It is said also in Libya, that a scor- months, fourteen days.
pion, if it does not succeed in stingmg a man, From Julius Caesar, therefore, to the death of
goes away and returns with several more ; and Commodus, are two hundred and thirty-six years,
that, hanging on one to the other like a chain, six months. And the whole from Romulus, who
they make in this way the attempt to succeed m founded Rome, till the death of Commodus,
their cunning design, amounts to nine hundred and fifty-three years,

The irrational creatures do not make use of six months. And our Lord was born in the
an obscure intimation, or hint their meaning by twenty-eighth year, when first the census was
assuming a particular attitude, but, as I think, ordered to be taken in the reign of Augustus.
by a dialect of their own., And some others And to prove that this is true, it is written in
say, that if a fish which has been taken escape the Gospel by Luke as follows : "And in the
by breaking the line, no fish of the same kind fifteenth year, in the reign of Tiberius Cmsar, the
will be caught in the same place that day. But word of the Lord came to John, the son of
the first and generic barbarous dialects have Zacharias." And again in the same book:
terms by nature, since also men confess that "And Jesus was coming to His baptism, being
prayers uttered in a barbarian tongue are more about thirty years old," 2 and so on. And that
powerful. And Plato, in the Cra_lus, when it was necessary for Him to preach only a year,
wishing to interpret 7r_# (fire), says that it is a this also is written :3 , He hath sent Me to pro-
barbaric term. He testifies, accordingly, that claim the acceptable year of the LORD." This
the Phryglans use this term with a slightdeviation, both the prophet spake, and the Gospel. Ac-

And nothing, in my opinion, after these de- cordingly, in fifteen years of Tiberius and fifteen
tails, need stand in the way of stating the periods years of Augustus ; so were completed the thirty
of the Roman emperors, in order to the demon- years till the time He suffered. And from the
stratlon of the Saviour's birth. Augustus, forty- time that He suffered till the destruction of
three years ; Tiberius, twenty-two years ; Caius, Jerusalem are forty-two years and three months ;
four years; Claudius, fourteen years; Nero, and from the destruction of Jerusalem to the
fourteen years ; Galba, one year ; Vespasian, death of Commodus, a hundred and twenty-
ten years ; Titus, three years ; Domitian, fifteen eight years, ten months, and three days. From
years ; Nerva, one year; Trajan, nineteen years ; the birth of Christ, therefore, to the death of
Adrian, twenty-one years ; Antoninus, twenty-one Commodus are, in all, a hundred and ninety-
years ; likewise again, Antomnus and Commodus, four years, one month, thirteen days. And there
thirty-two. In all, from Augustus to Commodus, are those who have determined not only the
are two hundred and twenty-two years ; and year of our Lord's birth, but also the day ; and
from Adam to the death of Commodus, five they say that it took place in the twenty-eighth
thousand seven hundred and eighty-four years, year of Augustus, and in the twenty-fifth day of
two months, twelve days. Pachon. And the followers of Basilides hold

Some set down the dates of the Roman era- the day of his baptism as a festival, spending the
perors thus :-- mght before in readings.

Caius Julius Caesar, three years, four months, And they say that it was the fifteenth year of
five days ; after him Augustus reigned forty-six Tiberius Caesar, the fifteenth day of the month
years, four months, one day. Then Tiberius, Tubi ; and some that it was the eleventh of the
twenty-six years, six months, nineteen days. He same month. And treating of His passion, with
was succeeded by Caius Caesar, who reigned very great accuracy, some say that it took place
three years, ten months, eight days ; and he by in the sixteenth year of Tiberius, on the twenty-
Claudius for thirteen years, eight months, twenty- fifth of Phamenoth ; and others the twenty-fifth
eight days. Nero reigned thirteen years, eight of Pharmuthi and others say that on the nine-
months, twenty-eight days ; Galba, seven months teenth of Pharmuthi the Saviour suffered. Fur-
and six days ; Otho, five months, one day ; ther, others say that He was born on the twenty-
Vitellius, seven months, one day; Vespasian, fourth or twenty-fifth of Pharmu_i. 4
eleven years, eleven months, twenty-two days ; We have still to add to our chronology the
Titus, two years, two months ; Domitian, fifteen
years, eight months, five days ; Nerva, one year, • Lukeiti. x,2.23. ... _.

3 _A fmr parallel to the amtming t.t_."."ttonm smtgtmmt ot tr_m.,
four months, ten days ; Trajan, nineteen years, _a h,, ot_on t_the,very_ rot._ p._x,thi, _. 1,. t_

t, 2_][Mosheim ' Ckrkt. ¢¢FirM TArtt Ct_., L 4_; mutJotePhtmt
x [This amem to Plato's whun, _ the part of our author, is sug- Ant/_Xt_*, it. 24.]
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following,-- I mean the days which Daniel in- tions ; and from the carrying away into Babylon
dicates from the desolation of Jerusalem, the l_ll Christ are hkew.lse.other fourteen genera-
seven years and seven months of the reign ofIUons," -- three mysuc intervals completed In
Vespasian. For the two years are added to the ] six weeks.s

seventeen months and eighteen days of Otho, [ ..... N ............. t_ ....
and Galba, and Vitellius ; and the result is three [ t:_e. xxu.-'-T_E O_ TIIF_AMEHTII_* -_:_ IION OF
years and six months, which is "the half of the I
week," as Daniel the prophet said. For he said So much for the details respecting dates, as
that there were two thousand three hundred days stated variously by many, and as set down by us.
from the time that the abomination of Nero It is said that the Scriptures both of the law and
stood in the holy city, till its destruction. For of the prophets were translated from the dialect
thus- the declaration, which is subjoined, shows : of the Hebrews into the Greek language in the
" How long shall be the vision, the sacrifice reign of Ptolemy the son of Lagos, or, according
taken away, the abomination of desolation, which to others, of Ptolemy surnamed Philadelphus ;
is given, and the power and the holy place shall Demetrius Phalereus bringing to this task the
be trodden under foot? And he sand to him, greatest earnestness, and employing painstaking
Till the evening and morning, two thousand three accuracy on the matermls for the translation.
hundred days, and the holy place shall be taken For the Macedonians being still in possession of
away."' Asia, and the king being ambitious of adorning

These two thousand three hundred days, then, the library he had at Alexandria with all writings,
make six years four months, during the half of desired the people of Jerusalem to translate the
which Nero held sway, and it was half a week ; prophecies they possessed into the Greek dialect.
and for a half, Vespasian with Otho, Galba, and And they being the subjects of the Macedomans,
Vitellius reigned. And on this account Daniel selected from those of highest character among
says, "Blessed is he that cometh to the thousand them seventy elders, versed in the Scriptures, and
three hundred and thirty-five days .''2 For up skilled in the Greek dialect, and sent them to
to these days was war, and after them it ceased, him with the divine books. And each having
And this number is demonstrated from a subse- severally translated each prophet]c book, and all
quent chapter, which is as follows: "And from the translations being compared together, they
the time of the change of continuation, and of agreed both in meaning and expression. For it
the giving of the abomination of desolation, was the counsel of God carried out for the benefit
there shall be a thousand two hundred and nine- of Grecmn ears. It was not alien to the insplra-

ty days. Blessed is he that waiteth, and cometh Ition of God, who gave the prophecy, also to
to the thousand three hundred and thirty-five _produce the translation, and make it as it were
days." 3 Greek prophecy. Since the Scriptures having

Flavius Josephus the Jew, who composed the perished in the captivity of Nabuchodonosor,
history of the Jews, computing the periods, says Esdras 6 the Lewte, the priest, in the time of Arta-
that from Moses to David were five hundred and xerxes king of the Persians, having become in-
eighty-five years ; from David to the second year spired in the exercise of prophecy restored again
of Vespasian, a thousand one hundred and the whole of the ancient Scriptures. And Aristo-
seventy-nine ; then from that to the tenth year bulus, in his first book addressed to Philometor,
of Antoninus, seventy-seven. So that from writes in these words : "And Plato followed the
Moses to the tenth year of Antoninus there laws given to us, and had manifestly studied all
are, in all, two thousand one hundred and thirty- that is said in them." And before Demetrius there
three years, had been translated by another, previous to the

Of others, counting from Inachus and Moses dominion of Alexander and of the Persians, the
to the death of Commodus, some say there were account of the departure of our countrymen
three thousand one hundred and forty-two years ; the Hebrews from Egypt, and the fame of all that
and others, two thousand eight hundred and happened to them, and their taking possession
thirty-one years, of the land, and the account of the whole code of

And in the Gospel according to Matthew, the laws ; so that it is perfectly clear that the above-
genealogy which begins with Abraham is con- mentioned philosopher derived a great deal from
tinued down to Mary" the mother of the Lord. this source, for he was very learned, as also
"For," it is said,4 "from Abraham to David are Pythagoras, who transferred many things from our
fourteen generations ; and from David to the books to his own system of doctrines. And
carrying away into Babylon are fourteen genera- Numenius, the Pythagorean philosopher, express-

ly writes : "For what is Plato, but Moses speak-

z Dan. viii, z3, z4-
s Dan. xil. x_ [ s [As to our suthor's chronology, see Elucidation XV, t'.f_ra ]
s Dan. zil. It, z_
4 Matt. i. x7. | mense_ toth_ comm ideas of his place m the htslot7 oamc cmm"z
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mg m Attic Greek ?" Th_s Moses was a ing reached the proper age, he was taught arith-
theologian and prophet, and as some say, an merle, geometry, poetry, harmony, and besides,
interpreter of sacred laws. His family, his deeds, medicine and music, by those that excelled in
and life, are related by the Scriptures themselves, these arts among the Egyptians ; and besides,
whichare worthy of all credit ; but have neverthe- the philosophy which is conveyed by symbols,
less to be stated by us also as well as we can) which they point out in the hieroglyphical in-

scnptions. The rest of the usual course of in-
cHAP. XXIIL --THE AGE, BIRTH, AND LIFE OF strucuon, Greeks taught him in Egypt as a royal

MOSES. child, as Philo says m his life of Moses. He
Moses, originally of a Chaldean 2 family, was learned, besides, the literature of the Egyptians,

born in Egypt, his ancestors having migrated and the knowledge of the heavenly bodms from
from Babylon into Egypt on account of a pro- the Chaldeans and the Egyptians ; whence in the
tracted famine. Born m the seventh generauon,3 Acts 6 he is said "to have been instructed in all
and having received a royal education, the fol- the wisdom of the Egyptians." And Eupole-
lowing are the c_rcumstances of his history. The mus, in his book On tke Kings tn Judea, says
Hebrews having increased m Egypt to a great that "Moses was the first wise man, and the fast
multitude, and the king of the country being that imparted grammar to the Jews, that the
afraid of resurrection m consequence of their Phoenicians received it from the Jews, and the
numbers, he ordered all the female children born Greeks from the Phoenicians." And betaking
to the Hebrews to be reared (woman being un- himself to their philosophy,7 he increased his
fit for war), but the male to be destroyed, being wisdom, being ardently attached to the training
suspicious of stalwart youth. But the child received from his kindred and ancestors, till he
being goodly, h_s parents nursed him secretly, struck and slew the Egyptian who wrongfully
three months, natural affection being too strong] attacked the Hebrew. And the mystics say that
for the monarch's cruelty. But at last, dreading Ihe slew the Egyptian by a word only ; as, cer-
lest they should be destroyed along with the ltamly, Peter in the Acts is related to have slain
child, they made a basket of the papyrus that lby speech those who appropriated part of the
grew there, put the child in it, and laid it on the price of the field, and hed.s And so Artapanus,
banks of the marshy river. The child's sister in his work On the Jews, relates "that Moses,
stood at a distance, and watched what would being shut up in custody by Chenephres, king
happen. In th_semergency, the king's daughter, of the Egyptians, on account of the people
who for a long Ume had not been pregnant, and demanding to be let go from Egypt, the prison
who longed for a child, came that day to the being opened by night, by the interposition of
river to bathe and wash herself; and hearing the God, went forth, and reaching the palace, stood
child cry, she ordered it to be brought to her before the king as he slept, and aroused him ;
and touched with pity, sought a nurse. At that and that the latter, struck with what had taken
moment the child's sister ran up, and said that, place, bade Moses tell him the name of the God
ffshe wished, she could procure for her as nurse who had sent him ; and that he, bending for-
one of the Hebrew women who had recently had ward, told him in his ear ; and that the king on
a child. And on her consenting and desiring hearing it fell speechless, but being supported by
her to do so, she brought the child's mother to Moses, revived again." And respecting the edu-
be nurse for a stipulated fee, as if she had been cation of Moses, we shall find a harmonious
some other person. Thereupon the queen gave account in Ezekiel,9 the composer of Jewish
the babe the name of Moses, with etymological tragedies in the drama entitled The Z?xadu.r.
propriety, from his being drawn out of "the He thus writes in the person of Moses : u

water," 4__ for the Egyptians call water "mou," ,, For, seeingour race abundantly increase,
in which he had been exposed to die. For His treacheroussnares King Pharaoh 'gainstus laid,

they call Moses one who "who breathed [on And cruelly m brick-kilnssomeof us,
being taken] from the water." It is clear that And some, in toilsomeworksof building, plagued.Andtownsand towersbytoil ofill-starredmen
previously the parents gave a name to the child He raised. Then to theHebrewrace proclaimed,
on his circumcision ; and he was called Joachim. That eachmalechildshouldin deep-flowing Nile
And he had a third name in heaven, after his Bedrowned. Mymother boreandhidme then
ascension,s as the mystics say-- Melchi. Hav- Threemonths(so afterwardsshe told). Then took,And me adorned with fair array, and placed

On thedeepsedgymarshby Nilusbank,
WhileMiriam,mysister,watchedafar.t L_raing the LXX., see cap. vii.p. 3o8, note 4, su#ra.]

a This ts tim account given by Philo, of whose book on the hfe of Then, with her maids, the daughter of the king,
Moses this chapter is an epitome, for the most part m Philo's words. To bathe her beauty in the cleansing stream,

'" He was the seventh in descent from the first, who, being a for-
etgaer_ was the founder of the whole Jewish race."-- PmLO.

_"[SceEx. ii.xo.] 6 Acts vii. _2.
$ [Concerning this, see Deut. xxxill. 5. And as to "mystics " 7 Adopting the readhlg $O.otro_iav _i4_tt_in,cad Od[¢_r_s. _a¢.

wath caution, may be read advantageously, the article "Mysteries," s Acts v. x.
E_'jvc/o#. Br/_nn., vol. xxiiL p. x24.] 9 [Ettsebius, 2Or_1_. Etmng, ix. 4.]
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Came near, straight saw, and took and ralsed me up; giving them no recompense) ; or as in peace,
Andknewmefor a Hebrew. Miriam took the spoil as wages against the will of those
My sister to the princeSs ran, and said,
' Is it thy pleasure, that I haste and find who for a long period had given them no recom-
A nurse-fortheeto rearthischild pense, but rather had robbed them, [lt is all
Among the Hebrew women?' The princess one.]
Gave assent. The maiden to her mother sped,
And told, who quick appeared. My own CHAP. XXIV. _ HOW MOSES DISCHARGED THE PART
Dear mother took me in her arms. Theu said
The daughter of the king : ' Nurse me this child, OF A MILITARY LEADER.

And I will give thee wages.' And my name Our Moses then is a prophet, a legislator,
Moses she called, because she drew and saved skilled in military tactics and strategy, a poh-Me from the vcaters on the river's bank.
And when the days of childhood had flown by, tician, a philosopher. And in what sense he
My mother brought me to the palace where was a prophet, shall be by and by told, when

The princess dwelt, after disclosing all we come to treat of prophecy. Tactics belong
About my ancestry, and God's great gifts.
In boyhood's years I royal nurture had, to military command, and the abihty to corn-
And in allprincely exercisewas trained, mand an army is among the attributes of kingly
As if the princess's very son. But when rule. Legislation, again, is also one of the

The circling days had run their course, functions of the kingly office, as also judicial
I left theroyalpalace." authority.

Then, after relating the combat between the Of the kingly office one kind is divine,--that
Hebrew and the Egyptian, and the burying of which is according to God and His holy Son, by
the Egyptian in the sand, he says of the other whom both the good things which are of the
contest : m earth, and external and perfect fehcity too, are

*' Why strikeonefeeblerthan thyself ? supplied. " For," it is said, "seek what is great,
Andhe rejoined : Who made thee judge o'er us, and the little things shall be added." ' And
Or ruler? Wilt thouslay me,as thoudidst there is a second kind of royalty, inferior to that
Him yesterday ? And I in terror said, administration which is purely rational and d_-
ttow is this known?" vme, which brings to the task of government

Then he fled from Egypt and fed sheep, being merely the high mettle of the soul ; after which
thus trained beforehand for pastoral rule. For fashion Hercules ruled the Argives, and Alexan-
the shepherd's life is a preparation for sovereignty der the Macedonians. The third kind is what
in the case of him who is destined to rule over rams after one thing--merely to conquer and
the peaceful flock of men, as the chase for those overturn; but to turn conquest either to a good
who are by nature warlike. Thence God brought or a bad purpose, belongs not to such rule.
him to lead the Hebrews. Then the Egyptians, Such was the aim of the Persians in their cam-
oft admonished, continued unwise ; and the paign against Greece. For, on the one hand,
Hebrews were spectators of the calamities that fondness for strife is solely the result of passion,
others suffered, learning in safety the power of and acquires power solely for the sake of dotal-
God. And when the Egyptians gave no heed nation ; while, on the other, the love of good is
to the effects of that power, through their foolish characteristic of a soul which uses its high spint
infatuation disbelieving, then, as is said, "the for noble ends. The fourth, the worst of all, is
children knew" what was done; and the He- the sovereignty whlch acts according to the
brews afterwards going forth, departed carrying promptings of the passions, as that of Sarda-
much spoil from the Egyptians, not for avarice, napalus, and those who propose to themselves
as the cavillers say, for God did not persuade as their end the gratification of the passions to
them to covet what belonged to others. But, in the utmost. But the instrument of regal sway
the first place, they took wages for the services --the instrument at once of that which over-
they had rendered the Egyptians all the time ; comes by virtue, and that which does so by force
and then in a way recompensed the Egyptians, --is the power of managing (or tact). And it
by afflicting them in requital as avaricious, by varies according to the nature and the material.
the abstraction of the booty, as they had done In the case of arms and of fighting animals the
the Hebrews by enslaving them. Whether, then, ordering power is the soul and nund, by means
as may be alleged is done in war, they thought animate and inanimate ; and in the case of the
it proper, in the exercise of the rights of con- passions of the soul, which we master by virtue,
querors, to take away the property of their erie- reason is the ordering power, by affixing the seal
roles, as those who have gained the day do from of continence and self-restraint, along with holi-
those who are worsted (and there was just cause ness, and sound knowledge with truth, making
of hostahties. The Hebrews came as suppliants the result of the whole to terminate in piety
to the Egyptians on account of famine ; and towardsGod. For it is wisdom which regulates
they, reducing their guests to slavery, compelled
them to serve them after the manner of captives, , NothSe_ptar_ "r_,_.a_,,_h.toM-,. -a.3a.
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m the case of those who so Izractise virtue ; and line of march (such was the excellence of his
divine things are ordered by wisdom, and human generalship). For the taking of the land of
a_fairs by politics--all things by the kingly fac- those hostile tribes was a work of skill and
ulty. He is a king, then, who governs according strategy.
to the laws, and possesses the skill to sway wilt- Perceiving this, Miltiades, the Athenian gen-
ing subjects. Such is the Lord, who receives all eral, who conquered the Persians in battle at
who believe on Him and by Him. For the Marathon, imitated it in the following fashion.
Father has delivered and subjected all to Christ Marching over a trackless desert, he led on the
our King," that at the name of Jesus every knee Athenians by night, and eluded the barbarians
may bow, of things in heaven, and things in that were set to watch him. For Hippias, who
earth, and things under the earth, and every had deserted from the Athenians, conducted the
tongue confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the barbarians into Attica, and seized and held the
glory of God the Father. ''t points of vantage, in consequence of having a

Now, generalship involves three ideas : cau- knowledge of the ground. The task was then to
fion, enterprise, and the union of the two. And elude Hlpplas. Whence rightly Miltiades, tray-
each of these consists of three things, acting as ersing the desert and attacking by night -the
they do either by word, or by deeds, or by both Persians commanded by Dates, led his soldiers
together. And all this can be accomplished to victory.
either by persuasion, or by compulsion, or by But further, when Thrasybulus was bringing
inflicting harm in the way of taking vengeance back the exiles from Phyla, and wished to elude
on those who ought to be punished ; and this observation, a pillar became his guide as he
either by doing what is right, or by telhng what marched over a trackless region. To Thrasybu-
is untrue, or by telling what is true, or by adopt- lus by night, the sky being moonless and stormy,
mg any of these means conjointly at the same a fire appeared leading the way, whtch, having
tame. conducted them safely, left them near Munychia,

Now, the Greeks had the advantage of receiv- where is now the altar of the light-bringer (Phos-
ing from Moses all these, and the knowledge of phorus).
how to make use of each of them. And, for From such an instance, therefore, let our ac-
the sake of example, I shall cite one or two counts become credible to the Greeks, namely,
instances of leadership. Moses, on leading the that it was possible for the omnipotent God to
people forth, suspecting that the Egyptians would make the pillar of fire, which was their guide on
pursue, left the short and direct route, and turned their march, go before the Hebrews by night.
to the desert, and marched mostly by night. It is said also m a certain oracle, m

For it was another kind of arrangement by "A pillar to the Thebans is joy-inspiring Bacchus,"
which the Hebrews were trained in the great
wilderness, and for a protracted time, to belief from the history of the Hebrews. Also Euripides
in the existence of one God alone, being inured says, in Antio_e,
by the wise discipline of endurance to which "In the chambers within, the herdsman,
they were subjected. The strategy of Moses, With chaplet of ivy, pillar of the Ev0ean god."
therefore, shows the necessity of discerning what l
will be of service before the approach of dan-The pillar indicates that God cannot be por-
gers, and so to encounter them. It turned out t.rayed. The pillar of light, too, in addition to
precisely as he suspected, for the Egyptians pur- its pointing out that God cannot be represented,
sued with horses and chariots, but were quickly shows also the stability and the permanent dura-

tion of the Deity, and His unchangeable anddestroyed, by the sea breaking on them and over-
whelming them with their horses and chariots, inexpressible light. Before, then, the invention
so that not a remnant of them was left. After- of the forms of images, the ancients erected pil-

wards the pillar of fire, which accompanied them lars, and reverenced them as statues of the Deity.
(for it went before them as a guide), conducted Accordingly, he who composed the Pharoni$
the Hebrews by night through an untrodden writes,--
region, training and bracing them, by toils and ,,Callithoe, key-bearer of the Olympian queen :
hardships, to manliness and endurance, that after i Argive Hera, who first with fillets and with fringes
their experience of what appeared formidable dif- i The queen's tall column all around adorned."
ficulties, the benefits of the land, to which from] Further, the author of Eurapia relates that the
the trackless desert he was conducting them, i statue of Apollo at Delphi was a pillar in these
might become apparent. Furthermore, he pUt iwords:N
to flight and slew the hostile occupants of the
land, falling upon them from a desert and rugged "That to the god first-fruitsand tithes we mayOn sacredpillars and on lofty columnhang."

,1_. il.,o, ,,. Apollo, interpreted mystically by "privation of
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many," _ means the one God. Well, then, that law is the opinion which is good, and what is
fire like a pillar, and the fire in the desert, is the good is that which is true, and what is true is
symbol of the holy light which passed through that which finds "true being," and attains to it.
from earth and returned again to heaven, by the "He who is," 2 says Moses, "sent me." In ac-
wood [of the cross], by which also the gift of cordance with which, namely, good opinion, some
intellectual vision was bestowed on us. have called taw, right reason, which enjoins what

is to be done and forbids what is not to be done.CHAP. XXV. _ PLATO AN IMITATOR OF MOSES IN

FRAMING LAWS. CHAP. XXVI.- MOSES RIGHTLY CALLED A DIVINE

Plato the philosopher, aided in legislation by LEGISLATOR,AND,THOUGHINFERIORTO CHRIST,

the books of Moses, censured the polity of FAR SUPERIORTO THE GREAT LEGISLATORSOF
Minos, and that of Lycurgus, as having bravery THE GREEKS,MINOSAND LYCURGUS.
alone as their aim ; while he praised as more Whence the law was rightly said to have been
seemly the polity which expresses some one given by Moses, being a rule of right and wrong ;
thing, and directs according to one precept. For and we may call it with accuracy the divine
he says that it becomes us to philosophize with ordinance (0ecr/_c;_s), inasmuch as it was given
strength, and dignity, and wisdom, -- holdlng by God through Moses. It accordmgiy con-
unalterably the same opinions about the same ducts to the dwine. Paul says: "The law was
things, with reference to the dignity of heaven, instituted because of transgressions, till the seed
Accordingly, therefore, he interprets what is in should come, to whom the promise was made."
the law, enjoining us to look to one God and to Then, as if in explanation of his meaning, he
do justly. Of politics, he says there are two adds. "But before faith came, we were kept
kinds, -- the department of law, and that of under the law, shut up," manifestly through fear,
politics, strictly so called, m consequence of sins, "unto the fanh which

And he refers to the Creator, as the Statesman should afterwards be revealed ; so that the law
(6 7ro_.,_'L_¢;¢)by way of eminence, m his book was a schoolmaster to brmg us to Christ, that
of this name (6 _ro)ur,Kg_) ; and those who lead we should be justified by faith." 4 The true
an active and just life, combined w_th contem- legislator is he who assigns to each department
plation, he calls statesmen (TrokeT¢Ko[). That of the soul what is suitable to it and to its
department of pohtics which is called " Law," operations. Now Moses, to speak comprehen-
he divides into administrative magnanimity and sively, was a living law, governed by the benign
private good order, which he calls orderliness, Word. Accordingly, he furnished a good polity,
and harmony, and sobriety, which are seen when which is the right discipline of men in sooal
rulers suit their subjects, and subjects arc obe-hfc. He also handled the adminlstratmn of
client to their rulers ; a result which the system iustice, which is that branch of knowledge which
of Moses sedulously aims at effecting. Further deals with the correction of transgressors in the
that the department of law is founded on gen- interests of justice. Co-ordinate with it is the
erafion, that of politics on friendship and con- faculty of dealing with punishments, which is a
sent, Plato, with the aid he received, affirms ; knowledge of the duc measure to be observed
and so, coupled with the Iaws the philosopher in in punishments. And punishment, in virtue of
the J_l_tnotms, who knew the course of all gcner- its being so, is the correction of the soul. In a
ation, which takes place by the instrumentality word, the whole system of Moses is suited for
of the planets ; and the other philosopher, Tt- the training of such as are capable of becoming
m¢us, who was an astronomer and student of the good and noble men, and for hunting out men
motions of the stars, and of their sympathy and like them ; and this is the art of command.
association with one another, he consequently And that wisdom, which is capable of treating
joined to the "polity" (or "repubhc " ). Then, rightly those who have been caught by the Word,
in my opinion, the end both of the statesman, is legislative wisdom. For it is the property of
and of him who lives according to the law, is this wisdom, being most kingly, to possess and
contemplation. It is necessary, therefore, that use.
public affairs should be rightly managed. But It is the wise man, therefore, alone whom the
to philosophize is best. For he who is wise will philosophers proclaim king, legislator, general,
live concentrating all his energies on knowledge, just, holy, God-beloved. And if we discover
directing his life by good deeds, despising the these qualifies in Moses, as shown from the
opposite, and following the pursuits which con- Scriptures themselves, we may, with the most
tribute to truth. And the law is not what is de- assured persuasion, pronounce Moses to be truly
cided by law (for what is seen is not vision), nor wise. As then we say that it belongs to the
every opinion (not certainly what is evil). But

"I AM," A.V. ; Ex. all. _4-
3 From the anc_nt d©nvatmn of this word from 0Eo_.

z _ pthrat_ve, and roAAoc, many. 4 Gal. lb. _9, z3, a4
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shepherd's art to care for the sheep ; for so attempts to deliver the soul from iniquity, as
"the good shepherd giveth his life for the much more appear a friend, as the soul is a
sheep ;"' so also we shall say that legislation, more precious thing than the body? Besides,
inasmuch as it presides over and cares for the for the sake of bodily health we submit to
flock of men, establishes the virtue of men, by incisions, and cauterizations, and medicinal
fanning into flame, as fax as it can, what good draughts; and he who administers them is
there is in humanity, called saviour and healer,s even though ampu-

And if the flock figuratively spoken of as tating parts, not from grudge or ill-will towards
belonging to the Lord is nothing but a flock of the patient, but as the principles of the art pre-
men, then He Himself is the good Shepherd scribe, so that the sound parts may not perish
and Lawgiver of the one flock, "of the sheep along with them, and no one accuses the phy-
who hear Him," the one who cares for them, siclan's art of wickedness; and shall we not
"seeking," and finding by the law and the word, similarly submit, for the soul's sake, to either
"that which was lost ; " since, in truth, the law banishment, or punishment, or bonds, provided
is spiritual and leads to felicity. For that which only from unrighteousness we shall attain to
has arisen through the Holy Spirit is spiritual, righteousness?
And he is truly a legislator, who not only an- For the law, in its solicitude for those who
nounces what is good and noble, but understands obey, trains up to piety, and prescribes what is
it. The law of this man who possesses knowl- to be done, and restrains each one from sins,
edge is the saving precept ; or rather, the law is imposing penalties even on lesser sins.
the precept of knowledge. For the Word is But when it sees any one in such a condition
"the power and the wisdom of God." _ Again, as to appear incurable, posting to the last stage
the expounder of the laws is the same one by of wickedness, then in its sohcitude for the rest,
_vhomthe law was given ; the first expounder of that they may not be destroyed by it (just as if
the divine commands, who unveiled the bosom amputating a part from the whole body), it con-
of the Father, the only-begotten Son. demns such an one to death, as the course most

Then those who obey the law, since they have conducive to health. "Being judged by the
some knowledge of Him, cannot disbeheve or Lord," says the apostle, "we are chastened,
be ignorant of the truth. But those who disbe- that we may not be condemned.with the world."4
lieve, and have shown a repugnance to engage For the prophet had said before, "Chastening,
in the works of the law, whoever else may, cer- the LORDhath chastised me, but hath not given
tainly confess their ignorance of the truth, me over unto death." s "For in order to teach

What, then, is the unbelief of the Greeks? .thee His righteousness," it is said, " He chas-
Is it not their unwillingness to believe the truth tised thee and tried thee, and made thee to
whmh declares that the law was divinely given hunger and thirst in the desert land ; that all
by Moses, whilst they honour Moses in their His statutes and His judgments may be known
own writers ? They relate that Minos received in thy heart, as I command thee this day ; and
the laws from Zeus in nine years, by frequentmg that thou mayest know in thine heart, that just
the cave of Zeus ; and Plato, and Aristotle, and as if a man were chastising his son, so the Lom_
Ephorus write that Lycurgus was trained in legis- our God shall chastise thee." 6
lanon by going constantly to Apollo at Delphi. And to prove that example corrects, he says
Chamaeleo of Heraclea, in his book On Drunk- directly to the purpose : "A clever man, when
enness, and Aristotle in The ]_ohtv of Zotrians, he seeth the wicked punished, will himself be
mention that Zaleucus the Locrian received the severely chastised, for the fear of the Lord is the
laws from Athene. source of wisdom." 7

But those who exalt the credit of Greek legis- But it is the highest and most perfect good,
lation, as fax as in them lies, by referring it to when one is able to lead back any one from the
a divine source, after the model of Mosaic practice of evil to virtue and well-doing, which
prophecy, are senseless in not owning the truth, is the very function of the law. So that, when
and the archetype of what is related among one falls into any incurable evil,--when taken
them. !possession of, for example, by wrong or covet-

ousness, -- it will be for his good if he is put to
CHAp.xxvn. m Trig LAW,EVZNm CORRECI_G death. For the law is beneficent, being able to

AND PLrNISHING, AIMS AT TH]_ GOOD OF MEN. make some righteous from unrighteous, if they
Let no one, then, run down law, as if, on will only give ear to it, and by releasing others

account of the penalty, it were not beautiful and from present evils ; for those who have chosen
good. For shall he who drives away bodily dis-
ease appear a benefactor ; and shall not he who 3 [so,theGoodI'M_. Jer.via._.]x Cot. xi. 32.

s Ps. cxvifi x8-
I Johl_ x. ix. 6 Deut. viii. 2, 3, 5.
_"_ Cor. i _t4. 7 Pray xxli 3,4.
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to live temperately and justly, it conducts to ira- fessing themselves wise, they became fools." s
mortality. To know the law is characteristic of "And we know that the law is good, if a man
a good disposition. And again : '" Wicked men use it lawfully." 9 "Desiring to be teachers of
do not understand the law ; but they who seek the taw. they understand," says the apostle, "nei-
the LORD shall have understanding in all that is ther what they say, nor whereof they affirm." ,o
good.", "Now the end of the commandment is chanty

It is essential, certainly, that the providence out of a pure heart, and a good conscience, and
which manages all, be both supreme and good. faith unfeigned." ,x
For it is the power of both that dispenses sal-
vation- the one correcting by punishment, as CHAP.Xxvin. -- THE FOURFOLDDIVISIONOF THE
supreme, the other showing kindness in the ex- MOSAICLAW.
ercise of beneficence, as a benefactor. It is in The Mosaic philosophy is accordingly divided
your power not to be a son of disobedience, but into four parts, --into the historic, and that
to pass from darkness to life, and lending your which is specially called the legislative, which
ear to wisdom, to be the legal slave of God, in two properly belong to an ethical treatise ; and
the first instance, and then to become a faithful the third, that which relates to sacrifice, which
servant, fearing the Lord God. And if one as- belongs to physical science; and the fourth,
cend higher, he is enrolled among the sons. above all, the department of theology, "vision," ,2

But when "charity covers the multitude of which Plato predicates of the truly great rays-
sins, ''2 by the consummation of the blessed hope, teries. And this species Aristotle calls meta-
then may we welcome him as one who has been physics. Dialectics, according to Plato, is, as
enriched in love, and received into the elect he says in The Statesman, a science devoted to
adoption, which is called the beloved of God, the discovery of the explanation of things. And
while he chants the prayer, saying, "Let the it is to be acquired by the wise man, not for the
Lord be my God." sake of saying or doing aught of what we find

The beneficent action of the law, the apostle among men (as the dialecticians, who occupy
showed in the passage relating to the Jews, writ- themselves in sophistry, do), but to be able to
ing thus : "Behold, thou art called a Jew and say and do, as far as possible, what is pleasing
restest in the law*,and makest thy boast in God, to God. But the true dialectic, being philosophy
and knowest the will of God, and approvest the mixed with truth, by examining things, and test-
things that are more excellent, being instructed ing forces and powers, gradually ascends in
out of the law, and art confident that thou thy- relation to the most excellent essence of all, and
self art a guide of the blind, a light of them who essays to go beyond to the God of the universe,
are in darkness, an instructor of the foolish, a professing not the knowledge of mortal affairs,
teacher of babes, who hast the form of knowl- but the science of things divine and heavenly,
edge and of truth in the law."z For it is ad- in accordance with which follows a suitable
mitted that such is the power of the law, although course of practice with respect to words and
those whose conduct is not according to the law, deeds, even in human affairs. Rightly, therefore.
make a false pretence, as if they lived in the law. the Scripture, in its desire to make us such
"Blessed is the man that hath found wisdom, dialecticians, exhorts us : "Be ye skilful money-
and the mortal who has seen understanding ; for changers," _3 rejecting some things, but retaining
out of its' mouth," manifestly Wisdom's, "pro- what is good. Forthls true dialectic is the science
ceeds righteousness, and it bears law and mercy which analyses the objects of thought, and shows
on its tongue." 4 For both the law and the abstractly and by itself the individual substratum
Gospel are the energy of one Lord, who is "the of existences, or the power of dividing things
power and wisdom of God ;" and the terror into genera, which descends to their most special
which the law begets is merciful and in order to properties, and presents each individual object
salvation. "Let not alms, and faith, and truth to be contemplated simply such as it is.
fail thee, but hang them around thy neck." s .In Wherefore it alone conducts to the true wls-
the same way as Paul, prophecy upbraids the dom, which is the divine power which deals
people with not understanding the law. "De- with the knowledge of entities as entities, which
st_ruction and misery are in their ways, and the grasps what is perfect, and is freed from all
way of peace have they not known." 6 "There passion ; not without the Saviour, who withdraws,
is no fear of God before their eyes."7 "Pro- by the divine word, the gloom of ignorance

s Rom i a_.
I ]h'ov. xx'vill. $. 9 z Tim. LS,
J x Peh iv. 8. xo x Ttm. i, 7.
s Rom. il. xT--m, zx x Tnn. =. 5.
,t Prov. iii. z3, x6. x_ i_ro_rcela, the third and highest grade of initiation into the

s p_. ill 3. _tu_- n$ Ira. lix. 7, 8; Rcma, ;ii, x6, x7, 3 A saying not in Scripture; but by several of the ancient Fathe
Ps. :_xmri. x ; Rosa. lit. xS. attn'buted to _hrist or an apostle. [Jones, Ca,w_, i. 438.]
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arising fromeviltraimng, which had overspread the among the Greeks, who had but little insight ;
eye of the soul, and bestows the best of gifts, -- meaning by the "hoary studies" the truth which

"That we might well know or God or man." _ was possessed by the barbarians, dating from the
highest antiquity. To which expression he op-

It is He who truly shows how we are to know posed the phrase "child fable," censuring the
ourselves. It is He who reveals the Father of mythical character of the attempts of the rood-
the universe to whom He wills, and as far as erns, as, like ch]ldren, having nothing of age in
human nature can comprehend. " For no man them, and affirming both m common--their
knoweth the Son but the Father, nor the Father fables and their speeches --to be puerile.
but the Son, and he to whom the Son shall Divinely, therefore, the power which spoke to
reveal Him." * Rightly, then, the apostle says Hermas by revelation said, "The visions and rev-
that it was by revelation that he knew the elations are for those who are of double mind,
mystery : "As I wrote afore in few words, accord- who doubt in their hearts if these things are or
ing as ye are able to understand nay knowledge are not." 6

m the mystery of Christ." 3 "According as ye Similarly, also, demonstrations from the re-
are able," he said, since he knew that some had sources of erudition, strengthen, confirm, and
received milk only, and had not yet received establish demonstrative reasonings, in so far as
meat, nor even milk simply. The sense of the men's minds are in a wavering state like young
law is to be taken in three ways, 4- either as people's. "The good commandment," then,
exhibiting a symbol, or laying down a precept according to the Scripture, "is a lamp, and the"
for right conduct, or as uttenng a prophecy, law is a light to the path; for instruction cor-
But I well know that it belongs to men [of full rects the ways of life." 7 "Law is monarch of
age] to distinguish and declare these things, all, both of mortals and of immortals," says
For the whole Scripture is not in its meaning a Pindar. I understand, however, by these words,
single Myconos, as the proverbial expression has _Him who enacted law. And I regard, as spoken
it ; but those who hunt after the connection of: of the God of all, the following utterance of
the divine teaching, must approach it with the Hesiod, though spoken by the poet at random
utmost perfection of the logical faculty, and not with comprehension : --

CHAP. XXlX. -- THE GREEKS BUT CHILDREN COM- " For the Saturman framed for men this law :
Fishes, and beasts, and winged btrds may eat

PARED WITH THE HEBREWS. Each other, since no rule of right is theirs ;

Whence most beautifully the Egyptian priest But Right (by far the best) to men he gave."

in Plato said, " O Solon, Solon, you Greeks are Whether, then, it be the law which is connate
always children, not having in your souls a single and natural, or that given afterwards, which is
ancient opinion received through tradmon from meant, it is certainly of God ; and both the law
antiquity. And not one of the Greeks is an old of nature and that of instruction are one. Thus
man ;" s meaning by old, I suppose, those who also Plato, in The Statesman, says that the law-
know what belongs to the more remote antiquity, giver is one ; and in The Laws, that he who
that is, our hterature ; and by young, those who shall understand music is one ; teaching by these
treat of what is more recent and made the sub- words that the Word is one, and God is one.

ject of study by the Greeks, -- things of yester- And Moses manifestly calls the Lord a covenant :
day and of recent date as if they were old and "Behold I am my Covenant with thee," s having
ancient. Wherefore he added, "and no study previously told him not to seek the covenant in
hoary with time ; " for we, in a kind of barbar- writing. 9 For it is a covenant which God, the
ous way, deal in homely and rugged metaphor. Author of all, makes. For God is called @E&,
Those, therefore, whose minds are rightly con- from #dcrL_(placing), and order or arrangement.
stituted approach the interpretation utterly des- And in the Preaching'° of Peter you will find
titute of artifice. And of the Greeks, he says the Lord called Law and Word. But at this
that their opinions " differ but little from myths." point, let our first Miscellany" of gnostic notes,
For neither puerile fables nor stories current according to the true philosophy, come to a close.
among children are fit for listening to. And he .......................
called the myths themselves "children," as if 6 [SeeSh,#_d ¢2V,_,_as.,. p _,.a,,te S ];' Prov. vl 23.

the progeny of those, wise in their own conceits * Gen. xv. 4- "As for me, behold, My covenant _ with thee."_AV.
9 The allusion here is obscure The _uggestton has beth made

HOM_RThatthou may'st well k .... hether he be a god ...... "-- matethatItthattStthe...... covenantfthewould..... be verbal,hapt.... noth'Chwntten.tsthus taken to mti-
2 Matt _t o_ to Referring to an apocryphal book so called [Thts book is not
3 Etch= ,_--_t_ erred as .Scripture, but (_aleat quantum) as containing a saNtng at-

,t T_ text_k_ -re.r_tX_s, which is either a Imstake for _'p,X,a*, trtbuted to St. Peter. CIc_ot quotes tt _rm,t in freq_ue_n._t_¢, i A _q_
or belongs to a clause wlmch is wanting. The author asserts the [ full and valuable account ot tt maYoe toun_ m *_arum:r_._2. 't_, _/_n'
triple setme of Scripture --the mystm the moral, and the prophetm. ] et *e¢¢. Not less vanta_ ts tr_ accomlt gtven uy 3v,_,,_7__,._-- _.- _e all Lacment _ citations _ mum_
[And thus lays the egg whmh hts puptl Origen was to hatch, and to / Caxan, voLi p. 3S5-
nurse into a brood of mysticism ] | P 345, et seqq.J

s [Timaru$,p._._,B --$] | n ]iTmt_rtt_.
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ELUCIDATIONS.

I.

(Purpose of the Stromata. t)

THE Alexandrian Gnostics were the pestilent outgrowth of _seudo-Platonism ; and nobody
could comprehend their root-errors, and their branching thorns and thistles, better than Clement.
His superiority in philosophy and classical culture was exhibited, therefore, in his writings, as a

necessary preliminary. Like a good nautical combatant, his effort was to "get to windward," and

so bear down upon the enemy (to use an anachronism) with heavy-shotted broadsides. And we
must not blame Clement for his plan of "taking the wind out of their sails," by showing that an
eclectic philosophy might be made to harmonize with the Gospel. His plan was that of melting

the gold out of divers ores, and throwing the dross away. Pure gold, he argues, is gold wherever

it may be found, and even in the purse of" thieves and robbers." So, then, he "takes from them
the armour in which they trusted, and divides the spoils." He will not concede to them the
name of "Gnostics," but wrests it from them, just as we reclaim the name of "Catholics" from

the Tridentine innovators, who have imposed a modern creed (and are constantly adding to 10

upon the Latin churches. Here, then, let me quote the ,,lcceun.t of Bishop Kaye. He says,
"The object of Clement, in composing the Stramata, was to describe the true ' Gnostic,' or perfect
Christian, in order to furnish the believer with a model for his imitation, and to prevent him from

being led astray by the representations of the Valentinians and other gnostic sects." . . . "Before
we proceed to consider his description of the Gnostic, however, it will be necessary briefly to

revmw his opinions respecting the nature and condition of man."
Here follows a luminous analysis (occupying pp. 229-238 of Kaye's work), after which he

says,
"The foregoing brief notice of Clement's opinions respecting man, his soul, and his fallen state,

appeared necessary as an xntroduction to the description of the true Gnos_'c. By 7v_,cn_, Clement
understood the perfect knowledge of all that relates to God, His nature, and dispensations. He

speaks of a twofold knowledge,- one, common to all men, and born of sense ; the other, the

genuine 7v&_rt¢, bred from the intellect, the mind, and its reason. This latter is not born wtth
men, but must be gained and by practice formed into a habit. The int_'ated find its perfection m
a loving mysticism, which this never-failing love makes lasting."

So, further, this learned analyst, not blindly, but always with scientific conscience and judicial
impartiality, expounds his author ; and, without some such guide, I despair of securing the real

interest of the youthful student. Butler's/lnalagy and Aristotle's Ethics are always analyzed for
learners, by editors of their works ; and hence I have ventured to direct attention to this "guide,

philosopher, and friend " of my own inquiries. 2

II.

(Pant_enus and His School.a)

The catechetical school at Alexandria was already ancient ; for Eusebius describes it as l_

_te_(_ _ot_, and St. Jerome dates its origin from the first planting of Christianity. Many things

conspired to make this city the very head of Catholic Christendom, at this time ; for the whole

I Book i. c._p. i p. _9, note z. _ .Ed. Riwngtons, London, x835. $ Book L cap. i. p, 3ox, note 9.
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East centred here, and the East was Christendom while the West was yet a missionary field
almost entirely. Demetrius, then bishop, at the times with which we are now concerned, sent

Pant_enus to convert the Hindoos, and, whatever his success or failure there, he brought back

reports that Christians were there before him, the offspring of St. Bartholomew's preaching; and,
in proof thereof, he brought with him a copy of St. Matthew's Gospel in the Hebrew tongue,t
which became one of the treasures of the church on the Nile.

But it deserves note, that, because of the learning concentrated in this place, the bishops of
Alexandria were, from the beginning, the great authorities as to the Easter cycle and the annual

computation of Easter, which new created the science of astronomy as one result. The Council
of Nice, in setting the laws for the observance of the Feast of the Resurrection, extended the
function of the Alexandrian See in this respect ; for it was charged with the duty of giving notice

of the day when Easter should fail every year, to all the churches. And easily might an ambitious

primate of Egypt have imagined himself superior to all other bishops at that time ; for, as Bingham
observes, 2 he was the greatest in the world, "for the absoluteness of his power, and the extent

of his jurisdiction." And this greatness of Alexandria was ancient, we must remember, at the

Nicene epoch ; for their celebrated canon (VI.) reads, "Let ancient cuslams praJail; so that
m Egypt, Lybia, and Pentapolis, the Bishop of Alexandria shall have power over all these."
Similar powers and privileges, over their own regions, were recognised in Rome and Antioch.

III.

(Tradition. 3)

The apostles distinguish between vain traditions of the Jews, and their own Christian ,r_$6-
_rc,_,the tradzta apostalica (2 Tim. 1. i3, I4; 2 Tim. ii. 2; i Cor. xi. z; 2 Thess. ii. x5;
2 Thess. iii. 6 ; i Cor. v. 8 ; i Cor. xvn 2). Among these were (_) the authentication of their

own Scraptures, (2) certain "forms of sound words," afterwards digested into liturgies ; (3) the
rules for celebrating the Lord's Supper, and of administering baptism ; (4) the Christian Passover
and the weekly Lord's Day ; (5) the Jewish Sabbath and ordinances, how far to be respected while

the temple yet stood ; (6) the kiss of charity, and other observances of public worship ; (7) the

agapce, the rules about widows, etc.
In some degree these were the secret of the Church, with which "strangers intermeddled not"

lawfully. The Lord's Supper was celebrated after the catechumens and mere hearers had with-
drawn, and nobody was suffered to be present without receMng the sacrament. But, after the

conversion of the empire, the canons and constitutions universally dxspersed made public all
these tradtta ; and the liturgies also were everywhere made known. It is idle, therefore, to

shelter under theories of the Dlsaplina Arcani, those Middle-Age inventions, of which antiquity
shows no trace but in many ways contradicts emphatically ; e.g., the Eucharist, celebrated after
the wxthdrawal of the non-communicants, and received, in both kinds, by all present, cannot be

pleaded as the "secret" which justifies a ceremony in an unknown tongue and otherwise utterly
different ; in which the priest alone partakes, in which the cup is denied to the laity and which

is exhibited with great pomp before all comers with no general participation.

IV.

(Esoteric Doctrine?)

Early Christians, according to Clement, taught to all alike, (t) all things necessary to salvation,
(2) all the whole Scriptures, and (3) all the apostolic traditions. This is evident from passages

t SeeJones, OntkeCanon, vol. fiLp. 44. _A_tiquitte$,vol, t.p. 66_od. Bohn. 3 Booki. cap. i. p. $ot, note _o.
4 Book i cap. L p. 3o2, note 5-
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noted here and hereafter. But, in the presence of the heathen, they remembered our lord's

words, and were careful not "to cast pearls before swine." Like St. Paul before Felix, they "rea-

soned of righteousness, temperance, and judgment to come," when dealing with men who knew

not God, preaching Christ to them in a practical way. In their instructions to the churches, they
were able to say with the same apostle, "I am pure from the blood of all men, for I have not
shunned to declare unto you all the counsel of Gad." Yet, even in the Church, they fed babes
with milk, and the more intelligent with the meat of God's word. What that meat was, we dis-
cover in the Stramata, when our author defines the true Gnostic, who follows whithersoever God

leads him in the divinely insi_ired Scriptures. He recognises many who merely taste the Scrip
tures as believers; but the true Gnostic is a gnomon of truth, an index to others of the whole knowl-

edge of Christ.

What we teach children in the Sunday school, and what we teach young men in the theologi-
cal seminary, must illustrate the two ideas ; the same truths to babes m element, but to men m
all their beanngs and relations.

The defenders of the modem creed of Pius the Fourth (A.D. i564) , finding no authority in

Holy Scripture for most of its peculiarities, which are all imposed as requisite to salvation as if it
were the Apostles' Creed itself, endeavour to support them, by asserting that they belonged to

the secret teaching of the early Church, of which they claim Clement as a witness. But the
fallacy is obvious. Either" they were thus secreted, or they were not. If not, as is most evident

(because they contradict what was openly professed), then no ground for the pretence. But sup-
pose they were, what follows ? Such secrets were no part of the faith, and could not become so

at a later period. If they were kept secret by the new theologians, and taught to "Gnostlcs "
only, they would still be without primitive example, but might be less objectionable. But, no !

they are imposed upon all, as if part of the ancient creeds ; imposed, as if articles of the Catholic
faith, on the most illiterate peasant, whose mere doubt as to any of them excludes him from the

Church here, and from salvation hereafter. Such, then, is a fatal departure from Catholic ortho-
doxy and the traditions of the ancients. The whole system is a novelty, and the product of the
most barren and corrupt period of Occidental history.

The Church, as Clement shows, never made any secret of any article of the Christian faith ; and,

as soon as she was free from persecution, the whole testimony of the Ante-Nicene Fathers was

summed up in the Nic_no-Constantinopohtan Confession. This only is the Catholic faith, and
the council forbade any additions thereto, in the way of a symbol. See Professor Shedd's Chrts-
a'an Doctrine, vol. ii. p. 438. Ed. I864, New York.

V.

(p. 3o2,note 9, Elucidation III., continued.)

This is a valuable passage for the illustration of our author's views of the nature of traditwn,

(Kar& rbv w/_v _r_¢w_c_ _av_w) as a canon " from the creation of the world ; "a tradmon

preluding the tradition of true knowledge ; a divine mystery preparing for the knowledge of mys-
teries,--clearing the ground from thorns and weeds, beforehand, so that the seed of the Word may
not be choked. Now, in this tradition, he includes a true idea of Gentilism as well as of the He-

brew Church and its covenant relations ; in short, whatever a Christian scholar is obliged to learn

from "Antiquities" and "Introductions " and "Bible Dictionaries," authenticated by universal
and orthodox approbation. These are the providential provisions of the Divine (Economy, for the
communication of truth. Dr. Watts has a sermon on the Inward Igitness to Chrism'ohiO', which

I find quoted by Vicesimus Knox (Works, vol. vii. p. 73, et sefq.) in a choice passage that

forcibly expands and expounds some of Clement's suggestions, though without referring to our
author.
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vI.

(Justification, p. 3o5, note 7.)

Without reference to my own views on this great subject, and desiring merely to illustrate our
author,it shall suffice to remark, here, that to suppose that Clement uses the word technically, as
we now use the language of the schools and of post-Reformation theologians, would hopelessly
confuse the argument of our author. It is clear that he has no idea of any justification apart from
the merits of Christ : but he uses the term loosely to express his idea, that as the Law led the
Hebrews to the great Healer, who rose from the dead for our justification,in that sense, and in no
other, the truth that was to be found in Greek Philosophy, although a minimum, did the same for
heathen who loved truth, and followed it so far as they knew. Whether his views even in
this were correct, it would not become me, here, to express any opinion. (See below, Elucida-
tmn XIV.)

VII.

(Philosophy, p. 3o5, note 8.)

It is so important to grasp just what our author understands by this "philosophy," that I had
designed to introduce, here, a long passage from Bishop Kaye's lucid exposition. Finding, however,
that these elucidations are already, perhaps, over multiplied, I content myself with a reference to
his Account, etc. (pp. ,x8-i2,).

VIII.

(Overflow of the Spirit, p. 3o6, note L)

Here, again, I wished to introduce textual citations from several eminent authors : I content
myself with a very short one from Kaye, to illustrate the intricacy, not to say the contradictory
character, of some of Clement's positions as to the extent of grace bestowed on the heathen.
"Clement says that an act, to be right, must be done through the love of God. He says that every
action of the heathen is sinful, since it is not sufficient that an action is right : its object or aim
must also be right" (Account, etc., p. 426). For a most interesting, but I venture to think over-
drawn, statement of St. Paul's position as to heathen "wisdom," etc., see Farrar's Zt)reof St.
Paul (p. 2o, et segq., ed. New York). Without relying on this popular author, I cannot but refer
the reader to his I-Iulsean Zeclure (x87o, p. I35, etseg¢.).

IX.

(Faith without Learning, p. 3o7, note 5.)

The compassion of Christ for poverty, misery, for childhood, and for ignorance, is everywhere
illustrated in Holy Scripture ; and faith, even "as a grain of mustard seed," is magnified, accord-
ingly, in the infinite love of his teaching. Again I am willing to refer to Farrar (though I read
him always with something between the lines, before I can adopt his sweeping generalizations) for
a fine i_assage, I should quote entire, did space permit (The IVilness of IIistory to Christ, p. xTz,
ed. London, x872). See also the noble sermon of Jeremy Taylor on John vii. x7 (Works, voL ii.
P. 53, ed. Bohn, i844 ).

X.

(The Open Secret, p. 313, note 3J

The esoteric system of Clement is here expounded in few words : there is nothing in it which
may not be proclaimed from the house-tops, for all who have ears to hear. It is the mere swine
(with seed-pickers and jack-daws, the o'_r_p/_kJTo,of the Athenians) who must be denied the
pearls of gnostic truth. And this, on the same merciful principle on which the Master was silent
before Pilate, and turned away from cities where they were not prepared to receive his message.
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XI.

(Bodily Purity, p. 3x7, note x.)

From a familiar quotation, I have often argued that the fine instinct of a woman, even among
heathen, enforces a true idea : "If from her husband's bed, as soon as she has bathed : if from

adulterous commerce, not at all." This is afterwards noted by our author ; z but it is extraordinary
to find the mind of the great missionary to our Saxon forefathers, troubled about such questions,
even in the seventh century. I have less admiration for the elaborate answers of the great Patri-
arch of Rome (Gregory), to the scrupulous inquiries of Augustine, than for the instructive and

aphoristic wisdom of poor Theano, in all the darkness of her heathenism. (See Ven. Bede,
Eccles. Hist., book i. cap. 27, p. x3I. Works, ed. London, I843.)

XII.

(Clement'sViewof Philosophy,p. 318,note 4 )

I note the concluding words of this chapter (xvi.), as epitomizing the whole of what Clement
means to say on this great subject ; and, for more, see the Elucidation infra, on Justification.

XIII.

(The Ecstacyof Sibyl,etc., p. 319,note 3.)

No need to quote Virgil's description (/Eneid, vi. 46, with Heyne's references in Excursus V.) ;
but I would compare with his picture of Sibylline inspiration, that of Balaam (Num. xxw. 3, 4,
xs, x6), and leave with the student an inquiry, how far we may credit to a divine motion, the ora-
cles of the heathen, i.e., some of them. I wish to refer the student, also, as to a valuable bit of
introductory learning, to the essay of Isaac Casaubon (Exerataaones ad Baranti -Prolegom.,
pp. 65-85, ed. Generic, i663).

XIV.

(Justification, p. 323, note z.)

Casaubon, in the work just quoted above (Exercitat., i.) examines this passage of our author,
and others, companng them with passages from St. Chrysostom and St. Augustine, and with Jus-
tin Martyr (see vol. 1. p. i78 , this series, cap. 46). B_shop Kaye (p. 428) justly remarks: "The
apparent incorrectness of Clement's language arises from not making that clear distraction which
the controversies at the time of the Reformation introduced." The word "incorrectness," though
for myself I do not object to it, might be said "to beg the question ; " and hence I should prefer
to leave it open to the dwers views of readers, by speaking, rather, of his lack of preaston in the
use of a term not then defined with theological delicacy of statement.

XV.

(Chronology, p. 334, note 5-)

Here an invaluable work for comparison and reference must be consulted by the student ;
viz., the Chronicon of Julius Africanus, in Routh's Reliquice (tom ii. p. 22o, et seqq.), with learned
annotations, in which (e.g., p. 49 x) Clement's work is cited. Africanus took up chronological
science in the imperfect state where it was left by Clement, with whom he was partially contem-
porary ; for he was Bishop of Emmaus in Palestine (called also Nicopolis), and composed his
fine books of chronological history, under Marcus Aurelius2 On the Alexandrian era consult a

paragraph in Encyc. Britannica (vol. v. p. 7x4). It was adopted for Christian computation, after
Africanus. See Eusebius (book vi. cap. 3r), and compare (this volume, p. 85) what is said of
Theophilns of Antioch, by Abp. Usher.3

z p 4ag' i_rra. _ See alsoFraKments_ p. x64,vol ix., this series, Edm.edition.
itFor mattersfurther pertainingto Clement, consuh Routh, t. x4.o, t x48, 1. x27, t. a69, 6. 59 (Euseh_us,w. x3), iL x65,x67,z68,

aTZ-Z7a,x79,307,4z6, 49z.



THE STROMATA. OR MISCELLANIES.

BOOK II.

CHAP. I.--INTRODUCTORYJ with those who have learned to bless those who

As Scrlpture has called the Greeks pilferers of curse, even though they needlessly discharge
the Barbarian 2 philosophy, it will next have to on us words of blasphemy), but with a view to
be considered how this may be briefly demon- thelr conversion ; if by any means these adepts
strated. For we shall not only show that they in wisdom may feel ashamed, being brought to
have imitated and copied the marvels recorded their senses by barbarian demonstration ; so as
m our book_ ; but we shall prove, besides, that to be able, although late, to see clearly of what
they have plagiarized and falsified (our writings sort are the intellectual acquisitions for which
being, as we have shown, older) the chief dog- they make pilgrimages over the seas. Those
mas they hold, both on faith and knowledge and they have stolen are to be pointed out, that we may
sclence, and hope and love, and also on repent- ' thereby pull down thelr conceit ; and of those on
ance and temperance and the fear of God, -- a the dlscovery of which through investigation they
whole swarm, verily, of the virtues of truth, plume themselves, the refutation will be furnished.

Whatever the explication necessary on the By consequence, also we must treat of what is
point in hand shall demand, shall be embraced, I called the cumculum of study -- how far it is set-
and especlally what is occult in the barbarian viceable ; 4 and of astrology, and mathematics,
philosophy, the department of symbol and enig- and magic, and sorcery. For all the Greeks
ma ; which those who have subjected the teach- boast of these as the highest sciences. "He
ing of the ancients to systematlc philosophic who reproves boldly is a peacemaker." s We
study have affected, as being in the highest de- have often said already that we have neither
gree serviceable, nay, absolutely necessary to the practised nor do we study the expressing our-
knowledge of truth. In addxtion, st will m my selves in pure Greek ; for this suits those who
opimon form an appropnate sequel to defend seduce the multitude from the truth. But true
those tenets, on account of which the Greeks philosophic demonstration will contribute to the

assail us, making use of a few Scriptures, if per-profit not of the hstenen_.otO_egUwe_o_tso_c[th:i:
chance the Jew also may hsten 3 and be able i minas. A.na, m my op _ ame his lan u e with
quietlytoturnfromwhathehasbehevedto a ut true.oughtnotttOoI tot to
Him on whom he has not believed. The ingen-I artlumess an a care, _ _or t_orYsewh_Prre r
uous among the philosophers will then with pro- meaning as ne DeSt nd devote their timePa:o
priety be taken up in a friendly exposure both lt_ cular a.boutwora.s, .a_ "t is a feat fit for the
of their life and of the discovery of new dogmas, !mem, mlss t_leuctl_mg_outl;n.u the rose that is
not in the way of our avenging ourselves on our igaroener to p _ _ j ry . _. crafts

detractors (for that is far from being the case mgr°wltngfian_°ngt _e t_Orr_u_e_ itort_eneoyster,s

1 [,, The Ep,stles of the New Testament have all a particular ref- flesh. And they say that fowls have flesh of the
_ t° t_.... a,ao. _d _ of tk¢c*_,ai_,, _za a th_ most agreeable quality, when, through not being
tzme tkey were _rttteu Therefore as they cannot be thoroughly
understood, unless that con&tton and those usages are known and at- supplied with abundance of food, they pick their

.t_aea to,so f,_t_r, thought_ be k.... yet ,f theybea_o_- sustenance with difficulty, scraping with theirtmued or chart# . references to such circumstances, now ceased
or altered, cannot, at this Ume, be urged m that manner and w,th that feet. If any one, then, speculating on what is
force which they were to the pnmmve Chnsttans." Th,s quotation
from one of Btshon Butler's Ell_zcal Sermons ha_ many bearings on
the studyof our author; but the sermon itself, with its sequel, On , Tbe text reads _X_¢o_: Sylburg prefers the _'_4tt__ t_3X_¢-
Human 2gature, may well be read m connectton wzth the Stromata.
See Butler, Ethical lh'acourses, p 77. Philade.lpMa, x855 ] ¢o,;_ Prov. x. to, Sel_ataglnt.

2 Referring in lam-ncular to the Jews. 6 r&a_dedc_cet ca _rpd-/_a_,a. A truly Platonic thrust at
s [Col. tv.-6, l -- tical r_etorician_.]
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similar, wants to arrive ' at the truth [that is] in But He is very near in virtue of that power
the numerous Greek plausibilities, like the real which holds all things in its embrace. "Shall
face beneath masks, he will hunt it out with one do aught in secret, and I see him not?"s
much pains. For the power that appeared in For the power of God is always present, in con-
the vision to Hermas said, "Whatever may be tact with us, in the exercise of inspection, of
revealed to you, shall be revealed." 2 beneficence, of instruction. Whence Moses, per-

suaded that God is not to be known by human
CHAP. IL_THE KNOWLEDGE OF GOD CAN BE AT- wisdom, said, "Show me Thyglory;-6 and into

TAINEDONLYTHROUGHFAITH. the thick darkness where God's voice was, pressed
"Be not elated on account of thy wisdom," to enter--that is, into the inaccessible and m-

say the Proverbs. "In all thy ways acknowledge visible ideas respecting Existence. For God is
her, that she may direct thy ways, and that thy not in darkness or in place, but above both space
foot may not stumble." By these remarks he and time, and qualities of objects. Wherefore
means to show that our deeds ought to be con- neither is He at any time in"a part, either as con-
formable to reason, and to manifest further that taining or as contained, either byhmitation or by
we ought to select and possess what is useful out section. "For what house will ye build to Me ?"
of all culture. Now the ways of wisdom are saith the Lord: Nay, He has not even built one
various that lead right to the way of truth. Faith for Himself, since He cannot be contained. And
is the way. "Thy foot shall not stumble " is though heaven be called His throne, not even
said with reference to some who seem to oppose thus is He contained, but He rests delighted m
the one divine administration of Providence. the creation.

Whence it is added, "Be not wise in thine own It is clear, then, that the truth has been hidden
eyes," according to the impious ideas which re- from us ; and if that has been already shown by
volt against the administration of God. " But one example, we shall establish it a httle after by
fear God," who alone is powerful. Whence it several more. How entirely worthy of approba-
follows as a consequence that we are not to op- tion are they who are both wilhng to learn, and
pose God. The sequel especially teaches clearly, able, according to Solomon, "to know wisdom
that "the fear of God is departure from evil ; " and instruction, and to perceive the words of
for it is said, "and depart from all evi!." Such wisdom, to receive knotty words, and to per-
is the discipline of wisdom (" for whom the cewe true righteousness," there being another
Lord loveth He chastens"3), causing pain in Erighteousness as well], not according to the
order to produce understanding, and restoring truth, taught by the Greek laws, and by the rest
to peace and immortality. Accordingly, the of the philosophers. "And to direct judgments,"
Barbarian philosophy, which we follow, is in i it is said--not those of the bench, but he means
reality perfect and true. And so it is said in the that we must preserve sound and free of error
book of Wisdom : "For He hath given me the the judicial faculty which is within us -- "That
unerring knowledge of things that exist, to know I may give subtlety to the simple, to the young
the constitution of the word," and so forth, down man sense and understanding." s ,, For the wise
to "and the virtues of roots." Among all these man," who has been persuaded to obey the
he comprehends natural science, which treats of commandments, "having heard these things,
all the phenomena in the world of sense. And will become wiser" by knowledge ; and "the
in continuation, he alludes also to intellectual intelligent man will acquire rule, and will under-
objects in what he subjoins : "And what is hid- stand a parable and a dark word, the sayings
den or manifest I know ; for Wisdom, the arti- and enigmas of the wise." 9 For it is not spu-
ricer of all things, taught me." 4 You have, in rious words which those inspired by God and
brief, the professed aim of our philosophy ; and those who are gained over by them adduce, nor
the learning of these branches, when pursued is it snares in which the most of the sophists en-
with right course of conduct, leads through Wls- tangle the young, spending their time on nought
dom, the artificer of all things, to the Ruler of true. But those who possess the Holy Spirit
all,--a Being difficult to grasp and apprehend, "search the deep things of God,' .... that is,
ever receding and withdrawing from him who grasp the secret that is in the prophecies. "To
pursues. But He who is far off has w oh ineffa- impart of holy things to the dogs" is forbidden,
ble marvel ! w come very near. "' I am a God so long as they remain beasts. For never ought
that draws near," says the Lord. He is in es- those who are envious and perturbed, and still
sence remote ; "for how is it that what is begot- infidel in conduct, shameless in barking at inves-
ten can have approached the Unbegotten?"

S elf
t _Le_J,a_, suK_sted by Sylb. as more su,table than the 6 _t: xxxlii.r'xlli_3,z8.a4.

_A_s'_t 1_ the te_t. 7 _ Ixvi. x.
a ]Flermas_close of thlrd varaon, leap. _3. P. xT,au2bra.] s ;m, ot_v, not _vo*aa., as in the text.
3 Prov. lb. 5, 6, 7, x=, 23. 9 Prov. i. _-6.
4 W'md vii. XT,so, _x, _. to x Co;'. iL to.
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tigation, to dip in the divine and clear stream of them, almost against their will, to the reception
the living water. "Let not the waters of thy of what was said.
fountain overflow, and let thy waters spread over
thine own streets.", For it is not many who CHAP. nL _FAITH NOT A PRODUCT OF NATUP2g.

understand such things as they fall in with ; or Now the followers of Basilides regard faith as
know them even after learning them, though natural, as they also refer it to choice,[repre-
they think they do, according to the worthy senting it'] as finding ideas by intellectual corn-
Heraclitus. Does not even he seem to thee to prehension without demonstration ; while the
censure those who believe not? "Now my just followers of Valentinus assign faith to us, the
one shall live by faith," 2 the prophet said. And simple, but will have it that knowledge springs

! another prophet also says, "Except ye believe, up in their own selves (who are saved by nature)
neither shall ye understand." 3 For how ever through the advantage of a germ of superior ex-

: could the soul admit the transcendental contem- cellence, saying that it is as far removed from
plation of such themes, while unbelief respecting faith as s the spiritual is from the animal. Fur-
what was to be learned struggled within? But ther, the followers of Basilides say that faith as

: faith, which the Greeks disparage, deeming it well as chome is proper according to every iflter-
! futile and barbarous, is a voluntary preconcep- val ; and that in consequence of the supramtm-

tion, 4 the assent of piety--" the subject of things dane selection mundane faith accompanies all
hoped for, the evidence of things not seen," ac- nature, and that the free gift of faith is comform-
cording to the divine apostle. " For hereby," able to the hope of each. Faith, then, is no

pre-eminently, "the elders obtained a good re- longer the direct result of free choice, if it is &
port.. But without faith it is impossible to please natural advantage.
God." s Others have defined faith to be a unit- Nor will he who has not believed, not being the
mg assent to an unseen object, as certainly the author [of his unbelief], meet with a due recom-
proof of an unknown thing is an evident assent, pense ; and he that has believed is not the cause
If then it be choice, being desirous of something, ['of his beheld. And the entire peculiarity and

: the desire is in this instance intellectual. And difference of belief and unbelief will not fall under
since choice is the beginning of action, faith is either praise or censure, if we reflect rightly,
discovered to be the beginning of action, being since there attaches to it the antecedent natural
the foundation of rational choice in the case of necessity proceeding from the Almighty. And

: any one who exhibits to himself the previous if we are pulled like inanimate things by the pup-
demonstration through faith. Voluntarily to fol- pet-strings of natural powers, willingness 9 and

:. low what is useful, is the first principle of un- unwilhngness, and impulse, which is the antece-
': derstanding. Unswerving choice, then, gives dent of both, are mere redundancies. And for

considerable momentum in the direction of my part, I am utterly incapable of conceiving
knowledge. The exercise of faith directly be- such an animal as has its appetencies, which are
comes knowledge, reposing on a sure foundation, moved by external causes, under the dominion
Knowledge, accordingly, is defined by the sons of necessity. And what place is there any longer
of the philosophers as a habit, which cannot be for the repentance of him who was once an un-
overthrown by reason. Is there any other true believer, through which comes forgiveness of

* condition such as this, except piety, of which sins ? So that neither is baptism rational, nor
alone the Word is teacher ? 6 I think not. Theo- the blessed seal, '° nor the Son, nor the Father.
phrastus says that sensation is the root of faith. But God, as I think, turns out to be the distribu-
For from it the rudimentary principles extend to tion to men of natural powers, which has not as
the reason that is in us, and the understanding, the foundation of salvation voluntary faith.
He who believeth then the divine Scriptures with
sure judgment, receives in the voice of God, who crxAP. Iv. -- l,Arm _E FOtrm)A_ON Or ALL
bestowed the Scripture, a demonstration that KNOWL_.
Cannot be impugned. Faith, then, is not estab- But we, who have heard by the Scriptures that
lished by demonstration. "Blessed therefore self-determining choice and refusal have been
those who, not having seen, yet have believed." 7 given by the Lord to men, rest in the infallible
The Siren's songs, exhibiting a power above hu- criterion of faith, manifesting a willing spirit, since
man, fascinated those that came near, conciliating we have chosen life and believe GOd through

His voice. And he who has believed the Word
, rro_._. ,6. knows the matter to be true ; for the Word is2 Hab. it. 4.
3 Isa. vii. 9.
4 Or _aucapation, ,r#X, lq,m ' The text rm_ fi: but _t.lb: susg_t* _, which we _
s Heb. xi. x _, 6. 9 _o_ _ _xo_ is sut_li_l as required by tim m "x'_ text

6 Adoptingt._Tt_h'sconj_ctu_of supplying,r_,_,before_o*,- hsu,i,_o_,,o_onl,/,forwh_h_Lowmproposesmresd,,,._.,-,'.
7Jolm_t._ 9. [No_thisdefinitlonof true lmowled_, follow_ _m_tm_tpo_d,_:iJ_n _totiwwko_ ._tt_2wtt_t_r'/.lmt

_t_apt_altot_ Serilmm_,inf_llib!e _,_. Nor_dto_" _1o_ a the _ (_) _ommmmm-_t_, _no odte_ iufalh'bilit_is ©vcr M, or d.,_':_____ of, by CI_mmut.J HIM., i_ pp. _tx4,369.]
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truth. But he who has disbelieved Him that grace which from what is indemonstrable con-
speaks, has disbelieved God. ducts to what is universal and simple, what is

"By faith we understand that the worlds were neither with matter, nor matter, nor under matter
framed by the word of God, so that what is seen But those who believe not, as to be expected,
was not made of things which appear," says the drag all down from heaven, and the region of the
apostle. "By faith Abel offered to God a fuller inwsible, to earth, "absolutely grasping with their
sacnfice than Cain, by which he received testi- hands rocks and oaks," according to Plato.
mony that he was righteous, God giving testimony For, clinging to all such things, they asseverate
to him respecting his gifts ; and by it he, being that that alone exists which can be touched and
dead, yet speaketh," and so forth, down to "than handled, defining body and essence to be Jden-
enjoy the pleasures of sin for a season." ' Faith tical : disputing against themselves, they very
having, therefore, justified these before the law, piously defend the emstence of certain mtellec-
made them heirs of the divine promise. Why tual and bodiless forms descending somewhere
then should I review and adduce any further testl- from above from the mvasible world, vehemently
monies of faith from the history m our hands? maintaining that there is a true essence. "Lo,
"For the time would fail me were I to tell of I make new things," saith the Word, "which
Gideon, Barak, Samson, Jephtha, David, and eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, nor hath it
Samuel, and the prophets," and what follows? .entered into the heart of man." s Wxth a new
Now, inasmuch as there are four things in which eye, a new ear, a new heart, whatever can be
the truth resides--Sensation, Understanding, seen and heard is to be apprehended, by the
Knowledge, Opinion,--intellectual apprehension faith and understanding of the d_sclples of the
is first in the order of nature ; but in our case, Lord, who speak, hear, and act spiritually.. For
and in relation to ourselves, Sensation is first, there is genuine coin, and other that is spun-
and of Sensation and Understanding the essence ous ; which no less deceives unprofess_onals, that
of Knowledge is formed ; and evidence is eom- it does not the money-changers ; who know
mort to Understandmg and Sensation. Well, through having learned how to separate and
Sensation is the ladder to Knowledge ; while distmgmsh what has a false stamp from what _s
Faith, advancing over the pathway of the objects genuine. So the money-changer only says to
of sense, leaves Opinion behind, and speeds to the unprofessional man that the corn is counter-
things free of deception, and reposes in the feit. But the reason why, only the banker's
truth, iapprentice, and he that is trained to th_s depart-

Should one say that Knowledge is founded on ment, learns.
demonstration by a process of reasoning, let him Now Anstotle says that the judgment which
hear that first principles are incapable of demon- follows knowledge is in truth faith. Accordingly,
stration ; for they are known neither by art nor faith is something superior to knowledge, and is
sagacity. For the latter is conversant about its criterion. Conjecture, which is only a feeble
objects that are susceptible of change, while the supposition, counterfeits faith ; as the flatterer
former is practical solely, and not theoretical.3 counterfeits a friend, and the wolf the dog. And
Hence it is thought that the first cause of as the workman sees that by learning certain
the universe can be apprehended by faith alone, thmgs he becomes an artificer, and the helmsman
For all knowledge is capable of being taught; by being instructed in the art will be able to
and what is capable of being taught is founded steer ; he does not regard the mere wishmg to
on what is known before. But the first cause of become excellent and good enough, but he must
the universe was not previously known to the learn it by the exercise of obedience. But to
Greeks; neither, accordingly, to Thales, who iobey the Word, whom we call Instructor, is to
came to the conclusion that water was the first beheve Him, going against Him in nothing. For
cause; nor to the other natural philosophers who how can we take up a position of hosnhty to
succeeded him, since it was Anaxagoras who was God ? Knowledge, accordingly, is characterLzed
the first who assigned to Mind the supremacy over by faith ; and faith, by a kind of divine mutual
material things. But not even he preserved the and reciprocal correspondence, becomes charac-
dignity suited to the efficient cause, describing terized by knowledge.
as he did certain silly vortices, together with the Epicurus, too, who very greatly preferred
inertia and even foolishness of Mind. Where- pleasure to truth, supposes faith to be a precon-
fore also the Word says, "Call no man master cepfion of the mind; and defines preconception
on earth." 4 For knowledge is a state of mind to be a grasping at something evident, and at
that results from demonstration ; but faith is a the clear understanding of the thing; and asserts

that, without preconception, no one can either
, HcS.,,i.3, *, *s. inquire, or doubt, or judge, or even argue. HowHeb. x2. _.
s Ins_cad of p.ol_o_'o_x_, Petavius and Lowth read _._i_o_,o_Xl, as

above.
4 M_,t. _cli_ 9. 5 Isa. lxav. 4; x C_,_._i, 9.
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can one, without a preconceived idea of what the power of seeing. The Greeks are ac-
he is aiming after, learn about that which is the quainted with the staves of the Ephori at Lace-
subject of hm investigation? He, again, who dmmon, inscribed with the law on wood. But
has learned has already turned his precon- my law, as was said above, is both royal and liv-
ceptlon' into comprehension. And if he who ing ; and it is right reason. "Law, which is king
learns, learns not without a preconceived idea of all--of mortals and immortals," as the B_eo-
which takes in what is expressed, that man has tian Pindar sings. For Speusippus,S in the first
ears to hear the truth. And happy is the man book against Cleophon, seems to write like Plato
that speaks to the ears of those who hear ; as on this wise : "For if royalty be a good thing,
happy certainly also is he who is a child of obe- and the wise man the only king and ruler, the
dience. Now to hear is to understand. If, law, which is right reason, is good;-6 which is
then, faith is nothing else than a preconception the case. The Stoics teach what is in conform-
of the mind in regard to what is the subject of ity with this, assigning kinghood, priesthood,
discourse, and obedience is so called, and under- prophecy, legislation, riches, true beauty, noble
standing and persuasion ; no one shall learn birth, freedom, to the wise man alone. But that
aught without faith, since no one [learns aught] he is exceedingly difficult to find, is confessed
without preconception. Consequendy there is even by them.
a more ample demonstration of the complete
truth of what was spoken by the prophet, "On- CHAP. v.-- HE ]'ROVES BY SEVERALEXAMPLES
less ye believe, neither will ye understand." THAT THE GREEKSDREW FROM THE SACRED
Paraphrasing this oracle, Heraclitus of Ephesus WRITERS.
says,"If a man hope not, he will not find that Accordingly all those above-mentioned dogmas
which is not hoped for, seeing it is inscrutable appear to have been transmitted from Moses the
and inaccessible." Plato the philosopher, also, great to the Greeks. That all things belong to
in The Laws, says, "that he who would be the wise man, is taught in these words: "And
blessed and happy, must be straight from the because God hath showed me mercy, I have all
beginning a partaker of the truth, so as to live things." z And that he is beloved of God, God
tree for as long a period as possible ; for he is a intimates when He says, "The GOd of Abraham,
man of faith. But the unbeliever is one to whom the GOd of Isaac, the God of Jacob." s For
voluntary falsehood is agreeable ; and the man the first is found to have been expressly called
to whom involuntary falsehood is agreeable is "friend;" 9 and the second is shown to have
senseless ; 2 neither of which is desirable. For received a new name, signifying "he that sees
he who is devoid of friendliness, is faithless and God ;" ,owhile Isaac, God in a figure selected for
ignorant." And does he not enigmatacally say Himself as a consecrated sacrifice, to be a type
in Euthydemus, that this is "the regal wisdom "? to us of the economy of salvation.
In The Statesman he says expressly, "So that Now among the Greeks, Minos the king of
the knowledge of the true king is kingly ; and nine years' reign, and familiar friend of Zeus, is
he who possesses it, whether a prince or private celebrated in song ; they having heard how once
person, shall by all means, in consequence of God conversed with Moses, "as one speaking
this act, be rightly styled royal." Now those with his friend." 1, Moses, then, was a sage, king,
who have believed in Chnst both are and are legislator. But our Saviour surpasses all human
called Chrestei (good), 3 as those who are cared nature. I2 He is so lovely, as to be alone loved by
for by the true king are kingly. For as the wise us, whose hearts are set on the true beauty, for
are wise by their wisdom, and those observant "He was the true light." x3 He is shown to be a
of law are so by the la_" ; so also those who be- King, as such hailed by unsophisticated children
long to Christ the King are kings, and those that and by the unbelieving and ignorant Jews, and
are Christ's Christians. Then, in continuation, heralded by the prophets. So rich is He, that
he adds clearly, "What is right will turn out to He despised the whole earth, and the gold above
be lawful, law being in its nature right reason, and beneath it, with all glory, when given to Him
and not found in writings or elsewhere." And by the adversary. What need is there to say that
the stranger of Elea pronounces the kingly and He is the only High Priest, who alone possesses
statesmanlike man "a living law." Such is he s Plato's sister's son and mmc_sor.
who fulfils the law, "doing the will of the 6_,,o_L,_.
Father," 4 inscribed on a lofty pillar, and set as 7 ThewordsofJacobtoEtmusllghtlyc.h_gedfm_..th_._:"ForGodhath_.ownmercytgr_, _ t .m_..mt _ --_r
an example of divine virtue to all who possess _q,_ _ _o,_ ,,a ;_,, _ ,_, (c_. _. ,t_.Ex. ill x6.

9 las ii.=3. . L Porto"toSothemm_Isr_litexplaitte_S#ramata, P. 3_b ; [see

t_ [Thts immage, down to the.t_e ._ to ]_to, ls_
3.Y_t_v_ and Fj_,r_ are re17 _5_:l_t_ oompm'ed in die mb|ime O_e]ovesClerae_fort_exdmV©ioyal_yto_r.Jauthors.
Matt.xxi.3x. zs John. t. 9-
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the knowledge of the worship of God ?' He is fail would be thought to speak extravagantly
Melchizedek, "King of peace," 2 the most fit of And "His appearance was inferior to all the
all to head the race of men. A legislator too sons of men," ,o prophecy predicted.
inasmuch as He gave the law by the mouth of Plato, moreover, has called the wise man a
the prophets, enjoining and teaching most dis- king, in The Statesman. The remark is quoted
tinctly what things axe to be done, and what not. above.
Who of nobler lineage than He whose only Father These points being demonstrated, let us recur
is God ? Come, then, let us produce Plato as- again to our discourse on faith. Well, with the
senting to those very dogmas. The wise man he fullest demonstration, Plato proves, that there is
calls rich in the _cedrus, when he says, "O dear need of faith everywhere, celebrating peace at
Pan, and whatever other gods axe here, grant me the same time : "For no man will ever be trusty
to become fair within ; and whatever external and sound in seditions without entire virtue.
things I have, let them be agreeable to what is There are numbers of mercenaries full of fight,
within. I would reckon the wise man rich." 31and willing to die in war ; but, with a very few
And the Athenian stranger,4 finding fault with exceptions, the most of them axe desperadoes
those who think that those who have many pos- and villains, insolent and senseless." If these
sessions are rich, speaks thus : "For the very rich observations axe right, "every legislator who is
to be also good is impossible -- those, I mean, even of slight use, will, in making his laws, have
whom the multitude count rich. Those they call !an eye to the greatest virtue. Such is fidelity," -
rich, who, among a few men, are owners of the which we need at all times, both in peace and
possessions worth most money ; which any bad in war, and in all the rest of our life, for it ap-
man may possess. " " The whole world of wealth pears to embrace the other virtues. "But the
belongs to the believer," s Solomon says, "but best thing is neither war nor sedition, for the
not a penny to the unbeliever." Much more necessity of these is to be deprecated. But
then, is the Scripture to be believed which says, peace with one another and kindly feeling are
"It is easier for a camel to go through the eye what is best." From these remarks the greatest
of a needle, than for a rich man "6 to lead a prayer evidently is to have peace, according to
philosophic life. But, on the other hand, it Plato. And faith is the greatest mother of the
blesses "the poor ; "7 as Plato understood when virtues. Accordingly it is rightly said in Solo-
he said, "It is not the diminishing of one's re- mon," Wisdom is in the mouth of the faithful." ,2
sources, but the augmenting of insatiableness, Since also Xenocrates, in his book on "Intelli-
that is to be considered poverty ; for it is not gence," says "that wisdom is the knowledge of
slender means that ever constitutes poverty, but first causes and of intellectual essence." He
insatiableness, from which the good man being considers intelligence as twofold, practical and
free, will also be rich." And in Alcibiades he theoretical, which latter is human wisdom. Con-
calls vice a servile thing, and virtue the attribute sequently wisdom is intelligence, but all intelh-
of freemen. "Take away from you the heavy gence is not wisdom. And it has been shown,
yoke, and take up the easy one," s says the that the knowledge of the first cause of the urn-
Scripture ; as also the poets call ['vice] a slavish verse is of faith, but is not demonstration. For
yoke. And the expression, "Ye have sold your- it were strange that the followers of the Samlan
selves to your sins," agrees with what is said Pythagoras, rejecting demonstrations of subjects
above : "Every one, then, who committeth sin of question, should regard the bare i2#sedixit'3 as
is a slave ; and the slave abideth not in the house ground of belief; and that this expression alone
for ever. But if the Son shall make you free, sufficed for the confirmation of what they heard,
then shall ye be free, and the truth shall make while those devoted to the contemplation of the
you free."9 truth, presuming to disbelieve the trustworthy

And again, that the wise man is beautiful, the Teacher, God the only Saviour, should demand
Athenian stranger asserts, in the same way as if of Him tests of His utterances. But He says,
one were to affirm that certain persons were just, "He that hath ears to hear, let him hear." And
even should they happen to be ugly in their per- who is he ? Let Epicharmus say :

sons. And in speaking thus with respect to . Mind sees, mind hears; all besides is deaf and blind."1'
eminent rectitude of character, no one who i
should assert them to be on this account beauti- Rating some as unbelievers, Heraclitus says,

tTheStolcsdefmedI_'tyns"theknowk'dgeoftheworshipof 1Olsa. lifi. 3. [Thatisaf_rhebecametheManofSorrows;nOt

2 originally ]G°d'_ffeb. vii. 2. _ t.,e,_.
3 Socrates in the P/uedr_, near the end, [p. _Zg-] t* Ecchu_ xv. to.
4lntroducedbyPlatolnT&Latttr, conversing wtth Socrates. t S Laertinst m opposhinn to the general accotmt, _ the _-
s T_.,_ u_ly fromso=. _.ryph_ writing, b,_-d .',_ _ to l_tb.,go,_ _ _ who_a_
• Matt. xlx. z¢. most ascribes it to tim Smnlan Pytlmgotas, says that it mean_dOWaMatt. v. 3. has _," as he professed to have received h_ doc_im_ f_om__ __
8 Matt. xi. _ xt This famo_ line of Eplc}mr_us the comic poet _ quOtea wj
9 Jehn viii. 3_.36. Tertullian (de Am'ma), by Plutarch, by Jamblichm, madpmphyry.
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,, Not knowing how to hear or to speak ; " aided have the will. Now to will is the act of the
doubtless by Solomon, who says, "If thou lovest soul, but to do is not without the body. Nor
to hear, thou shalt comprehend ; and ff thou in- are actions estimated by their issue alone ; but
cline thine ear, thou shalt be wise.", they are judged also according to the element

of free choice in each,- if he chose easily, if
CHAP.VI._THE EXCELLENCEAND UTILITYOF he repented of his sins, if he reflected on his

FAITH. failures and repented (/,_'-r_yvoO,which is (per&
"Lord, who hath believed our report? ''2 r_ah, vo,) ,, afterwards knew.,, For repentance

Isaiah says. For "faith cometh by hearing, and is a tardy knowledge, and primitive innocence is
hearing by the word of God," saith the apostle, knowledge. Repentance, then, is an effect of
"How then shall they call on Him in whom faith. For unless a man believe that to which
they have not believed ? And how shall they he was addicted to be sin, he will not abandon
beheve on Him whom they have not heard ? it ; and if he do not believe pumshment to be
And how shall they hear without a preacher? limpending over the transgressor, and salvation

i And how shall they preach except they be sent ? Ito be the portion of him who lives according to
As it is written, How beautiful are the feet ofth e commandments, he will not reform.
those that publish glad tidings of good things 1,, s• Hope, too, is based on faith. Accordingly
You see how he brings faith by hearing, and the the followers of Basilides define faith to be, the
preaching of the apostles, up to the word of assent of the soul to any of those things, that
the Lord, and to the Son of God. We do not do not affect the senses through not being
yet understand the word of the Lord to be present. And hope is the expectation of the
demonstration, possession of good. Necessarily, then, is ex-

; As, then, playing at ball not only depends on pectation founded on faith. Now he is fmthful
one throwing the ball skilfully, but it requires who keeps inviolably what is entrusted to him ;
besides one to catch it dexterously, that the and we are entrusted with the utterances respect-
game may be gone through according to the ing God and the dtvine words, the commands
rules for ball ; so also is it the case that teaching along with the execution of the injunctions.
_srehable when faith on the part of those who This is the faithful servant, who is praised by
hear, being, so to speak, a sort of natural art, the Lord. And when it is said, "God ts faith-
contributes to the process of learning. So also ful," it is intimated that He is worthy to be
the earth co-operates, through its productive believed when declaring aught. Now His Word

" power, being fit for the sowing of the seed. declares; and "God" Himself is "faithful." s
: For there is no good of the very best instruction How, then, if to believe is to suppose, do the

wlthout the exercise of the receptive faculty on philosophers think that what proceeds from
the part of the learner, not even of prophecy, themselves is sure ? For the voluntary assent to
when there is the absence of docility on the a preceding demonstration is not supposition,
part of those who hear. For dry twigs, being but it is assent to something sure. Who is more
ready to receive the power of fire, are kindled powerful than God ? Now unbelief is the feeble
with great ease ; and the far-famed stone 4 at- negative supposition of one opposed to Him ;
tracts steel through affinity, as the amber tear- as incredulity is a condition which admits faith
drop drags to itself twigs, and the lump sets with difficulty. Faith is the voluntary supposi-
chaff"in motion. And the substances attracted tion and anticipation of pre-comprehension.
obey them, influenced by a subtle spirit, not as a Expectation is an opinion about the future, and
cause, but as a concurring cause, expectation about other things is opinion about

There being then a twofold species of vice- uncertainty. Confidence is a strong judgment
that charactenzed by craft and stealth, and that about a thing. Wherefore we believe Him in
which leads and drives with violence -- the di- whom we have confidence unto divine glory and
vine Word cries, calling all together ; knowing salvation. And we confide in Him, who is God
perfectly well those that will not obey ; notwith- alone, whom we know, that those things nobly
standing then since to obey or not is in our own promised to us, and for this end benevolently
power, provided we have not the excuse of igno- created and bestowed by Him on us, will not
rance to adduce. He makes a just call, and de- fail.
mands of each according to his strength. For Benevolence is the wishing of good things to
some are able as well as willing, having reached another for his sake. For He needs nothing ;
this point through practice and being purified; and the beneficence and benignity which flow
while others, if they are not yet able, already from the Lord terminate in us, being divine
------- benevolence, and benevolence resulting in benefi-

It F_clus. vJ. 33-_ _ ,. cence. And if to Abraham on his believing it
5 ]_m. x. z7 z_x¢.
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was counted for righteousness ; and if we are being believed to exist, it does not itself gen-

the seed of Abraham, then we must also believe erate faith, but is by fatth tested and proved
through hearing. For we are Israelites, who are trustworthy. Such _ change, then, from unbe-
convinced not by signs, but by hearing. Where- lief to faith -- and to trust in hope and fear, is
fore it is said, " Rejoice, O barren, that barest divine. And, in truth, faith is discovered, by
not ; break forth and cry, thou that didst not us, to be the first movement towards salvation,
travail with child: for more are the children of after which fear, and hope, and repentance,
the desolate than of her who hath an husband " ' advancing in company with temperance and pa-
"Thou hast lived for the fence of the people, tience, lead us to love and knowledge. Rightly,
thy children were blessed in the tents of their therefore, the Apostle Barnabas says, "From the
fathers." 2 And if the same mansions are prom- t )ortlon I have recewed I have done my diligence
ised by prophecy to us and to the patriarchs, to send by little and little to you ; that alon__
the God of both the covenants is shown to be with your faith you may also have perfect knowl°-
one. Accordingly it is added more clearly, edge. 6 Fear and patience are then helpers of
"Thou hast inherited the covenant of Israel," 3 your faith ; and our allies are long-suffering and
speaking to those called from among the nations, temperance. These, then," he says, "in what
that were once barren, being formerly destitute respects the Lord, continuing in purity, there
of this husband, who is the Word,--desolate rejoice along with them, wisdom, understanding,
formerly, roof the bridegroom. " Now the just intelligence, knowledge." The fore-mentioned
shall live by faith," 4 which is according to the virtues being, then, the elements of knowledge ;
covenant and the commandments ; since these, the result is that faith is more elementary, being
which are two in name and time, given in accord- ms necessary to the Gnostic,7 as respiration to
ance with the [divine-] economy--being in him that lives in this world is to life. And as
power one--the old and the new, are dlspensed wzthout the four elements it is not possible to
through the Son by one God. As the apostle live, so neither can knowledge be attained with-
also says in the Epistle to the Romans, " For out faith. It is then the support of truth.
therein is the righteousness of God revealed
from faith to faith," teaching the one salvation CHAP. VII.--THE UTILITYOF FEAR. OBJECTIONS
which from prophecy to the Gospel is perfected ANSWERED.
by one and the same Lord. "This charge," he Those, who denounce fear, assail the law;
says, "I commit to thee, son Timothy, accord- and if the law, plainly also God, whb gave the
ing to the prophecies which went before on thee, law. For these three elements are of necessit?
that thou by them mightest war the good war- presented in the subject on hand : the ruler, his
fare ; holding faith, and a good conscience ; administration, and the ruled. If, then, accord-
which some having put away concermng faith ing to hypothesis, they abolish the law; then,
have made shipwreck," s because they defiled by by necessary consequence, each one who is led
unbelief the conscience that comes from God. by lust, courting pleasure, must neglect what is
Accordingly, faith may not, any more, with tea- right and despise the Deity, and fearlessly in-
son, be disparaged in an offhand way, as simple dulge in impiety and injustice together, having
and vulgar, appertaining to anybody. For, if dashed away from the truth.
it were a mere human habit, as the Greeks sup- Yea, say they, fear is an irrational aberration, s
posed, it would have been extinguished. But and perturbation of mind. What sayest thou _
if it grow, and there be no place where it is And how can this definition be any longer mare-
not ; then I affirm, that faith, whether founded tained, seeing the commandment is given me by
in love, or in fear, as its disparagers assert, is the Word? But the commandment forbids,
something divine ; which is neither rent asunder hanging fear over the head of those who have
by other mundane friendship, nor dissolved by incurred 9 admonition for their discipline.
the presence of fear. For love, on account of Fear is not then irrational. It is therefore
its friendly alliance with faith, makes men belier- rational. - How could it be otherwise, exhorting
ers ; and faith, which is the foundation of love, as it does, Thou shalt not kill, Thou shalt not
in its turn introduces the doing of good ; since earamit adultery, Thou shalt nat sleal, _au
also fear, the pmdagogue of the law, is believed shalt nat bear false witness 8 But if they will
to be fear by those, by whom it is believed, quibble about the names, let the philosopher_
For, if its existence is shown in its working, it term the fear of the law, cautious fear, (rXdflcw,)
is yet believed when about to do and threaten-
ing, and when not workin_ and present; and 6 [Ckmmm accepts the Epistle of Barna.b_ as. an apostohcwnt"ins. For this quotation, see vol. i. p. z37, this seru:r,.J

7 The man of pe_t knowledge.
t Isa. liv. t. 0 lustead of (xx_,tr,_, it has btta proposed to ttad. ;*,_-)*
a Not in Script. term applied by the Stoics to f*ar; but we ha,,* ;x_Aur_¢_
3 _? _.
• Rom. i. tT, etc. 9 Accoatting te the correcti(m and tramlatltm of _, who reads
s z Tim. L x8, zg. rG_,_'r,,_ ,hrd_xof_.m,, instead of ¢b_,otn-ws, etc., of tim text.
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which is a shunning (&_du_,) agreeable to reason. I fear, in the way of disciphne, in order to the
Such Critolaus of Phasela not inaptly called attainment of the perfection which is by Christ?
fighters about names (3vol_ro/_d.XoL). The corn- "I will not," it is said, "the death of the sinner,
mandment, then, has already appeared fair and as his repentance." 6 Now the commandment
lovely even in the highest degree, when con- works repentance; inasmuch as it deters 7 from
ceived under a change of name. Cautious fear what ought not to be done, and enjoins good
(c_Xdflc,(L) is therefore shown to be reasonable, deeds. By ignorance he means, in my opinion,
being the shunning of what hurts ; from which death. "And he that is near the Lord is full
arises repentance for previous sins. "For the of stripes. ''s Plainly, he, that draws near to
fear of the LORD is the beginning of wisdom ; knowledge, has the benefit of perils, fears, trou-
good understanding i_ to all that do it." ' He bles, afflmtions, by reason of his desire for the
calls w_sdom a doing, which _s the fear of the i truth. "For the son who is instructed turns out
Lord paving the way for wisdom. But if the I wise, and an intelligent son is saved from burn-
law produces fear, the knowledge of the law is!rag. And an intelligent son will receive the
the beginning of wisdom ; and a man is not w_se j commandments." 9 And Barnabas the anostle• _ .J _

without law. Therefore those who reject the I having said, "Woe to those who are wise ifi their
law are unwase ; and m consequence they are !own conceits, clever in their own eyes," '° added,

J'L ""reckoned godless (a0eo 0. Now instruction is the, ' et us become spmtual, a perfect temple to
beginning of wisdom. "But the ungodly despise God, let us, as far as in us lies, practise the fear
wisdom and instruction," • saith the Scripture. of God, and stove to keep His commands, that

Let us see what terrors the law announces, we may rejome in His judgments."" Whence
If tt is the things which hold an intermediate "the fear of God" is divinely said to be the
place between virtue and vice, such as poverty, beginning of wisdom. '_
disease, obscurity, and humble birth, and the
like,thesethingscivillaws hold forth,and are CHAP. VIII.--THEVAGARIES OF BASILIDF.$AND
praisedforso doing. And thoseof the Peripa- VALENTINUSAS TO FEAR BEINGTHE CAUSEOF
tC_Cschool,who introducethreekindsof good THINCS.
'things,and thinkthattheiroppositesare evil, Here the followersof Basilides,interpreting
thxsopinionsuits.But the law giventousen- thisexpression,say,"that the Prince,_shaving
joinsus to shun what are in realitybad thingsheard the speech of the Spirit,who was being
--adultery,uncleanness,p_edcrasty,ignorance,ministeredto,was struckwithamazement both
wickedness,soul-disease,death (not thatwhich wlth the voiceand thevision,havinghad glad
seversthe soulfrom the body,but thatwhich Udmgs beyond his hopes announced to him;
seversthesoulfrom truth).For thesearevicesand thathisamazement was calledfear,which
m reality,and the workingsthatproceedfrom became theoriginofwisdom,whichdistinguishes
them arc dreadfuland terrible." For notun- classes,and discriminates,and perfects,and re-
justly,"say the diwne oracles,"are the nets stores.For not the world alone,but alsothe
spreadfor birds; fortheywho areaccomphces election,Hc thatisover allhas setapartand
in blood treasureup evilsto themselves."3sentforth."
How, then,isthe lawstillsaidto be notgood And Valentinusappearsalsoin an epistleto
by certainheresiesthatclamorouslyappealto haveadoptedsuchviews. For hewritesinthese
the apostle,who says,"For by the law isthe verywords:" And as,4terrorfellon theangelsat
knowledge of sin?"4 To whom wc say,The thiscreature,becausehc utteredthingsgreater
lawdidnot cause,but showed sin. For,enjoin-than proceeded from hisformation,by reason
ing what isto be done, itreprehendedwhat of thebeinginhun who had invisiblycommuni-
oughtnottobe done. And itisthepartof the catcda germ of the supernalessence,and who
good to teachwhat issalutary,and topointout spoke with freeutterance; so alsoamong the
what isdeleterious; and tocounselthe practicetribesof men in the world,the works of men
ofthe one,and tocommand toshun theother,became terrorsto thosewho made them,_ as,

Now the apostle,whom they do not compre- forexample,imagesand statues.And thehands
hcnd,saidthatby thelaw theknowledge of sin of allfashionthingstobearthename of God :
was manifested,not thatfrom ititderivedits
existence. And how can the law be not good, 6E_k. x_ _, x_. ,3,_,-:' Adopting the conjecturewfiich, by a change from the acctu_ave

which trains, which is _ven as the instructor to a_cno_ve,_"det_,"_"_jo_," .retrofired-
meat instead of to repentance, according to the teaching of the text.

(Tr"&z)_r78_) to Christ, S that being corrected by 8Judithvi,. _7
9 Prov. x 4, 5, 8.

Io Isa. v. 2I,
Ix °Ps.cxi.zo. [Seevol.i.p z39. S,]

2 ProP.i.7. _ Prm,.i.7.
x_Vtz.,of theangels,who accordingtothemwa Jehovah,

3 ""Prpv"L ZT' 18' "Surely in valn the net is spread in the slght °f God of the Jews. . .....any bird, and they lay wait for their own Mood."
4 Rom. ill. ao. u Illgtl_td o_ ll_Aj_@_t_f of the tl_gtJ w_ l_-_1l'lwltl_t_ _T'/l'@_qt

Gal. dl. _. O60o_.
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for Adam formed into the name of man inspired knowledge, they dared (but this also were ira-
the dread attaching to the pre-existent man, as possible for them), on learning the excellence
having his being in him ; and they were terror- that is in the Pleroma, to conspire against man.]

stricken, and speedily marred the work." Furthermore also they laid hands on that which
But there being but one First Cause, as will was according to the image, in which also is the

be shown afterwards, these men will be shown to iarchetype, and which, along with the knowledge
be inventors of chatterings and chirpings. But that remains, is indestructible.
since God deemed it advantageous, that from To these, then, and certain others, especxally
the law and the prophets, men should receive a the Marcionites, the Scripture cries, though the),
preparatory discipline by the Lord, the fear of listen not, "He that heareth Me shall rest with
the Lord was called the beginning of wisdom, confidence in peace, and shall be tranquil, fear-
being given by the Lord, through Moses, to the less of all evil."'
disobedient and hard of heart. For those whom What, then, will they have the law to be
reason convinces not, fear tames ; which also They will not call it evil, but just ; distinguishing
the Instructing Word, foreseeing from the first, what is good from what is just. But the Lord,
and purifying by each of these methods, adapted when He enjoins us to dread evil, does not ex-
the instrument suitably for piety. Consternation change one evil for another, but abolishes what
is, then, fear at a strange apparition, or at an is opposite by its opposite. Now evil is the
unlooked-for representation--such as, for ex- opposite of good, as what is just is of what is
ample, a message; while fear is an excessive unjust. If, then, that absence of fear, which
wonderment on account of something which the fear of the Lord produces, is called the be-
arises or is. They do not then perceive that ginning of what is good, * fear is a good thing.
they represent by means of amazement the God And the fear which proceeds from the law is not
who is highest and is extolled by them, as sub- only just, but good, as it takes away ewl. But
ject to perturbation and antecedent to amazement introducing absence of fear by means of fear, it
as having been in ignorance. If indeeed igno- does not produce apathy by means of mental
rance preceded amazement ; and if this amaze- perturbation, but moderation of feeling by &s-
ment and fear, which is the beginning of w_sdom, cipline. When, then, we hear, "Honour the
is the fear of God, then in all hkelihood igno- Lord, and be strong : but fear not another be-
rance as cause preceded both the wisdom of s_des H_m, we understand it to be meant
God and all creative work, and not only these, fearing to sin, and following the commandments
but restoration and even election itself. Whether, given by God, which is the honour that cometh
then, was it ignorance of what was good or what from God. For the fear of God is _o, [m
was evil ? Greek']. But if fear is perturbation of mind, as

Well, if of good, why does it cease through some will have it that fear is perturbation of
amazement? And minister and preaching and mind, yet all fear is not perturbation. Supersti-
baptism are [in that case] superfluous to them. tion is indeed perturbation of mind ; being the
And if of evil, how can what is bad be the cause fear of demons, that produce and are subject to
of what is best ? For had not ignorance pre- the excitement of passion. On the other hand,
ceded, the minister would not have come down, consequently, the fear of God, who is not sub-
nor would have amazement seized on "the ject to perturbation, is free of perturbation.
Prince," as they say ; nor would he have attained For it is not God, but falling away from God,
to a beginning ofwisdom from fear, in order to dis- that the man is terrified for. And he who fear_
crimination between the elect and those that are this -- that is, falling into evils _ fears and
mundane. And if the fear of the pre-existent dreads those ewls. And he who fears a fall,
man made the angels conspire against their own wishes himself to be free of corruption and per-
handiwork, under the idea that an invisible germ turbation. "The wise man, fearing, avoids evil:
of the supernal essence was lodged within that but the foolish, trusting, mixes himself with it,"
creation, or through unfounded suspicion excited says the Scripture ; and again it says, "In the
envy, which is incredible, the angels became fear of the LOWDis the hope of strength.""
murderers of the creature which had been en-
trusted to them, as a child might be, they being CHAP.IX.- THE com_EcrIo_ or T_IE CHRISn_'_
thus convicted of the grossest ignorance. Or vmTum.
suppose they were influenced by being involved Such a fear, accordingly, leads to repentance
in foreknowledge. But they would not have and hope. Now hope is the expectation of
conspired against what they foreknew in the good things, or an expectation sanguine of ab-
assault they made ; nor would they have been
terror-struck at their own work, in consequence _Wo,.i.ss.The text reads _e._v. Lowth conjectures the change, whtc_

of foreknowledge, on their perceiving the super- we_,_ _dop_,,_a_,.3 Yrov. vti. 2.

hal germ. Or, finally, suppose, trusting to their • P_o_._i_._6,_6.
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sent good ; and favourable circumstances are And they did not believe the lawas prophesying,
assumed in order to good hope, which we have but the bare word; and they followed through
learned leads on to love. Now love turns out fear, not through disposition and faith. "For
to be consent m what pertains to reason, hfe, Christ is the end of the law for righteousness," 7
and manners, or in brief, fellowship in life, or it who was prophesied by the law to every one
is the intensity of friendship and of affection, that beheveth. Whence it was said to them by
with right reason, in the enjoyment of associates. Moses, "I will provoke you to jealousy by them
And an associate (_ro2po_)is another self;' just that are not a people ; and I will anger you by
as we call those, brethren, who are regenerated a foolish nation, that is, by one that has become
by the same word. And akin to love is hospi- disposed to obedience." s And by Isaiah it is
tality, being a congenial art devoted to the said, " I was found of them that sought Me not ;
treatment of strangers. And those are stran- I was made manifest to them that inquired not
gers, to whom the things of the world are after Me," 9-- manffestly previous to the coming
strange. For we regard as worldly those, who of the Lord ; after which to Israel, the things
hope in the earth and carnal lusts. "Be not prophesied, are now appropriately spoken: "I
conformed," says the apostle, "to this world : have stretched out My hands all the day tong to
but be ye transformed in the renewal of the a disobedient and gainsaying people." Do you
mind, that ye may prove what is that good, and see the cause of the calling from among the ha-
acceptable, and perfect, will of God. ''2 tions, clearly declared, by the prophet, to be the

Hospitality, therefore, is occupied in what is disobedience and gainsaying of the people?
useful for strangers; and guests (_o,o,) are Then the goodness of God is shown also in
strangers (_6,o,) ; and friends are guests ; and their case. For the apostle says, "But through
brethren are friends. "Dear brother," 3 says their transgression salvation is come to the Gen-
Homer. tiles, to provoke them to jealousy," '° and to

Philanthropy, in order to which also, is natu- willingness to repent. And the Shepherd, speak-
ral affection, being a loving treatment of men, ing plainly of those who had fallen asleep, recog-
and natural affection, which is a congenial habit roses certain righteous among Gentiles and Jews,
exercised m the love of friends or domestics, not only before the appearance of Christ, but
follow in the train of love. And if the real man before the law, in virtue of acceptance before
within us is the spiritual, philanthropy is broth- God, -- as Abel, as Noah, as any other righteous
erly love to those who participate, in the same man. He says accordingly, "that the apostles

: spirit. Natural affection, on the other hand, is and teachers, who had preached the name of the
the preservation of good-will, or of affection Son of God, and had fallen asleep, in power and
and affection is its perfect demonstration ;4 and by faith, preached to those that had fallen asleep
to be beloved is to please in behaviour, by draw- before." Then he subjoins : "And they gave
ing and attracting. And persons are brought to them the seal of preaching. They descended,
sameness by consent, which is the knowledge therefore, with them into the water, and again
of the good things that are enjoyed in common, ascended. But these descended alive, and
For community of sentiment (6goyvo_goo-gvq)is again ascended alive. But those, who had fallen
harmony of opinions (o'W_6Q,v&yv,_l_v). "Let jasleep before, descended dead, but ascended
your love be without dissimulation," it is said ; !alive. By these, therefore, they were made
"and abhorring what is evil, let us become at- alive, and knew the name of the Son of God.
,ached to what is good, to brotherly love," and Wherefore also they ascended with them, and
so on, down to "If it be possible, as much as fitted into the structure of the tower, and un-
heth in you, living peaceably with all men." hewn were built up together : they fell asleep in
Then "be not overcome of evil," it is said, righteousness and in great purity, but wanted
"but overcome evil with good." s And the only this seal." ,, "For when the Gentiles,
same apostle owns that he bears witness to the which have not the law, do by nature the things
Jews, "that they have a zeal of God, but not of the law, these, having not the law, are a law
according to knowledge. For, being ignorant unto themselves," ,2 according to the apostle.
of God's righteousness, and seeking to establish As, then, the virtues follow one another, why
their own, they have not submitted themselves need I say what has been demonstrated already,
to the righteousness of God. ''6 For they did that faith hopes through repentance, and fear
not know and do the will of the law; but what through faith; and patience and practice in
they supposed, that they thought the law wished, these along with learning terminate in love,

t _I"GI_ e.'_, alter eg_, denvmg _ra;po¢ from ['r_o_, _' Rom. x. 4-
l_,mn. _ 2. s Rom. x. t9; Deut. xxxd. _x

9 |$a. x|v. i_ 2, Roffl x. 20, 21,$ d/_,e et_t_,t,_rE Iliad v 3504l • - ' .' - - . .

s i_._:t_ has been conjectured m plac_ of tura_t,, to Rom. xi. xL
xom xii. 9, to, x8, a_. ,t Hermas, [Sz,tdliludes, p. 49, su_ma.l

6 l_m_. X. 2, 3" tz Rotrl. i[. I4
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which is perfected by knowledge? But that is them," 3 it declares both the correction of the
necessarily to be noticed, that the Divine alone Hebrews themselves, and the training and ad-
is to be regarded as naturally wise. Therefore vancement of us who are mgh : 4 it declares at
also wisdom, which has taught the truth, is the once their life and ours. For "those who were
power of God ; and in it the perfection of dead in sins are quickened together wath Chrlst,"s
knowledge is embraced. The philosopher loves by our covenant. For Scripture, by the frequent
and likes the truth, being now considered as a reiteration of the expression, "I am the LORb
friend, on account of his love, from his being your God," shames in such a way as most power-
a true servant. The beginning of knowledge is fully to dissuade, by teaching us to follow God
wondering at objects, as Plato says is in his who gave the commandments, and gently ad-
Thewtetus,. and Matthew exhorting in the Tra- monishes us to seek God and endeavour to
di£ons, says, "Wonder at what is before you ; " know Him as far as possible ; which is the h_gh-
laying this down first as the foundation of fur- est speculation, that which scans the greatest
ther knowledge. So also in the Gospel to the mysteries, the real knowledge, that which be-
Hebrews it is written, "He that wonders shall comes irrefragable by reason. This alone _s the
reign, and he that has reigned shall rest. It is knowledge of wisdom, from which recmude of
impossible, therefore, for an ignorant man, while conduct is never disjoined.
he remains ignorant, to philosophize, not having
apprehended the idea of wisdom ; since philos- CHAP. XI. -- THE KNOWLEDGEWHICH COMES
ophy is an effort to grasp that which truly is, and THROUGHFAITHTHE SURESTOF ALL.
the studies that conduce thereto. And it is not But the knowledge of those who think them-
the rendering of one i accomplished in good selves wise, whether the barbarian sects or the
habits of conduct, but the knowing how we are philosophers among the Greeks, according to
to use and act and labour, according as one is the apostle, "puffeth up." 6 But that knowledge,
assimilated to God. I mean God the Saviour, which is the scientific demonstration of what _s
by serving the God of the universe through the delivered according to the true philosophy,
High Priest, the Word, by whom what is in truth is founded on faith. Now, we may say that it
good and right is beheld. Piety is conduct suit- is that process of reason which, from what is
able and corresponding to God. admitted, procures faith in what is disputed.

Now, faith being twofold- the faith of kn0wl-
CHAP. X. _TO WHAT THE PHILOSOPHER APPLIES edge and that of opinion--nothing prevents

HIMSELF. US from calling demonstration twofold, the one
These three things, therefore, our philosopher resting on knowledge, the other on opinion;

attaches himself to: first, speculation ; second, since also knowledge and foreknowledge are
the performance of the precept, ; third, the designated as twofold, that which is essentially
forming of good men; -- which, concurring, accurate, that which is defective. And is not
form the Gnostic. Whichever of these is want- the demonstration, which we possess, that alone
ing, the elements of knowledge limp. Whence which is true, as being supplied out of the divine
the Scripture divinely says, "And the Lord Scriptures, the sacred writings, and out of the
spake to Moses, saying, Speak to the children "God-taught wisdom," according to the apostle?
of Israel, and thou shalt say to them, I am the Learning, then, is also obedience to the command-
LORD your God. According to the customs of ments, which is faith in God. And faith is a
the land of Egypt, in which ye have dwelt, ye power of God, being the strength of the truth.
shall not do, and according to the customs of For example, it is said, " If ye have faith as a
Canaan, into which I bring you, ye shall not do ; grain of mustard, ye shall remove the moun-
and in their usages ye shall not walk. Ye shall tain." 7 And again, "According to thy faith
perform My judgments, and keep My precepts, let it be to thee." s And one is cured, re-
and walk in them : I am the LORD your God. ceiving healing by faith ; and the dead is raised
And ye shall keep all My commandments, and up in consequence of the power of one believing
do them. He that doeth them shall live in that he would be raised. The demonstration,
them. I am the LORD your God." • Whether, however, which rests on opinion is human, and
then, Egypt and the land of Canaan be the is the result of rhetorical arguments or dialectic
symbol of the world and of deceit, or of suffer-syllogisms. For the highest demonstratmn, to
ings and afflictions; the oracle shows us what which we have alluded, produces intelligent faith
must be abstained from, and what, being divine by the adducing and opening up of the Scrip-
and not worldly, must be observed. And when it
is said, "The man that doeth them shall live in 3 Gal.ill _2.

4 "Them that are far off, and them that are nigh " (Eph. ti. x3)-
s Eph. h. 5..

It This clause is hopelessly corrupt: the text is utterly unintelli- 6 t Cor. viii. t
ip'ble, and the emendation of Sylburglt" m is adopted in the translation. 7 Matt. xvn 2o

2 Lev xvtii x- 5 s blatt, ix. a9
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tures to the souls of those who desire to learn ; me_'en, and Eden deh'ght; and Faith, and Knowl-
the result of which is knowledge (gnosis). For edge, and Peace are delight, from which he that
if what is adduced in order to prove the point has disobeyed is cast out. But he that is wise
at issue is assumed to be true, as being divine in his own eyes will not so much as listen to the
and prophetic, manifestly the conclusion arrived beginning of the divine commandments ; but,
at by inference from it will consequently be in- as if his own teacher, throwing off the reins,
ferred truly; and the legitimate result of the plunges vohmtarfly into a billowy commotion,
demonstration will be knowledge. When, then, 'sinking down to mortal and created things from
the memorial of the celestial and divine food the uncreated knowledge, holding various opin-
was commanded to be consecrated in the golden tions at various times. "Those who have no

pot, it was said, ",,,The omer_ was the tenth of Iguidance fall like leaves." 6
the three measures. ]_or m ourselves, by the! Reason, the governing principle, remaining
three measures are indicated three cntena; sen- unmoved and guiding the soul, is called its pilot.
sation of objects of sense, speech, m of spoken For access to the Immutable is obtained by a
names and words, and the mind,--of mtel- truly immutable means. Thus Abraahamwas sta-
lectuai objects. The Gnostic, therefore, will tioned before the Lord, and approaching spbke3
abstain from errors in speech, and thought, and And to Moses it is said," But do thou stand there
sensation, and action, having heard "that he with Me." _ And the followers of Simon wish to
that looks so as to lust hath committed adul- be assimilated in manners to the standing form
tery ; -2 and reflecting that "blessed are the pure which they adore. Faith, therefore, and the knowi-
m heart, for they shall see God ;" 3 and know- edge of the truth, render the soul, which makes
mg this, "that not what enters into the mouth them its choice, always uniform and equable. For
defileth, but that it is what cometh forth by congenial to the man of falsehood is shifting,
the mouth that defileth the man. For out of the and change, and turning away, as to the Gnostic
heart proceed thoughts." 4 This, as I think, is are calmness, and rest, and peace. As, then,
the true and just measure according to God, by philosophy has been brought into evil repute by
which things capable of measurement are meas- pride and self-conceit, so also gnosis by false
ured, the decad which is comprehensive of man ; gnosis called by the same name ; of which the
which summarily the three above-mentioned apostle writing says, "O Timothy, keep that
measures pointed out. There are body and which is committed to thy trust, avoiding the
soul, the five senses, speech, the power of repro- profane and vain babblings and oppositions of
duction-- the intellectual or the spiritual faculty, science (gnosis) falsely so called ; which some
or whatever you choose to call at. And we professing, have erred concerning the faiths"9
must, in a word, ascending above all the others, Convacted by this utterance, the heretics reject
stop at the mind ; as also certainly in the uni- the Epistles to Timothy. `° We]l, then, if the
verse overleaping the nine divisions, the first Lord is the truth, and wisdom, and power of
consisting of the four elements put in one place God, as in truth He is, it is shown that the real
for equal interchange : and then the seven Gnostic is he that knows Him, and His Father
wandering stars and the one that wanders not, by Him. For his sentiments are the same with
the ninth, to the perfect number, which is above him who said, "The lips of the righteous know
the nine, S and the tenth division, we must reach high things.""
to the knowledge of God, to speak briefly,
desiring the Maker after the creation. Where- CHAP. XtI.--a_eOrOLD FAnat.
fore the tithes both of the ephah and of the ! Faith as also Time being double, we shall find
sacrifices were presented to God ; and the paschal virtues in pairs both dwelling together. For
feast began with the tenth day, being the transi- memory is related to past time, hope to future.
tion from all trouble, and from all objects of We believe that what is past did, and that what
sense, is future will take place. And, on the other

The Gnostic is therefore fixed by faith; but hand, we love, persuaded by faith that the past
the man who thinks himself wise touches not was as it was, and by hope expecting the future.
what pertains to the truth, moved as he as by For in everything love attends the Gnostic,
unstable and wavering impulses. It is therefore who knows one God. "And, behold, all things
reasonably written, "Cain went forth from the which He created were very good." xz He both
face of God, and dwelt in the land of Naid, over knows and admires. Godliness adds l_h of

against Eden." Now Naid is interpreted corn- *eros._ ,4, s_t; "w_ no_o_mi,,t_p,_,"
-- A.V.

t Ex xvi. 36, Septuagint; "the tenth part M an ephah," A.V. 7 Gen. xylii. _, =3-
a Matt. v. _8. 8 Ex. xxxiv. *.9 x Tim. _vl,_o, ttx. . --.
3_tatt.xv.x_,_9. ,o rs_ Elucldatmm. at_ endd t_ _ boo_l
S The text he_ reads eeG_-, arising in all probability from the

tran_..scrt'lx_mistaking tim nurtural # for the above, tz Gen. i. 3x.
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life; and the fear of the Lord adds days. As, done; but the works of the devil are to be
then, the days are a portion of life in its prog- dreaded and not done. For the fear of God
tess, so also fear is the beginning of love, be- trains and restores to love ; but the fear of the
coming by development faith, then love. But works of the devil has hatred dwelling along with
it is not as I fear and hate a wild beast (since it. The same also says" that repentance is high
fear is twofold) that I fear the father, whom I intelligence. For he that repents of what he

fear and love at once. Again, fearing lest I be did, no longer does or says as he did. But by
punished, I love myself in assuming fear. He torturing himself for his sins, he benefits his
who fears to offend his father, loves himself, soul. Forgiveness of sins is therefore different
Blessed then is he who is found possessed of from repentance ; but both show what is in our
faith, being, as he is, composed of love and fear. )ower."
And faith is power in order to salvation, and
strength to eternal life. Again, prophecy is fore- ClO_p.xm.- ON FroST Ar¢DS_CONDR_PEICl'AI_CE.
knowledge ; and knowledge the understanding He, then, who has received the forgiveness of
of prophecy; being the knowledge of those sins ought to sin no more. For, in addition to
things known before by the Lord who reveals all the first and only repentance from sins (this as
things, from the previous sins in the first and heathen

The knowledge, then, of those things which life--I mean that in ignorance), there is forth-
have been predicted shows a threefold result, with proposed to those who have been called,
--either one that has happened long ago, or the repentance which cleanses the seat of the
exists now, or about to be. Then the extremes' soul from transgressions, that faith may be
either of what is accomplished or of what is estabhshed. And the Lord, knowmg the heart,
hoped for fall under faith ; and the present action and foreknowing the future, foresaw both the
furnishes persuasive arguments of the confirma- fickleness of man and the craft and subtlety of
tion of both the extremes. For if, prophecy the devil from the first, from the begmnmg;
being one, one part is accomplishing and another how that, envying man for the forgweness of
Is fulfilled ; hence the truth, both what is hoped sins, he would present to the servants of God
for and what is passed is confirmed. For it was certain causes of sins ; skilfully working mischief,
first present ; then it became past to us ; so that that they might fall together with himself. Ac-
the belief of what is past is the apprehension of cordingly, being very merciful, He has vouch-
a past event, and a hope which is future the ap- safed, in the case of those who, though in faith,
prehension of a future event, fall into any transgression, a second repentance,

And not only the Platonists, but the Stores, so that should any one be tempted after his
say that assent is in our own power. All opinion calling, overcome by force and fraud, he may
then, and judgment, and supposition, and knowl- receive still a repentance not to be repented of.
edge, by which we live and have perpetual inter- "For if we sin wilfully after that we have received
course with the human race, is an assent ; which the knowledge of the truth, there remaineth no
is nothing else than faith. And unbelief being more sacrifice for sins, but a certain fearful look-
defection from faith, shows both assent and faith ing for of judgment and fiery indignation, which
to be possessed of power ; for non-existence shall devour the adversaries."4 But contanual
cannot be called privation. And if you consider and successive repentings for sins differ nothing
the truth, you will find man nattwalty misled so as from the case of those who have not believed at
to gave assent to what is false, though possessing all, except only in their consciousness that they
the resources necessary for belief in the truth, do sin. And I know not which of the two is
"The virtue, then, that encloses the Church in its worst, whether the case of a man who sins know-
grasp," as the Shepherd says/ "is Faith, by ingly, or of one who, after having repented of
which the elect of God are saved ; and that his sins, transgresses agaan. For in the process
which acts the man is Self-restrainL And these of proof sin appears on each side, -- the sin
are followed by Simplicity, Knowledge, Inno- which in its commission is condemned by the
cence, Decorum, Love," and all these are the worker of the iniquity, and that of the man who,
daughters of Faith. And again, "Faith leads foreseeing what is about to be done, yet puts his
five way, fear upbuilds, and love perfects." Ac- hand to it as a wickedness. And he who per-
cordingly he 3 says, the Lord is to be feared in chance gratifies himself in anger and pleasure,
order to edification, but not the devil to destruc- gratifies himself in he knows what; and he who,
tion. And again, the works of the Lord m that repenting of that in which he gratified himself,
is, His commandments m are to be loved and by rushing again into pleasure, is near neighbour

to him who has sinned wilfully at first. For one,
t Lc., Past and Future, betweea which h_ tim Pre_nt. who does again that of which he has repented,
2 paaor_Hcrme, s,book i, vision iii, chap. viii. vol. i. p z5.
3 _ Pat.tot _ Hcr_ndzs, book ii. commandt, iv. oh, ii. [vol. i.
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and condemning what he does, performs itignorance, and what is done throughnecessity.
willingly. For how will you judge concerning those who

He, then, who from among the Gentiles and are said to sin in involuntary modes? For
fromthat old hfe ha_ betaken himself to faith either one knew not himself,as Cleomenes and
has obtained forgiveness of sins once. But he Athamas, who were mad ; or the thing which he
who has sinned after this, on his repentance does, as A_ischylus,who divulged the mysteries
though he obtain pardon, ought to fear, as one on the stage, who, being tried in the Areopagns,
no longer washed to the forgiveness of sins was absolved on his showing that he had not
For not only must the idols which he formerly been initiated. Or one knows not what is done,
held as gods, but the works also of his former as he who has let off his antagonist, and slain
life, be abandoned by him who has been "born his domestic instead of his enemy ; or that by
again,not of blood, nor of the will of the flesh," x which it is done, as he who, in exercising with
but in the Spirit ; which consists in repenting by spears having buttons on them, has killed some
not gwmg way to the same fault. For frequent one in consequence of the spear throwing off
repentance and readiness to change easily from the button ; or knows not the manner how, as
want of training, is the practice of sin again.* he who has killed his antagonist in the stadium,
The frequent asking of forgiveness, then, for for it was not for his death but for victory that
those things in which we often transgress, is the he contended ; or knows not the reasonwhy it
semblance of repentance, not repentance itself, is done, as the physician gave a salutary antidote
"But the righteousness of the blameless cuts and killed, for it was not for this purpose that
straaghtpaths," s says the Scripture. And again, he gave it, but to save. The law at that time
"The righteousness of the innocent will make punished him who had killed involuntarily, as
h_sway right." 4 Nay, "as a father pitieth his e.g., him who was subject involuntarily to gonor-
chfldren, so the I_RD piUeth them that fear rhoea, but not equally with him who did so vol-
Him." s David writes, "They who sow," then, untariIy. Although he also shall be punished as
"m tears, shall reap in joy ; "6 those, namely, for a voluntary action, if one transfer the affec-
who confess in pemtence. "For blessed are all tlon to the tn_th. For, in reahty, he that cannot
those that fear the LORD."7 You see the cot- contain the generative word is to be punished ;
respondingblessing in the Gospel. " Fear not," for this is an irrational passion of the soul ap-
it is said, "when a man is enriched, and when proaching garruhty. "The faithfulman chooses
the glory of his house is increased : because to conceal things in his spirit."" Things, then,
when he dieth he shall leave all, and his glory that depend on choice are subjects for judg-
shall not descend after him." s "But I in Thy ment. "For the Lord searcheththe heartsand
mercy will enter into Thy house. I will worship reins." '* "And he that looketh so as to lust" _s
toward Thy holy temple, in Thy fear: LORD,is judged. Wherefore it is said, "Thou shalt
lead me in Thy righteousness."9 Appetite is not lust." ,4 And "this people honoureth Me
then the movement of the mind to or from with their lips," it is said, "but their heart is far
something.'° Passmn is an excessive appetite from Me." ,s For God has respect to the very
exceeding the measures of reason, or appetite thought, since Lot's wife, who had merely vol-
unbridled and disobedient to the word. Pas- untarily turned towards worldly wickedness, He
sions, then, are a perturbation of the soul con- left a senseless mass, rendering her a pillarof
trary to nature, in disobedience to reason. But salt, and fixed herso that she advanced no fur-
revolt and distraction and disobedience are in ther, not as a stupid and useless image, but to
our own power, as obedience is m our power, season and salt him who has the power of spirit-
Wherefore voluntary actions are judged. But ual perception.
should one examine each one of the passions, he
will find them irrational impulses. CHAr.XV.- ONTHEDtFFERENTKrm_ or VOL-UNTARYACTIONS, AND THE SINS THENCE PRO"

CHAP. XtV.- HOW A THING MAY BE INVOLUNTARY. CEEDING.

What is involuntary is not matter for judg- What is voluntary is either what is by desire,
ment. But this is twofold,- what is done in or what is by choice, or what is of intention.

Closely allied to each other are these things-
' Jo_i. _3. sin, mistake, crime. It is sin, for example, to

1 '* [The penitential tystem of the early Church was no m¢re sponge ire luxuriously and licentiously ; a misfortune,
u(e that of the later Latms, whtch turns Christ into "the mmist*r of to wound one's friend in ignorance, taking him

P_o_i_.sk for an enemy; and crime, to violate graves or
s Ps"ciii _S-
6 Ps. caxvi. 5. :t prov. xi. :3-
_'PL ¢xxviii. t. :2 p_. vh. 9-

:_tMatt. v. "_S.a Ps. x|ix. t6 t xT.
9 ]:_-v 7,8. , t4 Ex. xx. t7.

Adop_ the emendation, 6ple_lt_" o_s, _t. ts Isa. xx_. _3; Matt. xv. 8: Mark vii. 6.
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commit sacrilege. Sinning arises from being those who had been chosen by G_I through
unable to determine what ought to be done, or Jesus Christ our Lord. For "love hides the
being unable to do it ; as doubtless one fails multitude of sins." 6 And they are blotted out
into a ditch either through not knowing, or by Him "who desireth the repentance rather
through inability to leap across through feeble- than the death of a sinner." 7 And those a_e
ness of body. But application to the traunng not reckoned that are not the effect of choice,
of ourselves, and subjection to the command- "for he who has lusted has already comuntted
ments, is in our own power; with which if we adultery," s it is sa_d. And the Illuminating
will have nothing to do, by abandoning ourselves Word forgives sins : "And in that time, saith the
wholly to lust, we shall sin, nay rather, wrong LORD, they shall seek for the m_quity of Israel,
our own soul. For the noted Laius says in the and it shall not exist ; and the sins of Judah, and
tragedy:-- they shall not be found. ''9 " For who is like
"None of these things of which you admonish me have Me? and who shall stand before My face? ....

escaped me; You see the one God declared good, rendering
But notwithstanding that I am in my senses, Nature according to desert, and forgiving sins. John,

compels me ;" too, manifestly teaches the d:fferences of sins, in
i.e., his abandoning himself to passion. Medea, h:s larger Epistle, in these words : "If any man
too, herself cries on the stage : -- see his brother sin a sin that is not unto death,

"And I am aware what evils I am to perpetrate, he shall ask, and he shall give him hfe : for these
But passion is stronger than my resolutmns."x that sin not unto death," he says. For "there

Further, not even Ajax is silent ; but, when about is a sin unto death : I do not say that one is to
to kill himself, cries:-- pray for it. All unrighteousness is sin; and

there is a sm not unto death." ,,
"No pain gnaws the soul of a free man hke dishonour

Thus do I suffer; and the deep stain of calamity Dawd, too, and Moses before David, show the
Ever stirs me from the depths, agitated knowledge of the three precepts m the following
By the bitter stings of rage "2 words : "Blessed is the man who walks not m

Anger made these the subjects of tragedy, and the counsel of the ungodly;" as the fishes go
lust made ten thousand others _ Phaedra, Anthia, down to the depths in darkness ; for those which
Eriphyle, _ have not scales, which Moses prohibits touching,

"Who took the precious gold for her dear husband." feed at the bottom of the sea. "Nor standeth
in the way of stoners," as those who, while ap-

For another play represents Thrasonides of the pearmg to fear the Lord, commit sin, hke the
comic drama as saying :-- sow, for when hungry :t cries, and when full

"A worthless wench made me her slave." knows not _ts owner. "Nor sxtteth in the chair

M|stake is a sin contrary to calculation; and of pestdences," as birds ready for prey. And
voluntary sin is crime (a&_;a) ; and crime is vol- Moses enjoined not to eat the sow, nor the eagle,
untary wickedness. Sin, then, is on my part nor the hawk, nor the raven, nor any fish without
voluntary. Wherefore says the apostle, "Sin scales. So far Barnabas. '* And I heard one
shall not have dominion over you; for ye are skilled m such matters say that "the counsel of
not under the law, but under grace." 3 Address- the ungodly" was the heathen, and "the way of
hag those who have believed, he says, "For by sinners" the Jewash persuasion, and explain "the
His stripes we were healed." _ Mistake is the chair of pestilence" of heresies. And another
involuntary action of another towards me, while said, with more propriety, that the first blessing
a crime (_a) alone is voluntary, whether my was assigned to those who had not followed
act or another's. These differences of sins are wicked sentiments which revolt from God ; the
alluded to by the Psalmist, when he calls those second to those who do not remain in the wade
blessed whose iniquities (_op_) God hath and broad road, whether they be those who have
blotted out, and whose sins (_o_orL'a_) He hath been brought up in the law, or Gentiles who
covered. Others He does not impute, and the have repented. And "the chair of pestilences"
rest He forgives. For it is written, "Blessed will be the theatres and tribunals, or rather the
are they whose iniquities are forgiven, whose sins compliance with wicked and deadly powers, and
are covered. Blessed is the man to whom the complicity with their deeds. "But his delight
LORO will not _mpute sin, and in whose mouth is in the law of the LORD." ,3 Peter in his Preach-
there is no fraud." s This blessedness came on

6 x Pet. Iv 8.
z Eurip., Medea, zo78. 7 E,zek. xxxih, xx.
s These lines, which are not found in the Ajax of Sophocles, have s Matt v. 28.

been amended by various hands. Instead of ¢rv_o_a, we have 9 _.'r. t. _o.ventured to read e'_._ .,--g_, e-e_ being a Sophoclean so er. xlm. x9.
phra_, and e-_ua being unsuitable, zz x John v. x6, XT.

3 Rom. iv, ?, 8. x2 Ps. i. x (quoted from Barnabas, wtth _ome addltlmm and omt_
a z Pet. iL a4. stons) _See vol. t. p. x43, th_ series ]
J, Ps. xxxti, x, 2; Rom. iv. 7*8. x..1Ps. t. 2.
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ing called the Lord, Law and Logos. The legis- says, "My son, if thou become surety for thy
lator seems to teach differently the interpretation Ifriend, thou wilt give thine hand to thy enemy ;
of the three forms of sin--understanding by the for a man's own lips are a strong snare to him,
mute fishes sins of word, for there are times m and he is taken in the words of his own mouth." zo
which silence ts better than speech, far stlence has And the saying, "Know thyself," has been taken
a safe recompense; sins of deed, by the rapacious rather more mystically from this, "Thou hast
and carnivorous birds. The sow delights in dirt! seen thy brother, thou hast seen thy God." u
and dung ; and we ought not to have "a con- : Thus also, "Thou shalt love the LORD thy God
science" that is "defiled.", with all thy heart, and thy neighbour as thyself;"

Justly, therefore, the prophet says, "The un- _for it is said, "On these commandments the law
godly are not so: but as the chaff which the land the prophets hang and are suspended." ,,
wind dnveth away from the face of the earth. With these also agree the following: "These
Wherefore the ungodly shall not stand in the things have I spoken to you, that My joy might
judgment ''2 (being already condemned, for "he be fulfilled: and this is My commandment,
that believeth not is condemned already "3), That ye love one another, as I have loved you." ts
"nor sinners in the counsel of the righteous," "For the LORD is merciful and pitiful; and
inasmuch as they are already condemned, so as gracious t4 is the LORDtO all." _+ "Know thyself"
not to be united to those that have lived without is more clearly and' often expressed by Moses,
stumbhng. "For the LORD knoweth the way of when he enjoins, "Take heed to thyself." ,6 "By

+ the righteous ; and the way of the ungodly shall alms then, and acts of faith, sins are purged." ,7
! perish." 4 "And by the fear of the LORD each one departs

Again, the Lord clearly shows sins and trans- from evil." 18 "And the fear of the LOrd is in-
gresmons to be in our own power, by prescribing strnction and wisdom." ,9
modes of cure corresponding to the maladies;

*_ showing His wish that we should be corrected CHAP. XVI. -- HOW WE ARE TO EXPLAIN THE PAS-

by the shepherds, in Ezekiel ; blaming, I am of I SAGESOF SCRIPTUREWHICH ASCRIBETO GOD
opinion, some of them for not keeping the com- HUMANAFFECTIONS.
mandments. "That which was enfeebled ye Here again arise the cavillers, who say that joy
have not strengthened," and so forth, down to, and pain are passions of the soul : for they define
"and there was none to search ottt or turn joy as a rational elevation and exultation, as re-
away." s joicing on account of what is good ; and pity as

For "great is the joy before the Father when pain for one who suffers undeservedly ; and that
one sinner is saved, ''6 salth the Lord. So Abra- such affections are moods and passions of the
ham was much to be praised, because "he walked soul. But we, as would appear, do not cease in
as the Lord spake to him." Drawing from this l such matters to understand the Scriptures car-
instance, one of the wise men among the Greeks nally ; and starting from our own affections, in-
uttered the maxim, "Follow God." 7 "The terpret the will of the impassible Deity similarly
godly," says Esaias, "framed wise counsels."s to our perturbations; and as we are capable of
Now counsel is seeking for the right way of act- hearing ; so, supposing the same to be the case
ing in present circumstances, and good counsel with the Omnipotent, err impiously. For the
is wisdom in our counsels. And what? Does Diwne Being cannot be declared as it exists:
not God, after the pardon bestowed on Cain, but as we who are fettered in the flesh were able
suitably not long after introduce Enoch, who had to listen, so the prophets spake to us ; the LOrd
repented?9 showing that it is the nature of re- savingly accommodating Himself to the weaimess
pentance to produce pardon ; but pardon does of men3 ° Since, then, it is the will of God that
not consist in remission, but in remedy. An he, who is obedient to the commands and repents
instance of the same is the making of the calf of his sins should be saved, and we rejoice on
by the people before Aaron. Thence one of the account of our salvation, the LOrd, speaking by
wise men among the Greeks uttered the maxim, the prophets, appropriated our joy to Him._lf;
"Pardon is better than punishment ;" as also,
"Become surety, and mischief is at hand," is _t_._i "" _""" " , - " • "-
derived from the utterance of Solomon which __'_

t x Cor. viii. 7 sz Luke x. _t?,etc.
2 ps. L4, 5. |3 John xv. xx, ta ....
s John til. xS. t4 _¢m/¢.6, instead of Xeta'r_ which _sm the text.ts p_ cht.8, cxL 4.
4 Ps. t. 5, 6. x+,Ex. x. aS, xxxlv, tin; Deut. iv, 9-
s Ezek. xxxtv. 4-6.
6 These words are not in Scripture, but the snimtanot o_ them is t7 Pt_ Ecclu.*. iii 29.

COntainedm Luke xv. 7, xo t8 Prov. ih. 7.
One _" the mecems of the seven wise men. x9 Ecelus. L 27............ _ _o2o [Th_ana+ra#,_t_7isa f_re bywhga_oa i+.,_ffv_..'_I_a xxxii.8,, Pm_.oe_L.,,,S'__.och,` m._o. ,,mgo,'_,,,,,_ " a,__ m_m_.+o,..,,a h_. _ _ *rlmman usagcmakestl_sfiguretmccsam'Ysom'Jre'marion or zcpcutanc_.
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as speaking lovingly in the Gospel He says, "' I CHAP.xvn.- o_ a_E wwaous rdm_ or KNOWL.
was hungry, and ye gave Me to eat : I was thirsty, EIX_V.
and ye gave Me to drink. For inasmuch as ye
did it to one of the least of these, ye did it to As, then, Knowledge (&urr_,/) is an intel-

lectual state, from which results the act of know-Me. ''_ As, then, He is nourished, though not
personally, by the nourishing of one whom He ing, and becomes apprehension irrefragable by
wishes nourished ; so He rejoices, without suffer- reason ; so also ignorance is a receding impres.
ing change, by reason of him who has repented sion, which can be dislodged by reason. And
being in joy, as He wished. And since God that which is overthrown as well as that which
pities richly, being good, and giving commands is elaborated by reason, is m our power. Akin
by the law and the prophets, and more nearly to Knowledge is experience, cognition (d3rm**)'
stdl by the appearance of his Son, saving and Comprehension (o-dvc_rL,),perception, and Sci-

ence. Cognition (E_r/o-ts) is the knowledge of
pitying, as was said, those who have found mercy ; universals by species ; and Experience is corn-and properly the greater pities the less ; and a
man cannot be greater than man, being by ha- _rehensive knowledge, which investigates the
ture mah ; but God in everything is greater than nature of each thing. Perception (v_rL_) _s
man ; if, then, the greater pities the less, it is God the knowledge of intellectual objects ; and
alone that will pity us. For a man is made to Comprehension (o_w_rL,) is the knolwedge of
communicate by righteousness, and bestows what what is compared, or a comparison that cannot
he received from God, in consequence of his be annulled, or the faculty of comparing the
natural benevolence and relation, and the tom- objects with which Judgment and Knowledge
mands which he obeys. But God has no natura are occupied, both of one and each and all
relation to us, as the authors of the heresies will that goes to make up one reason. And Science
have it ; neither on the supposition of His having (_g,_r_,) is the knowledge of the thing m itself.
made us of nothing, nor on that of having formed or the knowledge which harmonizes w_th what
us from matter; since the former did not exist takes place. Truth is the knowledge of the
at all, and the latter is totally distract from God, true ; and the mental habit of truth is the
unless we shall dare to say that we are a part of knowledge of the things which are true. Now
Him, and of the same essence as God. And I knowledge is constituted by the reason, and can-
know not how one, who knows God, can bear to not be overthrown by another reason.4 What
hear thi_ when he looks to our life, and sees in we do not, we do not either from not being
what evils we are involved. For thus it would able, or not being wdling--or both. Accord-
turn out, which it were impiety to utter, that God ingly we don't fly, since we neither can nor
sinned in [certain] portions, if the portions are wish; we do not swim at present, for example,
parts of the whole and complementary of the since we can indeed, but do not choose; and
whole ; and if not complementary, neither can we are not as the Lord, since we wish, but can-
they be parts. But God being by nature rich in not be : "for no disciple is above his master,
pity, in consequence of His own goodness, cares and it is sufficient if we be as the master :" s not
for us, though neither portions of Himself, nor in essence (for it is impossible for that, which _s
by nature His children. And this is the greatest by adoption, to be equal in substance to that,
proof of the goodness of God : that such being which is by nature) ; but [we are as Him] only
our relation to Him, and being by nature wholly {in our 6 having been made immortal, and our
estranged, He nevertheless cares for us. For being conversant with the contemplation of reah-
the affection in animals to their progeny is natu- ties, and beholding the Father through what
ral, and the friendship of kindred minds is the belongs to Him.
result of intimacy. But the mercy of God is Therefore volition takes the precedence of
rich toward us, who are in no respect related all ; for the intellectual powers are ministers of
to Him ; I say either in our essence or nature, the Will. "Will," it is said, "and thou shalt be
or in the peculiar energy of our essence, but only able." 7 And in the Gnostic, Will, Judgment,
in our being the work of His will. And him who and Exertion are identical. For if the deterrm-
willingly, with discipline and teaching, accepts nations are the same, the opinions and judg-
the knowledge of the truth, He calls to adop- ments wall be the same too; so that both h_s
tion, which is the greatest advancement of all. words, and life, and conduct, are conformable
"Transgressions catch a man ; and in the cords to rule. "And a right heart seeketh knowl-
of his own sins each one is bound." • And God

is without blame. And in reality, "blessed is , _,-_0_,_ w_,, _,x_=_,_,z appearsinthet_t. ,,rash,
the man who feareth alway through piety." s wtth great probability, is supposed to be a marginal note which got

into tbe text, the indicative being substituted for the imperative.
s Matt. x. 24, aS; Luke vi. 4o.

I MaR, xxv. 35, 40. 6 Adopting Sylburglus' conjecture ofT_ 8d for vb _i. _
a Prov. v. a2. _ Perhaps in aUusaon to the leper's words to Christ, "If "i boa
s Prov. xxviii, x4. wih, Thou canst make me clean" (Mark L 40).
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edge, and heareth it." "God taught me wis- servance of the commandments, which is the
dora, and I knew the knowledge of the holy."' mnoxious keeping of them, is the attainment of

a secure life. And there is no endurance with-
CI-L4,P. XVln._THE MOSAIC LAW THE FOUNTAIN Out manliness, nor the exercise of self-restraint

OF ALL ETHICS, AND THE SOURCE FROM WHICH without temperance. And these virtues follow
THE GREEKSDREW THEIRS.z one another ; and with whom are the sequences
It is then clear also that all the other virtues, of the virtues, with him is also salvation, which

delineated in Moses, supplied the Greeks with is the keeping of the state ofweU-being. Rightly,
the rudiments of the whole department of morals, therefore, in treating of these virtues, we shall
I mean valour, and temperance, and wisdom, inquire into them all ; for he that has one virtue
and justice, and endurance, and patience, and gnostically, by reason of their accompanying
decorum, and self-restraint ; and in addition to each other, has them all. Self-restraint is that
these, piety, quality which does not overstep what appears

But it is clear to every one that piety, which in accordance with right reason. He exercises
teaches to worship and honour, is the highest self-restraint, who curbs the impulses that are
and oldest cause ; and the law itself exhibits contrary to right reason, or curbs himself-so as
justice, and teaches wisdom, by abstinence from not to indulge in desires contrary to right reason.
sensible images, and by inviting to the Maker Temperance, too, is not without manliness ; since
and Father of the universe. And from this sen- from the commandments spring both wisdom,
timent, as from a fountain, all intelligence in- which follows God who enjoins, and that which
creases. "For the sacrifices of the wicked are imitates the divine character, namely righteous-
abomination to the LORD; but the prayers of ness; in virtue of which, in the exercise of self-
the upright are acceptable before Him," 3 since restraint, we address ourselves in purity to piety
"righteousness is more acceptable before God and the course of conduct thence resulting, in
than sacrifice." Such also as the following we conformity with God; being assimilated to the
find in Isaiah : "To what purpose to me is the Lord as far as is possible for us beings mortal in
multitude of your sacrifices? salth the LORD ; " nature. And this is being just and holy with

i and the whole section. 4 "Break every bond of wisdom ; for the Divinity needs nothing and
wtckedness ; for this is the sacrifice that is ac- suffers nothing ; whence it is not, strictly speak-
ceptable to the Lord, a contrite heart that seeks ing, capable of self-restraint, for it is never sub-
its Maker." s "Deceitful balances are abomina- jected to perturbation, over which to exercise
tion before God ; but a just balance is accepta- control ; while our nature, being capable of per-
ble to Him." 6 Thence Pythagoras exhorts "not turbatlon, needs self-constraint, by which disci-
to step over the balance ;" and the profession plining itself to the need of little, it endeavours
of heresies is called deceitful righteousness ; and to approximate in character to the divine nature.
"the tongue of the unjust shall be destroyed, For the good man, standing as the boundary
but the mouth of the righteous droppeth wis- between an immortal and a mortal nature, has
dom." 7 "For they call the wise and prudent few needs; having wants in consequence of his
worthless." s But it were tedious to adduce body, and his birth itself, but taught by rational
testimonies respecting these virtues, since the self-control to want few things.
whole Scripture celebrates them. Since, then, What reason is there in the law's prohibiting
they define manliness to be knowledge _of things a man from "wearing woman's clothing" ? '° Is
formidable, and not formidable, and what is inter- it not that it would have us to be manly, and not
medmte ; and temperance to be a state of mind to be effeminate neither in person and actions,
which by choosing and avoiding preserves the nor in thought and word ? For it would have
judgments of'Msdom ; and conjoined with man- the man, that devotes himself to the truth, to
hness is patience, which is called endurance, the be masculine both in acts of endurance and pa-
knowledge of what is bearable and what is un- tience, in life, conduct, word, and discipline by
bearable ; and magnanimity is the knowledge night and by day ; even if the necessity were to
which rises superior to circumstances. With occur, of witnessing by the shedding of his blood.
temperance also is conjoined caution, which is A_ain. it is said, "If any one who has newly built
avoidance in accordance with reason. And ob- a h_ ouse, and has not previously inlmbited it ; or

cultivated a newly-planted vine, and not yet
taken of the fruit; or betrothed a virgin, p_r_z Prov. x_t. 3"

[s_ p.x92,,,,*,-_,andthe_=.l not yet married her ;"" --such the humane law3 Prov. xv. 8.
• m,. i.... _. orders to be relieved from military serv;a:e : from
, I_ I_. 6. military reasons in the first place, lest, bent onb Prov. _. t.
7 Prov. x. _x. . . .

. sPmv. x_ 2x, mlsquoted, orthe text_corrapt; "Tlmvmmm ..

_' Fc*tlmuseof l_nowlcdgemth_ctmm_i4m, Philo, Sextus - o/.Moscs, De_. x.v..$.../= pOTTmLPmcus, and Zeno are quoted.
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their desires, they turn out sluggish in war ; for Iin the same word ; deeming it right not to take
it is those who are untmmmeUed by passion that tusury for money, but with open hands and heart
boldly encounter perils; and from motives of, to bestow on those who need. For God, the
humamty, since, in view of the uncertainties oft author and the dispenser of such grace, takes as
war, the law.reckoned it not right that one should ! suitable usury the most precious things to be
not enjoy his own labours, and another should, i found among men -- mildness, gentleness, mag.
without bestowing pains, receive what belonged I nanimity, reputation, renown. Do you not re-
to those who had laboured. The law seems also gard this command as marked by philanthropy ?
to point out manliness of soul, by enacting that JAs also the following, "To pay the wages of the
he who had planted should reap the fruit, and Ipoor daily," teaches to discharge wlthout delay
he that built should inhabit, and he that had be- t the wages due for service ; for, as I think, the
trothed should marry : for it is not vain hopes ]alacrity of the poor with reference to the future ]s
which it provides for those who labour ; accord- i paralyzed when he has suffered want. Further,
ing to the gnostic word : " For the hope of a i it is said, "Let not the creditor enter the debtor's
good man dead or living does not perish," ' says house to take the pledge with violence." But let
Wisdom ; "I love them that love me ; and they the former ask it to be brought out, and let not
who seek me shall find peace, ''_ and so forth, the latter, if he have it, hesitate. 6 And m the
What then? Did not the women of the Mid- han,est the owners are prohibited from appro-
ianites, by their beauty, seduce from wisdom priating what falls from the handfuls ; as also in
into impiety, through licentiousness, the Hebrews reaping [the law] enjoins a part to be left
when making war against them ? For, having unreaped ; signally thereby training those who
seduced them from a grave mode of life, and by possess to sharing and to large-heartedness, by
their beauty ensnared them in wanton delights, foregoing of their own to those who are m want,
they made them insane upon idol sacrifices and and thus providing means of subsistence for the
strange women ; and overcome by women and poor.7 You see how the law proclaims at once
by pleasure at once, they revolted from God, the righteousness and goodness of God, who dis-
and revolted from the law. And the whole peo- penses food to all ungrudgnngly. And in the
ple was within a little of falling under the power vintage it prohibited the grape-gatherers from
of the enemy through female stratagem, until, going back again on what had been left, and
when they were in peril, fear by its admonitions from gathering the fallen grapes ; and the same
pulled them back. Then the survivors, valiantly injunctions are given to the olive-gatherers, s
undertaking the struggle for piety, got the upper Besides, the tithes of the fruits and of the flocks
hand of their foes. "The beginning, then, of taught both piety towards the Deity, and not
wisdom is piety, and the knowledge of holy things covetously to grasp everything, but to communi-
is understanding; and to know the law is the care gifts of kindness to one's neighbours. For
.characteristic of a good understanding." 3 Those, it was from these, I reckon, and from the first-
then, who suppose the law to be productive of fruits that the priests were maintained. We now
agitating fear, are neither good at understanding therefore understand that we are instructed in
the law, nor have they in reality comprehended piety, and in liberality, and in justice, and in
it ; for " the fear of the LORD causes life, but he humanity by the law. For does it not command
who errs shall be afflicted with pangs which the land to be left fallow in the seventh year,
knowledge views not." 4 Accordingly, Barna- and bids the poor fearlessly use the fruits that
bas says mystically, "May God who rules the grow by divine agency, nature cultivating the
universe vouchsafe also to you wisdom, and un- ground for behoof of all and sundry ? 9 How,
,derstanding, and science, and knowledge of His then, can it be maintained that the law is not hu-
.statutes, and patience. Be therefore God-taught, mane, and the teacher of righteousness ? Again,
seeking what the Lord seeks from you, that He in the fiftieth year, it ordered the same things
may find you in the day of judgment lying in to be performed as in the seventh; besides re-
wait for these things." "Children of love and storing to each one his own land, if from any
peace," he called them gnostically.S circumstance he had parted with it in the mean-

Respecting imparting and communicating, time ; setting bounds to the desires of those who
Xhough much might be said, let it suffice to re- covet possession, by measuring the period of en-
mark that the law prohibits a brother from taking joyment, and choosing that those who have paid
usury: designating as a brother not only him the penalty of protracted penury should not
who is born of the same parents, but also one of suffer a life-long punishment. "But alms and
the same race and sentiments, and a participator acts of faith are royal guards, and blessing is on

z IM_v. x 7, xi. 7.
2 Prov. vixi. zT. 6 Deut. n-iv. zo,..x.z.

Prov. ix. zo. z I.,ev. xix. 9, xxm. 22: Deut. xxiv. zg.
4 Pray. xix _3. s I.,ev. zix. zo; Deut. x_v. _o, ._z.

[S_ Epistle _B**rx_k_, vol. p. i. _, S,] 9 Ex. xxhl. :Eo,xx; I._, xxv. 2-7,
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the head of him who bestows ; and he who pities Ieven after she has become disfigured. Then if
the poor shall be blessed.", For he shows love one, after his lust, does not care to consort any
to one like himself, because of his love to the longer with the captive, it ordains that it shall
Creator of the human race. The above-men-Inot be lawful to sell her, or to have her any
tloned particulars have other explanations more i longer as a servant, but desires her to be freed
natural, both respecting rest and the recovery of iand released from service, lest on the introduc-

the inheritance ; but they are not dmcussed at tion of another wife she bear any of the intoler-present, able miseries caused through jealousy.
Now love is conceived m many ways, in the I What more ? The Lord enjoins to ease and

form of meekness, of mildness, of pauence, of raise up the beasts of enemies when labouring
hberahty, of freedom from envy, of absence of lbeneath their burdens ; remotely teaching us not
hatred, of forgetfulness of injuries. In all it is !to indulge in joy at our neighbour's ills, or exult
incapable of being divided or distinguished: its over our enemies; in order to teach those who
nature is to communicate. Again, it is said, "If are trained in these things to pray for their ene-
you see the beast of your relatives, or friends, mies. For He does not allow us either to grieve
or, in general, of anybody you know, wandering at our neighbour's good, or to reap joy At our
m the wilderness, take it back and restore it ; 2 netghbour's ill. And if you find any enemy's
and if the owner be far away, keep it among beast straying, you are to pass over the incen-
your own till he return, and restore it." It tives of difference, and take it back and restore
teaches a natural commumcation, that what is it. For oblivion of injuries is followed by good-
found is to be regarded as a deposit, and that we ness, and the latter by dissolution of enmity.
are not to bear mahce to an enemy. "The corn- From this we are fitted for agreement, and this
mand of the Lord being a fountain of llfe" truly, conducts to felicity. And should you suppose
"causeth to turn away from the snare of death." s ] one habitually hostile, and discover him to be
And what ? Does it not command us " to love ]unreasonably mistaken either through lust or
strangers not only as friends and relatives, but as anger, turn him to goodness. Does the law then
ourselves, both in body and soul? "4 Nay more, which conducts to Christ appear humane and
it honoured the nations, and bears no grudge s mild ? And does not the same God, good, while
against those who have done ill. Accordingly it characterized by righteousness from the begin-
is expressly said, "Thou shalt not abhor an ning to the end, employ each kind suitably in
Egyptian, for thou wast a sojourner in Egypt ; "6 order to salvation ? "Be merciful," says the
designating by the term Egyptian either one of Lord, "that you may receive mercy; forgive,
that race, or any one m the world. And enemies, that you may be forgiven. As ye do, so shall it
although drawn up before the walls attempting !be done to you ; as ye give, so shall it be given
to take the city, are not to be regarded as enemies to you ; as ye judge, so shall ye be judged ; as
till they are by the voice of the herald summoned ye show kindness, so shall kindness be shown to
to peace.7 you: with what measure ye mete, it shall be

Further, it forbids intercourse wlth a female measured to you again."9 Furthermore, [the
captive so as to dishonour her. " But allow law] prohibits those, who are in servitude for
her," _t says, "thirty days to mourn according to the,r subsistence, to be branded with disgrace ;
her wish, and changing her clothes, associate and to those, who have been reduced to slavery
with her as your lawful wife." s For it regards through money borrowed, it gwes a complete
it not right that this should take place either in irelease in the seventh year. Further, it pro-
wantonness or for hire like harlots, but only for hibits supphants from being given up to pun-
the birth of children. Do you see humanity lishment. True above all, then, is that oracle.
combined with continence ? The master who "As gold and silver are tried in the furnace, so
has fallen in love with his captive maid it does ;the Lord chooseth men's hearts. The merciful
not allow to gratafy his pleasure, but puts a check man is long-suffering; and in every one who
on his lust by specifying an interval of time ; shows solicitude there is wisdom. For on a wise
and further, it cuts off the captive's hair, in order man solicitude will fall ; and exercising thought,
to shame disgraceful love : for if it is reason he will seek life ; and he who seeketh God shall
that induces him to marry, he will cleave to her find knowledge vath righteousness. And they who

have sought Him rightly have found l_..ax:e.'' '*
t Prov.xx._8 xi.26,xav _x

2 Q_..otedfrom'Phdo, with'silght alterations, giving the sense ot And Pythagoras seems to me, to have derived
_._-_,. 4,Deut._ai. ,_, s. his mildness towards irrational creatures from the

Prov. xiv. _7., L_ .... law. For instance, he interdicted the immediate
s . xlx. 33, 34; Deut. x 19, xxtu. 7-
.. e_lqr'-oml,Z (equivalentto _" .... ; in the r_g" of use of the young in the flocks of sheep, and

r auto lmmwhlch Clement is quoting) has been substituted by Sylb goats, and herds of cattle, on the instant of theiraor u.to'owo_-_pe_
6 I_t. _iii. 7-
7 Deut. _t. io. ,7 Matt v vi. vii.; Luke vi.
e Deut. xxi. so-x3, lo Prov. xiz. zz, xav. a3, xvtL xa.
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birth ; not even on the pretext of sacrifice allow- And it prohibits an ox and ass to be yoked m
ing it, both on account of the young ones and the plough together ; 3 pointing perhaps to the
of the mothers ; training man to gentleness by want of agreement in the case of the animals ;
what is beneath him, by means of the irrational and at the same time teaching not to wrong any
creatures. "Resign accordingly," he says, "the one belonging to another race, and bring him
young one to its dam for even the first seven under the yoke, when there is no other cause to
days." For if nothing takes place without a allege than difference of race, which is no cause
cause, and milk comes in a shower to animals at all, being neither wickedness nor the effect
in parturition for the sustenance of the progeny, of wickedness. To me the allegory also seems
he that tears that, which has been brought forth, to signify that the husbandry of the Word is not
away from the supply of the milk, dishonour., to be assigned equally to the clean and the un-
nature. Let the Greeks, then, feel ashamed, and clean, the believer and the unbeliever ; for the
whoever else inveighs against the law; since it ox is clean, but the ass has been reckoned
shows mildness in the case of the irrational crea- among the unclean animals. But the benignant
titres, while they expose the offspnng of men; Word, abounding in humanity, teaches that
though long ago and prophetically, the law, in neither is it right to cut down cultivated trees,
the above-mentioned commandment, threw a or to cut down the grain before the harvest, for
check in the way of their cruelty. For _f it pro- miscinefs sake ; nor that cultivated fruit is to
hibits the progeny of the irrational creatures to be destroyed at all g either the fruit of the soil
be separated from the dam before sucking, much or that of the soul : for it does not permit the
more in the case of men does it prowde before- enemy's country to be laid waste.
hand a cure for cruelty and savageness of dlspo- Further, husbandmen derived advantage from
sition ; so that even if they despise nature, they the law in such things. For it orders newly
may not despise teaching. For they are permit- planted trees to be nourished three years in
ted to satiate themselves with kids and lambs, succession, and the superfluous growths to be
and perhaps there might be some excuse for cut off, to prevent them being loaded and
separating the progeny from its dam. But what pressed down ; and to prevent their strength
cause is there for the exposure of a child ? For being exhausted from want, by the nutriment
the man who did not desire to beget children being frittered away, enjoins tilling and diggnng
had no right to marry at first ; certainly not to round them, so that [the tree] may not, by
have become, through licentious indulgence, the sending out suckers, hinder its growth. And it
murderer of his children. Again, the humane does not allow imperfect fruit to be plucked
law forbids slaying the offspring and the dam from immature trees, but after three years, m
together on the same day. Thence also the the fourth year; dedicating the first-fruits to
Romans, in the case of a pregnant woman being God after the tree has attained maturity.
condemned to death, do not allow her to un- This type of husbandry may serve as a mode
dergo punishment till she is delivered. The law, of instruction, teaching that we must cut the
too, expressly prohibits the slaying of such ani- growths of sins, and the useless weeds 6f the
mals as are pregnant till they have brought forth, mind that spring up round the vital fruit, tall
remotely restraining the proneness of man to do the shoot of faith is perfected and becomes
wrong to man. Thus also it has extended its strong.* For in the fourth year, since there is
clemency to the irrational creatures ; that from need of time to him that is being solidly
the exercise of humanity in the case of creatures catechized, the four virtues are consecrated to
of different species, we might practise among God, the third alone being already joined to the
those of the same species a large abundance of fourth,s the person of the Lord. And a sacrl-
it. Those, too, that kick the bellies of certain rice of praise is above holocausts : "for He," it
animals before parturition, in order to feast on is said, "giveth strength to get power." 6 And
flesh mixed with milk, make the womb created if your affairs are in the sunshine of prospen_,
for the birth of the ftetus its grave, though the get and keep strength, and acquire power in
law expressly commands, "But neither shalt thou knowledge. For by these instances it is shown
seethe a lamb in its mother's milk."' For the that both good things and gifts are supplied by
nourishment of the living animal, it is meant, may God ; and that we, becoming ministers of the
not become sauce for thatwhich hasbeen deprived divine grace, ought to sow the benefits of God,
of life ; and that, which is the cause of life, may and make those who approach us noble and
not co-operate in the consumption of the body.
And the same law commands "not to muzzle the 3De,_ x_. ,_

( [See Hermas, Vz'st_, note 2, p. 35_thls volume.] ' tox which treadeth out the corn : for the labourer s so _.m_t _ to _s_ _ h_ _to_ a c_s,=
must be reckoned worthy of his food." * as bang* o.*_t_-- q_ m_dmuontot_ th,_ r.,.o_ath_ _oa-

head.[Astrangenote;borrowedfromed.Migne. The incainr_

• Deut.my. _. author's vu_w_"an addition to the three _ of the Godhea_
s Deut. xxv. 4: t Tim. v. _8. 6 Deut. viii. 38.
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good; so that, as far as possible, the temperate from him, the younger having won his father's
man may make others continent, he that is favourand received his prayers, became heir,and
manly may make them noble, he that is wise the elder served him. For it is the greatest boon
may make them intelligent, and the just may to a bad man not to be master of himself.S
make them just. And this arrangement was prophetical and

typical. And that all things belong to the wise,
CHAP. XIX. -- THE TRUE GNOSTIC IS AN IMITATOR Scripture clearly indicates when it is said, "Be-

oF COD,ESPECIALLYm _E_.nCV-_CE. cause God hath had mercy on me, I have all
He is the Gnostic, who is after the image and things." 6 For it teaches that we are to desire

likeness of God, who imitates God as far as one thing, by which are all things, and what is
possible, deficient in none of the things which promised is assigned to the worthy. Accord-
contribute to the likeness as far as compatible, ingly, the good man who has become heir of
practising self-restraint and endurance, liwng the kingdom, it registers also as fellow-citizen,
righteously, reigning over the passions, bestowing through divine wisdom, with the righteous of
of what he has as far as possible, and doing the olden time, who under the law and before
good both by word and deed. "He is the the law lived according to law,whose deedghave
greatest," it is said, "in the kingdom who shall become laws to us ; and again, teaching that the
do and teach ; ,,x imitating God in conferring wise man is king, introduces people of a differ-
like benefits. For God's gifts are for the corn- ent race, saying to him, "Thou art a king before
mon good. "Whoever shall attempt to do aught God among us ;" 7 those who were governed
w_th presumption, provokes God," 2 it is said. obeying the good man of their own accord, from
For haughtiness is a vice of the soul, of which, admiration of his virtue.
as of other sins, He commands us to repent ; Now Plato the philosopher, defining the end
by adjusting our lives from their state of de- of happiness, says that it is likeness to God as
rangement to the change for the better in these far as possible ; whether concurring with the pre-
three things -- mouth, heart, hands. These cept of the law (for great natures that are free
are signs-- the hands of action, the heart of of passions somehow hit the mark respecting the
volmon, the mouth of speech. Beautifully, truth, as the Pythagorean Philo says in relating
therefore, has this oracle been spoken with re- the history of Moses), or whether instructed by
spect to penitents : "Thou hast chosen God certain oracles of the time, thirsting as he always
th_sday to be thy God ; and God hath chosen was for instruction. For the law says, "Walk
thee this day to be Hts people." 3 For him who after the Lord your God, and keep my corn-
hastes to serve the self-existent One, being a mandments." s For the law calls assimilation
suppliant,4 God adopts to Himself; and though following; and such a following to the utmost
he be only one in number, he is honoured of its power assimilates. "Be," says the Lord,
equally with the people. For being a part of "merciful and pitiful, as your heavenly Father is
the people, he becomes complementary of it, pitiful." 9 Thence also the Stoics have laid down
being restored from what he was ; and the the doctrine, that living agreeably to nature is
whole is named from a part. the end, fitly altering the name of God into na-

But nobility is itself exhibited in choosing and ture ; since also nature extends to plants, to
practising what is best. For what benefit to seeds, to trees, and to stones. It is therefore
Adam was such a nobility as he had ? No mor- plainly said, "Bad men do not understand the
tal was his father ; for he himself was father of law ; but theywho love the law fortify themselves
men that are born. What is base he readily with a wall." ,o "For the wisdom of the clev6r
chose, following his wife, and neglected what is knows its ways ; but the folly of the foolish is
true and good ; on which account he exchanged in error." '' "For on whom will I look, but on
his immortal life for a mortal life, but not for tim who is mild and gentle, and trembteth at
ever. And Noah, whose originwas not the same my words?" says the prophecy.
as Adam's, was saved by divine care. For he We are taught that there are three kinds of
took and consecrated himself to God. And friendship: and that of these the first and the
Abraham,who had children by three wives, not best is that which results from virtue, forthe love
for the indulgence of pleasure, but in the hope, that is founded on reason is firm; that the see-
as I think, of multiplying the race at the first, ond and intermediate is by way of recompense,
was succeeded by one alone, who was heir of his and is social, liberal, and useful for life ; for the
father's blessings, while the rest were separated friendshipwhich is the result of favouris mutual.
from the family ; and of the twins who sprang s [Auot_o.-_ _aorimd

6 C_L XXXltL ZX.

x Matt. v. x9. 7 Oen xxiit. 6.s Deut. xiii. 4.
2 Num. xv..30.
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And the third and last we assert to be that which will the Gnostic, as a Gnostic, possess. He will
is founded on intimacy; others, again, that it is bless when under trial, like the noble Job; like
that variable and changeable form which rests on Jonas, when swallowed up by the whale, he will
pleasure. And Hippodamus the Pythagorean pray, and faith will restore him to prophesy to
seems to me to describe friendships most ad- the Ninevites ; and though shut up with lions,
mirably : "That founded on knowledge of the he will tame the wild beasts ; though cast into
gods, that founded on the gifts of men, and that the fire, he wilt be besprinkled with dew, but not
on the pleasures of animals." There is the consumed. He will give his testimony bynight;
friendship of a philosopher, -- that of a man he will testify by day ; by word, by life, by con.
and that of an animal. For the image of God duct, he will testify. Dwelling with the Lord, s
is really the man who does good, in which also he will continue his familiar friend, sharing the
he gets good : as the pilot at once saves, and is same hearth according to the Spirit ; pure m
saved. Wherefore, when one obtains his request, the flesh, pure in heart, sanctified in word.
he does not say to the giver, Thou hast given "The world," it is said, "is crucified to him,
well, but, Thou hast received well. So he re- and he to the world." 6 He, bearing about the
celves who gives, and he gives who receives, cross of the Saviour, will follow the Lord's foot-
"But the righteous pity and show mercy. ''_ steps, as God, hawng become holy of holies.
"But the mild shall be inhabitants of the earth, The divine law, then, while keeping in mind
and the innocent shall be left in it. But the all virtue, trains man especmlly to self-restraint,
transgressors shall be extirpated from it." 2 And laying this as the foundation of the virtues ; and
Homer seems to me to have said prophetically disciplines us beforehand to the attainment of
of the faithful, "Give to thy friend." And an self-restraint by forbidding us to partake of such
enemy must be aided, that he may not continue things as are by nature fat, as the breed of
an enemy. For by help good feeling is com- swine, which is full-fleshed. For such a use is
pacted, and enmity dissolved. "But if there be assigned to epicures. It is accordingly said that
present readiness of mind, according to what a one of the philosophers, giving the etymology
man hath it is acceptable, and not according to of _ (sow), said that it was 0_, as being fit
what he hath not : for it is not that there be ease only for slaughter (8¢o-Lv) and killing ; for life
to others, but tribulation to you, but of equahty was g_ven to this animal for no other purpose
at the present time," and so forth.s "He hath than that it might swell m flesh. Similarly,
dispersed, he hath given to the poor; his right- repressing our desires, it forbade partaking of
eousness endureth for ever," the Scripture says. 4 fishes which have neither fins nor scales ; for
For conformity with the image and likeness is these surpass other fishes in fleshiness and fat-
not meant of the body (for it were wrong for ness. From this it was, in my opinion, that the
what is mortal to be made like what is immortal), mysteries not only prohibited touching certain
but in mind and reason, on which fifty the Lord ammals, but also withdrew certain parts of those
impresses the seal of likeness, both in respect of islain in sacrifice, for reasons which are known
doing good and of exercising rule. For govern- !to the initiated. If, then, we are to exercise
ments are directed not by corporeal qualities, control over the belly, and what is below the
but by judgments of the mind. For by the belly, it is clear that we have of old heard from
counsels of holy men states are managed well, the Lord that we are to check lust by the law.
and the household also. And this will be completely effected, if we

unfelgnedly condemn what is the fuel of lust : I
CHAP. XX.- THE TRUE GNOSTIC EXERCISESPA* mean pleasure. Now they say that the idea of

TIENCE AND SELF-RESTRAINT. fit is a gentle and bland excitement, accompa-
Endurance also itself forces its way to the nied with some sensation. Enthralled by this,

diwne likeness, reaping as _ts fruit impassibility Menelaus, they say, after the capture of Troy,
through patience, if what is related of Ananias having rushed to put Helen to death, as having
be kept in mind ; who belonged to a number, been the cause of such calamities, was neverthe-
of whom Daniel the prophet, filled with divine less not able to effect it. being subdued by her
faith, was one. Daniel dwelt at Babylon, as Lot beauty, which made him think of pleasure.
at Sodom, and Abraham, who a litre after became Whence the tragedians, jeering, exclaimed
the friend of God, in the land of Chaldea. The insultingly against him :_
king of the Babylonians let Daniel down into a "But thou, when on her breast thou lookedst, thy
pit full of wild beasts ; the King of all, the faith- sword
ful Lord, took him up unharmed. Such patience Didst cast away, and with a kiss the traitress,

Ever-beauteous wretch,_ thou didst embrace."

x Prov.xxL26.
2 Prov. ii. _z, 22. s Substituting _Jv for _v _-_ K,pL_ after o-t_vo_Kc¢.
3 2Cor. viii. i2, I3, 14. 6 [C_fal vLx 4 S]
4 Ps. cxil. 9 7 _uvo_, Eurip., Anar_'o_ac_e, _9.
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And again:-- thought into captivity unto the obedience of
,. Was the sword then by beauty blunted ?" Christ," s says the divine'apostle. There is need

of a man who shall use in a praiseworthy and
And I agree with Antisthenes when he says, discriminating mmmer the things from which
-Could I catch Aphrodite, I would shoot her; passions take their rise, as riches and poverty,
for she has destroyed many of our beautiful and honour and dishonour, health and sickness, life
good women." And he says that "Love * is a and death, toil and pleasure. For, in order
vice of nature, and the wretches who fall under that we may treat things, that are different,
its power call the disease a deity." For in these indifferently, there is need of a great difference
words it is shown that stupid people are over- in us, as having been previously afflicted with
come from ignorance of pleasure, to which we much feebleness, and in the distortion of a bad
ought to give no admittance, even though it be training and nurture ignorantly indulged our-
called a god, that is, though it be given by God selves. The simple word, then, of our philos-
for the necessity of procreation. And Xeno- ophy declares the passions to be impressions on
phon, expressly calling pleasure a vice, says : the soul that is soft and yielding, and, as it were,
' Wretch, what good dost thou know, or what the signatures of the spiritual powers with_whom
honourable aim hast thou ? which does not even we have to struggle. For it is the business, in
wait for the appetite for sweet things, eating my opinion, of the malificent powers to ca-
before being hungry, drinking before being deavour to produce somewhat of their own con-
thirsty ; and that thou mayest eat pleasantly, stitution in everything, so as to overcome and
seeking out fine cooks ; and that thou mayest make their own those who have renounced them.
drink pleasantly, procuring costly wines ; and in iAnd it follows, as might be expected, that some

' summer runnest about seeking snow ; and that'ar e worsted ; but in the case of those who
• thou mayest sleep pleasantly, not only providest engage in the contest with more athletic energy,

soft beds, but also supports 2 to the couches." the powers mentioned above, after carrying on
Whence, as Aristo said, "against the whole tet- the conflict in all forms, and advancing even as
rachord of pleasure, pain, fear, and lust, there far as the crown wading in gore, decline the bat-
is need of much exercise and struggle." tie, and admire the victors.
"For it is these, it is these that go through our bowels, For of objects that are moved, some are

_ And throw into disorder men's hearts." moved by impulse and appearance, as animals ;
"For the minds of those even who are deemed and some by transposition, as inanimate objects.
grave, pleasure makes waxen," according to And of things without life, plants, they say, are
Plato; since "each pleasure and pain nails to moved by transposition in order to growth, if
the body the soul" of the man, that does not we will concede to them that plants are without
sever and crucify himself from the passions, life. To stones, then, belongs a permanent
" He that loses his life," says the Lord, "shall state. Plants have a nature ; and the irrational
save it;" either giving it up by exposing it to animals possess impulse and perception, and
danger for the Lord's sake, as He did for us, or likewise the two characteristics already specified.4
loosing it from fellowship with its habitual life. But the reasoning faculty, being peculiar to the
For if you would loose, and withdraw, and sep- human soul, ought not to be impelled similarly
arate (for this is what the cross means) your with the irratmnal animals, but ought to dis-
soul from the delight and pleasure that is in this criminate appearances, and not to be carried
hfe, you will possess it, found and resting in the away by them. The powers, then, of which we
looked-for hope. And this would be the exer- have spoken hold out beautiful sights, and hon-
cise of death, if we would be content with those ours, and adulteries, and pleasures, and such
desires which are measured according to nature] like alluring phantasies before facile spirits ; as
alone, which do not pass the limit of those those who drive away cattle hold out branches
which are in accordance with nature _ by to them. Then, having beguiled those incapa.
going to excess, or gomg against nature--in ble of distinguishing the true from the false
which the possibility of sinning arises. "We pleasure, and the fading and meretricious from
must therefore put on the panoply of God, that the holy beauty, they lead them into slavery.
we may be able to stand against the wiles of the And each deceit, by pressing constantly on the
devil ; since the weapons of our warfare are not spirit, impresses its image on it ; and the soul
carnal, but mighty through God to the pulling unwittingly carries about the image of the pro-
down of strongholds, casting down reasonings, sion, which takes its rise from the bait and our
and every lofty thing which exalteth itself against consent.
the knowledge of God, and bringing every The adherents of Basilides are in the habit of

¢t_.._, Cupid 3Eph.vixt.
V vr, " carpets" Xenoph, Memara_ilia, II. i.30; The Wonls 4 t.e, Permanentstateattdnature.of trtuetoVice. $ [SeeEptphan,Op#..ii.39t,ed.Oehler.]
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calling the passions appendages: saying that sanctified, and gleams with light. And he who
these are in essence certain spirits attached to possesses such a heart is so blessed, that ', he
the rational soul, through some original perturba- shall see God."
tion and confusion ; and that, again, other bas- What, then, let them tell us, is the cause of
tard and heterogeneous natures of spirits grow such a soul not being cared for from the beg/n-
on to them, Eke that of the wolf, the ape, the ning? Either that it is not worthy (and some-
lion, the goat, whose properties showing them- how a care for it comes to it as from repentance),
selves around the soul, they say, assimilate the or it is a saved nature, as he would have it ; and
lusts of the soul to the likeness of the animals this, of necessity, from the beginning, being
For they imitate the actions of those whose cared for by reason of its affinity, afforded no
properties they bear. And not ouly are they entrance to the impure spirits, unless by being
associated with the impulses and perceptions forced and found feeble. For were he to grant
of the irrationM animals, but they affect ' the that on repentance it preferred what was better,
motions and the beauties of plants, on account he will say this unwillingly, being what the truth
of their bearing also the properties of plants we hold teaches; namely, that salvation is from
attached to them. They have also the proper- a change due to obedience, but not from nature.
ties of a particular state, as the hardness of steel. For as the exhalations which arise from the earth,
But against this dogma we shall argue subse- and from marshes, gather into mists and cloudy
quently, when we treat of the soul. At present masses ; so the vapours of fleshly lnsts bring on
this only needs to be pointed out, that man, the soul an evil condition, scattering about the
according to Basilides, preserves the appearance idols of pleasure before the soul. Accordingly
of a wooden horse, according to the poetic they spread darkness over the light of intelli-
myth, embracing as he does in one body a host gence, the spirit attracting the exhalations that
of such different spirits. Accordingly, Basilides' arise from lust, and thickening the masses of the
son himself, Isidorus, in his book, About the passions by persistency in pleasures. Gold is
Soul at/added to us, while agreeing in the dogma, not taken from the earth in the lump, but is
as if condemning himself, writes in these words : purified by smelting ; then, when made pure, it
"For if I persuade any one that the soul is is called gold, the earth being purified. For
undivided, and that the passions of the wicked "Ask, and it shall be given you," 4 it is said to
are occasioned by the violence of the append- those who are able of themselves to choose what
ages, the worthless among men will have no is best. And how we say that the powers of the
slight pretence for saying,' I was compelled, I devil, and the unclean spirits, sow into the sin-
was carried away, I did it against my will, I acted ner's soul, requires no more words from me, on
unwillingly ;' though he himself led the desire adducing as a witness the apostolic Barnabas
of evil things, and did not fight against the (and he was one of the seventy, s and a fellow-
assaults of the appendages. But we must, by worker of Paul), who speaks in these words:
acquiring superiority in the rational part, show "Before we believed in God, the dwelling-place
ourselves masters of the inferior creation in us." of our heart was unstable, truly a temple built
For he too lays down the hypothesis of two with hands. For it was full of idolatry, and was
souls in us, like the Pythagoreans, at whom we a house of demons, through doing what was
shall glance afterwards, opposed to God." 6

Valentinus too, in a letter to certain people, He says, then, that sinners exercise activities
writes in these very words respecting the append- appropriate to demons ; but he does not say
ages : "There is one good, by whose presence* that the spirits themselves dwell in the soul of
is the manifestation, which is by the Son, and by the unbeliever. Wherefore he also adds, "See
Him alone can the heart become pure, by the that the temple of the Lord be gloriously built.
expulsion of every evil spirit from the heart : for Learn, having received remission of sins ; and
the multitude of spirits dwelling in it do not suf- having set our hope on the Name, let us becom¢
fer it to be pure ; but each of them performs his new, created again from the beginning." For
own deeds, insulting it oft with unseemly lusts, what he says is not that demons are driven out
And the heart seems to be treated somewhat like of us, but that the sins which like them we com-
a caravanserai. For the latter has holes and ruts mit before beheving are remitted. Rightly thus
made in it, and is often titled with dung ; men he puts in opposition what follows : "Wherefore
living filthily in it, and taking no care for the God truly dwells in our home. He dwells in us.
place as belonging to others. So fares it with How? The word of His faith, the calling of
the heart as long as there is no thought taken for His promise, the wisdom of His statutes, the
it, being unclean, and the abode of many demons.
But when the only good Father visits it, it is 3 Matt. v. 8. [On the Beatitudes, tmchookiv, cap. 6,/s_'a.]

4 Matt. vtl. 7.
z Or, vie with. s [See note, book ii. cap. 7, P. 3_ _pra.]
a trepovo'i_ sub_tuted by Grabe for rek_eo'_o. 6 Barnabas, Ep/r/., cap. xvL vol. 1.p. t4 7.
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commandments of His communication, [dwell to self-indulgence ? Diogenes writes significantly
m us]." in a tragedy :--

"I know that I have come upon a heresy ;
and its chief was wont to say that he fought with "Who to the pleasures of effeminateAnd filthy luxury attached in heart,
pleasure by pleasure, this worthy Gnostic advan- Wish not to undergo the slightest toil."
clng on pleasure in feigned combat, for he said
he was a Gnostic ; since he said it was no great And what follows, expressed indeed in foul
thing for a man that had not tried pleasure to language, but in a manner worthy of the volup-
abstain from it, but for one who had mixed in it tuaries.
not to be overcome [was something] ; and that Wherefore the divine law appears to me ne-
therefore by means of it he trained himself in it. cessarily to menace with fear, that, by caution
The wretched man knew not that he was deceiv- and attention, the philosopher may acquire and
mg himself by the artfulness of voluptuousness, retain absence of anxiety, continuing without
To this opimon, then, manifestly Aristippus the fall and without sin in all things. For peace and
Cyrenian adhered -- that of the sophist who freedom are not otherwise won, than by ceaseless
boasted of the truth. Accordingly, when re- and unyielding struggles with our lusts. For these

proached for continually cohabiting with the stout and Olympic antagonists are keener than
Corinthian courtezan, he said, "I possess Lais, wasps, so to speak ; and Pleasure especially, not
and am not possessed by her." by day only, but by night, is in dreams with

Such also are those who say that they follow witchcraft ensnaringly plotting and biting. How,
Nlcolaus, quoting an adage of the man, which then, can the Greeks any more be right in run-
they pervert, I "that the flesh must be abused." ning down the law, when they themselves teach
But the worthy man showed that it was necessary that Pleasure is the slave of fear ? Socrates ac-
to check pleasures and lusts, and by such train- cordingly bids "people guard against entice-
ing to waste away the impulses and propensities ments to eat when they are not hungry, and to
of the flesh. But they, abandoning themselves drink when not thirsty, and the glances and
to pleasure hke goats, as if resulting the body, kisses of the fair, as fitted to inject a deadlier
lead a life of self-indulgence ; not knowing that poison than that of scorpions and spiders." And
the body is wasted, being by nature subject to Antisthenes chose rather "to be demented than
dissolution; while their soul is buried in the delighted." And the Theban Crates says: w
mire of vice ; following as they do the teaching - Master these, exulting in the disposition of the soul,

of pleasure itself, not of the apostolic man. For Vanquished neither l_ygold nor by lan_uishi_gt2no,ve,
in what do they differ from Sardanapalus, whose Nor are they any longer attendants to the wan .

hfe is sl_own in the epigram : -- And at length refers : --

"I have what I ate -- what I enjoyed wantonly ; "Those, unenslaved and unbended by servile Ple_ltr_
And the pleasures I felt in love. But those Love the immortal kingdom and freedom."
Many objects of happiness are left,
For _[too am dust, who ruled great Ninus." He writes expressly, in other words, "that the

For the feeling of pleasure is not at all a ne- stop* to the unbridled propensity to amorous-
cessity, but the accompaniment of certain natu-ness is hunger or a halter."
ral needs-- hunger, thirst, cold, marriage. If, And the comic poets attest, while they depre-
then, it were possible to drink without it, or take ciate the teaching of Zeno the Stoic, to be to the
food, or beget children, no other need of it following effect:--
could be shown. For pleasure is neither a func- ,, For he philosophises a vain philosophy :
tion, nor a state, nor any part of us ; but has He teaches to want food, and gets pupils
been introduced into life as an auxiliary, as they One loaf, and for seasoning a dry fig, and to drink
say salt was to season food. But when it casts water."

off restraint and rules the house, it generates All these, then, are not ashamed clearly to con-
first concupiscence, which is an irrational pro- fess the advantage which accrues from caution.
pension and impulse towards that which gratifies _,nd the wisdom which is true and not contrary
_t; and it induced Epicurus to lay down pleas- to reason, trusting not in mere words and oracu-
ure as the aim of the philosopher. Accordingly lar utterances, but in invulnerable armour of
he deifies a sound condition of body, and the defence and energetic mysteries, and devoti_
certain hope respecting it. For what else is lux- itself to divine commands, and exercise, aria
ury than the voluptuous gluttony and the super-
fluous abundance of those who are abandoned practice_ receives a divine power according toits inspiration from the Word.

Ctementdoesnotcreditthe apostasyof the _ Nt_las * ,_,_r*_¢_ (inTlt_dm_t),forwhichthemat_ mtt._
vi 5),thoughothersof theFatherssurrenderhimtothelqtco- mr_o'_tans. Seebookiii.cap.iv. i_/'ra.]
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Already, then, the _egis of the poetic Jove is "I said, Ye are Gods ; and all sons of the High-
described as est." 4 To whom speaks the Lord? To those

"Dreadful, crownedall around by Terror, who reject as far as possible all that is of man.
And on it Strife and Prowess, and chilling Rout ; And the apostle says, "For ye are not any longer
On it, too, the Gorgon's head, dread monster, in the flesh, but in the Spirit." s And again he
Terrible, dire, the sign of iEgis-bearing Jove." ' says, "Though in the flesh, we do not war after
But to those, who are able rightly to under- the flesh." 6 "For flesh and blood cannot in-

stand salvation, I know not what will appear herit the kingdom of God, neither doth corrup-
dearer than the gravity of the Law, and Rover- tion inherit incorruption." 7 "Lo, ye shall die
once, which is its daughter. For when one is like men," the Spirit has said, confuting us.
said to pitch too high, as also the Lord says, We must then exercise ourselves in taking care
with reference to certain ; so that some of those about those things which fall under the power of
whose desires are towards Him may not sing out the passions, fleeing like those who are truly phi-
of pitch and tune, I do not understand it as iosophers such artmles of food as excite lust, and
pitching too high in reality, but only as spoken dissolute licentiousness in chambering and luxu-
with reference to such as will not take up the ry ; and the sensations that tend to luxury, which
divine yoke. For to those, who are unstrung are a solid reward to others, must no longer be
and feeble, what is medium seems too high ; and so to us. For God's greatest gift is self-restraint.
to those, who are unrighteous, what befalls them For He Himself has said, "I will never leave
seems severe justice. For those, who, on ac- thee, nor forsake thee," s as having judged thee
count of the favour they entertain for sins, are worthy according to the true election. Thus,
prone to pardon, suppose truth to be harshness, then, while we attempt piously to advance, we
and severity to be savageness, and him who does shall have put on us the mild yoke of the Lord
not sin with them, and is not dragged with them, from faith to faith, one charioteer driving each
to be pitiless. Tragedy writes therefore well of of us onward to salvation, that the meet fruit of
Pluto : -- beatitude may be won. "Exercise is " accord-

"And to what sort of a deity wilt thou come,_dost thou ing to Hippocrates of Cos, " nat only the heallh
ask, af the body, but af the soul--fearlessness alia-

Who knows neither clemency nor favour, bouts- a ravenous appelttefarfaad."
But loves bare justice alone."

CHAP. XXI.- OPINIONSOF VARIOUSPHILOSOPHERS
For although you are not yet able to do the ON THE CHIEF GOOD.

things enjoined by the Iaw, yet, considering that
the noblest examples are set before us in it, we Epicurus, in placing happiness in not being
are able to nourish and increase the love of hungry, or thirsty, or cold, uttered that godlike
liberty; and so we shall profit more eagerly as word, saying impiously that he would fight m
far as we can, inviting some things, imitating these points even with Father Jove ; teaching, as
some things, and fearing others. For thus the if it were the case of pigs that live in filth and
righteous of the olden time, who lived according not that of rattonal philosophers, that happiness
to the law, "were not from a storied oak, or from was victory. For of those that are ruled by
a rock ;" because they wish to philosophize truly, pleasure are the Cyrenmcs and Epicurus ; for
took and devoted themselves entirely to God, and these expressly said that to live pleasantly was
were classified under faith. Zeno said well of the chief end, and that pleasure was the only
the Indians, that he would rather have seen one perfect good. Epicurus also says that the re-
Indian roasted, than have learned the whole of moval of pain is pleasure ; and says that that is
the arguments about bearing pain. But we have to be preferred, which first attracts from itself
exhibited before our eyes every day abundant to itself, being, that is, wholly in motion. DI-
sources of martyrs that are burnt, impaled, be- nomachus and Callipho said that the chief end
headed. All these the fear inspired by the law, was for one to do what he could for the attain-
--leading as a p_dagogue to Christ, trained so ment and enjoyment of pleasure ; and Hierony-
as to manifest their piety by their blood. "God mus the Peripatetic said the great end was to
stood in the congregation of the gods ; He live unmolested, and that the ontyfinal good was
judgeth in the midst of the gods." 3 Who are happiness ; and Diodorus likewise, who belonged
they ? Those that are superior to Pleasure, who to the same sect, pronounces the end to be to
rise above the passions, who know what they do live undisturbed and well. Epicurus indeed,

the Gnostics, who are greater than the world, and the Cyrenaics, say that pleasure is the first
duty ; for it is for the sake of pleasure, they say,

t //tad, ,t: 739.
* Af_.r this comes _ *#_,_t, wluc.h yields no meaning, and has * Ps lxxxti. 6.

btNm v_sb/ amended, but not _mti_actonly. Most likely some s Rom. vilt 9.
vnmrdshave dropped out of the tc.xt. [The note m ed. Mlgne, never- I 6 a Cot. x. 3
thd¢_, is worth consultation ] _ x Cor. xv. 50.

Ps. lxxxii, x. 8 Hob xni 5
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that virtue was introduced, and produced pleas- the doctrines laid down on the point by the nat-
ure. According to the followers of Calliphon, uralist; for they say that Anaxagoras of Cla-
vartue was introduced for the sake of pleasure, zomenae affirmed contemplation and the freedom
but that subsequently, on seeing its own beauty, flowing from it to be the end of life ; Heraclitus
it made itself equally prized with the first prin- the Ephesian, complacency. The Pontic Hera-
ciple, that is, pleasure. . clides relates, that Pythagoras taught that the

But the Aristotelians lay it down, that to live knowledge of the perfection of the numbers'
in accordance with virtue is the end, but that was happiness of the soul. The Abderites also
neither happiness nor the end is reached by' teach the existence of an end. Democritus, in
every one who has virtue. For the wise man, ! his work On the Chief End, said it was cheerful-
vexed and involved in involuntary mischances, i hess, which he also called well-being, and often
and wishing gladly on these accounts to flee exclaims, " For delight and its absence are the
from life, is neither fortunate nor happy. For boundary of those who have reached full age ; "
virtue needs time; for that is not acquired in Hecatmus, that it was sufficiency to one's self;
one day which exists Eonly] in the perfect man ; Apollodotus of Cyzicum, that it was delectation;
since, as they say, a child is never happy. But as Nauslphanes, that it was undauntednes_, 2 for
human life is a perfect time, and therefore hap- he said that it was this that was called by Democ-
piness is completed by the three kinds of good ritus imperturbability. In addition to these still,
things. Neither, then, the poor, nor the mean, D]otimus declared the end to be perfection of
nor even the diseased, nor the slave, can be one what is good, which he said was termed well-
of them. being. Again, Antisthenes, that it was humility.

Again, on the other hand, Zeno the Stoic And those called Annicereans, of the Cyrenalc
thinks the end to be living according to virtue ; succession, laid down no definite end for the
and Cleanthes, living agreeably to nature in whole of life ; but said that to each action be-
the right exercise of reason, which he held to longed, as its proper end, the pleasure accruing
consist of the selection of things according to from the action. These Cyrenaics reject Eplcu-
nature. And Antlpatrus, his friend, supposes rus' definition of pleasure, that is the removal of
the end to consist in choosing continually and pain, calling that the condition of a dead man ;
unswervingly the things which are according to because we rejoice not only on account of pleas-
nature, and rejecting those contrary to nature, ures, but companionships and distinctions; while
Archedamus, on the other hand, explained the Epicurus thinks that all joy of the soul arises from
end to be such, that in selecting the greatest and previous sensations of the flesh. Metrodorus, in
chief things according to nature, It was lmpossi- his book On the .Source of Happiness in Ourselves
ble to overstep it. In addition to these, Panae- being greater than that whtch artsesfrom Objects,
tius pronounced the end to be, to live according says : What else is the good of the soul but the
to the means given to us by nature. And final- sound state of the flesh, and the sure hope of its
ly, Posldomus said that it was to live engaged in continuance ?
contemplating the truth and order of the uni-
verse, and forming himself as he best can, in CHAP. xxn.- PI.ATO'S OPINION, THAT THE CHIEF

nothing influenced by the irrational part of his (_OOl) CONSISTbIN ASSIMILATIONTO GOD_AND
soul. And some of the later Stoics defined the rl_ AGREEMENTwrrl-I SCm_RE.
great end to consist m living agreeably to the Further, Plato the philosopher says that the
constitution of man. Why should I mention end is twofold: that which is communicable,
Aristo ? He said that the end was indifference ; and exists first in the ideal forms themselves,
but what is indifferent simply abandons the in- which he also calls "the good ;" and that which
different. Shall I bring forward the opinions of partakes of it, and receives its likeness from it,
Herillus ? Herillus states the end to be to live as is the case in the men who appropriate virtue

according to science. For some think that the and true philosophy. Wherefore also Cleanthes,
more recent disciples of the Academy define in the second book, On _Pleasure, says that Soc-
the end to be, the steady abstraction of the mind rates everywhere teaches that the just man and
to its own impressions. Further, Lycus the Peri- the happy are one and the same, and execrated
patetic used to say that the final end was the the first man who separated the just from the
true joy of the soul ; as Leucimus, that it was useful, as having done an impious thing. For
the joy it had in what was good. Critolaus, also those are in truth impious who separate the
a Peripatetic, said that it was the perfection of a useful from that which is right according to the
life flowing rightly according to nature, referring law. Plato himself says that happiness (ctSbu.

to the perfection accomplished by the three kinds , The text has dtpt,w_v; virtues, for which, in .ae,_,daae._. with

according to tradition. _k_' ,_at-k,_,_ or_m_, _p,_,z_has_ m_atmm _
We must, however, not rest satisfied with 2 For ,_tt._rA_l_,_ of the text, H_m_ittst, t_ls$,xct,t_rA_w,_h

these, but endeavour as we best can to adduce cor_vonastotheotherterm,.._-m_dtor_=ocm,_--_,_'.
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pm,,&)is to possess rightly the dmmon, and that rues ; and that of these as parts are formedpraise-
the ruling faoalty of the soul iscaUed the da:mon ; worthy actions, good habits and dispositions, and
and he terms happiness (_tzov_) the most motions, and relations ; and that corporeal and
perfect andeomplete good. Sometimes he calls external objects are not without these. For
it a consistent and harmonious life, sometimes Polemo, the disciple of Xenocrates, seems of the
the highest perfection in accordance with virtue ; opinion that happiness is sufficiency of all good
and this he places in the knowledge of the Good, things, or of the most and greatest. He lays
and in likeness to God, demonstrating likeness down the doctnne, then, that happiness never
to be justice and holiness with wisdom. For is exists without virtue ; and that virtue, apart from
it not thus that some of our writers have under- corporeal and external objects, is sufficient for
stood that man straightway on his creation re- happiness. Let these things be so. The contra.
ceived what is "according to the image," but dictions to the opinions specified shall be ad-
that what is according "to the hkeness" he will duced in due time. But on us it is incumbent
receive afterwards on his perfection ? Now Plato, to reach the unaccomplished end, obeying the
teaching that the virtuous man shall have this commands--that is, God--and hying according
likeness accompanied with humility, explains the to them, irreproachably and intelligently, through
following : "He that humbleth himself shall be knowledge of the divine will ; and assimilation
exalted." z He says, accordingiy, in The Laws : as far as possible in accordance with right reason
"God indeed, as the ancient saying has it, occu- is the end, and restoration to perfect adoption by
pying the beginning, the middle, and the end of the Son, which ever glorifies the Father by the
all things, goes straight through while He goes great High Priest who has dexgned to call us
round the circumference. And He is always brethren and fellow-heirs. And the apostle, suc-
attended by Justice, the avenger of those who cinctly describing the end, writes in the Epistle
revolt from the divine law." You see how he to the Romans : "But now, being made free from
connects fear with the divine law. He adds, sin, and become servants to God, ye have your
therefore : "To which he, who would be happy, fruit unto holiness, and the end everlasting life.''_
cleaving, will follow lowly and beautified." Then, And viewing the hope as twofold-- that which
connecting what follows these words, and admon- is expected, and that which has been received --
ishing by fear, he adds : "What conduct, then, he now teaches the end to be the restitutaon of
is dear and conformable to God ? That which is the hope. "For patience," he says, "worketh ex-
characterized by one wordof old date : Like will perience, and experience hope : and hope maketh
be dear to like, as to what is in proportion ; but not ashamed ; because the love of God is shed
things out of proportion are neither dear to one abroad in our hearts by the Holy Spirit that is
another, nor to those which are in proportion, given to us." 3 On account of which love and
And that therefore he that would be dear to God, the restoration to hope, he says, in another place,
must, to the best of his power, become such as "which rest is laid up for us." 4 You will find
He is. And in virtue of the same rekson, our in Ezekiel the like, as follows : "The soul that
self-controlling man is dear to God." But he that sinneth, it shall die. And the man who shall be
has no self-control is unlike and diverse." In righteous, and shall do judgment and justice, who
saying that it was an ancient dogma, he indicates has not eaten on the mountains, nor lifted his
the teaching which had come to him from the eyes to the idols of the house of Israel, and hath
law. And having in the Theatcetusadmitted that not defiled his neighbour's wife, and hath not
evils make the circuit of mortal nature and of this approached to a woman in the time of her un-
spot, he adds : "Wherefore we must try to flee cleanness (for he does not wish the seed of man
hence as soon as possible. For flight is likeness to be dishonoured), and will not injure a man ;
to God as far as possible. And likeness is to will restore the debtor's pledge, and will not take
become holy and just with wisdom." Speusip- usury ; will turn away his hand from wrong ; will
pus, the nephew of Plato, says that happiness is do true judgment between a man and his neigh-
a perfect state in those who conduct themselves bour ; will walk in my ordinances, and keep my
in accordance with nature, or the state of the commandments, so as to do the truth ; he is
good : forwhich condition all men have a desire, righteous, he shall surely live, saith Adonai the
but the good only attained to quietude ; come- Lord."s Isaiah too, in exhorting him that hath
quendy the virtues are the authors of happiness, not believed to gravity of life, and the Gnostic to
And Xenoerates the Chalcedonian defines hap- attention, proving that man's virtue and God's
piness to be the possession of virtue, strictly so are not the same, speaks thus : "Seek the Lord,
called, and of the power subservient to it. Then and on finding Him call on Him. And when
he clearly says, that the seat in which it resides
is the soul ; that by which it is effected, the vir- , Rom_vl....

a Rom. v. 4, 5.
4 Probably Heb. iv. B, 9.

t IAtltexiv. tt. 5 Ette_. xvtix. 4.9.
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He shall draw near to you, let the wicked forsake way, nor inconsiderately. But only he who is
hisways,and theunrighteousman hisways;and incertaincircumstances,and such an one and
lethim returntothe Lord,and he shallobtainatsuchtimeasisrequisite,and forthe sake of

mercy,"down to "and yourthoughtsfrom my children,and one who isin everyrespectsimi-
thoughts.'....We,"thcn,accordingtothenoble lax,and who does not by forceor compulsion
apostle,"wait forthe hope of righteousnessby lovethehusbandwho lovesher. Hence Abra-
faith.For inChristneithercircumcisionavailethham, regardinghiswifeasa sister,says,"She is

anything,nor uncircumcision,but faithwhich my slsterby my father,but not by my mother;
workethbylove.''2And we desirethateveryone and she became my wife,"7teachingus that
ofyou show thesame diligenceh)the fullassur-childrenofthesame mothersoughtnottoenter

t, wnanceofhope, do to"made an highpriestfor _ntomatrimony. Letus brieflyfollowthe his-
ever,aftcrtheordcrofMclchizedck."3Similarlytory. Plato ranks marriage among outward
withPaul"theAll-virtuousWisdom" says,"He good things,providingforthe perpetuityof our
thathearcthme shalldwelltrustinginhope."4 race,and handing down as a torcha certain
Fortherestorationofhope iscalledby thesame perpetuityto children'schildren.Democritus

term "hope." To theexpression"willdwell" repudiatesmarriageand theprocreationof chil-
ithasmost beautifullyadded "trusting,"showing dren,on accountofthe many annoyancesthence
thatsuch an one has obtainedrest,havingre- arising,and abstractionsfrom more necessary

ceivcdthehope forwhichhe hoped. Wherefore things.Epicurusagrees,and thosewho place
also_tisadded,"and shallbe quiet,withoutfeargood inpleasure,and inthe absenceof trouble
of any evil."And openly and expresslythe and pain. According to the opinionof the
apostle,in the firstEpistleto the Corinthians,Stoics,marriageand the mating of childrenare
says,"Be yc followersof me, as alsoI am of a thingindifferent; and accordingto the Peri-
Christ,"sm orderthatthatmay takeplace. If patctics,a good. In a word, these,following
yc are of me, and I am of Christ,thenye arc out theirdogmas m words,became enslavedto
imitatorsofChrist,and ChristofGod. ,4ssimi-pleasures; some using concubines,some mis-
lation to God, then, so that as far as possible a tresses, and the most youths. And that wise
man becomes righteous and holy with wisdom, quaternion in the garden with a mistress, hon-
he lays down as the aim of faith, and the end to oured pleasure by their acts. Those, then, will
be that restitution of the promise which is effect- not escape the curse of yoking an ass with an
ed by faxth. From these doctrines gush the foun- ox, who, judging certain things not to suit them,
tains, which we specified above, of those who command others to do them, or the reverse.
have dogmatized about "the end." But of these This Scripture has briefly showed, when it says,
enough. "What thou hatest, thou shalt not do to

CHAP. XXIII. -- ON MARRIAGE. another." s
But they who approve of marriage say, Nature

Since pleasure and lust seem to fall under has adapted us for marriage, as is evident from
marriage, it must also be treated of. Marriage the structure of our bodies, which are male and
is the first conjunction of man and woman for female. And they constantly proclaim that
the procreation of legitimate children? Ac- command, "Increase and replenish."9 And
cordingly Menander the comic poet says: m though this is the case, yet it seems to them

"For the begetting of legitimate children, shameful that man, created by God, should be
I give thee my daughter." more licentious than the irrational creatures,

We ask if we ought to marry ; which is one of which do not mix with many licentiously, but
the points, which are said to be relative. For with one of the same species, such as pigeons
some must marry, and a man must be in some and tingdoves, '° and creatures like them. Fur-
condition, and he must marry some one in thermore, they say, "The childless man fails in
some condition. For every one is not to marry, the perfection which is according to nature, not
nor always. But there is a ume in which it is having substituted his proper successor in his
suitable, and a person for whom it is suitable, place. For he is perfect that has produced
and an age up to which it is suitable. Neither from himself his like, or rather, when he sees
ought every one to take a wife, nor is it every that he has produced the same ; that is, when
woman one isto take,nor always,nor in every thatwhichisbegottenattainstothesame tmture

with him who begat." Thereforewe must by

: ]_. Iv 6.7, 9- all means marry, both for our country's sake,
B Gal.v. 5,6.
3 Heb. vi xx--,m. 7 Gen. Jot. t2.
4 Prov. L _;3- 8 Tob. iv. t$.$ XCor. ;IULL ¢ Gen. i. _$.
6[z._s,h_ t_ _en_eofm.t,_ i_thechastecoM_-aat_, xo[T__ o¢th,_riea/_"h_ a.b_almma_t._ _".tgtlf,thefn_taft_lawfulmnmals.Suchistlmforceofthis&gmi.':

fiOn.which the notela ed. M_gnemlsrela'eunts, uifitwexea-"_"_-" ¢:Xaml_ c4_the tth'tlc-do_;attdtimma_riglI may nave¢eca
th_ _o_d _ arc nml,ttag_ ] suggestedby the _gdowe, a symb_ of_ m I_tate.J
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for the succession of children, and as far as we "Without a father there never could be a child,
are concerned, the perfection of the world ; And without a mother conception of a child could not

• be.

since the poets also pity a marriage half-perfect Marriage makes a father, as a husband a mother." 4

and childless, but pronounce the fruitful one Accordingly Homer makes a thing to be ear-
happy. But it is the diseases of the body that
principally show marriage to be necessary. For nestly prayed for : m
a wife's care and the assiduity of her constancy "A husband and a house;"
appear to exceed the endurance of all other yet not simply, but along with good agreement.
relations and friends, as much as to excel them For the marriage of other people is an agree-
in sympathy ; and most of all, she takes kindly merit for indulgence ; but that of philosophers
to patient watching. And in truth, according leads to that agreement which is in accordance
to Scripture, she is a needful help., The comic with reason, bidding wives adorn themselves not
poet then, Menander, while running down mar- in outward appearance, but m character; and
riage, and yet alleging on the other side its enjoining husbands not to treat their wedded
advantages, replies to one who had said : -- waves as mistresses, making corporeal wanton-

"I am averse to the thing, hess their aim ; but to take advantage of mar-
For you take it awkwardly." nage for help in the whole of life, and for the

best self-restraint.

Then he adds:-- Far more excellent, in my opinion, than the
seeds of wheat and barley that are sown at ap-"You see the hardships and the thingswhich annoyyou

in it. propriate seasons, is man that is sown, for
But you do not look ou the advantages." whom all things grow ; and those seeds temper-

And so forth, ate husbandmen ever sow. Every foul and pol-
Now marriage is a help in the case of those luting practice must therefore be purged away

advanced m years, by furnishing a spouse to from marriage ; that the intercourse of the lrra-
take care of one, and by rearing children of her tionai animals may not be cast in our teeth, asmore accordant with nature than human con-
to nourish one's old age. junction in procreation. Some of these, it must
"For to a man after death his children bring renown, be granted, desist at the tune in which they are
Just as corks bear the net, directed, leaving creation to the working of
Sa_ing the fishing-line from the deep. ''2 Providence.

according to the tragic poet Sophocles. By the tragedians, Polyxena, though bemg
Legislators, moreover, do not allow those who murdered, is described nevertheless as hawng,

are unmarried to discharge the highest magiste- when dying, taken great care to fall decently,
rial offices. For instance, the legislator of the ,, Conceahng what ought to be h_d from the eyes of
Spartans imposed a fine not on bachelorhood men."

only, but on monogamy, s and late marriage, and Marriage to her was a calamity. To be sub-
single life. And the renowned Plato orders the jeered, then, to the passions, and to yield to
man who has not married to pay a wife's main- them, is the extremest slavery ; as to keep them
tenance into the public treasury, and to give to in subjection is the only liberty. The divme
the magistrates a suitable sum of money as ex- Scripture accordingly says, that those who have
penses. For if they shall not beget children, transgressed the commandments are sold to
not having married, they produce, as far as m strangers, that is, to sins alien to nature, till they
them lies, a scarcity of men, and dissolve states return and repent. Marriage, then, as a sacred
and the world that is composed of them, impi- image, must be kept pure from those things
ously doing away with divine generation. It is which defile it.s We are to rise from our slum-
also unmanly and weak to shun living with a bers with the Lord, and retire to sleep with
wife and children. For of that of which the thanksgiving and prayer,-
loss is an evd, the possession is by all means ,' Both when you sleep, and when the holy light comes,
a good ; and this is the case with the rest of
things. But the loss of children is, they say, confessing the Lord in our whole life ; possess-
among the chiefest evils : the possession of ing piety in the soul, and extending self-control
cluldren is consequently a good thing ; and if it to the body. For it is pleasing to God to lead
be so, so also is marriage. It is said : m decorum from the tongue to our actions. Filthy

speech is the way to effrontery ; and the end of

z Gen ii. ell. [A beautiful tribute to the true wife.] both is filthy conduct.--. s The correctidasof Stanley(mtheselineshavebeenadopted. -- .....
_lneyoccurin the CAat_Annr_of /Eschylus,503, but mayhave 4 [Tobeamotl_er indeed,onemustbefirsta¢_'/_: thewoma_

whohasachddoutof wedlockmnotenutledtothisholyname.]
beefianother.fOundin Sophoclelh as the tragicpoetsborrowedfromone s [A holymarriageashere.soheatttlfullydefinedwassomething

_ i,e., not enlmlngintoa secondmarriageaftera wife'sdeath.] whollyunknowntoRomanandGreekclvdizattma.HerewefindtheButinstead_'ttot,eVe4a(o¢sometad _mKo-ta_et,_ badmarriag_ Christianfanulye_tablmhed,l
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Now that the Scripture counsels marriage, hag convicted of this;and if of priestly family,
and allows no release from the union, is expressly to be committed to the flames.a And the adul-
contained in the law, "Thou shalt not put away terer also is stoned to death, but not in the
thy wife, except for the cause of fornication ;" same place, that not even their death may be ha
and it regards as fornication, the marriage of common. And the law is not at variance with
those separated while the other is alive. Not the Gospel, but agrees with it. How should it
to deck and adorn herself beyond what is be- be otherwise, one Lord being the author of
coming, renders a wife free of calumnious sus- both ? She who has committed fornication liv-
picion, while she devotes herself assiduously to eth in sin, and is dead to the commandments ;
prayers and supplications ; avoiding frequent but she who has repented, being as it were born

" departures from the house, and shutting herself again by the change in her life, has a regenera-
up as far as possible from the vmw of all not tion of life ; the old harlot being dead, and she
related to her, and deeming housekeeping of who has been regenerated by repentance having
more consequence than impertinent trifling, come back again to life. The Spirit testifies to
"He that taketh a woman that has been put what has been said by Ezekiel, declaring, "I
away," it is said, "committeth adultery ; and if desire not the death of the sinner, but that he
one puts away his wife, he makes her an adul- should turn." 4 Now they are stoned to death ;
teress, ''z that is, compels her to commit adul- as through hardness of heart dead to the law
tery. And not only is he who puts her away which they believed not. But in the case of a.
guilty of this, but he who takes her, by giving to priestess the punishment is increased, because
the woman the opportumty of smning ; for dxd i" to whom much is given, from him shall more
he not take her, she would return to her hus- be required." s
band. What, then, is the law? 2 In order to Let us conclude this second book of the
check the impetuosity of the passions, it corn- S_ramata at this point, on account of the length
mands the adulteress to be put to death, on be- and number of the chapters.

s Lev xxi. 9:
x Matt. v. 3_, xix 9 4 Etek. xxxut, xx.
z Lev.xx. xo; Deut. xxal. 22. s Luke xh. 48.

ELUCIDATIONS.

: I.

: (On the Greeks, cap. i. note 3, P" 347.)

THE admirable comments of Stier on the Greeks, who said to Philip, "/_ would see Jesus, ''6 seem
to me vindicated by the history of the Gospel, and by the part which the Greeks were called to
take in its propagation. Clement seems to me the man of Providence, who gives rich significance
to "the corn of wheat," and its multiplication in Gentile discipleship. And in this I am a convert

to Stier's view, against my preconceptions. That the Greeks who were at Jerusalem at the Pass-
over were other than Hellenistic Jews, or Greek proselytes, always seemed to me improbable ; but,

more and more, I discover a design in this narrative, which seems to me thoroughly sustained by
the history of the Gentile churches, which were Greek everywhere originally, and for the use of which

the Septuagint had been prepared in the providence of God. To say nothing of the New-Testa-
ment Scriptures, the whole symbolic and hturgic system of the early Christians and all the Catho-

lic councils which were Greek in their topography, language, and legislation, confirm the sublime
thought which Stier has elucidated. "The Pharisees said, The warm is gane after him ; and there
were certain Greeks," etc. So the story is introduced. Jesus is told of their desire to see him ;
and he answers, "The hour is come that the Son of man should be glorified ; ,1 and he goes on

to speak of his death as giving life to the world. I feel grateful to Stier for his bold originality in

6 ]geden Jest.t, St. John xii. 23-.a6.
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treating the subject ; and I trust others will find that it invests the study of the ante-Nicene Fathers
with a fresh interest, and throws back from their writings a peculiar reflex light on the New-Testa-
ment Scriptures themselves.

II.

(See p.352,note9-)

M&o, 6,7_ t_,/v0,_. Stier, in his comments ' on St. John (viii. 32-36), may wellbe compared
with this chapter of Clement's. The eighteenth chapter of this book must also be kept in view
if we would do full justice to the true position of Clement, who recognises nothing in heathen
philosophy as true wisdom, save as it flows from God, in Moses, and through the Hebrew Church.

That Greek philosophy, so viewed, did lead to Christ, and that this great principle is recognised
in the apostolic teachings, seems to me indisputable. This illustrates what has been noted above
in Elucidation I.

III.

(Seep. 359.)

Clement notes that the false Gnostics rejected the Epistles to Timothy, 2 chiefly because of
z Tim. vi. zo. Beausobre (Histoire du ACanichlisrne,tom. ii. p. v.) doubts as to Basilides, whether
he is open to this charge ; but Jerome accuses him expressly of rejecting the pastoral epistles, and
that to the Hebrews. For this, and Neander's qualifying comment, see Kaye, p. 263. Clement
is far from charging Basilides, personally, with an immoral life, or from lending his sanction to
impurity ; but a study of the Gnostic sects, with whom our Alexandrian doctor was forced to con-

tend, will show that they were introducing, under the pretence of Christianity, such abominations
as made their defeat and absolute overthrow a matter of life and death for the Church. To let

such teachers be confounded with Christians, was to neutralize the very purpose for which the
Church existed. Now, it was in the deadly grapple with such loathsome errorists, that the idea of
"Catholic orthodoxy" became so precious to the primitive faithful. They were forced to make
even the heathen comprehend the existence of that world-wide confederation of churches already
explained, s and to exhibit their Scriptural creed and purity of discipline, in the strongest contrast
with these pestilent "armies of the aliens," who were neither Gnostics nor Christians indeed,
much less Catholic or Orthodox teachers and believers.

Now, if in deahng with counterfeits Clement was obliged to meet them on their own grounds,
and defeat them on a plan, at once intelligible to the heathen, and enabling all believers to "fight
the good fight of faith" successfully, we must concede that he knew better than we can, what was
suited to the Alexandrian schools, their intellect, and their false mysticism. His works were a great
safeguard to those who came after him ; though they led to the false system of exposition by which
Origen so greatly impaired his services to the Church, and perhaps to other evils, which, in the issue,
shook the great patriarchate of Alexandria to its foundations. It is curious to trace the influence
of Clement, through Tertullian anal St. Augustine, upon the systems of the schoolmen, and again,
through them, on the Teutonic reformers. The mysticism of F*nelon as well, may be traced,
more than is generally credited, to the old Alexandrian school, which was itself the product of
some of the most subtle elements of our nature, sanctified, but not wholly controlled, by the wisdom
that is from above. Compare the interminable controversies of the period, in the writings of F_nelon
and Bossuet ; and, for a succinct history, see Z'ttistoire de l'iglise de France, par l'Abb_ Guett_e,
tom. xi. p. 156 e/seqq.

t ,'Wortho_'Jesus."Trara_tioo(_x)i.v.IX354,_1.Edinburgh,tO#). a .Ttrea_, BookiLcap.xi.IX358,*ultra.
Qm_atlmtfromMilma,,Ix,_,tim,ohtw.
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BOOK III.'

CAPUTI.--BASILIDIS SENTENTIAMDE CONTINENaXAbona ores conscientia. Quando antem, inquit,
ET NUPTIISREFUTAT. tua gratiarum actio delapsa fuerit in petitionem,

Ac Valentiniani quidem, qui desuper ex divinis et deinceps steteris, ut tamen labi ac titubare
emisslonibus deduxere conjugationes, acceptum non desinas, duc uxorem. Sin est aliquis juvenis,
habent matnmonium : Basilidis autem sectatores, vel pauper, vel infirmus, et non ei libet logo, seu
"Cum interrogassent, inquiunt, apostoli, nun sit rationi, convenienter uxorem ducere, is a fratre
mehus uxorem non ducere, dicunt respondisse ine discedat ; dicat : Ingressus sum in sancta, nihiI

: Dominum : ' Non omnes capiunt verbum hoc. possum pad. Quod si eum suspicio aliqua subeat,
! Sunt enim eunuchi ahi a nativitate, alii vero a dicat : Frater, impone mihi manum, ne peccem ;

necessitate.' "2 Hoc dictum autem sic inter- iet confestim turn in mente, turn in corpore opem
pretantur : "Quidam ex quo nati sunt, naturali- _experietur. Velit modo quod bonum est per-
ter feminam aversantur, qui quidem hoc naturali ficere, et assequetur. Nonnunquam autem ore
utentes temperamento, recte faciunt, si uxorem tenus dicimus : Nolumus peccare ; animus autem
non ducant. Hi, inquiunt, eunuchi sunt ex na- noster propendet in pectatum. Qui est ejus-
tivitate. Qui autem sunt a necessitate, ii sunt modi, propter metum, quod vult, non facit, ne
theatrici exercitatores, qui, glorim studio retracti, ei constituatur supplicium. At hominum generi
se continent. Quinetiam qui casu aliquo excisi qmedam necessaria sunt ac rmturalia duntaxat.
sunt, eunuchi facti sunt per necessitatem. Qui Quod indumentis egeat, necessarium simul est et
itaque eunuchi fitmt per necessitatem, non fiunt naturale : est autem venerea voluptas naturalis,

• eunuchi secundum logon, seu mtionem. Qui sed non necessaria." Has voces adduxi ad rep-
autem regni sempitemi gratia seipsos castrarunt, : rehendendos Basilidianos, qui non recte vivunt,
id ad declinandas, inquiunt, conjugii molestias ut qui vel peccandi potestatem habeant propter
fecerunt, quod procurandm rei familiaris onus ac perfectionem, vel omnino quidem nature salvi
soUicitudinem timerent. Et illud : ' Melius est futuri sint, etsi nunc peccent, quod natune dig-
nubere quam uri,' 3 dicentem Apostolum aiunt nitate sunt electi. Neque vero primi dogmatum
velle : Ne animam tuam in ignem injicias, noctu architecti eorumdem perpetrandorum potestatem
et interdiu resistens, et timens ne a continentia illis faciunt. Ne ergo Christi nomen suspicien-
excidas. Nam cure in resistendo occupata fuerit tes, et iis, qui sunt in gentibus intemperantissimi,
anima, a spe est divisa" -- Patienter igitur sus- incontinentius viventes, nomini maledictum inu-
tine," inquit his verbis Isidoms in #foralibus, rant. "Qui enim sunt ejusmodi, pseudapostoli,
"contentiosam mulierem, ne a Dei gratia avella-operarii dolosi," usque ad illud : "Quorum finis

erit secundum opera eorum." 4 Est ergo conti-
ris ; et cum ignem in semine excreveris, cum nentia ' corporis despicientia secundum confes-

• t After much comideration, the Edttors have deemed it best to sionem in Deum ; non solum enim in rebus
gn,e the whole of this Book in Latin. {In the former Book, C]emem venereis, sed etiam in aliis, quse anima perperam
has shown, not wRhout a decaded leaning to chaste ceh .l_cy_..fltat
marriage ma holy estate, and consistent wtth the p¢.dect man m C_..mL concupiscit, non contenta necessariis, versatur
He now enmrs upon the refutatmn of the _ and thetr l .mmv continentia. Est autem et in lingua, et in ac-
ttmm _ Professing a _Ja_'terrule to begum with, a_. desp_g
t_ o,di_ of thec._to,, th_ r_t w_ them'mmomtY quirendo, et in utendo, et in concupiscendo

p_d_. The _ho_ _o_ of an ¢do_d _ continentia. Non docet autem ea solummodo
are_ here_all foreseen and fo_, and this Book, though neoes-

oac=a_ too_ ch_tm..ta_, _. =_t _ai as a com_.- esse temperantes, siquidem prmbet nobis tem-
erityulam the history oi monasU._. and the ceh_._ .ofp_s_, mw_.t_=ch_,_ The _ of t_. Edi__b_h._. perantiam, ut quoe sit divina potestas et grati&
_ thisBookto _:hohm_ZT, m the L_h, ,, _ wu_. X Dicendum est ergo, quidnam nostris videatur dea mcchttanalysis,inthe_]

2 Ji_ath _glx. tt. xsI.
3 I _OT. V_. 9. 4 it Col. _t. 1_ 1_.
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eo, quod est propositum. Nos quidem castita- lege circumscriptum sit, sed ejus, qui donat,
tern, et eos, quibus hoc a Deo datum est, beatos !jubentis suppeditatione, convenienter justeque
decimus : monogamiam autem, et qum consistit'ads_t omnibus. Sed neque generationi posita
in uno solum matrimonio, honestatem admira-4est lex, esset enim jamdm abohta: ex mquo
tour ; dicentes tamen oportere aliorum misereri, autem seminant et generant, habenua innatam a
et "alterum alterius onera portare," _ ne "quis, jusutia communionem : ex _equo communiter
cure" recte "stare videatur," • ipse quoque "ca- omnibus oculum ad videndum, creator et pater

dat." De secundis autum nuptiis : "Si uraris," Iomnium, sua justitia legem ferens, prmbuit, non
discemens feminam a masculo, non id quod est

inquit Apostolus, "jungere matrimonio."3 !rationis particeps, ab experte rationis, et, ut
CAPUT II._CARPOCRATIS ET EPIPHANISSENTEN- semel dicam, nullum a nullo; sed _equalitate et

TIAM DE FEMINARUMCOMMUN'ITATEREFUTAT. communitate visum similiter dividens, uno jussu
Qui autem a Carpocrate descendunt et Epi- omnibus est largitus. Leges autem, inqutt, homi-

phane, censent oportere uxores esse communes ;num, cure ignorationem castigate non possent,
a quibus contra nomen Christi maximum emana- contra leges facere docuerunt : legum enim pro-
vit probrum. Hic autem Epiphanes, cujus etiam prietas dlssecmt divin_e legis commumonem et
scripta feruntur, filius erat Carpocratis, et matris arrodit ; non intelligens dictum Apostoli dicen-
Alexandrim nomine, ex patre quidem Atexandri- tis : ' Per legem peccatum cognovi.' Et meum
nus, ex matte veto Cephalleneus. Vixit autem et tuum dicit subiisse per leges, ut qum non
_olum septemdecim annos, et Sam_e, qum est amplius communiter fruantur (sunt emm com-
urbs Cephallenim, ut deus est honore affectus, munia), neque terra, neque possessiombus, sed
Quo in loco templum ex ingentibus lapidibus, neque matrimomo. Feot enim vites commu-
altaria, delubra, museum, _edificatum est et con- niter omnibus, qu_e neque passerem, neque
secratum ; et cum est nova luna, convenientes furem abnegant ; et frumentum simfliter, et alios
Cephallenei, diem natalem, quo in deos relatus fructus. Violata autem communio et mqualitas,
,est Ep]phanes, sacrificant, libantque, et convi- genuit furem pecorum et fructuum. Cum ergo
vantur, et hymnos canunt. A patre autem di&cit Deus commumter omnia fecisset homini, et
et orbem disciplinamm et Platonis philosophiam, feminam cure masculo communiter conjunxisset,
Fuit autem princeps monadic:e 4 cognitionis. A et omnia similiter animantia conglutinasset, pro-
quo etiam profluxit h_eresis eorum, qui nunc nuntiavit justitiam, commumonem cum _equah-
,unt, Carpocratianorum. Is ergo dicit in libro tate. Qui autem sic nail sunt, communionem,
.De justitia, "Justitiam Del esse quamdam cum qu_e eorum conciliat generationem, abnegave-
sequalitate communionem, eEquale quidem runt. Et draft, si unam ducens habeat, cure
¢erte coetum undequaque extensum totam terram omnium possint esse partic_pes, smut reliqua
cingit. Et nox ex mquo stellas omnes ostendit ; fecit animantia." H_ec cum his verbis dixisset,
et diei auctorem et ]ucis patrem, solem. Deus ex subjungit rursus his verbis : "Intensam enim et
alto mqualem effudit omnibus, qui possunt videre vehementiorem ingenerawt masculis cup_ditatem
(illi autem omnes communiter respicmnt), quo- ad generum perpetuitatem, quam nec lex, nec
niam non discernit dlvitem vel pauperem vel mos, nec aliquid aliud potest abolere : est emm
populi principem, insipientes et sapientes, fem- Dei decretum." Et quomodo amplius hic in
mas et masculos, ]iberos, servos. Sed neque nostra examinetur oratione, cum legem et Evan-
secus facit in brutis. Cum autem omnibus gelinm per hmc aperte destruat? Illa enim dicit :
,animantibus tuque ipsum communem effuderit, "Non moechaberis." s Hoc autem dicit : "Qui-
bonis et malis justitiam suam confirmat, cum cunquerespicitad concupiscentiam, jam moecha-
laemo possit plus habere, neque auferre a proxi- tus est." 6 Illud emm : "Non concuplsces," 7
too, ut ipse illius lucem habeat duplicatam. Sol quod a lege dicitur, ostendlt unum esse Deum,
facit omnibus animantibus communia exonri qm prmdicatur per legem et prophetas et Evan-
nutrimenta, commum justitia ex mquo data gelium. Dicit enim : "Non concupisces uxorem
omnibus : et ad ea, qum sunt hujusmodi, simili- proximi tui." Proximus autem non est Judmus
terse habet genus bourn, ut bores; et suum, Judmo: frater enim est et eumdem habet Spiri-
ut sues, et ovium, ut oves; et reliqua omnia, turn ; restat ergo, ut propmquum dicat eum qui
Justitia enim in iis apparet esse communitas, est alterius gentis. Quomodo autem non pro-
Deinde per communitatem omnia similiter se- pinquus, qui aptus est esse Spiritus particeps?
cundum sua genera seminantur, et commune Non solum enim Hebrmorum, sed efiam gentium
nutrimentum editur humi pascentibus jumentis pater est Abraham. Si autem qu_e est adulterata,
omnibus, et omnibus ex mquo ; ut quod nulla et qui in earn fomicatus est, capite punitur: s

: Gal. vi a s Eat. x.x. z3.
s z Cot x. t*. 6 Matt. v 28.
3 x Cor. vh. 9. _' Ex. xx. z?.
"4 IZid. Irena:um. hl). t. c. 2, p. St. $ Deut. xxu. :m.
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clarum est utique pr_ceptum, quod dicit : "Non, etiam postea Marcionit_e, malam existimarunt
concupisces uxorem propinqui tui," loqui de iesse generationem, longe abfuit, ut communes
gentibus: ut .cure quis secundum legem et ab ipse poneret uxores. Sed Marcionit_ _ quidem
uxore proxlmt et a sorore abstinuerit, aperte dicunt malam esse naturam, ex mala materia, et
audiat a Domino : "Ego autem dico, non concu- a justo factam opifice ac Creatore. Qua quidem
pisces." Additio autem hujus particular, "ego," ratione nolentes implere mundum, qui factus est
majorem pr_cepti vim ostendit. Quod autem a Creatore, volunt abstinere a nuptiis, resistentes
cure Deo bellum gerat Carpocrates, et Epiphanes suo Creatori, et contendentes ad bonum, qui vo-
efiam in eo, qui vulgo jactatur, hbro De jus_'_'a, cavit : sed non ad eum, qui, ut dicunt, Deus est
patet ex eo quod subjungit his verbis : "Hint diversis moribus pr_ditus. Unde cum nihil hie
ut qui ridiculum dixerit, legislatoris hoe verbum velint relinquere proprium, non sunt ex destinato
audiendum est : ' Non concupisces : ' usque ad animi proposito continentes, sed propter odium
id, quod magis ridicule dicit : ' Res proximi tui.' iconceptum adversum eum, qui creavit, nolentes
Ipse enim, qui dedit cupiditatem, ut qu_e con- iis uti, qum ab ipso sunt cream. Sed hi quidem,
tineret generationem, jubet earn auferre, cum a qui propter impium, quod cure Deo gemnt, bel-
hullo eam auferat animal1. IUud autem : ' Uxo- ium, emoti sunt ab iis cogitationibus, qum sunt
rein proximi tui,' quo eommunionem cogit ad secundum naturam, Dei longmaimitatem contem-
proprietatem, dixit adhuc magis ridmule." Et nentes et benignitatem, etsi nolunt uxorem ducere,
h_ecquidem dogmata constituunt egregii Carpo- cibis tamen utuntur creatis, et aerem respirant
cratiani. Hos dicunt et aliquos alios simlhum Creatoris, ut quiet ejus sint opera, et in iis, qum
malorum mmulatores, ad coenas convenientes sunt ejus, permaneant, et inauditam ac novam
(neque enim dixerim "agapen" eorum con- quamdam, ut aiunt, annuntiatam audiunt cognitio-
gressionem) ' viros simul et mulieres, postquam nem, etiamsi hoc quoque nomine mundi Domino
cibls venerem excitantibus se expleverint, lumine deberent agere gratias, quod hic acceperint Evan-
amoto, quod eorum fomicatoriam hanc justitiam gelium. Seal adversus cos quidem, cum de prin-
pudore afficiebat, aversa lucema, coire quomodo cipiis tractabimus, accuraUssime disseremus.
velint, et cure quibus velint : meditatos autem in Philosophi autem, quorum mentionem fecimus,
ejusmodi "agape" communionem, interdiu jam, a quibus cum malam esse generationem impie
a quibus velint mulieribus exigere Carpocratem didicissent Marcmnitm, tanquam suo dogmate
(divinm enim nefas est discere) legis obedien- gloriantur, non earn volunt esse namm malam,
tiam. Has leges, ut sentio, ferre opportuit Car-sed anima, qu_e veritatem divulgavit. Animam
pocratem canum et suum et hircorum libidinibus, enim, quam esse divinam fatentur, in hunc mun-
Mihi autem videtur, Platonem quoque male in- dum deducunt, tanquam in locum supplicii.
teUexisse, in Rqmblica dicentem, oportere esse Oportet autem animas in corpus immissas expiari
communes omnium uxores : ut qui diceret eas ex eorum sententla. Non convenit autem am-

_ quidem, qum nondum nupserant, esse communes plius hoc dogma Marcionistis, sed iis, qui censent
eomm, qui essent petituri, quemadmodum thea- in corpora intrudi, et iis alligari, et quasi ex vase
trum quoque est commune spectatorum ; esse in vas aliud transfundi animas. Adversus quos
autem unamquamque uniuseujusque qui prmoc- fuerit aliud dicendi tempus, quando de anima
cupasset, et non amplius communem esse earn tractabimus. ¥idetur itaque Heraclitus male-
qum nupsisset. Xanthus autem in iis, qua_ scri- dictis insequi generationem : "Quoniam autem,"
buntur Alagica ." "Coeunt autem," mquit, "magi inquit, "nati volunt vivere, et mortes habere, vel
cum matribus et filiabus : et fas esse aiunt coire potius quiescere ; filios quoque relinquunt, ut
cum sororibus, et communes esse uxores, non vi mortes fiant." Clarum est autem cum eo con-
et clam, sed utrisque consentientibus, cum velit venire Empedoclem quoque dicentem :
alter ducere uxorem alterius." De his et simili-

Deflevi et luxi, insolitum cernens miser orbem.bus h_eresibus existimo Judam prophetice dixisse
in epistola : "Similiter quidem hi quoque som- Et amplius :
niantes" (non enim vigilantes ad veritatem se Mortuaham ex vivisfecit,speciescommutans.
applicant), usque ad illud : "Et os eorum loqui-
tur superba." 2 Et rursus :

Hei mihiIquaminfelixhominumgenusatquemisellum!
CAPUT IIL _ QUATENUS PLATO ALIIQUE E VETERI- IAtibus ex quantis prognati et planctibus estis

Bus PR_ER_T MARcmNrnsALUSqUEH___grI- Dicit autem Sibylla quoque :CIS_ QUI A NUPTIIS IDEO ABSTINENT QUIA
CREATURAM MAIAM EXISTIMANT ET NA._'I Mortales homines, caro qui tantum, et nlhil estis;

HOMINESIN P(ENAMOPINe, Similiter atque poeta, qui scribit :
Jam veto si et ipse Plato et Pythagorei, sicut Haudhomine|nfelixtellusmagequldquam alitalma.

[Eh_idatlonIt.]
2 Jt_ S-I7. a [Elueldad_ Ill.]
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Quill etiam Theognis malam ostendit esse gene-mortis hujus? ''z nisi forte eorum consensionem,
rationem, dicens hoe modo : -- qui trahtmtur in vitium, "corpus morris" dicit

Optima non nasci res est mortalibus mgris, tropice. Atque coitum quoque, qui est principi-
um generationis, vel ante Marcionem videtur

Nec nitidi solis luce micante frui, Plato aversari in primo De retOublica : ubi cure
Extemplo aut natum portas invadcre Ditis. laudasset senectutem, subjungit : "Velim scias,

His autem consequentiascribit quoque Euripides, quod quo magis me deficiunt alim," nempe cor-
poem tragicus : -- porks, "voluptates, eo magis confabulandi cupidl-

tas, et voluptas, quam ex ea re capio, augetur."Nam nos decebat convenire publice, et
Deflere nature, quod tot ingreditur mala : Et cum rei venerem injecta esset mentio : "Bona
Ast mortuum, cmque jam quies data est, verba qumso," inquit : "ego veto lubenter isthinc,
Efrerrel_tis gratulationibus, tmaquam ad insano atiquo et agresti domino,

Et rursus similia sic dicit : -- effugi." Rursus in tglcedone, vituperans genera-
tionem, dicit : "Qum ergo de his in arcmais dici-

Quis novit, an vivere quidem siet mori, tur, hmc est oratio, quod nos homines sumus inSiet mori autem vivere ?
custodia aliqua." Et rursus: "Qui autem pie

Idem quod hi, videtur Herodotus quoque indu- prm c._teris vixisse mvenitmtur, hi sunt, qui ex
cere dicentem Solonem : "O Crcese, quivis homo his terrenis locis, tanquam e carcere, soluti atque
nihil est aliud quam calamitas." Jam vero ejus liberati, ad puram in altioribus locis habitationem
de Cleobide et Bitone fabula plane nihil aliud transcendtmt." Sed tamen quamvis ira se habeat,
vult, quam vituperare generationem, laudare au- recte a Deo mundum admimstrari existimat ; unde
tern mortem, dicit : "Non oportet autem seipsum solvere, nec

Et guah'sfolii, est hominum genera_'o galls, ait effugere." Et ut paucis dicam, non dedit Mar-
Homerus. Plato autem in Cratylo, Orpheo tri- i cioni occasionem, ut malam existimaret materiam,
buiteum sermonem, quo maima pumri in corpore cum ipse pie de mundo hmc dixerit : "Ab eo
dicitur : "Nempe corpus hoe animm cr_tax," enim, qui ipsum construxit, habet omnia bona :
monumentum, "quidam esse tradunt : quasi ipsa a priori autem deformitate incommoda et injust,x
prmsenti in tempore sit sepulta ; atque etiam quia omnia, qum intra ccelum nascuntur, mundus ipse
maima per corpus o-q_afvec," signiflcat, "qumcun- sustinet, et animmatibus mserit." Adhuc autem
que significare potest: iedo rr_va jure vocari, subjungit manifestius: "Cujus quidem defectus
Videatur mihi prmterea Orpheus nomen hoc ob est coporea temperatura, pnscm naturm comes;
id potissimum imposmsse, quod maima in corpore nam quiddam valde deforme erat, et ordinis ex-
hoc delictorum luat pcenas." Operm pretium pers, priusquam prmsenti ornatu decoraretur. '_
est autem meminisse etiam eorum, qum dicit Nihilominus autem in Zeg_'bus quoque defter hu-
Philolaus. Sic enim dicit hic Pythagoreus : manum genus, sic dicens : "Dii autem hominum
"Testantur autem veteres quoque theologi et genus laboribus naturm pressum miserati, remis-
vates, ad luenda suppticia animam conjunctam siones ipsis statuerunt laborum, solemnium vide-
esse corpori, et in eo tanquam in monumento esse licit festorum vicissitudines." Et in E_Oinomide
sepultam." Quin etiam Pindarus de iis, qum persequitur etiam causas, cur sint hominum
stint in Eleusine, mysteriis loquens, infert : miserti, et sic dicit : "Ab initio ipsum esse gen!-
"Beatus, qui cum ilia sub terra viderit corn- turn, est grave cuilibet maimanti: primum qm-
munla, novit quidem vitro finem, novit autem dem, quod eorum constitutionis sint participes,
datum Jovis imperium." Et Plato similiter in qum in utero gestantur; deinde ipsum nasci, et
2_cedane non veretur hoc modo scribere : "Por- prmterea nutriri et erudiri, per innumerabiles ia-
ro autem hi, qui nobis hmc constituerunt myste- bores universa fiunt, ut omnes dicimus." Quid
ria, non aliquid aliud," usque ad : "Et cure diis vero? manon Heraclitus generationem quoque
habitatione." Quid vero, cum dicit : "Quandiu dicit esse mortem ? Pythagoras autem similiter
corpus habuerimus, et maims nostra cum ejusmo- atque Socrates in Gorgia, cum dicit : "Mors
di malo admista fuerit, illud, quod desideramus, est, qu_cunque experrecti videmus : qumcunque
nunquam saris assequemur?" annon significat autem dormientes, somnus." Sed de his quidem
generationem esse causam maximorum malorum ? saris. Quando autem tractabimus de principiis,
Jam veto in Pkcedone quoque testatur : "Evenit tunc et has repugnantias, quas et innuunt phi-
enim, ut qui recte philosophantur, non animadver- losophi, et suis dogmatibus decernunt Marcio-
tantur ab aliis in nullam rem aliam suum studium nistm, considerabimus. Cmterum satis dilucide
conferre, quam ut emoriantur, et sint mortui." ostensas esse existimo, externorum alienorumque
Et rursus : "Ergo hic quoque philosophi maima dogmatum occasiones Marcxonem ingrate et in-
corpus maxime vilipendit, et ab eo fugit, ipsa docte accepisse a Platone. Nobis autem proce-
autem secure seorsim esse quw.rit." Nunquid dat sermo de continentia. Dicebamus amem
autem consentit cure divino Apostolo, qui dicit
"Infelix ego homo, quis me liberabit a corpore t _ vii.*4.
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Gr_ecos adversus liberomm generationem multa Ei autem continentise causa est, si modo est ea
dixisse, incommoda, qu_e comltari earn solent, dicenda continentia, ipse Creator, cui se adver-
respicientes : qme cum impie exceplssent Mar- sail existimans gtgas iste cure Deo pugnans, est
cionit_e, impie fuisse ingratos in Creatorem. invitus continens, dum in creationem et Dei
Dicit emm tragcedia :-- opus invehitur. Quod si usurpent vocem Domi-

Non nascierpr_estathomines,quamnascier, hi, qui dicit Philippo : "Sine mortuos sepelire
Dein filiosacerbiscum coloribus mortuos suos, tu autem sequere me : "_ at illud
Enitor, ast enixa, si stolidl scient, considerent, quod similem carnis formationem

Afllictor,intuendoquod servo malos, fert quoque Philippus, non habens cadaver poilu-Bonosque perdo. Si bonos servo, tamen
turn. Quomodo ergo cure camera haberet, non

Mihimiscellumeor timoreliquitur, habuit cadaver ? Quoniam surrexit ex monu-
Quid hic boni ergo est ? unicam annon suflicit
Effundereammam,nisi crucierisamplius ? mento, Domino ejus vitia morte afficiente, vixit

autem Christo. Meminimus autem nefari_e quo-
Et adhuc similiter : -- que ex Carpocratis sententia mulierum commu-

Vetusstat mihipersuasio, nionis. Cure autem de dicto Nicolai loqn_remur,
Plantarefiliosnunquamhominemoportmt, illud pr',etermisimus : Cure formosam, aiunt, ha-
Dumcernltad quotgignimusnatos mala. beret uxorem, et post Servatoris assumptionem

In his autem, qu_edeinceps sequuntur, malorum ei fuisset ab apostohs exprobrata zelotypia, in
quoque causam evldenter reducit ad prmcipia, medium adducta muliere,permisit cui vellet earn
sic dicens:-- nubere. Aiunt enim hanc actionem illi voci

o ! misernatus,malisque obnoxius consentaneam, qu_e dicit, quod "came abuti
Editus, homo, es, vitaetu_equemiseriam oporteat." Proinde ejus factum et dictum abso-
Hinc inchoast_:cmpit _etheromnibus lute et inconsiderate sequentes, qui ejtls h_eres_m
Spiramen unde alens tradere mortahbus; persequuntur, impudenter effuseque fomicantur.
Mortalismgrene ferasmortalia. Ego autem audio Nicolaum qmdem nulla un-

Rursus autem his similia tradit :-- quam aha, quam ca, quse ei nupserat, uxore
Mortaliumomniumbeatusnonfuit usum esse ; et ex illius liberis, filias quidem con-
Quisquam, molestxa et nemo carens fuit. senmsse virgines, filium autem permansisse in-

Et deinde rursus: -- corruptum. Qu_e cure ita se habeant, vitii erat

HeuI quanta,quotquehominibuseveniuntmala, depulsio atque expurgatio, in medium apostolo-
Quamvarla,quorumterminusnullusdatur, rum ctrcumactio uxoris, cujus dicebatur laborare

Et adhuc similiter:m zelotypia: et continentia a voluptatibus, qu_
magno studio parari solent, docebat illud, "abuti

Nemo beatus semper est mortalium came," hoc est, exercere carnem. Neque enim,

Hac itaque ratione dicunt etiam Pythagoreos ut existimo, volebant, convenienter Domini pr',e-
abstinere a rebus venereis. Mihi autem contra cepto, "duobus dominis servire," _ voluptati et
videntur uxores quidem ducere, ut liberos sus- Deo. Dicunt itaque Matthmm 3 quoque sic
cipiant, velle autem a venerea voluptate se con- docuisse : "Cure came quidem pugnare, et ea
tinere post susceptos liberos. Proinde mystice uti, nihil ei impudicum largiendo ad voluptatem ;
uti fabis prohibent, non quod sit legumen flatum augere autem animam per fidem et cognitio-
excitans, et concoctu difficile, et somnla efficiat nero." Sunt autem, qui etiam publicam venerem
turbulenta ; neque quod hominis capiti sit similis, pronuntiant mysticam communionem ; et sic
ut vult file versiculus :_ _psum nomen contumelia afficiunt. Sicut enim

operari eum dicimus, turn qui re.alum aliquod
Idem est namque Labam atque caput corrodere patris ; facit, turn etiam qui bonum, idem nomen utrique
sed potius quod fable, si comedantur, steriles tribuentes; baud aliter "communio" usurpari
eflicmnt mulieres. Theophrastus quidem certe solet ; ham bona quidem est in communicatione
in quint<) libro De causis plantarum, fabamm tum pecuni_e, rum nutrimenti et vestitus: illi
siliquas, si ponantur ad radices arborum qu_e autem quamlibet veneream conjtmctionem impie
nuper sunt plantat_e, refert plantas exsiccare, vocavemnt "communionem." Dicunt itaque
Quinetiam _ domestic_e, qua_ eas assidue ex iis quemdam, cum ad nostram virginem vultu
comedunt, etficitmtur steriles, formosam accessisset, dixisse : Scriptum est :

"Da orani te petenti:" 4 iUam autem honeste
tv._Qtrmtrs vR_rr.xrmos trrxN_rR r_-admodum respondisse, ut qtm non inteiligeret

Rmaci _ om,ris _ tac_ _r taBXDt-hominis petulantiam : At tu matrem conveni de
m_t m_.ac_z_m_, matrimonio. O impietatem t etiaravoces Domini
Ex iis autem, qui ab h_resi ducuntur,Marcio-

his quidem Pontici fecimus mentionem, qui , _,ia. _. Lukeix.
propter certamen, quod adversus Creatorem __. ,1-,4; _ _,i. _3.fElneklatioaIV.]suscepit, mundanarum return usum recusat. , _Px_v._; Luke,_.30
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ementiuntur isti mtemperantiae communicatores, non est. Primum quidem, quod non faciant
fratresque libidinis, non sotum probrum philoso- omnia quae volunt : multa enim eos prohibebunt.
phi_e, sed etiam totius vitae ; qui veritatem, quan- etsi cupiant et conentur. Quinetiam quae face-
turn in eis situm est, adulterant ac corrumpunt, unt, non faciunt ut reges, sed ut mastigige.
vel potius defodiunt ; homines infelicissimi car- clanculum enim committunt adulteria, timente_
nalem concubitus communionem consecrant, etne deprehendantur, et vitantes ne condemntur,
hanc ipsos putant ad regnum Dei perducere, et metuentes ne supplicio afficiantur. Quomodo
Ad lupanaxia ergo deducit h_ec communio, et etiam res est libera, intemperantia et tttrp_
cure eis communicaverint sues et hirci, maxima- sermo ? "Omnis enim, qui peccat, est servus,"
que apud illos in spe fuerint meretrices, qu_e in inquit Apostolus? Sed quomodo vitiam ex Deo
prostibulis prmsto sunt, etvolentes omnes admit- instituit, qui seipsum pr_ebuit dedititium cuivzs
tunt. "Vos autem non sic Christum didicistis, concupiscentiae ? cum dixerit Dominus : " Ego
siquidem ipsum audiistis, et in eo docti estis, autem dico: Ne concupiscas." Vultne autem
quemadmodum est veritas in Christo Jesu, ut aliquis sua sponte peccare, et decernere adulteria
deponatis qu_e sunt secundum veterem conver- esse committenda, voluptatibusque et dehcils se
sationem, veterem hominem, qui corrumpitur explendum, et aliorumviolanda matrimonia, cure
secundum desideria deceptionis. Renovamini ahorum eUam, qui inviti peccant, misereamur?
autem spiritu mentis vestr_e, et induatis novum Quod si in externum mundum venerint, qui in
hominem, qui creatus est secundum Deum in alieno non fuerint fideles, verum non habebunt.
justitia et sanctitate veritatis," x ad Dei similitu- Afficit autem hospes aliquis cives contumelia, et
dinem. "Efficimini ergo Dei imitatores, ut filii eis injuriam facit ; et non potius ut peregnnus,
dilecti, et ambulate in dilectione, szcut Chnstus utens necessariis, vivit, cives non offendens_
quoque dilexit nos, et tradidit seipsum pro nobis Quomodo autem, cum eadem faciant, ac ii, quos
oblationem et hostiam Deo in odorem suavitatis, gentes odin habent, quod legibus obtemperare
Fornicatio autem, et omnis immundltia, vel avari- nolint, nempe iniqui, et incontinentes, et avan,
tia, ne nominetur quidem in vobis, slcut decet et adulteri, dicunt se solos Deum nosse ? Opor-
sanctos, etturpitudo, etstultiloquium. ''_ Etenim teret enim eos, cum in ahenis adsunt, recte
docens Apostolus meditari vel ipsa voce esse vivere, ut revera regiam indolem ostenderent.
castos, scribit : " Hoc enim scitote, quod omms Jam vero et humanos legislatores, et divinam
fornicator," et c_etera, usque ad illud : "Magis legem habent sibl infensam, cure inique et pra_ter
autem arguite." s Effluxit autem eis dogma ex leges vivere instituerint. Is certe, qui scortato-
quodam apocrypho libro. Atque adeo afferam rem "confodit," a Deo plus esse osteudstur m
dictionem, qu_e mater eorum intemperanti_e et Numeris. "Et m dkxerimus," inquit Joannes in
origo est: et sire ipsi hujus libri scriptores se epistola, "quod societatem habemus cure eo,"
fateantur, en eorum vecordiam, licet Deo eum nempe Deo, "et in tenebris ambulamus, ment_-
falso ascribant libidinis intemperantia ducti : sire mur, et veritatem non facimus. Si autem in lute
ab aliis, eos perverse audientes, hoc pra_clarum ambulamus, sicut et ipse est in luce, societatem
dogma acceperint, sic porto se habent ejus verba : habemus cum ipso, et sanguis Jesu filii eju_
"Unum erant omnia : postquam autem ejus uni- emundat nos a peccato." s Quomodo ergo sunt
tati visum est non esse solam, exiit ab eo inspiratio, hi hujus mundi hominibus meliores, qui h_ec
et cum ea iniit communionem, et fecit dilectum, faciunt, et vel pessimis hujus mundi sunt similes?
Exhinc autem egressa est ab ipso inspiratio, cum sunt enim, ut arbitror, similes natura, qui sunt
qua cum communionem iniisset, fecit potestates, factis similes. Quibus autem se esse censent
qu_e nee possunt videri nec audiri," usque ad nobilitate superiores, eos debent etiam superare
itlud, "unamquamque in nomine proprio." $i moribus, ut vitent ne includantur in carcere.
enim hi quoque, sicut Valentiniani, spiritales Revera enim, ut dixit Dominus: "Nlsi abun-
posuissent communiones, suscepisset forte aliquis daverit justitia vestm plus quam scribarum et
eorum opinionem : carnalis autem libidinis corn- Pharis_eorum, non intrabitis in regnum Dei.""
munionem ad sanctam inducere prophetiam, est De abstinentia autem a cibis ostenditur a Dani-
ejus qui desperat salutem. Talia etiam statuunt eleY Ut semel autem dicam, de obedientia
Prodici quoque assecl_, qui seipsos falso nomine dicit psallens David: " In quo diriget junior
vocant Gnosticos : seipsos quidem dicentes esse viam suam ?" s Et statim audit : "In custodi-
natura filios primi Dei ; ea veto nobilitate et endo sermones tuos in toto corde." Et dicit
libertate abutentes, vivunt ut volunt ; volunt autem Jeremias : '" Ha_c autem dicit Dominus : Per
libidinose ; se nulla re teneri arbitrati, ut "do- vias gentium ne ambulaveritis." o Hinc mou
mini sabbati," et qui sint quovis genere superiores,
filii regales. Regi autem, inquiunt, lex scripta , _. _i..6.

s Num. xxv. 8. x John i. 6, 7.
e Matt. v. _o

z Eph. iv. _-*4, ¢ Dau. i. L
t Eph. v. x-4. s Ps. cxvisL 9.
s Eph. v. 5-zz. 9 Jet. x. a.
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aliqui alii, pusilli et nullius pretii, dlcunt forma- quidem : "Non mcechabetis ; " et hoe : "Stu-
turn fuisse hominem a diversis potestatibus : et prum pueronon inferes,"et qumcunquead conti-
<lug sunt quidem usque ad umbllicum esse artis nentiam conferunt, dissolvere conamini, proptex
divmioris ; qme autem subter, mmotis ; qua de vestram intemperantmm : non dissotvitis autem,
.causa coitum quoque appetere. Non animad- qum ab ipso fit, hiemem, ut media adhuc hieme
vertunt autem, quod superiores quoque partes mstatem faciatis: neque terram navigabilera,
nutrimentum appetunt, et quibusdam libldinan- mare autem pedibus pervium, facitis, ut qui
tur. Adversantur autem Christo quoque, qui histonas composuerunt, barbarum Xerxem di-
dixit Phatismis, eundem Deum et "intemum" cunt voluisse facere? Cur vero non omnibus
nostrum et " extemum " fecisse hominem.' prseceptls repugnatis? Nam cam ille dicat;
Qumetiam appetitio non est corporis, etsi fiat "Crescite et multtplicamini," 4 oporteret vos, qui
per corpus. Quidam ahi, quos etiam vocamus adversamini, nullo modo uti coitu. Et cam
Antitactas, hoc est "adversarios" et repugrmn- dixit : "Dedi vobis omma ad vescendum "s et
tes, dicunt quod Deus quidem universorum nos- fruendum, vos nuUo frui oportuit. Quinetiam
"terest natura pater, et omnza qumcunque fecit, eo dtcente : "Oculum pro oculo," 6 oportuit vos
bona sunt ; unus autem quispiam ex iis, qui ab decertationem contraria non rependere ffecerta-
lpso fact_ sunt, seminatis zizaniis, malorum natu- t_one. Et cum furem jussent reddere "quadru-
ram generavit : quibus etiam nos omnes impli- plum,"1 oportuit vos furl ahquid etiam adhere.
_=awt,ut nos etficeret Patti adversatios. Quare Rursus vero similiter, cum prmcepto : "Diliges
nos etiam _psi huic adversamur ad Patrem ulcis- Deum tuum ex toto corde tuo," s repugnetis,
cendum, contra secundi voluntatem facmntes, oportuitnec universorumquidem Deum diligere.
Quoniam ergo hic dixit : " Non moechaberis :" Et rursus, cam dixent : "Non facies sculptile
nos, inquiunt, moechamur,ut ejus mandatum dis- neque fusile," 9 consequens erat ut etiam scalp-
zolvamus. Quibus responderimus quoque, quod tilia adoraretis. Quomodo ergo non impie faci-
pseudoprophetas, et eos qui veritatem simulant, tis, qui Creatori quidem, ut dicitis, resistitis;
ex operibus cognosci accepimus : si male audt- qu_esunt autem meretficibus et adulteris similia,
unt autem vestra opera, quomodo adhuc dlcetts sectamini ? Quomodo autem non sentitis vos
vos vetitatem tenere? Aut enim nullum est eum majorem facere, quem pro imbecillo habe-
malum, et non est utique dignus reprehensione tis ; si qmdem id fit, quod hic vult ; non autem
is, quem vos insimulatis, ut qui Deo sit adversa- fllud, quod voluit bonus? contra enim ostenditur
tus, neque fret ahcujus mall effector; una emm quodam modo a vobis ipsis, imbeciUum esse,
cam malo arbor quoque interimitur: aut si est quem vestrum patrem dicitis.. Recensent etiam
malum ac consism, dicant nobis, quid dmunt ex qmbusdamlocis propheticis decerptas dictio-
esse ea, qum dam sunt, prmcepta, de justitla, de nes, et male consarcinatas,qum allegorice dicta
continentia, de tolerantia, de patientia, et iis, sunt tanquam recto ductu et citra figuram dicta
qme sunt hujusmodi, bona an mala? et si fuent sumentes. Dicunt enim scriptum esse: "Deo
quidem malum pr_eceptum, quod plurima pro- restiterunt, et salvi facti sunt :"'° illi autem "Deo
hibet facere turpia, adversus seipsum legem feret impudenti" addunt ; et hoc etoquium tanquam
vatium, ut seipsum dissolvat, quod quidem non consihum prmceptum accipiunt: et hoc ad sa-
potest fieri ; sin autem bonum, cum bonis adver- lutem conferre existimant, quod Creatoti resis-
sentur prmceptis, se bono adversari, et mala tant. At "impudenti" quidem "De o," non est
facere confitentur. Jam vero ipse quoque Set- sctiptum. Si autem sic quoque habeat, eum,
vator, cui soli cement esse parendum, odio ha- qui vocatus est diabolus, inteligite impudentem :
bere, et maledictis insequi prohibuit" et, "Cum vel quod hominem calumniis impetat, vel quod
adversario," inquit, "vadens, ejus amicus conare accuset peccatores, vel quod sit apostata. Popu-
discedere."2 Aut ergo Christi quoque negabunt lus ergo, de quo hoc dictum est, cam castigaretur
suamonem, adversantes adversario : aut, si sint propter sua peccata, mgre ferentes et gementes,
amicl, contra eum certamen suscipere nolunt, his verbis, qu_e dicta sunt, murmurabant, quod
Quid vero? an nescitis, viri egregii (loquor enim ali_e quidem gentes cure inique se gerant non
tanquam prmsentibus), quod cam pr_ceptis, puniantur, ipsi autem in singulis vexentur ;.adeo
qum se recte habent, pugnantes, proprim saluti ut Jeremias quoque dixerit : "Cur via implorum
resist.is? Non enim ea, qu_esunt utiliter edicta, prosperatur?" " quod simile est ie, quod prim
sed vos ipsos evertitis. Et Dominus : "Luce- allatum est ex Malachia: "Deo restitenmt, et
ant" quidem, inquit, "bona vestra opera :"s salvi facti sunt." Nam prophet_e divinitus in-
vos autem libidines et intemperantias vestras
manifestas redditis. Et alioqui si vultis legisla- +c,_. i._, ,x._.s Gen. i+29, ix. 2, 3.

toffs pr_ecepta dissolvere, quanam de causa, illud e F_._i. _+.7 Ex. xxll z.
s Deut. vt _;:

s Luke xL 40. 9 Deut xxwt. t 5

3 Matt. v. z6. xti. z
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spirati, non solum qu_e a Deo audierint, se loqui tlonibus. Et si dicant nos "vocatos fuisse in
profitentur ; sed et ipsi etiam solent ea, qtue libertatem, solummodo ne prmbeamus libertatem,
vulgo jactantur a populo, exceptionis modo, m occasionem cami,"s ex sententia Apostoh.
edicere, et tanquam qu_estiones ab hominibus Si autem cupiditati est obsequendum, et qu_e
motas referre : cujusmodi est illud dictum, cujus probrosa estet turpis vita tanquam indifferens
mentio jam facta est. Nunquid autem ad hos est eligenda, ut ipsi dicunt ; aut cupiditatabus
verba sua dirigens, scribit Apostolus in Epi._tola est omnino parendum, et si hoc ita est, facienda
ad Romanos : "Et non sicut blasphemamur, et sunt qu_evis impudicissima et maxime nefaria,
sicut dicunt aliqui nos dicere: Faciamus mala, eos sequendo, qui nobis persuadent: aut sunt
ut eveniant bona, quorum justa est damnafio?"' aliqu_e declinand_e cupiditates, et non est am-
Ii sunt, qui inter legendum tono vocis pervertunt phus vivendum indifferenter, neque est impu-
Scripturas ad proprias voluptates, et quorumdam denter serviendum vilissimis et abjectissmals
accentuum et punctorum transpositione, qu_e nostris partibus, ventri et pudendis, dum cup_-
prudenter et utiliter pra_cepta sunt, as suas tra- date ducti nostro blandimur cadaveri. Nutntur
hunt delicias. "Qui irritatis Deum sermonibus enim et vivificatur cupiditas, dum ei voluptates
vestri.s,' I in.quit Malachias, "et dicitis, m quonam ministrantur : quemadmodum rursus si impedla-
eum _rntavamus ; Dum vos dicitis : Quicunque tur et interturbetur, flaccescit. Quomodo autem
facet malum, bonus est coram Domino, et ipse fieri potest, ut qui rictus est a voluptatlbus
in eis complacuit ; et ubi est Deus justiti_e?" 2 corporis, Domino assimiletur, aut Dei habeat

cogafitionem? Omnis enim voluptatis pnnc_p-
V. _ DUO GENERA H._RETICORUM NOTAT : inm est cupiditas : cupiditas autem est molesua

PRIUS ILLORUM QUI OMNIA OMNIBUS LICERE PRO- et sollicitudo, qu_e propter egestatem aliquid
NUNTIANT,QUOSREFUTAT. appetit. Quare mhil ahud mlhi videntur, qm
Ne ergo hunt locum ungue amplius fodicantes hanc wt,ne rationem suscipmnt, quam quod

plurium absurdarum h_eresium meminerimus dlcitur,
nec rursus dum in singulis adversus unamquam Ultra ignominiam sentire dolores ;

que dicere necesse habemus, propterea pudore ut qui malum a se accersitum, nunc et in poste-
afficiamur, et nimis prolixos hos facmmus corn- rum ehgant. Si ergo "omnia licerent," nec
mentanos, age in duo dividentes omnes h_ere_e_, umendum esset ne a spe excideremus propter
eis respondeamus. 3 Aut enim docent indiscrete malas actiones, esset fortasse eis aliquis pr_e-
vivere : aut modum excedentes, per inpietatem textus, cur male viverent et miserabihter. Quo-
et odium profitenturcontinentiam. Prius autem niam autem vita beam nobis ostensa est per
tractandum est de prima parte. Quod si quod- pr_ecepta, quam oportet omnes sequentes, nec
libet vitae genus hcet eligere, turn earn scilicet aliquid eorum, qum dicta sunt, perperam intel-
etiam licet, qua_ est continens : et si electus tute hgentes, nec eorum, qu_e convenit, aliquid, etsi
poterit quodhbet vitae genus sectari, manifestum sit vel minimum, contemnentes, sequi quo logos
est earn, quse temperanter et secundum virtutem ducit ; quia, si ab eo aberraverimus, in malum
agitur, longe tutissimam esse. Nam cum "do- immortale incidamus necesse est; si divinam
mino sabbati," etiamsi intemperanter vlvat, nulla autem Scripturam secuti fuerimus, per quam
ratio reddenda sit, multo magis qui vitam mo- ingrediuntur, qui crediderunt, ut Domino, quoad
derate et temperate instituit, nulh erit rationi fieri potest, assimilentur, non est vlvendum in-
reddendve obnoxius. "Omnia enim hcent, sed differenter, sed pro viribus mundos esse oportet
non omnia expediunt," 4 ait Apostolus. Quod a voluptatibus et cupiditatibus, curaque est ge-
si omnia licent, videlicet moderatum quoque renda anim_e, qua apud solum Deum perseve-
esse et temperantem. Quemadmodum ergo is randum est. Mens enim, qu_e est munda et ab
est laudandus, qui libertate sua usus est ad viven- omni vitio libera, est quodammodo apta ad po-
dum ex virtute : ira multo magis qui dedit nobis testatem Dei suscipiendam, cum divina in ea
liberam nostri potestatem, et concessit vivere ut assurgat imago : "Et quicunque habet hanc
vellemus, est venerandus et adorandus, quod spem in Domino, seipsum," inquit, "mundum
non permiserit, ut nostra electio et vitatio cui- castumque facit, qnatenus ille est castus." 6 Ut
quam necessario serviret. Si est autem uterque ii autem accipiant Dei cognitionem, qui adhuc
tuque securus, et qui incontinentiam, et qui ducuntur ab affectibus, minime potest fien.
continentiam elegerit, non est tamen ex _equo ergo nec ut finem assequantur, cum nullam ha-
honestum et decorum. Qui enim impegit in beant Dei cognitionem. Et eum quidem, qul
voluptates, gratificatur corpori : temperans autem hunc finem non assequitur, accusare videtur Dei
animam corporis dominam liberat a perturba- ignoratio ; ut Deus autem ignoretur, efficit vim

institutio. Omnino enim fieri non potest, ut
x Rom. iii. 8.

Mal. ii. x;,.
3 [Elucidmi_ V.] s Gal. v. x3.
4 :tCot. vi. x3, x. _3. _'John ili, 3.
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quis simul sit et ._clentia pr_ditus, et blandiri facti sunt, unde scimus quod novissima hora eat.
corpori non erubescat. Neque enim potest Ex hobos exierunt, seal non erant ex nobis.
unquam convemre, quod voluptas sit bonum, Nam si fuissent ex nobis, permansissent utique
cure co, quod bonum sit solum pulchrum et nob_scum."s Deinde sunt etiam evertendi, et
honestum : vel etiam cure co, quod solus s_t dlssolvenda, qum ab eis affemntur, hoe modo :
pulcher Dominus, et solus bonus Deus, et solus "Salom_e mterrogant_, quousque vigebit mors,"
amabihs. In Chnsto autem cireumcisi estis, non quasi v_ta esset mala, et mala creatura,
ctrcumcisione non manu facta, in exspoliatione "Dominus, Quoadusque, inquit, vos mulieres
corpofis carnis, in circumcisione Christi., Si paritis," sed quasi naturalem doeens consequen-
ergo cum Christo consurrexist_s, qua_ sursum tiam: ortum enim omnino sequltur interitus.
sunt qu_erite, qu_e sursum sunt sapite, non qua_ Vult ergo lex quidem nos a deliciis omnique
sunt super terrain. Mortm enim estis, et vita probro et dedecore educere. Et h_c est ejus
vestra absconsa est cum Chnsto in Deo;" non rims, ut nos ab injustitia ad justitiam deduea-
autem ea, quam exercent, fornicatio. "Mor- mur, honesta eligendo matrimonia, et liberorum
tificate ergo membra, qu_e sunt super terrain, Iprocreationem, bonamque vit_ institutionem.
fom_cationem, immunditiam, passionem, desi-. Dominus autem "Non venit ad solvendam
derium, propter qua_ venlt ira Dei. Deponant]legem, sed ad implendam: ''_ ad implendam
ergo _ps_ quoque iram, indignationem, wtium, ]autem, non ut cm aliquid deesset, seal quod legis
maled_ctum, turpem sermonem ex ore suo, exu- !prophetire per ejus adventum complet_ fuerint.
entes veterem hominem cum concupiscentiis, i Nam recta vita_institutio, iis euam, qui juste vix-
et lnduentes novum, qm renovatur m agnifi- ierunt ante legem, per Logon pra_dicabatur. Vul-
onem, ad imagmem e]us, qui creavit lpsum "* igus ergo hommum, quod non novit continentiam,
Vitae enim inst_tutio aperte eos arguit, qui man- corpore wtam degit, sed non spiritu : sine sp_ritu
data novere : qualis enim sermo, talis est vita. autem corpus mhil ahud est quam terra et einis.
Arbor autem cognoscitur ex fruetibus, non ex Jam adulterium judicat Dommus ex cogitatione.
flonbus et foliis ac ram_s. Cogmtio ergo est ex Quid enim ? annon licet etiam continenter uti
fructu et vit,_einsututione, non ex sermone et matrimonio, et non conari dissolvere, quod
flore. Non emm nudum sermonem dicimus "conjunxtt Deus?" 7 Talia enim docent con-
esse eogmtionem, sed quamdam divinam scien- jugii divisores, propter quod nomen probris ac
uam, et lucem filam, qua_ innata anima_ ex maled_ctis appet_tur rater gentes. Sceleratum
pra_ceptorum obedientm, omma, qua_ per ge- autem dicentes asti esse coitum, qui ipsi quoque
nerationem oriuntur, manifesta facet, et hominem suam essentiam ex coitu accepere, quomodo non
instruit, ut seipsum cognoscat, et qua rauone fuennt scelerati? Eorum autem, qui sunt sane-
compos fieri possit, edocet. Quod emm oculus tificati, sanctum quoque, ut puto, semen est. Ac
est in corpore, hoe est in mente cogniuo. Neque nobis quidem debet esse sancUficatus,non solum
dicant libertatem, qua quis voluptau servit, sicut spiritus, sed et mores, et vita, et corpus. Nam
ii, qui bilem dicunt dulcem. Nos emm didi- quanam ratione dicit Paulus apostolus esse
cimus hbertatem, qua Dominus noster nos lib- "sanctificatam mulierem a viro," aut "virum a
erat a voluptafibus, et a cupiditaubus, et aliis muliere? ''s Qmd est autem, quod Dominus
perturbationibus solvens. "Qui dicit: Novi quoque dix_t fis, qui mterrogabant de divortio:
Dommum, et mandata ejus non servat, mendax "An liceat uxorem dimittere, eum Moyses id
est, et in eo veritas non est," _ a_tJoannes. permisent ? .... Ad duritiam cordis vestri, inquit,

Moyses h_c scripsit. Vos autem non legistis,
CAPUTvI. _SECUNDUMGENUSI-IA_RETICORUMAG- quod protoplasto Deus dixit: ' Eritis duo in

GRZDrrUR,Ua.ORtrMSCXLICZrQU_r.x _MPtADE came una? Quare qui dimittit uxorem, pr_ter-
v_o OM_ com)rroRE sv.vrzsrr_, co_rrmE_- quam fornicationis eausa, facit earn mo_chm'i._
TLt_ vnmRcv2tr. Sed post resurrectionem, inquit, nee uxorem du-

Adversus autem alterum genus h_eretieorum,4 cunt, nee nubunt.'" '° Etenim de ventre et eibisdictum est: "Esca_ ventri, et venter eseis ; I)eus
qui speciose per continentiam impie se gerunt,
tum in creaturam, tum in sanctum Opificem, qui autem et ilium et has destruct ;" _ hos impetens,
est solus Deus omnipotens ; et dicunt non esse qui instar caprorum et hireorum sibi vivendum
admittendum matrimonium et liberorum procrea- esse cement, ne secure ac sine terrore eomessent
tionem, nee in mundum esse indueendos alios et coirent. Si resurrectionem itaque reeeperint,
infelices futuros, nee suppeditandum morti nu- ut ipsi dieunt, et ideo matrimonium infirmant et
trimentum, h_ec sunt opponenda : primum qui- abrogant; nee comedant, nec bibant : "destrui"
dem illud Joannis : " Et nunc antichristi multi , ,jo_i_ ,s, _9.

6 Matt. v. _7-
7 Matt. xtx. 6; Mark x, 9-

tCol il._. s _ Cot. vii _4-

a Col. fii. _t, zo 9 Matt. xut, 3; Mark x. _.
_ John it 4- xoMatt. xxii. 30: Mark xti. "_3; |,ake xx, 3.5.

4 [_*eidati_ Vl.] " t C.or. vl. _.
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enim "ventrem et cibos," dicit Apostolus in non paucos absftnere a venere, propter exerei-
resurrecftone. Quomodo ergo esuriunt, et sift- tafionem corporis eonftnentes: quemadmodura
unt, et carnis paftuntur affectiones, et alia, qua_ Crotoniatem Astylum, et Crisonem Himer_urn.
non patietur, qui per Christum acceplt perfectam, Quinetiam Amoebeus cithareedus, cure recenter
qum speratur, resurrectionem ? Quin etiam ii, matrimonio junctus esset, a sponsa abstinuit : et
qui colunt idola, a cibis et venere abstinent. Cyren_eus Aristoteles amantem Laidem solus de-
"Non est" autem, inquit, "regnum Dei cibus spexit. Cum meretricl itaque jurasset, se earn
est potus."' Certe magis quoque cura_ est, qui esse in patriam abducturum, si slbt adversus de-
angelos colunt et da_mones, simul a vino et ani- certantes advesarios in ahquibus opem tuhsset,
mafts et rebus abstinere venereis. Quemadmo- postquam id perfecisset, lepide a se dictum jus-
dum autem humilitas est mansuetudo, non autem jurandum exsequens, cure curasset lmagmem
afl]ictio corporis: ira etiam continentla est ani- ejus quam simillimam depingi, eam Cyrenae
m_e virtus, qu_e non est in manifesto, sed in statuit, ut scribit Ister in libro De proprielate
occulto. Sunt autem eftam, qui matrimonium certaminum. Quare nee castites est bonum, msi
aperte dicunt fornieaftonem, et decernunt id fiat propter delectionem Dei. Jam de ils, qui
traditum esse a diabolo. Dicunt autem gloriosl mammonium abhorrent, dicit beatus Paulus :
isft jactatores se imitari Dominum, qui neque "In nowssimis d_ebus deficient quidam a fide,
uxorem duxit, neque in mundo aliquid possed_t ; attendentes spiriubus erroris, et doctrinis d_emo-
se magis quam alii Evangelium intellexisse glori- niorum, prohibentium nubere, abstinereacibxs." ,o
antes. Els autem dicit Scriptura : "Deus su- Et rursus dicer. "Nemo vos seducat m volunta-
perbis resisftt, humilibus autem dat grauam. ''" riahumilitatisreligione, etparclmomacorpons.""
Deinde nesciunt causam cur Dominas uxorem Id'em autem ilia quoque scribit: "Alligatus es
non duxerit. Primum quidem, propriam spon- uxori ? ne qu_eras solutionem. Solutus es ab ux-
sam habmt Eeelesiam : deinde vero, nee homo ore ? ne qu_eras uxorem." _2 Et rursus : "Unus-
erat communis, ut opus haberet etiam adjutore quisque autem suam uxorem habeat, ne tenter
aliquo secundum carnem; neque erat ei necesse vos Satanas." ,3 Quid vero? non etiam jusu
procreate filios, qui manet in aeternum, et natus veteres ereaturam cure graftarum actione partici-
est solus Dei Filius. Hie ipse autem Dominus pabant ? Aliqui autem etiam hberos suseeperunt,
dieit : "Quod Deus conjunxit, homo ne sepa- continenter versati in matrmmmo. Et Eh_e qua-
ret." _ Et rursus : "Sieur autem erat in diebus dem corvi ahmentum afferebant, panes et carnes.
Noe, erant nubentes, et nuptui dantes, a_dlfiean- Quinetiam Samuel propheta armum, quem ex il_,
tes, et plantantes ; et sieut erat in diebus Lot, qu_e comedisset, rehquerat, allatum, dedit eden-
ita erit adventus Filii hominis." 4 Et quod hoe dum Sauh. Hi autem, qui se cos dicunt wt_e
non dieit ad genres, ostendit, cum subjungit: institutis exeellere, cum illorum acUombus ne
"Num cum venerit Fflius hommis, inveniet poterunt quidem conferri. "Qm" itaque "non
fidem in term?" s Et rursus : "Va_ praegnanti- comedit, comedentem ne spernat. Qui autem
bus et laetanftbus in illis diebus. ''6 Quanquam comedit, eum qui non comedit non judicet:
hmc quoque dieuntur allegoriee. Propterea nec Deus enim ipsum acceptt." ,4 Quin etiam
"tempora" pra_finilt, "qua_ Pater posuit in sua Dominus de seipso dicens : "Venit," inquit,
potestate," 7 ut permaneret mundus per genera- "Joannes, nec comedens, nee bibens, et dieunt :
tiones. Illud autem : "Non omnes capiunt ver- d_emonium habet ; venit Filius hominis come-
bum hoe : sunt enim eunuchi, qui sic nati sunt ; dans et bibens, et dicunt : Ecce homo vorax et
et sunt eunuchi, qui castrati sunt ab homimbus ; vim potor, amicus publicanorum, et peccator." ,s
et sunt eunuchi, qui seipsos castrarunt propter An eftam reprobant apostolos? Petrus enim et
regnum ecelorum. Qui potest capere, capiat ; "8 Philippus ,6 fitios procrearunt : Philippus autem
nesciunt quod, postquam de dlvortio esset locu- filies quoque sues viris locavit. Et Paulus qui-
tus, cure quidam rogessent : "Si sic sit causa dem certe non veretur m quadam epistola suam
uxoris, non expedit homini uxorem ducere ;" appellate "conjugem," quam non cireumferebat,
tune dixit Dominus : "Non omnes capltmt vet- quod non magno ei esset opus ministerio. Diclt
bum hoe, sed quibus datum est." 9 Hoe enim itaque in quadam epistola: "Non habemus po-
qui rogabant, volebant ex eo scire, an uxore testatem sororem uxorem circumducendi, sicut
damnata et ejeeta propter fomicationem, conce- et reliqui apostoli?" ,7 Sed hi quidem, ut erat
dxt aliam dueer_. Aiunt antem athletes quoque consentaneum, ministerlo, quod dlvelli non pote-

rat, pr_edicationi scilicet, attendentes, non ut ux-
Rom, xiv. _7.

s Jas. iv. 6:1 Pet. v.S. _° _ Tim. iv. z, 3.
s Matt. xlx, 6; Mark x. 9. tl Col. ft. x8, 23.
4 Matt. zxlv.37; Luke mrfi. 28. x_ x Cor vn. 27.
S LukexviiL 8. x3 zCor vii. 2, 5.
6 Matt. xxiv. xg; Mark xfil. z7; Luke rxi. _3. z4 Rom. x-iv. 3
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ores, sed ut sorores circumducebant mulieres, [". Possessio (enim,) qu_e cam iniquitate accele-
qme una ministratm",e essent apud mulieres qum irarer, minor redditur." _2 "Sunt (enim,) qui
domos custodiebant : per quas etiam in gynm- Iseminantes multiplicant, et qui colligentes minus

ceum, absque ulla reprehensione malave suspi- [habent." ,s De quibus scripture est : "Dispersit,cione, ingredi posset doctrina Domini. Scimus dedit pauperibus, justitia ejus manet in smculum
enim qu_ecunque de feminis diaconis in altera[ smculi." ,4 Qui enim "seminat et plum colligit,"
ad Timotheum prmstantissimus ' docet Paulus. Iis est, qui per terrenam et temporalem commu-
Atqui hic ipse exclamavit: "Non est regnumlmcationem ac distributionem, ccelestia acquirit
De1 esca et potus : " neque vero abstinentia a I et geterna. Est autem alius, qui nemini impertit,
vino et carnibus ; "sed justltaa, et pax, et gau- iet mcassum "thesauros in terra colligit, ubi mm-
dium in Spiritu sancto." 2 Quis eorum, ovilla _go et tinea destruunt." _s De quo scriptum est :
pelle indutus, zona pellicea accmctus, circuit ut _"Qui colligit mercedes, colligit in saccmn per-
Elias ? Quis cilicium induit, cmtera nudus, et Ifomtum." _6 Hujus "agrum" Dominus in Evan-
discalceatus, ut Isaias? vel subligaculum tantum tgelio dicet "fixisse fertilem : ",7 deinde cure
habet lineum, ut Jeremias ? Joanms autem vitro !vellet fructus reponere, et esset "majora horrea
mstitutum gnosticum quis imitabitur? Sed sic imdificaturus," sibi dixisse per prosopol_oeiam:
quoque viventes, gratias Creator1 agebant beati "Habes bona multa reposita tibi in multos an-
prophet_e. Carpocratis autem justitia, et eorum, nos, ede, bibe, lmtare : " "Stulte ergo, inquit,
qui tuque atque ipse impudicam prosequuntur hac nocte animam tuam a te repetunt ; qu_e ergo
communionem, hoc modo dissolvltur ; slmul parasti, cujus erunt?"
enim ac dixerit : "Te petenti des ;" subjungit :
"Et eum, qui velit mutuo accipere, ne averse- CAPUTVII.- QUAIN RE CHRISTIANORUMC'ONTI-
rJs ; " s hanc docens communionem, non autem I_Em'IA EAMQUAM SIBI VINDICANTPHILOSOPHI
fllam incestam et impudicam. Quomodo autem ANT_.CELLAT.
fuerit IS qui petit et accipit, et is qui mutuatur, Humana ergo continentia, 'sea, inquam, quae
si nullus sit qui habeat et det mutuo ? Quid est ex sententia philosophorum Grmcorum, profi-
veto? quando dicit Dominus : " Esurivi, et me tetur pugnare cum cupiditate, et in factis ei non
pavxst_s; sitii, et potum mihi dedistis; hospes mservire; qum est autem ex nostm sententia
eram, et me collegistis; nudus, et me vestfis- continentia, non concupiscere; non ut quis
tis ; "4 deinde subjungit : "Quatenus feclstls unl concupiscens se fortiter gerat, sed ut etiam a con-
horum minimorum, m_hi fecistis." s Nunquid cupiscendo se contineat. Non potest autem ea
easdem quoque tulit leges in Veteri Testamento? aliter comparari continentia, nisi gratia Dei. Et
"Qui dat mendico, fceneratur Deo." 6 Et : "Ne ideo dixit : "Petite, et dabitur vobis." ,9 Hanc
abstmueris a benefaclendo egeno," 7 inquit. Et gratiam Moyses quoque accepit, qui indigo eor-
rursus : "Eleemosyn_e et tides ne te deficmnt," 8 pore erat indutus, ut quadraginta diebus neque
inquit. "Paupertas" autem "virum humfliat, esuriret, neque sitiret. Quemadmodum autem
ditant autem manus virorum." 9 Subjungat melius est sanum esse, quam mgrotantem dis-
autem: "Qui pecuniam suam non dedit ad serere de sanltate: ita lucern esse, quam loqui
usuram, fit acceptus." Et: "Pretium redemp- de luce; et qum est ex veritate continentia, ea
tionis anima, proprim judicantur divitim." ,o qum docetur a philosophis. Non enim ubi est
Annon aperte indicat, quod sicut mundus com- lux, illic tenebr, e : ubi autem sola insider cupi-
ponltur ex contrariis, nempe ex calido et frigido, ditas, etiamsi quiescat a corporea operatione, at
humido et sicco, ita etiam ex iis qui dant, et ex memofia cum eo, quod non est pr_sens, con-
iis qui accipiunt ? Et rursus cum dixit : "Si vis greditur. Generatim autem hobos procedat ora-
perfectus esse, vende qum habes, et da pauperi- rio de matrimonio, nutrimento, et aliis, ut nihil
bus," refellit eum qui gloriabatur quod "omnia facmmus ex cupiditate, velimus autem ea _ola,
a juventute prmcepta servaverat ;" non enim qum sunt necessaria. Non sumus enim "filii
impleverat illud : "Diliges proximum tuum sicut cupiditatis, sed voluntatis ; et eum, qui uxorem
teipsum :" H tunc autem cum a Domino perfice- duxit propter liberorum procreationem, exercere
retur, docebatur communicare et impertiri per oportet continentiam, ut ne suam quidem eon-
charitatem. Honeste ergo non prohibuit esse cupiscat uxorem, quam debet diligere, honesta
divitem, sed esse divitem injuste et inexplebiliter, et moderata voluntate operam dam libefis. Non

enim "camis curare gerere ad concupiscentias"
il_ _co_ pn_u_, _o,_r Su_,,,,m, _ aiO_t., didicimus ; "honeste autem tanquam in die,""vol iit p. 4x ]
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Christo, et Dominica lueida vit_ institutione, tiam, paucas quasdam Scripturas detorquentes,
"ambulantes, non in comessafionibus et ebrie- ] fifillanfi sum voluptafi eas suffragari exisfimant;
tafibus, non in cubilibus et impudicifiis, non in jtum prmcipue fllam quoque : "Peccatum enim

lifibus et contenfionibus." ' Verumenimvero Ivestri non domin,a,bitur ; non esfis enim sub lege,
non oportet considerate continentiam in uno_ sed sub grafia; s et aliquas alias hujusmodi,
solum genere, nempe in rebus venereis, sed quamm post hmc non est rationi consentaneum
etiam in quibuscunque aliis, qum luxuriosa con- ut faciam mentionem (non enim navem instruo
cupiscit anima, non contenta necessariis, sedipiraticam), age paucis eorum argumentum per-
_Uicita de deliciis. Continentia est pecuniam fringamus. Ipse enim egregius Apostolus in
despicere ; voluptatem, possessxonem, spectacu- verbis, qum pr'_lictm dictioni subjungnt, inten-
lure magno et excelso animo contemnere ; os tati criminis afferet solufionem: "Quid ergo?
continere, ratione qum sunt mala vincere. Jam peccabimus, quia non sumus sub lege, sed sub
vero angeli quoque quidam, cum fuissent incon- gratia ? Absit." 6 Adeo divine et prophetice e
tinentes, victi cupiditate, huc e ccelo decidemnt, vestigio dissolvit artem voluptatis sophisticam.
Valentinus autem in Epistola ad Agathopodem : Non intelligunt ergo, ut videtur, quod "omues
"Cum omnia, inquit, sustinuisset, erat continens, nos oportet manifestari ante tribunal Christb ut
dwmxtatem sibl comparav]t Jesus ; edebat et referat unusquisque per corpus ea qum feclt,
bibebat peculiari modo, non reddens cibos ; sive bonum, sire malum : "7 ut qum per corpus
tanta ei inerat vis continentia_., ut etiam nutri- fec]t aliquis, recipiat. "Quare si quis est m
mentum in eo non interierit, quoniam ipse non Christo, nova creatura est," nec amplius pec-
habuit interitum." Nos ergo propter dilectio- catis dedita: "Vetera pr_terierunt," vitam an-
nero in Dominum, et propter ipsum honestum, tiquam exuimus : "Ecce emm nova facta sunt,"
amplectimur continentiam, templum Spiritus castitas ex fomicatione, et continentm ex incon-
sanctificantes. Honestum emm est, "propter tinentia, justitia ex injustitia. "Qu_e est erom
regnum c_lorum seipsum castrate ''2 ab omni partlcipatio justiti_e et injustitim? aut qum lucl
eupiditate, et " emundare conscientmm a mot- cure tenebris societas ? qum est autem convent]o
tuis operibus, ad serviendum I)eo viventi."3 Chnsto cure Belial? qu_e pars est fideh cure
Qui autem propter odium adversus carnem sus- infideli? qum est autem consensio templo Dei
ceptum a conjugali conjunctione, et eorum qui cure idolis ? 9 Has ergo habentes promissiones,
conveniunt ciborum participatione, liberari desi- mundemus nos ipsos ab omni inquinamento car-
derant, mdoctl sunt et impii, et absque ratione ms et spiritus, perficientes sanctitatem in timore
continentes, sicut alim gentes plurim_. Brach- Dei." '°
manes quidem eerte neque animatum comedunt,
neque vinum bibunt; sed aliqui quidem ex iis _ IX. _D_Ca_M crmmr_ AD SALOME_rExPo-
quotidie sicut nos cibum capmnt ; nonnulh au- Nrr, QUODTANQUAMIN VITUPERIUMNUPTIARUM
tem ex iis tertio quoque die, ut ait Alexander PROLATUMH,WERETICIALLEGABANT.
Polyhistor in Indicis; mortem autem contem- Qui autem Dei creatur_ resistunt per speci-
nunt, et vivere nihili faciunt; credunt enim esse osam illam continentiam, illa quoque dicunt,
regenerationem : aliqui autem colunt Herculem qum ad Salomen dicta sunt, quorum prius me-
et Pana. Qui autem ex Indis vocantur _q_vot', minimus : habentur autem, ut existimo, in Evan-
hoc est, _enemndi, nudi totam vitam transigunt : gelio secundum _/Egyptios. x_ Aiunt enim ipsum
ii veritatem exereent, et futura pr_dicunt, et dixisse Servatorem: "Veni ad dissolvendura
colunt quamdam pyramidem, sub qua existimant opera feminm ;" femime quidem, cupiditaus ;
alicujus dm ossa reposita. Neque vero Gym-opera autem generationem et interitum. Qmd
nosophista_, nec qui dicuntur _q_vo(, umnmr ergo dixerint? Desiit hmc administratio? Non
mulieribus, hoc enim prater naturam et iniquum dixerint : manet enim mundus in eadem oecono-
csse existimant ; qua de causa seipsos castos mia. Sed non falsum dixit Dominus ; revera
conservant. Virgines autem sunt etiam mulieres, enim opera dissolvit cupiditatis, avaritiam, con-
qtue dicunmr _q_va(, hoc est, _enerand_. Vi- tentionem, glori_e cupiditatem, muliemm insa-
dentur autem observare ccelestia, et per eorum hum amorem, pmdicatum, ingluviem, luxum et
signiticationem qtu_lam futura prmdicere, profusionem, et qu_ sunt his similia. Horum

c_rr WH. _ LOCAS. SCPJFrua_ AS H_-nCtS IN autem ortus, est anim_ interitus : siquidem
"delictis mortui" efficimur. _2 Ea vero femina

vrrt_Emu_ MATm_ONHAUDUCrA_LI_T ; ET est intemperantia. Ortum autem et interitum
PRIMO VERBA _LI ROM. VI. I4, AB H3g.RZrl-
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rjeaturarum propter ipsorum naturas fieri necesse tinentiam, vel etiam matrimonium ; et quod
eat, usque ad perfectam distinctionem et restitu- matrimonium creationi aliquid affert auxilii, pr_-
tionem electionis, per quam, qtue etaam sunt terea explicans. Ne quis ergo eum deliquisse
mundo permist_ et confusm substantize, proprie- existimet, qui secundum Logon matrimonium
taft sum restituuntur. Unde merito cure de inierit, nisi existimet amaxam esse filiorum edu.
consummatione Logos locutus fuerat, ait SMome : cationem : contra taraen, permultis videtur ease
,, Qtmusque morientur homines ?" Hominem molestissimum liberis carere. Neque amaxa cui-
autem vocat Scriptara dupliciter: et eum, qui quam videatur liberorum procreatio, eo quod
appaxet, et ammam ; et eum rursus, qm servatur, negotiis implicatos a divinis abstrahat. Eat enim,
et eum qui non. Mors autem anim_e dicitur qui vitam solitariam facile ferre non vMeas, ex-
peccatum. Quare caute et considerate respon- petit matrimonium: quandoquidem res gram,
det Dominus : "Quoadusque pepererint mu- qua quis temperamer fruitur, et inuoxia : et unus-
lieres," hoc est quandiu operabuntur cupiditates, quisque nostrum eatenus sui dominus eat, ut
"Et ideo quemadmodum per unum hominem eligat, an veht liberos procreate. Intelligo autem,
peccatum ingressum est in mundum, per pecca- quod aliqui quidem, qui prmtextu matrimoaii
turn quoque mors ad omnes homines pervasit, difficultatum ab eo abstinuerunt, non convenien-
quatenus omnes peccaverunt ; et regnavit mors ter sanctm cognitioni ad inhumanitatem et odium
ab Adam usque ad Moysen," ' inquit Apostolus : hominum defluxerunt, et perit apud ipsos chaxi-
naturMi autem divinm ceconomim necessitate tas ; Mii autem matrimonio ligati, et luxui ac
mors sequitur generationem : et corporis et ani- voluptatibus dediti, lege quodammodo eos com-
mie conjunctaonem consequitur eorum dissolutio, itante, fuerunt, ut ait Propheta, "assimilati ju-
Si est autem propter doctrinam et agnitionem mentis." 4
generatio, restitutionis causa erit dissolutio.
Quomodo autem existimaturmuliercausamor- CAPUT X._ VERBA CHRISTIMATT, XVlll.20_MYSo
tis, propterea quod pariat : ita etiam dicetur dux TICE F.XPONIT.s
vitro propter eamdem causam. Proinde qum Quinam sunt autem illi "duo et tres, qui
prior inchoavit transgressionem, Vita est appel- congregantur in nomine Domini, in" quorum
lata,* propter causam successionis: et eorum "medio" est Dominus ?6 annon virum et mu-
qui generantur, et qui peccant, tam justorum lierem et filium tres dicit, quoniam muller cure
quam injustorum, mater est, unoquoque nostrum viro per Deum conjungitur ? Quod si accinctus
seipsum justificante, vel contra inobedientem quis esse velit et expeditus, non volens procreate
constituente. Unde non ego quidem arbitror liberos, propter earn, qum est in procreandis
Apostolum abhorrere vitam, qum est in came, liberis, molestiam et occupationem, "maneat,"
cure dicit : "Sed in omnl fiducia, ut semper, inquit Apostolus, absque uxore "ut ego." 7 Qui-
nunc quoque Christus magnificabitur in corpore dam veto effatum Domini exponunt, ac si dix-
meo, sire per vitam, sire per mortem. Mihi isset, cum pluribus quidem e_e Creatorem ac
enim vivere Christus et mori lucrum. Si autem prmsidem generationis Deum ; cum uno autem,
vivere m came, et hoc quoque mihi fructus operis, nempe electo, Servatorem, qui Mteritm, boni
quid eligam nescio, et coarctor ex duobus, cu- scilicet, Dei Filius sit. Hoc autem non ira
piens resolvi, et esse cure Christo : multo enim habet : sed est quidem etiam cure i.is, qui ho-
melius : manere autem in came, est magis ne- neste ac moderate in matrimonio versati sunt, et
cessarium propter vos."3 Per _ enim, ut liberos susceperunt, Detm per Filium: est autem
puto, aperte ostendit, exitus quidem e corpore etiam cum eo, qui secundum Logoa, seu ratio-
perfectionem, esse in Dei dilecfionem : ejus au- nem, fuit continens, idem Detm. Fuerint aut..,ma
tern prmsentim in came, ex grato animo profec- Miter quoque tres quidem, ira, cupiditas, et
tam tolerantiam, propter eos, qui salute indigent, ratio : caro autem at anima et spidttm,
Quid vero ? non etiam ea, quaz deinceps se- ratione. Forte autem et vocationem et elcc-
quuntur, ex iis, quz dicta sunt ad Salomen tionem secundam, et tertium genus, quod in
subjungunt ii, qui quidvis potius quam qum est primo honore collocatur, innuit trias prim dicta:
ex veritate, evangelicam regulam sunt secufi? cure quibus est, qum omnia considemt, Dei
Cure ea enim dixisset : " Recte ergo feci, quz potestas, absque divisione cadem in diviaiot_m.
non peperi:" scilicet, quod generatio non esset Qui ergo animm naturMibtm, ita ut oportet,.
ut oportet assumpta ; excipit Dominus, dicens ufitur operationibus, desidemt quidem e_ qum

""Ormfi herba vescere, ea autem, qum habet sunt convenienti_ odio autem habet _ qum
amaritudinem, ne ve_,_.aris.'' Per l-_c enim sig- l_edunt, sicut jubent mandata: "Be._"
nificat, ease in nostra potestate, et non ease enim, inquit, "benedmenti, et mmoaw._ mm_
lae_um ex prohibitione ptmcepti, vel con-

4 1_ xlviii.2t.
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dicenti." Quando autem his, ira scilicet etlappetitio. Unde nullum ex veteribus ex Scrip-
cupiditate, superior factus, et creatur_ amoreltura ostenderis, qui cure pvaegnante rein habu-
vere affectus propter eum, qui est Deus et. ent : sed postquam gestavit uterum, et postquam
effector omnium, gnostice vitam instituerit, et iedltum fetum a lacte depulit, rursus a viris cogni-
Salvatori similis evadens, facilem temperanti_e tas fuisse uxores. Jam hunc scopuln et instltu-
habitum acquisiverit, et cognitionem, fidem, ac tum invenies servantem Moysis patrem, curn
dilectionem conjunxerit, simplici hac in parte:triennium post Aaronem editum mtermisisset,
judicio utens, et vere spiritalis factus, nec earum, rgenuisse Moysem. Et rursus Levitica tnbus,
qum ex ira et cupiditate procedunt, cogitationum servans hanc n.amr_e legem a Deo trad_tam, alus
omnino capax, ad Domini imaginem ab ipso numero minor ingressa est in terram prommsarn.
artifice efficitur homo perfectus, is sane dignus Non enim facile multiplicatur genus, cure wn
jam est, qui frater a Domino nominetur, is simul quidem seminant, legitimo junctl matrimonio ;
est amicus et filius. Sm ergo "duo et tres" in exspectant autem non solum uteri gestationern,
eodem "congregantur," nempe in homme gnos- sed etiam a lacte depulsionem. Unde merito
rico. Poterit etiam multorum quoque concordia Moyses, quoque Jud_eos pautatim provehens ad
ex tribus _estimata, cure quibus est Dommus, continentiam, cum "tribus diebus "s deinceps
significare unam Ecclesiam, unum hominem, consequentlbus a venereavoluptate abstinuissent,
genus unum. Annon cum uno quidem Jud_eo jussit audire verba Dei. "Nos ergo Dei templa
erat Dominus, cum legem tuht: at prophetans, sumus, sicut dixit propheta: Inhabitabo in eis,
et Jeremiam mittens Babylonem, quinetiam eos et inambulabo, et ero eorum Deus, et ipsi erunt
qm erant ex gentibus vocans per prophetiam, i meus populus," si ex prmceptls vitam instltua-
congregavit duos populos: tertius autem est mus, swe smguli nostrum, sive tota simul Ec-
unus, qui ex duobus "creatur in novum homi- clesia. "Quare egredimim e medio ipsorum, et
nero, quo inambulat et inhabitat" in ipsa Ec- separamini, dicit Dominus, et immundum ne
clesia? Et lex simul et prophet_e, una cure tangatis; et ego vos suscipiam, et ero vobm m
Evangelio, in nomine Christi congregantur m patrem, et vos eritis mihi in filios et filias, dic_t
unam cognitionem. Qui ergo propter odium • ,,6Dominus ommpotens. Non ab iis, qui uxores
uxorem non ducunt, vel propter concupiscentiam I duxerunt, ut aiunt, sed a gentibus, qu_e adhuc
came indifferenter abutuntur, non sunt in numero vivebant in fornicat_one, pr_eterea autem a prius
illorum qui servantur, cure quibus est Dominus. quoque dlctis hmresibus, ut immundis et impi_s,

prophetice nos jubet separari. Unde etmm Pau-
CAPUT XI. _ LEGIS ET CHRISTI MANDATUM DE lus quoque verba dirigens ad eos, qu ierant ns,

NON CONCUPZSCEm)OEXeONIT.' qui dlct_ sunt, mmiles : "Has ergo promissiones
His sic ostensis, age Scripturas, qu_e adversan- habete, inquxt, dilecti : mundemus corda nostra

mr sophistis hmreticis, jam adducamus, et regulam ab omni lnquinamento carnis et spiritus, peril-
contmentiae secundum logon sen rat_onem ob- cientes sancatatem m timore Dei.7 Zelo enim
servandam declaremus. Qui vero intelligit, qu_e vos zelo Dei ; despondl emm vos uni viro, virga-
Scriptura cmque hmresi contraria sit, earn tern- nero castam exh_bere Christo." 8 Et Ecclesiaqui-
pestlve adhibendo refutabit eos, qui dogmata dem atii non jungitur matnmonio, cum sponsum
mandatis contraria fingunt. Atque ut ab alto habeat: sed unusquisque nostrum habet potes-
rein repetamus, lex quidem, sicut prius diximus tatem dueendl, quamcunque velit, legitimam uxo-
illud, "Non concupisces uxorem proximi tui,"" rem, in primis, inquam, nuptiis. "Vereor autem,
prius exclamavit ante conjunctam Domini in _ae sicut serpens seduxit Evam in astutia, cor-
Novo Testamento vocem, qum dicit ex sua ipsius rumpantur sensus vestri a mmplicitate, qum in
persona: "Audivistis legem praecipientem : Non Christo est, ''9 pie admodum et doctoris instar
moechaberis. Ego autem dico: Non concupis- dixit Apostolus. Quocirca admirabilis quoque
ces." 3 Quod emm vellet lex viros uti moderate Petrus : "Charissimi, inquit, obsecro vos tan-
uxoribus, et propter solam liberorum susceptio- quam adverna.s et peregrinos, abstinete vosa
nero, ex eo clarum est, quod prohibet quidem carnahbus desideriis, qu_e militant adversus ani-
eum, qui non habet ttxorem, statim cum "cap- mam, conversationem vestram inter gentes ha-
tiva" habere consuetudinem.* Quod si semel bentes bonam : quoniam sic est voluntas Dei, ut
desideraverit, ei, cum tonsa fuerit capillos, per- bene facientes obmutescere faciatis impruden-
mittere ut lugeat triginta diebus. Si autem ne tium hommum ignorantiam ; quasi liberi, et non
sic quidem emarcescat cupiditas, tunc libens quasi velamen habentes malitim libertatem, sed
opemm dare, cure qu_e dominatur impulsio, pro- ut servi Dei." '° Similiter etiam scribit Paulus irL
bata sit pr',efinito tempore consentanea rationi

s Ex. xix. _.
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Epistoia ad Romanos : "Qui mortui sumus pec- sed ut prius diximus. Deinde ut eos distinguat,
cato, quomodo adhuc vivemus in ipso ? Quo- dicit Ecelesi_e: "Vos autem non estis in came,
mare vetus homo noster simul est crucifixus sed in spiritu, si quidem spiritus Dei habitat in
ut destruatur corpus peecati,"' usque ad illud: vobis. Si quis autem spiritum Christi non ha-
,, Neque exhibete membra vestra, arma injustit_e bet, is non est ejus. Si autem Christus in vobis,
peccato." _ Atque adeo cure in hune locum corpus quidem est mortuum per peeeatum, spiri-
devenerim, videor mihi non esse praetermissurus, tus autem virus per justitiam. Debitores itaque
qum notem, quod eumdem Deum per legem et sumus, fratres, non eami, ut seeundum camera
prophetas et Evangelium pr_edieet Apostolus. i vivamus. S_emm seeundum carnem vivitis,estis
Illud enim : "Non eoneupisces," quod seriptum morituri : si vero spiritu faeta eamis mortifiea-
est in Evangelio, legi attribuit in Epistola ad veriris, viveris. Quicunque enim spiritu Dei
Romanos, sciens esse unum eum, qui pr_dicavtt aguntur, ii sunt filii Dei." Et adversus nobilita-
per legem et prophetas, Pattern, et qui per ipsum tern et adversus libertatem, qu_ exseerabiliter ab
est annuntiatus. Dieit endm: "Quid dieemus ? fis, qui sunt divers_e sentenriae, introdueitur, qnd
Lex estne peeeatum ? Absit. Sed peeeatum de libidine gloriantur, subjungit dicens: "Non
non eognov_, nisi per legem. Concupiscentiam emm aeeepisris spiritum servitutis rursus in _imo-
enim non eognovissem, nisi lex diceret : Non rem, sed aeeepistis spiritum adoptionds filiorum,
eoncupisces." s Quod si ii, qui sunt divers_e sen- in quo ciamamus, Abba Pater ;,,9 hoe est, ad hoe
tentim, repugnantes, exisriment Paulum verba sua aecepimus, ut eognoscamus eum, quem oramus,
dirigentem adversus Creatorem, dixisse ea, qu_e qui est vere Pater, qui return omnium solus est
deinceps sequuntur : "Novi endm, quod non Pater, qui ad salutem erudit et eastigat ut pater,
habitat in me, hoe est, in came mea, bonum ; "4 et rimorem minatur.
legant ea, qu_e prius dicta sunt ; et ea, qua_
consequuntur. Prius endm dixit: "Sed mhabi- CAVUTXm--VERVa AVOSTOL_X COR.WI. 5, 39,
tans in me peecatum ;" propter quod consenta- 40, ALIAQUES. SCRIPTUR_LOCAEODF_.MSPF.,C-
neum erat dicere illud : "Non habitat m came T_TIA V-XVLmAT.
mea bonum." s Consequenter subjunxit: "Si Quod autem "ex consensu ad tempus ora-
autem quod nolo, hoe ego facio, non utique ego tioni vacat" conjugium, doctrina est continen-
taloperor, sed quod mhabitat in me peccatum :" tim, Adjecit enim illud quidem, "ex eonsensu,"
quod "repugnans," inquit, "legi" Dei et "men- ne quis dissolveret matrimonium ; "ad tempus
tis meae, caprivat me m lege peccati, qum est in autem," ,o ne, dum ex necessitate exereet eonti-
membris meis. M]ser ego homo, quis me libera- nentiam is, qui uxorem duxerit, labatur in peeca-
bit de corpore morris hujus ? "6 Et rursus (nun- turn, et dum suo conjugio parcit, alienum con-
quam emm quovis modo juvando defatlgatur) cupiscat. Qua ratione eum, qui se indecore
non veretur veluti concludere : "Lex enim spiri- gerere existimat, quod virginem aiat, reete earn
tus liberavit me a lege peccari et mortis:" dicitesse nuptumdaturum. Verumunusquisque,
quondam "per Filium Deus condemnavit pec- tam is qui castitatem, delegit, quam is qui propter
catum in came, ut justificatio legis impleatur in liberorum procreationem seipsum eonjumdt ma-
nobis, qui non secundum camera ambulamus, trimonio, in suo proposito firmiter debet perse-
sed secundum spiritum." 7 Printer haec adhuc verare, nec in detenus defleetere. Si enim vitro
declarans ca, qum prius dicta sunt, exciamat : sure imtatutum aug,ere ac intendere pot, tit, rim-
'"Corpus quidem mortuum propter peccatum : " jorem sibi apud Deum acquirit dignitatem, prop-
stgnificans id non esse templum, sed sepulcrum ter puram et ex ratione profectam continentiam.
animae. Quando enim sanctificatum fuerit Deo, Si autem earn, quam elegit, regulam superaverit,
"Spiritus ejus," infert, "qui suscitavit Jesum a in majorem deinde ad spem gloriam recidet.
mortuis, habitat in vobis : qui vivificabit etiam Habet enim sicut castitas, ita etiam matrimonium
mortalia vestra corpora, per ejus Spiritum, qui Ipropria munera et ministeria, qu_ ad Dominum
habitat in vobis.''_ Rursus itaque voluptarios pertinent, filiorum, inquam, curare gerere et
increpans, ilia adjicit : "Prudentia enim carnds, !uxoris. Quod endm honeste eausatur is, qui
rnors; quondam qui ex came vivunt, ca, qum in matrimondo peffectus, est conjugii neeetmi-
sunt carnds, cogitant ; et prudentia earnis est tudo, ut qui omnium curare ac providentiam in
cure Deo gerere inimicitias ; legi enim Dei non domo communi ostenderit. Ac prginde "epis-
subjieitur. Qui autem sunt in came," non ut copos," inquit, oportet constitui, q{ti ex domo
quidam decemunt, "Deo placere non possunt," propria toil quoque Ecclesi_ prmeme sire medi-

!tati. "Unusquisque" ergo, "in quo vocatus
, R_. _., 6 est"" opere ministerium peragat, ut liber in_ •
3_. _i. 7. Christofiat, et debitam ministerio mo mereedem
• Rama,vii. x8.
s Rom. vii. XT.
6 R_. _ _o, _3, 24 9 Rom.viii. 5, 6, 7, $,9, zo, _z, :3, _4, _3,

U _1_. _iil. ltO, gI It t Got. vii. a4.
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acclplat. Et rursus de lege dlsserens, utensiqm articuli pr'aemissione, nempe _ ®_& dicens,
allegoria : " Nam qu,_e sub viro est muher,"imgnificavit eum, qui est omnipotens. Quod ab
inquit, "viventi viro alligata est lege," ' et qme tApostolo autem subjungitur : "Et rursus simul
sequuntur. Et rursus: " Muller est alligata, rconvenite propter Satanam,"9 in eum fin...... em

quandm vavat var ejus ; sin autem mortuus fuerit, Idicitur, ut occaslonem tollat ad alias declinand,
libera est ut nubat, modo in Domino. Beatalcupiditates. Non enim penltus repellit natu_
est autem si sic permanserit, mea quidem sen- appetitiones, qui fit ad tempus, consensus: per
tentia." • Sed in priore quidem particula, "mor- quem rursus mduclt Apostolus conjugationem
tificati estis," inquit, "le_," non matrimonio, matrimonib non ad intemperantiam et fornica-
"ut efficiamini vos alteri, qui excitatus est ex tionem et opus diaboli, sed ne subjugetur intem-
mortuis, ''3 sponsa et Ecclesia; quam castam perantl_e, fornicationi, et diabolo. D_stingult
esse oportet, et ab fis qu_e sunt intus, cogatafioni- autem veterem quoque hominem et now,m
bus, qu_e sunt contrarke ventati ; et ab fis, qui Tatianus, sed non ut dicimus, "Veterem" qm-
tentant extrinsecus, hoc est ab iis, qui sectantur dem "v,rum," legem ; "novum" autem, Evan-
h_ereses, et persuadent vobis fornicari ab uno gehum. Assentimur el nos quoque, sed non eo
viro, nempe omnipotenti Deo : "Ne sicut ser- modo, quo vult ille, dlssolvens legem ut alterius
pens deceplt Evam,"_ qu_e "vim" dicitur, nos Dei: sed idem vir et Dominus, dum vetera
quoque inducti callidis h_eresium illecebris, trans- renovat, non amplius concedit polygammm (nam
grediamur mandata. Secunda autem particula hanc quidem expetebat Deus, quando oportebat
statuit monogamiam : non enim, ut qmdam hommes augeri et multlplicari), sed monogam,-
existimarunt, mulieris cure viro alhgatlonem, am mtroducit propter liberorum procreationem
carnis cum corruptel_ connexlonem, significari et domus curam, ad quam data est mulier adju-
putandum est ; lmpiorum emm hominum, qm trix : et si cui Apostolus propter intemperantmm
matrimonii inventionem diabolo aperte tnbuunt, et ustionem, vemam secundi conced_t matn-
opinionem reprehendit, unde m periculum venit monii ; nam hlc quoque non peccat qmdem ex
legislator ne incessatur maledictis. Tauanum Testamento (non est enim a lege prohlbitus),
arbitror Syrum talia audere dogmata tradere, s non lmplet autem summam illam viae perfec-
His verbis quidem certe scriblt m hbro De perfec- tionem, qu_e agitur ex Evangelio. Gloriam
tione secundum Servatarera : Consensum qmdem antem sibi acquirit ccelestem, qui apud se man-
conjungit oratloni: communio autem corrupte- serit, earn, qure est morte dissoluta, _mpollutam
he, interitus solvit interpellationem. Admodum servans conjunctionem, et grato we lubente animo
certe circumspecte arcet per concessionem, paret oeconomi_e, per quam effectum est, ut
Nam cum rursus permisit "simul convenire divelli non possat a Domim ministerio. Sed nec
propter Satanam et intemperantiam," 6 pronun- eum, qui ex conjugali surgit cubili, similiter ut
tiavit eum, qui est obtemperaturus, "serviturum olim, tingi nunc quoque jubet divina per Domt-
duobus dommis :,,7 per consensum quidem, hum prov_dentia: non enim necessario a libe-
Deo ; per dissensionem autem, intemperanti_e rorum abducit procreatione, qui credentes per
et fornicationi et diabolo. H_ec autem dicit, unum baptlsmum ad consuetudinem omni ex
Apostolum exponens. Sophistice autem eludit parte perfectam abluit, Dominus, qm etiam mnlta
veritatem, per verum, falsum confirmans : intern- Moysls bapt_smata per unum comprehendit bap-
perantiam enim et fornicationem, diabolica vitia tismum. Prolnde lex, ut per carnalem gene-
et affectiones nos quoque confitemur ; intercedit rationem nostram praediceret regenerationem,
autem moderati matrimonfi consensio, qu_e turn genitali seminis facultati baptismum ohm adh_-
ad precationem continenter deducit, turn ad brat, non vero quod ab hominis generatione ab-
procreandos liberos cure honestate conciliat, horreret. Quod enim apparet homo generatus,
"Cognitio" quidem certe a Scriptura dictum hoc valet seminis dejectio. Non sunt ergo multi
est tempus liberorum procreationis, cure dixit: coitus genitales, sed matricxs susceptio fatetur
"CognovitautemAdam Evam uxorem suam; et generatlonem, cure in naturae officina semen
concepit, et peperit filium, et nominavit nomen formatur in fetum. Quomodo autem vetus qui-
ejus Seth: Suscitavit enim mihi Deus aliud dem est solum matrimonium et legis inventum,
semen pro Abel." 8 Vides, quemnam maledictis alienum autem est, quod est ex Domino, ma-
incessant, qui honestam ac moderatam inees- trimonium, cure idem Deus servetur a nobis?
sunt seminationem, et diabolo attribuunt gene- "Non" enim "quod Deus conjunxit, homo"
rationem. Non enim simpliciter Deum dixit, jure "dissolverit ; .... multo autem magis qu_

jussit Pater, servabit quoque Filius. Si autem
, Ram._a. ,. idem simul est et legislator et evangelism, nun-a t C.or vti. 39, 4°.

Ro_ ,,a. (. quam ipse secum pugnat. Vivit enim lex, cum
4 s Cot. xi. 3-

[Elucidation XIII.] sit spiritalis, et gnostice intelligatur : nos autemx Cot. vii. 5,
Matt. vi. _4. 9 x Cot. anti.5.
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,, mortui" sumus "legi per corpus Chn_ti, ut [tineant, nusquam honestum moderatumque ma-
g]gneremur alteri, qm resurrrexit ex mortuis," Itrimonium prohibuerunt aut abrogarunt: sed
qui pr_edictus fuit a lege, "ut Deo fructificare- legis cum Evangelio servantes convenientiam,_, tt " I

mus ' Quare lex qmdem est sancta, et man-lutrumque admittunt: et eum, qui deo agendo
datum sanctum, et justum, et bonum. - Mort ] gratias, moderate utitur matrimonio ; et eum,
ergo sumus legi, hoc est, peccato, quod a lege qui, ut wdt Dominus, vivit in castitate, quemad-
significatur, quod ostendit, non autem geuerat modum "vocatus est unusquisque" inoffense et
lex, per jussionem eorum qu_e sunt facienda, et perfecte eligens. "Et erat terra Jacob laudata
prohibitionem eorum qu_e non fac]enda ; repre- ]supra omnem terrain, .... inquit propheta, ipse vas
hendens subjectum peccatum, "ut appareat pec- spiritus gloria afficiens. Insectatur autem aliquis
catum." Si autem peccatum est matrimomum, generationem, in earn dicens interitum cadere,
quod secundum legem initur, nescio quomodo eamque perire : et detorquet aliquis ad filiorum
quis dicer se Deum nosse, dicens De] jussum procreat]onem dlud dictum Servatoris: "Non
esse peccatum. Quod si "lex .sancta" est, oportere in terra thesauros recondere, ubi tinea
sanctum est mattimonium. Mysterium ergo hoc et _erugo demolitur ;"" nec erubeseit his addere
ad Christum et Ecclesiam ducit Apostolus : que- ea, qu_e dicit propheta : "Omnes vos sicuvvesti-
madmodum "quod ex came generatur, caro mentum veterascetis, et tinea vos exedet." ,I
est ; ita quod ex spiritu, spiritus," 3 non solum Sed neque nos contradicimus Sctiptur_e, neque
m pariendo, sed etiam in discendo. Jam "sancti in nostra corpora cadere interitum, eaque esse
sunt filii," 4 Deo grat_e oblectationes verborum fluxa, negamus. Fortasse autem iis, quos ibi
Dominicorum, qu_e desponderunt animam. Sunt alloquitur propheta, ut peccatoribus, pr_dicit
ergo separata fornicatio et matrimonium, quo- interitum. Servator autem de liberorum pro-
roam a Deo longe abest diabolus. "Et vos ergo creatione nil dixit, sed ad impertiendum ac
mortui est]s leg] per corpus Christi, ut vos gig- communicandum eos hortatur, qui solum opibus
neremini altefi, qui surrextt a mortuis." s Slmul abundare, egentibus autem nolebant opera ferre.
autem proxime exauditur, si fueritis obedientes : Quamobrem dicit : "Operamini non cibum, qui
quamdoquidem etiam ex veritate legis eidem petit ; sed eum, qui manet in vitam _eternam." '_
Domino obedimus, qui pr_ecipit eminus. Nun- Similiter autem afferunt etiam dlud dictum de
quid autem de ejusmodi hominlbus mento aperte resurrectione mortuorum : "Filii illius s_eculi
"dlcit Spintus, quod in poster]oribus temporibus nec nubunt, nec nubuntur." ,4 Sed hanc inter-
deficient quidam a fide, attendentes spiritibus rogationem et eos qui interrogant, si quis con-
erroris, et doctrinis d_emoniorum, m hypocrisi sideraverit, inveniet Dominum non reprobate
falsiloquorum, cauteriatam habentium conscien- matrimonium, sed remedium afferre exspecta-
tiam, et prohibentium nubere, abstinere a cibis, tioni camalis cupiditatis in resurrectione. Illud
quos Deus creavit ad participationem cum gratia- autem, "filiis hujus s_eculi," ,s non dixit ad distinc-
rum actione fidelibus, et qui agnoverunt verita- tionem alicujus alius s_eculi, sed perinde ac si
tem, quod omnis creatura Dei bona est, et nihil diceret : Qui in hoc rmti sunt s_eculo, cum per
est rejiciendum quod sumitur cum gratiamm generationem sint filii, et gignunt et gigntmtur ;
actione. Sanctificatur enim per verbum Dei et quoniam non absque generatione bane quis vitam

• p,,6orat_onem. Omnino igitur non est prohiben- pr-_etergreditur : sed h,_c generatio, quee similem
dum jungi matrimonio, neque carnibus vesci, aut suscipit interitum, non amplius compet_t ei qui
vinum bibere. Scripture est enim : "Bonum est ab hac vita est separatus. "Unus est ergo Pater
camera non comedere, nec vinum bibere, si quis noster, qui est in coelis :" ,6 sed is ipse quoque
comedat per offendiculum." r Et : "Bonum est Pater est omnium per creationem. "Ne voca-
manere sicut ego." s Sed et qui utitur, "cum vetitis ergo, inquit, vobis pattern super terram." _7
gratiarum actione," 9 et qui rursus non utitur, Quasi diceret : Ne existimetis eum, qui carnali
ipse quoque "cum gratiarum actione," et cum vos sevit satu, auctorem et causam vestr_ essen-
moderata ac temperanti vivat perceptione, logo ti_e, sed adjuvantem causam generationis, vel
seu rationi convenienter. Et, ut in summa dicam, ministrum potius. Sic ergo nos rursus conversos
omnes Apostoli epistol_, qu_e moderationem vult effici ut pueros, eum, qui vere Pater est,
docent et continentiam, cum et de matrimonio, agnoscentes, regeneratos per aquam, cure hsec
et de liberorum procreatione, et de domus sit alia satio in creatione. At, inquit, "Qui est
administratione innumerabilia pr_ecepta con- c_elebs, curat qu_e strut Domini ; qui autem duxit

uxorem, quomodo placebit uxori." Quid veto?

z Rom- via 4-
Rom. vii. x_. zo Sophon iii. _9

3 John iii. 6. _ Matt. vi. xg.
'* x Cot. vll. 14. u Isa" I 9"
s Rom. vii. 4. xs Jolm w. _7.
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annon licet etiam eis, qui secundum Deum servabuntur, etiamsi sint apostoli. Quod si illud
placent uxori, Deo gratias agere ? Annon per- attulerint, quod propheta quoque dicit : "Invete.
mittitur etiam ei, qui uxorem duxit, una cure ravi inter omnes inimicos meos," 7 per inimicos
conjugio etiam esse sollicitum de iis qua_ sunt peccata intelligant. Unum quoddam autem est
Domini? Sed quemadmodum "qu_e non nup- peceatum, non matrimonium, sed fornicatlo.
sit, sollicita est de iis, qu_ sunt Domini, ut sit alioqui generationem quoque dicunt peccatum,
"sanctaeorpore et spiritu : ", ira etiam qu_e nup- et creatorem generationis.
sit, et de iis, qu_ sunt mariti, et de iis, qu_ sunt
Domini, est in Domino sollicita, ut s_t sancta et c._a,_"xm.- J_LIIC._SSt___I_FrIci VrRBLSRE-corpore et spiritu. Amble enim sunt sancta:

SPONDET ; ITEM LOCO QUEaM EX EVANGELIO APO-

in Domino: haec quidem ut uxor, illa vero ut CRYPHOIDEMADDUXERAT.
virgo. Ad eos autem pudore afficiendos et
reprimendos, qui sunt proclives ad secundas Talibus argumentis utitur quoque Julius Cassi-
nuptias, apte Apostolus alto quodam tono elo- anus,s qui fuit princeps secta_ Docetarum. In
quitur ; inquit enim : "Ecce, omne peccatum opere certe De can/inena'a, vel De castitate, his
,est extra corpus ; qm autem fornicatur, in pro- verbis dicxt : " Nee dicat aliquis, quod quoniam
prium corpus peccat." 2 Si quis autem matrimo- talia habemus membra, ut aliter figurata stt
nmm audet dicere foruicationem, rursus, legem femina, aliter vero masculus: illa quidem ad
et Dominum insectans, maledictis impetit, suscipiendum, hic vero ad seminandum, con-
Quemadmodum enim avaxitia et plura habendi cessam esse a Deo consuetudinem. Si enim a
_=upiditas dicitur fomicatio, ut qua_ adversetur Deo, ad quem tendimus, esset h_ec constitut_o,
sufficienti2e: et ut idololatria est ab uno in mul- non beatos dixisset esse eunuchos ; neque pro-
tos Dei distributio, ita fornicatio est ab uno pheta dlxisset, eos'non esse arboreta mfmgife-
matrimonio ad plura prolapsio. Tribus enir_ ram ;9 transferens ab arbore ad hominem, qui
modis, ut diximus, fornicatio et adulterium sumi- sua sponte et ex instituto se castrat tali cogita-
tur apud Apostolum. De his dicit propheta : tione." Et pro impia opinione adhuc decertans,
"Peccatis vestris venundati estis." Et rursus : subjungit : "Quomodo autem non jure quls
"Pollutus es in terra aliena:" s conjunctionem reprehenderit Servatorem, si nos transformavit,
sceleratam existimans, qu_ecure alieno corpore et ab errore liberavit, eta conjunctione mem-
facta est, et non cum eo, quod daturin conjugio, brorum, et additamentorum, et pudendorum?"
ad liberomm procreatmnem. Unde etiam Apos- in hoc eadem decemens cum Tatiano : hic autem
tolus : "Volo, inquit, juniores nubere, filios pro- prodiit ex schola Valentini. Propterda d_cit
create, domui pr_eesse,nullam dare occasionem Cassianus: "Cure interrogaret Salome, quando
adversario maledicti gratia. Jam enim qu_edam cognoscentur, ea, de quibus interrogabat, ait
diverterunt post Satanam."4 Quin et unius Dominus: Quando pudoris indumentumconcul-
quoque uxoris virum utique admitt_t ; seu sit caveritis, et quando duo facta fuerint unum, et
presbyter, seu diaconus, seu laicus, utem matri- masculum cure femina, nec masculum nec fem_-
monio citra reprehensionem : "Servabitur autem neum." Primum quidem, in nobas traditis qua-
per filiomm procreationem." s Et rursus Serva- tuor Evangeliis non habemus hoc dictum, sed m
tor dicens Jud_eos "generationem pmvam et eo, quod est secundum A_gyptios. Deinde m_hi
adulteram," docet eos legem non cognovisse, ut videtur ignorare, imm quidem, masculam appe-
lex vult : "sed seniomm traditionem, et homi- tationem ; feminamvero, significarecupiditatem :
num prmcepta sequentes," adulterare legem, quorum operationem poenitentia et pudor con-
perinde ac si non esset data vir et dominus sequuntur. Cum quis ergo neque irm neque
eorum virginitatis. Fortasse autem eos quoque ]cupiditati obsequens, qu_e quidem et consuetu-
innuit esse alienis mancipatos cupiditatibus, prop- dine et mala educatione aucue, obumbrant et
ter quas assidue quoque servientes peccatis, contegunt rationem, sed qu_eex iis profic_scitur
vendebantur alienigenis. Nam apud Jud_eos exuens caliginem, et pudore affectus ex pceni-
non erant admiss_e communes mulieres : vemm tentia, spiritum et animam uniefit in obedientia
prohibitum erat adulterium. Qui autem dicit: Logi seu rationis ; tunc, ut ait Paulus, "non
"Uxorem duxi, non possum venire,''6 ad divi- inest in nobis nec masculus, nec femma."
ham coenam, est quidem exemplum ab eos argu- Recedens enim anima ab ea figure, qua dis-
endos, qui propter voluptates abscedunt a divino cemitur masculus e.t femina, traducitur ad unio-
mandato : alioquin nec qui justi fuere ante ad- hem, cum ea nutrum sit. Existimat autem hic
ventum, nec qui post adventure uxores duxerunt, vir prmclarus plus, quam par sit, Platonice, ani-

roam, cum sit ab initio divina, cupiditate effem_-

z_co,._ __2,a_.34. natam, huc venire ad generationem et interitum.s Cot. vi, x_.
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cAPUT XW.- 2 COR. XI. 3, ET EPH, IV. 24, ' tionem, dicit, "propter intemperantiam ;" sed
EXPONrr. _iis, qui finem liberorum procreationis cupiunt

transillre : ne, cure nimium annuerit noster ads_er-
Jam vero vel mvltum cog_t Paulum genera- ! sarius, exc_tet appetitionem ad alienas voluptates.tlonem ex deceptione deducere, cure dmlt:,

,, Vereor autem, ne smut serpens Evam decepit, _Fortasse autem quoniam iis, qui juste vivunt,
corrupti sint sensus vestri a simphcitate, qu_e estl resistit propter _emulationem, et adversus eos
in Christo." ' Sed certum est. Dommum quoque I contendit, volens eos ad suos ordines tmducere,
,, venisse " ad ea, "qu_e aberraverant." 2 Aber-, per laboriosam contmentiam eis vult pr_ebere

• £ al" re etita ori-in- i i occaslonem Merito ergo dicit. "Melius estraverunt autem, non D IO p g e n I " ,, " '
.... - ..... • - _matnmonio jungi quam uri, 9 ut "vir redclatearn qu_e nlc est, generauonem _cst entre ge- _ ,. .

nerano: creat-ura L)_mnlpotentis, qui nun-uamq ex _aeoltum,,uxorl, et uxor yam," et ne lmstrentur
meuormus ad deteriora deduxerit animam _); sed invmem.. ,,'° hoc. dlvmo"" . ad .generatlonem" . dato
ad eos, qui sensibus seu cogitationibus aberra- auxfllo. Qm autem, mqumnt, non odent pa-
verant, adnos, inquam, venltServator: quiqmdem trem, vel matrem, vel uxorem, vel filios, non
ex nostra in pr_eceptis mobedlentia corrupti sunt, potest meus esse discipulus." ,, Non jubet odisse
dum nimls avide voluptatem persequeremur ; proprium genus : "Honora" enim, inquit, "pa-
cum utique protoplastus noster tempus pr_eve- trem et matrem, ut tibl bene sit :" ,2 seal ne abdu-

caris, inquit, per appetitiones a ratione alienas,nisset, et ante debitum tempus matrimonii gratiam
appetilsset et aberrasset : quoniam "qmcunque sed neque cwihbus moribus conformis fias. Do-
aspicit muherem ad concupiscendum earn, jam mus enim constat ex genere, civitates autem ex
moechatus est eam,"s ut qui voluntatis tempus domibus; quemadmodum Paulus quoque eos,
non exspectavent. Is ipse ergo erat Dominus, qui occupantur in matrimonio, "mundo dixit
qm tunc quoque damnabat cupiditatem, qu_e placere."'s Rursus diclt Dominus : "Qui uxorem
pr_venit mammonium. Cum ergo diclt Aposto- duxit, ne expellat ; et qm non duxlt, ne ducat ;" ,4
lus : "' Indmte novum hominem, qm secundum qm ex proposito castitatis professus est uxorem
Deum creatur," 4 nobis dmit, qui ab Omnipo- non ducere maneat c_elebs. Utrisque ergo idem
tentis voluntate efficti sumus, s]cut sumus efficti. Domlnus per prophetam Isaiam convenientes dat
"Veterem" autem &xlt, non resclplens ad ge- prommsmnes sic dicens. "Ne dicat eunuchus:

Sum lignum aridum ; " h_ec enim dick Dominus
nerationem et regeneratlonem, sed ad v_tam too- "Si
bedienti_e et obedienti_e. "Pelliceas" autem eunuchis : custodieritis sabbata mea, et fe-
"tunicas "s existimat Cassianus esse corpora : in centis qu_ecunque pr_ecipio, dabo vobis locum
quo postea et eum, et qm idem cum eo sentiunt, meliorem filiis et filiabus." is Non sola enim
aberrasse ostendemus, cum de ortu hommis, fis justificat castita.s, sed nec sabbatum eunuchi, nisi
consequenter, qu_e prius dicenda sunt, aggredie- fecerit ma_data. Infert autem fis, qui uxorem
mur expos_tionem. " Quoniam, inqmt, qui a duxerunt, et dick : "Electi mei non laborabunt

m vanum, neque procreabunt filios in exsecra-terrems reguntur, et generant, et genemntur:
_bstra autem conversaa'a esl in caelo, ex qua tionem, quia semen est benedictum a Domino."'6
ea'am Salvatarem exspectamus." 6 Recte ergo Ei enim, qui secundum Logon filios procreavit
nos h_ec quoque dicta esse scimus, quoniam ut et educawt, et erudwit m Domino, sicut etiam
hospites et adven_e peregnnantes debemus vitam el, qui genmt per veram catechesim et institu-

tionem, merces qu_edam est proposita, sicut etiaminstituere ; qui uxorem habent, ut non habentes ;
qui possident, ut non possidentes ; qui liberos electo semmi. Alii autem "exsecrationem" ac-
procreant, ut mortales gignentes, ut relieturi pos- c_piunt esse ipsam hberorum procreationem, et

non intelhgunt adversus illos ipsos ea dicere
sessiones, ut etiam sine u.xore victun, si opus s_t ; Scripturam. Qui enim sunt revera electi Domini,
non cure lmmodico actione, et animo excelso, non dogmata decemunt, nec filios progigmmt,
CAPUT XV.- I COR. VII. I ; LUC. XIV. 26 ; XSA. qui sunt ad exsecrationem, et h_ereses. Eunu-

LVL 2, 3, EXa'LlCAT. chus ergo, non qui per vim excisas habet panes,
Et rursus cure dick: "Bonum est homini sed nec qui c_elebs est, dictus est, sed qui non

uxorem non tangere, sed propter fornicationes gigmt veritatem. Lignum hic prius erat aridum ;si autem Logo obedierit, et sabbata custodieri,
unusquisque suam uxorem habeat;" 7 id ve-
luti exponens, rursus dick : "Ne vos tentet Sa- per abstinentiam a peccatis, et fecerit mandata
tanas." s Non enim iis, qui continenter utuntur erit honorabilior iis, qui absque recta vit_ insti-
matrimonio propter solam liberorum procrea- tutionesolo sermone erudiuntur. "Filioli, modi-

2 C.or. xi...3. 9 _ Cot. vii. 9.
2 Matt. xvm. xx, 22 zo _ C.or. vit, 3, 5-
s Matt. v.28. tx Luke my. 26.

4 CE_" !v z6 x_ Ex. xx. x_.s . m. :_z _ x Cot. vii. 33.
6 Phil. ih. 2o t_ x C.or, vii. xo, xx.

:'x C.or. vii .... zd I_: Ivi 3, 4, 5s x Cor. vh. 5- lxv. _3.
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cure adhuc sum vobiscum,"' inquit Magister. 4pore Deum non cognoscimus, dicit "imple-
Qtmre Paulus quoque scribens ad Galatas, dicit : tates." Si quis autem ea ratione diclt malam
"Filioli mei, quos iterum parturio, donec for- generafionem, idem earn dicat bonam, quate-
metur in vobis Christus." 2 Rursus ad Corinthios nus in ipso ventatem cognoscimus. "Ablu-
scribens : "Si enim decies mille paedagogos," amini juste, et ne peccetis. Ignorationem emm
inquit, "habeatis in Christo, sed non multos Dei quidam habent," ,3 videhcet qui peccant.
patres. In Christo enim per Evangelium ego "Quoniam nobis est colluctatio non adversus
vos genui." 3 Propterea "non ingrediatur eunu- camera et sanguinem, sed adversus spiritalia." _+
chus in Ecclesiam Dei," * qui est stenlis, et non Potentes autem sunt ad tentandum "principe_
fert fructum, nec vitae institutione, nec sermone, tenebrarum hujus mundi," et ideo datur vema.
Sed "qm se " quidem "castrarunt" ab omni Et ldeo Paulus quoque : "Corpus meum," m-
peccato "propter regnum coelorum," s ii sunt quit, "castigo, et in servitutem redigo ; quonmm
beati, qui a mundo jejunant, qui certat, omma continet," hoc est, m omm-

bus continet, non ab omnibus abstinens, sed
CAPUT XVI.--JER, XX. I4; JOB XIV. 3; m. L, continenter utens iis, qum utenda judicavit, "llh

5 ; I COR. IX. 27, EXPONIT. quidem ut corruptibilem coronam accipiant;
"Exsecranda" autem "dies in qua natus sum, nos autem ut incorruptibilem," ,s in lucta vin-

et ut non sit optanda," 6 inquit Jeremias : non centes, non autem sine pulvere coronam acctpi-
absolute exsecrandam dicens generationem, sed entes. Jam nonnulli quoque prmferunt viduam
populi peccata mgre ferens et mobedienfiam, virgini, ut qum, quam experta est, voluptatem
Subjungit itaque: "Cur enim natus sum ut magno animo contempserit.
viderem labores et dolores, et m perpetuo pro-
bro fuerunt dies me_ ?" ? Quin etiam omnes, CAPUTxvn.--QUi NuFrIAS El" GENERATIONEMMA-
qui prmdicabant veritatem, propter eorum, qui LAS._$SERUNT,II ET I)EI CREATIONEMET IPSAM

EVANGELII DISPENSATIONEM VITUPERANT.
audiebant, inobedientiam, qu_erebantur ad pce-
nam, et veniebant in periculum. "Cur enim Sin autem malum est generatio, in malo bias-
non fuit uterus matris mere sepulcrum, ne vi- phemi dicant fuisse Dominum qui fuit pam-
derem afflictionem Jacob et laborem generis ceps generationis, in malo Virginem qu_e genmt.
Israel? "8 ait Esdras propheta. "Nullus est a Hei mihi! quot et quanta mala! Dei volunta-
sorde mundus," ait Job, "nec si sit quidem tern maledictls incessunt, et mysterium crea-
una dies vita ejus." 9 Dicant ergo nobis, ubi t]onis, dum invehuntur in generationem. Et
fornicatus est infans natus? vel quomodo sub hinc "Docesin" fingit Cassianus ; hinc etiam
Adm cecidit exsecrationem, qui nihil est opera- Marcioni, et Valentino quoque est corpus am-
tus? Restat ergo eis, ut videtur, consequen- male ; quoniam homo, inquiunt, operam dans
ter, ut dicant malam esse generationem, non veneri, "assimilatus est jumenfis."'6 Atqui pro-
solum corporis, sed efiam anim_e, per quam fecto, cure libidine vere insaniens, aliena inire
exsistit corpus. Et quando dixit David: "In voluerit, tunc revera, qui talis est, efferatur
peccatis conceptus sum, et in iniquitafibus "Equi in feminas furentes facti sunt, unusqms-
concepit me mater mea : .... dicit prophetice que hinniebat ad uxorem proximi sui." ,7 Quod
quidem matrem Evam ; sed Eva quidem fuit si dicat serpentem, a brufis animantibus accepta
"mater vivenfium ;" et si is "in peccafis fuit constlit sui rafione, Adamo persuasisse ut cure
conceptus," at non ipse in peccato, neque vero Eva coire consentlret, tanquam alioqui, ut qul-
ipse peccatum. Utrum veto quicunque etiam dam exastimant, protoplasti hac natura usuri non
a peccato ad fidem convertitur, a peccandi con- fuissent : rursus vituperatur creatio, ut qua_ rat_-
suetudine tanquam a "matre" converti dicatur onis expertlum animantium natura homines
ad "vitam," feret mihi tesfimonium unus ex fecerit imbecilliores, quorum exempla consecutl
duodecim prophefis, qui dixit : "Si dedero sunt, qui a Deo primi formafi fuere. Sin autem
primogenita pro impietate fructum ventris mei, natura quidem eos sicut bruta deduxit ad filio-
pro peccafis animm mere." +' Non accusat eum, rum procreationem ;motl autem sunt citius
qui dixit : "Crescite et multiplicamini : "+* sed quam oportuit, fraude inducfi, cure adhuc essent
primos post generationem motus, quorum tern- juvenes ; justum quidem est Dei judicium in eos

qui non exspectarunt ejus voluntatem: sancta

x Joh..ii,. 33. est autem generatio, per quam mtmdus con-
*c._. iv. ,9 sistit, per quam essentim, per quam naturm, per
3 zCor iv. _S.
• Deu_x*fiL+. quam angeli, per quam potestates, per quam
$ Matt. xix. xa.
6 ¢i¢. _ Z4.
? J__r xx. x8. t3 t Cot. xv. 34- Clememt reads here bt,._tmv*, *"wash," k,-
s 4 Esdr. v. 35. stead of _xv_b_,_," awake."
9 Job xiv. 4, S. z4 Eph vi. x2.

;,+_.:L_. ,+,co,.i,.., ,_.Ps. xlviii, x3, rot.
M,c. _. ,. "_ Jet. v. 8.t= C-ca. i. _d_.
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animm, per quam prmcepta, per quam lex, per gratias in iis, in quibus sunt collocati, si modo
quam Evangelium, per quam Dei cognitio. "Et ea quoque norunt, in quibus sunt collocati. Alii
omnis caro fenum, et omis gloria ejus quasi flos autem effrenati se petulanter et insolenter gesse-
feni ; et fenum quidem exsiccatur, flos autem de- runt, revera "effecti equi in feminas insanientes,
cidit, sed verbum Domini manet," _ quod unxit et ad proximomm suomm uxores hinnientes ; "_
animam et uniit spiritui. Quomodo autem, qum ut quiet ipsi contineri non possint, et proximis
est in Ecclesia nostra,_ oeconomia ad finem per- suis persuadeant ut dent operam voluptati ; in-
duc_ potuisset absque corpore, cum etiam ipse, feliciter illas audientes Scripturas : "Qu,e tibi
qui est caput Ecclesi_e, in came quidem infor- obtigit, partempone nobiscum, cmmenam autem
miset specie carens vitam tmnsiit, ut doceret unam possideamus communem, et unum fiat no-
nos respicere ad namram divina: causm infor- bls marsupmm."9 Propter eos idetu pmpheta
mere et incorpoream? "Arbor enim vitro," diclt, nobis consulem: "Ne ambulavens in via
inqmt propheta, "est in bono desiderio," 3 do- cure ipsis, declina pedem tuum a semitis eorum.
ceils bona et munda deslderia, qum sunt in Non enirrf injustetenduntur retia pennatis. Ipst
Domino vivente. Jam vero volunt viri cumlenim, cum sint sanguinum participes, themuros
uxore in matrimonio consuetudinem, qum dicta malorum sibi recondunt; "'° hoc est, sibi-affec-
est "cognitio," esse peccatum: earn quippe tantes immunditiam, et proximos similia do-
indicari ex esu "ligni boniet mali,''4 per sig- centes, bellatores, percussores caudis suis," ait
nificationem hujus vocabuli "cognovit," s qu_e ptopheta, quas quidem Grmci _p_o_ appellant.
mandati transgressionem notat. Si autem hoc Fuerint autem ii, quos significat prophetia, libi-
ira est, veritatis quoque cognitio, est esus ligni dinosi intemperantes, qui sunt candis suis pug-
vit2e. Potest ergo honestum ac moderatum naces, tenebrarum"irmque filii,"'2 crude polluti,
matrimonium illius quoque ligni esse particeps, manus sibi afferentes, et homicidm propinquo-
Nobls autem prius dmtum est, quod hcet bene rum. "Expurgate ergo vetus fermentum, ut
et male uti matrimonio ; et hoc est lignum sitis novo conspersio," ,3 nobis exclamat Aposto-
"cognitmnis," si non transgrediamur leges ma- lus. Et rursus, propter quosdam ejusmodi ho-
trimonii. Quid vero? annon Servator noster mines indignans, prmcipit, "Ne conversari qui-
s_cut animam, ira etiam corpus curavit ah af- dem, si quis frater nominetur vel fornicator, vel
fectionibus? Neque vero si esset car(>inimica avarus,vel idololatra,vel maledicus,vel ebriosus,
anim_e,inimicam per sanitutis restitutionem ad- vel raptor; cure eo, qui est talis, ne una quidem
versus ipsam muniisset. "Hoc autem dico, fra- comedere. Ego enim per legem legi mortuus
tres, quod caro et sanguis, regnum Dei non sum," inquit ; "ut Deo wvam, cum Chrism sum
possunt possidere, neque corruptio possidet in- cmc_fixus; vivo autem non amplius ego," ut
corruptionem." 6 Peccatun enim, cum sit "cot- wvebam per cupiditates ; "vivit autem in me
mptio," non potest habere societatem cum Christus," caste et beate per obedientiam prm-
mcorruptione," qum est justitia. "Adeo stulti," ceptorum. Quare tune quidem in came vivebam
mquit, "estis ? cum spiritu cceperitis, nunc carnaliter: "quod autem nunc vivo in came, in
came consummamini." 7 ide vivo Fflii Dei." ,4__,, In viam gentium ne

abieritis, et ne ingrediamini in urbem Samarita-
CAPUTXVIII.--DUAS EXTREMASOPINIONF-_ESSEnorum," ,s a contraria vitro institutione nos de-

V1TANDAS: PRIMAMILLORUMQUI CREAT(_RI$ hortans dicit Dominus ; quoniam "Iniquomm
ODIOA NUIrFHSABSTINENT; ALTERAMILIA)RUMviromm mala est conversatio ; et hm sunt vi_
QuI HINCOCCASIONEMARRIPIUNTNEFARIISLI- omnium, qui ea, qum sunt iniqua, etficiunt." ,6
Bmmmus Im>ULGEm_I. "Va_ homini illi," inquit Dominus ; "bonum

Justitiam ergo et salutis harmoniam, qum est esset ei, si non natus esset, quam ut unum ex
veneranda firmaque, alii quidem, ut ostendimus, electis meis scandalizaret27 Melius esset, ut eimola circumponeretur, et in marl demergeretur,
nimium intenderunt, blaspheme ac maledice cum quam ut unum ex meis perverteret. 's Nomenquavis impietate suscipientes continentiam ; cum
pie liceret castitatem, qum secundum sanam reg- enim Dei blasphematur propter ipsos." _9 Uncle
ulam instituitur, eligere ; gratias quidem agendo prmclare Apostolus : "Scripsi," inquit, "vobis in
propter datam ipsis gratiam, non habendo autem epistola, non conversari cum fomicatoribus," "°
odio creatumm, neque eos aspemando, qui june- s je.... s
ti sunt matrimonio ; est enim creatus mundus, 9owo_._._*Prov. t. t 5, t6, _7.
creata est etiam castitas ; ambo autem agant _zApoc.ix.,o.

t t.,or, v. 7.

t Ira. xL 6, 7, 8. t4 G_I. ii. xg, _o.
[_...ti_ xv.] tJ M_tt....t6 Prov. t. x_ tg.

3 rs_v. _.L t±, 17 MatL xxvi'. 24,

Cot. xv. $o. t_ Rom. ft. _4.
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usque ad illud : "Corpus autem non fomicationi, pra_ter regulam : "Ne erreUs," inquit ; "nee
sed Domino, et Dominus corpori."' Et quod fornlcatores, nec idololatra_, nec adulteri, nee
matrimonium non dicat fornicationem, ostendit molles, nec masculorum concubitores, neque
eo, quod subjungit : "An nescitis, quod qui ad- avari, neque fures, neque ebriosi, neque male-
ha_ret meretrici, unum est corpus ?" 2 An mere- dlci, nec raptores, regnum Dei possidebunt ; et
tricem quis dicet virginem, priusquam nubat ? nos quidem ablufi sumus," *°qui in his eramus ;
"Et ne fraudetis," inquit, "vos invieem, nisi ex qui autem in hanc tingunt intemperantiam, ex
eonsensu ad tempus : "3 per dictionem, "fran- temperantia m foruicationem baptizant, volupta-
detis," ostendens matrimonii debitum esse libero- tibus et affecUbus esse indulgendum decernentes,
rum procreatmnem: quod quidem in iis, qua_ incontmentes ex moderatis fieri docentes, et m
pra_cedunt, ostendit, dicens : " Mulieri vir debi- spe sua membrorum suorum impudenti_e affix1;
rum reddat ; similiter autem mulier quoque ut a regno Dei abdicentur, non autem ut inscn-
viro ; "4 post quam exsolutionem, m domo cus- bantur, qui ad eos ventatant, efficientes ; sub falso
todienda, et in ea qu_e est in Christo fide, adju- nominata_ cognitionis tatulo, eam, qu,_ ad exte-
tnx est. Et adhuc apertius, dicens : "hs, qm riores ducit tenebras, viam ingredientes. "Quod
sunt juncti matrimonio, pr_cipio, inquit, non ego, reliquum est, fratres, qua_cunquevera, qu_cunque
sed Dominus, uxorem a viro non separari ;sm honesta, qu_ecunque justa, qua_cunque casta,
autem separata fuerit, maneat mnupta, vel vJro qua_cunque amabilia, qu_cunque borne ramie;
reconcilietur ; et virum uxorem non dimittere, s_qua wrtus, et si qua laus, ea considerate ; qu_e
Reliquis autem dico ego, non Dominus : Si quis et didicistis ; qu_ etiam accepisfis et audiist_s et
frater," s usque ad illud : "Nunc autem sancta vidist_s in me, ea fac_te ; et Deus pacis ent vo-
est." 6 Quid autem ad ha_c dicunt, qui in legem biscum." " Et Petrus slmilia dicit in Epistola :
invehuntur, et m matrimonium, quasi sit solum a "Ut tides vestra et spes sit in Deum, cure animas
lege concessum, non autem etiam in Novo Tes- vestras castas effeceritis inobedientia veritatis ;" _
tamento? Quid ad has leges latas possunt di- quasi filii obedienti_e, non configurafi prioribus
cere, qui sationem abhorrent et generationem ? desiderius, qu_efuerunt m ignorantia ; sed secun-
cum "episcopum" quoque, "qui domui recte dum eum, qui vocavit vos, sanctum, et ipsi sanc-
pr_esit," 7 Ecclesi_e ducem constituat ; domum ti sit_s in omni conversatione. Quoniam scrip-
autem Dominicam "umus mulieris" constituat turn est: "Sancti eritis, quoniam ego sanctus
conjugium, s "Omnia" ergo dicit esse "munda sum." ,s Verumtamen qua_ adversus cos, qm
mundis ; poltutis autem et infidelibus nihil est cognitionem falso nomine simulant, necessano
mundum, sed polluta est eorum et mens, et con- suscepta est a nob_s d_sputatio, nos longius, quam
scientia." 9 De ea autem voluptate, qu_e est par s_t,abduxit, et orationem effecit prolixiorem.

Unde tertius quoque liber Stromateus eorum,
, _Co_.v,.x3. qua_ sunt de vera philosophia, commentariorum,I x Cor. w, z6.

_Cot._ai.s hunc finem habeat.
4 z C.or. vd 3-
$ I Cot. vii lo_ II_ I2,
6 :_ Cor. "cir. x4. lo x Cor. vl. 9, xo, ir
_' x Tim. m. 2, 4; Tit i. 6. H Phd iv. 8, 9.
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9 ].It, L X5. 13 I Pet. 1. _t4_ I5, 16

ELUCIDATIONS.

Io

(Seep. 38_,cap. i.)

I_ his third book, Clement exposes the Basilidians and others who perverted the rule of our
Lord, which permissively, but not as of obligation, called some to the self-regimen of a single life,
on condition of their possessing the singular gift requisite to the same. True continence, he
argues, implies the command of the tongue, and all manner of concupiscence, such as greed of
wealth, or luxury in using it. If, by a divine faculty and gift of grace, it enables us to practise
temperance, very well ; but more is necessary. As to marriage, he states what seems to him to be
the truth. We honour celibate chastity, and esteem them blest to whom this is God's gift. We
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also admire a single marriage, and the dignity which pertains to one marriage only; admitting,
nevertheless, that we ought to compassionate others, and to bear one another's burdens, lest any one,
when he thinks he stands, should himself also fall. The apostle enjoins, with respect to a second
marriage, "If thou art tempted by concupiscence, resort to a lawful wedlock."

Our author then proceeds to a castigation of Carpocrates, and his son Epiphanes, an Alexan-
drian on his father's side, who, though he lived but seventeen years, his mother being a Cephal-
lenian, received divine honours at Sama, where a magnificent temple, with altars and shrines, was
erected to him ; the Cephallenians celebrating his apotheosis, by a new-moon festival, with saerio
rices,libations and hymns, and convivialities. This youth acquired, from his father, a knowledge
of Plato's philosophy and of the circle of the sciences. He was the author of the jargon about
monads,x of which see Iren_eus ; and from him comes the heresy of those subsequently known as
Carpocratians. He left a book, De Jusa'_'a, in which he contends forwhat he represents as Plato's
idea of a community of women in sexual relations. Justly does our author reckon him a de-
stroyer alike of law and Gospel, unworthy even of being classed with decent heretics ; and he
attributes to his followers all those abominations which had been charged upon the Christians.
This illustrates the terrible necessity, which then existed, of drawing a flaming line of demarcation
between the Church, and the wolves in sheeps' clothing, who thus dishonoured the name of
Christ, by associating such works of the devil with the adoption of a nominal discipleship. It
should be mentioned that Mosheim questions the story of Epiphanes. (See his Hist. of the Ftrst
Three Centuries, vol. i. p. 448.)

II.

(See p, 383, cap. ii. note I.)

The early disappearance of the Christian agap,z may probably be attributed to the terrible
abuse of the word here referred to, by the licentious Carpocratians. The genuine agapm were of
apostolic origin (2 Pet. ii. t3 ; Jude t2), but were often abused by hypocrites, even under the
apostolic eye (t Cor. xi. zx). In the Gallican Church, a survival or relic of these feasts of
charity is seen in the pain Mni; and, in the Greek churches, in the avr_pov, or eulagia_dis-
tributed to non-communicants at the close of the Eucharist, from the loaf out of which the bread

of oblation is supposed to have been cut.

III.

(Seep. 383,note 3.)

Next, he treats of the Marcionites, who rejected marriage on the ground that the material crea-
tion is in itself evil. Promising elsewhere to deal with this general false principle, he refutes
Marcion, and with him the Greeks who have condemned the generative law of nature, specifying
Heraclitus, Empedocles, the Sibyl, Homer, and others ; but he defends Phto against Marcion, who
represents him as teaching the depravity of matter. He proceeds to what the dramatists have
exhibited of human misery. He shows the error of those who represent the Pythagoream as on
that account denying themselves the intimacies of conjugal society; for.he says they practised this
restraint, only after having given themselves a family. He explains the prohibition of the bean,
by Pythagoras, on the very ground, that it occasioned sterility in women according to Theophras-
tus. Clement expounds the true meaning of Christ's words, perverted by those who abstained
from marriage not in honour of encraty, but as an insane impeachment of the divine wisdom in
the material creation.

• See voL L p. 33_,note 4, thisseri_
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IV.

(Seep. 385,note 3')

He refutes the Carpocratians, also, in their slanders against the deacon Nicolas, showing that
the Nicolaitans had abused his name and words. Likewise, concerning Matthias, he exposes a
similar abuse. He castigates one who seduced a malden into impurity by an absurd perversion
of Scripture, and thoroughly exposes this blasphemous abuse of the apostolic text. He subjoins
another refutation of one of those heretics, and allows that some might adopt the opinion of his
dupes, if, as the Valentinians would profess, only spiritual communion were concerned.

Seeing, however, that these heretics, and the followers of Prodicus, who wrongfully call them-
selves gnos/ics, claimed a practical indulgence in all manner of disgusting profligacies, he convicts
them by arguments derived from right reason and from the Scriptures, and by human laws as well.
Further, he exposes the folly of those who pretended that the less honourable parts of man are not
the work of the Creator, and overwhelms their presumption by abundant argument, exploding, at
the same time, their corruptions of the sacred text of the Scriptures.

V.

(Seep. 388,note3-)

To relieve himself of a more particular struggle with each individual heresy, he proceeds to
reduce them under two heads : (I) Those who teach a reckless mode of hfe (_m_kdpo_ _v), and
(_) those who impiously affect continence. To the first, he opposes the plain propriety and duty
of a decorous way of living continently ; showing, that as it cannot be denied that there are
certain abominable and filthy lusts, which, as such, must be shunned, therefore there is no such
thing as living "indifferently" with respect to them. He who lives to the flesh, moreover, is con-
demned ; nor can the likeness and image of God be regained, or eternal life be ensured, save by a
strict observance of divine precepts. Further, our author shows that true Christian liberty con-
sists, not, as they vociferate, in self-indulgence, but, on the contrary, is founded in an entire free-
dom from perturbations of mind and passion, and from all filthy lusts.

VI.

(See p. 389, note 4.)

As to the second class of heretics, he reproves the contemners of God's ordinance, who boast
of a false continence, and scorn holy matrimony and the creation of a family. He contends with
them by the authority of St. John, and first answers objections of theirs, based on certain apoc-
ryphal sayings of Christ to Salome ; next, somewhat obscurely, he answers their notions of laws
about marriage imposed in the Old Law, and, as they pretend, abrogated in the New; thirdly, he
rebukes their perpetual clatter about the uncleanness of conjugal relations ; and, fourth, he pulver-
izes their arguments derived from the fact, that the children of the resurrection "neither marry,
nor are given in marriage."

Then he gives his attention to another class of heretics boasting that they followed the ex-
ample of Christ, and presuming to teach that marriage is of the devil. He expounds the excep-
tional celibacyoftheMessiah,by thetwo naturesoftheGodman, whichneednothingbuta
reverentstatementto exposethefallacyofarguingfromHis exampleinthisparticular,seeing
He,alone,ofallthesonsofmen,isthussupremeoverallconsiderationsofhuman nature,pure

and simple,asitexistsinthesonsofAdam. Moreover,He espousedtheChurch,whichisHis
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wife. Clement expounds very wisely those sayings of our Lord which put honour upon voluntary
cehbacy, where the gift has been imparted, for His better service.

And here let it be noted, how continually the heresies of these times seem to turn on this

matter of the sexes. It is impossible to cleanse a dirty house, without raising a dust and a bad
smell ; and heathenism, which had made lust into a religion, and the worship of its gods a school

of gross vice, penetrating all classes of society, could not be exorcised, and give place to faith,
hope and charity, without this process of conflict, in which Clement distinguishes himself. At

the same time, the wisdom of our Lord's precepts and counsels axe n_anifest, in this history.
Alike He taught the sanctity and blessedness of marriage and maternity, and the exceptional bless-
edness of the celibate when received as a gift of God, for a peculiar ministry. Thus heathen
morals were rebuked and castigated, womanhood was lifted to a sphere of unwonted honour, and

the home was created and sanctified in the purity and chastity of the Christian wife ; while yet a
celibate chastity was recognised as having a high place in the Christian system. The Lord pre-
scribes to all, whether married or unmamed, a law of discipline and evangelical encraty. The

Christian homes of England and America may be pointed out, thank God, as illustrating the divine
wisdom ; while the degraded monasteries of Italy and Spain and South America, with the horrible

history of enforced celibacy in the Latin priesthood, are proofs of the unwlsdom of those who
imported into the Western churches the very heresies and abortive argumentations which Clement

disdains, while he pulverizes them and blows them away, thoroughly purging his floor, and burn-
ing up this chaff.

VII.

(See p. 39o,note I6.)

Here it is specially important to observe what Clement demonstrates, not only from the teach-

ings of the apostles, of Ehjah and Samuel and the Master Hunself, but, finally and irrefragably,
from the apostohc example. He names St. Peter here as elsewhere, and notes his memorable his-
tory as a manned man.' He supposes St. Paul himself to have been married ; and he instances St.

Philip the deacon, and his married daughters, besides giving the right exposition of a passage
which Caxpocrates had shamefully distorted from its plain significance.

VIII.

(See p. 39I, note I8.)

He passes to a demonstration of the superiority of Christian continence over the sort of self-

constraint lauded by Stoics and other philosophers. God only can enable man to practise a genuine
continence, not merely contending with depraved lusts, but eradicating them. Here follow some

interesting examples drawn from the brahmins and fakirs of India ; interesting tokens, by the way,
of the assaults the Gospel had already made upon their strongholds about the Ganges.

IX.

(See p. 39z, note 4.)

Briefly he explains another text, "Sin shall not have dominion over you," whmh the heretics

wrested from the purpose and intent of St. Paul He also returns to a passage from the apocry-
phal Gospel of the Hebrews, and to the pretended conversation of Christ with ga10me, treating it,
perhaps, with more consideration than it merits.

xSeethetouchiagstoryofSt.P*ter'swordstohs wifeas shewasledtomartyrdom(Stroma2a,bookvii.p. 4S_,EdmlmrghEd/tiaa).
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X.

(Seep. 392,note I I.)

But this Gospel of the Hebrews, and another apocryphal Gospel, that of the Egyptians, may be
worthy of a few words just here. Jones (On the Canon, vol. i. p. 2o6) very learnedly maintains
that Clement "never saw it," nor used it for any quotation of his own. And, as for a Gospel written
in the Hebrew t6ngue, Clement could not read Hebrew ; the single citation he makes out of it,
being, probably, at second hand. Greatly to the point is the argument of Lardner,' therefore, who
says, as settling the question of the value of these books, "If Clement, who lived at Alexandria, and
was so well acquainted with almost all sorts of books, had (but a slight, or) no knowledge at all
of them, how obscure must they have been ; how little regarded by Catholic Christtans."

XI.

(Seep. 393,note 5; alsoElucidaUonxvii.p. 4o8,infra.)

Ingenious is Clement's exposition of that saying of our Lord, "Where two or three are met
together in my name," etc. He explodes a monstrous exposition of the text, and ingeniously
applies it to the Christian family. The husband and the wife living in chaste matrimony, and the
child which God bestows, are three in sweet society, who may claim and enjoy the promise. This
reflects great light upon the Christian home, as it rose, like a flower, out of the "Church in the
house." Family prayers, the graces before and after meat, the hymn "On lighting the lamps at
eventide," and the complines, or prayers at bedtime, are all the products of the divine contract to be
with the "two or three "who are met in His name to claim that inconceivably precious promise.
Other texts from St. Matthew are explained, in their Cathohc verity, by our venerable author.

XII.

{Seep. 394,note I.)

He further expounds the Catholic idea of marriage, and rescues, from heretical adulteration, the
precept of Moses (Ex. xix. i5) ; introducing a lucid parallel, with the Apostolic command, 2
"Come out from among them, and be separate," etc. He turns the tables on his foul antagonists ;
showing them that this very law obliges the Catholic Christian to separate himself alike from the
abominations of the heathen, and from the depraved heretics who abuse the word of God, and
"wrest the Scriptures to their own destruction." This eleventh chapter of the third book abounds
in Scriptural citations and expositions, and is to be specially praised for asserting the purity of
marriedlife, in connection with the inspired law concerning fasting and abstinence (i Cor. vii. 3-5),
laid down by the reasonably ascetic St. Paul.

XlII.

(Seep. 396,note 5.)

The melancholy example of Tatian is next instanced, in his departures from orthodox encraty.
Against poor Tatian's garrulity, he proves the sanctity of marriage, alike in the New and the Old
Testaments. A curious argument he adduces against the ceremonial washing prescribed by the

t Works, ik 25_. See, also, the apocryphal collectloa in this series, hereafter.

* 9Cor._,i.x 7. ComlmreE_.xxix.¢5,_dLcv. xxvi x=.
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law (Lev. xv. i8), but not against the same as a dictate of natural instinct. He considers that

particular ceremonial law a protest against the polygamy which God tolerated, but never authorized,
under Moses ; and its abrogation (i.e., by the Synod of Jerusalem), is a testimony that there is no
uncleanness, whatever, in the chaste society of the married pair, in Christ. He rescues other

texts from the profane uses of the heretics, proving that our duty to abstain from laying up tre_as-
ures here, merely favours the care of the poor and needy ; and that the saying, that "the children of
the kingdom neither marry nor are given in marriage," respects only their estate after the resur.
rection. So the command about "caring for the things of God," is harmonized with married life.

But our author dwells on the apostle's emphatic counsels against second marriages. It is note-

worthy how deeply Clement's orthodoxy has rooted itself in the Greek churches, where the clergy
must be once married, but are not pernntted to marry a second time.

A curious objection is met and dismissed. The man who excused himself "because he had

married a wife," was a great card for heretical manipulations ; but no need of saying that Clement
knows how to turn this, also, upon their own hands.

XIV.

(See p. 398,note 8.)

Julius Cassianus (assigned by Lardner to A.D. x9o ) was an Alexandrian Encratite, of whom,
whatever his faults, Clement speaks not without respect. He is quoted with credit in the Slramata

(book 1. cap. xxi. p. 324), but comes into noUce here, as having led off the school of Docetism. But
Clement does not treat him as he does the vulgar and licentious errorist. He reproves him for his

use of the Gospel according to the Egyptians, incidentally testifying to the Catholic recognition of

only four Gospels. He refutes a Platonic idea of Cassian, as to the pre-existence of the soul. Also,
he promises a full explanation, elsewhere, of "the coats of skins " (whzch Cassian seems to have
thought the flesh itself), wherewith Adam and Eve were clothed. Lardner refers us to Beausobre
for a curious discussion of this matter. Clement refutes a false argument from Christ's hyperbole

of hatred to wife and children and family Ues, and also gives lucid explanations of passages from

Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezra, which had been wrested to hereucal abuse. In a similar manner, he
overthrows what errorists had built upon Job's saying, "who can bring a clean thing out of the

unclean ;" as also their false teachings on the texts, "In sin hath my mother conceived me,"

"the fruit of my body for the sin of my soul," and the apostolic instance of the athlete who is
"temperate m all things."

XV.

(See p. 400, cap. xvil. and 4oI, note 2.)

He proclaims the purity of physical generation, because of the parturition of the Blessed Vir-
gin ; castigating the docetism of Cassian, who had presumed to speak of the body of Jesus as a

phantasm, and the grosser blasphemies of Marcion and Valentinus, equally destructive to the Christ
of the Gospel._ He overturns the whims of these latter deceivers, about Adam's society with
his wife, and concludes that our Lord's assumption of the flesh of His mother, was a sufficient cor-

roboration of that divine law by which the generations of mankind are continued.

XVI.

(See p. 4oz, note 8.)

From all which Clement concludes that his two classes of heretics are alike wanderers from

Cathohc orthodoxy ; whether, on the one hand, under divers pretexts glorifying an unreal continence

: In using the phrase ecclesia _wstra (_ K_f& _v "EggA_o'tttv ,tat _tta_), which I take to l_.fer to the Church Mihtant, we encounter

%rmula whtch we use dtfferently in our day
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against honourable marriage, or, on the other, persuading themselves as speciously to an unlimited
indulgence of their sinful lusts and passions. Once more he quotes the Old Testament and the
New, which denounce uncleanness, but not the conjugal relations. He argues with indignation upon

those who degrade the estate to which a bishop is called as "the husband of one wife, ruling his
own house and children well." Then he reverts to his idea of" the two or three," maintaining that a

holy marriage makes the bishop's home "a house of the Lord" (see note 75, P. i2z I, ed. Migue).
And he concludes the book by repeating his remonstrance against the claim of these heretics to
be veritable GnosKc.f, -- a name he will by no means surrender to the enemies of truth.

XVII.

(On Matt. xviii, zo, p. 393; and, see Supra, Elucidation XI.)

To the interpretation I have thought preferable, and which I ventured to enlarge, it should
be added that our author subjoins others, founded on flesh, soul, and spirit ; on vocation, election,
and the Gnostic accepting both ; and on the Jew and the Gentile, and the Church gathered from
each race.

Over and over again Clement asserts that a life of chaste wedlock is not to be accounted

imperfect.
On the celibate in practice, see Le Cilibat des Pr?tres, par l'abb6 Chavard, Gen6ve, i874.

XVIII.

The Commentaria of Le Nourry have been my guide to the brief analysis of these Elucida-
tions, though I have not always allowed the learned Benedictine to dictate an opinion, or to

control my sense of our author's argument.



THE STROMATA. OR MISCELLANIES.

BOOK IV.

CHAP.I.- ORDEROF Co_rrENTS. : On completing, then, the whole of what we

Ir will follow, I think, that I should treat of propose in the commentaries, on which, if the
martyrdom, and of who the perfect man is. Spirit will, we ministering to the urgent need,

With these points shall be included what follows (for it is exceedingly necessary, before _ms_ "
in accordance with the demands of the points to the truth, to embrace what ought to
to be spoken about, and how both bond and by way of preface), shall address ourselves to
free must equally philosophize, whether male or the true gnostic science of nature, receiving
female in sex. And in the sequel, after finishing initiation into the minor mysteries before the
what is to be said on faith and inquiry, we shall greater ; so that nothing may be in the way of
set forth the department of symbols ; so that, the truly divine declaration of sacred things, the

subjects requiring preliminary detail and state-on cursorily concluding the discourse on ethics,
we shall exhxbit the advantage W_nichhas accrued ment being cleared away, and sketched before-
to the Greeks from the barbarian philosophy, hand. The science of nature, then, or rather
After which sketch, the brief explanation of the observation, as contained in the gnostic tradition
Scnptures both against the Greeks and agMnst according to the rule of the truth, depends on
the Jews will be presented, and whatever points the discussion concerning cosmogony, ascending
we were unable to embrace in the previous 2hris- thence to the department of theology. Whence,
cellanies (through having respect necessarily to then, we shall begin our account of what is
the multitude of matters), in accordance with handed down, with the creation as related by
the commencement of the proem, purposing to the prophets, introducing also the tenets of the
finish them in one commentary. In addition to heterodox, and endeavouring as far as we can toconfute them. But it shall be written if God
these points, afterwards on completing the sketch,
as far as we can in accordance with what we will, and as He inspires ; and now we must

propose, we must give an account of the physical proceed to what we proposed, and complete thediscourse on ethics.
doctrines of the Greeks and of the barbarians,
respecting elementary principles, as far as their
opinions have reached us, and argue against the CHAP. n.- THE _G OF THE NAME STROMATA

principal views excogitated by the philosophers. OR mSCELLANmS.
It will naturally fall after these, after a cursory Let these notes of ours, as we have often said

view of theology, to discuss the opinions handed for the sake of those that consult them carelessly
down respecting prophecy ; so that, having and uuskilfully, be of varied character-- and as
demonstrated that the Scriptures which we be- the name itself indicates, patched together--
lieve are valid from their omnipotent authority, passing constantly from one thing to another,
we shall be able to go over them consecutively, and in the series of discussions hinting at one
and to show thence to all the heresies one God thing and demonstrating another. "For those
and Omnipotent Lord to be truly preached by who seek for gold," says Heraclitus, "dig much
the law and the prophets, and besides by the earth and find little gold." But those who are
blessed Gospel. Many contradictions against of the truly golden race, in mining for what is
the heterodox await us while we attempt, in!allied to them, will find the much in little. For
writing, to do away with the force of the allega- the word will find one to understand it. The
tions made by them, and to persuade them Miscellanies of notes contribute, then, to the
against their will, proving by the Scriptures recollection and expression of_.truth in the case
themselves, of him who is able to investigate with reason.
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And you must prosecute, in addition to these, ries to destruction. The same is the ease with
other labours and researches ; since, in the case self-restraint and licentiousness. To restrain
of people who are setting out on a road with one's self from doing good is the work of vice ;
which they are unacquainted, it is sufficient but to keep from wrong is the beginning of sal-
merely to point out the direction. After this ration. So the Sabbath, by abstinence from
they must walk and find out the rest for them- evils, seems to indicate self-restraint. And what,
selves. As, they say, when a certain slave once I ask, is it in which man differs from beasts, and
asked at the oracle what he should do to please the angels of God, on the other hand, are w_ser
his master, the Pythian priestess replied, "You than he? "Thou madest him a little lower
will find if you seek." It is truly a difficult ithan the angels." s For some do not interpret
matter, then, as turns out, to find out latent this Scripture of the Lord, although He also
good ; since bore flesh, but of the perfect man and the gnos-

"Before virtue is placedexertion, i tic, inferior m comparison with the angels in
And long and steep is the way to it, ! time, and by reason of the vesture [of the

And rough at first; but whenthe summit is reached, body]. I call then wisdom nothing but science,
Then is xteasy, though difficult [before]." since life differs not from life. For to hve is

"For narrow," in truth, "and strait is the way" common to the mortal nature, that is to man,
of the Lord. And it is to the "violent that with that to which has been vouchsafed immor-
the kingdom of God belongs." ' tahty ; as also the faculty of contemplation and

Whence, "Seek, and ye shall find," holding of self-restraint, one of the two being more
on by the truly royal road, and not deviating, excellent. On this ground Pythagoras seems to
As we might expect, then, the generative power me to have said that God alone is wise, since
of the seeds of the doctrines comprehended in also the apostle writes in the Epistle to the
this treatise is great in small space, as the "uni- Romans, "For the obedience of the faith
versal herbage of the field,''" as Scripture smth among all nations, being made known to the
Thus the Miscellanies of notes have their proper only wise God through Jesus Christ ; "4 and
title, wonderfully like that ancient oblation that he himself was a philosopher, on account
culled from all sorts of things of which Sopho- of his friendshil_ with God. Accordingly it is
cles writes : -- stud, "God talked with Moses as a friend with
"For there was a sheep's fleece, and there was a vine a friend." s That, then, which is true being

And a libation, and grapes well stored ; clear to God, forthwith generates truth. And
And there was mixed with it fruit of all kinds, the gnostic loves the truth. "Go," it is said,

And the fat of the olive, and the most curious " to the ant, thou sluggard, and be the discipleWax-formed work of the yellow bee."
of the bee ; " thus speaks Solomon. 6 For if

Just so our Stramata, according to the husband- there is one function belonging to the pecuhar
man of the comic poet Timocles, produce nature of each creature, alike of the ox, and
"figs, olives, dried figs, honey, as from an all- horse, and dog, what shall we say is the pecuhar
fruitful field ;" on account of which exuber- function of man ? He is like, it appears to me,
ance he adds : -- the Centaur, a Thessahan figment, compounded
"Thou slmakest of a harvest-wreath not of husbandry." of a rational and ,rrational part, of soul and

For the Athenians were wont to cry :-- body. Well, the body tills the ground, andhastes to it ; but the soul is raised to God:
"The harvest-wreathbearsfigs andfatloaves, trained in the true philosophy, it speeds to its

And honey in a cup, and olive oil to anoint you." kindred above, turning away from the lusts of
We must then often, as in winnowing sieves, the body, and besides these, from toil and fear,
shake and toss up this the great mixture of although we have shown that patience and fear
seeds, in order to separate the wheat, belong to the good man. For if "by the law is

the knowledge of sin," 7 as those allege who
CHAr.m. _ Tm_ TRUv V..XCELLV2CCEOF MAN. disparage the law, and "till the law sin was m
The most of men have a disposition unstable the world ; "s yet "without the law sin was

and heedless, like the nature of storms. "Want dead," 9 we oppose them. For when you take
of faith has done many good things, and faith away the cause of fear, sin, you have taken
evil things." And Epicharmus says, "Don't away fear ; and much more, punishment, when
forget to exercise incredulity ; for it is the you have taken away that which gives rise to
sinews of the soul." Now, to disbelieve truth lust. "For the law is not made for the just
brings death, as to believe, life ; and again, to 3Vs._ai._.
believe the lie and to disbelieve" the truth hur- • Ro_.... _, _7.

5 Ex. xxx_. I_.
Prov. vi 6,8.

:' Rom. iii, ao.
x Matt. vii. I4, xi. x_t,via.7- $ Rom v. x3.
a Job v, aS. 9 Rom. wl. 6,
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man,"' says the Scripture. Well, then, says losopher gnostic alacrity, so that he is easily
Heraclitus, "They would not have known the able to bear natural death, which is the disso-
name of Justice if these things had not been." lution of the chains which bind the soul to the
And Socrates says, "that the law was not made body. "For the world is crucified to me, and
for the sake of the good." But the cavillers I to the world," the [apostle] says ; "and now I
did not know even this, as the apostle says, live, though in the flesh, as having my conversa-
,, that he who loveth his brother worketh not tion in heaven." 7
evil ;" for this, "Thou shalt not kill, thou shaft
not commit adultery, thou shalt not steal ; and CHAP. IV.- THE PRAISESOF MARTYRDOM.

if there be any other commandment, it is com- Whence, as is reasonable, the gnostic, when
prehended m the word, Thou shalt love thy called, obeys easily, and gives up his body to him
neighbour as thyself. ''2 So also is it said, who asks; and, previously divesting himself of
"Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy the affections of this carcase, not insulting the
heart, and thou shalt love thy neighbour as thy- tempter, but rather, in my opinion, training him
self." * And "if he that loveth his neighbour and convincing hlm, m
worketh no evil," and if "every commandment
is comprehended in this, the loving our neigh- "From what honour and what extent of wealth fallen,"
bout," the commandments, by menacing with as says Empedocles, here for the future he walks
fear, work love, not hatred. Wherefore the law with mortals. He, in truth, bears witness to him-
is productive of the emotion of fear. "So that self that he is faithful and loyal towards God ;
the law is holy," and in truth "'spiritual," 4 ac- and to the tempter, that he in vain envied him
cording to the apostle. We must, then, as is fit, who is faithful through love ; and to the Lord, of
m investigating the nature of the body and the the inspired persuasion in reference to His doc-
essence of the soul, apprehend the end of each, trine, from which he will not depart through fear
and not regard death as an evil. "For when ye of death ; further, he confirms also the truth of
were the servants of sin," says the apostle, "ye preaching by his deed, showing that God to
were free from righteousness. What frmt had whom he hastes is powerful. You will wonder
ye then in those things in which ye are now at his love, which he conspicuously shows with
ashamed ? For the end of those things is death, thankfulness, in being united to what is allied to
But now, being made free from sin, and become him, and besides by his precious blood, shaming
servants to God, ye have your frmt unto holi- the unbelievers. He then avoids denying Christ
ness, and the end everlasting life. For the through fear by reason of the command; nor
wages of sin is death : but the gift of God is does he sell his faith in the hope of the gifts
eternal life, through Jesus Christ our Lord." s prepared, but in love to the Lord he will most
The assertion, then, may be hazarded, that it gladly depart from this life; perhaps giving
has been shown that death is the fellowship of thanks both to him who afforded the cause of
the soul in a state of sin with the body ; and his departure hence, and to him who .laid the
life the separation from sin. And many are the plot against him, for receiving an honourable
stakes and ditches of lust which impede us, and reason which he himself furnished not, for show-
the pits of wrath and anger which must be over- ing what he is, to him by his patience, and to
leaped, and all the machinations we must avoid the Lord in love, by which even before his birth
of those who plot against us,--who would no he was manifested to the Lord, who knew the
longer see the knowledge of God "through a martyr's choice. With good courage, then, he
glass." goes to the Lord, his friend, for whom he vol-
"The half of virtue the far-seeing Zeus takes untarily gave his body, and, as his judges hoped,

Fromman,when he reduces him to a state of slavery." his soul, hearing from our Saviour the words of

As slaves the Scripture views those "under sin" poetry, "Dear brother," by reason of the simi-
and "sold to sin," the lovers of pleasure and lanty of his life. We call martyrdom perfection,
of the body ; and beasts rather than men, "those not because the man comes to the end of his
who have become like to cattle, horses, neighing life as others, but because he has exhibited the
after their neighbours' wives." 6 The licentious perfect work of love. And the ancients laud
is "the lustful ass," the covetous is the "savage xhe death of those among the Greeks who died
wolf," and the deceiver is "a serpent." The in war, not that they advised people to die a
severance, therefore, of the soul from the body, violent death, but because he who ends his life
made a life-long study, produces in the phi- in war is released without the dread of dying,

severed from the body without experiencing pre-
_T,=. i. 9. vious suffering or being enfeebled in his soul, as

2 Rotm xiii. 8-xo.
3Lukex. 27. the people that suffer in diseases. For they de-
4 Rom. vii. t2, x4.

Rom. yr. 2o-2 3.
Jet. v. 8, etc. 7 Gal. yr. x4; Phil. itL 20.
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part in a state of effeminacy and desiring to live ; they do not preserve the characteristic mark of
and therefore they do not yield up the soul pure, believing martyrdom, inasmuch as they have not
but bearingwith it their lusts like weights of lead ; known the only true God, but give themselve_
all but those who have been conspicuous in vir- up to a vain death, as the Gymnosophists of the
rue. Some die in battle with their lusts, these Indians to useless fire.
being in no respect different from what they But since these falsely named3 calumniate the
would have been if they had wasted away by body, let them learn that the harmoniousmechan-
disease, ism of the body contributes to the understanding

If the confession to God is martyrdom, each which leads to goodness of nature. Wherefore
soul which has lived purely in the knowledge of in the third book of the Repubhc, Plato, whom
God, which has obeyed the commandments, is a they appeal to loudly as an authority that dis-
witness both by life and word, in whatever way parages generation, says, "that for the sake of
it may be released from the body,--shedding harmony of soul, care must be taken for the
faith as blood along its whole life till its depart- body," by which, he who announces the procla-
ure. For instance, the Lord says in the Gospel, matron of the truth, finds it possible to live, and
"Whosoever shall leave father, or mother, or to live well. For it is by the path of hfe and
brethren," and so forth, "for the sake of the health that we learn ghosts. But is he who can-
Gospel and my name,", he is blessed ; not in- not advance to the height without being occupied
dicating simple martyrdom, but the gnostic with necessary things, and through them doing
martyrdom, as of the man who has conducted what tends to knowledge, not to choose to hve
himself according to the rule of the Gospel, in well? In hying, then, living well is secured.
love to the Lord (for the knowledge of the And he who in the body has devoted himself to
Name and the understanding of the Gospel a good life, is being sent on to the state of
point out the gnosis, but not the bare appella- immortality.
tion), so as to leave his worldly kindred, and
wealth, and every possession, in order to lead CHAP. V. _ ON CONTEMPT FOR PAIN, POVERTY, AND

a life free from passion. "Mother" figuratively OTHEREXTERNALTHINGS.
means country and sustenance ; "fathers" are Fit objects for admiration are the Stoics, who
the laws of civil polity: which must be con- say that the soul is not affected by the body,
temned thankfully by the high-souled just man ; either to vice by disease, or to virtue by health ;
for the sake of being the friend of God, and but both these things, they say, are indifferent.
of obtaining the right hand in the holy place, as And indeed Job, through exceeding continence,
the Apostles have done. and excellence of faith, when from rich he be-

Then Heraclitus says, "Gods and men honour Icame poor, from being held in honour dishon-
those slain in battle;" and Plato in the fifth/oured, from being comely unsightly, and slck
book of the Repubh_ writes, "Of those who die I from being healthy, is depicted as a good exam-
in military service, whoever dies after winning pie, putting the Tempter to shame, blessing his
renown, shall we not say that he is chief of the Creator ; bearing what came second, as the first,
golden race ? Most assuredly." But the golden and most clearly teaching that it is possible for
race is with the gods, who are in heaven, in the the gnostic to make an excellent use of all
fixed sphere, who chiefly hold command in the circumstances. And that ancient achievements
providence exercised towards men. Now some are proposed as images for our correction, the
of the heretics who have misunderstood the apostle shows, when he says, "So that my bonds
Lord, have at once an impious and cowardly love in Christ are become manifest in all the palace,
of life ; saying that the true martyrdom is the and to all the rest ; and several of the brethren
knovdedge of the only true God (which we also in the Lord, waxing confident by my bonds, are
admit), and that the man is a self-murderer and much more bold to speak the word of God
a suicide who makes confession by death; and without fear,"4msince martyrs' testimonies are
adducing other similar sophisms of cowardice, examples of conversion gloriously sanctified.
To these we shall reply at the proper time ; for "For what things the Scripture speaks were
they differ with us in regard to first principles, written for our instruction, that we, through
Now we, too, say that those who have rushed on patience and the consolation of the Scriptures,
death (for there are some, not belonging to us, might have the hope of consolation." s When
but sharing the name merely, who are in haste !pain is present, the soul appears to decline from
to give themselves up, the poor wretches dying it, and to deem release from present pain a
through hatred to the Creator')--these, we precious thing. At that moment it slackens
say, banish themselves without being martyrs, from studies, when the other virtues also are
even though they are punished publicly. For 3 o__oaa,_., _ t_ g.o_u__-_t_ c_.,t do__o_l _ *P •

approve of the surrender of a good name to false pretenders, l
t Matt. xix. a9. 4 PhiL i. x3, x4.
i D_alurgus" s Rom. xv. 4.
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neglected. And yet we do not say that it is ] of those who see better than others, makes them
virtue itself which suffers, for virtue is not blind." Now by the poets he is proclaimed as
affected by dtsease. But he who is partaker of blind from his birth :

both, of virtue and the disease, is afflicted by "And brought him forth blind who saw not the sun."
the pressure of the latter ; and if he who has not
yet attained the habit of self-command be not a Says the Chalcidian Euphorion :
high-souled man, he is distraught ; and the "Riches, then, and extravagant luxuries,
inability to endure it is found equivalent to flee- Were for men the worst training for manliness."
mg from it. Wrote Euripides in Alexander:

The same holds good also in the case of pov- "And it is said,
erty. For it compels the soul to desist from Penury has attained wisdom through misfortune_
necessary things, I mean contemplation and But much wealth will capture not
from pure sinlessness, forcing him, who has not Sparta alone, but every city."
wholly dedicated himself to God in love, to oc- "It is not then the only coin that mortals have,
cupy himself about provisions ; as, again, health that which is white sliver or golden, but virtue
and abundance of necessaries keep the soul free too," as Sophocles says.
and ummpeded, and capable of making a good
use of what is at hand. "For," says the apos- c_-_P, w.- so,rE poncrs IN wa_ BExTrruDES.
tie, "such shall have trouble in the flesh. But I Our holy Saviour applied poverty and riches,
spare you. For I would have you without anx- and the like, both to spiritual things and objects
lety, in order to decorum and assiduity for the of sense. For when He said, "Blessed are they
Lord, wathout distraction." _ that are persecuted for righteousness' sake," z

These things, then, are to be abstained from, He clearly taught us in every circumstance to
not for their own sakes, but for the sake of the seek for the martyr who, if poor for righteotm-
body; and care for the body is exercised for ness' sake, witnesses that the righteousness
the sake of the soul, to which it has reference, which he loves is a good thing; and if he
For on this account it is necessary for the man "hunger and thirst for righteousness' sake,"
who lives as a gnostic to know what is suitable, testifies that righteousness is the best thing.
Since the fact that pleasure is not a good thing Likewise he, that weeps and mourns for right-
is admitted from the fact that certain pleasures eousness' sake, testifies to the best law that it
are evil, by this reason good appears evil, and is beautiful. As, then, "those that are perse-
evil good. And then, if we choose some pleas- cuted," so also "those that hunger and thirst"
ures and shun others, it is not every pleasure for righteousness' sake, are called "blessed" by
that is a good thing. Him who approves of the true desire, which not

Similarly, also, the same rule holds with pains, even famine can put a stop to. And if "they
some of which we endure, and others we shun. hunger after righteousness itself," they are ble_s-
But choice and avoidance are exercised accord- ed. "And blessed are the poor," whether "in
mg to knowledge ; so that it is not pleasure that spirit" or in circumstances-- that is, if for right-
is the good thing, but knowledge by which we eousness' sake. It is not the poor simply, but
shall choose a pleasure at a certain time, and those that have Wished to become poor for
of a certain kind. Now the martyr chooses righteousness' sake, that He pronounces blessed
the pleasure that exists in prospect through the -- those who have despised the honours of this
present pain. If pain is conceived as existing world in order to attain "the good ;" likewise
m thirst, and pleasure in drinking, the pain that also those who, through chastity, have become
has preceded becomes the efficient cause of comely in person and character, and those
pleasure. But evil cannot be the efficient cause who are of noble birth, and honourable, having
of good. Neither, then, is the one thing nor through righteousness attained to adoption, and
the other evil. Simonides accordingly (as also therefore "have received power to become the
Aristotle) writes, "that to be in good health is sons of God," 3 and "to tread on serpents and
the best thing, and the second best thing is to scorpions," and to rule over demons and "the
be handsome, and the third best thing is to be host of the adversary. ''4 And, in fine, the
rich without cheating." Lord's discipline s draws the soul away gladly

And Theognis of Megara says : -- from the body, even if it wrench itself away m
its removal. "For he that loveth his life shall

"You must, to escape poverty, throw
Yourself, 0 Cyrnus, down £rom lose it, and he that loseth his life shall find it," 6
The steep rocks into the deep sea." if we only join that which is mortal of us with

On the other hand, Antiphanes, the comic poet, • M_t. ,. _o.
says, " Plums (Wealth), when it has taken hold _ _oh, i....Lukex.x9.....

z zCor.viLaS,_,3S. 6 [Mamx.39;Joimxu._5. _.j
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the immortality of God. It is the will of God lings." And is there not some light thrownhere
[that we should attain] the knowledge of God, on the expression "in the likeness and image,"
which is the communication of immortality, in the fact that some live according to the like-
He therefore, who, in accordance with the word hess of Christ, while those who stand on the
of repentance, knows his life to be sinful will left hand live according to their image? There
lose it--losing it from sin, from which it is are then two things proceeding from the truth,
wrenched ; but losing it, will find it, according one root lying beneath both, -- the choice being,
to the obedience which lives again to faith, but however, not equal, or rather the difference that
dies to" sin. This, then, is what it is "to find is in the choice not being equal. To choose by
one's life," "to know one's self." way of imitation differs,as appears to me, from

The conversion, however, which leads to the choice of him who chooses according to
divine things, the Stoics say, is affected by a knowledge, as that which is set on fire differs
change, the soul being changed to wisdom, from that which is illuminated. Israel, then, is
And Plato : "On the soul taking a turn to what the light of the likeness which is according to
is better, and a char_ge from a kind of nocturnal the Scripture. But the image is another thing.
day." Now the philosophers also allow the What means the parable of Lazarus, by showing
good man an exit from life in accordance wath the image of the rich and poor? And what the
reason, in the case of one depriving him of active saying, "' No man can serve two masters, God
exertion, so that the hope of action is no longer and Mammon ?"--the Lord so terming the
left him. And the judge who compels us to love of money. For instance, the covetous,
deny Him whom we love, I regard as showing whowere invited, responded not to the invitation
who is and who is not the friend of God. In to the supper, not because of their possessing
that case there is not left ground for even exam- property, but of their inordinate affection to
ining what one prefers-- the menaces of man or what they possessed. "The foxes," then, have
the love of God. And abstinence from vicious holes. He called those evil and earthly men
acts is found, somehow, [to result in] the dim- who are occupied about the wealth which is
inution and extinction of vicious propensities, mined and dug from the ground, foxes. Thus
their energy being destroyed by inaction. And also, in reference to Herod : "Go, tell that fox,
this is the import of "Sell what thou hast, and Behold, I cast out devils, and perform cures
give to the poor, and come, follow Me", -- to-day and to-morrow, and the third day I shall
that is, follow what is said by the Lord. Some be perfected."4 For He applied the name
say that by what "thou hast" He designated" fowls of the air" to those who were distinct
the things in the soul, of a nature not akin to it, from the other birds-- those really pure, those
though how these are bestowed on the poor they that have the power of flying to the knowledge
are not able to say. For God dispenses to all of the heavenly Word. For not fiches only, but
according to desert, His distribution being also honour, and marriage, and poverty, have
righteous. Despising, therefore, the possessions ten thousand cares for him who is unfit for them.S
which God apportions to thee in thy magnifi- And those cares He indicated in the parable of
cence, comply with what is spoken by me ; haste the fourfold seed, when He said that "the seed
to the ascent of the Spirit, being not only justi- of the word which fell unto the thorns" and
fled by abstinence from what is evil, but in hedges was choked by them, and could not
addition also perfected, by Christlike benefi- bring forth fruit. It is therefore necessary to
cence.2 In this instance He convicted the man, learn how to make use of every occurrence, so
who boasted that he had fulfilled the injunctions as by a good life, according to knowledge, to be
of the law, of not loving his neighbour ; and it is trained for the state of eternal life. For it said,
by beneficence that the love which, according to " I saw the wicked exalted and towering as
the gnostic ascending scale, is Lord of the the cedars of Lebanon ; and I passed," says the
S,xbbath, proclaims itself.3 We must then, ac- Scripture, "and, lo, he was not ; and I sought
cording to my view, have recourse to the word him, and his place was not found. Keep inno-
of salvation neither from fear of punishment nor cence, and look on uprightness : for there is a
promise of a gift, but on account of the good remnant to the man of peace." 6 Such will he
itself. Such, as do so, stand on the fight hand be who believes unfeignedly with his whole heart,
of the sanctuary ; but those who think that by and is tranquil in his whole soul. "For the
the gift of what is perishable they shall receive different people honour me with their lips, but
in exchange what belongs to immortality are in their heart is far from the Lord." 7 "They bless
the parable of the two brothers called "hire-

4 Luke xiti. 32.

xv_ex_ _/,,rot_. gifts redotmding to the benefit of these who accept mean as such,
3 _f Io_, exerting itself in doing good, ore .r_d._l the letter of t.he adapt themselves to the same, as stewards.]

Sabb_tlc taw, rtse to tills supremacy of love, which is, of ztseif, "tae 6Ps. xxxvit 35-3_-
fulfilling of the law."] 7 Isa. xxix x3 (6_Oov inserted).
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with their mouth, but they curse in their heart."* And again, "For your Father knoweth that ye
,' They loved Him with their mouth, and lied to have need of all these things." "But seek first
Him with their tongue ; but their heart was not the kingdom of heaven, and its righteousness,"
right with Him, and they were not faithful to for these are the great things, and the things
His covenant." Wherefore "let the false lips which are small and appertain to this life "shall
become speechless, and let the LORD destroy be added to you." *° Does He not plainly then
the boastful tongue: those who say, We shall exhort us to follow the gnostic life, and enjoin
magnify our tongue, and our lips are our own ; us to seek the truth in word and deed ? There-
who is Lord over us ? For the affliction of the fore Christ, who trains the soul, reckons one
poor and the groaning of the needy now will I rich, not by his gifts, but by his choice. It is
arise, saith the LORD; I will set him in safety ; said, therefore, that Zaccheus, or, according to
I will speak out in his case." 2 For it is to the some, Matthew, the chief of the publicans, on
humble that Christ belongs, who do not exalt hearing that the Lord had deigned to come to
themselves against His flock. "Lay not up for him, said, "Lord, and if I have taken anything
yourselves, therefore, treasures on the earth, by false accusation, I restore him fourfold ; " on
where moth and rust destroy, and thieves break which the Saviour said, "The Son of train, on
through and steal," s says the Lord, in reproach _coming to-day, has found that which was lost." ,z
perchance of the covetous, and perchance also Again, on seeing the rich cast into the treasury
of those who are simply anxious and full of cares, according to their wealth, and the widow two
and those too who indulge their bodies. For mites, He said "that the widow had cast in
amours, and diseases, and evil thoughts "break more than they all," for "they had contributed
through " the mind and the whole man. But of their abundance, but she of her destitution."
our true "treasure "is where what is allied to our And because He brought all things to bear on
mind is, since it bestows the communicative the discipline of the soul, He said, "Blessed axe
power of righteousness, showing that we must the meek: for they shall inherit the earth." ,2
assign to the habit of our old conversation what And the meek are those who have quelled the
we have acquired by it, and have recourse to battle of unbelief in the soul, the battle of wrath,
God, beseeching mercy. He is, in truth, "the and lust, and the other forms that are subject to
bag that waxeth not old," the provisions of them. And He praises those meek by choice,
eternal life, "the treasure that faiteth not in not by necessity. For there are with the LOrd
heaven." 4 "For I will have mercy on whom I both rewards and "many mansions," correspond-
will have mercy ," s saith the Lord. And they ing to men's lives. "Whosoever shall receive,"
say those things to those who wish to be poor says He, "a prophet in the name of a prophet,
for righteousness' sake. For they have heard in shall receive a prophet's reward ; and whosoever
the commandment that "the broad and wide shall receive a righteous man in the name of a
way leadeth to destruction, and many there are righteous man, shall receive a righteous man's
who go in by it." 6 It is not of anything else reward; and whoso shall receive one of the
that the assertion is made, but of profligacy, and least of these my disciples, shall not lose his
love of women, and love of glory, and ambition, reward." ,s And again, the differences of virtue
and similar passions. For so He says, "Fool, according to merit, and the noble rewards, He
this night shall thy soul be required of thee ; indicated by the hours unequal in number; and
and whose shall those things be which thou hast in addition, by the equal reward given to each
prepared?"7 And the commandment is ex- of the labourersmthat is, salvation, which is
pressed in these very words, "Take heed, there- meant by the penny m He indicated the equality
fore, of covetousness. For a man's life does not of justice ; and the difference of those called
consist in the abundance of those things which He intimated, by those who worked for unequal
he possesses. For what shall it profit a man, if portions of time. They shall work, therefore, in
he shall gain the whole world, and lose his own accordance with the appropriate mansions of
soul ? or what shall a man give in excha_e for which they have been deemed worthy as rewards,
his soul ? "s "Wherefore I say, Take no thought being fellow-workers in the ineffable administra-
for your life, what ye shall eat ; neither for your tion and service)* "Those, then," says Plato,
body, what ye shall put on. For your life is "who seem called to a holy life, are those who,
more than meat, and your body than raiment." 9 freed and released from those earthly localities

as from prisons, have reached the pure dwelling-
z v2.t_a.4, place on high." In clearer terms again he
I Vs. xii..3-5.
s Matt. VL x9.
4 Luke xii. 33. 1o Matt. vl. 3,a,33; Luke x[i. 9o, 31.
s Rom. ix.xS. ttLuke xlx 8,9,zo.
6 Matt. vii x3. ta Matt. v. 5
7 Luke xiL _,. u Matt. x. 4x,4_.
8 MaR. xd. 26. t4 Tnmshted B completed, and amendM by H__'_: In dm
g Maxt. vl, 3x ; Luke xfi. _'_,_3- text it is l_in_ mutiImtudamt corrupt,
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expresses the same thing : "Those who by phi- things or circumstantials. Pure then as respects
losophy have been sufficiently purged from those corporeal lusts, and pure in respect of holy
things, live without bodies entirely for all time. thoughts, he means those arc, who attain to the
Although they are enveloped in certain shapes ; knowledge of God, when the chief faculty of the
in the case of some, of air, and others, of fire." soul has nothing spurious to stand in the way of
He adds fiirther: "And they reach abodes its power. When, therefore, he who partakes
fairer than those, which it is not easy, nor is gnostically of this holy quality devotes himself to
there sufficient time now to describe." Whence contemplation, communing in purity with the
with reason, "blessed are they that mourn : for divine, he enters more nearly into the state of
they shall be comforted;", for they who have impassible identity, so as no longer to have
repented of their former evil life shall attain to science and possess knowledge, but to be science
"the calling" (r,h_o-w), for this is the meaning of and knowledge.
being comforted (_ra_ar._yS_,a_). And there are "Blessed, then, are the peacemakers," 7 who
two styles of penitents? That which is more have subdued and tamed the law which wars
common is fear on account of what is done ; against the disposition of the mind, the menaces
but the other which is more special, the shame of anger, and the baits of lust, and the other pas-
which the spirit feels in itself arising from con- sions which war against the reason ; who, having
science. Whether then, here or elsewhere (for lived in the knowledge both of good works
no place is devoid of the beneficence of God), and true reason, shall be reinstated in adoption,
He again says, "Blessed are the merciful: for which is dearer. It follows that the perfect
they shall obtain mercy." And mercy is not, peacemaking is that which keeps unchanged in
as some of the philosophers have imagined, pain all circumstances what is peaceful ; calls Prow-
on account of others' calamities, but rather dence holy and good ; and has its being in the
something good, as the prophets say. For it is knowledge of divine and human affairs, by which
said, "I will have mercy, and not sacrifice." 3 it deems the opposites that are in the world to
And He 4 means by the merciful, not only those be the fairest harmony of creation. They also
who do acts of mercy, but those who wish to do are peacemakers, who teach those who war
them, though they be not able ; who do as far against the stratagems of sin to have recourse to
as purpose is concerned. For sometimes we faith and peace. And it is the sum of all virtue,
wish by the gift of money or by personal effort in my opinion, when the Lord teaches us that
to do mercy, as to assist one in want, or help for love to God we must gnostically despise
one who is sick, or stand by one who is in any death. "Blessed are they," says He, "who are
emergency ; and are not able either from poverty, persecuted for righteousness' sake, for they shall
or disease, or old age (for this also is natural be called the sons of God ; " s or, as some of
disease), to carry out our purpose, in reference those who transpose the Gospels9 say, "Blessed
to the things to which we are impelled, being are they who are persecuted by righteousness,
unable to conduct them to the end we wished, for they shall be perfect." And, "Blessed are
Those, who have entertained the wish whose they who are persecuted for my sake ; for they
purpose is equal, share in the same honour with shall have a place where they shall not be perse-
those who have the ability, although others have cured." And, "Blessed are ye when men shall
the advantage in point of resources.S And since hate you, when they shall separate you, when
there are two paths of reaching the perfection of they shall cast out your name as evil, for the
salvation, works and knowledge, He called the Son of man's sake;" ,o if we do not detest
"pure in heart blessed, for they shall see God." 6 our persecutors, and undergo punishments at
And if we really look to the truth of the matter, their hands, not hating them under the idea
knowledge is the purification of the leading that we have been put to trial more tarchly than
faculty of the soul, and is a good activity. Some we looked for ; but knowing this also, that every
things accordingly are good in themselves, and instance of trial is an occasion for testifying.
others by participation in what is good, as we
say good actions are good. But without things CHAP. VII.--THE BLESSEDNESS OF THE MARTYR.

intermediate which hold the place of material, Then he who has lied and shown himself un-
neither good nor bad actions are constituted, such faithful, and revolted to the devil's army, in what
I mean as life, and health, and other necessary evil do we think him to be ? He belies, there-

fore, the Lord, or rather he is cheated of his own
, M,_. v.4. hope who believes not God ; and he believes not
• [oemcnt d_'_s _,, _:_,',,_ d t_ _c_,otu_(whi_ th_ who does not what He has commanded.

say sub) with the cmet_ion exacted by the Gospel. I'Ie _aows
m_ng but the latteT, as having promise _ the _,]

3 Hos. vl. 6; Matt. ix.:t3, xii. ?. _ [Matt. v. 9. S].MatT. V. XO.
4 [Man. v,7- S.] 9 [Noteth_ thusinthesecondcenturymere were those(scho-
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And what? Does not he, who denies the Plato in the Phedo, "For if death were m-
Lord, deny himself? For does he not rob his lease from everything," and so forth. We are
Master of His authority, who deprives himself not then to think according to the Telel_U_ of
of his relation to Him ? He, then, who denies 2Eschylus, "that a single path leads to Hades."
the Saviour, denies life ; for "the light was life.", The ways are many, and the sins that lead thither.
He does not term those men of little faith, but Such deeply erring ones as the unfaithful are,
fmthless and hypocrites, 2 who have the name in- Aristophanes properly makes the subjects of
scribed on them, but deny that they are really comedy. "Come," he says, "ye men of obscure
believers. But the faithful is called both servant life, ye that are like the race of leaves, feeble,
and friend. So that if one loves himself, he wax figures, shadowy tribes, evanescent, fleeting,
loves the Lord, and confesses to salvation that ephemeral." And Epicharmus, " This nature of
he may save his soul. Though you die for your men is inflated skins." And the Saviour has said
neighbour out of love, and regard the Saviour as to us, "The spirit is willing, but the flesh is
our neighbour (for God who saves is said to be weak." s "Because the carnal mind is enmity
mgh in respect to what is saved) ; you do so, against God," explains the apostle : "for it4s not
choosing death on account of life, and suffering subject to the law of God, neither indeed can
for your own sake rather than his. And is it not be. And they that are in the flesh cannot please
for this that he is called brother? he who, suffer- God." And in further explanation continues,
mg out of love to God, suffered for his own sal- that no one may, like Marcion,9 regard the
vation ; while he, on the other hand, who dies creature as evil. "But if Christ be in you, the
for his o_na salvation, endures for love to the body is dead because of sin ; but the Spirit is life
Lord. For he being life, in what he suffered, because of righteousness." And again: "For if
wished to suffer that we might live by his suffer- ye live after the flesh, ye shall die. For I reckon
lng. that the sufferings of this present time are not

"X_ny call ye me Lord, Lord," He says, "and worthy to be compared to the glory which shall
do not the things which I say?" s For "the be revealed in us. If we suffer with Him, that
people that loveth with their lips, but have their we also may be glorified together as joint-heirs
heart far away from the Lord," 4 is another of Christ. And we know that all things work
people, and trust in another, and have willingly together for good to them that love God, to them
sold themselves to another ; but those who per- that are called according to the purpose. For
form the commandments of the Lord, in every whom He did foreknow, He also did predestinate
action "testify," by doing what He wishes, and to be conformed to the image of His Son, that
consistently naming the Lord's name ; and "tes- He might be the first-born among many brethren.
ufying" by deed to Him in whom they trust, And whom He did predestinate, them He also
that they are those "who have crucified the called ; and whom He called, them He also justi-
flesh, with the affections and lusts." "If we live fled ; and whom He justified, them He also glo-
m the Spirit, let us also walk in the Spirit." s rifled." ,o
"He that soweth to his flesh, shall of the flesh You see that martyrdom for love's sake is
reap corruption ; but he that soweth to the taught. And should you wish to be a martyr
Spirit, shall of the Spirit reap life everlasting." 6 for the recompense of advantages, you shall hear

But to those miserable men, witness to the again. "For we are saved by hope: but hope
Lord by blood seems a most violent death, not that is seen is not hope : for what a man seeth,
knovnng that such a gate of death is the began- why doth he yet hope for ? But if we hope for
rang of the true life ; and they will understand that we see not, then do we with patience wait
neither the honours after death, which belong to for it." H "But if we also suffer for righteous-
those who have lived holily, nor the punishments ness' sake," says Peter, "blessed are we. Be
of those who have lived unrighteously and im- not afraid of their fear, neither be troubled.

rely.7 I do not say only from our Scriptures But
_or almost all the commandments indicate sanctify the Lord God in your hearts : andbe ready always to give an answer to him that
them) ; but they will not even hear their own asks a reason of the hope that is in you, but with
discourses. For the Pythagorean Theano writes, meekness and fear, having a good conscience ;
"Lffe were indeed a feast to the wicked, who, so that in reference to that for which you are
havmg done evil, then die ; were not the soul spoken against, they may be ashamed who calum-
lrnmortal, death would be a godsend." And niate your good conversation in Christ. For it is
-_ better to suffer for well-doing, if the will of God,

_,_ ,_ 3o. than for evil-doing." But if one should cap-vL 45.
4 Isa. xxix. xs.$

..... _ rs_bookin.,_. _.,,_,.__Ca2___- _t t_m,r as to t_ _,m,_,_ ,_,t_ 1_,. ,_ 7,s, _o,_3,_7,_s, , ._ _.
--_t.m m a luture llfe.] I,_t Rom. _ 24, aS.
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tiously say, And how is it possible for feeble flesh oner," he writes to Timothy.S Such shall he be
to resist the energies and spirits of the Powers? _ "who cleaves to that which is good," according
well, let him know this, that, confiding in the to the apostle, 6 "who hates evil, having love un-
Almighty and the Lord, we war against the prim- feigned ; for he that loveth another fulfilleth the
cipahties of darkness, and against death. "Whilst taw."7 If, then, this God, to whom we bear
thou art yet speaking," He says, "Lo, here am witness, be as He is, the God of hope, we ac-
I." See the invincible Helper who shields us. knowledge our hope, speeding on to hope,
"Think it not strange, therefore, concerning the "saturated with goodness, filled with all knowl-
burning sent for your trial, as though some strange edge." s
thing happened to you ; But, as you are par- The Indian sages say to Alexander of Mace-
takers in the sufferings of Christ, rejoice ; that at don : "You transport men's bodies from place
the revelation of His glory ye may rejoice exult- to place. But you shall not force our souls to
ant. If ye be reproached in the name of Christ, do what we do not wish. Fire is to men the
happy are ye ; for the Spirit of glory and of God greatest torture, this we despise." Hence Hera-
resteth on you. ''2 As it is written, "Because clitus preferred one thing, glory, to all else,
for Thy sake we are killed all the day long ; we and professes "that he allows the crowd to stuff
are accounted as sheep for the slaughter. Nay, themselves to satiety like cattle."
in all these things we are more than conquerors, ,,For on accountof the body are many toils,
through Him that loved us." 3 For it we have invented a roofed house,

And discovered how to dig up silver, and sow the land,
"What you wish to ascertain from my mind, And all the rest which we know by names."

You shall not ascertain, not were you to apply
Horrid saws from the crown of my head to the soles of To the multitude, then, this vain labour is desir-

my feet, able. But to us the apostle says, "Now we know
Not were youto load me withchains," this, that our old man is crucified with Him.

says a woman acting manfully in the tragedy, that the body of sin might be destroyed, that
And Antigone, contemning the proclamation of henceforth we should not serve sin." 9 Does
Creon, says boldly:-- not the apostle then plainly add the follov_ng,

"It wasnot Zeuswho uttered this proclamation." tO show the contempt for faith in the case of
But it is God that makes proclamation to us, the multitude ? "For I think that God hath set
and He must be believed. "For with the heart forth us the apostles last, as appointed to death :
man believeth unto righteousness ; and with the we are made a spectacle to the world, and to
mouth confession is made unto salvation. Where- angels, and to men. Up to this present hour we
fore the Scripture saith, "Whosoever believeth on both hunger, and thirst, and are naked, and are
Him shall not be put to shame." 4 Accordingly beaten, and are feeble, and labour, working with
Simonides justly writes, "It is said that virtue our hands. Being reviled, we bless ; being per-
dwells among all but inaccessible rocks, but that secured, we endure ; being defamed, we entreat ;
she speedily traverses a pure place. Nor is she we are become as it were the offscourings of the
visible to the eyes of all mortals. He who is not world." '° Such also are the words of Plato in
penetrated by heart-vexing sweat will not scale the Republic: .... The just man, though stretchedon the rack, though his eyes are dug out, will be
the summit of manliness." And Pindar says : -- happy." The Gnostic will never then have the
"But the anxious thoughts of youths, revolving with chief end placed in life, but in being always

toils,
Will find glory : and in time their deeds happy and blessed, and a kingly friend of God.
Will in resplendent ether splendid shine." Although visited with ignominy and exile, and

2Eschylus, too, having grasped this thought, confiscation, and above all, death, he will neverbe wrenched from his freedom, and signal lovesays :w
"To himwho toilsis due, tO God. "The charity which bears all things,

endures all things," x2is assured that Divine Prov-
As productof his to_, glory from the gods." idence orders all things well. "I exhort you,"

"For great Fates attain great destinies," accord- therefore it is said, "Be followers of me." The
ing to Heraclitus : -- first step to salvation ,3 is the instruction accom-
"And what slave is there, who is careless of death ?" panied with fear, in consequence of which we
"For God hath not given us the spirit of bond- abstain from what is wrong ; and the second is
age again to fear; but of power, and love, and
of a sound mind. Be not therefore ashamed s 2T_. i.7.S. Rom.,ia 'S.
of the testimony of our Lord, or of me his pris- *,_ _" 9.Rom. xiii. 8.

s Instead of g&fto'rot, nmd from Rom. xv. t3, z4, geo.r_
9 Rom. vi. ft.

I In alhisioi_ to _ vi. 19. to x Co¢. iv. 9, it, tit, x3.
t x Pet. iv. ta, t3, 14. It lii. S. Compare Ctcero's Rep., iii. z7.]
s Rom. viii. 36, 37. xs z C.dn :fill 7. .
4 Rom x. to, xt z3 For tr6/_tTo* read o_rqttaa*.
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hope, by reason of which we desire the best cHnP. vm.--WOMEN AS WELL AS MF-._,SI_VI_
things ; but love, as is fitting, perfects, by train- As WELL AS FREEMEN,CANDIDATESFOR TIlE
lag now according to knowledge. For the MARTYR'SCROWN.
Greeks, I know not how, attributing events to

Since, then, not only the 2_sopians, and Mace-
unreasoning necessity, own that they yield to donians, and the Lacedmmonians endured when
them unwillingly. Accordingly Euripides says :-- subjected to torture, as Eratosthenes says in his
*'What I declare, receive from me, madam : work, On Thtngs Good and Evil; but also Zeno

No mortal exists who has not toll ; of Elea, when subjected to compulsion to divulgeHe buries children, and begets others,
And he himself dies. And thus mortals are afflicted." a secret, held out against the tortures, and con-

fessed nothing ; who, when expiring, bit out his
Then he adds:-- tongue and spat it at the tyrant, whom some
- We must bear those things which are inevitable aco term Nearchus, and some Demulus. Theodotus

cordingto nature, and go through them :
Not one of the things which are necessary is formida- the Pythagorean acted also similarly, and Paulus

ble for mortals." the friend of Lacydes, as Timotheus of Perga-

And for those who are aiming at perfection there mus says in his work on The ForKtude of_ilas.
is proposed the rational gnosis, the foundation ophers, and Achaicus in The Eghics. Posthumus
of which is "the sacred Triad." "Faith, hope, also, the Roman, when captured by Peucetion,
love ; but the greatest of these is love."' Truly, did not divulge a single secret ; but putting his
"' all things are lawful, but all things are not ex- hand on the fire, held it to it as if to a piece of
pedient," says the apostle : "all things are lawful brass, without.moving a muscle of his face. I
for me, but all things edify not." 2 And, "Let omit the case of Anaxarchus, who exclaimed,
no one seek his own advantage, but also that of "Pound away at the sack which holds Anax-
his neighbour," s so as to be able at once to do archus, for it is not Anaxarchus you are pound-
and to teach, building and building up. For ing," when by the tyrant's orders he was being
that "the earth is the Lord's, and the fulness pounded with iron pestles. Neither, then, the
thereof," is admitted ; but the conscience of the hope of happiness nor the love of God takes
weak is supported. "Conscience, I say, not his what befalls ill, but remains free, although thrown
own, but that of the other ; for why is my lib- among the wildest beasts or into the all-devour-
erty judged of by another conscience ? For if I ing fire ; though racked with a tyrant's tortures.
by grace am partaker, why am I evil spoken of Depending as it does on the divine favour, it as-
for that for which I give thanks ? Whether there- cends aloft unenslaved, surrendering the body
fore ye eat, or drink, or whatsoever ye do, do all to those who can touch it alone. A barbarous
to the glory of God." 4 "For though we walk nation, not cumbered with philosophy, select, it
in the flesh, we do not war after the flesh ; for is said, annually an ambassador to the hero Za-
the weapons of our warfare are not carnal, but molxis. Zamolxis was one of the disciples of
mighty through God to the demolition of fortifi- Pythagoras. The one, then, who is judged of
cations, demolishing thoughts, and every high the most sterling worth is put to death, to thedistress of those who have practised philosophy,
thing which exalteth itself against the knowledge
of Christ." s Equipped with these weapons, the but have not been selected, at being reckoned
Gnostic says : O Lord, give opportunity, and unworthy of a happy service.
receive demonstration ; let this dread event pass ; So the Church is full of those, as well chaste
I contemn dangers for the love I bear to Thee. women as men, who all their life have contem-

plated the death which rouses up to Christy
"Because alone of human things For the individual whose fife is framed as ours is,

Vtrtue receives not a recompense from without,
But has itself as the reward of its toils." may philosophize without Learning, whether bar-

barian, whether Greek, whether slave- whether
"' Put on therefore, as the elect of God, holy and an old man, or a boy, or a woman, s For self-
beloved, bowels of mercies, kindness, humble- control is common _oall human beings who have
hess, meekness, long-suffering. And above all made choice of it. And we admit that the same
these, love, which is the bond of perfection, nature exists in every race, and the same virtue.
And let the peace of God reign in your hearts, As far as respects human nature, the woman
to which also ye are called in one body ; and be does not possess one nature, and the man ex-
thankful," 6 ye who, while still in the body, like hibit another, but the same : so also with virtue.
the just men of old, enjoy impassibility and tran- If, consequently, a self-restraint and righteotm-
quillity of soul. ness, and whatever qualifies are regarded as

xz Cor.xik x3- [NotwithoutallusiontothegrandTriad,how-
l Cot.x. _3. (e.tX_'_a_r*.,)timongmmme_y _ mem _.t.,tw,amam

__Co_.:.L3,4, s. lHotetr_Latao_cd*n_.taO"ot t:h_, ,_at _
uLt2,z4,xS. andnotdownward.]
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following them, is the virtue of the male, it be- Amazons to manliness in war ; since we wish the
longs to the male alone to be virtuous, and to men even to be peaceable. I hear that the Sat-
the woman to be licentious and unjust. But it marian women practise war no less than the
is offensive even to say this. Accordingly woman men ; and the women of the Sacra besides, who
is to practise self-restraint and righteousness, shoot backwards, feigning flight as well as the
and every other virtue, as well as man, both bond men. I am aware, too, that the women near
and free ; since it is a fit consequence that the Iberia practise manly work and toil, not refrain-
same nature possesses one and the same virtue.* ing from their tasks even though near their de-
We do not say that woman's nature is the same livery ; but even in the very struggle of her
as man's, as she is woman. For undoubtedly it pains, the woman, on being delivered, taking up
stands to reason that some difference should the infant, carries it home. Further, the females
exist between each of them, in virtue of which no less than the males manage the house, and
one is male and the other female. Pregnancy hunt, and keep the flocks :-

and parturition, accordingly, we say belong to "Cressa the hound ran keenly in the stag's track."
woman, as she is woman, and not as she is a
human being. But if there were no difference be- Women are therefore to philosophize equally
tween man and woman, both would do and suffer with men, though the males are preferable at
the same things. As then there is sameness, as everything, unless they have become effeminate._
far as respects the soul, she will attain to the To the whole human race, then, discipline and
same virtue ; but as there is difference as re- virtue are a necessity, if they would pursue after
spects the peculiar construction of the body, she happiness. And how recklessly Euripides writes
is destined for child-bearing and housekeeping, sometimes this and sometimes that! On one
"For I would have you know," says the apostle, occasion, "For every wife is inferior to her
"that the head of every man is Christ ; and the husband, though the most excellent one marry
head of the woman is the man : for the man is her that is of fair fame." And on another : --
not of the woman, but the woman of the man. "For the chaste is her husband's slave,
For neither is the woman without the man, nor While she that ts unchaste in her folly despises her

consort.

the man without the woman, in the Lord." * .... For nothing is better and more excellent,
For as we say that the man ought to be conri- Than when as husband and wife ye keep house,
nent, and superior to pleasures ; so also we reckon Harmonious in your sentiments."

that the woman should be continent and prac- The ruling power is therefore the head. And ff
tised in fighting against pleasures. "But I say, ,, the Lord is head of the man, and the man is
Walk in the Spirit, and ye shall not fulfil the lusts head of the woman," the man, "being the im-
of the flesh," counsels the apostolic command ; age and glory of God, is lord of the woman." s
"for the flesh lusteth against the spirit, and the Wherefore also in the Epistle to the Ephesians
spirit against the flesh. These, then, are con- it is written, "Subjecting yourselves one to
tmry" (not as good to evil, but as fighting advan- another m the fear of God. Wives, submit
tageously), he adds therefore, "so that ye cannot yourselves tO your own husbands, as to the
do the things that ye would. Now the works of Lord. For the husband is head of the wife, as
the flesh are manifest, which are, fornication, also Christ is the head of the Church; and He
uncleanness, profligacy, idolatry, witchcrafts, en- is the Saviour of the body. Husbands, love
mities, strifes, jealousies, wrath, contentions, your wives, as also Christ loved the Church. So
dissensions, heresies, envyings, drunkenness, rev- also ought men to love their wives as their own
ellings, and such like ; of which I tell you be- bodies : he that loveth his wife loveth himself.
fore, as I have also said before, that they which For no man ever yet hated his own flesh." 6
do such things shall not inherit the kingdom of And in that to the Colossians it is said, "Wives,
God. But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, submit yourselves to your own husbands, as
peace, long-suffering, gentleness, temperance, is fit in the Lord.7 Husbands, love your wives,
goodness, faith, meekness." 3 He calls sinners, and be not bitter against them. Children, obey
as I think, "flesh," and the righteous "spirit." your parents in all things ; for this is well pleas-
Further, manliness is to be assumed in order to ing to the Lord. Fathers, provoke not your
produce confidence and forbearance, so as "to children to anger, lest they be discouraged.
him that strikes on the one cheek, to give to him Servants, be obedient in all things to those who
the other ; and to him that takes away the cloak,

to yield to him the coat also," strongly restrain- , [.T_, Edm. trans. _ "best at everything," but I have _o[-
ing anger. For we do not train our women like re_-t_aitmdo_*r,_co_w,tht_veaeg,_mthaG_ JS z Cor. XL 3, 7.

6 Eph. v. 2x-'ag. . "_is ]art_' [1-tis a ssd token d out umes t_t some',_men reaeDt ,.-

x [This vindicadon of _he _l_lity of the sexes is a comment on of the Christian family. In every socaety there must be p.,Fa_c_

tG0_,xi,_,8, xz. intlaeCatholictbeology, myetsubordum_. _lswa, Zaele_S.*"_ *
a [CmL v. z6_ zT, zg..-'a3. S.] N_. Works, voL v. p. 685.]
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are your masters according to the flesh; not bands' will, reached the highest degree of ex-
with eye-service, as men-pleasers ; but with cellence. Wherefore those who are determined
singleness of heart, fearing the Lord. And to live piously ought none the less to exhibit
whatsoever ye do, do it heartily, as serving the alacrity, when some seem to exercise compulsion
Lord and not men ; knowing that of the Lord on them ; but much more, I think, does it be.
ye shall receive the reward of the inheritance : come them to show eagerness, and to strive with
for ye serve the Lord Christ. For the wrong- uncommon vigour, lest, being overcome, they
doer shall receive the wrong, which he hath abandon the best and most indispensable eoun-
done ; and there is no respect of persons. Mas- sels. For it does not, I think, admit of com-
ters, render to your servants justice and equity ; parison, whether it be better to be a follower
knowing that ye also have a Master in heaven, of the Almighty than to choose the darkness of
where there is neither Greek nor Jew, circum- demons. For the things which are done by us
clsion and uncircumcision, barbarian, Scythian, on account of others we are to do always,
bond, free : but Christ is all, and in all." ' And ;endeavouring to have respect to those for whose
the earthly Church is the image of the heavenly, sake it is proper that they be done, r_garding
as we pray also "that the will of God may be the gratification rendered in their case, as what
done upon the earth as in heaven." = "Putting is to be our rule ; but the things which are done
on, therefore, bowels of mercy, gentleness, for our own sake rather than that of others, axe
humbleness, meekness, long-suffering; forbear- to be done with equal earnestness, whether
ing one another, and forgiving one another, if they are like to please certain people or not.
one have a quarrel against any man ; as also If some indifferent things have obtained such
Chnst hath forgiven us, so also let us. And honour as to appear worthy of adoption, though
above all these things put on charity, which is against the will of some ; much more is virtue
the bond of perfectness. And let the peace of to be regarded by us as worth contending for,
God rule in your hearts, to which ye are called looking the while to nothing but what can be
m one body ; and be thankful." 3 For there is rightly done, whether it seem good to others or
no obstacle to adducing frequently the same not. Well then, Epicurus, writing to Menoe-
Scripture in order to put Marcion 4 to the blush, ceus, says, "Let not him who is young delay
ff perchance he be persuaded and converted; philosophizing, and let not the old man grow
by learning that the faathful ought to be grateful weary of philosophizing ; tbr no one is either
to God the Creator, who hath called us, and not of age or past age for attending to the
who preached the Gospel m the body. From health of his soul. And he who says that the
these considerations the unity of the faith is time for philosophizing is not come or is past,
clear, and it is shown who is the perfect man ; is like the nmn who says that the time for happi-
so that though some are reluctant, and offer as ness is not come or has gone. So that young s
much resistance as they can, though menaced as well as old ought to philosophize: the one,
with punishments at the hand of husband or in order that, while growing old, he may grow
master, both the domestic and the wife will young m good things out of favour accruing
philosophize. Moreover, the free, though from what is past ; and the other, that he may
threatened with death at a tyrant's hands, and be at once young and old, from want of fear for
brought before the tribunals, and all his sub- the future."
stances imperilled, will by no means abandon
piety ; nor will the wife who dwells with a wicked CHAP. IX._CHRIST_S SAYINGS RF.,SPE,UIING M/LR-

husband, or the son if he has a bad father, or rVgOOM.
the domestic if he has a bad master, ever fall in
holding nobly to virtue. But as it is noble for a On martyrdom the Lord hath spoken expli-
man to die for virtue, and for liberty, and for citly, and what is written in different places we
himself, so also is it for a woman. For this is bring together. "But I say unto you, Whoso-
not peculiar to the nature of males, but to the ever shall confess in Me before men, the Son of
nature of the good. Accordingly, both the old man also shall confess before the angels of God ;
man, the young, and the servant will live faith- but whosoever shall deny Me before men, him
fully, and if need be die; which will be to be will I deny before the angels. ''6 "Whosoever
made alive by death. So we know that both shall be ashamed of Me or of My words in this
children, and women, and servants have often, adulterous and sinful generation, of him shall
against their fathers', and masters', and hus- the Son of man also be ashamed when He com-

eth in the glory of His Father with His angels.
= C,d. ili. xS-_s iv. x, iii. zL
= Matt. vi. xo" '
I Col. i_ x_-l_. [Again let us note this Catholic democracy of s [He who ltudies tl_.Sa _nfinl .book_._ the Bib_ u. d _-
.ChtlsUan _ (see p. 4x6, _a), for whteh tadeed we pha and the Sermon on me Motto%is a _ ol _ imct I_m

[Book m. cap. iii., s_/r=.] 6 Lul_ xii. S.
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Whosoever therefore shall confess in Me before any time, cuts away all passions which were en-
men, him will I also confess before my Father gendered by corporeal desire. For there is, so
in heaven." ' "And when they bring you before to speak, at the close of life a sudden repentance
synagogues, and rulers, and powers, think not in action, and a true confession toward Christ,
beforehand how ye shall make your defence, or in the testimony of the voice. But if the Spirit
what ye shall say. For the Holy Spirit shall of the Father testifies in us, how can we be any
teach you in the same hour what ye must say." * more hypocrites, who are said to bear testimony
In explanation of this passage, Heracleon, the with the voice alone ? But it will be given to
most distinguished of the school of Valentinians, some, if expedient, to make a defence, that by
says expressly, "that there is a confession by their witness and confession all may be benefited
faith and conduct, and one with the voice. The u those in the Church being confirmed, and
confession that is made with the voice, and before those of the heathen who have devoted them-
the authorities, is what the most reckon the only selves to the search after salvation wondering and
confession. Not soundly: and hypocrites also being led to the faith; and the rest seized w_th
can confess with this confession. But neither amazement. So that confession is by all means
will this utterance be found to be spoken univer- necessary.* For it is in our power. But to
sally; for all the saved have confessed with the make a defence for our faith is not universally
confession made by the voice, and departed.3 necessary. For that does not depend on us.
Of whom are Matthew, Philip, Thomas, Levi, "But he that endureth to the end shall be saved."
and many others. And confession by the lip is For who of those who are wise would not choose
not universal, but partial. But that which He to reign in God, and even to serve? So some
specifies now is universal, that which is by deeds! "confess that they know God," according to the
and actions corresponding to faith in Him. This apostle ; "but in works they deny Him, being
confession is followed by that which is partial, abominable and disobedient, and to every good
that before the authorities, if necessary, and rea- work reprobate." s And these, though they con-
son dictate. For he will confess rightly with his] fess nothing but this, will have done at the end
voice who has first confessed by his dlsposition.s ione good work. Their witness, then, appears to
And he has well used, with regard to those who be the cleansing away of sins with glory. For
confess, the expression ' in Me,' and applied to instance, the Shepherd 6 says : " You will escape
those who deny the expression ' Me.' For those, ]the energy of the wild beast, ff your heart become
though they confess Him with the voice, yet!pure and blameless." Also the Lord Himself
deny Him, not confessing Him in their conduct, says : "Satan hath desired to sift you ; but I have
But those alone confess ' in Him,' who live in the prayed." r Alone, therefore, the Lord, for, the
confession and conduct according to Him, in ptmfication of the men who plotted against Him
which He also confesses, who is contained in them and disbelieved Him, "drank the cup ; " m iml-
and held by them. Wherefore ' He never can tation of whom the apostles, that they might be
deny Himself.' And those deny Him who are in reality Gnostics, and perfect, suffered for the
not in Him. For He said not, ' Whosoever shall Churches which they founded. So, then, also
deny'in Me, but ' Me.' For no one who is in the Gnostics who tread m the footsteps of the
Him will ever deny Him. And the expression apostles ought to be sinless, and, out of love to
' before men' applies both to the saved and the the Lord, to love also their brother ; so that, if
heathen similarly by conduct before the one, and occasion call, enduring without stumbling, aflllc-
by voice before the other. Wherefore they never tions for the Church, "they may drink the cup."
can deny Him. But those deny Him who are Those who witness in their life by deed, and at
not in Him." So far Heracleon. And in other the tribunal by word, whether entertaining hope
things he seems to be of the same sentiments or surmising fear, are better than those who con-
with us in this section ; but he has not adverted fess salvation by their mouth alone. But if one
to this, that if some have not by conduct and ascend also to love, he is a really blessed and
in their life "confessed Christ before men," they true martyr, having confessed perfectly both to
are manifested to have believed with the heart, the commandments and to God, by the Lord;
by confessing Him with the mouth at the tribu- whom having loved, he acknowledged a brother,
nals, and not denying Him when tortured to giving himself up wholly for God, resigning pleas-
the death. And the disposition being confessed, antly and lovingly the man when asked, like a
and especially not being changed by death at deposit, s

• [Absolutely necessary (i.e., open profer,r.ion of Christ) to the
z Matt. x. 32. conversion of othexs, and the perpetuauon of the Chl'_tlan Churcla.l
• Luke mi. xz, x2. s Tit. i. z6
3 [Rom. x. zo. The ind_mnce of our tunes _ based on an 6 [See p. z8, this volume.]

abuse of the prlnclple that God sees tt_e keart, and needs no publtc 7 Luke xxii. 3z, 3_
e [As a reflection of the condition and fidelity of Chri_s, s

(_t_mmental_ profe_ion of fatth. Had this been Christ's teaclung, ,, sheep forthe slaughter." At such a period the tone and argument ol
th_rethefalth.lW°uldhave been no martyrs and no vtmb|e Ch_ch to hand down this touching chapter are suggesuve.]
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cHAP-X._ THOSE WHO OFFERED THEMSELVES Althoughwe do notwrong,yet the judgelooks
FOR MARTYRDOMREPROVED. on us as doing wrong, for he neither knows nor

When, again, He says, "When they persecute wishes to know about us, but is influenced by
you in this city, flee ye to the other," *He does unwarranted prejudice ; wherefore also he is
not advise flight, as if persecution were an evil judged3 Accordingly they persecute us, not

from the supposition that we are wrong-doers,thing; nor does He enjoin them by flight to
avoid death, as if in dread of it, but wishes us but imagining that by the very fact of our being
neither to be the authors nor abettors of any evil Christians we sin against life in so conducting
to any one, either to ourselves or the persecutor ourselves, and exhorting others to adopt the like
and murderer. For He, in a way, bids us take life.
care of ourselves. But he who disobeys is rash * But why axe you not helped when persecuted ?
and foolhardy. If he who kills a man of God say they. What wrong is done us, as far as we
sins against God, he also who presents himself are concerned, in being released by death to go
before the judgment-seat becomes guilty of his to the Lord, and so undergoing a change of life,
death. And such is also the case with him who as if a change from one time of life to another?
does not avoid persecution, but out of daring Did we think rightly, we should feel obliged to
presents himself for capture. Such a one, as far those who have afforded the means for speedy
as in him lies, becomes an accomphce in the departure, if it is for love that we bear witness ;
crime of the persecutor. And if he also uses and if not, we should appear to the multitude to
provocation, he is wholly guilty, challenging the be base men. Had they also known the truth,
wild beast. And similarly, if he afford any all would have bounded on to the way, and there
cause for conflict or punishment, or retribution would have been no choice. But our faith, be-
or enmity, he gives occasion for persecution, ing the light of the world, reproves unbelief.

"Should Anytus and Melitus kill me, they willWherefore, then, we are enjoined not to cling to
anything that belongs to this life ; but "to him not hurt me in the least ; for I do not think it
that takes our cloak to give our coat," not only right for the better to be hurt by the worse,"
that we may continue destitute of inordinate [says Socrates]. So that each one of us may
affection, but that we may not by retaliating with confidence say, "The Lord is my helper ;I will not fear: what shall man do to me?"4
make our persecutors savage against ourselves,
and stir them up to blaspheme the name. 2 "For the souls of the righteous are in the hand

of the Lord, and no plague shall touch them." s
CHAP. XI.--THE OBJECTION, WHY DO YOU SUFFER

CHAP. XIL--BASILIDES' IDEA OF MARTYRDOM RE-
IF GOD CARES FOR YOU, ANSWERED.

FUTED.

But, say they, if God cares for you, why are
you persecuted and put to death ? Has He Basilides, m the twenty-third book of the Ex-

egelz'cs, respecting those that are punished by
delivered you to this ? No, we do not suppose martyrdom, expresses himself in the followingthat the Lord wishes us to be involved in calam-

ities, but that He foretold prophetically what language : "For I say this, Whosoever fall underthe afflictions mentioned, in consequence of un-
would happen- that we should be persecuted
for His name's sake, slaughtered, and impaled, consciously transgressing in other matters, are
So that it was not that He wished us to be per- brought to this good end by the kindness of
secured, but He intimated beforehand what we Him who brings them, but accused on other
shall suffer by the prediction of what would take grounds ; so that they may not suffer as con-
place, training us to endurance, to which He demned for what are owned to be iniquities, nor
promised the inheritance, although we are pun- reproached as the adulterer or the murderer, but
]shed not alone, but along with many. But those, because they are Christians ; which will console
it is said, being malefactors, are righteously pun- them, so that they do not appear to suffer. And
ished. Accordingly, they unwillingly bear testi- if one who has not sinned at all incur suffering
mony to our righteousness, we being unjustly Ja rare case--yet even he will not suffer
punished for righteousness' sake. But the in- Aught through the machinations of power, but

stice of the judge does not affect the providence will suffer as the child which seems not to have
God. For the judge must be master of his sinned would suffer." Then further on he

own opinion-- not pulled by strings, like inani- adds : "As, then, the child which has not sinned
mate machines, set in motion only by external before, or committed actual sin in itselt_ but hasthat which committed sin, when subjected to
causes. Accordingly he is judged in respect to
his judgment, as we also, in accordance with our , [Sdf-condemed.A pathe__ _ the_ oftheRomanlawtothen#i_ofLl_O_l*._ all_ mine
choiceof thingsdesirable,and our endurance,j_.,a ck._',enos-,or_ ,__*.j

4 Ps. cxvi_. 6.---._.___._

t Matt. z =. s W_md. tii. L [Th_is _mm_.. ca,8o_a_l_k_tllm_mbY_
• 2 [An exce_-nt rendering which the Latin _tor _ Trent theology, _ _ the lame __ _mrt_ • pm,gatm? te
f,tee ed. M_ne, ad/at.), the _fdrence being to Jas. h. 7 ] which none but the tmtmm am cmamm_.j
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suffering, gets good, reaping the advantage of ner. And how impious, in deifying the devil,
many difficulties ; so also, although a perfect and in daring to call the Lord a sinful man'
man may not have sinned in act, while he en- For the devil tempting us, knowing what we are.
dures afflictions, he suffers similarly with the but not knowing ff we will hold out, but wishing
child. Having within him the sinful principle, to dislodge us from the faith, attempts also to
but not embracing the opportunity of commit- bring us into subjection to himself. Which _s
ring sin, he does not sin ; so that he is not to be all that is allowed to him, partly from the neces-
reckoned as not having finned. For as he who sity of saving us, who have taken occasion from
wishes to commit adultery is an adulterer, the commandment, from ourselves; partly for
although he does not succeed in committing the confusion of him who has tempted and
adultery ; and he that wishes to commit murder, failed ; for the confirmation of the members of
is a murderer, although he is unable to kill ; so the Church, and the conscience of those who
also, if I see the man without sin, whom I spe- admire the constancy [displayed]. But if mar-
cffy, suffering, though he have done nothing bad, tyrdom be retribuuon by way of punishment.
I should call him bad, on account of his wishing ithen also faith and doctrine, on account of
to sin. For I will affirm anything rather than which martyrdom comes, are co-operators m
call Providence evil." Then, in continuation, punishment--than which, what other absurdity
he says expressly concerning the Lord, as con- could be greater ? But with reference to these
cerning man : "If then, passing from all these dogmas, whether the soul is changed to another
observations, you were to proceed to put me to body, also of the devil, at the proper time men-
shame by saying, perchance impersonating cer- tion will be made. But at present, to what has
rain parties, This man has then sinned ; for this been already said, let us add the following.
man has suffered;--if you permit, I will say, Where any more is faith in the retribution of
He has not sinned ; but was like a child suffer- sins committed before martyrdom takes place
ing. If you were to insist more urgently, I And where is love to God, which is persecuted
would say, That the man you name is man, but and endures for the truth? And where is the
that God is righteous : ' For no one is pure,' as praise of him who has confessed, or the censure
one said, ' from pollution.'" ' But the hypoth- of him who has denied ? And for what use _s
esis of Basilides 2 says that the soul, having right conduct, the mortification of the lusts, and
sinned before in another life, endures punish- the hating of no creature ? But if, as Bas_lides
ment in this--the elect soul with honour by himself says, we suppose one part of the de-
martyrdom, the other purged by appropriate clared will of God to be the loving of all things
punishment. How can this be true, when the because all things bear a relation to the Whole,
confessing and suffering punishment or not de- and another "not to lust after anything," and
pends on ourselves? For in the case of the a third "not to hate anything," by the will of
man who shall deny, Providence, as held by God these also will be punishments, which it
Basilides, is done away with. I will ask him, were impious to think. For neither did the
then, in the case of a confessor who has been Lord suffer by the will of the Father, nor are
arrested, whether he will confess and be pun- those who are persecuted persecuted by the
ished in virtue of Providence or not ? For in will of God; since either of two things is the
the case of denying he will not be punished, case: either persecution in consequence of
But if, for the sake of escaping and evading the the will of God is a good thing, or those who
necessity of punishing such an one, he shall say decree and afflict are guiltless. But nothing is
that the destruction of those who shall deny is without the will of the Lord of the universe.
of Providence, he will be a martyr against his It remains to say that such things happen with-
will. And how any more is it the case, that out the prevention of God ; for this alone saves
there is laid up in heaven the very glorious rec- both the providence and the goodness of God.
ompense to him who has witnessed, for his wit- We must not therefore think that He activel,_
nessing? If Providence did not permit the produces afflictions (far be it that we should
sinner to get the length of sinning, it is unjust think this !) ; but we must be persuaded that
in both cases ; both in not rescuing the man He does not prevent those that cause them, hut
who is dragged to punishment for righteousness' overrules for good the crimes of His enemies'
sake, and in having rescued him who wished to "I will therefore," He says, "destroy the wall.
do wrong, he having done it as far as volition and it shall be for treading under foot." 3 Prov-
was concerned, but [Providence] having pre- idence being a disciplinary art ; 4 in the case of
vented the deed, and unjustly favoured the sin- others for each individual's sins, and in the case

of the Lord and His apostles for ours. To thb
t Job xiv. 4. . _-
:t [This _ of _ is ._ottl_.y. It ts _ doubt-

ful, wbeth_, ¢_en m l_et_, tbe Platonic idea of pre-e_ sboula 3 IsL v. $.
be ¢accamged by C_4stiths, as, ¢4[., ia that lublimest of modern 4 Tim text has _ vdx,v',ff _ _*_t, ftorwhich Sylb_-

Wot0sworth's ode tm lmmm't¢_ rout Cit*7dit_d.] #us suggests _,,_k, Is tmnshted above.
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point says the divine apostle : "For this is the of death. Respecting this God, he makes those
will of God, even your sanct.fication, that ye allusions when writing in these expressions:
abstain from fornication : that each one of you "As much as the image is inferior to the living
should know how to possess his vessel in sancti- face, so much is the world inferior to the living
fication and honour ; not in the lust of concu- 2Eon. What is, then, the cause of the image?
piscence, as the Gentiles who know not the The majesty of the face, which exhibits the fig-
Lord : that none of you should overreach or ure to the painter, to be honoured by his name ;
take advantage of his brother in any matter ; for the form is not found exactly to the life,
because the Lord is the avenger in respect of but the name supplies what is wanting in the
all such, as we also told you before, and testa- effigy. The invisibility of God co-operates also
fled. For God hath not called us unto un- in order to the faith of that which has been
cleanness, but to holiness. Wherefore he that fashioned." For the Creator, called God and
desplseth, despiseth not man, but God, who Father, he designated as "Painter," and "Wis-
hath also given His Holy Spirit to you." ' dom," whose image that which is formed is, to
Wherefore the Lord was not prohibited from the glory of the invisible One; since the things
this sanctification of ours. If, then, one of them which proceed from a pair are comple/nents,
were to say, in reply, that the martyr is pun- and those which proceed from one are images.
ished for sins committed before this embodying, But since what is seen is no part of Him, the
and that he will again reap the fruit of his con- soul comes from what is intermediate, which is
duct in this life, for that such are the arrange- different ; and this is the inspiration of the dif-
ments of the ['divine administration], we shall ferent spirit, and generally what is breathed into
ask him if the retribution takes place by Prov- the soul, which is the image of the spirit. And
idence. For if it be not of the divine admin- in general, what is said of the Creator, who was
lstration, the economy of expiations is gone, made according to the image, they say was fore-
and their hypothesis falls to the ground ; but if told by a sensible image in the book of Genesis
expiations are by Providence, punishments are respecting the origin of man ; and the likeness
by Providence too. But Providence, although they transfer to themselves, teaching that the
it begins, so to speak, to move with the Ruler, addition of the different spirit was made, un-
yet is implanted in substances along with their known to the Creator. When, then, we treat
origin by the God of the universe. Such being of the unity of the God who is proclaimed in
the case, they must confess either that punish- the law, the prophets, and the Gospel, we shall
ment is not just, and those who condemn and also discuss this ; for the topic is supreme?
persecute the martyrs do right, or that persecu- But we must advance to that which is urgent.
tlons even are wrought by the will of God. If for the purpose of doing away with death the
Labour and fear are not, then, as they say, inci- peculiar race has come, it is not Christ who has
dent to affairs as rust to iron, but come upon abolished death, unless He also is said to be of
the soul through its own will. And on these the same essence with them. And if He abol-
points there is much to say, which will be re- ished it to this end, that it might not touch the
served for future consideration, taking them up peculiar race, it is not these, the rivals of the
m due course. Creator, who breathe into the image of their

intermediate spirit the life from above--in
CHAP.xm.- VALENTINIAN'SVAC.ARIESABOUTTHE accordance with the principle of their dogma m

ABOLITIONOF DEATHREFUTED. that abolish death. But should they say that

Valentinian, in a homily, writes in these ithis takes place by His mother,3 or should they
words: "Ye are originally immortal, and chil-!say that they, along with Christ, war against
dren of eternal life, and ye would have death death, let them own their secret dogma that
distributed to you, that ye may spend and lavish they have the 'hardihood to assail the divine
it, and that death may die in you and by you ; power of the Creator, by setting to rights His
for when we dissolve the world, and are not creation, as if they were superior, endeavouring
yourselves dissolved, ye have dominion over to save the vital image which He was not able to
creation and all corruption." For he also, simi- rescue from corruption. Then the Lord would
laxly with Basilides, supposes a class saved by be superior to God the Creator; for the son
nature, and that this different race has come would never contend with the father, especially
hither to us from above for the abolition of among the gods. But the point that the Crea-
death, and that the origin of death is the work of tot of all things, the omnipotent Lord, is the
the Creator of the world. Wherefore also he so Father of the Son, we have deferred till the dis-

expounds that Scripture, "No man shall see the cussion of these points, in which we have under-
face of God, and live," as if He were the cause

Ka ,p. 22.]

t z Theu. iv. 3-8. :true d_t_tor),itt Itettmtts, _nal.t. P. _, titre tart,_!
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taken to dispute against the heresies, showing continue among them for ever ; being, in respect
that He alone is the God proclaimed by Him. of possession, not ours, and passing from one to

But the apostle, writing to us with reference another in succession ; but belonging to us, for
to the endurance of afflictions, says, "And this whom they were made in respect of use, so long
is of God, that it is given to you on behalf of as it is necessary to continue with them. In
Christ, not only to believe on Him, but also to accordance, therefore, with natural appeute,
suffer for His sake ; having the same conflict things chsallowed are to be usecr rightly, avoiding
which ye saw in me, and now hear to be in me. all excess and inordinate affection.
If there is therefore any consolation in Christ, if
any comfort of love, if any communion of spirit, CHAP. XlV._ THE LOVE OF ALL, EVEN OF OUR
if any bowels and mercies, fulfil ye my joy, that r._xEs.
ye may be of the same mind, having the same How great also is benignity! "Love your
love, unanimous, thinking one thing. And if he enemies," it is said, "bless them who curse you,
is offered on the sacrifice and service of faith, and pray for them who despitefully use you," 6
joying and rejoicing "' with the Philippians, to and the like; to which it is added, "that ye
whom the apostle speaks, calling them "fellow- may be the children of your Father who is in
partakers of joy, ''2 how does he say that they heaven," in allusion to resemblance to God.
are of one soul, and having a soul ? Likewise, Again, it is said, "Agree with thine adversary
also, writing respectmg Timothy and himself, he quickly, whilst thou art in the way with him." z
says, "For I have no one like-souled, who will The adversary is not the body, as some would
nobly care for your state. For all seek their have it, but the devil, and those asmmilated to
own, not the things which are Jesus Christ's." 3 him, who walks along with us in the person of

Let not the above-mentioned people, then, men, who emulate his deeds m this earthly life.
call us, by way of reproach, "natural men" It is inevitable, then, that those who confess
(d/vxL_o0, nor the Phrygians 4 either; for these themselves to belong to Christ, but find them-
now call those who do not apply themselves to selves in the midst of the devil's works, suffer
the new prophecy "natural men" (q/vxt_ÙO, i the most hostile treatment. For it is written,
with whom we shall discuss in our remarks on "Lest he deliver thee to the judge, and the
"Prophecy." s The perfect man ought therefore judge deliver thee to the officers of Satan's king-
to practise love, and thence to haste to the dom." "For I am persuaded that neither
divine friendship, fulfilling the commandments death," through the assault of persecutors, "nor
from love. And loving one's enemies does not life" in this world, "nor angels," the apostate
mean loving wickedness, or impiety, or adultery, ones, "nor powers" (and Satan's power is the
or theft ; but the thief, the impious, the adul- life which he chose, for such are the powers and
terer, not as far as he sins, and in respect of the ]principalities of darkness belonging to him),
actions by which he stains the name of man, but "nor things present," amid which we exist dur-
as he is a man, and the work of God. Assuredly ing the time of life, as the hope entertained by
sin is an activity, not an existence : and there- the soldier, and the merchant's gain, "nor height,
fore it is not a work of God. Now stoners are nor depth, nor any other creature," in conse-
called enemies of God-- enemies, that is, of the quence of the energy proper to a man,-- op-
commands which they do not obey, as those who poses the faith of him who acts according to free
obey become friends, the one named so from choice. "Creature " is synonymous with ac-
their fellowship, the others from their estrange- tivity, being our work, and such activity "shall
merit, which is the result of free choice ; for there not be able to separate us from the love of God,
is neither enmity nor sin without the enemy and which is in Christ Jesus our Lord." s You have
the sinner. And the command "to covet noth- got a compendious account of the gnostac martyr.
ing," not as if the things to be desired did not
belong to us, does not teach us not to entertain CHAP. XV.- ON AVOIDINGOFFENCE.
desire, as those suppose who teach that the Crea- "We know that we all have knowledge "--
tor is different from the first God, not as if crea- common knowledge in common things, and the
tion was loathsome and bad (for such opinions knowledge that there is one God. For he was
are impious). But we say that the things of the writing to believers ; whence he adds, "But
world are not our own, not as if they were mon- knowledge (gnosis) is not in all," being commu-
strous, not as if they did not belong to God, the nicated to few. And there are those who say that
Lord of the universe, but because we do not the knowledge about things sacrificed to idols is

not promulgated among all, "lest our liberty
, Phil.Lgg,so, ii. x,2, ,r- prove a stumbling-block to the weak. For by
* Phil. i. 7.
a Phi. ii. _o, 2x.

[Ie..aye, P. 4o5.l . . 6 Matt. v. 44, 45-[The _11able note o_ l_tll, on s, It_lglti_eAltof Melito, should 7 Matt. v. uS.
be om_al_ _licui_e, vol. i. p. :t4o.J 8 Rom. wt[. 38, 39.
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thy knowledge he that Is weak is destroy.ed, ness, .and with the mouth confesston is made unto

ridiculous interpretation. For the apostle says, Jesus is Lord, and beheve in thy heart that God
"All other things buy out of the shambles, ask- hath raised Him from the dead, thou shalt be
ing no questions," with the exception of the saved." 7 There is clearly described the perfect
things mentioned in the Catholic epistle of all righteousness, fulfilled beth in practice and con-
the apostles,S "with the consent of the Holy templation. Wherefore we are "to bless those
Ghost," which is written in the Acts of the Aims- who persecute us. Bless, and curse not." s - For
tles, and conveyed to the faithful by the hands our rejoicing is this, the testimony of a good con-
of Paul himself. For they intimated "that they science, that in holiness and sincerity we know
must of necessity abstain from things offered to God" by this inconsiderable instance exhibiting
idols, and from blood, and from things strangled, ] the work of love, that "not in fleshly wisdQm, hut
and from fornication, from which keeping them- !by the grace of God, we have had our conversa-
selves, they should do well." It is a different tion in the world." 9 So far the apostle respect-
matter, then, which is expressed by the apostle : ing knowledge ; and in the second Epistle to the
"Have we not power to eat and to drink ? Have Corinthians he calls the common "teaching of
we not power to lead about a sister, a wife, as faith" the savour of knowledge. "For unto this
the rest of the apostles, as the brethren of the day the same veil remains on many in the read-
Lord and Cephas? But we have not used this ing of the Old Testament," t° not being uncovered
power," he says, "but bear all things, lest we by turning to the Lord. Wherefore also to those
_hould occasion hindrance to the Gospel of capable of percei_ng he showed resurrection,
Christ ; " namely, by bearing about burdens, that of the life still in the flesh, creeping on its
when it was necessary to be untrammelled for all belly. Whence also he applied the name "brood
things ; or to become an example to those who of vipers" to the voluptuous, who serve the belly
wish to exercise temperance, not encouraging and the pudenda, and cut off one another's
each other to eat greedily of what is set before us, heads for the sake of worldly pleasures. ,, Little
and not to consort inconsiderately with woman, children, let us not love in word, or in tongue,"
And especially is it incumbent on those entrusted says John, teaching them to be perfect, "but in
_th such a dispensation to exhibit to disciples deed and in truth; hereby shall we know that
a pure example. " For though I be free from we are of the truth." tt And if "God be love,"
all men, I have made myself servant to all," piety also is love : "there is no fear in love ; but
it is said, "that I might gain all. And every perfect love casteth out fear." ,, "This is the
one that striveth for mastery is temperate in all love of God, that we keep His commandments." zs
things." 4 "But the earth is the Lord's, and the And again, to him who desires to become a Gnos-
fuiness thereof." s For conscience' sake, then, tic, it is written, "But be thou an example of
we are to abstain from what we ought to abstain, the believers, in word, in conversation, in love,
"Conscmnce, I say, not his own," for it is en- in faith, in purity." t4 For perfection in faith
dued with knowledge, "but that of the other," differs, I think, from ordinary faith. And the
lest he be trained badly, and by imitating in divine apostle furnishes the rule for the Gnostic
ignorance what he knows not, he become a in these words, writing as follows : "For I have
desptser instead of a strong-minded man. " For learned, in whatsoever state I am, to be content.
why is my liberty judged of by another con- I know both how to be abased, and I know how
science ? For if I by grace am a partaker, why to abound. Everywhere and in all things I am
am I evil spoken of for that for which I give instructed both to be full and to be hungry, both
thanks ? Whatever ye do, do all to the glory of to abound and to lack. I can do all things
God "6 _ what you are commanded to do by through Him who strengtheneth me." ,s And also
the rule of faith, when discussing with others in order to put them,

Ito shame, he does not shrink from saying, "But
CHAP.XVI.- PASSAGESOF SCRIPTURER_PEcrn_o call to mind the former days, in which, a_er ye

Tm_ CO_-'T_CV, PATmI_CE,ASD LOVEOF THZ were illuminated, ye endured a great fight of
_TYI_S.

"With the heart man believeth unto righteous- _Rom.x _o,_,, S,9.
s R_ma. x_. t4.
9 2 Cor. i. t2.
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afflictions ; partly, whilst ye were made a gazing- them," that is, suffered them to be tried, t¢
stock, both by reproaches and afflictions ; and put them to the proof, and to put to shame the
partly, whilst ye became companions of them author of their trial, "and found them worth_
that were so used• For ye had compassion of of Himself," plainly to be called sons. "As gold
me in my bonds, and took with joy the spoiling in the furnace He proved them, and as a whole
of your goods, knowing that you have a better burned-offering of sacrifice He accepted them
and enduring substance. Cast not away there- And in the time of their visitation they will
fore your confidence, which hath great recom- shine forth, even as sparks run along the stubble.
peuse of reward. For ye have need of patience, They shall judge the nations, and rule over the
that, after doing the will of God, ye may obtain peoples, and the Lord shall reign over them for-
the pronfise. For yet a little while, and He that ever." 6
cometh will come, and will not tarry. Now the
just shall live by faith : and if any man draw back, CHAP. XVIL-- P_SSAO_ FROMCLEMENT'SEPISTLE
my soul shall have no pleasure in him. But we TO THE CORINTHIANSON MARTYRDOM.
are not of them that draw back unto perdition, Moreover, m the Epistle to the Corinthians.
but of them that believe to the saving of the the Apostle 7 Clement also, drawing a picture of
soul." ' He then brings forward a swarm of di- the Gnostic, says :s ,, For who that has sojourned
vine examples. For was it not "by faith," he among you has not proved your perfect and firn:
says, this endurance, that they acted nobly who faith? and has not admired your sound and
"had trial of mock.eries and scourgings, and, gentle piety ? and has not celebrated the mumfi-
moreover, of bonds and imprisonments ? They cent style of your hospitality? and has not fe-
were stoned, they were tempted, were slain with licitated your complete and sure knowledge
the sword. They wandered about in sheep-skins For ye did all things impartially, and walked in
and goat-skins, being destitute, afflicted, torment- the ordinances of God ;" and so forth.
ed, of whom the world was not worthy. They Then more clearly : "Let us fix our eyes on
wandered in deserts, in mountains, in dens, and those who have yielded perfect service to His
caves of the earth. And all having received a magnificent glory. Let us take Enoch, who.
good report, through faith, received not the being by his obedience found righteous, was
promise of God" (what is expressed by a para- i translated ; and Noah, who, having believed.
siopesis is left to be understood, viz., "alone "). was saved ; and Abraham, who for his faith and
He adds accordingly, "God having provided hospitality was called the friend of God, and was
some better thing for us (for He was good), that the father of Isaac." "For hospitality and pieD'.
they should not without us be made perfect. Lot was saved from Sodom." "For faith and
Wherefore also, having encompassing us such a hospitality, Rahab the harlot was saved." "From
cloud," holy and transparent, "of witnesses, lay- patience and faith they walked about in goat-
ing aside every weight, and the sin which doth so skins, and sheep-skins, and folds of camels' hair.
easily beset us, let us run with patience the race proclaiming the kingdom of Christ. We name
set before us, looking unto Jesus, the author and His prophets Elias, and Eliseus, and Ezekiel.
finisher of our faith." 2 Since, then, he specifies and John."
one salvation in Christ of the righteous,3 and of us "For Abraham, who for his free faith wa_
he has expressed the former unambiguously, and called ' the friend of God,' was not elated b)
saying nothing less respecting Moses, adds, "Es- glory, but modestly said, 'I am dust and ashes.'"
teeming the reproach of Christ greater riches than And of Job it is thus written : ' Job was just and
the treasures of Egypt : for he had respect to the blameless, true and pious, abstaining from all
recompense of the reward. By faith he forsook evil.'" _° He it was who overcame the tempter
Egypt, not fearing the wrath of the king : for he by patience, and at once testified and was testy
.endured as seeing Him who is invisible." 4 The fled to by God ; who keeps hold of humility,
divine Wisdom says of the martyrs, "They seemed and says, "No one is pure from defilement, not
in the eyes of the 'foolish to die, and their depart- even if his life were but for one day."" ,'Moses.
ure was reckoned a calamity, and their migration the servant who was faithful in all his house.
from us an affliction. But they are in peace, said to Him who uttered the oracles from the
For though in the sight of men they were pun- bush, 'Who am I, that Thou sendest me ? I am

• *J 5 " 'ished, their hope was full of immortality. He slow of speech, and of a stammenng tongue, to
then adds, teaching martyrdom to be a glorious minister the voice of God in human speech
purification, And being chastened a little, they And again. I am smoke from a pot For

shall be benefited much ; because God proved * wisd.... s, 6,7, s.
[The use of flats title h nouceable here, on many accountS, as

Heb. x. 3_-39 . hlstonc.]
• Heb, xi.-36-:_, xil. I, a. 8 LSeevol: L p. S-XX, etaeq¢. S.]
3 Who livea before Christ. [Moses was a Christian ] 9 L;en xvm. 27.

_Heb. xi. 26,_ 7. lMoc_ssu_ted"thereproachofC_trist."] ZOJobi. x
Wisd. iii. _, 3, 4. z* Job x.iv. 4, 5, Sept.
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God resisteth the proud, but glveth grace to the and pursue it.' _ For in these words He alludes
humble. ''x to knowledge (gnosis), with abstinence from

,, David too, of whom the Lord, testifying, evil and the doing of what is good, teaching
_ays, ' I found a man after my own heart, David that it is to be perfected by word and deed.
the son of Jesse. With my holy oil I anointed ' The eyes of the Lord are on the righteous, and
him. '2 But he also says to God, 'Pity me, O His ears are to their prayer. But the face of
God, according to Thy mercy ; and according God is against those that do evil, to root out
to the multitude of Thy tender mercies, blot out their memory from the earth. The righteous
my transgression. Wash me thoroughly from cried, and the Lord heard, and delivered him
mine iniquity, and cleanse me from my sin. For out of all his dlstresses.' 9 ' Many are the stripes
I know my transgression, and my sin is ever be- of sinners ; but those who hope in the Lord,
fore me.' "3 Then, alluding to sin which is not mercy shall compass about. .... o "A multitude
subject to the law, in the exercise of the mod- of mercy," he nobly says, "surrounds him that
eratlon of true knowledge, he adds, "Against trusts in the Lord."
Thee only have I sinned, and done evil in Thy For it is written in the Epistle to the (_orin-

: sight." 4 For the Scripture somewhere says, thians, "Through Jesus Christ our foolish and
"The Spirit of the Lord is a lamp, searching the darkened mind spnngs up to the light. By Him
recesses of the belly." s And the more of a the Sovereign Lord wished us to taste the knowl-
Gnostic a man becomes by doing right, the edge that is immortal." And, showing more ex-
nearer is the illuminating Spirit to him. "Thus pressly the peculiar nature of knowledge, he
the Lord draws near to the righteous, and added: "These things, then, being clear to us,
none of the thoughts and reasonings of which lookmg into the depths of divine knowledge, we
we are the authors escape Him -- I mean the ought to do all things in order which the Sorer-
Lord Jesus," the scrutinizer by His omnipotent eign Lord commanded us to perform at the ap-
will of our heart, "whose blood was consecrated 6 pointed seasons. Let the wise man, then, show
for us. Let us therefore respect those who are his wisdom not in words only, but in good deeds.
over us, and reverence the elders ; let us honour Let the humble not testify to himself, but allow
the young, and let us teach the discipline of testimony to be borne to him by another. Let
God." For blessed is he who shall do and !not him who is pure in the flesh boast, knowing
teach the Lord's commands worthily ; and he is that it is another who furnishes him with con-
of a magnanimous mind, and of a mind contem- tinence. Ye see, brethren, that the more we are
plative of truth. "Let us direct our wives to subjected to peril, the more knowledge are we
what is good ; let them exhibit," says he, "the counted worthy of."
lovable disposition of chastity ; let them show
the guileless will of their meekness ; let them CHAP.xvm.-- o_ COVE,A_D THE _RF.SSU_O 0_"
manifest the gentleness of their tongue by si- OUR DESmES.
lence ; let them give their love not according to "The decorous tendency of our philanthropy,
their inclinations, but equal love in sanctity to all therefore," according to Clement, "seeks the
that fear God. Let our children share in the common good;" whether by suffering martyr.
ct_sc_pline that is m Christ ; let them learn what dom, or by teaching by deed and word, _ the
humility avails before God ; what is the power latter being twofold, unwritten and written. This
of holy love before God, how lovely and great is is love, to love God and our neighbour. "This
the fear of the Lord, saving all that walk in it conducts to the height which is unutterable.-
holily, with a pure heart : for He is the Searcher ' Love covers a multitude of sins2 _ Love beareth
of the thoughts and sentiments, whose breath is all things, suffereth all things.' '_ Love joins us
m us, and when He wills He will take it away." to God, does all things in concord. In love, all

"Now all those things are confirmed by the the chosen of God were perfected. Apart from
faith that is in Christ. ' Come, ye children,' love, nothing is well pleasing to God." "Of its
says the Lord, ' hearken to me, and I will teach perfection there is no unfolding," it is said.
you the fear of the Lord. Who is the man that "Who is fit to be found in it, except those whom
destreth life, that loveth to see good days?' 7God counts worthy?" To the point the Aposde
Then He subjoins the gnostic mystery of the iPaul speaks, "If I give my body, and have not
numbers seven and eight. ' Stop thy tongue !love, I'am sounding-brass, and a tinkling eym-
from evil, and thy lips from speaking guile, bal." '_ If it is not from a disposition determined
Depart from evil, and do good. Seek peace, by gnostic love that I shall testify, he means;

i .[as. iv. 6: x Pet. v. 5, s Ps, xxxiv, z3, x4.
= Ps. Ixx_x. _z. 9 Ps, _xlv. xS-S7.
3 Ps. It. "-4. m Ps. xxxd. _co.
4ps. ll. 6" s, _SeevoLi. p x8. S._.Pray x.'¢.=-z u J_. v. _; xPet.iv.6' -" " 0 .
T'_"_. ClemensRo_-,_ hasetk_t_. [Vol.l.p. r_,thisseries.] s_, x Cot. xiiL 7.z'l. ZZmv. t=. s4 zCor. xlii. x, 3.
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but if through fear and expected reward, mov- himself a Gnostic. For, expounding the words.
ing my lips in order to testify to the Lord that I "But I say unto you, he that looketh on a woman
shall confess the Lord, I am a common man to lust after, hath committed adultery,"s he
sounding the Lord's name, not knowing Him. thought that it was not bare desire that was con-
" For there is the people that loveth with the demned ; but if through the desire the act that
lips ; and there is another which gives the body results from it proceeding beyond the desire is
to be burned." "And if I give all my goods in accomplished in it. For dream employs phan-
alms," he says, not according to the principle of tasy and the body. Accordingly, the historians
loving communication, but on account of rec- relate the following decision of Bocchoris the
ompense, either from him who has received the just. 6 A youth, falling in love with a courtezan,
benefit, or the Lord who has promised ; "and if persuades the girl, for a stipulated reward, to
I have all faith so as to remove mountains," and come to him next day. But his desire being
cast away obscuring passions, and be not faithful unexpectedly satiated, by laying hold of the girl
to the Lord from love, "I am nothing," as in in a dream, by anticipation, when the object of
comparison of him who testifies as a Gnostic, his love came according to stipulauon, he pro-
and the crowd, and being reckoned nothing better, hibited her from coming in. But she, on learning

"Now all the generations from Adam to this what had taken place, demanded the reward,
day are gone. But they who have been per- saying that in this way she had sated the lover's
fected in love, through the grace of God, hold desire. They came accordingly to the judge.
the place of the godly, who shall be manifested He, ordering the youth to hold out the purse
at the visitation of the kingdom of Christ." containing the reward in the sun, bade the
Love permits not to sin ; but if it fall into any courtezan take hold of the shadow ; facetiously
such case, by reason of the interference of the bidding him pay the image of a reward for the
adversary, in imitation of David, it will sing : "I image of an embrace.
will confess unto the Lord, and it will please Him Accordingly one dreams, the soul assenting to
above a young bullock that has horns and hoofs, the vision. But he dreams waking, who looks
Let the poor see it, and be glad." For he says, so as to lust ; not only, as that Gnostic said, if
"Sacrifice to God a sacrifice of praise, and pay along with the sight of the woman he imagine
to the Lord thy vows ; and call upon me in the in his mind intercourse, for this is already the
day of trouble, and I will deliver thee, and thou act of lust, as lust ; but if one looks on beauty
shalt glorify me.' .... For the sacrifice of God of person (the Word says), and the flesh seem
is a broken spirit." * to him in the way of lust to be fair, looking on

"God," then, being good, "is love," it is carnally and sinfully, he is judged because he
said._ Whose "love worketh no ill to his neigh- admired. For, on the other hand, he who in
bout," 4 neither injuring nor revenging ever, but, chaste love looks on beauty, thinks not that the
in a word, doing good to all according to the flesh is beautiful, but the spirit, admiring, as I
image of God. "Love is," then, "the fulfilling judge, the body as an image, by whose beauty
of the law ; "4 like as Christ, that is the presence _he transports himself to the Artist, and to the
of the Lord who loves us ; and our loving teach- true beauty ; exhibiting the sacred symbol, the
ing of, and discipline according to Christ. By bright impress of righteousness to the angels
love, then, the commands not to commit adul- that wait on the ascension ; 7 I mean the unctmn
tery, and not to covet one's neighbour's wife, are of acceptance, the quality of disposition which
fulfilled, [these sins being] formerly prohibited resides in the soul that is gladdened by the
by fear. communication of the Holy Spirit. This glory,

The same work, then, presents a difference, which shone forth on the face of Moses, the
according as it is done by fear, or accomplished people could not look on. Wherefore he took a
by love, and is wrought by faith or by knowl- veil for the glory, to those who looked carnally.
edge. Rightly, therefore, their rewards are dif- For those, who demand toll, detain those who
ferent. To the Gnostic "are prepared what bring in any worldly things, who are burdened
eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, nor hath en- with their own passions. But him that is free
tered into the heart of man ;" but to him who of all things which are subject to duty, and is
has exercised simple faith He testifies a hundred- full of knowledge, and of the righteousness of
fold in return for what he has left,--a promise works, they pass on with their good wishes,
which has turned out to fall within human corn- blessing the man with his work. "And his life
prehension, shall not fall away" u the leaf of the living tree

Come to this point, _ recollect one who called that is nourished "by the water-courses." s Now

z Ps. L z4, z$. s Matt. v. 98.
a Ps. li. x7. _ [Or, "the Wise." See Rawlmson, Herodol_, il. p. 317 .]
s z John iv 8, x6. _ i.e., of blessed souls.
4 17aml. xlil. xo. e Ps. i. 3 .
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the righteous is likened to fruit-bearing trees, bathed m her clothes ; and that Philotera, when
and not only to such as are of the nature x of]she was to enter the bath, gradually drew back
tall-growing ones. And in the sacrificial obla- her tunic as the water covered the naked parts ;
t.ions, according to the law, there were those and then rising by degrees, put it on. And did
who looked for blemishes in the sacrifices, not Le_na of Attica manfully bear the torture ?
They who are skilled in such matters distinguish She being privy to the conspiracy of Harmodius
propension 2 (3O_L_) from lust (_-L_,_a) ; and and Aristogeltonagainst Hipparchus, uttered not
assign the latter, as being irrational, to pleasures a word, though severely tortured. And they say
and licentiousness, and propension, as being a that the Argohc women, under the guidance of
rational movement, they assign to the necessiues Telesflla the poetess, turned to flight the doughty
of nature. Spartans by merely showing themselves; and

that she produced in them fearlessness of death.
CV.AV. XIX.--WOME_ AS WELL AS MV__C._ASLE Similarly speaks he who composed the Danais

OF PERFECTION. respecting the daughters of Danaus :
In this perfection it is possible for man and ,,And then the daughters of Danaus swiftlyarmetl them-

woman equally to share. It is not only Moses, selves,
then, that heard from God, "I have spoken to Before the fair-flowingriver, majestic Nile:"
thee once, and twice, saying, I have seen this and so forth.

people, and lo, it is stiff-necked. Suffer me to And the rest of the poets sing of Atalanta's
exterminate them, and blot out thexr name from swiftness in the chase, of Anticlea's love for
under heaven ; and I will make thee into a great children, of Alcestls's love for her husband, of
and wonderful nation much greater than this ;" the courage of Mak_eria and of the Hyaeinthides.
who answers not regarding himself, but the corn- What shall I say ? Did not Theano the Pytha-
mon salvation : "By no means, O Lord ; forgwe gorean make such progress in philosophy, that
this people their sin, or blot me out of the book to him who looked intently at her, and said,
of the living." s How great was his perfection, ,, Your arm is beautiful," she answered "Yes,
in wishing to die together with the people, rather but it is not public." Characterized by the same
than be saved alone ! propriety, there is also reported the following

But Judith too, who became perfect among reply. 6 When asked when a woman after being
women, in the siege of the city, at the entreaty with her husband attends the Thesmophoria,

." of the elders went forth into the strangers' camp, said, "From her own husband at once, from a
despising all danger for her country's sake, giving stranger never." Themisto too, of Lampsacus,
herself into the enemy's hand in faith in God ; the daughter of Zoilus, the wife of Leontes of
and straightway she obtained the reward of her Lampsacus, studied the Epicurean philosophy,
faith,--though a woman, prevailing over the as Myia the daughter of Theano the Pythago-
enemy of her faith, and gaining possession of rean, and Arignote, who wrote the history of
the head of Holofernes. And again, Esther per- Dionysius.
feet by faith, who rescued Israel from the power And the daughters of Diodorus, who was
of the king and the satrap's cruelty : a woman called Kronus, all became dialecticians, as Philo
alone, afflicted with fastings,4 held back ten the dialectician says in the Menexenus, whose
thousand armed s hands, annulling by her faith names are mentioned as follows--Menexene,
the tyrant's decree ; him indeed she appeased, Argm, Theognis, Artemesia, Pantaclea. I also

_ Haman she restrained, and Israel she preserved recollect a female Cynic,--she was called
". scathless by her perfect prayer to God. I pass Hipparchla, a Maronite, the wife of Crates, _in

over in silence Susanna and the sister of Moses, whose case the so-called dog-wedding was cele-
since the latter was the prophet's associate m brated in the Poecile. Mete of Cyrene, too, the
commanding the host, being superior to all the daughter of Aristlppus, educated her son Aristip-
women among the Hebrews who were in repute pus, who was surnamed Mother-taught. Las-
for their wisdom ; and the former in her surpass- theneia of A.rcis, and Axiothea of Phlius, studied
hag modesty, going even to death condemned by philosophy with Plato. Besides, Aspasia of
licentious admirers, remained the unwavering Miletus, of whom the writers of comedy write
martyr of chastity, much, was trained by Socrates in philosophy, by

Dion, too, the philosopher, tells that a certain Pericles in rhetoric. I omit, on account of the
woman Lysidica, through excess of modesty, length of the discourse, the rest ; enumerating

.... neither the poetesses Corinna, Telesilla, Myia,
* .Th.ete_ has _,..... fo_wrath has _ sw,gestea_ and Sappho ; nor the painters, as Irene the_,roba_y the true rm_lia_.

_o_,, _• stoics_ to _, d_-, _.ab_ to ,,_o_, daughter of Cratinus, and Anaxandra the daugh-
• XJ_-L11. pxo 32

,. * so _ by[heLauntranslatoras ,f therea_ngwere**a- ter of Nealces, according to the account of
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Didymus in the Symposiaci. The daughter of The marriage, then, that is consummated accord.
Cleobulus, the sage and monarch of the Lindii, ing to the word, is sanctified, if the union be
was not ashamed to wash the feet of her father's under subjection to God, and be conducted
guests. Also the wife of Abraham, the blessed "with a true heart, in full assurance of faith,
Sarah, in her own person prepared the cakes having hearts sprinkled from an evil conscience,
baked in the ashes for the angels ; and princely and the body washed with pure water, and hold-
maidens among the Hebrews fed sheep. Whence ing the confession of hope ; for He is faithful
also the Nansicaa of Homer went to the washing- that promised." And the happiness of mamage
tubs. ougbt never to be estimated either by wealth or

The wise woman, then, will first choose to beauty, but by virtue.
persuade her husband to be her associate in "Beauty," says the tragedy,-
what is conducive to happiness. And should ,, Helps no wife with her husband;
that be found impracticable, let her by herself But virtue has helped many ; for every good wife
earnestly aim at virtue, gaining her husband's Who is attached to her husband knows how to prac-
consent in everything, so as never to do any- rise sobriety."
thing against his will, with exception of what is Then, as giving admonitions, he says : b

reckoned as contributing to virtue and salvation. ,, First, then, thin is recumbent on her who is endowed
But if one keeps from such a mode of life either with mind,
wife or maid-servant, whose heart is set on it ; That even if her husband be ugly, he must appear good-
what such a person in that case plainly does is looking;
nothing else than determine to drive her away For it is for the mind, not the eye, to judge."
from righteousness and sobriety, and to choose And so forth.
to make his own house wicked and licentious. For with perfect propriety Scripture has said

It is not then possible that man or woman that woman is given by God as "an help" to
can be conversant with anything whatever, with- man. It is evident, then, m my opinion, that
out the advantage of educatton, and application, she will charge herself with remedying, by good
and training ; and virtue, we have said, depends sense and persuasion, each of the annoyances
not on others, but on ourselves above all. Other that originate with her husband in domestic
things one can repress, by waging war against economy. And if he do not yield, then she will
them ; but with what depends on one's self, this endeavour, as far as possible for human nature,
is entirely out of the question, even with the to lead a sinless life ; whether it be necessary to
most strenuous persistence. For the gift is one die, in accordance with reason, or to live ; con-
conferred by God, and not in the power of sidering that God is her helper and associate in
any other. Whence licentiousness should be such a course of conduct, her true defender and
regarded as the evil of no other one than of him Saviour both for the present and for the future ;
who is guilty of licentiousness ; and temperance, making Him the leader and guide of all her
on the other hand, as the good of him who is actions, reckoning sobriety and righteousness
able to practise it. her work, and making the favour of God her end.

Gracefully, therefore, the apostle says in the
CHAP. XX. m A GOOD VaFE. Epistle to Titus, "that the elder women should

The woman who, with propriety, loves her hus- be of godly behaviour, should not be slanderers,
band, Euripides describes, while admonishing,-- not enslaved to much wine; that they should
"That when her husband says aught, counsel the young women to be lovers of their

She ou_h.t to regard him as speaking well if she say husbands, lovers of their children, discreet,
nothing; chaste, housekeepers, good, subject to their own

And if she will say anything, to do her endeavour to husbands ; that the word of God be not bias-
gratify her husband." phemed." _ But rather, he says, "Follow peace

And again he subjoins the like :-- with all men, and holiness, without which no
"And that the wife should sweetly look sad with her man shall see the Lord : looking diligently, lest

husband, there be any fornicator or profane person, as
Should aught evil befall him,
And have m common a share of sorrow and joy." Esau, who for one morsel surrendered his birth-

right ; and lest any root of bitterness springing
Then, describing her as gentle and kind even in up trouble you, and thereby many be defiled."*
misfortunes, he adds :-- And then, as putting the finishing stroke to the
'*And I, when you are ill, will, sharing your sickness question about marriage, he adds : "Marriage isbear it;

And I will bear my share in your misfortunes." honourable in all, and the bed undefiled : but
whoremongers and adulterers God will judge." 3And : _

"Nothing is bitter to me, xTit.ii._.-5.
For with friends one ought to be happy, * Heb.x_i.x(-zr.,J
For what else is friendship but this ? s Heb.zhi.4.
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And one aim and one end, as far as regards per- every side, yet not distressed ; perplexed, but
fection, being demonstrated to .belong .to the[not in despair; persecuted, but not forsaken;
man and the woman, t'eter m his l_p_stle says, [cast down, but not destroyed.'"4 For those who
,' Though now for a season,, if need be,.ye are in strive after perfection, according to the same
heaviness through manifold temptauons ; that apostle, must "give no offence in anything, but
the trial of your faith, being much more precious in everything approve themselves not to men,
than that of gold which petisheth, though it be but to God." And, as a consequence, also they
tried with fire, might be found unto praise, and ought to yield to men; for it is reasonable, on
honour, and glory at the revelation of Jesus account of abusive calumnies. Here is the
Christ ; whom, having not seen, ye love ; in specification : "in much patience, in afflictions,
whom, though now ye see Him not, yet beheving, in necessities, in distresses, in stripes, in impris-
ye rejoice with joy unspeakable, and full of glory, onments, in tumults, in labours, in watchings, in
receiving the end of your faith, the salvation of fastings, in pureness, in knowledge, in long-suf-
your souls."' Wherefore also Paul rejoices for feting, in kindness, in the Holy Ghost, in love
Chnst's sake that he was "in labours more unfeigned, in the word of truth, in the power of
abundantly, in stripes above measure, in deaths God," s that we may be the temples of'God,
oft.,,_ purified "from all filthiness of the flesh and of

the spirit." "And I," He says, "will receive
CHAP.XXI._DESCRIFrIONOF THEPERFECTMAS, yOU; and I will be to you for a Father, and ye

OR ONOSTIC. shall be to Me for sons and daughters, saith the
Here I find perfection apprehended variously Lord Almighty." 6 ,, Let us then," he says," per-

m relation to Him who excels in every virtue, fect holiness m the fear of God." For though
Accordingly one is perfected as pious, and as fear beget pain, "I rejoice," he says, "not that
pauent, and as continent, and as a worker, and ye were made sorry, but that ye showed suscepti-
as a martyr, and as a Gnostic. But I know no bility to repentance. For ye sorrowed after a
one of men perfect in all things at once, while godly sort, that ye might receive damage by us
still human, though according to the mere letter in nothing. For godly sorrow worketh repent-
of the law, except Him alone who for us clothed ance unto salvation not to be regretted ; but the
Himself with humamty. Who then is perfect ? sorrow of the world worketh death. For this
He who professes abstinence from what is bad. same thing that ye sorrowed after a godly sort,
Well, this is the way to the Gospel and to well- what earnestness it wrought in you ; yea, what
doing. But gnostic perfection in the case of the clearing of yourselves ; yea, what compunction ;
legal man is the acceptance of the Gospel, that yea, what fear ; yea, what desire ; yea, what zeal ;
he that is after the law may be perfect• For so yea, revenge ! Ia all things ye have showed
he, who was after the law, Moses, foretold that yourselves clear in the matter." 7 Such are the
it was necessary to hear in order that we might, preparatory exercises of gnostic discipline. And
according to the apostle, receive Christ, the ful- since the omnipotent God Himself "gave some
ness of the law: But now in the Gospel the apostles, and some prophets, and some evangel-
Gnostic attains proficiency not only by making ists, and some pastors and teachers, for the per-
use of the law as a step, but by understanding fecting of the saints, for the work of the ministry,
and comprehending it, as the Lord who gave the for the edifying of the body of Christ, till we all
Covenants delivered it to the apostles• And if attain to the unity of the faith, and of the knowl-
he conduct himself rightly (as assuredly it is im- edge of the Son of God, to a perfect man, to the
possible to attain knowledge (ghosts) by bad measure of the stature of the fulnessof Christ ; "_
conduct) ; and if, further, having made an emi- we are then to strive to reach manhood as befits
nenfly tight confession, he become a martyr out the Gnostic, and to be as perfect as we can while

: of love, obtaining considerable renown as among still abiding in the flesh, making it our study
men ; not even thus will he be called perfect in with perfect concord here to concur with the
the flesh beforehand ; since it is the close of life will of God, to the restoration of what is the truly
which claims th_s appellation, when the gnostic perfect nobleness and relationship, to the fulness
martyr has first shown the perfect work, and of Christ, that which perfectly depends on our
rightly exhibited it, and having thankfully shed perfection.
his blood, has yielded up the ghost: blessed And now we perceive where, and how, and
then will he be, and truly proclaimed perfect, when the divine apostle mentions the perfect
"that the excellency of the power may be of man, and how he shows the differences of the
God, and not of us," as the apostle says. Only perfect. And again, on the other hand : "The
let us preserve free-will and love : "troubled on , _cot.iv.s.9.

5 ._Cor vl.3-7.
6 _ Cot. vil. z,vi. z6, _7, zS.zzPetL_9_

_:Cm- zl _ _ _Cor.vn. x-zx.
• :.=o. s Eph. iv. xx,x_,x3.s Deut.xvtu.x5:Ro_ x. 4.
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manifestation of the Spirit'is given for our profit, he to do so from hope of promised recompense.
For to one is given the word of wisdom by the For it is said, "Behold the Lord, and His re-
Spirit ; to another the word of knowledge ac- ward is before His face, to give to every one
cording to the same Spirit ; to another faith according to his works ; what eye hath not seen,
through the same Spirit ; to another the gifts of and ear hath not heard, and hath not entered
healing through the same Spirit ; to another the into the heart of man what God hath prepared
working of miracles ; to another prophecy ; to for them that love Him." 7 But only the doing
another discernment of spirits ; to another di- of good out of love, and for the sake of its own
versifies of tongues ; to another the interpreta- excellence, is to be the Gnostic's choice. Now,
tion of tongues: and all these worketh the one in the person of God it is said to the Lord,
and the same Spirit, distributing to each one "Ask of Me, and I will give the heathen for
according as He wills." i Such being the case, Thine inheritance ; " s teaching Him to ask a
the prophets are perfect in prophecy, the right- truly regal request u that is, the salvation of men
eous in righteousness, and the martyrs in confes- without price, that we may inherit and possess
sion, and others in preaching, not that they are the Lord. For, on the contrary, to desire knowl-
not sharers in the common vartues, but are profi- edge about God for any practical purpose, that
cient in those to which they are appointed. For this may be done, or that may not be done, is
what man in his senses would say that a prophet not proper to the Gnostic ; but the knowledge
was not righteous ? For what ? did not righteous itself suffices as the reason for contemplation.
men like Abraham prophesy? For I will dare aver that it is not because he

"For to one God has given warlike deeds, wishes to be saved that he, who devotes himself
To another the accomplishment of the dance, tO knowledge for the sake of the divine science

To another the lyre and song, ''_ itself, chooses knowledge. For the exertion of
says Homer. "But each has his own proper the intellect by exercise is prolonged to a per-
gift of God," 3__ one in one way, another m an- petual exertion. And the perpetual exerUon of
other. But the apostles were perfected in all. the intellect is the essence of an intelligent being,
You will find, then, if you choose, in their acts which results from an uninterrupted process of
and writings, knowledge, hfe, preaching, right- admixture, and remains eternal contemplation, a
eousness, purity, prophecy. We must know, living substance. Could we, then, suppose any
then, that if Paul is young in respect to tame 4__ one proposing to the Gnostic whether he would
having flourished immediately after the Lord's choose the knowledge of God or everlasting sal-
ascension-- yet his writings depend on the Old vation ; and if these, which are entirely idenucal.
Testament, breathing and speaking of them. were separable, he would without the least hesi-
For faith in Christ and the knowledge of the tation choose the knowledge of God, deeming
Gospel are the explanation and fulfilment of the that property of f_th, which from love ascends
law ; and therefore it was said to the Hebrews, to knowledge, demrable, for its own sake. This.
"if ye believe not, neither shall you under- then, is the perfect man's first form of doing
stand ; " s that is, unless you believe what is good, when it is done not for any advantage m
prophesied in the law, and oracularly delivered what pertains to him, but because he judges it
by the law, you will not understand the Old right to do good; and the energy being wgor-
Testament, which He by His coming expounded, ously exerted in all things, in the very act be-
CHAP.XXII.- THE TRUE GNOSTICDOES GOOD,comes good ; not, good in some things, and not

NOT FROMFEAROF PUNISHMENTOR HOPE OF good in others ; but consisting in the habit of
i doing good, neither for glory, nor, as the phi-

REWARD, BUT ONLY FOR THE SAKE OF GOOD losopher s say, for reputation, nor from rewardITSELF.

The man of understanding and perspicacity either from men or God; but so as to pass hfe
is, then, a Gnostic. And his business is not ab- Iafter the image and likeness of the Lord.
stinence from what is evil (for this is a step to] And if, in doing good, he be met with any-
the highest perfection), or the doing of good out Ithing adverse, he will let the recompense passwithout resentment as if it were good, he being
of fear. For it is written, "Whither shall I flee, just and good "to the just and the unjust." To
and where shall I hide myself from Thy pres- such the Lord says, "Be ye, as your Father is
ence ? If I ascend into heaven, Thou art there ; perfect."
if I go away to the uttermost parts of the sea, To him the flesh is dead ; but he himself
there is Thy right hand ; if I go down into the ilives alone, having consecrated the sepulchre
depths, there is Thy Spirit." 6 Nor any more is into a holy temple to the Lord, having turned

x _Cot.xi_.7-_. towards God the old sinful soul.
Ill, l, xiii.13o. Such an one is no longer continent, but hass x Cor.vi_.7

'* [Eluc!dafionIII. l
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reached a state of passionlessness, waiting to put they say of sleep, the very same things are to
on the divine image. "If thou doest alms," it be understood of death. For each exhibits the
is stud, "let no one know it ; and if thou fastest, departure of the soul, the one more, the other
anoint thyself, that God alone may know,"' and less ; as we may also get this in Heraclitus :
not a single human being. Not even he himself "Man touches night in himself, when dead and
who shows mercy ought to know that he does his light quenched ; and alive, when he sleeps
show mercy ; for in this way he will be some- he touches the dead ; and awake, when he shuts
times merciful, sometimes not. And when he his eyes, he touches the sleeper." 4 ,, For Messed
shall do good by habit, he will imitate the nature are those that have seen the Lord," s according
of good, and his disposition will be his nature to the apostle ; "for it is high time to awake out
and his practice. There is no necessity for re- of sleep. For now is our salvation nearer than
moving those who are raised on high, but there when we believed. The night is far spent, the
is necessity for those who are walking to reach day is at hand. Let us therefore cast off the
the requisite goal, by passing over the whole of works of darkness, and put on the armour of
the narrow way. For this is to be drawn by the light." 6 By day and light he designates fignra-
Father, to become worthy to receive the power tively the Son, and by the armour of light meta-
of grace from God, so as to run without hindrance, phorically the promises.
And if some hate the elect, such an one knows So it is said that we ought to go washed to
their ignorance, and pities their minds for its sacrifices and prayers, clean and bright ; and that

folly, this external adornment and purification are
_- As is right, then, knowledge itself loves and practised for a sign. Now purity is to think

teaches the ignorant, and instructs the whole holy thoughts. Further, there is the image of
: creation to honour God Almighty. And if such baptism, which also was handed down to the

an one teaches to love God, he will not hold poets from Moses as follows :u

i virtue as a thing to be lost in any case, either ,,And she having drawnwater,and wearing on her body
! awake or in a dream, or in any vision ; since the clean clothes." 7

habit never goes out of itself by falling from It is Penelope that is going to prayer: m
being a habit. Whether, then, knowledge be
said to be habit or disposition; on account of "And Telemachus,Having washed his hands in the hoary sea, prayed to

, diverse sentiments never obtaining access, the Athene." 8
guiding faculty, remaining unaltered, admits no

_, alteration of appearances by framing in dreams It was a custom of the Jews to wash frequently
visionary conceptions out of its movements after being in bed. It was then well said,
by day. Wherefore also the Lord enjoins "to "Be pure, not by washing of water,but in the mind."
watch," so that our soul may never be perturbed For sanctity, as I conceive it, is perfect pureness
with passion, even in dreams ; but also to keep of mind, and deeds, and thoughts, and words too,

-_ the life of the night pure and stainless, as if spent md in its last degree sinlessness in dreams.
in the day. For assimilation to God, as far as And sufficient purification to a man, I reckon,
we can, is preserving the mind in its relation to is thorough and sure repentance. If, condemn-
the same things. And this is the relation of mind ing ourselves for our former actions, we go
as mind. forward, after these things taking thought,9 and

But the variety of disposition arises from in- divesting our mind both of the things which
ordinate affection to material things. And for please us through the senses, and of our former
this reason, as they appear to me, to have called transgressions.
night Euphrone ; since then the soul, released If, then, we are to give the etymology of _=-t_-
from the perceptions of sense, turns in on itself, , knowledge, its signification is to be derived
and has a truer hold of intelligence (q_pdv'q_r*¢)? from o_rgxrt_,placing; for our soul, which was
Wherefore the mysteries are for the most part formerly borne, now in one way, now in another,
celebrated by night, indicating the withdrawal it settles in objects. Similarly faith is to be ex-
of the soul from the body, which takes place by plained etymologically, as the settling (o_r&rt,)
night. "' Let us not then sleep, as do others ; of our soul respecting that which is.
but let us watch and be sober. For they that But we desire to learn about the man who is

sleep, sleep in the night ; and they that are always and in all things righteous ; who, neither
drunken, are drunken in the night. But let us dreading the penalty proceeding from the law,
who are of the day be sober, putting on the
breastplate of faith and love, and as an helmet , As it stands in tim text the passage is _l_ mid hB

the hope of salvation." 3 And as to what, again, t_ttnw4ou_mr=_._ts_._- ----" Rm.=ill.
S Clot tmmns to Ila_ ztatt I_.t¥_ov tot tt_ tn it.
6 Rom. xiiL iX, lt_t. • --
7 Homer, OdJt#:., iv. 79, 760; xvii. 48, 5o.

z Ma_. yr. 2_ etc. s Od_,u., ii. =6t. .
2 E_hrone ts plainly" kindly, cheerful." 9 E_=in_ p.t*'aw_ _*"_ x lhess. v. 6-8.
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nor fearing to entertain hatred of evil in the case heard good to be situated. But he has heard
of those who live with him and who prosecute that "meat will not commend us," s nor mar-
the injured, nor dreading danger at the hands of tinge, nor abstinence from marriage in igno-
those who do wrong, remains righteous. For he rance ; but virtuous gnostic conduct. For the
who, on account of these considerations, abstains dog, which is an irrational animal, may be said
from anything wrong, is not voluntarily kind, but to be continent, dreading as it does the uplifted
is good from fear. Even Epicurus says, that the stick, and therefore keeping away from the meat.
man who in his estimation was wise, "would not But let the predicted promise be taken away,
do wrong to any one for the sake of gain ; for and the threatened dread cancelled, and the 1m-
he could not persuade himself that he would pending danger removed, and the disposition of
escape detection." So that, if he knew he would such people will be revealed.
not be detected, he would, according to him, do
evil. And such are the doctrines of darkness. CHAP.XXm.- T_F SA_E SUBJECTco_rrImJED.

If, too, one shall abstain from doing wrong from For it is not suitable to the nature of the thing
hope of the recompense given by God on account itself, that they should apprehend in the truly
of righteous deeds, he is not on this supposition gnostic manner the truth, that all things which
spontaneously good. For as fear makes that were created for our use are good; as, for ex-
man just, so reward makes this one ; or rather, ample, marriage and procreation, when used in
makes him appear to be just. But with the hope moderation ; and that it is* better than good to
after death--a good hope to the good, to the bad become free of passion, and virtuous by asslmfla-
the reverse-- not only they who follow after Bar- tion to the divine. But in the case of external
barian wisdom, but also the Pythagoreans,- are things, agreeable or disagreeable, from some they
acquainted. For the latter also proposed hope abstain, from others not. But in those things
as an end to those who philosophize. Whereas from which they abstain from disgust, they plainly
Socrates, also, in the _Ph_edo, says "that good find fault with the creature and the Creator ; and
souls depart hence with a good hope ;" and again, though m appearance they walk faithfully, the
denouncing the wicked, he sets against this the opimon they maintain is impious. That com-
assertion, "For they live with an evil hope." mand, "Thou shalt not lust," needs neither the
With him Heraclitus manifestly agrees in his necessity arising from fear, which compels to
dissertations concerning men : "There awaits keep from things that are pleasant ; nor the re-
man after death what they neither hope nor ward, which by promise persuades to restrain the
think." Divinely, therefore, Paul writes ex- impulses of passion.
pressly, "Tribulation worketh patience, and And those who obey God through the prom-
patience experience, and experience hope ; and ise, caught by the bait of pleasure, choose obe-
hope maketh not ashamed." * For the patience dience not for the sake of the commandment,
is on account of the hope in the future. Now but for the sake of the promise. Nor will turn-
hope is synonymous with the recompense and ing away from objects of sense, as a matter of
restitution of hope ; which maketh not ashamed, necessary consequence, produce attachment to
not being any more vilified, intellectual objects. On the contrary, the at-

But he who obeys the mere call, as he is called, tachment to intellectual objects naturally be-
neither for fear, nor for enjoyments, is on his comes to the Gnostic an influence which draws
way to knowledge (yv_,_). For he does not away from the objects of sense ; inasmuch as he,
consider whether any extrinsic lucrative gain or in virtue of the selection of what is good, has
enjoyment follows to him ; but drawn by the chosen what is good according to knowledge
love of Him who is the true object of love, and (Tv_ruc&_), admiring generation, and by sancU-
led to what is requisite, practises piety. So that lying the Creator sanctifying assimilation to the
not even were we to suppose him to receive from divine. But I shall flee myself from lust, let
GOd leave to do t_.gs forbidden with impunity ; him say, O Lord, for the sake of alliance with
not even if he were to get the promise that he Thee. For the economy of creation is good,
would receive as a reward the good things of the and all things are well administered : nothing
blessed ; but besides, not even if he could per- happens without a cause. I must be in what is
suade himself that God would be hoodwinked! Throe, O Omnipotent One. And if I am there,
with reference to what he does (which is impos-I am near Thee. And I would be free of fear
sible), would he ever wish to do aught contrary that I may be able to draw near to Thee, and to
to right reason, having once made choice of be satisfied with little, practising Thy just choice
what is truly good and worthy of choice on its between things good and things like.
own account, and therefore to be loved. For it Right mystically and sacredly the apostle,
is not in the food of the belly, that we have teaching us the choice which is truly gracious,

[.m,_a,_ IV.]
s _. v. 3-.$. 8 z Cot. _ii. 8.
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not in the way of rejection of other things as they say, makes him who partakes of it essen-
bad, but so as to do things better than what is tially fearless and invincible ; and anger is the
good, has spoken, saying, "So he that giveth his mind's satelhte in patience, and endurance, and
virgin in marriage doeth well ; and he that giveth the like ; and self-constraint and salutary sense
her not doeth better ; as far as respects seemli- are set over desire. But God is impassible, free
hess and undistracted attendance on the Lord."_ of anger, destitute of desire. And He is not

Now we know that things which are difficult free of fear, in the sense of avoiding what is
are not essential ; but that things which are es- terrible ; or temperate, in the sense of having
sential have been graciously made easy of attain- command of desires. For neither can the
ment by God. Wherefore Democritus well says, nature of God fall in with anything terrible, nor
that "nature and instruction" are like each does God flee fear ; just as He will not feel de-
other. And we have briefly assigned the cause, sire, so as to rule over desires. Accordingly
For instruction harmonizes man, and by harmo- that Pythagorean saying was mystically uttered
nizing makes him natural ; and it is no matter respecting us, "that man ought to become one ;"
whether one was made such as he is by nature, for the high priest himself is one, God being one
or transformed by time and education. The in the immutable state of the perpetual fl0w sot
Lord has furnished both ; that which is by crea- good things. Now the Saviour has taken away
uon, and that which is by creating again and wrath in and with lust, wrath being lust of yen-
renewal through the covenant. And that is pref- geance. For universally liability to feeling
erable which is advantageous to what is superior ; belongs to every kind of desire ; and man, when
but what is superior to everything is mind. So, deified purely into a passionless state, becomes
then, what is really good is seen to be most a unit. As, then, those, who at sea are held by
pleasant, and of itself produces the fruit which is an anchor, pull at the anchor, but do not drag
desired--tranquillity of soul. "And he who it to them, but drag themselves to the anchor;
hears Me," it is said, "shall rest in peace, confi- so those who, according to the gnostic life, draw
dent, and shall be calm without fear of any_God towards them, imperceptibly bring them-
ewl.' .... Rely with all thy heart and thy mind selves to God : for he who reverences God,
on God." 3 :reverences himself. In the contemplative life,

On this wise it is possible for the Gnostic !then, one in worshipping God attends to himself,
already to have become God. "I stud, Ye are i and through his own spotless purification beholds
gods, and 4 sons of the highest." And Emped- the holy God holily; for self-control, being

ocles says that the souls of the wise become tpresent, surve)ang and contemplating itself unin-
gods, writing as foUows:m terruptedly, is as far as possible assimilated to

"At last prophets, minstrels, and physicians, God.
And the foremost among mortal men, approach ; I
Whence sprmg gods supreme xnhonours." ]CHAP. XX1V._THE REASONAND END OF DIVINEPUNISI-IMENTS.
Man, then,genericallyconsidered,isformed

inaccordancewiththcideaoftheconnatespirit. Now thatisin our power,of which equally
For he isnot createdformlessand shapelessin with itsoppositcwe are masters,m as,say,to
the workshop of nature,where mysticallythe philosophizeornot,tobelieveordisbelieve.In
productionofman _saccomplished,bothartand consequence,then,ofour beingequallymasters
essencebeingcommon. But theindivldualman of eachof theopposites,what dependson usis
isstampedaccordingtotheimpressionproduced found possible.Now the commandments may
inthe soulby the objectsof hischoice. Thus bedone ornotdone by us,who,asisreasonable,
we say that Adam was perfect, as far as respects are liable to praise and blame. And those,
his formation ; for none of the distinctive charac- again, who are punished on account of sins com-
teristics of the idea and form of man were want- mitted by them, are punished for them alone ;
ing to him ; but in the act of commg into being for what is done is past, and what is done can
he received perfection. And he was justified by never be undone. The sins committed before
obedience ; this was reaching manhood, as far faith are accordingly forgiven by the Lord, not
as depended on him. And the cause lay in his that they may be undone, but as if they had not
choosing, and especially in his choosing what been done. "But not all," says Basilides, 6'' but
was forbidden. God was not the cause, only sins involuntary and in ignorance, are for-

For production is twofold -- of things pro- given ;" as would be the case were it a man, and
created, and of things that grow. And manli- not God, that conferred such a boon. To such
hess in man, who is subject to perturbation, as an one Scripture says, " Thou thoughtest that Iwould be like thee."r But if we are punished

t z Cor vii.38,35.
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for voluntary sins, we are punished not that the i lectively one thing, terminate in the same point
sins which are done may be undone, but because that is, in the Son. But He is incapable of being
they were done. But punishment does not declared, in respect of the idea of each one of
avail to him who has sinned, to undo his sin, J His powers. And the Son is neither simply one
but that he may sin no more, and that no one thing as one thing, nor many things as parts, but
else fall into the like. Therefore the good God one thing as all things ; whence also He is all
corrects for these three causes : First, that he things. For He is the circle of all powers rolled
who is corrected may become better than his and united into one unity. Wherefore the Word
former self; then that those who are capable of is called the Alpha and the Omega, of whom
being saved by examples may be driven back, alone the end becomes beginning, and ends again
being admonished ; and thirdly, that he who is at the original beginning without any break.

injured.may not be readily despised, and be apt Wherefore also to believe in Him, and by Him,
to receive injury. And there are two methods is to become a unit, being indissolubly united in
of correction--the instructive and the punitive, Him ; and to disbelieve is to be separated, dis-
which we have called the disciplinary. It ought joined, divided.
to be known, then, that those who fall into sin "Wherefore thus saith the Lord, Every alien
after baptism' are those who are subjected to son is uncircumcised in heart, and uncircumcised
discipline ; for the deeds done before are re- in flesh" (that is, urmlean in body and soul):
mitted, and those done after are purged. It is "there shall not enter one of the strangers into
in reference to the unbelieving that it is said, the midst of the house of Israel, but the Le-
"that they are reckoned as the chaff which the rites." s He calls those that would not believe,
wind drives from the face of the earth, and the but would disbelieve, strangers. Only those who
drop which falls from a vessel." 2 live purely being true priests of God. Wherefore,

of'all the circumcised tribes, those anointed to
CHAP. XXV.m TRUE PERFECTIONCOI_SlSTSIN THE be h_gh priests, and kings, and prophets, were

KNOWLEDGEAND LOVEOF GOD. reckoned more holy. Whence He commands
"Happy he who possesses the culture of them not to touch dead bodies, or approach the

knowledge, and is not moved to the injury of the dead ; not that the body was polluted, but that
citizens or to wrong actions, but contemplates sin and disobedience were incarnate, and era-
the undecaying order of immortal nature, how bodied, and dead, and therefore abominable.
and in what way and manner it subsists. To It was only, then, when a father and mother, a
such the practice of base deeds attaches not." son and daughter died, that the priest was al-
Rightly, then, Plato says, "that the man who de- lowed to enter, because these were related only
votes himself to the contemplation of ideas will by flesh and seed, to whom the priest was m-
live as a god among men ; now the mind is the debted for the immediate cause of his entrance
place of ideas, and God is mind." He says that into life. And they purify themselves seven days,
he who contemplates the unseen God lives as a the period in which Creation was consummated.
god among men. And in the Sa_Mst, Socrates For on the seventh day the rest is celebrated ;
calls the stranger of Elea, who was a dialectician, and on the eighth he brings a propitiatmn, as is
"god : " "Such are the gods who, like stranger written in Ezekiel, according to which propitia-
guests, frequent cities. For when the soul, rising tion the promise is to be received, s And the
above the sphere of generation, xs by itself apart, perfect propitiation, I take it, is that propitious
and dwells amidst ideas," like the Coryphmus in faith in the Gospel which is by the law and the
Theztetus, now become as an angel, it will be )rophets, and the purity which shows itself in
with Christ, being rapt in contemplation, ever universal obedience, with the abandonment of
keeping in view the will of GOd ; in reality the things of the world ; in order to that grateful

- Alone wise, while these flit like shadows." 3 surrender of the tabernacle, which results from
the enjoyment of the soul. Whether, then, the

"For the dead bury their dead." Whence Jere- time be that which through the seven periods
miah says : " I will fill it with the earth-born enumerated returns to the chiefest rest, 7 or the
dead whom mine anger has smitten." 4 seven heavens, which some reckon one above

God, then, being not a subject for demonstra- the other; or whether also the fixed sphere
tion, cannot be the object of science. But the which borders on the intellectual world be called
Son is wisdom, and knowledge, and truth, and the eighth, the expression denotes that the Gnos-
all else that has _ty thereto. He is also tic ought to rise out of the sphere of creation
susceptible of demonstration and of description, and of sin. After these seven days, sacrifices
And all the powers of the Spirit, becoming col- are offered for sins. For there is still fear of

t _o_v. [See Ehmldaticm VI.]
2 Ps. i. 4; Ira. x]. th. s F_ek. xliv. 9, zo.
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change, and it touches the seventh circle. The "It is not lawful for thee to hear, but they arc worth
,, knowing;

righteous Job says: Naked came I out of The rites of the God detest him who practises ira-
my mother's womb, and naked shall I return piety."
there ;" ' not naked of possessions, for that were
a trivial and common thing ; but, as a just man, Now God, who is without beginning, is the per-
he departs naked of evil and sin, and of the un- feet beginning of the universe, and the producer
sightly shape which follows those who have led of the beginning. As, then, He is being, He is
bad lives. For this was what was said, "Unless the first principle of the department of action, as

ye be converted, and become as children, ''_ pure He is good, of morals ; as He is mind, on the
m flesh, holy in soul by abstinence from evil other hand, He is the first principle of reasoning
deeds; showing that He would have us to be and of judgment. Whence also He alone is
such as also He generated us from our mother-- Teacher, who is the only Son of the Most High
the water.3 For the intent of one generation Father, the Instructor of men.
succeeding another is to immortalize by progress.

"But the lamp of the wicked shall be put out." 4 CHAP. XXVL-- HOW THE PERVECr MAN TRF.ATS
That purity in body and soul which the Gnostic THE BODYANDTHE THINGSOr THE WOELZ).

partakes of, the all-wise Moses indicated, by era- Those, then, who run down created existence
ploymg repetition in describing the incorruptibil-
ity of body and of soul in the person of Rebecca, and vdify the body are wrong ; not considering
thus. " Now the virgin was fair, and man had that the frame of man was formed erect for the
not known her." s And Rebecca, interpreted, contemplation of heaven, and that the organiza-
means "glory of God ; " and the glory of God tion of the senses tends to knowledge ; and that

the members and parts are arranged for good,
is immortality. 6 This is in reality righteousness,
not to desire other things, but to be entirely the not for pleasure. Whence this abode becomes
consecrated temple of the Lord. Righteousness receptive of the soul which is most preciousto God ; and is dignified with the Holy Spirit
is peace of life and a well-conditioned state, to through the sanctification of soul and body, per-which the Lord dismissed her when He said,
"Depart into peace." 7 For Salem is, by inter- fected with the perfection of the Saviour. Andthe succession of the three virtues is found in
pretation, peace ; of which our Saviour is enrolled
King, as Moses says, Melchizedek king of Salem, the Gnostic, who morally, physically, and logi-
priest of the most high God, who gave bread cally occupies himself with God. For wisdom is
and wine, furnishing consecrated food for a type the knowledge of things divine and human ; and
of the Eucharist. And Melchizedek is inter- righteousness is the concord of the parts of the

soul; and holiness is the service of God. But
preted "righteous king ; " and the name is a if one were to say that he disparaged the flesh,
synonym for righteousness and peace. Basdides, and generation on account of it, by quoting
however, supposes that Righteousness and her Isaiah, who says, "All flesh is grass, and all the
daughter Peace dwell stationed in the eighth glory of man as the flower of grass : the grass is
sphere.

But we must pass from physics to ethics, which withered, and the flower has fallen ; but the word
are clearer ; for the discourse concerning these of the LORDendureth for ever ; "9 let him hearthe Spirit interpreting the matter in question by
will follow after the treatise in hand. The Say- Jeremiah, "And I scattered them like dry sticks,
four Himself, then, plainly initiates us into the that are made to fly by the wind into the desert_
mysteries, according to the words of the tra- This is the lot and portion of your disobedience,
gedy : s saith the LORD. As thou hast forgotten Me, and
"Seeing those who see, he also gives the orgies." hast trusted in lies, so will I discover thy hinder

And if you ask, parts to thy face ; and thy disgrace shall be seen,

"These orgies, what is their nature ?" thy adultery, and thy neighing," and so on. '°
For "the flower of grass," and "walking after

You will hear again : -- the flesh," and "being carnal," according to the
"It is forbidden to mortals uninitiated in the Bacchic apostle, are those who are in their sins. The

rites to know." soul of man is confessedly the better part of

And if any one will inquire curiously what they man, and the body the inferior. But neither is
are, let him hear : -- the soul good by nature, nor, on the other hand,

is the body bad by nature. Nor is that which is
not good straightway bad. For there are thingsx Job i. 21.

2 Matt xvdi.3. which occupy a middle place, and among them
3 i e, Bal_tmra.
" Job [xvili.s; Pmv.xiii.9.] are things to be preferred, and things to be re-
s Gen. niv. z6.
6 [On Clement's Hebrew, see Elucidanon VllI.]
YMmrk v. _,4. 9 Isa. xl.6-8.
a gurlp., B'acc/u*, 465, etc. zo Jet. rail 24-"_7.
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jected. The constitution of man, then, which "The souls of thewickedflitaboutbelowtheskieson
has its place among things of sense, was necessa- earth,

In murderous pains beneath inevitable yokes of evils ;
rily composed of things diverse, but not opposite But those of the pious dwell in the heavens,

body and soul. Hymning in songs the Great, the Blessed One."

Always therefore the good actions, as better, The soul is not then sent down from heaven to
attach to the better and ruling spirit ; and volup- what is worse. For God works all things up
tuous and sinful actions are attributed to the to what is better. But the soul which has chosen
worse, the sinful one. the best life--the life that is from God and

Now the soul of the wise man and Gnostic, as righteousness-- exchanges earth for heaven.
sojourning in the body, conducts itself towards With reason therefore, Job, who had attained to
it gravely and respectfully, not with inordinate knowledge, said, "Now I know that thou canst
affections, as about to leave the tabernacle if the do all things ; and nothing is impossible to Thee.
time of departure summon. "I am a stranger For who tells me of what I know not, great and
in the earth, and a sojourner with you," it is wonderful things withwhich I was unacquainted?
said.' And hence Basilides says, that he appre- And I felt myself vile, considering myself to be
hends that the election are strangers to the world, earth and ashes." s For he who, being in a state
being supramundane by nature. But thxs is not of ignorance, is sinful, "is earth and ashes ;" while
the case. For all things are of one God. And he who is in a state of knowledge, being assimi-
no one is a stranger to the world by nature, their luted as faras possible to God, is already spiritual,
essence being one, and God one. But the elect and so elect. And that Scripture calls the sense-
man dwells as a sojourner, knowing all things to less and disobedient "earth," will be made clear
be possessed and disposed of ; and he makes use by Jeremiah the prophet, saying, in reference to
of the things which the Pythagoreans make out Joachim and his brethren " Earth, earth, hear
to be the threefold good things. The body, too, the word of the LORD; Write this man, as man
as one sent on a distant pilgrimage, uses inns excommunicated." 6 And another prophet says
and dwellings by the way, having care of the again, "Hear, O heaven ; and give ear, O earth," 7
things of the world, of the places where he halts ; calling understanding "ear," and the soul of the
but leaving his dwelling-place and property with- Gnostic, that of the man who has applied him-
out excessive emotion ; readily following him that self to the contemplation of heaven and divine
leads him away,from life ; by no means and on things, and in this way has become an Israehte,
no occasion turning back; giving thanks for his "heaven." For again he calls him who has
sojourn, and blessing [God] for his departure, made ignorance and hardness of heart his choice,
embracing the mansion that is in heaven. "For ,, earth." And the expression "give ear" he
we know, that, if the earthly house of our tuber- derives from the "organs of hearing," "the ears,"
nacle be dissolved, we have a building of God, an attributing carnal things to those who cleave to
house not made with hands, eternal in the heav- the things of sense. Such are they of whom
ens. For we that are in this tabernacle do Micah the prophet says, " Hear the word of the
groan, desiring to be clothed upon with our LOrd,ye peoples who dwell with pangs." s And
house which is from heaven : if so be that being Abraham said, "By no means. The Lord is
clothed we shall not be found naked. For we He who judgeth the earth ;" 9 ,, since he that be-
walk by faith, not by sight," 2 as the apostle says ; lieveth not, is," according to the utterance of the
"and we are willing rather to be absent from the Saviour, "condemned already." '° And there is
body, and present with God." The rather is in writtenin the Kings *' the judgment and sentence
comparison. And comparison obtains in the of the Lord, whichstands thus : "The Lord hears
case of things that fall under resemblance ; as the the righteous, but the wicked He sayeth not, be-
more valiant man is more valiant among the val- cause they do not desire to know God." For the
iant, and most valiant among cowards. Whence Almighty will not accomplish what is absurd.
he adds, "Wherefore we strive, whether present What do the heresies say to this utterance, seeing
or absent, to be accepted with Him," 3 that is, Scripture proclaims the Almighty God to be
God, whose work and creation are all things, good, and not the author of evil and wrong, if
both the world and things supramundane. Iad- indeed ignorance arises from one not knowing?
mire Epicharmus, who clearly says :m But God does nothing absurd. "For this God,"
"Endowed withpious mind, you willnot,in dying, it is said, "is our God, and there is none to save

Su_fer aught evil. The spirit will dwell in heaven besides Him." ,2 "For there is no unrighteous-
above ;"

$ _[ob xhi 2,3,6.

and the minstrel 4 who sings : -- 6_e_..,_ _9,3o
7 isa_ 1. 2.

S M,c. i. 2_.where, however, the c_cludlng words at_ not found.
x Gen.xxiti. 4: Ps. xmdx. x2. 9 Gen.xvm. _$.
2 _ Cot. v. t, _, 3, 7. xt_John ifi. tS.s _Cot. v. 9. Where?
4 Pindar,accotdlngto Theodoret. z* Isa. xlv. 2x.
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ness with God," ' according to the apostle. And and gods, and equal to the gods, and equal in
clearlyyet the prophet teaches the will of God, sagacity to Zeus, and having counsels like the
and the gnostic proficiency, in these words: gods, and resembling the gods, u nibbling, as
,' And now, Israel, what doth the LOaDGod re- seems to me, at the expression, "in the image
quireof thee, but to fear the LOP.ISthy God, and and likeness." 6
walk in all His ways, and love Him, and serve Euripides accordingly says, "Golden wings
Him alone ?" 2 He asks of thee, who hast the are round my back, and I am shod with the
power of choosing salvation. What is it, then, winged sandals of the Sirens; and I shall go
that the Pythagoreans mean when they bid us aloft into the wide ether, to hold converse with
"pray with the voice "? As seems to me, not Zeus."
that they thought the Dtvinity could not hear But I shall pray the Spirit of Christ to wing
those who speak silently, but because they wished me to my Jerusalem. For the Stoics say that
prayers to be right, which no one would be heaven is properly a city, but places here on
ashamed to make in the knowledge of many. earth are not cities ; for they are called so, but
We shall, however, treat of prayer in due course are not. For a city is an important thing, and
by and by. But we ought to have works that the people a decorous body, and a multitude of
cry aloud, as becoming "those who walk in the men regulated by law as the church by the word
the day." 3 "Let thy works shine," 4and behold -- a city on earth impregnableD free from tyr-
a man and his works before his face. "For anny; a product of the divine will on earth as
behold God and His works." s For the gnostic in heaven. Images of this city the poets create
must, as far as is possible, imitate God. And with their pen. For the Hyperboreans, and the
the poets call the elect in their pages godlike Arimaspian cities, and the Elysian plains, are

commonwealths of just men. And we know
x Rom. ix. x4.2 I_ut.x._. Plato's city placed as a pattern in heaven.7
3 Rom. xiu. x3.
4 Matt. v x6 b Gen. t 26.
s Isa. lxii. xx 7 [Eluctdatton IX.]

ELUCIDATIONS.

I.

(The Lord's Discipline, book iv. cap. vi. p. 413.)

xvpmx_/ #tcrK_-_. Casaubon explains this as Dominica exercitaa'o (the religion which the
Lord taught), and quotes the apostolic canons (li. and lii.), which, using this word (gwm/o-**),or-
dain certain fasts on accounlofpious exercise. Baronius, more suo, grasps at this word a_rwr#'**,as
a peg to hang the system of monkery upon. Casanbon answers : "If so, then all the early Christians
were monks and nuns ; as this word is always used by the Fathers for the Christian discipline, or
Christianity itself." Such are the original ascea'cs,nothing more. The Christian Fathers transferred
the word from heathen use to that of the Church, to signify the training to which all the faithful

should subject themselves, in obedience to St. Paul (x Cor. ix. 24-27). See Isaaci Casauboni, De
Annalibus Baronianis Exercitaa'ones, p. 17I.

II.

(Theano,cap. xix. p. 4_I.)

The translator has not been happy in this rendering,but I retain it as in the Edinburgh Edi-
tion, which leaves one in doubt whether this second saying was Theano's ; for, possibly, the trans-
lator meant to leave it so. But the Migne note is very good : "Jamb]ichus mentions twoTheanos,
one the wife of Brontinus, or Brotinus, and the other of Pythagoras. Both alike were devoted to
the Pythagorean philosophy ; and it is not certain, therefore, to which of them these &_ta belong."
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Theodoret quotes both, but deciders not this doubt. Hoffman says, "There were many of the
name ;" and he mentions five different ones. Suidas makes mention of Theano of Crotona as the
wife of Pythagoras, "the first woman who philosophized and wrote poetry ;" and Hoffman doubts
not this lady is the one quoted by Clement. She seems to have presided over the school of her
husband after his death. Of the beauty and morality of the second dictum, I have spoken already
(p. 348, Elucidation XL) ; and I think it worth whole volumes of casuistry on a subject which
(naturA duce, sub lege Logi) the Gospel modestly leaves to natural decency and enlightened
conscience. (See Clement's fine remarks, on p. 435-)

III.

( St. Paul, note 4, P- 434- )

Better rendered, "Paul is more recent (or later) in respect of time." This seems a strangely
apologetic way to speak of this glorious apostle ; though the reference may be to his own words
(1 Cor. xv. 8), "as of one born out of due time." And it suggests to me, that, among the Alexan-
drian Christians, there were many Jewish converts who said, "I am of Apollos," and with
whom the name of the great apostle of the Gentiles was still unsavoury. This goes to confirm
the Pauline origin of the Epistle to the Hebrews, so far as it accounts for (what is testified by
Eusebius, vi. 14) his omission of his own name from his treatise, lest it should prejudice his argu-
ment with his Hebrew kinsmen. Apollos may have sent it to Alexandria.

IV.

(Socrates, cap. xxii. p. 436.)

Who can read the 2_h_eda,and think of Plato and Socrates, without hope that the mystery of

redemption applies to them in some effectual way, under St. Paul's maxims (Rom. ii. 26, 27) ? It
would torture me in reading such sayings as are quoted here, were I not able reverently to indulge

such hope, and then to desist from speculation. Cannot we be silent where Scripture is silent,
and leave all to Him who loved the Gentiles, and dled for them on the cross ? I suspect the itch

of our times, on this and like subjects, to be presumption (2 Cot. x. 5) "against the obedience
of Christ." As if our own concern for the heathen were greater than His who died for the unjust,

praying for His murderers l Why not leave the ransomed world to the world's Redeemer? The
cross bore the inscription in Greek, and Latin also ; for the Jews scorned it in Hebrew : and who
can doubt that those outstretched arms embraced all mankind ?

V.

(Basilides answered, cap. xxlv. p. 437.)

Note the pith and point of this chapter, and the beauty of Clement's dictum, "So it would
be, were it a man and not God that justifies ! As it is written, Thou thoughtest that I was
altogether such an one as thyself." (Compare Matt. xx. 14. ) But let us not overlook his exposi-
tion of the ends and purposes of chastisement. The great principle which he lays down destroys
the whole Trent theology about penance, and annihilates the logical base of its figment about
"Purgatory." "Punishment does not avail to him who has sinned, to undo his sin." The precious
blood of Christ "speaketh better things."

VI.

(Sin after Baptism, cap. xxiv. p. 438.)

Not to broach any opinion of my own, it is enough to remark, that this reference to primitive
discipline shows that a defined penitential system in the early Church was aimed at by the Mon-
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tanists, and inspired their deadly animosity, not merely as a theory, but as a system. Although
differing on many points with Dr. Bunsen (he is both Baron and Doctor, and I give him the more
honourable rifle of the two), I feel it due to my contract with the reader of this series to refer

him to what he says of the baptismal vow, etc. (ttippol., iii. p. i87) , as furnishing a valuable
commentary on the text, and on the whole plan of Alexandrian teaching and discipline.

VII.

(Jubilee,cap. xxv.p.438.)

Here the reader may feel that an Elucidation is requisite to any intelligent idea of what Clem-
ent means to say. "We wish he would explain his explanation" of Ezekiel. Let me give a brief
rendering of the annotations in Migne, as all that can here be furnished. (I) The tabernacle is
the body, as St. Paul uses the word (2 Cor. v. x-4), and St. Peter (2 Ep. i. t3, x4). (z) The
seven periods are the Sabbatical weeks of years leading up to the year of Jubilee. (3) The
arrka_ Xdpa refers to the old system of astronomy, and its division of the heavens into an octave
of spheres, of which the seven inner spheres are those of the seven planets ; the fixt stars being in
the eighth, which "borders on the intellectual world,"--the abode of spirits, according to Clement.

The Miltonic student will recall the perplexity with which, perhaps, in early years, he first
read :--

"They pass the planets seven, and pass the fixt,
And that crystalhne sphere whose balance weighs

The trepidation talked, and that first moved;
t_aradise Last, book iii. 48x.

The Copernican system was, even in Milton's time, not generally accepted ; but, for one who had
personally conversed with Galileo, this seems incorrigibly bad. The true system would have given
greater dignity, and in fact a better topography, to his great poem.

VIII.

(Rebecca, p. 439.)

Le Nourry, as well as Barbeyrac (see Kaye, pp. xo9 and 473), regards Clement as ignorant of
the Hebrew language. Kaye, though he shows that some of the attempts to demonstrate this are
fanciful, inclines to the same opinion ; remarking that he borrows his interpretations from Philo.
On the passage here under consideration, he observes, that, "having said repeatedly' that Re-
bekah in Hebrew is equivalent to bro/xo@in Greek, he now makes it equivalent to _ _6_a.
He elsewhere refers our Saviour's exclamation, Eli, Eli, etc., to the Greek word _Mo_,and the name
Jesus to h?ur0at."

IX.

(Plato's City, cap. xxvi. p. 44L)

This is worth quoting from the Republic (book ix. p. 423, Jowett) : "In heaven there is laid
up a pattern of such a city ; and he who desires may behold this, and, beholding, govern kimself
accordingly. He will act according to the laws of that city, and of no other." Sublime old Gen-
tile ! Did not the apostle of the Gentiles think of Socrates, when he wrote Heb. xii. _8, and xiii. z4 ?
On this noble passage, of which Clement has evidently thought very seriously, Schleiermacheds
remarks seem to me cold and unsatisfactory. (See his Zntroduc_'ans, translated by Dobson; ed.

Cambridge, x836.)

z e.g., this vot ,p. 3o9-
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BOOK V.

CHAP. I.- ON FAITH. For, in fine, the agreement and harmony of the

OF the Gnostic so much has been cursorily, as faith of both * contribute to one end -- salvation.
it were, written. We proceed now to the sequel, We have in the apostle an unerring witness :
and must again contemplate faith ; for there are "For I desire to see you, that I may impart
some that draw the distinction, that faith has unto you some spiritual gift, in order that ye
reference to the Son, and knowledge to the may be strengthened ; that is, that I may be
Spirit. But it has escaped their notice that, in comforted in you, by the mutual faith of you and
order to believe truly in the Son, we must believe me." 4 And further on again he adds, "The
that He is the Son, and that He came, and how, righteousness of God is revealed from faith to
and for what, and respecting His passion ; and faith." s The apostle, then, manifestly announces
we must know who is the SOn of God. Now a twofold faith, or rather one which admits of
neither is knowledge without faith, nor faith growth and perfection ; for the common faith
without knowledge. Nor is the Father without lies beneath as a foundation. 6 To those, there-
the SOn ; for the SOn is with the Father. And fore, who desire to be healed, and are moved by
the SOn is the true teacher respecting the Father ; faith, He added, "Thy faith hath saved thee." 7
and that we may believe in the Son, we must But that which is excellently built upon is con-
know the Father, with whom also is the Son. summated in the believer, and is again perfected
Again, in order that we may know the Father, by the faith which results from instruction and
we must believe in the Son, that it is the Son of the word, in order to the performance of the
God who teaches;for from faith to knowledge commandments. Such were the apostles, inwhose case it is said that "faith removed moun-
by the SOn is the Father. And the knowledge
of the Son and Father, which is according to the tains and transplanted trees." s Whence, per-
gnostic rule--that which in reality is gnostic-- ceiving the greatness of its power, they asked
is the attainment and comprehension of the "that faith might be added to them ;" 9 a faith
truth by the truth, which salutarily bites the soil "like a grain of

We, then, are those who are believers in what mustard," and grows magnificently in it, to such
is not believed, and who are Gnostics as to what a degree that the reasons of things sublime rest
is unknown ; that is, Gnostics as to what is un- on it. For if one by nature knows God, as
known and disbelieved by all, but believed and Basilides thinks, who calls intelligence of a
known by a few; and Gnostics, not describing superior order at once faith and kingship, and
actions by speech, but Gnostics in the exercise a creation worthy of the essence of the Creator;
of contemplation. Happy is he who speaks in and explains that near Him exists not power,
the ears of the hearing. Now faith is the ear of but essence and nature and substance ; and
the soul. And such the Lord intimates faith to says that faith is not the rational assent of the
be, when He says, "He that hath ears to hear, soul exercising free-will, but an undefined beauty,
let him hear; ''' so that by believing he may belonging immediately to the creature ;--the
comprehend what He says, as He says it. Ho- precepts both of the Old and of the New Testa-
mer, too, the oldest of the poets, using the word ment are, then, superfluous, if one is saved by
"hear" instead of" perceive "-- the specific for , T,_.r and_.
the generic term -- writes : -- , Ro=. i. _, _2.5 Nora. i. xT.

"Him most they heard. "= 6 [,, The common fatth " (/I _ou,_ trM_) is rio "secret," then,and cannot be in tts nature.]
7 Matt. ix. _.

t M_tt. xi. tS. s Matt, xv_ _o; Luke xvll. 6; z Cot. xili. z.
I Odjv.r_r,,vi. x85. 9 Luke xvii. 5-
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nature, as Valentinus would have it, and is a nor things convertible ; and those are so which
believer and an elect man by nature, as Basilides can be said equally by those who take the oppo-
thinks ; and nature would have been able, one site side, as if what is in the womb is a living
time or other, to have shone forth, apart from creature or not. A fourth mode is, when, from
the Saviour's appearance. But were they to say either side of those, there is advanced an unan-
that the visit of the Saviour was necessary, then swerable and irrefragable argument. If, then,
the properties of nature axe gone from them, the the ground of inquiry, according to all of these
elect being saved by instruction, and purification, modes, is removed, faith is established. For we
and the doing of good works. Abraham, accord- advance to them the unanswerable consideration,
ingly, who through hearing believed the voice, that it is God who speaks and comes to our help
which promised under the oak in Mamre, "I in writing, respecting each one of the points re-
will give this land to thee, and to thy seed," garding which I investigate. Who, then, is so
was either elect or not. But if he was not, how impious as to disbelieve God, and to demand
did he straightway believe, as it were naturally? proofs from God as from men? Again, some
And if he was elect, their hypothesis is done questions demand the evidence of the senses,S as
away with, inasmuch as even previous to the if one were to ask whether the fire be warm, or
coming of the Lord an election was found, and the snow white ; and some admonition and re-
that saved: "For it was reckoned to him for buke, as the question if you ought to honour
righteousness."' For if any one, following your parents." And there are those that deserve
Marcion, should dare to say that the Creator punishment, as to ask proofs of the existence of
(AVlFtOVp-gdv)saved the man that believed on Providence. There being then a Providence, it
him, even before the advent of the Lord, (the were impious to think that the whole of prophecy
election being saved with their own proper and the economy in reference to a Saviour did
salvataon) ; the power of the good Being will be not take place in accordance with Providence.
eclipsed ; inasmuch as late only, and subsequent And perchance one should not even attempt to
to the Creator spoken of by them in words of demonstrate such points, the divine Providence
good omen, it made the attempt to save, and by being evident from the sight of all its skilful and
his instruction, and in imitation of him. But if, wise works which are seen, some of which take
being such, the good Being save, according to place in order, and some appear in order. And
them ; neither is it his own that he saves, nor is He who communicated to us being and life, has
it with the consent of him who formed the communicated to us also reason, wishing us to live
creation that he essays salvation, but by force or rationally and rightly. For the Word of the
fraud. And how can he any more be good, Father of the universe is not the uttered word
acting thus, and being postenor? But if the (Adyo_ _rpo4,oOtxd_), but the wisdom and most
locality is different, and the dwelling-place of manifest kindness of God, and His power too,
the Omnipotent is remote from the dwelling- which is almighty and truly divine, and not in-
place of the good God ; yet the will of him who capable of being conceived by those who do not
saves, having been the first to begin, is not confess--the all-potent will. But since some
inferior to that of the good God. From what are unbelieving, and some are disputatious, all
has been previously proved, those who believe do not attain to the perfection of the good. For
not are proved senseless : "For their paths are neither is it possible to attain it without the ex-
perverted, and they know not peace," saith ercise of free choice ; nor does the whole _lepend
the prophet. 2 "But foolish and unlearned ques- on our own purpose ; as, for example, what is des-
tions" the divine Paul exhorted to "avoid, be- tined to happen. "For by grace we are savod : ''
cause they gender strifes." s And A_schylus not, indeed, without good works ; but we must,
exclaims : -- by being formed for what is good, acquire an incli.

nation for it. And we must possess the healthy
, In what profits not, labour not in vain." mind which is fixed on the pursuit of the good ;

For that investigation, which accords with faith, in order to which we have the greatest need of
which builds, on the foundation of faith, 4 the au- divine grace, and of right teaching, and of holy
gust knowledge of the truth, we know to be the susceptibility, and of the drawing of the Father
best. Now we know that neither things which to Him. For, bound in this earthly body, we
are clear are made subjects of investigation, apprehend the objects of sense by means of tim
such as if it is day, while it is day ; nor things body ; but we grasp intellectual objects by means
unknown, and never destined to become clear, of the logical faculty itself. But if one expect
as whether the stars are even or odd in number ; to apprehend all things by the senses, he has fall-

en far from the truth. Spiritually, therefore, the
' c,_. _,. 6; Rom.iv.s. apostle writes respecting the knowledgeof GOd,= I_Lhx.8.

• T'._ ;L23.
J
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"' For now we see as through a glass, but then of Agrigentum, who celebrates faith as fol-
face to face."' For the vision of the truth is lows :-

given but to few. Accordingly, Plato says in the . Friends, I know, then, that there is truth in the m)_hs
F_pinamis, "I do not say that it is possible for Which I will relate. But very difficult to men,

• "9all to be blessed and happy ; only a few. Whilst And irksome to the mind, is the attempt of faith.

we live, I pronounce this to be the case. But Wherefore also the apostle exhorts, "that your
there is a good hope that after death I shall at- faith should not be in the wisdom of men," who
tain all." To the same effect is what we find in profess to persuade, "but in the power of God," '°
Moses : "No man shall see My face, and live." 2 which alone without proofs, by mere faith, is able
For it is evident that no one during the period to save. "For the most approved of those that
of life has been able to apprehend God clearly, are reputable knows how to keep watch. And
But" the pure in heart shall see God," 3when they justice will apprehend the forgers and witnesses
arrive at the final perfection. For since the soul of lies," says the Ephesian." For he, having de-
became too enfeebled for the apprehension of rived his knowledge from the barbarian philoso-
realities, we needed a divine teacher. The Say- phy, is acquainted with the purification by fire
ionr is sent down m a teacher and leader in the of those who have led bad lives, which the
acquisition of the good --the secret and sacred Stoics afterwards called the Conflagration (_K_-
token of the great Providence. "Where, then, pt_r,_), in which also they teach that each will
is the scribe ? where is the searcher of this world ? arise exactly as he was, so treatmg of the resur-
Hath not God made foolish the wisdom of this rection; while Plato says as follows, that the
world ?" 4 it is said. And again, "I will destroy earth at certain periods is purified by fire and
the wisdom of the wise, and bring to nothing the water : "There have been many destructions of
understanding of the prudent," 5 plainly of those men in many ways ; and there shall be verygreat
wise in their own eyes, and disputatious. Ex- ones by fire and water ; and others briefer by
cellenfly therefore Jeremiah says, "Thus saith innumerable causes." And after a litre he adds :

the /__RD, Stand in the ways, and ask for the ,, And, in truth, there is a change of the objects
eternal paths, what is the good way, and walk v_hich revolve about earth and heaven ; and in
in it, and ye shall find expiation for your souls." 6 the course of long periods there is the destruc-
Ask, he says, and inquire of those who know, tion of the objects on earth by a great conflagra-
without contention and dispute. And on learn- tion." Then he subjoins respectmg the deluge :
ing the way of truth, let us walk on the right way, ,, But when, again, the gods deluge the earth to
without turning till we attain to what we desire, purify it with water, those on the mountains,
It was therefore with reason that the king of the herdsmen and shepherds, are saved ; those in
Romans (his name was Numa), being a Pytha- your cities are carried down by the rivers into
gorean, first of all men, erected a temple to the sea." Andwe showed in the first Miscellany ,2
Faith and Peace. "And to Abraham, on believ- that the philosophers of the Greeks are called
ing, righteousness was reckoned." 7 He, prose- thieves, inasmuch as they have taken without
curing the lofty philosophy of aerial phenomena, acknowledgment their principal dogmas from
and the sublime philosophy of the movements Moses and the prophets. To which also we
in the heavens, was called Abram, which is inter- shall add, that the angels who had obtained the
preted "sublime father." 8 But afterwards, on superior rank, having sunk into pleasures, told to
looking'up to heaven, whether it was that he saw the women ,3 the secrets which had come to their
the Son in the spirit, as some explain, or a glori- knowledge ; while the rest of the angels con-
ous angel, or in any other way recognised God cealed them, or rather, kept them against the
to be superior to the creation, and all the order coming of the Lord. Thence emanated the
in it, he receives in addition the Alpha, the doctrine of providence, and the revelation of
knowledge of the one and only God, and is called high things ; and prophecy having already been
Abmam, having, instead of a natural philosopher, imparted to the philosophers of the Greeks, the
become wise, and a lover of God. For it is in- treatment of dogma arose among the philoso-
terpreted, "elect father of sound." For by phers, sometimes true when they hit the mark,
sound is the uttered word: the mind is its and sometimes erroneous, when they compre-
father; and the mind of the good man is elect, hended not the secret of the prophetic allegory.
I cannot forbear praising exceedingly the poet And this it is proposed briefly to indicate in

running over the points requiring mention.
*z cot. xli__. Faith, then, we say, we are to show must not be
s Ex, xxxlii, 2o.
3 Matt. v. 8.
4 x Cot. i. _Jo.

s x C.or. i. x9. agoEmpedocles.6 Jer. vi. x6. x Cor. it. 5-
7 Rom. iv. 3, $, 9, _. xx Heraclitus.
II Philo _[t_l_us, De .46ra/ta_var, p. 4x3, voL ii. Bolm. [But s2 [See p. 3x8, #upra. l

see Elucldatloa I.] 13 [See vol. t. p. xgo, thts series.]
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inert and alone, but accompanied with investiga- who by instruction is communicated to the faith-
fion. For I do not say that we are not to in- ful, "is faithful ; "4 and we must be allied to
quire at all. For" Search, and thou shalt find,"' Him by divine love : so that by like we may see
it is said. like, hearing the word of truth guilelessly and

,, What is sought may be captured, purely, as children who obey us. And this was
But what is neglected escapes," what he, whoever he was, indicated who wrote

according to Sophocles. on the entrance to the temple at Epidaurus the
The like also says Menander the comic poet :_ iuscription :

"All things sought, "Pure he must be who goes within
The wisest say, need amuous thought." The inccnse-perfurnedlane."

But we ought to direct the visual faculty of the And purity is "to think holy thoughts." "Ex-
soul aright to discovery, and to clear away ob- cept ye become as these little children, ye shall
stacles ; and to cast clean away contention, and not enter," it is said, "into the kingdom of
envy, and strife, destined to perish miserably heaven." 5 For there the temple of God is seen
from among men. established on three foundations ufaith; hope,

For very beautifully does Timon of Phlius and love.

write :_ CHAP.ILION HOPE.
4,And Strife. the Plague of Mortals, stalks vainly shriek-

ing, Respecting faith we have adduced sufficient
The sister of Murderous Quarrel and Discord, testimonies of writings among the Greeks. But
Which rolls blindly over all things. But then in order not to exceed bounds, through eager-
It sets its head towards men, and casts them on hope." ness to collect a very great many also respecting

Then a little below he adds : -- hope and love, suffice it merely to say that in the

"For who hath set these to fight in deadly strife ? Crlta Socrates, who prefers a good life and death
A rabble keeping pace with Echo ; for, enraged at tO life itself, thinks that we have hope of another

those silent, life after death.
It rinsed an evil disease against men, and many per- Also in the Ph_drus he says, "That only

ished;" when in a separate state can the soul become
of the speech which denies what is false, and of partaker of the wisdom which is true, and sur-
the dilemma, of that which is concealed, of the passes human power ; and when, having reached
Sorites, and of the Crocodilean, of that which the end of hope by philosophic love, desire shall
is open, and of ambiguities and sophisms. To waft it to heaven, then," says he, "does it re-
inquire, then, respecting God, if it tend not to ceive the commencement of another, an immor-
strife, but to discovery, is salutary. For it is tallife." And in the Symposium he says, "That
written in David, "The poor eat, and shall be there is instilled into all the natural love of gen-
filled; and they shall praise the LORD that seek erating what is like, and in men of generating
Him. Your heart shall live for ever." * For men alone, and in the good man of the genera-
they who seek Him after the true search, prais- tion of the counterpart of himself. But it is
ing the Lord, shall be filled with the gift that impossible for the good man to do this without
comes from God, that is, knowledge. And their possessing the perfect virtues, in which he will
soul shall live; for the soul is figuratively termed train the youth who have recourse to him."
the heart, which ministers life : for by the Son is And as he says in the Tkazletus, "He will beget
the Father known, uad finish men. For some procreate by the

We ought not to surrender our ears to all who body, others by the soul ;" since also with the
speak and write rashly. For cups also, which barbarian philosophers to teach and enlighten is
are taken hold of by many by the ears, are called to regenerate ; and "I have begotten you
dirtied, and lose the ears; and besides, when in Jesus Christ, ''6 says the good apostle some-
they fall they are broken. In the same way also, where.
those, who have polluted the pure hearing of faith Empedocles, too, enumerates friendship
by many trifles, at last becoming deaf to the among the elements, conceiving it as a corn-
truth, become useless and fall to the earth. It bining love :-

is not, then, without reason that we commanded ,,Which do you look at with your mind; and don't sit
boys to kiss their relations, holding them by the gaping with your eyes."
ears ; indicating this, that the feeling of love is
engendered by hearing. And "God," who is Parmenides, too, in his poem, alluding to

-- -- ¢' " " 3 " "known to those who love, is love, as God, hope, speaks thus :

x Cor. L _ x. x3.
t ll4atlL _ 7. _ MaU, zvm. 3" [_aln t]_ i,_dl___ _ Ot"e.lJldt,_]t Ps. zzii.s6.
s xJolmiv.16. 6 t Cottv.ts.
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"Yet look with the mind certainly on what is absent as found out?" "Certainly, if you have sought."
present,

For itwi]l not sever that which is from the grasp it "Then you don't think that I have sought?"
has of that which is "Yes, if you think you do not know." s So

Not, even i£ scattered in every direction over the with the lamps of the wise virgins, lighted at
world or combined." night m the great darkness of ignorance, which

the Scripture signified by "night." Wise souls,
CHAP. m.- THE OBJECTSOF FArm AND HOPE pure as virgins, understanding themselves to be

PERCEIVEDBY THE mIND ALONE. situated amidst the ignorance of the world, kin-
For he who hopes, as he who believes, sees die the light, and rouse the mind, and illumine

intellectual objects and future things with the the darkness, and dispel ignorance, and seek
mind. If, then, we alarm that aught is just, truth, and await the appearance of the Teacher.
and affirm it to be good, and we also say that ,,The mob, then," said I, "cannot become a philoso-
truth is something, yet we have never seen any pher."9
of such objects with our eyes, but with our mind ,, Many rod-bearers there are, but few Bacchi,"
alone. Now the Word of God says, "I am the according to Plato. "For many are called, but
truth." ' The Word is then to be contemplated few chosen.' .... ' Knowledge is not in all,"" says
by the mind. "Do you aver," it was said/" that the apostle. "And pray that we may be de-
there are any true philosophers ?" "Yes," said hvered from unreasonable and wicked men : for
I, "those who love to contemplate the truth." all men have not faith." '_ And the _Poeticsof
In the _Pha_drgs also, Plato, speaking of the Cleanthes, the Stoic, writes to the following
truth, shows it as an idea. Now an idea is a effect:--

conception of God ; and this the barbarians have , Look not to glory, wishing to be suddenly wise,
termed the Word of God. The words are as And fear not the undiscerning and rash opmon of the
follow : "For one must then dare to speak the many;
truth, especially in speaking of the truth. For For the multitude has not an intelligent, or wise, or
the essence of the soul, being colourless, form- right judgment,And it is in few men that you will find this." t_
less, and intangible, is visible only to God,3 its
guide." Now the Word issumg forth was the And more sententiously the comic poet briefly
cause of creation ; then also he generated him- says:--
self, "when the Word had become flesh," + that "It is a shame to judge of what is right by much noise."

He might be seen. The righteous man will For they heard, I think, that excellent wisdom,
seek the discovery that flows from love, to which which says to us, "Watch your opportunity in
if he hastes he prospers. For it is said, "To him the midst of the foolish, and in the midst of the
that knocketh, it shall be opened: ask, and it intelligent continue." ,4 And again, "The wise
shall be given to you." s "For the violent that will conceal sense." ,s For the many demand
storm the kingdom "6 are not so in disputatious demonstration as a pledge of truth, not satisfied
speeches; but by continuance in a. right life and with the bare salvation by faith.
unceasing prayers, are said "to take it by force,"
wiping away the blots left by their previous sins. "But it is strongly incumbent to disbelieve the dominantwicked,
"You may obtain wickedness, even in great abundance/ And as is enjoined by the assurance of our muse,.... St "

And him who toils God helps ; Know by dmsectlng the utterance within yourbrea .
For the gifts of the Muses, hard to win, "For this is habitual to the wicked," says Era-Lie not before you, for any one to bear away."

pedocles, "to wish to overbear what is true by
The knowledge of ignorance is, then, the first disbelieving it." And that our tenets are proba-
lesson in walking according to the Word. An ble and worthy of belief, the Greeks shall know,
ignorant man has sought, and having sought, he the p_nt being more thoroughly investigated in
finds the teacher; and finding has believed, and what follows. For we are taught what is like by
believing has hoped ; and henceforward having what is like. For says Solomon, "Answer a fool
loved, is assimilated to what was loved- en- according to his folly." ,s Wherefore also, to
deavouring to be what he first loved. Such is i those that ask the wisdom that is with us, we axe
the method Socrates shows Alcibiades, who thus ! to hold out things suitable, that with the greatest
questions : "Do you not think that I shall know possible ease they may, through their own ideas,
about what is fight otherwise ?.... Yes, if you be likely to arrive at faith in the truth. For "I
have found out." "But you don't think I have

s Plato, Alc_iade.r, book i.
I John xlv. 6. 9 ]_ato, Re_/_bli¢, Yl. p. 678.
a By Plato. to Matt. xx. x6.
5 IAPlatowehavev_in_ado£ O_ u t Cor.viii.7.
+ ,T.ohni. _,_ z, _Th_s.ifi. z, _.

z+ Quoted by Socrates in the P/utde, p. 52...t Matt. vn. 7-
6 Matt. 3d. x_. x+ F__hm. xxvti x_.

Pray. x. x4+.
7 Hesiod, first line, IP'orlta attd Da..vs, _5. The other dram are _ Prov. xx_. 5.variomdyatcri_ to dilf_*mtauthors.
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became all things to all men, that I might gain elements is literal (Kyriologic), and the other
all men." ' Since also "the rain" of the divine ] Symbolic. Of the Symbolic, one kind speaks
grace is sent down "on the just and the unjust. ''21 literally by imitation, and another writes as it

• . . : , ' . " . • " "te "allegon,
they make

apostle. I a circle ; and Moon, a figure like the Moon, like
its proper shape. But in using the figurative

cm_v. iv. m DIVINE ZHISGS WRAVVEDUV m rio- style, by transposing and transferring, by chan-
URES BOTH IN THE SACREDAND IN HEATHENging and by transforming m many ways as suits
wgrrEv.s, them, they draw characters. In relating the
But since they will believe neither in what is praises of the kings in theological myths, they

good justly nor in knowledge unto salvation, we write in anaglyphs.s Let the following stand as
ourselves reckoning what they claam as belonging a specimen of the third species -- the Enigmatic.
to us, because all things are God's ; and espe- For the rest of the stars, on account of their
cially since what is good proceeded from us to oblique course, they have figured like the bodies
the Greeks, let us handle those things as they of serpents ; but the sun, like that of a beetle,
axe capable of heating. For intelligence or rec- because it makes a round figure of ox-dung, 6 and
titude this great crowd estimates not by truth, rolls it before its face. And they say that this
but by what they are delighted with. And they creature lives six months under ground, and the
will be pleased not more with other things than other division of the year above ground, and
with what is like themselves. For he who is still iemits its seed into the ball. and brings forth ; and
bhnd and dumb, not having understanding, or that there is not a female beetle. All then, in a
the undazzled and keen vision of the contempla- word, who have spoken of divine things, both
tire soul, which the Saviour confers, hke the un- iBaxbarians and Greeks, have veiled the first
initiated at the mysteries, or the unmusical at principles of things, and delivered the truth in
dances, not being yet pure and worthy of the enigmas, and symbols, and allegories, and recta-
pure truth, but still dmcordant and disordered phors, and such like tropes.7 Such also are the
and material, must stand outside of the divine oracles among the Greeks. And the Pythian
choir• "For we compare spiritual things with Apollo is called Loxias. Also the maxims of
spiritual." 4 Wherefore, in accordance with the those among the Greeks called wise men, in a
method of concealment, the truly sacred Word, few sayings indicate the unfolding of matter of
truly divine and most necessary for us, deposited considerable importance. Such certainly is that
in the shnne of truth, was by the Egyptians indi- maxim, "Spare Time : " either because life is
cated by what were called among them adyta, short, and we ought not to expend this time in
and by the Hebrews by the veil. Only the con- vain ; or, on the other hand, it bids you spare
secrated -- that is, those devoted to God, cir- your personal expenses ; so that, though you live
cumcised in the desire of the passions for the many years, necessaries may not fail you. Simi-
sake of love to that which is alone divinemwere lady also the maxim "Know thyself" shows
allowed access to them. For Plato also thought many things ; both that thou art mortal, and that
_t not lawful for "the impure to touch the pure." thou wast born a human being ; and also that,

Thence the prophecies and oracles are spoken in comparison with the other excellences of life,
m enigmas, and the mysteries are not exhibited thou art of no account, because thou sayest that
incontinently to all and sundry, but only after thou art rich or renowned ; or, on the other
certain purifications and previous instructions, hand, that, being rich or renowned, you are not

"For the Muse was not then honoured on account of your advantages alone.
Greedy of gain or mercenary ; And it says, Know for what thou weft born, and
Nor were Terpsiehore's sweet, whose image thou art ; and what is thy essence,
Honey-toned, silvery soft-voiced and what thy creation, and what thy relation to
Strains made merchandise of." God, and the like. And the Spirit says by Isaiah

Now those instructed among the Egyptians the prophet, "I will give thee treasures, hidden,
learned first of all that style of the Egyptian dark. ''s Nowwisdom, hard to hunt, is thetreas-
letters which is called Epistolographic; and ures of God and unfailing riches. But those,
second, the Hieratic, which the sacred scribes taught in theology by those prophets, the poets,
practise ; and finally, and last of all, the Hiero- philosophize much by way of a hidden sense. I
glyphie, of which one kind which is by the first mean Orpheus, Linns, Muraeus, Homer, and

' xCot.ix._a. s Busmlie£
_ v, 45• 6 [EI_ ILl

• R_. _i._,3o. 7[P_o_.i.6.]zt_or.i/. '3- sIsa.xlv.3.
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Hesiod, and those in this fashion wise. The their thoughts to divine things, and partake of
persuasive style of poetry is for them a veil for gnostic food. "' According to the grace," it is
the many. Dreams and signs are all more or said, "given to me as a wise master builder, I
less obscure to men, not from jealousy (for it have laid the foundation. And another buildeth
were wrong to conceive of God as subject to on it gold and silver,precious stones." 7 Such is
passions), but in order that research, introducing the gnostic superstructureon the foundation of
to the understanding of enigmas, may haste to kith in Christ Jesus. But "the stubble, and the
the discovery of truth. Thus Sophocles the wood, and the hay," are the additions of heresies.
tragic poet somewhere says : -- "But the fire shall try every man's work, of what

sort it is." In allusion to the gnostic edifice also•'AndGodI knowto be suchan one,
Evertherevealerof enigmas to the wise, in the Epistle to the Romans, he says, "For I
But to the perversebad, althougha teacherin few desire to see you, that I may impart unto you a

words,"-- spiritual gift, that ye may be established." s It

putting bad instead of simple. Expressly then was impossible that gifts of this sort could be
respecting all our Scripture, as if spoken in a written without disguise.
parable, it is written in the Psalms, "Hear, O
My people, My law: incline your ear to the CHAP.v.--Olq THE SCM_OLSor FCTHAC,ORAS.
words of My mouth. I will open My mouth in Now the Pythagorean symbols were connected
parables, I will utter My problems from the be- with the Barbarianphilosophy in the most recon-
ginning."' Similarly speaks the noble apostle dite way. For instance, the Samian counsels
to the following effect: "Howbeit we speak "not to have a swallow in the house ;" that is,
wisdom among those that are perfect ; yet not not to receive a loquacious, whispering, garrulous
the wisdom of this world, nor of the princes of man, who cannot contain what has been corn-
this world, that come to nought. But we speak municated to him. " For the swallow, and the
the wisdom of God hidden in a mystery ; which turtle, and the sparrows of the field, know the
none of the princes of this world knew. For times of their entrance,'9 says the Scripture;and
had they known it, they would not have cruci- one ought never to dwell with trifles. And the
fled the Lord of glory.''2 turtle-dove murmuringshows the thankless slan-

The philosophers did not exert themselves der of fault-finding, and is rightly expelled the
in contemning the appearance of the Lord. It house.
therefore follows that it is the opinion of the "Don't mutter against me, sitting by one in one place,• - _, 1oanotherm another.
wise among the Jews which the apostle inveighs
against it. Whereforehe adds, "But we preach, The swallow too, which suggests the fable of
as it is written, what eye hath not seen, and ear Pandion, seeing it is right to detest the incidents
hath not heard, and hath not entered into the reported of it, some of which we hear Tereus
heart of man, what God hath prepared for them suffered, and some of which he inflicted. It
that love Him. For God hath revealed it to us pursues also the musical grasshoppers, whence he
by the Spirit. For the Spiritsearcheth all things, who is a persecutor of the word ought to be
even the deep things of God." 3 For he recog- driven away.
nises the spiritualman and the Gnostic as the dis- "By scel_tre-bearing Here,whoseeyesurveysOlympus,

ciple of the Holy Spirit dispensed by God, which _ I have a rustycloset for tongues,"
is the mind of Christ. "But the natural man says Poetry. 2Eschylus also says:--
receiveth not the things of the Spirit, for they ,, But,I, too, havea keyas a guardon mytongue."
are foolishness to him." * Now the apostle, in Again Pythagoras commanded, "When the pot is
contradistinction to gnostic perfection, calls the lifted off the fire, not to leave its mark in the
common faith s the founds�inn, and sometimes ashes, but to scatter them ;" and "people on
milk, writing on this wise : "Brethren, I could getting up from bed, to shake the bed-clothes."
not speak to you as to spiritual, but as to carnal, _'orhe intimated that it was necessary not only
to babes in Christ. I have fed you with milk, to efface the mark, but not to leave even a trace
not with meat : for ye were not able. Neither of anger ; and that on its ceasing to boil, it was
yet are ye now able. For ye are yet carnal : for to be composed, and all memory of injury to be
whereas there is among you envy and strife, are wined out. "And let not the sun," says the
ye not carnal,and walk as men ?" 6 Which things _ipture, "go down upon your wrath." " And
are the choice of those men who are sinners, he that said, "Thou shalt not desire," ,2 took
But those who abstain from these things give away all memory of wrong ; for wrath is found

t ]_L lxXvlli. X, _. ? XCot" i_i" IO-t3"
a t Cot. ii. 6-8. 8 Rom. i. zt.

$ z Cot. ii. 9, zo. _ Jet. viii. 6.
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to be the impulse of concupiscence in a mild proclamation of the Word all that holy light
soul, especially seeking irrational revenge. In shone forth. Then in houses by night the stolen
the same way "the bed is ordered to be shaken light is useful ; but by day the fire blazes, and
up," so that there may be no recollection of effu- all the night is illuminated by such a sun of in-
sion in sleep,' or sleep in the day-time; nor, tellectual light.
besides, of pleasure during the night. And he Now Pythagoras made an epitome of the
intimated that the vision of the dark ought to be statements on righteousness in Moses, when he
dissipated speedily by the light of truth. " Be said, " Do not step over the balance ; " that is,
angry, and sin not," says David, teaching us that do not transgress equality in distribution, hon-
we ought not to assent to the impression, and ouring justice so.
not to follow it up by action, and so confirm "Which friends to friends for ever, binds,
_Tath. To cities, citles--to allies, allies,

Again, "Don't sail on land" is a Pythagorean For equality is what is right for men;
But less to greater ever hosule grows,

saw, and shows that taxes and similar contracts, And days of hate begin,"
being troublesome and fluctuating, ought to be
declined. Wherefore also the Word says that as is said with poetic grace.
the tax-gatherers shall be saved with difficulty: Wherefore the Lord says, "Take My yoke, for

And again, "Don't wear a ring, nor engrave it is gentle and light." s And on the disciples,
on it the mlages of the gods," enjoins Pythago- striving for the pre-eminence, He enjoins equal-
ras; as Moses ages before enacted expressly, ity with simplicity, saying "that they must be-
that neither a graven, nor molten, nor moulded, come as little children." 6 Likewise also the
nor painted likeness should be made ; so that apostle writes, that "no one in Christ is bond
we may not cleave to things of sense, but pass to or free, or Greek or Jew. For the creation in
intellectual objects : for familiarity with the sight Christ Jesus is new, is equality, free of strife
disparages the reverence of what is divine; and not grasping mjust." For envy, and jealousy,
to worship that which is immaterial by matter, and b_tterness, stand without the divine choir.
is to dishonour it by sense: Wherefore the Thus also those skilled in the mysteries forbid
wisest of the Egyptian priests decided that the "to eat the heart ;" teaching that we ought not
temple of Athene should be hyp_ethral, just as to gnaw and consume the soul by idleness and
the Hebrews constructed the temple without an by vexation, on account of things which happen

against one's wishes. Wretched, accordingly,image. And some, in worshipping God, make a
was the man whom Homer also says, wanderingrepresentation of heaven containing the stars ;

and so worship, although Scripture says, "Let alone, "ate his own heart." But again, seeing
Us make man in Our image and likeness. ''4 I the Gospel supposes two waysEthe apostles,
think it worth while also to adduce the utterance too, similarly with all the prophets-- and seeing
of Eurysus the Pythagorean, which is as follows, they call that one "narrow and confined" which
who in his book On Fortune, having said that is circumscribed according to the command-
the "Creator, on making man, took Hiriaself as ments and prohibitions, and the opposite one,
an exemplar," added, "And the body is like the which leads to perdition, "broad and roomy,"

• open to pleasures and wrath, and say, "Blessed
other things, as being made of the same material,
and fashioned by the best workraan, who wrought is the man who walketh not in the counsel of
it, taking Himself as the archetype." And, in the ungodly, and standeth not in the way of sin-
fine, Pythagoras and his followers, with Plato ners." z Hence also comes the fable of Prodi-
also, and most of the other philosophers, were cus of Ceus about Virtue and Vice. s And Ih/-

thagoras shrinks not from prohibiting to walk on
best acquainted with the Lawgiver, as may be the pubhc thoroughfares, enjoining the necessity
concluded from their doctrine. And by a happy of not following the sentiments of th_ many,
utterance of divination, not without divine help, which are crude and inconsistent. And Afistoc-
concurring in certain prophetic declarations, and
seizing the truth in portions and aspects, in ritus, in the first book of his PosiKons against
terms not obscure, and not going beyond the Heracliadarus, mentions a letter to this effect:
explanation of the things, they honoured it on as "Atoeeas king of the Scythians to the people of
tertaining the appearance of relation with the Byzantium : Do not impair my revenues in case
truth. Whence the Hellenic philosophy is like my mares dnnk your water ;" for the Barbarian
the torch of wick which men kindle, artificially indicated symbolically that he would make war
stealin__g the light from the sun. But on the on them. Likewise also the poet Euphorion in-troduces Nestor saying,

"We have not yet wet the Achaeansteeds in Simois."
xLI_ 23.]

Itls so said c_ the rlch: Matt. xix. 23; Mark x._3; Luke xvili.
s Matt. xl _, 3o.

_"3 _Agalnst images. Buts_eCatec/¢ismof tgseCou_cilofrrent, _ MpsT. xvm. 3.
part i_.cap. 2, qtm_t, xxiv ] i z.
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Therefore also the Egyptians place Sphinxes, of God is a thing inaccessible to the ears and
before their temples, to signify that the doctrine like organs of tins kind of people. Hence the
respecting God is enigmatical and obscure ; per- Son is said to be the Father's face, being the re-
haps also that we ought both to love and fear vealer of the Father's character to the five senses
the Divine Being: to love Him as genre and by clothing Himself with flesh. "But if we live
benign to the pious; to fear Him as inexorably in the Spirit, let us also walk in the Spirit. ''2
just to the impious ; for the sphinx shows the "For we walk by faith, not by sight," s the noble
image of a wild beast and of a man together, apostle says. Within the veil, then, is concealed

the sacerdotal service; and it keeps those en-
CHAP.VI.N THE MYSTIC MF_ANtNGOF THE TAS- gaged in it far from those without.

ERNACLEANDITS FURNITURE. Again, there is the veil of the entrance into
It were tedious to go over all the Prophets the holy of holies. Four pillars there are, the

and the Law, specifying what is spoken in enig- sign of the sacred tetrad of the ancient cove-
mas ; for almost the whole Scripture gives its nants.4 Further, the mystic name of four letters
utterances in this way. It may suffice, I think, which was affixed to those alone to whom the
for any one possessed of intelligence, for the adytum was accessible, is called Jave, which is
proof of the point in hand, to select a few ex- interpreted, "Who is and shall be." The name
amples, of God, too, among the Greeks contains four

Now concealment is evinced in the reference letters.

of the seven circuits around the temple, which Now the Lord, having come alone into the
are made mention of among the Hebrews ; and intellectual world, enters by His sufferings, intro-
the equipment on the robe, indicating by the duced into the knowledge of the Ineffable, as-
various symbols, which had reference to visible cending above every name which is known by
objects, the agreement which from heaven sound. The lamp, too, was placed to the south
reaches down to earth. And the covering and of the altar of incense ; and by it were shown
the veil were variegated with blue, .and purple, the motions of the seven planets, that perform
and scarlet, and linen. And so it was suggested their revolutions towards the south. For three
that the nature of the elements contained the branches rose on either side of the lamp, and
revelation of God. For purple is from water, lights on them ; since also the sun, like the lamp,
linen from the earth ; blue, being dark, is hke set in the midst of all the planets, dispenses with
the air, as scarlet is like fire. a kind of divine music the light to those above

In the midst of the covering and veil, where and to those below.
the priests were allowed to enter, was situated The golden lamp conveys another enigma as
the altar of incense, the symbol of the earth a symbol of Christ, not in respect of form alone,
placed in the middle of this universe ; and from but in his casting light, "at sundry times and
it came the fumes of incense. And that place divers manners," s on those who believe on Him
intermediate between the inner veil, where the and hope, and who see by means of the ministry
high priest alone, on prescribed days, was per- of the First-born. And they say that the seven
mitted to enter, and the external court which eyes of the Lord "are the seven spirits resting
surrounded it N free to all the Hebrews-- was, on the rod that springs from the root of Jesse." 6
they say, the middlemost point of heaven and North of the altar of incense was placed a
earth. But others say it was the symbol of the table, on which there was " the exhibition of the
intellectual world, and that of sense. The coy- loaves ;" for the most nourishing of the winds
ering, then, the barrier of popular unbelief, was are those of the north. And thus are signified
stretched in front of the five pillars, keeping certain seats of churches conspiring so as to
back those in the surrounding space, form one body and one assemblage.7

So very mystically the five loaves are broken And the things recorded of the sacred ark
by the Saviour, and fill the crowd of the listeners, signify the properties of the world of thought,
For great is the crowd that keep to the things which is hidden and closed to the many.
of sense, as if they were the only things in ex- And those golden figures, each of them with
istence. "Cast your eyes round, and see," says six wings, signify either the two bears, as some
Plato, "that none of the uninitiated listen." will have it, or rather the two hemispheres. And
Such are they who think that nothing else exists, the name cherubim meant "much knowledge."
but what they can hold tight with their hands ; But both together have twelve wings, and by the
but do not admit as in the department of exist- zodiac and time, which moves on it, point out
ence, actions and processes of generation, and
the whole of the unseen. For such are those * a_ .... s.
who keep by the five senses. But the knowledge ,32co_.v. 7.[Eluddation III,]

s Heb t. L
6 Rev. v. 6: Ira. xi to. [Eluctdati_ IV.]

x [Rawlimoa,Hcrad..ii. *'3-] 7 [" The commumoaof saints."]
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the world of sense. It is of them, I think, that said, "The Head of Christ is the God and
Tragedy, discoursing of Nature, says :-- Father of our Lord Jesus Christ." s Moreover,

,,Unwearied Time circles full in perennial flow, there was the breastplate, comprising the ephod,
Producing itsel£ And the twin-bears which xs the symbol of work, and the oracle
On the swift wandering motions of their wings, (_oTt'o*,); and this indicated the Word (>,dTo_)
Keep the Atlantean pole." by which it was framed, and is the symbol of

And Atlas, z the unsuffering pole, may mean the heaven, made by the Word, 6 and subjected to
fixed sphere, or better perhaps, motionless eter- Christ, the Head of all things, inasmuch as it

moves in the same way, and in a like manner.
nity. But I think it better to regard the ark, so The luminous emerald stones, therefore, in thecalled from the Hebrew word Thebotha, 2 as
signifying something else. It is interpreted, one ephod, signify the sun and moon, the helpers of
insttadafane in allplaces. Whether, then, it is nature. The shoulder, I take it, is the corn-
the eighth region and the world of thought, or mencement of the hand.
God, all-embracing, and without shape, and in- The twelve stones, set in four rows on the
visible, that is indicated, we may for the present breast, describe for us the circle of the zodiac,
defer saying. But it signifies the repose which in the four changes of the year. It was other-
dwells with the adoring spirits, which are meant wise requisite that the law and the prophets
by the cherubim, should be placed beneath the Lord's head,

For He who prohibited the making of a graven because in both Testaments mention is made of
image, would never Himself have made an image the righteous. For were we to say that the
in the likeness of holy things.3 Nor is there at apostles were at once prophets and righteous,
all any composite thing, and creature endowed we should say well, "since one and the self-same

Holy Spirit works in all." r And as the Lord is
with sensation, of the sort in heaven. But the above the whole world, yea, above the world of
face is a symbol of the rational soul, and the thought ' so the name engraven on the plate haswings are the lofty ministers and energies, of
powers right and left; and the voice is delight- been regarded to signify, above all rule and
some glory in ceaseless contemplation. Let it authority; and it was inscnbed with reference
suffice that the mystic interpretation has ad- both to the written commandments and the
vanced so far. manifestation to sense. And it is the name of

Now the high priest's robe is the symbol of God that is expressed; since, as the Son sees
the world of sense. The seven planets are repre- the goodness of the Father, God the Saviour

!works, being called the first principle of all
sented by the five stones and the two carbuncles, things, which was imaged forth from the invisiblefor Saturn and the Moon. The former is south-
ern, and moist, and earthy, and heavy; the G°d first, and before the ages, and which
latter aerial, whence she is called by some Arte- fashioned all things which came into being after
mis, as if Aerotomos (cutting the air) ; and the itself. Nay more, the oracle s exhibits the
air is cloudy. And co-operating as they did in prophecy which by the Word cries and preaches,
the production of things here below, those that and the judgment that is to come ; since it is
by Divine Providence are set over the planets the same Word which prophesies, and judges,
are rightly represented as placed on the breast and discriminates all things.
and shoulders; and by them was the work of And they say that the robe prophesied the
creation, the first week. And the breast is the ministry in the flesh, by which He was seen in
seat of the heart and soul. closer relation to the world. So the high priest,

Differently, the stones might be the various putting off his consecrated robe (the universe,and the creation in the universe, were conse-
phases of salvation ; some occupying the upper,
some the lower parts of the entire body saved, crated by Him assenting that, what was made,
The three hundred and sixty bells, suspended was good), washes himself, and puts on the
from the robe, is the space of a year, "the ac- other tunic-- a holy-of-holies one, so to speak
ceptable year of the Lord," proclaiming and --which is to accompany him into the adytum ;
resounding the stupendous manifestation of the exhibiting, as seems to me, the Levite and
Saviour. Further, the broad gold mitre indicates Gnostic, as the chief of other priests (those

bathed in water, and clothed in faith alone, and
the regal power of the Lord, "since the Head of expecting their own individual abode), himself
the Church" is the Saviour. 4 The mitre that is distinguishing the objects of the intellect from

on it ['i.e., the head] is, then, a slv_e of mostprincely rule ; and otherwise we ha e heard it the things of sense, rising above other priests,
5 xCor.xi.:3; _Corxi._z. .. .............

l,AA__,r&_t_,ul_ring" 6A_d the whole place _ very _ callea me

zneChaldalet_:l'FI. TheHebrewls,"l'Ifl,Sept.=#he'nk,inae¢ordancewithrlght.veas_.CxeVe_)anapmpomoaI ,
Vu_ _rca. " "" ia. _._9_'13oh*',tnu,l_n).[ElucidationV.] x_or.xiLzz

4 Eph.v. 23. s i.e.,theoracularbreastplate.
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hasting to the entrance to the world of ideas, to of cosily material, and consecrate them, dedicat-
wash himself from the things here below, not in ing them in the temples to the gods -- by this
water, as formerly one was cleansed on being plainly indicating that God sees and hears all
enrolled in the tribe of Levi. But purified things. Besides, the lion is with them the sym-
already by the gnostic Word in his whole, heart, bol of strength and prowess, as the ox clearly is
and thoroughly regulated, and having improved of the earth itself, and husbandry and food, and
that mode of life received from the priest to the the horse of fortitude and confidence ; while, on
highest pitch, being quite sanctified both in the other hand, the sphinx, of strength combined
word and life, and having put on the bright with intelligence-- as it had a body entirely that
array of glory, and received the ineffable inherit- of a lion, and the face of a man. Similarly to
ance of that spiritual and perfect man, "which these, to indicate intelligence, and memory, and
eye hath not seen and ear hath not heard, and power, and art, a man is sculptured in the tern-
it hath not entered into the heart of man ;" ples. And in what is called among them the
and having become son and friend, he is now Komaslm of the gods, they carry about golden
replenished with insatiable contemplation face images- two dogs, one hawk, and one ibis;
to face. For there is nothing like hearing the and the four figures of the images they call
Word Himself, who by means of the Scripture four letters. For the dogs are symbols of the
inspires fuller intelligence. For so it is said, two hemispheres, which, as it were, go round
"And he shall put off the linen robe, which he and keep watch ; the hawk, of the sun, for it is
had put on when he entered into the holy place ; fiery and destructive (so they attribute pestflen-
and shall lay it aside there, and wash his body tial diseases to the sun) ; the ibis, of the moon,
in water in the holy place,'and put on his robe.", likening the shady parts to that which is dark
But in one way, as I think, the Lord puts off in plumage, and the luminous to the light. And
and puts on by descending into the region of some will have it that by the dogs are meant the
sense ; and in another, he who through Him has tropics, which guard and watch the sun's passage
believed puts off and puts on, as the apostle to the south and north. The hawk signifies the
intimated, the consecrated stole. Thence, after equinoctial line, which is high and parched with
the image of the Lord, the worthiest were heat, as the ibis the ecliptic. For the ibis seems,
chosen from the sacred tribes to be high priests, above other animals, to have furnished to the
and those elected to the kingly office and to Egyptians the first rudiments of the invention of
prophecy were anointed, number and measure, as the oblique line did of

circles.
CHAP. VII. _ THE EGYPTIAN SYMBOLS AND ENIGMAS

OF SACRED THINGS. CHAP. VIII.- THE USE OF THE SYMBOLIC STYLE

Whence alsothe Egyptiansdid not entrust BY POETS AND PHILOSOPHERS.
the mysteriestheypossessedto alland sundry, But itwas notonlythemost highlyintellectual
and did not divulgethe knowledge of divineof the Egyptians,but alsosuchof otherbarba-
thingstotheprofane; but onlytothosedestinedriansasprosecutedphilosophy,thataffectedthe
to ascend the throne,and thoseof the priestssymbolicalstylc.They say,then,thatIdanthuns
thatwere judged the worthiest,from thclrnut- king of the Scythians,as Pherecydcsof Syros
ture,culture,and birth.Similar,then,to the relates,senttoDarius,on his passingthe Ister
Hebrew enigmasinrespectto concealment,are in threatof war, a symbol,insteadof a letter,
thoseofthe Egyptiansalso. Of the Egyptians,consistingof a mouse,a frog,a bird,a javelin,
some show thesun on a ship,otherson a croco-a plough. And therebeinga doubtinreference
dile. And they signifyhereby,that the sun, tothem,aswas tobc expected,Orontopagasthe
making a passage through the deliciousand Chiliarchsaidthattheywere toresignthe king-
moist air,generatestime; which issymbolizeddora; takingdwellingsto be meant by the
by the crocodilein some othersacerdotalac- mouse,watersby thefrog,airby the bird,land
count. Further,atDiospolisin Egypt, on the by the plough,arms by thejavelin.But Xipho-
temple calledPylon,therewas figureda boy dres interpretedthe contrary;forhc said,"If
as thesymbol ofproduction,and an old man as we do nottakeour flightlikebirds,orlikemice
thatofdecay. A hawk,on the otherhand,was get below thc earth,or likefrogsbeneaththe
thesymbol of God, as a fishof hate; and,ac- water,we shallnot escapetheirarrows; forwe
cordingto a differentsymbolism,the crocodilearenot lordsof theterritory."
of impudence. The whole symbol,then,when ItissaidthatAnacharsisthe Scythian,while
puttogether,appearstoteachthis: "Oh yewho asleep,coveredthe pudenda with hislefthand,
areborn and die,God hatesimpudence." and his mouth withhis right,to intimatethat
And therearethosewho fashionearsand eyes both ought to be mastered,but that itwas a

greaterthingto masterthe tongue thanvolup-

: Le_.._i. _3,*4. tuousness.
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And why should I linger over the barbarians, "And bright water is poured down, the B_u d the

when I can adduce the Greeks as exceedingly nymphs."

addicted to the use of the method of conceal- Dion Thytes also seems to write similarly:
ment ? Androcydes the Pythagorean says the ,, And taking Bedu, pour it on your hands, _ud turn tofar-famed so-called Ephesian letters were of the divination."
class of symbols. For he said that _s_tov (shad-
owless) meant darkness, for it has no shadow; On the other hand, the comic poet, Philydeus,
and _m-d_r_tov(shadowy) light, since it casts understands by Bedu the air, as being (Biodoros)
vath its rays the shadow ; and Mf is the earth, life-giver, in the following lines :
according to an ancient appellation ; and _-_,pd_ "I praythat 1mayinhalethe salutary Bedu,
is the year, in reference to the seasons ; and Which_sthem&t essentialpart of health;
_a_valx_tg_ is the sun, which overpowers (_ap_- Inhale thepure, theunsulliedair."
_ov) ; and _-aat_ta is the true voice. And then In the same opinion also concurs Neanthes of
the symbol intimates that divine things have Cyzicum, who writes that the Macedonian priests
been arranged in harmonious order--darkness invoke Bedu, which they interpret to mean _e
to light, the sun to the year, and the earth to air, to be propitious to them and to tlieir chil-
nature's processes of production of every sort. dren. And Zaps some have ignorantly taken for
Also Dionysius Thrax, the grammarian, in his fire (from _'_, boding) ; forso the sea is called,
book, Respecting the Expasitian of the Symbohcal as Euphorion, in his reply to Theoridas :

Signtflcatian in Circles, says expressly, "Some , And Zaps, destroyer of ships, wrecked it on the roel_"
signified actions not by words only, but also by
symbols: by words, as is the case of what are And Dionysius Iambus similarly:_
called the Delphic maxims, ' Nothing in excess,' "Briny Zapsmoansabout themaddeneddeep."

' Know thyself,' and the like ; and by symbols, Similarly Cratinus the younger, the comicas the wheel that is turned in the temples of
the gods, derived from the Egyptians, and the poet:_
branches that are given to the worshippers. For [ "Zaps casts forth shrimps and little fishes."

the Thracian Orpheus says : -- And Simmias of Rhodes :_

"Whatever works of branches are a care to men on "Parent of the Ignetes and the Telchines briny Zal_
earth, was born. "2

Not one has one fate m the mind, but all things
Revolve around; and it is not lawful to stand at one And _dv is the earth (KtX,vtttvy/), spread forth

point, to bigness. And Plectron, according to some,
But each one keeps an equal part of the race as they is the sky (_rd,_), according to others, it is the

began." air, which strikes (_r2t_ro-ovrn)and moves to ha-
The branches either stand as the symbol of the :ureand increase,and whichfillsall things. But
first food, or they are that the multatude may these have not read Cleanthes the philosopher,
know that fruits spring and grow universally, who expresslycalls Plectron the sun ; for darting
remaining a very long time ; but that the dura- his beams in the east, as if striking the world,
tion of life allotted to themselves is bnef. And he leads the light to its harmoniouscourse. And
it is on this account that they will have it that from the sun it signifies also the rest of the stars.
the branches are given ; and perhaps also that And the Sphinx is not the comprebemion 3of
they may know, that as these, on the other hand, the universe, and the revolution of the world,
are burned, so also they themselves speedily according to the poet Aratus ; but perhaps it is
leave this life, and will become fuel for fire. the spiritual tone which pervades and holds to-

Very useful, then, is the mode of symbolic gether the universe. But it is better to regard
interpretation for many purposes ; and it is help- it as the ether, which holds together and presses
ful to the right theology, and to piety, and to the all things ; as also Empedocles says :_
display of intelligence, and the practice of brev- . But come now, first will I speak of the Sun, the first
ity, and the exhibition of wisdom. "For the principle of allthings,
use of symbolical speech is characteristic of the Fromwhichall, thatwe lookupon,hassprung,
wise man," appositely remarks the grammaria_ Bothearth,andbillowydeep,andhumidair;TitanandEthertoo,whichbindsall thingsaround,"
Didymus, "and the explanation of what is signi-
fied by it." And indeed the most elementary And Apollodorus of Corcyrasays that theselines
instruction of children embraces the interpre- were recited by Branchus the seer, when purgy-
ration of the four elements ; for it is said that ing the Milesians fromplague ; for he, sprinkling

the Phrygians call water Bedu, as also Orpheus ,_ a._li_,_,_,m_=_ ..,_iC!=_.tm_. j_.
says : z_ rtm_vs that tl_ "jffek_-- f,lbled_ m _w_e me m_

_,_mts _ Rhod_
_h,t tmr _, "_Jttamtt_ i_lfilit'/, _ °'_"
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the multitude with branches of laurel, led off the planets the "dogs of Persephone ;" and to the
hymn somehow as follows : -- :sea they applied the metaphorical appellation of

"Sing Boys Heeaergus and Hecaerga." "the tears of Kronus." Myriads on myriads of

And the people accompanied him, saying, "Be- enigmatical utterances by both poets and philos-
du,' Zaps, Chthon, Plectron, Sphinx, Cnaxzbi, ophers axe to be found; and there are alsowhole books which present the mind of the
Chthyptes, Phlegmos, Drops." Callimachus re- writer veiled, as that of Heraclitus On Nature,
lates the story in iambics. Cnaxzbi is, by deri- who on this very account is called "Obscure."vation, the plague, from its gnawing (_dE_v) and• Similar to this book is the Theology of Phere-
destroying (3m#0,tpCtv), and 0_q_a_is to consume cydes of Syrus ; for Euphorion the poet, and
with a thunderbolt. Thespis the tragic poet the Causes of Caihmachus, and the Alexandra
says that something else was signified by these,
writing thus : "Lo, I offer to thee a libation of of Lycophron, and the like, are proposed as an
white Cnaxzbi, having pressed it from the yellow exercise in exposition to all the grammarians.
nurses. Lo, to thee, O two-horned Pan, mixing It is, then, proper that the Barbarian philoso-
Chthyptes cheese with red honey, I place it on phy, on which it is our business to speak, shouldprophecy also obscurely and by symbols, as was
thy sacred altars. Lo, to thee I pour as a liba- evinced. Such are the injunctions of Moses :tion the sparkling gleam of Bromius." He sig-
nifies, as I think, the soul's first milk-like "These common things, the sow, the hawk, the
nutriment of the four-and-twenty elements, after eagle, and the raven, are not to be eaten." * Forthe sow is the emblem of voluptuous and uncleanwhich solidified milk comes as food. And last,
he teaches of the blood of the vine of the Word, lust of food, and lecherous and filthy licentious-ness in venery, always prurient, and material, and
the sparkling wine, the perfecting gladness of lying in the mire, and fattening for slaughter andinstruction. And Drops is the operating Word,
which, beginning with elementary training, and destruction.Again, he commands to eat that which parts
advancing to the growth of the man, inflames the hoof and ruminates ; "intimating," says Bar-
and illumines man up to the measure of matu- nabas, "that we ought to cleave to those whority.

The third is said to be a writing copy for chil- fear the Lord, and meditate in their heart on thatportion of the word which they have received, to
drenm tLd4rn-rts,_r_y_, r.hdq6_m,X07/$dv. And it those who speak and keep the Lord's statutes,
signifies, in my opinion, that by the arrangement
of the elements and of the world, we must ad- to those to whom meditation is a work of glad-ness, and who ruminate on the word of the Lord.vance to the knowledge of what is more perfect,
since eternal salvation is attained by force and And what is the parted hoof? That the right-eous walks in this world, and expects the holy
toil ; for/_oq, o_ is to grasp. And the harmony eternity to come." Then he adds, "See how
of the world is meant by the Sphinx ; and _w- well Moses enacted. But whence could they
X0-q&ivmeans difficulty; and rOvSq,_means at
once the secret knowledge of the Lord and day. understand or comprehend these things? We
Well t does not Epigenes, in his book on the who have nghtly understood speak the corn-" mandments as the Lord wished; wherefore He
_Poetry of Orpheus, in exhibiting the peculiari- circumcised our ears and hearts, that we may
ties found in Orpheus," say that by " the curved
rods" (Kapa_r,) is meant "ploughs;" and by comprehend these things. And when he says,
the warp (o_/_o_rO, the furrows ; and the woof 'Thou shalt not eat the eagle, the hawk, the kite,
(td_-o_)is a figurative expression for the seed and the crow ;' he says, ' Thou shalt not adhere
and that the tears of Zeus signify a shower ; and to or become like those men who know n6t how
that the "parts" (go_t) are, again, the phases to procure for themselves subsistence by toll and
of the moon, the thirtieth day, and the fifteenth sweat, but live by plunder, and lawlessly.' For
and the new moon, and that Orpheus accord- the eagle indicates robbery, the hawk injustice,and the raven greed. It is also written, 'With
inglycaUs them "white-robed,"as being parts of the innocent man thou wilt be innocent, and
the light? Again, that the Spring is called with the chosen choice, and with the perverse
"flowery," from its nature ; and Night "still," thou shalt pervert.' s It is incumbent on uson account of rest ; and the Moon" Gorgonian,"
on account of the face fn it ; and that the time to cleave to the saints, because they that cleave to
in which it is necessary to sow is called Aphro- them shall be sanctified." 6
dite by the "Theologian." 3 In the same way, Thence Theognis writes :
too, the Pythagoreans figuratively c.alled the "For from the good you will learn good things;

But if you mix with the bad, you will destroy any mind
z BiSu, Z_h, X_v, I_v, :_;_: K_#_, x_, _A_v- you may have."

tt6S, Ap_'qs. On the hsterplet_ og which, much icarnlng aml in-

_it_h _ ___c_ and no_ on the Stbylli_ and Orphic : Lev. xl.; _t. xiv.

lOn, Wt_v_, "coLvl. pp. z3l , z7_.j 6 [E_'a_ oJBar_$, vol. z, p. x43, z44. S ]
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And when, again, it is said in the ode, "For prophets which were until John ; "* while he,
He hath triumphed gloriously : the horse and his though speaking more perspicuously as no longer
rider hath He cast into the sea ;" ' the many- prophesying, but pointing out as now present,
hmbed and brutal affection, lust, with the rider Him, who was proclaimed symbolically from the
mounted, who gives the reins to pleasures, " He beginning, nevertheless said, "I am not worthy
has cast into the sea," throwing them away into to loose the latchet of the Lord's shoe." s For

the disorders of the worM. Thus also Plato, in he confesses that he is not worthy to baptize
h_s book On t_e Soul, says that the charioteer iso great a Power ; for it behooves those, who
and the horse that ran off--the irrational part, purify others, to free the soul from the body
which is divided in two, into anger and concupis- and its sins, as the foot from the thong. Per-
cence -- fall down ; and so the myth intimates haps also this signified the final exertion of the
that itwas through the licentiousness of the steeds Saviour's power toward us-- the immediate, I
that Pha_thon was thrown out. Also in the case mean-- that by His presence, concealed in the
of Joseph : the brothers having envied this young enigma of prophecy, inasmuch as he, by point-
man, who by his knowledge was possessed of ing out to sight Him that had been prophesied
uncommon foresight, stripped off the coat of of, and indicating the Presence which had-come,
many colours, and took and threw him into a pit walking forth into the light, loosed the latchet
(the pit was empty, it had no water), rejecting of the oracles of the [old] economy, by unveil-
the good man's varied knowledge, springing from ing the meaning of the symbols.
his love of instruction ; or, in the exercise of And the observances practised by the Ro-
the bare faith, which is according to the law, they mans in the case of wills have a place here ;
threw him into the pit empty of water, selling ithose balances and small coins to denote jus-
him into Egypt, which was destitute of the divine : tice, and freeing of slaves, and rubbing of the
word. And the pit was destitute of knowledge ; ears. For these observances axe, that things
into which being thrown and stript of his knowl- may be transacted with justice ; and those for
edge, he that had become unconsciously wise, the dispensing of honour ; and the last, that he
stript of knowledge, seemed like his brethren, who happens to be near, as if a burden were im-
Otherwise interpreted, the coat of many colours posed on him, should stand and hear and take
is lust, which takes its way into a yawning pit. the post of mediator.
"And if one open up or hew out a pit," it is
said, "and do not cover it, and there fall in cHAP. iX.- REASONSFOR VEILINGTHE TRUTH IN
there a calf or ass, the owner of the pit shall SYMBOLS.
pay the price in money, and give it to his But, as appears, I have, in my eagerness to
neighbour ; and the dead body shall be his." * establish my point, insensibly gone beyond what
Here add that prophecy : "The ox knoweth his is requisite. For life would fail me to adduce
owner, and the ass his master's crib : but Israel the multitude of those who philosophize in a
hath not understood Me." 3 In order, then, that symbolical manner. For the sake, then, of
none of those, who have fallen in with the knowl- memory and brevity, and of attracting to the
edge taught by thee, may become incapable of truth, such are the Scriptures of the Barbarian
homing the truth, and disobey and fall away, it is philosophy.
said, Be thou sure in the treatment of the word, For only to those who often approach them,
and shut up the living spring in the depth from and have given them a trial by froth and in their
those who approach irrationally, but reach drink whole life, will they supply the real philosophy
to those that thirst for truth. Conceal it, then, and the true theology. They also wish us to
from those who are unfit to receive the depth of require an interpreter and guide. For so they
knowledge, and so cover the pit. The owner considered, that, receiving truth at the hands of
of the pit, then, the Gnostic, shall himself be those who knew it well, we would be more
punished, incurring the blame of the others earnest and less liable to deception, and those
stumbling, and of being overwhelmed by the worthy of them would profit. Besides, all things
greatness of the word, he himself being of small that shine through a veil show the truth grander
capacity ; or transferring the worker into the and more imposing; as fruits shining through

region of speculation, and on that account dis- ]water, and figures through veils, which give
lodging him from off-hand faith. "And will pay! added reflections to them. For, in addition to
money," rendering a reckoning, and submitting the fact that things unconcealed are perceived
his accounts to the "omnipotent Will." in one way, the rays of light shining round re-

This, then, is the type of "the law and the veal defects, gince, then, we may draw several
____ meanings, as we do from what is expressed in

t _,xv. L
Matt.xi._3;I.,uke_n,i.t6.
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veiled form, such being the case, the ignorant press the general sense. And these we shall
and unlearned man fails. But the Gnostior ap- find indicated by symbols under the veil of alle-
prehends. Now, then, it is not wished that all gory. Also the association of Pythagoras, and
things should be exposed indiscriminately to all the twofold intercourse with the associates which
and sundry, or the benefits of wisdom communi- designates the majority, hearers (&_ovo'partro0,
cated to those who have not even in a dream and the others that have a genuine attachment
been purified in soul, (for it is not allowed to to philosophy, disciples (/_0-q/_ru_d), yet sigm-
hand to every chance comer what has been pro- fled that something was spoken to the multitude,
cured with such laborious efforts) ; nor are the and something concealed from them. Per-
mysteries of the word to be expounded to the chance, too, the twofold species of the Peripa-
profane, tetic teaching w that called probable, and that

They say, then, that Hipparchus the Pythago- called knowable--came very near the distinction
rean, being guilty of writing the tenets of Pythag- between opinion on the one hand, and glory and
oras in plain language, was expelled from the truth on the other.
school, and a pillar raised for him as if he had "To win the flowers of fair renown from men,
been dead. Wherefore also in the Barbarian Be not induced tp speak aught more than right."

philosophy they call those dead who have fallen The Ionic muses accordingly expressly say,
away from the dogmas, and have placed the "That the majority of people, wise in their own
mind in subjection to carnal passions. "For estimation, follow minstrels and make use of
what fellowship hath righteousness and iniquity ?" laws, knowing that many are bad, few good ;
according to the divine apostle. "Or what corn- but that the best pursue glory : for the best
reunion hath light with darkness? or what con- make choice of the everlasting glory of men
cord hath Christ with Belial? or what portion above all. But the multitude cram themselves

hath the believer with the unbeliever ?", For like brutes, measuring happiness by the belly and
the honours of the Olympians and of mortals lie the pudenda, and the basest things in us." And
apart. "Wherefore also go forth from the midst the great Parmenides of Elea is introduced de-
of them, and be separated, saith the Lord, and scribing thus the teaching of the two ways :--
touch not the unclean thing ; and I will receive
you, and will be to you for a Father, and ye "The one is the dauntless heart of convincing truth ;The other Is in the opimons of men, in whom l_ no
shall be my sons and daughters." 2 true faith."

It was not only the Pythagoreans and Plato,
then, that concealed many things;but the Epi- CHAP. X.--THE OPINIO_r OF T_E APOSTLES0_
cureans too say that they have things that may VEILINGTHE MYSTERIESOF THE FAITH.

not be uttered, and do not allow all to peruse Rightly, therefore, the divine apostle says,
those writings. The Stoics also say that by the ,, By revelation the mystery was made known to
first Zeno things were written which they do not me (as I wrote before in brief, in accordance
readily allow disciples to read, without their first with which, when ye read, ye may understand
giving proof whether or not they are genuine my knowledge m the mystery of Christ), which
philosophers. And the disciples of Aristotle say in other ages was not made known to the sons of
that some of their treatises are esoteric, and men, as it is now revealed to His holy apostles
others common and exoteric. Further, those and prophets." s For there is an instruction of
who instituted the mysteries, being philosophers, the perfect, of which, writing to the Colossians, he
buried their doctrines in myths, so as not to be says, "We cease not to pray for you, and beseech
obvious to all. Did they then, by veiling human that ye may be filled with the knowledge of His
opinions, prevent the ignorant from handling will in all wisdom and spiritual understanding;
them ; and was it not more beneficial for the that ye may walk worthy of the Lord to all pleas-
holy and blessed contemplation of realities to be ing ; being fruitful in every good work, and in-
concealed? But it was not only the tenets of creasing in the knowledge of God ; strengthened
the Barbarian philosophy, or the Pythagorean with all might according to the glory of His
myths. But even those myths in Plato (in the power." 4 And again he says, "According to the
Re._'c, that of Hero the Armenian ; and in the disposition of the grace of God which is given
(Torgias, that of .,_.acus and Rhadamanthus ; and me, that ye may fulfil the word of God ; the rays-
in the P_do, that of Tartarus ; and in the/_ro- tery which has been hid from ages and genera-
tagor_, that of Prometheus and Epimetheus ; tions, which now is manifested to His saints : to
and bemdes these, that of the war between the whom God wished to make known what is the
Atlantini and the Athenians in ,the Atlanticum) riches of the glory of this mystery among the
are to be exiaounded allegorically, not absolutely natmns." s So that, on the one hand, then, are
in all their expressions, but in those which ex-

3 Eph. ill. a-5.
i 9 Cot. vl. x4, xS. * Col. k 9--_x.
-_ s C.Z_.w. x7, x8. s Col. L 25-27.
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the mysteries which were hid till the time of the the God of Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob ; and
apostles, and were delivered by them as they re- ye received for an inheritance that land, flowing
ceived from the Lord, and, concealed inthe Old with milk and honey.7 What says knowledge?
Testament, were manifested to the saints. And, Learn, hope, it says, in Jesus, who is to be mani-
on the other hand, there is " the riches of the fested to you in the flesh. For man is the suffer
glory of the mystery in the Gentales," which is ing land ; for from the face of the ground was
faith and hope in Christ ; which in another place the formation of Adam. What, then, does it say
he has called the "foundation."' And again, in reference to the good land, flowing with milk
as if in eagerness to divulge this knowledge, he and honey ? Blessed be our Lord, brethren, who
thus writes : "Warning every man in all wisdom, has put into our hearts wisdom, and the under-
that _ke may present every man (the whole man) standing of His secrets. For the prophet says,
perfect in Christ ;" not every man simply, since "Who shall understand the Lord's parable but
no one would be unbelieving. Nor does he call the wise and understanding, and he that loves
every man who believes in Christ perfect; but his Lord?" tt is but for few to comprehend
he 2 says all the man, as if he,said the whole man, these things. For it is not in the way of envy
as if purified in body and soul. For that the that the Lord announced in a Gospel, "My rays-
knowledge does not appertain to all, he expressly tery is to me, and to the sons of my house ;"
adds : "Being knit together in love, and unto placing the election in safety, and beyond anx-
all the riches of the full assurance of knowledge, lety ; so that the things pertaining to what it
to the acknowledgment of the mystery of God has chosen and taken may be above the reach
in Christ, in whom are hid all the treasures of of envy. For he who has not the knowledge
wisdom and of knowledge." 3 "Continue in of good is wicked : for there is one good, the
prayer, watching therein with thanksgiving." 4 Father; and to be ignorant of the Father is
And thanksgiving has place not for the soul and death, as to know Him is eternal life, through
spiritual blessings alone, but also for the body, participation in the power of the incorrupt One.
and for the good things of the body. And he And to be incorruptible is to participate in di-
still more clearly reveals that knowledge belongs vinity ; but revolt from the knowledge of God
not to all, by adding : "Praying at the same time brings corruption. Again the prophet says :
for you, that God would open to us a door to "And I will give thee treasut_, concealed,
speak the mystery of Christ, for which I am dark, unseen ; that they may know that I am
bound ; that I may make it known as I ought the LORD." s Similarly David sings : "For, lo,
to speak." s For there were certainly, among Thou hast loved truth ; the obscure and hidden
the Hebrews, some things delivered unwritten, things of wisdom hast Thou showed me."9
"For when ye ought to be teachers for the time," "Day utters speech to day" '° (what is clearly
it is said, as if they had grown old in the Old written), "and night to night proclaims knowl-
Testament, "ye have again need that one teach edge" "(which is hidden in a mystic veil) ; "and
you which be the first principles of the oracles of there are no words or utterances whose voices
God ; and are become such as have need of milk, shall not be heard" by God, who said, "Shall
and not of solid food. For every one that par- one do what is secret, and I shall not see
taketh of milk is unskilful in the word of right-him?"
eousness ; for he is a babe, being instructed with Wherefore instruction, which reveals hidden
the first lessons. But solid food belongs to those things, is called illumination, as it is the teacher
who are of full age, who by reason of use have only who uncovers the lid of the ark, contrary
their senses exercised so as to distinguish be- to what the poets say, that "Zeus stops up the
tween good and evil. Wherefore, leaving the first jar of good things, but opens that of e_il."
principles of the doctrine of Christ, let us go on "For I know," says the apostle, "that when I
to perfection." 6 come to you, I shall come in the fulnetm of the

Barnabas, too, who in person preached the blessing of Christ;" ,x designating the spiritual
word along with the apostle in the ministry of gift, and the gnostic communication, which be-
the Gentiles, says, " I write to you most simply, ing present he desires to impart to them pres-
that ye may understand." Then below, exhibit- ent as "the fulne_ of Christ, according to the
ing already a clearer trace of gnostic tradition -evelation of the mystery sealed in the ages of
he says, "What says the other prophet Moses to eternity, but now manifested by the prophetic
them? Lo, thus saith the Lord God, Enter ye Scriptures, according to the command of the
into the good land which the Lord God sware eternal God, made known to all the nations, in

order to the obedience of faith," that is, those

* VI.] _ [_.xx_.t; I_.x=._. S.]Isa. xIv. 3-$ *--_LtL a 3.
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of the nations who believe that it is. But only CHAP.XLn ABSTRACTIONFROMMATERIALTHINL_
to a few of them is shown what those things _EC_SARV IN ORDERTO ATTAINTO THE TRUE
are which are contained in the mystery, r.NOWLmX_EOF GOD.

Rightly then, Plato, in the Epistles, treating Now the sacrifice which is acceptable to God
of God, says : "We must speak in enigmas ; is unswerving abstractaon from the body and Its
that should the tablet come by any mischance passions. This is the really true piety. And is
on its leaves either by sea or land, he who read_ not, on this account, philosophy rightly called
may remain ignorant." For the God of the uni- by Socrates the pracUce of Death ? For he who
verse, who is above all speech, all conception, neither employs his eyes in the exercise of
all thought, can never be committed to writing, thought, nor draws aught from his other senses,
being inexpressible even by His own power, but with pure mind itself applies to objects ,
And this too Plato showed, by saying : "Con- practises the true philosophy. This is, then, the
sidering, then, these things, take care lest some import of the silence of five years prescribed by
time or other you repent on account of the Pythagoras, which he enjoined on his disciples ;
present things, departing in a manner unworthy, that, abstracting themselves from the objects of
The greatest safeguard is not to write, but learn ; sense, they might with the mind alone contem-
for it is utterly impossible that what is written plate the Deity. It was from Moses that the
will not vanish." chief of the Greeks drew these philosophical

Akin to thls is what the holy Apostle Paul tenets.5 For he commands holocausts to be
says, preserving the prophetic and truly ancient skinned and divided into parts. For the gnostlc
secret from which the teachings that were good soul must be consecrated to the light, stript of
were derived by the Greeks: "Howbeit we the integuments of matter, devoid of the fnvo-
speak wisdom among them who are perfect ; lousness of the body and of all the passions,
but not the wisdom of this word, or of the which are acquired through vain and lying
princes of this world, that come to nought ; but opinions, and divested of the lusts of the flesh.
we speak the wisdom of God hidden in a mys- But the most of men, clothed wlth what is per-
tery. ''x Then proceeding, he thus inculcates ishable, like cockles, and rolled all round in a
the caution against the divulging of his words ball in their excesses, like hedgehogs, entertain
to the multitude in the following terms : "And the same ideas of the blessed and incorruptible
I, brethren, could not speak to you as to spint- God as of themselves. But it has escaped their
ual, but as to carnal, even to babes in Christ. notace, though they be near us, that God has
I have fed you with milk, not with meat: for bestowed on us ten thousand things in which He
ye were not yet able; nelther are ye now able. does not share" birth, being Himself unborn;
For ye are yet carnal. ''2 food, He wanting nothing; and growth, He

If, then, "the milk" is said by the apostle to being always equal; and long life and immor-
belong to the babes, and "meat" to be the tality, He being immortal and incapable of grow-
food of the full-grown, milk will be understood ing old. Wherefore let no one imagine that
to be catechetical instruction m the first food, hands, and feet, and mouth, and eyes, and going
as it were, of the soul. And meat is the mystic in and coming out, and resentments and threats,
contemplation ; for this is the flesh and the are said by the Hebrews to be attributes of God.
blood of the Word, that is, the comprehension By no means ; but that certain of these appella-
of the divine power and essence. "Taste and tions are used more sacredly in an allegorical
see that the Lord is Christ," _ it is said. For so sense, which, as the discourse proceeds, we shall
He imparts of Himself to those who partake of explain at the proper time.
such food in a more spiritual manner; when "Wisdom of all medicines is the Panacea,"
now the soul nourishes itself, according to the writes Callimachns in the Eiffgrams. "And
truth-loving Plato. For the knowledge of the one becomes wise from another, both in past
divine essence is the meat and drink of the di- times and at present," says Bacchylides in the
vine Word. Wherefore also Plato says, in the Pa_ans; "for it is not very easy to find the
second book of the Republic, " It is those that portals of unutterable words." Beautifully, there-
sacrifice not a sow, but some great and difficult fore, Isocrates writes in the Panathtnaic, having
sacrifice," who ought to inquire respecting God. put the question, "Who, then, are well trained?"
And the apostle writes, "Christ our passover adds, "First, those who manage well the things
was sacrificed for us ; "4 n a sacrifice hard to which occur each day, whose opinion jumps
procure, in truth, the Son of God consecrated with opportunity, and is able for the most part
for us. to hit on what is beneficial ; then those who

behave becomingly and rightly to those who ap-
2Cor.a. 6,7. proach them, who take lightly and easily annoy-
z Cor. iii. x- 3Ps. ratxiv. 8; according to the reading Xp_o'r&rfor XtMIowt¢.
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ances and molestations offered by others, but We shall understand the mode of purification
conduct themselves as far as possible, to those by confession, and that of contemplation by
with whom they have intercourse, with consum- analysis, advancing by analysis to the first no-
mate care and moderation; further, those who taon, beginning with the properties underlying
have the command of their pleasures, and are it ; abstracting from the body its physical prop-
not too much overcome by misfortunes, but erties, taking away the dimension of depth,
conduct themselves in the midst of them with then that of breadth, and then that of length.
manhness, and in a way worthy of the nature For the point whlch remains is a unit, so to
which we share ; fourth-- and this is the greatest speak, having position ; from which if we ab-

those who are not corrupted by prospenty, stract position, there is the conception of unity.
and are not put beside themselves, or made If, then, abstracting all that belongs to bodies
haughty, but continue in the class of sensible and things called incorporeal, we cast ourselves
people." Then he puts on the top-stone of the into the greatness of Christ, and thence advance
discourse : "Those who have the disposition of into immensity by holiness, we may reach some-
thear soul well stated not to one only of these how to the conception of the Almighty, knowing
things, but to them all-- those I assert to be not what He is, but what He is not. And form
wise and perfect men, and to possess all the and motion, or standing, or a throne, or place,
virtues." or right hand or left, are not at all to be con-

Do you see how the Greeks deify the gnostic ceived as belonging to the Father of the uni-
hfe (though not knowing how to become ac- verse, although it is so written. But what each
quainted with it)? And what knowledge it is, of these means will be shown in its proper
they know not even in a dream. If, then, it is place. The First Cause is not then in space,
agreed among us that knowledge is the food of but above both space, and time, and name, and
reason, "blessed truly are they," according to conception.
the Scripture, " who hunger and thirst after Wherefore also Moses says, "Show Thyself
truth : for they shall be filled" with everlasting to me," "-- intimating most clearly that God as
food. In the most wonderful harmony with not capable of being taught by man, or ex-
these words, Euripides, the philosopher of the pressed in speech, but to be known only by His
drama, is found in the following words,-- mak- own power. For inquiry was obscure and dim ;
mg allusion, I know not how, at once to the but the grace of knowledge is from H.im by the
Father and the Son : -- Son. Most clearly Solomon shall testify to us,

"To thee, the Lord of all, I bring :speaking thus : "The prudence of man is not in
Cakes and libations too, O Zeus, me : but God giveth me wmdom, and I know
Or Hades would'st thou choose be called ; holy things." _ Now Moses, describing allegor-
Do thou accept my offering of all fruits, ically the divine prudence, called it the tree of
Rare, full, poured forth." life planted in Paradise ; which Paradise may

For a whole burnt-offering and rare sacrifice for be the world in which all things proceeding
us is Christ. And that unwittingly he mentions from creation grow. In it also the Word blos-
the Saviour, he will make plain, as he adds :-- somed and bore fruit, being "made flesh," and

"For thou who, 'midst the heavenly gods, gave life to those "who had tasted of His
Jove's sceptre sway'st, dost also share graciousness ;" since it was not without the
The rule of those on earth." wood of the tree that He came to our knowl-

Then he says expressly:-- edge. For our life was hung on it, in order

"Send light to human souls that fain would know that we might believe. And Solomon again
Whence conflicts spring, and what the root of ills, says : "She is a tree of immortality to those
And of the blessedgods to whom due rites who take hold of her." 4 "Behold, I set before
of sacrifice we needs must pay, that so thy face life and death, to love the Load thy
We may from troubles find repose." God, and to walk in His ways, and hear HIS

It is not then without reason that in the rays- voice, and trust in life. But if ye tramgr_ the
teries that obtain among the Greeks, lustrations statutes and the judgments which I have given
hold the first place ; as also the laver among the you, ye shall be destroyed with destruction.
Barbarians. After these are the minor' myste- For this is life, and the length of thy days, to
nes, which have some foundation of instruction love the Load thy God." s
and of preliminary preparation for what is to Again: "Abraham, when he came to the
come after; and the great mysteries, in which place which God told him of on the third day,
nothing remains to be learned' of the universe looking up, saw the place afar off." 6 For the
but only to contemplate and comprehend nature
and things. • v_. _ _s.3PrOv.xxx _.

4 Prov.rd.zS.
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first day is that which is constituted by the sight men and the other gods and demons, winning
of good things; and the second is the soul's' a kind of revenue from creation, and from us,
best desire ; on the third, the mind perceives fumes, and from the gods and demons, their
spiritual things, the eyes of the understanding proper ministries," says Plato. Most instru_.
being opened by the Teacher who rose on the tively, therefore, says Paul in the Acts of the
third day. The three days may be the mystery Apostles : "The God that made the world, and
of the seal,2 in which God is really believed, all things in it, being the Lord of heaven and
It is consequently afar off that he sees the earth, dwelleth not in temples made with hands ;
place. For the region of God is hard to at- neither is worshipped by men's hands, as if He
rain ; which Plato called the region of ideas, needed anything; seeing that it is He Himself
having learned from Moses that it was a place that giveth to all breath, and life, and all things." s
which contained all things universally. But it is And Zeno, the founder of the Stoic sect, says in
seen by Abraham afar off, rightly, because of this book of the RepuMic, "that we ought to
his being in the realms of generation, and he is make neither temples nor images ; for that no
forthwith initiated by the angel. Thence says work is worthy of the gods." And he was not
the apostle : "Now we see as through a glass, afraid to write in these very words : "There will
but then face to face," by those sole pure and be no need to build temples. For a temple is
incorporeal applications of the intellect. In not worth much, and ought not to be regarded
roasoning, it is possible to divine respecting as holy. For nothing is worth much, and holy,
God, if one attempt without any of the senses, which is the work of builders and mechanics."
by reason, to reach what is individual ; and do Rightly, therefore, Plato too, recognising the
not quit the sphere of existences, till, rising up world as God's temple, pointed out to the cin-
to the things which transcend it, he apprehends zens a spot in the city where their idols were to
by the intellect itself that which is good, moving be laid up. "Let not, then, any one again," he
in the very confines of the word of thought, says, "consecrate temples to the gods. For
according to Plato. gold and sliver in other states, in the case of

Again, Moses, not allowing altars and temples private individuals and in the temples, is an m-
to be constructed in many places, but raising one vidious possession ; and ivory, a body which has
temple of God, announced that the world was abandoned the life, is not a sacred votive offer-
only-begotten, as Basilides says, and that God is ing; and steel and brass are the instruments of
one, as does not as yet appear to Basilides. And wars ; but whatever one wishes to dedicate, let it
since the gnostic Moses does not circumscribe be wood of one tree, as also stone for common
within space Him that cannot be circumscribed, temples." Rightly, then, in the great Epistle
he set up no image in the temple to be worshipped; he says : "For it is not capable of expression,
showing that God was invisible, and incapable like other branches of study. But as the result
of being circumscribed ; and somehow leading of great intimacy with this subject, and hwng
the Hebrews to the conception of God by the with it, a sudden light, hke that kindled by ,a,
honour for His name in the temple. Further, coruscating fire, arising in the soul, feeds itself.'
the Word, prohibiting the constructing of tem- Are not these statements like those of Zephaniah
pies and all sacrifices, intimates that the Almighty the prophet ? "And the Spirit of the Lord took
is not contained in anything, by what He says : me, and brought me up to the fifth heaven, and
"What house willye build to Me ? saith the LORD. I beheld angels called Lords ; and their diadem
Heaven is my throne," s and so on. S_milarly was set on in the Holy Spirit ; and each of them
respecting sacrifices : "I do not desire the blood had a throne sevenfold brighter than the light
of bulls and the fat of lambs," 4 and what the of the rising sun ; and they dwelt in temples of
Holy Spirit by the prophet in the sequel forbids, salvation, and hymned the ineffable, Most High

Most excellently, therefore, Euripides accords God." 6
with these, when he writes : _ CHAP.XIL_ GOD CANNOTBE EMBRACEDIN

"What house constructed by the workmen's hands, WORDS OR BY THE MIND.

With folds of walls, can clothe the shape divine ?" "For both is it a difficult task to discover the

And of sacrifices he thus speaks : -- Father and Maker of this universe ; and having

"For God needs nought, if"He is truly God. ,, found Him, it is impossible to declare Him to
These of the minstrels are the wretched myths, all. For this is by no means capable of expres-

"For it was not from need that God made sion, like the other subjects of instruction," says
the world ; that He might reap honours from the truth-loving Plato. For he that had heard

right well that the all-wise Moses, ascending the
a Or, "the _ of,a very good soul," a..cc_. "rig to the text mount for holy contemplation, to the summit ot
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intellectual objects, necessarily commands that things, in the Epistle to the Corinthians the apos-
the whole people do not accompany him. And tie plainly says : "Howbeit we speak wisdom
when the Scripture says, "Moses entered into among those who are perfect, but not the wisdom
the thick darkness where God was," this shows of this world, or of the princes of this world, that
to those capable of understanding, that God is come to nought• But we speak the wisdom of
invisible and beyond expression by words. And God hidden in a mystery." s And again in another
"the darkness "--which is, in truth, the unbe- place he says : "To the acknowledgment of the
lief and ignorance of the multitude--obstructs mystery of God in Christ, in whom axe hid all
the gleam of truth. And again Orpheus, the the treasures of wisdom and knowledge. ''6 These
theologian, aided from this quarter, says : -- things the Saviour Himself seals when He says :
,' One is perfect in himself, and all things are made the "To you it is given to know the mysteries of the

progeny of one," kingdom of heaven."7 And again the Gospel

or, "are born ;" for so also is it written. He says that the Saviour spake to the apostles the
adds : m word in a mystery. For prophecy says of Him :

"Him " He will open His mouth in parables, and will
No one of mortals has seen, but He sees all." utter things kept secret from the foundation of

the world." _ And now, by the parable of the
And he adds more clearly : _ leaven, the Lord shows concealment ; for He
,,Him see I not, for round about, a cloud says, "The kingdom of heaven is like leaven,Has settled; for in mortal eyes are small,

And mortal pupils--only flesh and bones growthere." which a woman took and hid in three measures
of meal, till the whole was leavened." 9 For the

To these statements the apostle will testify: "I tripartite soul is saved by obedience, through the
know a man in Christ, caught up into the third spiritual power hidden in it by faith ; or because
heaven, and thence into Paradise, who heard the power of the word which is given to us, being
unutterable words which it is not lawful for a strong,o and powerful, draws to itself secretly and
man to speak," -- intimating thus the impossi- invisibly every one who receives it, and keeps it
bllity of expressing God, and indicating that within himself, and brings his whole system into
what is divine is unutterable by human' power ; unity.
if, indeed, he begins to speak above the third Accordingly Solon has written most wisely
heaven, as it is lawful to initiate the elect souls respecting God thus : w
m the mysteries there. For I know what is in
Plato (for the examples from the barbarian phi- "It is most difficult to apprehend the mind's invisiblemeasure
losophy, which are many, are suggested now by Which alone holds the boundaries of all things."
the composition which, in accordance with prom- . .
ises previously given, waits the suitable tnne). For "the dtwne," says the poet of Agrigen-
For doubting, in Tim_eus, whether we ought to tum,"--
regard several worlds as to be understood by "Is not capable of being approached with our eyes,
many heavens, or this one, he makes no distmc- Or graspe'dwith our hands ; but the highwayOf persuasion, highest of all, leads to men's minds."
tion in the names, calling the world and heaven
by the same name. But the words of the state- And John the apostle says : "No man hath seen
ment are as follows : "Whether, then, have we ]God at any time. The only-begotten God, who
nghtly spoken of one heaven, or of many and is in the bosom of the Father, He hath declared
infinite ? It were more correct to say one, if in- Him,' .... calhng invisibility and ineffableness
deed it was created according to the model." the bosom of God. Hence some have called it
Further, in the Epistle of the Romans to the the Depth, as containing and embosoming all
Corinthians" it is written, "An ocean illimitable things, inaccessible and boundless.
by men and the worlds after it." Consequently, This discourse respecting God is most difficult

to handle. For since the first principle of every-therefore, the noble apostle exclaims, "Oh the
depth of the riches both of the wisdom and thing is difficult to find out, the absolutely first
the knowledge of God t,, 3 and oldest principle, which is the cause of all

• other things being and having been, is difficultAnd was it not this which the prophet meant,
when he ordered unleavened cakes 4 to be made, to exhibit. For how can that be expressed
intimating that the truly sacred mystic word, re- which is neither genus, nor difference, nor spe-
specting the unbegotten and His powers, ought cies, nor individual, nor number ; ray more, is
to be concealed? In confirmation of these _ ..

5 X L,Or It. O_ 7
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neither an event, nor that to which an event enigmatically called "divine providence?" And
happens ? No one can rightly express Him he adds more explicitly : "If, then, m this whole
wholly. For on account of His greatness He is treatise we have investigated well, it results that
ranked as the All, and is the Father of the uni- virtue is neither by nature, nor is it taught, but lS
verse. Nor are any parts to be predicated of produced by divine providence, not wlthout intel-
Him. For the One is indivisible ; wherefore ligence, in those in whom it is found." Wisdom
also it is infinite, not considered with reference which is God-given, as being the power of the
to inscrutability, but with reference to its being Father, rouses indeed our free-will, and admits
without dimensions, and not having ahmit. And faith, and repays the application of the elect
therefore it is without form and name. And if with its crowning fellowship.
we name it, we do not do so properly, terming And now I will adduce Plato himself, who
it either the One, or the Good, or Mind, or clearly deems it fit to believe the children of
Absolute Being, or Father, or God, or Creator, God. For, discoursing on gods that are visible
or Lord. We speak not as supplying His name ; and born, in Z'zmwus, he says : "But to speak
but for want, we use good names, in order that of the other demons, and to know their birth,
the mind may have these as points of support, is too much for us. But we must credit those
so as not to err in other respects. For each one who have formerly spoken, they being the off-
by itself does not express God ; but all together spring of the gods, as they said, and knowing
are indicative of the power of the Omnipotent. well their progenitors, although they speak with-
For predicates are expressed either from what out probable and necessary proofs." I do not
belongs to things themselves, or from their think it possible that clearer testimony could be
mutual relation. But none of these are admissi- borne by the Greeks, that our Saviour, and those
ble in reference to God. Nor any more is He anointed to prophesy (the latter being called the
apprehended by the science of demonstration, sons of God, and the Lord being His own Son),
For it depends on primary and better known are the true witnesses respecting divine things.
principles. But there is nothing antecedent to Wherefore also they ought to be believed, being
the Unbegotten. respired, he added. And were one to say in a

It remains that we understand, then, the Un- more tragic vein, that we ought not to beheve,
known, by divine grace, and by the word alone "For it was not Zeus that told me these things,"
that proceeds from Him ; as Luke in the Acts
of the Apostles relates that Paul said, "Men of yet let him know that it was God Himself that
Athens, I perceive that in all things ye are too promulgated the Scriptures by His Son. And
superstitious, x For in walking about, and be- he, who announces what is his own, is to be be-
holding the objects of your worship, I found an lieved. "No one," says the Lord, "hath known
altar on which was inscribed, To the Unknown the Father but the Son, and he to whom the Son
God. Whom therefore ye ignorantly worship, shall reveal Him." 3 This, then, is to be beheved,

according to Plato, though it is announced and
Him declare I unto you." 2 spoken "without probable and necessary proofs,"
CHAP. XllI. _ THE KNOWLEDGEOF GOD A DIVINE but in the Old and New Testament. "For ex-

GIFT, ACCORDINGTO THE PHILOSOPHERS. cept ye believe," says the Lord, "ye shall die m

Everything, then, which falls under a name, is your sins." * And again : " He that beheveth
originated, whether they will or not. Whether, hath everlasting life." s "Blessed are all they
then, the Father Himself draws to Himself every that put their trust in Him." 6 For trusting is
one who has led a pure life, and has reached the more than faith. For when one has believed 1
conception of the blessed and incorruptible na- that the Son of God is our teacher, he trusts
ture ; or whether the free-will which is in us, by that his teaching is true. And as "instruction,"
reaching the knowledge of the good, leaps and according to Empedocles, "makes the mind
bounds over the barriers, as the gymnasts say ; grow," so trust in the Lord makes faith grow.
yet it is not without eminent grace that the soul We say, then, that it is characteristic of ,the
is winged, and soars, and is raised above the same persons to vilify philosophy, and run down
higher spheres, laying aside all that is heavy, faith, and to praise iniquity and felicitate a libid-
and surrendering itself to its kindred element, inous life. But now faith, if it is the voluntary

Plato, too, in M'ena, says that virtue is God- assent of the soul, is still the doer of good things,
given, as the following expressions show : "From the foundation of right conduct ; and if Aristotle
this argument then. O Meno. virtue is shown to defines strictly when he teaches that _ro_;v is ap-

- "' in'whom it'is found, b- divine / plied to the irrational creatures and to inanimate
come to mose, Jy ,,-- [ . .
nrovidence." Does it not then appear mat me ] a Matt.xi.27; Lu_ x. 22.
" .... p, • " 4 ohn vih. a 4.
gnostac dlsposmon which has come to all m] 5J_n hi.xS,x6,36,*.*4.
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things, while _'p_r,w is applicable to men only, shown by us in the books on prophecy, and
let him correct those who say that God is the in those on the soul. But "incredulity is good
maker (_r&r/_g) of the universe. And what at concealing the depths of knowledge," accord-
is done (_Tm_rJv), he says, is as good or as ing to Heraclitus; "for incredulity escapes from
necessary. To do wrong, then, is not good, for ignorance."
no one does wrong except for some other thing ;
and nothing that is necessary is voluntary. To CHAP. XIV.- GREEKPLAGIARISMFROM THa_
do wrong, then, is voluntary, so that it is not HEBREWS.
necessary. But the good differ especially from Let us add in completion what follows, and
the bad in inclinations and good desires. For exhibit now with greater clearness the plagiarism
all depravity of soul is accompanied with want of the Greeks from the Barbarian philosophy.
of restraint ; and he who acts from passion, acts Now the Stoics say that God, like the soul,
from want of restraint and from depravity, is essentially body and spirit. You will find all

I cannot help admiring in every particular this explicitly in their writings. Do not consider
that divine utterance : "Verily, verily, I say unto at present their allegories as the gnostic truth
you, He that entereth not in by the door into the presents them ; whether they show one thing
sheepfold, but climbeth up some other way, the and mean another, like the dexterous athletes.
same is a thief and a robber. But he that en- Well, they say that God pervades all being ; while
tereth in by the door is the shepherd of the we call Him solely Maker, and Maker by the
sheep. To him the porter openeth." Then Word. They wele misled by what ts said in
the Lord says in explanation, "I am the door the book of Wisdom : "' He pervades and passes
of the sheep." ' Men must then be saved by through all by reason of His purity ; "s since
learning the truth through Christ, even if they they did not understand that this was said of
attain philosophy. For now that is clearly shown Wisdom, which was the first of the creation of
"which was not made known to other ages, which God.
is now revealed to the sons of men. ''* For So be it, they say. But the philosophers, the
there was always a natural manifestation of the Stoics, and Plato, and Pythagoras, nay more,
one Almighty God, among all right-thinking Aristotle the Peripatetic, suppose the existence
men; and the most, who had not quite divested of matter among the first principles ; and not
themselves of shame with respect to the truth one first principle. Let them then know that
apprehended the eternal beneficence in divine what is called matter by them, is stud by them to
providence. In fine, then, Xenocrates the be wlthout quality, and without form, and more
Chalcedoman was not quite without hope that daringly said by Plato to be non-existence. And
the notion of the Divinity existed even in the does he not say very mystically, knowing that
irrational creatures. And Democritus, though the true and real first cause is one, in these very
against his will, will make this avowal by the words : "Now, then, let our opinion be so. As
consequences of his dogmas ; for he represents to the first principle or principles of the universe,
the same images as issuing, from the divine or what opinion we ought to entertain about all
essence, on men and on the irrational animals. 3 these points, we are not now to speak, for no
Far from destitute of a divine idea is man, who, other cause than on account of its being difficult
it is written in Genesis, partook of inspiration, to explain our sentiments in accordance with the
being endowed with a purer essence than the present form of discourse." But undoubtedly
other animate creatures. Hence the Pythagore- that prophetic expression, "Now the earth was
ans say that mind comes to man by divine provi- invisible and formless," supplied them with the
dence, as Plato and Aristotle avow ; but we assert ground of material essence.
that the Holy Spirit inspires him who has be- And the introduction of" chance" was hence
lieved. The Platonists hold that mind is an suggested to Epmurus, who misapprehended the
effluence of divine dispensation in the soul, and statement, "Vanity of vanities, and all is vanity."
they place the soul in the body. For it is ex- And it occurred to Aristotle to extend Providence
pressly said by Joel, one of the twelve prophets, as far as the moon from this psalm : "Lord,
"And it shall come to pass after these things, I Thy mercy is in the heavens ; and Thy truth
will pour out of My Spirit on all flesh, and your reacheth to the clouds." 0 For the explanation
sons and your daughters shall prophesy." 4 But of the prophetic mysteries had not yet been re-
it is not as a portion of God that the Spirit is in vealed previous to the advent of the Lord.
each of us. But how this dispensation takes Punishments after death, on the other hand,
place, and what the Holy Spirit is, shall be and penal retribution by fire, were pilfered from

the Barbarian philosophy both by all the poetic

*J__o_.x..x-a,7. Muses and by the Hellenic philosophy. Plato,
s Wisd.vii.24.

s [_i_lat_ VIII ] * I_ xxxw5.* Joel ii. u8
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accordingly, in the Last book of the Re2_ublic, some demon has mingled pleasure with the most
says in these express terms : "Then these men things at present." Further, in the tenth book of
fierce and fiery to look on, standing by, and :the Laws, he expressly emits that apostolic sen-
hearing the sound, seized and took some aside ; timent,5 "Our contest is not with flesh and blood,
and binding Aridmus and the rest hand, foot, but principalities, with powers, with the spiritual
and head, and throwing them down, and flaying things of those which are in heaven ;" writing
them, dragged them along the way, tearing their thus : "For since we are agreed that heaven is
flesh with thorns." For the fiery men are meant full of many good bemgs ; but it is also full of
to signify the angels, who seize and punish the the opposite of these, and more of these ; and as
wicked. "Who maketh," it is said, "His angels we assert such a contest is deathless, and re-
spirits ; His ministers flaming fire."' It follows quiring marvellous watchfulness."
from this that the soul is immortal. For what is Again the Barbarian philosophy knows the
tortured or corrected being in a state of sensation world of thought and the world of sense-- the
lives, though said to suffer. Well I Did not Plato former archetypal, and the latter the image of
know of the rivers of fire and the depth of the that which is called the model ; and assigns the
earth, and Tartarus, called by the Barbarians Ge- former to the Monad, as being perceived by
henna, naming, as he does prophetically,*Cocytus, the mind, and the world of sense to the number
and Acheron, and Pyriphlegethon, and mtro- six. For six is called by the Pythagoreans mar-
ducing such corrective tortures for discipline? riage, as being the genital number; and he

But indicating "the angels," as the Scripture places in the Monad the invisible heaven and
says, "of the little ones, and of the least, which the holy earth, and intellectual light. For "m
see God," and also the oversight reaching to us the beginning," It is said, "God made the heaven
exercised by the tutelary angels,3 he shrinks not and the earth ; and the earth was Invisible."
from writing, "That when all the souls have And it is added, "And God said, Let there be
selected their several lives, according as it has light ; and there was light." 6 And in the ma-
fallen to their lot, they advance in order to terial cosmogony Hecreates a solid heaven (and
Lachesis; and she sends along with each one, what is solid is capable of being perceived by
as his guide in life, and the joint accomplisher sense), and a visible earth, and a light that is
of his purposes, the demon which he has chosen." seen. Does not Plato hence appear to have left
Perhaps also the demon of Socrates suggested to the ideas of living creatures in the intellectual
him something similar, world, and to make intellectual objects into sen-

Nay, the philosophers, having so heard from sible species according to their genera? Rightly
Moses, taught that the world was created.4 And then Moses says, that the body which Plato
so Plato expressly said, "Whether was it that calls "the earthly tabernacle" was formed of the
the world had no beginning of its existence, or ground, but that the rational soul was breathed
derived its beginning from some beginning? For by God into man's face. For there, they say,
being visible, it is tangible ; and being tangible, the ruling faculty is situated ; interpreting the
it has a body." Again, when he says, "It is a access by the senses into the first man as the
difficult task to find the Maker and Father of addition of the soul.
this universe," he not only showed that the uni- Wherefore also man is said "to have been
verse was created, but points out that it was made in [God's] image and likeness." For the
generated by him as a son, and that he is called image of God is the divine and royal Word, the
its father, as deriving its being from him alone, impassible man ; and the image of the image is
and springing from non-existence. The Stoics, the human mind. And if you wish to apprehend
too, hold the tenet that the world was created, the likeness by another name, you will find _t

And that the devil so spoken of by the Barba- named in Moses, a divine correspondence. For
dan philosophy, the prince of the demons, is a he says, "Walk after the Lord your God, and
wicked spirit, Plato asserts in the tenth book of keep His commandments." 7 And I reckon
the Zaws, in these words : "Must we not say that [all the virtuous, servants and followers of God.
spirit which pervades the things that are moved Hence the Stoics say that the end of philosophy
on all sides, pervades also heaven ? Well, what ? is to live agreeable to nature ; and Plato, likeness
One or more ? Several, say I, in reply for you. to God, as we have shown in the second Miscel-
Let us not suppose fewer than two -- that which lany. And Zeno the Stoic, borrowing from Plato,
is beneficent, and that which is able to accomplish and he from the Barbarian philosophy, says that
the opposite." Similarly in the t'h¢drus hewrites all the good are friends of one another. For
as follows: "Now there are other evils. But Socrates says in the t'],¢dr_s, "that it has not

been ordained that the bad should be a friend

z Ps. dv. 4.
s Eusebius reads wo_n*c&_, s [Compare Taylor Lewis, P/a-lo a_'aiP.s_ t/uF Ate, p. 34_.]
s [Guardmn angels. Matt. xviu xo.] # Gem i. x- 3.
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to the bad, nor the good be not a friend to is most beautiful. For he said that virtue was
the good ;" as also he showed sufficiently in the the soul's beauty, and, on the contrary, that vice
Lysis, that friendship is never preserved in was the soul's deformity. Accordingly, Antilm-
wickedness and vice. And the Athenian stranger trus the Stoic, who composed three books on the
s_milarlysays, "that there is conduct pleasing and point, "That, according to Plato, only the beauti-
conformable to God, based on one ancient ful is good," shows that, according to him, virtue
ground-principle, That like loves like, provided is sufficient for happiness ; and adduces several
it be within measure. But things beyond meas- other dogmas agreeing with the Stoics. And by
ure are congenial neither to what is within nor Aristobulus, who lived in the time of Ptolemy
what is beyond measure. Now it is the case Philadelphus, who is mentioned by the composer
that God is the measure to us of all things." of the epitome of the books of the Maccabees,
Then proceeding, Plato ' adds : "For every good there were abundant books to show that the Peri-
man is like every other good man ; and so being patetic philosophy was derived from the law of
like to God, he is liked by every good man and Moses and from the other prophets. Let such
by God." At this point I have just recollected be the case.
the following. In the end of the Tzmv_us he[ Plato plainly calls us brethren, as being of'one
says: "You must necessarily assimilate that God and one teacher, m the following words:
which perceives to that which is perceived, ac- "For ye who are in the state are entirely breth-
cording to its original nature; and it is by soren (as we shall say to them, continuing our
assimilating it that you attain to the end of the story). But the God who formed you, mixed
highest life proposed by the gods to men,: for gold in the composition of those of you who are
the present or the future time." For those have fit to rule, at your birth, wherefore you are most
equal power with these. He, who seeks, will not highly honoured ; and silver in the case of those
stop till he find ; and having found, he will won- who are helpers ; and steel and brass in the ease
der; and wondering, he will reign ; and reigning, of farmers and other workers." Whence, of
he will rest. And what? Were not also those necessity, some embrace mad love those things
expressions of Thales derived from these ? The to which knowledge pertmns ; and others matters
fact that God is glorified for ever, and that He of opinion. Perchance he prophesies of that
is expressly called by us the Searcher of hearts, elect nature which is bent on knowledge ; if by
he interprets. For Thales being asked, What is the supposition he makes of three rmtures he
the divinity ? said, What has neither beginning does not describe three polities, as some sup-
nor end. And on another asking, "If a man posed : that of the Jews, the silver ; that of the
could elude the knowledge of the Divine Being Greeks, the third ; and that of the Christians,
while doing aught?" said, "How could he who with whom has been mingled the regal gold, the
cannot do so while thinking ?" Holy Spirit, the golden. 4

Further, the Barbarian philosophy recognises And exhibiting the Christian life, he writes in
good as alone excellent, and virtue as sufficient the The_tetus in these words : "Let us now
for happiness, when it says, "Behold, I have set speak of the highest principles. For why should
before your eyes good and evil, life and death, we speak of those who make an abuse of philoso-
that ye may choose life." s For it calls good, phy ? These know neither the wayto the forum,
"life," and the choice of it excellent, and the nor know they the court or the senate-house, or
choice of the opposite "evil." And the end of any other public assembly of the state. As for
good and of life is to become a lover of God : laws and decrees spoken or swritten, they neither
"For this is thy life and length of days," to love see nor hear them. But party feelings of politi-
that which tends to the truth. And these points cal associations and public meetings, and revels
are yet clearer. For the Saviour, in enjoining to with musicians [occupy them] ; but they never
loveGod and our neighbour, says, "that on these even dream of taking part in affairs. Has any
two commandments hang the whole law and the one conducted himself either well or fll in the
prophets." Such are the tenets promulgated by state, or has aught evil descended to a man from
the Stoics ; and before these, by Socrates, in the his forefathers ?m it escapes their attention as
Phaedrus,who prays, "O Pan, and ye other gods, much as do the sands of the sea. And the man
gave me to be beautiful within." And in the does not even know that he does not know all
The,,_eCushe says expressly, "For he that speaks these things ; but in reality his body alone is sit-
well (_a,_,_) is both beautiful and good." And nated and dwells in the state, 6 while the man
in the -Progagarashe avers to the companions of himself flies, according to Pindar, beneath the
Protagoras that he has met with one more beauti- earth and above the sky, .aqtronomizing, and ex-

ful th_ Alcibiades, if ind_d t_t which i_wisest ploring all nature on all s|des.
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Again, with the Lord's saying, "Let your yea "With Zeus let us begin ; whom tet us ne'er,
be yea, and your nay nay," may be compared Beingmen,leaveunexpressed.All fullof Zeus,

The streets, and throngs of men, and full the sea,
the following : "But to admit a falsehood, and Andshores,andeverywherewe Zeusenjoy."
destroy a truth, is in nowise lawful." With the
prohibition, also, against swearing agrees the say- He adds : -- "For we also are
ing in the tenth book of the Laws : "Let praise His offspring; .... "
and an oath in everything be absent."

And in general, Pythagoras, and Socrates, and that is, by creation.
Plato say that they hear God's voice while closely "Who, blandto men,
contemplating the fabric of the universe, made Propitious signs displays, andto theirtusks
and preserved unceasingly by God. For they Arouses. For these signs in heavenHe fixed,The constellations spread, and crowned the year
heard Moses say, "He said, and it was done," Withstars; to showto men the seasons'tasks,
describing the word of God as an act. That all things may proceedm ordersure.

And founding on the formation of man from Him everfirst, Himlast too, theyadore:
the dust, the philosophers constantly term the Hail Father, marvel great m great boon to men."
body earthy. Homer, too, does not hesitate to And before him, Homer, framing the world in
put the fotlowing as an imprecation : -- accordance with Moses on the Vulcan-wrought

"But may you aJl become earth and water." shield, says : m
"On it he fashioned earth, and sky, and sea,

As Esaias says, "And trample them down as And all the signs with which the heaven is crowned." _
clay." And Callimachus dearly writes :

For the Zeus celebrated in poems and prose
"That was the yearin which compositions leads the mind up to God. And

Birds, fishes, quadrupeds,
Spoke like Prometheus'clay." already, so to speak, Democritus writes, "that a

few men are in the light, who stretch out their
And the same again:-- hands to that place which we Greeks now call

"If thee Prometheusformed, the air. Zeus speaks all, and he hears a11,and
And thou art not ofother day." distributes and takes away, and he is king of all."

Hesiod says of Pandora : -- And more mystically the Bceotian Pindar, being
"And bade Hephaestus, famed, with all his speed, a Pythagorean, says : --

Knead earth with water, and man's voice and mind "One is the race of gods and men,
Infuse." And of one mother both have breath ;"

The Stoics, accordingly, define nature to be that is, of matter: and names the one creator
artificial fire, advancing systematically to genera- of these things, whom he calls Father, chief
tion. And God and His Word are by Scripture artificer, who furnishes the means of advance-
figuratively termed fire and light. But how? ment on to divinity, according to merit.
Does not Homer himself, is not Homer himself, For I pass over Plato ; he plainly, in the
paraphrasing the retreat of the water from the Epistle to Erastus and Coriscus, is seen to exhibit
land, and the clear uncovering of the dry land, the Father and Son somehow or other from the
when he says of Tethys and Oceanus :m Hebrew Scriptures, exhorting in these words :

"In invoking by oath, with not illiterate gravity,
"For now for a long time they abstain from

Each other'sbedandlove?" x and with culture, the sister of gravity, God the
author of all, and invoking Him by oath as the

Again, power in all things is by _e most intel- Lord, the Father of the Leader, and author;
lectual among the Greeks ascribed to God ; whom if ye study with a truly philosophical spirit,
Epicharmus D he was a Pythagorean D say- ye shall know." And the address in the 2_meus
ing:-- calls the creator, Father, speaking thus: "Ye
"Nothing escapes the divine. This it behoves thee to gods of gods, of whom I am Father ; and the

know. Creator of your works." So that when he says,
He zs ourobserver. To Godnought is impossible." "Around the king_of all, all things are, and be-

And the lyric poet : _ cause of Him are all things ; and he [or that] lS
the cause of all good things ; and around the"And God fromgloomynight

Canraiseunstainedlight, second are the things second in order ; and
Andcan in darksomegloomobscure around the third, the third," I understand noth-
The day's refulgence pure." ing else than the Holy Trinity to be meant; for

He alone who is able to make night during the the third is the Holy Spirit, and the Son is the
period of day is God. second, by whom aU things were made accord-

In the .PtJatsamena Aratus writes thus : -- ing to the will of the Father.3

2 Iliad xv_fi.483,
z Iltmd, _. _8. 3 [On _ Froth,see p. 444,note6, 5"u._'w.]
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And the same, in the tenth book of the Re- into the body, sleep and death, similarly with
pub,'c, mentions Eros the son of Armenius, who Heraclitus. And was not this announced, oracu-
is Zoroaster. Zoroaster, then, writes: "These larly, of the Saviour, by the Spirit, saying by
were composed by Zoroaster, the son of Arme- David, "I slept, and slumbered ; I awoke : for
ntus, a Pamphylian by birth : having died in the LO_D will sustain me ?" 3 For He not only"
battle, and been in Hades, I learned them of the figuratively calls the resurrection of Christ rising
gods." This Zoroaster, Plato says, having been from sleep ; but to the descent of the Lord into
placed on the funeral pyre, rose again to life m the flesh he also applies the figurative term sleep.
twelve days. He alludes perchance to the resur- The Saviour Himself enjoins, "Watch ; "4 as
rection, or perchance to the fact that the path much as to say, "Study how to live, and endeav-
for s_uls to ascension lies through the twelve our to separate the soul from the body."
signs of the zodiac ; and he himself says, that And the Lord's day Plato prophetically speal_
the descending pathway to birth is the same. In of in the tenth book of the Repubh'c, in these
the same way we are to understand the twelve words : "And when seven days have passed to
labours of Hercules, after which the soul obtains each of them in the meadow, on the eighth they
release from this entire world. !are to set out and arrive in four days." s By the

I do not pass over Empedocles, who speaks meadow is to be understood the fixed sphere,
thus physically of the renewal of all things, as as being a mild and genial spot, and the loc.ality
consisting in a transmutation into the essence of of the pious ; and by the seven days each motion
fire, which is to take place. And most plainly of the seven planets, and the whole practical art
of the same opinion is Heraclitus of Ephesus, which speeds to the end of rest. But after the
who considered that there was a workt everlast- wandering orbs the journey leads to heaven, that
ing, and recognised one perishable--that is, in is, to the eighth motion and day. And he says

i its arrangement, not being different from the that souls are gone on the fourth day, pointng
former, viewed in a certain aspect. But that out the passage through the four elements. But

he knew the imperishable world which consists of the seventh day is recognised as sacred, not by
- the universal essence to be everlastingly of a cer- the Hebrews only, but also by the Greeks ; ac-

tmn nature, he makes clear by speaking thus : cording to which the whole world of all animals
"The same world of all things, neither any of and plants revolve. Hesiod says of it : --
the gods, nor any one of men, made. But there ,,The first, and fourth, and seventh day were held sa-

: was, and is, and will be ever-living fire, kindled cred."
according to measure, _and quenched according

And again :-
to measure." And that he taught it to be gen-
erated and perishable, is shown by what follows : - And on the seventh the sun's resplendentorb."
"There are transmutations of fire, _first, the And Homer:--
sea ; and of the sea the half is land, the half fiery

i vapour." For he says that these are the effects "And on the seventh then came the sacred day."

: of power. For fire is by the Word of God, which And :
governs all things, changed by the air into moist- "The seventh was sacred."

i ure, which is, as it were, the germ of cosmical
change; and this he calls sea. And out of it again And again:--
is produced earth, and sky, and all that they con- ,, It was the seventh day, and all things were aecom-
tam. How, again, they are restored and ignited, plished."

he shows clearly in these words: "The sea is And again:_
diffused and measured according to the same
rule which subsisted before it became earth." "And on the seventh morn we leave the stream of
Similarly also respecting the other elements, the Acheron."
same is to be understood. The most renowned Callimachus the poet also writes :
of the Stoics teach similar doctrines with him "It was the seventh morn, and they had all things done."
in treating of the conflagration and the govern-
ment of the world, and both the world and man And again : --
properly so called, and of the continuance of "Among good days is the seventh day, and the seventh
our souls, race."

Plato, again, in the seventh book of the Re- land : --
• [ |1

pubhc, has called' the day here noc!urnal, as l,,Th e seventh is among the prime, and the seventh is
x suppose, on account of "the worIO-rulers ox t perfect."

this darkness;,,, and the descent of the soulI.........
/ s l_,iti. 5.

z li_ " " t is " I an errorfor 4Matt_xxiv.4_,etc.. • " i aid
_..'-_ . _. t_ reading,of thetext,,s Im plainy 3 [TI_" d elm _ _1..tt_mo_.d_ _ tt_ re-_lingof_m r_mtblealob_rvancesn_e_y t_behadi_nedls_n.vi. t2 ........ '
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And : m "If you ask what is the nature of the good, listen
That which is regular, just, holy, pious,

"Now all the seven were made in starry heaven, Serf-governing, useful, fair, fitting,
In circles shining as the years appear." Grave, independent, always beneficial,

The Elegies of Solon, too, intensely deify the That feelsnofearorgrief,profitable,painless,
seventh clay. Helpful, pleasant, safe, friendly,Held in esteem, agreeing with itself: honourable,

And how ? Is it not similar to Scripture when Humble, careful, meek, zealous,
it says, "Let us remove the righteous man from Perennial,blameless,ever-during."

us, because he is troublesome to us?", when And the same, tacitly vilifying the idolatryof the
Plato, all but predicting the economy of salva-
tion, says in the second book of the Repubh'c multitude'

adds:--

as follows: "Thus he who is constituted just "Base is everyone wholooksto opinion,

shall be scourged, shal be stretched on the With the view of deriving any good from it."
rack, shall be bound, have his eyes put out ; and We are not, then, to think of God according to
at last, having suffered all evils, shall be cruci- the opinion of the multitude.
fled." 2 "For I do not think that secretly,

And the Socratic Antisthenes, paraphrasing Imitating the guise of a scoundrel,

that prophetic utterance, "To whom have ye He would go to thy bed as a man,"
likened me? saith the Lord," 3 says that "God says Amphion to Antiope. And Sophocles
is like no one; wherefore no one can come to plainly writes:--
the knowledge of Him from an image." "His motherZeusespoused,

Xenophon too, the Athenian, utters these sim- Not in the likeness of gold, nor covered
ilar sentiments in the following words : "He who With swan's plumage, as the Pleuronian girl

shakes all things, and is Himself immoveable, is He impregnated; but an out and out man."
manifestly one great and powerful But what He further proceeds, and adds :-
He is in form, appears not. No more does the "And quick the adultererstoodon the bridalsteps."
sun, who wishes to shine in all directions, deem
it right to permit any one to look on himself. Then he details still more plainly the licentious-
But if one gaze on him audaciously, he loses his ness of the fabled Zeus :m
eyesight." "But he nor food nor cleansing water touched,

But heart-stung went to bed, and that whole night
"What flesh can see with eyes the Heavenly, True, Wantoned."

Immortal God, whose dwelling is the poles ?
Not even before the bright beams of the sun But let these be resigned to the follies of the
Are men, as being mortal, fit to stand,"-- theatre.

the Sibyl had said before. Rightly, then, Xeno- Heraclitus plainly says : "But of the word
phanes of Colophon, teaching that God is one which is eternal men are not able to understand,
and incorporeal, adds : -- both before they have heard it, and on first hear-

"One God there is 'midst gods and men supreme ; hag iL" And the lyrist Melanippides says in
In form, in mind, unlike to mortal men." song :-

And again : -- "Hear me, O Father, Wonder of men,
"But men have the idea that gods are born, Ruler of the ever-living soul."

And wear their ciotbes, and have both voice and And Parmenides the great, as Plato says in the
shape."

So?kist, writes of God thus :-And again :--
"Very much, since unborn and indestructible He is,"But had the oxen or the lions hands,

Or could with hands depict a work like men, Whole, only-begotten, and immoveable, apd unorigi-nated."
Were beasts to draw the semblance of the gods,
The horses would them like to horses sketch, Hesiod also says : --
To oxen, oxen, and their bodies make
Of such a shape as to themselves belongs." "For He of the immortals all is King and Lord.

Let us hear, then, the lyric poet Bacchylides With God 6 none else in might may strive."
speaking of the divine: m Nay more, Tragedy, drawing away from idols,

"Who to diseasesdire*never succumb, teaches to look up to heaven. Sophocles, as
And blameless are; in nought resembling men." Hecatmus, who composed the histories in the

And also Cleanthes, the Stoic, who writes thus in work about Abraham and the Egyptians, says,
a poem on the Deity : s m exclaims plainly on the stage : --

"One in very truth, God is One,
t W'md."iL:_. Who made the heaven and the far-stretching earth,

of theedlto*,William W¢st, of Nalm, Scotland. Elucatauon ]
S _ xL IB, *$. b This is quotedin Exlwrfaf_¢ _o t,_ Htat_, p. xg"a_oh. vu.
* ,_LStephanus,in hisFra_g'_ ofBacchylid_s,readsatx_AetwvThe readingvaries,and it has been.v_. y a_aended. IJ_yis Ds_r_(fred)insteadof-'l_ g_ _a_,of thetext, . --
3 Quot_ in Exls_wflti¢_ U t&eHla_luw, p. t92, _at._e,and mnero stitumdabovc_ cr_o..Perhapsthe smapl.estot tim..e.x.,_, ons v

¢otctcm¢lfromthe gmxt_. a_ed on thtspassagemthechange of _raointo oro_,_$t _we.
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The Deep's blue billow, and the might of winds. And before him Orpheus said, speaking of the
But of us mortals, many erring far point in hand : m 'In heart, as solace for ourwoes, have raised
Images of gods--of stone, orelse of brass, "Son of great Zeus, Fatherof 21Egis-bearingZeus."
Or figures wrought of gold or ivory ;
And sacrifices and vain festivals And Xenoerates the Chaicedonian, who men-
To these appointing, deem ourselves devout" tions the supreme Zeus and the inferior Zeus,

And Euripides on the stage, in tragedy, says :m leaves an indication of the Father and the Son.
Homer, while representing, the gods as subject- Dost thou this lofty, boundless Ether see,

Which holds the earth around in the embrace to human passions, appears to know the Divine
Of humid arms ? This reckon Zeus, Being, whom Epicurus does not so revere. He
And this regard as God." says accordingly :

And in the drama of Pirithous, the same writes "Why, son of Peleus, mortal as thou art,
: those lines in tragic vem : -- With swift feet me pursuest, a god

Immortal? Hast thou not yetknown
i "Thee, self-sprung, who on Ether's wheel That I am a god ?"_

Hast universal nature spun,
Around whom Light and dusky spangled Night, For he shows that the Divinity cannot be cap-
The countless host of stars, too, ceaseless dance." tnred by a mortal, or apprehended either with

For there he says that the creative mind is self- feet, or hands, or eyes, or by the body st all.
sprung. What follows applies to the universe, "To whom have ye likened the Lord? or to
m which are the opposites of light and darkness, what likeness have ye likened Him ?" says the

JEschylus also, the son of Euphonon, says ScriptureY Has not the artificer made the im-
age ? or the goldsmith, melting the gold, has

with very great solemnity of God : -- gilded it, and what follows.
"Ether is Zeus, Zeus earth, and Zeus the heaven; The comic poet Epicharmus speaks in the
The universe is Zeus, and all above." Republic clearly of the Word in the following

I am aware that Plato assents to Heraclitus, who terms :-
writes: "The one thing that is wise alone will "The life of men needs calculation and number alone,
not be expressed, and means the name of Zeus." And we hve by number and calculation, for these
And again, "Law is to obey the will of one." save mortals. ''L

And if you wish to adduce that saying, "He that He then adds expressly :
hath ears to hear, let him hear," you will find it
expressed by the Ephesian ' to the following ef- "Reason governs mortals, and alone preserves man-ners."
fect: "Those that hear without understanding
are hke the deaf. The proverb witnesses against Then :_
them, that when present they are absent." "There is in man reasoning; and there is a divine

But do you want to hear from the Greeks ex- ReasonP
pressly of one first principle _ Timmus the Lo- Reason is implanted in man to provide for life and• sustenance,
crian, in the work on Nature, shall testify in the But divine Reason attends the arts in the case of all,
following words : "There is one first principle of Teaching them always what it is advantageous to do.
all things unoriginated. For were it originated, For it was not man that discovered art, but Godbrought it ;

: it would be no longer the first principle ; but the And the Reason of man derives its origin from the
first principle would be that from which it origi- divine Reason."

nated." For this true opinion was derived from The Spirit also cries by Isaiah : "Wherefore
what follows : "Hear," it is said, "O Israel ; the the multitude of sacrifices ? _ith the LORD. I
LORDthy God is one, and Him only shalt thou am full of holocausts of rams, and the fat of
serve."_ lambs and the blood of bulls I wish not ;" and

"Lo _He all sure and all unerring is," a little after adds : "Wash you, and be clean.

says the Sibyl. Put away wickedness from your souls," '* and so
Homer also manifestly mentions the Father forth.

and the Son by a happy hit of divination in the Menander, the comic poet, writes in these
following words : -- very words :

"If Outis,4alone as thou art, offers thee violence, "If one by otteringsacrifice, a crowd
And there is no escaping disease sent by Zeus,_ Of bulls or kids, O Pamphilus,oy z_us,
For the Cyclopes heed not 2Egis-bearmgZeus." s Or such like things ; by making works of art,Garmentsof gold or purple,imageS

xHeraclitm.
2 I)eut.vi 4- 6 Iliad,xx_t.8.SSee2_x/tertaJ_, p.x94,wherefor"So" read" Lo."

• 4.,Ot_r_,Noman,N61mdy;afaBaclousnamea_mm_.byUly_es 7 Isa xl. t8,_S.
_ttt aprlmaryallumontop._'r_,_frrt_,Odjvx.sqxx.2o7,to O_.tve *Anthesefinesfttmag4#e..hann_: theyhavebeeagademdaJt
_mo_m_us.'_LmD_.LmutScoTr.Thethimimetsa74mtmmeamendedbyGrotit_., _ [orWord].

$ Od._Rff., _g. 410. |0 X_ i IX, 16.
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Of ivory or emerald, deems by these And after a little he adds :
God can be made propitious, he does err,
And has an empty mind. For the man must prove "And when the whole world fades,
A man of worth, who neither maids deflowers, And vamshed all the abyss of ocean's waves,
Nor an adulterer is, nor steals, nor kills And earth of trees is bare ; and wrapt in flames,
For love of worldly wealth, O Pamphilus. The air no more begets the winged tribes ;
Nay, covet not a needle's thread. For God Then He who all destroyed, shall all restore."

Thee sees, bemg near beside thee." . .. x We shall find expressions similar to these also
"I am a God at hand," it is said by Jeremiah,* in the Orphic hymns, written as follows : --
"and not a God afar off. Shall a man do aught ,, For having" hidden" all, brought them again
in secret places, and I shall not see him ?" To gladsome light, forth fromhissacredheart,

And again Menander, paraphrasingthat Scrip- Solimtous."
ture, "Sacrifice a sacrifice of righteousness, and knd if we live throughout holily and righteously,
trust in the Lord," 3 thus writes :m we are happy here, and shall be happier after

"And not a needle even that is our departure hence ; not possessing happiness
Another's ever covet, dearest friend ; for a t_me, but enabled to rest in eternity.
For God in righteous works delights, and so "At the same hearth and table as the rest
Permits him to increase hts worldly wealth,
Who toils, and ploughs the land both night and day. Of the immortal gods, we sit all freeOf human ills, unharmed,"
But sacrifice to God, and righteous be,
Shining not in bright robes, but in thy heart ; says the philosophic poetry of Empedocles.
And when thou hear'st the thunder, do not flee, And so, according to the Greeks, none is so
Being conscious to thyself of nought amiss,
Good sir, for thee God ever present sees. ''4 great as to be above judgment, none so insig-

nificant as to escape its notice.
"Whilst thou art yet speaking," says the Scrip- And the same Orpheus speaks thus :
ture, "I will say, Lo, here I am." s

"But to the word divine, looking, attend,
Again Diphilus, the comic poet, discourses as Keeping aright the heart's receptacle

follows on the judgment :m Of intellect, and taeadthe straight path well,

"Think'st thou, O Niceratus, that the dead, And only to the world's immortal King
Who in all kinds of luxury in life have shared, Direct thy gaze. "9

Escape the Deity, as if forgot ? And again, respecting God, saying that He was
There is an eye of justice, which sees all. invisible, and that He was known to but one,
For two ways, as we deem, to Hades lead
One for the good, the other for the bad. a Chaldean by race-- meaning either by this
But if the earth hides both for ever, then Abraham or his son -- he speaks as follows :P
Go plunder, steal, rob, and be turbulent.
But err not. For in Hades judgment is, "But one a scion of Chaldean race ;For he the sun's path knew right well,
Which God the Lord of all will execute, And how the morton of the sphere aboutWhose name too dreadful is for me to name,
Who gives to sinners length of earthly life. The earth proceeds, in circle moving
If any mortal thinks, that day by day, Equally around its axis, how the winds
While doing ill, he eludes the gods' keen sight, Their chariot guide o'er air and sea."
His thoughts are evil ; and when justice has Then, as if paraphrasing the expression, "Heaven
The leisure, he shall then detected be is my throne, and earth is my footstool," ,o he
So thinking. Look, whoe'er you be that say
That there is not a God. There is, there is. adds : --

If one, by nature evil, evil does, "But in great heaven, He is seated firm
Let him redeem the time ; for such as he Upon a throne of gold, and 'neath Has feet
Shall by and by due punishment receive." b The earth. His right hand round the ocean's bound

And with this agrees the tragedy 7 in the follow- He stretches ; and the hills' foundations shakeTo the centre at His wrath, nor can endure
ing lines : His mighty strength. He all celestial as,
"For there shall come, shall come s that point of time, And all things finishes upon the earth.

He the Beginning, Middle is, and End.When Ether, golden-eyed, shall ope its store
Of treasured fire ; andtbe devouring flame, But Thee I dare not speak. In limbsAnd mind I tremble. He rules from on high."
Raging, shall burn all things on earth below,
And all above." . . . And so forth. For in these he indicates these

prophetic utterances: "If Thou openest the
, Thi_w_, withfourmoreU_ isquotedb_Ju_tlnMa,_Wheaven, trembling shall seize the mountains from

Philcx_o_.[DeMem_rcl*ia,vol. x. p. _gt, this _rms], and asc_'ibedby h_mto Thy presence ; and they shall melt, as wax
*J,r. ,_i_._3,*4. melteth before the fire ; .... and in Isaiah, "Who
s 1_. iv. _.
,t In Justin Martyr. in the place above quoted,these lines are hath measured the heaven with a span, and the

join_l to the pretmdmg, _ _ also quoted by Eusebtus,but Again, whenit isdifferentlyarranged.The translation adopt*the arrangementof whole earth with His fist?" '_
o_oa_,, said :_

s I_. Ltv._4.
e These lines are quotedby Justin (De Mo_arckia [vol. t..p.

._.thls _] ), but _mcrihedI_/hirapart to PMlcxaon,part to Etmp- to9Qtmtedin a_Llc/wrta_' P"t93"]timLxvi.x.
_'Aacn'lmdbatJtmilnto Sophocles. . . tz Iam.lxiv. t, s, xl. t2. .
S Adoptingthereadingx_vo_ insteadof _rat_Mqtm me text. t* [On theOr#k_ca, _e Lewis"Plalo cont. At_ , p. 99.]
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,' Ruler of Ether, Hades, Sea, and Land, "Demons there are D some here, some there _stt over
Who with Thy bolts Olympus' strong-built home men ;
Dose shake. Whom demons dread, and whom the Some, on man's entrance [into life], to ward off ill."

throng
: Of gods do fear. Whom, too, the Fates obey, Rightly, then, also Philemon, the comic poet,

Relentless thou[gh they be. O deathless One, demolishes idolatry in these words :
our mother's Sire ! whose wrath makes all things reel ;

"Fortune is no divinity to us :
Who mov'st the winds, and shroud'st in clouds the There's no such god. But what befalls by chance

world, And of itself to each, is Fortune called."Broad Ether cleaving with Thy lightning gleams, --

Thine is the order 'mongst the stars, which run And Sophocles the tragedian says :As Thine unchangeablebehests direct.
• Before Thy burning throne the angels wait, "Not even the gods have all things as they choose,
_. Much-working, charged to do all things for men. Excepting, Zeus ; for he beginning is and end."

Thy young Spring shines, all prank'd with purple And Orpheus:wflowers ;

Thy Winter with its chilling clouds assails ; "One Might, the great, the flaming heaven, was
. Throe Autumn noisy Bacchus distributes." One Deity. All things one Being were; in whom

Then he adds, naming expressly the Almighty All these revolve fire, water, and the earth."
God :-- And so forth.

,, Deathless Immortal, capable of being Pindar, the lyric poet, as if in Bacchic frenzy,
To the immortals only uttered I Come, plainly says : --
Greatest of gods, with strong Necessity.

i Dread, invincible, great, deathless One, "What is God ? The All."
Whom Ether crowns." . . . And again :

_ By the expression "Sire of our Mother" (/_vrr#o- "God, who makes all mortals."

_ _rdrop) he not only intimates creation out of And when he says,
" nothing, but gives occasion to those who intro-

duce emissions of imagining a consort of the "How little, being a man, dost thou expect• Wisdom for man ? 'Tis hard for mortal mind
: Deity. And he paraphrases those prophetic The counsels of the gods to scan ; and thou

Scriptures -- that in Isaiah, "I am He that fixes Wast of a mortal mother born,"

the thunder, and creates the wind ; whose hands he drew the thought from the following : "Who
! have founded the host of heaven ;" ' and that hath known the mind of the LORD, or who was

in Moses, "Behold, behold that I am He, and His counsellor ?" 6 Hesiod, too, agrees with
there is no god beside me : I will kill, and I will what is said above, in what he writes :

make to live ; I will smite, and I will heal : and "No prophet, sprung d men that dwell on earth,
{ there is none that shall deliver out of my hands." 2 Can know the mind of 2tEgis-hearlng Zeus."

"And He, from good, to mortals planteth ill, Similarly,then, Solon the Athenian, in the Elegies,
And cruel war, and tearful woes," [following Hesiod, writes :

according to Orpheus.
Such also are the words of the Parian Archil- "The immortal's mind to men is quite unknown."

ochus. Again Moses, having prophesied that the woman

"o Zeus, thine is the power of heaven, and thou would bring forth in trouble and pain, on ac-
Inflict'st on men things violent and wrong." 3 count of transgression, a poet not undistinguished

writes :
" Again let the Thracian Orpheus sing to us :-- - Never by day

" His right hand all around to ocean's bound From toil and woe shall they have rest, nor yet
He stretches; and beneath His feet is earth." By night from groans. Sad cares the godJ to men

Shall give."
These are plainly derived from the following:
"The Lord will save the inhabited cities, and Further, when Homer says,

grasp the whole land in His hand like a nest ; "4 ,, The Sire himself the golden balance held," r

" It is the Lord that made the earth by His he intimates that God is jusL

power," as saith Jeremiah, "and set up the earth And Menander, the comic poet, in exhibiting
by His wisdom." s Further, in addition to these, God, says :
Phocylides, who calls the angels demons, ex-

plains in the following words that some of them "AT°tutelaryeachman,Demon,OnhiSasbirth,hlslife'sgoodthereis assignedgulde.
are good, and others bad (for we also have For that the Demon evil is, andher_

learned that some are apostate) :_ A good life, is not to be thought. '_

Am, iv. _.3. Then he adds :
" I_uc Tram._. • -- ""A_'m_'a $' (;yaO(k,dva* 1_ Oe(_,"

_se_a): and _. (_l'o_l _j_:turc_,_o tro= _._,
mmcadof&_¢t*s_t_tta-r_

J©r.x. is.
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meaning either "that every one good is God," true philosophy." Such as are partakers of this
or, what is preferable, "that God in all things is he judges 6 to belong to the golden race, when
good." he says: "Ye are all brethren; and those who

Again, 2Eschylus the tragedian, setting forth are ot the golden race are most capable of judg-
the power of God, does not shrink from calling ing most accurately in every respect." 7

Him the Highest, in these words :_ The Father, then, and Maker of all things is

"Place God apart from mortals ; and think not apprehended by all things, agreeably to all, by
That He is, like thyself, corporeal, innate power and without teaching, _ things in-
Thou know'st Him not. Now He appears as fire, animate, sympathizing with the animate creation,

Dread force; as water now; and now as gloom ; and of living beings some are already immortal,
And in the beasts is dimly shadowed forth,
In wind, and cloud, in lightning, thunder, rain ; working in the light of day. But of those that
And minister to Him the seas and rocks, are still mortal, some are in fear, and carried still
Each fountain and the water's floods and streams, in their mother's womb ; and others regulate

The mountains tremble, and the earth, the vast themselves by their own independent reason.
Abyss of sea, and towering height of hills,
When on them looks the Sovereign's awful eye : And of men all are Greeks and Barbarians. But
Almighty ns the glory of the Most High God." t no race anywhere of tillers of the soil, or nomads,

Does he not seem to you to paraphrase that and not even of dwellers in cities, can live, with-
text, "At the presence of the Lord the earth out being imbued with the faith of a supenor
trembles? ''2 In addition to these, the most being'S Wherefore every eastern nation, and

prophetic Apollo is compelled _ thus testifying every nation touching the western shore ; or the
to the glory of God--to say of Athene, when north, and each one towards the south,9- all
the Medes made war against Greece, that she have one and the same preconception respecting

Him who hath appointed government ; since the
besought and supplicated Zeus for Attica. The most universal of His operations equally pervade

oracle is as follows : _ all. Much more did the philosophers among the
"Pallas cannot Olympian Zeuspropitiate, Greeks, devoted to investigation, starting from

Although with many words andsage advice she prays ;
But he will give to the devouring fire many temples of the Barbarian philosophy, attribute providence ,o

the immortals, to the "Invisible, and sole, and most powerful,
Who now stand shaking with terror, and bathed in and most skilful and supreme cause of all things

sweat ;" _ most beautiful ; "-- not knowing the inferences
and so forth. _x_m these truths, unless instructed by us, and

Thearidas, in his book On Nature, writes : not even how God is to be known naturally; but
"There was then one really true beginning [first only, as we have already often said, by a true

principle] of all that exists _ one. For that _eriphrasis." Rightly therefore the apostle says,

Being in the beginning is one mad alone." "Is He the God of the Jews only, and not also

"Nor is there any other except the Great King," of the Greeks ? "_ not only saying prophetically
that of the Greeks beheving Greeks would know

says Orpheus. In accordance with whom, the God ; TM but also intimating that in power the Lord
comic poet Diphilus says very sententiously, 4 is the God of all, and truly Universal King. For

the they know neither what He is, nor how He is"Father of all,
To Him alone incessant reverence pay, Lord, and Father, and Maker, nor the rest of
The inventor and the author of such blessings." the system of the truth, without being taught by

Rightly therefore Plato "accustoms the best it. Thus also' the prophetic utterances have the
natures to attain to that study which formerly same force as the apostolic word. For Isaiah
we said was the highest, both to see the good says, "If ye say, We trust in the LORD our God :

and to accomplish that ascent. And this, as now make an alliance with my Lord the king of

appears, is not the throwing of the potsherds ; s the Assyrians." And he adds : "And now, was
but the turning round of the soul from a noc- it without the LORD that we came up to this land

turnal day to that which is a true return to that to make war against it ?" ,3 And Jonah, himself
which really is, which we shall assert to be the a prophet, intimates the same thing in what he

says: "And the shipmaster came to him, and

Meamnlia_ v_. L p, 90o). Dread foa_e,atrA.wro,o_t_q:_usemus
tmtds_,dati_. J.Iamgmthesmggested (mrk_'r_)..tmcreat_.; 6 Euseblus has,t_vtc, whichwe Imveadopted, for x#ee,,of the

i,,aw_ C_) _ .._ hewn_,, .) _ ,e,_t o__ _ It,,to, R,_.,book _,.
text, whlcli -.m_2_t-__ble' th_ deea_ °r _rrm_e' a [Pearson,O=t_eCr*.fd, p 47.] ......is appliedby Pimiarto fire. .

s This Pythi__ oraclets givta by Herodotus,mm_squo_ also ;_#-_ #_,_v, _ *_ _, _, _.,.A. , . ,
by gmebit_ trod_ _o Instead_"_r#_w, M bins h_ _r_z_.m_, (prM'k_. _.._

.t _,,/tut6ra'r_ Eusel_tts reads "rwmt_'a_'os,,agreeing with xx _ _ to _ tllat t_ kxtewGod otliy m a row_"_out andinaccurateway. The text hasfe#4_aw: but ft#¢p_atv,
w_s A game in which a potsherdwith a black andwhite sidewas whtchis in Eusebins,is preferable._tt[See p. 379,ElucidationI., ._u.#ra.l
c_ttmalineI muias thel-_lackorwhiteturnedup,oneofthe players s3 Isa xxxvi 7,8. m.fkxlmd the at_r _
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said to him, Why dost thou snore ? Rise, call on Let him who wishes, then, approaching to the
thy God, that He may save us, and that we may true instruction, learn from Parmenides the
not perish."' For the expression "flay God" Eleatic, who promises : w

he makes as if to one who knew Him by way ,,Ethereal nature, then, and all the signs
of knowledge ; and the expression, "that God In Ether thou shalt know, and the effects,
may save us," revealed the consciousness m the All viewless, of the sacred Sun's clear torch
minds of heathens who had applied their mind And whence produced. The round-eyed Moon's

Revolving influences and nature thou
to the Ruler of all, but had not yet believed. Shalt learn; and the ensphering heaven _mlt lmow;
And again the same : "And he said to them, Whence sprung; and how Necessity took it
I am the servant of the LORDj and I fear the And chained so as to keep the starry bounds."

LORD, the Cod of heaven." And again the And Metrodorus, though an Epicurean, spoke"
same: "And he said, Let us by no means thus, divinely inspired: "Remember, O Menes-
perish for the life of this man." And Malachi tratus, that, being a mortal endowed with a cir-

J the prophet plamly exhibits God saying, "I will cumscribed life, thou hast in thy soul ascended,.
not accept sacrifice at your hands. For from till thou hast seen endless time, and the infinity
the rising of the sun to its gomg down, My name of things ; and what is to be, and what has
is glorified among the Gentiles; and in every been;" when with the blessed choir, according

" place sacrifice is offered to Me." 2 And again : to Plato, we shall gaze on the blessed sight mad
"Because I am a great King, saith the LORD vision; we following with Zeus, and others with

ommpotent ; and My name is manifest among other deities, if we may be permitted so to say,the nations." What name ? The Son declar- to receive initiation into the most blessed mys-

mg the Father among the Greeks who have tery: which we shall celebrate, ourselves being
believed, perfect and untroubled by the ills which awaited

Plato in what follows gives an exhibition of us at the end of our time ; and introduced to
free-will : "Virtue owns not a master ; and in the knowledge of perfect and tranquil visions,

i proportion as each one honours or dishonours it, and contemplating them in pure sunlight ; we
in that proportion he will be a partaker of it. ourselves pure, and now no longer distinguished
The blame lies in the exercise of free choice." by that, which, when carrying it about, we call

i But God is blameless. For He i_ never the the body, being bound to it hke an oyster to itsauthor of evil. shell.
" 0 warlike Trojans," says the lyric poet,s u The Pythagoreans call heaven the Antichthon

"High ruling Zeus, who beholds all things, ['the opposite Earth]. And in this land, it is
-* Is not the cause of great woes to mortals ; said by Jeremiah, "I will place thee among the

f But it is m the power of all men to find children, and give thee the chosen land as in-Jusuce, holy, pure, heritance of God Omnipotent ; "6 and they whoCompanion of order,

l And of wise Themis inherit it shall reign over the earth. MyriadsThe sons of the blessed are ye on myriads of examples 7 rush on my mind which
In finding her as your associate." I might adduce. But for the sake of symmetry

And Pindar expressly introduces also Zeus Soter, the discourse must now stop, in order that wethe consort of Themis, proclaiming him King, may not exemplify the saying of Agatho the

Saviour, Just, in the following lines : -- tragedian : --
- Treating our by-work as work,

_ " onFlrst'goldenPrudentsteeds,Themis'byOcean's°fcelestialrock,birth, And doing our work as by-work."
: The Fates brought to the stair sublime, It having been, then, as I think, clearly shownThe shining entrance of Olympus,

Of Saviour Zeus for aye4 to be the spouse, in what way it is to be understood that the Greeks
And she, the Hours, gold-diademed, fair-frnited, good, were called thieves by the Lord, I willingly leave

brought forth."_ the dogmas of the philosophers. For were ye
He, then, who is not obedient to the truth, and to go over their sayings, we should gather to-
_s puffed up with human teaching, is wretched gether directly such a quantity of notes, in show-

" and miserable, according to Euripides :-- ing that the whole of the Hellenic wisdom was
derived from the Barbarian philosophy. But

"Who these things seeing, yet apprehends not God,
But mouthing lofty themes, casts far this speculation, we shall, nevertheless, again touch
Perverse deceits ; stubborn in whmh, the tongue on, as necessity requires, when we collect the
Its shafts discharges, about things unseen, opinions current among the Greeks respectingevold of sense."

first principles.
J_ i. 6,9 _,. But from what has been said, it tacitly devolves

2Mal.i. to, x_,x,. [The prophetic presemt-futurc.]

_ l_Mhaes" on us to consider in what way the Hellenic books

_t_'_uon..J, netexthas_yct6_o-m,rr/_t¢._omesttpply_p_,ana bJcr itt.xg.7 [aim strongtestimonyd C-3ement_ worthy_ specialnote.]
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are to be perused by the man who is able to said, that the beneficence of God is eternal, and
pass through the billows in them. Therefore that, from an unbeginning principle, equal natural

" Happy is,he who possesses the wealth of the divine righteousness reached all, according to the worth
mind, of each severalrace, -- never having had a begin-

as appears'according to Empedocles, ning. For God did not make a beginning of
"But wretched he, who cares for dark opinion about the being Lord and Good, being always what He is.

Gods." Nor will He ever cease to do good, although He

He divinely showed knowledge and ignorance bring all things to an end. And each one of us
to be the boundaries of happiness and misery, is a partaker of His beneficence, as fax as Hewills. For the difference of the elect is made
"For it behoves philosophers to be acquainted
with very many things," according to Heraclitus ; by the intervention of a choice worthy of thesoul, and by exercise.
and truly must Thus, then, let our fifth Miscellany of gnostic

" He, who seeks to be good, err in many things," notes in accordance with the true philosophy be

It is then now clear to us, from what has been brought to a close.

ELUCIDATIONS.

I.

(Clement's Hebrew, p. 446, note 8.)

ON this matter having spoken in a former Elucidation (see Elucidation VIII. p. 443), I must
here translate a few words from Philo Judmus. He says, "Before Abram was called, such was his
name ; but afterward he was named Abraam, by the simple duplication of one letter, which never-
theless enfolds a great significance. For Abram is expounded to mean sublimefa/her, but Abraam
means electfather of sound." Philo goes on to give his personal fancies in explication of this
whim. But, with Clement, Philo was an exi_ert, to whom all knowledge was to be credited in his
specialty. This passage, however, confirms the opinion of those who pronounce Clement destitute
of Hebrew, even in its elements. No need to say that Abram means something like what
Philo gives us, but Abraham is expounded in the Bible itself (Gen. xvii. 3, 4, 5). The text of
the LXX. seems to have been dubious to our author's mind, and hence he falls back on Philo. But
this of itself appears decisive as to Clement's Hebrew scholarship.

II.

{The Beetle, cap. iv. p. 449, note 6.)

Cicero notes the starabaus on the tongue, as identifying Apis,' the calf-god of the Egyptians.
Now, this passage of our author seems to me to clear up the Scriptural word gillulim in Deut. xxlx.
x7, where the English margin reads, literally enough, dung3,-gods. The word means,/hings rolled
abeut (Lev. xxvi. 3o; Hab. ii. x8, I9 ; i Kings xv. i2) ; on which compare I._ighton (St. Peter,
pp. 239, 746, and note). Scripture seems to prove that this story of Clement's about the beetle
of'the Egyptians, was known to the ancient Hebrews, and was the point in their references to the
gillulim (see Htrad., book iii. cap. 28, or Rawlinson's Trans., vol. ii. 353)- The note in Migne
ad let. isalsowell-worthy tobe consulted.

IlL

(The Tetrad, cap. vi. p. 452, note 4-)

It is important to observe that "the patriarchal dispensation," as we too carelessly speak, is
pluralized by Clement. He clearly distinguishes the three patriarchal dispensations, as given in
Adam, Noah, and Abraham; and then comes the Mosaic. The editor begs to be pardoned for refer-. .----

t DeNat Deer., ed. Delphin.,vol. xiv. p. 85a.
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ring to his venerated and gifted father's division (sustained by Clement's authority), which he used
to insist should be further enlarged so as to subdivide the first and the last, making se_n complete,
and thus honounng the system of sevens which runs through all Scripture. Thus Adam embraces
Paradise, and the first covenant after the fall; and the Chrish'an covenant embraces a mil-

lenialperiod. So that we have (x) Paradise, (2) Adam, (3) Noah, (4) Abraham, (5) Moses,
(6) CHRIST,(7) a millenialperiod, preluding the Judgment and the Everlasting Kingdom. My
venerated and most erudite instructor in theology, the late Dr. Jarvis, in his Church of the Re-
deemed, expounds a dispensation as identified by (i) a covenant, original or renewed, (2) a sign
or sacrament, and (3) a closing judgment. (See pp. 4, 5, and elsewhere in the great work I have
named.) Thus (i) the Tree of Life, (_) the institution of sacrifice, (3) the rainbow, (4) cir-
cumcision, (5) the ark, (6)the baptismal and eucharistic sacraments, and (7) the same renewed
and glorified by the conversion of nations are the symbols. The covenants and the judgment_
are easily identified, ending with the universal Judgment.

Dr. Jarvis died, leaving his work unfinished ; but the Church o/the Redeemed is a book com-
plete in itself, embodying the results of a vast erudition, and of a devout familiaritywith Scripture.
It begins vath Adam, and ends with the downfall of Jerusalem (the typical judgment), which closed
the Mosaic dispensation. It is written in a pellucid style, and with a fastidious use of the English
language ; and it is the noblest introduction to the understanding of the New Testament, with
which I am acquainted. That such a work should be almost unknown in American literature,
of which it should be a conspicuous ornament, is a sad commentary upon the taste of the period
when it was given to the public.'

IV.

(The Golden Candlestick, cap. vi. p. 45_, note 6 )

The seven gifts of the Spirit seem to be prefigured in this symbol, corresponding to the seven
(spirits) lamps before the throne in the vision of St. John (see Rev. i. 4, iii. x, iv. 5, dnd v. 6 ;
also Isa. xi. t, 2, and Zech. iii. 9, and iv. to). The prediction of Isaiah intimates the anointing
of Jesus at his baptism, and the outpouring of these gifts upon the Christian Church.

V.

(Symbols, cap. vi. p. 453, note 3.)

Clement regards the symbols of the divine law as symbols merely, and not images in the sense
of the Decalogue. Whatever we may think of this distinction, his argument destroys the fallacy
of the Trent Catechism, which pleads the Levitical symbols in favour of images in "the likeness of
holy things," and which virtually abrogates the second commandment. Images of God the Father
(crowned with the Papal tiara) are everywhere to be seen in the Latin churches, and countless
images of all heavenly things are everywhere worship?ed under the fallacy which Clement rejects.
Pascal exposes the distinctions without a difference, by which God's laws are evacuated of all force
in Jesuit theology ; but the hair-splitting distinctions, about "bowing down to images and wor-
ship'rig them," which infect the Trent theology, are equal to the worst of Pascal's instances." It
is with profound regret that I insert this testimony ; but it seems necessary, becau_ garblings of
patristic authorities, which begin to appear in America, make an accurate and £ntelligent study
of the Ante-Nicene Fa/lwrs a necessity for the American theologian.

t Boston, tSso. s In theprevi_firJ.r..rtttrx,_¢im.
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VI.

(Perfection, cap. x. p. 459, note 2.)

-The riAc_o, of the ancient canons were rather the comple/e than the perfect, as understood by
•the ancients. Clement's Gnostic is "complete," and goes on to moral perfection. Now, does
not St. Paul make a similar distinction between babes in Christ, and those "com/)lele in Him"

(Col. ii. 1o.) The wen-)t,/p,o/z_,oLof this passage, referring to the "thoroughly furnished" Christlan

(fully equipped for his work and warfare), has thrown light on many passages of the Fathers
and of the old canons, in my experience ; and I merely make the suggestion for what it may be
worth. See Bunsen's Church and Home Book (Hippol., iix. 8z, 83, et seqq.) for the rules (1)

governing all Christians, and (2) those called "the faithful," by way of eminence. So, in our days,
not all believers are communicants.

VII.

(The Unknown God, cap. xii. p. 464, note i.)

Must we retain "too superstitious," even in the Revised Version ? (Which see ad loc.) Bun-

sen's rendering of 8t_n&utmv/a, by demon-fear} is not English ; but it suggests the common view
of scholars, upon the passage, and leads me to suppose that the learned and venerable company of
revisers could not agree on any English that would answer. That St. Paul paid the Athenians a

compliment, as devout in their way, i.e., God-fearing towards their divinities, will not be denied.
Clement seems to have so understood it, and hence his constant effort to show that we must

recognise, in dealing with Gentiles, whatever of elementary good God has permitted to exist
among them. May we not admit this principle, at least so far as to believe that Divine Provi-
dence led the Athenians to set up the very inscription which was to prompt Christ's apostle to

an ingenious interpretation, and to an equally ingenious use of it, so avoiding a direct conflict

with their laws? This they had charged on him (Acts xvii. x8), as before on Socrates.

VIII.

(Xenocrates and Democritus, cap. xiii. p. 465, note 3.)

My grave and studious reader will forgive me, here, for a reference to S/tomato of a widely dif-
ferent sort. Dulce est desipere, etc. One sometimes finds instruction and relief amid the intense

nonsense of "agnostic" and other "philosophies" of our days, in turning to a healthful intellect
which "answers fools according to their folly." I confess myself an occasional reader of the

vastly entertaining and suggestive Nactes of Christopher North, which may be excused by the
famous example of a Father of the Church, who delighted in Aristophanes? To illustrate this pas-

sage of Clement, then, let me refer to Professor Wilson's intense sympathy with animals. See the
real eloquence of his reference to the dogs of Homer and of Sir Walter Scott. 3 "The Ettnck

Shepherd" somewhere wondered, whether some dogs are not gifted with souls ; and, in the passage
referred to, it is asked, whether the dog of Ulysses could have been destitute of an immortal spirit.
On another occasion, Christopher breaks out with something like this : "Let me prefer the man

who thinks so, to the miserable atheist whose creed is dust." He looks upon his dog "Fro," and

continues (while the noble animal seems listening), "Yes, better a thousand times, O Fro, to
believe that ' my faithful dog shall bear me company,' than that the soul of a Newton perishes at

death," etc. How often have I regaled myself with the wholesome tonic of such dog-loving sport,
after turning with disgust from some God-hating and man-destroying argument of "modern

science," falsely so called.

I Hip�sol., vol. iii. p 2oo. z Chrysostom. 3 Vol iv. pp. zo4-zo7. American ed., z854, R_f_ld, New York.
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IX.

(Plato's Prophecy,cap. xiv. p. 470, note 2.)

My references at this point are worthy of being enlarged upon. I subjoin the following as
additional. On this sublime passage, Jones of Nayland remarks,_ "The greatest moral philoso-
pher of the Greeks declared, with a kind of prescience, that, if a man/mrfectlyjust were to come
upon earth, he would be impoverished and scourged, and bound as a criminal ; and, when he had

suffered all manner of indignities, would be put to the shameful death of (suspension or) cruci-
fixion." "Several of the Fathers," he adds, "have taken notice of this extraordinary passage in
Plato, looking upon it as a prediction of the sufferings of the Just ONE, Jesus Christ." He refers

us to Grotius (De Veri/ate, iv. sec. 12) and to Meric Casaubon (On Creduh'ly, p. z35 ). The
passage from Plato (Re2_., ii. 5) impressed the mind of Cicero. (See his Rep., iii. i7. )

t Works, vol. iv. p. aos.
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BOOK VI.

CHAP. L--PLAN.' with the things which come to recollection by
Trm sixth and also the seventh Miscellanv of haphazard, and are expurgated neither in order

gnostic notes, in accordance with the true phi- nor expressxon, but purposely scattered, the form
losophy, having delineated asweU as possible the °ftheMriscellantesispr°miscu°uslyvarieg atedlike
ethical argument conveyed in them, and having a meadow. And such being the case, my notes
exhibited what the Gnostic is in his life, proceed shall serve as kindling sparks; and in the case
to show the philosophers that he is by no means 'of him, who is fit for knowledge, if he chance to
impious, as they suppose, but that he alone is fall in with them, research made with exertion
truly pious, by a compendious exhibition of the will turn out to his benefit and advantage. For
Gnostic's form of religion, as faras it is possible, it is right that labour should precede notonly food
without danger, to commit it to writing in a book but also, much more knowledge, in the case of
of reference. For the Lord enjoined "to labour those that are advancing to the eternal and bless-
for the meat which endureth to eternity." • And ed salvation by the "strait and narrow way,"
the prophet says, "Blessed is he that soweth into which is truly the Lord's.
all waters, whose ox and ass tread," 3 [that is,-] Our knowledge, and our spiritual garden, is
the people, from the Law and from the Gentiles, the Saviour Himself; into whom we are planted,
gathered into one faith, being transferred and transplanted, from our old

"Now the weak eateth herbs," according to life, into the good land. And transplanting con-
the noble apostle? 27_e Instructor, divided by tributes to fruitfulness. The Lord, then, into
us into three books, has already exhibited the whom we have been transplanted, is the Light
training and nurture up from the state of child- and the true Knowledge.
hood, that is, the course of life which from ele- Now knowledge is otherwise spoken of in a
mentary instruction grows by faith ; and in the twofold sense : that, commonly so exiled, which
ease of those enrolled in the number of men, appears in all men (similarly also comprehension
prepares beforehand the soul, endued with virtue, and apprehension), universally, in the knowledge
for the reception of gnostic knowledge. The of individual objects ; in which not only the
Greeks, then, clearly learning, from what shall be rational powers, but equally the irrational, share,
said by us in these pages, that in profanely per- which I would never term knowledge, inasmuch
securingthe God-loving man, they themselves act as the apprehension of things through the senses
impiously ; then, as the notes advance, in accord- comes naturally. But that which par excellence
anee with the style of the llliscellaniex, we must is termed knowledge, bears the impress of judg-
solve the difficulties raised both by Greeks and ment and reason, in the exercise of which there
Barbarians with respect to the coming of the Lord. will be rational cognitions alone, applying purely

In a meadow the flowers blooming variously, to objects of thought, and resulting from the
and in a park the plantations of fruit-trees, are not bare energy of the soul. "He is a good man,"
separated according to their species from those says David,s "who pities" (those mined through
of other kinds. If some, culling varieties, have error), "and lends" (from the communicauon
composed learned collections, Meadows, and of the word of truth) not at haphazard, for "he
Helicons, and Honeycombs, and Robes ; then, will dispense his words in judgment : " with pro-

found calc_alation, "he hath dispersed, he hath
[o_c_m', _,_, ,_ m_ I. p.34,,,_/,'_.l given to the poor."

s John vl. _7.
s ha. xniL m.
4 Rom.alv. _t. s PL cxiL 5, 9.

4so
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cHAP. II. _ THE SUBJEL_I "OF PLAGIARISMS RESUMED. Again, Musmus having composed the lines :
THE GREEKS PLAGIARIZED FROM ONE ANOTHER. u And as the fruitful field produceth leaves,

Before handling the point proposed, we must, And on the ash trees some fade, others grow,

by way of preface, add to the close of the fifth So whirls the raceof man its leaf," 3_
book what is wanting. For since we have shown Homer transcribes : m

that the s_anbolical style was ancient, and was - Some of the leaves the wind strews on the ground.
employed not only by our prophets, but also by The budding wood bears some ; in time of spring,
the majority of the ancient Greeks, and by not They come. So springs one race of men, mad one

a few of the rest of the Gentile Barbarians, it departs'"4
was requisite to proceed to the mysteries of the Again, Homer having said : m
mttiated. I postpone the elucidation of these "It is unholy to exult over dead men," s

tdl we advance to the confutation of what is said Archilochus and Cratinus write, the former : --by the Greeks on first principles; for we shall
show that the mysteries belong to the same "It is not noble at dead men to sneer ;"

branch of speculation. And having proved that and Cratinus in the Zacanes .._
the declaration of Hellenic thought is illuminated "For men 'tis dreadful to exult
all round by the truth, bestowed on us in the Much o'er the stalwart dead."

Scriptures, taking it according to the sense, we Again, Archilochus, transferring that Homeric
have proved, not to say what is invidious, that line :-
the theft of the truth passed to them.

Come, and let us adduce the Greeks as wit- "I erred*norsay Inay: insteadof many"6m

nesses against themselves to the theft. For, in- writes thus :
asmuch as they pilfer from one another, they , I erred, and this mischief hath somehow seized
establish the fact that they are thieves; and another'"

although against their will, they are detected, As certaanly also that line :clandestinely appropriating to those of their own
race the truth which belongs to us. For if they "Even-handed _war the slayer slays."s
do not keep their hands from each other, they He also, altering, has given forth thus :-
will hardly do it from our authors. I shall say "I will do it.
nothing of philosophic dogmas, since the very For Mars to men in truth is even-handed."

persons who are the authors of the divisions into Also, translating the following : --
sects, confess in writing, so as not to be con-
victed of ingratitude, that they have received 1'' The issues of victory among men depend on the
from Socrates the most important of their dog- gods,"9
mas. But after availing myself of a few testi- he openly encourages youth, in the following
monies of men most talked of, and of repute iambic:--
among the Greeks, and exposing their plagiariz-, "Victory's _ues on the gods depend."

mg style, and selecting them from various peri- Again, Homer having said : --
ads, I shall turn to what follows.

Orpheus, then, having composed the line :-- "With feet unwashed sleeping on the ground,"to

"Since nothing else is more shameless and wretched ! Euripides writes in _rtchtkeus:
than woman," _ "Upon the plain spread with no couch they sleep,

Nor in the streams of water lave their feet."

Homer plainly says :-- Archilochus having likewise said : --
"Since nothing else is more dreadful and shameless "But one with this and one with that

than a woman." t His heart delights,'_

And Mus_us having written :_ in correspondence with the Homeric line :

"Since art is greatly superior to strength," _ "For one in these deeds, one in those delights," it

Homer says : -- Euripides says in ¢:Entus:_

"By art rather than strength is the woodcutter greatly s 6_xxo_. for which S#bum. _ _O, ov.
superior. "s 4 Iliad, vi. x._7.-t49.

Odyu., xxu 4_=.IZt_d, ix st6.
t O_dy_.,xL¢,_7, . . . _'Ilm_. So Idvy, "e.ommunis Mars;" lad Cice_o, scum

• 2_T'_,[h_,x.,_ 3t5: _t'_,vt_tsfoundmthe(ltadas onmisbelliMm'scommuniL"

irom line 3t8.
,V.,_.d,vii. xox, :[o_,we _ead: --"_Byartratl_rthan_ret_h istl_ _odeutter Stt*ttytaxr_ior;

_l_th, hdmsman_ tl_ dstrksta _r_ _r_e#_," the=_ft shipwhnndrivenbywinds; r_i,-,__,_" _X.*'rs._/atm_,e_r,#,earu,.
'_ m _ ¢,lmiom_ _ Or_l_l,_a) _. _ Iliad, xvi. _35.

_, xxlii 3tS-_tS. Odyu. , zlv. _8.
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"But one in these ways, one in those, has more de-I "For children sprung of Imrents who have led
light." I A hard and tod"some life, superior are ;"

And I have heard z_..schylus saying : m Critiaswrites : "For I begin with a man's origin :

"He who is happy ought to stay at home ; how far the best and strongest in body will he
There should he also stay, who speeds not well." be, if his father exercises himself, and eats in a

And Euripides, too, shouting the like on the hardy way, and subjects his body to toilsome

stage :_ labour ; and if the mother of the future child be
strong in body, and give herself exercise."

"Happy the man who, prosperous, stays at home." Again, Homer having said of the Hephmstus.
Menauder, too, on comedy, saying : _ made shield - m

= He ought at home to stay, and free remain, "Upon it earth and heaven and sea he made,
Or be no longer rightly happy." And Ocean's rivers' mighty strength portrayed,"_

Again, Theognis having said : _ Pherecydes of Syros says : "Zas makes a cloak
"The exile has no comrade dear and true,"-- large and beautiful, and works on it earth and

Euripides has written :w Ogenus, and the palace of Ogenus."
And Homer having said :_

"Far from the poor flies every friend."
"Shame, which greatly hurts a man or helps," 6_

And Epicharmus, saying :_ Euripides writes in Ereclltheus :
"Daughter, woe worth the day [

Thee who art old I marry to a youth; "t "Of shame I find it hard to judge ;
' Tis needed. ' Tis at times a great mischief."

and adding : _ Take, by way of parallel, such plagiarisms as the
"For the young husband takes some other glrl, following, from those who flourished together,And for another husband longs the wife," m

and were rivals of each other. From the Orestes

Euripides = writes : _ of Euripides :
, 0 ,

"' FTomr_aedte°s_°k_t;h°alrd e wi_t_°ra syl_eu_,h, "Dear charm of sleep, aid in disease."
And she, by him deserted, mischief plots." From the Eri_Ayk of Sophocles : --

Euripides having, besides, said in the Medea : _ "Hie thee to sleep, healer of that disease."

"For no good do a bad man's gifts," _ And from the An_'gone of Sophocles :
Sophocles in Ajax FlaKel_fer utters this iam- "Bastardy is opprobrious in name; but the nature is
bic : _ equal ;" 7

"For foes' gifts are no gifts, nor any boon." _ And from the ,4kuades of Sophocles :
Solon having written : _ "Each good thing has its nature equal."

"For surfeit insolence begets, Again, in the Ctimenus s of Euripides :
When store of wealth, attends." " For him who toils, God helps;"

Thengnis writes in the same way :_ And in the Mines of Sophocles :
"For surfeit insolence begets,

When store of wealth attends the bad." "To those who act not, fortune is no ally;"
And from the Alexander of Euripides :

Whence also Thucydides, in the Histories, says :
"Many men, to whom in a great degree, and in "But time wdl show; and learning, by that test,
a short time, unlooked-for prosperity comes, I shall know whether thou art good or bad ;"
axe wont to turn to insolence." And Philistus 4 And from the Hr,#ones of Sophocles :

likewise imitates the same sentiment, expressing ,' Besides, conceal thou nought; since Time,
himself thus : "And the many things which turn That sees all, hears all, all things will unfold."

Out prosperously to men, in accordance with But let us similarly run over the following; for
reason, have an incredibly dangerous s tendency Eumehis having composed the line,

to misfortune. For those who meet with un- , Of Memory sad Olympian Zeus the daughters nine,"looked success beyond their expectations, are
for the most part wont to turn to insolence." Solon thus begins the elegy :_

Again, Euripides having written : _ "Of Memory and Olympian Zeus the children bright."

t The text is corrupt 8nd unintelligible. It hat been reltmed at 6 Iliad, mtiv. 44, 45. element's quotation diffem tomcwh=t fronX

above, the lmtmageat it =um_ in ttomer. . ,.
= Iamm_elosttmcecl3r. 5'The-toxZhM &u:_,=_ie.hStolmmttires_ mto$ vr_,

k_._,Ajax°f-thesw°rd1_celvedfr°mHect°r, withwl_h he above. StobamBgivesthisquoCatlonBfollows:--

hls m_el. ne m not _ ¢temr here. ]Kte.h good thing hk= its tmto_ h_'t_mtte.

variousoo_jeomit=lmvelm=mmade_ to the trae _t,_.__m_;
above.whlehLomb tuds, dru_,_ =p_ =_ow_m-_m, u u'amlated whi_are ChmmeTemeaesmT_
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_cA • .Again, Euripides, paraphrasing the Homeri i better prize than a good wife no man
hne : -- Ere gamed, than a bad one nought worse."

,, What, whence art thou ? Thy cxt) and thy parents, Again, Epicharmas having said :-

where ?" t "As destined long to live, and yet not longo
employs the following iambics in/_/geus : -- Think of thyself,"--

_,What country shall we say that thou hast left Euripides writes :-

To roam in exile, what thy land--the bound "Why ? seeing the wealth we have uncertain is,
Of thine own native soil P Who thee begat ? Why don't we live as free from care, as pleasant
And of what father dost thou call thyself the son >" As we may ?"

And what? Theognis 2 having said :-- Similarly also, the comic poet Diphilus having
Wine largely drunk is bad; but if one use said : --
It with discretion, 'tis not bad, but good," --

"The life of men is prone to change,"--

does not Panyasis write ? Posidippus says :--

"Above the gods' best gift to men ranks wine, "No man of mortal mould his llfe has pas_dIn measure drunk; but in excess the worst."
From suffering free. Nor to the end again

Hesiod, too, saying : -- Has continued prosperous."
Similarly 7 speaks to thee Plato, writing of mart,, But for the fire to thee I'll give a plague, s

For all men to delight themselves withal," -- as a creature subject to change.

Euripides writes : -- Again, Euripides having said : --
"And for the fire "Oh hfe to mortal men of trouble full,

Another fire greater and unconquerable, How slippery in everything art thou I
Sprung up in the shape of women. ''4 Now _row'st thou, and thou now decay'st away.

And there is set no limit, no, not one,
And in addition, Homer, saying : -- For mortals of their course to make an end,

Except when Death's remorseless final end
"There is no satmting the greedy paunch, Comes, sent from Zens," --

Baneful, which many plagues has caused to men." 5

Euripides says : -- Diphilus writes :
"There is no life which has not its own ills,

"Dire need and baneful paunch me overcome ; Pains, cares, thefts, and anxieties, disease ;From which all evils come."
And Death, as a physician, coming, gives

Besides, Callias the comic poet having written : -- Rest to their victims in his quiet sleep." '

_'With madmen, all men must be mad, they say," -- Furthermore, Euripides having said : --

Menander, in the Palaumenoz, expresses himself "Many are fortune's shapes,
And many things contrary to'expectatlon the gods

similarly, saying : -- perform,"--

"The presence of wisdom is not always suitable : The tragic poet Theodectes similarly writes :
One sometimes must with others play 6 the fool "

And Antimachus of Teos having said : -- "The instability of mortals' fates."
And Bacchylides having said :--

"From gifts, to mortals many ills arise," --
"To few 9 alone of mortals is it given

Augias composed the line : -- To reach hoary age, bein_ prosperous all the while,
"For gifts men's mind and acts deceive." And not meet with calamities," --

And Hesiod having said : -- Moschion, the comic poet, writes :

"Than a good wife, no man a better thing "But he of all men is most blest,
Ere gained; than a bad wife, a worse," -- Who leads throughout an equal life."

Simonides said : -- And you will find that, Theognis having said :
"For no advantage to a man grown old

A young wife is, who will not, as a ship
The helm, obey, h-I Ody$,., x/v. z8 7.

. 2 [See, suflra, bookil. cap. ii p. a4a.] In Th*ognisthe quota-
non standsthus:-

Aristophanes, the comic poet, writes :
OIVOV "rot ffetVtLv _OUA_V Kffd_6V, _V _ TL_ O,_'rOV
H_v_ _=,o_r_t_,a_,06 _uo, _ &._0_. "An old man to a young wtfe suits but ill."

"To drink much wine is had; but if one drink
It withdmcretion,'tls not bad, butgood." For Anacreon, having written:

aft s From.Jupiter's_ss (referringto Pandora)to prometheus,
erstealing/_e frmnheaven. Thepassagein Hestodruns thus: --

"You rejoiceat stealing fireand outwittingmy mind; 7 The text has _a.d_ And_._gl 3_m_gi_ta'F ltro_t7ut I willgive you, and to futuremen, a greatplague.
so statableto the scm_ here,that we have no hesitationm acm]pt-

A_sfor the firewill give to thema bane in which remarks,that the con_t:ctu_Ka'r_Aa mstt_, is_ _ _mwindelighttheir_art, embracingth_ own ban*.' lng

6 0dT_'* xvfi.a86. , "
,_x hasu_,_v_.,, from_ Fraa'tmm,U.
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"Luxurious love I sing, And Plato having said, " Wherefore also the
With flowery garlands graced, gods, knowing men, release sooner from lifeHe is of gods the king,
He mortal men subdues,"-- those they value most," Menander wrote : m

Euripides writes : -- "Whom the gods love, dies young."
"For love not only men attacks, And Euripides having written in the ¢_Eno-

And women ; but disturbs maus :
The souls of gods above, and to the sea
Descends." "We judge of things obscure from what e see;

But not to protract the discourse further, in and in the .Phoenix :
our anxiety to show the propensity of the Greeks "By signs the obscure is fairly grasped,"--

to plagiarism in expressions and dogmas, allow Hyperides says, "But we must investigate
us to adduce the express testimony of Hippias, things unseen by learning from signs and proba-
the sophist of Elea, who discourses on the point bilities." And Isocrates having said, "We must
in hand, and speaks thus : "Of these things some conjecture the future by the past," Andocldes
perchance are said by Orpheus, some briefly by does not shrink from saying, "For we must
Musmus ; some in one place, others in other make use of what has happened previously asplaces ; some by Hesiod, some by Homer, some
by the rest of the poets ; and some in prose signs in reference to what is to be." Besides,
compositions, some by Greeks, some by Barba- Theognis having said :-
finns And I from all these, placing together "The evil of counterfeit silver and gold is not intoler-able,
the things of most importance and of kindred O Cyrnus, and to a wine man is not difficult of detec-
character, will make the present discourse new tion;
and varied." But if the mind of a friend is hidden in his breast,

And in order that we may see that philosophy I[ he is false, t and has a treacherous heart within,
This is the basest thing for mortals, caused by God,

and history, and even rhetonc, are not free of a And of all things the hardest to detect,"--
like reproach, it is right to adduce a few instances
from them. For Alcm_eon of Crotons having Euripides writes:--
said, "It is easier to guard against a man who "Oh Zeus, why hast thou given to men clear tests
is an enemy than a friend," Sophocles wrote in Of spurious gold, while on the body grows
the .AnliKone : -- No mark sufficing to discover clearThe wicked man ?"

"For what sore more grievous than a bad friend ?" Hyperides himself also says, "There is no fen-
And Xenophon said : "No man can injure ene- ture of the mind impressed on the countenance
mles in any way other than by appearing to be of men."
a friend." Again, Stasinus having composed the line :

And Euripides having said in 2"ele_hus: -- "Fool, who, having slain the father, leaves the chil-
"Shall we Greeks be slaves to Barbarians ?"-- dren,"

Thrasymachus, in the oration for the I2xissm- Xenophon 2 says, "For I seem to myself to have
alas, says : "Shall we be slaves to Archelaus-- acted in like manner, as if one who killed the
Greeks to a Barbarian?" father should spare his children." And Sopho-

And Orpheus having said : _ cles having written in the AnKgone:

"Water is the change for soul, and death for water ; "Mother and father being in Hades now,
From water is earth, and what comes from earth is .No brother ever can to me spring forth,"_

again water,
And from that, soul, which changes the whole Herodotus says, "Mother and father being no

ether;" more, I shall not have another brother." In
and Heraclitus, putting together the expressions addition to these, Theopompus having wnt-
from these lines, writes thus : _ ten :

"It is death for souls to become water, and death for _Twice children are old men in very truth ;"
water to become earth ; and from earth comes water,
and from water soul." And before him Sophocles in Peleus:

And Athamas the Pythagorean having said, "Peteus, the son of __acus, I, sole housekeeper,
" Thus was nroduced the be_inni-_, of the uni ] Guide, old as he is now, and train again,

- r . b- "_ • - I For the a_ed man is once again a child,"_
verse ; ann there are tour roots _ nre, water, azr, j _ , . .
earth : for from these is the origination of what [ Antipho the orator says, ' For the nursing ot

is produced," -- Empedocles of Agrigentum [ the old is like the nursing of children." Also the

wrote:-- l _--_-"The four roots of all things first do thou hear_ z _6_= ¢_--whlch, however,occursnowhere
[ Is adopted as preferable to qst_ (bald), which yields no aexw.e, or

Fire, water, earflh and ether's boundless height : I _x_. Sylburgms Ms. Paris;Rulmkreads_.
For of these all that was, is, shall be, comes,n I 2 Anus/akeforHcrodot_
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philosopher Plato says, "The old man then, as Homer again, having written :

seems, will be twice a child." Further, Thucydi- : "I say no mortal man candoom escape,"-des having said, "We alone bore the brunt at
Marathon," ' -- Demosthenes said, "By those Archinus says, "All men axe bound to die either
who bore the brunt at Marathon." Nor will I sooner or later;" and Demosthenes, "To all
omit the following. Cratmus having said in the men death is the end of life, though one should
/_y/ine : 2__ keep himself shut up in a coop."

And Herodotus, again, having said, in his
"The preparation perchance you know," discourse about Glaucus the Spartan, that the

Andocides the orator says, "The preparation, Pythian said, "In the case of the Deity, to say
gentlemen of the jury, and the eagerness of our and to do axe equivalent," Aristophanes said :m
enemies, almost all of you know." Similarly also "For to think and to do are equivalent."
Nicias, in the speech on the deposit, against Ly-
sias, says, "The preparation and the eagerness of And before him, Paxrnenides of Elea said :
the adversaries, ye see, O gentlemen of the jury." "For thinking and being are the same."

After him _/Eschines says, "You see the prepaxa- And Plato having said, "And we shall show, not
uon, O men of Athens, and the line of battle." absurdly perhaps, that the beginning of love is
Again, Demosthenes having said, "What zeal and sight ; and hope diminishes the passion, memory
what canvassing, O men of Athens, have been nourishes it, and intercourse preserves it ;"
employed in this contest, I think almost all of does not Philemon the comic poet write :
you are aware ;" and Philinus similarly, "What
zeal, what forming of the line of battle, gentle- "First all see, then admire;
men of the jury, have taken place in this contest, Then gaze, then come to hope;And thus arises love ?"
I think not one of you is ignorant." Isocrates,
again, having said, "As if she were related to Further, Demosthenes having said, "For to all

of us death is a debt," and so forth, Phanocles
his wealth, not him," Lysias says in the Orphtcs,
"And he was plainly related not to the persons, writes in Loves, or The Beauaful:
but to the money." Since Homer also having "But from the Fates' unbroken thread escape
written : -- Is none for those that feed on earth."

"O friend, if in this war, by taking flight, You will also find that Plato having said, "For
We should from age and death exemption win, the first sprout of each plant, having got a fair
I would not fight among the first myself, start, according to the virtue of its own nature,
Nor would I send thee to the glorious fray ; is most powerful in inducing the appropriate
But now--for myriad fates of death attend
In any case, which man may not escape end ; " the historian writes, "Further, it is not
Or shun-- come on. To some one we shall bring natural for one of the wild plants to become cul-
Renown, or some one shall to us," s_ tivated, after they have passed the earlier period

Theopompus writes, "For if, by avoiding the of growth;" and the following of Empedo-
present danger, we were to pass the rest of our cles :
time iff security, to show love of life would not i "For I already have been boy and girl,
be wonderful. But now, so many fatalities are And bush, and bird, and mute fish in the sea,"-

" incident to life, that death in battle seems pref- Euripides transcribes in Chrysit_us :

erable." And what ? Chilo the sophist havinl i "But nothing dies
: uttered the apophthegm, "Become surety, and Of things that are; but being dissolved,

mischief is at hand," did not Epicharmus utter One from the other,
the same sentiment in other terms, when he said, Shows another form."

"Suretyship is the daughter of mischief, and loss And Plato having said, in the Republic, that
that of suretyship ? "4 Further, Hippocrates the women were common, Euripides writes in the
physician having written, "You must look to Pratesi/aus :_
time, and locality, and age, and disease," Eurip-
ides says in Hexameters : s __ "For common, then, is woman's bed."

"Those who the healing art would practise well, Further, Euripides having written :
Must study people's modes of life, and note "For to the temperate enough sufficient is,"_
The soil, and the diseases so consider."

_ Epicurus expressly says, "Sufficiency is the great-
.• t Instead of Mapa_h_w*r_, as m the text, we read from Thucyd-
ruesa_o_,Z ,,. . est riches of all."
_.._ ._,_,_ (_, as i_ t_ text,no,,_,_), a a,k _._ with Again, Aristophanes having written :

osier. The name of a comedy by Cratinus (Liddell and
oo_.t s Z.exicos) [Elucidation I

__iad., x_.3_; 5.arpedonto_lau_s. • ..... "Life thou securelyshalt enjoy,being j.uat ..
- tan'one's correet_n has been adopted, ,y,/ea¢/h _a_tta, msteaa And free from turmoil, and from fear llve wen, --

•., _*,_z_. hh_ "The fruit of righteous-_._ t_ textbao,, ,r,,/¢.... _.... _,,, _p_,,,.,,hic . IEpicurus says, greatest
=_h t_ toth_oiti_. Attho_gh_ ,_t_ty _ I ness is tmnquillity."_-'torF, yet the most probable is the cortecticn #O.ouct as above.
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Let these species, then, of Greek plagiarism which they show that the Stoics, as we said
of sentiments, being such, stand as sufficient for a in the beginning, and Aristotle, took the most
clear specimen to him who is capable of per- and principal of their dogmas from Plato. Epi-
ceiving, curus also pilfered his leading dogmas from De-

And not only have they been detected pirat- mocritus. Let these things then be so. For
ing and paraphrasing thoughts and expressions, life would fail me, were I to undertake to go
as will be shown ; but they will also be convicted over the subject in detail, to expose the selfish
of the possession of what is entirely stolen. For plagiarism of the Greeks, and how they claim
stealing entirely what is the production of others, the discovery of the best of their doctrines, which
they have published it as their own ; as Eugamon they have received from us.
of Cyrene did the entire book on the Thespro-
tians from Musmus, and Pisander of Camirus the "HAP.Ill. -- PLAGIARISMBY THE GREEKSOF THE
Heraclea of Pisinus of Lindus, and Panyasis of! MIRACLESRELATED IN THE SACREDBOOKSOF
Halicarnassus, the capture of (Echalia from Cle- TaE HEBREWS.

ophilus of Samos. And now they are convicted not only of bor-
You will also find that Homer, the great poet, rowing doctrines from the Barbarians, but also

took from Orpheus, from the .Dtsap2_earance of: of relating as prodigies of Hellenic mythology
Dionysus, those words and what follows verba- the marvels found in our records, wrought
tim:-- through divine power from above, by those

"As a man trains a luxuriant shoot of olive." 1 who led holy lives, while devoting attention to
And in the Theagany, it is said by Orpheus of us. And we shall ask at them whether those
Kronos : -- things which they relate are true or false. But

"He lay, his thick neck bent aside ; and him they will not say that they are false ; for they
All-conquering Sleep had seized." will not with their will condemn themselves of

These Homer transferrred to the Cyclops. 2 And the very great silliness of composing falsehoods,
Hesiod writes of Melampous : -- but of necessity admit them to be true. And

"Gladly to hear, what the immortals have assigned how will the prodigies enacted by Moses and
To men, the brave from cowards clearly marks ;" the other prophets any longer appear to them

incredible ? For the Almighty God, in His care
and so forth, taking it word for word from the for all men, turns some to salvation by corn-
poet Mus_eus.

And Aristophanes the comic poet has, in the mands, some by threats, some by miraculous
first of the Thesmophoriazus¢, transferred the signs, some by gentle promises.

Well, the Greeks, when once a drought had _
words from the Emibiprameni of Cratinus. And wasted Greece for a protracted period, and a
Plato the comic poet, and Aristophanes in Zkeda- dearth of the fruits of the earth ensued, it is
lus, steal from one another. Cocalus, composed said, those that survived of them, having, be-
by Araros,3 the son of Aristophanes, was by the cause of the famine, come as suppliants to Det-
comic poet Philemon altered, and made into the phi, asked the Pythian priestess how they should
comedy called Hy_Oobolimens. be released from the calamity. She announced

Eumelus and Acusilaus" the historiographers that the only help in their distress was, that they
changed the contents of Hesiod into prose, and should avail themselves of the prayers of ,_Eacus.
published them as their own. Gorgias of Leon- Prevailed on by them, zEacus, ascending the
tium and Eudemus of Naxus, the historians, Hellenic hill, and stretching out pure * hands to
stole from Melesagoras. And, besides, there is heaven, and invoking the common s God, be-
Bion of Proconnesus, who epitomized and tran- sought him to pity wasted Greece. And as he
scribed the writings of the ancient Cadmus,
and Archilochus, and Aristotle, and Leandrus, and prayed, thunder sounded, out of the usual course
HeUanicus, and Hecatmus, and Androtion, and of things, and the whole surrounding atmosphere
Philochorus. Dieuchidas of Megara transferred was covered with clouds. And impetuous and
the beginning of his treatise from the .Deucalion continued rains, bursting down, filled the whole
of Hellanicus. I pass over in silence Heraclitus region. The result was a copious and rich fer-
of Ephesus, who took a very great deal from tility wrought by the husbandry of the prayersof _Eacus.
Orpheus. "And Samuel called on the LORD," it is said,

From Pythagoras Plato derived the immor- ,, and the LORD gave forth His voice, and rain
tality of the soul ; and he from the Egyptians. in the day of harvest." 6 Do you see that "He
And many of the Platonists composed books, in who sendeth His rain on the just and on the

x //t_d, xvll. 53
LZ., Polyphemtm, Odyas., tx. 372. .t | e, washed.

s According to tim cori-ectkm of C.asauhon. who. ingead (ff &p_- s Emmlmts reads, " invoking the common Father. God." vtz
#r_,** cff tim text, _.ads '_. Others ascn'bed the cm_cdy to Ha,.eXX,$_,,, Z.-t_. as Pausamias relates.
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unjust"x by the subject powers is the one God? Magi at Cleone, watching the phenomena of the
And the whole of our Scripture is full of instances skies, when the clouds are about to discharge
of God, in reference to the prayers of the just, hail, avert the threatening of wrath by incanta-
heanng and performing each one of their peti- tions and sacrifices. And if at any time there is
tions, the want of an animal, they are satisfied with

Again, the Greeks relate, that in the case of a bleeding their own finger for a sacrifice. The
failure once of the Etesian winds, Aristmus once prophetess Diotima, by the Athenians offering
sacrificed in Cens to Isthmian Zeus. For there sacrifice previous to the pestilence, effected a
was great devastation, everything being burnt delay of the plague for ten years. The sacrifices,
up with the heat in consequence of the winds, too, of Epimenides of Crete, put off the Persian
which had been wont to refresh the productions war for an .equal period. And it is considered
of the earth, not blowing, and he easily called to be all the same whether we call these spirits
them back. gods or angels. And those skilled in the matter

: And at Delphi, on the expedition of Xerxes of consecrating statues, in many of the temples
against Greece, the Pythian priestess having have erected tombs of the dead, calling the souls
made answer : -- of these Dmmons, and teaching them to be wor-
"O Delphians, pray the winds, and it will be better,"-- shipped by men ; as having, in consequence of

the purity of their life, by the divme foreknowt-
they having erected an altar and performed sacri- edge, received the power of wandering about the

: rice to the winds, had them as their helpers, space around the earth in order to minister to
: For, blowing violently around Cape Sepias, they men. For they knew that some souls were by

shivered the whole preparations of the Persian nature kept m the body. But of these, as the
expedition. Empedocles of Agfigentum was work proceeds, in the treatise on the angels, we

! called "Checker of Winds." Accordingly it is shall discourse.

said, that when, on a time, a wind blew from Democritus, who predicted many things from
the mountain of Agrigentum, heavy and pes- observation of celestial phenomena, was called
tlferous for the inhabitants, and the cause also ,Wtsdom" (7._bt'a). On his meeting a cordial
of barrenness to their wives, he made the wind reception from his brother Damasus, he pre-

! to cease. Wherefore he himself writes in the dicted that there would be much rain, judging
lines :-- from certain stars. Some, accordingly, convinced

; "Thou shalt the might of the unwearied winds make by him, gathered their crops ; for being in sum-

still, mer-time, they were still on the threshing-floor.
Which rushingto the earth spoil mortals' crops,

: And at thy will bring back the avenging blasts." ]_at others lost all, unexpected and heavy show-

And they say that he was followed by some that ers having burst down.How then shall the Greeks any longer disbe-
used divinations, and some that had been long lieve the divine appearance on Mount Sinai, when
vexed by sore diseases? They plainly, then, the fire burned, consuming none of the things
believed in the performance of cures, and signs that grew on the mount ; and the sound of trum-
and wonders, from our Scriptures. For if certain _ets issued forth, breathed without instruments ?
powers move the winds and dispense showers, ?or that which is called the descent on the
let them hear the psalmist: "How amiable are mount of God is the advent of divine power,
thy tabernacles, O LORD of hosts!" 3 This is pervading the whole world, and proclaiming
the Lord of powers, and principalities, and "the light that is inaccessible." 6

" authorities, of whom Moses speaks ; so that we For such is the allegory, according to the
; may be with Him. "And ye shall circumcise Scripture. But the fire was seen, as Aristobulus7

your hard heart, and shall not harden your n_ says, while the whole multitude, amounting toany more. For He is Lord of lords and not less than a million, besides those under age,
of gods, the great God and strong," 4 and so were congregated around the mountain, the cir.
forth. And Isaiah says, "Lift your eyes to the cult of the mount not being less than five days'

• height, and see who hath produced all these journey. Over the whole place of the visiOn the
things." s burning fire was seen by them all encaraped as it

And some say that plagues, and hail-storms, iwere around ; so that the descent was not local.
and tempests, and the like, are wont to take For God is everywhere. . . .
place, not alone in consequence of material dis- Now the compilers of narratives say mat m
turbance, but also through anger of demons and the island of Britain s there is a cave sittmted
bad angels. For instance, they say that the under a mountain, and a chasm on its summit ;--.--__._

t Matt. v. 45-
a i_ o_t_'m, r_t,, the sent_ reqtlm that we should,

* l_s. l._mv,x.
4 I)euL x. z6, z7" lattok _. cap p. _1_ ll.J • .
s Isa. xl 26. e [_the _notemed. Mtgt_,ad/_'_,]
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and that, accordingly, when the wind falls into after the Singer advances the Astrologer: with a

the cave, and rushes into the bosom of the cleft, a ihorologe in his hand, and a palm, the symbol_sound is heard like cymbals clashing musically., of astrology. He must have the astrological
And often in the woods, when the leaves are books of Hermes, whmh axe four m number,
moved by a sudden gust of wind, a sound is always in his mouth. Of these, one is about
emitted like the song of birds, the order of the fixed stars that axe visible, and

Those also who composed the Persics relate another about the conjunctions and luminous
that in the uplands, in the country of the Magi, IIappearances of the sun and moon ; and the rest
three mountains are situated on an extended irespecting their risings. Next in order advances

plain, and that those who travel through the lthe sacred Scribe, with wings on his head, andlocality, on coming to the first mountain, hear a, in his hand a book and rule, in which were writ-
confused sound as of several myriads shouting, !ing ink and the reed, with which they write.
as if in battle array ; and on reaching the middle And he must be acquainted with what axe called
one, they hear a clamour louder and more dis- hieroglyphics, and know about cosmography and
tinct ; and at the end hear people singing a geography, the position of the sun and moon,
p_ean, as if victonous. And the cause, in my iand about the five planets ; also the description
opinion, of the whole sound, is the smoothness Jof Egypt, and the chart of the Nile ; and the
and cavernous character of the localities ; and 1description of the equipment of the priests and
the air, entering in, being sent back and going to i of the places consecrated to them, and about
the san_e point, sounds with conmderable force, i the measures and the things in use m the sacred
Let these things be so. But it ispossible for God rites. Then the Stole-keeper follows those pre-
Almighty,' even without a medium, to produce viousty mentioned, with the cubit of justice and
a voice and vision through the ear, showing that the cup for libations. He is acquainted with all
His greatness has a natural order beyond what points called Pmdeutic (relating to training) and
is customary, in order to the conversion of the Moschophatic (sacrificial). There are also ten
hitherto unbelieving soul, and the reception of books which relate to the honour paid by them
the commandment given. But there bemg a to their gods, and containing the Egyptian wor-
cloud and a lofty mountain, how is it not possi- ship ; as that relating to .sacrifices, first-fruit_.
hie to hear a different sound, the wind moving hymns, prayers, processions, festivals, and the
by the active cause? Wherefore also the like. And behind all walks the Prophet, with
prophet says, "Ye heard the voice of words, and the water-vase carried openly in his arms ; who
saw no similitude. ''2 You see how the Lord's is followed by those who carry the issue of
voice, the Word, without shape, the power of the loaves. He, as being the governor of the temple,
Word, the luminous word of the Lord, the truth learns the ten books called "Hieratic ;" and
from heaven, from above, coming to the assem- they contain all about the laws, and the gods,
bly of the Church, wrought by the luminous and the whole of the training of the priests.
immediate mimstry. For the Prophet is, among the Egyptians, also

over the distribution of the revenues. There are
_. IV._THE GREEKS DREW MANY OF TItF..IR then forty-two books of Hermes mdispensabl)

PHILOSOPHICALTENETSFROMTHE EGYPTIANnecessary; of which the six-and-thirty contain-
ANDINDIANGYMNOSOPHISTS. ing the whole philosophy of the Egyptians are
We shall find another testimony in confirma- learned by the forementioned personages ; and

tion, in the fact that the best of the philoso- the other six, which axe medical, by the Pasto-
phers, having appropriated their most excellent phoroi (image-bearers),--treating of the struc-
dogmas from us, boast, as it were, of certain of ture of the body, and of diseases, and instruments.
the tenets which pertain to each sect being culled and medicines, and about the eyes, and the last
from other Barbarians, chiefly from the Egyptians about women.* Such are the customs of the
u both other tenets, and that especially of the Egyptians, to speak briefly.
transmigration of the soul. For the Egyptians The philosophy of the Indians, too, has been
pursue a philosophy of their own. This is prin- celebrated. Alexander of Macedon, having
cipaUy shown by their sacred ceremonial. For taken ten of the Indian Gymnosophists, that
first advances the Singer, bearing some one of seemed the best and most sententious, proposed
the symbols of music. For they say that he to them problems, threatening to put to death
must learn two of the books of Hermes, the one him that did not answer to the purpose ; order-
of which contains the hymns of the gods, the ing one, who was the eldest of them, to decide.
second the regulations for the king's life. And The first, then, being asked whether he

thought that the living were more in number
t[Seein_rasfmgremarksofProfcssorCook,Rel,gi,n_dCk,_- than the dead, said, The living; for that the

gvtrJ,'( first edition), p q4, _ whole passage of our au.thor, ou the
m_ of Sum, and the ang,elic t_.toJ_, hes a curtous matter,
which musthe referred, as here, to the unlimited power of God.] a 'tlooe,,t6wo_. [Eluc,idatlon III.]

* Deut. iv. t=. 4 [Elucldado_1V.]
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dead were not. The second, on being asked among the Greeks worshipped the same Cod as
whether the sea or the land maintained larger we, but that they had not learned by perfect
beasts, said, The land ; for the sea was part of knowledge that which was delivered by the Son.
it. And the third being asked which was. the "Do not then worship," he did not say, the
most cunning of animals ? The one, which has God whom the Greeks worship, but "as the
not hitherto been known, man. And the fourth Greeks,"-- changing the manner of the worship
being interrogated, For what reason they had of God, not announcing another God. What,
made Sabba, who was their prince, revolt, an- then, the expression "not as the Greeks" means,
swered, Because they wished him to live well Peter himself shall explain, as he adds : "Since
rather than die ill. .And the fifth being asked, they are carried away by ignorance, and know
Whether he thought that day or night was first, not God" (as we do, according to the perfect
saad, One day. For puzzling questions must knowledge) ; "but giving shape to the things 4
have puzzling answers. And the sixth being of which He gave them the power for use--

: posed with the query, How shall one be loved stocks and stones, brass and iron, gold and silver
most? By being most powerful ; m order that --matter;m and setting up the thing_ which
he may not be timid. And the seventh being are slaves for use and possession, worship tbem.S
asked, How any one of men could become God ? And what God hath gwen to them for food
said, If he do what it is impossible for man to the fowls of the air, and the fish of the sea, and

i do. And the eighth being asked, Which is the the creeping things of the earth, and the wild
stronger, life or death? said, Life, which bears beasts with the four-footed cattle of the field,
such ills. And the ninth being interrogated, Up weasels and mice, cats and dogs and apes, and

; to what point it is good for a man to live ? said, their o_aa proper food-- they sacrifice as sacri-
: Tdl he does not think that to die is better than rices to mortals ; and offering dead things to the

to live. And on Alexander ordering the tenth dead, as to gods, are unthankful to God, deny-
to say something, for he was judge, he said, mg His existence by these things." And that it
"One spake worse than another." And on is said, that we and the Greeks know the same
Alexander saying, Shall you not, then, die first, God, though not in the same way, he will infer
having given such a judgment? he said, And thus: "Neither worship a.s the Jews; for they,
how, 0 king, wilt thou prove true, after saying thinking that they only know God, do not know

_ that thou wouldest kill first the first man that Him, adoring as they do angels and archangels,
_. answered very badly? the month and the moon. And if the moon be

And that the Greeks are called pilferers of all not visible, they do not hold the Sabbath, which
manner of writing, is, as I think, sufficiently de- is called the first ; 6 nor do they hold the new
monstrated by abundant proofs2 moon, nor the feast of unleavened bread, nor

the feast, nor the great day." 7 Then he gives
CHAP. V. -- THE GREEKS HAD SOME KNOWLEDGE OF the finishing stroke to the question : "So that

THE TRUE GOD. do ye also, learning holily and righteously what
And that the men of highest repute among we deliver to you ; keep them, worshipping God

the Greeks knew God, not by positive knowl- in a new way, by Christ." For we find in the
edge, but by indirect expression, _ Peter says in Scnptures, as the Lord says : "Behold, I make
the tareaching : "Know then that there is one with you a new covenant, not as I made with
God, who made the beginning of all things, and your fathers in Mount Horeb." s He made a
holds the power of the end ; and is the Invisi- new covenant with us ; for what belonged to the
ble, who sees all things ; incapable of being _reeks and Jews is old. But we, who worship
contained, who contains all things ; needing Him in a new way, in the third form, are Chris-
nothing, whom all things need, and by whom tians. For clearly, as I think, he showed that
they are ; incomprehensible, everlasting, unmade, the one and only God was known by the Greeks
who made all things by the' Word of His power,' in a Gentile way, by the Jews Judaically, and in
that is, according to the gnostic scripture, His a new and spiritual way by us.
Son." 3 And further, that the same God that furnished

Then he adds : "Worship this God not as the both the Covenants was the giver of Greek phi-
Greeks," _ signifying plainly, that the excellent losophy to the Greeks, by which the Almighty is

glorified among the Greeks, he shows. And it
is clear from this. Accordingly, then, from the

t [In_rn_etlve remarks on the confusions, etc., in Greek a_rs,
ma{2be seen m Schhemann Mycena_ p. 36, ed New York, z87 jWe have the same sta_mcnt _n_ Stramata, i. tg, P. 322,aKte, " _ "
Potter p. 372, al_v. x4, p. 46s, ante, i_otter p..73o,__m all ofyhlch 4 Insteadof/tv , .. _m_fas,_mt_teztjweratd/_._-

in the first of these mmsaEes, Clement instmaees as one ol me car- ee

eumlocmionsor rounda"bou_elpressionsby whlch God was k_oa_ so_e _lp to the _ of the puz_ about the awccs_d_¢[_/the Greek poets and phik_ophers, " Tits Unknown Gad." .I ,.
Clerieus_ to read we0dqgmrtv (,_alpitat_w), muelfing, teeang Sabbath of Luke vi. t.]
_.. [See_trom.,p. 3_t, andp. 464, notcx. ] f t.e.,ofatonemlw_t. ,e Jet xxxi. 3x, 3_; Heb. vltt. 8-to.i.e., "The Wind of God's power is Hts Son."
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Hellenic training, and also from that of the law, saved thee." 4 But to those that were righteous
are gathered into the one race of the saved peo- according to philosophy, not only faith In the
ple those who accept faith: not that the three Lord, but also the abandonment of idolatry,
peoples are separated by time, so that one might were necessary. Straightway, on the revelatton
suppose three natures, but trained in different of the truth, they also repented of their previous
Covenants of the one Lord, by the word of the conduct.
one Lord. For that, as God wished to save the Wherefore the Lord preached the Gospel to
Jews by giving to them prophets, so also by rais- those in Hades. Accordingly the Scripture says,
ing up prophets of their own in their own tongue, "Hades says to Destruction. We have not seen
as they were able to receive God's beneficence, His form, but we have heard His voice." s It
He distinguished the most excellent of the is not plainly the place, which, the words above
Greeks from the common herd, in addition to say, heard the voice, but those who have been
"Peter's .Preaching," the Apostle Paul will show, put in Hades, and have abandoned themselves
saying : "Take also the Hellenic books, read the to destruction, as persons who have thrown
Sibyl, how it is shown that God is one, and how themselves voluntarily from a ship into the sea
the future is indicated. And taking Hystaspes, They, then, are those that hear the dwine power
read, and you will find much more luminously and voice. For who in his senses can suppose
and distinctly the Son of God described, and the souls of the righteous and those of runners
how many kings shall draw up their forces against in the same condemnation, charging Providence
Christ, hating Him and those that bear His name, with injustice ?
and His faithful ones, and His patience, and His But how ? Do not [the Scriptures] show that
coming." Then in one word he asks us, "Whose the Lord preached 6 the Gospel to those that
is the world, and all that is in the world? Are perished in the flood, or rather had been chamed,
they notGod's? ''+ Wherefore Peter says, thatthe and to those kept "in ward and guard"?7
Lord said to the apostles : "If any one of Israel, And it has been shown also, s in the second book
then, wishes to repent, and by my name to be-of the Stromata, that the apostles, following the
lieve in God, his sins shall be forgiven him, after Lord, preached the Gospel to those in Hades.
twelve years. Go forth into the world, that no_ For it was requisite, in my opinion, that as here,
one may say, We have not heard." so also there, the best of the disciples should

be imitators of the Master; so that He should

CHAP. VI.--THE GOSPEL WAS PREACHED TO JEWS bring to repentance those belonging to the
AND GENTILESIN HADES._ Hebrews, and they the Gentries; that is, those

who had lived in righteousness according to the
But as the proclamation [of the Gospel] has Law and Philosophy, who had ended life not

come now at the fit time, so also at the fit ttme perfectly, but sinfully. For it was suitable to the
were the Law and the Prophets given to the divine administratton, that those possessed of
Barbarians, and Philosophy to the Greeks, to fit greater worth in righteousness, and whose hfe
their ears for the Gospel. "Therefore," says the had been pre-eminent, on repenting of their
Lord who delivered Israel, "in an acceptable transgressmns, though found in another place,
time have I heard thee, and in a day of salvation yet being confessedly of the number of the
have I helped thee. And I have given thee for a people of God Almighty, should be saved, each
Covenant to the nations ; that thou mightest in- one according to his individual knowledge.
habit the earth, and receive the inheritance of And, as I think, the Saviour also exerts His
the wilderness ; saying to those that are in bonds, might because it is His work to save ; which
Come forth ; and to those that are in darkness, accordingly He also did by drawmg to salvation
Show yourselves." For if the "prisoners" are those who became willing, by the preaching [of
the Jews, of whom the Lord said, "Come forth, the Gospel], to believe on Him, wherever they
ye that will, from your bonds," -- meaning the were. If, then, the Lord descended to Hades
voluntary bound, and who have taken on them for no other end but to preach the Gospel, as
"tke burdens grievous to be borne" 3 by human i He did descend ; it was either to preach the
injunction--it is plain that "those in darkness" Gospel to all or to the Hebrews only. If, ac-
are they who have the ruling faculty of the soul cordingly, to all, then all who believe shall he

buried in idolatry. [saved, although they may be of the Gentiles, on
F.or to those who were righteous according to making their profession there ; since God's pun-

the law, faith was wanting. Wherefore also the
Lord, in healing them, said, "Thy faith hath • U,t_ ix.... _c.

s The l_ssage which seems to be alluded to here is Job axviii
"DestrucUonaad Death say, We have heard tim fame _ w_m

s Mcmh'kely_'_- fmmmmeapocryphalbookbeariag the name ourears."
of Paul. 6 t,CnlT_*,/a,'l_ mJed actively for tn:,a_Xc:crgu, as also _ly

• [The ideas on which our author bases his views of Christ's after dvrryO, tatti_u, for t4_a_it_vo*.
deacmk in_ the invis/ble wodd, am weU expo- _,_b__by Kaye, p. t 89.] 7 x Pet. id. xg, ao

s Matt. xxiti. 4; Lukeal. 46 a Pouer, p. 45a. [SeeiL p. 357,*upra.l
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ishments are saving and di_iplinary, leading to Lord w,shed to be apostles, having judged them
conversion, and choosing rather the repentance faithful, sending them into the world to the men
than the death of a sinner ;' and especially on the earth, that they may know that there is
since souls, although darkened by passions, when one God, showing clearly what would take place
released from their bodies, are able to perceive by the faith of Christ ; that they who heard and
more clearly, because of their being no longer believed should be saved ; and that those who
obstructed by the paltry flesh• believed not, after having heard, should bear

If, then, He preached only to the Jews, who witness, not having the excuse to allege, We
wanted the knowledge and faith of the Saviour, ]have not heard.
_t is plain that, since God is no respecter of What then? Did not the same dispensation
persons, the apostles also, as here, so there, obtain in Hades, so that even there, all thezouls,
preached the Gospel to those of the heathen on heating the proclamation, might either exhib-
who were ready for conversion. And it is well it repentance, or confess that their punishment
said, by the Shepherd, "They went down with was just, because they believed not ? And it
them therefore into the water, and again ascended, were the exercise of no ordinary arbitrariness, for
But these descended alive, and again ascended those who had departed before the advent of the
alwe. But those who had fallen asleep, de- Lord (not having the Gospel preached to them,
scended dead, but ascended alive." * Further, and having afforded no ground from themselves,
the Gospel s says, "that many bodies of those in consequence of believing or not) to obtain
that slept arose,"--plainly as having been trans- either salvation or punishment. For it is not
lated to a better state? There took place, then, tight that these should be condemned without
a universal movement and translation through trial, and that those alone who lived after the
the economy of the Saviour.5 advent should have the advantage of the divine

One righteous man, then, differs not, as right- righteousness• But to all rational souls it was
eous, from another righteous man, whether he said from above, "Whatever one of you has

i be of the Law or a Greek. For God is not only done in ignorance, without clearly knowing God.
Lord of the Jews, but of all men, and more if, on becommg conscious, he repent, all his

! nearly the Father of those who know Him. ins will be forgiven him.' ..... For, behold," it
i For if to live well and according to the law is to is said, "I have set before your face death and
- iz

hve, also to live rationally according to the law life, that ye may choose life." God says that
,s to live ; and those who hved rightly before He set, not that He made both, in order to the

i the Law were classed under faith, 6 and judged comparison of choice. And in another Scripture
_, to be righteous, -- it is evident that those, too, He says, "If ye hear Me, and be wilhng, ye shall
: who were outside of the Law, having lived rightly, eat the good of the land. But if ye hear Me

m consequence of the peculiar nature of the not, and are not willing, the sword shall devour
voice,7 though they are in Hades and in ward, 8 _'ou: for the mouth of the LoRD hath spoken
on hearing the voice of the Lord, whether that these things." '*
of His own person or that acting through His Again, David expressly (or rather the Lord in

, apostles, with all speed turned and believed, the person of the saint, and the same from the
For we remember that the Lord is "the power foundation of the world is each one who at dif-
of Cod," 9 and power can never be weak. ferent periods is saved, and shall be saved by

So I think it is demonstrated that the God faith) says, "My heart was glad, and my tongue
being good, and the Lord powerful, they save rejoiced, and my flesh shall still rest in hope.

: with a righteousness and equality which extend For Thou shalt not leave my soul in hell, nor
_ to all that turn to Him, whether here or elsewhere, wilt Thou give Thine holy one to see corruption.
' For it is not here alone that the active power of Thou hast made known to me the paths of life,

God is beforehand, but it is everywhere and is Thou wilt make me full of joy in Thy presence." ,s
always at work. Accordingly, in the _Preaching As, then, the people was precious to the Lord,
af Peter, the Lord says to the disciples after the so also is the entire holy people ; he also who is
resurrection, "I have chosen you twelve disci- converted from the Gentiles, who was prophe-
pies, judging you worthy of me," whom the sied under the name of proselyte, along with the

Jew. For rightly the Scripture says, that "the
x r.,,L _iiL _ _-iil. _ _. ox and the bear shall come together." '*. For the,

• *Herma, l,_m. chap. xvi.'p. 49• Quotedalso_Stromata, T_... 1. ,t,.*;,_ated by the ox. from uae animal
n. p. 357, an_, from which the text here is correcte_: rotter, 452. j_w a_ _o,f_.. --. j _ -, • • ....... _:_

3u_ _ s*. under the yoke Dcmg recxoneo cman, acta_taaa
s [In eonnecti_ with Jolmv :z ,We_ suppo_that the open _ ....

ing of the graves, at the l_tSslon _ resurrection, ts an mumatton ox ] ,o Alludln_ ann_rendy to such _ as Acts ill t7 ' l_b lad
SOme sublime mystery perhaps such as here inttmated.J [ . _" ¢_----

6Ro m .. ' xv_ 3o.

_Pparently taOffSvOiCe tO _. oymttr_ le*_v,-"-- I _ Isa I. t9 _o.
• _'._dm.._d. °f_°_'_**" 1 ,, p,.'._._,,; A,_a. _-_s.
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to the law ; for the ox both parts the hoof and along with the carnal spirit which lusts against
chews the cud. And the Gentile is designated [ the soul.9
by the bear, which is an unclean and wild beast. 1 Now also Valentmus, the Coryphaeus of those
And this animal brings forth a shapeless lump who herald community, in his book on The In-
of flesh, which it shapes into the likeness of a tercourse af Friends, writes in these words.
beast solely by its tongue. For he who is con- I "Many of the things that are written, though in
vetted from among the Gentiles is formed from I common books, are found written in the church
a beastlike life to gentleness by the word ; and, of God. For those sayings which proceed from
when once tamed, is made clean, just as the ox. the heart are vain. For the law written in the
For example, the prophet says, "The sirens, and heart is the People ,o of the Beloved -- loved and
the daughters of the sparrows, and all the beasts loving Him." For whether it be the Jewish'
of the field, shall bless me." ' Of the number writings or those of the philosophers that he calls
of unclean animals, the wild beasts of the field "the Common Books," he makes the truth corn-
are known to be, that is, of the world ; since mon. And Isidore," at once son and disciple to
those who are wild in respect of faith, and pol- Basilides, in the first book of the Exposi_bns of
luted in life, and not purified by the righteous- the Prophet Parcker, writes also in these words :
hess which is according to the law, are called "The Attics say that certain things were inti-
wild beasts. But changed from wild beasts by mated to Socrates, in consequence of a daemon
the faith of the Lord, they become men of God, attending on him. And Aristotle says that all
advancing from the wish to change to the fact. men are provided with daemons, that attend on
For some the Lord exhorts, and to those who them during the time they are in the body,-
have already made the attempt he stretches forth having taken this piece of prophetic instruction
His hand, and draws them up. " For the Lord and transferred it to his own books, without ac-
dreads not the face of any one, nor will He re- knowledging whence he had abstracted this state-
gard greatness ; for He hath made small and ment." And again, in the second book of his
great, and cares alike for all."* And David work, he thus writes: "And let no one think
says, "For the heathen are fixed in the destruc- that what we say is peculiar to the elect, was said
tion they have caused ; their foot is taken in the before by any philosophers. For it is not a dis-
snare which they hid." 3 " But the LORD was a covery of theirs. For having appropriated it
refuge to the poor, a help in season also in from our prophets, they attributed it to him who
affliction." 4 Those, then, that were in affliction is wise according to them." Again, in the same :
had the Gospel seasonably proclaimed. And :" For to me it appears that those who profess to
therefore it said, "Declare among the heathen philosophize, do so that they may learn what is
his pursuits," s that they may not be judged the winged oak, x2and the variegated robe on it,
unjustly, all of which Pherecydes has employed as theo-

If, then, He preached the Gospel to those in logical allegories, having taken them from the
the flesh that they might not be condemned un- prophecy of Cham."
justly, how is it conceivable that He did not for
the same cause preach the Gospel to those who CHAP. VlI. _ WHAT TRUE PHILOSOPHYIS, AND
had departed this life before His advent ? "For WHENCESO CALLED.
the righteous LORD loveth righteousness: His As we have long ago pointed out, what we
countenance beholdeth uprightness. ''6 "But[ propose as our subject is not the disciphnc
he that loveth wickedness hateth his own soul." 7 which obtains in each sect, but that which is

If, then, in the deluge all sinful flesh perished, really philosophy, strictly systematic Wisdom,
punishment having been inflicted on them for which furnishes acquaintance with the things
correction, we must first believe that the will of which pertain to life. And we define Wisdom
God, which is disciplinary and beneficent, s saves to be certain knowledge, being a sure and 1r-
those who turn to Him. Then, too, the more refragable apprehension of things divine and
subtle substance, the soul, could never receive human, comprehending the present, past, and
any injury from the grosser element of water, its future, which the Lord hath taught us, both by
subtle and simple nature rendering it impalpable, His advent and by the prophets. And it is
called as it is incorporeal. But whatever is gross, irrefragable by reason, inasmuch as it has been
made so in consequence of sin, this is cast away communicated. And so it is'wholly true ac-

cording to [God's] intention, as being known
' Isa.xlhl.ao. through means of the Son. And in one aspect
a Wisd. vi. 7.
3 Ps. ix. tS.
,_Ps. ix.9. 9 Kaye, p. 289.l

to _rabe ttads ,_6-r_ for Ao.6s, " Word of the Beloved," etc.s Ps. ix. n.
6 Ps. xt. 7. tt ISee Epiphan, 0#_., il. _tgx, e_t. Oehler%Berlin, xSsg: also
7 Ps. xi. _, Scptt_t vttsiotk Mosheun, Ftr_t "l'Aree Cemturze$, voLI. p. 434-] ..... r woodGrabe suggests, instead of _p_* here, 6p_oO, a mmm _* "
S Sylburglus' conjecture, e_eF_v, _s greatly laederable to pecker, nmntumed by Aristophanes.the re_Jmg of the t_Lt, _vepyqrt_v.
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it _seternal, and in another it becomes useful in is instruction, you must seek for the master.
ume. Partly it is one and the same, partly many Cleanthes claims Zeno, and Metrodorus Epi-
and indifferent--partly without any movement curus, and Theophrastus Aristotle, and Plato
of passion, partly with passionate desire--partly Socrates. But ff I come to Pythagoras, and
perfect, partly incomplete. Pherecydes, and Thales, and the first wise men,

This wisdom, then-- rectitude of soul and I come to a stand in my search for their teacher.
of reason, and purity of hfe--is the object of Should you say the Egyptians, the Indians,the
the desire of philosophy, which is kindly and Babylonians, and the Magi themselves, I will
lovingly disposed towards wisdom, and does not stop from asking their teacher. And I lead
everything to attain it. you up to the first generation of men ; and from

Now those are called philosophers, among us, that point I begin to investigate Who is their
who love Wisdom, the Creator and Teacher of teacher. No one of men ; for they had not yet
all things, that is, the knowledge of the Son of learned. Nor yet any of the angels : for m the
God ; and among the Greeks, those who under- way that angels, in virtue of being angels, speak,
take arguments on virtue. Philosophy, then, men do not hear ; nor, as we have ears, have
consists of such dogmas found in each sect (I they a tongue to correspond ; nor would any
mean those of philosophy) as cannot be im- one attribute to the angels organs of speech, lips
pugned, with a corresponding life, collected into I mean, and the parts contiguous, throat, and
one selection ; and these, stolen from the Barba- windpipe, and chest, breath and air to vibrate.
finn God-given grace, have been adorned by And God is far from calling aloud in the un-
Greek speech. For some they have borrowed, approachable sanctity, separated as He is from
and others they have misunderstood. And in even the archangels.

_. the case of others, what they have spoken, in And we also have already heard that angels
consequence of being moved, they have not yet learned the truth, and their rulers over them ; a
perfectly worked out ; and others by human for they had a beginning. It remains, then, for
conjecture and reasoning, in which also they us, ascending to seek their teacher. And since
stumble. And they think that they have hit the the unoriginated Being is one, the Omnipotent
truth perfectly ; but as we understand them, only God ; one, too, is the First-begotten, "by whom
partially. They know, then, nothing more than all things were made, and without whom not
this world. And it is just like geometry, which one thing ever was made. ''s "For one, in
treats of measures and magnitudes and forms, truth, is God, who formed the beginning of all
by dehneation on plane-surfaces ; and just as things ;" pointing out "the first-begotten Son,"
painting appears to take in the whole field of Peter writes, accurately comprehending the
view in the scenes represented. But it gives a statement, "In the beginningGod made the
false description of the wew, according to the heaven and the earth." ¢ And He is called
roles of the art, employing the signs that result Wisdom by all the prophets. This is He who
from the incidents of the lines of vision. By this is the Teacher of all created beings, the Fel-
means, the higher and lower points in the view, low-counsellor of God, who foreknew all things ;
and thvse between, are preserved ; and some and He from above, from the first foundation of
objects seem to appear in the foreground, and the world, "in many ways and many times," s
others in the background, and others to appear trains and perfects; whence it is rightly mid,

; in some other way, on the smooth and level "Call no man your teacher on earth." 6
surface. So also the philosophers copy the You see whence the true philosophy has its
truth, after the manner of painting. And always handles ; though the Law be the image and
in the case of each one of them, their self-love shadow of the truth : for the Law is the shadow
is the cause of all their mistakes. Wherefore of the truth. But the self-love of the Greeks
one ought not, in the desire for the glory that proclaims certain men as their teachers. As,
terminates in men, to be animated by self-love ; then, the whole family runs back to God the
but loving God, to become really holy with wis- Creator ; 7 so also all the teaching of good
dom. If, then, one treats what is particular as things, which justifies, does to the lord, and
universal, and regards that, which serves, as the i leads and contributes to this.
Lord, he misses the truth, not understanding But if from any creature they received in any
what was spoken by David by way of confes- way whatever the seeds of the Truth, they did
sion : ,, I have eaten earth [ashes] like bread. ''z not nourish them ; but committing them to. a
Now, self-love and self-conceit are, in his view, barren and rainless soft, they choked them ruth
earthand error. But if so, science and knowl-t ,rSeetheinmrettitt__"--'-'TmJmtittMtrtyr(tmdttote),_ol,i_
e .... _ • "dge are detaved from mstrnctlon. And if there ] p.x6,, t_ _]

! s John i. 3.
_t 40,_..L t.

t PL cli. 9" The text reada, y_v tr*ro_6u. Ctement seems to have { s Heb. t. x:.. ^
_r'_admps.cii._,_vando-,ro_v. T_r_goft_.Septt_intrm_" l __att..xzt..... o.
uave _'ept into the teat from the margin. [F.Jt___a_tiony.] lt4m. m. x4, t$.
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weeds, as the Pharisees revolted from the Law, And the gnosis itself is that which ha_
by introducing human teachings,-- the cause :descended by transmission to a few, having been
of these being not the Teacher, but those who :imparted unwritten by the apostles. Hence,
choose to disobey. But those of them who be- then, knowledge or wisdom ought to be exer-
lieved the Lord's advent and the plain teaching cised up to the eternal and unchangeable habit
of the Scriptures, attain to the knowledge of of contemplation.
the law ; as also those addicted to philosophy,
by the teachingof the Lord, are introducedCHAP. VIII.--PHILOSOPHY IS KNOWLEDGE GIVEN
into the knowledge of the true philosophy: By COD.
"For the oracles of the Lord axe pure oracles, For Paul too, in the Epistles, plainly does not
melted in the fire, tried in the earth,' purified disparage philosophy ; but deems it unworthy of
seven times." * Just as silver often purified, so the man who has attained to the elevation of the
is the just man brought to the test, becoming Gnostic, any more to go back to the Hellemc
file Lord's coin and receiving the royal image. "philosophy," figuratively calling it "the rudi-
Or, since Solomon also calls the "tongue of the ments of this world," s as being most rudimen-
righteous man gold that has been subjected to taxy, and a preparatory training for the truth.
fire,"3 intimating that the doctrine which has Wherefore also, writing to the Hebrews, who
been proved, and is wise, is to be praised and were declining again from faith to the law, he
received, whenever it is amply tried by the says, " Have ye not need again of one to teach
earth : that is, when the gnostic soul is in mani- you which are the first principles of the oracles
fold ways sanctified, through withdrawal from of God, and are become such as have need of
earthy fires. And the body in which it dwells milk, and not of strong meat?" 6 So also to the
is purified, being appropriated to the pureness Colossians, who were Greek converts, "Beware
of a holy temple. But the first purification lest any man spoil you by philosophy and vain
which takes place in the body, the soul being deceit, after the tradition of men, after the mdi-
first, is abstinence from evil things, which some ments of this world, and not after Christ," 7_
consider perfection, and is, in truth, the perfec- enticing them again to return to philosophy, the
tion of the common believer--Jew and Greek. elementary doctrine.
But in the case of the Gnostic, after that which And should one say that it was through human
is reckoned perfection in others, his righteous- understanding that philosophy was discovered by
hess advances to activity in weU-doing. And the Greeks, still I find the Scriptures saying that
in whomsoever the increased force 4 of right- understanding is sent by God. The psalmist, ac-
eouness advances to the doing of good, in his cordingly, considers understanding as the great-
case perfection abides in the fixed habit of well- est free gift, and beseeches, saying," I am Thy
doing after the likeness of God. For those servant ; give me understanding. ''s And does
who are the seed of Abraham, and besides ser- not David, while asking the abundant expenence
rants of God, axe "the called ;" and the sons of knowledge, write, "Teach me gentleness, and
of Jacob are the elect--they who have tripped discipline, and knowledge : for I have believed
,up the energy of wickedness, in Thy commandments ?" 9 He confessed the

If, then, we assert that Christ Himself is Wis-covenants to be of the highest authority, and
dora, and that it was His working which showed that they were given to the more excellent.
itself in the prophets, by which the gnostic tradi- Accordingly the psalm again says of God, "He
tion may be learned, as He Himself taught the hath not done thus to any nation ; and He hath
apostles during His presence ; then it follows that not shown His judgments to them." ,o The ex-

the g_osis, which is the knowledge and appre- pression "He hath not done so" shows that He
,hension of things present, future, and past, which i hath done, but not "thus." The "thus," then,
is sure and reliable, as being imparted and re- is put comparatively, with reference to pre-emi-
,vealed by the Son of God, is wisdom, hence, which obtains in our case. The prophet

.And if, too, the end of the wise man is con-might have said simply, "He hath not done,"
templation, that of those who are still philoso-!without the "thus."
phers aims at it, but never attains it, unless by Further, Peter in the Acts says, "Of a truth, I
the process of learning it receives the prophetic perceive that God is no respecter of persons ;
utterance which has been made known, by which but in every nation he that feaxeth Him, and
it grasps both the present, the future, and the worketh righteousness, is accepted by Him." "
past--how they are, were, and shall be.

s CA. ii. 8. ['[his is an i.m_fiag _n_at _ tl_ at_,tlcs'

s "Trled in a furnace of earfl_; " Jerome, "tried in the fu% _p- Heb. v. _a.
arm_l frtwaearth." 7 Col. ik 8.

• Ps.xfi.6. 8 Ps. cxut. I_$
a Prov.x._ 9 Ps.cxiz.66.
• The Latin umudatm"appears to bare read what seems the true *o Ps. czlvii. 2o.

_,w(_, and not_ as in the mxtj _w_v-v_. ss Acts x.34, 35.
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The absence of respect of persons in God is the Scripture says that "the de_fil is transformed
not then in time, but from eternity. Nor had into an angel of light." 6 When about to do
His beneficence a beginning ; nor any more is it what? Plainly, when about to prophesy. But
limited to places or persons. For His benefi- if he prophesies as an angel of light, he will
cence is not confined to parts. "Open ye the speak what is true. And if he prophesies what
gates of righteousness," it xssaid ; "entering into is angelical, and of the light, then he prophesies
them, I will confess to the LORD. This is the what is beneficial when he is transformed ac-
gate of the lORD. The righteous shall enter by cording to the likeness of the operation, though
it." z Explaining the prophet's saying, Baron- he be different with respect to the matter of
bas adds, "There being many gates open, that apostasy. For how could he deceive any one,
which is in righteousness is the gate which is without drawing the lover of knowledge into fel-
in Christ, by which all who enter are blessed." lowship, and so drawing him afterwards into
Bordering on the same meaning is also the fol- falsehood? Especially he will be found to know
lowing prophetic utterance : "The LORD is on the truth, if not so as to comprehend it, yet so
many waters ; "2 not the different covenants as not to be unacquainted with it.
alone, but the modes of teaching, those among Philosophy is not then false, though the thief
the Greek and those among the Barbarians, con- and the liar speak truth, through a transforma-
ducing to righteousness. And already clearly tion of operation. Nor is sentence of condem-
David, bearing testimony to the truth, sings, "Let nation to be pronounced ignorantly against what
sinners be turned into Hades, and all the nations is said, on account of him who says it (which
that forget God." 3 They forget, plainly, Him also is to be kept in view, m the case of those
whom they formerly remembered, and dismiss who arc now alleged to prophesy) ; but what is
Him whom they knew previous to forgetting said must be looked at, to see if it keep by the
Him. There was then a dim knowledge of God truth.
also among the nations. So much forthose points. [ And in general terms, we shall not err in ai-

Now the Gnostic must be erudite. And since ' leging that all things necessary and profitable for
the Greeks say that Protagoras having led the life came to us from God, and that philosophy
way, the opposing of one argument by another more especially was given to the Greeks, as a
was invented, it is fitting that something be said covenant peculiar to them- being, as it is, a
with reference to arguments of this sort. For stepping-stone to the philosophy which is accord-
Scripture says, "He that says much, shall also ing to Christ- although those who applied
hear in his turn." 4 And who shall understand themselves to the philosophy of the Greeks shut
a parable of the Lord, but the wise, the lntelli- their ears voluntarily to the truth, despising the
gent, and he that loves his Lord ? Let such a voice of Barbarians, or also dreading the danger
man be faithful ; let him be capable of uttering suspended over the believer, by the laws of the
his knowledge ; let him be wise in the discnmi- state.
nation of words ; let him be dexterous in action ; [ And as in the Barbarian philosophy, so also in
let him be pure. "The greater he seems to be, ] the Hellenic, "tares were sown" by the proper
the more humble should he be," says Clement husbandman of the tares ; whence also heresies
in the Epistle to the Corinthians,- "such an grew up among us along w_th the productive
one as is capable of complying with the precept, wheat ; and those who in the Hellenic phfloso-
'And some pluck from the fire, and on others phy preach the impiety and voluptuousness of
have compassion, making a difference.' "s Epicurus, and whatever other tenets are dissem-

The pruning-hook is made, certainly, princi- inated contrary to right reason, exist among the
pally for pruning; but with it we separate twigs Greeks as spurious fruits of the divinely be-
that have got intertwined, cut the thorns which stowed husbandry. This voluptuous and selfish
grow along with the vines, which it is not very philosophy the apostle calls "the wisdom of this
easy to reach. And all these things have a ref- world ;" in consequence of its teaching the
erence to pruning. Again, man is made pr/nci- things of this world and about it alone, and its
pally for the knowledge of God; but he also consequent subjection, as far as respects ascend-
measures land, practises agriculture, and phi-! ancy, to those who rule here. Wherefore also
losophizes ; of which pursuits, one conduces to this fragmentary philosophy is very elementary,
life, another to living well, a third to the study while truly perfect science deals with intellect-
of the things which are capable of demonstra- ual objects, which are beyond the sphere of the
tion. Further, let those who say that philoso- world, and with the objects still more spiritual
phy took its rise from the devil know this, that than those which "eye saw not, and ear heard

not, nor did it enter into the heart of men," till
' _ _ .9,_ the Teacher told the account of them to us ;

Ps. xxtx 3.
s Ps. ix. XT.
4 .tob xi. _.
s Jude _2, 23. _ _ Cor. xt 14-
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unveiling the holy of holies ; and in ascending sayings, and the solutions of enigmas. The dis-
order, things still holier than these, to those who ciple of wisdom foreknows signs and omens, and
are truly and not spuriously heirs of the Lord's the issues of seasons and of times." s
adoption. For we now dare aver (for here is
the faith that is characterized by knowledge ') CHAP. IX.--THE GNOSTICFREE OF ALL PERTUR-
that such an one knows all things, and compre- i BATIOSSOF THE SOUL.
bends all things m the exerclse of sure appre- The Gnostic is such, that he is subject only to
hension, respecting matters difficult for us, and the affections that exist for the maintenance of
really pertaining to the true gnosis, 2 such as were the body, such as hunger, thlrst, and the like.
James, Peter, John, Paul, and the rest of the But in the case of the Saviour, it were ludicrou_
apostles. For prophecy is full of knowledge [to suppose] that the body, as a body, demanded
(gnosis), inasmuch as it was given by the Lord, the necessary aids in order to its duratlon.
and again explained by the Lord to the apostles. For He ate, not for the sake of the body, whlch
And is not knowledge _gnosis) an attribute of was kept together by a holy energy, but in order
the rational soul, which trains itself for this, that that it might not enter into the minds of those
by knowledge it may become entitled to im- who were with Him to entertain a different
mortality? For both are powers of the soul, opinion of Him; in like manner as certainly
both knowledge and impulse. And _mpulse is some afterwards supposed that He appeared m
found to be a movement after an assent. For a phantasmal shape (_or_-, 0. But He was en-
he who has an impulse towards an action, first tirely impassible (&ra0_¢) ; inaccessible to any
receives the knowledge of the action, and sec- movement of feeling--either pleasure or pare.
ondly the impuise. Let us further devote our While the apostles, having most gnostically mas-
attention to thls. For since learning is older tered, through the Lord's teaching, anger, and
than action; (for naturally, he who does what fear, and lust, were not liable even to such of
he wishes to do learns it first ; and knowledge the movements of feeling, as seem good, courage,
comes from learning, and impulse follows knowl- zeal, joy, deslre, through a steady condition of
edge; after whlch comes action;) knowledge mind, not changing a whit; but ever con-
turns out the beginning and author of all xation- tinuing unvarying in a state of trainmg after the
al action. So that rightly the peculiar nature of resurrection of the Lord.
the rational soul is characterized by this alone; And should it be granted that the affections
for in reahty impulse, like knowledge, is excited specified above, when produced rationally, are
by existing objects. And knowledge (gnosis) good, yet they are nevertheless inadmissible in
is essentially a contemplation of existences on the case of the perfect man, who is incapable
the part of the soul, either of a certain thing or of exercising courage : for neither does he meet
of certain things, and when perfected, of all to- what respires fear, as he regards none of the
gether. Although some say that the wise man things that occur in life as to be dreaded; nor
is persuaded that there are some things incom- can aught dislodge him from this u the love he
prehensible, in such wise as to have respecting has towards God. Nor does he need cheerful-
them a kind of comprehension, inasmuch as he ness of mind ; for he does not fall into pain, be-
comprehends that things incomprehensible are ing persuaded that all things happen well. Nor
incomprehensible ; which is common, and per- is he angry ; for there is nothing to move him to
tains to those who are capable of perceiving anger, seeing he ever loves God, and is entirely
little. For such a man affirms that there are turned towards Him alone, and therefore hates
some things incomprehensible, none of God's creatures. No more does he envy ;

But that Gnostic of whom I speak, himself for nothing is wanting to him, that is requl-
comprehends what seems to be incomprehenslble site to assimilataon, in order that he may be
to others ; believing that nothing is incompre- excellent and good. Nor does he consequently
hensible to the Son of God, whence nothing love any one with this common affection, but
incapable of being taught. For He who suffered loves the Creator in the creatures. Nor, conse-
out of His love for us, would have suppressed no quently, does he fall into any desire and eager-
element of knowledge requisite for our instruc- hess ; nor does he want, as far as respects hls
tion. Accordingly this faith becomes sure dem- soul, aught appertaining to others, now that he
onstration; since truth follows what has been associates through love with the Beloved One,
delivered by God. But if one desires extensive to whom he is allied by free choice, and by the
knowledge, "he knows things ancient, and con- habit which results from training, approaches
jectures things future ; he understands knotty closer to Him, and is blessed through the abun-

dance of good things.
So that on these accounts he is compelled toI

ffiW.._-rue_.
•y_acrrucwv, kzc which Hervetus, reachn_ */v_o_rucdv,,has trans-

luted, "qul vere est cognitione pr_htus.' This is mtltable and
easier, but doubtful. 3 Wisd. vii. xT, xS.
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become like his Teacher in impassibility. For should delight in small and grovelling things.
the Word of God is intellectual, according as For what rational cause remains any more to the
the image of mind is seen' in man alone. Thus man who has gamed "the light inaccesslble," 2
also the good man is godlike in form and sem- for reverting to the good things of the world ?
blance as respects his soul. And, on the other Although not yet true as to time and place, yet
hand, God is like man. For the distinctive by that gnostic love through which the inheritance
form of each one is the mind by which we are and perfect restitution follow, the giver of the
characterized. Consequently, also, those who reward makes good by deeds what the Gnostic,
sin against man are unholy and impious. For it by gnostic cholce, had grasped by anticipation
were ridiculous to say that the gnostic and per- through love.
feet man must not eradicate anger and courage, For by going away to the Lord, for the love
inasmuch as without these he vflll not struggle he bears Him, though his tabernacle be visible
against circumstances, or abide what Is terrible, on earth, he does not withdraw himself from life.
But if we take from him desire, he wdl be quite For that is not permitted to him. But he has
overwhelmed by troubles, and therefore depart withdrawn his soul from the passions. For that
from this hfe very basely. Unless possessed of _t, is granted to hlm. And on the other hand he
as some suppose, he will not conceive a desire lives, having put to death his lusts, and no longer
for what is hke the excellent and the good. If, makes use of the body, but allows it the use of
then, all alliance with what is good is accompanied necessaries, that he may not give cause for dis-
wlth desire, how, it is said, does he remain im- solution.
passible who desires what is excellent ? How, then, has he any more need of fortitude,

But these people know not, as appears, the di- who is not in the midst of dangers, being not
vinity of love. For love is not desire on the part present, but already wholly wlth the object of
of him who loves ; but is a relation of affectlon, love ? And what necessity for self-re#traint to
restoring the Gnostic to the unity of the faith, him who has not need of it? For to have such
--independent of tlme and place. But he who desires, as require self-restraint in order to their
by love is already in the midst of that in which control, is characteristic of one who is not yet
he is destined to be, and has anticipated hope by pure, but subject to passion. Now, fortltude is
knowledge, does not desire anything, having, as assumed by reason of fear and cowardice. For
far as possible, the very thing desired. Accord- it were no longer seemly that the friend of God,
ingly, as to be expected, he continues in the ex- whom "God hath fore-ordained before the foun-
ercise of gnostic love, in the one unvarying state, datlon of the world" 3 to be enrolled in the

Nor will he, therefore, eagerly desire to be highest "adoption," should fall into pleasures
assimilated to what is beautiful, possessing, as or fears, and be occupied in the repression of
he does, beauty by love. What more need of the passions. For I venture to assert, that as
courage and of deslre to him, who has obtained he is predestinated through what he shall do, and
the affinity to the impassible God whlch arises what he shall obtain, so also has he predestinated
from love, and by love has enrolled himself himself by reason of what he knew and whom
among the friends of God ? he loved ; not having the future indistinct, as the

We must therefore rescue the gnostic and per- multitude live, conjecturing it, but having grasped
feet man from all passion of the soul. For knowl- by gnostic faith what is hidden from others.
edge (gnosis) produces practice, and practice And through love, the future is for him already
habit or disposition ; and such a state as this pro- present. For he has believed, through prophecy
duces impassibility, not moderation of passion, and the advent, on God who lies not. And
And the complete eradication of desire reaps as what he believes he possesses, and keeps hold
its fruit impassibility. But the Gnostic does not of the promise. And He who hath promised is
share either in those affections that are common- truth. And through the trustworthiness of Him
ly celebrated as good, that is, the good things of who has promised, he has firmly laid hold of the
the affectaons which are allied to the passlons : end of the promise by knowledge. And he, who
such, I mean, as gladness, which is allied to knows the sure comprehension of the future
pleasure ; and dejection, for this is conjoined which there is in the circumstances, in which
with pain; and caution, for it is subject to fear. he is placed, by love goes to meet the future.
Nor yet does he share in high spirit, for it takes So he, that is persuaded that he will obtain the
its place alongside of wrath ; although some say things that are really good, will not pray to ob-
that these are no longer evil, but already good. tain what is here, but that he may always cling
For it is impossible that he who has been once to the faith which hits the mark and succeeds.
made perfect by love, and feasts eternally and And besides, he will pray that as many as possi-
insatiably on the boundless joy of contemplation, ble may become like him, to the glory of God,

• z _t_,_cdD'_,_l,._ co_j_:tu_.T,_, _ zT_._d, s6.
instead _a_ _ and _.ee_-_Lm the text, as suggested by Sylbttr_us. 3 Eph. i. 4, 5.
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which is perfected through knowledge. For he waking hours and of dreams. For, accustomed
who is made like the Saviour is also devoted to spare living and frugality, he m moderate,
to saving ; performing unerringly the command- active, and grave ; requiring few necessaries for
merits as far as the human nature may admit life; occupying himself with nothing superfluous.
of the image. And this is to worship God by But desiring not even these things as chief, but
deeds and knowledge of the true righteousness, by reason of fellowship in life, as necessary for
The Lord will not wait for the voice of this man his sojourn in life, as far as necessary.
in prayer. "Ask," He says, "and I will do it;
think, and I will give." 1 CHAP. x.--THE c_ros"ric AVAILSH_SELP OF THE

For, in fine, it is impossible that the immutable HELP OF ALL HUMAN KNOWLEDGE.
should assume firmness and consistency in the For to him knowledge (ghosts) is the princi-
mutable. But the ruling faculty being in per- pal thing. Consequently, therefore, he applies
petual change, and therefore unstable, the force to the subjects that are a training for knowledge,
of habit is not maintained. For how can he who taking from each branch of study its contribution
is perpetually changed by external occurrences to the truth. Prosecuting, then, the proportion
and accidents, ever possess habit and disposition, of harmonies in music ; and in arithmetic noting
and in a word, grasp of scientific knowledge the increasing and decreasing of numbers, and
(_rto, r_/_,/) ? Further, also, the philosophers their relations to one another, and how the
regard the virtues as habits, dispositions, and most of things fall under some proportion of
sciences. And as knowledge (gnosis) is not numbers; studying geometry, which is abstract
born with men, but is acquired,* and the ac- essence, he perceives a continuous distance, and
quiring of it in its elements demands application, an immutable essence which is different from
and training, and progress ; and then from inces- these bodies. And by astronomy, again, raised
rant pra_ice it passes into a habit; so, when from the earth in his mind, he is elevated along
perfected in the mystic habit, it abides, being with heaven, and will revolve with its revolution;
infallible through love. For not only has he studying ever diwne things, and their harmony
apprehended the first Cause, and the Cause pro- with each other ; from which Abraham starting,
duced by it, and is sure about them, possessing ascended to the knowledge of Him who created
firmly firm and irrefragable and immoveable them. Further, the Gnostic will avail himself
reasons ; but also respecting what is good and of dialectics, fixing on the distinction of genera
what is evil, and respecting all production, and into species, and will master 3 the distinction of
to speak comprehensively, respecting all about existences, till he come to what are primary and
which the Lord has spoken, he has learned, from simple.
the truth itself, the most exact truth from the But the multitude are frightened at the Hel-
foundation of the world to the end. Not pre- lenic philosophy, as children are at masks, being
letting to the truth itself what appears plausible, afraid lest it lead them astray. But if the faith
or, according to Hellenic reasoning, necessary; (for I cannot call it knowledge) which they
but what has been spoken by the Lord he ac- possess be such as to be dissolved by plausible
cepts as clear and evident, though concealed speech, let it be by all means dissolved,4 and let
from others ; and he has already received the them confess that they wilt not retam the truth.
knowledge of all things. And the oracles we For truth is immoveable ; but false opinion dis-
possess give their utterances respecting what "ex- solves. We choose, for instance, one purple by
ists, as it is ; and respecting what is future, as it comparison with another purple. So that, if one
shall be ; and respecting what is past, as it was. confesses that he has not a heart that has been

In scientific matters, as being alone possessed made right, he has not the table of the money-
of scientific knowledge, he will hold the pre- changers or the test of words: And how can
eminence, and will dxscourse on the discussion he be any longer a money-changer, who is not
respecting the good, ever intent on intellectual able to prove and distinguish spurious coin, even
objects, tracing out his procedure in human offhand?
affairs from the archetypes above ; as navigators Now David cried, "The righteous shall not
direct the ship according to the star ; prepared be shaken for ever ; "6 neither, consequently,
to hold himself in readiness for every suitable by deceptive speech nor by erring pleasure.
action ; accustomed to despise all difficulties and
dangers when it is necessary to undergo them; s O,.c_,,li_,_-_the .,_ingath, ter_yoo_,.,_:t_t

of Hervetus, _poao£_rerat: the conjecture of Sylburgms, w'p,oo_,_'r_l,,
never doing anything precipitate or incongruous or ,_,o_, .... used* htt_ _ in the ph_*-_'*_4"_'*' '_"
either to himself or the common weal- fore- a'_ .....

7 4 There is some diffgadtyln tbe s_attmct asit stands. Hervetus
seeing ; and inflexible by pleasures both of o_ts m hs t_tm th__ _red h_, "let it be byall

means dissolved." We have omitted $te_t¢e6"r*t_,which follows im-
mediatety afar bat which is generally retained and translated "by

x Quoted afterwards, e2aap, mi., and book vii. chap. ii. these," i e., philosophers. ,
a The text has _t/s.twr_, whlch on account of tt.s_ has s _-&vg_,, Sylb_gtus; ¢b*,_6yev is the l_a_ag _ff the text.

been rejected by the authorities for 17L_q_-o_. 6 Ps. e.xii. 6.
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Whence he shall never be shaken from his CHAP.XL--THE M_'nC_ MEANINGSINTHEPRO-
own heritage. "He shall not be afraid of evil PORTIONSOF NUMBERS,GEOMETRICALRATIO_D
tidings ; "' consequently neither of unfounded ANDMOSXC.

calumny, nor of the false opinion around him. As then in astronomy we have Abral_m as an
No more will he dread cunning words, who is instance, so also in arithmetic we have the same
capable of distinguishing them, or of answering Abraham. "For, hearing that Lot was taken
rightly to questions asked. Such a bulwark are captive, and having numbered his'own servants,
dialectics, that truth cannot be trampled under born in his house, 318 0,d/0," he defeats a very
foot by the Sophists. "For it behoves those who great number of the enemy.
praise in the holy name of the Lord," according They say, then, that the character representing
to the prophet, "to rejoice in heart, seeking the 3oo is, as to shape, the type of the Lord's sign,_
Lord. Seek then Him, and be strong. Seek and that the Iota and the .Eta indicate the
His face continually in every way.' .... For, Saviour's name ; that it was indicated, accord-
having spoken at sundry txmes and in divers mgly, that Abraham's domestics were in salvation,
manners," s it is not in one way only that He is who having fled to the Sign and the Name be-
known, came lords of the captives, and of the very many

It is, then, not by availing himself of these as unbelieving nations that followed them.
virtues that our Gnostic will be deeply learned. Now the number 3oo is, 3 by xoo. Ten is
But by using them as helps in distinguishing allowed to be the perfect number. And 8 is the
what is common and what is peculiar, he will first cube, which is equality in all the dimensions
admit the truth. For the cause of all error and __ length, breadth, depth. "The days of men
false opinion, is inability to distinguish in what shall be," it is said, " 12o (pal) years." 7 ArM
respect things are common, and in what re- the sum is made up of the numbers from x to x5
spects they differ. For unless, in things that added together,s And the moon at x5 days is
are distinct, one closely watch speech, he will full•
inadvertently confound what is common and On another principle, x2o is a triangular9
what is pecuhar And where this takes place, number, and consists of the equality '° of the
he must of necessity fall into pathless tracts and number 64, [which consists of eight of the odd
error, numbers beginning with unity]," the addttion of

The distinction of names and things also in which (i, 3, 5, 7, 9, xi, I3, xS) in succession
the Scriptures themselves produces great light in generate squares ; '_ and of the inequality of the
men's souls. For it _s necessary to understand number 56, consisting of seven of the even num-
expressions which signify several things, and bers beginning with 2 (2, 4, 6, 8, xo, t2, _4),
several expressions when they signify one thing• which produce the numbers that are not squares u
The result of which is accurate answering. But Again, according to another way of indicating.
it is necessary to avoid the great futihty which the number _20 consists of four numbers _ of
occupies itself in irrelevant matters ; since the one triangle, x5 ; of another, a square, 25 ; of a
Gnostic avails himself of branches of learning as third, a pentagon, 35 ; and of a fourth, a hexagon,
auxiliary preparatory exercises, in order to the 45. The 5 is taken according to the same ratio
accurate communication of the truth, as far as in each mode. For in triangular numbers, from
attainable andwith as little distraction as possible, the unity 5 comes x5 ; and in squares, '5 ; and
and for defence against reasonings that plot for of those in succession, proportionally. Now 25,
the extinction of the truth. He will not then be which is the number 5 from unity, is said to
deficient in what contributes to proficiency in be the symbol of the Levitical tribe. And the
the curriculum of studies and the Hellenic phi-
losophy ; but not principally, but necessarily, s _. xiv. i4 In Greek numerals.

6 The Lord's stSu is the cross, whose form is _ted by T;
secondarily, and on account of circumstances, i_ (t_ othertwo_ of_,_,3,s)_., thet,m two_ at_
For what those labouring in heresies use wick- ,_'I,_*_, 0_,). ,

7 Cam. vi. 3.
edly, the Gnostic will use rightly, t TI__ oftbe._,_ frum_to_5h_a_,__ _,o.

Therefore the truth that appears in the Hel- 9 "Trumgular numbers are tho_ wluch can be _ in a• . ._+z"
lenic philosophy, being partial, the real truth, like t_n#_,_ s -'.,_.'.'., _, bei.gmn_-a_ bYtbe_mm _
the sun glancing on the colours both white and CLidaenandSc_te,Z.,._'_). _h sideor_.._ ofe.t,_

contains an equal number of units, the sum or whmh amounts to the
black, shows what like each of them is. So also ,umb_-_.fm_tlo, w.] ....
it exposes all sophistical plausibility. Rightly, ,o T_ _-r ts_._ eq_a'tyt_¢_.. it.we_._. _ _t

numbers, an eve_ numuer; as ntty4LX ISeallea mequaltty, i_.ause ttthen, was it proclaimed also bythe Greeks :_ tseompo_lofsevennumber_,_aoddnuraber.
tt Tbe dan_ wtthm br_kcts has been sug_sm:! by Hcr_tm to

"Truth the queen is the beginning of great vlrtue."4 co_. the _.t That is, x+'4+5+7+9+xx+x_+lS_l_o; smdl+_=
4+5=9+7_x6+9 _ _5 + xx _ _ + x3 _ 49 + t5 _ ]ilvm_

t Ps. c._. 7- us the numbers 4, 9, x6, _5, 36, _ 64, the squm'as ,:4_, _, 4, S, o, 7, u.
Ps. cv 3,4. _ .'r_-_po_,.,_,_e_,theF,mclu4_ot_wouuequal:_u:tors,Le.,_ + 4 + 6 +
Heb. i.z. 8+ zo &@z4= 56; aad _t + 4=6=3 x _6+4=zo-.$_ s,

,t Pindar. and _o ou.
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number 35 depends also on the arithmetic, geo- because the universe revolves in the circuits of
metric, and harmonic scale of doubles-- 6, 8, 9, the times, or perhaps it indicated the earth sur-

z ; the addition of which makes 35- In these rounded with ocean's tide.
days, the Jews say that seven months' children Further, as an example of music, let us adduce
are formed. And the number 45 depends on David, playing at once and prophesying, melodi-
the scale of triples D 6, 9, 12, i8 D the addition ously praising God. Now the Enarmonic s stats
of which makes 45 ; and similarly, in these days best the Dorian harmony, and the Diatonic the
they say that nine months' children are formed. Phrygian, as Aristoxenus says. The harmony,

Such, then, is the style of the example in arith- therefore, of the Barbarian psaltery, which ex-
metic. And let the testimony of geometry be hibited gravity of strain, being the most ancient,
the tabernacle that was constructed, and the ark most certainly became a model for Terpander,
that was fashioned, _ constructed in most regu- for the Dorian harmony, who stags the praise of
lax proportions, and through divine ideas, by Zeus thus:--

the gift of understanding, which leads us from "O Zeus, of all things the Beginning, Ruler of all ;
things of sense to intellectual objects, or rather O Zeus, I send thee this beginning of hymns."

from these to holy things, and to the holy of The lyre, according to its primary signification,
holies. For the squares of wood indicate that may by the psalmist be used figuratively for the
the square form, producing right angles, pervades Lord ; according to its secondary, for those who
all, and points out security. And the length of continually strike the chords of their souls under
the structure was three hundred cubits, and the the direction of the Choir-master, the Lord.
breadth fifty, and the height thirty; and above, And if the people saved be called the lyre, _t
the ark ends in a cubit, narrowing to a cubit will be understood to be in consequence of their
from the broad base like a pyramid, the symbol giving glory musically, through the inspiration
of those who are purified and tested by fire. of the Word and the knowledge of God, being
And this geometrical proportion has a place, for struck by the Word so as to produce faith. You
the transport of those holy abodes, whose differ- may take music in another way, as the eccleslas-
ences are indicated by the differences of the tical symphony at once of the law and the
numbers set down below, prophets, and the apostles along with the Gospel,

And the numbers introduced are sixfold, as and the harmony which obtained in each prophet,
three hundred is six times fifty ; and tenfold, as in the transitions of the persons.
three hundred is ten times thirty _ and containing But, as seems, the most of those who are in-
one and two-thirds (i_r_&'/_o_oo0,for fifty is one scribed with the Name, 6 ]ike the companions of
and two-thirds of thirty. Ulysses, handle the word unskflfully, passing

Now there are some who say that three hun- by not the Sirens, but the rhythm and the melody,
dred cubits axe the symbol of the Lord's sign ;_ stopping their ears with ignorance ; since they
and fifty, of hope and of the remission given at
Pentecost ; and thirty, or as in some, twelve, they know that, after lending their ears to Hellenicstudies, they will never subsequently be able to
say points out the preaching [of the Gospel] ; retrace their steps.
because the Lord preached in His thirtieth year ; But he who culls what is useful for the advan-

and the apostles were twelve. And the struc- tage of the catechumens, and especially when
ture's terminating in a cubit is the symbol of the
advancement of the righteous to oneness and to they are Greeks (and the earth is the Lord's, andthe fulness thereofT), must not abstain from
"the unity of the faith. ''* erudition, like irrational animals; but he must

And the table which was in the temple was collect as many aids as possible for his hearers.
six cubits ; _ and its four feet were about a cubit But he must by no means linger over these
and a half. studies, except solely for the advantage accruing

They add, then, the twelve cubits, agreeably from them ; so that, on grasping and obtaining
to the revolution of the twelve months, in the this, he may be able to take his departure home
annual circle, during which the earth produces to the true philosophy, which is a strong cable
and matures all things ; adapting itself to the
four seasons. And the table, in my opinion, for the soul, providing security from everything.Music is then to be handled for the sake of

exhibits the image of the earth, supported as it the embellishment and composure of manners.
is on four feet, summer, autumn, spring, winter, For instance, at a banquet we pledge each other
by which the year travels. Wherefore also it is while the music is playing ; s soothing by song
said that the table has "wavy chains ; "4 either the eagerness of our desires, and glorifying God

s The cross, s The thn_ st_ of Greck tousle wcxe the _*,ap_os,_dv, _ro_v,
st_ iv. z3. and Z0_a.'r_6v.

F-,x.xxv. _3. The table is said to be two cubits in length, a 6 i.e., o/" Christ.
cubit mbrezd_, msda cubh mlda ludfin height; then_forei¢ w_s slx 7 x Cor. x. _,etc.
cubksround, s _OO_v.r_ is _-tlmted by Lmvth for _dA_tu of the text; _v

* EL zxv. _4. v,_ _E_v hasalsobeenproposed.
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for the copious gift of human enjoyments, for variegated with gold-fringed garments. ''_ And
His perpetual supply of the food necessary for the Truth says by the Lord, "For who had

the growth of the body and of the soul. But we 1known Thy counsel, hadst Thou not given wis-
must reject superfluous music, which enervates dom, and sent Thy Holy Spirit from the High-
men's souls, and leads to variety, -- now mourn- Iest ; and so the ways of those on earth were
ful, and then licentious and voluptuous, and then corrected, and men learned Thy decrees, and
frenzied and frantic, were saved by wisdom?" For the Gnostic

The same holds also of astronomy. For treat- knows things ancient by the Scripture, and'
ing of the description of the celestial objects, conjectures things future: he understands the
about the form of the universe, and the revolu- involutions of words and the solutions of enig-
tion of the heavens, and the motion of the stars, mas. He knows beforehand signs and wonders,
leading the soul nearer to the creative power, it and the issues of seasons and periods, as we
teaches to quickness m perceiving the seasons have said already. Seest thou the fountain of
of the year, the changes of the air, and the ap- instructions that takes its rise from wisdom?
pearance of the stars ; since also navigation and But to those who object, What use is there in
husbandry derive from this much benefit, as knowing the causes of the manner of the sun's
architecture and building from geometry. This motion, for example, and the rest of the heaven-
branch of learning, too, makes the soul in the ly bodies, or in having studied the theorems of
highest degree observant, capable of perceiving geometry or logic, and each of the other branches
the true and detecting the false, of discovering of study ?--for these are of no service in the
correspondences and proportions, so as to hunt discharge of duties, and the Hellenic philosophy
out for similarity in things dissimilar ; and con- is human wisdom, for it is incapable of teaching a
ducts us to the discovery of length without the truth--the following remarks are to be
breadth, and superficial extent without thickness, made. First, that they stumble in reference to
and an indivisible point, and transports to mtel the highest of things--namely, the mind's free
lectual objects from those of sense. ,choice. " For they," it is said, "who keep holy

The studies of philosophy, therefore, and phi- iholy things, shall be made holy ; and those who
losophy itself, are aids in treating of the truth. ]have been taught will find an answer. ''4 For
For Instance, the cloak was once a fleece ; then the Gnostic alone will do holily, in accordance
it was shorn, and became warp and woof; and with reason all that has to be done, as he hath
then it was woven. Accordingly the soul must learned through the Lord's teaching, received
be prepared and variously exercised, if it would through men.
become in the highest degree good. For there Again, on the other hand, we may hear:
is the scientific and the practical element in "For in His hand, that is, in His power and
truth ; and the latter flows from the speculative ; wisdom, are both we and our words, and all
and there is need of great practice, and exercise, wisdom and skill in works ; for God loves noth-
and experience, ing but the man that dwells with wisdom."s

But in speculation, one element relates to one's And again, they have not read what is said by
neighbours and another to one's self. Wherefore Solomon ; for, treating of the construction of the
also training ought to be so moulded as to be temple, he says expressly, "And it was Wisdom
adapted to both. He, then, who has acquired a as artificer that framed it ; and Thy providence,
competent acquaintance with the subjects which O Father, governs throughout. ''6 And how irra-
embrace the principles which conduce to scien- tional, to regard philosophy as inferior to archi-
tlfic knowledge (gnosis), may stop and remain tecture and shipbuilding! And the Lord fed
for the future in quiet, directing his actions in the multitude of those that reclined on the grass
conformity with his theory, opposite to Tiberias with the two fishes and

But for the benefit of one's neighbours, in the the five barley loaves, indicating the preparatory
case of those who have proclivities for wnting, training of the Greeks and Jews previous to the
and those who set themselves to deliver the divine grain, which is the food cultivated by the
word, both is other culture beneficial, and the law. For barley is sooner ripe for the harv_t
reading of the Scriptures of the Lord is neces- than wheat ; and the fishes signified the Hellenic
sary, in order to the demonstration of what is philosophy that was produced and moved in the
said, and especially if those who hear are ac- midst of the Gentile billow, given, as they were,
cessions from Hellenic culture, for copious food to those lying on the ground,

Such David describes the Church: "The increasing no more, like the fragments of the
queen stood on thy right hand, enveloped in a
golden robe, variegated ;" ' and with Hellenic 2 Ps.xiv.t4. [ElucidationVII.I .

s &_u'tt_v, propo_d by Sylburgnm, teems g1_ttb/ pt_erable
and superabundant accomphshments, "clothed tothe,,_i_,,f thet*_ _*_,, *_dtm b*_ _loptta,bo_.

* Wi._. ,a, to,
s Wi.*d. vii..6.

t P$. xlv, 9. 6 WL*d. xiv. 2, 3.
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loaves, but having partaken of the Lord's bless- us that he was not perfect in his creation, but
ing, and breathed into them the resurrection adapted to the reception of virtue. For it is of
of Godhead' through the power of the Word. Igreat importance in regard to virtue to be made
But if you are curious, understand one of the Ifit for its attainment. And it is intended that
fishes to mean the curriculum of study, and we should be saved by ourselves. This, then, is
the other the philosophy which supervenes. The the nature of the soul, to move of itself. Then,
gatherings 2 point out the word of the I_rd. as we are rational, and philosophy being rational,

,, ............ Iwe have some affinity with it. Now an aptitudeAnd the cnoir oz mute nsnes rusned to ]tj • _ ._ . . _
]is a movement towaras virtue, not wrtue ltsel|.

says the Tragic Muse somewhere. IAll, then, as I said, are naturally constituted for
"I must decrease," said the prophet John,s the acquisition of virtue.

and the Word of the Lord alone, in which the But one man applies less, one more, to learn-
law terminates, " increase." Understand now ing and training. Wherefore also some have
for me the mystery of the truth, granting pardon been competent to attain to perfect virtue, and
if I shrink from advancing further in the treat- others have attained to a kind of it. And some,
ment of it, by announcing this alone : "All on the other hand, through neghgence, although
things were made by Him, and without Him in other respects of good dispositions, have
was not even one thing."* Certainly He is turned to the opposite. Now much more is that
called "the chief corner stone ; in whom the knowledge which excels all branches of culture
whole building, fitly joined together, groweth in greatness and in truth, most difficult to acquire,
into an holy temple of God," s according to the and is attained with much toil. "But, as seems,
divine apostle. ]they know not the mysteries of God. For God

I pass over in silence at present the parable!created man for immortality, and made him an
which says in the Gospel : "The kingdom of image of His own nature ;" 9 according to which
heaven is like a man who cast a net into the sea, nature of Him who knows all, he who is a Gnostic,
and out of the multitude of the fishes caught, and righteous, and holy with prudence, hastes
makes a selection of the better ones." 6 to reach the measure of perfect manhood. For

And now the wisdom which we possess an- not only are actions and thoughts, but words also,
nounces the four virtues 7 in such a way as to pure in the case of the Gnostic : "Thou hast
show that the sources of them were communi- proved mine heart ; Thou hast visited me by
cated by the Hebrews to the Greeks. This may night," it is said ; "Thou hast subjected me to
be learned from the following : "And if one loves the fire, and unrighteousness was not found m
justice, its toils arevirtues. For temperance and me: so that my mouth shall not speak the
prudence teach justice and fortitude ; and than works of men." ,o
these there is nothing more useful in life to And why do I say the works of men ? He
men." recognises sm itself, which is not brought forward

Above all, this ought to be known, that by in order to repentance (for this is common to
nature we are adapted for virtue ; not so as to all believers) ; but what sin is. Nor does he
be possessed of it from our birth, but so as to be condemn this or that sin, but simply all sin ; nor
adapted for acquiring it. is it what one has done ill that he brings up, but

what ought not to be done. Whence also re-
CHAP.XII. --HUMAN NATUREPOSSESSESAN ADAPTA-pentance is twofold : that which is common, on

TION FOR PERFECTION; THE GNOSTICALONE account of having transgressed ; and that which,
ATTAINSIT. from learning the nature of sin, persuades, in the
By which consideration s is solved the ques- first instance, to keep from sinning, the result of

tion propounded to us by the heretics, Whether which is not sinning.
Adam was created perfect or imperfect ? Well, Let them not then say, that he who does wrong
if imperfect, how could the work of a perfect and sins transgresses through the agency of de-
God -- above all, that work being man-- be im- mons ; for then he would be guiltless. But by
perfect ? And if perfect, how did he transgress choosing the same things as demons, by sinning,
the commandments ? For they shall hew from being unstable, and light, and fickle in his desires,

like a demon, he becomes a demoniac man.

xThatis,resurrtction_fect_ by divlr_power NOW he who is bad, having become, through evil,
a Such seems tim only temm possible 04"this clam,-- obmltmd, sinful by nature, becomes depraved, having what

_,e,_,by_.,._.substitutingfor_o-_ _oVo...... _.... _ovo, _,. he has chosen ; and being sinful, sins also in his
3 john ill.30. actions. And again, the good man does right.#,John i. 3.
• E_,h.ii. _o,_t. Wherefore we call not only the virtues, but also
6 Matt, xiiL 47, 48.
TPr_nce, fortlt_,jt_tlo_, mm_. [Knownas thephil- fight actions, good. And of things that are

_pk_l virtues.]
I i.e., that rr_mtie_ed in fl_e last semenee of chap xl, which 9 Will i[ 2a, 25.

would mote ttppropriately be traltslerred to chap, xlt. _o Ps. xvtl 3, 4-
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good we know that some are desirable for them- [when she received the good news of the birth of
selves, as knowledge ; for we hunt for nothing a son ; not, in my opinion, that she disbelieved
from it when we have it, but only [seek] that it the angel, but that she felt ashamed of the inter-
be with us, and that we be in uninterrupted con- course by means of which she was destined to
templation, and strive to reach it for its own become the mother of a son.
sake. But other things are desirable for other And did not Abraham, when he was in danger
considerations, such as faith, for escape from on account of Sarah's beauty, with the king of
punishment, and the advantage arising from re- Egypt, properly call her sister, being of the same
ward, which accrue from it. For, in the case of father, but not of the same mother?_
many, fear is the cause of their not sinning ; and To those, then, who have repented and not
the promise is the means of pursuing obedience, firmly believed, God grants their requests through
by which comes salvation. Knowledge, then, their supplications. But to those who live sinless-
desirable as it is for its own sake, is the most ly and gnostically, He gives, when they have but
perfect good ; and consequently the things which merely entertained the thought. For example,
follow by means of it are good. And punish- to Anna, on her merely conceiving the thought,
ment is the cause of correction to him who is conception was vouchsafed of the child Sa_muel.4
punished ; and to those who are able to see be- " Ask," says the Scripture, "and I will do.
fore them he becomes an example, to prevent Think, and I will give." For we have heard
them falling into the like. that God knows the heart, not judging s the sou]

Let us then receive knowledge, not desiring from [external] movement, as we men ; nor yet
its results, but embracing itself for the sake of from the event. For it is ridiculous to think so.
knowing. For the first advantage is the habit Nor was It as the architect praises the work when
of knowledge (7va,o'r*_), which furmshes harm- accomplished that God, on making the light and
less pleasures and exultation both for the present then seeing it, called it good. But He, knowing
and the future. And exultation is said to be glad- ]before He made it what it would be, I_'aised that
ness, being a reflection of the virtue which is lwhich was made, He having potentially made
according to truth, through a kind of exhila- good, from the first by His purpose that had
ration and relaxation of soul. And the acts no beginning, what was destined to be good act-
which partake of knowledge are good and fair uaUy. Now that which has future He already
actions. For abundance in the actions that are said beforehand was good, the phrase concealing
according to wrtue, is the true riches, and des- the truth by hyperbaton. Therefore the Gnostic
titution in decorous ' desires is poverty. For prays in thought during every hour, being by love
the use and enjoyment of necessaries are not in- allied to God. And first he will ask ibrgivene_
jurious in quality, but in quantity, when in excess, of sins ; and after, that he may sin no more ; and
Wherefore the Gnostic circumscribes his desires further, the power of well-doing and of compre-
in reference both to possession and to enjoyment, hendmg the whole creation and administration
not exceeding the limit of necessity. Therefore, by the Lord, that, becoming pure in heart through
regarding life in this world as necessary for the the knowledge, which is by the Son of God, he
increase of science (_'tcr_/_7) and the acquisition may be initiated into the beatific vision face to
of knowledge (-_,_), he will value highest, not face, having heard the Scripture which says,
living, but living well. He will therefore prefer " Fasting with prayer is a good thing." 6
neither children, nor marriage, nor parents, to Now lastings signify abstinence from all evils
love for God, and righteousness in life. To such whatsoever, both in action and in word, and in
an one, his wife, after conception, is as a sister, thought itself. As appears, then, righteousnc_
and is judged as if of the same father ; then only is quadrangular ; 7 on all sides equal and like in
recollecting her husband, when she looks on the word, in deed, in abstinence from evils, in be-
children ; as being destined to become a sister neficence, in gnostic perfection ; nowhere, and in
in reality after putting off the flesh, which sepa- no respect halting, so that he does not appear
rates and limits the knowledge of those who are unjust and unequal. As one, then, is righteous,
spiritual by the peculiar characteristics of the so certainly is he a believer. But as he is _ be-
sexes. For souls, themselves by themselves, are liever, he is not yet also righteous m I mean ac-
equal. Souls are neither male nor female, when
they no longer marry nor are given in marriage. *Then_i.gort_ ma _, ,...=,tort_mt_r_h_
And is not woman translated into man, when she orthe_ _,t_r." ,,meh_trac, e_ C,ea. _. t_, ,mam _=,

th*rorore amendedas abo_.
is become equally unfeminine, and manly, and •, s.m.... 3. . _ .
perfect? Such, then, wasthe laughter of Sarah _ s Or,,'j_l_ftomthe.motr_ortlm._oul; tl_text.ttt_Ik_13m_to_, ,_t_t_a_'o* _vX"_, for which, as above, m proposed, ovx ,_ .e_.m_._.

Tob. xii. S.

x Sylburgitm protmses ..v.ut&;. worldly, _ ot" xotr.,_ur, gul_rMman"_alm _Xinlnt_cl _ _ __
decorous;m whmh casethesentencewouldread: "and [tme] pov- -rov_ _ive_ O_y_, of the N it_oL_a,cA. Eth_ I, t. to, aml al/emtoetty, destatutiort in worldly d_."

a G_n. xviti, x_. t_ra#a_ra_,p 154. _d. l_aont, l_.j
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cording to the righteousness of progress and [proving Himself actually, both Father and
perfection, according to which the Gnostic is lgood, continues immutably in the self-same

called righteous, lgoodness. For what is the use of good that
For instance, on Abraham becoming a be- idoes not act and do good ?

liever, it was reckoned to him for righteousness,
he having advanced to the greater and more CHAP. xm. _ DEGREES OF GLORY IN HEAVEN
perfect degree of faith. For he who merely CORRESPONDINGWITH THE DIGNITIESOF THE
abstains from evil conduct is not just, unless C_IORCHBELOW.
he also attain besides beneficence and knowl- He, then, who has first moderated his passions
edge; and for this reason some things are to and trained himself for impassibility, and de-
be abstained from, others are to be done. "By veloped to the beneficence of gnostic perfection,
the armour of righteousness on the right hand is here equal to the angels. Luminous already,
and on the left,"' the apostle says, the right-land like the sun shining in the exercise of
eous man is sent on to the inheritance above, -- Ibeneficence, he speeds by righteous knowledge
by some [arms] defended, by others putting tthrough the love of God to the sacred abode,
forth his might. For the defence of his pan-lhke as the apostles. Not that they became
oply alone, and abstinence from sins, are not apostles through being chosen for some dis-
sufficient for perfection, unless he assume in tinguished peculiarity 6 of nature, since also
addition the work of righteousness w activity in Judas was chosen along with them. But they
doing good. were capable of becoming apostles on being

Then our dexterous man and Gnostic is re- chosen by Him who foresees even ultimate
vealed in righteousness already even here, as issues. Matthias, accordingly, who was not
Moses, glorified in the face of the soul,* as we chosen along with them, on showing himself
have formerly said, the body bears the stamp of worthy of becoming an apostle, is substituted for
the righteous soul. For as the mordant of the Judas.
dyeing process, remaining in the wool, produces Those, then, also now, who have exercised
in it a certain quality and diversity from other themselves in the Lord's commandments, and
wool ; so also in the soul the pain is gone, but lived perfectly and gnostically according to the
the good remains ; and the sweet is left, but the Gospel, may be enrolled in the chosen body of
base is wiped away. For these are two qualities the apostles. Such an one is in reality a pres-
characteristic of each soul, by which is known byter of the Church, and a true mlmster (deacon)
that whmh is glorified, and that which is con- of the will of God, if he do and teach what is
demned, the Lord's ; not as being ordained 7 by men, nor

And as in the case of Moses, from his right- regarded righteous because a presbyter, but
eous conduct, and from his uninterrupted inter- enrolled in the presbyterate s because righteous.
course with God, who spoke to him, a kind of And although here upon earth he be not honoured
glorified hue settled on his face ; so also a with the chief seat,9 he will sit down on the four-
divine power of goodness clinging to the right- and-twenty thrones, '° judging the people, as John
eous soul in contemplation and in prophecy, says in the Apocalypse.
and in the exercise of .the function of govern- For, in truth, the covenant of salvation, reach-
ing, impresses on it something, as it were, of ing down to us from the foundation of the world,
intellectual radiance, like the solar ray, as a visi- through different generations and times, is one,
ble sign of righteousness, uniting the soul with though conceived as different in respect of gift.
light, through unbroken love, which is God- For it follows that there is one unchangeable
bearing and God-borne. Thence assimilation gift of salvation given by one God, through one
to God the Saviour arises to the Gnostic, as far Lord, benefiting in many ways. For which
as permitted to human nature, he being made cause the middle wall" which separated the
perfect "as the Father who is in heaven." 3 Greek from the Jew is taken away, in order that

It is He Himself who says, "Little children, a there might be a peculiar people. And so both
little while I am still with you." 4 Since also meet in the one unity of faith ; and the selection
God Himself remains blessed and immortal, out of both is one. And the chosen of the
neither molested nor molesting another ;'s not chosen are those who by reason of perfect
in consequence of being by nature good, but in knowledge are called [as the best] from the

consequence of doing good in a manner pe- * In opposition to the het_ncal opinion, that those who are saved
culiar to Himself. God being essentially, and here = mate oa#nal _e, on accounta wh,chtheyare

_v_l [F_lucidmio_ VIII.] , .
7 Or, "elected'_xtt.pcro,'ot_evo¢. Acts xiv. a3, 'And when

t _ Cot. vi 7. they had ordained (_ct_ro_m_rs_) them elders in cv=ry church._ Ex. x_tiv. _9.
Matt. v. 48. A different verb (_t0tew_t) is used in Tit. i. $.

4 ohn x_, 3 • . . e lh_bymryoreldershlp.
S _nls is ci_by I)iogenes Iaterti_s u.the first dictum of EI_- 9 ,p,_re_#_, Mark xh 39, Lukemt. 46.

turin. It is also referred to as such by Cicero, De zV'alsra Dee- to Rev. iv. 4, xl. x6.
_'wm, and by othent. It Eph il. x4, IS, t60 iv. t 3.
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Church itself, and honoured with the most viz., to the greatest torment, taking with him the
august glory-- the judges and rulers -- four-and- characteristic of repentance from the sins he has
twenty (the grace being doubled) equally from committed after baptism. He is tortured then
Jews and Greeks. Since, according to my still more --not yet or not quite attaining what
opinion, the grades' here in the Church, of he sees others to have acquired. Besides, he is
bishops, presbyters, deacons, are imitations of the also ashamed of his transgressions. The great-
angelic glory, and of that economy which, the est torments, indeed, are assigned to the be-
Scriptures say, awaits those who, following liever. For God's righteousness is good, and
the footsteps of the apostles, have lived in per- His goodness is righteous. And though the
fection of righteousness according to the Gospel. punishments cease in the course of the comple-
For these taken up m the clouds, the apostle 2 tion of the expiation and purification of each
writes, will first minister [as deacons], then be one, yet those have very great and permanent
classed in the presbyterate, by promotion in grief who ,, are found worthy of the other fold,
glory (for glory differs 3 from glory) till they on account of not being along with those that
grow into "a perfect man." 4 have been glorified through righteousness.

For instance, Solomon, calling the Gnostic,
caAe. xiv.--DECREm OF GLORYI_ rIF_AWN, wise, speaks thus of those who admire the dig-
Such, according to David, "rest in the holy hill nity of his mansion : "For they shall see the

of God," s in the Church far on high, in which end of the wise, and to what a degree the Lord
are gathered the philosophers of God, "who are has established him." _* And of his glory they
Israelites indeed, who are pure in heart, in whom will say, "This was he whom we once held up
there is no guile;" s who do not remain in the to derision, and made a byword of reproach;
seventh seat, the place of rest, but are promoted, fools that we were I We thought his life mad-
through the active beneficence of the divine ness, and his end dishonourable. How is he
hkeness, to the heritage of beneficence which is reckoned among the sons of God, and his in-
the eighth grade ; devoting themselves to the heritance among the saints ?" ,3
pure vision7 of insatiable contemplation. Not only then the believer, but even the

"And other sheep there are also," saith the heathen, is judged most righteously. For since
Lord, "which are not of this fold " s__ deemed God knew in virtue of His prescience that he
worthy of another fold and mansion, in propor- would not beheve, He nevertheless, in order
tlon to their froth. "But My sheep hear My that he might receive his own perfectxon gave
voice,"gunderstandmggnosticaUythecommand- him philosophy, but gave it him previous to
merits. And this is to be taken in a magnani- faith. And He gave the sun, and the moon,
mous and worthy acceptation, along with also and the stars to be worshipped ; "which God,"
the recompense and accompaniment of works, the Law says," made for the nations, that they
So that when we hear, "Thy faith hath saved might not become altogether atheistical, and so
thee," xowe do not understand Him to say abso- utterly perish. But they, also in the instance
lutely that those who have believed in any way of this commandment, having become devoid of
whatever shall be saved, unless also works follow, sense, and addicting themselves to graven ira-
But it was to the Jews alone that He spoke this ages, are judged unless they repent; some of
utterance, who kept the law and lived blame- them because, though able, they would not be-
lessly, who wanted only faith in the Lord. No lieve God ; and others because, though willing,
one, then, can be a believer and at the same they did not take the necessary pains to become
time be licentious ; but though he quit the flesh, believers. There were also, howeveI, those who,
he must put off the passions, so as to be capa- from the worship of the heavenly bodies, did not
ble of reaching his own mansion, return to the Maker of them. For this was the

Now to know is more than to believe, as to way given to the nations to rise up to God, by
be dignified with the highest honour after being means of the worship of the heavenly bodies.
saved is a greater thing than being saved. Ac- But those who would not abide by those heav-
cordingiy the believer, through great discipline, enly bodies assigned to them, but fell away
divesting himself of the passions, passes to the from them to stocks and stones," were counted,"
mansion which is better than the former one, it is said, "as chaff-dust and as a drop from a

jar," ,s beyond salvation, cast away from the
t trp_totrd. [Book vtt. cap. z,_infra.l body.

• xT_m. i_._7. As, then, to be simply saved is the result of$ t Cor. xv. 4z.
'_ F-.p_ iv. x3.
s Ps, xv x- t_ The text here has rm, for w.hs_,hhas been _bstltut_. (P.ott_.
• Jo_mi 47; Matt v. 8. ........ a_l_db)o/.,_abo_, _aft_ (fold) n_ltm_tol_e_lttl_

. 7,_-o._-,Fia, thethlrdandbighcscgradeo/'mmata:mmme_- aisoinTendenngd_esen_Jce,,,,wehaveQo_,
mn m3t_tt_i_ (Lid_lI and Scott's/_x_on). st_eKL tY. t7.

s John x. x6, a_ Wisd. v. 3-5.
0 Johnx._;. t, De_ iv. tg.
to Mark v, 34, etc. zs Isa. xl. zS.
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medium' actions, but to be saved rightly and be- the soul pure with grave thoughts, and pure
comingly * is right action, so also all action of the words, and just deeds. By thus receiving the
Gnostic may be called right action ; that of the Lord's power, the soul studies to be God ; re-
simple believer, intermediate action, not yet per- garding nothing bad but ignorance, and action
fected according to reason, not yet made right contrary to right reason. And giving thanks
according to knowledge ; but that of every hea- always forall things to God, by righteous heanng
then again is sinful. For it is not simply doing and divine reading, by true investigation, by holy
well, but doing actions with a certain aim, and oblation, by blessed prayer ; lauding, hymning,
acting according to reason, that the Scriptures blessing, praising, such a soul is never at any
exhibit as requistte.3 time separated from God.7 Rightly then is it

As, then, lyres ought not to be touched by said, "And they who trust in Him shall under-
those who are destitute of skill in playing the stand the truth, and those faithful in love shall
lyre, nor flutesby those who are unskilled in flute- abide by Him." s You see what statements Wls-
playing, neither are those to put their hand to dora makes about the Gnostics.
affairs who have not knowledge, and know not i Conformably, therefore, there are various
how to use them in the whole 4 of life. abodes, according to the worth of those who have

The struggle for freedom, then, is waged not believed.9 To the point Solomon says, "For
alone by the athletes of battles in wars, but also there shall be given to him the choice grace
in banquets, and in bed, and in the tribunals, by Iof faith, and a more pleasant lot in the temple of
those who are anointed by the word, who are]the Lord." xo For the comparative shows that
ashamed to become the captives of pleasures. [ there are lower parts in the temple of God, which

"I would never part with virtue for unright- [ is the whole Church. And the superlatwe
eous gain." But plainly, unrighteous gain is ]remains to be conceived, where the Lord is.
pleasure and pain, toil and fear; and, to speak These chosen abodes, which are three, are in-
comprehensively, the passions of the soul, the]dicated by the numbers in the Gospel- the
present of which is dehghtful, the future vexa- ] thirty, the sixty, the hundred,xx And the perfect
tious. "For what is the profit," it is said, "if l inheritance belongs to those who attain to "a
you gain the world and lose the soul ?" s It is t perfect man," according to the image of the
clear, then, that those who do not perform good ILord. And the hkeness ]s not, as some imagine,
actions, do not know what is for their own ad- / that of the human form ; for this consideration
vantage. And if so, neither are they capable of tis impious. Nor is the likeness to the first cause
praying aright, so as to receive from God good that which consists in virtue. For this utterance
things ; nor, should they receive them, will they Iis also impious, being that of those who have
be sensible of the boon ; nor, should they enjoy imagined that virtue in man and in the sovereign
them, will they enjoy worthily what they know God is the same. "Thou hast supposed iniqu]-
not ; both from their want of knowledge how to ty," He says, " [in imagining] that I will be
use the good things given them, and from their like to thee." x2 But" it is enough for the dlscl-
excessive stupidity, being ignorant of the way to ple to become as the Master," ,3 saith the Mas-
avail themselves of the divine gifts, ter. To the likeness of God, then, he that is

Now stupidity is the cause of ignorance. And introduced into adoption and the friendship of
it appears to me that it is the vaunt of a boastful God, to the just inheritance of the lords and
soul, though of one with a good conscience, to gods is brought; if he be perfected, according
exclaim against what happens through circum- to the Gospel, as the Lord Himself taught.
stances :

CHAP. XV. _ DIFFERENT DEGREES OF KNOWLEDGE.
"Therefore let themdo whattheymay;s

For it shall bewellwithme; and Right The Gnostic, then, is impressed with the closest
Shallbemyally,andI shallnotbe caughtdoingevil." likeness, that is, with the mind of the Master ;
But such a good conscience preserves sanctity which He being possessed of, commanded and

towards God and justice towards men ; keeping recommended to His disciples and to the pru-
x The author t_zkons three kinds of actions, the first of which m dent. Comprehending this, as He who taught

•t,t_tt_, rightorptnrfcctaction,whiehiicharametitalcoftheper-wished, and receiving it in its grand sense, he
_-t man and Gnosticalone, and ral.s_,him (_ _ _,Dr,t_,J Bo_aa,) ,,
to the height of _loty. The second m the class of _r.t, ;flit.v, me- teaches worthily "on the housetops x4 those
a.m,or_actlo_,wh_cha_,U_by_heli¢_, capable of being built to a lofty height; andand procure a lower grade of glory. In the third place he reckons
mnful actions (_=Fr_,tx,;¢), which are done by those who fall away begins the doing of what is spoken, in accordance
from salvatmn (Potter).

• [= Pet. i. xx. l " [Bunsen, Hia_2_ol.,hi. p. x4x.l
s To produce this sense, l_v of the text m by Potter changed 7s Wtsd. ill 9" .into ae_x_v.

,t On the lathority of one of tim Ms., Sylburgins leads _Aor instead _ Ix Cor. xv. 4x.JW_L iii. x_ofAd-tovintimtext.
S Matt. viii. _6; Mark vlii. 36; Luke ix. _S. It Matt. xiiL 8.
6 From theAc_tarmq* of Aristophanes.quotedalsoby Cicero, x2 Ps L 2x

with various readings in each. Helnsins subsututes m_a_t_r@_,Jv for t3 Matt xxv xo.
11-_4t_oq_ttt of the text. 14 Matt. x. 27; Luke xii 3.
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with the example of life. For He enjoined what Olympic victors. And the elm teaches the vine
is possible. And, in truth, the kingly man and to be fruitful, by leading it up to a height. Now
Christian ought to be ruler and leader. For we we see that wild trees attract more nutriment,
are commanded to be lords over not only the because they cannot ripen. The wild trees,
wild beasts without us, but also over the wild therefore, have less power of secretion than those
passions within ourselves, that are cultivated. And the cause of their

Through the knowledge, then, as appears, of wildness is the want of the power of secretion.
a bad and good life is the Gnostic saved, under- The engrafted olive accordingly receives more
standing and executing "more than the scribes nutriment from its growing in the wild one ; and
and Pharisees.' .... Exert thyself, and prosper, it gets accustomed, as it were, to secrete the
and reign," writes Davtd, "because of truth, and nutriment, becoming thus assimilated" to the
meekness, and righteousness ; and thy right hand fatness of the cultivated tree.
shall guide thee marveilously," 2 that is, the Lord. So also the philosopher, resembling the wild
"Who then is the wise ? and he shall understand olive, in having much that is undigested, on
these things. Prudent? and he shall know them. account of his devotion to the search, his propen-
For the ways of the LORD are right," 3 says the sity to follow, and his eagerness to seize the fat-
prophet, showing that the Gnostic alone is able to hess of the truth ; if he get besides the divine
understand and explain the things spoken by the power, through faith, by being transplanted into
Spirit obscurely. "And he who understands in the good and mild knowledge, like the wild
that time shall hold his peace," 4 says the Scrip- olive, engrafted in the truly fair and merciful
ture, plainly in the way of declaring them to the Word, he both assimilates the nutriment that is
unworthy. For the Lord says, "He that hath ears supplied, and becomes a fair and good olive
to hear, let him hear," s declaring that hearing and tree. For engrafting makes worthless shoots
understanding belong not to all. To the point noble, and compels the barren to be fruitful by
David writes : "Dark water is in the clouds of the art of culture and by gnostic skill.

the skies. At the gleam before Him the clouds Differen/modes of engrafKng tTlustraKve of
passed, hail and coals of fire;" 6 showing that different kinds of conversion.the holy words are hidden. He intimates that
transparent and resplendent to the Gnostics, like They say that engrafting is effected in four
the innocuous hail, they are sent down from God ; modes : one, that in which the graft must be
but that they are dark to the multitude, like fitted in between the wood and the bark ; re-
extinguished coals out of the fire, which, unless sembling the way m which we instruct plaizl
kindled and set on fire, will not give forth fire or people belonging to the Gentiles, who receive
light. "The lord, therefore," it is sa_d, "gives the word superficially. Another is, when the
me the tongue of instruction, so as to know in wood is cleft, and there is inserted in it the cul-
season when it is requisite to speak a word ;" 7 tivated branch. And this applies to the ease of
not in the way of testimony alone, but also in the those who have studied philosophy ; for on cut-
way of question and answer. "And the instruc- ting through their dogmas, the acknowledgment
tion of the Lord opens my mouth." s It is the of the truth is produced m them. So also in
prerogative of the Gnostic, then, to know how to the case of the Jews, by opening up the Old
make use of speech, and when, and how, and Testament, the new and noble plant of the olive
to whom. And already the apostle, by saying, is inserted. The third mode of engrafting ap-
"After the rudiments of the world, and not after plies to rustics and heretics, who are brought:
Christ," 9 makes the asseveration that the Hel- by force to the truth. For after smoothing off
lenic teaching is elementary, and that of Christ both suckers with a sharp pruning-hook, till the
perfect, as we have already intimated before, pith is laid bare, but not wounded, they are

" Now the wild olive is inserted into the fatness bound together. And the fourth is that form of
of the olive," '° and is indeed of the same species engrafting called budding. For a bud (eye) is
as the cultivated olives. For the graft uses as cut out of a trunk of a good sort, a circle being
soil the tree in which it is engrafted. Now all drawn round in the bark along with it, of the
the plants sprouted forth simultaneously in con- size of the palm. Then the trunk is stripped,
sequence of the divine order. Wherefore also, to suit the eye, over an equal circumference.
though the wild olive be wild, it crowns the And so the graft is inserted, tied round, and

daubed with clay, the bud being kept uninjured
, M_tt.v. _o. and unstained. This is the style of gnostic teach-2 ps. xlv. 4

3no_,,i, 9- ing, which is capable of looking into things
4 .AdmOSV. z3.
s Mm. xL*s. themselves. This mode is, in truth, of most
6 Ps. x'chl, xx, z*.
_' Isa. 1. 4.
t Isa L S- tx i.e.,thegtaft h mm_milat_l; tottm Latln. tmmdato*. ]_tla .the.
9 CoL _i 8. text we haw o'm,e_ot_4_,#,i,,_, dative, agneemg web _, which

ao Rom. xi z7" seems to be a mistake.
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service in the case of cultivated trees. And quiry, which has now its object in its grasp. And
"the engrafting into the good olive " mentioned this is knowledge. And this discovery, properly
by the apostle, may be ['engrafting into] Christ so called, is knowledge, which is the apprehen-
Himself; the uncultivated and unbelieving ha- sion of the object of search. And they say that
ture being transplanted into Christ m that is, in a proof is either the antecedent, or the coinci-
the case of those who believe in Christ. But it dent, or the consequent. The discovery, then,
is better [to understand it] of the engrafting' of what is sought respecting God, is the teaching
of each one's faith in the soul itself. For also through the Son ; and the proof of our Saviour
the Holy Spirit is thus somehow transplanted by being the very Son of God is the prophecies
distribution, according to the circumscribed ca- which preceded His coming, announcing H_m ;
pacity of each one, but without being circum- and the testimonies regarding Him which at-
scribed, tended His birth in the world ; in addition, His

Knowledge and�ore, powers proclaimed and openly shown after His

Now, discoursing on knowledge, Solomon ascension.
speaks thus : "For wisdom is resplendent and The proof of the troth being with us, is the
fadeless, and is easily beheld by those who fact of the Son of God Himself having taught
love her. She is beforehand in making herself us. For if in every inquiry these universals are
known to those who desire her. He that rises found, a person and a subject, that which is truly

early for her shall not toil wearily. For to the truth is shown to be in our hands alone.
think about her is the perfection of good sense. For the SOn of God is the person of the truth
And he that keeps vigils for her shall quickly which is exhibited; and the subject is the power
be relieved of anxiety. For she goes about, of faith, which prevails over the opposition of
herself seeking those worthy of her (for knowl- every one whatever, and the assault of the whole
edge belongs not to all); and in all ways she world.
benignly shows herself to them. ''2 Now the But since this is confessedly established by
paths are the conduct of life, and the variety eternal facts and reasons, and each one who
that exists in the covenants. Presently he adds: thinks that there is no Providence has already
"' And in every thought she meets them," 3 be- been seen to deserve pumshment and not con-
ing variously contemplated, that is, by all disc_- tradiction, and is truly an atheist, it lS our aim
pline. Then he subjoins, adducing love, which to discover what doing, and in what manner liv-
perfects by syllogistm reasoning and true prop- ing, we shall reach the knowledge of the sover-
ositions, drawing thus a most convincing and eign God, and how, honouring the Dwinity, we
true inference, "For the beginning of her is the may become authors of our own salvation.
truest desire of instruction," that is, of knowl- Knowing and learning, not from the Sophists,
edge ; "prudence is the love of instruction, and but from God Himself, what is well-pleasing to
love is the keeping of its laws ; and attention to Him, we endeavour to do what xs just and holy.
its laws is the confirmation of immortality ; and Now it is well-pleasing to Him that we should
immortality causes nearness to God. The de- be saved ; and salvauon is effected through both
sire of wisdom leads, then, to the kingdom." 4 well-doing and knowledge, of both of which the

For he teaches, as I think, that true instruc- Lord is the teacher.
tion is desire for knowledge ; and the practical If, then, according to Plato, it is only possible
exercise of instruction produces love of knowl- to learn the truth either from God or from the
edge. And love is the keeping of the command- progeny of God, with reason we, selecting testi-
ments which lead to knowledge. And the monies from the divine oracles, boast of learn-
keeping of them is the establishment of the com- ing the truth by the SOn of Cod, prophesied at
mandments, from which immortality results, first, and then explained.
"And immortality brings us near to God." Philoso2_hy and heresies, aids in discovering the

/ruth.
True knowledge found in /he leaching of Christ

a/one. But the things which co-operate in the d_s-

If, then, the love of knowledge produces im- covery of truth are not to be rejected. Philoso-phy, accordingly, which proclaims a Providence,
mortality, and leads the kingly man near to God and the recompense of a life of felicity, and the
the King, knowledge ought to be sought till it is punishment, on the other hand, of a life of
found. Now seeking is an effort at grasping, misery, teaches theology comprehensively ; but
and finds the subject by means of certain signs, it does not preserve accuracy and partacular
And discovery is the end and cessation of in- points ; for neither respecting the Son of GOd,

* Orit_u_ti_ (_,_#_,,,*_,_,). nor respecting the economy of Providence, does
* w_. ,i. z--,s, it treat similarly with us ; for it did not know the
s w-_i. _ ,6. iworship of God.4 Wisd vi. ZT-aO
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Wherefore also the heresies of the Barbarian prophets in the covena_t delivered at the corn-
philosophy, although they speak of one God, ing of the Lord. Knowledge is then followed
though they sing the praises of Christ, speak by practical wisdom, and practical wisdom by
without accuracy, not m accordance with truth ; self-control : for it may be said that practical
for they discover another God, and receive wlsdom is divine knowledge, and exists in those
Christ not as the prophecies deliver. But their who are deified ; but that self-control is mortal,
false dogmas, while they oppose the conduct that and subsists in those who philosophize, and are
is according to the truth, are against us. For not yet w_se. But if virtue is divine, so is also
instance, Paul circumcised Timothy because of the knowledge of it ; while self-control is a sort
the Jews who believed, in order that those who of imperfect wisdom which aspires after wisdom,
had received their training from the law might and exerts itself laboriously, and is not contem-
nbt revolt from the faith through his breaking platlve. As certainly righteousness, being hu-
such points of the law as were understood more man, is, as being a common thing, strbordinate
carnally, knowing right well that circumcision ito holiness, which subsists through the divine
does not justify ; for he professed that "all righteousness; 7 for the righteousness of the per-
things were for aH" by conformity, preserving feet man does not rest on ciwl contracts, or on
those of the dogmas that were essentml, "that the prohibition of law, but flows from his own
he might gain all.''z And Daniel, under the spontaneous action and his love to God.
king of the Persians, wore "the chain," 2 though
he despised not the afflictions of the people. Reasons for the meaning of Scril_ture being

The liars, then, in reality are not those who veiled.
for the sake of the scheme of salvation conform, For many reasons, then, the Scriptures hide
nor those who err in minute points, but those the sense. First, that we may become inquisi-
who are wrong in essentials, and reject the Lord tive, and be ever on the watch for the discovery
and as far as in them lies deprave the Lord of of the words of salvation. Then it was not suit-
the true teaching ; who do not quote or deliver able for all to understand, so that they might not
the Scriptures in a manner worthy of God and receive harm in consequence of taking m an-
of the Lord ; 3 for the deposit rendered to God, other sense the things declared for salvation by
according to the teaching of the Lord by His the Holy Spirit. Wherefore the holy mysteries
apostles, is the understanding and the practice of the prophecies are veiled in the parables
of the godly tradition. "And what ye hear in preserved for chosen men, selected to knowledge
the ear "-- that as, in a hidden manner, and in a in consequence of their faith ; for the style of
mystery (for such things are figuratively said to be the Scriptures is parabohc. Wherefore also the
spoken in the ear) --" proclaim," He says, "on Lord, who was not of the world, came as one
the housetops," understanding them sublimely, who was of the world to men. For He was
and delivering them in a lofty strain, and accord- clothed with all virtue ; and it was His aim to
mg to the canon of the truth explaining the lead man, the foster-child of the world, up to
Scriptures ; for neither prophecy nor the Saviour the objects of intellect, and to the most essential
Himself announced the divine mysteries simply truths by knowledge, from one world to another.
so as to be easily apprehended by all and sun- Wherefore also He employed metaphorical
dry, but express them in parables. The apostles description ; for such is the parable,-- a narra-
accordingly say of the Lord, that "He spoke tion based on some subject which is not the
all things in parables, and without a parable principal subject, but similar to the principal
spoke He nothing unto them;" 4 and if "all subject, and leading him who understan_ls to
things were made by Him, and without Him was what is the true and principal thing ; or, as some
not anything made that was made," s come- say, a mode of speech presenting with vigour,
quenfl}; also prophecy and the law were by Him, by means of other circumstances, what is the
and were spoken by Him in parables. "But all principal subject.
things are right," says the Scripture, 6 "before And now also the whole economy which
those who understand," that is, those who re- prophesied of the Lord appears indeed a parable
ceive and observe, according to the ecclesias- to those who know not the truth, when one
tical rule, the exposition of the Scriptures speaks and the rest hear that the Son of God.
explained by Him ; and the ecclesiastical rule is of Him who made the universe _ assumed flesh,
the concord and harmony of the law and the and was conceived in the virgin's womb (as His

material body was produced), and subsequently,
x x C.or. ix. xg. [Note r_"_,;_ _;,v b,_i_v.]
a Dau, v. 7, 29......
5 [The Scriptures the authority; tl_ canon di .n_"rl_..etat_a..Is me T _ in a note, remad_ that ..Plato_,ard_d bct_.a,_,_,_ -, ia_ti_, ,,ha,_ _-,i_, thefo_r.to_e

hazm_y of law and Gospel as fir_ opem_i by Chd_ _ rathe : tals (as zlso_); _-_the g_eat_r, conz_ot, ua_vz'_walk to Emmaus. Lu_ xxzv. x3,] I He also amaads the text. _ m _vo_ lie _ _ R#6_,_v_'_4 Matt. xiii. 34-

* a'rov, viii. 9. m_o u_r_euCl_.
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as was the case, suffered and rose again, being direct speech which takes place in metrical or
"to the Jews a stumbling-block, and to the offhand diction. A figure, then, is a form of
Greeks foolisimess," as the apostle says. speech transferred from what is literal to what is

But on the Scriptures being opened up, and _not literal, for the sake of the composition, and
decla_ng the truth to those who have ears, they on account of a diction useful in speech.
proclaim the very suffering endured by the flesh, But prophecy does not employ figurative
which the Lord assumed, to be "the power and forms in the expressions for the sake of beauty
wisdom of God." And finally, the parabolic of diction. But from the fact that truth apper-
style of Scripture being of the greatest antiquity, tains not to all, it is veiled in manifold ways,
as we have shown, abounded most, as was to be causing the light to arise only on those who are
expected, in the prophets, in order that the Holy initiated into knowledge, who seek the truth
Spirit might show that the philosophers among through love. The .proverb, according to the
the Greeks, and the wise men among the Bar- Barbarian philosophy, is called a mode of proph-
barians besides, were ignorant of the future ecy, and the parable is so called, and the enigma
coming of the Lord, and of the mystic teaching in addition. Further also, they are called "wis-
that was to be delivered by Him. Rightly then, dora ;" and again, as something different from
prophecy, in proclaiming the Lord, in order not it, "instruction and words of prudence," and
to seem to some to blaspheme while speaking "turnings of words," and "true righteousness ;"
what was beyond the ideas of the multitude, and again, "teaching to direct judgment," and
embodied its declarations in expressions capable "subtlety to the simple," which is the result of
of leading to other conceptions. Now all the training, "and perception and thought," with
prophets who foretold the Lord's coming, and whzch the young catechumen is imbued.a "He
the holy mysteries accompanying it, were per- who hears these prophets, being wise, will be
secuted and killed. As also the Lord Himself, wiser. And the intelligent man will acquire rule,
in explaining the Scriptures to them, and His and will understand a parable and a dark saying,
disciples who preached the word like Him, and the words and enigmas of the wise." 4
subsequently to His life, used parables.' Whence And if it was the case that the Hellenic dia-
also Peter, in his Preaching, speaking of the lects received their appellation from Hellen, the
apostles, says : "But we, unrolling the books of son of Zeus, surnamed Deucalion, from the chro-
the prophets which we possess, who name Jesus nology which we have already, exbabited, it _s
Christ, partly in parables, partly in enigmas, comparatively easy to perceive by how many
partly expressly and in so many words, find His generations the dialects that obtained among
coming and death, and cross, and all the rest of the Greeks are posterior to the language of the
the tortures which the Jews inflicted on Him, and Hebrews.
His resurrection and assumption to heaven pre- But as the work advances, we shall in each
vious to the capture 2 of Jerusalem. As it is writ- section, noting the figures of speech mentioned
ten, I'hese things are all that He _ehoves to suffer, above by the prophet,S exhibit the gnostic mode
and what should be after Him. Recognising of life, showing it systematically according to the
them, therefore, we have believed in God in con- rule of the truth.
sequence of what is written respecting Him." Did not the Power also, that appeared to Her-

And after a little again he draws the inference mas in the Vision, in the form of the Church,
that the Scriptures owed their origin to the give for transcription the book which she wished
divine providence, asserting as follows : "For to be made known to the elect ? And this, he
we khow that God enjoined these things, and we says, he transcribed to the letter, without finding
my nothing apart from the Scriptures." how to complete the syllables. 6 And this sigm-

Now the Hebrew dialect, like all the rest, has fled that the Scripture is clear to all, when taken
certain properties, consisting in a mode of speech according to the bare reading ; and that th_s
which exhibits the national character. Dialect is the faith which occupies the place of the rudl-
zs accordingly defined as a style of speech pro- merits. Wherefore also the figurative expression
duced by the national character. But prophecy is employed, "reading according to the letter ;"
is not marked by those dialects. For in the while we understand that the gnostic unfolding
Hellenic writings, what are caUed changes of of the Scriptures, when faith has already reached
figures purposely produce obscurations, deduced an advanced state, is likened to reading accord-
after the style of our prophecies. But this is ing to the syllables.
effected through the voluntary departure from Further, Esaias the prophet is ordered to take

"a new book, and write in it" 7 certain things :

whichweha,.¢_llowed,supposesthe re_p._ .**,_ovm,,sy_dof_.,,_ov.
Odlcrs, _etmnmg the latter, translated _o _!_vyoOe_owro (sacn- a Prov. i. *-4-
ficedli_e). But the former *smost to the auttmrs purpose. ,, 4 Prov. i. 5,6. [ElucldatlonlX.]

* If we retain the reading of the text, we must trmaslae found- s i.e., Solomon.
ing," and uad_mtand the re,fence to be to the .desprit of the new 6 _'l'h_ .v.olume,p. zz_,.-'u._'ral
J_lea_ But lt s_ms better to change the r_ding as abow. _ ts_vm.x.
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the Spirit prophesying that through the exposition Tt,e number" Ten."

of the Scriptures there would come afterwards That ten is a sacred number, it is superfluous
the sacred knowledge, which at that period was to say now. And if the tables that were written
still unwritten, because not yet known. For it were the work of God, they will be found to
was spoken from the beginning to those only exhibit physical creation. For by the "finger
who understand. Now that the Saviour has of God" is understood the power of God, by
taught the apostles, the unwritten rendering * of which the creation of heaven and earth is ac-
the written [Scripture] has been handed down comphshed ; of both of which the tables will
also to us, inscribed by the power of God on be understood to be symbols. For the writing
hearts new, according to the renovation of the and handiwork of God put on the table is the
book. Thus those of highest repute among the creation of the world.
Greeks, dedicate the fruit of the pomegranate to And the Decalogue, viewed as an image of
Hermes, who they say is speech, on account of heaven, embraces sun and moon, stars, clouds,
its interpretation. For speech conceals much. light, wand, water, air, darkness, fire. This is
Rightly, therefore, Jesus the son of Nave saw the physical Decalogue of the heaven.
Moses, when taken up [to heaven], double,-- And the representation of the earth contains
one Moses with the angels, and one on the moan- men, cattle, reptiles, wild beasts; and of the
rains,honoured with burial in their ravines. And inhabitants of the water, fishes and whales ; and
Jesus saw this spectacle below, being elevated again, of the winged tribes, those that are car-
by the Spirit, along also with Caleb. But both mvorous, and those that use mild food ; and of
do not see similarly But the one descended plants likewise, both fruit-bearing and barren.
with greater speed, as if the weight he carried This is the physical Decalogue of the earth.
was great; while the other, on descending after And the ark which held them 4 will then be
him, subsequently related the glory which he be- the knowledge of divine and human things and
held, being able to perceive more than the other, wisdom.S
as having grown purer ; the narrative, in my And perhaps the two tables themselves may
opinion, showing that knowledge is not the privi- be the prophecy of the two covenants. They
lege of all. Since some look at the body of the were accordingly mystically renewed, as igno-
Scriptures, the expressions and the names as rance along with sin abounded. The command-
to the body of Moses ; while others see through to ments are written, then, doubly, as appears, for
the thoughts and what is signified by the names, twofold spirits, the ruling and the subject.
seeking the Moses that is with the angels. "For the flesh lusteth against the Spirit, and the

Many also of those who called to the Lord Spirit agaanst the flesh." 6
said, "Son of David, have mercy on me." 2 A And there is a ten in man himself: the five
few, too, knew Him as the Son of God ; as senses, and the power of speech, and that of
Peter, whom also He pronounced blessed, "for reproduction ; and the eighth is the spiritual
flesh and blood revealed not the truth to him, principle communicated at his creation; and
but His Father in heaven," 3E showing that the the ninth the ruling faculty of the soul ; and
Gnostic recognises the Son of the Omnipotent, tenth, there is the distinctive characteristic of the
not by His flesh conceived in the womb, but by Holy Spirit, which comes to him through faith.
the Father's own power. That it is therefore Besides, in addition to these ten human parts,
not only to those who read simply that the ac- the law appears to give its injunctions 7 to sight,
quisition of the truth is so difficult, but that not and hearing, and smell, and touch, and taste, and
even to those whose prerogative the knowledge to the organs subservient to these, which are
of the truth is, is the contemplauon of it vouch- double E the hands and the feet. For such is
safed all at once, the history of Moses teaches, the formation of man. And the soul is intxo-
until, accustomed to gaze, az the Hebrews on duced, and previous to it the ruling faculty, by
the glory of Moses, and the prophets of Israel which we reason, not produced in procreation ;
on the visions of angels, so we also become able so that without it there is made up the number
to look the splendours of truth in the face. ten, of the faculties by which all the activity of

man is carried out. For in order, straightway
CHAP.XW.-- oNos'rm _xrosrrtoN ov _ imea- on man's entering existence, his life begins with

LO_E. sensations. We accordingly assert that rational

Let the Decalogue be set forth cursorily by and ruling power is the cause of the constitution
us as a specimen for gnostic exposition. _ i.,.,_ __. . ..5 For perfect wisdom, which is knowledge of things..d_rine m_l

human, which comprehends all that testes to the ovettight o_.t._.
flock of men, becomes, in reference to me, art (I_utrwaer, book u.

._ t [In the walk to Emmau_ and by the Spirit bringing all thlttms cha_. ii. p. 244, #uj6ra).,,mrS.._:,,_. Joimxi*._.l - c.al.,. ,7. . _...- Mark_4S,etc. _ Thetextread**_a_" ,whi_.,however,_ .*_*m_,
tlatt, zvl. s7. stud Syiburgius, aft concur m _ to the accusatr_ lu mm_e.
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of the living creature ; also that this, the in-a- not to take and confer the august power of God
tional part, is animated, and is a part of it. Now (which is the name, for this alone were many
the vital force, m which is comprehended the even yet capable of learning), and transfer His
power of nutrition and growth, and generally of title to things created and vain, which human
motion, is assigned to the carnal spirit, which has artificers have made, among which "He that is"
great susceptibility of motion, and passes in all is not ranked. For in His uncreated identity,
chrections through the senses and the rest of the "He that is" is absolutely alone.
body, and through the body is the primary sub-
ject of sensations. But the power of chome, in The Fourth Commandment.
which investigation, and study, and knowledge,
reside, belongs to the ruling faculty• But all And the fourth 4 word is that which intimates
the faculties are placed in relation to one--the that the world was created by God, and that
ruling faculty: it is through that man lives, and He gave us the seventh day as a rest, on ac-count of the trouble that there is in life. For
lives in a certain way.

Through the corporeal spirit, then, man per- God is incapable of weariness, and suffering,and want. But we who bear flesh need rest•
ceives, desires, rejoices, is angry, is nourished, The seventh day, therefore, is proclaimed a restgrows. It is by it, too, that thoughts and con-

m abstraction from ills- preparing for the Pri-
ceptions advance to actions. And when it mas- mal Day, S our true rest ; which, in truth, is the
ters the desires, the ruling faculty reigns, first creation of hght, in which all things are

The commandment, then, "Thou shalt not viewed and possessed. From this day the firstlust," says, thou shalt not serve the carnal spirit,
but shall rule over it ; "For the flesh lusteth wisdom and knowledge illuminate us. For the
against the Spirit,"' and excites to disorderly light of truth m a light true, casting no shadow,
conduct against nature ; "and the Spirit against is the Spirit of God indivisibly divided to all,
the flesh" exercises sway, in order that the con- who are sanctified by faith, holding the place of
duct of the man may be according to nature, a luminary, in order to the knowledge of real

Is not man, then, rightly said " to have been existences. By following Him, therefore, through
our whole life, we become impassible ; and thismade in the image of God?"--not in the• #

form of his [corporeal'] structure ; but inasmuch is to rest. 6
Wherefore Solomon also says, that before

as God creates all things by the Word (Xbyce), heaven, and earth, and all existences, Wisdom
and the man who has become a Gnostic per- had arisen in the Almighty; the participation
forms good actions by the faculty of reason (r_ of which-- that which is by power, I mean, not
A._t,6), properly therefore the two tables are that by essence_teaches a man to know byalso said to mean the commandments that were

given to the twofold spirits, -- those communi- apprehension things divine and human. Hay-
cared before the law to that which was created, ing reached this point, we must mention these
and to the ruling faculty; and the movements things by the way ; since the discourse has
of the senses are both copied in the mind, and turned on the seventh and the eighth. For the
manifested in the activity which proceeds from eighth may possibly turn out to be properly
the body. For apprehension results from both the seventh, and the seventh manifestly the sixth,

and the latter properly the Sabbath, and thecombined. Again, as sensation is related to _e
world of sense, so is thought to that of intellect, seventh a day of work. For the creation of
And actions are twofold--those of thought, the world was concluded in six days. Forthe motion of the sun from solstice to solstice

those of act. is completed in six months -- m the course of
The First Commandment. which, at one time the leaves fall, and at

The first commandment of the Decalogue another plants bud and seeds come to maturity.
shows that there is one only Sovereign God; 2 And they say that the embryo is perfected ex-
who led the people from the land of Egypt acfly in the sixth month, that is, in one hundred
through the desert to their fatherland ; that they and eighty days in addition to the two and a
might apprehend His power, as they were able, half, as Polybus the physician relates in his
by means of the divine works, and withdraw book On the Eigkth Montk, and Aristotle the
from the idolatry of created things, putting all philosopher in his book On 2Vature. Hence
their hope in the true God. the Pythagoreans, as I think, reckon six the

perfect number, from the creation of the world,
Z_e Second Commandment. according to the prophet, and call it Me-

The second word 3 intimated that men ought

x _ v. z 7, being either onutted, or embraced mwhat is ,mid of the
s Fat. rat. tl, 3. _att memtoned is tl_ frith.
sl.e.,_mmu&_ TheDectdog_i-inHebmwcaIled"the $t.e.,Chr/_ [And the first day, ortheChristi_mSablmflt.]

tea wm_d.tY e [Bamah_, vol. i. chap. x_,. p. x,t6, this sm'_]
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seuthys ' and Marriage, from its being the mid- hour in the scheme of salvation, in which man
dle of the even numbers, that is, of ten and two. was perfected. Further, of the eight, the ino
For it is manifestly at an equal distance from termediates are seven; and of the seven, the
both. intervals are shown to be six. For that is anoth_

And as marriage generates from male and ground, in which seven glorifies eight, and ,c the
female, so six is generated from the odd number heavens declare to the heavens the glory of
three, which is called the masculine number, and God." 6
the even number two, which is considered the The sensible types of these, then, are the
feminine. For twice three are six. sounds we pronounce. Thus the Lord Himself

Such, again, is the number of the most general is called "Alpha and Omega, the beginning and
motions, according to which all origination takes the end," 7 ,, by whom all things were made, and
place-- up, down, to the right, to the leR, for- without whom not even one thing was made." s
ward, backward. Rightly, then, they reckon the God's resting is not, then, as some conceive, that
number seven motherless and childless, interpret- God ceased from doing. For, being good_ if He
ing the Sabbath, and figuratively expressing the should ever cease from doing good, thet_ would
nature of the rest, in which "they neither marry He cease from being God, which it is sacrilege
nor are given in marriage any more." 2 For even to say. The resting is, therefore, the order-
neither by taking from one number and adding ing that the order of created things should be
to another of those within ten is seven produced ; preserved inviolate, and that each of the crea-
nor when added to any number within the ten tures should cease from the ancient disorder.

does it make up any of them. the For the creations on the different days followedAnd they called eight a cube, counting in a most important succession;so that aU things
fixed sphere along with the seven revolving ones, brought into existence might have honour from
by which is produced "the great year," as a priority, created together in thought, but not
kind of period of recompense of what has been being of equal worth. Nor was the creation of
promised, each signified by the voice, inasmuch as the

Thus the Lord, who ascended the mountain, creative work is said to have made them at once.
the fourth,3 becomes the sixth, and is illuminated For something must needs have been named first.
all round with spiritual light, by laying bare the Wherefore those things were announced first,
power proceeding from Him, as far as those from which came those that were second, all
selected to see were able to behold it, by the things being originated together from one essence
Seventh, the Voice, proclaimed to be the Son of by one power. For the will of God was otto, in
God ; in order that they, persuaded respecting one identity. And how could creation take place
Him, might have rest ; while He by His birth, in time, seeing time was born along with things
which was indicated by the sixth conspicuously which exist.
marked, becoming the eighth, might appear to be And now the whole world of creatures born
God in a body of flesh, by displaying His power, alive, and things that grow, revolves in sevens.
being numbered indeed as a man, but being con- The first-born princes of the angels, who have
cealed as to who He was. For six is reckoned the greatest power, are seven.9 The mathema-
in the order of numbers, but the succession, of ticians also say that the planets, which perform
the letters acknowledges the character which is their course around the earth, are seven ; by
not written. In this case, in the numbers them- which the Chaldeans think that all which con-
selves, each unit is preserved in its order up to ceres mortal life is effected through sympathy _
seven and eight. But in the number of the in consequence of which they also undertake to
characters, Zeta becomes six and Eta seven, tell things respecting the future.

And the character¢ having somehow slipped And of the fixed stars, the Pleiades are _en.
into writing, should we follow it out thus, the And the Bears, by the help of which agriculture
seven became six, and the eight seven, and navigation are carried through, cotu_t of

Wherefore also man is said to have been made seven stars. And in periocls of seven clays the
on the sixth day, who became faithful to Him moon undergoes its changes. In the first week
whoisthe sign 0-¢_¢_ncr_taes), soas straightway she becomes half moon; in the second, full
to receive the rest of the Lord's inheritance, moon ; and in the third, in her wane, again half
Some such thing also is indicated by the sixth moon; and in the fourth she dimppea_ Fur-
_ ther, as Seleucus the mathematician lays down,

t_t_' _ and _,, betweenthe_ omt. _ by she has seven phases. First, from being invim-
_t_ to_. • _ _, ._ .o, a= _ _ _ ble she becomes cresc_t-sheped, then halfev_ _ a-tl_ dltuu7_le.

Luke_m.3s-i.t., wlthtlwtlute¢iitdtlm.
.4.T'_ mmt,m_'r = 6. _ _ tm'itlto betim_ _ tm 6 l_ tit. t.

_._t_,ti#_e mt_ _ tmlt_.mml_tmmtt,,.ram.tml _1 _'Rev.xzL6.
_mm__ • _m__ _'_r (_ a_!F._z'sZ_uO. olmL .
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moon, then gibbous and full ; and in her wane val ; for the Word that throws light on things
again gibbous, and in like m_nner half moon and hidden, and by whom each created thing came
crescent-shaped, into life and being, is called day.

And, in fine, the Decalogue, by the letter
"On a seven-stringedlyrewe shallsingnewhymns," _7/a,6 signifies the blessed name, presenting

writes a poet of note, teaching us that the ancient Jesus, who is the Word.
lyre was seven-toned. The organs of the senses
situated on our face are also seven m two eyes, 2_e 2¢tf/_ Commandment.
two passages of hearing, two nostrils, and the
seventh the mouth. Now the fifth in order is the command on the

And that the changes in the periods of life honour of father and mother. And it clearly
take place by sevens, the Elt_es of Salon teach announces God as Father and Lord. Where-fore also it calls those who know Him sons and
thus :m gods. The Creator of the universe is their

The child, while still an infant, in seven years, Lord and Father ; and the mother is not, as
Produces andputs forth its fence of teeth;
And when Godsevenyearsmore completes, some say, the essence from which we sprang,
He showsof puberty'sapproachthe signs; nor, as others teach, the Church, but the divine
Andin the third, thebeardon growingcheek knowledge and wisdom, as Solomon says, when
With downo'erspreadsthe bloomof changingskin;
And in the fourthseptenniad,at his best he terms wisdom "the mother of the just,"

and says that it is desirable for its own sake.In strength, of manliness he shows the signs ;
And in the fifth, of marriage, now mature, And the knowledge of all, again, that is love-

And of posterity, themanbethinks; ly and venerable, proceeds from God through
lqor does he yet desire vain works to see.
The seventh and eighth septenniads see him now the Son.
In mind and speech mature, till fifty years; _r_e Seventh Commandment.
And in the ninth he still has vigour left,
But strengthandbodyare forvirtuegreat . This is followed by the command respecting
Less than of yore;when,sevenyearsmore,Godbnngs adultery. Now it is adultery, if one, abandon-
To end,then not too soonmayhe submitto die." ing the ecclesiastical and true knowledge, and

Again, in diseases the seventh day is that of the persuasion respecting God, accedes to false
the crisis ; and the fourteenth, in which nature and incongruous opinion, either by deifying any
struggles against the causes of the diseases. And created object, or by making an idol of any.
a myriad such instances are adduced by Her- thing that exists not, so as to overstep, or rather
mippus of Berytus, in his book On the-Arumber step from, knowledge. .Mad to the Gnostic
_Seven, regarding it as holy._ And the blessed false opinion is foreign, as the true belongs to
David delivers clearly to those who know the him, and is allied with him. Wherefore the
mystic account of seven and eight, praising thus noble apostle calls one of the kinds of fomica-
"Our years were exercised like a spider. The tion, idoIatry,7 in following the prophet, who
days of our years in them are seventy years ; but says : " [My people] hath committed fomica-
if in strength, eighty years. And that will be to tion with stock and stone. They have said to
reign." 2 That, then, we may be taught that the stock, Thou art my father ; and to the
the world was originated, and not suppose that stone, Thou hast begotten me." s
God made it i¢ time, prophecy adds: "This is
the book of the generation : also of the things in ZXe ,SL_ Commandment.
them, when they were created in the day that Then follows the command about murder.
God made heaven and earth." 3 For the ex- Now murder is a sure destruction. He, then.,
pression "when they were created" intimates .an that wishes to extirpate the true doctrine of
indefinite and dateless production, trot the c,.,,,_ o,a _r ;,_m,,,,,u,,, ;,_ nrd_, to introauce
expression "in the day that God made," that is, _a]_h_, _lle--'m; ei'--_er_that the universe is
in and by which God made ".all things," and not under Provad";_nce, or that the world is.un-

tt_ " •"¢ • • ° • • " " "

without which not.even o.ne thing was mane_ created, or affirming anything against true doc
noints,__out me activity exertea vy me :_on trine,...... _smost permcaous.
David says, This m the day which the Lore) I• " " " i .-4
hath m_.e, let us be glad and rejo,ce m ,.t,. I T/w EigAt& Commandment.
that is, m consequence ot the knowledge, lm- [ .......... a res_ecf_
trotted by Him, let us celebrate the divine festi- I . Ann utter tins is, me. comman_Q. __.v,t,efs '
" - I theft. As, then, ne mat steam what m a_._-..^

, [TheVam_Fattam L_ am_. i.atheHoqS,(_. i_Idoing great wrong, rightly incurs ills s_
.olyLio_.mall, and ittto ._..motatat m.to.aaga=ay me.aata_ [ . J

•s It _r. v. 7.] / * jet'. L st, m._.
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h_s deserts; so also does he, who arrogates to a glass vessel full of water, so also philosophy,
himself divine works by the art of the statuary catching a spark from the divine Scripture, is
or the painter, and pronounces himself to be visible in a few. Also, as all animals breathe
the maker of animals and plants. Likewise the same air, some in one way, others in another,
those, too, who mimic the true philosophy are and to a different purpose ; so also a consider-
thieves. Whether one be a husbandman or the able number of people occupy themselves with
father of a child, he is an agent in depositing the truth, or rather with discourse concerning
seeds. But it is God who, ministering the the truth. For they do not say aught respecting
growth and perfection of all things, brings the God, but expound Him by attributing their own
things produced to what is in accordance with affections to God. For they spend life in seek-
their nature. But the most, in common also ing the probable, not the true. But truth is not
with the philosophers, attribute growth and taught by imitation, but by instruction. For it
changes to the stars as the primary cause, rob- is not that we may seem good ' that we believe
brag the Father of the universe, as far as m in Christ, as it is not alone for the purpose of
them lies, of His tireless might, being seen, while in the sun, that we pass into

The elements, however, and the stars- that the sun. But in the one case for the purpose of
is, the administrative powers--are ordained for being warmed ; and m the other, we are corn-
the accomplishment of what is essential to the pelled to be Christians m order to be excellent
administration, and are influenced and moved and good. For the kingdom belongs pre-emi-
by what is commanded to them, in the way in nently to the violent,3 who, from investigation,
which the Word of the Lord leads, since it is and study, and discipline, reap this fruit, that
the nature of the divine power to work all they become kings.
things secretly. He, accordingly, who alleges He, then, who imitates opinion shows also
that he has conceived or made anything which preconception. When then one, having got an
pertains to creation, will suffer the punishment inkhng of the subject, kindles it within in his
of his impious audacity, soul by desire and study, he sets everything in

motion afterwards in order to know it. For that
The Tenth CommandmenL _ which one does not apprehend, neither does he

And the tenth is the command respecting all desire it, nor does he embrace the advantage
lusts. As, then, he who entertains unbecoming flowing from it. Subsequently, therefore, the
desires is called to account ; in the same way Gnostic at last imitates the Lord, as far as allowed
he is not allowed to desire things false, or to to men, hawng received a sort of quality akin
suppose that, of created objects, those that are to the Lord Himself, in order to assimilation to
ammate have power of themselves, and that in- God. But those who are not proficient in
animate things can at all save or hurt. And knowledge cannot judge the truth by rule. It
should one say that an antidote cannot heal or is not therefore possible to share in the gnostic
hemlock kill, he is unwittingly deceived. For icontemplations, unless we empty ourselves of
none of these operates except one makes use_our previous notions. For the truth in regard
of the plant and the drug ; just as the axe does to every object of intellect and of sense is thus
not without one to cut with it, or a saw with-simply universally declared. For instance, we
out one sawing with it. And as they do n°t may distinguish the truth of painting from that
work by themselves, but have certain physical which is vulgar, and decorous music from licen-
quahtles which accomplish their proper work by itious. There is, then, also a truth of philosophy
the exertion of the artisan ; so also, by the uni- Ias distinct from the other philosophies, and a
versal providence of God, through the medium true beauty as distinct from the spurious. It is
of secondary causes, the operative power is prop- not then the partial truths, of which truth is .predi-
agated in succession to individual objects, cated, but the truth itself, that we are to inves-

tigate, not seeking to learn names. For what is
CHAP.XVII._ PHILOSOPHYCONVEYSONLYAN IM-it o be investigated respecting God is not one

PERFECTKNOWLEDGEOF GOD. !thing, but ten thousand. There is a difference

G But, as appears, the philosophers of the between declaring God, and declanng things
_ ree.ks, while naming God, do not know Him. about God. And to speak generally, in every-
_ut the.lr philosophical speculations, according to thing the accidents are to be distinguished from
_rnpedocles, ,, as passing over the tongue of the the essence.
multitude, are poured out of mouths that know Suffice it for me to say, that the Lord of all
little of the whole." For as art changes the is God ; and I say the Lord of all absolutely,
hght of the sun into fire by passing it through nothing being left by way of exception.
"-------- Since, then, the forms of truth are two-
_The ninth is not altogether omitted, but m supposed to be m-

mh_e_hth. False testtmony is theft of another's eredat, _ 2 ,_._a#o_,¢i_are m_d_tocm_ai_.Imother'$ ta-uth. Mtgue, Strata., yr. 36z. FAucidatton X.] _1[l_latt xl. 4.]
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the names and the things--some discourse of what is of prime importance, as from the head,
names, occupying themselves with the beauties reaches to all, "as the ointment, ' it is said,
of words : such are the philosophers among the "which descends to Aaron's beard, and to the
Greeks. But we who are Barbarians have the skirt of has garment" s (that is, of the great High
things. Now it was not in vain that the Lord Priest, "by whom all things were made, and
chose to make use of a mean form of body ; so without whom not even one thingwas made-6),
that no one praising the grace and admiring the not to the ornament of the body ; for Philosophy
beauty might turn his back on what was said, is outside of the People, like raimenty The
and attending to what ought to be abandoned, philosophers, therefore, who, trained to their
might be cut off from what is intellectual. We own peculiar power of perception by the spirit
must therefore occupy ourselves not with the of perceptaon, when they investigate, not a part
expression, but the meaning, of philosophy, but philosophy absolutely, testify

To those, then, who are not gifted' with the to the truth in a truth-loving and humble spirit ;
power of apprehension, and are not inchned to if in the case of good things said by those even
knowledge, the word is not entrusted ; since also who are of different sentiments they advance to
the ravens xm]tate human voices, having no understanding, through the divine admlnistra-
understanding of the thing which they say. And tion, and the ineffable Goodness, which always,
intellectual apprehension depends on faith, as far as possible, leads the nature of existences
Thus also Homer said : -- to that which is better. Then, by cultivating the

"Father of men and gods,''2- acquaintance not of Greeks alone, but also of
knowing not who the Father is, or how He is Barbarians, from the exercise common to their
Father. proper intelhgence, they are conducted to Faath.

And as to him who has hands it is natural to And when they have embraced the foundation

grasp, and to him who has sound eyes to see of truth, they receive in addition the power of
the light ; so it is the natural prerogative of him advancing further to investigation. And thence
who has received faith to apprehend knowledge, they love to be learners, and aspiring after
if he desires, on "the foundation " laid, to work, knowledge, haste to salvation.
and build up "gold, silver, precious stones. ''3 Thus Scripture says, that "the spirit of per-

Accordingly he does not profess to wash to ceptaon" was given to the artificers from God. _
participate, but begins to do so. Nor does it And this as nothing else than Understanding,
belong to him to tntcnd, but to be regal, and a faculty of the soul, capable of studying
illuminated, and gnostic. Nor does it appertain exastences, -- of distinguishing and comparing
to him to wish to grasp things in name, but in fact. what succeeds as like and unlike,-- of enjoining

For God, being good, on account of the and forbidding, and of conjecturing the future.
principal part of the whole creation, seeing He And at extends not to the arts alone, but even to
wishes to save it, was induced to make the rest philosophy itself.
also; conferring on them at the beginning this Why, then, is the serpent called wise? Be-
first boon, that of existence. For that to be is cause even m its wiles there may be found a
far better than not to be, will be admitted by connection, and distinction, and combination,
every one. Then, according to the capabilities and conjecturing of the future. And so very
of their nature, each one was and is made, ad- many crimes are concealed ; because the wicked
vancing to that which is better, arrange for themselves so as by all means to

So there is no absurdity in philosophy having escape punishment.
And Wisdom being manifold, pervading thebeen given by Divine Providence as a prepara-

tory discipline for the perfection which is by whole world, and all human affairs, varies its ap-
Christ ; unless philosophy is ashamed at learning pellation in each case. When it apphes itself to
from Barbarian knowledge how to advance to first causes, it is called Understanding (v_/_rL_).
truth. 4 But if "the very hairs are numbered, When, however, it confirms this by demonstra
and the most insignificant motions," how shall tire reasoning, it is termed Knowledge, and Wts-
not philosophy be taken into account ? For to dora, and Science. When it is occupied in what
Samson power was given in his hair, in order pertains to piety, and receives without specula-
that he might perceive that the worthless arts tion the primal Word 9 in consequence of the
that refer to the things in this life, which lie and maintenance of the operation in it, it is called
remain on the ground after the departure of the Faith. In the sphere of things of sense, estab-
soul, were not given without divine power, lishing that which appears as being truest, it is

But it is said Providence, from above, from
s Ps. c_.rlil. 2.

I o_z irrcA_rrczo_ is substituted here for o_v _'s_r_r_o_ of the 6 John i. 3.
text. 7 Le., the_ody is the Jewish people, and phil_ld_y is r,emethi_

* IIM, i. 544. external to it, lle the garment.
s x Cor. iil. I_. i Ex. xx'viii. 3.
4 [Seep. 3o3, *_pra, tl_ volume.] 9 Christ.
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Right Opinion. In operations, again, performed vine will being conveyed to human souls, par.
by skill of hand, it is Art But when, on the ticular divine ministers contributing to such
other hand, without the study of primary causes, services. For regiments of angels are distributed
by the observation of similarities, and by trans- over the nations and cities." And, perchance,
position, it makes any attempt or combination, some are assigned to individuals.s
it is called Experiment. But belonging to it, The Shepherd, then, cares for each of his
and supreme and essential, is the Holy Spirit, sheep; and his closest inspection is given to
which above all he who, in consequence of [di- those who are excellent in their natures, and arc
vine] guidance, has believed, receives after strong capable of being most useful. Such are those fit
faith. Philosophy, then, partaking of a more ex- to lead and teach, in whom the action of Provi-
quisite perception, as has been shown from the dence xsconspicuously seen ; whenever either by
above statements, participates in Wisdom. instruction, or government, or administration,

Logical discussion, then, of intellectual sub- God wishes to benefit. But He wishes at all
jects, with selection and assent, is called Dia- times. Wherefore He moves those who are
lectics ; which establishes, by demonstration, adapted to useful exertion in the things which
allegations respecting truth, and demolishes the pertain to virtue, and peace, and beneficence.
doubts brought forward. But all that is characterized by virtue proceeds

Those, then, who assert that philosophy did from virtue, and leads back to virtue. And it
not come hither from God, all but say that God is given either in order that men may become
does not know each particular thing, and that good, or that those who are so may make use
He is not the cause of all good things ; if, indeed, of their natural advantages. For it co-operates
each of these belongs to the class of individual both m what is general and what is particular.
things. But nothing that exists could have sub- How absurd, then, is it, to those who attribute
sisted at all, had God not willed. And if He disorder and wickedness to the devil, to make
willed, then philosophy is from God, He having him the bestower of philosophy, a virtuous thing !
willed it to be such as it is, for the sake of those For he is thus all but made more benignant to
who not otherwise than by its means would the Greeks, in respect of making men good, than
abstain from what is evil. For God knows all the divine providence and "mind.
things--not those only which exist, but those Again, I reckon it is the part of law and of
also which shall be--and how each thing shall right reason to assign to each one what is ap-
be. And foreseeing the particular movements, propriate to him, and belongs to him, and falls
"He surveys all things, and hears all things," to him. For as the lyre is only for the harper,
seeing the soul naked within ; and possesses and the flute for the flute-player ; so good things
from eternity the idea of each thing individually, are the possessions of good men. As the ha-
And what applies to theatres, and to the parts ture of the beneficent is to do good, as it is of
of each object, in looking at, loolang round, and the fire to warm, and the light to give light, and
taking in the whole in one view, applies also to a good man will not do evil, or light produce
God. For in one glance He views all things to- darkness, or fire cold ; so, again, vice cannot do
gether, and each thing by itself; but not all aught virtuous. For its activity is to do evil, as
things, by way of primary intent, that of darkness to dim the eyes.

Now, then, many things in life take their rise in Philosophy is not, then, the product of vice,
some exercise of human reason, having received since it makes men virtuous ; it follows, then,
the kindlingsparkfromGod. For instance, health that it is the work of God, whose work it is
by medicine, and soundness of body through solely to do good. .And all things given by
gymnastics, and wealth by trade, have their origin God are given and received well.
and existence in consequence of Divine Provi- Further, if the practice of philosophy does
dence indeed, but in consequence, too, of human not belong to the wicked, but was accorded to
co-operation. Understanding also is from God. the best of the Greeks, it is clear also from what

But God's will is especially obeyed by the source it was bestowed m manifestly from Provi-
free-will of good men. Since many advantages dence, which assigns to each what is befitting in
are common to good and bad men : yet they are accordance with his deserts." 4
nevertheless advantageous only to men of good- Rightly, then, to the Jews belonged the Law,
hess and probity, for whose sake God created
them. For it was for the use of good men that • ,, WhentheMostHi_ _i_ the_tko_, _ H__ t_

the influence which is in God's gifts was origi- g._of c_" (m.t. x,,_i, s,_pt._. T_ H_,_.. _aff_
hated. Besides, the thoughts of virtuous men are ..a[s_A.tmv._,_," t._a_,""_"_,t/...t°._l .m_r.........._ _ =.o._
produced through the inspiration ' of God ; the _Lo,_hp,op_s to_,.,. ;_*_,,,_,po_, .,z_..c* ,-,,-,,
soul being disposed in the way it is, and the di- _': _ _o_on. ,_ ar ,_,o,_,_m _ _#_.the setlse _, tit m_y _, as _V_ above,

t _lr;.m_m_u, pt_erred by _y|b-aggms and the Latin translator to of Edward King, on Matt. x_v. 3a. _0rtt/_ gr f.r/gt_'_Ttt, _t. t,
the reading ;g_o,_. P. 333- _'d. London, t7_.]
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and to the Greeks Philosophy, until the Advent ; But exposed for imitation and assimilation are
and after that came the universal calling to be truly admirable and holy examples of virtue m
a peculiar people of righteousness, through the the actions put on record. Further, the depart-
teaching which flows from faith, brought to- merit of action is most conspicuous both in the
gether by one Lord, the only God of both testaments of the Lord, and in the laws in force
Greeks and Barbarians, or rather of the whole among the Greeks, and also in the precepts of
race of men. We have often called by the name philosophy.
philosophy that portion of truth attained through And to speak comprehensively, all benefit
philosophy, although but partial. _ appertaining to life, in its highest reason, pro-

Now, too what is good in the arts as arts,2 ceeding from the Sovereign God, the Father who
have their beginning from God. For as the is over all, isconsummated by the Son, who also on
doing of anything artistically is embraced in the this account "is the Saviour of all men," says the
rules of art, so also acting sagaciously is classed apostle, "but especially of those who believe." 6
under the head of sagacity (6p6mo-L_). Now But in respect of its immediate reason, it is from
sagacity is virtue, and it is its function to know those next to each, in accordance with the corn-
other things, but much more especially.what mand and injunction of Him who is nearest the
belongs to itself. And Wisdom (E,_6_a) being First Cause, that is, the Lord.
power, is nothing but the knowledge of good
things, divine and human. :HAP. XVIII. -- THE USE OF PHILOSOPHY TO THE

But "the earth is God's, and the fulness GNOS'HC.
thereof," 3 says the Scripture, teaching that good Greek Aohiloso_Ohythe recreaa'on of the Gnostic.
things come from God to men ; it being through Now our Gnostic always occupies himself with
divine power and might that the distribution of the things of highest importance. But if at any
them comes to the help of man. time he has leisure and Ume for relaxation from

Now the modes of all help and communica- what is of prime consequence, he applies him-
tion from one to another are three. One is, by self to Hellenic philosophy in preference to other
attending to another, as the master of gymnas- recreation, feasting on it as a kind of dessert at sup-
tics, in training the boy. The second _s, by per.7 Not that he neglects what issuperior ; but
assimilation, as in the case of one who exhorts that he takes this in addition, as long as proper, for
another to benevolence by practising _t before, the reasons I mentioned above. But those who
The one co-operates with the learner, and the give their mind to the unnecessary and superfluous
other benefits him who receives. The third points of philosophy, and addict themselves to
mode is that by command, when the gymnastic wrangling sophisms alone, abandon what is neces-
master, no longer training the learner, nor show- sary and most essential, pursuing plainly the
ing in his own person the exercise for the boy to shadows of words.
imitate, prescribes the exercise by name to him, It is well indeed to know all. But the man
as already proficient in it: whose soul is destitute of the ability to reach to

The Gnostic, accordingly, having received acquaintance with many subjects of study, will
from God the power to be of service, benefits select the principal and better subjects alone.
some by disciplining them, by bestowing atten- For real science (&_o-r_V, which we affirm the
tion on them ; others, by exhorting them, by as- Gnostic alone possesses) is a sure comprehension
similation ; and others, by training and teaching (_r,l,k*/_), leading up through true and sure
them, by command. And certainly he himself is reasons to the knowledge (yv_ng) of the cause.
equally benefited by the Lord. Thus, then, the And he, who is acquainted with what is true
benefit that comes from God to men becomes irespecting any one subject, becomes of course
known _ angels at the same time lending en- acquainted with what is false respecung it.
couragement? For by angels, whether seen or
not, the divine power bestows good things. Such .PMloso_hy necessary.
was the mode adopted in the advent of the Lord. For truly it appears to me to be a proper
And sometimes also the power "breathes" in point for discussion, Whether we ought to phil-
men's thoughts and reasonings, and "puts in" osophize : for its terms are consistent.
their hearts "strength" and a keener percep- But if we are not to philosophize, what then ?
tion, and furvfishes "prowess" and "boldness of (For no one can condemn a thing without first
alacrity _, s both for researches and deeds, knowing it) : the consequence, even in that

case, is that we must philosophize, s
zLCap._,ui.,i_.]
s For _¢ _v _eXva_¢ it is proposed to read _¢ _1,a; _xva_. s z Tim. iv. xo.
a Ps. xxiv. x; x Cot. x. 26. _ [The proportion to be observed _. tv_en the study of what _s
4 [Sees'_p-p,'a, thlscbepter; and, fztf_, book vii cap. i I secular and-th_ of the .Sf.a'ipty_._,ac.covdingtoClement.] -- ___.
S "Blue-eyed Athene msparedhim with prowess."-- ll:ad., x. 482. $ The author's meamug is, that it m only by.a process ol pnu
u Aad_.ut excessive boldness m Ins breast." -- lllad, xvn $7o. os_. hical reasoningthat you can.decide whether philosophy, tspossl_

valid, or useful You must philosophize m order to decide whet
"To Diomede son of Tydeus Pallas _ gave streagth and you ought or ought not to philosophize.boldmms."_ lllad, v. x, a.
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First of all, idols are to be r_ected. 14rhenceis the knowledge of truth t
Such, then, being the case, the Greeks ought I But let those who vaunt on account of having

by the Law and the Prophets to learn to worship Iapprehended the truth tell us from whom they
one God only, the only Sovereign ; then to be boast of having heard it. They will not say
taught by the apostle, "but to us an idol is from God, but will admit that it was from men.
nothing in the world,"' since nothing among IAnd if so, it is either from themselves that they
created things can be a hkeness of God ; and have learned it lately, as some of them arrogantly
further, to be taught that none of those images boast, or from others like them. Bdt human
which they worship can be similitudes : for the teachers, speaking of God, are not reliable, as
race of souls is not in form such as the Greeks men. For he that is man cannot speak worthily
fashion their idols. For souls are invisible ; not the truth concerning God : the feeble and° mot-
only those that are rational, but those also of the tal [cannot speak worthily] of the Unoriginated
other animals. And their bodies never become and Incorruptible m the work, of the Workman.
parts of the souls themselves, but organs --partly Then he who is incapable of speaking what is
as seats, partly as vehicles-- and in other cases true respecting himself, is he not much less_relia-
possessions in various ways. But it is not pos- hie in what concerns God ? For just as far as
s,ble to copy accurately even the likenesses man is inferior to God in power, so much feebler
of the organs; since, were it so, one might ,s man's speech than Him; although he do not
model the sun, as it ,s seen, and take the like- declare God, but only speak about God and the
ness of the rainbow in colours, divine word. For human speech is by nature

After abandoning idols, then, they will" hear feeble, and incapable of uttering God. I do not
the Scripture, "Unless your righteousness exceed say His name. For to name it is common, not
the righteousness of the scribes and Pharisees" • to philosophers only, but also to poets. Nor
(who justified themselves in the wayof abstinence [do I say] His essence ; for this is impossible,
from what was evil),--so as, along with such but the power and the works of God.
perfection as they evinced, and "the loving of Those even who claim God as their teacher,
your neighbour," to be able also to do good,-- with difficulty attain to a conception of God,
you shall not "be kingly."3 grace aiding them to the attainment of their

For intensification of the righteousness which modicum of knowledge ; accustomed as they are
is according to the law shows the Gnostic. So to contemplate the will [of God] by the will,
one who is placed m the head, which is that and the Holy Spirit by the Holy Spirit. "For
which rules ats own body--and who advances the Spirit searches the deep things of God. But
to the summit of faath, which as the knowledge the natural man receiveth not the things of the
(gnosis) itself, for which all the organs of per- Spirit." _
ception exist-- will likewise obtain the highest The only wisdom, therefore, is the God-taught
inheritance, wisdom we possess; on which depend all the

The primacy of knowledge the apostle shows sources of wisdom, which make conjectures at
to those capable of reflection, in writing to those the truth.
Greeks of Corinth, in the following terms : "But
having hope, when your faith as increased, that Ina'maa'ons of the Teacher's advent.
we shall be magnified in you according to our Assuredly of the coming of the Lord, who has
rule abundantly, to preach the Gospel beyond taught us, to men, there were a myriad indicators,
you.", He does not mean the extension of his heralds, preparers, precursors, from the begin-
preaching locally : for he says also that in Achaia ning, from the foundation of the world, intimat-
faithabounded ; and it is related also in the Acts ing beforehand by deeds and words, prophesying
of the Apostles that he preached the word that He would come, and where, and how, what
in Athens: But he teaches that knowledge should be the signs. From afar certainly Law
(gnosis), which is the perfection of faith, goes and Prophecy kept Him in view beforehand.
beyond eatechetical instruction, in accordance And then the precursor pointed Him out as
with the magnitude of the Lord's teaching and present. After whom the heralds point out by
the rule of the Church: Wherefore also he pro- their teaching the virtue of His manifestation.

ceeds to add, "And if. I am rude in speech, yet Umversal diffusion of the Gospel a contrast to
I am not in knowledge." r philasophy.

_ * Cot. _rii. 4.
2 Matt .... ;Jas.1iS The philosophers, however, chose to [teach
' #,=,_,_.,,Ja_.a.s (_ La_). philosophy] to the Greeks alone,9 and not even4 2Co_.x.x$,x6., Acts=,ii. to all of them ; butSocrates to Plato, xrai Plato

[Canon-Law referred to _ already _ogui_l. And _2 Cot;
.x x3-x5 (G_k), as to a certain eeele_aslieal rule or.ea._n..o_.r_m ..

°*a_he work mid jurlr,dlct_. See l_l,_,.r,en, in ulT. ]
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to Xenocrates, Aristotle to Theophrastus, and flourishes the more. For it dies not, as human
Zeno to Cleanthes, who persuaded their own doctrine dies, nor fades as a fragile gift. For
followers alone, no gift of God is fragile. But it remains un-

But the word of our Teacher remained not in checked, though prophesied as destined to be
Judea alone, as philosophy did in Greece; but persecuted to the end. Thus Plato writes of
was diffused over the whole world, over every poetry : "A poet is a light and a sacred thing,
nation, and village, and town, bringing already and cannot write poetry till he be inspired and
over to the truth whole houses, and each individ- lose his senses." And Democritus similarly
ualof those who heard it by him himself, and ':Whatever things a poet writes with divine
not a few of the philosophers themselves, afflatus, and with a sacred spirit, are very beau-

And if any one ruler whatever prohibit the tiful." And we know what sort of things poets
Greek philosophy, it vanishes forthwith.' But say. And shall no one be amazed at the proph-
our doctrine on its very first proclamation was ets of God Almighty becoming the organs of
prohibited by kings and tyrants together, as well the divine voice ?
as particular rulers and governors, with all their Having then moulded, as it were, a statue of
mercenaries, and in addition by innumerable the Gnostic, we have now shown who he is;
men, warring agmnst us, and endeavouring as indicating in outline, as it were, both the great-
far as they could to exterminate it. But it hess and beauty of his character. What he is

as to the study of physical phenomena shall be
shown afterwards, when we begin to treat of the

t [The imperishable nature of the Gospel, forcibly contrasted creation of the world.with _ evanescence of philosophy.)

ELUCIDATIONS.

I.

(Gentlemen of the Jury, cap. ii. p. 485.)

Tins strange rendering of _ av_oe_ &_zaovai (which we were taught to translate O judices, in

our school-days) occurs three times on this page, and I felt bound to retain it. But why import
such an anachronism into the author's work, and the forensic eloquence of the Athenians ? Better

do violence to idiom, like our English Bible (" men and brethren "), and say, O men and judges.

Why not judges ? See Sharon Turner (Anglo-Saxons, i. p. 476) and Freeman (Norman Conquest.
v. p. 45I).

II.

(Arlstobulus, cap. iii. p. 487, note 7.)

In addition to the note in lac., it may be well to mention the Stromata (book i. cap. xv.

p. 3t6), as another place where this name occurs. The learned Calmer (Works, tom. ix. p. i2I),
in his Zh'ct. Cn'_'c., has a valuable statement as to the difficulties connected with this name and

the probability that there were two so called, who have been confused in the citations and refer-
enccs of authors.

III.

(Egyptians, cap. iv. p. 488.)

The paradoxical genius of Warburton ought not to dissuade us from enjoying the amusement
and instruction to be found in his Divine Ltgaa'an. In many respects he reminds me of this great
Alexandrian Father, and they are worthy of being studied together. Let me instance, in connec-

tion with this subject, the second book, e.g.p, x5x , on #lr¢ltmpsyclwsis (Hurd's Edition, vol. h.
xSH).
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IV.

(Egyptian Women, book vi. cap. iv. p. 488.)

"Zast, about women," says our author ; and one would infer /east. But RawlLn_son (Herod.,
vol. ii. p. 47, ed. New York) has a long and learned note on this subject. "Queens made of-
ferings with the kings, and the monuments show that an order of women were employed in the

service of the gods." . . . Then he says, "A sort of monastic institution seems to have originated
in Egypt at an early time, and to have been imitated afterwards, when the real conventual system
was set on foot by the Christians, in the same country." This may be worthy of being borne in

mind, when we come to the ccenobitic life of the Thebaid, which lies, indeed, beyond the limits
of our ante-Nicene researches. But persecution had already driven Christians to the desert ; and
the ascetic type of piety, with which the age and its necessities imprinted the souls of manydevout
women, may have led them at a very early period to the "imitation" of which Rawlinson speaks.
The "widows" recognised by the ante-Nicene canons, would naturally become the founders of

"widows' houses," such as are to be seen among the pious Moravians in our times. (See Bunsen,

tIippal., iii. p. 81.)

V.

(Philosophy, cap. vii. p. 493.)

In justice to Clement's eulogies of philosophy, we must constantly bear in mind his reiterated
definitions. We have here a very important outline of his Christian Eclecticism, which, so far

from clashing with St. Paul's scornful references to Gentile wisdom, seems to me in absolute cor-
respondence with his reference to "science falsely so called" (i Tim. vi. 2o). So, when the

apostle identifies philosophy with "the rudiments of the world," he adds, "and not after Christ."
Now, Clement's eclectic system yokes all true philosophy to the chariot-wheels of the Messiah,
as in this instance ; making all true science hinge upon "the knowledge of the Son of God."

How these chapters shine in contrast even with Plato.

VI.

(Numbers, cap. xi. p. 499.)

The marvellous system of numbers which runs through all revelation, and which gives us the

name Palmani (English margin) in a remarkable passage of Daniel (viii. i3), has lately excited
fresh interest among the learned in England and America. Doubtless the language of St. John

(Rev. xiii. x8), " Here is wisdom," etc., influenced the early Church in what seems to us purely
fanciful conjectures and combinations like these. Two unpretending little books have lately struck
me as quite in the spirit of the ante-Nicene Fathers: The Number Counted, and the Name

Counted, by J. A. Upjohu (Appleton, Wis., x883).

VII.

(The Gnostic, cap. xl. p. SoL)

The Gnostac "conjectures things future," i.e., by the Scriptures. "He shall show you things to
come," said the Divine Master, speaking of the Blessed Comforter. To what extent did these
ancients, in their esoteric conjectures, anticipate the conversion of the empire, and the evils that

were to follow? This they could not publish ; but the inquiry deserves thought, and there are

clues for inquirers.
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VIII.

(Ultimate Issues, cap. xiii. p. 5o4.)

With reference to the choice of Judas to be an aposde, and like mysteries, this seems to me a bit

of calm philosophy, worthy of the childfike faith of the early Christians. I confess great obliga-
tions to a neglected American author, with reference to such discussions (see Bledsoe, Theo&cy,
New York, z854 ).

IX.

(Enigmas, cap. xv. p. 5IO.)

We are often troubled by this Oriental tendency to teach by myths and mysteries; but the
text here quoted from the Proverbs, goes far to show that it is rooted in human nature, and that
God himself has condescended to adopt it. Like every gift of God, it is subject to almost
inevitable corruption and abuse.

X.

(Omissions, cap. xvi. p. 515.)

The omissions in Clement's Decalogue are worthy of remark, and I can only account for

them by supposing a defective text. Kaye might have said more on the subjeet ; but he suggests
this as the solution of the difficulty, when he says (p. SOl), "As the text now stands, Clement

interprets only eight out of the ten."
P.S.m I have forebome to say anything on "the descent into hell," in my annotations (on

cap. vi.), for obvious reasons of propriety ; but, for an entire system of references to the whole
subject, I name Ezra Abbot's Catalogue, appended to Alger's History, etc. (Philadelphia, 1864.)



THE STROMATA, OR MISCELLANIES.

BOOK VII.

CHAP.I.--THE GNOSTICA TRUE WORSHIPPEROF It is, then, our purpose to prove that the
GOD,AND UNJUSTLYCALUMNIATEDBY UNBE- Gnostic alone is holy and pious, and worships the
LIEVERSAS AN ATHEIST. true God m a manner worthy of Him ; and that
IT is now time to show the Greeks that the worship meet for God is followed by loving and

Gnostm alone is truly pious ; so that the phi- being loved by God. He accordingly judges all
losophers, learning of what description the true excellence to be honourable according to its
Christian is, may condemn their own stupidity worth; and judges that among the objects per-
in rashly and inconsiderately persecuting the ceived by our senses, we are to esteem rulers,
[Christian] name, and w_thout reason calling and parents, and every one advanced in years ;
those impious who know the true God. And and among subjects of instruction, the most
clearer arguments must be employed, I reckon, ancient philosophy and primeval prophecy ; and
with the philosophers, so that they may be able, among intellectual ideas, what is oldest in origin,
from the exercise they have already had through the timeless and unoriginated First Principle,
their own training, to understand, although they and Beginning of existences n the Son R from

whom we are to learn the remoter Cause, the
have not yet shown themselves worthy to par- Father, of the universe, the most ancient andtake of the power of beheving.

The prophetic sayings we shall not at present the most beneficent of all ; not capable of ex-
advert to, as we are to avail ourselves of the presmon by the voice, but to be reverenced with

reverence, and silence, and holy wonder, and
Scriptures subsequently at the proper places.
But we shall point out summarily the points supremely venerated ; declared by the Lord, as
indicated by them, in our delineation of Chris- far as those who learned were capable of com-
Uanity, so that by taking the Scriptures at once prehending, and understood by those chosen by
(especially as they do not yet comprehend their the Lord to acknowledge ; "whose senses," says
utterances), we may not interrupt the continuity the apostle, "were exercised."*
of the discourse. But after pointing out the The service of God, then, in the case of the

Gnostic, is his soul's continual study 3 and oecu-
things indicated, proofs shall be shown in abun-
dance to those who have believed, pation, bestowed on the Deity in ceaseless love.

But if the assertions made by us appear to For of the service bestowed on men, one kind
certain of the multitude to be different from the is that whose aim is improvement, the other

ministerial. The improvement of the body is
Scriptures of the Lord, let it be known that it is
from that source that they have breath and life ; the object of the medical art, of the soul of

philosophy. Ministerial service is rendered to
and taking their rise from them, they profess to parents by children, to rulers by subjects.
adduce the sensd only, not the words. For fur-
ther treatment, not being seasonable, will rightly Similarly, also, in the Church, the eldersattend to the department which has improve-
appear superfluous. Thus, not to look at what ment for its object ; and the deacons to the
is urgent would be excessively indolent and
defective ; and "blessed, in truth, are they ministerial. In both these ministries the angels*
who, investigating the testimonies of the LORD, serve God, in the management of earthly affairs ;
shall seek Him with their whole heart."' And and the Gnostic himself ministers to God, mad
the law and the prophets witness of the Lord. • rob. ,. ,_. _ .

s Or.asretUietedbytheLatin.u_. a _ttiaal tree re*kis
.... _ ._t .o_tmi_, _ _ t_ _,

t Ps. tmlx. 2. _ [Book VL cap. t:3, ruJtra.]
523
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exhibits to men the scheme of improvement, m wearied and tireless power, working all things m
the way in which he has been appointed to /which it operates, keeping in view its hidden de-
discipline men for their amendment. For he is ]signs. For from His own point of view the Son of
alone pious that serves God rightly and unblame- God is never displaced ; not being divided, not
ably in human affairs. For as that treatment of! severed, not passing from place to place ; being
plants is best through which their fruits are pro- always everywhere, and being contained nowhere ;
duced and gathered m, through knowledge and complete mind, the complete paternal light; all
skill in husbandry, affording men the benefit eyes, seeing all things, hearing all things, know-
accruing from them; so the piety of the Gnostic, ing all things, by His power scrutinizing the
takmg to itself the frmts of the men who by his powers. To Him is placed m subjection all the
means have believed, when not a few attain to host of angels and gods ; He, the paternal Word,
knowledge and are saved by it, achieves by his exhibiting s the holy administration for Him who
skill the best harvest. And as Godliness (0co- put [all] m subjection to Him.
_'pd_rcm) is the habit which preserves what is Wherefore also all men are His ; some through
becoming to God, the godly man is the only knowledge, and others not yet so ; and some as
lover of God, and such will he be who knows friends, some as faithful servants, some as set-
what is becoming, both in respect of knowledge vants merely. This is the Teacher, who trams
and of the life whmh must be lived by him, who the Gnostic by mysteries, and the believer by
is destined to be divine (0Eo:), and is already good hopes, and the hard of heart by corrective
being assimilated to God. So then he is in the d]sciphne through sensible operation. Thence
first place a lover of God. For as he who hon- His providence is m private, in public, and
ours his father is a lover of his father, so he who everywhere.
honours God is a lover of God. And that He whom we call Saviour and Lord

Thus also it appears to me that there are is the Son of God, the prophetic Scriptures ex-
three effects of gnostic power : the knowledge plicitly prove. So the Lord of all, of Greeks and
of things ; second, the performance of whatever of Barbarians, persuades those who are willing.
the Word suggests; and the third, the capability For He does not compel him* who (through
of delivering, in a way suitable to God, the choosing and fulfilling, from Him, what pertains
secrets veiled in the truth, to laying hold of it the hope) is able to receive

He, then, who m persuaded that God is om- salvation from Him.
nipotent, and has learned the divine mysteries It is He who also gave philosophy to the
from His only-begotten Son, how can he be an Greeks by means of the inferior angels. For by
atheist (a0Eo;) ? For he is an atheist who thinks an ancient and divine order the angels are dis-
that God does not exist. And he is superstitious tributed among the nations.S But the glory of
who dreads the demons ; who deifies all things, those who believe is "the Lord's portion." For
both wood and stone ; and reduces to bondage either the Lord does not care for all men ; and
spirit, mad man who possesses the life of reason.' this is the case either because He is unable

CHAP. II.--THE SON THE RULER AND SAVIOUR OF (which is not to be thought, for it would be a
proof of weakness), or because He is unwilhng,

ALL. which is not the attribute of a good being. And
To know 2 God is, then, the first step of faith ; He who for our sakes assumed flesh capable of

then, through confidence in the teaching of the suffering, is far from being luxuriously indolent.
Saviour, to consider the doing of wrong in any Or He does care for all, which is befitting for
way as not suitable to the knowledge of God. Him who has become Lord of all. For He is

So the best thing on earth is the most pious Saviour ; not [the Saviour] of some, and of
man ; and the best thing in heaven, the nearer in others not. But in proportion to the adaptation
place and purer, is an angel, the partaker of the possessed by each, He has dispensed His benefi-
eternal and blessed life. But the nature of cence both to Greeks and Barbarians, even to
the Son, which is nearest to Him who is alone those of them that were predestinated, and in
the Almighty One, is the most perfect, and most due time called, the faithful and elect. Nor can
holy, and most potent, and most princely, and He who called all equally, and assigned special
most kingly, and most beneficent. This is the honours to those who have believed in a specially
highest excellence, which orders all things in excellent way, ever envy any. Nor can He who
accordance with the Father's will, and holds the is the Lord of all, and serves above all the wall of
helm of the universe in the best way, with un- the good and almighty Father, ever be hindered

x Potter'stext has x_tra_dlo_A_Vd*ov -- winch Lowth changes _ Av_t'//*evr e. Instead of this, amslrm&,-t._e_l_, " having re-
into K_t_tSot_A_ez*_, nomi_tive; and this has been adopted m the ceived," has been suggested by Sylburgius. . ____
tmrtslatinn. The thought is the santo as in Ea:Aor_atzo_ _o tat 4 By omttting "hun" (vrv), as Sylburgius does, the transmu_o-
Hearken [cap. ii. p. x77 , au#ra, l would run thus: "For He comxpels no o_ to _oclve salvation fret

This sentence has been thus rendered by Sylburgms and by Bp. Him, because he is able to choose and fulfil from himself what per-

Kaye. Lowth, however, suggests the supplying of _p')_, or some- tams to the laying hold of the hope." o_
thing similar, to govern tretrot_h_t_, c(mfidence, s Deut. xxxii. 8, 9, Septuagint, quoted already more than on
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by another. But neither does envy touch the flesh, He came to show man what was possible
Lord, who without beginning was impassible ; nor through obedience to the commandments. Be-
are the things of men such as to be envied by the ing, then, the Father's power, He easily prevaJ_Is
Lord. But it is another, he whom passion hath in what He wishes, leaving not even the minutest
touched, who envies. And it cannot be said point of His administration unattended to. For
that it is from ignorance that the Lord is not otherwise the whole would not have been well
willing to save humanity, because He knows not executed by Him.
how each one is to be cared for. For Ignorance But, as I think, characteristic of the highest
applies not to the God who, before the founda- power is the accurate scrutiny of all the parts,
tion of the world, was the counsellor of the reaching even to the minutest, terminating in
Father. For He was the Wisdom "in which" the first Administrator of the universe, who by
the Sovereign God "dehghted. ''_ For the Son the will of the Father directs the salvation of all ;
is the power of God, as being the Father's most some overlooking, who are set under others_ who
ancient Word before the production of all things, are set over them, till you come to the great
and His Wisdom. He is then properly called High Priest. For on one original first Principle,
the Teacher of the beings formed by Him. Nor which acts according to the [Father's'l will, the
does He ever abandon care for men, by being first and the second and the third depend.
drawn aside from pleasure, who, having assumed Then at the highest extremity of the visible
flesh, which by nature is susceptible of suffering, world is the blessed band of angels ; ' and down
trained it to the condition of impassibihty, to ourselves there are ranged, some under others,

And how is He Sawour and Lord, if not the those who, from One and by One, both are
Saviour and Lord of all ? But He is the Savlour saved and save.
of those who have beheved, because of their As, then, the minutest particle of steel is moved
wishing to know ; and the Lord of those who by the spirit of the Heraclean stone,3 when dif-
have not believed, till, being enabled to confess fused 4 over many steel rings ; so also, attracted
him, they obtain the peculiar and appropriate by the Holy Spirit, the virtuous are added by
boon which comes by Him. affinity to the first abode, and the others in suc-

Now the energy of the Lord has a reference cesslon down to the last. But those who are
to the Almighty ; and the Son is, so to speak, bad from infirmity, having fallen from vicious
an energy of the Father. Therefore, a hater of insatiableness into a depraved state, neither con-
man, the Saviour can never be; who, for His trolling nor controlled, rush round and round,
exceeding love to human flesh, despising not its whirled about by the passions, and fall down to
susceptibility to suffering, but investing Himself the ground.
with it, came for the common salvation of men ; For this was the law from the first, that virtue
for the faith of those who have chosen It, is should be the object of voluntary choice.
common. Nay more, He will never neglect His Wherefore also the commandments, according
own work, because man alone of all the other to the Law, and before the Law, not given to
living creatures was in his creation endowed the upright (for the law is not appointed for a
with a conception of God. Nor can there be righteous man s), ordained that he should receive
any other better and more suitable government eternal life and the blessed prize, who chose them.
for men than that which is appointed by God. But, on the other hand, they allowed him who

It is then always proper for the one who is had been delighted with vice to consort with the
superior by nature to be over the inferior, and objects of his choice ; and, on the other hand,
for him who is capable of managing aught well that the soul, which is ever improving in the ac-
to have the management of it assigned to him. quisition 6 of virtue and the increase of righteous-
Now that which truly rules and presides is the ness, should obtain a better place in the universe,
Divine Word and His providence, which inspects as tending in each step of advancement towards
all things, and despises the care of nothing be- the habit of impassibility, till "it come to a per-
longing to it. fect man," 7 to the excellence at once of knowl.

Those, then, who choose to belong to Him, edge and of inheritance.
are those who are perfected through faith. He, These salutary revolutions, in accordance with
the Son, is, by the will of the Almighty Father, the order of change, are distinguished bo.th, by
the cause of all good things, being the first times, and places, and honours, and cogmUons,
efficient cause of motion--a power incapable and heritages, and ministries, according to the

of being apprehended by sensation. For what _ tso _d tom H,,-_le_ _ Lty_i]e_'" " "He was, was not seen by those who, through the __ _ [so _ _ _ _m. -J .....

weakness of the flesh, were incapable of taking ot_,,,_o,,_,4Lo_ _,-,_i, t_O_o_d_'_"'_'_"°'m_"_ _,¢_-_,,
in [the reality]. But, having assumed sensitive s _'rim.L9...............

t pray.viii.3o" l" _Eph.iv.xs.
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particular order of each change, up to the tran- CHAP. m. -- THE OUOSTICAIMSAT THE NEAREST
scendent and continual contemplation of the LIKENESSPOSSIBLETO GOD AND HIS SON.

Lord in eternity. Now I pass over other things in silence, glori-
Now that which is lovable leads, to the con- lying the Lord. But I affirm that gnostic souls,

templation of itself, each one who, from love of that surpass in the grandeur of contemplation the
knowledge, applies himself entirely to contem- mode of life of each of the holy ranks, among
plation. Wherefore also the Lord, drawing the whom the blessed abodes of the gods are allotted
commandments, both the first which He gave, by distribution, reckoned holy among the holy,
and the second, from one fountain, neither ai-

transferred entire from among the entire, reaching
lowed those who were before the law to be places better than the better places, embracing
without law, nor permitted those who were un- the divine vision not in mirrors or by means of
acquainted with the principles of the Barbarian mirrors, but in the transcendently clear and ab-
philosophy to be without restraint. For, having solutely pure insatiable vision which is the pnvl-
furnished the one with the commandments, and lege of intensely loving souls, holding festival
the other with philosophy, He shut up unbelief through endless ages, remain honoured with the
to the Advent. Whence' every one who be- indentlty of all excellence. Such is the vimon
lieves not is without excuse. For by a different attainable by "the pure in heart." 5 This is the
process of advancement, both Greek and Barba- function of the Gnostic, who has been perfected,
rian, He leads to the perfection which is by to have converse with God through the great
faJth._ High Priest, being made like the Lord, up to

And if any one of the Greeks, passing over the the measure of his capacity, in the whole ser-
preliminary training of the Hellenic philosophy, vice of God, which tends to the salvation of men,
proceeds directly to the true teaching, he dis- through care of the beneficence which has us for
tances others, though an unlettered man, by its object ; and on the other side through wor-
choosing 3 the compendious process of salvation ship, through teaching and through beneficence
by faith to perfection, in deeds. The Gnostic even forms and creates

Everything, then, which did not hinder a himself; and besides also, he, like to God,
man's choice from being free, He made and adorns those who hear him; assimilating as far
rendered auxiliary to virtue, in order that there as possible the moderation which, arising from
might be revealed somehow or other, even to practice, tends to impassibility, to Him who by
those capable of seeing but dimly, the one only nature possesses impassibility; and especially
almighty, good God--from eternity to eternity having uninterrupted converse and fellowship
saving by His Son. with the Lord. Mildness, I think, and philan-

And, on the other hand, He is in no respect thropy, and eminent piety, are the rules of
whatever the cause of evil. For all things are gnostic assimilation. I affirm that these virtues
arranged with a view to the salvation of the uni- "are a sacrifice acceptable in the sight of God ;,,6
verse by the Lord of the universe, both generally Scripture alleging that "the humble heart with
and particularly. It is then the function of the right knowledge is the holocaust of God ;" 7
righteousness of salvation to improve everything each man who is admitted to holiness being
as far as practicable. For even minor matters illuminated in order to indissoluble union.

are arranged with a view to the salvation of that For "to bring themselves into captivity," ao_ddwhich is better, and for an abode suitable for to slay themselves, putting to death "the
people's character. Now everything that is vir- man, who is through lusts corrupt," and raising
tuous changes for the better ; having as the the new man from death, "from the old conver-
proper 4cause of change the free choice of knowl- sation," by abandoning the passions, and be-
edge, which the soul has in its own power. But coming free of sin, both the Gospel and the
necessary corrections, through the goodness of apostle enjoin, s
.he great overseeing Judge, both by the attendant It was this, consequently, which the Law inti-
angels, and by various acts of anticipative judg- mated, by ordering the sinner to be cut off, and
ment, and by the perfect judgment, compel translated from death to life, to the impassibility
egregious sinners to repent, that is the result of faith ; which the teachers

of the Law, not comprehending, inasmuch as
xThetexthasS,_butthesenseseem_to requi,,,as Sylbur,lus they regarded the law as contentious, they have

-4 [ThemvahlUtyorthe_the_ throughChmt. is everr_he,e given a handle to those who attempt idly to
conspicuous in our author's system, but there is a solemn dignit7 in calumniate the Law. And for this reason we
the concluding paragraphs of thin chapter, which deserves reflectton.
Itwouldnotho_ formeto _p_ss myo,_ _ _po_the rightly do not sacrifice to God, who, needing
,mb_l ' here, but xt is <me assuminl[ fresh importance in our day ]Ilmtead of_6tttvo_, Sylbmgius ptoptmes 4A_ilttm,e+_makmg a
teap by faith to peff_tio+t i s Matt. v. 8.

* The _ varies here. For obc_<ret_of the text, Heinsit_ 6 Phil iv. xS.
and the Latin trantlator adopt o_tel,m,, which, on the whole, teems i 7 Ps. li. x7, x9.
pteferalde to o_t_,wt_mr/Wato6o+_, s Rom. va. 6, 7; 2 Cor. x 5; Eph. iv. z'_-24: CoL iii. 8, 9, ctc
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nothing, supphes all men with all things; but For pre-eminently a divine image, resembling
we glorify Him who gave Hlmsetf in sacrifice God, is the soul of a righteous man; in which,
for us, we also sacrificing ourselves; from that through obedience to the commands, as in a
which needs noLhing to that which needs noth- consecrated spot, is enclosed and enshrined the
ing, and to that which is impasmble from that Leader of mortals and of immortals, King and
which is impassible. For in our salvation alone Parent of what is good, who is truly law, and
God dehghts. We do not therefore, and w_th right, and eternal Word, being the one Saviour
reason too, offer sacrifice to Him who is not individually to each, and in common to all.
overcome by pleasures, inasmuch as the fumes He is the true Only-begntten, the express
of the smoke stop far beneath, and do not even image of the glory of the universal King and
reach the thickest clouds ; but those they reach Almighty Father, who impresses on the Gnostic
are far from them. The Deity neither is, then, the seal of the perfect contemplation, according
m want of aught, nor loves pleasure, or gain,'or to His own image ; so that there is now a third
money, being full, and supplying all things to divine image, made as far as possible like the
everything that has received being and has Second Cause, the Essential Life, through which
wants. And neither by sacrifices nor offerings, we live the true life ; the Gnostic, as we regard
nor on the other hand by glory and honour, is him, being described as moving amid things sure
the Deity won over; nor is He influenced by and wholly immutable.
any such things ; but He appears only to excel- Ruling, then, over himself and what belongs
lent and good men, who will never betray justice to him, and possessing a sure grasp, of divine
for threatened fear, nor by the promise of con- science, he makes agenuine approach to the truth.
siderable gifts. For the knowledge and apprehension of intel-

But those who have not seen the self-deter- lectual objects must necessarily be called certain
ruination of the human soul, and its incapability scientific knowledge, whose function in reference
of being treated as a slave in what respects the to divine things is to consider what is the First
choice of life, being disgusted at what is done Cause, and what that "by whom all things were
through rude injustice, do not think that there made, and without whom nothing was made ;" x
is a God. On a par with these in opinion, are and what things, on the other hand, are as per-
they who, falling into hcentlousness in pleasures, vasive, and what is comprehensive ; what con-
and grievous pains, and unlooked-for accidents, joined, what disjoined ; and what is the position
and bidding defiance to events, say that there is which each one of them holds, and what power
no God, or that, though existing, He does not and what service each contributes. And again,
oversee all things. And others there are, who among human things, what man himself is, and
are persuaded that those they reckon gods what he has naturally or preternaturally ; and
are capable of being prevailed upon by sacri- how, again, it becomes him to do or to suffer ;
rices and gifts, favouring, so to speak, their prof- and what are his virtues and what his vices ; and
hgacies ; and will not believe that He is the about things good, bad, and indifferent; aim
only true God, who exists in the invariableness about fortitude, and prudence, and self-restraint,
of righteous goodness, and the virtue which is in all respects complete,

The Gnostic, then, is pious, who cares first namely, righteousness.
for himself, then for his neighbours, that they Further, he employs prudence and righteouv
may become very good. For the son gratifies a ness in the acquisition of wisdom, and fortitude,
good father, by showing himself good and like not only in the endurance of circumstance*, but
his father; and in like manner the subject, the also in restraining 2 pleasure and desire, grief
governor. For believing and obeying are in our and anger ; and, in general, to withstand 3 every-
own power, thing which either by any force or fraud entices

But should any one suppose the cause of us. For it is not necessary to endure vice, and
evils to be the weakness of matter, and the in- virtues, but it is to be persuaded to bear things
voluntary impulses of ignorance, and (in his that inspire fear.
stupidity) irrational necessities; he who has Accordingly, pain is found beneficial in the
become a Gnostic has through instruction supe- healing art, and in discipline, and in punishment ;
riority over these, as if they were wild beasts and by it men's manners are corrected to their
and in imitation of the divine plan, he does advantage. Forms of fortitude are endm_nce,
good to such as are willing, as far as he can. magnanimity, high spirit, liberality, aria granaetrr.
And if ever placed in authority, like Moses, he And for this reason he neither meets with the
will rule for the salvation of the governed ; and blame or the bad opinion of the multitude ; nor
will tame wildness and faithlessness, by record- is he subjected to opinions or flatteries. But in
ing honour for the most excellent, and punish-
merit for the wicked, in accordance with reason t johni. 3..... t_ -
for the sake of discipline. 3 i_,,,_,*0-, is_ra..t_ _ _. _'--_
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the indurance of toils and at the same time ' against the spiritual powers of inordinate pas-
in the discharge of any duty, and in his manly sions that work through the flesh. He who
superiority to all circumstances, he appears truly obtains the mastery in these struggles, and over-
a man (&,@) among the rest of human beings, throws the tempter, menacing, as it were, with
And, on the other hand, maintaining prudence, certain contests, wins immortality. For the
he exercises moderation in the calmness of his sentence of God m most righteous judgment is
soul ; receptive of what is commanded, as of infallible. The spectators* are summoned to the
what belongs to him, entertaining aversion to contest, and the athletes contend in the stadium,
what is base, as alien to him ; become decorous the one, who has obeyed the directions of the
and supramundane, 2 he does everything with trainer, wins the day. For to all, all rewards
decorum and in order, and transgresses in no re- proposed by God are equal ; and He Himself is
spect, and in nothing. Rich he is in the highest unimpeachable. And he who has power receives
degree in desiring nothing, as having few wants ; mercy, and he that has exercised will is mighty.
and being in the midst of abundance of all good So also we have received mind, that we may
through the knowledge of the good. For it is the know what we do. And the maxim "Know thy-
first effect of his righteousness, to love to spend self" means here to know for what we are born.
his time and associate with those of his own race And we are born to obey the commandments, if
both in earth and heaven. So also he is liberal we choose to be willing to be saved. Such is
of what he possesses. And being a lover of men, the Nemesis,S through which there is no escap-
he is a hater of the wicked, entertaining a perfect ing from God. Man's duty, then, is obedience
aversion to all villany. He must consequently to God, who has proclaimed salvation manifold
learn to be faithful both to himself and his neigh- by the commandments. And confession is
bouts, and obedient to the commandments. For thanksgiving. For the beneficent first begins to
he is the true servant of God who spontaneously do good. And he who on fitting considerations
subjects himself to His commands. And he who readily receives and keeps the commandments, is
already, not through the commandments, but faithful (rr*o'r6g) ; and he who by love requites
through knowledge itself, is pure in heart, is the benefits as far as he is able, is already a friend.
friend of God. For neither are we born by One recompense on the part of men is of para-
nature possessing virtue, nor after we are born mount importance--the doing of what is pleas-
does it grow naturally, as certain parts of the ing to God. As being His own production.
body ; since then it would neither be voluntary and a result akin to Himself, the Teacher and
nor praiseworthy. Nor is virtue, like speech, Saviour receives acts of assistance and of improve-
perfected by the practice that results from every- ment on the part of men as a personal favour
day occurrences (for this is very much the way and honour ; as also He regards the injuries m-
in which vice originates). For it is not by any flicted on those who believe on Him as mgratl-
art, either those of acquisition, or those which tude and dishonour to Himself. For what other
relate to the care of the body, that knowledge is dishonour can touch God ? Wherefore it is ira-
attained. No more is it from the curriculum of possible to render a recompense at all equivalent
instruction. For that is satisfied if it can only to the boon received from the Lord.
prepare and sharpen the soul. For the laws of And as those who maltreat property insult the
the state are perchance able to restrain bad owners, and those who maltreat soldiers insult
actions ; but persuasive words, which but touch the commander, so also the ill-usage of His
the surface, cannot produce a scientific perma- consecrated ones is contempt for the Lord.
hence of the truth. For, just as the sun not only illumines heaven

Now the Greek philosophy, as it were, purges and the whole world, shining over land and sea.
the soul, and prepares it beforehand for the but also through windows and small chinks sends
reception of faith, on which the Truth builds up his beams into the innermost recesses of houses,
_the edifice of knowledge, so the Word diffused everywhere casts His eye-

This is the true athlete--he who in the great glance on the minutest circumstances of the
stadium, the fair world, is crowned for the true actions of life.
victory over all the passions. For He who
prescribes the contest is the Almighty God, and CHAP. IV.- THE HEATHENS MADE C.ODS LIKE
He who awards the prize is the only-begotten THEMSELVES,WH_CX _PRrt¢c,SALL SUPERSTrrlON.

Son of God. Angels and gods are spectators ; Now, as the Greeks represent the gods as pos-
and the contest, embracing all the varied exer- sessing human forms, so also do they as possess-
cises, is "not against flesh and blood,"s but ing human passions. And as each of them

• _i_.a ts here, on the authorit_ of a ms., and with the approval

of _lbutguis, to be substituted for &h_a. * _b 0dtt'rpo_, used for the place, the spectacle, and the speCta_rs

• 6crW.ol *¢£ _r_p_r_to*. The author plays on the double erected to her by Adrastus; but as used hem, and when emptoy_meaning of _6¢j_o_, world or order.
_ vL u, an mijcctivc qualifying Nem_i*, it has refeaxmccto &_ta*hr*c**.
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depict their forms similar to themselves, as Xeno- "A G. ood luck be mine, ye honoured gods I
phanes says, "Ethiopians as black and apes, the [ Tying my right shoe's string,
Thracians ruddy and tawny ;" so also they as-[ I broke it.""B. Most likely, silly fool,
similate their souls to those who form them : I For it was rotten, and you,niggard, you
the Barbarians, for instance, who make them Would not buy new ones."

savage and wild ; and the Greeks, who make It was a clever remark of Antiphon, who (when
them more civilized, yet subject to passmn, one regarded it as an ill omen that the sow

Wherefore it stands to reason, that the ideas had eaten her pigs), on seeing her emaciated
entertained of God by wicked men must be bad, through the niggardliness of the person that
and those by good men most excellent. And kept her, said, Congratulate yourself on the
therefore he who is in soul truly kingly and omen that, being so hungry, she did not eat
gnostic, being likewise pious and free from su-your own children.
perstitlon, is persuaded that He who alone is "And what wonder is it," says Bion, "if the
God is honourable, venerable, august, benefi- mouse, finding nothing to eat, gnaws the bag?"
cent, the doer of good, the author of all good For it were wonderful if (as Arcesilaus a_gued
things, but not the cause of evil. And respect- in fun) "the bag had eaten the mouse."
mg the Hellenic superstition we have, as I think, Diogenes accordingly remarked well to one
shown enough in the book entitled by us The who wondered at finding a serpent coiled round
Exhorlalzon, availing ourselves abundantly of a pestle: "Don't wonder; for it would have
the history bearing on the point. There is no ibeen more surprising if you had seen the pestle
need, then, again to make a long story of what coiled round the serpent, and the serpent
has already been clearly stated. But in as far as straight."
necessity requires to be pointed out on coming For the irrational creatures must run, and
to the topic, suffice it to adduce a few out of scamper, and fight, and breed, and die ; and
many considerations in proof of the impiety of these things being natural to them, can never be
those who make the Divinity resemble the worst unnatural to us.

men. For either those Gods of theirs are in- "And many birds beneath the sunbeams walk."
jured by men, and are shown to be inferior to
men on being injured by us ; or, if not so, how And the comic poet Philemon treats such points
_s it that they are incensed at those by whom m comedy:--
they are not injured, like a testy old wife roused "When I see one who watches who has sneezed,
to wrath ? Or who has spoke ; or looking, who goes on,

I straightway in the market sell him off.
As they say that Artemis was enraged at the Each one of us walks, talks, and sneezes too,

:EtollanS on account of (Eneus2 For how, be- For his own self, not for the citizens:
mga goddess, did she not consider that he had According to their nature things turn out."
neglected to sacrifice, not through contempt, but Then by the practice of temperance men seek
out of inadvertence, or under the Idea that he health : and by cramming themselves, and wai-
had sacrificed ? lowing in potations at feasts, they attract dis-

And Latona,* arguing her case with Athene, on eases.
account of the latter being incensed at her for There are many, too, that dread inscriptions
having brought forth in the temple, says :-- set up. Very cleverly Diogenes, on finding in

"Man-slaying spoils the house of a bad man the inscription, "Her-
Torn from the dead you love to see. And these cules, for victory famed, dwells here; let nothing
To you are not unclean. But you regard bad enter," remarked, "And how shall the
My parturition here a horrid thing, master of the house go in ?"
Though other creatures in the temple do The same people, who worship every stick
No harm by bringing forth their young." and greasy stone, as the saying is, dreads tufts

It is natural, then, that having a superstitious of tawny wool, and lumps of salt, and torches,
dread of those irascible [gods], they imagine and squills, and sulphur, bewitched by sorcerers,
that all events are signs and causes of evils. If in certain impure rites of expiation. But God,
a mouse bore through an altar built of clay, and the true God, recognises as holy only the charae-
for want of something else gnaw through an oil ter of the righteous man,-- as unholy, wrong
flask ; if a cock that is being fattened crow in md wickedness.
the evening, they determine this to be a sign of You may see the eggs? taken from those who
something, aave been purified, hatched if subjected to the

Of such a one Menander gives a comic de- necessary warmth. But this could not take
scripfion in The Supers_'a'ous Man :

t//.,_d,it.533,etc. andarranged_ Sylburgiusandt;rouum."i'i_textIresA_m_n,_;
sTI_ texthas"H m_,r,j,whlchisplainlyunsmmble_hencethe TheodoretandC,rotiusoufit_ Mavov¢.

suggeamet_)A_r_. 4 Whmhwercuscdml_m_ms,_l. Thettmthu&ra.
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place if they had had transferred to them the is made of ivory is ivory, and that which is made
sins of the man that had undergone purification, of gold golden. Now the images and temples
Accordingly the comic poet Diphilus facetiously constructed by mechanics are made of inert
writes, in comedy, of sorcerers, in the following matter ; so that they too are inert, and material,
words:-- and profane; and if you perfect the art, they
"Purifying Pro_ttm' daughters, and their father partake of mechanical coarseness. Works of

Prmtus Abantades, and fifth, an old wife to boot, art cannot then be sacred and divine.
So many people's persons with one torch, one sqmll, And what can be localized, there being noth-
With sulphur and asphalt of the loud-sounding sea, ing that is not localized ? Since all things areFrom the placid-flowing, deep-flowing ocean.
But blest air through the clouds send Antlcyra in a place. And that which is localized having
That I may make this hug into a drone." been formerly not localized, is localized by some-

For well Menander remarks : ' -- thing. If, then, God is localized by men, He
was once not localized, and did not exist at all.

"Had you, O Phidias, any real ill, For the non-existent is what is not localized ;You needs must seek for xta real cure ;
Now 'tis not so. And for the unreal ill since whatever does not exist is not localized.
I've found an unreal cure Believe that it And what exists cannot be locahzed by what
Will do thee good. Let women in a ring does not exist ; nor by another entity. For it is
Wipe thee, and from three fountains water bring, also an entity. It follows that it must be byAdd salt and lentils; sprinkle then thyself.
Each one is pure, who's conscious of no sin " itself. And how shall anything generate itself ?

Or how shall that which exists place itself as to
For instance, the tragedy says :u being ? Whether, being formerly not localized,
Menelaus. "What disease, Orestes, is destroying thee ?" has it localized itself ? But it was not in exist-
Orestes. "Conscience. For horrid deeds I know I've ence ; since what exists not is not localized.

done." _ And its localization being supposed, how can it
For in reality there is no other purity but absti- afterwards make itself what it previously was ?
nence from sins. Excellently then Epichaxmus But how can He, to whom the things that are
says : u belong, need anything ? But were God possessed

"If a pure mind thou hast, of a human form, He would need, equally with
In thy whole body thou art pure." man, food, and shelter, and house, and the at-

Now also we say that it is requisite to purify tendant incidents. Those who are like in form
the soul from corrupt and bad doctrines by and affections will require similar sustenance.
right reason ; and so thereafter to the recollec- And if sacred 0-6 icpdv) has a twofold apph-
tion of the principal heads of doctnne. Since cation, designating both God Himself and the
also before the communication of the mysteries structure raised to His honour, S how shall we
they think it right to apply certain purifications not with propriety call the Church holy, through
to those who are to be initiated ; so it Is reqm- knowledge, made for the honour of God, sacred
site for men to abandon impious opinion, and (IEpdv) to God, of great value, and not con-
thus turn to the txue tradition, structed by mechanical art, nor embellished by

the hand of an impostor, but by the will of God
CHAP. V. -- THE HOLYSOUL A MOREEXCELLENTfashioned into a temple ? For it is not now the

TEMPLETHANANY EDIFICE BUILTBY MAN. place, but the assemblage of the elect, 6 that I
For is it not the case that rightly and truly we call the Church. This temple is better for the

do not circumscribe in any place that which reception of the greatness of the dignity of God
cannot be circumscribed ; nor do we shut up in For the living creature which is of high value,
temples made with hands that which contains is made sacred by that which is worth all, or
all things ? What work of builders, and stone- rather which has no equivalent, in virtue of the
cutters, and mechanical art can be holy? Su- exceeding sanctity of the latter. Now this is
perior to these are not they who think that the the Gnostic, who is of great value, who is hon-
air, and the enclosing space, or rather the whole oured by God, in whom God is enshrined, that
world and the universe, are meet for the excel- is, the knowledge respecting God is consecrated.
lency of God ? Here, too, we shall find the divine likeness and

It were indeed ridiculous, as the philosophers the holy image in the righteous soul, when it is
themselves say, for man, the plaything 3 of God, blessed in being purified and performing blessed
to make God, and for GOd to be the plaything 4 deeds. Here also we shall find that which is
of art ; since what is made is similar and the localized, and that which is being localized,
same to that of which it is made, as that which the former in the case of those who axe already

Gnostics, and the latter in the case of those
t TmaslatedasarmnsedandamendedbyGrodus.
* Euripides,Ors,Is,, 39_,396
3A Platonicphmte: tratyvtot,_e_. 5 GodHimselfis i_i_;_,andeverythingdechcatedto Him. .

,tSoSyiburg_us,who,insteadofa-tu.lk_,._XwqGof thetext,reads]_:xXt_-ta,insteado_",_,,,terGJ,.[Notes3andS,P-_o, _pra.lwat&&vt'_fX_, e Montacutius_ _m,akl_rwl,,fromits connectwnwith
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capable of becoming so, although not yet worthy But they will by no means say that the Deity,
of receiving the knowledge of God. For every enfeebled through the desire that springs from
being destined to believe is already faithful in want, is nourished. Accordingly, they will rep-
the sight of God, and set up for His honour, an resent Him as nourished without desire like a
linage, endowed with virtue, dedicated to God. plant, and like beasts that burrow. They say

that these grow innoxiously, nourished either by
cHAP. VI.- PRAYERSAND PRAISE FROMA PURE the density in the air, or from the exhalations

MIND,CEASELESSLYOFFERED,FAR BETTERTHAN proceeding from their own body. Though if the
SACRIFICES. Deity, though needing nothing, is according to
As, then, God is not circumscribed by place, them nourished, what necessity has He for food,

netther is ever represented by the form of aliv- wanting nothing? But if, by nature needing
mg creature ; so neither has He similar passions, nothing, He delights to be honoured, it is not
nor has He wants like the creatures, so as to without reason that we honour God in prayer ;
desire sacrifice, from hunger, by way of food. and thus the best and holiest sacrifice with right-
Those creatures which are affected by passion eousness we bring, presenting it as an offering to
are all mortal. And it is useless to bring food the most righteous Word, by whom we r_ceive
to one who is not nourtshed, knowledge, giving glory by Him for what 3

And that comic poet Pherecrates, in The we have learned.
: Fugitives, facetiously represents the gods them- The altar, then, that is with us here, the
; selves as finding fault with men on the score of terrestrial one, is the congregation of those who

their sacred ntes :-- devote themselves to prayers, having as it were
" When to the gods you sacrifice, one common voice and one mind.

Selecting what our portion m, Now, if nourishing substances taken in by
'Tis shame to tell, do ye not take, the nostrils are diviner than those taken in by the
And both the thighs, clean to the groins, imouth, yet they infer respiration. What, then,The loins quite bare, the backbone, too,
Clean scrape as with a file, !do they say of God ? Whether does He exhale
Them swallow, and the remnant give like the tribe of oaks ? 4 Or does He only inhale,
To us as if to dogs ? And then, i like the aquatic animals, by the dilatation of
As if of one another 'shamed, their gills ? Or does He breathe all round, like
With heaps of salted barley hide." • the insects, by the compression of the section by

And Eubulus, also a comic poet, thus writes means of their wings ? But no one, if he is in
respecting sacrifices : m his senses, will liken God to any of these.

"But to the gods the tall alone And the creatures that breathe by the expan-
And thigh, as ff to pmderasts you sacrifice " sion of the lung towards the thorax draw in the

And introducing Dionysus in Semele, he repre- air. Then if they assign to God viscera, and
sents him disputing:m arteries, and veins, and nerves, and parts, they

" First if they offer aught to me, there are will make Him in nothing different from man.
Who offer blood, the bladder, not the heart Now breathing together (o-Jg_om) is prop-
Or caul For I no flesh do ever eat cry said of the Church. For the sacrifice of
That's sweeter than the thigh. "_ the Church is the word breathing as incense 6

And Menander writes:-- from holy souls, the sacrifice and the whole
"The end of the loin, mind being at the same time unveiled to God.

The bile, the bones uneatable, they set Now the very ancient altar in Delos they cele-
Before the gods ; the rest themselves consume" brated as holy ; which alone, being undefiled by

For is not the savour of the holocausts avoided slaughter and death, they say Pythagoras up-

by the beasts ? And if in reality the savour is proached. And will they not believe us when
the guerdon of the gods of the Greeks, should we say that the righteous soul is the tndy sacred
they not first deify the cooks, who are dignified altar, and that incense arising from it is holy
with equal happiness, and worship the chimney prayer? But I believe sacrifices were invented
itself, which is closer still to the much-prized by men to be a pretext for eating flesh.7
savour ? But without such idolatry he who wished might

And Hesiod says that Zeus, cheated in a have partaken of flesh.
division of flesh by Prometheus, received the For the sacrifices of the Law express figura-
white bones of an ox, concealed with cunning
art, in shining fat : -- 3_. o_,,s.i,_it,tta IwLowthfor-"i, tl_ t,',a.,. .......4 tp.vGv,a probableconjectureofG.amkermrtact_muw.g_ ..=

"Whence to the immortalgods the tribes of men text,,r,_#._v. hThe victim's white bones on the altars burn." s _p6_ow suppliedbyLowt.
7[Tli, is ext_ la,g..,tt m. _,,tr._tt wt_o_._,,,_____

• Translau_asarrangedby Grotlus. C,enU_maresocharitable.Possiblytt m nm__¢_mrlr, .mul_.
Theselinesarctranslau_fas arrans_dby C,m_, whodiffershespyaksofidolatryonly. He recogn_sthedivi_ ins_m_m

inSomepartsfromthemx_ sacr;£_,ch_whvre.]
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tively the piety which we practise, as the turtle- Wherefore also the Egyptians, in the purifica-
dove and the pigeon offered for sins point out fions practised among them, do not allow the
that the cleansing of the irrational part of the priests to feed on flesh ; but they use chickens,
soul is acceptable to God. But if any one of as lightest ; and they do not touch fish, on
the righteous does not burden his soul by the account of certain fables, but especially on ac-
eating of flesh, he has the advantage of a rational count of such food making the flesh flabby. But
reason, not as Pythagoras and his followers now terrestrial animals and birds breathe the
dream of the transmigration of the soul. same air as our vital spirits, being possessed of a

Now Xenocrates, treating by himself of "the vital principle cognate with the air. But it is
food derived from animals," and Polemon in his said that fishes do not breathe this air, but that
work On Life according to Nature, seem clearly which was mixed with the water at the instant of
to say that animal food is unwholesome, inas- its first creation, as well as with the rest of the
much as it has already been elaborated and elements, which is also a sign of the permanence
assimilated to the souls of the irrational creatures, of matter.3

So also, in particular, the Jews abstain from Wherefore we ought to offer to God sacrifices
swine's flesh on the ground of this animal being not costly, but such as He loves. And that
unclean ; since more than the other animals it compounded incense which is mentioned in the
roots up, and destroys the productions of the Law, is that which consists of many tongues and
ground. But if they say that the animals were voices in prayer,¢ or rather of different nations
assigned to men--and we agree with them -- and natures, prepared by the gift vouchsafed in
yet it was not entirely for food. Nor was it all the dispensation for "the unity of the faith,"
animals, but such as do not work. Wherefore and brought together in praises, with a pure
the comic poet Plato says not badly in the mind, and just and right conduct, from holy
drama of The Feas/s : _ works and righteous prayer. For in the elegant

"For of the quadrupeds we should not slay language of poetry, --
In future aught but swine. For these have flesh "Who is so great a fool, and among men
Most toothsome ; and about the pig is nought So very easy of belief, as thmks
For us, excepting bristles, mud, and noise." The gods, with fraud of fleshless bones and bile

All burnt, not fit for hungry dogs to eat,
Whence 2Esop said not badly, that "swine Delighted are, and take this as their prize,
squeaked out very loudly, because, when they And favour show to those who treat them thus,"

were dragged, they knew that they were good though they happen to be tyrants and robbers?
for nothing but for sacrifice." But we say that the fire sanctifies s not flesh,

Wherefore also Cleanthes says, "that they but sinful souls ; meaning not the all-devouring
have soul x instead of salt," that their flesh may vulgar fire, 6 but that of wisdom, which pervades
not putrefy. Some, then, eat them as useless, the soul passing through the fire.
others as destructive of fruits. And others do
not eat them, because the animal has a strong CHAP.Vll.- WHAT SORT OF PRAYERTHE GNOSTIC
sensual propensity. EMPLOYS, AND HOW IT is HEARD BY GOD.

SO, then, the law sacrifices not the goat, ex- Now we are commanded to reverence and to
cept in the sole case of the banishment of sins ; 2 honour the same one, being persuaded that He
since pleasure is the metropolis of vice. It is is Word, Saviour, and Leader, and by Him, the
to the point also that it is said that the eating of Father, not on special days, as some others, but
goat's flesh contributes to epilepsy. And they doing this continually in our whole life, and m
say that the greatest increase is produced by every way. Certainly the elect race justified by
swine's flesh. Wherefore it is beneficial to the precept says, "Seven times a day have I
those who exercise the body ; but to those who praised Thee." 7 Whence not in a specified
devote themselves to the development of the place,S or selected temple, or at certain festivals
soul it is not so, on account of the hebetude and on appointed days, but during his whole life,
that results from the ea_ing of flesh. Perchance the Gnostic in every place, even if he be alone
also some Gnostic will abstain from the eating by himself, and wherever he has any of those
of flesh for the sake of training, and in order who have exercised the like faith, honours God,
that the flesh may not grow wanton in amorous-
ness. "For wine," says Androcydes, "and glut- 3 Or, of water. For instead of bAtx_ in the text, it is proposed

f make the bod toread_,_,,_.tonous feeds o flesh y stron , but , d theg I fAgaln, for the Gospel-day, he *'_'rftualdze$ the incense
the soul more sluggish." Accordingly such I_w.le 1 • _ - • 1 -- 1. . - _ | s Consult Matt lit. xx. Luke hi if, Heb. iv. t_. [See what k_
Iooa, In oraer to caear unaerstancllng, LS tO De said of the phdosophm d_w_o'_; (book v. cap. x. p. 446,*_J_a, tht{
rPiected i volume) by our author. These passages bear on another theological
-_.1 " [ matter, of which see Kaye, p. 466.]

_ 6 [See useful note of Kaye, p. 3o9.l
I 7 Ps cxix. t64.

I ._nr_, _ life.. ] s [It is hardly needful to traythat our author means "star merdf
- i.e., m the msumuon of thescape-goat. [ in a sl_..ified place," etc. See p. 29o,*upra, u to ume and placeJ.
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thatis,acknowledgeshisgratitudefortheknowl- our senseof heating,which actsthrough the
edge of the way to live. passages of the body, has the apprehension _be-

And if the presence of a good man, through longing to it] not through corporeal power, but
the respect and reverence which he inspires, through a psychical perception, and the intelli-
always improves him with whom he associates, Igence which distinguishes significant sounds.
with much more reason does not he who always God is not, then, possessed of human form, so
holds uninterrupted converse with God by knowl- as to hear ; nor needs He senses, as the Stoics
edge, life, and thanksgiving, grow at every step have decided, "especially hearing and sight;
superior to himself m all respects--in conduct, m for He could never otherwise apprehend." But
words, in disposition ? Such an one is persuaded the susceptibility of the air, and the intensely
that God is ever beside him, and does not sup- keen perception of the angels,3 and the power
pose that He is confined in certain limited places ; which reaches the soul's consciousness, by in-
so that under the idea that at times he is with- effable power and without sensible hearing, know
out Him, he may indulge in excesses mght and all things at the moment of thought. And should
day. any one say that the voace does not reach God,

Holding festival, then, in our whole life, per- but is rolled downwards in the air, yet-the
: suaded that God is altogether on every side thoughts of the saints cleave not the aat only, but

present, we cultivate our fields, praising ; we sail the whole world. And the divine power, w_th the
the sea, hymning ; in all the rest of our conversa- speed of light, sees throughthe whole soul. Well !
tionwe conduct ourselves accordlngtorule. _ The Do not also volitions speak to God, uttering
C_ostlc, then, is very closely allied to God, being their voice ? And are they not conveyed by
at once grave and cheerful an all things, --grave conscience? And what voice shall He wait for,
on account of the bent of his soul towards the who, according to His purpose, knows the elect
Divimty, and cheerful on account of his con- already, even before his birth, knows what is to
slderation of the blessings of humanity which be as already existent? Does not the light of

_: God hath given us. power shine down to the very bottom of th_
Now the excellence of knowledge is evidently whole soul ; "the lamp of knowledge," as the

presented by the prophet when he says, "Being- Scripture says, searching "the recesses "? God
mty, and instrucuon, and knowledge teach me," 2 is all ear and all eye, if we may be permitted to
magnifying the supremacy of perfection by a use these expresstons.

; climax. In general, then, an unworthy opinion of
He is, then, the truly kingly man ; he is the God preserves no piety, either in hymns, or

sacred high priest of God. And this is even discourses, or writings, or dogmas, but diverts
now observed among the most sagacious of the to grovelling and unseemly ideas and notions.
Barbarians, in advancing the sacerdotal caste to Whence the commendation of the multitude
the royal power. He, therefore, never surren- daffers nothing from censure, in consequence of
ders himself to the rabble that rules supreme their ignorance of the truth. The objects, then,
over the theatres, and gives no admittance even of desires and aspirations, and, in a word, of the
in a dream to the things which are spoken, done, mind's impulses, are the subjects of prayers.
and seen for the sake of alluring pleasures ; Wherefore, no man desires a draught, but to
neither, therefore, to the pleasures of sight, nor drink what is drinkable ; and no man desires an
the various pleasures which are found in other inheritance, but to inherit. And in like manner
enjoyments, as costly incense and odours, which no man desires knowledge, but to know ; or a
bewitch the nostrils, or preparations of meats, fight government, but to take part in the gov-
and indulgences in different wines, which ensnare ernment. The subjects of our prayers, then,
the palate, or fragrant bouquets of many flowers, are the subjects of our requests, and the sub-
which through the senses effeminate the soul. lects of requests are the objects of desires.
But always tracing up to God the grave enjoy- Prayer, then, and desire, follow in order, with
ment of all things, he offers the first-fruits of the view of possessing the blessings and advaa-
food, and drink, and unguents to the Giver of tages offered.
all, acknowledging his thanks in the gift and in The Gnostic, then, who is such by possession,
the use of them by the Word given to hifia. He makes his prayer and request for the truly good
rarely goes to convivial banquets of all and sun- things which appertain to the soul, and prays, he
dry, unless the announcement to him of the :himself also contributing his efforts to attain to
friendly and harmonious character of the enter- the habit of goodness, so as no longer to have
tainment induce him to go. For he is convinced the things that are good as certain lessol_ be-
that God knows and perceives all things--not longing to him, but to be good.
the words only, but also the thought ; since even Wherefore also it is most incumbent on such
-----._.__._

x [See p. a_,, this volume; al_,infra, this chapter, p. 537.] ._ [IMmsmenhavebeeusttlct m their c_tl_ _.___ui'_ _
: -_'s. cztx. 66. from a devout convicttoa of the pr_eace m aage.ac gu_rmam_j
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to pray, knowing as they do the Divinity tightly, introduced by certain of the heterodox, that is,
and having the moral excellence suitable to the followers of the heresy of Prodicus. That
him ; who know what things are really good, they may not then be inflated with conceit about
and what are to be asked, and when and how in this godless wisdom of theirs, as if it were
each individual case. It is the extremest stu- strange, let them learn that it was embraced
pidity to ask of them who are no gods, as if they before by the philosophers called Cyrenaics.s
were gods ; or to ask those things which are not Nevertheless, the unholy knowledge (gnosis) of
beneficial, begging evils for themselves under those falsely called [Gnostics] shall meet w_th
the appearance of good things, confutation at a fitting time ; so that the assault

Whence, as is tight, there being only one good on them, by no means brief, may not, by being
God, that some good things be given from Him introduced into the commentary, break the dis-
alone, and that some remain, we and the angels course in hand, in which we are showing that
pray. But not similarly. For it is not the same the only really holy and pious man is he who
thing to pray that the gift remain, and to en- is truly a Gnostic according to the rule of the
deavour to obtain it for the first time. Church, to whom alone the petition made in

The averting of evils is a species of prayer ; accordance with the will of God is granted, 6on
but such prayer is never to be used for the asking and on thinking. For as God can do all
injury of men, except that the Gnostic, in de- that He wishes, so the Gnostic receives all that
voting attentton to righteousness, may make use he asks. For, universally, God knows those who
of this petition in the case of those who are past are and those who are not worthy of good things;
feeling, whence He gives to each what is suitable.

Prayer is, then, to speak more boldly, converse Wherefore to those that are unworthy, though
with God. Though whispering, consequently, they ask often, He will not gave; but He wall
and not opening the lips, we speak in silence, give to those who are worthy.
yet we cry inwardly.' For God hears continu- Nor is petition superfluous, though good things
"ally all the inward converse. So also we raise are given without claim.
the head and lift the hands to heaven, and set l Now thanksgiving and request for the conver-
the feet in motion 2 at the closing utterance sion of our neighbours is the function of the
of the prayer, following the eagerness of the Gnostic ; as also the Lord prayed, giving thanks
spirit directed towards the intellectual essence ; for the accomplishment of His ministry, praying
and endeavouring to abstract the body from the that as many as possible might attain to knowl-
earth, along with the discourse, raising the soul edge ; that in the saved, by salvation, throush
aloft, winged with longing for better things, we knowledge, God might be glorified, and He who
compel it to advance to the region of holiness, is alone good and alone Saviour might be ac-
magnanimously despising the chain of the flesh, knowledged through the Son from age to age.
For we know tight well, that the Gnostic will- But also faith, that one will receive, is a species
ingly passes over the whole world, as the Jews of prayer gnostically hid up in store.
certainly did over Egypt, showing clearly, above But if any occasion of converse w_th God be-
all, that he will be as near as possible to God. comes prayer, no opportunity of access to God

Now, if some assign definite hours for prayer ought to be omitted. Without doubt, the hoh-
--as, for example, the third, and sixth, and ness oftheGnostic, in union with [God's] blessed
ninth--yet the Gnostic prays throughout his Providence, exhibits in voluntary confession the
whole life, endeavouring by prayer to have fel- perfect beneficence of God. For the holiness
lowship with GOd._ And, briefly, having reached of the Gnostic, and the reciprocal benevolence
to this, he leaves behind him all that is of no of the friend of God, are a kind of corresponding
service, as having now received the perfection movement of providence. For neither is God
of the man that acts by love. But the distribu- involuntarily good, as the fire is warming ; but m
tion of the hours into a threefold division, hon- Him the imparting of good things is voluntary,
oured with as many prayers, those are acquainted even if He receive the request previously. Nor
with, who know the blessed triad of the holy shall he who is saved be saved against his will,
abodes.* for he is not inanimate ; but lie-will above all

Having got to this point, I recollect the doc- voluntarily and of free choice speed to salvation.
trines about there being no necessity to pray, Wherefore also man received the commandments

in order that he might be self-impelled, to what-
t [zs_=.i. ,_ seet_s_ _h*pt,r,i_;',_,p.s3s] ever he wished of things to be chosen and to be

[.aThl,i, _*na.u_explained.Itseemtor_r to_e changeavoided. Wherefore God does not do good by

_ ofpr,i_]°[t_,atioain ChrisU*,astemm_,at thedoseof worshipo_m necessity, but from His flee choice benefits those[See,_,,h,=,cap.vii.note8.p.s32.1
4 [The gAird. _i.ztk. and ,ti, aAhours we_ deemed sacred to the

three persons of' the Triniw, respectively. Also they were hon- s [Of these, see ed. Mtgne, ad locum.]
mmai M tim homm of the beghming, middle, and close of our Lord's _, According to Heansitm' reading, who _absututeJ &,ro_t,*_,mt_t_
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who spontaneously turn. For the Providence ignorant how to use them. For they pray to
which extends to us from God is not ministerial, possess what they have not, and they ask things
as that service which proceeds from inferiors to which seem, but are not, good thing$._ But
superiors. But in pity for our weakness, the the Gnostic will ask the permanence of the
continual dispensations of Providence work, as things he possesses, adaptation for what is to
the care of shepherds towards the sheep, and take place, and the eternity of those things which
of a king towards his subjects ; we ourselves also he shall receive. And the things which are
conducting ourselves obediently towards our really good, the things which concern the soul,
superiors, who take the management of us, as he prays that they may belong to him, and re-
appointed, in accordance w_th the commission main with him. And so he desires not anything
from God with which they are invested, that is absent, being content with what is pres-

Consequently those who render the most free / ent. For he is not deficient in the good things
and kingly service, which is the result of a pious t which are proper to him ; being already sufficient
mind and of knowledge, are servants and attend- I for himself, through divine grace and knowledge.
ants of the Divinity. Each place, then, and t But having become sufficient in himself, he stands

time, in which we entertain the idea of God, is in no want of other things. But knowing thein reality sacred, sovereign will, and possessing as soon as he
When, then, the man who chooses what _s prays, being brought into close contact with the

right, and is at the same time of thankful heart, almighty power, and earnestly desiring to be• t
makes his request m prayer, he contributes to spiritual, through boundless love, he is united to
the obtaining of it, gladly taking hold in prayer the Spirit.
of the thing desired. For when the Giver of Thus he, being magnanimous, possessing,
good things perceives the susceptibility on our through knowledge, what is the most precious of
part, all good things follow at once the concep- all, the best of all, being quick in applying himself
t_on of them. Certainly in prayer the character to contemplation, retains in his soul the perma-
is sifted, how it stands with respect to duty. nent energy of the objects of his contemplation,

But if voice and expression are g_ven us, for that is the perspicacious keenness of knowledge.
the sake of understanding, how can God not And this power he strives to his utmost to ac-
hear the soul itself, and the mind, since assuredly quire, by obtaining command of all the influences
soul hears soul, and mind, mind? Whence God which war against the mind; and by applying
does not wmt for loquacious tongues, as inter- himself without intermission to speculation, by
preters among men, but knows absolutely the exercising himself in the training of abstinence
thoughts of all ; and what the voice intimates to from pleasures, and of right conduct in what he
us, that our thought, which even before the crea- does ; and besides, furnished with great experi-
tlon He knew would come into our mind, speaks ence both in study and in life, he has freedom of
to God. Prayer, then, may be uttered without speech, not the power of a babbling tongue, but
the voice, by concentrating the whole spiritual a power which employs plain language, and which
nature within on expression by the mind, in un- neither for favour nor fear conceals aught of the
distracted turning towards God. things which may be worthily said at the fitting

And since the dawn is an image of the day of time, in which it is highly necessary to say them.
birth, and from that point the light which has He, then, having received the things respecting
shone forth at first from the darkness increases, God from the mystic choir of the truth itself, era-
there has also dawned on those involved in dark- Iploys language which urges the magnitude of vir-
ness a day of the knowledge of truth. In corre- tue in accordance with its worth ; and shows its
spondence with the manner of the sun's rising, results with an inspired elevation of prayer, being
prayers are made looking towards the sunrise in associated gnostically, as far as possible, with
the east. Whence also the most ancient temples intellectual and spiritual objects.
looked towards the west, that people might be Whence he is always mild and meek, ae.ee_i-
taught to turn to the east when facing the im- ble, affable, long-suffering, grateful, endued with
ages. _ "Let my prayer be directed before Thee a good conscience. Such a man is rigid, not
as incense, the uplifting of my hands as the even- done so as not to be corrupted, but so as not
mg sacrifice," • say the Psalms. to be tempted. For he never exposes his soul to

In the case of wicked men, therefore, prayer submission, or capttjre at the hands of Pleasure
is most injurious, not to others alone, but to and Pain. If the Word, who is Judge, call ; he,
themselves also. If, then, they should ask and having grown inflexible, and not indulging a
receive what they call pieces of good fortune, whit the passmns, walks uuswervingly waere jus-
these injure them after they receive them, being rice advises him to go ; being very well persuaded

_that all things are managed consummately well,
i (Christians adopt_ this habit at an. c:arly period, on varmm i

_, as will heamfter appear m this _.J I
P-2 ¢xh. 2. 3 iJas. iv. 3.]
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and that progress to what is better goes on in .He rejoices in good things present, and is
the ease of souls that have chosen virtue, till they glad on account of those promised, as if they
come to the Good itself, to the Father's vesti- were already present. For they do not elude
bule, so to speak, close to the great High Priest. his notice, as if they were still absent, because
Such is our Gnostic, faithful, persuaded that the he knows by anticipation what sort they are.
affairs of the universe are managed in the best Being then persuaded by knowledge how each
way. Particularly, he is well pleased with all future thing shall be, he possesses it. For want
that happens. In accordance with reason, then, and defect are measured with reference to what
he asks for none of those things in life required appertains to one. If, then, he possesses wis-
for necessary use ; being persuaded that God, dom, and wisdom is a divine thing, he who par-
who knows all things, supplies the good with takes of what has no want will himself have no
whatever is for their benefit, even though they want. For the imparting of wisdom does not
do not ask. take place by activity and receptivity moving

For my view is, that as all things are supplied and stopping each other, or by aught being
to the man of art according to the rules of art, abstracted or becoming defective. Activity is
and to the Gentile in a Gentile way, so also to the therefore shown to be undiminished in the act
Gnostic all things are supplied gnostlcally. And of communication. So, then, our Gnostic pos-
the man who turns from among the Gentiles will sesses all good things, as far as possible ; but
ask for faith, while he that ascends to knowledge not likewise in number ; since otherwise he
will ask for the perfection of love. And the would be incapable of changing his place
Gnostic, who has reached the summit, will pray through the due inspired stages of advancement
that contemplation may grow and abide, as the and acts of administraUon.
common man will for continual good health. Him God helps, by honouring him with

Nay, he will pray that he may never fall from closer oversight. For were not all things made
virtue; giving his most strenuous co-operation for the sake of good men, for their possession
in order that he may become infallible. For he and advantage, or.rather salvation ? He will not
knows that some of the angels, through careless- then deprive, of the things which exist for the
hess, were hurled to the earth, not having yet sake of virtue, those for whose sake they were
quite reached that state of oneness, by extricating created. For, evidently in honour of.their ex-
themselves from the propensity to that of duality, cellent nature and their holy choice, he inspires

But him, who from this has trained himself those who have made choice of a good life w_th
to the summit of knowledge and the elevated strength for the rest of their salvation ; exhort-
height of the perfect man, all things relating to ing some, and helping others, who of them-
tame and place help on, now that he has made selves have become worthy. For all good Is
it his choice to live infallibly, and subjects him- capable of being produced in the Gnostic ; if
self to training in order to the attainment of indeed it is his aim to know and do everything
the stability of knowledge on each side. But intelligently. And as the physician mimsters
in the case of those in whom there is still a health to those who co-operate with htm m
heavy corner, leaning downwards, even that order to health, so also God ministers eternal
part which has been elevated by faith is dragged salvation to those who co-operate for the attain-
down. In him, then, who by gnostic training ment of knowledge and good conduct ; and
has acquired virtue which cannot be lost, habit since what the commandments enjoin are in
becomes nature. And just as weight in a stone, our own power, along with the performance of
so the knowledge of such an one is incapable them, the promise is accomplished.
of being lost. Not without, but througla the And what follows seems to me to be excellently
exercise of will, and by the force of reason, said by the Greeks. An athlete of no mean
and knowledge, and Providence, is it brought to reputation among those of old, having for a long
become incapable of being lost. Through care time subjected his body to thorough training in
it becomes incapable of being lost. He will order to the attainment of manly strength, on
employ caution so as to avoid sinning, and con- going up to the Olympic games, cast his eye on
sideration to prevent the loss of virtue, the statue of the Pisman Zeus, and said : "O

Now knowledge appears to produce consider- Zeus, if all the requisite preparations for the
ation, by teaching to perceive the things that contest have been made by me, come, give me
are capable of contributing to the permanence the victory, as is right." For so, in the case of
of virtue. The highest thing is, then, the the Gnostic, who has unblameably and with a
knowledge of God ; wherefore also by it virtue good conscience fulfilled all that depends on
is so preserved as to be incapable of being lost. him, in the direction of learning, and training,
And he who knows God is holy and pious, and well-doing, and pleasing God, the whole
The Gnostic has consequently been demon- contributes to carry salvation on to perfection.
strated by us to be the only pious man. From us, then, are demanded the things which
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are in our own power, and of the things which per- an unwavering and sure life and speech. And
rain to us, both present and absent, the choice, if the wrong lies in the judgment of one who
and desire, and possession, and use, and perma- does and says [something], and not in the suf-
hence, feting of one who has been wronged,S he will

Wherefore also he who holds converse with neither lie nor commit perjury so as to wrong
God must have his soul immaculate and stain- the Deity, knowing that it by nature is incapable
lessly pure, it being essential to have made him- of being harmed. Nor yet will he lie or corn-
self perfectly good. mit any transgression, for the sake of the neigh-

But also it becomes him to make all his bour whom he has learned to love, though he
prayers gently with the good. For it is a danger- be not on terms of intimacy. Much more, con-
ous thing to take part in others' sins. Accordingly sequently, will he not lie or perjure himself on
the Gnostic will pray along with those who have his own account, since he never with his will can
more recently believed, for those things in re- be found doing wrong to himself.
spect of which it is their duty to act together. But he does not even swear, preferring to
And his whole life is a holy festival.' His sacri- make averment, in affirmation by "yea," and in
rices are prayers, and praises, and readings in denial by "nay." For it is an oath to swear, or
the Scriptures before meals, and psalms and to produce 6 anything fr)m the mind in the way
hymns during meals and before bed, and prayers of confirmation in the shape of an oath. It suf-
also again dunng night. By these he unites rices, then, with him, to add to an affirmation or
himself to the divine choir, from continual recol- denial the expression" I say truly," for confirma-
lection, engaged in contemplation which has tlon to those who do not perceive the certainty
everlasting remembrance, of his answer. For he ought, I think, to main-

And what? Does he not also know the tam a life calculated to inspire confidence
other kind of sacrifice, which consists in the giv- towards those without, so that an oath may not
mg both of doctrines and of money to those who even be asked ; and towards himself and those
need ? Assuredly. But he does not use wordy with whom he associates,7 good feeling, which
prayer by his mouth ; having learned to ask is voluntary righteousness.
of the Lord what is requisite. In every place, The Gnostic swears truly, but is not apt to
therefore, but not ostensibly and visibly to the swear, having rarely recourse to an oath, just as
multitude, he will pray. But while engaged in we have said. And his speaking truth on oath
walking, in conversation, while in silence, while arises from his accord with the truth. This
engaged in reading and in works according to speaking truth on oath, then, is found to be
reason, he in every mood prays. 2 If he but the result of correctness in duties. Where, then,
form the thought in the secret chamber of his is the necessity for an oath to him who lives in
soul, and call on the Father "with unspoken accordance with the extreme of truth? s He,
groanings," 3 He is near, and is at his side, while then, that does not even swear will be far from
yet speaking. Inasmuch as there are but three perjuring himself. And he who does not tmns-
ends of all action, he does everything for its gress in what is ratified by compacts, will never
excellence and utility ; but doing aught for the swear ; since the ratification of the violation and
sake of pleasure,* he leaves to those who pursue of the fulfilment is by actions; as certainly
the common hfe. lying and perjury in affirming and swearing are

contrary to duty. But he who lives justly,
CHAp. VIII.- THE GNOSTIC SO ADDICTED TO transgressing in none of his duties, when the

TRUTH AS NOT TO NEED TO USE AN OATH, judgment of truth is scrutinized, swears truth by
his acts. Accordingly, testimony by the tongue

The man of proved character in such piety is is in his case superfluous.
far from being apt to lie and to swear. For an Therefore, persuaded always that God is every-
oath is a decisive affirmation, with the taking of where, and fearing not to speak the truth, and
the divine name. For how can he, that is once
faithful, show himself unfaithful, so as to require knowing that it is unworthy of him to lie, he issatisfied with the divine consciousness and his
an oath ; and so that his life may not be a sure
and decisive oath ? He lives, and walks, and own alone.9 And so he lies not, nor does aught
shows the trustworthiness of his affirmation in contrary to his compacts. And so he swearsnot even when asked for his oath; nor does he

x See
2 Is ":*ul#ra, this chapter, p. _33t note t.] s Or, "pet_-cuted;" for _,ftwttft_v (I.owth) attd h_gott_w_u
3 _oupra, p. 535, also note x, 534 J (Potter _ Laun trm_au_) have been both s_ uummg m

r,om. viii2 *6. " " of the reading of the text, *uutt_/_. ___.. --• 6 trpo_p*_r$_ and ,rpe4_at_u ate bo_ tomm _em.t_-4 _ B__'eAe;v && _'_v8_o_-'rov Jtotv_v19:orm the reading
_t_t: which Potter amends,soas to bring out what is plainly the 7 o_e_re*, and(S_tb_ .,gs)f,v_a, ....
a of the author, the reference to pleasure as the third end of actiomb s [Our Lord answered witch .atgured by _ _:

t_._n ts mimple_ and leaves 860-oto-ro_* (intolerable) to _mncL , _yt- sworn to truth.] .* [Thm must be .rued.,because ottr autl_r _ to tttlm'ate Ittte"
.tm,tgttmnotes that the Latin translator tender_ as if he read h& 'r_v parmre from strlct trt_hmttmnext ckapted.]._', which i, adopted above.
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ever deny, so as to speak falsehood, though he been done by him primarily, if he did not do
should die by tortures, them on their account. Such an one gives him-

:self for the Church, for the disciples whom he
CHAP. IX._THOSE WHO TEACH OTHERS,OUGHT has begotten in faith ; for an example to those

TO EXCEL IN vmTtmS, who are capable of receiving the supreme econ-
The gnostic dignity is augmented and in- omy of the philanthropic and God-loving In-

creased by him who has undertaken the first structor, for confirmation of the truth of h_s
place in the teaching of others, and received the words, for the exercise of love to the Lord.
dispensation by word and deed of the greatest Such an one is unenslaved by fear, true in word,
good on earth, by which he mediates contact enduring in labour, never willing to lie by uttered
and fellowship with the Divinity. And as those word, and in it always securing sinlessness ; since
who worship terrestrial things pray to them as if falsehood, being spoken with a certain deceit, is
they heard, confirming compacts before them ; not an inert word, but operates to mischief.
so, in men who are living images, the true On every hand, then, the Gnostic alone testi-
majesty of the Word is received by the trust- ties to the truth in deed and word. For he
worthy teacher; and the beneficence exerted always does rightly in all things, both m word
towards them is carried up to the Lord, after and action, and in thought itself.
whose image he who is a true man by instruc- Such, then, to speak cursorily, is the piety of
tion creates and harmonizes, renewing to salva- the Christian. If, then, he does these things
tion the man who receives instruction. For as according to duty and right reason, he does
the Greeks called steel ,,Ires, and wine Dionysus, them piously and justly. And if such be the
on account of a certain relation ; so the Gnostic, case, the Gnostic alone is really both pious, and
considering the benefit of his neighbours as his _ust, and God-fearing.
own salvation, may be called a living image of The Christian is not impious. For this was
the Lord, not as respects the peculiarity of form, :he point incumbent on us to demonstrate to
but the symbol of power and similarity of the philosophers; so that he will never in any
preaching, way do aught bad or base (which is unjust).

Whatever, therefore, he has in his mind, he Consequently, therefore, he is not impious ; but
bears on his tongue, to those who are worthy to he alone fears God, hohly and dutifully worship-
hear, speaking as well ms living from assent and ping the true God, the universal Ruler, and
inclination. For he both thinks and speaks the King, and Sovereign, with the true piety.
truth ; unless at any time, medicinally, as a
physician for the safety of the sick, he may CHAP. X.- STEPS TO PERFECTION.
deceive or tell an untruth, according to the For knowledge (gnosis), to speak generally, a
Sophists.' perfecting of man as man, is consummated by

To illustrate: the noble apostle circumcised acquaintance with divine things, in character.
Timothy, though loudly declaring and writing life, and word, accordant and conformable to
that circumcision made with hands profits noth- itself and to the divine Word. For by it faith
ing. 2 But that he mzght not, by dragging all at is perfected, inasmuch as it is solely by it that
once away from the law to the circumcision of the believer becomes perfect. Froth is an in-
the heart through faith those of the Hebrews ternal good, and without searching for God,
who were reluctant listeners, compel them to confesses His existence, and glorifies Him as ex-
break away from the synagogue, he, "accom- istent. Whence by starting from this faith, and
modating himself to the Jews, became a Jew being developed by it, through the grace of God,
that he might gain all." s He, then, who sub- the knowledge respecting Him is to be acquired
mits to accommodate himself merely for the bene- as far as possible.
fit of his neighbours, for the salvation of those for Now we assert that knowledge (gnasis) differs
whose sake he accommodates himself, not par- from the wisdom (_oq_[a), which is the result of
taking in any dissimulation through the peril teaching. For as far as anything is knowledge,
impending over the just from those who envy so far is it certainly wisdom ; but in as far as
them, such an one by no means acts with corn- aught is wisdom, it is not certainly knowledge
pulsion.4 But for the benefit of his neighbours For the term wisdom appears only in the knowl-
alone, he will do things which would not have edge of the uttered word.

But it is not doubting in reference to God.z [Philo i6 here quoted by editot_, and a passage from Plato.
- so_. i_..- it_ea, with _ z_r_om,,ha in hkc¢a_. loo*er but believing, that is the foundation of knowl-
m°rartstshav_arguedthtts'butCleamentjtmflYcatffztsitt°SOlM_utrY'! edge. But Christ is both the foundation andEluci_,tlozt1.]

, Rom.iL2s; Eph.il.,,. [l,m_,l,e introa_ thisex_pZ_ the superstructure, by whom are both the begin-
of an az#_zre_t mconr_.t_z_, because only so fir he suppo_s the
Gtm4tlcmay allow himself, wzthoutploying false, to_.J ning and the ends. And the extreme points, the

3 t Cor.i_. xg.ct_. beginning and the end-- I mean faith and love
• a'_,t_tt_ot i_ob,_,_ _ has t,_n co,strueaandar_naed are not taught. But knowledge, conveyed fromvmFamsiy.
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communication through the grace of God as a Iloved, that which knows to that which is known.
deposit, is entrusted to those who show them- And, perchance, such an one has alreadyattalned
selves worthy of it ; and from it the worth of the condition of "being equal to the angels." 3
love beams forth from light to light. For it is Accordingly, after the highest excellence in the
said, "To him that hath shall be given : "' to flesh, changing always duly to the better, he urges
faith, knowledge ; and to knowledge, love ; and his fl_ght to the ancestral hall, through the holy
to love, the inheritance, septenniad [of heavenly abodes] to the Lord's

And this takes place, whenever one hangs on own mansion ; to be a light, steady, and continu-
the Lord by faith, by knowledge, by love, and ing eternally, entirely and in everypart immutable.
ascends along with Him to where the God and The first mode of the Lord's operation men-
guard of our faith and love is. Whence at last uoned by us is an exhibition of the recompense
(on account of the necessity for very great prep- resulting from piety. Of the very great number
aration and previous trammg in order both to of testimonies that there are, I shall adduce one,
hear what is said, and for the composure of hfe, thus summarily expressed by the prophet David :
and for advancing intelhgently to a point beyond "Who shall ascend to the hill of the LoP.v, or

_' the righteousness of the law) it is that knowledge who shall stand in His holy place ? He who is
_scommitted to those fit and selected for it. It guiltless in his hands, and pure in his heart ;
leads us to the endless and perfect end, teaching who hath not lifted up his soul to vanity, or
us beforehand the future hfe that we shall lead, sworn deceitfully to h_s neighbour. He shall
accordmg to God, and with gods ; after we are receive blessing from the Lost>, and mercy from

-_ freed from all punishment and penalty which we God his Saviour. This is the generation of them
._ undergo, in consequence of our sins, for salu- that seek the Lord, that seek the face of the God

tary discipline. After which redemption the re- of Jacob." 4 The prophet has, in my opinion,
i ward and the honours are assigned to those who concisely indicated the Gnostic. David, as up-

have become perfect ; when they have got done pears, has cursorily demonstrated the Saviour to
= with purification, and ceased from all service, be God, by calling Him "the face of the God of
! though it be holy service, and among saints. Jacob," who preached and taught concerning

Then become pure in heart, and near to the the Spirit. Wherefore also the apostle desig-

Lord, there awmts them restoration to everlast- nates as "the express image (X_r_) of
_' mg contemplation ; and they are called by the the glory of the Father" s the Son, who taught the

appellation of gods, being destined to sit on truth respecting God, and expressed the fact
thrones with the other gods that have been first that the Almighty is the one and only God and
put in their places by the Saviour. Father, "whom no man knoweth but the Son,

Knowledge is therefore quick in purifying, and he to whom the Son shall reveal Him. ''6
and fit for that acceptable transformatmn to the That God is one is intimated by those "who
better. Whence also with ease _t removes ['the seek the face of the God of Jacob ; " _thom
soul] to what is akin to the soul, divine and being the only God, our Saviour and God char-
holy, and by its own light conveys man through acterizes as the Good Father. And "the gener-
the mystic stages of advancement ; till it restores atlon of those that seek "Him" is the elect race,
the pure in heart to the crowning place of rest ; devoted to inquiry after knowledge. Wherefore
teaching to gaze on God, face to face, with also the apostle says, "I shall profit you nothing,
knowledge and comprehension. For in this unless I speak to you, either by revelation, or by
consists the perfection of the gnostic soul, in its knowledge, or by prophecy, or by doctrine." 7
being with the Lord, where it is m immediate Although even by those who are not Gnostics
subjection to Him, after rising above all purifica- some things are done tightly, yet not according
uon and service, to reason ; as in the case of fortitude. For

Faith is then, so to speak, a comprehensive some who are naturally high-spirited, and have
knowledge of the essentials; _ and knowledge afterwards without reason fostered this disposi-
_s the strong and sure demonstration of what is tion, rush to many things, and act like brave
received by faith, built upon faith by the Lord's men, so as sometimes to succeed in achieving
teaching, conveying [the soul] on to infallibility., the same things ; just as endurance is easy for
science, and comprehension. And, in my view, mechanics. But it is not from the same cause,
the first saving change is that from heathenism or with the same object ; not were they to give• " or love, n
to faith, as I said before ; and the second, that [their whole body. F, they have not
from faith to knowled e And the latter termi- [according to the apostle. _g •

hating in love, thereafter gives the loving to the / -.._.
t _ Luke xx 3o.

__ | 4 Ps.xxiv.3-6.
[ _H*b.,._.

z Luke xix. 26...... .._ t.. borne in | 6 Matt xt. 27.
• z [T_.v _t_ewety6W'rQwVs,G,ct_. This .a_mx.U_ mus_ ,,_ _ t=._ | 7 x Cor. xi*. 6.

mind. It _ all p_ces that anyttung t_etonKmgto mc ,_,,, | s x C.or xili. 3.
i.e._ dogma, might belong to _n eso_rlc sys_m.J
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All the action, then, of a man possessed of] his stedfastness; but as she violently held his
knowledge is right action ; and that done by a coat, divested himself of it, m becoming bare
man not possessed of knowledge is wrong ac- of sin, but clothed with seemliness of character.
tion, though he observe a plan ; since it is not For if the eyes of the master-- the Egyptian, I
from reflection that he acts bravely, nor does he mean--saw not Joseph, yet those of the Al-
direct his action in those things which proceed mighty looked on. For we hear the voice, and
from virtue to virtue, to any useful purpose, see the bodily forms ; but God scrutinizes the

The same holds also with the other virtues, thing itself, from which the speaking and the
So too the analogy is preserved in religion, loolung proceed.
Our Gnostic, then, not only is such in reference Consequently, therefore, though disease, and
to holiness ; but corresponding to the piety of accident, and what is most terrible of all, death,
knowledge are the commands respecting the come upon the Gnostic, he remains inflexible m
rest of the conduct of life. For it is our put- soul, -- knowing that all such things are a neces-
pose at present to describe the life of the Gnos- sity of creation, and that, also by the power
tic,' not to present the system of dogmas, which of God, they become the medicine of salvation,
we shall afterwards explain at the fitting time, i benefiting by discipline those who are difficult
preserving the order of topics, to reform ; allotted according to desert, by

CHAr. ya. -- Dr.SCRWrlO_rOr THE GNOSTIC'SLifE. Providence, which is truly good.
Using the creatures, then, when the Word

Respecting the universe, he conceives truly prescribes, and to the extent it prescribes, in the
and grandly in virtue of his reception of divine exercise of thankfulness to the Creator, he be-
teaching. Beginning, then, with admiration of comes master of the enjoyment of them.
the Creation, and affording of himself a proof He never cherishes resentment or harbours a
of his capability for receiving knowledge, he grudge against any one, though deserving of
becomes a ready pupil of the Lord. Directly hatred for his conduct. For he worships the
on hearing of God and Prowdence, he believed Maker, and loves him, who shares life, pitying
in consequence of ethe admiration he enter- and praying for him on account of his igno-
tained. Through the power of impulse thence rance. He indeed partakes of the affectmns of
denved he devotes his energies in every way to the body, to which, susceptible as it is of suffer-
learning, doing all those things by means of ing by nature, he is bound. But in sensation he
which he shall be able to acquire the knowledge is not the primary subject of it.
of what he desires. And desire blended with Accordingly, then, in involuntary circum-
inquiry arises as faith ad_mces. And this is to stances, by withdrawing himself from troubles
become worthy of speculation, of such a charac- to the things which really belong to him, he is
ter, and such importance. St) shall the Gnostic not carried away with what is foreign to him.
taste of the will of GOd. For it is not his ears, And it is only to things that are necessary for
but his soul, that he yields up to the things sig- him that he accommodates himself, in so far as
nified by what is spoken. Accordingly, appre- the soul is preserved unharmed. For it is not
hendmg essences and things through the words in supposition or seeming that he wishes to be
he brings his soul, as is fit, to what is essential ; faithful ; but in knowledge and truth, that is,
apprehending (e.g.) in the peculiar way in in sure deed and effectual word.3 Wherefore
which they are spoken to the Gnostic, the corn- he not only praises what is noble, but endeavours
mands, "Do not commit adultery," "Do not himself to be noble; changing by love from a
kill ; " and not as they are understood by other good and faithful servant into a friend, through
people. 2 Training himself, then, in scientific the perfection of habit, which he has acquired
speculation, he proceeds to exercise himself in in purity from true instruction and great dis-
larger generalizations and grander propositions ; cipline.
knowing right well that " He that teacheth man Striving, then, to attain to the summit of
knowledge," according to the prophet, is the knowledge (g_wsis); decorous in character,
Lord, the Lord acting by man's mouth. So composed in mien; possessing all those ad-
also He assumed flesh, vantages which belong to the true Gnostic;

As is right, then, he never prefers the pleas-fixing his eye on fair models, on the many
ant to the useful ; not even if a beautiful woman patriarchs who have lived rightly, and on very
were to entice him, when overtaken by circum- many prophets and angels reckoned without
stances, by wantonly urging him : since Joseph's number, and above all, on the Lord, who taught
master's wife was not able to seduce him from and showed it to be possible for him to attaI_

that highest lif_ of all,--he therefore loves not
* [H,r,, a_, th, mor_ a t_ tree O_c t, _ti_ all the goo8 things of the world, which are withinfrom the system of_, _v _,v _,_a_._p. Elu¢*dauon

II.], [Other_ see the letter only, but the true Gnostic penetrates to ........
the sp_trlt,of the law.] s [Here is no toleration of untruth. See p. $38_ sg_a.l
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his grasp, that he may not remain on the ground, Whence he bears intelligently what the Word
but the things hoped for, or rather already intimates,to him to be requisite and necessary;
known, being hoped forso as to be apprehended, intelligently discriminating what is really safe

So then he undergoes toils, and trims, and (that is, good), from what appears so ; and
afflictions, not as those among the philosophers things to be dreaded from what seems so, such
who are endowed with manliness, in the hope of as death, disease, and poverty ; which are rather
present troubles ceasing, and of sharing again in so in opinion than in truth.
what is pleasant; but knowledge has inspired This is the really good man, who is without
him with the firmest persuasion of receiving the passions ; having, through the habit or disposi-
hopes of the future. Wherefore he contemns tion of the soul endued with virtue, transcended
not alone the pains of thin world, but all its the whole life of passion. He has everything
pleasures, dependent on himself for the attainment of the

They say, accordingly, that the blessed Peter, end. For those accidents which are called ter-
on seeing his wife led to death, rejoiced on rible are not formidable to the good man, be-
account of her call and conveyance home, and cause they are not evil. And those which ,are
called very encouragingly and comfortingly, ad- really to be dreaded are foreign to the gnostic
dressing her by name, "Remember thou the Christian, being diametrically opposed to what is
Lord." Such was the marriage of the blessed, good, because evil ; and it is impossible for con-
and their perfect disposition towards those dearest traries to meet in the same person at the same

i to them. x time. He, then, who faultlessly acts the drama
J Thus also the apostle says, "that he who of life which God has given him to play, knows

marries should be as though he married not, ''2 both what is to be done and what is to be
and deem his marriage free of inordinate affec- endured.
tlon, and inseparable from love to the Lord; Is it not then from ignorance of what is and

i to which the true husband exhorted his wife to what is not to be dreaded that cowardice arises?
cling on her departure out of this life to the Consequently the only man of courage is the
Lord. Gnostic, who knows both present and future

Was not then faith m the hope after death good things ; along with these, knowing, as I
conspicuous in the case of those who gave thanks have said, also the things which are in reality not
to God even in the very extremities of their to be dreaded. Because, knowing vice alone to
punishments ? For firm, in my opmion, was thebe hateful, and destructive of what contributes
faith they possessed, which was followed by to knowledge, protected by the armour of the
worksof froth. Lord, he makes war against it.

In all circumstances, then, is the soul of the For if anything is caused through folly, and
i Gnostic strong, m a condition of extreme health the operation or rather co-operation of the devil,.

and strength, like the body of an athlete, this thing is not straightway the devil or folly.
For he is prudent in human affairs, in judging For no action is wisdom. For wisdom is a

what ought to be done by the just man ; havint habit. And no action is a habit. The action,
obtained the pnnciples from God from above then, that arises from ignorance, is not already
and having acquired, in order to the divine ignorance, but an evil through ignorance, but
resemblance, moderation in bodily pains and not ignorance. For neither perturbations of
pleasures. And he struggles against fearsboldly, mind nor sins are vices, though proceeding from
trusting in God. Certainly, then, the gnostic vice.
soul, adorned with perfect virtue, is the earthly No one, then, who is irrationally brave is a
image of the divine power ; its development Gnostic;3 since one might call children brave,
being the joint result of nature, of training, of who, throughignoranceof whatis to be dreaded,
reason, all together. This beauty of the soul undergo things that are frightful. So they touch
becomes a temple of the Holy Spirit, when it fire even. And the wild beasts that rush close
acquires a disposition in the whole of life corre- on the points of spears, having a brute courage,
sponding to the Gospel. Such an one conse- might be called valiant. And such people might
quently withstands all fear of everything terrible, perhaps call jugglers valiant, who tumble on
not only of death, but also poverty and disease, swordswith a certain dexterity, practisinga mis-
and ignominy, and things akin to these ; being chievous art for sorrygain. But he who is truly
unconquered by pleasure, and lordover irrational brave,with the peril arising fromthe bad feeling
desires. For he well knows what is and what of the multitude before his eyes, courageously
is not to be done ; being perfectly aware what awaits whatever comes. In thisway he is distin-
things are really to be dreaded, and what not. 3 tBmt,b_,_,yis_ _ty _t_m,d with,_. _; a

disti_t_ nreb,r&:oSt_bythemum.t,_ Thust_ t=,=_,_
[The lmm_ of this beautiful anecdote upon clerical wedlock u_mbleJ, yet goes intoperll in _ of.chtty_k the teal hem_ yet .__tile _ _ the mm'ti_ life mtwt 1_ obviom.] imetm'ble brute, who do_. t_ot algJm_a_ t_ _uq_', _ imam m
[z Cot. vii. 29. S.] hi.*superior, with the majont rot men.j
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guished from others that are called martyrs, inas- The cause of these, then, is love, of all science
much as some furnish occasions for themselves the most sacred and most sovereign.
and rush into the heart of dangers, I know not how For by the service of what is best and most
(for it is fight to use mild language) ; while they, exalted, which is characterized by unity, it ren-
in accordance with right reason, protect them- ders the Gnostic at once friend and son, having
selves ; then, on God really calling them, prompt- in truth grown "a perfect man, up to the measure
ly surrender themselves, and confirm the call, of full stature."3
from being conscious of no precipitancy, and Further, agreement in the same thing is con-
present the man to be proved in the exercise of sent. But what is the same is one. And friend-
true rational fortitude. Neither, then, enduring ship is consummated in likeness ; the community
lesser dangers from fear of greater, like other lying in oneness. The Gnostic, consequently,
people, nor dreading censure at the hands of their in virtue of being a lover of the one true God, is
equals, and those of like sentiments, do they the really perfect man and friend of God, and is
continue in the confession of their calling ; but placed m the rank of son. For these are names
from love to God they willingly obey the call, of nobility and knowledge, and perfection m
with no other aim in view than pleasing God, the contemplation of God;which crowning step
and not for the sake of the reward of their toils, of advancement the gnostic soul receives, when

For some suffer from love of glory, and others it has become quite pure, reckoned worthy to
from fear of some other sharper punishment behold everlastingly God Almighty, "face," it is
and others for the sake of pleasures and delights said, "to face." For having become wholly
after death, being children in faith ; blessed spmtual, and having in the spiritual Church
indeed, but not yet become men in love to God gone to what is o_ kindred nature, it abides in
as the Gnostic is. For there are, as in the gym- the rest of God.
nastic contests, so also in the Church, crowns
for men and for children. But love is to be CHAP. xn.--THE TRUE GNOSTICIS BENEFICENT,

chosen for itself, and for nothing else. There- CONTINENT,AND DESPISESWORLDLY"THINGS.
fore in the Gnostic, along with knowledge, the Let these things, then, be so. And such
perfection of fortitude is developed from the being the attitude of the Gnostic towards the
discipline of life, he having always studied to body and the soul--towards his neighbours,
acquire mastery over the passions, whether it be a domestic, or a lawful enemy, or

Accordingly, love makes its own athlete fear- whosoever-- he is found equal and like. For he
less and dauntless, and confident in the Lord, does not "despise his brother," who, according
anointing and training him ; as righteousness to the divine law, is of the same father and
secures for him truthfulness in his whole life. x mother. Certainly he relieves the afflicted,
For it was a compendium of righteousness to say, helping him with consolations, encouragements,
"Let your yea be yea ; and your nay, nay." 2 and the necessaries of life ; giving to all that

And the same holds with self-control. For it need, though not similarly, but justly, according
is neither for love of honour, as the athletes to desert; furthermore, to him who persecutes
for the sake of crowns and fame ; nor on the and hates, even if he need it; caring little for
other hand, for love of money, as some pretend those who say to him that he has given out of
to exercise self-control, pursuing what is good fear, if it is not out of fear that he does so, but
with terrible suffering. Nor is it from love of to give help. For how much more are those,
the body for the sake of health. Nor any more who towards their enemies are devoid of love of
is any man who is temperate from rusticity, who1 money, and are haters of ewl, ammated wath
has not tasted pleasures, truly a man of self-con- I love to those who belong to them ?
trol. Certainly those who have led a laborious Such an one from this proceeds to the accurate
life, on tasting pleasures, forthwith break down knowledge of whom he ought chiefly to give to,
the inflexibility of temperance into pleasures, and how much, and when, and how.
Such are they who are restrained by law and And who could with any reason become the
fear. For on finding a favourable opportunity enemy of a man who gives no cause for enmity
they defraud the law, by giving what is good in any way ? And is it not just as in the case of
the slip. But self-control, desirable for its own God ? We say that God is the adversary of no
sake, perfected through knowledge, abiding ever, one, and the enemy of no one (for He is the
makes the man lord and master of himself; so Creator of all, and nothing that exists is what
that the Gnostic'is temperate and passionless, He wills it not to be ; but we assert that the
incapable of being dissolved by pleasures and disobedient, and those who walk not according
pains, as they say adamant is by fire. to His commandments, are enemies to Him, as

being those who are hostile to His covenant).
t [Again note our author's fidehty to the law of intrepid truth-

fuhte_ and ct_upate p!_. 538, 54o.]
* [J_,, v.z_. S._ s Eph.iv. x3.
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We shall find the very same to be the ease with stood all temptation arising through children,
the Gnostic, for he can never in any way become and wife, and domestics, and possessions. But
an enemy to any one ; but those may be regarded he that has no family is in a great degree free
enemies to him who turn to the contrary path. of temptation. Caring, then, for himself alone,

In particular, the habit of liberahty* which pre- he is surpassed by him who is inferior, as far as
vails among us is called "righteousness;" but his own personal salvation is concerned, but
the power of discriminating according to desert, who is superior in the conduct of life, preserv-
as to greater and less, with reference to those ing certainly, in his care for the truth, a minute
who are proper subjects of it, is a form of the image.
very highest righteousness. But we must as much as possible subject the

There are things practised in a vulgar style by soul to varied preparatory exercise, that it may
some people, such as control over pleasures, become susceptible to the reception of knowl-
For as, among the heathen, there are those who, edge. Do you not see how wax is softened and
from the impossibility of obtaining what one copper purified, in order to receive the stamp
sees,• and from fear of men, and also for the applied to it ? Just as death is the separation of
sake of greater pleasures, abstain from the de- the soul from the body, so is knowledge as it

: lights that axe before them ; so also, in the case were the rational death urging the spirit away,
of faith, some practise self-restraint, either out and separating it from the passions, and leading
of regard to the promise or from fear of God. it on to the life of well-doing, that it may then
Well, such self-restraint is the basis of knowledge, say with confidence to God, "I live as Thou
and an approach to something better, and an wishest." For he who makes it his purpose to
effort after perfection. For "the fear of the please men cannot please God, since the mul-
LORD,"it is said, "is the beginning of wisdom." _ titude choose not what is profitable, but what is
But the perfect man, out of love, "beareth all pleasant. But in pleasing God, one as a con-
things, endureth all things," 4 ,,as not pleasing sequence gets the favour of the good among
man, but GOd." s Although praise follows him men. How, then, can what relates to meat,
as a consequence, it is not for his own advantage, and drink, and amorous pleasure, be agreeable
but for the imitation and benefit of those who to such an one? since he views with suspicion
praise h_m. even a word that produces pleasure, and a

According to another view, it is not he who pleasant movement and act of the mind. "For
merely controls his passions that is called a no one can serve two masters, God and Mare-
continent man, but he who has also achieved imon," 7 it is said ; meaning not simply money,
the mastery over good things, and has acquired !but the resources arising from money bestowed
surely the great accomphshments of science, ion various pleasures. In reality, it is not possi-
from which he produces as fruits the activities ble for him who magnanimously and truly knows
of virtue. Thus the Gnostic is never, on the GOd, to serve antagonistic pleasures.
occurrence of an emergency, dislodged from There is one alone, then, who from the begin-
the habit peculiar to him. For the scientific ning was free of concupiscence m the philan-
possession of what is good is firm and un- thropic Lord, who for us became man. And
changeable, being the knowledge of things whosoever endeavour to be assimilated to the
divine and human. Knowledge, then, never impress given by Him, strive, from exercise, to
becomes ignorance; nor does good change into become free of concupiscence. For he who
evil. Wherefore also he eats, and drinks, and has exercised concupiscence and then restrained
marries, not as principal ends of existence, h_mself, is like a widow who becomes again a
but as necessary. I name marriage even, if the virgin by continence. Such is the reward of
Word prescribe, and as is suitable. For having knowledge, rendered to the Saviourand Teacher,
become perfect, he 6 has the apostles for exam-: which He Himself asked for,--abstinence from
pies ; and one is not really shown to be a man what is evil, activity in doing good, by which sal-
in the choice of single life ; but he surpasses vation is acquired.
men, who, disciplined by marriage, procreation As, then, those who have learned the arts
of children, and care for the house, without procure their living by what they have been
pleasure or pain, in his sohcitude for the house taught, so also is the Gnostic saved, procuring
has been inseparable from God's love, and with- life by what he knows. For he who has not

brined the wish to extirpate the passion of the
4, [ThehabitorT_neficeac,isaformofvim=,which_,cc;o_l soul, kills himself. But, as seems, ignorance iso_e_hasbredamongmankind.]

• 6_..o,,d_i,_,_.,Sy_i_,_gg,_. the starvation of the soul, and knowledge its
_ Prbv. i. 7..4, cot.xi_.7. mstenance,
s _I_. il.4. • . Such are the gnostic souls, which the Gospel6 [This strikingtrlbu_etochastemarriageas co_.t withChris-

Serppo_au, t_Cad_ay,_d_e_Ise, p. 54z, notez,] 7M_vi. a4; ladcexvl, x3.
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likened to the consecrated virgins who wait for Such a Gnostic is tempted by no one except
the Lord. For they are virgins, in respect of with God's permission, and that for the benefit
their abstaining from what is evil. And in re- of those who are with him ; and he strengthens
spect of their waiting out of love for the Lord, them for faith, encouraging them by manly
and kindling their light for the contemplation of endurance. And assuredly it was for this end,
things, they are wise souls, saying, " Lord, for for the establishment and confirmation of the
long we have desired to receive Thee ; we have Churches, that the blessed apostles were brought
lived according to what Thou hast enjoined, trans- into trial and to martyrdom.
gressing none of Thy commandments. Where- The Gnostic, then, hearing a voice ringing in
fore also we claim the promises. And we pray his ear, which says, "Whom I shall strike, do
for what is beneficial, since it is not requisite to thou pity," beseeches that those who hate him
ask of Thee what is most excellent. And we may repent. For the punishment of malefactors,
shall take everything for good ; even though the to be consummated in the highways, is for chil-
exercises that meet us, which Thine arrangement dren to behold ; s for there is no possibility of
brings to us for the discipline of our stedfastness, the Gnostic, who has from choice trained himself
appear to be evil." to be excellent and good, ever being instructed or

The Gnostic, then, from his exceeding holiness, delighted with such spectacles.a And so, having
is better prepared to fail when he asks, than to become incapable of being softened by pleasures,
get when he does not ask. :and never falling into sins, he is not corrected by

His whole life is prayer and converse with the examples of other men's sufferings. And far
God.* And if he be pure from sins, he will by from being pleased with earthly pleasures and
all means obtain what he wishes. For God says spectacles is he who has shown a noble contempt
to the righteous man, "Ask, and I will give thee ; for the prospects held out in this world, although
think, and I will do." If beneficial, he will re- they are divine.
ceive it at once ; and if injurious, he will never "Not every one," therefore, "that says Lord,
ask it, and therefore he will not receive it. So Lord, shall enter into the kingdom of God ; but
it shall be as he wishes, he that doeth the will of God." 4 Such is the

But if one say to us, that some sinners even gnostic labourer, who has the mastery of worldly
obtain according to their requests, [we should desires even while still in the flesh ; and who, m
say] that this rarely takes place, by reason of the regard to things future and still invisible, which
righteous goodness of God. And it is granted he knows, has a sure persuasion, so that he
to those who are capable of doing others good. regards them as more present than the things
Whence the gift is not made for the sake of him within reach. This able workman rejoices in
that asked it ; but the divine dispensation, fore- what he knows, but is cramped on account of
seeing that one would be saved by his means, his being involved in the necessities of life; not
renders the boon again righteous. And to those yet deemed worthy of the active participation m
who are worthy, things which are really good are what he knows. So he uses this life as if it be-
given, even without their asking, longed to another,- so far, that is, as is neces-

Whenever, then, one is righteous, not from sary.
necessity or out of fear or hope, but from free He knows also the enigmas of the fasting of
choice, this is called the royal road, which the those days s__ I mean the Fourth and the Prep-
royal race travel. But the byways are slippery a'anon. For the one has its name from Her-
and precipitous. If, then, one take away fear mes, and the other from Aphrodite. He fasts
and honour, I do not know if the illustrious in his life, in respect of covetousness and volup-
among the philosophers, who use such freedom tuousness, from which all the vices grow. For
of speech, will any longer endure afflictions, we have already often above shown the three

Now lusts and other sins are called "briars varieties of fornication, according to the apostle
and thorns." Accordingly the Gnostic labours in -- love of pleasure, love of money, idolatry. He
the Lord's vineyard, planting, pruning, watering ; fasts, then, according to the Law, abstaining from
being the divine husbandman of what is planted bad deeds, and, according to the perfection of
in faith. Those, then, who have not done evil, the Gospel, from evil thoughts. Temptations
think it right to receive the wages of ease. But are apphed to him, not for his purification, but,
he who has done good out of free choice, as we have said, for the good of his neighbours,
demands the recompense as a good workman.
He certainly shall receive double wages--both * at.,:orai_u)t_t_t.l.s_.,,aa"_,b,hold,"_._,_,it,_,d
for what he has not done, and for what good he _ "not tot_." _ s._= t_ _a,io. a ",or." t_,gR¢_ it, and translating "*s m ev_a for children to behold,
has done. _. clause yields a statable sense. . . .

s 6_b _o,e6r**v is here substituted by HeinOus for bwb_,w _Y.
4 Matt. vii. _z.

x [,, Rapt into still communlo_ that transcends 5 [The statimmyy, days, Wednesday and Fri___y. See cons tttu-
The imperfect offices of prayer and prmse." tions ¢all_d Apostolical, v. x9, and viL 24; also H_mas, Sk_/w_,

WOP_SWOgTH: Earcur_n _book L _,o8.] p. 33, d_ vohune, ami my notc.l
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if, making trial of toils and pains, he has despised Ithe irre- larities
and passed them by. !of us is _s s own of their soul. Although eachvineyardand labourer.

The same holds of pleasure. For it is the i He, too, while doing the most excellent things,
highest achievement for one who has had trial wishes to elude the notice of men, persuading the
of it, afterwards to abstain. For what great thing Lord along with himself that he is living inaccord-
is it, if a man restrains himself in what he knows' ance with the 6 commandments, preferring these
not ? He, in fulfilment of the precept, accord- i things from believing them to exist. "For where
ing to the Gospel, keeps the Lord's day,' when ]any one's mind is, there atso is his treasure." 7
he abandons an evil disposition, and assumes l He impoverishes himself, in order that he
that of the Gnostic, glorifying the Lord's resur-Imay never overlook a brother who has been
rection in himself. Further, also, when he has,brought into affliction, through the perfection
received the comprehension of sclentific specuta- that _s in love, especially if he know that he wiLl
tion, he deems that he sees the Lord, directing bear want himself easier than his brother. He
his eyes towards things invisible, although he considers, accordingly, the other's pain his own
seems to look on what he does not wish to look grief; and if, by contributing from his ow_ indi-
on ; chastising the faculty of vision, when he gence in order to do good, he sufferany hardship,
perceives himself pleasurably affected by the ap- he does not fret at this, but augments his be-
plicauon of his eyes ; since he w_shesto see and neficence still more. For he possesses in its sin-
hear that alone which concerns him. cerity the faith which is exercised in reference to

In the act of contemplating the souls of the the affairsof life, and praises the Gospel in prae-
brethren, he beholds the beauty of the flesh also, tice and contemplation. And, in truth, he wins
with the soul itself, which has become habituated his praise "not from men, but from God," s by
to look solely upon that which is good, without the performance of what the Lord has taught.
carnal pleasure. And they are really brethren ; He, attracted by his own hope, tastes not the
inasmuch as, by reason of their elect creation, good things that are in the world, entertaining
and their oneness of character, and the nature a noble contempt for all things here ; pitying
of their deeds, they do, and think, and speak the those that are chastised after death, who through
same holy and good works, in accordance with punishment unwillingly make confession ; hay-
the sentiments with which the Lord wished them ing a clear conscience with reference to his de-
as elect to be inspired, parture, and being always ready, as "a stranger

For faxth shows itself in their making chome and pilgrim," with regard to the inheritances
of the same things ; and knowledge, m learning here ; mindful only of those that are his own,
and thinking the same things ; and hope, in de- and regarding all things here as not his own ;
siring• the same things, not only admiring the Lord's commandments,

And if, through the necessity of life, he spend but, so to speak, being by knowledge itself par-
a small portion of time about his sustenance, he taker of the divine will ; a truly chosen intimate
thinks himself defrauded, being diverted by busi- of the Lord and His commands in virtue of be-
ness.s Thus not even in dreams does he look ing righteous ; and princely and kingly as being
on aught that is unsuitable to an elect man. For a Gnostic ;desptsing all the gold on earth and
thoroughly* a stranger and sojourner in the under the earth, and dominion from shore to
wholeof life is every such one, who, inhabiting shore of ocean, so that he may cling to the sole
the city, despises the things in the city which service of the Lord. Wherefore also, in eating,
are admired by others, and lives in the city as and drinking, and marrying (if the Word enjoin),
in a desert, so that the place may not corn- and even m seeing dreaans,9he does and thinks
pel him, but his mode of life show him to be what is holy.
just. So is he always pure for prayer. He also

This Gnostic, to speak compendiously, makes prays in the society of angels, as being already
up for the absence of the apostles, by the recti- ]of angelic rank, and he is never out of their hoty
tude of his life, the accuracy of his knowledge, keeping ; and though he pray alone, he has the
by benefiting his relations, by "removing the choir of the saints '° standing with him.

mo_tains" of his neighbours, and putting away He recognises a twofold [element in faith],both the activity of him who believes, and. the
t [Rom vi. 5- The original of Clement's argument seems to me [ ....

t° m_ply that he is here speaking of the Paschal _esti,eal, and the s See Mar.t. xx. 2t, Mark m. 23; t Co¢. xm. a, etc.
ke/_ping of it by" a m6ral resurrection (x C.or. v 7, 8). But 60rHis, i.e., _ Lor_i.'s.

_"__.vq_ek_ Lord's dav enfor_s the _ame principle as the great I _' Reterring to matt, vL 2x.
'.'_mical anniversary, I" t s Rom. ii. 29. . .....wo_;,,sn_a_ufdgvLarchinsteador,_o,dv _ 9[.A._n...',thenncu_,o¢_ mema_ -L_ _-atU,m

_..r'a_.d lt_olittle resisted ,,po_ mour day; if, mdeed_ lt_s m_whotly Jpa_.] ....... authorities or a_ aS m _"_. _._1 I a'r-_% as m me _ ;.or my-_a_,_ _. . -.

"_ _t appears m the text. | _ the Tr,._'._._, mumea s_po6_r_, voL m. p, _3-1
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excellence of that which is believed according Iited in him, according to the husbandry enjoined
to its worth ; since also righteousness is twofold, by the Lord, he continues free of sin, and be-
that which is out of love, and that from fear. comes continent, and lives in spirit with those
Accordingly it is said, "The fear of the LORD who are like him, among the choirs of the saints,
is pure, remaining for ever and ever."' For though still detained on earth.
those that from fear turn to faith and righteous- He, all day and night, speaking and doing the
hess, remain for ever. Now fear works absfi- Lord's commands, rejoices exceedingly, not only
nence from what is evil ; but love exhorts to the on rising in the morning and at noon, but also
doing of good, by building up to the point of when walking about, when asleep, when dressing
spontaneousness ; that one may hear from the and undressing ; 7 and he teaches his son, if he
Lord, " I call you no longer servants, but has a son. He is inseparable from the command-
friends," and may now with confidence apply ment and from hope, and is ever giving thanks
himself to prayer, to God, like the living creatures figuratively

And the form of his prayer is thanksgiving for spoken of by Esaias, and submissive in every trial,
the past, for the present, and for the future as he says, " The LORD gave, and the LoRD hath
already through faith present. This is preceded taken away." s For such also was Job ; who
by the reception of knowledge. And he ask: after the spoiling of his effects, along with the
to live the allotted life in the flesh as a Gnostic, health of his body, resigned all through love to
as free from the flesh, and to attain to the best the Lord. For "he was," it is said, "just, holy,
things, and flee from the worse. He asks, too, and kept apart from all wickedness." 9 Now the
relief in those things in which we have sinned, word "holy" points out all duties toward God,
and conversion to the acknowledgment of them? and the entire course of life. Knowing which, he

He follows, on his departure, Him who calls, was a Gnostic. For we must neither cling too
as quickly, so to speak, as He who goes before much to such things, even if they are good, see-
calls, hasting by reason of a good conscience to ing they are human, nor on the other hand detest
give thanks ; and having got there with Christ, them, if they are bad ; but we must be above both
shows himself worthy, through his purity, to pos- [good and bad'], trampling the latter under
sess, by a process of blending, the power of God foot, and passing on the former to those who
communicated by Christ. For he does not wish need them. But the Gnostic is cautious in ac-
to be warm by participation in heat, or luminous commodation, lest he be not perceived, or lest
by participation in flame, but to be wholly light, the accommodation become disposition.

He knows accurately the declaration, "Un- CHAP. XlII.--DSSCmPTIOI_ OF THE C_OSTIC CO_-
less ye hate father and mother, and besides your
own life, and unless ye bear the sign [of the TINUED.
cross]," 3 For he hates the inordinate affections He never remembers those who have sinned
of the flesh, which possess the powerful spell of against him, but forgives them. Wherefore als0
pleasure; and entertains a noble contempt for he righteously prays, saying, "Forgive us; for
all that belongs to the creation and nutriment of we also forgive." '° For this also is one of the
the flesh. He also withstands the corporeal4 things which God wishes, to covet nothing, to
soul, putting a bridle-bit on the restive irrational hate no one. For all men are the work of one
spirit : "For the flesh lusteth against the Spirit." 5 will. And is it not the Saviour, who wishes the
And "to bear the sign of [the cross] " is to bear Gnostic to be perfect as "the heavenly Father," ,x
about death, by taking farewell of all things while that is, Himself, who says, "Come, ye children,
still alive; since there isnot equallove in"hay- hear from me the fear of the LoRD? .... He
ins sown the flesh," 6 and in having formed the wishes him no longer to stand in need of help
soul for knowledge, by angels, but to receive it from Himself, having

He having acquired the habit of doing good, become worthy, and to have protection from
exercises beneficence well, quicker than speak- Himself by obedience.
ins ; praying that he may get a share in the sins Such an one demands from the Lord, and does
of his brethren, in order to confession and con- not merely ask. And in the case of his breth-
version on the part of his kindred ; and eager to ren in want, the Gnostic will not ask himself for
give a share to those dearest to him of his own abundance of wealth to bestow, but will pray
good things. And so these are to him, friends, that the supply of what they need may be fur-
Promoting, then, the growth of the seeds depos- nished to them. For so the Gnostic gives his

prayer to those who are in need, and by his
, ps. xix. 9:
i Luke xvlll. 18.

Luke xiv. _6, re/. t, _S_., .tupra, cap. vii. p. $33.]
* i e., The sen-ent soul, which he calls the irrat,onal spirit, in ' Job t. 2t.

contrast with the rational soul. 9 Job i. x.
.5 Gal v. t 7. to Matt. vi. x2; Imk.exi. ¢.
6 in aU'tmumto Gal. "vl.8, where, however, the apostle speaks ¢ff z: Matt. v. 48.

sowing to the flesh. 12 Ps. xutv. XL
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prayer they are supplied, without his knowledge, [ Whence he never prefers pleasure and profit
and without vanity, to the divine arrangement, since he trains him-

Penury and disease, and such trials, are often self by the commands, that in all things he may
sent for admonition, for the correction of the be well pleasing to the Lord, and prameworthy
past, and for care for the future. Such an one in the sight of the world, since all things depend
prays for relief from them, in virtue of possess- on the one Sovereign God. The Son of God,
mg the prerogative of knowledge, not out of vain- it is said, came to His own, and His own re-
glory; but from the very fact of his being a eeived Him not. Wherefore also in the use of
Gnostic, he works beneficence, having become the things of the world he not only gives thanks
the instrument of the goodness of God. and praises the creation, but also, while using

They say in the traditions' that Matthew the them as is tight, is praised ; since the end he
apostle constantly said, that "if the neighbour has m view terminates in contemplation by gnos-
of an elect man sin, the elect man has sinned, tic activity in accordance with the command-
For had he conducted himself as the Word pre- ments.
scribes, his neighbour also would have been filled Thence now, by knowledge collecting rnaterials
with such reverence for the life he led as not to to be the food of contemplation, having embraced
sin." nobly the magnitude of knowledge, he advances

What, then, shall we say of the Gnostic him- to the holy recompense of translation hence.
self? "Know ye not," says the apostle, "that For he has heard the Psalm which says : "Eneir-
ye are the temple of God ?" 2 The Gnostic is cle Zion, and encompass it, tell upon its towers." s
consequently divine, and already holy, God-bear- For it intimates, I think, those who have sub-
ing, and God-borne. Now the Scripture, show- hmely embraced the Word, so as to become lofty
mg that sinning is foreign to him, sells those towers, and to stand firmly in faith and knowl-
who have fallen away to strangers, saying, "Look edge.
not on a strange woman, to lust," 3 plainly pro- Let these statements concerning the Gnostic,
nounces sin foreign and contrary to the nature of containing the germs of the matter in as brief
the temple of God. Now the temple is great, as terms as possible, be made to the Greeks. But
the Church, and it is small, as the man who pre- let it be known that if the ['mere] believer do
serves the seed of Abraham. He, therefore, who tightly one or a second of these things, yet he
has God resting in him will not desire aught else. will not do so in all nor with the highest knowl-
At once leaving all hindrances, and despising all edge, like the Gnostic.
matter which distracts him, he cleaves the heaven
by knowledge. And passing through the spirit- CHAP. XIV.- DESCRIPTION OF THE GNOS_rlC F_R-

ual Essences, and all rule and authority, he NISHED BY AN EXPOSITION OF I COR, VI. I, ETC.

touches the highest thrones, hasting to that alone Now, of what I may call the passionlessness
for the sake of which alone he knew. which we attribute to the Gnostic (in which the

Mixing, then, "the serpent with the dove," 4 perfection of the believer, "advancing by love,
he lives at once perfectly and with a good con- comes to a perfect man, to the measure of full
science, mingling faith with hope, in order to the stature," 6 by being assimilated to God, and by
expectation of the future. For he is conscious becoming truly angelic), many other testimonies
of the boon he has received, having become from the Scripture, occur to me to adduce. But
worthy of obtaining it ; and is translated from I think it better, on account of the length of the
slavery to adoption, as the consequence of knowl- discourse, that such an honour should be de-
edge; knowing God, or rather known of Him, volved on those who wish to tilde pains, and
for the end, he puts forth energies corresponding leave it to them to elaborate the dogmas by the
to the worth of grace. For works follow knowl- selection of Scriptures.
edge, as the shadow the body. One passage, accordingly, I shall in the brief-

Rightly, then, he is not disturbed by anything est terms advert to, so as not to leave the topic
which happens ; nor does he suspect those things, unexplained.
which, through divine arrangement, take place For in the first Epistle to the Corinthians the
for good. Nor is he ashamed to die, having a divine apostle says : "Dare any of you, having
good conscience, and being fit to be seen by a matter against the other, go to law before the
the Powers. Cleansed, so to speak, from all the unrighteous, and not before the saints ? Know
stains of the soul, he knows nght well that it ye not that the saints shall judge the world?"_
will be better with him after his departure, and so on.

The section being very long, we shall exhibit
the meaning of the apostle's utterance by era-

z2 [_" book ii. p. 358, also book vii. cap. t7, infra l
x t;or. hi. x6.

aga_'rhe_ words are not found in Scripture. Solomon often warns $ Pt,. xlvlh, tz.
_ woumn, and there are our l.,ord's words m Matt. v. aS. 6 Eph. sv- x3 •

_' Matt. x. z6. 7 1 Cot. vl. t, a.
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ploying such of the apostolic expressions as are manifestly by praying against those who trans-
most pertinent, and in the briefest language, and gress in ignorance, and deprive of the philan-
in a sort of cursory way, interpreting the dis- thropy and goodness of God, as far as in you
course'in which he describes the perfection of hes, those against whom you pray, "and these
the Gnostic. For he does not merely instance ]your brethren,"--not meaning those in the faith
the Gnostic as characterized by suffering wrong ionly, but also the proselytes. For whether he
rather than do wrong ; but he teaches that he is who now is hostile shall afterwards believe, we
not mindful of injuries, and does not allow him know not as yet. From which the conclusion
even to pray against the man who has done him follows clearly, if all are not yet brethren to us,
wrong. For he knows that the Lord expressly they ought to be regarded in that light. And
enjoined "to pray for enemies."' now it is only the man of knowledge who recog-

To say, then, that the man who has been roses all men to be the work of one God, and
injured goes to law before the unrighteous, is invested with one image in one nature, although
nothing else than to say that he shows a wish to re- some may be more turbid than others ; and m
taliate, and a desire to injure the second in return, the creatures he recognises the operation, by
which is also to do wrong hkewise himself, which again he adores the will of God.

And his saying, that he wishes "some to go "Know ye not that the unrighteous shall not
to law before the saints," points out those who inherit the kingdom of God?"s He acts un-
ask by prayer that those who have done wrong righteously who retaliates, whether by deed or
should suffer retaliation for their injustice, and word, or by the conception of a wish, which,
intimates that the second are better than the after the training of the Law, the Gospel rejects.
former ; but they are not yet obedient,* if they "And such were some of you "--such mare-
do not, having become entirely free of resent- festly as those still are whom you do not forgive ;
ment, pray even for their enemies. "but ye are washed, ''6 not simply as the rest,

It is well, then, for them to receive right dis- but with knowledge ; ye have cast off the pas-
positions from repentance, which results in faith, sions of the soul, in order to become assimilated,
For if the truth seems to get enemies who enter- as far as possible, to the goodness of God's
tain bad feeling, yet it is not hostile to any one. providence by long-suffering, and by forgiveness
"For God makes His sun to shine on the just "towards the just and the unjust," casting on
and on the unjust,"3 and sent the Lord Himself them the gleam of benignity in word and deeds,
to the just and the unjust. And he that earnestly as the sun.
strives to be assimilated to God, in the exercise The Gnostic will achieve this either by great-
of great absence of resentment, forgives seventy ness of mind, or by imitation of what is better.
times seven times, as it were all his life through, And that is a third cause. "Forgive, and it
and in all his course in this world (that being shall be forgiven you ;" the commandment, as
indicated by the enumeration of sevens) shows it were, compelling to salvation through super-
clemency to each and any one ; if any during abundance of goodness.
the whole time of his life in the flesh do the "But ye are sanctified." For he who has
Gnostic wrong. For he not only deems it right come to this state is in a condition to be holy,
that the good man should resign his property falling into none of the passions in any way, but
alone to others, being of the number of those as it were already disembodied and already
who have done him wrong ; but also wishes that grown holy without 7 this earth.
the righteous man should ask of those judges "Wherefore," he says, "ye are justified in the
forgiveness for the offences of those who have name of the Lord." Ye are made, so to speak,
done him wrong. And with mason, if indeed it by Him to be nghteous as He is, and are blend-
is only in that which is external and concerns ed as far as possible with the Holy Spirit. For
the body, though it go to the extent of death "are not all things lawful to me ? yet I will not
even, that those who attempt to wrong him take be brought under the power of any," a so as to
advantage of him ; none of which tnfly belong do, or think, or speak aught contrary to the

to the Gnostic. Gospel. "Meats for the belly, a_d the belly for
And how shall one "judge " the apostate meats, which God shall destroy, 9--that is, such

"angels," who has become himself an apostate as think and live as if they were made for eating,
from that forgetfulness of injuries, which is ac- and do not eat that they may live as a conse-
cording to the Gospel ? "Why do ye not rather quence, and apply to knowledge as the primary
suffer wrong ?" he says ; "why are ye not rather end. And does he not say that these are, as it

defrauded? Yea, ye do wrong and defrand,"4 were, the fleshy parts of the holy body? Asia
xKau. v. ,_ ] 5_Cor _.9.
s _r_v l_e subsututed by Sylbm'gms for ,l*ne_e_. Maynot ] 6 i Cot. _n. x_.

the true rmdlng be/t_rak_, as the topic xsA_rf.Oe_? 7 _v_: or _bov©,_.3 Matt. v. 45. s x Cor. vl. zz.
4 z Cor. vi. 7, 8. 9 x CoT. vi x3.
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body, the Church of the Lord, the spiritual and alleged against us by Greeks and Jews; arm
holy choir, is symbolized._ Whence those, who since, in some of the questions previously dis-
are merely called, but do not live in accordance cussed, the sects also who adhere to other
with the word, are the fleshy parts. "Now" teaching give their help, it will be well first to
this spiritual "body," the holy Church, "is not clear away the obstacles before us, and then,
for fornication." Nor are those things which prepared thus for the solution of the difficulties,
belong to heathen life to be adopted by apostasy to advance to the succeeding Miscellany.
from the Gospel. For he who conducts himself First, then, they make this objection to us,
heathenishly in the Church, whether in deed, or saying, that they ought not to believe on account
word, or even in thought, commits fornication of the discord of the sects. For the truth is
with reference to the Church and his own body. warped when some teach one set of dogmas,
He who m this way "is joined to the harlot," others another.
that is, to conduct contrary to the Covenant, To whom we say, that among you who are
becomes another "body," not holy, "and one Jews, and among the most famous of the philos-
flesh," and has a heathenish life and another ophers among the Greeks, very many sects have
hope. "But he that is joined to the Lord m sprung up. And yet you do not say that one
spirit" becomes a spmtual body by a different ought to hesitate to philosophize or Judaize,
kind of conjunction. :because of the want of agreement of the sects

Such an one is wholly a son, an holy man, among you between themselves. And then,
passionless, gnostic, perfect, formed by the that heresies should be sown anaong the truth,
teaching of the Lord ; m order that in deed, m as "tares among the wheat," was foretold by the
word, and in spirit itself, being brought close to Lord ; and what was predicted to take place
the Lord, he may receive the mansion that is could not but happen.3 And the cause of this
due to him who has reached manhood thus. is, that everything that is fair is followed by

Let the specimen suffice to those who have a foul blot. If one, then, violate his engage-
ears. For _t is not required to unfold the mys- ments, and go aside from the confession which
tery, but only to indicate what is sufficient for he makes before us, are we not to stick to the
those who are partakers in knowledge to bring it truth because he has belied his profession ?
to mind ; who also will comprehend how _t was But as the good man must not prove false or
said by the Lord, "Be ye perfect as your father, fail to ratify what he has promised, although
perfectly," 2 by forgiving sins, and forgetting others violate their engagements ; so also are
injuries,and living in the habit of passlonlessness, we bound in no way to transgress the canon of
For as we call a physician perfect, and a phi- the Church.* And especially do we keep our
losopher perfect, so also, in my view, do we call profession in the most important points, while
a Gnostic perfect. But not one of those points, they traverse it.
although of the greatest importance, is assumed Those, then, are to be believed, who hold
in order to the likeness of God. For we do not firmly to the truth. And we may broadly make
say, as the Stoics do most impiously, that virtue use of this reply, and say to them, that physicians
in man and God is the same. Ought we not holding opposite opinions according to their own
then to be perfect, as the Father wills ? For it schools, yet equally in point of fact treat patients.
is utterly impossible for any one to become Does one, then, who is ill in body and needing
perfect as God is. Now the Father wishes us to treatment, not have recourse to a physician, on
be perfect by living blamelessly, according to account of the different schools in medicine?
the obedience of the Gospel. No more, then, may he who in soul is sick and

If, then, the statement being elliptical, we full of idols, make a pretext of the heresies, in
understand what is wanting, in order to complete reference to the recovery of health and conver-
the section for those who are incapable of under- sion to God.
standing what is left out, we shall both know the Further, it is "said that it is on account of
will of God, and shall walk at once piously and "those that are approved that heresies exist." s
magnanimously, as befits the dignity of the [The apostle] calls "approved," either those
commandment, who in reaching faith apply to the teaching of

the Lord with some discrimination (as those are
CHAP.XV--THE OBJECTIONTOJOINTHE cmmcH called skitful6 money-changers, who distinguish

or* ACCOUNTOF THE I)IVERSrrVOF HERESmSthe spurious coin from the genuine by the false
ANSWERED.

[Matt. xifi _8. But for mtr Lord's f__ng, tim exltteuC*Since it comes next to reply to the objections of_omuchevtlm theChurchwouldbetimlt_mt_tttumbli_4akmk
of the fatthful.]

s [Ps. lxxhi, x. The "Israelite indeed" is thus rtcogatsed as the end, at this l_-nod, of canon-law. _ Bunaen, Hippal., book m.
wheat_ al__)l_h tares grow with tt in the Mihtant Church. See cap p. xoS.]
xv.,i_.fra,l s xCar.xLxg. . ...........

Matt. v.; afro.*dkrt_, rt,_tb_, b _t;pm_,_mewo_! alabovctran_ alpprovq_
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stamp), or those who have already become the exactest knowledge, and the truly best set of
approved both in life and knowledge, principles(a/pane).'

For this reason, then, we require .greater I Now, of those who diverge from the truth, some
attention and consideration in order to mvestl- /attempt to deceive themselves alone, and some
gate how precisely we ought to live, and what is also their neighbours. Those, then, who are
the true piety. For it is plain that, from the called (_o_&ro_cn) wise in their own opinions,
very reason that truth is difficult and arduous of who thmk that they have found the truth, but
attainment, questions arise from which spring the have no true demonstration, deceive themselves
heresies, savouring of self-love and vanity, of in thinking that they have reached a resting-
those who have not learned or apprehended place. And of whom there is no inconsiderable
truly, but only caught up a mere conceit of multitude, who avoid investigations for fear of
knowledge. With the greater care, therefore, refutations, and shun instructions for fear of con-
are we to examine the real truth, which alone demnation. But those who deceive those who
has for its object the true God. And the toil is seek access to them are very astute ; who, aware
followed by sweet discovery and reminiscence, that they know nothing, yet darken the truth

On account of the heresies, therefore, the toil with plausible arguments.
of discovery must be undertaken ; but we must But, m my opinion, the nature of plausible
not at all abandon [the truth]. For, on fruit arguments is of one character, and that of true
being set before us, some real and ripe, and arguments of another. And we know that it is
some made of wax, as like the real as possible, necessary that the appellation of the heresies
we are not to abstain from both on account should be expressed in contradistinction to the
of the resemblance. But by the exercise of the truth ; from which the Sophists, drawing certain
apprehension of contemplation, and by reason- things for the destruction of men, and burying
ing of the most decisive character, we must them in human arts invented by themselves,
distinguish the true from the seeming, glory rather in being at the head of a School

And as, while there is one royal highway, than presiding over the Church. 2
there are many others, some leading to a preci-
pice, some to a rushing river or to a deep sea, CHAP. XVI.-- SCRIPTURETHE CRITERIONBY WHICH
no one will shrink from travelling by reason of TRUTH AND HERESYARE DISTINGUISHED.3

the diversity, but will make use of the safe, and But those who are ready to toil in the most
royal, and frequented way ; so, though some say excellent pursuits, will not desist from the search
this, some that, concerning the truth, we must after truth, till they get the demonstration from
not abandon it; but must seek out the most the Scriptures themselves.
accurate knowledge respecting it. Since also ! There are certain crneria common to men, as
among garden-grown vegetables weeds also spnng the senses ; and others that belong to those who
up, are the husbandmen, then, to desist from have employed their wills and energies in what
gardening ? is true,-- the methods which are pursued by the

Having then from nature abundant means for ! mind and reason, to distmgmsh between true and
examining the statements made, we ought to false propositions.
discover the sequence of the truth. Wherefore Now, it is a very great thing to abandon
also we are rightly condemned, if we do not opinion, by taking one's stand between accurate
assent to what we ought to obey, and do not knowledge and the rash wisdom of opinion, and
disting_aish what is hostile, and unseemly, and to know that he who hopes for everlasting rest
unnatural, and false, from what is true, consistent, knows also that the entrance to it is toilsome "and
and seemly, and according to nature. And these strait." And let him who has once received the

means must be employed in order to attain to the Gospel, even in the very hour in which he has
knowledge of the real truth, come to the knowledge of salvation, "not turn

This pretext is then, in the case of the Greeks, back, like Lot's wife," as is said ; and let him
futile ; for those who are willing may find the not go back either to his former life, which ad-
truth. But in the case of those who adduce un- heres to the things of sense, or to heresies. For
reasonable excuses, their condemnation is un- they form the character, not knowing the true
answerable. For whether do they deny or admit God. "For he that loveth father or mother
that there is such a thing as demonstratmn ? I more than Me," the Father and Teacher of the
am of opinion that all will make the admission, truth, who regenerates and creates anew, and
except those who take away the senses. There
being demonstration, then, it is necessary to , [A most important ttmgunoay to the primitive rule of froth

Negatively it demonstratos the tmpossib_lty of any primrtive cort-
condescend to questions, and to ascertain by _-p_o.orthe=o_x_ Trentdoctrine,thattheholderofa Imrticularsee

is the arbiter of truth and the end of controversy.]
way of demonstration by the Scriptures them- * [Ajustcomt onthelateVaticanCouncd,andits shipwrecK
selves how the heresies failed, and how in the ofthe_aith SecJanus,,Po#taxdCatt_cd,p r82.]

3 [One of the most tmportaat testtmomes of pnmita_e mmqutty.
truth alone and in the ancient Church is both gl_a_,o, m I
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nourishes the elect soul, "is not worthy of Me" !pose that another otis,in r was r_nui_red th ....
He means, to be a son of God and a disclple t longer truly could an ongm be preserved.

of God, and at ttae same tame also to be a friend, He, then, who of himself believes the Scrip-
and of kmdred nature. "For no man who looks ture and voice of the Lord, which by the Lord
back, and puts his hand to the plough, is fit for acts to the benefiting of men, is rightly [re-
the kingdom of God." ' garded] faithful. Certainly we use it as a

But, as appears, many even down to our own[criterion in the discovery of things, s What is
time regard Mary, on account of the birth of Lsubjected to criticism is not believed till it is so
her child, as having been in the puerperal state, subjected ; so that what needs criticism cannot
although she was not. For some say that, after be a first principle. Therefore, as is reasonable,
she brought forth, she was found, when exam- grasping by faith the indemonstrable first prin-
reed, to be a vir_n. 2 ciple, and receiving in abundance, from the first

Now such to us are the Scriptures of the Lord, pnnciple itself, demonstrations in reference to
which gave birth to the truth and continue virgin, the first principle, we are by the voice of the
in the concealment of the mysteries of the truth. Lord trained up to the knowledge of the.truth.
"And she brought forth, and yet brought not For we may not give our adhesion to men on
forth," 3says the Scripture, as hawng conceived a bare statement by them, who might equally
of herself, and not from conjunction. Wherefore state the opposite. But if it is not enough
the Scriptures have conceived to Gnostics ; but merely to state the opinion, but if what is stated
the heresies, not hawng learned them, dismissed must be confirmed, we do not wait for the testi-
them as not having conceived, mony of men, but we establish the matter that is

Now all men, having the same judgment, in question by the voice of the Lord, which is the
some, following the Word speaking, frame for surest of all demonstrations, or rather is the only

: themselves proofs ; while others, giving them- demonstration; in which knowledge those who
selves up to pleasures, wrest Scripture, in ac- have merely tasted the Scriptures are believers ;
cordance with their lusts. 4 And the lover of while those who, having advanced further, and
truth, as I think, needs force of soul. For those become correct expounders of the truth, are
who make the greatest attempts must fad in Gnostlcs. Since also, m what pertains to life,
things of the highest importance; unless, re- craftsmen are superior to ordinary people, and
ceiwng from the truth itself the rule of the truth, model what is beyond common notions ; so,
they cleave to the truth. But such people, in consequently, we also, giving a complete ex-
consequence of falling away from the right path, hibltion of the Scriptures from the Scriptures
err in most individual points; as you might themselves, from faith persuade by demonstra-
expect from not having the faculty for judging of :ion.9
what is true and false, strictly trained to select And ff those also who follow heresies venture
what is essential. For if they had, they would to avail themselves of the prophetic Scriptures ;

: have obeyed the Scriptures.5 in the first place they will not make use of all
As, then, ii a man should, similarly to those the Scriptures, and then they will not quote them

drugged by Circe, become a beast ; so he, who entire, nor as the body and texture of prophecy
has spurned the ecclesiastical tradition, and prescnbe. But, selecting ambiguous expressions,
darted off to the opinions of heretical men, has they wrest them to their own opinions, gathering
ceased to be a man of God and to remain faath- a few expressions here and there ; not looking
ful to the Lord. But he who has returned from to the sense, but making use of the mere words.

this deception, on hearing the Scriptures, and For in almost all the quotations they make, you
turned his life to the truth, is, as it were, from will find that they attend to the names alone,
being a man made a god. while they alter the meanings ; neither knowing,

For we have, as the source of teaching, the as they affirm, nor using the quotations they
Lord, both by the prophets, the Gospel, and the adduce, according to their true nature.
blessed apostles, "in divers manners and at But the truth is not found by changing the
sundry times," 6 leading from the beginning of meanings (for so people subvert all true teach-
knowledge to the end. But if one should sup-ing), but in the consideration of what perfectly

belongs to and becomes the Sovereign Cod, and
t Luke sx 6z in establishing each one of the points demon-

.2 IA re_t_:nce to the sickening and profane history of an apocry- stinted in the Scriptures again from similar Scrip-
pt_al hook, here-after to be notexi. But thss language ts most note-
worthyas an absolutcrefutationof modemMariolatry.] . tures. Neither, then, do they want to tam to the

STertulhan, who trtmm of the above-mentioned to!mc, atmbut_
these words to Ezekiel, but they are sought for in yam m Ezekiel, or
m any othor part of Scripting. [The _ards are not found in Ea=kiel, _' [Absol_exdusi.'m_qfma_ot_rsou_of.d_g_a, dum"tlle
bm such was his understanding of Ezek. xhv. 2] fasthonc_deh_rcdto_m_, j u_; _m. L _9-_L _..

be more decide, save what J . . .
s [Nothing LSC.ath_lc dogm_ according to our author, that _s nor 9 [An absolute d_moma_,atm_ of L-he _ of _ _pro_ by the Scriptarcs.]
6 Heb.: _t tbeTrent d°gm_]
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truth, being ashamed to abandon the claims of speak, the essence of demonstration. But, as
self-love ; nor are they able to manage their opin- I appears, no heresy has at all ears to hear what
ions, by doing violence to the Scriptures. But is useful, but opened only to what leads to pleas-
having first promulgated false dogmas to men;] ure. Since also, if one of them would only
plainly fighting against almost the whole Scrip- I obey the truth, he would be healed.
tures, and constantly confuted by us who contra- [ Now the cure of self-conceit (as of every
dlct them ; for the rest, even now partly they ailment) is threefold: the ascertaining of the
hold out against admitting the prophetic Scrip- cause, and the mode of its removal; and
tures, and partly disparage us as of a different thirdly, the training of the soul, and the accus-
nature, and incapable of understanding what is toming it to assume a right attitude to the judg-
peculiar to them. And sometimes even they ments come to. For, just like a disordered eye,
deny their own dogmas, when these are confuted, so also the soul that has been darkened by
being ashamed openly to own what in private they unnatural dogmas cannot perceive distinctly the
glory in teaching. For this may be seen in all light of truth, but even overlooks what is before
the heresies, when you examine the iniquities it.
of their dogmas. For when they are overturned They say, then, that in muddy water eels are
by our clearly showing that they are opposed caught by being blinded. And just as knavish
to the Scriptures, x one of two things may be boys bar out the teacher, so do these shut out
seen to have been done by those who defend the prophecies from their Church, regarding
the dogma. For they either despise the con- them with suspicion by reason of rebuke and
sistency of their own dogmas, or despise the admonition. In fact, they stitch together a
prophecy itself, or rather their own hope. And multitude of lies and figments, that they may
they invariably prefer what seems to them to appear acting m accordance with reason m not
be more evident to what has been spoken by admitting the Scriptures. So, then, they are
the Lord through the prophets and by the Gos- not pious, inasmuch as they are not pleased
pel, and, besides, attested and confirmed by the with the divine commands, that is, wath the
apostles. Holy Spirit. And as those almonds are called

Seeing, therefore, the danger that they are in empty m which the contents are worthless, not
(not in respect of one dogma, but in reference those in which there is nothing ; so also we call
to the maintenance of the heresies) of not dis- those heretics empty, who are destitute of the
covering the truth; for while reading the books counsels of God and the traditions of Christ;
we have ready at hand, they despise them as bitter, in truth, like the wild almond, their dog-
useless, but in their eagerness to surpass com- mas originating with themselves, with the excep-
mon faith, they have diverged from the truth, tion of such truths as they could not, by reason
For, in consequence of not learning the myste- of their evidence, discard and conceal.
ries of ecclesiastical knowledge, and not having As, then, in war the soldier must not leave the
capacity for the grandeur of the truth, too indo- post which the commander has assigned him, so
lent to descend to the bottom of things, reading neither must we desert the post assigned by the
superficially, they have dismissed the Scrip- Word, whom we have received as the guide of
tu_es. 2 Elated, then, by vain opinion, they are in- knowledge and of life. But the most have not
cessantly wrangling, and plainly care more to seem even inqmred, if there is one that we ought to
than to _e philosophers. Not laying as founda- follow, and who this is, and how he is to be fol-
tions the necessary first principles of things ; lowed. For as is the Word, such also must the
and influenced by human opinions, then making believer's hfe be, so as to be able to follow God,
the end to suit them, by compulsion ; on ac- who brings all things to end from the beginning
count of being confuted, they spar with those by the right course.
who are engaged in the prosecution of the true But when one has transgressed against the
philosophy, and undergo everything, and, as Word, and thereby against God ; if it is through
they say, ply every oar, even going the length becoming powerless in consequence of some
of impiety, by disbelieving the Scriptures,* ]impression being suddenly made, he ought to
rather than be removed from the honours of see to have the impressions of reasons at hand.
the heresy and the boasted first seat in their And if it is that he has become "common," a.q
churches ; on account of which also they eager- [the Scripture 3 says, in consequence of being
ly embrace that convivial couch of honour in the overcome by the habits which formerly had sway
Agape, falsely so called, over him, the habits must be entirely put a

The knowledge of the truth among us from stop to, and the soul trained to oppose them.
what is already believed, produces faith in what And if it appears that conflicting dogmas draw
is not yet believed; which [faith] is, so to some away, these must be taken out of the way,

t_ee,*J_.,_..l_toftl_cPa.l_"y,p. 469. New York, x883. ] 3 An apocryphal Scripture probably.
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and recourse is to be had to those who reconcile !of correction applicable to both kinds of sin :
dogmas, and subdue by the charm of the Scrip- for the one, knowledge and clear demonstration
tures such of the untutored as are timid, by from the testimony of the Scriptures ; and for
explaining the truth by the connection of the the other, the training according to the Word,
Testaments? which is regulated by the discipline of faith and

But, as appears, we incline to ideas founded fear. And both develop into perfect love. For
on opinion, though they be contrary, rather than the end of the Gnostic here is, in my judgment,
to the truth. For it is austere and grave. Now, twofold, b partly scientific contemplation, partly
since there are three states of the soul -- igno- action.
rance, opinion, knowledge--those who are in Would, then, that these heretics would learn
ignorance are the Gentiles, those in knowledge, and be set right by these notes, and turn to the
the true Church, and those in opinion, the Here- sovereign God ! But if, like the deaf serpents,
tics. Nothing, then, can be more dearly seen they listen not to the song called new, though
than those, who know, making alSrnlations about very old, may they be chastised by God, arm
what they know, and the others respecting what undergo paternal admonitions previous to the
they hold on the strength of opinion, as far as Judgment, till they become ashamed and repent,
respects affirmation without proof, but not rush through headlong unbelief, and pre-

They accordingly despise and laugh at one cipitate themselves into judgment.
another. And it happens that the same thought For there are partial corrections, which are

: is held in the highest estimation by some, and called chastisements, which many of us who
by others condemned for insanity. And, indeed, have been in transgression incur, by falhng away
we have learned that voluptuousness, which is from the Lord's people. But as children are
to be attributed to the Gentiles, is one thing ; chastised by their teacher, or their father, so are

? and wrangling, which is preferred among the we by Providence. But God does not punish,
heretical sects, is another ; and joy, which is to for punishment is retaliation for evil. He chas-
be appropriated to the Church, another ; and tises, however, for good to those who are chas-
delight, which is to be assigned to the true Gnos- tised, collectively and individually.
tic, another. And as, if one devote himself to I have adduced these things from a wish to
Ischomachus, he will make him a farmer; and to avert those, who are eager to learn, from the
Lampis, a mariner; and to Charidemus, a mih- liability to fall into heresies, and out of a desire
tar), commander ; and to Simon, an equestrian ; to stop them from superficial ignorance, or
and to Perdices, a trader; and to Crobyhis, a stupidity, or bad disposition, or whatever it
cook ; and to Archelaus, a dancer ; and to Ho- should be called. And in the attempt to per-
met, a poet ; and to Pyrrho, a wrangler ; and to suade and lead to the truth those who are not
Demosthenes, an orator ; and to Chrysippus, a entirely incurable, I have made use of these
dialectician ; and to Aristotle, a naturalist ; and words. For there are some who cannot bear
to Plato, a philosopher : so he who listens to the all to listen to those who exhort them to turn to
Lord, and follows the prophecy given by Him, the truth ; and they attempt to trifle, pouring
will be formed perfectly m the likeness of the out blasphemies against the truth, claiming for
teacher--made a god going about in flesh._ themselves the knowledge of the greatest things

Accordingly, those fall from this eminence who in the universe, without having learned, or in-
follow not God whither He leads. And He leads quired, or laboured, or discovered the consecu-
us in the inspired Scriptures. tive train of ideas, mwhom one should pity

Though men's actions are ten thousand in rather than hate for such perversity.
number, the sources of all sin are but two, igno- But if one is curable, able to bear (like fire
rance and inability. And both depend on our- or steel) the outspokenness of the truth, which
selves ; inasmuch as we will not learn, nor, off cuts away and burns their false opinions, let him
the other hand, restrain lust. And of these, the lend the ears of the soul. And this will be the
one is that, in consequence of which people do case, unless, through the propensity to sloth, they
not judge well, and the other that, in consequence push truth away, or through the desire of fame,
of which they cannot comply with right judg- endeavour to invent novelties. For those L_e
ments. For neither will one who is deluded in slothful who, having it in their power to provide
his mind be able to act rightly, though perfectly themselves with proper proofs for the divine
able to do what he knows ; nor, though capable Scriptures from the Scriptures themselves, select
of judging what is requisite, will he keep himself only what contributes to their own pleasures.
free of blame, if destitute of power in action. And those have a craving for glory who volun-
Consequently, then, there axe assigned two kinds tartly evade, by arguments of a diverse sort,

the things delivered by the blessed apostles and
.t.[lt_terylm_at in thischapter,thestudemmaytecogni_the teachers, which are wedded to inspired words;

lmmm_ _ of faith clearly emLbla_lmd.]
" [Strongasthislanguag©is,itmhuedoaaPet, i. 4.l opposing the divine tradition by human teach-
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ings, in order to establish the heresy.' For, in I shall know if ye rightly entertain great thoughts
truth, what remained to be saidmin ecclesiastical respecting knowledge. " For God," according
knowledge I mean m by such men, Marcion, for to David, "is known in Judea," that is, those
example, or Prodicus, and such like, who did that are Israelites according to knowledge. For
not walk in the right way? For they could not Judea is interpreted "Confession." It is, then,
have surpassed their predecessors in wisdom, so rightly said by the apostle, "This Thou, shalt
as to discover anything in addition to what had not commtt adultery, Thou shalt not steal, Thou
been uttered by them ; for they would have shall not covet; and if there be any other corn-
been satisfied had they been able to learn the mandment, it is comprehended an this word,
things laid down before. Thou shall love thy netghbour as thyself" 6

Our Gnostic then alone, having grown old in For we must never, as do those who follow the
the Scriptures, and maintaining apostolic and heresies, adulterate the truth, or steal the canon
ecclesiastic orthodoxy in doctrines, lives most of the Church, by gratifying our own lusts and
correctly in accordance with the Gospel, and dis- vanity, by defrauding our neighbours ; whom
covers the proofs, for which he may have made above all it is our duty, in the exercise of love
search (sent forth as he is by the Lord), from to them, to teach to adhere to the truth. It is
the law and the prophets. For the life of the accordingly expressly said, " Declare among the
Gnostic, m my view, is nothing but deeds and heathen H_s statutes," that they may not be
words corresponding to the tradition of the Lord. judged, but that those who have prewously
But "all have not knowledge. For I would not given ear may be converted. But those who
have you to be ignorant, brethren," says the speak treacherously with their tongues have the
apostle, "that all were under the cloud, and penalties that are on record.7
partook of spiritual meat and drink ;" 2 clearly
affirming that all who heard the word did not CHAP. XVII.- THE TRADITIONOF THE CHURCH
take in the magnitude of knowledge in deed and PRIORTO THAT OF THE HERESIES.
word. Wherefore also he added : "But with all Those, then, that adhere to impious words, and
of them He was not well pleased." Who is dictate them to others, inasmuch as they do not
this ? He who said, "Why do you call Me Lord, make a right but a perverse use of the diwne
and do not the wilt of My Father ?" 3 That is words, neither themselves enter into the kingdom
the Saviour's teaching, which to us is spmtual of heaven, nor permit those whom they have
food, and drink that knows no thirst, the water deluded to attain the truth. But not hawng the
of gnostic life. Further it is said, knowledge is i key of entrance, but a false (and as the common
said "to puff up." To whom we say: Per- phrase expresses it),acounterfeitkey (tw_KXeZ_),
chance seeming knowledge is said to puff up, by which they do not enter m as we enter in,
if one * suppose the expression means "to be through the tradition of the Lord, by drawing
swollen up." But if, as is rather the case, the aside the curtain ; but bursting through the s_de-
expression of the apostle means, "to entertain door, and digging clandestinely through the wall
great and true sentiments," the difficulty is solved, of the Church, and stepping over the truth, they
Following, then, the Scriptures, let us establish constitute themselves the Mystagogues s of the
what has been said : "Wisdom," says Solomon, soul of the impious.
"has inflated her children." For the Lord did For that the human assemblies which they
not work conceit by the particulars of H_s teach- held were posterior to the Catholic Church,9 re-
ing ; but He produces trust in the truth and quires not many words to show.
expansion of mind, in the knowledge that is For the teaching of our Lord at His advent,
communicated by the Scriptures, and contempt beginning with Augustus and Tzberius, was corn-
for the things which drag into sin, which is the )leted in the middle of the times of Tiberius. _°
meaning of the expression "inflated." It teaches
the magnificence of the wisdom implanted in 6.Romflit. 9.. ..........

ner cmmren oy msu'uctaon. _ow the apostle 45o),weshallfindastr_ctadhereacetowaatlstaughtbyClement.]
. • _ Those who initiate mto the mysteries.

says, I will know not the speech of those that 9 rs_ the q.om_o,f,omUi_, p. ,66 _._..]
axe ouffed uo, but the Dower • " s if ve under- _ _n _ _ ,o_ _0,o_ _.,a _ _o_ b,_,a;_, _._

. _ __ _" • __ -- _ • 1" . ... AC;)to_o'ro_, Ka_ TtSeO_ou Ko;oapo¢ _p_opev_, #eero_vr_v "r_v A_"
srancl ule _cmpmres magnammously _wnlcn yo._-ro_ X_,_,_v ceae_o_-az. In the translation, the change recom-
means fnl]v • fnr nnthJncr i_ o'ro_tor thnn trnth$ mended, on high authomy, of A_yoCg_ov into Ttfleptott m the last

• -- . .... ,.,_ _ I clause, m adopted, as on the whole the best way of solving the -
J_or In that lies tl_e power o! the cnuoren ot questmnable difficulty here If we retain Ab3,o6_'ov , the clause
w_A_ _k_ _ _,_*q'_A ,,_ TAr........ ;_ ...... [ must then be made pareuthettcal, and the sense would be: "For the
_.o_va_, w_*_ o.t_ ptu_._ ulJ. xx_ _y_ a_ t_ w_xc, teacinng of the Lord on Hts advent, beginning with Augustus and

Tiberius (in the muidle of the ttmes of Augustus), was completed."
I The objecuon to this (not by any means conclusave) is, that it does

z [The divine tradition is here identified with "fl_gs delivered J not specify the end of the period.
by the blessed apostles."] ] The first x5 years of the life of our Lord were the last x5 of the

t Cot,. x. _, 3, 4. { reign of Augustus, and m the xsth year of the reign of Ins successor
3 Luke vi. 46, combined with Matt. vii, ax [ Ttherms our Lord was baptized Clement elsewhere broaches the
4 d rt_ instead of/1_¢, singular opinion, that our Lord's ministry lasted only a year, and,
s z Cot. tv. x9. consequently that He cited m the year m winch He was bapuzed. As
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And that of the apostles, embracing the min-, Of the heresies, some receive their appella-
istry of Paul, ends with Nero. It was later, in tion from a [person's] name, as that which is
the times of Adrian the king, that those who in- icaJ.led after Valentinus, and that after Marcion,
vented the heresies arose ; and they extended to and that after Basilides, although they boast
the age of Antoninus the elder, as, for instance,/of adducing the opinion of Matthew [without
Basil.ides, though he claims (as they boast) for truth] ; for as the teaching, so also the tradition
his master, Glaucias, the interpreter of Peter. !of the apostles was one. Some take their desig-

Likewise they allege that Valentinus was a !nation from a place, as the Per-arid ; some from
hearer of Theudas., And he was the pupil of a nation, as the [heresy] of the Phrygians ; some
Paul. For Marclon, who arose in the same age from an action, as that of the Encratites ; and
with them, lived as an old man withtheyounger 2 some from peculiar dogmas, as that of the
[heretics]. And after him Simon heard for a Docetm, and that of the Hmmatites ; and some
little the preaching of Peter. from suppositions, and from individuals they

Such being the case, it is evident, frdm the have honoured, as those called Cainists, and the
high antiquity and perfect truth of the Church, Ophians; and some from nefarious practices
that these later heresies, and those yet subse- and enormities, as those of the Simonians called
quent to them in time, were new inventions falsi- Entychites.
fled [from the truth].

From what has been said, then, it is my opin-
ion that the true Church, that which is really] cHAP" xvm.--THE DISTINCTIONBETWEENCLEAN
ancient, is one, and that in it those who accord- I ANDUNCLF._ ANIMALSIN THE LAWSYMBOLICAL
ing to God's purpose are just, are enrolled. 3 OF THE;DISTINCTIONBETWEENTHE CHURCH, AND
For from the very reason that God is one, and jews, ANDHERETICS.
the Lord one, that which is in the highest degree After showing a little peep-hole to those who
honourable is lauded in consequence of its single- love to contemplate the Church from the law of

; hess, being an imitation of the one first principle, isacrifices respecting clean and unclean animals
In the nature of the One, then, is associated in a (inasmuch as thus the common Jews and the
joint heritage the one Church, which they strive heretics are distinguished mystically from the
to cut asunder into many sects, idivine Church), let us bring the discourse to a

Therefore in substance and idea, in origin, in' close.
pre-eminence, we say that the ancient and Catho- For such of the sacrifices as part the hoof,
hc 4 Church is alone, collecting as it does into and ruminate, the Scripture represents as clean
the unity of the one faith--which results from and acceptable to God; since the just obtain
the peculiar Testaments, or rather the one Tes- access to the Father and to the Son by faith.
tament in different times by the will of the one For this is the stability of those who part the
God, through one Lord _ those already or- hoof, those who study the oracles of God night
dained, whom God predestinated, knowing be- and day, and ruminate them in the soul's re-
fore the foundation of the world that they would ceptacle for instructions ; which gnostic exer-
be righteous, cise the Law expresses under the figure of the

But the pre-eminence of the Church, as the rumination of the clean animal. But such as
principle of union, is, in its oneness, in this sur- have neither the one nor the other of those quali-
passing all things else, and having nothing like ties it separates as unclean.
or equal to itself. But of this afterwards. Now those that ruminate, but do not part the

hoof, indicate the majority of the Jews, who

Augustus _.igned according to one of the chronologies of Clement have indeed the oracles of God, but have not
43, and accordlng to the other 46 years 4 months x day, and Ti:] faith, and the step which, resting on the truth,
bentm =, or 26 years 6 months x9 days the period of the tenchmg of
the Gospel specified above began du_t_g the reign of Augustus and conveys to the Father by the Son. Whence also
endedduringthereagnof Tiberius. , ' . I this kind of cattle are apt to slip, not having a

t OaO&iSL_',V¢oeva* m the reading, which eminent a.umontaes I a .... _ .L_ e..... ..1 --_, ._*g_ ^. c-k_ tWO-
(Bentley, Grabe,etc.)havechanged intoO,o_ (orOt_a) ,_mx_e. (llVlSlOnIn me too.t,ant* n_,L.catu,8 ,J_ ._._ ,.,.

*"_....... ,_donthissenIfoldsupportoffaith.For "no man, itm smo,mue..nlea.rmngariamgenmty we t_enexpe -_o_,,.__h,_d asit*_md_h the_t,*ppe_tosmzth*tear-]'knoweththeFather,but hc to whom the Son
cton was an old man while Bamhdes andValentinus were you n_ men; [ o1_q|l =_w_l gI;m "s
and that Simon (Magus) was posterior to them m ume., lvtarcton ! _t:a],tL_.... "_. _'- " , .... __!___
was certainly not an old man when Valentmus and Basilfries were And again, those aLSO are likewise unctcem
y°ungmctt, asth_flourishcdlnth¢first.lmlfoftne_tm-cenmry_'!.l- ._ _- *go t._,,¢ h,,t rlr_ nnt _tminate 6 Forandhewasbornaboutthe beginningof_t The &_icoltymregain tl3at pal_ w_. ,,.,_., ..............

S.i._ i, _ bestgotove_by_ppoangth_ C_t, sp_-g these noint out the heretics, who indeed go upon
ot these heresiarchs m _g order, descnbes.Marclon as mrmer r- " ....... _- _ "are in-
back ha time: which sense ttdP by of course will bsar1 although it the name ot the J_amer ana me _on, out
does seem somewhat harsh, as " after" thus means "before.. s [Thischapt*rillnstmteswhattheNiom_Fathersyndersto_.
_.th_,,lan_ abont the "One Holy _c and Apostonc s " "
t.hurch ] t.uge x :n

4 r;" ................... t enfeebled hae 6 [The swto¢ e.go, _ the _ ]a_x_f,bttt dolt_ atot rtt[_;
• *L " - Ilenoe nmLSt*m *-_ .......... _ _ ]10 _ --_

thetmaslmor, wbo t_k_itbytbe_rd tmtverml ,wmcn, mougn ..... _."/,_-,_ ,,ttbe_]
not wrong, dmgumcs the force of the argument, l corretqmmo,............ .
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capable of triturating and grinding down the clear one of the uninitiated, let us proceed to what we
declaration of the oracles, and who, besides, promised.
perform the works of righteousness coarsely and Now the Miscellanies are not like parts laid
not with precision, if they perform them at all. out, planted m regular order for the delight of
To such the Lord says, "Why will ye call me the eye, but rather like an umbrageous and
Lord, Lord, and do not the things which I shaggy hill, planted with laurel, and ivy, and
say?" ' apples, and olives, and figs ; the planting being

And those that neither part the hoof nor chew purposely a mixture of fruit-bearing and fruitless
the cud are entirely unclean, trees, since the composition aims at conceal-

ment, on account of those that have the daring
"But ye Megareans," says Theognis, "are neither third, to pilfer and steal the ripe fruits ; from which,nor fourth,

Nor twelfth, neither in reckoning nor in number," however, the husbandmen, transplanting shoots
and plants, will adorn a beautiful park and a de-

"but as chaff which the wind drives away from lightful grove.
the face of the earth, ''2 "and as a drop from a The Miscellanies, then, study neither arrange-
vessel."3 ment nor diction ; since there are even cases m

These points, then, having been formerly thor- which the Greeks on purpose wish that ornate
oughly treated, and the department of ethics diction should be absent, and imperceptibly cast
having been sketched summarily in a fragment- in the seed of dogmas, not according to the
ary way, as we promised ; and having here and truth, rendering such as may read laborious and
there interspersed the dogmas which are the quick at discovery. For many and various are
germs 4 of true knowledge, so that the discovery the baits for the various kinds of fishes.

of the sacred traditions may not be easy to any And now, after this seventh Miscellany of
ours, we shall give the account of what follows

x Luke vl. 4 6.

Ps. i.4. in order from another commencement.S
s Isa.xl.xs.
4 [Clementregardsdogmaas framingpracncalmorals. The s [The residueis lost,forthe etghthhookhas httle connecnon

commentts foundmthehmtoryofnataons,nominallyChristian.] withthe Gnosncas htthertodeveloped]

ELUCIDATIONS.

I,

(Deception, cap. ix. p. 538.)

More and more, the casuistry exposed by Pascal in the _Provincial Zet/ers _ becomes an im-
portant subject for the investigation of Americans. Nobody who has any pretensions to scholar-
ship can afford to be ignorant of these letters ; for they belong to literature, and not merely

to theology. But they belong in a sense to the past ; not that "the Society of Jesus "has ceased to

maintain all that Pascal has exposed, and to practise even worse, but that the Latin churche_
have, since the days of Pascal, been formally subjected to a system of casuistry, in some respects

superficially reformed, but in all other respects radically bad, and corroswe to society. In pascal's
day this casuistry could only be charged upon individuals, and upon societies and communities :
the Roman Church everywhere adopted it, but was not formally committed to it. But in the

system of Liguori this corrupt morality has been made authoritative and dogmatic; so that in all
the Latin churches it becomes the base of the confessional. For moral purposes, it is the Bible
of the millions who resort to their confessors and "directors." These remarks, however, are here

introduced merely with reference to the morals of Clement with regard to truth."
I have briefly indicated, in the footnotes, the points which are to be noted in forming an

opinion of our author's conceptions of this vital principle. They seem to me conformed to the
Gospel ; to the teachings of Him who allows no hair-splittings, but says, "Let your yea be yea

,.._...--

z A goodtranslationof theletterswaspublishedinNewYork,inx864,byHurd&Houghl_a.
i ForagoodarticleonSt.Alphonsusde'laguori,seetheEa*yc.Britaapdca.
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and your nay, nay." But, as the text stood in the Edinburgh translation, it did injustice to
Clement in one passage, which I have modified. It reads, "He (the Gnostic) both thinks and
speaks the truth, unless, at any time, medicinally, as a physician for the safety of the sick, he may
h_, or tell an untruth." To this, Clement adds significantly,"according to the Sophists." That
is to say, our author tolerates the Christian who has not got beyond the So_/_ with respect to
benevolent deceptions. As killing is not always murder, so some, even among stern moralists,
have maintained that dece/_on by word of mouth is not always lying. This is the extent to which
Clement tolerates sophistry, and he goes on to demand the practice of _ in Gospel terms.
Now, thank GOd, the English word "lie" is always infamous ; and there is nothing like it, in this
respect, in other languages. The Sophists themselves did not so understand the Greek word
(¢_), when they apply it to the benevolent deception of a physician, or to the untruths used
benevolently with the insane. Nothing infamous attaches to the French word memong¢ when
used for what are deemed "innocent deceptions." With this whole system of sophistry I have
no patience at all ; but, in justice to the Sophists, let us not make them worse than they were.
They did not understand that such deceptions were k'es. Hence, for "lie," I have used the word
&cdve, correcting a needless rendering of the text, and one to which Clement should not be made
to extend even a contemptuous toleration.

In this respect, the holy Jeremy Taylor and Dr. Johnson go further than Clement, and seem
to allow that benevolent deceptions may be innocent. Sanderson sustainsa sternermorality, and
is more generally accepted. Liguori's system is verbally as strong as the Gospel itself: lying is a
mortal sin, and never justifiable. But, when he comes to the definition of a lie, it is made so
feeble, that the worst liar that ever lived need never resort to it. He may practise all manner
of subterfuge, and even perjury,without telling a lie. As, e.g., if he points up his sleeve, while
he swears that he did not see the criminal Mere, he tells no lie : it is the business of the judge
and jury to watch his fingers, etc.

II.

(TrueGnostic,cap.r_p.540,notet.)

This unfortunateword Gnosh'c hides the force of Clement's teaching, throughout this work.
Here he virtually expounds it, and we see that it refers even more to the heart than to the head.
It carries with it the conduct of life by knowledge ; i.e., by "the true Light which lighteneth every
man that cometh into the world." (See p. 607, footnote.)

III.

(TheScriptures,cap.xvJ..p..,q.qo,note3.)

The Primitive Fathers never dream of anything as a_gma which cannot be proved by the
Scriptures, save only that the &postolictraditions, ckarly t, ro_ed _ be _/_, must be referred to
in proving what is Holy Scripture. It is not possible to grail on this principle the slightest argu.
ment for any traditionnot indisputably apostolic, so far as the de fide is concerned. Quod sem_#er
is the touchstone, in their conceptions, of an orthodoxy. No matter who may teach this or that,

or in any post-apostolic age, their test is Holy Scripture,and the inquiry, Was it a/m_: so
taught and understood ?
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BOOK VIII.

_. t.--amm oByzcr oF _m_oso_nom AND!fully, without love of strife or glory, asking,
Tm_Ot.O_C_ mQumY--x'aE vmcov_Y OF !answering, and besides considering the state-
aXUTH,z ments made. For it is incumbent, in applying
Btrr the most ancient of the philosophers were ourselves not only to the divine Scriptures, but

not carried away to disputing and doubting, also to common notions, to institute investiga-
much less are we, who are attached to the tions, the discovery ceasing at some useful end.
really true philosophy, on whom the Scripture For another place and crowd await turbulent
enjoins examination and investigation. For it is people, and forensic sophistries. But it is
the more recent of the Hellenic philosophers suitable for him, who is at once a lover and
who, by empty and futile love of fame, are led disciple of the truth, to be pacific even in investi-
into useless babbling in refuting and wrangling, gations, advancing by scientific demonstration,
But, on the contrary, the Barbarian philosophy, without love of self, but with love of truth, to
expelling all contention, said, "Seek, and ye comprehensive knowledge.
shall find ; knock, and it shall be opened unto
you; ask, and it shall be given you. ''2 CHAP. n._Tnx NECEssrrv OF PERSPICUOUSDEFINITION.

Accordingly, by investigation, the point pro-
posed for inquiry and answer knocks at the door What better or clearer method, for the corn-
of truth, according to what appears..And on an mencement of instruction of this nature, can
opening being made through the obstacle in the there be than discussion of the term advanced,
process of investigation, there results scientific so distinctly, that all who use the same language
contemplation. To those who thus knock, ac- may follow it? Is the term for demonstration
cording to my view, the subject under investi- of such a kind as the word Blityn, which is a
gation is opened, mere sound, signifying nothing? But how is it

And to those who thus ask questions, in the that neither does the philosopher, nor the orator,
Scriptures, there is given from God (that at --no more does the judge,-- adduce demonstra-
which they aim) the giR of the God-given tion as a term that means nothing; nor is any of
knowledge, by way of comprehension, through the contending parties ignorant of the fact, that
the true illumination of logical investigation, the meaning does not exist?
For it is impossible to find, without having Philosophers, in fact, present demonstration
sought; or to have sought, without having ex- as having a substantial existence, one in one way,
amined ; or to have examined, without having another in another. Therefore, if one would
unfolded and opened up the question by interro- treat aright of each question, he cannot carry
g_tion, to producedistinctness ; or again, to have back the discourse to another more generally
gone through the whole investigation, without admitted fundamental principle than what is
thereafter receiving as the prize the knowledge admitted to be signified by the term by all of
of the point in question, the same nation and language.

But it belongs to him who has sought, to find ; Then, starting from this point, it is necessary
and to him to seek, who thinks previously that to inquire if the proposition has this signification
he does not know. Hence drawn by desire to or not. And next, ff it is demonstrated to have,
the diJcovery of what is good, he seeks thought- it is necessary to investigate its nature accurately,

of what kind it is, and whether it ever passes
s ta'dsk_issu_B__d_si,, overthe class assigned. And flit _flicesnot to

il*_t_.t_ffitl_e_ _$b_"_._J say, absolutely, only that which one thinks (for
ssS
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one's opponent may equally allege, on the other longer a virgin. But what is apprehended by
side, what he likes) ; then what is stated must syllogism, though one thing, follows from several ;
be confirmed. If the decision of it be carried as, for example, not one but several proofs are
back to what is likewise matter of dispute, and adduced of Pytho having betrayed the By-.an-
the decision of that likewise to another disputed tines, if such was the fact. And to draw a con-

point, it will go on ad inflmtum, and will be clusion from what is admitted is to syllagqze ;
incapable of demonstration. But if the belief while to draw a conclusion from what is true is
of a point that is not admitted be carried back to demonstrate.

to one admitted by all, that is to be made the So that there is a compound advantage of dem-
commencellient of instruction. Every term, onstration: from its assuming, for the proof of
therefore, advanced for discussion is to be con- points in question, true premisses, and from its
verted into an expression that is admitted by drawing the conclusion that follows from them.
those that are parties in the discussion, to form If the first have no existence, but the second
the starting point for instruction, to lead the follow from the first, one has not demonstrated,
way to the discovery of the points under investl- but syllogized. For, to draw the proper'conclu-
gation. For example, let it be the term "sun" sion from the premisses, is merely to syllogize.
that is in question. Now the Stoics say that it But to have also each of the premisses true, is
is "an intellectual fire kindled from the waters not merely to have syllogized, but also to have
of the sea." Is not the definition, consequently, demonstrated.
obscurer than the term, requiring another dem- And to conclude, as is evident from the word,
onstration to prove if it be true ? It is there- is to bring to the conclusion. And in every
fore better to say, in the common and distinct train of reasoning, the point sought to be de-

: form of speech, "that the brightest of the termined is the end, which is also called the
: heavenly bodies is named the sun." For this conclusion. But no simple and primary state-

expression is more credible and clearer, and is ment is termed a syllogism, although true; but
hkewise admitted by all. it is compounded of three such, at the least, M

of two as premisses, and one as conclusion.
CHAP. HI.- DEMONSTRATIONDEFINED. NOW, either all things require demonstration,

Similarly, also, all men will admit that dem- or some of them are self-evident. But if the
onstration is discourse,, agreeable to reason, first, by demanding the demonstration of each
producing belief in points disputed, from points demonstration we shall go on ad infinitum ; and
admitted, so demonstration is subverted. But if the second,

Now, not only demonstration and belief and those things which are self-evident will become
knowledge, but foreknowledge also, are used in the starting points [and fundamental grounds]
a twofold manner. There is that which is scien- of demonstration.
tlfic and certain, and that which is merely based In point of fact, the philosophers admit that
on hope. the first principles of all things are indemonstra-

In strict propriety, then, that is called demon- ble. So that if there is demonstration at all,
stration which produces in the souls of learners there is an absolute necessity that there be
scientific belief. The other kind. is that which something that is self-evident, which is called
.merely leads to opinion. As also, both he that primary and indemonstrable.
is really a man, possessing common judgment, Consequently all demonstration is traced up
and he that is savage and brutal, m each is a to indemonstrable faith3
man. Thus also the Comic poet said that "man It will also turn out that there are other start-
is graceful, so long as he is man." The same ing points for demonstrations, after the source
holds with ox, home, and dog, according to the which takes its rise in faith, m the things which
goodness or badness of the animal. For by appear clearly to sensation and understanding.
looking to the perfection of the genus, we come For the phenomena of sensation are simple, and
to those meanings that are strictly proper. For incapable of being decompounded ; but those of
instance, we conceive of a physician who is de- understanding are simple, rational, and primary.
ficient in no element of the power of healing, But those produced from them are compound,
and a Gnostic who is defective in no element of but no less clear and reliable, and having more
scientific knowledge, to do with the reasoning faculty than the first.

Now demonstration differs from syllogism ; For therefore the peculiar native power of reason,
inasmuch as the point demonstrated is indicative which we all have by nature, deals with agree-
of one thing, being one and identical ; as we say ment and disagreement. If, then, any argument
that to be with child is the proof of being no be found to be of such a kind, as from points

I l----_tIs _ry to read Ate/or here, though not in the text, on already believed to be capable of producing
aCCOuntof _=*roi_ov,rtt which follows; and as e_Aoyav elvttt Atyov 2 [We begin, that is, #,fit axioms: _ he k_StniM_ idlmtlft_
?cc mm_f_rwm_,_t seems better to retain e_AoTovthan to substitute faith with ax_matic trut_ H_ tim faith not aotcrlc, JAoyo_for iL
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belief in what is not yet believed, we shall aver each object of investigation is sometimes merely
that this is the very essence of demonstration, of the essence, while its functions are unknown

Now it is affirmed that the nature of demon- (as of stones, and plants, and ammals, of whose
stration, as that of belief, is twofold : that which operations we are ignorant), or [the knowledge]
produces in the souls of the hearers persuasion of the properties, or powers, or (so to speak) of
merely, and that which produces knowledge, the qualities inherent in the objects. And some-

If, then, one begins with the things which are Umes we may know some one or more of those
evident to sensation and understanding, and then powers or properties, -- as, for example, the
draw the proper conclusion, he truly demon- desires and affections of the soul,--and be
strates. But if [he begin] with things whmh ignorant of the essence, and make it the object
are only probable and not primary, that is evident :of investigation. But in many instances, our
neither to sense nor understanding, and if he understanding having assumed all these, the
draw the right conclusion, he will syllogaze indeed, question is, in which of the essences do they
but not produce a scientific demonstration ; but thus inhere ; for it is after forming conceptions
if [he draw] not the right conclusion, he will of both--that is, both of essence and operation
not syllogize at all. -- in our mind, that we proceed to the questaon.

Now demonstration differs from analysis. For And there are also some objects, whose opera-
each one of the points demonstrated, is demon- tions, along with the:r essences, we know, but
strated by means of points that are demonstrat- are ignorant of their modifications.
ed ; those having been previously demonstrated Such, then, is the method of the discovery
by others ; till we get back to those which are [of truth]. For we must began wath the knowl-
self-evident, or to those evident to sense and to edge of the questions to be d:scussed. For
understanding ; which is called Analysis. But often the form of the expression deceives and
demonstration is, when the point in question confuses and disturbs the mind, so that it is not
reaches us through all the intermediate steps, easy to discover to what class the thing :s to be
The man, then, who practises demonstration, referred; as, for example, whether the foetus
ought to give great attention to the truth, while be an animal. For, having a conception of an
he disregards the terms of the premisses, whether animal and a foetus, we inquire ff it be the case
you call them axioms, or premisses, or assump- that the foetus is an animal ; that is, if the sub-
tions. Similarly, also, special attention must be stance which is in the foetal state possesses the
paid to what suppositions a conclusion is based power of motion, and of sensation besides. So
on ; while he may be quite careless as to whether that the mnquiry is regarding functmns and sensa-
one choose to term it a conclusive or syllogistic tions in a substance previously known. Conse-
proposition, quenfly the man who proposes the question is to

For I assert that these two things must be be first asked, what he calls an animal. Espe-
attended to by the man who would demonstrate cially is this to be done whenever we find the

to assume true premisses, and to draw from same term applied to various purposes ; and we
them the legitimate conclusion, which some also must examine whether what is signified by the
call "the inference," as being what is inferred term is disputed, or admitted by all. For were
from the premisses, one to say that he calls whatever grows and _s

Now in each proposition respecting a question, fed an animal, we shall have again to ask further,
there must be different premisses, related, how- whether he considered plants to be animals,
ever, to the proposition laid down ; and what is and then, after declaring himself to this effect,
advanced must be reduced to definition. And he must show what it is which is in the foetal

this definition must be admitted by all. But state, and msnourished.
when premisses irrelevant to the proposition For Plato calls plants animals, as partaking of
to be established are assumed, it is impossible to the third species of life alone, that of appetency.'
arrive at any right result ; the entire proposition But Aristotle, while he thinks that plants are

which is also called the question of its nature possessed of a hfe of vegetation and nutrition,
being ignored, does not consider it proper to call them ammals ;
In all questions, then, there is something which for that alone, which possesses the other life

is previously known,--that which being self- that of sensation- he considers warrantable to
evident is believed vathout demonstration ; which be called an animal. The Stoics do not call the
must be made the starting point in their investi- power of vegetation, life.
gation, and the criterion of apparent results. Now, on the man who proposes the question

denying that plants are animals, we shall show
c_a,. rv.--To PREVENT Am3iGxrrrv, WE MUST that he affirms what contradicts himself. For,

BEGIN wrrH CLEARDEI_ON. having defined the animal by the fact of its

For every question is solved from pre-existing , 's,a_,_. ,,hi_ ,a_,_ with what _ _r* i_-'_
knowledge. And the knowledge pre-existing of T_,, p. _ _,_h, ho_, _ .
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nourishment and growth, but having asserted For I might have rightly said, Of what dog do
that a plant is not an animal, it appears that he you speak? For I shall speak of the land dog
says nothing else than that what is nourished and and the sea dog, and the constellation in heaven,
grLws is both an animal and not an animal, and of Diogenes too, and all the other dogs in

t him, then, say what he wants to learn. Is order. For I could not divine whether you
it whether what is in the womb grows and is inqmre about all or about some one. What you
nourished, or is it whether it possesses any sen- shall do subsequently is to learn now, and say
sation or movement by impulse ? For, according distinctly what it is that your question is about.
to Plato, the plant is animate, and an animal ; Now if you are shuffling about names, it is plain
but, according to Aristotle, not an animal, for to everybody that the name f, etus is neither an
it wants sensation, but is animate. Therefore, animal nor a plant, but a name, and a sound,
according to him, an animal is an animate sen- and a body, and a being, and anything and
uent being. But according to the Stoics, a plant everything rather than an animal. And if it is
is neither animate nor an animal ; for an animal this that you- have propounded, you are an-
is an animate being. If, then, an animal is ani- swered.
mate, and life is sentient nature, it is plain that But neither is that which is denoted by the
what is animate is sentient. If, then, he who namefa_tus an animal. But that is incorporeal,
has put the question, being again interrogated if and may be called a thing and a notion, and
he still calls the animal m the foetal state an everything rather than an animal. The nature
animal on account of its being nourished and of an animal is different. For it was clearly
growing, he has got his answer, shown respecting the very point in question, I

But were he to say that the question he asks mean the nature of the embryo, of what sort it
is, whether the foetus is already sentient, or is. The question respecting the meanings ex-
capable of moving itself in consequence of any pressed by the name animal Js different.
impulse, the investigatmn of the matter becomes I say, then, if you affirm that an animal is
clear, the fallacy m the name no longer remain- what has the power of sensation and of moving
ing. But if he do not reply to the interrogation, itself from appetency, that an animal is not
and will not say what he means, or in respect of simply what moves through appetency and is
what consideration it is that he applies the term possessed of sensation. For it is also capable
"animal" in propounding the question, but bids of sleeping, or, when the objects of sensation
us define it ourselves, let him be noted as dis- are not present, of not exercising the power of
putatious, sensation. But the natural power of appetency

But as there are two methods, one by question or of sensatton is the mark of an animal. For
and answer, and the other the method of expo- something of this nature is indicated by these
ration, if he decline the former, let him listen to things. First, if the foetus is not capable of
us, while we expound all that bears on the prob- sensation or motion from appetency ; which is
lem. Then when we have done, he may treat the point proposed for consideration. Another
of each. point in turn. But if he attempt to point is ; if the foetus is capable of ever exercis-
interrupt the investigation by putting questions, ing the power of sensation or moving through
he plainly does not want to hear. appetency. In which sense no one makes it a

But if he choose to reply, let him first be question, since it is evident.
asked, To what thing he applies the name, ani- But the question was, whether the embryo is
real. And when he has answered this, let him already an animal, or still a plant. And then
be again asked, what, in his view, the foetus the name animal was reduced to definition, for
means, whether that which is in the womb, or the sake of perspicuity. But having discovered
things already formed and living ; and again, if that it is distinguished from what is not an ani-
the foetus means the seed deposited, or if it is mal by sensation and motion from appetency ;
only when members and a shape are formed that we again separated this from its adjuncts ; assert-
the name of embryos is to be applied. And on ing that it was one thing for that to be such
his replying to this, it is proper that the point in patens'ally, which is not yet possessed of the
hand be reasoned out to a conclusion, in due power of sensation and motion, but will some
order, and taught, time be so, and another thing to be already so

But if he wishes us to speak without him actuaOy; and in the case of such, it is one thing
answering, let him hear. Since you will not say to exert its powers, another to be able to exert
in what sense you allege what you have pro- them, but to be at rest or asleep. And this is
pounded (for I would not have thus engaged in the question.
a discussion about meanings, but I would now For the embryo is not to be eared an animal
have looked at the things themselves), know from the fact that it is nourished; which is
that you have done just as if you had propound- the allegation of those who turn aside from the
ed the question, Whether a dog were an animal? essence of the question, and apply their minds
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to what happens otherwise. But in the case of And how shall he reply to the interrogation?
all conclusions alleged to be found out, demon- For he is evidently no sceptic in respect to this.
stration is applied in common, which is discourse Nay, he affirms even that he does doubt.
(k_/o_), establishing one thing from others. And if we must be persuaded to suspend our
But the grounds from which the point m question judgment in regard to everything, we shall firstsus-
is to be established, must be admitted and known pend our judgment in regard to our suspense of
by the learner. ,_md the foundation of all these judgment itself, whether we are to credit it or not.
is what is evident to sense and to intellect. And if this position is true, that we do not

Accordingly the primary demonstration is corn- know what is true, then absolutely nothing is
posed ofall these. But the demonstration which allowed to be true by it. But if he will say that
from points already demonstrated thereby, con- even this is questionable, whether we know what
eludes some other point, is no less reliable than is true ; by thin very statement he grants that
the former. It cannot be termed primary, truth is knowable, in the very act of appearing
because the conclusion is not drawn from pri- to establish the doubt respecting it.
mary principles as premisses. But if a philosophical sect is a leaning toward

The first species, then, of the different kind, dogmas, or, according to some, a leaning to a
of questions, which are three, has been exhibited, number of dogmas which have consistency with

I mean that, in which the essence being known, one another and with phenomena, tending to a
some one of its powers or properties is unknown, right life ; and dogma is a logical concephon,
The second variety of propositions was that in and conception is a state and assent of the
which we all know the powers and properties, mind: not merely sceptics, but every one who
but do not know the essence ; as, for example, dogmatizes is accustomed in certain things to
in what part of the body is the pnncipal faculty suspend his judgment, either through want of
of the soul. strength of mind, or want of clearness in the

things, or equal force in the reasons.
CHAP. V. _APPLICATION OF DEMONSTRATION TO

SCEFrICAL SUSPENSE OF JUDGMENT. CHAP. VI. _ DEFINITIONS, GENERA, AND SPECIES.

Now the same treatment which applies to dem- 'The introductions and sources of questions
onstration applies also to the follow,ng quesuon, are about these points and in them.

Some, for instance, say that there cannot be But before defnitions, and demonstrations,
several originating causes for one animal. It is and dlvismns, it must be propounded in what
impossible that there can be several homogeneous ways the question is stated ; and equivocal terms
originating causes of an animal ; but that there are to be treated ; and synomyms stated ac-
should be several heterogeneous, is not absurd, curately according to their significations.

Suppose the Pyrrhonian suspense of judgment, Then it is to be required whether the prop-
as they say, [the idea] that nothing is certain : osition belongs to those points, which are consid-
it is plain that, beginning with itself, it first invali- ered in relauon to others, or :s taken by itself.
dates itself. It either grants that something is Further, If it is, what it is, what happens to
true, that you are not to suspend your judgment it ; or thus, also, if it is, what it is, why it is.
on all things ; or it persists in saying that there is And to the consideration of these points, the
nothing true. And it is evident, that first it will knowledge of Particulars and Universals, and the
not be true. For it either affirms what is true Antecedents and the Differences, and their divis-
or it does not affirm what is true. But if it ions, contribute.
affirms what is true, it concedes, though unwill- Now, Induction aims at generalization and
ingly, that something is true. And if it does definiuon ; and the divisions axe the species,
not affirm what _s true, it leaves true what _t and what a thing is, and the individual. The
wished to do away with. For, in so far as the contemplation of the How adduces the as-
scepticism which demolishes is proved false, in sumption of what is peculiar; and doubts bring
so far the positions which are being demolished the parucular differences and the demonstrauons,
are proved true ; like the dream which says that and otherwise augment the speculation and its
all dreams are false. For in confuting itself, it consequences ; and the result of the whole is
is confirmatory of the others, scientific knowledge and truth.

And, in fine, if it is true, it will make a be- Again, the summation resulting from Division
ginning with itself, and not be scepticism of any- becomes Definition. For Definition is adopted

m_n else but of itself first. Then ff [such a before division and after: before, when it isapprehends that he is a man, or that he is admitted or stated ; after, when it is demon-
sceptical, it is evident that he is not sceptical.' strated. And by Sensation the Universal is

summed up from the Particular. For the start-
, _rhe _ StUnt _ be oll his guard as to the philo_ophlcal ing point of Induction is Sensation ; and the end

srtph_'_r_ hq_ret_ea_d, which is not the hablt of unbelief commonly is the Universal..o¢_led.]
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Induction, accordingly, shows not what a entirely explicated, if, necessarily, essence is in-
thing is, but that it is, or is not. Division shows [herent in each of the existences.
what it is ; and Definition similarly with Division J Whence both these divisions are to be rejected,
teaches the essence and what a thing is, but not and only the division of the genus into species is
if it is ; while Demonstration explains the three approved, by which both the identity that is in
points, ,f it is, what it is, and why it is. the genus is characterized, and the diversity

There are also Definitions which contain the [which subsists in the specific differences.
Cause. And since it may be known when we The species is always contemplated in a part.
see, when we see the Cause ; and Causes are On the other hand, however, if a thing is part of
four --the matter, the moving power, the species, another, it will not be also a species. For the
the end ; Definition will be fourfold, hand is a part of a man, but it is not a species.

Accord, ngly we must first take the genus, in And the genus exists in the species. For [the
: which are the points that are nearest those above ; genus] is both in man and the ox. But the whole

and after this the next difference. And the suc- is not in the parts. For the man is not in his feet.
cession of differences, when cut and divided, Wherefore also the species ismore important than
completes the "What it is." There isno necessi- the part ; and whatever things are predicated of
ty for expressing all the differences of each thing, the genus will be all predicated of the species.
but those which form the species. It is best. then, to dwJde the genus into two, if

Geometrical analysis and synthesis are similar not into three species. The species then being
to logical division and definition; and by divis- dtvided more generically, are characterized by
_on we get back to what is simple and more sameness and difference. And then being divid-
elementary. We divide, therefore, the genus of ed, they are chacterized by the points generically
what is proposed for consideration into the indicated.
spec,es contained in it ; as, in the case of man, For each of the species is either an essence ;
we divide animal, which is the genus, into the as when we say, Some substances are corporeal
species that appear in it, the mortal, and the im- and some incorporeal ; or how much, or what re-
mortal. And thus, by continually d,viding those lation, or where, or when, or doing, or suffering.
genera that seem to be compound into the simpler One, therefore, willgive the definition of what-
species, we arrive at the point which is the sub- ever he possesses the knowledge of; as one can
ject of investigation, and which is incapable of by no means be acquainted with that which he
further division, cannot embrace and define in speech. And in

For, after dividing "the animal" into mortal consequence of ignorance of the definition, the
and immortal, then into terrestrial and aquatic ; result is, that many disputes and deceptions arise.
and the terrestrial again into those who fly and For if he that knows the thing has the knowledge
those who walk; and so dividing the species of it in his mind, and can explain by words
which is nearest to what is sought, which also con- what he conceives ; and if the explanation of
tains what is sought, we arrive by div,s,on at the the thought is definition ; then he that knows
s_mplestspecies, which contains nothing else, but the thing must of necessity be able also to give the
what is sought alone, definition.

For again we divide that which walks into Now in definitions, difference is assumed,
rational and irrational ; and then selecting from which, in the definition, occupies the place of
the species, apprehended by division, those next sign. The faculty of laughing, accordingly, being
to man, and combining them into one formula, added to the definition of man, makes the whole
we state the definition of a man, who is an animal, -- a rational, mortal, terrestrial, walking, laughing
mortal, terrestrial, walking, rational, animal. For the things added by wayof differ-

Whence Division furnishes the class of matter, ence to the definition are the signs of the prop-
seeking for the definition the simplicity of the erties of things ; but do not show the nature of
name; and the definition of the artisan and the things themselves. Now they say that the
maker,by composition and construction, pre- differenceis the assigningof what is peculiar; and
sents the knowledge of the thing as it is ; not of as that which has the difference differsfrom all
those things of which we have general notions, the rest, that which l_elongsto it alone, and is
To these notions we say that explanatoryexpres- predicatedconverselyof the thing, must in defini-
sions belong. For to these notions, also, divis- tions be assumed by the first genus as principal
ions are applicable, and fundamental.

Now one Division divides that which is divided Accordingly, in the larger defufitiona the
into species, as a genus ; and another into parts, number of the species that are discovered axe in
as a whole ; and another into accidents, the ten Categories; and in the least, the prin-

The division, then, of a whole into the parts, cipal points of the nearest species being taken,
is, for the most part, conceived with reference to markthe essence and nature of the thing. Bat
magnitude ; that into the accidents can never be the least consists of three, the genus and two
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_-s_ntially necessary species. And this is done is no scientific knowledge, seeing they are infi-
for the sake of brevity, nite. But it is the property of science to rest

We say, then, Man is the laughing animal, on general and defined principles. Whence also
And we must assume that which pre-eminently Particulars are resolved into Universals. And
happens to what is defined, or its peculiar virtue, philosophic research is occupied with Concep-
or its peculiar function, and the like. tions and Real subjects. But since of these the

Accordingly, while the definition is explana- Particulars are infinite, some elements have
tory of the essence of the thing, it is incapable been found, under which every subject of inves-
of accurately comprehending its nature. By tigation is brought ; and if it be shown to enter
means of the principal species, the definition into any one or more of the elements, we prove
makes an exposition of the essence, and almosl it to exxst ; but if it escape them all, that it does
has the essence in the quality, not exist.

Of things stated, some are stated without con-
CHAP.VII. -- ONTHE CAUSESOF DOUBTOR ASSENT nection ; as, for example, "man" and "runs,"

The causes productive of scepticism are two and whatever does not complete a sentence,
things principally. One is the changefulness which is either true or false. And of things
and instability of the human mind, whose nature stated in connection, some pomt out "essence,"
it is to generate dissent, either that of one with some "quality," some "quantity," some "rela-
another, or that of people with themselves. And tlon," some "where," some "when," some
the second is the discrepancy which is in things ; "position," some "possession," some "action,"
which, as to be expected, is calculated to be some "suffering," which we call the elements
productive of scepticism, of material things after the first principles. For

For, being unable either to believe in all views, these are capable of being contemplated by
on account of their conflicting nature ; or to reason.
disbelieve all, because that which says that all But immaterial things are capable of being
are untrustworthy is included in the number of apprehended by the mind alone, by primary
those that are so ; or to believe some and dis- applicataon.
believe others on account of the equipoise, we And of those things that are classed under the
are led to scepticism, ten Categories, some are predicated by them-

But among the principal causes of scepticism selves (as the nine Categories), and others in
is the instability of the mind, which is productive relation to something.
of dissent. And dissent is the proximate cause And, agaan, of the things contained under these
of doubt. Whence life is full of tribunals and ten Categories, some are Umvacal, as ox and
councils ; and, in fine, of selection in what is man, as far as each is an animal. For those are
said to be good and bad ; which are the signs of Univocal terms, to both of which belongs the
a mind in doubt, and halting through feebleness, common name, animal ; and the same principle,
on account of conflicting matters. And there that is definition, that is animate essence. And
are libraries full of books, x and compilations and Heteronyms are those which relate to the same
treatises of those who differ in dogmas, and are subject under different names, as ascent or de-
confident that they themselves know the truth scent ; for the way is the same whether upwards
that there is in things, or downwards. And the other species of Heter-

onyms, as horse and black, are those which have
CHAP.VIII.- THE METHODOF CI.,ASS_G THINGS a different name and defimtion from each other,

Am) NAMES. and do not possess the same subject. But they
In language there are three things : --Names, are to be called different, not Heteronyms.

which are primarily the symbols of conceptions, And Polyonyms are those which have the same
and by consequence also of subjects. Second, definition, but a different name, as, hanger,
there are Conceptions, which are the likenesses sword, scimitar. And Paronyms are those which
and impressions of the subjects. Whence in all, are named from something different, as "manly"
the conceptions are the same; in consequence from "manliness."
of the same impression being produced by the Equivocal terms have the same name, but

subjects in all. But the names are not so, on inot the same definition, as man-- both the animalaccount of the difference of languages. And and the picture. Of Equivocal terms, some re-
thirdly, the Subject-matters by which the Con- i ceive their Equivocal name fortuitously, as Ajax,
ceptions are impressed in us. Ithe Locrian, and the Salaminian ; and some from

The names are reduced by grammar into the intention ; and of these, some from resemblance,
twenty-four general elements ; for the elements as man both the living and the painted ; and
must be determined. For of Particulars there some from analogy, as the foot of Mount Ida, and

7---- [our foot, because they are beneath ; some from
x [The_aex_arian_,ansi_ve _ _ asanad_,*i- • - "" 1w remark ButseeF.cd_. _m.z=.] ] action, as the foot of a vessel, by which the vesse
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sails, and our foot, by which we move. Equivo- cut ; and some to that of axioms, -- as, for ex-
cal terms are designated from the same and to ample, that of a ship being made, whose case
the same ; as the book and scalpel are called again is, that a ship is constructing. Now Aris-
surgical, both from the surgeon who uses them, totle denominates the name of such things as a
and with reference to the surgical matter itself, house, a ship, burning, cutting, an appellative.

But the case is allowed to be incorporeal. There-
CHAP.IX.- ON THE DIFFERENTKINDSOF CAUSES.forethatsophismissolvedthus:What you sty

Of Causes,some are Procatarctmand some passesthroughyour mouth. Which is true.

Synectic,some Co-operating,some CausessineYou name a house. Thereforea house passes
Cud non. throughyour mouth. Which isfalse.For we
Those thataffordthe occasionofthe origindo notspeakthehouse,whichisa body,butthe

ofanythingfirst,are Procatarctic; as beautyiscase,inwhichthehouseis,whichisincorporeal.
thecauscoflovetothelicentious; forwhen seen And wc saythatthe house-builderbuildsthe

bythem,italoneproducestheamorous inclina-house,in referenceto thatwhich isto"bepro-
natlon,butnot necessarily, duced. So we saythatthe cloakiswoven ; for
Causes are Synectic(which are alsounivo-thatwhichmakes Istheindicationoftheopera-

callyperfectof themselves)whenever a cause tion.That which makes isnot theattributeof
iscapable of producing the effectof itself,one,and the causethatofanother,but of the
independently, same,bothinthecase ofthe cloakand of the

Now allthe causesmay be shown in orderin house. For,inasfarasone isthecauseofany-
thecaseofthelearner.The fatheristhe Pro- thingbeingproduced,in so farishe alsothe
catarcticcause of learning,thc teacherthe maker ofit. Consequently,thecause,and that
Synectic,and the natureof the learnerthe co- which makes,and thatthroughwhich (&' _),
operatingcause,and timeholds the relationof are thesame. Now, ifanythingis"a cause"
the Cause sine qudnon, and "that which effects," it is certainly also

Now that is properly called a cause which is "that through which." But if a thing is "that
capable of effecting anything actively ; since we through which," it does not by any means follow
say that steel is capable of cutting, not merely that it is also "the cause." Many things, for in-
while cutting, but also while not cutting. Thus, stance, concur in one result, through which the
then, the capability of causing (Tb _rat,c_'t_dv) end is reached; but all are not causes. For
signifies both; both that which is now acting, Medea would not have killed her children, had
and that which is not yet acting, but which pos- she not been enraged. Nor would she have
sesses the power of acting, been enraged, had she not been jealous. Nor

Some, then, say that causes are properties of would she have been this, ]f she had not loved.
bodies ; and others of incorporeal substances ; Nor would she have loved, had not Jason sailed
others say that the body is properly speaking to C Jlcha. Nor would this have taken place,
cause, and that what is incorporeal is so only cata- had the Argo not been built. Nor would this
chrestically, and a quasi-cause. Others, again, have taken place, had not the timbers been cut
reverse matters, saying that corporeal substances from Pelion. For though in all these things
are properly causes, and bodies are so improper- there is the case of "that through which," they
ly ; as, for example, that cutting, which is an are not all "causes" of the murder of the chil-
action, is incorporeal, and is the cause of cutting dren, but only Medea was the cause. Where-
which is an action and incorporeal, and, m the fore, that which does not hinder does not act.
case of bodies, of being cut, m as in the case of Wherefore, that which does not hinder is not a
the sword and what is cut [by it]. cause, but that which hinders is. For it is in

The cause of things is predicated in a three- acting and doing something that the cause is
fold manner. One, What the cause is, as the conceived.
statuary ; a second, Of what it is the cause of Besides, what does not hinder is separated
becoming, a statue ; and a third, To what it is from what takes place ; but the cause is related
the cause, as, for example, the material : for he to the event. That, therefore, which does not
is the cause to the brass of becoming a statue, hinder cannot be a cause. Wherefore, then, it

The being produced, and the being cut, which[ is accomplished, because that which can hinder
are causes to what they belong, being actions, [ is not present. Causation is then predicated in

are incorporeal. '_qon-four ways : The efficient cause, as the statuary ;According to which principle, causes we t;i and the material, as the brass ; and the form, as
to the class of predicates (Ka_'rop*/galr_), or, I the character; and the end, as the honour of
as others say, of dicta (_m'_v) (for Cleanthes i the Gymnasiarch.
and Archedemus call predicates dicta) ; or rather, i The relation of the cause due qud uon m held

•some causes will be assigned to the class of predi- [ by the brass in reference to the production of
cares, as that which is cut, whose case is to be the statue ; and likewise it is a [true] cauge. For
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everythingwithoutwhich theeffectisincapableanother,but causesto each other. For the
of beingproduced,isof necessitya cause; but spleneticaffectionprecedingisnotthe causeof
a causenotabsolutely.For thecause sinequd fever,but of the occurrenceof fever; and the

_an is not Synectic,but Co-operative.And feverwhich precedesisnot the causeof spleen,
everythingthatactsproducestheeffect,in con- but oftheaffectionincreasing.
junctionwiththeaptitudeof thatwhichisacted Thus alsothevirtuesarecausestoeach other,
on. For thecausedisposes.But each thingis becauseon accountof theirmutual correspond-
affectedaccordingto itsnaturalconstitution; ence theycannotbe separated.And the stones
theaptitudebeingcausative,and occupyingthe inthe arch are causesof itscontinuingin thls
placeof causessinequd non. Accordingly,the category,butare notthe causesof one another.
cause is inefficacious without the aptitude; and And the teacher and the learner are to one
is not a cause, but a co-efficient. For all causa- another causes of progressing as respects the
tion is conceived in action. Now the earth predicate.
could not make itself, so that it could not be the And mutual and reciprocal causes are predi-
cause of itself. And it were ridiculous to say cated, some of the same things, as the merchant
that the fire was not the cause of the burning, and the retailer are causes of gain ; and some-
but the logs, -- or the sword of the cutting, but times one of one thing and others of another, as
the flesh,-- or the strength of the antagonist the the sword and the flesh ; for the one is the
cause of the athlete being vanquished, but his cause to the flesh of being cut, and the flesh to
own weakness, the sword of cutting. [It is well said,] "An

The Synecticcause does not require time. For eye for an eye, life for life." For he who has
the cautery produces pain at the instant of its wounded another mortally, is the cause to hlrn
application to the flesh. Of Procatarctic causes, of death, or of the occurrence of death. But on
some require time till the effect be produced, being mortally wounded by him in turn, he has
and others do not require it, as the case of frac- had him as a cause in turn, not in respect of be-
ture. ing a cause to him, but in another respect. For

Axe not these called independent of time, not he becomes the cause of death to him, not that
by way of privation, but of diminution, as that it was death returned the mortal stroke, but the
which is sudden, not that which has taken place wounded man himself. So that he was the cause
without time ? of one thing, and had another cause. And he

Every cause, apprehended by the mind as a who has done wrong becomes the cause to an-
cause, is occupied with something, and is con- other, to him who has been wronged. But the
cewed in relation to something ; that is, some law which enjoins punishment to be inflicted is
effect, as the sword for cutting; and to some the cause not of injury, but to the one of rein-
object, as possessing an aptitude, as the fire to butlon, to the other of discipline. So that the
the wood. For it will not burn steel. The things which are causes, are not causes to each
cause belongs to the things which have relation other as causes.
to something. For it is conceived in its rela- It is stall asked, if many things in conjunction
tion to another thing. So that we apply our become many causes of one thing. For the
minds to the two, that we may conceive the men who pull together are the causes of the
cause as a cause, ship being drawn down ; but along with others,

The same relation holds with the creator, and unless what is a joint cause be a cause.
maker, and father. A thing is not the cause of Othe_ say, if there are many causes, each by
itself. Nor is one his own father. For so the itself becomes the cause of one thing. For in-
first would become the second. Now the cause stance, the virtues, which are many, are causes
acts and affects. That which is produced by of happiness, which is one ; and of warmth and
the cause is acted on and is affected. But the pain, similarly, the causes are many. Are not,
same thing taken by itself cannot both act and then, the many virtues one in power, and the
be affected, nor can one be son and father, sources of warmth and of pain so, also? and
And otherwise the cause precedes in being what does not the multitude of the virtues, being one
is done by it, as the sword, the cutting. And in kind, become the cause of the one result,
the same thing cannot precede at the same in- happiness ?
stant as to matter, as it is a cause, and at the But, in truth, Procatarctic causes are more
same time, also, be after and postenor as the than one both generically and specifically; as,
effect of a cause, for example, cold, weakness, fatigue, dyspepsra,

Now being differs from becaming, as the cause drunkenness, generically, of any disease; and
from the effect, the father from the son. For specifically, of fever. But Synectic causes are
the same thing cannot both be and became at so, generically alone, and not also specifically.
the same instant ; and consequently it is not the For of pleasant odour, which is one thing
cause of itself. Thin_ are not causes of one generically, there are many specific causes, as
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frankincense, rose, crocus, styrax, myrrh, oint- remains. But a Synectie cause is th_ which
meat. For the rose has not the same kind of being present, the effect remains, and being
sweet flagrance as myrrh, removed, the effect is removed.

And the same thing becomes the cause of The Synectic is also called by the synonymous
contrary effects ; sometimes through the magni-expression "perfect in itself." Since it is of
tude of the cause and its power, and sometimes itself sufficient to produce the effect.
m consequence of the susceptlblhty of that on And if the cause manifests an operation stffli-
which it acts. According to the nature of the cient in itself, the co-operating cause indicates
force, the same string, according to xts tension or assistance and service along with the other. If,
relaxation, gives a shrill or deep sound. And accordingly, it effects nothing, it will not be
honey is sweet to those who are well, and bitter called even a co-operating cause ; and if it does
to those who are in fever, according to the state effect something, it is wholly the cause of this,
of susceptibility of those who are affected. And that is, of what is produced by it. That is, then,

, one and the same wine inclines some to rage, a co-operating cause, which being present, the
and others to merriment. And the same sun effec.t was produced--the visible visibly, and
melts wax and hardens clay. the occult invisibly.

Further, of causes, some are apparent ; others The Joint-cause belongs also to the genus of
,_ are grasped by a process of reasoning ; others causes, as a fellow-soldier is a soldier, and as a

are occult ; others are inferred analogically, fellow-youth is a youth.
And of causes that are occult, some are occult The Co-operating cause further aids the

,_ temporarily, being hidden at one time, and at Synectic, in the way of intensifying what is pro-
another again seen clearly ; and some are occult duced by it. But the Joint-cause does not fall
by nature, and capable of becoming at no time under the same notion. For a thing may be a
visible. And of those who are so by nature, Joint-cause, though it be not a Synectic cause.

, some are capable of being apprehended; and For the Joint-cause is conceived in conjunction
' these some would not call occult, being appre- with another, which is not capable of producing

hended by analogy, through the medium of signs, the effect by itself, being a cause along with a
! as, for example, the symmetry of the passages of cause. And the Co-operating cause differs from

the senses, which are contemplated by reason, the Joint-cause in this particular, that the Joint-
"_ And some are not capable of being apprehended ; cause produces the effect in that which by itself

which cannot in any mode fall under apprehen- does not act. But the Co-operating cause, while
slon ; which are by their very definition occult, effecting nothing by itself, yet by its accession to

Now some are Procatarctic, some Synectic, that which acts by itself, co-operatos with it, in
some Joint-causes, some Co-operating causes, order to the production of the effect in the m-
And there are some according to nature, some tensest degree. But especially is that which

i beyond nature. And there are some of disease becomes co-operating from being Procat_rctic,
and by accident, some of sensations, some of effective in intensifying the force of the cause:
the greatness of these, some of times and of
seasons.

Procatarctic causes being removed, the effect m_l[y.Th_'°_lu_da*_,_"_'I._o_,at_p._**_._i_tly,_t,

ELUCIDATIONS.

I.

(Scripture, cap. i. p. 558.)

Or_ the i8th of July, x87o, Pins the Ninth, by the bull Pastor A_lernus proclaiming himself
infallible, and defining that every Roman bishop from the times of the apostles were equally so,
placed himself in conflict, not merely with Holy Scripture (which repeatedly proves the falli-
bility of St. Peter himself, when speaking apart from his fellow-apostles), but with the torrent of

all antiquity. Yes, and with the great divines of his own communion, such as Bossuet ; includ-
ing divers pontiffs, and the Gallicans generally. But note, here, what St. Clement says of the

Holy Scripture, and of the search after truth. Is it conceivable, that he knew of any living
infallible oracle, when he wrote this book, never once hinting the existence of any such source
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of absolute gnostic perfection? A like ignorance of such an oracle characterizes Vincent
of Lerins, the great expounder of the rule of faith as understood by the four great councils of
antiquity.

Clearly, Clement had never seen in Iremeus the meaning read into his words by the modem
flatterers of the Roman See.' The discovery of _87o comes just eighteen centuries too late for
practical purposes.

II.

(of Bookthe Eighth, note i, p. 567.)

In the place of this book, according to some uss., Photius found the tract _t_ 6 _od;Jp_vo_
fkotb-u_ ; in other Mss., a book beginning as this does. He accused the Stromata of unsound
opinions ; but, this censure not being supported by anything we possess, some imagine that the
eighth book is lost, and that it is no great loss after all. A rash judgment as to its value ; but
possibly this, which is caged the eighth book, is from the lost Hy_oly._oses. Kaye's suggestion _s,
that, as the seventh book closed with a promise of something quite fresh, we may discover it in
this contribution towards forming his Gnostic, to further knowledge.

It should be regarded as of great importance, that Christianity appears as the friend of all
knowledge, and of human culture, from the very start. To our author's versatile genius, much
credit is due for the elements out of which Christian universities took their rise.

z Vol.L p. 4X5,andElucidationI. p. 46o, this series.
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FRAGMENTS.

I._FROM THE LATIN TRANSLATION OF stones, are built up a spiritual house ;" meaning
CASSIODORUS3 the place of the angelic abode, guarded in

I. _ COMMENTS 2 ON THE FIRST EPISTLE OF PETER, heavenr" "For you," he says, "who ate kept
by the power of God, by faith and contempla-

: CHAP. i. 3" " Blessed be the God and Father tion, to receive the end of your faith, the sal-
of our Lord Jesus Christ, who by His great vation of your souls."
mercy hath regenerated us." For if God gener- Hence it appears that the soul is not naturally
ated us of matter, He afterwards, by progress immortal; but is made immortal by the grace
m life, regenerated us. of God, through faith and righteousness, and by

"The Father of our Lord, by the resurrection knowledge. "Of which salvation," he says,_
of Jesus Christ : " who, according to your faith, "the prophets have inquired and searched dili-
nses again in us ; as, on the other hand, He dies gently," and what follows. It is declared by
in us, through the operation of our unbelief, this that the prophets spake with wisdom, and

! For He said again, that the soul never returns a that the Spirit of Christ was in them, according
second time to the body in this life ; and that to the possession of Chnst, and in subjection to
which has become angelic does not become Christ. For God works through archangels and

: unrighteous or evil, so as not to have the oppor- kindred angels, who are called spirits of Christ.
tunity of again sinning by the assumption of " Which are now," he says, _ "reported unto
flesh ; but that in the resurrection the soul3 you by them that have preached the Gospel
returns to the body, and both are joined to one unto you." The old things which were done by
another according to their peculiar nature, the prophets and escape the observation of most,
adapting themselves, through the composition are now revealed to you by the evangelists. "For
of each, by a kind of congruity like4 a butlding to you," he says, 9 "they are manifested by the
of stones. Holy Ghost, who was sent;" that is the Pars-

Besides, Peter says,S "Ye also, as living clete, of whom the Lord said, "If I go not away,
He will not come.' ..... Unto whom," ,, it is said,

t [M. Aurelius Cassiodorus (whose name ss aL_oSenator) was an "the angels desire to look ; " not the apostate
author and pubhc man of the sixth century, and a very voluminous angels, as most suspect, but, what is a divinewriter. He would shine with a .._ter lustre were he not so nearly
lost m the brighter hght of Bo_thius, lus dlustrioas contemporary truth, angels who desire to obtain the advantage
After the death of his patron, Theodoric, he contanued for a lame m
the public serwce, and m high po_laorm, but, at seventy years of age, of that perfection.
began another careere and for twenty years devoted htmself to letters "By precious blood," he says,'* "as of a lamb
and the practace of piety m a monastery_whtch he established in the
N_pohta. kingdom,_ _ _a_ Sq_. D,edaboutA.I,. without blemish and without spot." Here he

Comments, ie., Adumbratimt_s. Ca._odoru$ says that he had touches on the ancient Levitical and sacerdotal.
,n r_ tm_on cobb'tadwhathe conslde_terroneousm th_ celebrations ; but means a soul pure through
original. So Fell states: and he is also inclined to believe that these

Lta_t_nts are from Clvment's lost work, the" Y.... _.,_, a which righteousness which is offered to God.
*bchevesTlzeAdumbratianesofCass,odorustobeatranslanon. "Verily foreknown before the foundation of

s ,, Utramque" is the readmg, which ,s plainly corrupt. We have
con)ectured"animam." Therestofthesentermeissoungrarnmat,cal the world." ,3 Inasmuch as He was foreknown
an<lmapraetieahle as it stands, that it is only by taking considerable before every creature, because He was Christ.hberties with it that it is translateabte at all.

4 Thetextherehasltkeadrag.netor(slcutsagena_e_,which s "Coeh"plaluly a re,stake for"ecelo" or*'ccdm." There iswe have omitted heml/utterly incapable of divining any coneetvable.... app_r_n_T;_la_, here.:' a_ __ _,d_, _,__ "_,_'_"semblance or analogy whtch a drag-net can afford for the re_umon
the soul antibody. "Sagena"isetthera blander forsomethmg most probably is the explanatl_ ol an tanenum_ tutm_uttmtnc

else which we cannot conjecture, or the sentence ts here, as else- and undefiled, reserved m maven."
where, mutilated. But it ss possible that it may have been the 7 Ver. Io.
Umon of the blessed to each other, and thetr conjuncUon with s Vcr re.

another according to thetr a_mties, which was the point 9 Ibzd.
dled in the ori_naq sentences, of which we ha.re only these io John xvi. 7.

_.._ and _g _mams. IA very g_ _re, oa the ix1ha.'* Vet 19
gth of which the text might have been left as ,t stood j 13 Ver. 2o.

SClmP -ai 5- 57t
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"But manifested in the last times" by the gen- "When the long-suffering of God"'4 holds
era,ion of a body. out. God is so good, as to work the result by

"Being born again, not of corruptible seed." ' the teaching of salvation.
The soul, then, which is produced along with the "By the resurrection," it is said,,5 "of Jesus
body is corruptible, as some think. Christ:" that, namely, which is effeeted in us

"But the word of the Lord," he says, • "endur- by faith.
eth for ever : as well prophecy as divine doc- "Angels being subjected to Him, which are
trine, the first order ; and "' principalities " being sub-

" But ye are a chosen generation, a royal ject, who are of the second order : and "powers"
pnesthood. That we are a chosen race by the ] being also subject, whmh are said to belong to
election of God is abundantly clear. He says]the third order.
royal, because we are called to sovereignty and ] "Who shall give account," he sa_,,7" to Him
belong to Christ i and priesthood on account ofl who is ready to-judge the quick ancl the dead."
the oblation which is made by prayers and in- These aretrained through previous judgments. ,8
structions, by which are gained the souls which Therefore he adds, "For this cause was the Gos-
axe offered to God. pel preached also to the dead" -- to us, namely,

"Who, when He was reviled," he says,4 "re- :who were at one time unbelievers. "That they
viled not ; when He suffered, threatened not." might be judged according to men," he says,,9
The Lord acted so in His goodness and patience• "in the flesh, but live according to God in the
"But committed Himself to him that judged spirit." Because, that is, they have fallen away
Him unrighteously : "s whether Himself, so that, from faith ; whilst they are still in the flesh they
regardin_ Himself in this way, there is a trans- are judged according to preceding judgments,
position. ° He indeed gave Himself up to those that they might repent. Accordingly, he also
who judged according to an unjust law ; because adds, saying, "That they might live according to
He was unserviceable to them, inasmuch as He God in the spirit." So Paul also ; for he, too,
was righteous : or, He committed to God those states something of this nature when he says,
who judged unrighteously, and without cause "Whom I have delivered to Satan, that he might
insisted on His death, so that they might be live in the spirit ; "_° that is, "as good stewards
instructed by suffering punishment, of the manifold grace of God." Similarly also

"For he that will love life, and see good Paul says, "Variously, and m many ways, God
days ;" 7 that is, who wishes to become eternal of old spake to our fathers." 21
and immortal. And He calls the Lord life, and "Rejoice," it is said, 22 ,, that ye are partakers
the days good, that is holy. in the sufferings of Christ : " that is, if ye are

"For the eyes of the Lord," he says, "are upon righteous, ye suffer for righteousness' sake, as
the righteous, and His ears on their prayers : " Christ suffered for righteousness. "Happy are
he means the manifold inspection of the Holy ye, for the Spirit of God, who is the Spirit of
Spirit. "The face of the Lord is on them that His glory and virtue, resteth on you." This
do evil ; "s that is, whether judgment, or yen- possessive "His" signifies also an angelic spirit.
geance, or manifestation, inasmuch as the glory of God those are, through

"But sanctify the Lord Christ," he says, "in whom, according to faith and righteousness, He
your hearts." 9 For so you have in the Lord's is glorified, to honourable glory, according to the
prayer, "Hallowed be Thy name." '° advancement of the saints who are brought in.

"For Christ," he says," "hath once suffered "The Spirit of God on us," may be thus under-
for our sins, the just for the unjust, that he might stood ; that is, who through faith comes on the
present ,2 us to God ; being put to death in the soul, like a gracefulness of mind and beauty of
flesh, but quickened in the spirit•" He says soul.
these things, reducing them to their faith. That "Since," it is said, 23"it is time for judgment
is, He became alive in our spirits, beginning at the house of God." For judgment

"Coming," he says,,3 "He preached to those will overtake these in the appointed persecutions.
who were once unbelieving." They saw not His "But the God of all grace," he says.a¢ ,, Of
form, but they heard His voice, all grace," he says, because He is good, and the

giver of all good things.
z Vet. 23.
2 V©r. a_.
_t Chap. It, O- 14 Z_z'd•
4 Vet', a3. 15 Vet. _t.
S Sic. t6 Ver. *a,
6 Hyperbaton. x7 Chap. iv. 5-
:r Chap. iti. to. xa Ver. 6.
s Ver, xa. 19 [_id
9 Ver zS. ao z Cot. v. 5-

Matt. vi. 9. 2t Heb. i. t.
It Ver. xS. ta Vet. t3
tt Offerrtt. 23 Ver. z7.
]$ ¥cr. _o. g4 _ v. io.
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"Marcus, my son, saluteth you."' Mark, the nation lusts and wicked desire-s, regarding
follower of Peter, while Peter publicly preached ]good not that which is truly good, and superior
the Gospel at Rome before some of Caesar's to all _ood ,, Aomo ._._ n_.,- .____. _ •

I o , _ ,---,,_. ut_ ._::_u_ uc'_plse Qomm-
equites, and adduced many testimonies to ion, and speak evil of majesty, that is, the only
Christ, in order that thereby they might be able Lord,*3 who is truly our Lord, Jesus Christ, and
to commit to memory what was spoken, of what ] alone worthy_ of oraise. The,v " -_-_ra_ak.........,.vll n¢
was spoken by Peter, wrote, entirely what is I maiestv__," that is, of the _._.+.o,,_-!o
called the Gospel according to Mark. As Luke I "When Michael, the archangeL,4 disnutino"
also may be recognised 2 by the style, both to lwith the devil, debated about the _x_v o_
have composed the Acts of the Apostles, and lMoses. Here he confirms the assumption of
to have translated Paul's Epistle to the Hebrews. Moses. He is here called Michael, who through

[an angel near to us debated with the devil
II._COMMENTS ON THE EPISTLE OF JUDE. : .r_.. _L- - ,, t t5 " .... "'"i OUt mese, ne says, speak evll Ot those

Jude, who wrote the Catholic Epistle, the things which they know not; but what they
brother of the sons of Joseph, and very religious, know naturally, as brute beasts, in these- things

; whilst knowing the near relationship of the Lord, they corrupt themselves." He means that they
yet did not say that he himself was His brother, eat, and drink, and indulge in uncleanness, and
But what said he ?3 "Jude, a servant of Jesus says that they do other things that are common

;. Chnst," -- of Him as Lord ; but "the brother of to them with ammals, devoid of reason.
James." For this is true ; he was His brother, "Woe unto them ]" he says, '6 "for they have
(the son)_ of Joseph. "For s certain men have gone m the way of Cain." For so also we lie
entered unawares, ungodly men, who had been under Adam's sm through similarity of sin.
of old ordained and predestined to the judgment "Clouds," he says, '7 "without water ; who do not
of our God ;" not that they might become im- possess in themselves the divine and fruitful

_ pious, but that, being now impious, they were word." Wherefore, he says, "men of this kind
ordained to judgment. "For the Lord God," are carried about both by winds and violent
he says, 6 ,, who once delivered a people out of blasts." 's "Trees," he says, "of autumn, with-
Egypt, afterward destroyed them that beheved out fruit,"_unbelievers, that is, who bear n_>
not ;" that is, that He might train them through fruit of fidelity. "Twice dead," he says : once,
punishment. For they were indeed punished, namely, when they sinned by transgressing, and
and they perished on account of those that are a second time when delivered up to punishment,
saved, until they turn to the Lord. "But the according to the predestined judgments of God ;
angels," he says, 7 ,, that kept not their own pre- inasmuch as it is to be reckoned death, even

: eminence," that, namely, which they received when each one does not forthwith deserve the
through advancement, "but left their own habi- inheritance. "Waves," he says,,9 ,, of a raging
tation," meaning, that is, the heaven and the sea." By these words he signifies the life of the
stars, became, and are called apostates. "He Gentiles, whose end is abominable ambition3*
hath reserved these to the judgment of the great "Wandering stars,"-- that is, he means those
day, in chains, under darkness." He means the who err and are apostates are of that kind of
place near the earth, s that is, the dark air. stars which fell from the seats of the angels,_
Now he called "chains" the loss of the honour "to whom," for their apostasy, "the blackness of
m which they had stood, and the lust of feeble darkness is reserved for ever. Enoch also, the
things; since, bound by their own lust, they seventh from Adam," he says, _' "prophesied of
cannot be converted. "As Sodom and Go- these." In thesewordsheverifiesthe prophecy.
morrha," he says. 9 . . . By which the Lord "Those," he says," "separating " the faithful
signifies that pardon had been granted; '° and from the unfaithful, be convicted according
that on being disciplined they had repented, to their own unbelief. And again those separating
:' Similarly ,_ to the same," he says, _ "also those from the fleshy 3 He says, "Animal _4not having
dreamers,"--that is, who dream in their imagi-

ss Dommus--Domimum, rcterrlng to the clause "4espiN do-

t Vet. _3- . minion." /Jude 8.]

bee2 The rc_llng is" ag_nl_r_." To yield a_aysense It must have s4 Vet. 9.15 Vet. IO.
rl" agrtoscatur'"or ,s agllosce_tuL " 16 Vet. zI.3 Vet. I
4 ,, Son" supplied, s7 Ver. z2.
s Yer, 4- Is Spintlbus.
6 Vcr. 19 Vet. X3, , ....

ambidcm m sd0ominable wottld be 6btaiae_ by a dighter eremite maao Ver. Z- • .
___o ,,Quibtm significat Domimts renusshm e_se," the reading here, what isgiven above.
_'ncs translation and emendation, We suppose a hiatus here, and as Vet x4.
change,, nnnimltm" into" rmmuum" m get tha abovesense. The _ Ver. s9.
sta_me_t cannotappl_ tOSodom and Gomorrha. =_ "Discemcmes a eamib_,"--a _at_ce which Ires got _]wrx Stmilite_ iLulem, di_pla_ or corrupted, or both.

t_ Vet. & _ Animate.
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the spirit ;" that is, the spirit which is by faith, iu. -- COMMENTSON THE FIRST EPISTLEOF
which supervenes through the practice of right-: JOHN.
eousness.

"But ye, beloved," he says,, "building up Chap. i. i. "That which was from the begin-ning ; which we have seen with our eyes ; which
yourselves on your most holy faith, in the Holy we have heard."

Spirit." "But some," he says, 2 "save, pluck- Following the Gospel according to John, and
ing them from the fire ; "3 - but of some have in accordance with it, this Epistle also contains
compassion in fear," that is, teach those who fall the spiritual principle.
into the fire to free themselves. "Hating," he What therefore he says, "from the begin-
says, 4 "that spotted garment, which is carnal :" ning," the Presbyter explained to this effect,
that of the soul, namely ; the spotted garment is that the beginning of generation is not sepa-
a spint polluted by carnal lusts.S rated from the beginning of the Creator. For

" Now to Him," he says, 6 "who is able to when he says, "That which was from the begin-
keep you without stumbling, and present you ning," he touches upon the generation without
faultless before the presence of His glory in joy." beginning of the Son, who is co-existent with
In the presence of His glory: he means in the the Father. There was, then, a Word import-
presence of the angels, to be presented faultless, ing an unbeginning eternity ; as also the Word
having become angelsY When Daniel speaks itself, that is, the Son of God, who being, by
of the people and comes into the presence of equality of substance, one with the Father, ]s
the Lord, he does not say this, because he saw eternal and uncreate. That He was always the
God : for it is impossible that any one whose Word, is signified by saying, "In the beginning
heart is not pure should see God ; but he says was the Word." But by the expression, "we
this, that everything that the people did was in have seen with our eyes," he signifies the Lord's
the sight of God, and was manifest to Him _ that presence in the flesh, "and our hands have
is, that nothing is hld from the Lord. handled," he says, "of the Word of life." He

Now, in the Gospel according to Mark, the means not only His flesh, but the virtues of
Lord being interrogated by the chlef of the the Son, like the sunbeam which penetrates to
priests if He was the Christ, the Son of the blessed the lowest places, -- this sunbeam coming in the
God, answering, said, " I am ; s and ye shall see flesh became palpable to the disciples. It is ac-
the Son of man sitting at the right hand of cordingly related m traditions, that John, touch-
power."9 But powers '° mean the holy angels, ing the outward body itself, sent his hand deep
Further, when He says "at the right hand of down into it, and that the solidity of the flesh
God," He means the self-same [beings], by offered no obstacle, but gave way to the hand
reason of the equality and likeness of the angelic of the disciple.
and holy powers, which are called by the name "And our hands have handled of the Word
of God. He says, therefore, that He sits at the of life ; " that is, He who came in the flesh
right hand ; that is, that He rests in pre-eminent became capable of being touched. As also,
honour. In the other Gospels, however, He is Ver. z. "The hfe was manifested." For m

said not to have replied to the high priest, on the Gospel he thus speaks: "And what was
his asking if He was the Son of God. But made, in Him was life, and the life was the light
what said He ? "You say." " Answering suffi- of men." ,3
cienfly well. For had He said, It is as you "And we show unto you that eternal life,
understand, he would have said what was not which was with the Father, and was manifested
true, not confessing Himself to be the Son of unto you."
God ; [for] they did not entertain this opinion He signifies by the appellation of Father, that
of Him ; but by .saying "You say," x2 He spake the Son also existed always, without beginning.
truly. For what they had no knowledge of, but Vet. 5. "For God," he says, "is light."
expressed in words, that he confessed to be true. He does not express the divine essence, but

, v.... wishing to declare the majesty of God, he has
ve,. a*. applied to the Divinity what is best and most

3 Ver a3
* Ver.23. excellent in the view of men. Thus also Paul,
s By a s[,ght change of punctuation, and by substituting "raacu- when he speaks of "light inaccessible." ,* But

ttmicala_"for "macula,"Wemacul_ast" is thegetreadlngthesenSeofthe text.as above. Ammm _ndchcet John himself also in this same Epistle says,
6 Vet _4.
7 We havehe_e wtth some hasitauon altered the punctuauon. In " God is love 2 " x5 pointing out the excellences

thetext, - Tobop=_,ted" begi._anew,_.te._, of God, that He is kind and merciful ; and
S Mark xiv. 62. There is blundering here as to the ddtrerences

between the evangelists' accounts, as a companscm of them shows, because He is light, makes men righteous,
9virtue. according to the advancement of the soul,to Virmt_.

xt Matt. xxvi. 64; "Thou hast satd: nevertheless, I say unto you,
He_atter ye shall see the Son of man dttmg on the right hand of x3 John i. 3_ 4-

po_elr, anti coming anthe clouds of heaven." x4 x Tun vs. ,6.i.e., It is as you say. ts t John iv. x6.
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through charity. God, then, who is ineffable Ver. 3. " And by this we know that we know
in respect of His substance, is light. Him, if we keep His commandments." For the

,' And in Him is no darkness at all,"--that Gnostic s [he who knows.] also does the works
is, no passion, no keeping up of evil respecting which pertain to the province of virtue. But he
any one, [He] destroys no one, but gives sal- who performs the works is not necessarily also a
ration to all. Light moreover signifies, either Gnostic. For a man may be a doer of right
the precepts of the Law, or faith, or doctrine, works, and yet not a knower of the mysteries of
Darkness is the opposite of these things. Not science. Finally, knowing that some works are
as if there were another way; since there is performed from _ of punishment, and some
only one way according to the divine precepts, on account of the promise of reward, he shows
For the work of God is unity. Duality and all the perfection of the man gifted with knowledge,
else that exists, except unity, arises from perver- who fulfils his works by love. Further, he adds,
sity of life. and says :

Ver. 7. "And the blood of Jesus Christ His Ver. 5. "But whoso keepeth His word, in him
Son," he says, "cleanses us." For the doctrine verily is the love of God perfected:_hereby
of the Lord, which is very powerful, is called know we that we are in Him,"mby faith and
His blood, love.

Ver. xo. "If we say that we have not sinned, Ver. 7. "I write no new commandment unto
we make Him a liar, and Hisword is not in us." you, but an old commandment, which ye had
His doctrine, that is, or word is truth, from the beginning," m through the Law, that

Chap. ii. x. "And if any man sin," he says, is, and the prophets ; where it is said, God is
"we have an advocate' with the Father, Jesus one. Accordingly, also, he infers, "For the old
Christ." For so the Lord is an advocate with commandment is the word which ye have heard."
the Father for us. So also is there, an advo- Again, however, he says:_
cate, whom, after His assumption, He vouchsafed Ver. 8. "This is the commandment; for the
to send. For these primitive and first-created darkness" of perversion, that is, "has passed
virtues are unchangeable as to substance, and away, and, lo, the true light hath already shone,"
along with subordinate angels and archangels, --that is, through faith, through knowledge,
whose names they share, effect divine operations, through the Covenant working in men, through
Thus also Moses names the virtue of the angel prepared judgments.
Michael, by an angel near to himself and of lowest Ver. 9. "He that saith he is in the light," n
grade. The like also we find in the holy proph- in the light, he means in the truth, _" and
ets ; but to Moses an angel appeared near and hateth," he says, "his brother." By his brother,
at hand. Moses heard him and spoke to him, he means not only his neighbour, but also the
manifestly, face to face. On the other prophets, Lord. For unbelievers hate Him and do not
through the agency of angels, an impression was keep HIS commandments. Therefore also he
made, as of beings hearing and seeing, infers : --

On this account also, they alone heard, and Ver. io. "He that loveth his brother abideth
they alone saw ; as also is seen in the case of in the light; and there is none occasion of
Samuel.' Elismus also alone heard the voice by stumbling in him."
which he was called.3 If the voice had been Vers. t2-t4. He then indicates the stages of
open and common, it would have been heard by advancement and progress of souls that are still
all In this instance it was heard by him alone, located in the flesh ; and caUs those whose sins
in whom the impression made by the angel have been forgiven, for the Lord's name's sake,
worked. "little children," for many believe on account

Ver. 2. " And not only for oursins,"--thatis, of the name only. He styles "fathers" the
for those of the faithful,-- is the Lord the propi- perfect, "who have known what was from the
tiator, does he say, "but also for the whole beginning," and received with understanding,_
world." He, indeed, saves all ; but some [He the Son, that is, of whom he said above, "that
saves], converting them by punishments ; others, which was from the beginning."

however,whofollowvohm yHesavesJi"I sa.he."to=, be-
withs, dignity of honour'. , so. "that. every knee cause ye have overcome the " ked o e. ounghould bow to Him, of things m heaven, and man strong in despising pleasures. "The wicked

on earth, and things under the emth ;" ¢ one" points out the eminence of the devil.t is, angels, men, and souls that before His "The children," moreover, know the Father;
advent have departed from this temporal life. having fled from idols and gathered together to

the one God.

__ Ver. x5. "For the world," he says, "is in the
x...S2_m-iii.3.4-
a-ml. It. go.
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wicked one." Is not the world, and all that is as likewise the children of the devil," who choose
in the world, called God's creation and very things like the devil ; for so also they are said
good? Yes. But, to be of the wicked one.

Vet. x6. "The lust of the flesh, the lust of the Ver. x5. " Every one who hateth his brother is
eyes, and the ambition of the world," wluch arise a murderer." For in him throughunbelief Christ
from the perversion of life, "are not of the dies. Rightly, therefore, he continues, "And ye
Father, but of the world," and of you. know that no murderer and unbeliever hath

Ver. 17- "Therefore also the world shall pass eternal life abiding in him." For the living
away, and the lust thereof; but he that doeth Christ x abides in the beheving soul.
the will of God" and His commandments "abid- Ver. 16. "For He Himself laid down His life
eth for ever." for us ;" that is, for those who believe ; that

Ver. 19. "They went out from us ; but they is, forthe apostles. If then He laid down His life
were not of us"--nelther the apostate angels, for the apostles, he means His apostles them-
nor men falling away ; --" but that they may be selves : as if he said, We, I say, the apostles, for
manifested that they are not of us." With suffi- whom He laid down His life, "ought to lay
cient clearness he distinguishes the class of the down our hves for the brethren;" for the salva-
elect and that of the lost, and that which remain- tion of their neighbours was the glory of the
ing in faith "has an unction from the Holy One," apostles.
which comes through faith. He that abideth Ver. 2o. He says, "For God is greater than
not in faith, our heart ;" that is, the virtue of God [is greater]

Ver. 22. "A liar" and "an antichrist, who than conscience, which will follow the soul.
demeth that Jesus is the Christ." For Jesus, Wherefore he continues, and says, "and knoweth
Saviour and Redeemer, is also Christ the King. allthings."

Ver. 53. "He who denies the Son," by ignor- Ver. 2i. "Beloved, if our heart condemn us
ing Him, "has not the Father, nor does he not, it willhave confidence before God."
know H_m." But he who knoweth the Son and Ver. 24. "And hereby we know that He dwell-
the Father, knows according to knowledge, eth in us by His Spirit, which He hath given
and when the Lord shall be manifested at His us ;" that is, by superintendence and foresight
second advent, shall have confidence and not be of future events.
confounded. Which confusion is heavy punish- Chap. iv. x8. He says, "Perfect love casteth
ment. out fear." For the perfection of a beheving

Ver. 29. " Every one," he says, "who doeth man is love.
righteousness is born of God ;" being regener- Chap. v. 6. He says, "This is He who came
ated, that is, according to faith, by water and blood ; " and again,

Chap. iii. x. "For the world knoweth us not Ver. 8. "For there are t_a'eethat bear witness,
as it knew Him not." He means by the world the spirit," which is life, "and the water," which
those who live a worldly life in pleasures, is regeneration and faith, "and the blood,"

Ver. 2. "Beloved," says he, "now are we the which is knowledge ; "and these three are one."
sons of God," not by natural affection, but be- For in the Saviour axe those saving virtues, and
cause we have God as our Father. For it is the life itself exists in His own SOn.
greater love that, seeing we have no relationship Ver. I4. "And this is the confidence which
to GOd, He nevertheless loves us and calls us we have towards Him, that if we ask anything
His sons. "And it hath not yet appeared what according to His will, He will hear us." He
we shall be ;" that is, to what kind of glory we does not say absolutely what we shall ask, hut
shall attain. "For if He shall be manifested," what we ought to ask.
--that is, if we are made perfect, m"we shall Ver. t9. "And the whole word lieth in the
be like Him," as reposing and justified, pure in wicked one ;" not the creation, bgt worldlymen,
virtue, "so that we may see Him" (His counte- and those who live according to their lusts.
mace) "as He is," by comprehension. Ver. 2o. "And the Son of God hath come

Ver. 8. "He that doeth unrighteousness is of and given us understanding," which comes to
the devil," that is, of the devil as his father, us, that is, by faith, and is also called the Holy
following and choosing the same things. "The Spirit.
devil sinneth fromthe beginning," he says. From
the beginning from which he began to sin, in- Iv.- COM_WTSON THESZCO_rD_ OF

.corrigibly persevering in sinning. JOHN.
Ver. 9- He says, "Whosoever is born of God The second Epistle of John, which is written

does not commit sin, for His seed remaineth to Virgins, is very simple. It was written to
in him ;" that is, His word in him who is born Babylonian lady, by name Electa, and indicates

again through faith. ' The textreads"Christi," which yields no suitable _ffi_e._'_Ver. to. "Thus we know the children of God _ _h_h_ h_ _ "Ch_."
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the election of the holy Church. He establishes things of this life. Well, then, does the infant,
in this Epistle that the following out of the faith on opening itseyes, after issuing from the womb,
is not without chanty, and so that no one divide i lmmedtatelybeganwith crying,not with laughter.
Jesus Christ; but only to believe that Jesus iFor it weeps, as if bewailing life, at whose
Christ has come in the flesh. For he who has hands from the outset it tastes of deadly gifts.
the Son by apprehension in his intellect knows For Immediately on being born its hands and
also the Father, and grasps with his mind intel- feet areswaddled; and swathed in bonds it takes
hgibly the greatness of His power working with- the breast. O introduction to life, precursorof
out beginning of ume. death ! The child has but just entered on llfe,

Vet. xo. He says, "If any come unto you and and straightwaythere is put upon it the raiment
bring not this doctrine, receive him not into of the dead: fornature reminds those that are
your house, neither bid him God speed ; for he born of their end. Whereforealso the child, on
that biddeth him God speed is partakerof his being born, wails, as if crying plaintively to its
evil deeds." He forbids us to salute such, and lmother. Why, O mother, didst thou b_:ingme
to receive them to our hospitality. For this is Iforth to this life, in which prolongationof life is
not harsh in the case of a man of this sort. But [progress to death? Why hast thou brought me
he admonishes them neither to confer nor dis- into this troubledworld, in which, on being born,
pute with such as are not able to handle divine swaddling bands are my first experience? Why
thingswith intelligence, lest through them they Ihast thou delivered me to such a life as this, in
be seduced from the doctrine of truth, influenced Iwhichboth a pitiable youthwastesawaybeforeold
by plausible reasons. Now, I think that we are Iage, and old age is shunnedas under the doom of
not even to pray with such, because in the Ideath? Dreadful,O mother, is the course of life,
prayer which is made at home, after rising from which hasdeath as the goal of the runner. Bitter
prayer, the salutation of joy is also the token of is the road of hfe we travel,with the graveas the

W ' ....peace, ayfarers inn. Perilous the sea of life we sail ;
for it has Hades as a pirate to attack us. Man
alone is born in all respects naked, without a

II.m NICETASFRoM'BISHOPHIsCATENA.OFHERACLEA. weapon or clothing born with him ; not as being
inferior to the other animals, but that nakedness

L--JOB I. 21. land your bringing nothing with you may produce
But Job's words may be more elegantly under- thought ; and that thought may bring out dex-

stood thus: "Naked" of ewl and sin was I terlty, expel sloth, introduce the arts for the
formed from the earth at the beginning, as if t supply of our needs, and beget variety of con-
from a "mother's womb: naked to the earth]trivances. For, naked, man is full of contri-
shall I also depart ;" naked,2 not of possessmns, ]vances, being pricked on by his necessity, as by

for that were a trivial and common thing, but OhfIa goad, how to escape rains, how to elude cold,evil and sin, and of the unsightly shape whi ]how to fence off blows, how to till the earth, how
followsthose who have led bad lives. Obviously, [ to terrify wild beasts, how to subdue the more

all of us human beings are born naked, and powerful of them. Wetted with rain, he con-again are buried naked, swathed only in grave-trived a roof; having suffered from cold, he
clothes. For God hath provided for us another invented clothing ; being strnck, he constructed
life, and made the present life the way for the a breastplate ; bleeding his hands with the thorns
coursewhich leads to it ; appointing the supplies in tilling the ground, he availed himself of the
derived from what we possess merely as provisions help of tools ; in his naked state liable to become
for the way ; and on our quitting this way, the a prey to wild beasts, he discovered from his
wealth, consisting of the things which we pos- fear an art which frightened what frightened him.
sessed, journeys no farther with us. For not a Nakedness begat one accomplishment after

single thing that we possess is properly our ownw : another ; so that even his nakedness was a giftof one possession alone, that is godliness, are e and a master-favour. Accordingly, Job
properly owners. Of this, death, when it over- being made naked of wealth, possessions, of the
takes us, will not rob us; but from all else it blessing of children, of a numerous offspring,
willeject us, though against our will. For it is and having lost everything in a short time, uttered
for the support of life that we all have received !this grateful exclamation : "Naked came I out
whatwe possess ; and after enjoying merely the of the womb, naked also shall I depart thither;"
use of it, each one departs, obtaining from life --to God, that is, and to that blessed lot and
a brief remembrance. For this is the end of all rest.
prosperity; this is the conclusion of the good n.- FROMTile

; [,,1_."C_,-=oaJob,,_eai_,_mckYo_,_.._,637.l Job xxxiv. 7" Calmness is a thing which, ofaU
•mdo,,_to"li_"isquo'a_iins_ro_.,_ok,v._.xXV, otherthings, ismosttobeprized. Asanexam.P 439, ,_J_,,_,
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ple of this, the word proposes to us the blessed ]intricate and crooked. For the way fight and
Job. For it is said of him, "What man is!agreeable to nature which is intimated by the

_ker {r_b_eh°dl_inkaetnh?iPnSmeyr_mgglmiknt,Wawtoe_h;_taee°f/l_S_e'w_Yl_lgve°_dftnoem_'hWhni-_.c°nS_etlr_
of all admiration, a man is, if he has attained ishall not, therefore, pass from the law one iota
to such a degree of long-suffering as to be able lor one tittle," neither from the fight and good
with ease to grapple with the pain, truly keen, the mutual promises, nor from the crooked and
and not easily conquered by everybody, which unjust the punishment assigned to them. "For
arises from being wronged, the Lord doeth good to the good, but those who

turn aside into crooked ways God will lead with
III. -- FROM NICETAS' CATENA ON MATTHEW. the workers of iniquity."
Matt. v. 42. Alms are to be given, but with

judgment, and to the deserving, that we may IV.mFROM THE BOOKS OF THE HYPOTY-
obtain a recompense from the Most High. POSES.
But woe. to those who have and who take under
false pretences, or who are able to help them- _CUMENmSFROMBOOKHI. O_ I COR.XL x0
selves and want to take from others. For he "Because of the angels." By the angels he
who has, and, to carry out false pretences or means righteous and virtuous men. Let her
out of laziness, takes, shall be condemned, be veiled then, that she may not lead them to

stumble into fornication. For the real angels
Iv.- fROMTHE SA_E. in heaven see her though veiled.

Matt. xiil. 3x, 32. The word which proclaims
the kingdom of heaven is sharp and pungent as THESAME,BOOKIV. ON2 COR.V. I6.
mustard, and represses bile, that is, anger, and "And if we have known Christ after the flesh."
checks inflammation, that is, pride ; and from As "after the flesh" in our case is being in the
this word the soul's true health and eternal midst of sins, and being out of them is "not
soundness z flow. To such increased size did after the flesh ;" so also" after the flesh" in the
the growth of the word come, that the tree case of Christ was His subjection to natural
which sprang from it (that is the Church of affections, and His not being subject to them is
Christ established over the whole earth) filled to be "not after the flesh." But, he says, as He
the world, so that the fowls of the air--that is, was released, so also are we.
divine angels and lofty souls--dwelt m its
branches. THE SAME, BOOK IV. ON 2 COR. Vl. I I.

v. _ FROMTHESAME. "Our heart is enlarged," to teach you all
Matt. xiii. 46. A pearl, and that pellucid and things. But ye are straitened in your own bowels,

of purest ray, is Jesus, whom of the lightning that is, in love to God, in which ye ought to love
flash of Divinity the Virgin bore. For as the me.
pearl, produced in flesh and the oyster-shell and THES_a_E,_OOKV. ON OAL.V. 24.

moisture, appears to be a body moist and trans- "And they that are Christ's [have crucified_parent, full of light and spirit; so also GOd the
Word, incarnate, is intellectual light, _ sending the flesh." And why mention one aspect ofvirtue after another ? For there are some who
His rays, through a body luminous and moist, have crucified themselves as far as the passions

are concerned, and the passions as far as respects
III._FROM THE CATENA ON LUKE, EDITED themselves. According to this interpretation

BY CORDERIUS. the "and" is not superfluous. "And they that
Luke iii. 2_. God here assumed the "like- axe Christ's"_that is, striving after Him--

ness" not of a man, but "of a dove," because "have crucified their own flesh."
He wished, by a new apparition of the Spirit in
the likeness of a dove, to declare His simplicity Mosctrus: spmrru_ mEADOW,COOKV. CHAP.I76.
and majesty. Yes, truly, the apostles were baptised, as

Luke xvi. x7. Perhaps by the iota and tittle Clement the Stromatist relates in the fifth book
His righteousness cries, "If ye come fight unto of the Hypotyposes. For, in explaining the apos-
Me, I will also come fight to you ; but if crooked, tolic statement, "I thank God that I baptised
I also will come crooked, saith the Lord of none of you," he says, Christ is said to have
hosts ;" intimating that the ways of sinners are baptised Peter alone, and Peter Andrew, and

Andrew John, and they James and the rest4
_,t_,,,h. _._/

_l_ is h d_ $/r_; and _dso a _mtlax tgu_, 1_ 347, tl_ s 1_. c_:_. 4, $.
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EUSEBIUS : ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY, BOOK VI. ii. i. EUSEBIUS : BOOK VII.

Now Clement, writing in the sixth book of the i Tim. ii. 6. "In his times ;" that is, when
Hypotyposcs, makes this statement. For he men were m a condition of fitness for faith.
says that Peter and James and John, after the i Tim. iii. i6. "Was seen of angels." O
Saviour's ascension, though pre-eminently hon- mystery ! The angels saw Christ while He was
oured by the Lord, did not contend for glory, with us, not having seen Him before. Not as
but made James the Just, bishop of Jerusalem. by men.

i Tim. v. 8. "And especially those of his own
h " ' "EUSEBIUS: ECCLESIASTICALHISTORY, II. 15. ouse. He provides for his own and those
of his own house, who not only provides for his

So, then, through the vim of the dsvine word relatives, but also for himself, by extirpating theto them, the power of Simon was extingmshed,
and immediately was destroyed along with the passions.
man himself. And such a ray of godlines_ shone [ _ Tim. v. Io. "If she have washed the feet
forth on the minds of Peter's hearers, that they of samts ;" that is, if she has performed 'without
were not satisfied with the once hearing or with shame the meanest offices for the mints.
the unwritten teaching of the divine proclama- I Tim. v. 2x. "Without prejudice ;", that is,
Uon, but w_th all manner of entreaties importuned without falling under the doom and punishment
Mark, to whom the Gospel is ascribed, he being of disobedience through making any false step.
the companion of Peter, that he would leave in i Tim. w. _3. "Who witnessed before Pontius
writing a record of the teaching which had been lPilate." For He testified by what he did that
dehvered to them verbally ; and did not let the He was Christ the Son of God.
man alone till they prevailed upon him ; and so 2 Tim. ii. 2. "By many wimesses ; "2 that is,

the law and the prophets. For these the apostle
to them we owe the Scripture called the "Gos- !made witnesses of his own preaching.pel by Mark." On learning what had been
done, through the revelation of the Spirit, it is i
said that the apostle was delighted with the EUSEBIUS:ECCLESIASTCALHISTORY,BOOK.VII. ii. t.
enthusiasm of the men, and sanctioned the com- To James the Just, and John and Peter, the
position for reading m the Churches. Clemens Lord after His resurrection imparted knowledge
gives the narrative in the sixth book of the (_v-p,8crw.) These imparted it to the rest of
Hypotyposes. the apostles, and the rest of the apostles to the

EUSEBIUS: IBID. ] Seventy, of whom Barnabas was one.

Then, also, as the divine Scripture says, I

Herod, on the execution of James, seeing that I EUSEBIUS'THE SAME,n. 2.
what was done pleased the Jews, laid hands also 1 And of this James, Clement also relates an
on Peter, and having put him in chains, would anecdote worthy of remembrance in the seventh
have presently put him to death, had not an _book of the Hypotyposes, from a tradition of
angel m a divine vision appeared to him by lhis predecessors. He says that the man who
night, and wondrously releasing him from his brought him to trial, on seeing him bear his
bonds, sent him away to the ministry of preaching, testimony, was moved, and confessed that he

was a Christmn himself. Accordingly, he says,

EUSEBIUS:ECCLESIASTICALHISI'ORY,VI. 14. they were both led away together, and on the
way the other asked James to forgive him. And

And in the Hypotyposes, in a word, he has he, considenng a little, said, "Peace be to thee,"
made abbreviated narratives of the whole testa- and kissed him. And so both were beheaded
mentary Scripture ; and has not passed over the together.
disputed books,-- I mean Jude and the rest of
the Catholic Epistles and Barnabas, and what EUSEBr_S: T_E SAME,VI. x4.
1Scalled the Revelation of Peter. And he says And now, as the blessed Presbyter used to say,
that the Epistle to the Hebrews is Paul's, and since the Lord, as the Apostle of the Almighty,
was wntten to the Hebrews in the Hebrew was sent to the Hebrews, Paul, as having been
lhnguage ; but that Luke, having carefully trans- sent to the Gentiles, did not subscribe himself
ated _t, gave it to the Greeks, and hence the apostle of the Hebrews, out of modesty and rev-

same colouring in the expression is discoverable erence for the Lord, and because, being the
in this Epistle and the Acts ; and that the name herald and apostle of the Gentiles, his writing to
"Paul an Apostle" was very properly not pre- the Hebrews was something over and above [his
fixed, for, he says, that writing to the Hebrews, assigned function.]
who were prejudiced against him and suspected,

_ee withgreat wisdom did not repel them in the , =_,¢s,,_,,,wlthout prtft_g_ t_o,t_."-x, v.
ginning by putting down his name. • t,,. A. v. "_
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EUSEBIUS : THE SAME. _ BAROCC. MS, 2

Again, in the same books Clement has set .M1souls are immortal, even those of the wick-
down a tradition which he had received from the ed, for whom it were better that they were not
elders before him, in regard to the order of the [deathless. For, punished with the endless yen-
Gospels, to the following effect. He says that geance of quenchless fire, and not dying, it is
the Gospels conta_ing the genealogies were impossible for them to have a period put to their
written first, and that the Gospel according to misery.
Mark was composed in the following circum-

stances :_ VII.-- FRAGMENT FROM THE BOOK ON
Peter having preached the word publicly at SLANDER.

Rome, and by the Spirit proclaimed the Gospel,
ANTONIUS MELISSA, BOOK. II. SERMON 69.sthose who were present, who were numerous,

entreated Mark, inasmuch as he had attended Never be afraid of the slanderer who addresses
him from an early period, and remembered what you. But rather say, Stop, brother ; I daily corn-
had been said, to write down what had been mlt more grievous errors, and how can I judge
spoken. On his composing the Gospel, he him? For you will gain two things, healing wlth
handed it to those who had made the request one plaster both yourself and your neighbour.
to him ; which coming to Peter's knowledge, he He shows what is really evil. Whence, by these
neither hindered nor encouraged. But John, arguments, God has contrived to make each one's
the last of all, seeing that what was corporeal disposition manifest.
was set forth in the Gospels, on the entreaty of
his intimate friends, and inspired by the Spirit, AlCromus MELISSA,BOOKI. SERMON64, AND _OOK
composed a spiritual Gospel. II. SERMON 87. ALSO MAXIMUS, SERMON 59,

P. 669 ; JOHN OF DAMASCUS, BOOK II.

V.--FROM THE BOOK ON PROVIDENCE. It is not abstaining from deeds that justifies
s. MAXlmlS, VOL. 11. 114. the believer, but purity and sincerity of thoughts.

Being is in God. God is divine being, eternal
and without beginning, incorporeal and illimit- VIII.--OTHER FRAGMENTS FROM ANTONIUS
able, and the cause of what exists. Being is that MELISSA.

which wholly subsists. Nature is the truth of x.--BOOK I. SERMON 17, ON CONFESSION.

things, or the inner reality of them. According Repentance then becomes capable of wipingto others, it is the production of what has come
to existence ; and according to others, again, it out every sin, when on the occurrence of the
is the providence of God, causing the being, and soul's fault it admits no delay, and does not let
the manner of being, in the things which are the impulse pass on to a long space of time.
produced. For it is in this way that evil will be unable to

leave a trace in us, being plucked away at the
s. MAXIMUS: m T_IE SAME, P. 152. moment of its assault like a newly planted plant.

Willing is a natural power, which desires what As the creatures called crabs are easy to catch,
is in accordance with nature. Willing is a natu- from their going sometimes forward and some-
ra] appetency, corresponding with the nature of times backward ; so also the soul, which at one

time is laughing, at another weeping, and atthe rational creature. Willing is a natural sponta-
neous movement of the self-determining mind, ian°ther giving way to luxury, can do no good.

He who is sometimes grieving, and is some-
or the mind voluntarily moved about anything, times enjoying himself and laughing, is like aSpontaneity is the mind moved naturally, or an
intellectual self-determining movemeI_t of the man pelting the dog of voluptuousness with

Ibread, who chases it in appearance, but in factsoul.
invites it to him.remain near

VI.---.FROM THE BOOK ON THE SOUL
2. BOOK I. SERMON 5 I, ON PRAISE.

MAXIMUB AND ANTONIUS MELISSA. Z
Some flatterers were congratulating a wise

Souls that breathe free of all things, possess life, man. He said to them, If you stop prmsing
and though separated from the body, and found me, I think myself something great after your
possessed of a longing for it, are borne immortal departure ; but if you do not stop praising me,
to the bosom of God : as in the winter, season I guess my own impurity.
the vapours of the earth attracted by the sun's Feigned praise is worth less than true censure.
rays rise to him.

zSerm_$3,0_ ThGS_/,p. x56. [Anton. Melis_,aGreek _x4a fol xSt l_.x, chapter On Care Far T,teSwaL30_'S/a,=d_/r* =,=dl=.dt. The 06d¢== on _ tl=
monk of the twelfth century, has [eftworks _ infn_t..entlyzemmm a.uaa13edto Clement is very sleuder.to by modern autlm_ Flmmsh_,.. v. t_40.|
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3.BOOK n. SERMON 46,ON THE LAZY AND IN]90- MAXIMUS, SEm_tON55,_-661.

LENT. Above all, Christians are not allowed to cor-
To the weak and infirm, what is moderate rect with violence the delinquencies of sins.

appears excessive. For it is not those that abstain from wickedness
from compulsion, but those that abstain from

4. BOOKn. SERMON55, ON YOUR NEIGHBOUR- choice, that God crowns. It is impossible for
THAT YOU ARE TO BEAR HIS BURDENS, ETC. a man to be steadily good except by his own
The reproof that is given with knowledge is choice. For he that is made good by compul-

very faithful. Sometimes also the knowledge of sion of another is not good ; for he is not what
those who are condemned is found to be the he is by his own choice. For it is the freedom
most perfect demonstration, of each one that makes true goodness and

reveals real wickedness. Whence through these
5. _OOKn. SERMON74, ON THEPROUD,ANDTHOSE dispositions God contrived to make His own dis-

DESIROUS OF VAINGLORY. position manifest.

To the man who exalts and magnifies him- XI.--FRAGMENTS FOUND IN GREEK ONLY
self is attached the quick transition and the fall IN THE OXFORD EDITION.
to low estate, as the divine word teaches.

FROM THE LAST WORK ON THE PASSOVER,

6. BOOK II. SERMON 8 7. Quoted in the Paschal Chronicle.

Pure speech and a spotless life are the throne Accordingly, in the years gone by, Jesus went
and true temple of God. to eat the passover sacrificed by the Jews, keep-

ing the feast. But when he had preached He
who was the Passover, the Lamb of God, led as

IX.--FRAGMENT OF THE TREATISE ON a sheep to the slaughter, presently taught His
MARRIAGE. disciples the mystery of the type on the thirteenth

MAXlMUS,SERMONIn. P. 538, ON MODESTYAND day, on which also they inquired, "Where wilt
CHASTrl'V. ALSO,JOHN OF DAMASCUS,nOOK IX*. Thou that we prepare for Thee to eat the pass-
--PARALLEL CHAP. 2 7. over? ''_ It was on this day, then, that both

It is not only fornication, but also the giving the consecration of the unleavened bread and
in marriage prematurely, that is called fornica- the preparation for the feast took place. Whence

John naturally describes the disciples as already
tion; when, so to speak, one not of ripe age is previously prepared to have their feet washedgiven to a husband, either of her own accord or

by the Lord. And on the following day our
by her parents. Saviour suffered, He who was the Passover, pro-

pitiously sacrificed by the Jews.
X.--FRAGMENTS OF OTHER LOST BOOKS. THE SAME.

MaYdMUS,SERMON 2.--JOHN OF DAMASCUS,n. Suitably,therefore,to thefourteenthday,on
cH__tp.7o.--ANTONmS MEUSSA, BOOK L SER- which He also suffered,in the morning,the
MON 52. chief priests and the scribes, who brought Him
Flattery is the bane of fi'iendship. Most to Pilate, did not enter the Prmtorium, that they

men are accustomed to pay court to the good might not be defiled, but might freely eat the
fortune of princes, rather than to the princes passover in the evening. With this precise de-
themselves, termination of the days both the whole Scrip-

tures agree, and the Gospels harmonize. The

MAXIMUS, SERMON 13, p. 574. mAICrONIUS ME- resurrection also attests it. He certainly rose
USSA,SERMON32, p. 45, ANDSERMON33, P. 57. on the third day, which fell on the first day of

the weeks of harvest, on which the law prescribed
The lovers of frugality shun luxury as the that the priest should offer up the sheaf.

bane of soul and body. The IX>Ssession and
use of necessaries has nothing injurious in MAC.CmUSCHR_SOCEPHALUS:PARABL_OF _m
,_carcUality,but it has in quantity above measure. PRODIGALSON, LUKEXV. ommO-_ OS urim

ity of food is a necessary benefit, xv., TOWARDSTHE ClX_F..

L What choral dance and high festival is held
U_caMU% SERMON5_, P. 654. -- Am_ONIUSME- in heaven, if there is one that has become an

I.mSA,BOOK I. SERMON54. exile and a fugitive from the life led under the
The vivid remembrance of death is a check Father, knowing not that those who put them-

upon diet; and when the diet is lessened, the
passions are diminlshed along with it. ,M_. =_i. ,7.
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selves far from Him shall perish; if he has gladness within. For "Bring out" was said by
squandered the gift, and substance, and inherit- Him who had first said, "While he was yet a
ance of the Father ; if there is one whose faith great way off, he ran and fell upon his neck."
has failed, and whose hope is spent, by rushing For it is here 4 that all the preparation for en-
along with the Gentiles into the same profligacy trance to the marriage to which we are invited
of debauchery ; and then, famished and desti- must be accomplished. He, then, who has been
tute, and not even filled with what the swine eat, made ready to enter will say, "This my joy is
has arisen and come to his Father ! fulfilled." s But the unlovely and unsightly man

But the kind Father waits not till the son will hear, "Friend, how camest thou in here,
comes to Him. For perchance he would never without having a wedding garment ?" 6 And the
be able or venture to approach, did he not find fat and unctuous food,--the delicacies abun-
Him gracious. Wherefore, when he merely dant and sufficing of the blessed,--the fatted
wishing, when he straightway made a begmning, calf is killed ; which is also again spoken of as
when he took the first step, while he was yet a a lamb (not literally) ; that no one may sup-
great way off, He [the Father] was moved with pose it small ; hut it is the great and greatest.
compassion, and ran, and fell upon his neck For not small is "the Lamb of God who taketh
and kissed him. And then the son, taking cour- away the sin of the world," 7 who "was led as a
age, confessed what he had done. sheep to the slaughter," the sacrifice full of mar-

Wherefore the Father bestows on him the glory row, all whose fat, according to the sacred law,
and honour that was due and meet, putting on was the Lord's. For He was wholly devoted
him the best robe, the robe of immortality ; and and consecrated to the Lord ; so well grown, and
a ring, a royal signet and divine seal,- impress to such excessive size, as to reach and extend
of consecration, signature of glory, pledge of over all, and to fill those who eat Him and feed
testimony (for it is said, " He hath set to his upon Him. For He is both flesh and bread,
seal that God is true,") ' and shoes, not those Iand has given Himself as both to us to be eaten.
perishable ones which he hath set his foot on To the sons, then, who come to Him, the
holy ground is bidden take off, nor such as he! Father gives the calf, and it is slain and eaten.
who ISsent to preach the kingdom of heaven is But those who do not come to Him He pursues
forbidden to put on, but such as wear not, and and disinherits, and is found to be a most power-
are suited for the journey to heaven, becoming ful bull. Here, by reason of His size and
and adorning the heavenly path, such as un- prowess, it is said of Him, "His glory is as that
washed feet never put on, but those which are of an unicorn." 8 And the prophet Habakkuk
washed by our Teacher and Lord. sees Him bearing horns, and celebrates His

Many, truly, are the shoes of the sinful soul, defensive attitude--" horns in His hands." 9
by which it is bound and cramped. For each Wherefore the sign shows His power and author-
man is cramped by the cords of his own sins. ity,- horns that pmrce on both sides, or rather,
Accordingly, Abraham swears to the king of on all sides, and through everything. And those
Sodom, " I will not take of all that is thine, from who eat are so strengthened, and retain such
a thread to a shoe-latchet."* On account of strength from the life-giving food in them, that
these being defiled and polluted on the earth, they themselves are stronger than their ene-
every kind of wrong and selfishness engrosses mies, and are all but armed with the horns of a
life. As the Lord reproves Israel by Amos, bull ; as it is said, "In thee shall we butt our
saying, "For three iniquities of Israel, yea, for enemies." ,o
four, I will not turn him back ; because they have 3. Gladness there is, and music, and dances ;
givetl away the righteous for silver, and the although the elder son, who had ever been with
needy for a pair of shoes, which tread upon the and ever obedient to the Father, takes it ill, when
dust of the ground."s he who never had himself been dissipated or

2. Now the shoes which the Father bids the profligate sees the guilty one made happy.
servant give to the repentant son who has be- Accordingly the Father calls him, saying,
taken himself to Him, do not impede or drag "Son, thou art ever with me." And what greater
to the earth (for the earthly tabernacle weighs joy and feast and festivity can be than being
down the anxious mind) ; but they are buoyant, continually with God, standing by His side and
and ascending, and waft to heaven, and serve as serving Him ? "And all that is mine is thine."
such a ladder and chariot as he requires who has And blessed is the heir of God, for whom the
turned his mind towards the Father. For,
beautiful after being first beautifully adorned * we have ventured to substitute a_-r_ instead of _'0*r.He is showing that the preparation must be made before we go m.
with all these things without, he enters into the s Johni_L*9.6 Matt. xxU. T2.

7 Jolm i..9
s Numb. zxui, a'a.z John iii. 33.

a Gen. my. a3. 9 Hab. iii. 4.
a Amos h. 6. 10 Ps. xliv. 5.
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Father holds possession, -- the faithful, to whom exercise of the faculty of reason has been ac-
the whole world of possessions belongs.. . ]corded to each man. Wherefore the prodigal is

"It was meet that we snoma oe gma, and [ introduced, demanding from his father his pot-

rejoice,; (or thy_bro,ther was dead, and is alive ] tion, that is, of the state of mind, endowed by
again, lkina Father, who g]vest all things life,] mason. For the possession of reason is granted
and raisest the dead. "And was lost, and is ! to all, in order to the pursuit of what is good,
found." And "blessed is the man whom Thou Iand the avoidance of what is bad. But many
hast chosen and accepted,", and whom having !who are furnished by God with this make a bad
sought, Thou dost find. "Blessed are those use of the knowledge that has been given them,
whose iniquities are forgiven, whose sins are and land in the profligacy of evil practices, and
covered." 2 It is for man to repent of sins ; but iwickedlywaste the substance of reason,m the eye
let this be accompanied with a change that will on disgraceful sight%the tongue on blasphemous
not be checked. For he who does not act so words, the smell on fcetid licentious excesses of
shall be put to shame, because he has acted not pleasures, the mouth on swinish gluttony, the
with his whole heart, but m haste. __ands on thefts, the feet on running into plots,

And it is ours to flee to God. And let us en- the thoughts on impious counsels, the inclina-
deavour after this ceaselessly and energe*ically, tmns on indulgence on the love of ease, the
For He says, "Come unto Me, all ye that labour mind on brutish pastime. They preserve noth-
and are heavy laden, and I will gwe you rest." 3 ing of the substance of reason unscluandered.
And prayer and confession with humility are Such an one, therefore, Christ represents in the
voluntary acts. Wherefore it is enjoined, " First parable, _ as a rational creature, with his reason
tell thy sins, that thou mayest be justified." 4 darkened, and asking from the Divine Being
What afterwards we shall obtain, and what we what is suitable to reason; then as obtal.nin_
shall be, it is not for us to judge, from God, and making a wicked use of what aa(l

4. Such is the strict meaning of the parable.S been given, and especially of the benefits of
The repentant son came to the pitying Father, baptism, which had been vouchsafed to him ;

never hoping for these things,-- the best robe whence also He calls him a prodigal ; and then,
and the ring, and the shoes,--or to taste the ffter the dissipation of what had been given him,
fatted calf, or to share in gladness, or enjoy and again his restoration by repentance, [He
music and dances ; but he would have been con- represents] the love of God shown to him.
tented with obtaining what in his own estimation 6. For He says, "Bring hither the fatted calf,
he deemed himself worth. "Make me," he had kill it, and let us eat and be merry; for this my

son ,,m a name of nearest relationship, and sig-
made up his mind to say, "as one of thy hired ..... 1 "was
servants." But when he saw the Father's wel- mficatwe of what is given to the fmthfu
come meeting him, he did not say this, but said dead and lost," _ an expression of extremest
what he had in his mind to say first, "Father, I alienation ; for what is more alien to the living
have sinned against Heaven, and before thee." than the lost and dead? For neither can be
And so both his humility and his accusation be- possessed any more. But having from the near-
came the cause of justification and glory. For est relationship fallen to extremest alienation,
the righteous man condemns himself in his first again by repentance he returned to near rein-
words. So also the publican departed justified tionship. For it is said, "Put on him the best
rather than the Pharisee. The son, then, knew robe," which was his the moment he obtained
not either wha_ he was to obtain, or how to take baptism. I mean the glory of baptism, the re-

mission of sins, and the communication of theor use or put on himself the things given him ;
sincehe did not take the robe himself, and put other blessings, which he obtained immediately
it on. But it is said, "Put it on him." He did he had touched the font.
not himself put the ring on his finger, but those "And put a ring on his hand." Here is the
who were bidden "Put a ring on his hand." mystery of the Trinity; which is the seal ira-
Nor did he put the shoes on himself, but it was pressed on those who believe.
they who heard, "and shoes on his feet." "And put shoes on his feet," for '_the p_pa_-

And these things were perhaps incredible to ration of the Gospel of peace," _ and me wnoJc
him and to others, and unexpected before they course that leads to good actions.
took place ; but gladly received and p.raisedwere 7. But whom Christ finds lost, after sin corn-mired since baptism, those Novatus, enemy ofthe gifts with which he was presented.

5. The parable exhibits this thought, that the GOd,reckonreSignSanyf_ultto destruction.ifwe repent Do;guardingn°tlet uSagainstthen
, _ t_ 4. falling,let us, if we have fallen, retrace our steps.
2 p$. XXIU. Z.

M,_ _i.,s. And while dreading to offend,let us, after offend-
ha. :fl_. _. - "6on of the

s He_ Grabe notes that what _llows ts a new_- .i- ,=fu-
._ble, and is by another and a later hand, as ts shinY"w/_ "_" e Ei_. vl. s.5.
_a of Novan_ w_k the end.
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ing, avoid despair, and be eager to be confirmed ; His own luminous image God impressed as
and on sinking, let us haste to rise up again, with a seal, even the greatest,--on man made
Let us obey the Lord, who calls to us, "Come in His likeness, that he might be ruler and lord
unto Me, all ye that labour, and I will give you over all things, and that all things might serve
rest."' Let us employ the gift of reason for him. Wherefore God judges man to be wholly
actions of prudence. Let us learn now absti- His, and His own image. He is invisible; but
hence from what is wicked, that we may not be His image, man, is visible. Whatever one, then,
forced to learn in the future. Let us employ does to man, whether good or bad, is referred to
life as a training school for what is good ; and Himself. Wherefore from Him judgment shall
let us be roused to the hatred of sin. Let us proceed, appointing to all according to desert;
bear about a deep love for the Creator ; let us for He will avenge His own image.
cleave to Him with our whole heart ; let us not
wickedly waste the substance of reason, like the XII.mFRAGMENTS NOT GIVEN IN THE OX.
prodigal. Let us obtain the joy laid up, in which FORD EDITION.

Paul exulting, exclaimed, "Who shall separate ,. IN _ASTASlUS SmAIT.% QUEST. 96.
USfrom the love of Christ ?" * To Him belongs
glory and honour, wath the Father and the Holy As it is possible even now for man to form
Spirit, world without end. Amen. men, according to the original formation of

Adam, He no longer now creates, on account

MACARIUSCHRYSOCEPHALUS:ORATIONVIII. ON of His having granted once for all to man the
MATt. VIII., AND BOOK Vll. ON LUKE XIIL power of generating men, saying to our nature,

" Increase, and multiply, and replenish the
Therefore God does not here take the sem- earth." 7 So also, by His omnipotent and om-

blance of man, but of a dove, because He wished niscient power, He arranged that the dissolution
to show the simplicity and gentleness of the new and death of our bodies should be effected by a
manifestation of the Spirit by the likeness of the natural sequence and order, through the change
dove. For the law was stem, and punished with of their elements, in accordance with His drone
the sword ; but grace is joyous, and trains by knowledge and comprehension.
the word of meekness. Hence the Lord also
says to the apostles, who said that He should 2. JOAm_ES W£L'XlS, PATRIARCHOF CONSTAICrI-
punish with fire those who would not receive NOPLE,O1_THE PROCV_SSmNOF TI-W.SFmlT. IN
Him, after the manner of Elias : "Ye know not LEO ALLATIUS,VOL. X. P. 248.
what manner of spirit ye are of." 3 Further, Clement the Stromatist, in the various

definitions which he framed, that they migh'
FROM THE SAME. _ BOOK XIII. CHAP. IX. guide the man desirous of studying theology in

Possibly by the "iota and the tittle" His every dogma of religion, defining what spint
righteousness exclaims, "If ye come right to me, is, and how it is called spirit, says : "Spirit is
I also will come right to you ; if ye walk crooked, substance, subtle, immaterial, and which issues
I also will walk crooked, saith the Lord of forth without form."
hosts," * alluding to the offences of sinners under
the name of crooked ways. For the straight way, 3. FROM THE UNPUBLISHEDDISPI._ATIOtqAGAINSTICONOC_, OF NICEPHORUS OF CONSTANTI-

and that according to nature, which is pointed tqOPLE ; EDITED IN GREEK AND LATIN BY LE
out by the iota of Jesus, is His goodness, which is NOtmRY IN HIS ,_'I'ARATUS TO THE LIBRARY
immoveable towards those who have obediently
believed. There shall not then.pass away from OF THE FATHERS,VOL. X. P. *334 A.B. FROMCLEMENT THE PRESBYTER OF ALEXANDRIA'S

the law neither the iota nor the tittle ; that is, BOOK AGAInSt JUDAIZERS.
neither the promise that applies to the straight
in the way, nor the punishment threatened Solomon the son of David, in the books styled
against those that diverge. For the Lord is "The Reigns of the Kings," comprehending not
good to the straight in the way ; but "those that only that the structure of the true temple was
tun,aside after their crooked ways He shall lead celestial and spiritual, but had also a reference
forth with those that work iniquity." s "And to the flesh, which He who was both the son
with the innocent He is innocent, and with the and Lord of David was to build up, both for H_s
froward He is froward ; "6 and to the crooked own presence, where, as a living image, He re-
He sends crooked ways. solved to make HIS shrine, and for the church

!that was to rise up through the union of faith,

• MatL xi. _. says expressly, "Will God in very deed dwell
• Zom.,iU.SS. with men on the earth?" s
3 Luke ix. _5-
• I.,¢,. xxv*. 24..
s Ps. c.n_. 5. _ Gea. i. *8.
6 _. grill s6. S t Kiap vlll. 27.
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He dwells on the earth clothed in flesh, and [what is evil. And he that fears a fall wishes
His abode with men is effected by the conjunc- himself to be immortal and passionless.
tion and harmony which obtains among the
righteous, and which build and rear a new tem- 7. THE SAME,P. 34X.

ple. For the righteous are the earth, being still Let there be a law against those who dare to
encompassed with the earth; and earth, too look at things sacred and divine irreverently,
m comparison with the greatness of the Lord and in a way unworthy of God, to inflict on
Thus also the blessed Peter hesitates not to say, them the punishment of blindness.
"Ye also, as living stones, are built up, a spiritual
house, a holy temple, to offer up spiritual sacn- 8. THE SAME,P. 657"

rices, acceptable to God by Jesus Christ."' Universally, the Christian is friendly to soli-
And with reference to the body, which by cir- tude, and qmet, and tranquiUity, and peace.

cumscription He consecrated as a hallowed place
for Himself upon earth, He said, "Destroy this 9. FRO_ THE CATF2_AON THE P_erATEUCn, PU_-
temple, and in three days I witl raise it up again. LISHEDIN LATINBYFRANCISZ,_'HYRtYS,P.'146.

The Jews therefore said, In forty-six years was That mystic name which is called the Tetra-
th_s temple built, and wilt thou raise it up in grammaton, by which alone they who had access
three days ? But He spake of the temple of His to the Holy of Holies were protected, is pro-
body .''2 nounced Jehovah, which means, "Who is, and

who shall be." The candlestick which stood at
4. FROM MS. MARKED 243I IN THE LIBRARYthe south of the altar signified the seven planets,

OF THE MOST CHRISTIANKING.--IBID. P. 1336 which seem to us to revolve around the merid-
A. FROMTHE VeRY HOLY AI_D BLESSEDCLEM- Jan,4 on either side of which rise three branches ;
Ewr, rRr.SBX'rER OF ALEXANDRIA,THE STROMA-since the sun also, like the lamp, balanced in the
aasx's BOOK ON PROVIDENCE. midst of the planets by divine wisdom, illumines
What is God? "God," as the Lord saith, by its light those above and below. On the

"is a Spirit." Now spirit is properly substance, other side of the altar was situated the table
incorporeal, and uncircumscribed. And that is on which the loaves were displayed, because
incorporeal which does not consist of a body, or from that quarter of the heaven vital and nourish-
whose existence is not according to breadth, ing breezes blow.
length, and depth. And that is unctrcumscribed 3
which has no place, which is wholly in all, and io. FROM J. A. CRAMER'S CATZS._ GR_COmm
in each entire, and the same in itself. PATRUMIN NOV.TEST. OXFORDX840, VOL.m.

On Acts vii. 24, 25. The mystics say that it
5. _OM THE SAMEMS.--IBID. _335 D. was by his word alone that Moses slew the

Egyptian ; as certainly afterwards it is related in
OGr,_ (nature) is so called from r6 _re_vK&aL the Acts that [Peter] slew with his word those

(to be born). The first substance is everything who kept back part of the price of the land,
which subsists by itself, as a stone is called a and lied.
substance. The second is a substance capable
of increase, as a plant grows and decays. The ii. THE SAME,VOL. IV. P. _9L

third is animated and sentient substance, as On Rom. viii. 38. "Or life, that of our pres-
animal, horse. The fourth is animate, sentient, ent existence," and "death,"--that caused by
rational substance, as man. Wherefore each the assault of persecutors, and "angels, and
one of us is made as consisting of all, having an principalities, and powers," apostate spirits.
immaterial soul and a mind, which is the image
of God. 12. P. 369, CHAP. X. 3.

And having neither known nor done the re-
6. IN JOI-m OF DAMASCUS--PARALLEL._ VOL. n. quirement of the law, what they conceived, that

P" 3°7" they also thought that the law required. And
The fear of God, who is impassible, is free of they did not believe the law, as prophesying, but

perturbation. For it is not God that one dreads, the bare word ; and followed it from fear, but
but the falling away from God. He who dreads not with their disposition and in faith.
this, dreads f_alling into what is evil, and dreads

13. voL. vt. P. 385 .

x t Pet. ii. _. On 2 Cor. v. I6. "And if we have known
_o__._._. . .
•,.,th_ _ orsurpriseattheI_t_ tm_ _m_ga Christ after the flesh."

_.,trf_. t_n which is utte_y tmlntelligible, Cal_eronn amends the text, -
su_ututingo_,6,roto_._, _,etc.,foro/,.r_o_,_,_*_,_e., ,*S_ Stromam,.bookv..cMp,vi. P._, tt,h/dx_ _ t_
._'_a .t_da_s _acc_dlngty. The emendatmm is adopted, with the
_ o/the _r_, im_e_ or wlnch _6 _s _emum_ source from which fl_k emm_ m m_m-
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And so far, he says, no one any longer lives that beginning, "For the blood is found to be,"
after the flesh. For that is not life, but death, down to "potent charms of affection."
For Christ also, that He might show this,, ceased Portions, however, are omitted. There are a
to live after the flesh. How? Not by putting good many various readings ; but although the
off the body ! Far be it ! For with it as His passage in question, as found in Cramer's work,
own He shall come, the Judge of all. But by is printed in full in Migne's edition, on the
divesting Himself of physical affections, such as alleged ground of the considerable variauon
hunger, and thirst, and sleep, and weariness. For from the text of Clement, the variation is not
now He has a body incapable of suffering and such as to make a translation of the passage as
of injury, found in Cramer of any special interest or value.

As "after the flesh" in our case is being in We have noted the following readings :
the midst of sins, and being out of them is to be 7w_rat, where, the verb being omitted, we have
"not after the flesh ; " so also after the flesh, _,_ inserted is : There is an obstruction, etc.
the ease of Christ, was His subjection to natural cr3ptTya¢, tubes, instead of trg/paTTa¢ (hollows),
affections, and not to be subject to them was hollows of the breasts.
not to be "after the flesh." " But," he says, 7,_rvm¢o_&u, for 7E_ovo-Sv, neighbouring
"as He was released, so also are we."" ]__t (arteries).
there be no longer, he says, subjection to the brL_E_, for _/_rcpJt_Et, interruption (such as
influences of the flesh. Thus Clement, the this).
fourth book of the fIypo_poses. _roK)_jpo_r_¢ occurs as in the text, for which

the emendation _ro_.@_'**, as specified in the
note, has been adopted.

14. FROM THE SAME, P. 39 L ¢tr_¢ to'K, omitted here, which is "sweet

On 2 Cot. vi. ix. "Our heart is enlarged." through grace," is supplied.
For as heat is wont to expand, so also love.

For love is a thing of warmth. As if he would p. i42.

say, I love you not only with mouth, but with 7dX_, milk, instead of/aAvua, manna, (that
heart, and have you all within. Wherefore he food)manna.
says : "ye are not straitened in us, since desire
itself expands the soul." "Our heart is en- P. x49.

larged" to teach you all things ; "but ye are XP_ 3__ar_vo_o_ _ q_v (but it is necessary
straitened in your own bowels," that is, in love to consider nature), for o3 Ka_'avcvo_K_r¢%r. _.,
tO God, in which you ought to love me. through want of consideration of nature.

Thus Clement, in the fourth book of the Ka_-oacAcLotz_vq,agreeing with food, for Kara-
f-lYPotYt_°ses. [x)_,mF_, agreeing with heat (enclosed within).

yfvera_ for y_p (which is untranslated), (the
x5. fROM VOL. vii. e. 286. iblood) is (a preparation) for milk.

Heb. i. L "At sundry times and divers man-
ners." P- I44.

Since the Lord, being the Apostle of the _-o_vvvv_v k_/ovis supplied, and ,b_r_ omitted
Almighty, was sent to the Hebrews, it was out in the clause, Paul using appropriate figurative
of modesty that Paul did not subscribe himself language.
apostle of the Hebrews, from reverence for the
Lord, and because he was the herald and apostle P. 145.
of the Gentiles, and wrote the Epistle to the _A_, is supplied before _X_ _-__, abr-_, and
Hebrews in addition [to his proper work]? the blood in it, etc., is omitted.

x6. FROM THE S_. P. _46.

The same work contains a passage from Tke "For Diogenes Apolloniates will have it" is
Instructor, book i. chap. via The passage is omitted.

,r_-q, rendered "in all respects," is connected
with the preceding sentence.

x We omit 6v_, wh*ch the text has after &_rh which seems to
iadicate the omission of a clause, but as it stands _s superfluOUS.
The I._fin trandator _.-talns tt; and _g to hts rendering, the p. i47.
tramdmie_ would be, " showed that He _."

* Thl,extol, dew. to" *rewe,"ha**h_y bee. ,,_n *mo.g _'_ _o_'vw, for 'O_ _'. And that (milk is pro-
the exmtctt from the./OgoO_. *s_p. _78.. ....

This _ almo_ ver_ttlm, has been aJreaay given _rom duced).

_,__. ,m,_ the._,_:t. fro__ H_,_,,_. V-579. _Ww_r_ for _ in the clause, "and th_4 See p. _x9, and tae arg,.m_at foltowmg, _jtra.
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grass and meadows are juicy and moist," not the fat of milk, called butter, for the lamp, plain-
translated, ly," etc.

rpo_or//_&%above mentioned (milk), omitted.
rp_ for r_c/_, (sweet) nutriment. N.B.
r_ omitted before yXwce_,sweet (wine), and [Le Nourry decides that the Adumbraa'ons

_d_-cp, "as, when suffering." were not translated from the Hypotyposts, but
rb ht_v for _ Myra, and 64m5_o_ for lKaye (p. 473) thinks on insufficient grounds.

_ou_tov, in the sentence : "Further, many use See, also (p. 5), Kaye's learned note.]
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WHO IS THE RICH MANTHAT SHALLBE SAVED?

I. THOSE who bestow laudatory addresses on the attainment of the troth ; and whosoever ob-
the rich t appear to me to be rightly judged not talus this and distinguishes himself in good works
only flatterers and base, m vehemently pretend- shall gain the prize of everlasting life. Now
ing that things which are disagreeable give them prayer that runs its course till the last day of
pleasure, but also godless and treacherous; god- life needs a strong and tranquil soul; and the
less, because neglecting to praise and glorify conduct of life needs a good and righteous dis-
God, who is alone perfect and good, "of whom position, reaching out towards all the command-
are all things, and by whom are all things, and ments of the Saviour.

for whom are all things," 2 they invest 3 with di- II. Perhaps the reason of salvation appearing
vine honours men wallowing in an execrable and more difficult to the rich than to poor men, is
abominable life, and, what is the principal thing, not single but manifold. For some, merely
hable on this account to the judgment of God ; hearing, and that m an off-hand way, the utter-
and treacherous, because, although wealth is of ance of the Saviour, "that it is easier for a camel
itself sufficient to puff up and corrupt the souls to go through the eye of a needle than for a
of its possessors, and to turn them from the path rich man to enter into the kingdom of heaven, ''4
by which salvation is to be attained, they stupefy despair of themselves as not destined to live,
them still more, by inflating the minds of the surrender all to the world, cling to the present
rich with the pleasures of extravagant praises, life as if it alone was left to them, and so diverge
and by making them utterly despise all things more from the way to the life to come, no longer
except wealth, on account of which they are ad- inquiring either whom the Lord and Master calls
mired ; bringing, as the saying is, fire to fire, rich, or how that which is impossible to man be-
pouring pride on pride, and adding conceit to comes possible to God. But others rightly and
wealth, a heavier burden to that which by nature adequately comprehend this, but attaching slight
is a weight, from which somewhat ought rather importance to the works which tend to salvation,

: to be removed and taken away as being a dan- do not make the requisite preparation for attain.
gerous and deadly disease. For to him who ing to the objects of their hope. And I affirm

"_ exalts and magnifies himself, the change and both of these things of the rich who have learaed
downfall to a low condition succeeds in turn, as both the Saviour's power and His glorious mira-
the divine word teaches. For it appears to me tion. With those who are ignorant of the truth
to be far kinder, than basely to flatter the rtch I have little concern.
and praise them for what is bad, to aid them in III. Those then who are actuated by a love
working out their salvation in every possible of the truth and love of their brethren, and

aY; asking this of God, who surely and sweetly neither are rudely insolent towards such rich as
stows such things on His own children ; and are called, nor, on the other hand, cringe to them

thus by the grace of the Saviour healing their for their own avaricious ends, must first by the
souls, enlightening them and leading them to word relieve them of their groundless despair,

and show with the requisite explanation of the

"th_[Thesolemnwordsof our Lordaboutthe perilsofwealthand oracles of the Lord that the inheritance of the
• deceitfulness of ncbes" am much inststcd on by Hermas, ¢s- kingdom of heaven is not quite cut off from thempecially in the beautiful opening of the Similitude_ (book ni ) ; and

tt meras remarkable, that, even in the age of martyrs and confessors, if they obey the commandments ; then admonishSuch .v___ should have seemed needful. Clement is deephr tin-
pressed witli the duly of cnforcmf_ such doctrine; and perhaps the them that they entertain a causeless fear, and
germ of this very interesting essa_r is to be found m that eloquent that the Lord gladly receives them, provided

in his Stromu_z (book iL cap. 5, PP. 35t, 352), to which
.met my do._U to ._, _g zt., aprda_ tothefoUowmgthey are wiring; and then, in addition, exhibit

Pages. ElucidationL]
*_ ,a. _ . and teach how and by what deeds and disposi-

byFeUfromconjecture. *Matt.xlx._,
59t
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tions they shall win the objects of hope, inasmuch saith to Him, All these have I observed. And
as it is neither out of their reach, nor, on the JJesus, looking upon him, loved him, and said,
other hand, attained without effort ; but, as is One thing thou lackest. If thou wouldest be
the case with athletes a to compare things small perfect, sell what thou hast and give to the poor,
and perishing with things great and immortal-- and thou shalt have treasure in heaven : and
let the man who is endowed with worldly wealth come, follow Me. And he was sad at that say-
reckon that thin depends on himself. For among ing, and went away grieved : for he was rich,
those, one man, because he despaired of being having great possessions. And Jesus looked
able to conquer and gain crowns, did not give round about, and saith to His disciples, How
in his name for the contest; while another, hardly shall they that have riches enter into the
whose mind was inspired with this hope, and yet kingdom of God l And the disciples were as-
did not submit to the appropriate labours, and tonished at His words. But Jesus answereth
diet, and exercises, remained uncrowned, and again, and saith unto them, Children, how hard
was balked in his expectations. So also let not is it for them that trust in riches to enter into
the man that has been invested with worldly the kingdom of God! More easlly shall a camel
wealth proclaim himself excluded at the outset enter through the eye of a needle than a nch
from the Saviour's lists, provided he is a believer man into the kingdom of God. And they were
and one who contemplates the greatness of God's astonished out of measure, and said, Who then
philanthropy ; nor let him, on the other hand can be saved? And He, looking upon them,
expect to grasp the crowns of immortality with- said, What is impossible with men is possible with
out struggle and effort, continuing untrained, and God. For with God all things are possible.
without contest. But let him go and put himself Peter began to say to Him, Lo, we have left all
under the Word as his trainer, and Christ the and followed Thee. And Jesus answered and
President of the contest ; and for his prescribed said, Verily I say unto you, Whosoever shall
food and drink let him have the New Testamenl leave what is his own, parents, and brethren, and
of the Lord ; and for exercises, the command- possessions, for My sake and the Gospel's, shall
ments ; and for elegance and ornament, the fair receive an hundred-fold now in this world, lands,
dispositions, love, faith, hope, knowledge of the and possessions, and house, and brethren, with
truth, gentleness, meekness, pity, gravity: so persecutions ; and in the world to come is hfe
that, when by the last trumpet the signal shall everlasting. But many that are first shall be
be given for the race and departure hence, as last, and the last first." '
from the stadium of life, he may with a good V. These things are written in the Gospel ac-
conscience present himself victorious before the cording to Mark ; and in all the rest correspond-
Judge who confers the rewards, confessedly ingly;although perchance the expressions vary
worthy of the Fatherland on high, to which he slightly in each, yet all show identical agreement
returns with crowns and the acclamations of l in meaning.
angels. But well knowing that the Saviour teaches

IV. May the Saviour then grant to us that, nothing in a merely human way, but teaches all
having begun the subject from this point, we things to His own with divine and mystic WlS-
may contribute to the brethren what is true, and dora, we must not listen to His utterances
suitable, and saving, first touching the hope itself, carnally ; but with due investigation and intelli-
and, second, touching the access to the hope. gence must search out and learn the meamng
He indeed grants to those who beg, and teaches hidden in them. For even those things which
those who ask, and dissipate signorance and dis-seem to have been simplified to the disciples by
pels despair, by introducing again the same words the Lord Himself are found to require not less,
about the rich, which become their own inter- even more, attention than what is expressed
preters and infallible expounders. For there is enigmatically, from the surpassing superabun-
nothing like listening again to the very same dance of wisdom in them. And whereas the
statements, which fill now in the Gospels were things which are thought to have been explained
distressing you, hearing them as you did without by Him to those witban -- those called by Him
examination, and erroneously through puerility : the children of the kingdom-- require still more
"And going forth into the way, one approached consideration than the things which seemed to
and kneeled, saying, Good Master, what good have been expressed simply, and respecting
thing shall I do that I may inherit everlasting which therefore no questions were asked by
life ? And Jesus saith, Why callest thou Me those who heard them, but which, pertaining to
good? There is none good but one, that is, the entire design of salvation, and to be contem"
God. Thou knowest the commandments. Do plated with admirable and supercelesfial depth
not commit adultery, Do not kill, Do not steal, iof mind, we must not receive superficially with
Do not bear false witness, Defraud not, Honour

t Markx. xT-3x. Clement does not give always Mark's z/_sz_t"
thy father and thy mother. And he answerin 8 i ,_ _,,-_.
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our ears, but with application of the mind to the another immortality. For he had not only ful-
very spirit of the Saviour, and the unuttered filled the law, but had begun to do so from his
meaning of the declaration, very earliest youth. For what is there great or

VI. For our Lord and Saviour was asked pre-eminently illustrious in an old age which is
p_leasanfly a question most appropriate for Him, unproductive of faults ? But if one in juvenile

the Life respecting life, the Saviour respecting frolicsomeness and the fire of youth shows a
salvation, the Te.acher respecting the chief doc- mature judgment older than his years, this is
tnnes taught, the Truth respecting the true lm-a champion admirable and distinguished, and
mortality, the Word respecting the word of the hoary pre-eminently in mind.
Father, the Perfect respecting the perfect rest, But, nevertheless, this man being such, is per-
the Immortal respecting the sure immortahty, fectly persuaded that nothing is wanting to him
He was asked respecting those things on ac- as far as respects righteousness, but that he is
count of which He descended, which He m- entirely destitute of hfe. Wherefore he asks it
culcates, which He teaches, which He offers, from Him who alone is able to give it. And
m order to show the essence of the Gospel, with reference to the law, he carries confid_ence ;
that it is the gift of eternal hfe. For He foresaw but the Son of God he addresses in supplication.
as God, both what He would be asked, and He is transferred from faith to faith. As peril-
what each one would answer Him. For who ously tossing and occupying a dangerous anchor-
should do this more than the Prophet of proph- age m the law, he makes for the Saviour to find
ets, and the Lord of every prophetic sprat? a haven.
And having been called "good," and taking the IX. Jesus, accordingly, does not charge him
starting note from this first expression, He corn- wth not having fulfilled all things out of the law,
mences His teaching with this, turning the pupil but loves him, and fondly welcomes his obedi-
to God, the good, and first and only dispenser ence in what he had learned ; but says that he
of eternal life': which the Son, who received it of is not perfect as respects eternal life, inasmuch
Him, gives to us. as he had not fulfilled what is perfect, and that

VII. Wherefore the greatest and chiefest point he is a doer indeed of the law, but idle at the true
of the instructions which relate to life must be life. Those things, indeed, are good. Who
implanted in the soul from the beginning,--to denies it? For "the commandment is holy," 4
know the eternal God, the giver of what is eter- as far as a sort of training with fear and pre-
nal, and by knowledge and comprehension to paratory disciphne goes, leading as it did to the
possess God, who is first, and highest, and one, culmination of legislatmn and to grace.s But
and good. For this is the immutable and im- Christ is the fulfilment "of the law for right-
moveable source and support of life, the knowl- eousness to every one that believeth ;" and not
edge of God, who really is, and who bestows as a slave making slaves, but sons, and brethren,
the things which really are, that is, those which and fellow-heirs, who perform the Father's
are eternal, from whom both being and the con- will.
tinuance , of it are derived to other beings. For X. " If thou wilt be perfect. ''6 Consequently
_gnorance of Him is death ; but the knowledge he was not yet perfect. For nothing is more
and appropriation of Him, and love and likeness _erfect than what is pefect. And divinely the
to Him, are the only life. expression "if thou wilt" showed the self-deter-

VIII. He then who would live the true life is mination of the soul holding converse with Him.
enjoined first to know Him "whom no one For choice depended on the man as being free;
knows, except the Son reveal (Him)." 2 Next but the gift on God as the Lord. And He gives
is to be learned the greatness of the Saviour to those who are willing and are exceedingly ear-
after Him, and the newness of grace ; for, ac- nest, and ask, that so their salvation may become
cording to the apostle, "the law was given by their own. For GOd compels not (for compul-
Moses, grace and-truth came by Jesus Christ ;" sion is repugnant to God), but supplies to those
and the gifts granted through a faithful servant who seek, and bestows on those who ask, and
are not equal to those bestowed by the true Son. iopens to those who knock. If thou wilt, then,
If then the law of Moses had been sufficient to if thou really wiliest, and art not deceiving thy.-
confer eternal life, it were to no purpose for the self, acquire what thou lackest. One thing
Saviour Himself to come and suffer for us, ac- lacking thee, -- the one thing which abides, the
complishing the course of human life from His good, that which is now above the law, which the
birth to His cross ; and to no purpose for him law gives not, which the law contains not, which
who had done all the commandments of the law _s the prerogative of those who live. He for-
from his youth to fall on his knees and beg from sooth who had fulfilled all the demands of the

x Instead of _e_v_ Fell here sug&_-sts _i_ elw_, non-being. 4 Rom vi_. x2.
2 Matt. xt. _7. 5 Gal lit. 24
3 John i. x7. e Matt. aL_ 2X.
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law from his youth, and had gloried in what was that the new creature 3 the Son of God intimates
magnificent, was not able to complete the whole z and teaches ? It is not the outward act which
with this one thing which was specially required others have done, but something else indicated
by the Saviour, so as to receive the eternal hfe by it, greater, more godlike, more perfect, the
which he desired. But he departed displeased, stripping off of the pass:ons from the soul itself
vexed at the commandment of the life, on ac- and from the disposition, and the cutting up
count of which he supplicated. For he did not by the roots and casting out of what is alien to
truly wish life, as he averred, but aimed at the the mind. For this is the lesson peculiar to
mere reputation of the good choice. And he the believer, and the instruction worthy of the
was capable of busying himself about many Saviour. For those who formerly despised ex-
things; but the one thing, the work of life, he ternal things relinquished and squandered their
was powerless, and disinclined, and unable to property, but the passions of the soul, I believe,
accomplish. Such also was what the Lord said they intensified. For they indulged in arro-
to Martha, who was occupied with many things, gance, pretension, and vainglory, and in con-
and distracted and troubled with serving ; while i tempt of the rest of mankind, as if they had
she blamed her sister, because, leaving serv-done something superhuman. How then would
ing, she set herself at His feet, devoting her the Saviour have enjoined on those destined to
time to learning : "Thou art troubled about live for ever ,,'hat was injurious and hurtful with
many things, but Mary hath chosen the good part, reference to the life which He promised ? For
which shall not be taken away from her." _ So although such is the case, one, after ridding h:m-
also He bade him leave his busy life, and cleave self of the burden of wealth, may none the less
to One and adhere to the grace of Him who have still the lust and desire for money innate
offered everlasting life. and living ; and may have abandoned the use of

XI. What then was it which persuaded him it, but being at once destitute of and desiring
to flight, and made him depart from the Master, what he spent, may doubly grieve both on ac-
from the entreaty, the hope, the life, previously count of the absence of attendance, and the
pursued with ardour?-- "Sell thy possessions." presence of regret. For it is impossible and
And what is this ? He does not, as some con- mconcewable that those in want of the necessa-
ceive off-hand, bid him throw away the sub- ries of life should not be harassed in mind, and
stance he possessed, and abandon h:s property ; hindered from better things in the endeavour to
but bids him banish from his soul his notions provide them somehow, and from some source.
about wealth, his excitement and morbid feeling XIII. And how much more beneficial the
about it, the anxieties, which axe the thorns of opposite case, for a man, through possessing a
existence, which choke the seed of hfe. For it competency, both not himself to be in straits
is no great thing or desirable to be destitute of about money, and also to give assistance to those
wealth, if without a special object,--not except to whom it is requisite so to do ! For if no one
on account of life. For thus those who have had anything, what room would be left among
nothing at all, but are destitute, and beggars for men for giving ? And how can this dogma fall
their daily bread, the poor dispersed on the to be found plainly opposed to and conflicting
streets, who know not God and God's righteous- with many other excellent teachings of the Lord ?
ness, simply on account of their extreme want "Make to yourselves friends of the mammon
and destitution of subsistence, and lack even of of unrighteousness, that when ye fail, they may
the smallest things, were most blessed and most receive you into the everlasting habitations." *
dear to God, and sole possessors of everlasting "Acquire treasures in heaven, where neither
life. moth nor rust destroys, nor thieves break

Nor was the renunciation of wealth and the through." s How could one give food to the
bestowment of it on the poor or needy a new hungry, and drink to the thirsty, clothe the
thing; for many did so before the Saviour's naked, and shelter the houseless, for not doing
advent,--some because of the leisure (thereby which He threatens with fire and the outer dark-
obtained) for learning, and on account of a dead ness, if each man first divested himself of all
wisdom ; and others for empty fame and vain- these things? Nay, He bids Zaccheus and
glory, as the Anaxagorases, the Democriti, and Matthew, the rich tax-gathers, entertain Him
'the Crateses. hospitably. And He does not bid them part

XII. Why then command as new, as divine,
as alone life-giving, what did not save those of 3 The application of the words _ _v_ A'vtcrt_to Christ has been

former days ? And what peculiar thing is it muchd_scu_-a S_g_arh_ a long_ _ it, the Wn_t of whi_-he thus sums up: 6 g_*v_ _rtet_ is a creature to whom uothlug, llas

ever extsted on earth equal or llke. man but also God, through whom
ts true light and everlasting lde [The translator has largely avalreu
himself of the valuable edation and notes of Charles ge_tar (d.t The reading of the MS. is *rl_t_va_ , which is corrupt. We

have changed it into *r_.kteat. Various other emendaUous have Utrecht, xSx6), concerning whom see Elucidation IL l
been proposed, l:htrhapa tt shtmld b¢ tr_m,e_tva_ "to add." '¢ Luke x_. 9-

s Luke x. 4t, 4a. s Matt. vi. t 9.
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with their property, but, applying the just and produces its own effects, and strangles the rea-
removing the unjust judgment, He subjoins, son, and presses it down and inflames it with its
,, To-day salvation has come to this house, for- inbred lusts, I it is then of no advantage to himasmuch as he also is a son of Abraham.", He

be poor in purse while he is rich in passions.
so praises the use of property as to enjoin, along ror it is not what ought to be cast away that
with this addition, the giving a share of it, to he has cast away, but what is indifferent ; and he

ve drink to the thirsty, bread to the hungry, has deprived himself of what is serviceable, but
take the houseless in, and clothe the nakedl set on fire the innate fuel of evil through want of

But if it is not possible to supply those needs the external means [of gratification]. We must
_vithout substance, and He bids people abandon therefore renounce those possessions that axe
their substance, what else would the Lord be injurious, not those that are capable of being
doing than exhorting to give and not to give the serviceable, if one knows the right use of them.
same things, to feed and not to feed, to take in And what is managed with wisdom, and sobriety,
and to shut out, to share and not to share? and piety, is profitable ; and what is hurtful
which were the most irrational of all things, must be cast away. But things externat hurt

XIV. Riches, then, which benefit also our not. So then the Lord introduces the use of

neighbours, are not to be thrown away. For external things, bidding us put away not the
they are possessions, inasmuch as they are pos- means of subsistence, but what uses them badly.
sessed, and goods, inasmuch as they are useful And these are the infirmities and passions of the
and provided by God for the use of men ; and soul.
they lie to our hand, and are put under our XVI. The presence ofwealth in these is deadly
power, as material and instruments which are for to all, the loss of it salutary. Of which, making
good use to those who know the instrument, ithe soul pure, -- that is, poor and bare, Dwe
If you use it skilfully, it is skilful ; if you are must hear the Saviour speaking thus, "Come,
deficient in skill, it is affected by your want of follow Me." For to the pure in heart He now
_kill, being itself destitute of blame. Such an becomes the way. But into the impure soul the
instrument is wealth. Are you able to make a grace of God finds no entrance. And that (soul)
right use of it ? It is subservient to righteous- is unclean which is rich in lusts, and is in the
hess. Does one make a wrong use of it? It is, throes of many worldly affections. For he who
on the other hand, a minister of wrong. For holds possessions, and gold, and silver, and
its nature is to be subservient, not to rule. houses, as the gifts of God; and ministers from
That then which of itself has neither good nor them to the God who gives them for the salva-
evil, being blameless, ought not to be blamed ; tion of men ; and knows that he possesses them
but that which has the power of using it well more for the sake of the brethren than his own ;
and ill, by reason of its possessing voluntary and is superior to the possession of them, not the
choice. And this is the mind and judgment slave of the things he possesses; and does not
of man,.which has freedom in itself and self- carry them about in his soul, nor bind and tit-
determination in the treatment of what is cumscribehis life wlthinthem, butis ever labour-
assigned to it. So let no man destroy wealth, ing at some good and divine work, even should
rather than the passions of the soul, which are he be necessarily some time or other deprived of
incompatible with the better use of wealth. So them, is able with cheerful mind to bear their
that, becoming virtuous and good, he may be removal equally with their abundance. This is
able to make a good use of these riches. The he who is blessed by the Lord, and called poor
renunciation, then, and selling of all possessions, in spirit, a meet heir of the kingdom of heaven,
is to be understood as spoken of the passions of not one who could not live rich.
the soul. XVII. But he who carries his riches in his

XV. I would then say this. Since some soul, and instead of God's Spirit bears in his
things are within and some without the soul, heart gold or land, and is always acquiring pos-
and if the soul make a good use of them, they sessions without end, and is perpetually on the
also are reputed good, but if a bad, bad;D outlook for more, bending downwards and fet-
whether does He who commands us to alienate tered in the toils of the world, being earth and

our possessions repudiate those things, after the destined to depart to earth, _ whence can he
removal of which the passions still remain, or be able to desire and to mind the kingdom of
those rather, on the removal of which wealth lheaven, _ a man who carries not a heart, but
even becomes beneficial ? If therefore he who land or metal, who must perforce he found in

casts away worldly wealth can still be rich in the the midst of the objects he has chosen? For
where the mind of man is, there is also his treas-passions, even though the material [for their

gratification] is absent, _ for the disposition rare. The Lord acknowledges a twofold treasure,
._.._.___ --the good: "For the good man, out of the

' _ .... 9; xix.9. good treasure of his heart, bringeth forth good;"
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and the evil : for "the evil man, out of the evil saved, and by being rich in those things, riches
treasure, bringeth forth evil : for out of the abun- of which ruin it, it is killed. And let us no
dance of the heart the mouth speaketh." x As longer seek the cause of the issue elsewhere than
then treasure is not one with Him, as also it is in the state and disposition of the soul in respect
with us, that which gives the unexpected great of obedience to God and purity, and in respect of
gain in the finding, but also a second, which is transgression of the commandments and accu-
profitless and undesirable, an evil acquisition, mulation of wickedness.
hurtful ; so also there is a richness in good things, :(IX. He then is truly and rightly rich who is
and a richness in bad things, since we know that rich in virtue, and is capable of making a holy and
riches and treasure are not by nature separated faithful use of any fortune ; while he is spuriously
from each other. And the one sort of riches is rich who is rich, according to the flesh, and turns
to be possessed and acquired, and the other life into outward possession, which is transitory
not to be possessed, but to be cast away. and perishing, and now belongs to one, now to

In the same way spiritual poverty is blessed, another, and in the end to nobody at all. Again,
Wherefore also Matthew added, " Blessed are in the same way there is a genuine poor man,
the poor. ''2 How? "In spirit." And again, and another counterfeit and falsely so called.
" Blessed are they that hunger and thirst after He that is poor in spxrit, and that is the right
the righteousness of God." 3 Wherefore wretched thing, and he that is poor in a worldly sense,
are the contrary kind of poor, who have no part which is a different thing. To him who is poor
in God, and still less in human property, and in worldly goods, but rich in vices, who as not
have not tasted of the righteousness of God. poor ha spirit 6 and rich toward God, it is said,

XVIIL So that (the expression) rich men Abandon the alien possessions that are in thy
that shall with d:fficulty enter into the kingdom, soul, that, becommg pure m heart, thou mayest
is to be apprehended in a scholarly * way, not see God ; which is another way of saying, Enter
awkwardly, or rustically, or carnally. For if the into the kingdom of heaven. And how may you
expression is used thus, salvation does not de- abandon them? By selling them. What then?
pend on external things, whether they be many Are you to take money for effects, by effectmg
or few, small or great, or illustrious or obscure, an exchange of riches, by turning your visible
or esteemed or disesteemed ; but on the virtue substance into money ? Not at all. But by intro-
of the soul, on faith, and hope, and love, and ducing, instead of what was formerly inherent in
brotherliness, and knowledge, and meekness, and your soul, which you desire to save, other riches
humlhty, and truth, the reward of which is sal- which deify and which minister everlasting life,
ration. For it is not on account of comeliness dispositions in accordance with the command of
of body that any one shall live, or, on the other God ; for which there shall accrue to you end-
hand, perish. But he who uses the body given less reward and honour, and salvation, and ever-
to him chastely and according to God, shall lasting immortality. It is thus that thou dost
live ; and he that destroys the temple of God rightly sell the possessions, many are superfluous,
shall be destroyed. An ugly man can be profli- which shut the heavens against thee by exchan-
gate, and a good-looking man temperate. Nei- ging them for those which are able to save. Let
ther strength and great size of body makes alive, the former be possessed by the carnal poor, who
nor does any of the members destroy. But the are destitute of the latter. But thou, by receiving
soulwhich uses them provides the cause for each. instead spiritual wealth, shalt have now treasure

• , • Si
Bear then, at is stud, when struck on the face ; [in the heavens.
which a man strong and in good health can obey.' XX. The wealthy and legally correct man, not
And again, a man who is feeble may transgress ]understanding these things figuratively, nor how
from refractoriness of temper. So also a poor the same man can be both poor and rich, and
and destitute man may be found intoxicated have wealth and not have it, and use the world
with lusts ; and a man rich in worldly goods tem- and not use it, went away sad and downcast,
perate, poor in indulgences, trustworthy, intelli- lea.dng the state of life, which he was able merely
gent, pure, chastened, to desire but not to attain, making for himself the

If then it is the soul which, first and espe- difficult impossible. For it was difficult for the
cially, is that which is to live, and if virtue spring- soul not to be seduced and ruined by the luxuries
ing up around it saves, and vice kills ; then it is and flowery enchantments that beset remarkable
clearly manifest that by being poor in those wealth; but it was not impossible, even surround-
things, by riches of which one destroys it, it is ed with it, for one to lay hold of salvation, pro-

vided he withdrew himself from material wealth,
z Ma_. _ 34, 35. '
2 Matt.. v.

( _,_K_. Fell suggests instead of tbls reading of the text_ makes 6 K_T&I_'_) _._'._. the nominauve tp.._._. It seems better,
• nMvg._r_ _" _ega_q_w._. with the Latin translator, to render as above, which suplmses the ch_ge

5 HH_t.v,39, of 6 into 8_,
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to that which is grasped by the mind and speaking of, the old mental possessions and soul
taughtby God, and learned to use things indiffer- diseases, they follow in the Master's footsteps,
et,t rightly and properly, and so as to strive after this now joins them to those who are to be en-
eternal life. And the disciples even themselves rolled in the heavens. For it is thus that one
were at first alarmed and amazed. Why were truly follows the Saviour, by aiming at si_eas,
they so on hearing this ? Was it that tl_ey them- ness and at His perfection, and adorning and
selves possessed much wealth ? Nay, they had composing the soul before it as a mirror, and
long ago leR their very nets, and hooks, and row- arranging everything in all respects similarly.
ingboats, which were their sole possessions. Why XXII. "And Jesus answering said, Verily I
then do they say in consternation, "Who can be say unto you, Whosoever shall leave what is his
saved?" They had heard well and like disciples own, parents, and children, and wealth, for My
what was spoken in parable and obscurelyby the sake and the Gospel's, shall receive an hundred°
Lord, and perceived the depth of the words. For fold."4 But let neither this trouble you, nor the
they were sanguine of salvation on the ground of still harder saying delivered in another .place
their want of wealth. But when they became in the words, "Whoso hateth not fathee, and
conscious of not having yet wholly renounced the mother, and children, and his own life besides,
passions (for they were neophytes and recently cannot be My disciple." s For the God of peace_
selected by the Saviour), they were excessively who also exhorts to love enemies, does not intro-
astonished, and despaired of themselves no less duce hatred and dissolution from those that are
than that rich man who clung so terribly to the dearest. But if we are to love our enemies, it is
wealth which he preferred to eternal life. It in accordance with right reason that, ascending
was therefore a fit subject for all fear on the dis- from them, we should love also those nearest in
ciples' part ; if both he that possesses wealth and kindred. Or if we are to hate our blood-rela-
he that is teeming with passions were the rich, tions, deduction teaches us that much more are
and these alike shall be expelled from the heavens, we to spurn fromus our enemies. So that the
Forsalvation is the privilege of pure and passion- reasonings would be shown to destroy one
less souls, another. But they do not destroy each other,

XXI. But the Lord replies, "Because what is nor are they near doing so. For from the same
impossible with men is possible with God." This feeling and disposition, and on the ground of
again is full of great wisdom. For a man by him- the same rule, one loving his enemy may hate
self working and toiling at freedom from passion his father, inasmuch as he neither takes yen-
achieves nothing. But if he plainly shows him- geance on an enemy, nor reverences a father
self very desirous and earnest about this, he more than Christ. For by the one word he
attains it by the addition of the power of God. iextirpates hatred and injury, and by the other
ForGod conspires with willing souls. But if they shamefacedness towards one's relations, if it is
abandon their eagerness, the spirit which is detrimental to salvation. If then one's father,
bestowed by God is also restrained. For to save or son, or brother, be godless, and become a
the unwilling is the part of one exercising corn- hindrance to faith and an impediment to the
pulsion ; but to save the willing, that of one show- higher life, let him not be friends or agree with
ing grace. Nor does the kingdom of heaven him, but on account of the spiritual enmity, let
belong to sleepers and sluggards,"but the violent him dissolve the fleshly relationship.
take it by force.''* For this alone is commend- XXIII. Suppose the matter to be a law-suit.
able violence, to force God, and takelife fromGod Let your father be imagined to present himself
by force. And He, knowing those who persevere to you and say, "I begot and reared thee.
firmly,or rather violently, yields and grants. For Follow me, and join with me in wickedness,
God delights In being vanquished in such things, obey not the law of Christ;" and whatever a

Therefore on hearing those words, the blessed man who is a blasphemer and dead by nature
Peter, the chosen, the pre-eminent, the first of would say.
the disciples, for whom alone and Himself the But on the other side hear the Saviour: "I
Saviour paid tribute/ quickly seized and corn- regenerated thee, who wert ill born by the world
prehended the saying. And what does he say? to death. I emancipated, healed, ransomed
"Lo, we have left all and followed Thee." Now thee. I will show thee the faee of the good
if by all he means his own property, he boasts of Father God. Call no man thy father on earth.
leaving four oboli perhaps in a11,3and forgets to Let the dead bury the dead ; but foRow thou
show the kingdom of heaven to be their recom- Me. For I willbring thee to a rest6of ineffable
pease. But if, casting away what we were now and unutterable blessings, which eye hath not

seen, nor ear heard, nor have entered into tim
: Matt. xl. x2. [Eluc_i_-,m III.]
_ Matt. xv_. _. ..
Thct_ctiatl_iing.onthemarginofthefirstcdmo_- The 4M_trkx. 29,3o,[quom_dlmsmc _. S.Js Luke my. a6.
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heart of men ; into which angels desire to look, death. War also made on one is easily put an
and see what good things God hath prepared end to, but that which is in the soul continues
for the saints and the children who love Him." ' till death.

I am He who feeds thee, giving Myself as bread, With such persecution, if you have worldly
of which he who has tasted experiences death wealth, if you have brothers allied by blood and
no more, and supplying day by day the drink of other pledges, abandon the whole wealth of
immortality. I am teacher of supercelestial these which leads to evil; procure peace for
lessons. For thee I contended with Death, and yourself, free yourself from protracted persecu-
paid thy death, which thou owedst for thy former tions ; turn from them to the Gospel ; choose
sins and thy unbelief towards God." before all the Saviour and Advocate and Para-

Having heard these considerations on both clete of your soul, the Prince of life. " For
sides, decide for thyself and give thy vote for the things which are seen are temporary ; but the
thine own salvation. Should a brother say the things which are not seen are eternal. "3 And
like, should a child, should a wife, should any m the present time are things evanescent and
one whosoever, in preference to all let Christ in i insecure, but in that to come is eternal life.
thee be conqueror. For He contends m thy XXVI. "The first shall be last, and the last
behalf, first." _ This is fruitful in meaning and exposl-

XXIV. You may even go against wealth, tion, 5but does not demand investigation at pres-
Say, "Certainly Christ does not debar me from ent ; for it refers not only to the wealthy alone,
property. The Lord does not envy." But do but plainly to all men, who have once surren-
you see yourself overcome and overthrown by ,t? dered themselves to faith. So let this stand
Leave it, throw it away, hate, renounce, flee. aside for the present. But I think that our
"Even if thy right eye offend thee," quickly proposition has been demonstrated in no way
"cut it out." _ Better is the kingdom of God inferior to what we promised, that the Saviour by
to a man with one eye, than the fire to one who no means has excluded the rich on account of
is unmutilated. Whether hand, or foot, or soul, wealth itself, and the possession of property, nor
hate it. For if it is destroyed here for Christ's fenced off salvation against them ; if they are
sake, it will be restored to hfe yonder, able and willing to submit their life to God's

XXV. And to this effect similarly is what fol- commandments, and prefer them to transitory
lows. "Now at this present time not to have objects, and if they would took to the Lord with
lands, and money, and houses, and brethren, steady eye, as those who look for the nod of a
with persecutions." For it is neither penniless, good helmsman, what he wishes, what he orders,
nor homeless, nor brotherless people that the what he indicates, what signal he gives his
Lord calls to life, since He has also called rich mariners, where and whence he directs the ship's
people ; but, as we have said above, also broth- course. For what harm does one do, who, pre-
ers, as Peter with Andrew, and James with John vious to faith, by applying his mind and by say-
the sons of Zebedee, but of one mind with each ing has collected a competency? Or what is
other and Christ. And the expression "with much less reprehensible than this, if at once by
persecutions" rejects the possessing of each of Cod, who gave him his life, he has had his
those things. There is a persecution which home given him in the house of such men,
arises from without, from men assailing the among v/ealthy people, powerful in substance,
faithful, either out of hatred, or envy, or avarice, and pre-eminent in opulence ? For if, in conse-
or through diabolic agency. But the most pain- quence of his involuntary birth in wealth, a man
ful is internal persecution, which proceeds from is banished from life, rather is he wronged by
each man's own soul being vexed by impious God, who created him, in having vouchsafed to
lusts, and diverse pleasures, and base hopes, and him temporary enjoyment, and in being deprived
destructive dreams; when, always grasping at of eternal life. And why should wealth have
more, and maddened by brutish loves, and in- ever sprung from the earth at all, if it is the
flamed by the passions which beset it like goads author and patron of death ?
and stings, it is covered w_th blood, (to drive it l But if one is able in the midst of wealth to
on) to insane pursuits, and to despair of life, i turn from its power, and to entertain moderate
and to contempt of God. sentiments, and to exercise self-command, and

More grievous and painful is this persecution, to seek God alone, and to breathe God and walk
which arises from within, which is ever with a with God, such a poor man submits to the corn-
man, and which the persecuted cannot escape ; mandments, being free, unsubdued, free of dis-
for he carries the enemy about everywhere m ease, unwounded by wealth. But if not," sooner
himself. Thus also burning which attacks from -
without works trial, but that from within produces 3 2cot. iv _8.

Mark x 3t.
t t Cor il. 9, z Pet i. ta. s ¢raea_vt_re,ov, here actoptett instead o£ the reading ¢o¢,rp0yt
a Matt.v. 9. _,htchyieldsno smtab|¢ sense.
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shall a camel enter through a needle's eye, than sideways at by the I_vite, but pitied by the viii.
such a rich man reach the kingdom of God. "' fled and excommunicated Samaritan; who did

Let then the camel, going through a narrow not, like those, pass casually, but came provided
and strait way before the rich man, signify some- with such things as the man in danger required_
thing loftier ; which mystery of the Saviour is to such as oil, bandages, a beast of burden, money
be learned in the "Exposition of first Principles for the inn-keeper, part given now, and part
and of Theology.-2 promised. "Which," _dd He, "of them was

XXVII. Well, first let the point of the para- neighbour to him that suffered these things?"
ble, which is evident, and the reason why it is and on his answering, "He that showed mercy
spoken, be presented. Let it teach the prosper- to him," (replied), 6 Go thou also, therefore,
ous that they are not to neglect their own salva- and do likewise, since love buds into well-doing.
tion, as if they had been already fore-doomed, XXlX. In both the commandments, then,

• nor, on the other hand, to cast wealth into the He introduces love ; but in order distinguisbes
sea, or condemn it as a traitor and an enemy to it. And in the one He assigns to God the first

' life, but learn in what way and how to use wealth part of love, and allots the second to our neigh-
and obtain life. For since neither does one bour. Who else can it be but the Saviour Him-
perish by any means by fearing because he is self? or who more than He has pitied us, who by
rich, nor is by any means saved by trusting the rulers of darkness were all but put to death
and believing that he shall be saved, come let with many wounds, fears, lusts, passions, pains,
them look what hope the Saviour assigns them, deceits, pleasures? Of these wounds the only
and how what is unexpected may become rati- physician is Jesus, who cuts out the passions
fled, and what is hoped for may come into thoroughly by the root,--not as the law does
possession, the bare effects, the fruits of evil plants, but

The Master accordingly, when asked, "Which applies His axe to the roots of wickedness. He
is the greatest of the commandments ?" says, it is that poured wine on our wounded souls (the
"Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy blood of David's vine), that brought the oil
soul, and with all thy strength ;" s that no com- which flows from the compassions of the Father,1
mandment is greater than this (He says), and and bestowed it copiously. He it is that pro-
with exceeding good reason ; for it gives com- duced the ligatures of health and of salvation

: mand respecting the First and the Greatest, God that cannot be undone, -- Love, Faith, Hope.
Himself, our Father, by whom all things were IHe it is that subjected angels, and principalities,
brought into being, and exist, and to whom what !and powers, for a great reward to serve us. For
is saved returns again. By Him, then, being they also shall be delivered from the vanity of
loved beforehand, and having received existence, the world through the revelation of the glory
it is impious for us to regard ought else older or of the sons of God. We are therefore to love

; more excellent ; rendenng only this small trib-Him equally with God. And he loves Christ
ute of gratitude for the greatest benefits ; and Jesus who does His will and keeps His com-
being unable to imagine anything else whatever mandments. "For not every one that saith unto

= by way of recompense to God, who needs noth- Me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into the kingdom
ing and is perfect; and gaining immortality by of heaven; but he that doeth the will of My
the very exercise of loving the Father to the ex- Father." s And "Why call ye Me Lord, Lord,
tent of one's might and power. For the more and do not the things which I say ? "9 "And

: one loves God, the more he enters within God. blessed are ye who see and hear what neither
XXVIII. The second in order, and not any righteous men nor prophets" (have seen or

less than this, He says, is, "Thou shalt love heard), '° if ye do what I say.
thy neighbour as thyself," 4 consequently God XXX. He then is first who loves Christ;
above thyself. And on His interlocutor inquir- and second, he who loves and cares for those
ing, "Who is my neighbour ?" 5 He did not, in who have believed on Him. For whatever is
the same way with the Jews, specify the blood- done to a disciple, the Lord accepts as done to
relation, or the fellow-citizen, or the proselyte, Himself, and reckons the whole as His. "Come,
or him that had been similarly circumcised, or ye blessed of My Father, inherit the kingdom
the man who uses one and the same law. But prepared for you from the foundation of the
He introduces one on his way down from the world. For I was an hungered, and ye gave Me
upland region from Jerusalem to Jericho, and to eat : I was thirsty,and ye gave Me to drink :
represents him stabbed by robbers, cast half- and I was a stranger, and ye took Me in : I was
dead on the way, passed by by the priest, looked naked and ye clothed Me : I was sick, and

6 Luke x. _;6,37-
t Mark x. 25. 7 Combefufiusreads "Sptrit."
z A work mentionedelsewhere, s Matt. vh. 2t
3 Matt xxit. 36-38. 9 Luke vt. 4-6
4 Matt. xxti 39. 1o Matt. xiiL 10, x7.
s Luke x 20.
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ye visited Me: I was in prison, and ye came ing, which is pure 9 beneficence. But better
to Me. Then shall the righteous answer, saying, than this is the saying spoken by the Lord ia
Lord, when saw we Thee hungry, and fed Thee ? another place, "Give to every one that asketh
or thirsty, and gave Thee drink ? And when thee." '° For truly such is God's delight in giv-
saw we Thee a stranger, and took Thee in? or ing. And this saying is above all divinity,"--
naked, and clothed Thee ? Or when saw we not to wait to be asked, but to inquire oneself
Thee sick, and visited Thee ? or in prison, and who deserves to receive kindness.
came to Thee? And the King answering, shall XXXII. Then to appoint such a reward for
say to them, Verily I say unto you, inasmuch liberality, -- an everlasting habitation! O excel-
as ye have done it unto one of the least of these lent trading ! O divine merchandise ! One
My brethren, ye have done it unto Me." purchases immortality for money ; and, by giving

Again, on the opposite side, to those who the perishing things of the world, receives xn
have not performed these things, "Verily I say exchange for these an eternal mansion in the
unto you, inasmuch as ye have not done it unto heavens ! Sail to this mart, if you are wise, 0
one of the least of these, ye have not clone it to rich man ! If need be, sail round the whole
Me."' And in another place, "He that re- world.'* Spare not perils and toils, that you
ceiveth you, receiveth Me ; and he that receiveth may purchase here the heavenly kingdom. Why
not you, rejecteth Me." * do transparent stones and emeralds delight thee

XXXI. Such He names children, and sons, so much, and a house that is fuel for fire, or a
and little children, and Mends, and little ones plaything of time, or the sport of the earthquake,
here, in reference to their future greatness above, or an occasion for a tyrant's outrage ? Aspire to
"Despise not," He says, "one of these little dwell in the heavens, and to reign with God.
ones ; for their angels always behold the face of This kingdom a man imitating God will give
My Father in heaven." 3 And in another place, thee. By receiving a little here, there through
"Fear not, little flock, for it is your Father's all ages He will make thee a dweller with Him.
good pleasure to give you the kingdom of Ask that you may receive ; haste ; strive ; fear
heaven."4 Similarly also He says that "the lest He disgrace thee. For He is not corn-
least in the kingdom of heaven" that is His manded to receive, but thou to give. The Lord
own disciple "is greater than John, the greatest did not say, Give, or bring, or do good, or help,
among those born of women." s And again, but make a friend. But a friend proves himself
"He that receiveth a righteous man or a proph- such not by one gift, but by long intimacy. For
et in the name of a righteous man or a prophet, it is neither the faith, nor the love, nor the hope,
shall receive their reward ; and he that giv- nor the endurance of one day, but "he that en-
eth to a disciple in the name of a disciple a dureth to the end shall be saved." '_
cup of cold water to drink, shall not lose his XXXIII. How then does man give these
reward." 6 Wherefore this is the only reward things? For I will give not only to friends, but
that is not lost. And again, "Make to you to the friends of Mends. And who is it that
friends of the mammon of unrighteousness, that, is the friend of God ? Do not you judge who _s
when ye fail, they may receive you into ever- worthy or who is unworthy. For it is possible
lasting habitations;" 7 showing that by nature you may be mistaken in your opinion. As in
all property which a man possesses in his own the uncertainty of ignorance it is better to do
power is not his own. And from this unright- good to the undeserving for the sake of the
eousness it is permitted to work a righteous and deserving, than by guarding against those that
saving thing, to refresh some one of those who are less good to fail to meet in with the good.
have an everlasting habitation with the Father. For though sparing, and aiming at testing, who

See then, first, that He has not commanded will receive meritoriously or not, it is possible
you to be solicited or to wait to be importuned, for you to neglect some ,4 that are loved by God ;
but yourself to seek those who are to be, bene- the penalty for which is the punishment of eter-
fired and are worthy disciples of the Saviour. hal fire. But by offering to all in turn that need,
Excellent, accordingly, also is the apostle's say- you must of necessity by all means find some
ing, "For the Lord loveth a cheerful giver ;" 8 one of those who have power with God to save.
who delights in giving, and spares not, sowing "Judge not, then, that ye be not judged. With
so that he may also thus reap, without murmur- what measure ye mete, it shall be measured to
ing, and disputing, and regret, and communieat- you again ; ,s good measure, pressed and shaken,

t Matt. xxv. , etC. 9 _ah/_, Segaar, for x_O_.of the _s.
s Matt. x. _o;_I_ukc x. x6. to Luke _. 30.
3 Matt. xvm. zo. xx This, the re_dmg of the _s, has been altered by several editors,
4 Luke xh. 2ha. but is justly defended _3y Segaar.
s Matt. xi. xx. x* .,t._,/_v, for which Fell reads _v b_v.

Mm_. x. 4x. t3 Matt. x, _s
Luke xvl. 9" I4 Tt_v, for which the text has ,r_u_,.
aCo_. ix. 7- J5 Ma_. vii. _, _; Luke vi. 37,38.
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and ranning over, shall be given to you." Open are encircled as with a diadem. There are,
thy compassion to all who are enrolled the dis- besides, some, the elect of the elect, and so
ciples of God; not looking contemptuously to!much more or less distinguished by drawing
personal appearance, nor carelessly disposed to themselves, like ships to the strand, out of the
any period of life. Nor if one appears penniless, surge of the world and bringing themselves to
or ragged, or ugly, or feeble, do thou fret in soul safety; not wishing to seem holy, and ashamed
at this and turn away. This form is cast around if one call them so ; hiding in the depth of their
us from without, the occasion of our entrance mind the ineffable mysteries, and disdaining to
into this world, that we may be able to enter let their nobleness be seen in the world ; whom
into this common school. But within dwells the the Word calls "the light of the world, and the
hidden Father, and His Son/who died for us salt of the earth." s This is the seed, the image
and rose with us. and likeness of God, and His true son and heir,

XXXIV. This visible appearance cheats death sent here as it were on a sojourn, by the _high
and the devil ; for the wealth within, the beauty, administration and suitable arrangement of the
is unseen by them. And they rave about the Father, by whom the visible and invisible things
carcase, which they despise as weak, being blind of the world were created ; some for their set.
to the wealth within ; knowing not what a "treas- vice, some for their discipline, some for their in-
ure in an earthen vessel" 2 we bear, protected struction; and all things are held together so
as it is by the power of God the Father, and the long as the seed remains here ; and when it is
blood of God the Son, 3 and the dew of the Holy gathered, these things shall be very quickly
Spirit. But be not deceived, thou who hast dissolved.
tasted of the truth, and been reckoned worthy of XXXVlI. For what further need has God of
the great redemption. But contrary to what is!the mysteries of love? 6 And then thou shale
the case with the rest of men, collect for th.yself look into the bosom of the Father, whom God
an unarmed, a_ unwarlike, a bloodless, a passion- the only-begotten Son alone hath declared.
less, a stainless host, pious old men, orphans And God Himself is love ; and out of love to us
dear to God, widows armed with meekness, men became feminine.7 In His ineffable essence He
adorned with love. Obtain with thy money such is Father ; in His compassion to us He became
guards, for body _nd for soul, for whose sake a Mother. The Father by loving became feminine :
sinking ship is made buoyant, when steered by and the great proof of this is He whom He be-
the prayers of the sMnts alone ; and disease at got of Himself; and the fruit brought forth by
its height is subdued, put to flight by the laying love is love.
on of hands ; and the attack of robbers is dis- For this also He came down. For this He
armed, spoiled by pious prayers ; and the might clothed Himself with man. For this He volun-
of demons is crushed, put to shame in its opera- taxily subjected Himself to the experiences of
tions by strenuous commands, men, that by bringing Himself to the measure

XXXV. All these warriors and guards are of our weakness whom He loved, He might
trusty. No one is idle, no one is useless. One correspondingly bring us to the measu_ of His
can obtain your pardon from God, another corn- own strength. And about to oe onereo up and

giving Himself a ransom, He left for us a newfort you when sick, another weep and groan in
sympathy for you to the Lord of all, another Covenant-testament: My love I give unto you.
teach some of the things useful for salvation And what and how great is it ? For each of us
another admonish with confidence, another coun- He gave His life, _ the equivalent for all. This
sel with kindness. And all can love truly, He demands from us in return for one another.

if we owe our lives to the brethren, and
without guile, without fear, without hypocrisy, And
without flattery, without pretence. O sweet set- have made such a mutual compact with the Sav-

iour, why should we any more hoard and shut
vice of loving [souls] ! O blessed thoughts of up worldly goods, which are beggarly, foreign to
confident [hearts_! O sincere faith of those
who fear God alone ! O truth of words wRn us and transitory? Shall we shut up from each

other what after a little shall be the property of
those who cannot lie ! O beauty of deeds with the fire ? Divinely and weightily John says," He

those who have been commissioned to sere that loveth not his b_ther is a mu_erer_ _a_
God, to persuadeGod, to #ease God, not o_ seedof Cain,a nurslingof me acgt." no..
touchthyfleshI tospeak,but' to the King o notGod'scompassion:.He hasno ltoI_,otDet_
eternity dwelling in thee. -- _ ter things. He is stertte; ne is oarren ; n© m m_LXXXVI. All the faithful, then, are gooa aria

godlike, and worthy of the name by which they.________ _ S Matt. v. t3, 4. _ , . __ .t._.m T Jmr_ _ the
(_Segal_. _ : l_OrWRaZtram: m_ - _# , --....

aaC°r'iv 7 __ .____t2t,,=4;_,her¢. a'hetmtt

___4 I_a-lmi_s_hXA_has _ tmtmpoeed, and we should React, _ i t john m. x4, x.5.
vta_ _toth_ king," etc.
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a branch of the ever-living supercelestial vine. grant the forgiveness of sins, and not to impute
He is cut off; he waits the perpetual fire. transgressions ; since also the Lord commands

XXXVIII. But learn thou the more excellent us each day to forgive the repenting brethren.,°
way, which Paul shows for salvation. "Love "And if we, being evil, knowto give good gills, ....
seeketh not her own,", but is diffused on the much more is it the nature of the Father of
brother. About him she is fluttered, about him mercies, the good Father of all consolation, much
she is soberly insane. "Love covers a multi- pitying, very merciful, to be long-suffering, to
tude of sins." _ "Perfect love casteth out fear." s wait for those who have turned. And to turn is
"Vannteth not itself, is not puffed up; rejoiceth really to cease from our sins, and to look no
not in iniquity, but rejoiceth in the truth ; bear- longer behind.
eth all things, believeth all things, hopeth all XL. Forgiveness of past sins, then, God gives;
things, endureth all things. Love never faileth, but of future, each one gives to himsetf. And
Prophecies are done away, tongues cease, gifts this is to repent, to condemn the past deeds,
of healing fail on the earth. But these three and beg oblivion of them from the Father, who
abide, Faith, Hope, Love. But the greatest of only of all is able to undo what is done, by met-
these is Love." 4 And rightly. For Faith de- cy proceeding from Him, and to blot out for-
parts when we are convinced by vision, by see- mer sins by the dew of the Spirit. "For by the
ing God. And Hope vanishes when the things state in winch I find you will I judge," '* also, is
hoped for come. But Love comes to eomple- what in each case the end of all cries aloud.
tion, and grows more when that which is perfect So that even in the ease of one who has done
has been bestowed. If one introduces xt into the greatest good deeds in his life, but at the
his soul, although he be born in sins, and has end has run headlong into wickedness, all his
done many forbidden things, he is able, by in- former pains are profitless ,3 to him, since at the
creasing love, and adopting a pure repentance, catastrophe of the drama he has given up his
to retrieve his mistakes. For let not this be left part ; while it is possible for the man who for-
to despondency and despair by you, if you learn merly led a bad and dissolute life, on afterwards
who the rich man is that has not a place in repenting, to overcome in the time after repent-
heaven, and what way he uses his property, ance the evil conduct of a long time. But it

XXXIX. If one should escape the superfluity needs great carefulness, just as"bodies that have
of riches, and the difficulty they interpose in the suffered by protracted disease need regimen and
way of life, and be able to enjoy the eternal special attention. Thief, dost thou wish to get
good things ; but should happen, either from ig- forgiveness ? steal no more. Adulterer, burn no
norance or involuntary circumstances, after the more. Fornicator, live for the future chastely.
seal s and redemption, to fall into sins or trans- Thou who hast robbed, give back, and give back
gressions so as to be quite carried away ; such a more than [thou tookest]. False witness, prac-
man is entirely rejected by God. For to every rise truth. Perjurer, swear no more, and extir-
one who has turned to God in truth, and with pate the rest of the passions, wrath, lust, grief,
his whole heart, the doors are open, and the fear; that thou mayest be found at the end to
thrice-glad Father receives His truly repentant have previously in this world been reconciled to
son. And true repentance is to be no longer the adversary. It is then probably impossible
bound in the same sins for which He denounced all at once to eradicate inbred passions ; but by
death against Himself, but to eradicate them God's power and human intercession, and the
completely from the soul. For on their ext_rpa- help of brethren, and sincere repentance, and
t-ion God takes up His abode again in thee. constant care, they are corrected.
For it is said there is great and exceeding joy XLI. Wherefore it is by all means necessary
and festival in the heavens with the Father and for thee, who art pompous, and powerful, and
the angels when one sinner turns and repents. 6 rich, to set over thyself some man of God as a
Wherefore also He cries, "I will have mercy, trainer and governor. Reverence, though it be
and not sacrifice." 7 "I desire not the death, but one man ; fear, though it be but one man.
but the repentance of the sinner." s " Though Give yourself to hearing, though it be but one
your sins be as scarlet wool, I will make them speaking freely, using harshness, and at the same
white as snow; though they be blacker than time healing. For it is good for the eyes not
darkness, I will wash and make them like white to continue always wanton, but to weep and
wool." 9 For it is in the power of God alone to smart sometimes, for greater health. So also

x x Cot.xiii.S. ]nothing is more pernicious to the soul than

Qaxx_ohnPetlV.lv.8.x8. 1o Matt. vi. x4........4 z t.or. xiii. 4-8, z3.

ie.,ot baptism, xx Luke xi. 13. eLuke xv. xo. t* Quoted vmh a shght variation by Justin Ma_rtyr__Dfal#g'_
f He6. vi. 6; Matt. Ix 13. ¢uit_ _r.yp_o, ch.'x|vit., vd x p. 219, and supposed by Otabe to be
s ]gzek. xvih. :3. a quotation from the Apocryphal _ to the Hebrews.
9 ha. i. z8. z3 "Arrival,or, for which the text has g.*,o_o,..
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uninterrupted pleasure. For it is blinded by ilike a hard-mouthed and powerful horse, had
melting away, if it remam unmoved by bold taken the bit between his teeth, rushed with all
speech. Fear this man when angry ; be pained i the more force down into the depths. And hay-
at his groaning ; and reverence him when making ing entirely despaired of salvation in God, he no
his anger to cease ; and anticipate him when he longer meditated what was insignificant, but
is deprecating punishment. Let hxm pass many'having perpetrated some great exploit, now that
sleepless mghts for thee, interceding for thee' he was once lost, he made up his mind to a like
with God, influencing the Father with the magic fate with the rest. Taking them and forming a
of familiar htanies. For He does not hold out band of robbers, he was the prompt captain
against His children when they beg His pity. of the band,Is, the fiercest, the bloodiest, the
And for you he will pray purely, held in hlghlcruelest.

honour as an angel of God, and grieved not by i Time passed, and some necessity having
you, but for you. This is sincere repentance. ! emerged, they send again for John. He, whenhe
"God is not mocked," i nor does He glxe heed had settled tl_e other matters on account of which
to yam words. For He alone searches the mar- [he came, sald, "Come now, O bishop, restore to
row and reins of the heart, and hears those that ]us the deposit which I and the Saviour committed
are in the fire, and hstens to those who supph- :to thee m the face of the Church over which
cate an the whale's belly, and is near to all _ho you preside, as witness." The other was at
beheve, andfarfromtheungodlyiftheyrel)entnot, first confounded, thinking that it was a false

XLII. And that you may be still more confi- [charge about money which he did not get ; and
dent, that repenting thus truly there remam_ for :he could neither beheve the allegation regarding
you a sure hope of salvation, listen to a tale, _ what he had not nor dlsbeheve John But when
which is not a tale but a narrative,3 handed down, he said ' i demand the young man, and the soul
and committed to the custody of memory, about lof the hrother," the old man, groaning deeply,
the Apostle John. For when, on the t)rant's and bursting into tear_, said, " He is dead."
death, he returned to Ephesus from the l_le of! "How and x_hat kind of death ? " " He is dead,"
Patmo% he went away. being invited, to the con- Ihe said, " to God. For he turned wicked and
t_guous territories of the nations, here to appoint '.abandoned, and at last a robber ; and now he has
blshops, there to set in order whole Churches, taken possession of" the mountain in front of the
there to ordain such as were marked out by the]church, along with a band hke hHn." Rending,
Sprat. , therefore, lu_ clothes, and stnking his head with

Hawng come to one of the cities not far off gteat lamentation, the apostle said, " It was a
(the name of which qome give4), and having, fine guard of a brother's soul I left! But let
put the brethren to rest m other matter._, at last, a horse be brought me, and let some one be nay
looking to the bishop appointed, and seeing a grade on the way." He rode away, just as he
youth, powerful m body, comely in appearance, was, straight from the church. On coming to
and ardent, said, "This (youth) I commit to the place, he Is arrested by the robbers' outpost ;
you m all earnestness, in the presence of the neither fleeing nor entreating, but crying, _' It
Church, and w_th Christ as witness." And on _was for this I came. Lead me to your captain ;"
his accepting and promising all, he gave the. who meanwhde was waiting, all armed as he was.
same injunction and testimony. And he set out_ But when he recogmsed John as he advanced, he
for Ephesus. And the presbyter taking home the ' turned, ashamed, to flight. The other followed
youth committed to hxm, reared, kept, cherished, 'with all his might, forgetting his age, crying,
and finallybaptized him. After this he relaxed his I- Why, my son, dost thou flee from me, thy father,
stricter care and guardianship, under the ldea lunarme d, old? Son, pity me. Fear not; thou
that the seal of the Lord he had set on him was, hast still hope of hfe. I will g_ve account to

a complete protection to him. But on his ob- ]Christ for thee. If need be. I will wdlmgly en-
taming premature freedom, some youths of h_s idure thy death, as the Lord d_d death for us. For
age, _dle, dissolute, and adepts in evil courses, thee I will surrender my life. Stand, believe ;
corrupt him. F_rst they entice him by many Christ hath sent me."
costly entertainments; then afterwards by mghtl And he, when he heard, first stood, looking
_ssuing forth for highwa robbery, they take him ]down _ then threw down his arms, then trembled
along with them. The y they dared to execute'and wept b_tterly. And on the old man _p-
together something greater. And he by degrees _proachmg, he embraced him, speaking for him-
got accustomed ; and from greatness of nature, self w_th lamentations as he could, and baptized a
when he had gone aside from the right path, and _second tmae with tears, concealing only his right

ihand. The other pledging, and assuring him on

' G_. ,_ _ ] oath that he would find forgiveness for himself
_0o_. I from the Sawour, beseeching and fallmg on his

4omdtobeSmyrna. i knee_, and k_s_ing h_s right hand itself, as now
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purified by repentance, led him back to the practising the deeds, he shall at his decease see
church. Then by supplicating with copious the end and demonstration of the truths taught.
prayers, and striving along with him in continual For he who in this world welcomes the angel of
fastings, and subduing his mind by various utter- penitence will not repent at the time that he
ances ' of words, did not depart, as they say, till leaves the body, nor be ashamed when he sees
he restored him to the Church, presenting in him the Saviour approaching in His glory and wath
a great example of true repentance and a great His army. He fears not the fire.
token of regeneration, a trophy of the resurrection But if one chooses to continue and to sin per-
for which we hope ; when at the end of the world, petually in pleasures, and values indulgence here
the angels, radiant with joy, hymning and open- above eternal life, and turns away from the
ing the heavens, shall receive into the celestial Saviour, who gives forgiveness ; let him no more
abodes those who truly repent ; and before all, the blame either God, or riches, or his having fallen,
Saviour Himself goes to meet them, welcoming but his own soul, which voluntarily perishes.
them ; holding forth the shadowless, ceaseless But to him who directs his eye to salvation and
light ; conducting them to the Father's bosom, desires it, and asks with boldness and vehemence
to eternal life, to the kingdom of heaven, for its bestowal, the good Father who is in heaven

Let one believe these things, and the disciples will give the true purification and the changeless
of God, and God, who is surety, the Prophecies, life. To whom, by His Son Jesus Christ, the
the Gospels, the Apostolic words ; living in ac- Lord of the living and dead, and by the Holy
cordance with them, and lending his ears, and Spirit, be glory, honour, power, eternal majesty,

both now and ever, from generation to genera-
, #O,_u,_v, forwhichCod.R_. Can. ttatt__,,,_,, _qo,v. tion, and from eternity to eternity. Amen.

ELUCIDATIONS.

I.

(Note x, p. 591.)

THE kingdom of Christ was set up in great weakness, that nothing might be wanting to the
glory of His working by the Spirit, in its triumph over the darkness of the world. "Not many
wise men after the flesh, not many mighty, not many noble," were called.' And so it continued

for a tong time. Under Commodus, however (A.D. 18o-i92), a temporary respite was conceded;

partly because his favourite Marcia took their part for some reason, and partly because his cruelty
gratified itself in another direction. "Our circumstances," says Eusebius, "were changed to a
milder aspect ; as there was peace prevailing, by the grace of God, throughout the world in the
churches. Then, also, the saving-doctrine brought the minds of men to a devout veneration of

the Supreme God, from every race on earth, so that, now, many of those eminent at Rome for
their wealth and kindred, with their whole house and family, yielded themselves to salvation."

What happened near the court of a fickle tyrant was far more likely to be common in Antioch
and Alexandria. Men's consciences had no doubt been with the Christians, as Pilate's was with

their Master ; and now, when it became less perilous, they began to laugh at idols, and even to
enroll themselves with Christians. Some, no doubt, like Joseph and Nicodemus, gave themselves

to the Lord ; but others, "with a form of godliness, denied the power thereof." Clement detected

the great evil that began to threaten, and this beautiful tract is the product of his watchful obser-
vation. For he was gifted,also,with thatgreatcharacteristicof noble mind,a facultyof fore-

seeing"whereunto such thingsmust grow." His love and solicitudefor the Church,lestits

simplicityshouldpassaway withitspoverty,dictatedthissolemnand most timelywaru_g.
And itisworthyof gratefulremark,how admirablysustainedwas thisprimitivespiritamong

allthe earlywitnessesfor truth.They were not of thisworld,and they dreaded itsinfluence.

How richlytheWord dweltinthem,ismanifestfrom theiramazingfamiliaritywiththeScriptures.

xz Caxr.L *6._q.
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That they sometimes misquote or confuse quotations, or mix a Scriptural saying with some cur-
rent proverb or an apocryphal gloss, is surely not surprising, when copies of the Scriptures were
few and costly, when no concordances and books of reference were at hand, and when their
whole apparatus for Biblical study was so extremely incomplete.

To the genius of this great Alexandrian Father, we are all debtors to this day. Had he not,
unfortunately, allied much of his wisdom with the hateful name of the Gnosh'¢,"which he failed
to wrest from the pseudo-Gnostics, with whom it is irrevocably associated, we may be sure his
expositions of Christian philosophy would be more useful in our times.

II.

(Segaar,note 3, P. 5940

Charles Segaar, S.T.D., born in i724, was Greek professor at Utrecht, from x766 to x803,
after filling several important and laborious positions as a pastor and preacher. He died Dec.
22, 18o3. He has left a great reputation as "the most theological of philologists, and the most
philological of theologians." Had he gone overthe entire text of Clement, and edited all his works,
with the care and ability displayed in his critical edition of the Ti_ 6 cro_'g_evo__rXoGno,,the world
would have been greatly enriched by his influence on the cultivation of patristic literature. In his
eloquent preface to this tract, he bewails the neglect into which that fundamental department of
Christian learning had fallen ; praising the labours of Anglican scholars, who, in the former century,
had devoted themselves to the production of valuable editions of the Fathers. He speaks of
himself as from early years inflamed with a singular love of such studies and especially of the
Greek Fathers, and adds an expression of the extreme gratification with which he had read and
pondered the Quis dives Salvandus, among the admirable works of Clement of Alexandria. He
correctsGhisler's error in crediting it to Origen (edition of I623) , and reminds us that there is
but a single Ms. from which it is derived, viz., that of the Vatican.

Apart from the value of Segaar's annotations, his work is very useful to Greek scholars, for its
vaned erudition, much wealth of his learning being expended upon single words and their idiomatic
uses. The sort of work devoted to this tract is precisely what I covet for my countrymen ; and I
look forward with hope to the day as not remote, when from regions now unnamed, in this vast
domain of our republican America, critical editions of all of the Ante-Nicene Fathers shall be given
to the republic of letters, with a beauty of typography hitherto unknown. The valuable Patrologia
of Migne might well be made the base of a Phoenix-like edition of the same series. It was only
fit for such a base ; for its print and paper are disgraceful, and the inaccuracy and carelessness of
,ts references and editorial work are only pardonable when one reflects on the small cost at which
it was afforded. The plates have perished in flames ; but the restoration of the whole work is
worthy of the ambition of American scholars, and of the patronage of wealth now sordid but
capable of being ennobled by being made useful to mankind.

III.

(WillingSouls,cap.xxLp. 597.)

On the subjec.t of free-will, so profusely illustrated by Clement, I have forebome to add any
comments. But Segaar's Excursus (iv. p. 4xo) is worthy of being consulted. On Clement's
ideas of Hades and the intermediate state, I have made no comment ; but Segaar's endeavour to

state judicially the view of our author (Excursus, x. p. 420, though in some particulars it seems
to me unsatisfactory, is also worthy of examination.

If a number of other important points have been apparently overlooked in my Elucidatiom,
it is because I fear I have already gone beyond the conditions and limitations of my work.

tFor_,l_t_'l_isum_P 577 Why_otmmtl_I_tlnwo_P'f_'ctor? TImkl_i'notl_#ef'_ actta..'clemm_t

G,_h_isagsw_oB,actively;nde_6ngthemindofChrist.
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TATIAN.

INDEX OF SUBJECTS.

Albigenses, 62. Egyptians, 80. Mill, reference to, 6I.
Alexander, flattered by his preceptor, Elijah, 62. Modern science anticipated, 6"/.

Aristotle, 65. Empedocles, 66. Montanism, 62.
Alphabet, 65. Encratites, the, 63. Moses, his antiquity, 8o; his time, 80;
Anitus and Miletus, 66. Eurtpides, 66. compared with heathen heroes,
Anaxagoras, 73" Eusebius, reference to, 6t, 62. 8x ; superior antiquity of, 8t.Mythology, 68.
Apion, the grammarian, 8o. Eventide, hymn of, 79-
Apollo and Daphne, 73-
Argives, their kings, 8o. Free-will, 69. Orpheus, 65.
Aristippus, 65.
Aristotle, 65. Geometry, 65. Paganism, 61.
Astronomy, 65, 68. Gladiators, 75. Pherecydes, 6_

God only to be feared, 66; a spirit, Philosophers, their vices, 65; and
Baptism, the renunciation of, 73. 66; Greek notions of, 74; com- absurdities, 66; ridicule of, 661
Beausobre, 72. pared with Christian ideas, 74- boastings and quarrels, 75.
Berosns, 80. Gods of the heathen, 68 ; absurdities Philosophy, Grecian and Christia_
Busiris, 66. concerning, 69. compared, 77.

Gospels, the four, testimony of the Ph_nicians, 8o.
Diatasaren to, 61.Catholics, early, 62. Phrygiaos, reference to, 62.

Chaldeans, 8o ; witness to Moses, 8o. Greeks, not the inventors of the arts, Pindar, quoted, 74.
Christianity, Western, effect of Mon- 65; foolish solemnities of, 74; Plato, 65, 66.

tanism on, 62. their play-actors, 75; other Psychic natures, 7h
Christians, two classesof, 62, wor- amusements, 75; idols of, 76; Pugilists, 75.

ship God only, 66; their doctrine studies of, 76; legislation, 77. pythagoras, 66.
of Creation, 67 ; belief m the Greek studies, ridiculed, 76.
resurrection, 67 ; unjustly hated Resurrection, 67.
76; philosophy of, 77 ; older that Hellebore, 72- Rousseau quoted, 8_.
that of Greece, 77 ; doctrines of Hercules, 66, 69.
78 ; opposed to dissensions, 78 ; Heraclitus, 66 Socrates, 66.
fitted for all men, 78; free Herodotus, 79- Solon, 8o.
schools of, 78; hymns of, 79. Holy Ghost, 62. Soul, immortal, 70.

Chronology, 78, 8I. Homer, 77 ; his period, 78- Southey, Robert, his remarks cow
Ch_ostom, 69, 79. Hus, reference to, 6z. cerning John Wesley, 62.Spirit, the Holy, 7t.Cohseum, 75.
Constellations, origin of, 69. Idioms, communication of, 7I. Spirits, two kinds, 70.
Corates, 66. lremeus, reference to Tatian, 61. St. Jerome, 6t, 62.St. Paul, 62.
Creation, 67.
Crescens, loathsome character of, 73; John the Baptist, 62. Titian, IntroductoryNote, 6I _equiv-

persecutes Justin, 73- ]udalsm, 61. ocal position of, 6I ;influenced
Cretans, always liars, 76. )ustin Martyr, Tatian's relation to,
Cross, mystery of, 7 L 6J. by Justin, 6t ; his failin_ away_6t ; possible mental decline, 61 ;

Democritus, 72. Kaye, Bishop, reference to, 7O. Tatian an Assyrian, 6l, 62; someof his works very valuable, 6l ;

Demons, 68; turned into gods, _;; Latin Church, sophistries of, 6z. some have perished, 6x;_s.._._teach the doctrine of fate, tt.t_ren, fit ; his em'raO,, 02; is
economize astronomy, 68 ; to be ILife, human shortening of, 7i.
punished, 78; vain display of, 72; ]Logos, 67, 68. Address to the Greeks, sole sur-
false promises of, 72 ; deceptions ] . vivin_ work, 62; Epiphanius
of, 73. | Magic, or_ describes him as fi'mn Mesopo-

Demon worship, depravity of, 73" ] Man,.fal|'_, 67. tamia, 62; embraced Christianit.yat Rome, 63; Addre_ to the
Diogenes, 6_. JMarrmge, c_. Greeks, 65; his conversion. 77.;
Doctrines of the Greeks and Chris- I marsyas, o5.

tians compared, 74- i Matter, not eternal, 67. visit to Rome, 79; disg,ust_ w_'.is6t 3
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I Women, Chrisuan,the multiplicity of statues, 79, Theodoret, reference to, 6I. 78; heathen, 78
concluding words of, 82 ; Frag- i 79-

merits of, 82, 8.3. I Virgin, hymn of, 79- Zeno, 66.Terence, 66. (bee Theophfius.)
Tertullian, reference to, 6z. Wichf, reference to, 62. Zodiac, 69.
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THEOPHILUS.

INDEX OF" SUBJECTS.

Abel, Io 5. Epochs, the leading chronological, Knowledge, tree of, to4.
Abraham, xo7. x2o.
Adam, Io 5. Eusebms, his praise of the Fathers, Light, created, too.
Antioch, seat of the early Christians, 87. Logos, 98 ; the internal, to 3 ; and ex-

87 ; described, Renan and Ferrar, Eve, why formed from Adam's rib, ternal, to 3.
87 ; see of Theophflus, 88 ; bmh- Io 5. Luther, referred to, to2.
ups of, 88. Eucharist, the, ttz.

Atheists, philosophers proved to be Ewl, not created by God, lot. Man, his creation, xot, xoe; his life,
such, i 13; others attribute crimes ]o2 ; or lives, toe ; tripartite ha-
to the gods, x13. Faith, 9 t ; the leading principle, 9 I. ture, Ioe ; his fall, toz ; his ex-

Authors, profane, tII; their ignor- Foot-baths, 92. pulsion from Paradise, Io4; his
ance, t I1 ; their contradictions, mortality, to 5 ; and immortality,
It i. Genesis, the truth of its testimony, io5; and free-will, Io5, history

Autolycus, 89, and/_asnm ; second IO3. of, after the flood, xo6; races of,
book addressed to, 94; third book Gibbon, cited, 92. dtspersed, to7.
addressed to, It I ; misled by God, his nature, 89; his attributes, Manetho, tI7 ; his inaccuracy in his-
false accusations, I I I ; conclud- 9°; perceived through his works, tory, t t7.
ing advice to, t2L 9o; and known by them, 9o, 9 t ; Melchisedek, io7.

to be seen hereafter in immortal- Moses, antiquity of, t t 7.
Babel, tower of, io6. lty, 9 t ; to be worshipped, 92 ;

absurd opinions of philosophers Paradise, toe; its beauty, to3; man's
Cain, to 5 ; family of, to6. and poets concerning, 95 ; his expulsion from, to4.
Chaldeans, Io6. voice, Io3; his walking, to3 ; his Philosophers, absurd opinions con-
Chastity, ti 5. law and Christian doctrine, tt 3. cerning GOd, 95; teach cannibal.
Chedorlaomer, IO7. Gods, of the heathen, 9t; their im- ism, incesh and other crimes, l ta:
Chnstmnity, antiquity of, tzo. moralities, 9t ; absurdities of vague conjectures of, I t6; his-
Christiaus, scorned b}.Autolycus,89; their worship, 92; their images, toncal errors of, tx6; their mts-

Theophilus glories in the name 94; despicable when made, 94; takes about the deluge, xt&
of, 89; their name, 92; its mean- valuable when purchased, 94; Poets, tog; confirm the Hebrew
ing, 9 z ; honour God and his law, what has become of them, 94; prophets, Io9.
x14; teach humanity, it4; also their genealogy, 96; divers doc- Profane history, to]; its inconsister,-
repentance and righteousness, trines concerning, I t2. ctes, tt t.
xl4; also chastity and love of Prophecies, tuB.
enemies, ItS; their innocent Hebrew historians contrasted with Prophets, inspired by the Holy Ghost,
manner of life, t t 5. Greek, I t 9. 97, Io7 ; enjoin hohness, t_;

Chronolo_gy, biblical, Theophilus Hesiod, 95, 97, 99; his origin of the their precepts, tuB; more ancient
founaer of, 87, to6, H8; his sys- world, 9_. than Greek writers, I18.

Holiness, enjoined by the prophets, Providence, 97.tern, It8; from Adam to Saul,
tt9; Saul to Jeremiah, it9; Ro- tOT.
man, to death of Aurelius, zt9; Holy Ghost, 97, xo7; anointing of, Repentance, tt4.

Resurrection, 92 ; illustrated, 93-C leading epochs, tzo. 92
reation, 97, 98; itsglory, _9; its sym- !Homer, his opinion concerning the Righteousness, I t4.

pathy with man, Iot; xts restora- gods, 95-
tion, IOt.

the fourth day, too; the fifth day, Human race, how dispersed, to]. Sabbath, 99.Scriptures, the prophetic, 93; con-
tot ; the sixth day, tot. Innocence, tt 5. vetting power of, 93.

Inspiration, 93; refinements about, Sea, the, too; emblem 6f the world,
Delitzsch, toe; his Psyoidogy, toe. 93 ; of prophets, 97, too; its harbors, emblems of the
Deluge, errors of Greeks about, it6; churches, too ; its perils, of bere-

contrasted with Scripture accu- Kings, earthly, 95 ; to be honoured, sies, too.
racy, It 7. • not adored, 92, Seth, his race, to6.
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Serpent, the, Io3. cussions, 87 ; founder of Biblical cus, 94 ; occasion of this writ-
Sibyl, 94, 97, Io6, xoS. chronology, 87, Io6; his only re- ing, 94-

mainin_g work, 87 ; sixth bishop Tree of knowledge, Io4.
Temple, antiquity of, H7. of Antioch, 88; conjectural date Trinity, the, xol ; or Triad, Iol ; first
Terence, 87- (See Tafian.) of birth, 88 ; Theophilus to Au- use of the word, Iol.
Theophilus, 87 ; follows Ignatius, 87 ; tolycus, book i., 89; conversion

Barnabas, 87; prophets and of, 93; his account of, 93; WrRings, Hebrew contrasted with
teachersof Antioch,87; oral dis- writes second book to Autoly- Greek, 119-
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ATHENAGORAS.

INDEX OF SUBJECTS.

Angels, 14I : the fallen, 14-" shows, 147 ; abhor foeticide, 147 ; ] evil, 161 ; and from laws of his
Atheists, Christians not such, I3o; refuse worship to the emperor._, nature, 16I ; and fromthe objects

charge retorted on heathen, 13I ; 148. of his existence, 16z.
absurdity of this charge, 134. Creator, t 5o; who makes, can restore, Marriage, chastity of Christians with

Athenagoras, his place among primi- 15o. respect to, I46.
tire apologists, 1z5; a trophy of
St. Paul's preaching, 125; Paris Death, 157; and sleep, 157; analogy. Philosophers, opinions of, 13t; re-
edition of, xz6; his writings har- of, 157. spectmg the gods, 137 ; Thales
momzed with ,_ustm Martyr and De Maistre, cited, I31. and Plato, 14o; deny a Provi-
others, by Bmhop Kave, I26; Demons, t43; tempt to idolatry, I43; dence, 14z; Aristotle, 14z; Plato
notes of Gesner and S'tephans, artifices of, I43, and Pythagoras sustain the pos-
xz6; no historical informatmn Digestion and nutrition consistent sibilityof resurrection, 148.
concerning him, Iz7; rare men- with resurrection, 1_I. Plato, opinion of, 14o.
tion of his name in history, lz7; Divine Providence demed by the Poets, testimony of, 131; describe
beauty and merit of his writings, poets and philosophers, 14z. the gods as originally men, I44 ;
127; Introductory Notes, Iz 5- Doctrine, Christian, 13z. reasons for this" 145.
1"7 ; Plea for the Christians, Iz9; Polytheism, absurdities of, 132.
On the Resurrection, I49. Germans, iz6; their criticisms, I26; Prophets, testimony of, 133.

Pusey, quoted, 157.valuable editorial labours, 125;

Body, functions of, I_.-; the resur- lack of sympathy withthe prtmi-
rection of, t 52 ; differs from the tire writers, 126 ; and of devout Resurrection, I49; not impossible
mortal, 15z. exegesis, 126. t5o; objections to, 15z ; eani-

Giants, their progeny, 142. halism no impediment, 153; nor
Calvin, quoted, 157. God, testimony of thepoets to unity, man's impotency, 153; will of the
Christian morality, x46. i3i ; opimons of_hilosophers Creator concermng, I54; argu-
Christianity, at the period of Athe- concerning, I3I ; distinguished ment continued, t55; not merelyfor judgment, 156; children to

nagoras, 125; its shackles falling; from matter, 135. rise again, 156; argument from
125; bolder tone of, 125 ; its con- man's nature, 156; probabilit_flict with heresies, I z5; Sibylline Heathen, their gods, x_6; and idols,
predictions of, 125, I32; entreats 136; recent invention of, t36; a of, I58; from changes in mass
a fair hearing, 148; his treatise poetic fiction, 137; absurd repre- life, I58; if none, man less fa-
of the resurrection, I49- sentations of gods, 138; impure vouredthan brutes, 159; con-

Christians, plea in their behalf ad- ideas concermng the gods, 138; eluding argument, I6_; its beauty
dressed to Marcus Aurelius and their shameful poetry, T39; pre and force, I6z.

tended explanations of mytlaol Rewards and punishments, I_,
ogy, I4o; their gods but men

Commodus, Iz9; injustice tow-
ards, Iz9; claim to legal protee- St. Paul, his preaching on Mare Hill,
tion, I3o; false charges against, I43.
t3o; superiority of their theol- Haman flesh, not the proper food i25; its apparent sterility, I_5;
ogy, I3z; worship the Trinity, man, 153. Athenagoras its trophy, tzS.Sibyl, prediction of Christianity, 1_5,
I33; tiieir moral teaching, I34;
why they do not offer sacrifices, Judgment, 156; necessary to soul and 132 ; quotation from, 145.
134; inconsistency of their ac- body, 158. Sleep, 157.Soul and body, judgment of, I58.
tuners, 135; distinguish God
from matter, 135; do not wor- Logos, I33, 146.
ship the universe, 136; calumnies Telemachus, heroic history o_, 147.
against, confuted, 14_; elevated Man, argument from his nature, 11;6; Thales, opinion of, t4o.
morality of, t46; thetr conju_'al.. [ and fron_, changes in h!s !ifte_
chastity, 146; contrasted with[ .x_; ann xro.m nm _an_clt_o_ Universe, not w°rshipped by Chris-
their accusers, I47; condemn[ juagraent,XtJo,_ron_nmf__ _ tlans, t36;thePtoiemaii:system

cruelty, 147; abolish gladiatorial l 1oo; ann trom sacs gram of, I36. 617
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CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA.

INDEX OF SUBJECTS.

[INCLUDING THE INTRODUCTIONS AND NOTES.]

Abraham, elect, 445; meaning of his Beatitudes, true teaching of, 413,441. and by Christ, 394. (See Covet-
name, 446. Beauty, true and false, 27L ousness.)

Abstraction from material things, "Because of the angels," interpret- Confession of Christ, public, 421;
necessary to the knowledge of ed,578, promises to, 422; true martyr.
d_vine truth, 46o. Beetle, fable concerning, 449, 484. dora, 422.

Advent of Christ, precursors of, 519. Birth and death, law of, 584. Continence, heretical opinions of, re-
A_apcr, Christian, 238 ; abuse of the Blood, symbol of the Word, 221. futed,381 ;of Christians more ex-

term by heretms, 4o 3. Body, Christian, temple of ,God, 584. cellent than of philosophers, 39t ;
Alexandria, centre of Christian cul- Bread, symbol of the Word, 221. in all things_ not one only, 39z.

ture, 165 ; catechetical school of, Britain, legend of musical cave, 487. Contrition, the only true penitence,
342. Bunsen, Baron, Ht1_2*olytus,297, 443- 416.

Alms, how given and received, 578. Courage is not daring, 54.t.
Amusements, good and bad, 289; Callimachus, quoted,578. Covetousness. (See Concupiscence.}

public (spectacles), forbidden, Candlestick, the _olden, symbol of Creation, why not repeated, 58_4.
29o. the Holy Spirit, 452, 477. Crowns, floral, not used by Christians,

Anacharsis, forbids heathen mys- Carpocratians, their heresies and 255.
teries, I77. practice, 383, 4o3. Culture, Greek, useful to Christians,

Angels, spmtual beings, 493 ; minis- Cassiodorus, note on, 57I. 3o7 ; a divine gaft, 308; necessary
try of, 517-518, 575, inferior, Causes, defined and classified, 565- for understanding Scripture, 31o.
given to Gentiles, 524 guardian, _7- Customs, heathen, to be forsaken,
533. Chilaren, Christ's name for his disci- 197-I99; debasing effects of,

Animals, clean and unclean, signifi- ples, 212-213; character and 2oo-2ol, 205-2o6; overcome by
cation of, 556. blessings, 214; applied to those divine truth, 2oI-2o2.

Apostles, how chosen. 514, 532 ; mar- under the Law, 217 ; nourished
riage of, 54 I, 543- by the milk of the Word, 218. Death, Christian philosophy of, 4It ;

Aristobulus, quoted, 487 ; two of the Christian life, a system of reasonable errors of Valentinus, concerning,
name, 52o. actions, 235; precepts of, in 425.

Art, wisdom given by God, 304 . Scripture, 291-295. Decalogue, interpreted, 5it ; why ten
Arts, invented by Hebrews, 317. Christians, sons of God, 195 ; their commandments, 51x ; omissions
Astronomy, mystery of, 5ol. unity, 197. in interpretation of, 515, 5z2.

Chronology of Holy Scripture, 325- Deception, permitted by the sophists,
Baptism, of Christ, effect of, 2I 5 ; _4, _46. 538 ; modern casmstry on, 556.

Christian, names and effects, Chur°c°h,(_atholic, unity of, 555; Jew- Defim'tions of terms., necessary, 556,
215-216; illumination, 216; with ish and Christian, one, 369; 56i; phtlosophical, nature, and
faith and repentance, 217 ; for earthly, image of heavenly, 421. classification, 502-503.
the remission of sins. 222, 361 ; Clement of Alexandria, a reformer, Degrees, in heaven, correspondln_g to
seal, 349"462; not to be repeated, i65; pnpilandsnccessorof Pan- order in the church, 505; lmw
361 ; sm after, 438, 443; new t_enus, 166; life andworks, I67 ; attained, ¢¢o5; of knowledge,
birth in Christ, 439; first of teacher of philosophic Christian- true Gnosuc only perfect in, _o7.
Christian mysteries, 461 ; of the ity, 38o ; his knowledge of He- Democritus, on the idea of God, _¢55,
apostles, tradition of, 578. brew questioned, 439, 443, 446, 486. • _ .

Barnabas, St., an apostle, 354-355; 484 [Demonstration, oennea, 559; pro-
of the Seventy, 372, 567 ; quoted, Clement of Rome, St., an apostle, { duces scientific belief, 559; first

B .,3.55,362, 366, 372, 459. 428; quoted, 3o8, 418, 428, 495- / principles indcmonstrable, 559;asindes, heretic, errors of, 355, 358, Clothing, Christian use of, 263 ; not [ dilemma of suspemm of jitdg-
38h 423, 437, 440, 44 5" . to be dyed, 265; of women, 266; ] merit, 562.

Bath, behaviour in, 279 ; right use ot, of the feet, 267 ; becoming for ] Dialectics, a means to true wisdom,
282. Christians, 284. _ 3_.:

Bean, prohibited by Pythagoras, 385' Commandments, the two great, 599- | Dis¢i_lina a¥cani, true nature *if,
403. Concupiscence, forbidden by the law _ 343-344-
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Dispensations, the seven, 476-477 . Frugality, a mark of Christian living, ture, 551 ; founded on opinion,
Doubt and assent, causes of, 564. z8o; examples of, 28I. 554; new inventaous, 556; au-
Dove, emblem of the Holy Spirit, thors of, 556.

578. Geometry, mystery of, 499-5oi. Heretics, their pretexts for licentious-
Dress, heathen luxury in, forbidden Gnons, true wisdom, revealed by hess, 385 ; claim all carnal things

to Christian women, 273; to God, 494. as lawful, 388; condemn mar-
men, 27_5; leads to licentious- Gnostic, true (Christian), as defined riage, 389, 394; character of,
ness, -,7o. by Clement, 342 ; his contempt 55_;; first heretics post-apos-

Drinking, Christian principles of. for pain and poverty, 4Iz ; divine tohc,5`55-556; St. John's course
242; abuses of, z44-245, contemplation, 414; object of regarding, 577.

life, 418; trained by Ct_ristian[ Hermas, Ske2_herd of, quoted, 348
Eating, .luxury in, heathen, z37 ; knowledge, 433, 438 ; perfected [ 357, 36o, 4zz, 5zo.

Christian temperance in, 239- by martyrdom, 433 ; seeks good Herodotus, quoted, 384-385, 4o 3.
242. for itself, 434-437, and knowl- [ Homer, quOted, 384-385, 403, 469•

Egyptian rites, 488; Bishop Warbur- edge, 495; philosophictestimon' [ Hope, Christian, witnessed to b_
ton on, 520; women h,, 5z'J. to, 436 ; how regards earthl: I philosophers, 447. "

Elect, illustrated by Abr.fl_m, _AS; things, 439; an imitator of God Household life, habits of, 25J.
known by Cbrb, t. 533; elect'o:' 44o;freed from passion and per Hymns, to Christ, z95 ; tothe P_da-
elect, 6o,. turbation, 496; uses all knowl- go_s, 296; evening, of Greek

edge, 498 ; conjectures things Christians, 298.Electa, lady to whom St. John's Sec-
ond Epistle was written, 577- future, 50I, 52I ; alone attains

Elijah, example of frugality, 28J. perfection, 5o2 ; represses sen- Idols, to be rejected, 5t9 .
Emblems, Christian. in the Cata- sual desire, 503; worshipper of Images, heathen, shameful, I84-188.

combs, 297. God, 5z3; attains likeness to Incarnation of Christ, benefits of,
Empedocles, quoted, 384-385, 403, Christ, 5z6; knowledge, 527, 202-204, 6oi.

446, 464, 466.. content, self-control, 528; his Instructmn, Christian, meaning of,
Epiphanes,382; opinion on commu faith and trust, 536; help to 223; heathen, follyof, zz3;given

nity of women, 403 others, 536 ; prayer and alms, through the Law bv the Word,
Esoteric doctrine, use of, 3oz, 3r3 , 537, 545; takes no oath, 537 ; z24, 234; powe_ of Christ's, 225;

343, 345. teachesby example. 538; made effects in Christians, 235.
Eucharist, 242 ; peculiar customs o1", perfect in knowledge, 539 ; final Iota and tittle, meaning of, 578-

3oo; received according to rea- reward, 539; full character of, Irreverence, reproof of, ._85.
son, 31o ; heretics celebrate with 54o, 558 ; lover of God and man, Isaac, type of Christian joy, ",I 4.
water, 3zz ; typified by Melchize- 54z ; his self-restraint in lawful
dek, 439- thin_s, 543, fasting, 544, char- James, St., the Great, 579; tradition

Euripides, quoted, :_84-385, 4o3, 469 . ity, 545, continual devotion, 546, of his martyrdom, 579.
Evil, not sought for ltself,3t 9; works long-suffering and forgiveness, the Just, Bishop of Jerusalem, 579-

for good, 33o. 548. Jarvis, Dr. S. F., Clturc/_ of t/:e Re.
Exf_ortation, I/tt, of Clement, object Gnostlcs, false, tendency of, 38o; de- deemed, 477.

of, 167. spisers of the body, 412. John, St., tradition of, 574; his Sec-
Eye, government of the, 29J. God, known by science only as mani- ond Epistle interpreted, 577 ;

festedin Christ, 438 ; mcompre-I origin of his Gospel, 58o; St.
Faith, possible without learning, 307, [ bensible by human mind, 463 ; [ John and the robber, story of,

345 ; not a natural quality, 349; [ lgnowledge of, a divine gift, 464 ; [ 6o3-6o4.
only means to the knowledge of [ this shown by philosophers, 464- [ John Baptist, St., voice of the Word,
God, 349; taught by Seripture_ 465; how far revealed to the[ 174.
to Greek philosophy, 35z ; leads I heathen, 474-475 ; eternal, 476 ; IJubilee, year of, 438, 443-
to repentance, hope, benevo- ] knowledge of, in Greek philoso- I Jude, St., his relationship' to our
lence, 353, 357 ; faith, not opin- l phy, 489. l Lord, 573-
ion, foundation of knowledge, [Gods of the heathen, their wicked-]
359; twofold, relating to mere- hess, x79-18z ; cruelty of their[Kaye, Bishop, analysis of St. Clem-
ory and hope, 36o ; voluntary, worship, I83 ; their temples, [ ent's zhr_.rcellanu_.r,34 z.
36O; necessary to justification, tombs, 184. _Kiss of charity, abuse of, 29x.
444; foundation of knowledge, Goodness, divine, not inconsistent/Knowledge, true, defined, 349-35 o,
445; heretical views of, 445; with justice, 2zS-Z27. ] _64 ; foundation in faith, 445;
saving, manifested by works, Grafting,-illustrativ_ of conversion, 1 [_y the senses, 445; twofold, 13y
5o5 • 5o7. apprehension and reason, 48o;

Fathers, apostolical, quoted, 348, 355, Greek, language of Christianity, I66; of God, in Greek philosophy,
357, 36o, 36z, 366, 4zz, 428, 46o, type of early Christianity, 379; 480; degrees of, ,5o7; love of,
495-496, 5to poetry quoted, 469-474 . _og; true, in Christ only, o8'

Fear of God, necessary, 3_. Gymnosophists of India, answers of, philosophy and heresies, aids5 to_
Figurative teaching of Scripture and 488. 5o_

philosophy, 450.
Filthy speaking and acts, reproved, Hades, Christ preached to Jews Laughter, abuse of, z49.

25o. ' in, and apostles to Gentiles, Law, penalty of, beneficent, 339;
Pree-will, the original of sin, 319, 490; repentance in, 49 r. natural and revealed, one, and

362-363; necessary to faith and Hair, may be trimmed, but not dyed, divine, 341 ; divine, teacher of
repentance, 349; condition of 286. vhilosop-Ey., 367 .
judgment, 353 ; proofs of, 4z4, Hebrew names, meaning of, 439, 443, Lord's day, fllnstrated by Greek
4z6, 437, 5o z, 524; power of 446, 476. authors, 469; day of Christ's
choosing salvation, 44I ; error Hebrews, Epistle to, translated by resurrection, 545. -
of Basilides, 444; illustrated by St. Luke, 579; why not sub- Love, Christian, how fulfils the law,
Plato, 483; sourceofo.b_Ue." rice, scribed by S_t.Panl, 44z, 579. 4z4; extent of, 42_ 430; r¢_
519, 527-S28,.and of. faith, 525, Heraclitus, quoted,384-38_,4o3,446, presses sensual passion,43o; oI

. . _7:-f_8; cbo!ce of ytrtu¢., 525. Heresies, no argument agmnst Chris- man, rewards of, 6Ol-45o2.
r_p, now threefotch 309. elan belief, 550; tested by Scrip- Luxury, household, forbidden to
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Christians, 247 ; in dress and i Occupations of Christians, 282. 416, 436' 442 ; city of, in beave_
person, 272-277; in servants, Offences to be avoided, 426. 44I, 443; witness to Scripture,
278 ; hindrance to charity, 279. Ointments, abuse of, 253. 446, 47o, 479; on spiritual knowl-

Ornaments, unstated to Christians edge, 448, a divine gift, 464; idea
Maiden, the model, described by 267-270. of God, 465: philosophic teacah-

Zeno, 289. ing from Scripture, 466, 469;
Man, pre-existent in the Divine Mind, -Ptedagogus, The, of Clement, object illustrating the Trinity, 468, the

21o; object of God's love, 2io; and contents of, 16 7. Lord's day, 469, the Messiah,
spiritual excellence of, 41o Pantmnus, teacher at Alexandria, 47op 479, free-will, 475.

Manliness, true Christian, 365. I65-I67, 343- Poets, heathen, testimony to the
Marcion, heretic, 384-385, 4o3, 445- Parables of our Lord, mystery of, truth, 193.
Mark, St., disciple of St. Peter, 56i ; _o1-5o2 ; interpreted, -- of the Prayer, subject of, 533; gestures, 534;

origin of his Gospel,579. Labourers, 4i5; Mustard Seed, canonical hours, 534; falseGnolv
Mamage, lawful use of, 259--263; 578, Pearl, 578; Good Samari- tic, ideas of, 534; silent, 535;

nature, conditions, and duty of, tan, 599; Prodigal Son, sermon why towards the East, 535; of
377; single commended, second on, 581-589 . the wicked, 535; of the true
permitted, 382, 4o3; heretical Passover (last) of our Lord, date of Gnostic, 535.
perversions of Scripture regard- 565. Prayer of St. Clement to the Pa,da-
ing, 395, 398; errors of Cassian Paul, St., late witness of Old-Testa- gog'u.r, 295.
refuted, 399; its purity taught m ment truth, 434, 442. Predestination, ground of, 497t 524•
Holy Scripture, 4o0, 403; de- Pearl, parable of, interpreted, 578. Priesthood of Christians, 572.
pravatlon of it a reproach to the Perfection, distinct from complete- Prophets, the, teachers of the truth,
Creator, 4o0, 403; two heretical ness, 459, 478; possible to hu- x94-I95, teach by parables and
views of marriage to be shunned, man nature, 502 ; attained by the enigmas, 5io, 522.
4Ol, true philosophy of, 4o2, 403 - true Gnostic alone, 502. Providence, special, to be believed,
4o7; of apostles, 533; honourable Peripatetic philosophy, I9L 312.
m all, 533- Persecution, how understood, 598 Punishment, a mark of God's love,

Martha of Bethany, Christ's rebuke Peter, St., tradition of his wife's mar- 226; a means of salvation, 228--
of, 594 tyrdom 54 I. 230; leads to repentance, 23_-

Martyrdom, why to be desired, 4I i, IPhilo Judaeus, his interpretation of 233 ; divine, object of, 437, 442.
423; spiritual, 4t z; heathen, [ Scripture history-, 3o6 Purity, law of, 259, 317, 348, 433.
falsely so named, 412; not need- [Philolaus, quoted, 382, 4o3 Pythagoreans, falsely quoted against
less neath, 412,423; blessedness[Philosophers, heathen, opinions of, marriage, 385, 403; sayings of
of, 416; philosophy testifies to, I respecting God, x9o; taughttruth Theano, 417, 43 I, 44t-442; on
418-419; sex and condition of ] by the Scriptures, _91-192; opin- the idea of God, 465.
martyrs, 42o; errors of Basilides I ions on the chief good, 374;
on, 423-424; testimony of Scrip- Christian, self-restraint of, 370 Regeneration of Christians by the
ture, 427; of St. Clement of Philosophy, useof, in Christian teach- Word, 357.
Rome, 428. rag, 3o3; Greek, a preparation Religion in common life, 29o.

Menander, witness to Scripture, 446. for Christ, 3o5, 321-323, 347-348 Repentance, first and second, 361
Milk, symbol of spiritual nourish- what is true philosophy, 308 voluntary, 36I; what is true, 6o2.

ment, 218-222. 31I ; sects of, contain half-truths Riches, true Christian, 279, 596, 6o0;
Ministry, how chosen, 504; orders not to be thrown away, 594;313; successive schools of, 313;

of, 5o5; commissioned by Christ, Greek, foreign sources of, 314- when profitless, 595; want of,
5 5" _i7, posterior to the Mosaic not salvation, 597; how forsaken

MlraSc{esof Christ, mystery of, 5ot. Law, 324-333, 341 ; true philos- for Christ, 598"
Mixed cup in the Eucharist. 242. ophy seeks God, 358-359, _69; Righteousness, true, 504; impresses
Mosaic Law, a preparation for Christ taught by divine law in piety, a likeness to God, 5o4; in what

339; fourfold character of, 34o. charity, justice, purity, 367; sense attained throu_jh philoso-
Moses, history of, 335; lawgiver am taught highest good by Scrip- phy, 305, 323, 345-34o.

general, 336-338; tradition of ture, 375, and other things by Rings, for the ears, forbidden, 285;
his burial,-sii _ assumption of, the same, 465, 478; object of for the hands, how allowed, 285;
573; slaying the Egyptian, 585. true philosophy, 493; character signet, designs, 285.

Music, sanctifiedto God', 248; instru- and origin, 493 ; gift of God to Ruler, the young, character of, 594.
mental, not Christian, 249; mys- Jew and Greek, 495, 517, 52I;
tery of, 499. cannot give perfect knowledge Sabbath, Jewish, right keeping of,

Mustard seed, parable of, interpreted, of God, 5t 5, but a preparation _o2.

_e_Si_ for such knowledge, 516; Greek, Sacrifices, heathen, cruelty of, I8 ;

• 3Mys.Christian,whycelebratedarecreationtotheGnostic5'7; needless532;.acrtficesofPrayer
•ght, 435; Eletis"" "man, vile-"-l necessary to knowledge, 518 ; its and praise, 532 ; of the Law, 532_

ness of, 175-I77. objective truth, 556. Salome, apocryphal sayings of
Mythology, heathen, absurd and im- Pictures, heathen, their licentious- Christ to, 392.

pious, I75-177 , 520; its origin, ness, I89. Salvation before Christ, 4a8; one to
I79-I8o, 530. Pindar, quoted, 382, 4o3. Jew and Gentile, 49 o.

Plagiarism, of Greek poets from each Samaritan, good, signifies Christ, 599.
Names, conceptions and subjects other, 481-483; of philosophers Scripture, holy, chronology of, 325-

(philosophical) classified, 564. and historians, 484-486; of 334; threefold interpretation of,
Neighbour, who is our, 599- . (;reeks from Hebrew Scrip- 341 ; why veiled in parables,
New creation in Christ, meaning ot, tures, 486-488; of philosophers, 5o9; test of doctrinal truth, 55o,

N' 594- from Egypt and India, 488. - 557.
metas, commentary on Job, quoted, Plato, on language of animals, 333 ; :segaar, Charles, annotator of St.

an imitator of Moses, 338; falsely
N 577. Clement, 605.

icolarn deacon, name and teaching quoted by heretics, on commu- Self-restraint of Christian philoso.
abused by Nieolaitans, 385 . nity of women, and depravation phers, 37o.

Numbers, mystery of, 499, 521 ; sym- of the natmal creation, 382, 403 ; Septuagint, date and origin of, 334.
bols of, in the Decalogue, 5I 2-514 on hope, 404; on future rewards, Servants, how kept by heathen_ '278;
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Servants, how treated by Christians Tabernacle and its furniture, sym- [ Valentmus, heretic, errors of, _55
288. bolic meaning of, 452. 1 359, 4z5, 445. _ '

Sex, no distinction of, in instruction, Tatian on marriage, errors of, 396, / Vestments of the high priest, s_m.
2tl ; Christian relauons of, 4t 9. T 403-407" _ bolism of, 453. "

Sibyl, the, testimony to the truth, t92 , eacners of St. Clement, 3oi-3o2.

_. .I.94,346; quoted, 384-385, 4o3. Teaching, right motives in, 3oo. _ Wife, character of a good, 432
_lmtmuaes in instruction, use of, Temperance, in living, 25i; in con- Wine, how used by Christians, 243.28t.

versatiou, 252 . how abused to drunkenness, 244 '
Sin) voluntary and involuntary, 36i ; Temple furniture, symbolism of, 585. Christ's example m, 246.

power to repent of, 36x ; not to Temples, in what sense holy, 53o; Wisdom, object of true philosoph_be predicated of the divine na- heathen, tombs, r84. -,492; manifold, 5t8.
tuft, 363. Theano the Pythagorean, sayings of, Witnesses, three earthly, interpreted,

Sleep, Christian use of, 257. 4t7, 43 t, 441-442. _ 576.
Socrates, on future rewards, 436, 442. Theogms, quoted, 382_ 403 Women, right adorning of, 287;
Sodomites, sin and punishment of, Timothy, Epistle to, rejected by cer- chaste habits m, z88, behavlou_282.

tam heretics, 359. at church, 290; examples of per-
Son of God, Saviour and Lord of all, Tithes and firstfrmts, maintenance fect_on in, 4M-

524; order of His government of priests under the Law, 363 . Word, the, pre-existent, mcar aatt
525; not author of evil, 526. Tradition of doctrine from the apos- teacher, I73; lestorer and guld_

Sophists, foolishness of, 304, 3o9. ties, • unwritten, 494. of man, 2o9; healer of the soul
Sophocles, witness to Scripture, 446 Trinity, d3°Ict34e3'of, illustrated by rio; symbolized bv nulk, 219'
Speech, subordinate to action, 3io. Plato, 468. by bread and by blobd, 221, eter:Spirits m prison, preached to, 49o.
Stationary days, fasts of, 544- Truth, divine, contrasted with hea- nal and uncreate, 573.

then fable, i7t ; its power over Worship, true nature of, 532.
Stromata, The, of Clement, object men, r7z ; spiritual nature of,

and character of, I68; meaning 464; attained through faith, as Xanthus, quoted, 383, 403
of term, 4o8. the gift of God, 5t9; given to Xenocrates, on the idea of God, 46_,

Symbols,Pffthagorean, in philosophic a]l, 522; object of true phlloso- 486.
proveros, 450; Egyptian, 454; phy, 556.

of philosophical language, 455; Zeno, description of a model ma_den,of the Mosaic Law, 456; reasons Unbelief, sin and danger of, 295-197. 289.
for, 457; apostolic opinion of, UnityofJewandGreekmChrst, 5o4 Zephanmh (apocryphal), vision ot
459; Jewish do not sanction "Unknown God," Athenian mscrJp- heaven, 462. "
image worship, 453, 477. tion to, 464, 478.
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